


Greetings Citizens of Azeroth, 

Brady is pleased to present this fully-updated and revised Official 
Strategy Guide, now ca lled the Master Guide. 

We at Brady sti ll play WoW and we have taken a second look 
at our Official Strategy Guide with a very critica l eye. After 
12 patfhes, much of the information in the original guide had 
become outdated. In addition to updating the meat of the guide, 
we wanted to make the book more manageable and easier to 
use. W e are confident you w ill find it easier to navigate, packed 
w ith more in fo rmation, and more attractive than before. It is also 
important to note that this gu ide, although smaller in page count, 
~overs much more than the first. You need only compare the two 
to f.ind that this Second Edition keeps the " l st dayJJ chapters, intro 
to WoW, world maps, and classes. We have added a PvP chapter, 
an Instances and Raids chapter, and about 1500 quests. 

We hope you enjoy using this guide as much as we enjoyed creat
ing it. We didn't just create a book we hope you wi ll use; we cre
ated the book we wanted to use ourselves. 

Enjoy! 
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One of the greatest difffculties of strategy writing is that there is almost never 
the time, money, and ability to return to a beloved product and update the 
original material. With World of Warcraft, we've been given the opportun ity 
to do just that: to update, improve, and expand on the original guide with no 
time or expense spared. It seemed like a rare luxury to spend over half a year 

in preparation for the release of the first World of Warcraft strategy guide. 
Yet, that is modest compared to the time placed on this guide. Players and 
writers who have been involved with World of Warcraft from Beta 1 forward 

have come together for this incredible task. And in case you can't tell , we're 
excited. This is an amaz ing chance to take a guide that we loved and bring it 
to li fe once again. 

If you are wondering what has changed, the li st is a bit daunting. Almost 

all text is entirely new; strategies have been broken apart and rebuilt from 
the ground up. We have new tabl es, data, and updated maps to handle the 
changes from the last year and a half of updates. Newer screenshots with 

' greater character variety were taken whi le logging in thousands of hours 

between characters on all manner of servers. Search ing for Rare or Epic items? 
We have them all in here. Planning equ ipment sets, trying out different PvP 
builds, looking for ways to excel in dungeons, raids, and in the battlegrounds? 
We have been too, and the results are in here. 

Everything that cou ld possibly fit between two covers is ready. New players: 
you are still going to receive the comfortable introduction to World of War
craft that was present in the first gu ide (we' ll take you through the early hours 
of play and explain everything to help you on your way). Experienced players 
fear not; there an amazing amount for you here as well . We've taken all of the 

resources from all over Azeroth and the real world and brought them into one 
place. Tired of keeping the Net up in the background or on another system to 
look up item drops in your favorite instances? Do you want to squeeze those 
last few percentage points of criti ca l strike out of your character w ithout losing 

precious Stamina or Attack Power? We found the best ways to do it. We'll 
help you level your second, third, and fourth characters to 60 in style. We' ll 
get you to Exalted in all the battlegrounds. And, we promise that it's going to 
be fun this time too. 

Glad to have you back. 

; ~JDc$c$el~ 
, This Glossary gives you a good idea what the common terms mean in World of War
' craft. Gaming slang, interna l statistics, and other such ideas are explained in enough 

detail to get complete novices and gaming veterans speaking the same language. 
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Acrealurethataddsintaanexisliijjfightagain~yau. 

f.soverb, itistheactofhovingocreatureodd intoo 
fight"ThatOgreisgaingtaadd." 

Awoy FrnmKeyhoo rd.Thismeonsthotthepersonwon't 
beovoiloblefor osOOrttime. Thereis olsoospecifk 
/afk comroortd tu let others who messoge you know 
thotyouareAFK. 

Mostofienthisisusedtonote~otou01ture is 
ottockingyouoryourgrnup "We'vegotoggro!# The 
re1mdenoteslheoggressiveinle1estsolornonster/npc 
If a pe110n says, ·Ga aggra that manste( I moons ta 
intenoonal~get theenemy taattackyau. 

Thisisthedistonce fromwhichon enemydecidesto 
ottackachorocter. This radius is influenced bythe!evel 
differenceMtweenthemonsterandthecharncter 
{withrelotivelytoughe1monsters oggroinglromlarther 
away). Thisdistance isal.soinfluencedbythetypeof 
creotureinvo!ved,osonumberofpredotorshoveo 
largeroggrorodiustobeginwith. 

AgilityisonottributeinWorldofWorcroft.Thisottribute 
determineso<hamde(sabifi~toDadgeattacks,~are 
CriticalHits{thotdeolatleastlwicethedomoge),ond 
dealmoredarrmgeingenerolwiththeirottocks (though 
this~onlytruewith certain classes). 

Shffi~ondforAlsaKnawnAs 

Asecondorychorocter. Thisusoolly 1eferstoocho1octer 
tliotyouputl1m timeintooro chorocterthotislowetin 
levelcomporedtoyourprimory (Main) character. 

Areo of Effect 

Armor 
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lntelligen<e 

Attacl:.Pow•r 

Attack Skill 

Attribute 

TheseareljlOlls,abilities,anditemsthatinHuer<e 
multipletargetsoverogivenorea.Sometime)theseare 
bosedonocirdeoroundaspecific targetperson {the 
cosferoronenemyoffinthedisto11<e).Thesecanolso 
bebosed aff af a selected""' (these arern~ed gmund 
lorgeted AoEs). 

Thisreflecttheomountofprotectiveorm01your 
morncteriswearing.Thisstotisticincreosesosyou 
continuetofindbetterequipmentwith highflrleve~. 
Yourchnrocter'scurren101m01isthe plimmyfoctoiin 
determining physicul domoge mmgalion 

Or A!. NPCsolvorioussortshoveocertainlevelof 
intelligencethotdeterminestheiroctivitiesinond 
autsideafbattle. 

Thisisostoti5ticthotinfkiencesthephysirol0ofOO!)!l 
PerSecoOOof yoorchoracter.Hovingohighermelee 
Attaci Paw~ grecrly helps in dealing mare damage, 
espedollywithheovierweopons.Hovlngohigher 
rongedAttockPowerincreasesove111ll111ngeddomoge. 

Eoch<harocterhnsanAttocl:.Skilwithotl01stseveml 
weapon [Jpel. Yoor moximum Attock Skill is equal to 
fiY1ltimesyoorru11entleve!. Troiningwlthoweoponby 
ottockingincreosesyourAttockSki\ltowordsthiscop. 
During botia,Atta<kSkill(relotivetayaurenemy's 
Defense) influencesthechoncetostrikesuccessful~ond 
scorn Critical Hits. 

Amajorstotisticforocharocter. Eochottributereflects 
onomajorsideofocharocterscopobitities {Strength 
formeleedomogaondblockingwithshields,Agilityfor 
Dodging,CrlNca!Hits,ondsomeclosses' Attack Power, 
Stamina for Hit Points, lntellsctforMona,ondSpiritfor 
recoveiyaf HirPotnt/MonoovernmeJ 

Au<tionHou~ 

Avatar 

Batieground 

BBL 

Bind 

Bind an Equip 

Bind on 
Pickup 

FrequentlyshortenedtoAH.Theseoroosollow 
chorocterstopostmonyitemsforsale.Thelronsoctions 
hoveomadestfee,yettheyollowyourchorocter 
tomakesolesondpu1choseswithoutmeeting 
otherchorncters di1ecttyond investingmojortimein 
buying/selling. 

ThevisualiepresentotionolyourchorocterinWorld 
ofWarcrah 

AninstoncedoreoforPvPconflict.Signuptodnyin 
themoiorcitiesosotspecificinstonreportols.WSGis 
Wossongfiulch,ABisArothiBosin,AVisAlterocVolley. 

Be Bock later 

ToBindtoacertoininnwithyourHearthstone(sothat 
youcontelej}Ortthereinthefuture).Thiscnnolsohe 
usedtodefinewhenonitem8indstoyotlfchorode1on 
pickup(BoP)aranfiorequip(BaE). 

Thismeonsthotospedfic ltemwill Bind to your 
<hmacterthefiottimeitisequipped.Aher thotpaint, it 
cannot be traded or put onto the Auction House. Before 
that time, oormo1 trode is complete~ ollo'N(lb!e. 

TheseitemsimmediatelyBindtoadioraderwilen 
!ootedorcrofted,andtheyconneverbe soldor 
trodedforonyreoson.Mostoften,theseiterilsoreof 
Rarequalify(arhigher)andarefaundframpowerful 
enemies. 

Boot/Zeppein BootsondZeppelinsmeusedfortrovelbelwt!enthe 
continents. 

Bao ts 

BRB 

BR! 

Buff 

Bug 

Camp 

Corebear 

Cost 

Cosier 

Chain Costing 
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Closs 

CambotPet 

Can 

Corpse 
Comping 

Notjustonormorpiece! This isolsousedtosignifyo 
poweri.lpobjectintheBottiegrounds{WarsongGulch) 
tlxrfiooeosesrunspeed rttyouconma~eittoour 
base,lhebools meupn. 

Be Right Bade 

BeRighrlhere 

Usingspellstoincroosethepotentialofyourollies.This 
refeis ta bom the od · r1ease buff me, goad Pnesr ond 
tathe-lspelleffect"Vlrththisbuff thove 4,240 
Hit Poinls,wooW 

AnilliJomeproblemthotcausessomethingunexpected 
to happen. This may require Customer Service 
Rep1esenrative/GMil\teiv01oon(yoowillneedta 
submiloticketifthebugisdromotic). 

Tocontrologivenoreainthehopesofeithergettingoll 
themonsterspowns foryou1sea/yourgroup,or fo rthe 
purposeofstoppingPvPeoomiesfromhovingsofety 
thele.Yooconcomponmeo,ogroveyo1d,thecorpse 
ololollenenemy,ondsoforth. This often involves 
multiple p01p~ ta be done most ette<live~ (me group 
fonsautandwotchesforanythingthotwillt~tadisrupt 
their activities). 

Somewhat derogatory oome for a person who ovoids 
PvP,~aysanna•Pvfseiveo,andsoforth. 

To use a spell. Thismoyorn.irinstontfywithsomespells 
(instonliostspellshoveolmostnodeloyofonysort) 
orrequireuptoseveralsecondsoftimeinvestedinthe 
coslingprocessduringwhkhinterruptionsmoyoccurtt 
therostm isstruck. 

Apersonwhoiscopobleofcostingspel!s.Oftenusedto 
refertoMages,Worlocks,Priests,ondOruidswhostoy 
in Coster form. It is implied in me nome mot me person 
isosoftertorgetwhoneedseitherprotectionorfost 
eliminotio11,depending011theiroffiliati011s. "Killtheir 
costersfirst,theymesupportingtheflogcorrier! !l" 

Goingfromonespe\1directlyinto thenext. "That 
ShomanChoinCostslesserHeolingWoveeverytime 
she gets in trouble." 

Amethodofwinningthotisn'texploitivebutappeors 
robe unlairinooewuyoraoother. Thismoybequite 
iooccu1otein.somecoses. Thistsosynonymforobuse. 

Asetofobilitiesondstotislicsforyourcharocterthatis 
chosenduringcreotion. Thisgreotlyinfluenceshowyou 
willployyour<homcter. 

WorlocksondHuntersh01ropelsthot confightbeslde 
themondgreoftvoffecttheoutcomeofcombat. 

Short for consider. ThiswasusedinmanyolderMOGsto 
tell how powerful o crnature was. In Wortd of Warcroft, 
this o done with bem a numerk level componsan and 
by lhe the background colOf of the mob's fmme. 

Tostoyneoros!oinenemyinworld PvPinanottempt 
toprevent themfrom resurrectingotthei1bodywithout 
beingkilledagain.Thisisnotgrieflngbydefinition. 
ltisol.sonotfriend~ondisconsideredofoicoctof 

oggre~ionogain~ theportyooingcomped. 
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Dopel 

DMG 
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Duping 

Ema re 

Expe1iea<0 

Exploit 

form 

Flog 

Flogged 

Flight 

Freelor~I 

Gonk 

GG 

GI 

Whenthegamekicksyoubo<kanrathedesktap. 
lf1110me,pea~ewilllike~refertathisasaDC (a 
disconnect). 

Term for neutral creatures. 

SborttennforaCntirol Hn labtawmat deolsraugh~ 
twiceno1mol domoge) . 

Creoturesout inthewildthot hcvenocombot 
copabilities{smollsnokes,rahbits,etc.).Klllingtheseis 
obsolute~necessory. 

UsingspeUsarabilitiestadisobleenemy tmgers 
lorawbstantiol period.Sap,Polym!Jljlh,ondfeor 
are mo~r examples al POWERFUL Crowd Control 
((() thatnot on~ limitsthe enemies'options to 

act, but olmost removes them entirely from combat. 
lesser/l imited Crowd Control may inhibit movement 
but still dlow enemies o moderate amount of control; 
FrostNova,roots,ondHamstringoregoodexomples 
of limited control. 

The in-game staff that exist to help players with mo~r 
prahlem; Often rolled GMs by tbo players. 

TheArmffistotisticisrnmpmedrootobleafestimotecl 
Armorvaluesforagivenlevel.Theresultisyoor 
chorocte(sDamogeMitigotion (found by highlighting 
theArrncrstotonyourcharacterpo:gel. Thlsvo!ue 
mughlyexploinstheomountofdomogeobsorbedby 
yourormorwhenyou1choracterisslrnckbyocreoture 
ofsimilmleve!.AbitrtiesondSpe11sconinfluen(eboth 
ArmorondDomogeMitigotion. 

Basedamagefromaspell, weapon, or ability is only 
portofthestOIY. Damage Per Second {DPS)isowfff tO 
ligureouthoweffertive,perunittime,ogivefloctionis. 
ThehigherthaDPS,themaredamageanodivifyoon 
produce.ThisisoftenmostimportontforattritionPvPor 
PvE situations. In short-term PvP, burst damage is more 
importantthanspectticDPS. 

AdebuffisonyspellthatgoesoncmenemyturgetoOO 
sloysthEJeforoperiodoftime.Somedeo!domage; 
some re~uce stats. 

Thisstotdetermines howoftenyourchorocterisstruck 
physicol~ondhowoftensuch blows ore Critical Hits. 
lhisstathosocopoffivetimesthechorocter's !evel 
and inaeoses loword that cop when you1 chorocter 
isattacl.e1i. 

Spells, Abil ities, or ltems that deal damage immediately 
oriddirectlytoo target. 

To1emoveoOebufffiomonollyorto1emoveoposilive 
effed lremafoe. 

SharthaooforDamage. 

DaNotDislurb 

Shorthooo lor Damage Over Time. DOT arnlities/spelo 
oreoftenveryefficientbutrequire~owe1tactic;forthe 
ottrition torun itscou1S0.Worlocksareespedollyknown 
fortheircrue!DOTs. 

Crearingmu!tipleitemsfromosinglesource. This is 
an~ possible thmugh rare explot (tt at a~ dunng tho 
sfllgeolthegame).ondWlllleodtomojo1peoolttes or 
bonningofoccounts. 

Anoctian (oftenwithvoiceoranimotion)thotismode 
byyourcharocte1. Emotesoreveryusefulforrnleploying 
ondorecoveredinthisguide. 

hperience/XP meosures your prog1ess toword 
onother~el. 

Activitiesthatmeagainstthelermsof UseforWartdot 
Warcraftandcopitolizeonbugstogiveplayerson unfoir 
advantage over others. 

Torepeoted~ killogiventorgetortypeoltorget,often 
fordesireddmpsollrndeitemso1equipment 

Anobject(larget) in theBonlegrounds;theseme 

nght·dicked topickupor0<tivote . Msou~dtodenote 
PvP0<tivify, os in 1hatwar1'11 ofloggedfor PvPI 
Gel'em!" 

TahePvfenable<l.OnPvE, SrondardRPseNeo,andin 
thestorterZones,using/pvpisrequiredbeforefighting 
ogoinsttheotherfoctionispossible.Onrn/pvpisused, 
your ore Flagged. 

Bothfoctionsusebots/gryphons/etc. to fly chorocters 
betweendliesolldtowns.Peoplemuyreler!Olhisos 
heing "oothebird." 

This~ o bot rule that ofows any choracter to loot any OOdy. 
OftenreseNeclfmVERY00sef0000saootnr;tedales. 

PrimorifyoPvPserver termondfunction. lhisiswhen 
chorocleisofmuchhigher levelgoofte1 youngertorgets 
rhothovenohopeofsurvivingorevenescaping,or 
whenpeopleore unpreparedduetocomOOtwithamob. 
ApersonwhodoesthisoctMrylso ·ganker.N 

Shortfor "GoadGame!"Spokentobuddiesofterthe 
end of many battleground matches, even when on 
~elasingside. 

ShortforNGood1ob!n!Osignolopprovo1or 
appreciation. 



loGimpmeonslorokeocoorseofoctionwithlolents Tobeinag10upmroldondcontributenothlng1hey Out0f(ha10cter.Sometimessignifiedonroleplaying To slow on enemy's movement. Hamstring, Wing Cl ip, 
arequipmentthotmakesyourcharocterineffective. lee<h justsotthereondleechedReputationi11AherocVol!ey 0()( serverswiththeuseofpoientheses,osin"Thehomhos FrostSpellsolmonytypes,ondo~ersuchobilities 

Gimp Being o Gimp o to be SU<h o dwm<t~. An example for two hours." sounded!lmustleovethisploce! (gottalogguysr Snore 
Snareoppanents. lheycanstillmoveondf~ht,butitis 

wouldbe11full lntelleclgeorWarrtorwith11sidedoseof 
Alsoknownosl337spook.1heuseofn1111beofor 1337speokforomojorvictoryoversomeoneor moch easier lo Kite them durtng th~ time. 

+Healing improvements. 
replacingce rtoinlettersandgeneral~idiosynrratic 

Own/Pwn something. Oefecrteden11miesondgothered 1esou1cesretumlo Leet Speak 
GM lrtgomeBlizzordrepresefltotivesthattrytocoriectfor grommmtodenoteollegioncelotheyoorige1geek 

PC PloyerChorocter Spawn theworldofterotime. Thiseventisco~edoSpawn 
bugsordeolwlthhorossmentissues. culture. l~oPop). 

Ap!ocewherechoractersretumafterdeath. The spirits Ameasureofyourcharactefspowerond11ogressionin 
Tocreateoglawingyellowcircleonthelocolmop 

OftenreferstoTalenlselections. lhisdenotes oforusoo 
conrunbacktotheirbodiesfor!ifetoheginanew,01 Azeroth.lhisrangesfromHObelorethegame'sfilst 

throughright-dickingo11a11me1J;thisindicates 
playingy01Jrdiorac!erinospedficwoy. Gear, Talents, 

Graveymd they am Resu11ectottheS~ritHeolernearby (this 
Level 

exponsionorrives. lnthefuture,thiswillextendfrom 
Ping directposilionofororget(especlollyusefu!inthe Specioliz11tion 

andploystylaollcometagethertomoximizeagiven Bottlegrounds).ThisisolsoaspecilicHunte1obilitylhot damagestheirequipmentondcausesastotusdeDuff J.70,ondwhoknowswhattlrefuturewillhold! 
is used t~ uncover Steallhed targets. 

Spec.Can refertotrodeskilk. 
!or a short time) . 

Gaining!evels,andthroughthemabilitiesondpower 
Point Blank AnoreoofeffectohilitylhotcentersorooOOthecoster. Spirit Attribute that controk the mte of Hit Pcint/Mono 

Staying in areas where enemies ore spawned in the leveling fOfyourchomcfers.ThisisdOflebycomp!eNngquesls, 
AoE ShartenedtoPBAoE. regenerationforyourchorocter. 

Graveyard 
Bo!tlegroundsorusetheSpirit Heolerinthenormol killing mons~o. exploring the w~~. ond so forth. 

Abilitiesthotworkin hormonyinsteadofre~acingeoch world.Thisisconsideredtobeinverypllortosteby ToPortorPortolistoimmediote~trove!toacertoin Comping 
monyployersondmoy(insomese•ers) be defined Thedirectlinebetweenoneentilyandtheirtorget. 

locotion.MogesdothisbyPortingtosetlocotions,ony 
Stod<ing otheraresoidtoStock. SnoresohendoNOlS1ocl 

osgriefing. 
lineafSight Many abirrties 1equi1e a direct Line of S~ht, ond when 

Port ployercanusetheirHearthstonestoPorttoonlnnthot DDTsof almostall~pesobsalute~ DO Stock. 
LOSisbrokenmespells/abilitieswillloiltogooff. 

mey hove bound lo, ond Worlocks can Summon people Stomino Attributethotdeterminesyour<horocte(sHi!Pointtolttl. N.okingonoctiveefforttohcmssaootharpkryerlhat 
goesbeyondtheru!esofthegome.GroveyordComping 

Topostoiteminochonnelsothotothersmoyseeits to themselves. 
Akidderf01Honorgoinedinoweek. You compete Grief 

onotherployer,KillSteoling,ondothermohciousocts Link 
statistics. Holding down Shift while dicking on on item 

PotionsoreohenshortenedtoPotin-gome. Pot use ogoinstyourownfoctionforhighStonding.Achieving 
are included in this. 

willdoth~forwhispersondgui!dchat, but not for 
iscommonlnMandPvPforrestoringHitPointsor 

Standing 
extrnmelyhighRonkis impossiblewilhautconsistently Glossary 

privotechotchanne~. Pot 
loSjtedfical~goinexpenoo<ebyonockingmonsteo(os 

Mono. Omer importont Potions indude Free Action, highStondingondohugeinveshnentoltime. 

G1ind opposedtoqoostingforexpoienrn).Oftenrepeti!we Lough Out laud; cammon lntemet usoge for an~ing Swiftnass,ondmonystot-enhoncingchoicesoswelL 
AStotislkthot reflectsonyourgeor, !evels,Attributes, 

and mindless. 
lOl omusing.ROfl(rollingonthefloorloughing) is 

Toass~tolower·levelchoracterbyhe lpingthemquest/ Stot and current state. Your stats provide a g~nero! idea for 
also used. 

Astondmdsetoflootruleslorgroupsininslonces. 
Powerlevel grindotomochfosterpoce.Oftenmareeffeclivewith yomchoractefscombatpe~ormance. 

GrouplootdoesaRoundRobinsystemforstondord 
Low on Mono and Out of Mono; these ore statements slight~higher·levelcharoctersthotstoyoutof group. 

AnAhitrtythota\lowsadiorocte1~mitedinvisiblityot 
items,lettingeoch personlootafoirnumberofbodies. LOM/OOM mode by casters to let the group know that fun time 

Anitemeffectthotgoesoffunder<ertainconditionslan the cost of movement speed, ovoilabletoon~Rogues Groupla.t 
Then,whenitemsofochosenthresholddrop,window 

is almost over. 
hit, wh011 struck, etc). These often occm somewhat Stealth ond Druids (os well os some mobs). St1'11th o broken 

oppeoo tho! ollows poople rdl Need, Greed, or Poss OrLF&-usedtoletpeopleknowthatyouoretryingto 
~oc 

random~ and ere somewhat powerful when they do whenthechoroctertakesspecificoctionsortokes 
Looking For 

on the item. 
Group 

lindagrouptooccomplishotosk.Groupswithopen occur.ShortforNP.rogrommedR.ondomO.C.currence·. domog<ofonytype. 

Ateamofuptofivechoroctersthotoreinvited (/inv)to 
~ot may yell LFM, or Nlooking for more."' 
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Choosing a name, race, and class for your character may seem like a simple start, 
but it's all about investment. You can pick the first class that comes to mind in any 
race and click on the button to give you a default name. Or, you can sit down and 
consider with full attention to detail what you want from a character, what each 
class provides, and which race fits you the best, then think about a name that reflects 
all of that. Though this is a very personal decision, there are still a few tips that might 
help along the way. 

Your intended class is the best thing to 
decide first. After all, you don't want to 
fall in love with a race and suddenly find 
that they don't have the class you were 
hoping to play. If you don't have a class 
in mind already, stop and think about 
yourself. Do you want to get up close 
and personal? Is ranged combat more 
your style? Is magic a way of life for 
characters in the games you love, and, if 
so, do you like to support/heal or go on 
the offensive with it? 

If you don't have answers to those questions yet, perhaps because you are new to 
fantasy games, go deeper into your analysis. Do you lead well? Prefer to sit quietly 
and act suddenly, on your own? Is supporting others very important to you, or are 
you disinclined to be constantly involved with other people's needs and problems? 
There are no wrong answers here. It's better to be honest about what you want and 
seek the class that su its you. 

table below may help here. Though personality issues are extremely subjective, 
there is a tendency that you w ill notice in people that are happiest in a given class. 

Grob Immense Aggro, Hamper Enemies, Require> Both Skill and Gear to 
Show Their Ultimate Beauty 

people who end up being happiest in their classes almost always feel that way 
· because the personality of the class matches their own. There are many folks who 
•play a class for the "wrong" reasons and end up never quite clicking with it. This is 
because they chose the class based on stats instead of soul. Class X may be the flavor 
of the month, but nerfs/buffs come and go. Try everything, analyze what feels right, 
and run with that. 

RACE 

Though Racial Traits are discussed later 
and certainly have an influence in game
play, it is stil l STRONGLY recommended 
that you choose a race based on feel. If 
you grow to love your character, you are 
going to spend hundreds of hours watch
; ng them fight, grow, and succeed. Don't 
pick a character that doesn't look or feel 
right to you; look at all of the races, try 
male and female versions of each, and 
see what clicks. Let no one influence 
your decision in this. Pick what you like. Love it, enjoy it, and mock anyone who 
doesn't understand. In World of Warcraft, all possible character/race combinations 
are fully viable for the endgame. Anyone can solo to level 60. Anyone can group up 
to 60. End of story. 

NAME 

You might be amazed to realize how 
much goes into a name and how much 
people assume about you based of this. 
Generic fantasy names are near-on 

impossible to remember, movie char
acters are almost despised, and comic 
names might not get you into all the best 
groups. Consider the following: 

The World of Ware raft Name Generator gives you random 
You can click on this as many times as you like and keep what 
the minimum, this avoids many of the issues with offensive 

Other fantasy name generators are found online as well. Search 
see if there is anything you I ike. 

Simple names are often much better than complex names. If 
trouble typing your name, they won't remember it either. This is 
want people to remember who you are and to enjoy typing in 
(well, if you like grouping and roleplaying). 

Strongly consider avoiding popular names from fiction. Almost 
ing to treat you well if your name is a variant on common rn:>r:i,rrPr< 

Entruri Pickkardd is not your friend. Seriously, there are already 
your server alone with the name xxlegolaxx. Nobody can 
which. Nobody wants them around. If you want to go for it, 
But, don't say we didn't warn you. 

Real world names are right out too. Jaylow the Priest might be 
with Bennnifer the Druid, but things just won't work out in the 

It also needs to be said that names of major religious figures may 
major insults by some of the playing community. Be considerate 
to make major political/social statements with your World of 
People are in-game to get away for a while and enjoy the beauty 

Be kind to the folks out there; most ofthem are pretty good 
be happy to be your friend. By the same token, racial slurs are 
yes, GMs will change names without warning. If you see 
name that is offensive in these ways, have no guilt in reporting 
Odds are, you aren't the only person offended by such language. 

You don't need to have the most creative or incredible name to 
choose something that you like. Something that sounds good to 
concise, clear, and easy to type. 



~QU~~IN lk~ 
Wo;w:P OF W(l~ff 

Online games have their ow n systems of social rules; there are certain ly more 
interactions in a game like World of Warcraft than with offline rolepl aying games, 
w here people are seldom able to compete or cooperate w hile playing. WoW creates 
an envi ronm ent w here both positive and negative interactions between players are 
intended to occur, but even the negative ones are set within ce rtain guidelines . Be
haviors that fall outside of normal etiquette can be considered rude or inappropriate 
or even as griefing. To make fr iends and have a smooth experi ence in game, it pays 
to lea rn the rules up front. 

WHILE HUNTING 

The environment is primarily cooperative in the open field (at least within your own 
fact ion), w here players are aligned against the monsters that sta lk Azeroth. Whether 
soloing or grouping to accomplish thi s, there are ways to keep from stepping on 
other peoples' toes. Beyond that, it's good to know w hen someone else is doing 
someth ing that is genuinely disrespectful so that you can advise them (at first), avoid 
them if they continue, and ignore them if no change occurs. 

You TooK Mv Moss!!! 
Mob ownership is often a point of contention during PvE hunting. Solo ists and 
groups run into situations where other characters w ill come through and kill some 
of the same targets in the area where they were already hunting. The first point here 
is to use a cool head; everyone has a ri ght to go after monsters. Even when a higher 
level person is attacki ng a beast, they may be after trade items that are useful , doing 
a backlog of old quests, or just farming something for their all ies. 

Instead of reacting wi th a negative att itude, see what can be done for both sides from 
the beginning. If you are on a kill quest, offer to bring the other person/people into 
your group-everyone benefits from this. By the same logic, if you are on a collec
tion quest and someone el se is going after the same targets for different reasons, it is 
STILL faster to group together and hunt. Take the time to ask them first before imme
diately mov ing to invite them; players often respond more favorably and happ ily to a 
verbal requ est for a party than if you ambush them with an invitation box. 

For w hatever reason, an alli ance may not be an option. Th is happens often enough. 
No problem; you can state what you are doing and see if the other pl ayers are 
w illing to give you the space to continue with w hat you were already doing. If they 
can't outright hel p, at least they can give you enough mobs to mainta in the same 

kill rate and excitement. Fair enough for 
everyone concerned . 

By asking people nice ly and making 
your needs clear, you have every chance 
to get more of w hat you want if the other 
people are nice. Al so, acting politely 
is less likely to trigger their obnoxious 
side (the side that might get them to 
intentionally stay longer and be even 
more obtrusive) . 

J-Jowto Handle Hunt;1, 

Try to Work Together With Newcomers tor Mutual Benefit 

Agree to leave Each Other Enough Tmgets and S1J11ce 

Find o Better Hunting Spot If Nothing Con Be Arranged 

Most groups and confli cts are settled by the first two options. However, there are 
times when another group doesn' t want to join w ith yours and is not w ill ing to share 
anything in the region. That doesn' t make them griefers-it's still w ithin their rights 
to kill as much as they can within the area (that is your right as well). If the other 
group refuses to have a comfortable attitude, you may try another camp of the same 
creature (thi s DOES NOT mean that you are back ing down or acting like a coward); 
there are often several camps of importan t monsters in a given reg ion. Rather, it 
shows that you are sensible enough to have a good time and keep from wasting your 
night, experience po ints, and energy f ighting for meager kills on a single quest. You 
can always come back later. Your fun, experience, and treasu re are more important 
than making sure someone else ISN'T getting those things. 

Okay, so is there any gri efing at all that occurs in regard to mob ownership? Well, 
yes. Even w ith the tapping system in place, there are ways for people to make li fe 
difficul t for many other classes. Someone with a real chip on their shoulders can use 
fast abilities to tap a monster just before your anticipated pull. Thi s negates the expe
rience and treasure you receive from the kill , so it's a bad situation. If someone does 

thi s once, ignore it entirely (it was most 
likely an accident). However, a person 
who follows your party around and does 
this mu ltiple tim es is absolutely trying 
to get in your way. Ask the person what 
they are doing, then report anything 
foul in their response to a GM. If they 
ignore you and keep doing it, find a new 
place to hunt and ditch the offenders. 
Even at th is stage, they may simply be 
too young, inexperi enced, or otherwise 
hindered to know what they are doing. 

It is still useful to know how to combat the peop le who try to tap "your" monsters. 
Note that your DOTs and debuffs aren't useful for tapp ing. You need to deal damage 
to a target, and deal it quickly. Find your fastest ranged ability and use that for grab
bing monsters. If you are a melee class, see what works the best out of your exi sting 
options. For a Rogu e, a fast thrown weapon or missile attack may be idea l. With 
Warriors, a Charge and immediate Hamstring. Obviously, Hunters and magic classes 
have the edge in doing this, but any skilled player who knows thei r cl ass can learn to 
tap quick ly and get the monsters they want. 

One very useful thing to be aware of is the abil ity of certain classes to immed iately 
lose aggro. Rogues and Hunters especially are ab le to grab creatures and then get 
them onto you (whether they are members of your faction makes no difference in 
this). What happens is that these characters gather the aggro, move over to you, 
then use deaggro abil ities, such as Vanish or Feign Death. This puts the aggro onto 
you even if you haven't touched the monsters. Yikes! Most often this happens by 
accident when someone gets too many mobs at once on them and needs to escape; 
you are now the closest target for monster aggression and in the w rong place at the ' 
w rong time. However, a few nastier players of the community make an art form of 
doing th is on purpose-and they are not usually subtle about it. If you see a suspi
cious/aggressive person gathering mobs into a tight group and then making a direct 
line toward you, prepare yourself for escape or an attack of your own aga inst the 
monsters. Report those of your faction who do this consistently for griefing. 

TREASURE DISTRIBUTION 
When hunting in a group, espec ially w hen that group is composed of strangers, it is 
very w ise to establish loot rul es ahead of time. The dominant form of drop rules is to 
makes a pledge of Need Before Greed. This means that any character in the group 
w ho needs an item is placed in priority above someone w ho would just sell the item 
to a vendor or give it to an alternate character/guildie. This keeps parti es together in 
a better atmosphere of cooperation. By agreeing on th is BEFORE any powerful items 
drop, peopl e save minutes of wasted hunting tim e trying to figure out w ho gets what. 

Even with good loot systems in place, the game cannot po l ice each player and make 

sure they don't roll for items in an honorable way. Indeed, Group Loot and Need 
Before Greed can't see into a character's inventory and determine whether they are 
actuall y going to equip an item. Thus, honor and trust play a huge part of proper 
treasure distribution. 

Though individual definitions vary, the standard idea is that Need means that you are 
goin g to equip and use an item as soon as you possibly can, e ilher the moment you 

get it or as soon as you reach the proper 
level. This item is an actual upgrade for 
your character, has an important place 
for you, etc. Greed is frequent ly used for 
items that aren' t needed or for Enchant
ers who pretty much want everything 
that drops for their trade. Passing is done 
for items that aren't needed at all or for 
cases where guild groups are supporting 

their Enchanters (e.g., Need if you rea ll y 
need an item, Greed for Enchanters, and 
Pass for other people). 



It's good to know what the loot systems do and do not do. This is useful for seeing 
why some things are very bad form. With Master Looter, a group leader is going to 
distribute things in the first place, so you don't have to worry about anything (just do 
what you are told, /random if asked to, etc.). More often, though, groups stick with 
Group Loot or Need Before Greed. In any event, you frequently have the option 
to roll on items that you don't need. Technically, a Warrior can equip plate, mail, 
leather, and cloth armor pieces. There might even be some leather with greater +Str 
and +Stam bonuses than your current equipment, so you might feel that you need it. 
Hold on before you click that Need button, and think! 

If there are Rogues in the group, they are likely to have some serious need for such 
gear. It is very important to realize that the Need button carries certain subjectivity. 
If an item isn't ideal/perfect/godly for you, wait and see if other people are rolling 
Need on it. Ask people "This is actually an upgrade for me, if no one else Needs, 
can I roll?" They can always say no. This way, you are working with your group and 
avoiding the cries of "Ninja" or "I really needed that item." 

The muddiest waters come when several people can use an item AND it is an 
upgrade, but one class may need the upgrade far more than others. Consider a party 
with a Mage who uses swords, a Warrior (also specializing in blades), and a Rogue 
who likes having a sword as well. Who NEEDS the epic sword that those lovely elite 
trolls just dropped? Do all of them? Yes and no, of course. 

The Warrior would use it a great deal. The Rogue would too. For the Mage, it would 
be an improvement, but that player wouldn't be using it nearly as often. In these 

cases, it's better if the Mage backs off, 
but it isn't required either. So, the "right" 
thing to do for the Mage is to let the 
primary melee characters roll for it while 
looking for lesser swords. The "right" 
thing for the Warrior and Rogue is to 
accept the Mage's request to roll if he 
does push forward. Either side has the 
ability to walk away looking respectable, 
even if they don't come away with a 
rare item! 

You can gain a great deal of respect from other people just by stating that although 
something would be nice for you to have, you would like someone else to receive 
the item. This is particularly true if you have had good luck and previously gotten 
some good drops during the run. By the same token, if someone else receives an 
item that you both rolled for, be a good sport and congratulate them on their good 
fortune. Everyone gets a little disappointed when they don't get what they really 
wanted, but behaving in a mature fashion increases the entire party's enjoyment of 
the game-..and increases the chance that you can get a good party for the next run. 

If someone in your group consistently tries to get every item that falls, talk to them 
about it first. Point out that they are pushing other people out of the way equipment 

. wise and that it isn't fair. If they don't listen well, don't group with them again. If 
they are outright rude or unresponsive, boot them immediately and get another 
person for the group. The last thing you want is to reach the end of a long dungeon, 

the boss, and have the best items of the night plundered by some jerk who 

;:>.; 
~ Don't Spend Lorge Amounts of Time Determining Treasure Distribution 

(More Fighting=More Treasure Anyway! l 

;;), If a Player Acts Poorly, You Don't Hove to Group With Them Again, But Making a 
Scene Hurts the Rest of the Group 

:;). If People Continue to Be Greedy Even After It's Pointed Out, Cut Your losses And 
Get Rid ofThem . . · 

them on your Ignore List and don't group with them again. These players aren't 
likely to be considerate of your group's needs in the future, and it certainly brings 
down everyone's mood when the best items of a long instance go up in smoke. Move 
on, keep finding your favorite allies, and don't worry about it. Instances are repeat
able, and there are more evenings, more encounters, and plenty more treasure for 
you. As for the Ninja Looter, imagine how things are going to go when nobody wants 
to group with them later for end-game content a couple months in the future. Having 

·a bad reputation isn't much fun, and a few good items aren't worth the trouble. 

Some people try to call out Ninja Looters 
on the boards. "This guy roJled need 
on everything, or formed a group and 
made himself Master Looter before we 
fought the bosses, etc." This usually"isn't 
worth the effort. Go ahead if you feel 
that this person was so foul that others 
outside your circle of friends need to 
know, but the more sensible path is to 
inform friends/guild members and leave 
it at that. You can't stop everyone on the 
server from dealing with the bad folks, so it's often a more stable course to take care 
of your own. 

DEALING WrrA INcoiv\rETENT PLAYERS 
Not everyone has the same level of skill in World of Warcraft. Indeed, there is a 
huge gradient between the most adept and experienced players and those who are 
new to MOGs, WoW, and cooperative play in general. As with many suggestions, 

the best default should be to allow for some mistakes and be patient with others. Yet, 
there are still times when a player is performing so badly that something must be 
done about it. 

When someone in your group (most likely a person in a pickup group) is performing 
poorly and getting others killed, have the group leader take the first step. The group 
leader should stop for a short rest (area allowing) and explain how the party should 
be performing. If the new player is pulling extra monsters onto a party, advise them 
on who to [/assist] and where to stand. When they outright pull monsters that aren't 
desired, tell them that they aren't responsible for pulling and that a different player is 
already handling that. 

Unless the player is outright rude in their response to your party's suggestions, keep 
them around at least for the quest/expedition that you invited them to join. Good 

SPAM INVrfATIO.Nfr 

etiquette dictates that the group should 
stay together unti I the task is done, even 
if the weakest link in the party does not 
improve. Cutting a player for perform
ing poorly is rude. That said, no one is 
obliged to take unskilled players out for 
every quest and every raid. If you aren't 
interested in helping that player improve 
their skills, don't group with them in the 
future. That is absolutely your choice. 
And, it's probably a wise decision. 

It is best to look for groups with the tools available (general chat, Meeting Stones, 
looking·for group world chat channel, asking in guild if people want to run X 
instance/quest, etc.). Walking around an area inviting everyone you see into a group 
is not polite. Ask first and you will find that it is much easier to collect a better grade 
of players! 

The same is true for duels. Practicing with your character in 1-on-1 PvP is exciting, 
and many other players are happy to join you in duels, especially near towns when 
they are not engaged with quests, other parties, etc. However, spamming a person 
with duel invites is quite obnoxious and will land you on an Ignore List some of 
the time. The best duels take time to set up, with fun talk, mutual bows, and a brief 
discussion for any rules that are desired. Duels do not simulate true PvP anyway, and 
out-of-the-blue ones aren't worth the breach in manners. 

As long as you don't demand help from anyone, it is perfectly polite to ask for as

sistance when going after difficult fights, quests, and such. This can be done on the 
general chat channel, from guildies, or from people in the area. If you see people 
fighting their way toward a quest mob that you need to fight, there is nothing wrong 
with asking to join them. When you can't get close enough for [/say] to work, whis
per to one of the members in the group. People rarely mind grabbing an extra person 
for a few kills. 

A side issue of practicing good manners 
is when your party is standing close to 
an important quest NPC, getting ready 
for the fight. Because some of these 
monsters are hard to find (because of 
wandering, spawn problems, etc.), it is 
polite to either yell or send a message 
over general to let people know that 
that enemy is not long for this world. By 
doing this, you give others the chance to 
ask for an invite if they are close. 



L 

REQUESTING BUFFS FROM STRANGERS 
When soloing, you find that certain buffs make a huge difference to you r perfor
mance. A Warrior out by his lonesome is greatly improved by a Priest's Stamina 
Buff (Holy Word: Fortitude). Getting conjured food and water from Mages is another 
boost to soloers, because it is effective ly free to both parties. However, no one is 
obligated to help a character w ith abi lities that cost time and Mana to cast. The best 
way to get what you want here is to approach characters that are out in the field and 
ask politely for the buffs or spells that you desire. 

Don't be afraid to help the person in question polish off a few monsters; because of 
the tap system you receive 0 experience and they get their kills substantially faster. 
Be aware, this reduces the experience a player receives. That is usually a good way 
to help out while waiting for a response (ask first, either way, "May I have some 
food, my Mage brother? I can help you kill monsters for a time or give you some 
coin for your trouble!") . Also, if you have buffs that are useful, throw those on the 
stranger while they make up the ir mind (it won't hurl your request, certainly). 

If a Mage conjures a large quantity of food/water for you, throw a modest tip in 
there even if the Mage_ doesn't ask for it; that person is going to have a short bit of 
downtime for what they gave you, and a tip makes them feel better about being 
generous. Besides, the cost of buying vendor food and water is so much higher that 
you save entire gold pieces at the moderate leve ls just by getting Mage assistance; 
encourage them! 

From the buffer's perspective, it is nice to receive tips. However, a kind "thank you" 
is what you should expect and requ ire for future assistance. When people don't 
thank you for your time and effort, it's not worth helping them time and time aga in. 

TRAINS 

On the other side, if you do not demand 
a tip, don't expect one from every char
acter you help (many may be too poor to 
make things sweet for you). Thus, if you 
aren' t going to feel right about helping 
someone unless money is exchanged, 
TELL the other players up front. Selling 
your services is perfectly acceptab le. 
Pretending to donate them and getting 
upset when people don' t rea lize your 
expectat ions is a bit unfair. 

Running through a reg ion often causes a number of monsters to collect in your 
path, following beh ind. Even if you are high enough level to survive this, there are 
sometimes grave consequences to these trains (so called because it looks a tad like a 
train, with you as the engine and the monsters as cars following behind). When these 
monsters break off from the chase, they have a chance to aggro on various players 
during the trip home; this varies depending on the monsters and area, but it always 
has the potential for chaos. This can cause many deaths and problems to lower-level 
players in an area. 

If you are running around w ith a train behind you, avoid other players by as wide a 
margin as possible. And, if your way is blocked by a group (at dungeon entrances or 
other such bottlenecks), be w illing to move off to the side and wait until your tra in 
heads home before advancing. It's FAR better to die than to cause another group to 
wipeout. Besides, the characters you just protected may have a rezzer, offer you a 
group for future protection, etc. If you get them kill ed, they are not so likely to keep 
you on their fr iends list! 

JUMPING IN 
It is fa irly common to see other players in trouble. A bad pull or just a poor turn 
of luck can place another character or entire group in a situation they cannot w in. 
There is no hard and fast ru le for what you are supposed to do at that po int. If you 
believe your character would turn the tide of battle, feel free to jump in. When 
you KNOW the other group needs help, take a fresh target and pull that away (you 

get the experience and treasure, but they have one fewer problem to deal with). 
However, if you think the other group might be fine and are uncertain, jump onto a 
tapped mob; there is almost no way to give offense by doing that because the other 
party still gets their loot and experience. 

A ll that said, people are strange. You can give offense to some people for things that 
don't hurt them in the least. They might be roleplaying or just misunderstand the 
system, but, whatever the case, don't always expect thanks for stepping in. If people 
don't ask for help directly, you assume a certain ri sk by charging forward. Shrug it 
off either way and do what you feel is right. In general, healing the people in trouble 
is least likely to upset folks, ki lling tapped monsters wou ld be next, and snagging an 
untapped add is the most ri sky. 

Perhaps the situation is entirely hopeless. When a dozen monsters get trained onto 
a small group, it is unlikely that they w ill evacuate safely. Don't jump in when the 
battle is hope less (just get out of the way and hope for your own survival). Adding to 

a fai ling battle makes things even more chaotic and cou ld even cause a fleeing group 
to stop and try to hold their ground. 

If you are a Rezzer or your group has 
such a character that is willing, send 
one of the people in the doomed group 
a whisper and ask if they want a Rez 

(not everyone does if the map is small 
enough and the Graveyard is somewhat 
close by). It's worth a short moment to 
Resurrect the group if that is what they 
want. The good wil I is nice to have, and 
your group may need a Rez one day too. 
You never know who w ill be around 
when that time comes. 

STAYING IN P\ GROUP 
Groups may form for a single quest, an hour of play, or even a single battle. Proper 
manners here vary, but the basic key is to be honest about how long you intend to 
stay w ith a group and stick to your word. If you join someone for a quest, say that 
you are able to stay around for "X" amount of time and that is your limit. Work to 
get the quest done, then stay to make sure that it is done for everyone before leaving. 
In the event that you must leave unexpectedly, apologize, give at least some of the 
reason, and offer to make things up to people later. 

When the task has been completed, make your intentions known then as we ll. If you 
like the party, ask them if they would like to continue grouping and see which quests 
you have in common. If you don't want to group any longer, thank them for the help 
and wish them luck (especially if the party wasn't very good; they' ll need it). In any 
event, res ist the urge to wander off and go back to your own business without say ing 
anything to the group or suddenly separating from them after criticizing or demean
ing them. Being polite and practicing good manners makes grouping more enjoyable 
for everyone. 

By the same token, don't assume that everyone who leaves suddenly is being a jerk 
and ditching the group. Phone ca lls, family, lightning, penguin outbreaks, and other 
problems simply occur. If you group with someone a coup le times and they consis
tently ditch after finishing their part of the quest, don't group with them in the future 
(at least, if that type of thing upsets you). 

GRABBING RESOURCES 
Resources that spawn at stati c po ints (e.g., Metal and Herbs) are available to every
one, and it is another case where first come, first served is the rule. Yet, there are a 
few ways to keep from doing unfai r things while collecting. Because many resource 
points have monsters nearby, groups and solo characters must fight to clear the area 

first, unless they are high enough leve l ; 
to simply sneak past and grab what they 
want. Regardless, if you see a person ' 
clearing the area near a resource point, • 
do not rush past and steal that point. 
Whisper to the person or group and ask 
if they are going after the resource node; 
if they say "yes", move on and look for 
another (you should get to the next point 
first since that person is still going after 
the last one). 

If you badly need points for your skills, you may ask a person for a chance to access 
the resource po int without taking anything. With Mining and Herbalism, the point is 
given for using the resource node, not for taking what is inside it. Thus, a whack on 
a vein of ore or a moment looking th rough the herb patch gives you everyth ing you 
need without costing another person anything (either their point or the materials). 
There is no harm in asking for a chance to do thi s, and most harvesters won't have a ; 
problem letting you try, espec iall y after they find that you are good to your word. 

Note that some gatherers are from the other faction (thus you can't talk to them). 

When that is the case, go ahead and get the point wi thout worrying about things. 
Competing with the other faction is a good thing! The neutral route is to get your 
point and leave the node for others, even if they are jerks; if they were clearing a 
point, let them have it. You've got your point either way. But, if you want to detract 
from the cornpeti ng faction, go for it. Be ready for a /slap or /spit though (on a PvP 
realm, never gather from a node wi thout killing the enemy first)! 

In groups, there may be several resource coll ectors of the same type (two Skinners, 
two Miners, etc.) . As the group is movi ng into the area, discuss how you plan to 
tradeoff resources. For mines, it may be that everyone gets a hit for points, then the 
metal is split evenly. For Skinning it may be that just one person skins each monster, 1 
for time reasons, and the Skinners trade who is on duty. 

BACK IN TOWN 

Even in the somewhat relaxed state of standing in town, hawking wares and seeking 
various trainers, there are proper ways to conduct yourself. 



WHERE Is EvERYrHING? 
Some of the NPCs in cities can be hard to find. A system is in place that allows play
ers to ask the guards of major citi es w here to find va rious NPCs. Right-c lick on the 
guards to bring up a list of the NPCs and locations they are aware of, then choose 
the person you seek (a red flag on the mini -map appears to he lp guide you there). 

Sometimes, people in the Genera l Chat 
Channel ask where different NPCs and 
stores are located. Try to provide an 
answer for difficult questions. If the 
players are asking for answers to simple 
questions that they have access to, direct 
them to the source they should be using 
("The Quest description tell s you where 
those monsters are" or "Ask a city guard 
in Stormwind; they will put a marker on 
you r map"). 

If you are the one who has questions, ask in General and see if people are w illing 
and able to help. There is noth ing wrong wi th ask ing every now and then if you 
don't receive ass istance and are still hav ing troub le. Thi s is an area w here " Please," 
"Thank You," and general courtesy go a LONG way. The more polite you are the 
more often future questions are answered. Also, players tend to provide more infor
mation when they feel connected to the person asking the question. "Does anyone 
know if the Mo'Grosh Crystal is a shared drop? :)"will get more attention than " Is 
Mo'Grosh Crystal shared?" 

The best tendency is to try and find things you need on your own at fi rst, because 
many items, stores, NPCs, and quest targets are quite accessible. Asking w here to 
go and what to do the moment you receive a quest frustrates other players on chat, 
and they won't be as like ly to help after several round s of queri es . Instead, wait unti l 
the tools ava ilable to you are exhausted. Look around, reread quests or pertinent 

, text, ask your gui ld or group, then go into General Chat. Also, fee l free to w hisper a 
. persona l "Thanks!" to anyone who helps you . Showing that you are genuinely appre
ciative of thei r help is a suitab le payment for the time they spent typing an answer. 

ON THE BATILEFIELDS OF PVP 

M any of the rules that govern play in PvE change when dealing with players of the 
\ opposite faction. Thi s is a desired aspect of the game fo r many peop le, and it is best 

to choose a server that fits your view of etiquette from the beginning if you are war
. ried about certai n aspects of competitive play. PvP is one of the rare times when the 
' server is what dictates et iquette more than common sense, dispos it ion, or mora lity. 

WHEN TO ATIACK 
Goi ng after enem ies of the oppos ite fact ion is a matter of duty on the PvP servers, 
to a fa ir extent. D isrupting another player of your fact ion w hen they are fighting a 
monster would be griefing; doing the same thing to an opposing faction's player is 
acceptable (perhaps even desired depending on how bitter the riva lry is on the server 

Indeed, attacking other players in a PvP environment is anticipated and encouraged. 
· Any civ ility that you want to put into such combat (wa iting until enemies are fully 
· healed, outside of combat, have seen 

you, etc.) is above and beyond what 
others expect from you . Much l ike in 
real li fe, indulging your enemies in 
this way is a ri sk that won't always be 
returned . Let rol ep lay ing and your sense 
of enjoyment dictate these responses 
instead of standard etiquette. If you want 
to be a di rty, rotten, backstabbing fiend 

that leaps onto hap less foes at the worst 
of times .. . go ahead and do it! 

Is it possible to grief members of the opposition ? Yes, there could be gr iefing, but 
' thi s would on ly be an issue if there was a bug that was explo ited aga inst members of 

one fact ion. Thi ngs that would normally be considered griefing are often allowable 
' otherwise. Training monsters into enemies is not griefing; it's a viable strategy. Aga in, 

you may not choose to do it, but your enemies have every right and abi l ity to do it 
agai nst your party. Be prepared. 

GANKING 
Ganking is the process of going after helpless characters or characters of MUCH 
lower level. If ganking doesn' t do anyth ing for you and it makes other people's 
lives difficul t, is it wrong? No. Some peop le on both sides of the war see ganking 

, as a practice of griefers. However, th is is not an act of griefin g because it is a game 
dynamic that is mutually agreed upon by the parties involved (the targeted players 
chose to come to a server w here non-instanced PvP is a reali ty). Thu s, they knew the 

\ isks and consented to the attack simply by joi ning the server. 

That sa id in defense of gankers, it still is not an act that earns you respect from the 
majority of players unless you accomplish your attacks in novel and exciting ways. 
Using stea lth or invis ibility to get into contested areas where relatively low- level 
enemies are questing and going after so lo targets is fa irly simple. Charging in w ith 
raiding parties, fighting out in the open, 
going after larger groups, etc. is the way 
to have more fun and truly challenge 
yourself. 

Play as you w ish. Those who want to 
avoid this style of gami ng are absolutely 
free to join the servers where Faction
based combat is restricted to instances 
and opt-in combat (e.g., defending city 
NPCs that are being attacked or fl agging 
for PvP). 

CORPSE CAMPING 
When an enemy dies, their corpse becomes a respawn po int (when thei r sp irit 
return s). Onl y in dire circumstances do PvPers take Durabi lity penal ties for their 
deaths, so it is probable that the person who died w ill retu rn to their corpse. Corpse 
Camping is the act of patro ll ing the region where an enemy has died whi le waiting 
for the person to return (the fol lowup is to attack the recen tly Rezzed character and 
kill them a second time). 

Again, this is not griefing. However, it is both obstructive to the other person's 
enjoyment (since they can't even get enough hea lth to have a good fight with you) 
and it holds your group in place instead of getting you more experience, money, 
combat, etc. The camped person is free to log off and return at a later point when 
you are gone, and it's impossib le to know if that is the case. So, it is often better to 
get your kil ls, move on, and know that the victi m cou ld be after you at any time 
(enjoy the rush). 

As fa r as etiquette goes, people are FAR happier on both sides when corpse camping 
is min imal. Very few players enjoy being camped th is way, and most classes si mply 
don't have the abi lity to get away safe ly when fi ve or six people are boxing them 
into a small area. The fl ipside of th is is w hat happens when a ganker/corpse camper 
goes down. Suddenly, tons of people are ready to camp the offending party, and the 
hunter qu ickly becomes the hunted. 

BATILEGROUND E>Os AND DON'Ts 
The PvP Battlegrounds have rules of conduct all to themselves. Some th ings are 
entirely fa ir there that wou ld be mean in other parts of the game, yet other aspects 
are surprisingly cordial. Note, th ese are moral issues. Killing players is one of the 
key means of acquiring Honor, so many peop le feel the need to ki ll any and all , no 
matter the circumstances. 

Graveyard camp ing in the battlegrounds is the most complex issue to br ing out. In 
Warsong Gu lch and Arath i Basin, this action is highly reprehensi ble. Many players 
on both sides tu rn nasty toward you if you stay in the area where the other faction is 
brought back to life. Don't attack these people unti l they have left the safety of the 
Graveyard. Not only is this a nice th ing to do; it keeps people coming back for more 
even after thei r side has suffered a defeat. When people camp, it causes the other 
side to feel more than just defeated; they feel broken and humi l iated. Then they 
don ' t come back. No more easy wins for you- often no more BGs at all for a few 
hours. Ouch! 

Yet, in Alterac Va lley, camping is a sta ndard part of fighting strategy. This is because 
Graveyard s are an active part of Alterac Va lley warfare (they can be captured) . Thus, 
the game encourages you to go after these sites directly. 

The use of I/spit) is extremely unpleasant. Though rea listic for roleplayers and an 
allowed action by Blizzard, many playe rs find spitting to be rud e/insu lting. Reserve 
thi s for enemies who are vile. Graveyard campers perhaps? 

The flipside of emotes is that they can be used to show respect or fri endship, toward 
all ies and enemies alike. Try I/salute) to let people know that they are respected even 
if you are trying to kil l them. Or, [/love) and [/hug] work wel l for friendship. A good 
I/dance] is another way to let people know that things aren't always about fighting. 
If one side of a battleground is vastly outnumbered, the other side may choose to 
play around while accomplish ing their goals as a way of saying, "we're going to try 
to w in th is quickly, but we won 't fight you d irectly unless you attack us." G iving the 

understaffed side the initiative in th is way is very good form. 



Leaving a Battleground can be a point of contention as we ll. Because the game 

allows you to queue for multip le Battlegrounds, it's not a rare occurrence for a 

Battleground to pop up wh ile you are 

already f ighting in another. If your team 

is in trouble or the fight is close, pl ease 

don' t leave unless you have a very 

good reason without telling your team 

first. Even if others take your place, the 

disruption might be enough to tip the 

other side toward v ictory. If you do have 

to leave, let people know and apo logize, 

then leave the ra id or Valk] before log

ging out so a rep lacement can enter as 

soon as possib le. 

In the Battlegrounds, don't attack enemies if th ey stop fighting entire ly . When 

outnumbered or just outgunned, some people give up and pull back (this doesn' t 
happen often, but it's worth know ing about). In these cases, the enemies w ant the 

match ove r as soon as possib le so they can try to get more peop le into the next 

Battl eground. Ju st win the match and don't attack them unless they attack you. 

Th is also comes into play when other players are zoning into a Battleground th at 

is already in progress. If you see someone stand ing absolutely still, despite combat 
go ing on around them, it's l ikely that they aren't being deceptive. They are probably 

just away from thei r keyboards or wai ting for the area to load (especiall y if you see 

them doing thi s in their spawn-in points). 

To be safe, go ahead and use c rowd control or a snare on such targets, to make sure 
they can' t quickly follow and attack you, but don' t ki ll the poor people. 

~v(!N ~IN<f~- WoR1lf ~oWIN<f 
There are certain aspects of MOG play that are almost uni versal. Appropriately, 

these are present in World of Warcraft and sh ould be exp lained for people who are 

new to the game, genre, or even to Blizzard games from the past. 

PATIENCE IS THE KEY TO GLORY 

It is invariably true that patience leads to greatness in many tasks. M ost roleplaying 

games have a huge element of this, and MOGs are even more representative of the 

idea. It's impossible for pl ayers to sit dow n and see everyth ing there is to World of 

Warcraft in one day (or week, or month, or ... ). Thus, no matter how hard you try there 

is no way to ru sh through the game world and get to the "end." In fact, though there 
is an end-game portion of content w here p layers are capped in level, there is never 

going to be a heavy hand on your shou lder saying "The game is over now, you w in." 

Regardl ess of anyone else's view of how fast someone shou ld play, level, and enjoy 

the game, there is no spec ific time to reach a quest or an area . Take a w eek hunting 

for Kodo Leather in Mulgore, or try ex

ploring all of Kalimdor at level 20 if you 

are truly brave. Noth ing that you enjoy 

in World of Warcraft is wasted time. The 

worl d is here for you to enjoy! Take it 

easy and play as you wish. Indeed, the 
leve ls are more exci ting, the gamep lay 

refreshing, and every group a bit better 
when you remember th at fun is more 
important than getting the next skill , 

level, Wombat of Slaying, etc. 

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN HANDLE 

It's exci ting to push your character to the very limits of surv ivabi l ity. This is good 

to try on a limited basis fo r several reasons. First off, it provides a nice rush (even 

if you eventual ly lose and have to do a short corpse run) . Beyond that, this type of 
testing brings you cl oser to your characters; understand ing how to get every last bi t 

of power out of a class makes every difference w hen it comes to complex cha llenges 

such as Player Vs. Player combat and dungeon Instances. 

Though you naturally cover the li m its of your character over t ime, si mply by pl ay ing 
the game and dea ling w ith the troublesome situations that ar ise from large pull s, 

trains from other groups, and ambushes out in the wild, testing stil l has its pl ace. The 

issue here is that intentio nally testing your class makes the process more ana lyt ic; 

you can prepare new strategies, test them out, and reall y see the effects. It's MUCH 

harder to keep a keen eye out when you are surprised. 

Try find ing situations that push your 

character to the limit to see what things 

your race/class/style combo are best 

for countering. Try go ing aga inst single 

targets of high level in solo encounters; 

engage entire groups of equal or sl ightly 

lower-level monsters; grab w ide aggro 
from a huge range of enemies and try 

to fl ee successfully. These tests revea l a 

great dea l about the strength s of a pl ayer 

and that person's chosen character. 

FIND A CLASS THAT SUITS 
YOUR MENTALITY 
A character's class defines what they are capable o f doing in so many ways. Though 

every cl ass is quite impressive in World of Warcraft, even in so lo encounters, there 

are styles o f fighting that are more effective for certain classes. For Instances, W ar

riors handle groups of enemies FAR better than most alternatives (they have high 
health, impressive armor, and a Rage bar that is easier to fill w hen there are more 

targets aggroi ng). Casters, on the other hand, have more options for crowd control or 

hea ling, but must be quite ca reful of burst damage from enem ies; success for casters 

invo lves damage at ra nge, frustrating enemy advances, and using mana efficiently . 

Druid_ 

Shaman 

Pries1 

Warlock 

Moga 

Adequate Damage; Backup Healing; Resurrection; Strong Armor; Survival Abilities; Great Vs. Undeod; 

Alliance-Only Closs 

High and Sustained,Damage; Many Stuns; Stoolth;low Armor; light Hit Points, l0ckpicking 

Powerlul, Consistent Pets; Wonderful Sustained Damage, Traps, Tracking of Beasts and Sentient Enemies, 

Mooerate Armor 

Shapeshifting; Styl<iFlexibilily; (an Act as Substitute Tonk, Rogue, or Healer; Damage ot All Ranges; Great 

Roots; Backup Healing 

Totems for AoE Status Effects; Superb Group Support; Ranged Magic; Substantial Melee Damage; 

Moderate Armor; Resurrection; Horde-Only Closs 

Powerlul, Fast, ondEfficient Healing; Stamina Buff; Protective Shield Buff; Close-Range fear on a Quick 

firner; Anti-Undood Powers; Impressive Oomage With Some Builds; fragile Hit Points ond Armor. 

Multiple DDTs; Fear (LOTS of Fear); Extensive Pet Summoning; Many Channeling Spells; Blurred line 
Belween Hit Points and Mono (Can Use One to Goin the Other); Complex Closs 

HiglU©nged Oomoge; Snore Enemies. With Cold or"Root Them Briefly; Creote freecfood/Wofer for ~ 

Seff und Others; Cteote Mano Gems for Personul Use; Many Instant Oamage Oplions; ln{omhat Crowd 

. · Conttol; Very frogile Hit Points onrl Armor 

Don 't be afraid to message p layers of 

specific classes and ask them about their 

experiences. Use the WoW community 

site forums for the same purpose and 

see how actual players feel about their 

play experience. This avo ids the path 

of reaching leve l 20-30 before rea lizing 

that a c lass is good but still not your 

sty le. Of course, it's good to try every
thing yourse lf in the long ru n, but that is 

a different issue. 

CHOOSE A RACE THAT LOOKS 
AND FEELS RIGHT 

Though cl ass selecti on is dictated by log ic, race is a decision based on aesthet ics. 

Certainly, there are sta rting advantages to some race/c lass combinations (Tauren 

Warriors have higher sta rt ing damage per second and hea lth, Gnomes have more 

mana to throw arou nd than other races, etc.). W eigh the racia l advantages against 

your aesthetic needs. 

The choice o f a character's race can be a great t ime to go w ith your heart. That 

character w il l charge about the screen for months to come, so pick a race that looks · 

and feel s right to you! This yi elds a starting location that sui ts you r playsty le, since 
al l of the start ing areas are geared to the races that inhabit them. A lso, it conveys an 

im mediate sense of closeness between you and your character; the more you enjoy 

your ch aracter, the bette r each level seems. 



Another fun thing to tiy is various voice emotes for the sex/race combination of your character. 
Create a character and try the [/flirt] and [/silly] commands five or six times each. If the humor 
of the combination works for you, the style of that race's quests are likely going to synch as well. 
Don't forget to sample the [/dance] of your choice as well, and know that there are mole/female 
differences even within the races. 

Don' t let stats or racial traits dec ide race 
un less that is trul y important to you! If 
you are interested in playing any combi 
nation, no matter how odd at fi rst, go for 
it and have no regrets. In WoW, player 
ski ll and a good reputation gets you into 
high-quality groups far more often than 
race, class, etc. 

INVEST IN FRIENDS AND SKILLED ALLIES 

And speaking of good groups, there are a few tips to help w ith finding them. While 
you are playing, even at low level, try to see w hich peop le are active in Genera l 
Chat in a helpful way. Make note of pol ite, informed players and how they are deal
ing with each other. Out in the field, see w ho is eager to buff ungrouped cha racters, 
jump in to help other characters when a pull goes poor ly, etc. Don't be afraid to 

· spend time getting to know the other players; the ones w ho stay involved w ith their 
characters into the higher leve ls may be you r companions for months to come. And, 
the sooner you become fr iends w ith the more fr iendly and skilled players, the sooner 

I pickup groups wil l be a th ing of the past. 

· Ironical ly, to get away from pickup groups, people have to rush into many of them. 
The best times to do thi s are for kill quests, elite quests, and other activ ities where 
hav ing more peop le around aids the process EVEN when they are strangers. Try to 
keep track of all the people you enjoy grouping with . Had a good time with Player 
A?-ask if you can put that person on your Friends li st. They w ill most likely do the 
same for you . Continue th is and there wi ll be a cluster of a dozen or more people 
from other gu ilds that you know and li ke in no time (lead ing to faster groups with 

' more fami liarity, less down time, and more fun). 

'. On the whole, the best players to choose for your list are the peop le who click w ith 
your personality and style of play. Even 
when some players are unski lled and 
make mistakes, they may be wonderful 

I choices in the long run . You cannot train 
'\ someone to be an exciting friend; skill 

in MOGs, on the other hand, is easi ly 
1 acqui red over time by someone w ill ing 

to learn. The vast majority of players 
who sta rt off poorly but have the w ill to 

t practice and learn end up being quite 
\ good by the time they reach high levels. 

TRY EVERYTHING AT LEAST ONCE 

There are many cl asses, races, and areas to explore. Even if one thing grabs you 

from the start, you become a better player by understanding where everyone else 
has been. Look into both factions even if you are sold on one of them. Playi ng a 
dedicated All iance character, it is quite an eye opener to see the Barrens as a so ldier 
of the Horde. Learning how the other side works together, quests, and levels aids 
in counterin g those tactics with your original character. Al so, there is a chance that 
somew here you haven't been w ill comp letely captu re your heart. A player that im
mediately chooses to play as an ore may fall in love w ith Mulgore or even pine away 
for the beauty of Elwynn Forest 

For those w ith enough patience, try starting characters in each of the six initial 
regions to see if there is someth ing specia l in one of them. Spendi ng a couple hours 
on this your first day may pay off w ith a character you did n't even know you wanted 
to play. 

In the same vein, be sure to experience 
world PvP, Battlegrounds, roleplaying, 
ra ids, and other such content several 
times, even if they don't seem to cal l 
to you. Some "carebear" players find 
that worl d PvP isn't their sty le at all, 
but Battlegrounds on a PvE or RP 
server are great for them. Or, you might 
discover that rolepl aying is wonderful 
once you've met a few buddies and 

understand your character a tad better. 
Try it all ! 

IDENTIFY GOALS AND 
SUITABLE TARGETS 

There are many goals for a player to seek in a given session. Sure, it is poss ib le to 
play w ithout more than an urge to beat monsters and have a good time (a goal unto 
itself, honestly) . If that is all that you are looking for, recognize that and take a lei
sure ly pace; fight the monsters you enjoy fighting even if there aren' t any quests for 
that area. W ith a casual pace, it is entirely poss ible to group w ith a huge level range 
of fr iends and just do w hatever you want! 

When you have a more specific goal , do w hat you can to identify the best targets 
for accomplishing that. Indeed, someone look ing for the best experi ence on a given 
evening should queue the most quests for an area, find a group that is wi ll ing to stay 
together for at least a few hours, and then plow through those quests wi th military 
efficiency. Or, when quests are dry for multip le areas, gather a high-kill rate party 
and gr ind elite mobs in an Instance (not enti rely ideal for experience, but a fi ne way 
to work w ith others and increase your chance for higher-qu ality gear). By choosing 
the ri ght group, acti vity, and monster type, you gain more money and experience 
without investing more time or energy. 

Perhaps you want money instead . Taking professions to harvest resources is great 
for this. M ining, Herba li sm, and Skinning are great ways to farm for cash. Sell the 
materials on the Auction House and watch the gold pieces roll into the mailbox. Th is 
will net your character far more money than grindi ng against even the best monsters 
for your class. 

Another good money-fa rming technique is to hi t instances that are fa r beneath you 
in level. Solo these and sell the green and blue items that drop (obviously on ly the 
Bind on Equip pieces can be sold, but instances drop far more of these) . On many 
servers, items that are between 16-19 and 26-29 can be so ld at painful buyout prices 
in the Auction House. Th is is because 
second-generation characters with heavy 
funding are buying such gear for use in 
the Battlegrounds. 

The global point is to do what you li ke 
w ithout worrying abou t experience per 
hour (un less experience per hour is your 
goal, of cou rse). People love to explore, 
roleplay, dance around lronforge w ith 
stray Gnomes, etc. Exper iment, find your 
favorite acti vi ties, then indulge. 

THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME 

While leveli ng, there are certa inly better places to get the job done at any given 
point. Because questing is such a major aspect of WoW, it is qu ite useful to know 
where the most quests are throughout the game. One of the keys to progressing 

smoothly comes in traveling back and forth between equivalent regions; when quests 
are depleted in one area, try another for a time then return to see if new things are 
available. 

In Alliance lands, a person may be hunting in Loch Madan from levels 12-14, then 
suddenly find a few of the remain ing quests to be a bit cha llenging (or they w ill sim
ply wish for something new). For a change of pace and some easy experience, move 
down into Westfall and do all of the quests there for the earl y level s. By the time 
Westfa ll becomes old news for your budd ing adventurer, Loch Modan's "tougher" 
quests should be just right. Or, there is always a trip out to Darkshore for yet another 
batch of level-appropriate quests. Horde characters often bounce between The Bar
rens and Silverpi ne Forest fo r the exact same reason s. 
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USE ALL RESOURCES 

To find out about quests areas and new 
regions, read this guide, talk to people 
around your leve l, and see w hat other 
people are doing. Another trick is to do a 
search for people around your level. Try 
a [/who] for characters w ithin a level or 
so and look at their location. You might 
find that some people are in places that 
you didn' t expect. 

In game, using your resources means that it is important to keep in touch with other 
players via the chat channels and the guild you choose. Be confident in yourself and 
try to find answers through exploring and testing, but don 't be hesitant to ask others 
for help when things become muddled or frustrating. Buy quality items from other 
players as well, and be fast to sell the good things you find but can' t use (this w ill 
make more coin th an vendoring the items, and it substantially helps others at the 
same time). 

Outside WoW, there are web si tes, strategy guides, guild pages, and forums waiting 
for you. Each of these offers a different aspect of assistance for mastering World of 
W arcraft. Gui ld pages offer social interaction, networking, and a feeling of playing a 
game outside the game. Open forums have tons of information on quest problems, 
upcoming game changes, and developments in the world. Obviously, strategy guides 
have a good place because they can go into the game w ith you; kept beside your 
computer, they offer fast information, data charts, etc. Also, guides can be taken 
around for perusal when a computer won't be ava ilable (commute by train, long 
trips, and such). 

If you want to know everything there is 
to know about WoW, play long, play 
hard, and use ALL of these sources. No 
single one of them is going to replace 
the others. Even w ith this gu ide and 
a few major websites about general 
WoW data, you may find great joy on 
the forum for your spec ific server. This 
is covered more in the Community Site 
section. 

TAKE BREAKS 

Eating, sleeping, work, fr iends, and all of the other needs demand their own time, 
but there are also breaks in game that can be useful to you. For one, it is nice to 
have a few characters to play unless you are madly driven to reach the level cap in 
the least possible time. Having a few characte rs gives a player the breathing room 
to play according to a given mood instead of being forced into the same style each 
even ing. It is nice to have a tank for slugging things out, a caster for ranged spell
work, a crafting and farming character for making money and finding special gear, 
and w hatever else ca ll s to you. 

By switching around the characters you play, the game stays more vibrant and has 
fewer demands on you. Instead, you get to go w ith you r mood each time you play. 
The only serious downside of having multiple characters is that friends on the same 
server may out-level you . That is one of the many perks of having a guild; there is 
often a cluster of people in every region, so you won't be left out by leveling at a 
d ifferent pace than the "average" player. For that m atter, it is pretty darn hard to find 

an average player when it comes to leveling, since there is a huge range in terms of 
speed and sty le of play. 

Try keep ing a character on both the 
Alliance and Horde sides on some 
servers. This is especially worthw hile on 
servers w ith heav ier rol eplaying groups 
because you can play off of more people 
and come up w ith better organization 
for cross-faction events. Very fun I This 
provides for breaks from the grind even 

while stay ing in game. 

USING THE COMMUNITY 

Being on on line game, World of W arcraft has a number of components in 
the on line community that are very usefu l for players. The community site, at 
www.worldofwarcraft.com, has an extensive forum for all users of the game. 
It also has news updates, contests, bas ic game info, support information, patch 
notes~ account m anagement, and a wealth of others treats. 

TOOLS ON THE LEIT SIDE OF THE SITE 

Account Management is the most essential fun ction of the community site . Th is is 
shown at the very front of the page (on the left side, where many of the major navi
gation points are found), and it allows users to control their payment type, cancel 
accounts, and so forth. Password use, paid characters transfers, and parental controls 
are all based from here as well. If you have played WoW for a few weeks and it is 
something that you will play for a while, consider changing your bil ling information. 

Using the Workshop gives everyone the ability to see PvP rankings, calculate talent 
templates for any character combination, look fo rward to events and raid resets in 
the game, and view major armor types . 

The Media page is a repository fo r movies, music, screenshots, wallpapers, and the 
Bli zzard Store. The Gadgetzan Times is also based there. WoW is not just an in
game community, check it out and get involved. 

The Forums are a frequent stop for many players of all skill leve ls. There are always 
new people asking questions, veterans answering and debating the future of cl asses, 
and a full range of odd folks in-between. Though sometimes the Forums are a bit too 
much to take in all at once, they are often a very early source for know ledge about 
added areas, upcoming changes, and strategies for difficult encounters. Any major 
changes to cl asses show up here first, and much debate ensues. There are also server 
forums. If you are new and want to get the feel for a server, th is is often a good first 
stop. 

The Community pages have comics, contests, important li nks to events and com
munity elements, and fan artwork. Gui ld Relations also have links here (to general 
discussions and the spec ific Gu ild Relations forum). 

Use the Support pages if you are having trouble w ith b illing, game access, and other 
major issues that prevent the game from working . 

QUICK LINKS (THE RIGHT SIDE) 

Look on the right side of the main community page for Q uick Links of va riou s sorts. 
These are sometimes in flux, as new content is added or being focused on during 
patch times and such. 

Learn about new items or areas of the game, recruit buddies to play with you in 
World of Warcraft using the Recruit a Friend program, or set the PvP Rankings to 
your favorite server to see who is staying on top of the battlefield. 

Don't forget to click on the In Development link to check on future elements of the 
game. Patches are always in the works, and these unleash entirely new challenges 
on the players. 
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Levels of NPCs, monsters, and equipment means a great deal to new and veteran 
players alike. Just because there are items of stunning power out there doesn't imply 
that you should be w ielding them from the beginning. Indeed, the theory behind ! 
World of Warcraft is that you must build your character's skill s and abili ties to the point' 
where they are able to wield the items of greatest power. The same is true for which ' 
enemies you are able to fight w ith any degree of safety; the bitter and hard-fought 
skirmishes your friends have aga inst Defias Pill agers in Westfall will seem like a fond 
memory in a few weeks when you begin engaging the Trol ls of Stranglethorn Va le! 
And these are but minor foes in retrospect once your character steps into the flames of 

Stratholme in an attempt to stop the Scourge and Scarlet Crusaders that war there. 



' SHADES OF QUALITY: 
THE EQUIPMENT SYSTEM 
For almost al l form s of equipment, there are w ays to qu ickl y judge their approximate 
power and usefu lness to you. The minimum level of an item revea ls w hen you can 

use it, and the color of said item provides a rou gh sense of how powerful that p iece 

is at that level. 

The table below li sts the different equipment t iers. 
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Items of Poor quality show up in an ugly grey co lor and are inferior to everyth ing 
else; there are onl y useful w hen nothing else is available. Thi s happens most often 

w hen you reach levels w here new slots of equipment can be used (shoulderpads are 
the most common example beyond leve l one). 

Common items are the standard ones for ea rl y trade/c raftin g or for crummy vendor 
equipment. Their color is a lifeless w hite. You w on' t use these items long at all , and 

on ly at the lowest levels is there much of a ch ance to intentionally equip such gear 
and ca re about it as an upgrade. 

·. Uncommon items are frequently called " Greens" due to their co lor. Q ui te a large 
number of these pieces Bind on Equ ip and provi de attribute bonuses to your charac

ter. This is the rank-and-fil e' s base equipment. You can find green items from mon-
; sters all over the world, and the loot tabl es are very large. Sell or trade the p ieces that 

you find and don' t need wh ile co llecting the proper gear for your character from the 

• Auction House. 

Rare items start to get qu ite interesting. These appear in a w onderful shade of blue 

and offer bonuses th at are substantiall y above w hat an Uncommon item w ould give 

at the same level. Some of these are Bind on Equip and can be found anywhere in 
; the w orld (with a low drop rate), but a huge number are discovered in dungeon s, 

w here they are a Bind on Pickup d rop from specific enemies . Thus, Rare items re
quire more dangerous f ighting to get, but they offer higher rewards and more spec ific 
character cu stomization. Sell Bind on Equip b lue items on the Auction House at a 
prem ium! 

Everyth ing from Ep ic gear onward is very d ifficult to get. These items requ ire a 

\ massive investment in crafti ng, reputation quests that are repeatable and slow to 
complete, weeks of Battl eground combat, or the farming of raid-level Instances. 

• These items of the higher tiers are way above the power level of green and blue 

items. Anything that is purple, red, or orange is impress ive! Some of these are only 
found once on an entire server. 

1 NPCS, ALLIES, AND ENEMIES 

Much li ke items, people and monsters you encounter in World of W arcraft are color 
coded . For both enemies and alli es, th ere are color distinction s that are important 
to unde rsta nd. 

Other ch aracters of you r facti on and 

NPCs w ill be either Blue or Green in 

appearance when you highlight their 
avatar. A bar appears that li sts that 
person's name, class/ job, and level . The 

co lor of th at bar declares whether th at 
person is flagged for PvP. A b lue bar 

means th at the target is not currently set 

for / PvP in that area . A green bar means 
th at the person is a viable /PvP ta rget 

for enemies from the opposing fact ion. 
NPCs are always viabl e targets . 

Enemies and Beasts are different colors. Creatu res out in the w ilderness may be 
Yell ow if they are passive. These neutral c reatures do not attack anyth ing on sight, 
regardless of prox imity. You are free to w alk up next to a Deer, Zhevra, or any other 

neutral creatures w ithout fear of reprisal. If you attack these creatures, however, they 
• wi ll aggro on you and engage in battl e just like any proper foe. 

Even area-of-effect debuffs from your party can cause neutral creatures to aggro. To avoid this, use 

fire control and hold back on AoE activities when there are neutral creatures in the way. 

Also note that many neutml creatures ore shy and retreat from the area if them is a bottle toking 

place. This prevents some problems with occidental oggro. 

""""""'· ............... -......... _J 
More aggressive creatures, such as var ious predators, undead beings, demons, mem

bers of the opposing faction that are PvP flagged and attacking, etc ., appear wi th a 

Red bar when they are highlighted. Red stands for an aggress ive creature; these foes 

aggro on you simply for stepping w ithin a certain distance. That distance is deter

m ined by the difference betw een your level and the hostile creature's level. 

., Aggro Distance 
~ 

Aggro distance, as stated, is computed by determining the difference in level be/ween you and the 

enemy. Being lower level than the creature increases the distance at which it chooses to attack. 

Thus, very low-level characters for a given region have predators and enemies alike racing across 

fair distances for a chance at some fresh meat. 

On the flipside, characters who ore much higher level than the hostile monsters in on area won't 

aggro them without walking right next to them. 

Finally, some enemies have a higher aggro range than others. Wolves, Coyotes, certain casters, 

and vortous additional foes oggro at a greater distance than your level difference dictates. It 

doesn't take long to learn which enemies do this for an area; you are then free to use greater 

caution when !Tying to ovoid attacks from such targets. 

Enemies from the other faction are a bit 

more complex, color wi se. If you are 

on a PvE or RP server, the game doesn 't 
assume that th ey are all red targets. If 
you aren' t fl agged for PvP yourself, the 

other team shows up as blue if they are 
also unflagged or as yellow if they are. 
When you fl ag and engage such targets, 

the color ing turns to red . 

The Reputation System allows for more 

variety in certain N PCs. Regions w ith 
complex NPCs are given a facti on of their own. Goblin towns, rogu e elements of the 
A lli ance and Horde, and fu lly independent groups featu re this. If you improve rela

tions w ith th ese groups, th eir mood changes to a Friendly one with your ch aracter. 
However, attacking N PCs of these factions turns them against your character. 

N PCs just beneath Neutral are Unfriend ly. Though they won ' t attack you outright, 
they don' t offer to speak w ith your character, sell , o r give quests to you. 

Beneath Unfriend ly is the Hostile Ranking; thi s turns prev iously pass ive NPCs into 

aggress ive ones. Unless steps are taken to raise your fact ion w ith them dramatica ll y, 

expect to be figh ting these enemies for th e rest of your days. 

Be alert about attacking enemies from various factions. Fighting aga inst the Brui sers 
in Booty Bay o r the Timbermaw Fu rbo lgs m ight seem like fu n, but these actions hurt 
your reputation w ith certain fact ions by qu ite a margin. This can greatly hinder your 
interests in achieving quest goals, finding crafting rec ipes, or just reaching a safe 
haven. The general ru le of thumb is that you should make as many fr iends as you 

can out in the world of Azeroth. You are likely to need them! 

Revered Rewards Are Specific to Faction Involved 

Honored l 0% Discount on Items Purchasea from Vendors 

Friendly Standard Reputation level for Friends of Your Faction 

Neutra l Standard Reputation level for Factions Thal Aren't On Your Side (Goblins, Many Gnomes) 

Unftiend~ Cannot Buy, Sell, oi lntemtt Extensively, But This Fcdlon Won't Attock You 

Nl'Cs from lhis flldieo Will Atlock You on Sight 

Hated All Members of !hrs Foctran Are fnemres 

NoT EVERYONE CoMES ALONE 
There are several ways for enemies to get help from other creatures in the region. 

First, some creatures try to bring allies from the moment th ey are pulled. Humano id 
mobs are the most notable for thi s, but there are beasts that do this as well. Thi s 
makes camps of enemies harder to figh t because even ranged attacks may bring 
severa l foes. 



Another method that some humanoids 

and beasts have (especially with foes 
like Raptors) is to call for help. These 
calls can even bring creatures that are 

from different races; for example, an 

NPC Druid may respond to the call of 

a wounded Raptor. There is little to be 
done about these calls for help because 
they occur instantly. The best thing to 
do is pul l such foes back to areas where 

their calls won't grab anything that you 
aren't already interested in fighting. The range on calls for help will vary by both 
creature and location (the distance is farther outdoors). 

There is a third way for certain enemies to seek aid. When badly wounded, a 

number of wise foes run away (some of them at very high speed). If the monsters 
bump into any allies along the way, they will return with friends. Using snare or stun 
abilities can help quite a bit to prevent this problem. For classes without such tools, 
try to save damage for the end of the fight (by saving mana, instant abilities, etc.) so 
that the creatures can be struck down when they try to run. 

WHAT ARE THOSE SPECIAL PICTURES 

BY CERTAIN Moss? 
Elite monsters have special icons that surround their pictures in the interface. Elite 

monsters have a Gold Dragon border around their portraits; these creatures have 
much higher health compared with normal mob of that level (they also have more 
powerful attacks and abilities in many cases). Be wary of these mobs, but know that 
they drop better treasure and are worth more experience, so hunting them in groups 
can be lucrative. 

Often, the strategies for fighting Elite mobs are different from those used against normal 
creatures. The general changes are that long-term abilities are even more powerful 
when fighting Elites (DOTs, debuffs, and short-term buffs are wonderful in these fights). 
Instead of using the philosophy of "Bring it down quickly to stay alive," the characters 
are pushed more toward "Bring it down safely and with maximal control of the 
situation." Use snares to keep these monsters from rushing off to heal or get allies. 
Healing is more important than ever when facing Elites, as your tanks won't always 
have enough health to survive against even a single Elite foe without assistance. 

Now and then you also see creatures with Grey Dragon borders around their names. 
These are specific creatures instead of a racial type. Each monster of this type has 
a name ("Murgos Pugnose" instead of a generic Defias). The power level of named 
monsters varies tremendously. Some 
of these are rare but aren't especially 
powerful. Others may have new attacks, 

abilities not normally given to their race, 
and deal far more damage than one 

might expect. This is all a matter of ex
perience and cannot be predicted simply 

by looking at the creature. So, rare 

spawns are noted by their grey borders 
and may or may not be Elite. They are 
often referred to as Treasure Mobs, as 
they have specific loot. 

Grouping is such a central aspect of MOC play that it is discussed several times in 
this guide (each time with increased detail). Here in the Introduction, our examina

tion of groups focuses primarily on the basic mechanics and reasons for getting into 
groups. Later on, we explain more about performing in high-level groups and in a 

wider variety of situations. 

WHAT IS A GROUP 

Groups are formed when characters decide to work together. By sharing the duties 

in combat, far more monsters can be brought to defeat, and safety is dramatically 
improved. Normal groups can be as large as five characters. 

To start a group, one character targets another person and types Vinvite] or they can 
invite a person from far away by using the character's full name I/invite Serene]. Using 

character portraits is another way to interact with people nearby (right-click on the 
person's portrait and choose invite from the list of options that appears). You can even 
right-click on a person's name on the text bar at the bottom of the screen when they 
enter areas/come online/speak/etc. and invite them from there or Vwhisper] to them. 

People who are invited into a group have a query box that appears on their screen; 
it asks whether they wish to join the inviter's group. If they decline, the inviter is 
informed by both a sound and a text message. If they join, the new character's portrait 
is added in the upper-left side of the screen. You are able to see their health and mana 

(or Energy/Rage). Even that character's pets are shown under thei r portrait. 

So, a group, at its core, is a joining of 
characters who are going to attempt 
their challenges together. With two to 
five people, groups can attempt all of 
the quests or hunting activit ies that are 
normally available to characters. The 
quicklist below explains some of the 
changes when doing tasks in a group. 

Changes Between Soloing and Grouping 

:;:) Groups Share Their Experience From Kills 

:;:) looted Money is Divided Evenly Between Participating Group Members 

:;:) Bodies Are lootoble for Items Based on a System Decided by the Group leader (Master 
Looter, Round Robin, Group Loot, Need Before Greed, or Free-for-All) 

:;:) Quests Con Be Shared Between Members (So Long as the Prerequisites Are Completed by 
All Members) 

Enables the Group Chat Channel (used by typing [/p "Text"]) 

Ultimately, groups are able to accomplish more things than a solo player, especially 

in the later stages of the game. The quantity or type of loot you receive improves 
dramatically when going through Instance dungeons, Raid areas, and other group
related content. The Battlegrounds are also far more viable when working and com
municating well with your raid and within your group. 

LOOTS YSTEMS RE'.VISITED 
Group loot systems are very important to 
most players. Unless you on ly play with 
friends and guildmates, it is important to 
find a fair system that distributes loot in a 
way that keeps everyone content. 

Which system is the best to use? As you 

have probably guessed, it depends on 
the group, its leader, and the needs of 
the current mission. 



WHAT IS A RAIDING PARTY 
Raiding parties are basical ly groups of groups. For difficult Instances, large-scale 
Player vs. Player attacks, or actual raid areas, these large groups are welcome (or 
even needed). 

To form a raid, wa it until a group is started normall y, then open the raid tab (th is is 
the final tab from the character screen). Press "O" to bring these pages up and select 
the raid tab from the bottom. There is a button on the page that appears to "Convert 
to Raid." 

The next stage of a raiding party is to gather several fu ll y-independent groups. This 
isn't a situation w here everyone just clumps together and it doesn't matter which 
person is in which group. Indeed, leadersh ip and organization are either the beauty 
or bane of raid work. W ithou t organization, it is extremely hard to succeed when 
there are so many people together in a tight area. 

Thus, groups should have an experienced leader at the ir head. The raid leader/orga
nizer should often be the person w ith the most experience and skill in commanding 
for the given task. That means a talented PvPer should be at the head of a raid ing 
party aga inst another faction. A person who has done Blackrock Spire 30 times 
should lead two groups into the Raid. 

Raiding parti es are discussed at much greater length later in the guide, primarily in 
the Advanced Player vs . Environment chapter. Ra ids aren't needed or often done by 
characters at the lower or even mid-ti er levels, so know ing what they are is more 
than enough for now. 

WHEN TO GROUP 

Groups offer many things to both casua l and hardcore players. But, that doesn' t 
mean they are perfect for everything. It's good to know what you want before seek
ing a group; this makes it much easier to achieve your goal s. 

Groups are able to complete quests at a faster pace for Kill Quests, Escorts, and 
' Exploration/Delivery Quests. However, groups are fa r slower when dea ling with 
1 Collection Quests (especiall y if ground spawns are involved). If pure speed is an 
1 

issue, it's wise to solo wh ile co llecting items, and group when attacking monsters, 
escortin g, or exploring high- level areas. 

When it comes to farming coin, the 
situati on is quite complex. Solo char
acters get a fair bit of money if they go 
after the right targets (farming lower 
Instance dungeons for Bind on Equip 
blues, harvesting meta l and herbs, etc.). 
If money is your goal, try these activities 
by yourself or w ith a partner. Avoid large 
groups for cash! 

Many duos work quite well, but certain combinations are even better for specific tasks. Remember 
that everyone has weaknesses; if you choose a duo that accounts for these weaknesses, it makes 
life much easier. For example, Warriors hold aggro, making the fighting safer for low armor classes 
(Rogues, Mages, Priests). 

Even beyond the class pairings, try to find someone who is willing to play to the duos strengths 
minimize weaknesses. If a Priest and Mage group, it is obvious that tanking isn't a strongpoint of 
the pair. Instead, those two would succeed quickly by using their high DPS and leon heavily on burst 
damage to keep enemies from engaging for long periods. 

Fun is a fin e goal , and groups are eas ily the best target for having a good time. Mak
ing friends w ith good players and nice people makes the game better no maner w hat 

, you enjoy. Even for quests when groups aren't needed, having buddies around keeps 
\ there from being any tedium to slaying entire bands of roving wolves and bears. 

\ 
Good Reasons to Grnup 

Trying to Complete Red, Elite, or Dungeon Quests 

Dealing With Kill/Explore/ Escort Quests 

Toking on Instances in Full Groups 

Forming Raids for High-End Content 

Safety in PvP-lntense Areas (e.g., Hillsbrod) 

Tb Plox With Friends! 

WHEN NOT TO GROUP 

Okay, so you see the reasons to group and the times when it is desired/needed. Here 
is the other side of grouping; there are goals that make grouping a bad idea. 

Gaining exper ience in a group can be slow at ce rtain stages of the game. Unlike a 
number of MOGs, World of W arcraft is dedicated to making it easy to level even 
when you play as a solo character. 
Indeed, leveling during so lo play is fast 
if you keep your ski lls, gear, and items 
up to par. Take a great deal of food/wa
ter/bandages out with you and slash 
dow n the beasts of the open field. Thi s 
pulls in experience at a ve ry impressive 
clip, dwarfing just about any group that 
can' t get into motion quickly. Find VERY 
target-rich areas, and stay focused the 
entire time. 

During the low level s, quests are worth an even higher percentage of total experi
ence ga ined. If you are try ing to fly through the level s, jump into groups for the 
group-friendly quests (as listed above) but solo all of the col lection quests . Grinding 
solo kills on the way to and from quests is also a major way to improve experience 
efficiency . These are efficient kill s because you ga in hea lth and mana on the move, 
so your character is getting to fight without the same level of downtime. 

It's not useful to group when the players you meet are unfriendly, uncooperati ve, 
or just don't match your style of play. If a group isn't enjoyable, it's not worth your 
time. Gold, experience, and levels mean so much more when you're hav ing a good 
time, and players w ho enjoy the game have better characters. Even w ith a stat
specific view of things, happier players end up with more potent characters (these 
people play more because they are having a good time, and more hours equals more 
experience, treasure, and power). 

WHAT COMPRISES A "GOOD" GROUP 

This is certainl y a subject for debate, but good groups are the ones that fulfill your 
goals without making game time stressful or obnoxiou s. You, as a player, get to 
decide what a good group is for your needs. If you want pure experience and 
money, simply look for the groups that are intense, dedicated to a high kill count, 
fast questing, and disc iplined Instance running. If fun is your target, find players who 

relax a bit more, joke around, talk more, 
and explore. 

There are so many players on each 
server that there are always people who 
share your interests and goals. Don 't try 
to push other players into your mold; it 

takes less time and is better for everyone 
if you seek like-minded players from the 
beginning. Let the PvPers fight, let the 
rol eplayers get into their roles, etc. 

The World of Warcraft has a Quest system in place that not on ly helps you learn the 
history of the land but also gives experience points and treasure beyond those gai ned 
from any fighting. Experience earned from these quests does not count aga inst you r 
Rest State and automatica ll y adjusts the experience needed until your State changes; 
this makes for very fast leveling when a player understands how to mix hard fighting 

wi th consistent questing. 



There are many different types of quests 
players can take part in . This is designed 
to make leveling fun and interesting; the 
system also helps to guide players from 
one area to the next at appropriate times, 
making it easier to know where it's 
"safe" to continue adventuring. 

TYPES OF QUESTS 

There are many types of quests that are offered in World of Warcraft, from simple 
Kill Quests to the more involved Storyline Quests. They are designed to allow play
ers to decide on the amount of time investment they want to make. 

KILL QUESTS 
Kill Quests ask you to go out and either kill a number of creatures or a named NPC. 
These types of quests are often best to do in a group if time is an issue. While the 
experience of the kill s is spread out among the group, everyone gets credi t for the 
kill s. Often w hen killing an NPC for a quest you are required to bring back proof of 
the kill. These quests allow all the group members to loot the item off of the corpse 
and do not have to be repeated in order for all members to get the item. The few 
exceptions ask that you complete the quest alone. 

COLLECTION Qt.JESTS 
Collection Quests require that you go out and get a specific number of items either 
from a location or from creatures. These ca n be done in groups to accomplish the 
quest safely; note that on ly one of the item at a time is lootab le from any creature. 
Unlike the Kill Quests requi ring you to bring back a head or item, these are not 
shared quest items. 

Co llection Quests are often quite slow w hen done wi th other peop le. Even having 
competition in the same area for kills or ground spawns of the necessary type can 
be challenging. It is best to take care of Co llection Quests w hen you are in the 
mood to solo and are playi ng during quieter server times. For example, if you log on 
during prime time, try to run instances or do Kill Quests, Battlegrounds, and those 
types of activities. Early in the day or late at night, Collection Quests become FAR 
more efficient. 

DELIVERY QUESTS 
These quests require that you deliver an item from one place to another. The risk 
isn 't in facing any parti cular creature or killing anything on your way (generally 
speaking). The ri sk comes from traveling through hostile territory and making it 
through alive. As an add itional challenge, some of these quests are timed. Packages 
must be delivered wi th in that time in order to be successful. 

Deli very Quests often have very poor 
rewards and are not enticing in the short 
run. Yet, it is useful to pick up such 
quests when you can and wait unti I you 
are in the right neighborhood before 
completing them. "Oh, I'm in Westfall 
tonight, I better drop off this letter." 
Keep such quests items in your bank to 
save bag space, and try to remember to 
take the goodies out before jumping on 
a flight. 

The main reason to bother w ith Delivery Quests is that many lead into chains. 

Longer quest chain sta rt in mundane ways at times, and the rewards at the end of the 
quests are sometimes qu ite nice. 

ESCORT QUESTS 
Escort Quests ask you to keep an NPC safe as you travel through dangerous territory. 
These are often difficult to solo, and an entire group can benefit from completing it 
together. Often you must defeat creatures that attempt to kill the person/creature you 
are escorting and keep the escort safe until they reach a des ignated location. 

Stay close to the quest NPC at all times. Should you stray too far from the NPC, the 
quest fails and everythin g must be started aga in. When that happens, look in your 
quest log, abandon the quest, and talk to the escort NPC again when they respawn. 

QUEST MODIFIERS 

Not all quests play by the same rul es. Some quests are race/class specific, and others 
are only given by certain factions. These quest modifiers are explained below. 

f ACTION QUESTS 
Faction quests involve gaining faction with an NPC or group of NPCs in order to 
complete the quest. This can involve killing opposing NPCs or by doing some task 
that they would like done. Because the Reputation System can rise and fa ll based 
on your actions toward certain factions, these quests are often repeatabl e. Thus, you 
have a means of staying in good graces with a faction even if there are occasional 
problems (Sorry I killed your Auntie, but here is a Troll Necklace!). 

Note that repeatable quests are designated w ith blue symbols over an NPC's head 
instead of the normal gold symbols. 

CLASSQUES~ 
Class Quests are specific to one class. 
These quests grant new abiliti es or spe
cial items to the character that completes 
them. These can be done in a group or 
so lo depending on your own abilities, 
but the group ga ins little unless they are 
of the same class. Find other characters 
entering the Class Quest or try to help 
others doing their own quests in return 
for assistance on yours. 

Class Quests are most often found from class trainers or with NPCs who are near 
your class trainers. At landmark levels (10, 20, 30, etc.) you are most likely to ga in 
something of thi s sort; they are not found randomly or at unimportant leve ls. 

QUEST CHAINS 
Quest chains are part of a larger and evolving storyline. As players accomplish each 
part of the quest chain the line gets more difficult. The last quest is often a fin al 
encounter aga inst a boss monster. Many of the major quests in Instances sta rt off in a 
mild way, with a quest out in the world. Look into quest chains for greater rewards. 

ELITE QUEST~ 
Elite Quests pit you against NPCs that are indicated as being elite. These NPCs have 
more health than others of their leve l and are much tougher to kill. These are gener
ally group-friendly quests and may take you and your group into Instances . Elite 
Quests often take the most time to complete. 

DUNGEON ~l:IESTS 
Q uests that are specifically noted as Dungeon Quests are going to take your group 
into an Instanced Dungeon. These are major locations that many other players are 
likely to know. If you haven't been to such a place before, ask others to group w ith 
you and give you the full tour. Let people know ahead of time that you are new to 
the Instance so that they know to explain more complex aspects of the quest. Also 
try asking group members if there are sharable quests for the Instance that you don't 
have yet! 

FINDING AND COMPLETING QUESTS 

It's easy to find quests in many areas. Quest givers that have quests ava ilable in your 
level range have yellow exclamation points above their heads. NPCs that have a 
si lver exclamation point above thei r head have a quest wa iting for you in a couple 
of levels. 

Once a quest giver has given you all the quests they can, no more exclamation 
marks hover over their head. 

After right-clicking on a quest-giving NPC, a quest log appears to te ll you 

w hat the quest is all about and what kind of reward you shall rece ive. 
Players have the option of either accepting the quest or turning dow n the 
request. Don't worry if you turn down a quest. It is possible to return to the 

NPC to get it once more. Just be ca reful 
about turning one down that may be a 
part of a series, because you might miss 
out of someth ing fun later on. 

Quests are stored in your log fi le on your,' 
hotbar and can be brought up by using · 
the defau.lt 'L' hotkey. Twenty quests can 
be stored in your log at any time (any 
further quests are ignored until some 
of the current ones are completed or 
abandoned). 

Your log file automatically organ izes your quests for you and puts them into catego
ries based on where the quest was received (or, in special cases, the log li sts if the 
quest is a cl ass or crafting quest). It also is color coded to indicate how difficult a 
quest is for you. 



;nests 

To sove a lot of running time, cluster your quests by doing several in one area at a time rather than 
running around from place to place. For that molter, complete several quests in o specific section 
of o map before returning to \own (this is very efficient ond leads to foster leveling) . 

Grey ind icates that the quest is easy and on ly gives a fract ion of normal exper ience 
for having completed it at a lower level. Generally th is is as li ttle as 1/10th of the 
entire possib le experience. Don't let fun or important quests fall to grey before they 
are turned in, and consider abandoning quests that are grey. 

Green indicates that a quest is easy w ith a minimal amount of danger. The first level 
at which a quest becomes green does not reduce its reward. Afterward, you w ill 
receive slightly reduced rewards for quests that are completed after becomi ng green, 
but the ease of completing such tasks mostly negates this penalty. 

Yellow indicates that the quest is within equa l range of your level and has sign ificant 
ri sk even with w ith proper prepared ness. These can be accomplished either alone or 
with a min imal group. At this range experience is right on target for your level. 

Orange indicates that the quest is difficul t and will most likely need a group. Yet, 
w ith potions at the ready and a solid backgrou nd in your class, most orange quests 
are doable. 

Red indicates Danger! Danger! Danger! With a group you can certain ly pull it off, 
but it's li kely a good idea not to solo a red quest un less you already know it (by 
completing it w ith another character). Death may be the on ly thing you get out of 
going up aga inst a quest that difficult so soon. Give it a leve l or two and watch to see 
when it changes to orange or yel low to make it more atta inable. 

Easy Almost Full Experience 

S!llndard full Quest hperiente 
May Requirn Group High Quest Experience (Items of Higher level) 

Requires Group Very High Experience (Items of Considerable Paiver far Current LeveD 

It is as easy to find the end of a quest as it is the sta rt of one. Ending quest NPCs have 
\ a yel low question mark over thei r heads. In addition, these NPCs appear on your 

mini-map, so guid ing your character back to them is very easy. When return ing to 
town, look for the golden dots that ind icate a tracking target for the min i-map; quest 
NPCs show up when their quests are completed, and highlighting these dots will li st 
the name of the N PC. 

But wait, There's More? 

Make sure to double check on NPC that you turn o quest in to. They moy hove another yellow 
exclamation paint over their head indicating they have another quest or a follow·up quest for you. 
For that matter, an NPC that talks or starts an animation sequence is worth waiting mound for; 
these NPCs sometimes hove quests that won't oppeor until they ore done with their song ond 
dance about life, love, ond growing up. ______..._._. _________ _ 

' W hen finishing a quest, you are given a reward beyond experience. Rewards are 
often in the form of cash and/or a choice of objects . Even if you are unable to use 
an item, it is possible to se ll it to a vendor. Quest items are soul bound and cannot 
be traded between players; sell unusab le items to a vendor and enjoy the extra cash. 
Or, if you are an Enchanter, di senchant the item and use the ingred ients to improve 
existing equ ipment. 

Read through your combat log after completing quests. Notice that many major 
quests provide a healthy boost to your reputation w ith one faction or another. Th is is 

• a great way to get various groups to like your character. 

\QUEST SHARING 

An exciting featu re of WoW is the abi lity to share quests. If your character is the only 
person in a forming group w ith a certain quest, it is easy to "give" the quest to ev
eryone else in the party. In effect, you become the quest giver for the others, though 

' they return to the normal NPC for their comp letion rewards. 

You cannot share quests if there are prerequisites that the rest of the group members 
haven't accomplished (or if the quest is class/race related and they aren't of said 
class/race). You also cannot give them a quest that requi res that a specific item given 
by the NPC (like a special Moonvial or package). A message lets you know if your 
quest has been successfu ll y accepted or if the other person doesn't meet the requ ire
ments or has a fu 11 quest log. 

You cannot rece ive quests again if you have already completed them. If your quest 
log is full , you have to abandon one of your quests and the other person w ill have to 
share it aga in . 

To share a quest, open the quest log and cl ick on the quest that you want to share. 
The option is there to abandon or share the quest; choose "Share" and your entire 
party is queried with that quest (if they accept it, you are good to go). When looking 
at the screen, it even says how many characters in your current group are al so en
gaged in quests that you have. If a quest has a 131 to the left of it, three other people 
in your group have that quest as wel l. 

ABANDONING QUESTS 

At any time, you are free to abandon a quest. This clears the quest out of your log 
(making room for other quests) . The original NPC that gave you the quest resets, thus 
enabling you to start the quest again at a later point. You can abandon quests for the 
quest log space, for convenience (if you know you won't do the quest aga in), or to 
make a second attempt at a quest you have fa iled. Timed Quests and Escort Quests 
are the most like ly to fai l; these should be abandoned and tr ied a second t ime. 

The li ves of adventurers would be short indeed if death were a permanent fixtu re in 
MOGs. Either that, or peop le wou ld spend FAR more time ins ide inns, hoping that 
various abominations wou ldn't burst through the door. To make the game world a 
bit more fun, and a lot more survivab le, Blizzard has implemented a system w ithout 
vicious death pena lties. This section expla ins the various types of death that your 
character cou ld face and how to respond to these problems. 

WAYS TO DIE 

Characters that are slain drop to the ground and are taken out of your control. It is 
imposs ible to move, cast spe lls, emote, speak normall y, or do anythi ng of impor

tance to yourse lf or your group. Private and guild messages are allowed, so you can 
message nearby folks to let them know if you need a Rez. 

Your character enters this state when his or her health drops to zero. Fall ing from 
too high a distance, being struck by physical or mystic forces too many times, or 
drowning can do this. There is no starvation in WoW, nor are their status effects that 
directly cause death (though poisons and damage over time abi li ties can and wi ll ki ll 
you whether you are still in combat or not). Keep your health high and life goes on. 

When a character is slain by monsters, there is a 10% hit to the du rability of all cur
rently-equipped items. This can be a fa irly painful slap to your money when it comes 
to repai ri ng the pieces (especia lly at high levels) . If you are planni ng to intentiona lly 

get your character kill ed off (for fun, roleplaying, etc.), consider taking off especiall y 
pri cey gear ahead of time. Those who use Spirit Hea lers to Rez normally lose 25% of 
their durability to ALL carried items, not just eq uipped ones. Very pa inful indeed. 

DEATHS IN INSTANCES 
Instances won't al low characters to return to thei r corpses; th is would make it too 
easy to regroup and continue fighting in difficu lt Instances. Though Resurrection 

spe lls and Soulstones work in the same manner inside and outs ide Instances, trying 
to Release and Return to your body fa il s. Instead, you r character automatically 
revives w hen they enter the Instance. 

The penalty here is simply that parti es aren' t able to su rvive los ing a character du ri ng 
an Instance run w ithout using either Resu rrection or a Warlock Ri tual of Summoning 

(once the person has revived normally). Of course, if the enemies of the Instance 
haven't respawned yet, the newly spawned character can run back to the group on 
their own without needing to clear anything. 



DEATH ON THE BATTLEFIELD 
Player versus Player deaths are the most tr ivial of all in terms of system penalties. 
Everyone is there is to fight honorably and die trying, so the game mechanics are 
extremely lenient on the characters. No durabil ity hits are taken from PvP deaths. In 
fact, characters that are slain inside the Battlegrou nds are brought back to life after 
a short delay; a nearby Spirit Healer does the work for them and returns the fa llen 
fighters to full hea lth and mana. Pets are even restored as well ! Thus, hit release 
w hen your character fa ll s in battle during the Battlegrounds and wa it for the fun 
to sta rt aga in. 

THE PATH TO BETTER HEALTH 

There are several ways to respond after 
your character dies. Each method of 
reviva l has different consequences, so it 
is wise to learn all three methods before 
stepping onto the field of battle . 

RETURNING TO YouR BODY 

(RELEASE AND RETURN) 
The most common method of revival comes from Releasing and Return ing to your 
corpse. Click on the Release button that appears once your character falls; this tele
ports you to the nearest Graveyard for your faction. As a spirit, you can see the world 
around you, but other characters and monsters are hidden from view. O nly other 
sp irits of your faction and the nearby Spirit Healer are visible. 

A pointer on the min i-map appears to lead you toward your body; there is also a 
small gravestone to mark your corpse. Fo llow the pointer and don't worry about 
ra ndom monsters. Take a direct path and only avoid a fast route if the land prevents 
a direct run; as a sp irit, you can even walk on water. Once you get near your body, 

the li ne between li fe and death bl urs (thi s causes monsters to become vis ible to your 
sp irit). Move w ithin a radius of 40 or so yards and an option appears to rev ive . Cl ick 
on this in a spot where you are safe from the aggro of nearby monsters or PvPers. If 
you died deep underwater, you have to fully submerge to get in range to rev ive . 

Reviving in this manner has NO penalty toward your character's experience. Also, 
you are returned to you r body with so0

;:, of your maximum hea lth and mana (these 
return normally after that point) . There is no Resurrection Sickness, and you are free 
to adventure normally. 

RESURRECTION (REz) 
If there is an allied person in the area where your body falls, Resurrection may be 
poss ible. Shamans, Paladins, Pr iests, Druids, and Warlocks have various powers to 
Resurrect characters in some way, shape, or form . In the first three cases, Shamans, 
Paladins, and Priests cast spe ll s on corpses that call the spirit back to the body. The 
player in question receives an accept/decl ine button to let them know that Resurrec
tion is being used on them. Th is works even if the person has already released and is 
heading back to thei r body as a sprit. 

When Resurrected your character ap
pea rs almost instantly in the area, alive, 
but not wel l. Depending on the spell 
used, your character may have as l itt le 

as 1 % of their hea lth and mana. 

There are no penalties to accepting a 
Resurrection. Your characters suffers no 
experience pena lty or long-term attribute 
harm. Thus, the tradeoff with Resurrec
tion over a release and corpse run is a 
matter of time on ly. 

Dru ids are ab le to use a spe ll cal led Rebirth to Resurrect a person. Th is spell has a 
30-minute t imer and is used in battle to bring someone back to life w ith a fair por
tion of the ir health and mana (it's a set quantity, based on the rank of Rebirth used) . 
Thi s spell allows Druids to save a primary Rezzer in the event that a group or raid 
is in very bad shape. In raid PvE content and the Battlegrounds, Rebi rth is a tremen
dous advantage to everyone invol ved. 

A Seed reagent is needed for Rebirth. These are purchased in major cities and ca rry a 
triv ial price compared to thei r va lue for preventing catastrophic wipes. 

WMJ;,OCK;S .i\NJ!J SOULSTONES 

Warlocks are able to Resurrect as well, but it's a specia l case that merits an explana
tion. Warlocks tu rn Soul Shards (co llected from enem ies as the creatures die) into vari
ous stones. One of these items is a Soulstone. Warlocks use these on other characters. 

If you have a Soulstone, the game immediately asks if you wish to revive when 
you die. Your character returns to life in the location w here you fell. The Sou lstone 
is destroyed in the process (though if you use a d ifferent method to Resurrect, the 
Soulstone is not used). 

This power is quite good for use in Instances, where losing a character w ho has 
Resurrect might mean the end of a good expedit ion. Even a tota l party w ipeout 
can be reversed with these items (almost always give the Sou lstone to the group's 
primary Rezzer). 

A wonderful abi li ty of Shamans is the power to Resurrect themselves. Thi s requires 
that they have Ankhs in thei r inventory (purchased from vendors in major cities at 
a tr ivia l pr ice), and Ankhs can on ly be used once an hour. This spell is lea rned at 
leve l 30, and after that point Shamans become an incredible tool for groups and 
ra ids against total w ipeouts. If everyone 
goes dow n, the Shaman shou ld wa it and 
find out if anyone is using a Sou lstone 
from a Warlock. If not, the Shaman 
pops back up and starts Rezzing the 
rest of the group as soon as they can . A 
self-Rezzing Rezzer! Who could ask for 
more? Note that th is does not need to 
be cast ahead of time. Simply having an 
Ankh in your inventory after the spell is 
learned is enough to tr igger the option 
after death. 

GO'S'-llJN J]UMJ?ER CAB1ES, FOR THE NON-REZZERS 

Okay, so we saved one of the secret tricks for last. Even non-Rezzers have a chance 
to save their buddies if they are Engineers w ith 165 skill and have Goblin Jumper 
Cables. Thi s item is used to attempt a Resurrection. There is a 30-minute timer on the 
Cables, so be sure to use them on a Rezzer. Also, remember that th is is a fine piece 
of Goblin Engineerin g; that means you very well might end up dead just for trying to 
use them! They dea l 100 damage to you when they fai l. 

Rogues w ith Goblin Jumper Cables are especiall y va lued. In the event that a group 
or raid w ipes mu ltiple times and uses its ful l supp ly of tr icks to Rez itse lf, the Rogues 
can run back to the dungeon, stea lth past mobs that have respawned, and try to save , 
a Rezzer. Sending several Rogues to do th is may mean the difference between a br ief' 
wipe or losing an entire ra id to bad luck and having to reclear a major raid dungeon. 

THE SPIRIT HEALER 

Okay, so there had to be a costly method somewhere. Peop le w ho cannot retrieve 
their bodies, are too tired or frustrated to try, or who want a VERY fast Rez ca n 
choose to Resurrect at the Spi rit Hea ler. 

Every Graveyard has a Spirit Hea ler. These floating figures of death and reb irth return 
people to life w here their spirit stands (thus, you appear at the Graveyard of the near
est al lied faction). Even if you make the long run to a fa rther Graveyard and use thei r 
Spiri t Hea ler, your body appears at the ya rd closest to your corpse. 

Do you lose experi ence? Nope. That doesn't even happen here. Howeve r, you do 
lose more durab i li ty than you wou ld for a normal death. Beyond that, Resurrection 
Sickness hits your character. This debuff lasts for a short time and prevents your 
character from fighting wel l. Thus, you take a financia l hit in terms of repairs, and 

you are forced to fight very soft enemies for a w hile or run the ri sk of dying again. 

Does this mean that the Spirit Healer is 
a bad dea l for most players? Yes, most 
of the time it does, but in no way is the 
Spirit Healer a bad th ing to cons ider in 
specia l cases. If you are so fa r away from 
your corpse that a run wou ld cost major / 
t ime and fru stration, it might be worth 
a Rez at the Spirit Healer. Or, if you die 
way out in the ocean somewhere, or at 
a place that is almost unreachable any
way, it' s worth avoiding the trouble. 



It's actually quite easy to start moving around and controlling your character in 
World of Warcrah; the system is quite intuiti ve. Still , there are always commands 
that you won't think of right off the bat. This section explains more about the com
mand system and the macros that can be used during gameplay. Gui ld commands 
and aspects are discussed later in the guide. 

GENERAL COMMANDS 

General commands can be bound to keys or typed out fully. These control a wide 
array of speech and combat options. 

1CHAT CHANNEL COMMANDS 

Chat Channels are extremely useful for interactions with both public players and 
fri ends. There are default channels, like World Defense and General, that you cannot 
control (save to leave them or re-enter them }, and there are also ones that you can 

create and moderate on your own. 

Some ideas for Chat Channels: if you have close friends who aren 't in a guild with 
you, make a private Chat Channel w ith a name that all of your buddies can remem
ber. Type /join MidlandHigh (if your friends were from such a high school). 

/ # {/.=Number of Chat Channel) 
'\ "' :? 

MACROS 

Macros are used to create automatic actions (sometimes entire groups of them) that 
are used with a single key press. 

9 reating a Macro 

;lt Click on the text bubble by your chat bar and select Macros from the menu there; this 

brings up the Create Macros system 

) ;)t Select whether o macro will be a general macro or a character-specific macro 

;lt Select "New" then use one of the icons available and name your macro 

i ;)t At the bottom of the screen, type in the text for your macro; any mix of standard 
commands can be used 

Ideas for Macros 

I 

·!: 
l 

;)t Roleplaying while using abilities 

;)t Used to shift equipment or use several abilities in tondem 

;)t Alert other players to problems or dangers 

;)t Inform people about rules or protocols 

Macro Text Line l: / assist "Nome of Main Assist" 

Macro Text Line l: / cost Sop{Rank #)-# is the Proper Level of Your Sap Abilily 
Macro Text Line 2: /p Sapping %t 

Mncrii.Nome::.Bandaging:Vo-u~-~., 

Macro Text Line l: / script SendChotMessoge["Hold Still, Bandaging You","Whisper", "language To Be Used", 
UnitName("target")];-Longuage Would be Cammon in Many Cases 
Macro Text Line 2: UseCantainerltem{#,#l;-Where #,#is the Bag You Are Using ond Slot Within Thot Bog 
*Bags ore (0) Backpack through (4) For left and slots ore (1) Upper left to (n) lower Right 

Mncm .. N.nme:J.001.:Rules:"": --"'""" 
Macro Text Line l: / soy Group loot for todoy will be used 
Macro Text Line 2: /say Need can only be rolled for item upgrades that will be used 
Macro Text line 3: / say Greed is rolled far Bind on Equip items OR on Bind on Pickup Items if you are on Enchanter 
Macro Text line 4: /soy Poss on Bind on Pickup items if you ore not on Enchanter 

Moan..NmM:~RaidIDildua:::~, = 

Macro Text Line l: / ro Do Not post in raid chat unless you ore o group leoder or the information is VITAL 
Macro Text Line 2: /ro Keep chot to private channels or within your group 
Macro Text line 3: / ro Inform your group if/ when you go /ofk and put /follow on o healer 
Macro Text line 4: /ro Pay extrn onentian to all anack and cease fire orders 
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Shift 
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: Key_' : · · .Atlion •. 
clear (Moc) Auto Run l-0, ·and+ Hotbor Keys Fl Target Se~ 
Num lock (P(} Auto Run 

w Move Forward 
Use ability on Self 

Alt + Hotbar Key (PO without changing f2 ·FS Target Porty Members 
2. 5 

Tu rn left 
Targets SH IFT + Fl · FS Target Party Pets l · 5 

Move Backward 

Turn Right 

Strafe left 

Strafe Right 

CTRL + Hotbor Key Secondary Action 
Button (Pet Bors) 

CTRL + FHlO Special Action Button 

ESC Open/ Close Gome 
Menu 

TAB Select Front Hostile Target 
Toggle Hostile Targets 

G 
Select lost Hostile 
Target 

CTRL +TAB Target Neorest friend 
Space Bar Jump 

Toggle Sit/Stand 
SHIFT + 1·6 Toggle through Hotbors 

• 1·6 
CTRl +SHIFT+ TAB Target Previous Friend 

Sheathe/ 
Unsheathe Weapon 

NumPod / Toggle Run/Wolk 

SH IFT + 7 Next Action Bar 

SHIFT+ 8 
-.. 

Previous Action Bar - ~--- ---·-- ~- • - :"tidi;~- ~-;- ~--.;-., ;Key _·· . 
ENTER Initiate Chat 

I Initiate Chat Command 

R 
Reply too /whisper 
or/tell 

Help (Moc) Pitch Up 

Insert (PO Pitch Up 
~~~·-·· 

If'§; .... , 
/em Initiate Emote 

/v Initiate Voice Command 
Delete Pitch Down 

Home Next Camero View 
~~~:~tAcfi~~l+lr2 -~ -~:,'"l 

J ''°' ~ -~-'"'-'l>.<"--~-v.~ ~ 

B Open/ Close Backpack 
Shift+R 

/wh~per to lost person 
wh~pered 

End Previous Camera View 
y Flip Camero 

Keypad 2 Bock 

f8 Open/ Close Bog l 

F9 Open/ Close Bog 2 

FlO Open/Close Bog 3 

EDI:~.'-
:Key;;_:.~-~_:., •. - . Adi~~--'.-· ...... _._ .. 

Keypad 4 Rotute left Fll Open/Close Bog 4 T Attack Target 

Keypad B Rotate Right 

Righi Mouse Button ± A Rotofe left fl2 Open/Close Bag 5 
Close All Bogs 

SHIFT+ T Pet Attack Target 

f Assist forget CTRL ++ Moster Volume Up 

Right Mouse Bulton + 0 Rotate Right SHIFT+ B Open/Close All Bogs Shift+f Target lost Hostile CTR!.+ . MtlSlel Volume Down 

MAC KEYBOARD 
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The Grizzled Den 

Kharonos 

Steelgrill's Depol 

~~~~~::"~~'°"'°' '"' number of Dwarven Strongholds might think that the 
land outside was blasted with heat and steam. Yet, Dun 

Morogh is a cold land, high in the mountains w here 
a biting wind becomes one's frequent companion. 

1 Between the rocky crags and icy lakes, the Yetis, Trolls, 

and beasts find their niche, but there are rewards in th is 
t isolated land. Potent herbs find a way to poke through 
" the snows, desperate for light, and meta l seems to pour 
'·up through the earth as well. For the wary eye, Dun 
• Morogh is a place of great riches! 

Dwarves and gnomes have been part of the Alliance for quite some time. These 
industrious folk have also supported each other, and that shows in the way both races 
live in close proximity without savaging each other every few years. Yet, there are 
clear differences between these two cultures. The dwarves are strong, courageous, 
and proud. They produce blades, guns, armor, and great buildings of stone. Gnomes 
are more inquisitive, building gadgets that are not always of immediate use or even 
known purpose. Together, the two races make Dun Morogh a land of many trades. 

ANVILMAR 

Anvil mar is a place of rest in southern Dun Morogh . 
Mainly a dwarven site, the merchants, trainers, and trav

elers w ho come th rough are often on thei r way to more 
comfortabl e cl imates. Luckily, your first steps are quite 
safe. There is very little danger from the weaker troggs 
and wolves that dominate the hunting grounds nearby, 
and people are fri endly in Anvi l mar, offering many 
quests and services to those w ho are w illing to work. 

Sten Stoutarm has work for you (Dwarven Outfitters). 
He's w ill ing to make you some gloves if you bring him 
eight pieces of 
Tough Wolf 
Meat. Accept 
his offer and 
head south to 
find the wolve5. 
They are weak 
and do not po5e 
a danger to you. 

far Eastern Dun Maragh 

Hefm's Bed Lake 

North Gnre Poss 

North Gate Oulposl 

With the required meat in your backpack, return to 
Sten for your reward . Now that he knows he can cou nt 

on you, he has more work for you, as do others in the 
area. He'l l have a message for you from your cl ass 
trainer and some mail he needs del ivered. Accept 
Coldridge Valley Mail Delivery and speak w ith Balir 
Frosthammer for more work. 

Th is local toughman is angry at the Troggs for thei r 
recent attacks; instead of ignoring the "buggers," he 
wants to bring them to heel. He asks you to slay five 
Rockjaw Troggs and five Burly Rockjaw Troggs (A New 
Threat). Both are found in the loca l fields, though more 
Burly Troggs can be found in camps west of Anvilmar. 



Your backpack is nearly full. first, take the time to look through it and see if there is any usable 
equipment for you. If there is, equip it. Second, become familiar with any recovery items (potions, 
food, drink, etc.) you've accumulated. Everything else that con be sold to vendors should be. 

Head up the path and into Anvilmar. Speak w ith your tra iner to complete your fi rst 
class quest and to learn your level two abilities. With everyth ing in town accom
plished, head south across the wolf fields and engage the Rockjaw Troggs. 

The Rockjaw Troggs are fa irl y easy 
fights, aren't aggress ive, and won't 

double team you. At most you may need 
to rest a short while between fights to 
recover mana and health. There are a 
few Burl y Rockjaw Troggs in the hill s, 
but if they are scarce, head along the 
path west from Anvilmar. 

As you' re traveling, consider killing any enemies that are your level or lower. The enemies 
around Anvilmar are fairly weak and the additional experience and usable equipment make it 
worth your time. 
~--_,_ ______ ,.,_ __ ,_,. ____ ~----J 

Take the path west of Anvi l mar to Tai in Keeneye's camp. Ta i in is grateful for the mail 
and lets you know that not all the mail is for him. A letter is for Grel in (Coldridge 
Valley Mail Delivery). Tai in makes a li ving by hunting the boars in the area. Recent
ly, however, there are so many boars that it has become dangerous for him. He' ll 
rewa rd you if you can help him by killing 12 Small Crag Boars (The Boar Hunter). 

The boars are everywhere around his camp. Head out and start killing. Watch your 
health and mana; rest between fights if either is low. The boars aren't terribly danger
ous, but they're higher level than your ta rgets thus far. Kill the requ ired Small Crag 
Boars and return to Ta i in for your reward. 

As you onl y have a single backpack, your inventory is gett ing full. Make a quick stop 
back at Anvil mar to sell , search for upgrades, train (if you've gained level 4), and 
speak w ith Ba li r once aga in for your reward . 

Stopping inside Anvil mar reveals that Felix Wh indlebolt would like to have a word 
w ith you. He tells a story that is common among the Gnomes. In his haste to escape 
the catastrophe in Gnomeregan, some of his belongings were lost. He's fairing better 
than most since he knows where they are. He saw trol ls taking them to their camps 

in the southwest. Fe li x asks you to 
recover his belongs for him since he isn' t 
an adventurer (A Refugee's Quandary). 

Now it is time to deal with the letter to 
Grelin Whitebeard. If you are nosy, you 
can read it. Wow! It's signed by Magni 
Bronzebeard, the King of lronforge. 
Thi s must be reall y important and you 
shouldn 't delay its delivery any longer. 
Head southeast across the snows to the 
end of the path and Grel in's camp. 

Grel in is pleased to receive his mail and tips you for the service. He's also very eager 

to conscr ipt you into the service of lronforge. The Troll Cave to the south needs to 
be dealt w ith before it can become a rea l threat. He wants you to kill 14 Frostmane 
Troll W hel ps for your reward . Nearby, Nori has a pred icament. He's got a deli very 
of Sca lding Mornbrew that needs to get to Anvi l mar before it gets cold. He's got a 
fire to keep it hot and you're going the other way, so avoid the quest for now (it's a 
timed quest) . 

To the southwest is the trol l cave and inside the troll s you need and Feli x's be long
ings. The Frostmane Trol l Whelps are much more aggressive than the enemies 
you've fought so far. They w ill attack you if you get close (called aggro) and they 
come to the aid of their friends if you're not careful. The outer tro ll s are spread out 
so th is isn't as much of a worry. Keep the fights quick and pu ll back if reinforcements 
are nearby. 

Felix's Bucket of Bolts is near the campfire at the entrance to the cave . Stick to kill ing 
the Frostmane Troll Whelps outside the cave as inside is more dangerous. If there are 

enough of the trolls outside, you won't even need to venture wi thin the cave just yet. 
Once you've killed enough Frostmane Troll Whelps, don' t delay in returning to Grelin. 

While you were attacking the cave, a 
group of trolls attacked Grelin's camp. 
Everyone's okay, but the troll s stole 
Grelin 's journal and he wants it back. 
Grel in got a reasonable look at the troll 
that took it and wants you to kill Grik'n ir 
the Cold to retr ieve it (The Stolen Jour
nal). Head back to the troll cave. Th is 
time you need to go inside. 

While the constant fight ing may cause 
you to rest more often, do not try to 
sneak past the Frostmane Troll Whel ps. Kill everything on you r way inside. At the 
first intersection , take the tunnel going north. Choose your targets carefully and avoid 
fighting large groups of enemies at the same time. The tunnel opens into a large 
cavern w ith Grik'nir at the back. Follow the ledge along the left wall and ki ll your 
way down. 

Pull the enemies one at a time unti l Grik'nir stands alone. He's a tough fight and 
you don't want any of his fr iends helping. Without friends, kill Grik'nir and recover 
Grel in's Journal. 

It's been a good while since you were near a merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 
inventory is full you can't pick up any more items, including quest items. Toke the time to destroy 
some of the less lucrative items in your inventory when you need room for quest items. 

less lucrative items are items of lowest quality and lowest armor (symbolized by the grey name). 
This means grey cloth items ore often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or drink 
for recovery purposes, these ore also prime candidates. 

Exit the cave as qu ickly as caution allows. Don't try to run past any troll s that have 
respawned. Take the time to kill each one. Once out of the cave, head east to the next 
troll camp. You still need to collect Felix's belongings. Fel ix's Chest is sitting beside 
the fire at the first camp you come to. Exercise the same caution attacking th is camp 
as you used in the cave. Kill the enemies one at a time until you get to the chest. 

Grab Felix's Chest and head northeast to 
the fina l troll camp. Felix's Box is just in
side the camp. Recover it and head back 
to Grelin 's camp. Grelin rewards you 
for his journal and asks you to deliver 
a report to Mou ntaineer Thalos for him 
(Senir's Observations). As your next stop 
is Anvilmar, speak w ith Nori Pridedrift 
for the Scalding Mornbrew Delivery. 
Th is quest is timed, so don't delay much 
on your way to Anv ilmar. 

Durnan Furcutter is in the very back of Anvilmar awaiting his Scalding Mornbrew. 
He enjoys the mug of Mornbrew and, as a kind soul , asks if you wou ld return to 
empty mug to Nori (Bring Back the Mug). Return Feli x's items on your way out of 
Anvil mar. He's very pleased to have them back and rewards you wi th some coin. Sell 
any excess loot and make a quick run to return the mug to Nori. 

The work for you in Coldridge Va lley is fini shed. Stop by your trainer in Anvi lmar if 
you've reached leve l six. Consider spend ing some time ki lli ng if you haven't reached 
level six yet. Follow the path east from Anvilmar when you're ready to make the trip 
to Kharanos. 

The trail ascends to the tunnel entrance. Mountaineer Thalos warns you of the trogg 

infestation in the tunnel. At first, Thalos advi ses you lo stay in Anvilmar until the 
tunnel is cleared, but w hen you show him Grelin's letter he rea lizes the import of 
your trip. He 0ives you directions to Kharanos and bids you a safe travel to Senir 

Whitebeard (Senir's Observations). 

Stranded outside the tunnel entrance is Hands Springsprocket. He has a delivery to 
make to the inn at Kharanos, but can' t get through the tunnel w ith the troggs in the 
way. He asks you to make the delivery 
for him as you ' re head ing th rough the 
tunnel already (Supplies to Tannok). 

Head into the tunnel w ith your weapon 
ready. The troggs are very aggressive and 
do not back down from the fight. Ki ll 
them as you move through the tunne l 
and to Dun Morogh proper. It's quite a 

hike to Kharanos, but fo llow the stone 
path and you can't miss it. 



KHARANOS AND STEELGRILL'S DEPOT 

Standing by a tent at the entrance to town is Sen ir Whitebeard. Deliver the report to 
him. He mentions that he'll have work for you later and rewards you for your work 
thus far. There are others who w ish to speak with you, but first head to the inn on the 
east side of the road . Deliver the supp lies to Tannok Frosthammer and speak w ith 
Innkeeper Belm. He can set your hearthstone to return you here if you ask him to 
make this inn your home. Do so. 

Head outside and speak w ith Ragnar Thunderbrew. He's run into a bind. The trap
per that used to supply him w ith crag boar ribs enlisted in the King's Army and was 
deployed elsewhere. He's w illing to give you the recipe to cook Beer Basted Boar 
Ribs and even a sample if you collect six Crag Boar Ribs for him and buy a Rhapsody 
Malt from the inn. Accept the quest and head across the street. 

Tharek Blackstone makes tools and is constantly supplying Steelgrill 's Depot. The 
latest shipment is ready and he asks you to drop it off on your way out (Tools for 
Steelgrill). Head northeast over the hill to Stee lgrill 's Depot. Ki ll any boars you come 
across on the way. 

The tanks and mechnostriders are a dead give-away for Steelgri ll 's. Speak w ith the 
pilots and mechanics on your way in. Pilot Be llowfiz needs help Stocking Jetstream, 
his tank. He asks you to get four Chunks of Boar Meat and two Thick Bear Furs. Pilot 
Stonegear wants to make a rug for the inside of Trollplow. Eight Wendigo Manes 
shou ld be enough. You can get these from The Grizzled Den . Losier Rudge needs 
you to recover a lost shipment of Ammo for Rumbleshot. The previous courier was 
frightened off by the wendigo west of 
Kharanos. Before heading out with al l 
this work, remember to deliver the tools 
to Steelgrill. 

Head southwest th rough Kharanos, to 
the Grizz led Den. The wendigo are very 
aggress ive and dangerous. The Young 
Wendigo outside the cave can drop 
the manes and the ammo crate is in the 
camp, so there is li ttle reason to enter 
the cave at this time. 

Kill the boars and bears in the area while kill ing the wendigo near the cave entrance. 
Grab the ammo crate when you need a break from fighting to recover. Watch for the 
snow leopards in the south. They aren' t terribl y dangerous, but they are aggressive 

1 and run around a lot. With Kharanos so close, return to se ll excess loot should your 
inventory fill up. As the boar meat is sellable, be ca refu l about emptying your entire 

Keep the items needed for your quests. 

W ith your quests finished, return to Kharanos. Stop at the distillery to purchase the 
Rhapsody Malt and bring it and the Crag Boar Ribs to Ragnar. Senir now has work 
for you. Speak w ith him about Frostmane Hold. The trolls near Brewnall Vil lage 
have been more active of late and he needs you to poke around and kill a few to 
see what's going on. Accept the quest and head back to Steelgrill 's Depot for more 

rewards. 

Be llowfiz appreciates all the hunting you did for him. He pays you for your work, 
and asks another task of you. He needs someth ing to drink on the road. Evershine is 

his favorite and can only be bought in Brewnall Village. Head back to Kharanos then 
follow the road south toward Coldridge Va lley. Hegnar Rumbleshot is awaiting his 
ammo shipment along the road. Continue fo llowing the road toward Coldridge Val
ley, but head northwest before entering the tunnel. A short ways through the va lley 
and you come across a trai l at the base of Chill Breeze Valley. 

With so much time spent between towns and so much killing being done, your bockpock tends to 
fill up quickly. Consider speaking with the General Supplies merchant in the Thunderbrew Distillery. 
He sells bogs as well. These aren't inexpensive, but they allow you to cmry mom loot home. More 
loot sold means more money. The bog makes up its cost quickly. 

CHILL BREEZE VALLEY 

Head north up the va lley. There are two caves along the valley; one on each side. 
Give the eastern cave a w ide berth and head to the western cave. Follow the path up 
and speak with Tundra MacGrann. An elite wendigo has stolen his locker of dried 
meats. O ld lcebeard can' t open the locker, but Tundra sti ll needs to eat. 

Old lcebeard is very powerful and can't be killed alone. There are two ways to 
accomplish thi s rather daunting task. If you are alone, hide near the entrance to his 
cave and wait for him to wander off. When he does, rush in, get the meats from 
the locker, and run out. If you have a number of friends and feel up to a challenge, 
engage O ld lcebeard directl y. Either way, returning the meats to Tundra prompts his 
appreciation and a reward. Head to the southern end of the valley and follow the 
path west to Brewnall Village. 

BREWNALL VILLAGE 

Speak w ith Rejold to get the cask of Evershine. He w ill give it to you ... if you do 
him a favor. The wild life has been encroaching on Brewnall Village and the crafters 
are losing time dealing w ith them. If you kill eight Elder Crag Boars, eight Snow 
Leopards, and six Ice Claw Bears, the Evershine is yours (A Favor for Evershine) . 
He also has a more personal favor to ask. Rejold wants to create The Perfect Stout. 
He's sti ll searching for the right ingredients and would like to try Shi mmerweed. The 
problem is the Frostmane Seers use it in their rituals. He wants you to swipe six of 
them for him. 

No one has Bitter Rivals like crafters. 
Marleth Barleybrew wants you to swap 
her Barrel of Barleybrew Scalder w ith a 
barrel of Thunder Ale next time you're 
in Kh aranos. Accept the quest and head 
back to Kharanos. Head east around 
lceflow Lake and through Chill Breeze 
Va lley th is time. It's shorter and there is 
w ildli fe that needs to be thinned . 

Stop at the small workshop just north of 
Kharanos. Inside, two gnomes are diligentl y working on the Gnomeregan problem. 
Razz le Sprysprocket wou ld like your help w ith Operation Recombobulation. He 
needs you to collect eight Restabilization Cogs and eight Gyromechanic Gears from 
the leper gnomes near Gnomeregan. Grab the quest and continue into Kharanos. 

Head into the Thunderbrew Distillery. In the lower levels sits the Guarded Thunder 
A le Barrel. Jarven Thunderbrew is almost as vigil ant a guard as he is a drinker. Buy 
some Thunder A le from the Innkeeper and help )arven quench his thirst. Once )arven 
has one, he has to have another. Wait for him to get up the stairs before switching 
the barrels and making a hasty ex it. While you' re in the distillery, stop by your 
tra iner and see if you can learn any new abilities. 

It's time to return to Brewnall. Take the northern route and tr im the wildlife on 
your way. 

GNOMEREGAN, TROLLS, AND 
BREWNALL REVISITED 

Marleth is grateful for the switch you pulled at the Thunderbrew Distillery and gives 
you some co in to show it. Repair your gear, sell excess loot and head northwest. It 

isn't far before you can see the green 
gases spewi ng from Gnomeregan . 

Continue pruning the w ildlife as you 
search for the parts Razzle needs. 
Whatever happened in Gnomeregan, it's 
driven the leper gnomes quite mad and 
they have no prob lem taking that anger 
out on you. 

The leper gnomes are. very dangerous. While cl early loony, they're still intelligent. If 
they're losing a fight, they run for help. Be ready to finish your enemies off quickly 
or stop their flight. Allowing one to run guarantees a long wa lk from the graveyard . 
They do a lot of damage, so be ready to fully rest after each engagement. 

Wi th the required parts and wi ldlife kil led, return to Brewnall. Rejold rewards you 
for hunting the an imals with the cask of Evershine for you to Return to Bellowfiz. 
Sell excess loot and head southwest to Frostmane Hold. 

Anyone can sneak up to a camp and observe the enemy. Senir needs you to enter 
the cave and scout the area. Follow the tunnel west into a large cavern. Continue 
along the outer edge killing as you go and watching for the patrols. Once you've 
explored the cave to satisfaction (your quest log w ill show this), fish t your way back 
out. Hunting the troll s outside is much safer. 



Once the quest is complete, return to Brewnall. You don't have anything to turn in, 

but you should repair and sell excess loot before heading out again. Your next stop 

is Shimmer Ridge. Be aware, the trolls on Shimmer Ridge are quite dangerous and 
work together. 

The path up to Shimmer Ridge is on the 

east side of lceflow Lake. Look around 
for others heading up the path and 
join forces if they are willing. Shim

merweed can be obtained from both the 

Frostmane Seers and the baskets on the 

ground. If there are no baskets and all 

the Frostmane Seers are dead, sit and 

wa it. The camp is very dangerous if it's 

allowed the spawn fully. Kill the troll s as 

soon as they spawn to keep the danger 

to a minimum. 

First kill the Frostmane Seers around the edge of the camp. The center is a bit 

crowded and too much for a single person. The enemies are primarily casters and 

ranged attackers. This means they are very difficult to pull. Use a ranged attack and 
run away from them. When you get out of their casting range, they w ill be forced 

to come after you. As soon as they are clear of their friends, turn around and show 
them the mistake they just made. 

A good technique for clearing the camp is to attack, kill one, and run away. The keys 

are being able to kill the first enemy quickly and being able to get away before his 
friends kill you. Using this technique over and over again slowly clears the camp and 
makes it much more manageable. 

Now it's time for a bit of walking. Return to Brewnall and speak w ith Rejold for your 
reward. He asks you to deliver a barrel of the new Shimmer Stout to his brother. It'll 

be some time before you get there, but stout never goes bad, so pick up the quest. 

Next head back to Kharanos and the gnome house just north of it. 

The recombobulator isn't quite working yet. You've collected everything you need 

for Razzle. Wish him luck in returning Leper Gnomes to sanity, and head to Khara
nos to give you r report to Senir. With the information you gathered, it's time to make 

a report to lronforge. Senir asks you to deliver The Reports. Stop by Steelgrill's on 
your way north and speak with Bellowfiz. 

IRONFORGE AND THE ROAD 
TO LOCH MODAN 
Senir's mission is one of importance, but it also gives you a nice break from the 

constant work. Much of southern and eastern Dun Morogh is ca lming down (thanks 
to your good deeds). It's time to see the capital of the dwarves. Take the road north 
and climb the long ramp to the mighty Gates of lronforge. 

As all classes and professions are represented in lronforge, it's a good place for 

training. If you're picking up crafting professions, seek out the trainers while you are 
delivering the letter for Senir. Senator Barin Redstone is in the High Seat, w hich sits 
on the southeast side of the Great Forge. 

lronlorge is a rather impressive town. Exploring all of it would toke quite a bit of effort, but you' re 

not the first to get lost in this city. The guards ore accustomed to newcomers needing directions 

and 1hey give them freely. To find things in a hurry; ask o guard ond they will plot it on your 

lronforge Points of Interest 

I, 

Every level (starting at level ten), you gain o Talent Point. These can be used to increase your 

abilities or learn new ones. Open your talent window (defaulted to 'n'). There are three ponels in 

the window. look at each tulent carefully before choosing as once you spend your points, it casts }'.' 

gold to unlearn them. There 'is more about the benefits of each talent in the class section. 
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With the capital explored and many fine quests completed, it's appropriate for you to 

seek Loch Modan, the beautiful land east of Dun Morogh. There are sti ll some exc it

ing places to see before you leave your homeland, so sta rt making your way east and 
look for some of the following hotspots. 

There is a ranch just a minute or so east of lronforge. Rudra Amberstill breeds rams 

there, yet she is beset by troubl es caused by a monster named Vagash. She asks you 

to help her by Protecting the Herd. 
Vagash is fou nd in a cave above the 
ranch. Climb west and around the bulk 

of the mountains and bring a friend or 
two unless you are greatly prepared for 
an ugly fight! Vagash is level 11 and is 
an eli te wendigo, so take that into con

sideration before the fight starts. Offer the 
Fang of Vagash as proof to Rudra that the 

attacks will stop and claim your reward. 

Further east sits the Gol'Bolar Quarry. Generally a mine dedicated to supplying 

lronforge w ith stone, the quarry has become overridden wi th troggs. Senator Mehr 
Stonehallow is asking all adventurers to find The Public Servant inside themselves 

and help. He needs you to kill 10 Rockjaw Bonesnappers before the miners can 
return to work. 

Foreman Stonebrow is standing on the edge of the quarry in fru stration. He doesn't 

have the poli tica l power that Stonehallow does, but he wants the troggs dead all the 

same. He asks you to ki ll six Rockjaw Skullthumpers to help end the occupation of 
Those Blasted Troggs! 

With a group, these two quests are frighteningly easy and fast. If alone, take the quar

ry very slowly and fi ght near th e walls to avoid as many patrol issues as possible. Be 
careful of troggs that stand beh ind the pillars of ice near the cave entrance, and stay 
well rested in case sudden adds demand more from your hit points and mana. 

( - =·-· ~=~' 
A Crafter's Dream 

' . 

The Wendigo Cave was good, but the Quarry is on even better location for crahers of all sorts. There 

is a weolth of copper inside the mine itself, but there ore also veins outside of it (in lhe general 

Quarry). Beyond that, the troggs ore a fine source of linen and drop money as well. Herbalists will 

also be pleased with the high concentmtion of Eurthroot, Silverleaf, and Peacebloom nearby. 

1.._ __ .,,,,. ...... ,....._.......,~.~•Y_..._.~~-..~~--·~™"--~-~····•="""""""',,_~q,,....~.,......._~a--•w*..Jif 
In the far northeast is a short quest th at you can finish to ease the mind of a troubled 
dwarf. Pilot Hammerfoot is guard ing some engines in the area, but he won't leave 

the region until he's convinced that his friend Mori is either alive and well , or dead 

and lost. The lost Pilot charged off into the hills some time back, and you can help 
out by discovering his fate. Move farther north along the road until you can break 
west. The body of Mori lies in a pile of bloody snow. 

Though slain, Mori was able to account for his fate before his death. In his journal 
the dwarf wrote of a powerfu l bear named Mangeclaw. Vengeance was the pilot's 
final wish, and it would further aid his companion to know that this was done. Look 

slightly south and scour the area for the bear, then slay the beast. Tell Pilot Hammer

foot w hen the mission of vengeance is complete. 

The road east leads directly through South Gate Outpost w here Mountaineer Bar

leybrew works; give him his brother's barrel of Sh immer Stout. The dwarf also wants 
one of his fri ends to try the mixture, and he passes the brew along with a request 
that it be sent to Mountaineer Kadrell of Loch Modan (one of the Thelsamar guards). 
Because you were on your way to Loch Modan already, this offe rs no expense of 

ti me or energy. 

Congratulations on you r success in Dun Morogh. Ram s are breeding happily, the 

dwarves have raised a fine toast in your name, and even the snow seems to have 
receded a bit because of such fine efforts: New challenges wa it in Loch Modan and 

in lands such as Westfall to the south and Darkshore ac ross the ocean, but those are 
adventures for another day. 



The Maclure Vineyards 

Jerod's landing 

Fargodeep Mine 

yoUR_fr~'F ~ 
' A I ight breeze blows through the trees. The smell s 

of freshly cut wood and baked goods drift from just 

through the woods. The sun is shining and it's just 

warm enough for a refreshing glass of water or lemon
ade. Such is li fe at the heart of the human lands w here 

the guards patrol the roads and train dail y . 

Elwynn Forest is the pleasant home of Stormwind City and the basket 
of human civilization in the east. Surrounded by settled farms, lumber 
mills, and mines, it's no wonder where the Humans get their grand 

ideas of a peaceful future. 

Crystol lake 

Narthshire Valley 

Echo Ridge Mine 

Narthshire Vineyards 

Jasperlade Mine 

Southern Elwynn forest 

Brockwell Purnpbn Patch 

Tower of Azora 

Stone Cairn lake and Hero's Vigil 

Eastvale logging Camp 

Ridgepoint Tower 

Storrnwind (Capital City) 

NORTHSHIRE 

Northshire is one of the first places adventurers are sent 

to train. In the abbey are veterans of many trades and 

wa lks of life to help you grow . The merchants outside 
understand who they are dealing with and se ll many 
weapons and armor designed for the newly enli sted. 

Few of the prob lems here are terribly dangerous and 
most make for good practi ce of skills that keep you 
ali ve elsewhere. 

Report to Deputy W illem to beg in your training. As 
you are here answering the ca ll about A Threat Within, 

he directs you to Marshal McBride inside the abbey. 
McBride's first orders are for you to assist in a Kobold 

Camp Cleanup. He wants you to kill ten Kobold Verm in 
and return. The kobolds are just northwest of the abbey, 

but head around the right side of the building first. 

Eagan Peltskinner has more work for the w illing. W ith 

so many Wolves Across the Border, Eagan is hiring 

people to hunt 
them. He wants 
eight pieces of 

Tough Wol f 
Meat to cook. 

He rewards you 

for your time, 
so accept the 

quest and head 
north to hunt 
the wolves. 

The kobolds aren' t terribly bright and don' t much l ike 

each other. You can kill them w ith impunity and those 

nearby do not assist. Avoid going into the mine as 
your targets are around the campfires outside and the 
enemies in the mine are more dangerous. With both 
quests done, return for your rewards. 



Your backpack is nearly full. first, take the time to look th rough it and see if there is any usable 
equipment for you. If so, equip it. Second, become familiar with any recovery items (potions, 
food, drink, etc.) you've accumulated. Everything else that can be sold to vendors should be. 

_....,,,,,,..-
McBride has more work for you now that you've proven a w illing hand. He has a 
message for you from your trai ner and needs you to help Investigate Echo Ridge. To 
remove the kobold infestation, he wants ten Kobold Workers killed. 

Take a moment to vi sit your trainer and learn any"new abil iti es before heading out of 
the abbey. Deputy Wi llem has more work for you . The Defias Brotherhood has been 
seen in the area. This Brotherhood of Thieves must be put down before they can 
become a problem. He asks you to co llect 12 Red Burlap Bandanas as proof of your 
commitment to the safety of Northshire. 

First head north to the kobold camps. The Kobold workers are at the campfires w ith 
the Kobold Vermin. Do your part to aid in the investigation and return McB ri de for 
more work. McBride outranks Will em 
and thus his work comes fi rst. 

Your work has shown that the kobold 
infestation is worse than expected and a 
Skirmish at Echo Ridge may be unavoid
able. McBride asks you to penetrate the 
kobold defenses around the mine and 
kill 12 Kobold Laborers to bring their 
digging to a halt. Head north and carry 
out his orders. 

As you are traveling, consider killing any enemies that ore your level or lower. The enemies in 
Northshire Volley are fairly weak and the additional experience and usable equipment make it 
worth your time. 

~- .,,....,,,,,,,, __ ,,__%_ 

McBride is pleased wi th your work and gives you leave to Report to Goldshire. 
Accept the documents, but don't head out of Northshire just yet. Deputy W illem 
needs you r assistance and there is more to do. Vis it your class trainer agai n to check 
for new ab ilities to learn. 

When you are ready, head across the creek to the Northshire Vineyards. The thieves 
are everywhere and more intel ligent than the wo lves and kobolds you've fought so 
far. They will attack you on sight, and assist their friends. 

W ith proof of your deeds, return to Wi llem for your reward. While you were ki lling 
the bri gands, there have been other developments. There's a Bounty on Garrick 
Padfoot for harassi ng the farmers and leading the local thieves. W illem is authorized 
to pay well for Garrick's Head. Milly Osworth, a friend of Wi llem's, also needs a 
hand. Mi lly stands behind the abbey. 

Mi ll y was harvesting in the vineyards when the Defias moved in. Milly's Harvest was 
left in several crates. She's worried they' ll either be sto len or damaged and wants 
you to recover eight of them. Head across the bridge aga in and kill the enem ies 
around Mil ly's Harvest. When you've recovered all you need, head further east to 
f ind Garrick. 

M ill y is very pleased to have the harvest saved. While she still rewards you, someone 
else wou ld li ke to reward hard work. Take the Grape Manifest to Brother Neals in 
the bel I tower to show the work you've done. 

Both Brother Neals and Deputy Willem reward you. W ith so much accomplished in 
Northshire, it's time to head to Goldshire. 

GOLDS HIRE 

The south road from Northshire takes you through a well-guarded set of wal ls. 
Falkhaan lsenstrider is relax ing at a beautifu l founta in advertising the Lion's Pride Inn 
at Goldsh ire. His fri end owns the establi shment and Fal khaan suggests stopping by 
for some Rest and Relaxation. 

Follow the road south to Goldshire. Make a quick stop at the Lion's Pride Inn for 
some free food or water. Speak w ith Innkeeper Farley abou t how to make this inn 
your home. This resets you r hearthstone to this location and is a good habit to get 
into. Wi lliam Pestle stands off to one side of the inn looking troubled. He's looking 
to gather wax, but the best source of it is Kobold Candles. He's no adventu rer, so 
he'l l pay if you bring him eight Large Candles. 

Now that you've taken a moment to rest from your travels, deliver your papers to 
Marshal Dughan . He doesn't waste any time putting you to work and wants you to 
exp lore The Fargodeep Mine and report back on the kobold presence. Remy "Two 
Times" runs the loca l Gold Dust Exchange. Bring him ten Gold Dust from kobo lds 
and he pays handsomely. 

Pretty much everything people are asking of you so far involves the kobolds at 
Fargodeep M ine but it's a bit too dangerous to go in wi thout havi ng a better under
standing of the area. Follow the road west until you can cut south to the Stonefie ld 
Farm. "Auntie" Bernice Stonefie ld is upset about a Lost Necklace. She believes Bill y 
Maclure took it and wants it back. Find and question Billy Maclure at the Maclure 
Vineyards to the east. 

Billy Maclure claims he knows who took it, but he's smarter than he looks and wants 
some pie for the information. Bern ice makes a good Pork Belly Pie, but she needs 
four Chunks of Boar Meat to make the Pie for Billy . Luckily, the boars in the vine
ya rds have the meat you need. Hunt them and return to Bernice. 

Bern ice isn't happy about being blackmailed to get her necklace back, but she' ll do 
whatever it takes. Bern ice makes the pie and ask~ you to take it Back to Billy. Ma 
Stonefi eld has work for you as we ll. The Brackwells have a prize-w inning pig that 
has a habit of sneaking over and eating the veggies from the Stonefield Farm. Ma has 
decided that Princess Must Die! Bring Princess' collar to Ma and she rewards you. 

With the pie in hand, return to the Maclure Vineyard and speak w ith Bi ll y. Billy saw 
a kobold making off w ith Bern ice's Necklace. The kobold ran into the Fargodeep 
Mine and had a huge Goldtooth . Before you run into the mine, speak w ith Maybell 
Maclure. She's having some rea l trouble as her one and true love is ... a Stonefield. 
The rivalry between the two families is terrible, but these Young Lovers are deter
mined to find a way to happiness. Take Maybell's Love Letter to Tommy Joe Stone
fie ld, who is moping at the river west of Stonefield Farm . 

Tommy Joe is so caught up in his love for Maybell that he can' t think straight. He 
asks you to Speak with Gramma to find a way for the two to be together. Gramma 
has seen a number of things in her life and knows that a potion can fix anything. 
Take her Note to William in Goldsh ire next time you' re in the area. For now, pre

pare to enter Fargodeep Mine. 

The kobolds in the mine are very ag
gressive. Take it slow and ki ll everything 
near you. There are two entrances: one 
to the upper level and the other to the 
lower leve l. Goldtooth stands in the 
corridor that joins the levels, but you'll 
be in here long enough you're bound to 
see him. 

The Marshals haven't been lax about 
recruiting people to clear the mine and 
you won't be alone. Consider joining 
forces w ith others al ready there. These quests take longer to do in a group, but your 
survivability is much higher w ith friends. Be extra carefu l to pull enemies to you 
when entering the larger chambers as severa l of the kobolds may attack from differ

ent sides. 



Ifs been a good while since you were near o merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 

inventory is full you can't pick up any more items, including quest items. Toke the time to destroy 

some of the less lucrative items in your inventory when you need room for quest items. 

less lucrative items ore items of lowest quality ond lowest armor (they ore grey in name). This 

, means grey cloth items ore often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or drink for 

recovery purposes, these are also prime candidotes. 
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Keep your health and mana full as you cl ear out the mine. When you've finished 
with the quests, return to Bernice at the Stonefield Farm. She's very happy to have 
her necklace back and frees you to return to Goldshire. Use your hearthstone for a 
quick trip back or simply leg it. 

, William Pestle packages the candles and asks you to take the Shipment to Storm· 
wind. Thi s isn't a time sensitive quest and you can deliver them when you visit the 
capital. Accept the quest and give him the note from Gramma Stonefield. William 
has a way to help them, but he needs help Collecting Kelp for the potion. He needs 
four Crystal Kelp Fronds. Crystal Lake is patrolled by nasty Murlocs. They are VERY 
social, so adds are very common. 

Report to Marshal Dughan next. He's very pleased with your exploration of the Far
godeep Mine. He's so pleased he asks you to explore The Jasperlode Mine as well. 
Accept his assignment and speak to Remy about your gold dust. True to his word, 
he pays you for the dust. He also asks you to speak with Dughan about A Fishy Peril 
elsewhere in Elwynn Forest. 

Dughan has spoken w ith Remy before and his hands are tied until he gets an official 
call for aid to combat the murloc menace. He doesn't have the manpower to check 
the situation ... you 've been his eyes and ears already. If you have Further Concerns 

' about the matter, he su ggests you speak with Guard Thomas along the east road. 

Accept the quest and take a moment to visit your trainer before heading out. 

With so much time spent outside of town and so much killing being done, your backpack tends to 

fill up quickly. Consider speaking with the General Supplies merchant in the Lion's Pride Inn. He 

sells bogs as well. These aren't inexpensive, but they allow you to carry morn loot home. More 

loot sold meons more money. The bag pays for itself quickly. 

1 Head east following the lake. There are murlocs on the islands of the lake; they have 
'ihe kelp you need . Pull them back and be ready to fini sh them off quickly. They're 
\ aggressive, don't like to fi ght alone, and run for help when wounded. Once you have 

the required kelp, retreat to the road and continue east. 

THE EASTVALE LOGGING CAMP 

· Follow the road east until it crosses the river. Guard Thomas is standing here. 
Speak w ith him about the murloc threat in the area. Two guards were sent to 
investi gate the matter furthe r, but they haven't returned. Thomas needs you to Find 

~ the Lost Guards so he can complete his report. They were looking around where 
' the river meets the lake. 

Murlocs are not the only threat to the logging camp. The bears and wol ves in the 

area are becoming more numerous and more brazen as the loggers become the only 
food source in the area. Thomas asks you to join in the effort to Protect the Frontier 
by killing eight Prow lers and fi ve Young Forest Bears. Accept both his quests and 
follow the river north. 

Watch for the bears as you move north 
to the lake. There aren't any Prow lers 
on the west side of the ri ver, but the 
remains of Footman Malaki Stone are 

ly ing where the ri ver drains from Stone 
Cairn Lake. Thi s solves the fate of one 
soldier, but you still need to Discover 
Rolf's Fate. Webbed footpr ints lead 
east from the corpse and you can see a 

murloc v illage on the edge of the lake. 
Follow the lake edge east. 

The murlocs are very aggress ive and attack if they catch the sli ghtest hint you are 
in the area. Look for others hunting the murlocs and join forces. If there is no one 
to join forces with, continue to Eastvale Logging Camp and speak with Supervisor 
Raelen. You ' ll be in the area for awhile and you can investigate the camp w hen 
it's safer. 

Raelen is in A Bundle of Trouble . Because of all the attacks, her loggers haven ' t 
been able to gather the required lumber. They've fell ed the trees but the wood is in 
small piles. She needs you to bring eight Bundles of Wood back. Head out of the 
camp and search near the base of the nearby trees. 

W atch for the Prow lers and Young Forest Bears. These are the reason the loggers 
had to fl ee. They need to be kill ed. As you hunt through the trees, keep an eye 
on the murloc camp. If someone else is hunting them or in the area, join together 
or sneak in before the murlocs respaw n. Rolf's remai ns are eas ier to get to from a 

southern approach. 

With the fate of both guards revealed, Report to Thomas. The murlocs are a greater 
threat than prev iously believed. Deliver Thomas' Report to Marshal Dughan. But 
first, head back to the logging camp. Sara Timberlain is a kind person and will make 
you clothes if you bring her the materi als she needs. She prefers to work wi th Red 
Linen Goods. Bring six Red Linen Bandanas from gang members in El wynn Forest. 

Drop off your wood and sell excess loot before crossing the river west. Travel 
northwest to the jasperlode Mine. W ithout even setting foot in the mine, the 
kobold presence can be seen. M arshal Dughan needs to know the strength of the 

infestation though. 

The kobolds here are more dangerous than the ones in Fargodeep. They don't travel 

alone often, and the ones wearing blue 
shirts understand magic. The casting 
kobolds can do a lot of damage quickly, 
but don' t last long in a fight. Target them 
first if you are engaged by more than one 

kobold. 

Deeper in, the tunnel wall s are covered 
w ith web, and kobolds hang from the . 
ce iling in silky cocoons. You've seen 
what you needed and now it' s time to 

get ou t. If your Hearthstone is ready, 
port back to Goldshire. Should your Hearthstone be on cooldow n, ex it the mine as 
quickly as caution allows and head back to town. 

William uses the kelp to make an Inv isibil ity Liquor that helps w ith The Escape. Hold 
onto it until you see M aybell M aclure next. Marshal Dughan is eager to hear your 
reports. He doesn' t like w hat's happen ing, but he reward s you as promised. He gives 
you a Stormw ind Armor M arker to give to Sara Timberlain . She' ll craft Cloth and 

Leather Armor for you to use in the defense of Elwynn Forest. 

As one of the comm andi ng offi ce rs in ch arge of El w ynn 's defense, Dughan 
alw ays has more wo rk for you . He asks you to Report to Gryan Stoutmantle in 
W estfa ll when Elwynn is under control , and alerts you that the Westbrook Gar

rison Needs Help! 

Smith Argus has work for you if you' re w illing. He's been asked to send people to 
Grimand Elmore in Stormwind. Elmore's Task is one of several that are sending you 

to the capital. 



STORMWIND CITY AND BACK TO 
EASTVALE LOGGING CAMP 
Now is a good time to see the glorious city of Stormwind. Follow the northwest road 
to the city of light and the center of the human armies. 

As all classes and professions are represented in Stormwind, it's a good place for 
training. If you' re picking up crafting profess ions, seek out the trainers whi le you are 
delivering the shipment for Wil liam and speaking with Grimand. Morgan Pestle is in 
his apothecary just inside the gates wh ile Grimand is in the Dwarven District. 

Stop by and listen to Renato Gallina, who is standing on a large crate on the west 
side of the street. He's advertising the Gallina W inery and gives you a ticket to prove 
you were sent by the Wine Shop Advert and garner a free Bottle of Pi not Noir. 

It's Big! 

Stormwind is a rather impressive city. Exploring all of it would toke quite a bit of effort, but you're 

not the first to get lost in this city. The guards ore accustomed to newcomers needing directions 

and they give them freely. To find things in a hurry, ask a guard and they will plot it on your 

mini·mop. 

Stormwind Points of Interest 
I r------

Griffon Moster, Inn, Bonk, Weopon Troiner, Auction House, Visitor's Center 

Akheriiv Troiner, Endlllnfing Trainer, Herbolis!ll Trainer, Tgiloring Trainer, Mage/POrtnl Trainer 

Hunter Trainer, Stobie Master, Oraid Trainer, Herbalism Trainer 

Paladin Trainer, f1ie,sf Trainer 

Blacksmilfling Troiner, Engineering Trainer, Mining Troiner, Forge, Anvil, Trom ta lranfarge 

Cobkfng Iroiner, leailierworking lroinei, S~n.oing Troiwr, Wanior Trainer, Rogue:Tminer 

Fishing Trainer 

- ·,,,. 
Every level (starting at level ten), you gain o Talent Point. These can be used to increase your 

abilities or learn new ones. Open your talent window (defaulted to 'n'). There ore three panels in 

the Window. look at each talent carefully before choosing as once you spend your points, ii costs 

gold to unlearn them. There is more about the benefits of each talent in the class section. 

Stormpike's Delivery is given to you by Grimand. He wants the supplies sent to Loch 
Modan in the Dwarven Lands. These lands are far away, but accept the quest now 
so you ha ve it when you venture there. If you've reached level ten, speak w ith your 

trainer for a class specific quest before heading back to Goldshire. 

There's stiil more to do in the east. Take the road from Goldshire to the Eastvale 
Logging Camp. Guard Thomas has another miss ion for you. With the information 
you 've brought, the Stormwind Army has placed a Bounty on Murlocs. Thomas is 
authorized to reward you if you bring eight Torn Murloc Fins as proof of the kill s. 
Continue east to Eastva le Logging Camp. 

Turn your armor marker in to Sara Timberlain for your armor, then head south across 
the road. East of Ridgepoint Tower is a small Defias camp. Kill them for their Red 
Linen Bandanas. When you 've acquired enough for Sara, return to Eastvale. Sell your 
excess loot before heading north to the murloc camps. 

Quests Falling Frqm !~~ S~~x: 

A number of quests ore started by items found on corpses. Keep your eyes open !or the Westfall 

Deed and Gold Pickup Schedule as you fight the Defias and Gnolls in Elwynn Forest. 

To activate a quest from these, open your inventory and right click on the item. 

The murlocs are a bit easier now that you've ga ined a level or two. Do the lower 
leve l characters a favor and kill the enemies near Rol f's Remains first. Clear the mur
locs slowly as they are still very aggressive. With the fins in hand, follow the rive r 
south to Guard Thomas and you r reward. 

Break off the road and head southwest 
to the Brackwall Pumpkin Patch. The 
outer edges are guarded by brigands, but 
between the pumpkins a beast moves. 
Princess and her entourage move about 
the patch w ith a roya l bearing. To attack 
one is to gain the wrath of all three. 
Check for other players in the area that 
are wi lling to help you before attempting 
the kill. 

Take the Brass Collar and return to the Maclure Vineyard to the west. Give the Invis
ibility Liquor to Maybell and help the two lovers break free of the oppression of the 
hate between their fami lies. Your next stop is the Stonefield Farm. Ma Stonefield is 
rather pleased to have her veggies safe from the monster and rewards you accord
ingly. Sell any excess loot to Homer Stonefield and head north to the road, and west 
to the Westbrook Garrison. 

WESTBROOK GARRISON 
On the path from the road to the garrison is a large wanted poste r. Wanted: "Hogger" 
doesn't leave much to the imagi nation. The Stormwind Army has placed a bounty 
on the savage gnoll and empowered Marshal Dughan to reward anyone bringing his 
Huge Gnoll Claw as proof of the deed. 

Report to Deputy Rainer at the garri son for your assignment. The gnolls in to the 
south have grown in number to become a significant threat. The guard tower doesn't 
have the numbers to clear the vermin out, so adventurers are be ing recruited for the 
Riverpaw Gnoll Bounty. Bring back eight Painted Gnoll Armbands for your reward. 

Head south across the road . Many of the gnoll s stay in ca:mps where their numbers 
offer protection. If you are in a larger group, attack these camps carefull y. Solo 
adventurers should avo id th ese camps entirely as they are nothing more than a fast 
trip to the graveyard. Instead, look for the few gnolls that patrol between the camps 
alone. Ambush these for the armbands. 

Keep a watchful eye for Hogger. He is 

very dangerous and can be the doom of 
you or your party if he attacks while you 
are engaged w ith other gnolls. When you 
see Hogger, rest to full and wa it for him 
to be away from other gnoll s. He is an 
elite enemy, shown by the gold dragon 
encircling his portrait, and has many 
more hitpoints and does much more 
damage than most enemies his level. 

Collect the armbands and return to Deputy Rainer. As promi sed, he reward s your 
service to king and cou ntry. W ith little else to be done at Westbrook Garrison, 
hearthstone back to Goldshire and turn the Huge Gnoll Claw in to Dughan. 

Congratu lations on your success in Elwynn Forest. Farmers are back at work, the lo
ca l merchants tell stories of you to customers, and the roads are just a little bit safer. 

The call for aid has come from the land of Westfall and the alli es in the dwarven 
land of Loch Modan and the Elven land of Darkshore could certainly use a skilled 
hand, but those me adventures for another day. 
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T eldrassil is the new home of the brave night elves, a people who have taken arms 
and magic to battle against demons and restore the balance of their spirits. With the 

former capital of Elven power nearly destroyed by the fighting against the demons, 

the refuge has grown in prominence. Those ancient and animated trees that remain 

to protect the forest have gathered here to stop any final advance from the evil 

remnants. Now the night elves are shaking off their suffering and readying themselves 
for the next chapter in their history. 

Bon' ethif Hollow loke Al' Amelh Shodowglen 

The Oracle Glade Bon' e!hil Borrow Oen Oolonoor 

Pol~ of Arli!hrien Fe! Rock 

Rood to Uomossus Gnorlpine Hold Storbreeze Village 

.l?~~::.~d off<hecooo 
' o f Kalimdor. Isolated from the effects of many recent 

troubles, the land itself is free from some of the greater 
taint that p lagues many of Ka limdor's forests. Yet even 

here, there are the stirrings of disease and corruption. 

The greatest problems that exist in Teldrassi l involve the 

tainting of natural creatures and beasts by a force of evi l. 
~ Yo.ur duties often in~olve seeking out this taint in an attempt 

· - to isolate 1t, redeemmg those corrupted, or, when al l e lse 
fails, to destroy the creatures who are beyond salvation. 

ALDRASSIL 

Aldrassil is the starting town, in the north-east of 

Teldrassil 1 where your character begins the journey into 

greatness. As with all new character areas, the majority 

of the creatures are neutra l and won't attack unless 
engaged di rectly. A single large building at the center 
of thi s forested va lley ho lds tra iners, vendors, and the 
leaders of Aldrassil. 

Speak to a nearby night elf after watch ing the introduc

tion to Teldrassil. Conservator ll th alaine stands a few 
feet from you. He tell s you of The Balance of Nature 

and how Shadowglen has become unbalanced w ith the 
rapid growth of the boar and nightsabre populations. 

He asks you to kil l seven Young Nightsabres and four 
Young Thistle Boars to begin trimming the populations. 
Accept his quest and move east as you kill. 

Aldrassil 

Shodowthreod Cove 

Night tlvesFfave1Vle tITe, 
Not Metal 

If you wont to be a miner, be warned that Teldrossil is starved 
for metal. No one out here trains you in the hearty act of 

mining, and the problems don't end there. Copper is so rare 
here that you won't find any of it. If mining is of tremendous 
importance to you, create the night elf you want and head to 
the human lands (this is possible even at low levels) . 

On the flipside, Peacebloom and Silverieaf are in great 
abundance, so harvesters who prefer Herbalism are often quite 
happy here. Skinners, too, have abundant resources horn which 
to gather, as many beasls in the area are skinnable. 

,~--------~ 



At the entrance to the main building in Aldrassil is Melithar Staghelm. Tarindella, 
The Woodland Protector, has been seen in Shadowglen. Melithar asks you to find 
out why she is here and aid her in any 
work. Continue east into a field plentiful 
with Young Nightsabres and Young 
Thistle Boars. Kill them until your quest 
is complete and you've gained level 
two. On your way back to Conservator 
llthalaine, speak with Dirania Silvershine 
at the cooking pot. lverron, A Good 
Friend of Dirania, hasn't been seen since 
he headed up to the spider cave. Dirania 
would like you to find him for her. 

Speak with llthalaine and get the next step of restoring The Balance of Nature. Now 
you need to kill seven Mangy Nightsabres and the same amount of Thistle Boars. 
He also has a message from your class trainer. Accept both the quests and head to 
your trainer. Most of the trainers are inside the main hall of the building, but the 
nature-based class trainers (such as the Druid trai ner) are in the higher branches of 
the building. Get your character any new skills, then find Tarindella just north of 
llthalaine. 

As you' re traveling, consider killing any eoemles that me your level or lower. The enemies 
in Shodowglen ore fairly weak; the additional experience and usable equipment make it 
worth your time. 

Tarindella is in the area fighting the corruption. The Grells in the area are collecting 
Fel Moss (which spreads the corruption). She asks you to collect eight pieces of Fel 
Moss. The Grells have been driven quite made by the Fel Moss and won't give it up 
without a fight. Travel north to the Grell camps and kill them until you have the Fel 
Moss and have gained level three. If you finish the Fel Moss before gaining the next 
level, kill a few more ... it's the only way to be sure. 

Your bags are likely fu ll by now. Return 
to Tarindella and give her the Fel Moss. 
With her gratitude stop at the merchants 
in Aldrassil and sell any excess loot. Re

member to equip any extra bags you've 
found and head north once again. 
Gilshalan Windwalker stands at the 
bottom of the ramp nearby. He's study
ing the spiders in the area and needs ten 
Webwood Venom sacs from the spiders. 
As you have other quests near the spider 
cave, accept his and continue north to 

Shadowthread Cave. 

All of the major breeds of spiders in Teldrossil are venomous. This makes fighting them a slow 
process due to the increased time spent resting ofter fights. They are also aggressive and attack 
anyone who ventures too dose. Though needed for quests, the spiders are better avoided when 
hunting for money or bask experience. 

Look to the west of Shadowthread Cave, in a small valley, a wounded night elf male 
named lverron waits. He was bitten by the largest of the foul spiders and is too weak 
to return to Aldrassil. His condition is worsening as the poison runs its course. He asks 

you to help A Friend in Need by te ll ing Dirania Silvershine of his plight. He's a strong 

man and can survive a bit longer, so finish your other quests before heading back. 

When you've collected the venom sacs, head southeast. There are more Mangy 
Nightsabres and Thistle Boars if you return this route. With the animal populations 
successfully th inned, speak with Dirania 
about lverron's situation. She can make 
lverron's Antidote, but needs some 
ingredients. She needs seven Hyacinth 
Mushrooms which grow near the trees in 
the area but you must fight the grells that 
wander nearby. Look around the northern 
ponds for the four Moonpetal Lily, while 
the Webwood lchor is easily obtained 
from the spiders you are already fighting. 

Stop at the merchants to sell excess loot 
and speak to your trainer about learn ing new abilities before heading out again. Get 
your reward from llthalaine and give the venom sacs to Gilshalan. With the venom 
specimens, he has set his sights higher. He wants a live spider to observe. As capturing 
a full grown spider is a daunting task, he wants you instead to bring him a Webwood 
Egg. Accept his quest and head north to collect the ingredients for the antidote. With 

the ingredients collected, head into Shadowthread Cave. 

It's been o good while since you we re near a merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 
inventory is full you can't pick up any more items, including quest items. Toke the time to destroy 
some of the less lucrative items in your inventdry when you need room for quest items. 

Less lucrative items ore items of lowest quality and lowest armor (grey named). This means grey 
cloth items are often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or drink for recovery 
purposes, these are also prime candidates. 

There are said to be hundreds of the eggs inside Shadowthread Cave, so the only 
worry comes from fighting past all of the poisonous beasts. The eggs are on the top 
level of the cave. The center path takes you through a narrow passage as it climbs up 
to the eggs. Only one of the spiders is as high as fifth level, so even a solo character 
can move through the cave safely (just don't try to fight more than one enemy at a 
time). Grab the Webwood Egg and return to town triumphant. The spiders might have 
respawned by now. Fight your way out or use your Hearthstone for a fast trip back. 

After you give Gilshalan the egg, he asks you to answer Tenaron's Summons. This 
accomplished night elf won't take much of your time. He merely asks that you fill 
a Crystal Phial with the waters of the Moonwell just north of town as payment for 
learning of the Crown of the Earth. Head down the tree and give the ingredients to 
Dirania to make the antidote. It won't stay potent for long (it is a timed quest), so 
immediately head north to the Moonwell. 

He rewards you for giving him the 
antidote. With things just about done 
here, return to Tenaron atop Aldrassil for 
your reward. 

Tenaron informs you that you r time in 

Aldrassil is at an end and hands you 
a vessel with the Moonwell water to 
take to Dolanaar, a large town near the 
center of Teld rassil. 

ENTERING DOLANAAR 

Following Tenaron's bidding, it's time to seek the greater town of Dolanaar. Finish 
selling extra items to the vendors below, and make sure to train with the masters that 
specialize in your class. With that done, take the southern road away from Aldrassil 
and into the greater wilds of this majestic land. 

At the entrance to Shadowglen, Porthannius stands. He has a Dolanaar Delivery 
he'd like you to help with. As you were already heading that way, it costs you noth
ing and is worth your while. Accept his quest and continue south. 

Stick to the road, and fight creatures nearby if you wish. A lone Satyr, Zenn Foul
hoof, stands on the right side of the path, by a tree. He seems friendly, and is willing 
to award you a simple quest. Return items from the Nightsabres, Strigid Owls, and 

Webwood Spiders to complete Zenn's Bidding. It takes a number of kills to collect 

everything, so this is best accomplished while you are busy with other quests. 

Press on to Dolanaar and talk to every
one in town. Standing at the ramp to the 
north building is Syral Bladeleaf. She has 
a delivery she would like you to finish 
for her. She gives you Denalan's Earth 
and directions to find him at the lake to 
the south. At the entrance stands Athri
das Bearmantle, who wants you to enter 
the Firbolg village to the east. Athridas 
feels A Troubling Breeze and there is 
another night elf there who he is worried 
about. Promise to help him and head to 
the top of the building. 



Tallonkai Swiftroot is in the highest room and has a few problems you can help with. 
First, he lost The Emerald Dreamcatcher. It was held at Starbreeze Village to the 
east and he can't retrieve it himself. Accept this quest and ask him about his other 
problem. Tallonkai Swiftroot wants to see the head of Melenas, minus the body. 

M elenas is a dark Satyr w ho lives in a cave called Fel Rock, just north of Dolanaar. 
The Twisted Hatred Melenas feels toward all things hea lthy must be stopped. 

There is yet more to do before heading out of town. Head into the building just south 
of the road and speak with Innkeeper Keldamyr. 

l!ti ar, A Co'Eld Hom.€ 

Talk to Innkeeper Kaldamyr in Dolanaar to set your home point. With all the running back and 

forth that needs to be done, especially for some of the later quests, it's nice to have the option of 

getting back quickly. 

After getting your reward, continue south out of the building and deli ver the Par

ti ally Filled Vessel to Corithras Moonrage. He accepts the delivery and asks you to 
' continue working on the Crown of the Earth by collecting water from the Moonwell 

near Starbreeze Vill age. Accept his quest and look to the east. 

Zarrin is a cook who works we ll with odd dishes. If you have taken Cooking as one 
of your secondary profess ions, seek this teacher for the quest to learn the Recipe of 
the Kaldorei (a fine piece of spider-cuisine). 

W ith your quest log nearly bursting, head out of town. Run east, mostly following the 
road and ki ll any owl s, nightsabres, or spiders nearby until you see the outskirts of 
Starbreeze Vill age and the Moonwell. Jump into the Moonwell and fill the phial. 

Next, move slowly into the village but beware of the Furbolgs (they have become 
quite fera l and attack almost anything they see). The first large building on the right 
has two floors, and Gaerol as Talvethren is on the top floor. Fight the few Firbolg in 

' the way and head upstairs. Gaerolas isn 't in great shape, but he tell s you w hat has 

1 
happened and asks you to tell Athridas in Dolanaar of the Gnarlpine C9rruption. 
Before leaving, move to the south-eastern cottage of Starbreeze and search the 
dresser for the Emerald Dreamcatcher. 

Return to Dolanaar, fighting the beasts for Zenn along the way, to turn in the quests 

you have completed. Corithras gives you another phial to fill , w hile Athridas asks 

you to collect the Relics of Wakening. After returning the dreamcatcher to Tallonkai, 
he rea lizes that part of it is missing. He asks you to get it from Ferocitas the Dream 

· Eater and slay some of the Firbolg Mysti cs in the area. Take a companion or two 
if you are uncertain of victory. Tallonkai 's Jewel isn't immediately apparent on the 

. corpse of Ferocitas. Take the Gnarlpine Necklace and right click to reveal the jewel. 
Return to Zenn (if you have completed his quest) and to Tall onkai Swiftroot. 

With so much time spent outside of town ard so much killing being done, your backpack tends to 

fill up quickly. Consider speaking with the General Supplies merchant in Dolanaar. He sells bags. 

These aren 't inexpensive, but they allow you to carry more loot home. More loot sold means more 

money. The bag will pay for itself quick enough to warrant the purchase. 

RECOVER AND CLEAR THE LAKE 
By now, it's probably time to train aga in and sell a few things. Talk to any of the 
craft trainers in town if you want to learn Cooking, First Ai d, A lchemy, or Herbalism 
(three are on the south side; look to the north to find the First Aid trainer). There 

are a fa ir number of quests to grab now. Talk to everyone but focus on getting Seek 

Redemption from Syral Bladeleaf. To make things right wi th her, leave tow n and 
walk south un til you reach Lake Al ' Ameth . First, speak with Denalan, on the eastern 
edge of the lake. Then, w hile walking around the Lake, co llect the Fel Cones on the 
ground near the trees. 

After putting the soi l you brought him 
in a nearby planter, Denalan has two 
quests that can be completed w hile 

looking for more Fel Cones. He too 

wants to find out w hat is harming the 
land, but he's not a fighter. Collect the 

Timberling Sprouts, and Timberling 
Seeds for him. The sprouts are found 
all around the lake (and other bodies of 
water in Teldrassil). Right-click on these 
growing plants wh ile mov ing around. 

Fight the aggressive Timberlings you come across to gain the seeds. If your eyes.are 
sharp and can spot the steaming Fel Cones, all three quests can be done in a single 
pass around the lake! 

Turn in everyth ing to Denal an and receive his shipment to Rellian Greenspyre. Rel
lian is in Darnassus (do not head out to Darnassus yet), the capita l, and can be found 
on either the east side of town, just outside Warrior's Terrace, or north of the bridges 
(before reaching the Druid's Grove). 

It's time to bring an end to Melenas. Seek a sma ll group on the same quest. There 
are many aggressive Grel ls in the cave, and having a few friends can make a huge 
difference . Stop at Zenn on the way over to give him the Fel Cones and get a good 
laugh. Search the cave w hile killing the nasty monsters and look for the wandering 
Melenas; though he stands in the north-western corner atop a ledge, he al so patrol s 
from time to t ime. Target Melanas first and bring him down to make sure the quest is 
a success . Even if you die, return to the body and loot it for vi ctory. 

W ith that done, there are several quests west of town that can be done in a loop. If 
you still have a group, it is even eas ier, since one of the small dungeons is on the li st 
and can be quite challenging. 

WEST OF TOWN: HOME OF THE DRUIDS 

Athridas Bearmantle has been patiently waiting for you to gather The Relics of 
Wakening. With a small group in tow, head out west of tow n. A Sentinel tell s you 
The Road to Darnassus is dangerous to trave l. Tell him you will help and move west 
toward the mountains ahead. Look for the Gnarlpine Ambushers south of the road. 
The quest for these is very fast, as you on ly need to kill six. Follow the hill that ri ses 
to the south, beyond the Ambushers, and notice the sligh tl y stronger Furbolgs. 

At the top of the hill is Ban 'ethil Barrow 
Den. Below are the relics that you are 
seeking, but dozens of Firbo lg patrol 
the corridors and make li fe diffi cult for 
anyone who tries to enter. Move slow ly 
with your group, taking on only one or 
two Firbolg at a time, and search the 
rooms of the dungeon for the four arti 

facts. They are held in grey chests (usu

all y in alcoves) . Th is is not your on ly 
goal in the dungeon. A restless spirit 
resides in a room on the second tier 
of the dungeon. Oben Ragecl aw was trapped in slum ber when the Firbolg found 
a way to separate his body and spiri t. They now use it to attack people. Oben's 
sp irit wants this to end. Sl ay the Shamans for The Sleeping Druid until you find the 
Shaman Voodoo Charm. Return this to Oben, then agree to slay his body. Seek the 
animated body at the lowest leve l of the dungeon, fight it, then use the Charm to 

give thi s druid a fin al, lasti ng rest. 



Speak w ith Oben aga in, then return the artifacts to town. Athridas is ready to have you 
go after Ursal the Mauler, the very Firbolg who began this war against the Druids of 
Teldrassil. Move to Gnarlpine Hold in the south-west, at the very base ofTeldrassi l. 
While getting into position, fill your phial at the next Moonwell (completing another 
portion of Crown of the Earth), and steal a piece of fruit from the glowing tree south of 
the Moonwell. Denalan rewards you for bringing him the Glowing Fruit. 

Ursa! is somewhat easy to kill, yet the many Furbolgs around him offer moderate 
resistance. Hopefully you can carry the group from the last dungeon onward and 
plow through Ursal 's allies w ithout trouble. Be wary of the Avengers and casters, 
since these enemies pack a wicked punch. 

L! 

Avengers ore a troublesome doss of enemies. The Furbolgs ore one of the races that hove 
Avengers, and there ore a number of them out in the forests of Teldrossil. When you slay another . 
Firbolg near an Avenger, the Avenger bursts into a rage and starts to attack very quickly with 
devastating results. Try to slay the Avengers first; 

' If there ore casters around, they need to be brought down quickly as well. To solve this 
conundrum, have one person attack a caster to interrupt their spells while the other party members 
beat on the Avenger. This way, both enemies ore limited in their ability. It's not optimal, but 
fighting both casters and Avengers at the some time never is. 

DARNASSUS AND 
THE NORTHERN QUESTS 
Return to town and rejoice. All of the substantially cha llenging quests are done in 
Teldrassil , and the remaining ones are much easier w ith the skills you are already 
beginning to master. The next part for Crown of the Earth takes you up to the Oracle 
Glade, in the north-eastern section of Teldrass il. Sell , train, and grab that final quest 
before moving out. 

The house on the side of the road as you head toward Darnassus has a Skinner and 
Leatherworking trainer. Stop there for a second if you are interested, then it's on to 
the capita l. Before strik ing out to the Oracle Glade, complete Denalan's dropoff to 
Rellian; better late then never, eh? Rel lian wants you to collect Tumors from the 
larger Timberlings that live along the Wellspring River, east of Oracle Glade. Accept 
that quest and visit the temple on the south side of town for Tears of the Moon. 
Priestess A'moora gives you that quest, and she is on the upper tier of the temple. 

Dornossus is o rather impressive city. Exploring all of it would toke quite a bit of effort, but you' re 
not the first to get lost in this city. The guards ore accustomed to newcomers needing directions and 
they give them freely. To find things in a hurry, ask a guard and they will plot it on your mini·mop. 

Darnassus Points of Interest 
I 

r 
Cmflsmen's 
T8fmce 
Worrior'slerroce 

Tradesmen's 
TerrQt:e 

Now that you are loaded up w ith quests for the northern area, head out from town 
and wa lk to the Wellspring River. Fight the Timberlings as you plod north along the 
banks, and keep your eyes pee led for a dark-colored Timbering named Blackmoss 
the Fetid. Kill him if you see him (his heart can be turned into Dena Ian for additional 

Once the tumors are yours, wa lk along 
the north side of the area and search 
for the spider, Lady Sathrah. This mag
nificent spider has been tainted, like so 
many things in the land, and you need 
to slay her. Take the Spi nneretes from 
her body after the deed is done. Also, 
continue just west of her usual location 
to find a second glow ing tree (another 
piece of fruit can be picked there). De
nalan w ill reward you for bringing him 
The Shimmering Frond. 

Steer toward the center of the region and talk to the night elves who live there and 
fill up your phial at the Moonwell . Recentl y, a messenger to Darnassus was mur
dered by the Harpies while carry ing a report from The Enchanted Glade. Sentinel 
Arynia Cloudsbreak needs to see their numbers beaten back, and she asks you to 
take up the challenge. Agree. West and slightly to the north, between the western 
wall and the trees, is where you find the harpies. Not only do these kills help to 
rake in the Bloodfeather Belts, that you need but there is also a trapped tiger named 
Mist. Talk to the wounded beast and escort it back to the Glade safely. Turn in the , 
belts and receive the reward for that and saving Mist. Return to Darnassus to receive \ 
rewards from the temple and from Rellian. Only one thing is left to do for Sathrah 
to rest. Place her silvery spinnerets in the fountain inside the temple to complete 
Sathrah's Sacrifice. 

Every level (starting ot level ten), you goin a Talent Point. These can be used to increase your 
abilities or learn new ones. Open your talent window (defaulted to 'n'J. There ore 1hree panels in 
the window. Look at each talent carefully before choosing as once you spend your points, it costs 
gold to unlearn them. There is more about the benefits of each talent in 1he clowsection. 

With Teldrassil almost done, it's time to wrap up a few loose ends. Return to Dolanaar 
using your Hearthstone, if it's available, or your feet if it is not. Give the phial to 
Corithras. The next step of Crown of the Earth involves Darkshore, so tuck the Empty 

Phial into a bag and head south. Talk to Denalan and give him the final few goodies 
you found in the north. Take the time to examine the results of Denalan's experiments. 

With the tumors to examine, he' ll ask 
that you destroy the Timberling with the 
most Gargantuan Tumor that he has seen. l 
This is certain ly one that has the power } 
to damage the land further because it has 
been tainted so badly. Oakenscowl is the { 
Timberling's name, and he is undoubt- , 
ed ly the most powerful monster in the ( 
vicinity. Bring several allies to attack · 
Oakenscowl, who lives south-west of the ' 
lake, just inside a small cave. 

Bid Denalan farewell after receiving your reward, sell and train in Darnassus. The 

mists of Darkshore beckon. To reach the forei gn coast, look for a glowing pagoda on 
the western end of Darnassus that teleports users to Rut'theran Vi llage. Here a boat 
can send you across the seas. Once you arrive in Darkshore, be sure to speak to the 
Hippogriff M aster to open up a flight path between Darkshore and Rut'theran. 

Elune be praised! 



~ 
is mostly a desert region with the capital city 

of Orgrimmar to the North, the ri ver to the west, and 
ocean to the east and south. Caverns and crags wind 
their way through the rocky terrain creating havens for 

Echo Isles 

Timgorde Keep 

Scuttle Coos! 

Durotar is the new homeland of the Ores and Trolls on the continent of Kalimdor. It was Thrall 
who led the Ores to this new desolate land and began to rebuild what his people had lost. Thrall 
rescued the Trolls as well and the remnants of the Darkspear tribe have also taken up residence in 
Durotar. Though chosen for its desolate and arid climate, enemies still lurk in the crags and caves 
of Durotar. 

Rocktusk Form 

Joggedswine Form Rozormone Grounds 

Zeppelin Tower Thunder Ridge 
Blodenst Bay Oryrimmor (Capita! Gty) 

VALLEY OF TRIALS 

\ those seeking to strike at the newcomers. Even the lush 

island chain to the southeast houses ill intent. 

Kaltunk has been assigned to greet all upcoming ad
ditions to the Horde armies. His pri mary duty is to set 

you on the path to finding Your Place In The World. 

He dec ides you shou ld start by speaking w ith Gornek 
and working in the immediate area. 

Your bockpock is nearly full. First, take the time to look 
through it and see if there is any usable equipment for you. 

If so, equip it. Second, become familiar with onyrecpvery 
items (potions, food, drink, etc.) you've accumulated. 
Everything else that can be sold to vendors shoutd be. 

Gornek is just west in The Den. Gornek isn't terribly 
friendly or charismatic, but that isn't his duty. He's here 
Cutting Teeth wi th the new recruits. He wants you to 
kill ten Mottled Boars before he gives you a more dif
ficu lt ass ignment. Head out of The Den and north. 

You don' t need to go far to find the troublesome crea
tures . There are many scavenging the arid grounds. Kill 
them, but don't 

as you return 
shortly. 

Return to Gornek for your next mission. The scorpids in 
the area have a nasty poison so the army keeps antidote 
on hand for accidents. Their supply is runn ing low and 
the scorpids are a good way to prove yourself in battle. 
Bring ten Scorpid Worker Tai ls to Gornek to resLrpply 
antidote for the Sting of the Scorpid. 

Gornek also has a message for you from your class train
er. Take the message to your trainer for a small amount 
of experience. Speak to them to train new abilities. 

Leave The Den and immediately turn north. Duokna is a 
General Goods merchant that buys any excess loot you 
have and Galgar will cook you some food if you bring 
him ten Cactus Apples. Calgar's Cactus Apple Surprise 
is very good ... just don't ask what the surprise is! 



South of the entrance to The Den, Zureetha Fargaze is recruiting aid. She has found a 

group of the Burning Blade residing in the Valley of Trials. These beasts must be brought 

to justice. The first step is to slay 12 of their Vile Familiars. Accept her quest and head to 
the east side of the valley (travel first north through the boars, then turn east) . 

As you're traveling, consider killing any enemies that ore your level or lower. The enemies in the 

Valley of Trials ore fairly weak and the additional experience and usable equipment make it worth 

your time. 

The Cactus Apples can be found growing on many of the cacti in the valley. Gather these 

as you move east and keep an eye out for them as you harvest the scorpid tails. Lying in 

the shade of a tree is Hana'zua. He was stung badly by a particu larly aggressive scorpid 
named Sarkoth. Before he can seek aid, his honor must be upheld. He asks you to find 
and slay this beast. Turn south hunting the scorpids as you climb the narrow slope. 

Sarkoth is surrounded by other scorpids, 

but these beasts understand nothing of 
teamwork and do not aid him. If there 

are any other people in the area, recruit 
them to help you before bringing an end 

to this monster. Return to Hana'zua with 
Sarkoth's Mangled Claw as proof of its de

mise. With his honor protected, Hana'zua 

asks you to tel I Gornek of the attack by 
Sarkoth. Report to Gornek of Hana'zua 
and to give him the scorpid stingers. 

True to his word, Galgar gives you an entire stack of his Cactus Apple Surprise for your 

hard work. Gornek has no more work for you, but others do. Take a quick visit to your 

trainer before speaking w ith Foreman Thazz' ril to the east of The Den. He's having 

trouble keep ing the Lazy Peons working. He gives you a Foreman's Blackjack to use 

on any peons you find sleeping. Between the two of you, the work will get done. 

Follow the mou ntain edge north looking for sleeping peons and Vile Familiars. The 
fami liars are aggressi ve and have some ranged capabi li ties, so engage them quickly. 
Return to The Den when the demon forces outside the cave are weakened and when 

your arm gets sore from blackjacking peons. 

Thazz' ri l appreciates your hard work and efficiency enough that he's w illing to pay 
you for another task. Thazz'ril's Pick was left in the northern cave last time he was 

surveyi ng and he'd like you to retrieve it for him . Visit Zureetha before heading out 

as she has sensed a leader in the cave to the north who possesses the Burning Blade 

Medallion that is calling the demons there. 

The cave is filled w ith demons that are 

not only aggressive, but determined to 
end your life. Take the enemies one at a 
time and stick to the right tunnel as you 
ascend through the cave. Yarrog Bane

shadow wa lks along a ledge at the back 
of the cave. Destroy this worshipper 

of dark magic and take the medallion 

from his corpse. Thazz'ril 's Pick is in the 

center room by the w aterfall. Grab it on 
your way out. 

SOUTHERN DUROTAR 

With your work in the Valley ofTrials finished, Zureetha asks you to Report to Sen'jin 

Village. Sell you excess loot and head east past the gates and into greater Durotar. 

Standing on the road is Ukor. He brought food to the va lley without knowing they 

didn't need it and is afraid to take it back to Razor Hill. Though this delivery is A 
Peon's Burden, accept his quest. Razor Hill is to the north, but you have business in 

the south, so take the path off the road toward Sen' jin Vi llage. 

Watch for Lar Prowltusk south of the path. He doesn' t stay in one place too long 
because he's watching the Kolkar. He's working hard, but he needs your help with 

Thwarting Kolkar Aggression. He snuck into thei r camp last night and found they 
are planning on an organized attack. He needs you to break into their camps and 

destroy the attack plans. Gather fellow warriors and head southeast tow ard Kolkar 

Crag to do your duty as a member of the Horde. 

The male centaur are purely melee attackers and can be pulled to avoid fighting 

several at once. The female centau r use bows and do not move to you, so the fight 
must be taken to them. No matter who you' re fighting, be ready to ki ll them quickly. 

They are not stupid and run for help when they get low on health. Find the attack 
plans in the ir three camps, destroy them, and return to Lar. 

Now that you've ga ined level 6, it's time for a bit of wa lking. Only mages have a 

class trainer in Sen'j in Vi llage, so follow the road north to Razor Hill. The fights on 

Echo Islands are tougher and you need all the abilities you can get. Speak with the 

Innkeeper to complete A Peon's Burden, but don't reset your hearthstone. Visit your 
class trainer and speak with Cook Torka at the east exit of town. He needs you to 
Break a Few Eggs. Accept his quest and use your hearthstone to return to Va lley of 
Trials and wa lk to Sen' jin V illage. 

Report to Master Gadrin and collect the other quests before head ing to the beach. 

Master Gadrin is in charge of the defense of Sen'j in and is recruiting adventurers to 

deal wi th Zalazane. Za lazane's Head must be brought back as along wi th the deaths 

of eight of the Hexed and Voodoo Trolls that have joined him. One of Zalazane's 
first victims was Gadrin's brother Mishina. Mishina's Skull has been enchanted by 

Zalazane to hold Mishina's spirit forever. Bring the sku ll back to Gadrin so it can be 
destroyed properl y. Master Vornal needs four Intact Makura Eyes and eight Crawler 

Mucus for A Solvent Spirit. Vel' rin Fang asks you to hunt more Practical Prey for more 

practical reasons. He asks you to bring four Durotar Tiger Furs to stock his supplies. 

There's a great deal to do. Start by hunting the crawlers and makura on your way to the 
islands. There w ill be plenty of time to get them, so don't worry about finish ing it just 

yet. Head to the islands and search for the tigers and raptor nests. Stay on the smaller 

islands until you finish Practical Prey and Break a Few Eggs. Th is gives you time to get 
some experience and look for adventurers to join in attacking Za lazane's island. 

Crawlers and makuro are underwater creatures. As such they have no need for air and con move 

much faster than you in the water. Pull them to the surioce to avoid suffocating during a long fight 

, and have ranged attacks ready if they run from you. 

Once you have a couple adventurers 

with you, strike out to the largest island. 

On the southeast side, there is a camp 
near a small hill. Za lazane patrols this 

camp, protected by the Hexed and Voo
doo Trolls. He guards the sku ll s on the 
hill. Pull the troll s one at a time until 
you can pull Zalazane to your party and 
his doom. Decapitate the monster and 

collec t Mishina's Skul l from the c irc le 
of power on the hill. Continue k illing 

the trolls on the island until your quest 

is complete. 

It's been o good while since you were near a merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 

inventory is full you can't pick up any more items, including quest items. Toke the time to destroy 

some of the less lucrative items in your inventory when you need room for quest items. 

Less lucrative items ore items of lowest quality and lowest armor (grey colore9) . This means 

grey cloth items ore often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or drink for recovery 

purposes, these ore also prime candidates. 

Once the more difficult quests are complete, take the time to finish hunting the less 

intelli gent enemies before returning to Sen'j in Village w ith swel led bags and pride. 
G ather the rewards for all your hard w ork and head north once again to Report to 

Orgnil in Razorh i 11. 

CENTRAL DUROTAR 

Razor Hill is built in the center of Durotar. The road north leads to Orgrimmar, the 
road west leads to The Barrens, the road south leads to The Valley of Tri als, w hile 

east...well, there rea ll y isn' t anyth ing east. 

Give the eggs to the cook, and report to 

Orgnil. Orgnil is rather upset and imme

diately orders the death of Fi zzle, the one 
causing these Dark Storms. Gar'thok, 
on the second floor of the bunker, has 

quests for you. He asks you to Vanquish 
the Betrayers, and slow the quilboar 

Encroachment. Accept his quests, take 
care of in-town errands, and head out the 
south gates to Tiragarde Keep. 



Show the Kul Tiras that their treachery will not go unpunished by slaying ten Sailors, 
eight Marines, and Lieutenant Benedict, their leader. Kill your way into the keep and 

climb the stairs. While in the open, the humans running is of little consequence, it 
can mean your death inside the keep. Reinforcements aren't far off and you must 
stop them quickl y or face a fight aga inst several opponents. 

Once in the hallway atop the stairs, turn left and take the ramp up to the highest 
room. Lieutenant Benedict stands guarded by severa l marines . Pull the marines near 
the doorway one at a time before engaging Benedict and his final guard. Loot the 
body for his key and take the ri ght path and head to the roof. Open Benedict's Chest 
and examine the aged envelope within . Take The Admiral's Orders to Gar'Thok. 

With the leadership of Tiragarde Keep 
dead, it's time to pick up the pieces 
From The Wreckage ..• Garthok wants 
you to recover three Gnomish Tools 
from the shipwrecks off the coast of Ti
ragarde Keep and deli ver The Admiral's 
Orders to Nazgrel in O rgrimmar. Sell 
you r excess loot and head east to the 
ocean, gather the too ls, then return. 

Take the east road out of Razor Hill. To the south are camps of Razormane Q uil 
boars and Scouts. To the north are Razormane Dustrunners and Battleguards. Kill 
four of each before returning to Gar'Thok for your reward. 

I 

i 
\ NORTHERN DUROTAR 

\ 

• With work at Razor Hill done, continue north toward O rgrimmar. Follow the road 

through the canyons until you find a goblin on the side of the road beside a cart. 
Rezlak is upset w ith the harpies in the area. These Winds of the Desert keep attack

~ ing the ca ravans and stea ling the supplies. He needs you to retrieve five Sacks of 
, suppl ies from the harpies . Head southwest and v isit the Tor' kren Farm. Misha's son 

Kron has been lost But Not Forgotten. She asks you to look for some sign of him 
along the river. Assure her you will and trave l directly west to the harpy canyon. 
Collect the sacks, then speak w ith Rezlak again. 

With the supplies recovered, Rez lak employs you in Securing the lines. He wants 
you to kill 12 Dustwind Savages and 8 Dustwind Storm Witches. Accept his quest 
and travel south to Drygulch Ravine. Travel through the tunnel and begin your 

killing spree. Return to Rezlak when the deed is done. 

Gather a force and head to Thunder Ridge. It's t ime to stop Fizzle once and for all. 
Take your party to the southern entrance to Thunder Ridge. Fight you r way past 
the lizards slowly until you are looking into the small alcove the Burning Blade 
have taken as thei r own. Pull Fizz le's guards one at a time and ki ll them outside the 

alcove. When Fi zz le is alone, teach him the meaning of fear and take his claw from 
his dead body. Take the cl aw to O rgnil in Razor Hill and learn of Margoz. 

l ORGRIMMAR AND PREPARING 
\ FOR RAGEFIRE CHASM 
\ Take the road north and complete your journey to Orgrimmar. Take the time to set 

\ your hearthstone here, visit your class trainer, and sell excess loot before heading to 
} Thrall's Chambers in the Valley of Wisdom. 

' 
; Orgrimmar is a rather impressive townJxploring all of it would toke quite a bit of effort, but 

you' re not the first to get lost in this city, The guards ore accustomed to newcomers needing 
directions and they give them fieely. To find things in a hurry, ask a guard and they will plot it on 

Orgrimmar Points of Interest 

The Drag 
Leatherworking Trainer, Skinning Trainer, Tailoring Trainer, Herbolism Trainer, Enchanting 
Trainer, Alchemy Trainer, Cooking Trainer, Mailbox 

Cleft of.Shadow; 
~pe TrninW'.Wn~ock Trainer, Demon Trainer, P~ion Ve!ldor, ReQgent Yendor; gagefire; 
Chasm Entmnce · · · ' · 

Volley of Wisdom Shaman Trainer, Thrall 

\ \lolleyotHondr' ' 
l;lomor Trainer, tlunter lrQloer, B~cksmifhing Tmlner, fngineering;'frainer,Mininq !refiner:}' 
fotiing lioiner, Weap<mmoster - ' · · 

Deliver the Admiral's O rders and speak w ith Thral l. He asks you to hel p him uncov
er Hidden Enemies within Orgrimmar itself. To beg in, you need to get a Lieutenant's 
Insignia from Skull Rock. Accept the mission and leave Orgrimmar. 

Travel southeast and speak w ith Margoz, w ho has work for you in Skull Rock as 
well. He wants you to gather six Searing Collars from the cultists inside and bring 
them to him . Travel to the northeast and enter the cave. If there are others around, 
recruit the ir ass istance. 

;r Every level (starting ot level ten), you gai~ o Talent Point. These c~n· be used to increase your 
abilities or learn new ones. Open your talent window (defaulted to 'n'). There ore three panels in 
the window. look at each talent carefully before choosing os once you spend your points, it costs 
gold to unlearn them. There is more about the benefits of each talent in the doss section. 

Take the cave slowly and avoid fights 
w ith more than one enemy w hen you 
can. M any of the cu ltists have mastered 
the ability to contro l demons and have 
them at their beck and ca ll. Kill the 
cu ltist before focusing on the pet. Work 
you way to the back co llecting collars . 

A dark painted ore named Gazz'uz who 
has been leading the Burning Bl ade. Kill 
him and take the Burning Eye of Shadow 

from him. Take it to Neeru Fireblade 
in O rgrimmar w ho knows more about 
Burning Shadows. 

Return to Thrall wi th the insignia to rece ive your next task. Thrall needs you to 
deceive Neeru Fi reblade into believing you are a member of the Burning Blade. 
Gather as much information as you can about the Hidden Enemies before returning 
to Thrall. 

Neeru takes the Eye of Burning Shadow from you and rewards you for its collec
ti on. Speak to him about Slaying the Beast w ithi n Ragefire Chasm. He wants you 
to bring him the heart ofTaragaman the Hungerer. With all the formalities finished, 

tell Neeru that he may speak frankly and li sten to him. Continue pumping him for 
information until you've found what Thrall wanted you to. High-tail it back to Thrall 

to squeal on Neeru . 

W ith the new information, your rol e as 

a spy is at an end. Thrall tasks you w ith 
the destruction of the Hidden Enemies 
beneath O rgr immar. He wants Bazza lan 
and Jergosh the Invoker dead. 

Congratulations on your success in Du
rotar. Peons are tak ing fewer naps, the 
Trolls have some peace of mind returned 
to them, and even the glare of the sun 
seems less burdensome. There is still 

more to do to the west in The Barrens or across the seas in the Silverpine Forest. But 

what of the Burning Blade and the Shadow Council? Treachery directly beneath the 
capital of the Horde can not go unchallenged, but those are adventures for another 

day. 



10UR_tl~r~ 
.~. The Tauren have built the ir home in ha rmony with 

Mulgore. The ge ntle breeze make some think of pa ra
dise and relaxation, but the Tauren are constantl y on a 

path of both betterment and enlightenment. The Tauren 
stewardship of thi s land ca n be seen in the lu sh fi e lds 
of grass, prevalence of he rbs, and the roaming he rds of 
kodo, but there are those that seek to pillage this rich 
land. dwarves and Venture Company alike dig deep 
into the earth to stea l the copper. 

The Tauren, once a nomadic people hunted by the centaur, have taken up residence 
within the grassy meadows of Mulgore. They walk paths closely intertwined with the 
Earth Mother and the way of the hunt is a right of passage for all Tauren. Through 
hunting the beasts of the land and making a place for themselves in the cycle of life, the ; 
Tauren gain a greater understanding of the world around them. With the help of Thrall, 
the Tauren were able to drive the centaur out of Mulgore. The Tauren have gained a 
home where they can raise their children in safety and they seek to repay the favor. 

CAMP NARACHE AND 
. THE RITE OF STRENGTH 

Camp Narache is whe re all who seek c itizenship in 
Thunder Bluff begin. The teachers help you take your 
fi rst steps in the Rites of the Ea rthmother and teach you 
how to learn from the world around you. 

Crull Hawkwind stands before you and wastes no time 
with meaningless chatter. As The Hunt Begins, Crull 
wa nts you to collect seven Pl a instri der Feathers and 
Plainstride r meat. This begi ns your tra ining and he lps 
restock the village supplies. Accept hi s quest and move 
northwest to Chief Hawkwind' s tent. Chi ef Hawkw ind 
asks A Humble Task of you. His mothe r set out thi s 
morning to fetch wate r from the well , and he would 
like you to check on her. Assure him you will and leave 
the vi 1 lage to the southeast. 

There are many 
Pla instriders on 
the way to the 
well and a round 
it. Kill these 
as you move 
to speak with 
C reatmother 
Hawkwind. l 
The Creatmother has arrived safely at the well and ~ 

even drawn the wate r, she is just resting before making 
the trip back up the hill to the village. She asks you to 
ta ke a pitcher from the well and take it to he r son. The 
pi tchers a re sitting on the edge of the well and can be 
picked up by right-clicking them. 



, Hunt the Plainstriders until you have enough meat and feathers. Avoid go ing far to 
the east as the Battle Boars are aggressive and attack you on sight. With the supplies 
collected, head back to the village. 

Your backpack is nearly full. First, toke the time to look through it and see if there is any usable 
equipment for you. If so, equip it. Second, become fomilior with any recovery items (potions, 
food, drink, etc.) you've ocrnmulated. Everything else that can be sold to vendors should be. 

Grull is pleased w ith your prowess and The Hunt Continues. He wants you to hunt the 
Mountain Cougars to the south and collect ten of their pelts for clothing and tents. He 
also has a message from your class trainer. Accept both quests and take a moment to 
visit your trainer as you've ga ined level 2 and have new abi lities waiting for you. 

J Chief Hawkwind is impressed with your kindness and begins the Rites of the Earth
' mother. First you must seek out Seer Graytongue to the south. Accept his quest and 

head south. 

Hunt the Mountain Cougars as you move up the hill toward Seer Graytongue's 
camp. Graytongue sets you on the first rite, the Rite of Strength. To gain respect, you 
must slay the enemies of the tribe. Bring 12 Bristleback Belts to Chief Hawkwind 
from the quilboars in Brambleb lade Ravine to the east. Accept the quest and finish 
hunting the cougars. 

With the pelts received, Crull asks you 
to trim some of The Battleboars from 
the hunting grounds and bring back the 
parts for some food. Brave Windfeather 
patrols nearby and has a task for you. The 
quilboars have been waging a war against 
the Tauren for some time and Brave 

\ Windfeather wants it to end. She charges 
you wi th bringing her the head of their 
leader-she asks you to Break Sharptusk! 

·-- -·····-·····-···-·-··-·-·--··--·-·-- - - - - --

Traveling th~ . Bloo~~~§y 

As you' re traveling, consider killing any enemies that ore your level or lower. The enemies around 
Camp Naroche ore fairly weak and the additional experience and usable equipment make it worth 
your time. 
~~.~ ...... ~#p...,,.~P~-A-...M~.MM~•~~"""""""""'"""'""""""""'"._ ........ ;:.... ........ ,,..,.,...,..,,, 

' Prepare yourself, then travel east. Slay the Battl eboars for their flanks and snouts as 
you enter the Brambleblade Ravine. O nce inside, slay the qu il boars and take the ir 
belts as proof. Fight your way east to the very heart of their land. Make them pay for 

j the suffering they have caused. Heal th is scar upon the land. 

\ Most of the quilboars in the area know only how to attack with their fists and their 
\ weapons, but there are ones that are more intelligent. The Bristl eback Shamans have 

learned the use of magic and attack from range, if allowed. These can be easily spotted 
by their blue robes and shou ld be killed quickly as they can do quite a bit of damage. 

~ Atop a rise in the heart of the Bristleback lands, stands a large tent. From here Chief 
\ Sharptusk Thornmantle leads the war against the Tauren. Slay fast his guards, then 

remove his head. Much work has been done thi s day, but there 1s more to do. Leave 
, the tent and head south to a cave in the mountain. 

It's been o good while since you were near a merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 
inventory is full you can't pick up any mare items, including quest items. Toke the time to destroy 
some of the less lucrative items in yourinventorywhen you need room for quest items. 

Less lucrative items ore items of lowest-quality and lowest armor (grey colored). This m~ans 
' grey cloth items ore often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or dank for recovery 

purposes, these ore also prime ca~didotes. 

Sharptusk's younger sibli ng, Squealer 
Thornmantle, si ts in the cave guarding 
the plans his ch ief has drafted. Kill 
Squealer and take the plans from the 
floor. Continue hunting until all your 
quests are complete, then use your 
hearthstone to return to the vi llage 
triumphan t. 

Speak wi th your teachers and be rewarded for your hard work . Once you have room 
in your inventory, right-click the Dirt-Stai ned Map and learn of the Attack on Camp 
Narache. Take your findings to Chief Hawkwind. He gives you a totem to take to 
Baine Bloodhoof so that you may continue the Rites of the Earthmother. 

BLOODHOOF VILLAGE 
AND THE RITE OF VISION 
Your time at Camp Narache is at an end. You have the Totem of Hawkwind to show 
your progress. Follow the path south and east until you come to the border of Red 
Cloud Mesa. Antur Fal low stands nervously. She has A Task Unfinished as she is 
working on the Rite of Strength. As you are already heading to Bloodhoof Village, 
take the Bundle of Furs there for her. 

Deliver the furs to Innkeeper Kauth and ask him to make th is inn your home. Th is 
sets your hearthstone to return you here. Next Speak with Baine Bloodhoof. He tell s 
you of the Rite of Vision and asks you to help him deal with the gnolls in the area. 
The gnol ls have moved into Mulgore, but have not respected the Tauren attempts at 
Sharing the Land . He asks you to ki ll ten Palemane Tanners, eight Palemane Skin
ners, and five Palemane Poachers. 

There are many people w ith tasks for you. Wander the vi llage and co llect all the 
quests. Mull Thunderhorn asks you to help him with a Poison Water problem, 
Harken Windtotem speaks of Swoop Hunting, while Za ri man Two-Moons continues 
your Rite of Vision, Maur Raincaller was attacked and poisoned by Mazzranache 
and Ruul Eagleta lon teaches of the Dangers of the Windfury. 

Taking Up 

Only o few of the professions ore represented in Blaodhaof Village. If you intend to become adept 
at the art of skinning, now is a good time to stort. Speak with the Skinning Trainer and purchase 
a skinning knife. 

Collect the plethora of quests and head south out of the village. Keep your eyes open 
for the Ambercorns as you move about. They are small pinecone-like objects usuall y 
found near trees. 

The gnolls have their camps against the 
cliffs to the south. They are very aggres
sive and have many ranged attackers. 
Kill them one at a time and don't be 
afraid to rest between fights. Kill the 
gnolls at the first camp and move east 
to the next. You need parts from all the 
animals out here, so kil l everything in 
your path. 

W ith the required number of gnolls 
dead, move north to the Winterhoof 
Water We ll. The Venture Company has taken residence around it, but you need 
two Wellstones. Kill the hirelings around the edge until you can reach the well
stones. Collect what you need and return to Bloodhoof Vi llage killing everything 
along the way. 

Vi si t your trainer and learn any new ab ilities possible and speak with Baine Blood
hoof about the gnoll situation. He reward s you and asks for addi tional assi stance . 
A Dwarven Digging group has been reckless ly harvesting metal in the west. Accept 
the quest and speak with Zari man Two-Moons. He gives you the Water of the Seers 
to consume at the bonfire to produce a vision. Do so, but don't follow the visionary 
wolf. The wolf leads you to a cave in the north that you w ill be vi siting soon enough 
to complete your Rite of Vision. 

Sell any excess loot and head southeast toward the Windfury Harpies. As you com
plete the quests, keep track of w hich enemies you still need to ki ll. A good policy, 
however, is to ki ll everyth ing in your path. You can always use the money and 
experience after all. 



The enemies on the way to the harpies are 
higher level than any you've fought so far 
and most are aggressive. Take care to only 
engage them one at a time and only after 
you've recovered your health and mana. 

Collect the W indfury Talons until you 
have all eight of them. Keep fighting on 
the edge of the cliffs as the wolves below 
are much higher level then the harpies. 
W hen the quest is complete, use your 
hearthstone to return to Bloodhoof Vil 
lage and speak to Ruul and Mull. 

With the items you've gathered, Mull creates a totem for the Winterhoof Cleansing. 
Take the totem and head to the water well to end the poisoning. Start by killing the 
hirelings around the edge, then slow ly ki ll your way to the water well. Use the totem 
to cleanse the well and return to Mull. There are other water wells that need cl eans
ing and he needs materials for each. He needs six Stalker and Cougar Claws to craft 
the Thunderhorn Totem next. 

Your next target is the Bael'Dun Digsite. Cross the river and head northwest. Kil l any 
ta rgets you still need for quests (swoops are likely one) as you move to the cliffs. The 
dwarves present a new problem for you. While you 've fought aggress ive enemies 
that run for help before, the Bael ' dun Appraisers are healers and can draw fights 
out. Pull the diggers away from the hea lers one at a time and dispatch them. When 
a healer is alone, throw everything you have at it as quickly as poss ible. If you have 
ab ilities that interrupt casting, be prepared to use them. 

Watch for other adventurers in the area and group together as thi s quest is made 
easier w ith more hands. Gather the Prospector's Pi cks from the dwarves as you kill 
them. When you have five, move to the forge at the back of the camp. Use each of 
the tools to break them. Ex it the camp and turn north. 

Thunder Bluff can be seen in the distance, but that is not your current destination. 
Move north past another area of harpies and watch for a cave in the eastern cl iffs. 
Seer Wiserunner has been waiting for you since the lupine vision arrived. He is 
here to set you upon the Rite of Wisdom. Accept his quest and travel east, across 
the road, to hunt the Prai rie Stalkers and Flatland Cougars on your way back to 
Bloodhoof Village. 

Turn in your quests, get your rewards, 
repair, se ll excess loot, tra in if you need 
to, then follow the road east. Morin 
Cloudstalker patrols the road and has a 
task for you. He needs you to search The 
Ravaged Caravan near the lake and find 
why the Venture Company are trying to 
salvage it. The caravan sits smoldering 
on the northeast edge of Stonebull Lake. 
Kill any cougars and sta lkers you need to 
finish Thunderhorn Totem while you're 
in the area. 

Clear out the Venture Company workers and open the Sea led Supply Crate near the 
center fire. Return to Morin w ith what you've found. After examining the evidence you 
recovered, Morin has more work for you. The Venture Co. must be stopped and the 
best way to do that is to kill Supervisor Fizsprocket and many of the workers. Morin 
wants 14 Venture Co. Workers and 6 Venture Co. Supervisors killed and Fizsprocket's 
Clipboard pried from his cold, dead hands. Move to the Venture Co. Mine. 

The enemies inside the mine are very dangerous as they are close together and it's 
difficult to get fights with only one enemy. Gather any adventurers you see in the 
area and venture in as a group. Make sure everyone in your party is rested before 
starting each engagement. 

Every level (starting at level ten), you gain a Talent Point. These can be used to increase your 
abilities or learn new ones. Open your talent window (defaulted to 'n'). There are three panels in 
the window. look at each talent carefully before choosing as once you spend your points, it costs 

' gold to unlearn them. There is more obout the benefits of each tol.ent in the doss section. 

When you have his clipboard and have killed the help, return to Morin for your 
rewards. Make a quick trip to Bloodhoof to sell, train, repair, and speak w ith Mull. 
With the totem complete the time for the Thunderhorn Cleansing is at hand. Skorn 
Whitecloud talks of The Hunter's Way and suggests you gather four Flatland Prowler 
Claws and present them to Melor Stonehoof as a gesture of willingness to learn . 

Cross the river to the north and begin clearing the Thunderhorn Water Well. Kill the 
Venture Co. workers and cleanse the water well and return for your reward and a 
li st of ingredients for the Wildmane Totem. Take ca re of any final errands and head 
north to Red Rock. 

THUNDER BLUFF 
AND THE RITE OF WISDOM 
Once you cross into the Golden Pl ai ns, begin hunting the Flatland Prowlers and 
Prairie Wolf Alphas as you move northeast. Lorekeeper Raintotem sits by a fire south 
of Red Rocks. He charges you with removing the interlopers from A Sacred Burial. 

Move north and clear your way through the vagabonds to the Ancestra l Spirit. Your 
Rites of the Earthmother are now complete. The spirit informs you that it is time to 
Journey Into Thunder Bluff. Return to 
Lorekeeper Raintotem south of here for 
your reward. 

Turn downhill and head deeper into the 
Golden Plains. Hunt the wolves and cou
gars until you've fini shed The Hunter's 
Way and the Wildmane Totem. Once 
both quests are complete, hearthstone 
back to Bloodhoof Village and speak w ith 
Mull about the Wildmane Cleansing. 

Take the road north to Thunder Bluff. 
The road ends at a set of lifts that take people far above the plains of Mulgore and to 
the majestic mesas of the Tauren capital. 

As all Tauren classes and professions are represented in Thunder Bluff, it's a good 
place for training. If you' re picking up crafting profession s, seek out the tra iners 
w hile you Speak w ith Ca irn Bloodhoof and Melor Stonehoof. Ca irn is on the highest 
level of the central ri se and Melor is on Hunter Rise. 

r It's Big! 

'i Thunder Bluff is a rather impressive town. Exploring all of it would take qu ite o bit of effort, but 
you're not the first to get lost in this city. The guards are accustomed to newcomers needing 
directions and they give them freely. To find things in o hurry, ask a guard and they will plot it on 
your mini-mop. 

Thunder Bluff Points of Interest 

Eyahn Eag letalon stands at the lifts with a problem . He's behind in his Preparation 
for Ceremony and needs you to coiled six Azure Feathers and six Bronze Feathers 
from the harpies northwest of Thunder Bluff. Accept his quest and continue on to 
speak with Melor and Cairn. Cairn has one last task for you to complete your Rites of 

the Earthmother. He wants you to hunt the mighty Arra'chea. 

Take the western lifts down to Mu lgore and head northwest to the harpies. Hunt 
them for their feathers before moving northeast to the Wi ldmane Well. All the har
pies are casters, so have your interrupt abiliti es ready. 

With the well cleansed, there are only a few things left to do. Travel east and hunt 
Arra'chea. She wanders a great deal, but is usuall y found w ith in the Golden Plains. 
When you find her, clear any aggressive animals first or wait until she moves away 
from them. Engage Arra'chea and prove yourself to Cairn. 

Take her horn and complete your Rites of the Earthmother. Return to Thunder Bluff 
to turn in your quests and pick up any you find before traveling to Bloodhoof. Tell 
Mu ll of the cleans ing of the fin al we ll before fo llowing the road east to the Barrens. 

Congratulations on your success in Mulgore. Koda are breed ing happily, the Tauren 
of Thunder Bluff recognize your name, and the sp irits know you. New challenges 
wa it in the Barrens and even in the Ragefire Chasm beneath Orgrimmar, but those 
are adventures for another day. 



rYo~r~:n 
«~daeron and the other establishments wi thin Tirisfal 
i Glades had been sacked, burned, and forgotten. The 
' land was assumed to be a strongho ld of the Scourge, 

\ 

but the will of Sylvanas Windrunner shattered the plans l 
. of the Scourge and brought a major player to the table. I 
i The Forsaken have chosen to ally with the Horde in an I 

l attempt to stave off their destruction. While the For-
. saken are a power to be reckoned with, there are many 

\ that wish them nothing short of a fina l rest. 

l The Bulwark holds the plagued w ildl ife and forces of 
'the Scourge from seepi ng in from the Plaguelands, but 
~ the war with the living isn't far off. A bastion of the 
(Scarlet Crusade 
; has survived 

'aga inst the 
! Scourge, and 
, now survives 
; against the 
; Forsaken. 

T irisfal Glades has seen better days. The mighty city of lordaeron 
has fallen, demons encroach, and the last vestige of humanity has 
declared war on anything that isn't part of the Scarlet Crusade. 
What keeps this land to succumbing to anarchy? From below the 
ruins of lordaeron, the Banshee Queen commands the Forsaken. 
Though killed by the plague and never granted death, the Forsaken 
have rebelled. They have chosen to reclaim Tirisfal Glades and halt 
the advance of the Scourge. 

A COLD AWAKENING 
You awaken much like all undead ... in a crypt. You not 
only took ill , but you died and were buried . The flesh 

has rotted from parts of your body, but you are still 
mobile. Ascend the stairs and speak with Undertaker 
Mordo about your Rude Awakening. 

Mordo stands at the opening to the crypt and directs the 
newly awakened to Shadow Priest Sarvis in Deathknell. 
Accept his quest and follow the stone path into what's 
left of town. Once through the gate, turn left, then enter 
the remains of the town church to find Sarvi s. 

Sarvis te lls you more about what's happening. He re
lates how not everyone who was killed by the plagues 
awoke as Forsaken. Many became Mindless Ones. 
These poor souls have no will of their own and are 
merel y tools of the Li ch King. They must be destroyed. 
Sarvis tasks you w ith destroying e ight Mindless Zom
bies and just as many Wretched Zombies. 

Fool's Rest 

Whispering Gardens· 
The Se-0det Monastery 

Soodet Watch Post 

I Exit the bui ld ing and turn north. Just down the street, 

. guards are keeping the zombies at bay, but are terribly 
I outn umbered by the shambling fo rces. There is so little 

left in the minds of these enemies that they do not 
attack you unti l you attack them. Engage and kill the 
zombies before returning to Sarvis for your reward. 



Sarvis congratulates you on your decision lo take up the banner of the Banshee 
Queen and fight for the Forsaken. There is more to do, however. He wants you to 
join the others Rattling the Rattlecages. The skeletons are tougher than the zombies, 
but need to be removed from Tirisfa l all the same. Sarvis also has a message from 
your class trainer. Accept both of these quests and seek you r trainer for new abili t ies 
and speak with Nov ice Elreth. 

El reth spends her un life helping those enl isting in the military. She is w illing to make 
you some armor if you bring her parts of The Damned in the area. Six Scavenger 
Paws and Duskbat Wings net you some experience and a piece of armor. The bats 
and dogs can be found in abundance to the northwest. 

As you are traveling, consider killing any enemies that are your level or lower. The enemies around 
Deathknell ore fairly weak and the additional experience and usable equipment make it worth 

Kill the skeletons as you ex it town to the north, then hunt the dogs and bats. W hen 
you've harvested enough parts, return to town and finish ki lling the skeletons. With 
both quests complete and your bags full , return to the ruined church and speak w ith 
Sarvis and Elreth for you r rewards. 

Elreth had a friend named Marla who was murdered by her husband after he suc
cumbed to the plague and jo ined the Li ch King's forces. Though now Forsaken, 
Elreth wants help granting Marla's Last Wish w hich was to be buried beside her 
husband. She's buried in the cemetery, but her husband still roams as a slave to the 
Li ch Ki ng. Elreth wants you to destroy him and bury his remains wi th Marla. 

It's been a good while since you were near a merchant and your inventory shows it. Once your 
inventory is full you can't pick up any more items, including quest items. Take the time to destroy 
some of the less lucrative items in your inventory when you need room for quest items. 

Less lucrative items are items of lowest quality and lowest armor (grey in color). This means 
grey cloth items ore often the first to be dropped. If you don't need the food or drin_k for recovery 
purposes, these ore also prime candidates. 

Take a moment to stop at the merchant in the house across the street to sell your 
excess loot and speak w ith Executor Arren. He is recruiting aid in cl earing the sp i
ders from Night Web's Hollow so the gold mining can be restarted. He rewards you 
if you ki ll ten Young Night Web Spiders and eight N ight Web Spiders. Remember to 
equip any extra bags you've found and head north to speak with Deathguard Sa ltain. 

Sa ltain's attitude might be a bit rough, but his goals are in tune with the Banshee 
Queen's. He's organizing the recruits in Scavenging Deathknell for equipment for 
the newly risen. He wants you to co llect six Scavenged Goods from the ruined town 
and return. W ith several quests in your log, it's time to head out. Search the build
ings of Deathknell for the boxes as you head north. 

Follow the road as it bends east. At a northern turn of the road, there is a ruined 
camp and several named skeletons and zombies shambling about. Find Samuel 
Fipps and give him the final rest so many have been denied by the Lich Ki ng. Care
fully collect his remains and store them in your pack before turning northwest and 
traveling to Night Web's Hollow. 

The Young N ight Web Spiders are plenti ful outside the mine and are still fa irl y 
docile. They won't attack you until you strike first. The Night Web Spiders, however, 
stay inside the mine and are quite aggressive. They attack w ithout any provocation 
and care must be exercised as you move through the mine. At the very back of the 
cave sits the N ight Web Matriarch. Though you have no spec ific quest to slay her, 
she has a cloak that would be very nice to have. With the spiders trimmed back, use 
your hearthstone to teleport back to the crypt. 

Run back to Deathknell and speak to Arren and Saltain for your rewards. Di rectly 
behind Arren is the graveyard. In the first row is Marl a's grave. Place Samuel's Re
mains there to fulfill Marla's Last Wish and speak with Elreth for your rew ard. Take a 
moment to speak w ith your trainer befo re Arren gives you more work. 

With the mine being brought under control, it's time to use your talents elsewhere. 
The Scarlet Crusade has set up a camp to the southeast. There is little doubt in 
anyone's mind that they intend to attack Deathknell. Take the fight to them first by 
collecting 12 Scarlet Armbands from their corpses. 

Leave town to the east and look for the tents. The Scarl et Cru sade attack on sight, 
so be watchfu l as you approach the camp. Pull the enemies one at a time and avoid 
entering the camp as they also help each other. The Scarlet Initiates are mages and 
w ill be reluctant to come to you. Be ready to kill them quickly. With the required 
armbands, return to Arren for your reward and your next assignment. 

The numbers at the Scarlet camp 
have been lessened. Now you have a 
chance to strike at The Red Messenger. 
Meven Korgal is in possession of the 
Scarlet Documents. W hile unsure of 
the contents of the documents, Arren 
knows that it's better to have them then 
allow Meven to keep them. Find Meven 
near the tent at the southern edge of the 
camp. Pry the documents from his co ld, 
dead fingers. 

After reading through the documents, Arren finds some Vital Intelligence that must 
be taken to Brill. He can find more work for you here, but getting this information to 
Brill is more important. Take a moment to visit your trainer and sell any excess loot 
before taking the road north. 

GUARDING WHAT'S LEIT 
Calvin Montague stands at the palisade along the road. He has a letter to be del iv

ered to Brill. Accept his quest and continue along the road until you find Deathguardf 
Simmer. Simmer wants you to steal ten pumpkins from a nearby farm. It sounds easy) 
but don't do it just yet. Accept the quest and continue to Brill. Watch for aggress ive 
enemies near the road as you travel. 

Gordo, an abomination, patrols the road. Accept Gordo's Task. He needs three 
Gloom Weeds p icked up and taken to Brill. The weeds are near the road, so take the 
time to pick them before continuing to Brill. Watch for the aggressive demon dogs 
nearby and avo id venturing too far into the woods. 



There are a number of people to speak with in Brill. Junior Apothecary Holland, in 
the graveyard, should be your first. It seems Gordo isn' t very bright, Holland needs 
you to collect ten Doom Weed. Speak w ith Deathguard Dillinger to recei ve A Putrid 

. Task. Inside the first bu ilding on your right, Apothecary Johaan has work for you as 
well. He's working on A New Plague and tells you to collect five Darkhound Blood. 
Continue speaking w ith people in Brill and collecting all the quests. The Wanted 
sign behind Execu tor Zygand shouldn't be ignored as it offers a reward for killing 
Maggot Eye. 

Talk with Innkeeper Renee and have her make this inn your home. This allow s you 
to teleport here using your hearthstone. If it is in your plan, pick up First Aid from 
the rather striking undead female near the entrance. With all your errands done and 
many quests in your log, leave town and head north toward Garren's Haunt. 

Follow the fork in the road as it bends west. The Graverobbers, Rot Hide Gnolls, 
have been steal ing the corpses from the mass graves to bolster the Scourge's armies. 
Kill eight Rot Hide Graverobbers, five Rot Hide Mongrel s, and collect eight of their 

' Embalming lchor. 

' 

Once you've killed the graverobbers, continue north to Garren's Haunt. As you 
move through the woods, watch for Doom Weed near the bases of the trees. Patrol 
ing the field are Rot Hide Gnolls and Mongrels. Enter the fi eld carefully as the gnolls 
are very aggressive and attack at even the slightest hint of your presence. Kill the 
mongrels as you move north across the field. In a small building stands Maggot Eye. 
He is far too powerful for you to attack alone, so look for other adventurers in the 
area and form a group to kil l him. 

With Maggot Eye's Paw, the Embalming lchor, and the Doom Weed, return to Brill. 
There are several people you should talk for your rewards. Sell any excess loot, pick 
up any new quests, and head west toward Solliden's Farmstead. 
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With so much time spent outside of town and so much killing being done, your backpack tends to 
fill up quickly. Consider speaking with the General Supplies merchant in the lion's Pride Inn. He 
sells bags as well. These aren't inexpensive, but they allow you to carry more loot home. More 
loot sold means more money. The bog poys for itself rather quickly. 

l. At the bridge, some of the Scourge have made their way into Tiri sfa l Glades. Take a 
· few moments to kill the Rotting Dead and Ravaged Corpses. It's A Putrid Task, but 

someone's got to do it. Collect seven Putrid Claws from the bodies before continuing 
to Soll iden's Farmstead. 

' Farmers guard the field while sold iers patrol the road . Ki ll the farmers as you harvest 
the pumpkins. Turn the farmstead into Fields of Grief by stealing ten Tirisfal Pump
kins. Continue west and show that you are At War With The Scarlet Crusade by 
slaying ten Scarlet Warriors. 

Use your hearthstone or your feet to return to Brill and turn in your quests. Pick up 
·any quests that become avai lable, and visit your trainer if you've gained a level. See 
: a merchant before heading to the bottom floor of the inn and giving the pumpkin to 
' the Scarlet Zea lot. 

W ith so much in town taken care of, head southwest toward the Nightmare Va le. 
: Hunt the darkhounds for samples of A New Plague and the duskbats to stave off The 
Chill of Death. The darkhounds attack from a great distance, so be watchful of them 

' and avoid fighting more than one enemy at a t ime. 

The Scarlet Crusade have taken the ruined tower and turned it into a bastion of zeal
otry. This cannot go on. Slay the guards outside the tower one at a time as you make 
your way closer. Take ten Scarlet Insignia Rings from thei r corpses as Proof of Demise . 

Captain Perrine stands inside the tower with a bodyguard. Slay them both to show 
them the Forsaken are, and will always be, At War With The Scarlet Crusade. Fin ish 
killing the humans around the tower before heading back to Bri ll. Take the time to 
collect the Darkhound Blood and Duskbat Pelts before returning. 

Stop at Ab igail Shiel, by the wagon, to buy a single Coarse Thread and sell loot 
before turning in all your quests. 

BURYING THE PAST 

A number of the dead in Tirisfal have risen as servants of the Scourge. The Mills 
Overrun with mindless undead. Head west to grant them fina l rest. Collect five 
Notched Ribs and three Blackened Skull s as you destroy the servants of the Scourge. 

Watch for Devlin Agamand as you travel 
The Haunted Mills. He patrols near the 
road approaching the mill and is slightly 
higher level than the enemies around 
him. Grab his remains and continue 
north. Certainly everyone has Deaths in 
the Family, but you are about to be the 
Agamand's personal reaper. Nissa is just 
inside the first house on the right side 
of the road. Take your time pu lling the 
enemies out front as they can all attack 
at the same time. 

Thurman and Gregor wander the mills long the path to the northwest. Collect all 
their remains and hunt for the ribs and skull s. When all is collected, hearthstone or 
wa lk back to Brill. 

A Letter to Yvette 

, As you loot oil the skeletons, watch for A Letter to Yvette. Right·click on it to start a quest that 
sends you back to Brill. How convienent! 

UNDERCITY AND 
BUILDING A NEW FUTURE 
Follow the road southeast from Brill. At the intersection, take the east road fa r 
enough to speak with Deathguard Linnea. Accept her quests and continue south to 
Undercity. Bethor is in the Magic Quarter waiting for you. 

( _ x ~ · ! . .. ~~:.:~~·;: ~µ >ts• m wa ,.) 

: Undercity is rather impressive. Exploring all of it would t~ke quite a bit of effort but you·'. re notthe \' ··. 
first to get lost in this city. The abominations ore accustomed to newcomers needing directions and 
they give them freely. To find things in a hurry, ask a guard and they will plot it on your miniiTiap. . 
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Undercity Points of.Jnterest 

~L. __ _ 
Auction House, Bonk, Inn, Mailbox, Merchants, Bot Handler 

Toilorillj) lrainer,cReageilt Vendor, Mage l'rolnef, Porro I Trainer, Wonock Trainer; Demon 
Trainer, Fishing Trainer 

Rogues' Quarter 
Poison Vendor, firs! Aid Trainer, Skinning Trainer, leotherworking Trainer, Engineering 
Trainer, Forge, Anvil, Rogue Trainer 

Akherny,Jmine• ~erbolism lmine1; En[honfing Trainer 



You have a number of quests for eastern and northern Tirisfal Glades. Take the 
elevators back to the surface and follow the road east toward the Balnir Farmstead. 

The Bulwark stops most of the Scourge from entering Tirisfal, but some slip past. 
Destory eight Bleeding Horrors and eight Wandering Spirits for the Rear Guard Pa
trol. The horrors don't move much, but the spirits wander a good bit so watch your 
back to avoid having one attack when you're already engaged. 

Once you've done your part to keep the Scrouge from Tirisfal, climb the cliff to the 
north and engage the Scarlet Crusade. Until these religious zealots are destroyed, the 
Forsaken are At War With The Scarlet Crusade and you are their favorite soldier. Kill 
the friars as you make your way to the tower. Captain Vachon is inside and needs to 
be shown the error of his ways. 

The Scarlet Friars heal themselves and 
their compatriots. They must be killed 
quickly or interrupted to avoid long fights. 
Watch for others in the area and form a 
party to make this quest easier. With the 
leadership of another Scarlet outpost dead, 
head northwest to Brightwater Lake. 

The Prodigal Lich lives on an island in 
Brightwater Lake surrounded by his own 
mindless protectors. Search through 
Gunther's books until you find his spell
book. Now it's north to the coast to work on A New Plague. 

If one had never been to Tirisfal Glades, you might expect the coastline to be in 
better shape. The ocean is very large and the waves always tear ing away at the 
plague that is gripping the land. It's a nice thought, but the beach is just as diseased 

as the rest of the land. It appears that even the ocean is powerless against such ter
rible magic. 

Tear the fins off the murlocs you find. Watch for the oracles as they have mastered 
lightn ing magic and make your time at the beach difficult. 

If you weren't able to get a group to kill Maggot Eye earlier, stop by his shack now. 
You've gained a number of levels while he hasn't. With the five Vile Fin Scale 
samples, walk or hearthstone back to Brill to turn in your quests. 

Begin another circuit by heading to Undercity. Speak with Bethor lceshard again, 
then take the road east to speak with Linnea. Follow the path north from Linnea 
toward the Scarlet Monastery. When the path turns north, break east. Do not ap
proach the Monastery, as the seat of the Scarlet Crusade is beyond your reach for 
quite some time. Enter the Venomweb Vale to continue gathering reagents for A 
New Plague. You need four Vicious Night Web Spider Venom and the spiders aren't 
likely to give it freel y. 

Venom in hand, follow the path north until it forks. Take the west fork toward 
the Scarlet Watch Post. Watch for other adventurers to join as you approach the 

Kill the guards as you approach the 
tower. Watch for the caster that patrols 
around the tower. Wait for her to come 
into range and eliminate her before en
gaging Captain Melrache and the Scarlet 
Bodyguards. The bodyguards are much 
lower level and can be killed quickly 
while Melrache is held by a warrior or 
combat controlled. Finish this portion of 
At War With The Scarlet Crusade and 
head southwest to Gunther's Retreat. 

Gunther is grateful when you Return the Book, but he doesn't fully trust you. He 
gives you the task of Proving Allegiance. Crab a candle from the box at his feet and 
head to the south edge of the island. On a smaller island sits Lillith's Dinner Table. 
Place the candle on the table to summon Lillith Nefara and slay her. Return to Gun
ther to show that you are an enemy of the Scourge just as you've been telling him. 

Return to Brill and help Johaan test A New Plague by giving it to the Captured Moun
taineer in the inn. There is little else to be done in Brill. Head west to Agamand Mills 
and The Family Crypt. 

Follow the path past the mills and over the bridge. The crypt is on the north side 
of the area. Kill the Wailing and Rotting Ancestors as you approach the crypt and 
descend into the depths. Take the crypt slowly as there are many wandering enemies 
and not a lot of space. Fights of two are almost guaranteed w ith fights of three or 
more being possible if you get careless or unlucky. 

At the lowest room, Dargol stands with several ancestors. Pu 11 the ancestors one at a 
time until Dargol stands alone. Collect Dargol's Skull and rest a moment. There are 
likely to be enemies respawned behind you. If your hearthstone is up, teleport back 
to Brill. If not, fight your way out of the crypt and return by foot. 

Congratulations on your success in Tirisfal Glades. The dead are waking safely, a 
new plague designed to threaten all life is in the works, and even the Scarlet 
seems to have receded a bit because of such fine efforts. New challenges wait in 
Silverpine Forest to the south, in the Ragefire Chasm beneath Orgrimmar, and in the 
Barrens across the ocean, but those are adventures for another day. 

"-•·~ 1 1111 ' . , 

Teldrassil 



Setting foot into unknown lands is a dangerous prospect. The lands of Azeroth have 
been ravaged by wars and plagues, but peace is finding footholds and the land is 
healing ... in places. 

{ Thi s section gives a brief description of each of the areas. While rol e-p layers gain 
1 the greatest use, even general gamers w ill find the information useful as it influences 
\ quest lines, ongoing wars, and other matters of import. 

THE EASTERN KINGDOMS 

1 Long past are the days of Lordaeron stand ing proud and strong. Deadly plagues 
l have divided the population into the infected and those w ho fear infection. Caught 
: between religious zealotry, and mindless undead, the races li ving here do so on ly 
I through constant vigilance. 

! 

Based under the ruins of Lordaeron, the Forsaken have thrown off the shackles of 
\ the Scourge and retained their own will. The Forsaken have tossed their lot in w ith 
) the Horde ... for now. This gives them aid as Dwarves and Humans are constantly 
l seeking to take Hillsbrad to the south . Thi s war has seen many shifts in power and is 
\ unlikely to be resol ved anytime soon. 
1 
I A threat even closer to home shows itsel f in the Scarlet Crusade. Many of this reli-
gious order have declared war on anyone and anything that is not a member. Wh ile 

' their methods are disdainful , their fear is echoed by the Forsaken. How does one 
\ defend themselves from the mindless undead legions of the Scourge? 

1
With onl y the Bulwark outpost between Tirisfa l Glades and the Plaguelands, Lordae

l ron is infested with wildlife that has succumbed to one plague or another. The prev i

! ously gentle wildlife has turned bloodthirsty and violent. The constant threat of their 
, surround ings makes it more difficult for the Forsaken to concentrate on malevolent 
~ intelligent dangers. The forces of Dalaran across the lake and the mage Aruga l in 
Silverpine are threats far more dangerous than any set of poisoned fangs. 

The Dwarves of lronforge patrol the lands of Khaz Modan devoutly, but their 
numbers are spread thin. Incursions of Ogres and Troggs slip past and are allowed 
to fester w hi le the army is busy elsewhere. Word of attacks comes from all over the 
Dwarven lands. Even the outpost of Dun Algaz has been attacked and communica
tions have been lost. 

Perhaps this is a fitting view of the Dwarves themselves. The Dark Iron Dwarves, 
hav ing spli t off hundreds of years ago in an event known as the War of the Three 
Hammers, have become a considerable threat to lronforge and the Alliance. 

After fleei ng from their home of Gnomeregan, the Gnomes have been taken in by 
the Dwarves. Release of dangerous toxins researched for the war aga inst the Troggs 

have made Gnomeregan unlivable and any Gnomes unfortunate to be caught in
side ... quite insane. Though ex iled from their home, the Gnomes continue to fight at 
the side of the Dwarves. An underground tram connecting Stormwind and lronforge 
has been completed and makes movement between the ci ties much eas ier. 

The glimmering white wall s of Stormwind stand proud and tall , but its military is 
scattered and worn. The Defias Brotherhood, a group of thieves and brigands, has 
grow n to such strength that many wonder why the king has been absent on the mat
ter. Combined w ith the Ores, Gnoll s, and walking dead, the armies of Stormwind are 
kept from mobili zing due to Lady Katrana Prestor's influence. 

The coast of Westfa ll has come under attack. Defias have taken Moonbrook while 
an army of Gnolls slowly threatens the common peoples. The loca l mi litia has pu lled 
back to try and hold Sentinel Hill, but they are vastly outnumbered. Word has been 

sent to the capital, but no more troops have arrived. 

The peaceful land of El wynn Forest is no longer. The guards of Stormwind keep the 
road safe, but much of Westfall lacks adequate protection. The nuisances of Kobo lds, 
Murloc, and brigands have become full dangers. 

Signs of trouble are stirring in both Stormwind and Duskwood. With so many Defi as 
thrown into the Stockades so quickly, the guards find themselves outnumbered and 
out-muscled. The guards that made it to the surface have erected a chokepoint at the 
exit, but the Stockades are in the hands of the Defias now . 

Someth ing stirs in Duskwood. The dead of Ravenhill Cemetery are no longer content 
to lie buried. The Worgen have taken several farms and attack any w ho draw near. 
The Night Watch is comprised of concerned ci tizens, but w ithout the help of the 
Stormwind guards, can these warriors keep Darkshire safe? 



KALIMDOR 

Many races have made Kalimdor home. The Ores, Trolls, and Tauren have carved a 
home from the rock, but peace escapes them stil l. Night Elves, Ogres, and Demons 
all threaten the homelands of the Horde. 

CENTRAL KAUMDOR 

Most of the Horde have carved homes 
out of Central Kalimdor. Built w ithin in 
the canyons on northern Durotar stands 
Orgrimmar. The Ores and Darkspear 
Trolls have made a home in the red 
sands and thrived. Centaur infestations 
and even the cult of the Burning Blade 
are small dangers to the unity Orgrim
mar symbol izes. 

To the west lies Mulgore; a lush and rich 
land. Thrall helped the Tauren claim 
this land from the centaur and that aid wil l be repa id for generations to come. While 
still active in Thousand Needles and Desolace, the centaurs have no presence in 
Mulgore and only small camps in the Barrens. 

At first sight, the Barrens seem a dangerous land and Crossroads a vi llage about to be 
blown away by the wind . While the peace of Crossroads is fragile and often broken, 
it is permanent. The Barrens is a success story of the cooperation of the Horde. Once 
a land where only the most sta lwart adventurer would go, the combined forces of the 
Horde are slowly bringing peace to the land. 

The task is not yet done. Harpies and the Venture Company sti 11 terrorize the north
ern Barrens w hile the Quilboar are firml y entrenched in the south. Even the Dwarves 
are trying to ca rve out a piece of this potent land by excavating near the border to 
Dustwallow Marsh. 

SOUTHERN 1<1'.UMDOR 

The wilderness is as varied and untamed as the races living there. Small outposts are 
the only glimpse of civilization and those are few and far between. 

Thousand Needles is largely controlled by the centaur, but even they are kept in 
check by the harpies and other more dangerous creatures of the wild. The desolate 
silence of Thousand Needles is broken by the thunderous crashes from the Shimmer
ing Flats. Though far from civi lization, the salt flat~ provide the perfect track for the 

Gnomes and Goblins to race their most recent inventions. They pay good money for 
people to keep their track clear. 

West of Thousand Needles the land is much more lush. The forest of Feral as is quite 
beautiful to behold. Were it not for the Ogres infesting the anc ient ruins and the 
Gnolls camped throughout the valleys, this land wou ld be quite a place to visit. 

Venturing further south from Thousand Needles leads into the desert of Tanaris. 
Gadgetzan and Steamwheedle Port are the only signs of friendly civilization. The 
Goblins put a city anywhere there is profit to be had. The gates of Ahn'Qiraj have 
been opened in the far south, but their reach is ever expanding. The Silithid desert 
on the other side of the crater is a place of epic danger and glory untold. 

NORTHERN ~EIMDOR 

Much of Northern Kalimdor shows the touch of the Night Elves. Though pushed to 
Teldrassil, the Elves have returned to repair the damage done to the land. 

Just across the sea from Teldrassil , Auberdine has become a haven for crafters and 
those wish ing to help heal the land. While the threat of Naga is strong and the spirits 
of the ruins in the north are angry, demonic corruption has tainted the Furbolg and 
w ildli fe populations. 

South of Darkshore lays Ashenvale. The Horde have erected a camp on the beach 
just outside some ruins and deeper in the woods at Warsong Lumber Camp, but 
they are the least of the problems in the forest. Naga patrol the coastline and large 
tribes of aggressive Furbolg have taken residence in Ashenvale. The land is, for the 
most part, hea lthy. Felwood to the northeast is not so lucky. Corrupted animals and 
twisted trees are the hallmark of this terrible place. 

A bridge across the Southfury River leads to Azshara. Though the land is beautiful, 
there are many powers at work. Naga and Satyr have claimed many of the ruins in 
central Azshara while Furbolg and Dragonkin roam the southeast. 

TELDRASSIL 
The Night Elves moved to Teldrassi l in an attempt to unite the N ight Elves in a singlet, 
city. Teldrassil, created to restore the wani ng power of the N ight Elves, is beginning 
to show signs of co rruption. 

@ties 



' The Alterac Mountains are home to many powerful Ogres and to the Da laran . While standing on the northwest shores of the area, a person can see over to the grim canopy 
of Silverpine Forest, a land filled with the walking dead. Yeti hold many of the high, snow-filled areas of Alterac, while the mages of Dalaran and the dangerous Syndicate 
control the lowlands. 
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A fragrant wind of pollen, grass, and other li ving things blows over those who enter the Highlands of Arathi. People from both the Horde and Al liance settle here, trying to 
farm the arable land of the north and struggle against the many natural dangers of the land. Raptors walk across the flatlands, hunting for prey, and there are many aggressive 
Ogres and Trolls out in the wild as well. Beware the deadly elementals that spawn near old and forgotten sh rines, for they have tremendous power. Seek Hammerfa ll in the 
northeast for safety (as the Horde), or walk into the small gorge of Refuge Pointe (as Alliance) in the center of the Highlands. 
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Ashenva le is a lush and v ibrant area of forests, meadows and lakes. Today Demons, Elementa ls, Fu rbo lgs and many mo re supernatural c reatu res ru le this land. The Night 
1 

Elves, inherently attuned to nature, have started to cleanse this land, but it w i ll take many years before it is safe for travelers to roam freel y th rough this land . 
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Azshara is located to the east of Ashenvale. Named after Queen Azshar, the Naga still roam this land. This zone has progressive level increases as you travel to the edges of 
the land. 
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' South of Loch Modan is an area of open sand and rock known as the Badlands. Many natu ra l predators hunt here, but there are also rare and fierce creatures as well. Dragon 
Whelps of considerable size grow in the eastern part of the region, near Uldaman (a place with quite a reputation for danger and adventure). To the west is a Horde town, 
barely more than a wel l-staffed building to show for itself, but offering what little civilization holds out in this rugged place. 
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The Barrens are one of the largest zones and a central hub for travel between regions. Savannah Prow lers roam the land and remain hidden from younger adventurers, whi le 

Raptors, Centaurs, Harpies and all sorts of other w ildlife can be seen hunting or foraging. This provides plenty of skinning opportunities . Ore and herbs are also all across the 
landscape. Three dungeons are within the zone: The W ailing Caverns, Razorfen Downs, and Razorfen Kraul. The Barrens offers access to many other zones including Stonetalon, 

Thousand Needles, Durotar, and Dustwallow Marsh; of cou rse, that doesn't mention the Wyvern paths or the port town of Ratchet where adventurers can book passage on a ship. 
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Mmrus llel 24EHle Crooo Operator Bigglefuzz 1&_ leotherwoMllgSupjlies Gozrog2£!luest ~.s Dreadmist PllGk. l'eotureCo.Overseer17·18 
Nofpllk 14 llisciplaolHil!ill&x, irossch't~1~ iOOrrr~eathermoon 21 Elile Ouest{ilver AprJ!herory HelblimnOuest lltJmingBlodeA<oiyte lH2 '~ Soofli y iver llorr.ens6iroffo 15-16 Zikkel 30Borrker Quest Tll!bonHeortlrgroin228oker Bumilg llloilel!rui>er 10-11 

WO!llferlngBorrens G!roffe 18·19 Fuzrotkfs 27 Banker Ehrul4Disdpieo!Nomlei, Gtub 13 Ouesl Giver Rll1hotion 15 
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fu1!1ensKnilo19·20 Melxll:Mizzyra l7 !Arel!Gil'er Quest 
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\ The Dark Portal sits here, ominous in its presence and guarded for unknown purposes. Ogres, cultists, and warped beasts walk through the Blasted Lands almost unchecked, save 
for an Alliance stronghold, Nethergarde Keep. Though well stocked w ith people and provisions, this outpost of Humans and their allies is scarcel y enough to hold back the tide 
of danger from the rest of the southern lands. Who can say what wou ld happen if enough Warlocks gathered at the portal one day? 

Block Sloyer4/.4B felhound 55 Shodowswom Cultist 52 Nelhergorde deli< 49-51 

fe~uordHite60 felbeo~50-51 ' .. 5 Hellboor 51·53 Shodowswom Thug 51·53 Nethergorde Elite 55 Elite 

Doomguord Commander 6 l Hellboor 52·53 llieodmoul Brute 46-47 Mnnohound 60 Elite (8' Nethergarde Armory Nelhetgorde Offker 50 

Monohound60 Portol Sealer 52-53 Dreodmoul Ogre Mage 46-47 Red~one Crystolhide 51 NelhetQ9!de Engineer 47-48 Nethergorde Riftwollhei 4 9·5 l 

lordKozzoi. Redstone Bosilis< 47-48 Grol the Oeslroyer 58 Ouost forget ScorpokStinger 50-51 Nertrergorde Forman 46-48 Nethe!YQrde Soldier 4 9·51 

Dreadmavl Post Re•e Cry~illhide 50-51 SclllJl0£$tingerS0-51 Seivont of Rozelikh 57 NethergordeMioor 47-48 Ouortermosterlungertz 54 
Scorpok Stillger 51 SeMmt of Grol 53 Rozefikh lhelleliler 60 t9· Netlrergarde Keep llieodmml Mooter 53-54 Sm!Ying Sniderfoog 46 Slolvini! Snkkerlong 45-46 \.l Serpent's Coll 

Dreodmool Worlod< 53-54 Alexandro CrmSfontille 55 Elite 
SetvontofGrolSit54 

r4· Altar of SIOl'lllS Wre!diedlostDne46 Ashmone l!ooi 4749 6iyphon Moster 
Rise of the Defiler I 

(6' 1lie Dirk Portal -alock51ojer4B Ambomloi Aldolon 55 Que~ 

Central Blasted lands felgoon!Elite60!tite Redi1mielliJsilisk47-48 Eeohor lhundeibrew 50 Cllest 
FelgoolllSeR!ry55 ServontofAlijstorf54 Wotche!Molioi~45 
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The Burning Steppes are more dangerous than almost any realm in the east, save perhaps for the Plaguelands, where the Scourge is located. In the Burning Steppes, mas
sive Drakes, Whelps, and Dragonkin thrive in the heat, ash, and shadow of Blackrock Mountain, and other great mountains that line the area's perimeter. Passage into the 
Steppes is mainly possible through the road up from Lakeshire, in Redridge, but the creatures are so terrible in this land that few dare to approach. 

Seo~cole Droke 55-58 Elite OealliloshScocpid 53·55 flame~n Ragei 54-56 Maxwort Umbe1glint 41 Quest 

BlcckrockWmlnck55·57 !J Blackrock Stronghold Flomebn Roge1 54-16 FlomakinSpinei 50c53 Ragged Jon 57 Quest He~ndis Riveihom 55 Quay 

2 Blackrack Mountain Grorklmkrub56EliteQuest Flomekin5piire150c53 FlomekinSpJife 51·53 Tinkee Steomboil 53 Quest l!mihol Maxwell 55 Quest 
Blackmck Sloyer54·57 flomekin Spiire 51·53 Flmnetdnlordler54·56 Yoko Saewspjgot 53 Quest Moyoro B1ijjhlwing 5 5 Quest Bhl Wyimbn 51·54 flomebn Tocd«ir S¥.i6 GreoterObsidianEleme!ltol55-57 Oeotlllolh ScO!jlid 53-55 
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Blod;Bmodli!lg48-52 WarReover 53-55 Remoils of Sho'ni l'roudhJsks Quest (f Sftther Rock 
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Darkshore is the first port of ca ll for Night Elves leaving their beloved Darnassus behind. Th is zone can easily support those characters w ishing to create a home until they 
gain a bit of experience. As a zone on the sea, it has many beaches and the peri ls to go w ith them . While it's not as large a metropo lis as Stormwind or lronforge, Auberdine 
does a good job of supporting the adventurers and boasts a fine dock in w hich ships ferry travelers into more dangerous terri tories. 

Giant Foroslrider 17·19 
Moonstu~er Mnmo1Ch 19-10 
MoonstolkeiSire 18·19 
Moonstolker Runt 16 Moonsh!lker 

Mo!Jiorch'sMioicn 
SIOllllScale Myrmidon Ul-19 
Stormscale SOrceres< 19-20 
Stomll<U~Wooirlr20-?l 

Mysts Edge 
Ge~ak Gyiomist l B Quest 
RogiiijReef Crowler20-21 
Greymist Hdcl!Ulller 19 
Greymisr Orode 1 & 1~ 

ElderOurkshore lhresher 16·17 

Tower of Althalaxx 

Moons!Ulker 14·15 
RobidlhistteBeor 13·15 
foresttide< 14·16 

(5' Cliffspring fafts 
Stormscole WrmRider 15-16 
StormscoleSiren 16-17 

~ Blackwood VIiiage 
lllrxkwood Wmrlo! 16-17 
BM:wood'Totemit 18 

(I' Tllls&Bear:Den 
lliislleCub JO 
Oen Mother 18 
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<lb Auberdine 
Auberdine Sentinel 40 
lhornarton lreetender 18 Quest 
Terenlhis 150oest 
Grimdmv 130uest 
Sentinel EtlSSQ Slmbreeze 20 Ouest 
Gersholo Nigh1whisper 20 Ouest 
llre~rum Siooel1ommei 30 Minill!I 

Supplier 
Jemro 1.emkenilli 26 Joumeymon 

Ell!lineer 
Kunfrmn Stonehommer 35 Mining 

Trainer 

Pygmy lrde Crowler 9· 10 
Greymist Raider 1H2 . 
£reymist(oost RU!lner lil3 
Young Reef Cmwler HJ.ll 
lloOOhore Thresher 13 

O' Moonkin Cave 
Moookin 12·13 
\1Jung Moonkin 1 l-12 

!] wilight Vale 
Blmiwood Windrolkeil:J.14 
81-0ckwrrod Po!hfinder Jm 

Anaya OownruMer 16 Quest 
Cu~edHighborn 10-ll 
Wrililing Highborn I H1 
Woiing tlighborn 12·13 
Wildbend River 
Grove of the Ancients 
Onw~S Ancient of lore OU.~ 
liyooo JS Grocer 
Ulfooo 15 liode Supplies 

'17: Grimdaw 13 Quest 
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Appropriately named, Desolace is a land where there is l ittle growth, joy, or hope. In the south, demons move about the hills, poisoning the territory and attacking anything 
that comes nea r. (They are thankfull y lacking in greater demons or leadership.) Because the terr itory is so poorl y held by any concentrated force, the Horde and Alliance both 
have a foothold here, with the Alliance in the north and the Horde farther down. Warring Centaur tribes stay of oppos ite sides of the lower central areas, east and west. It is 
possible to join w ith one of these and turn the tides against the other, improvi ng relations w ith the first. In a land so unre lenting, perh aps war is the only means of surv ival. 

f4 Gelkis Village Elder Thunder lizard 34-38 Ghost Wolker Brove 50 KolkorScout30-31 Tethris Aran 
GelkisEorthcoller34·35 Dread Ripper 37-40 <fo Saabblesaews Camp Kolkor Windclmser 31·32 GriijowBosilisk32 
Gelkis Morouder 35·36 Whirlwind Shredder 32-34 Smeed5oobblescrews45 [J Ethel Rethor Oreod Swoop 32-33 
Gel~s Mouler 35-36 i)' Shadowbreak Ravine Gizelton Corovon Kodo 35 Azore Aldornoll 60 Ques1 Scorposhi Snopper 31}31 
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1 Dun Morogh rests in the highlands between the Wetlands and the Searing Gorge. Blocked from reaching either because of the impassable cliffs of stone and ice that sur
round it, Dun Morogh is only traversable over land via the route through Loch Modan. Th is is the home of the dwarven capito l, lronforge. Though Wolves, Troggs, and a 
small pocket of resistance from Dark Iron Dwarves are found here, few greater threats ex ist. The most dangerous part of Dun Morogh is located in the north-west, where the 
Gnome capitol of Gnomeregan once bustled w ith acti vity. A fa iled experiment in weaponry has altered the capitol into a nightmare of di sease and poison, avoided by many. 
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Some of Azeroth's Ores and Trolls ca ll Durotar their home. The Valley of Trials begins to temper the characters w ith its rugged and demand ing landscape. Sen'ji n is to the 
south and Razor Hil l l ies to the north. Orgrimmar, the capitol city of the Ores, is at the exteme northern edge of the region. A new dungeon was recently discovered w ithin 
O rgrimmar itself and adventurers trying to prove themselves often venture there before even leaving Durotar for far off lands. 
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Du~~oon 
Duskwood has become quiet; the silent dead now wander through this once tranquil forest, slaying the living and threatening to overwhelm the town of Darkshire. People of 
that tow n speak of Raven Hill , a western town w hose people have all but di sappeared. And through it all, a force of great power wanders the road to Darkshire, calling to the 
people of Duskwood, " I hunger! " 
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Watery murky pools scattered among the land are the biggest indication that you're in Dustwallow Marsh. Theramore, an All iance City, has a few trainers and vendors and there are many 

travel options including a fli ght path and a boat going to M enethi l on the Eastern Kingdoms continent. This is a dangerous area and only adventurers reaching the mid to highest levels of their 

tra ini ng can wander here in safety. There are plenty of quests for either faction to take part in, but be carefu l. The creatures in the marsh tend to attack in packs, so be cautious whi le you travel 

through. 
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b\\IO Woolybosh 39 E:qiiore(s league Adjutant!es01003S Omkfong~38 0] lost Point 
lluon!Byron40 AlchemistNorett37 [lpe!IAlcheniist Tahe!M questnpc Theromo1eDese11et37 
/Mc Tombedyn Sl Umollm100n37Hmbolism& l 1lie Dragonmark Swnmp Oaze38 
"1pmin Thomas 53 Alchemy Supptias MIJl1led llrjwolfow Crocolisk 38:39 Bloodfen Sl)'lli&low 37 

£1ue Team Coptoitt Mmi&l!cldS1on 37 Weopoosmilh llrywallilwS'l1!1Jl!l6137 Dmkfong Venomspitter 38 
GuooiKohill SO llons Weston 37 Armocer & llrywollow llaggermow 4<Ml Elite Mottled Orywollow fJocolisk 38-39 
Guon!Natrisltu50 Shieldsmilb SemingWliel!) 42 B Shady Rest Inn 
U>mbot Moster Szigeti SS Cnz Twosprodet 3S g· 1he Wynnbog Q9' Tidefvry Cove Cambot Moster Criton 55 Gregor~Vinc&3SllorS!>llraede< frremmre Srorebooe 43'4~ El® 
Merli<Heloioo51 lte!erno-Olden34 TmdeSupplies 

Seoring llotdtliilg 41-42 
Mocksheli Pincer 4 2 

Guort!JamdSO Timothy Wo<ilJi1glOll 51 /hlsl8r Tailor fremt111dliit1.ieroll11 44 fltt§; 
Mudshe8 Saobbler 42 

~And!ewf53' Btiklloc ~5 Elite GlirPhoW/ilbster GiiH\lllodillJ!l9Spider41 
"O' teezU'tWrecti 

RedleomCoptnin r9~ Aknlsland Entrono>!ollnyxio'sloirWodd A<idi< Swamp Dole 39-41 
JluardTorlSO Slroshoz ltydiu59-60Eli!o ll"1gooft ( ooosi'6 Swomp Ooze 38 
5pat35 SfiosliorSiren 59 Elifu G-, Stonemaul Ruins Themmoro Prlldidng 6il<Hd 48-49 Snoslioz Sorcer&SS 61 Elite 
8!0lherKor111111145PoladinTroinef 
°Dwute Wer1le 28 (hef 
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.i Beyond Darrowmere Lake are the Eastern Plaguelands, home of disease, sorrow, and some of the Scourge's greatest troops. Poison fi l ls the air and the water is dangerous. Only 
the Scarlet Crusaders and the Argent Dawn are brave (or foolish) enough to stay here and fight against impossible odds. A ll wise adventurers avoid the Scarlet Crusade, w ho see 
the taint in everything, but the Argent Dawn camp, in the east, is a safe haven for the Alliance. 

' 1 

\ 

Oeolb Singer 57-59 
lliseosed flayer 59 
Duslwing60Elite 
fyelessWotchet58 
ScOU!lJ' Champion 60 
Crown Guard Tower 

f6 

1} 

un-Seivont55 ' 1 Pestilent Scar 
vieTutor56·57 
The Fungal Vale 
Abominotion5%0 
C!yp!Sloyei 5&59 
llOlkAdept 57 
DeolbSinger59 
Dlseqs00Floyer59 

d" EydessWOldiel58 ,.,_ 

Scoome CbomJion 5%0 
ShoOOwmoge 59-00 
Bla<kwood lake 

1] 

Pack Mule l · 2 (fb Northpass Tower 
Pockmoster 5fonebruiser 59 AuroroSkymller62 Co11ion0evourer56 
Ouonermoster Mimndo K1issGoldenliyht60 C1ypt fiend 53-54 

B10echlack 60 Conionlilub 55 Crypt Wrilker 55-56 
Rimbolt E01fusbotter 60 Noxioos~oguelxrt55-16 llo!kCoster56 
Rohan the Asso~in 60 Pliiguehound 55-56 Gibba1ingGhoul 57 
Smokey lnRue 55 \ /j Northdale Hate Shrieker 55-57 
Semis! C001llllllld8r MoijJan 60 

lloolhSinger57·59 S(OOrgeSoldier53 
BrowmaaMIB 

fyelessWoldter57-58 ScoggeWonler56 

Frenziedl'loguehound57 Stitd1ed Horror 57-58 

~ M<rm1msily 58 Stildiei!llooorSS. 

\ -~ Ouel'Uthien Lodge 
PlllllltliderSl-58 



~TQ~l 
Elwynn Forest has been a quiet land for some time, but press ing attacks from the Defias Brotherhood and nearby Gnoll s have made the Humans here nervou s. It seems that 

the times of peace are over, because only the mighty city of Stormwind seems immune to the presence of fou l beasts and aggress ive bandits. The once great copper mines of 
Elwynn are plagued with Kobolds now, and the people of Goldshire have had to arm themselves against the w ild beasts of the valley. 

Kobold Tunneler 5-6 rs Goldshire 0 Mine S~de! 9 rs The Stonefield Farm Adele fielder 22 lea!lieiwoiker 
o-- Southern Elwynn Forest (f 

"Auntie" Bernice StonefieW 6 Quest Helene Pch;kinnef 12 S~nner Rockhid.Boot 7·8 
Gromma Stoneliefd 3 lllleSI Innkeeper fodey 30 Innkeeper Defies Rogue Wizord 9·10 
Mn Stonefwld 3 Ouest Molshol J)ijghon 25 Ouest lllllfoclurlcer9-l0 
Tommy Joe Stooefield 2 Quest Midlellel!ell&lll'hysicioo r· Eastvale lagging Camp 
S10tlebJ!kllOtt5-6 iemy 'Two fmres" 5 Clues! 

Kotie Hunllll 10 VenOOr 
YOU11gflllest~8-9 Snith Argus 24 flloc!smith Quest 

~ Haggmd10 Ouest '6 The Madtite Yrneyanls looio$ lO(Qok 
Soro frmbeOOin 5 Quest 

8&y MockJre T Quest Williim Peslf& 6 Quest 
Sl!IJ&Msol Rooloo 15 Quast 

roslrua Mockrre 5 'Veiidol' 
r9 Crystal Lake Teny Polin 11 Venilol 

Moybei Mndtre 2 Quest wBrownalisher l'mwler9·10 
Stonelu!kl!olrs-6 Defios8on0!8-9 n·9 Rldgepoiof Tower 
~Boote GreyfOOIS!Woif7-8 rr Jerad's landing MongyWolf 5-6 

IJelios llocbnosler I 0 llllJrlocS10011111ln11016-7 

Rockbklellll!Jrlt JAOOoc 7 
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; Felwood is rife with corruption. The once green of the land is now filled predominantly with shades of ominous brown . The Emerald Circle works hard to push out the 
corrupt ion that has taken over this land however, their efforts seem miniscule compared to the sheer devastation that surrounds them. Thi s zone is located to the north of 
Ashenvale and serves as a passageway to both Moonglade and Winterspring. This area is a higher-level region best for those from Level 45 and up. 

FelpowWoll47·48 
Angerc~w Beor 47·48 
Jodefire Shodowmb 51·52 
Jodefirs Rogue SO 
Jadefoefe!SWOOl5(}51 

'([' Felwood (General) 

9. 
Blnodvenom Post Brave 6 S 
S!onn Shodowhoof 60 Quest 
Trullf1!ilbooe 55Quest 
Bole 55 Goneiol Goods 
Brnkkm 55 Elihl W!lld Rider MolWr 
Bloodveaom FaBs 

Jodefire Tncks!er 52·53 
Jodelire Betroyer 5 2 
Jodefire HelkoBer 53-54 
felpaw Scavenger 49·5Q 

Aogerdnw Mauler 49·50 
1 lrontree Woods 

Alei 56 Quest 
lrontr~ Stomper 52·53 
TOXkfl<)[(OI 54 

Oernlwood Shomon 53·54 
lleodwood Avenger 54-55 
Winterfo11Runner57 
Chieftoin Bioorfpow.56 

(fQ Talonbrandi Glade 

!Ji lroatree Cavern ()7: 
WorpedShredde!53 
Worpwoorl Moss fioyer 52·53 

151 Felpaw Village 
Feijl<lw Rowger51 ·53 
Doodwood Oen Wotdrer 53-54 



Feralas is a tropica l region fi lled w ith plenty of vegetation where various creatures hide. It's located south of Desolace and west ofThousand Need les and is a contrast to 
their stark landscapes. This is a region for mid- level adventurers and has many great soloing opportu nities wi thin it as well as some great grouping reg ion s. There are also 
Horde and Alliance towns with in this region. Skinners find this region to offer abundant targets for their trade and, for those looking for good experience at relatively low risk, 
this could be the place for w hich you' re looking. 

Ruins of Ravenwind LordS!tolzmu47 Ruins of lsildien-South ShyrkoWolfrunner30sroblemoster 

Nor!hspring Rogoofoolher 41'49 <'.ii' Entrance to Dire Maul GordunniMouler43-44 Kulleg Stoneham 41 skinning tminer 

Norihsp!ing WilH!rnller 49·50 World Dungeon GonfunniWrulock43·44 Hohmao lmnhido 55 Moster 12· 
NorthspringS!ilyer 49·50 AmmeChimosrok 61-62 Gordunni Shoman 4 5 leathe1Worker GrizzledlmnfU1Beor 44·45 
Jallemlr lake Chimoorok 60-61 GordunniMoge-lonl45-16 WolbS!iongstitch461eote!irwolking longtoolh Howler 43-44 

(f Go!dok Brute 60 el~e GordunniWodord46-47 supplies Zukk'osh W111p 44-45 Jadimirll!~60elifa 
GrizzledlronfurBoor4HS Gordunni&rtllemoster4545 Sheendro lolliJross 42 flllde supplies Zulik'lllh Worker 44-45 (3' Dream Bough 
tongt1lOlh Howler 44 .. Frayfeather Highlands Hodoken SwiftsJrider 45 n lower Wilds 

Jodemf Drtlgouspawli60elire Soge~44 

Oileiros 
tord!Bkmoorort63 froyfeoiher Stegwing 44'45 Ruw 441ieibolism!roi00r lllngtoO!hHowler44 
Rogoo vale Saeocher-45 froyfeolher Hippogtyph43 Blonk45oicheiny1Jlliner Groddl)( Ape 4 J..43 
Feral Sa Vale froyfaolher Skyslonner 45-16 .loooos lijdhoof 43 druid lroinor lioofur8oor42 
Ferol'Sro!Yan43-44 tlllledS)'ClliOOle45alite (ump MQjodi& Biove 65 lllnglaorir runner fl 

Mi!OOn Snmlmolh SO Emaged f8ol ScO! 44-45 froyfeolherl'ofliolch4647 Otik'tllldi42 Woodpow Trapper 4 J.41 
lronfur Polri01ch 4849 1Wikiiigfero1Scgr46 « lower Wilds-west Ttrlc1homlroof50 WoodjlllW Brule 4 J..42 
Robid long!!lolli 47-46 l.urkingfero1Sror46 Grimlolehl Shonum 43-44 l.ooro!If!43 food mid d(ll!k WoodjlllW MonlJlel 40-41 
llliid<!iK lhunderei 49·50 Vole~42 Sjlitelllllter4+4S OiwirtGizzmkkSO <i Lariss Povilion 
SprW o,. 4&50 dllik '13 Higl! Wildeniess lonfur8eor4t Slr/ttS~•llilldli!euooster lrO!ifurBem4H1 
Rolkbiter 45 G!l;zWi! ~onfur Bear 44 GtinilotemNO!irlolfst41'42 Bloise M9\llgom9l'( 47 lllngtooihRunner41 
lond \'lo~er 48·49 ~ite RogooVoleScreecher 46 Grimlotern R°"142-43 ~6ruel30 5 Gardunnl Outpost 
Cliff6iont 49-SO elite 

~Howler44 longlooih Runner 40 ClrillnrYTrueoim46glmllllilhond 
GoidonniBrum4143 WmileringfQr!lS!Wolker45elite 0--' Ruins of lsillien·Nortlt <i8' Grimtotem Compound ~ Gordunni Ogre 41M I Rage Scar Hold 

Gonimllru!e4243 Grimlololerollotu1111iit 4142 r · Wlldwtnd lake Gordunni Ogromage 41-4 2 
ferOOous 80QO $clJ{ 4146 Gor"'1nni Mauler 43 Grimlatern 5lmmim 43-44 f ] ' Woodpaw Hills 
RogeScoryelt46-47 GotdiJll!JI Wortock 43·44 Woodpow Brule 4142 Eliler rage Stor 4849 VdeScreecher4l Woodpowtropper4<l'41 

(r' The forgotten Coast lron!urtleor4142 V/oodjlaw Mongrel M 4lH1 
Rbg\16\JaleSneadrer 4446 6'orldot:Ape42~3 V/oodjlaw Alpha 43-44 
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' The gentle foothil ls around Hillsbrad would have stayed peaceful if not for the fall of Lordaeron. Now, these farmlands have become the frontlines for the war between the 
Al liance and the Undead of the Forsaken. Tarren Mill is a Horde town in the northeast w ith strong connections to the Underci ty. Southshore, loyal to the Alliance, is settled 

, in the south, along the river. Tension is high in Hillsbrad itself, to the northwest, and its people are constantly under attack by Horde troops. There is no escape from this by 
land, and neither does the sea offer salvation (Sirens and Murlocs wander the strands, settli ng freely while their enemies fight amongst themsel ves) . 

Cleik Homce Whttesreed 26 Quest Keeper Bel'von134 Quest VicioU> Groy Beor 22·23 
Torget Oorren Molvew 30 Quest Krusk 25 Quest Thorodin's Wall Oogge~pine Screamer19·30 

former Ray 13 Quest forget Innkeeper Anderson 30 lonkeepe1 M!ljJus Wordeen Voidglore 41 Quest EMer Gray Beor 2~26 !l!JjJgerspin&ShOJehunler30-31 
Forest Mess Creeper 1o-21 Ueulenont Forren Orinelle 25 Quest Melisaro2Slluest Ekler Moss Creeper 26·17 Ooggeispine Shorestelker 29·30 
GrayBeor11-22 loramoslerllibbs300uest Noike 1hoivond 30 Quest Giant Moss Creeper 24·25 !loggerspin&Siren30 

ElrlerGroyBeor25·16 
HillsbrodApprenticeBlocksmith24-25 Mogislmle Haily Maleh 30 Quest Seige linooi 32 Expert Akhernist 11 Nethander Stead Purgation Isle 
Hillsbrod Coondlmon 2H6 Mwllml.Redpa11141 lluest Tollow27 !luest 

Ginni Moss Craeper 25·26 llllsbrodformer2H4 MeOOelh (orlson 32 Hooe Uoiner TheoOOre Moil Cloile 30 S!llble Ml®s the Donmed 35 Quest Torget 
liillsbrod fo1errron 28 lliVsbrodFoomooom3 Phin Ode&c 36 Quest Mos!« Condemned Acolyie §'t 
!lilsbrodMiner 21r27 HBlsbmd foo!moll 25-26 Wesley 30 Sioble h ZO!ise55 Bollloodler Condemned lleric 31·32 
Hilsbrod Selllly 27·28 HillsbrodPeosont24-25 Snopf<Jw~31 Ekler 6my &111 25·26 eoodemned Cleric 59-60 
Miner Hackett 29 Quest torget Mtigislmte8utnslde30 Storvin!I Moontoinlion 23-24 Fore~ Mols Creeper 20-21 Coodemned Moitk 31·32 
Western Strand Sfllrlill! Moootoin lion 23-24 \/'Kious 6my Beor 22·23 GiJnf MossCreeper 24-25 CORdemned Monk 58 

!om f111 Cooslnmner 29·30 lf!Cioos Gmy Bear 23-24 ra TmreaMll Gmy8eor21-22 Cuised'Acolyte30-31 

Tom fin MoOOiweller 28-29 (S~ Darrow Hill Soopjaw Jll-31 Cursedlusticm33 
Aj!olheroty Lydon 35 Quest CursedJusticorS9-60 Torn Fin Omdil 30-31 Arndine Venomblood 'J!i lleibnl~ (r Dumliolile Keep 

(IJ!Sedi'okrdin30-31 Tom fin fulehunlet 31·32 Ooijl'Sfock 56 Mos!« Toilor Elder Gray Beor 2~26 CuisedPaladil 57·58 (f Hilbbrad Fields lleathgucidHumbert32 lloest Foms! Mom Creeper 20-21 Ji.dgelhelgmm34friepdlyto 
Hilsli!odToil!ir24 loilor (Al&once) ~Somll!32Quest Giant Mess.Creeper 24-25 ~ Bi<Kksmiili V'il!nngloil Z61liJisµ lligli Exerutoi Oar1holio 50 Ooest S'(nilicble-11·22 Writll!!ig~31 

1orge18krumith !Allimf lmbepei Shay 30 lnnlte1per ~'"°Slfiidow Mage-2t-22 W~Mqge 
~Soolhsoilow3()-'o Syndicote Walchmon 20-2! 



In the far northeast is a land that is almost forgotten by those who fight for survival throughout the Eastern Kingdoms. The Hinterlands is an expanse of trees and va lleys where 
Wolves, Owlbeasts, and even Dragonkin live. O n the southern ridgel ine are many outposts of the Vilebranch and Witherbark Troll s, all powerful and very much steeped in a 
bloody philosophy that even divides them from the Horde's Trolls. Along the northwest end are Dwarves and Elves . Hunting up in Hinterlands is usuall y safe and quiet, mak
ing it a place beloved by crafters throughout the world . 

1· <\)The Creeping Ruin ijJi Aerie Peak H~hvoleRonger46·47 Venlontin0Boughgoo1d 62 Vilebm!!<li Headhunter 46·47 fJ) The Temple of Zul 
' ' High Thone folslod Wildhommei 50 HighvoleSOJ11t44·45 VertlontineOmde 61 Vilebrnn(h Hidoskinnei 48·49 M01to'Gyo The Keepe1 50 Elite Gieeo Sludge 46·47 i" 

Agol'watha Venlontine T1ee Wo1de1 60 Voidwolke1 Minion 47·48 I Killium Bou~ertug 50 StoWe Moster Oiogo The Keeper 12 Elite Que~ Jade Ooze 48 
Wildhommei Sentry 55 Ce1uleon Orogonspawn 48-49 Th~ is aka one of !he fom spawn Vilebrooch Raiding Wolf 50-51 Target @> Shodra' Alor 

I Mongy Silve1mone 41-4 2 GreenSl~46-47 
points of the EmemW llmgon Vi~b1ooch Shodowcostei 4 7-4 8 Vilebmoch Soothsoyer 47 
wmldbosses. Vilebtondi Shodowhunte1 48·49 Atol'oi Exile 45 Quest 

' Razoibook G!yphon 45 Jmle Ooze48 
1' Jlnlho' Alor 

Vilebronch Axe Thrnwer 46 Withemmk8r01x!gumrl44-45 l !mined Rozorbeok 40-41 Plimiti'le OWlbeost 44 Vilebrondi Soul Enter 49-50 Vilebmfl(hSrnlper47 W!lhemmk CnRer 45-46 
Hiri'wotho (5' Skulk Rodi Hitoh'YJJtheKeepor Sl Vilebm"'h Wallior 41-46 Vilebmnch Wolf Pup 46·47 

lode Sludge 47-48 VilebrofichW111i\of 46Etite @ Valorwind lake 
Witheibmk Sadist 44-45 

Wilheibork Hidellcinner 4243 6roonSludge46-47 VilebroRdtWitdifloclor 46-47 The Overlook Cfdfs 
Witheiboik Venomblood 43 JodeQoze47-48 Silvemione Stnlker 47-48 

VilelxcmdiWnchDoctor46-47Elite Piimitive0wl00tist44-45 
Ouel'Danil Lodge Sowge. Owlbeost 46-4 7 We Priestess llm 51 Rozrnbeok Giyphon 45 

6ommeiitu 48 Elite Quesl lo'Y!I 

l'ileflronch Amon'zosi Guord SO·Sl Vilebrondi Wolf Pup 46 Boo~ Solhwler Snopjow 49-50 
Highvole Mrnksnmn 45-46 (6' Serodane 

Vilebrooch Beiseiter 4748 Shaofwatha .Silvermone llow~r 46 Revantusk VUlage 
Hlghvale Outtunner 43-44 Vlobrondt Blood Drinker 49-50 
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Loch Madan is a large lake, created by the presence of the Stonewrought Dam and large meltoffs from the surrounding cliffs. Offering a blast of color and warmer weather to 
the Dwarves comi ng from Dun Maragh, this is a place of comfort. Yet, the presence of many mi li tant Troggs and the recent ingress of Ore tribes to the north has put th ings 
on edge in Loch Modan. The Dwarves have concentrated more of their efforts here, and hope to fight the good f ight aga inst these enemies (and perhaps the dangerous Ogres 
in the northeast as wel l), but setbacks occur at every angle. Cou ld there be tra itors in the ranks? 

Coptoin Rugelfuss40Quest 
Mountaineer Cobble[mt 30 Quest 

hlountoineer Grovelguw 30 Quest 
Mounlllineer Pehblebitly 44 Quest 
Ek!erBlockBemll-11 
forastlurf<er HJ-II 

(f Stonespl"mter Valley 
Stooesplinrerilooesnapjler15-16 
Stooespl&lrerSwutll-12 
SlonesplinlmSOO!J}14 
Stonesplinter sfuunon 1 rn 
Stonesplinter Skul!tlltiinper 1 Hl 
SIQnelJllillr.i lio00) J.12 

·3· ., Stonespiiliter CliVes 
Browlerl6 
'Gili!Slifl~~"~' 

- Gimug17 

Ookk Blunderblost IS Quest 
Ghok Heoltoud1 25 Quest 
Innkeeper Heorths1ove 30 Innkeeper 
Kali Heoltouch 14 Herlrolism Troiner 
lino Heorlhstove 30 Stobie Muster 
Mogisl!oteBluntnose20tliJest 

· Mountoinear Kudretl 30 Qtiest 

Mounlnineer l.oogorr 30 Quest 
MlluntoineeiSrenn300uest 
Thorgrum Borrelson 55 Gryphon.f.losrar 
Turren Squoreiaw 15 QOO>'f 

\l'rdm Hemlbs!ove lO Quest 
8derBlockBeor 1H2 
forestlurf<erHJ.11 

Forestlurkerl0-11 
Mountairl Boor 10-11 
TuMel'Rot Digger 12-13 
TuMelRotforogerll-12 
Tum1elR0:6eolllO!l(ei 12·13 
Tunne!Ro:Koboldll-12 
Tunnel Ror Vermin l 0-l l 

' ~) Stonewrought Dam 
Chief l'rrginneer Hinderweir VII 40 Quest 
Oeekfizzlellizz 27 Journeyman Engioo<r 
Oll!klroolnsurgent 18 
Oork Iron Soppei 17 
The Loch 

Bing"'5'1001S {6roond Spown) 
5roo.la{Booesnopper 15· 16 

·'"~""'"""""''....,_,.....,_,.~=sron ....... esplin"'·~rer~Bo....,oes"'n..:..:.oppe0_5·16::"'"""'" ,_, .. 

Stonesplintei Seer 13-14 
StooesplinterShomon 15-16 
Slonesplinter Skullthumper 13-14 

·fj · CrocoUsk Islands 
lochCrocolisk 14-15 

1 ' Grizzlepow Ridge 
Brock Beor Pollimch 16-17 
Grizzled Block Beor 13-14 
Mangy Mountain Boor 14-15 
01' Sooty 20 Elite Quest Toryet 

13' Caravan 

Mongy Mountain Boorl4-l 5 
StORosplintet Digger 1 S-19 
Stonespfinter Geomoncer l 8-l 9 

'J)Farstrider Lodge 
Oor1I the Youngling 15 Quest 
Vyrin Swiftwind 15 Quest 
Cfiff Hodin 15 Bowyer Vendor 
Irene Suresnot l 5 Gunsmith Vern!or 
Grizzled B~ck Bear 13-14 
Mangy Mounhrin Boor 14-15 
Mountain Buzzard 15-16 

·. Singles' Crash Site 
Bingles Bloster.heimer 20 Quest 

( t Hunting Grounds 



Moonglade is a peacefu l and serene setting wi th a small vil lage named Nighthaven looking down on it. There isn' t much here as of yet, but the way in is dangerous if you 
aren't friendly wi th the Timbermaws that guard the way in. The Lunar Festival takes place here. Brave souls can aiso find Malfur ion Stormrage resting in the Stormrage 
Barrow Dens. 

(J Shrine of Remulos 
Keeper Remulos 62 Quest 

Moonglade Legend 
\l;;;;:;;iiFiii'"i;;;ijffii;;,;;; ....... ..,.;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.,,,.ii!""'iiiii~iiiiiiiii!iii;;;;;;;;;;;;~ .... ;;;;;;""";;;;;;;;~;;;;;r~~~~~"""-~~)C~4~~-~--Q'"'"~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~~rfl"' 

Mylentlin Riverbend 60 
Dendnte Storblnze 60 
Moren Riverhend 60 
Keeper Remulos 62 
Robin•So-60 
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Mulgore is the starting region for the Tauren. The largest porti on of the land is made up of open plains ringed by mountains and the mesas that make up the capito l c ity 

of Thunder Bluff to the north. Wild Kodo Beasts roam the land and there is a rumor that a massive patriarch w alks among them. H arpi es have taken residence along the 

hillsides and the Venture Co . is try ing to strip the land around Thunder Bluff and Bloodhoof Vi ll age. However, among even those dangerou s adversaries, there are heroes. 
Cairne Bloodhoof sits in Thunder Bluff w aiting for those w illing to defend the land to join him. 

Moodon Sungmin 11 Boker 
Brave Windloolbei 13 Quest NPC 
VornSkysw 5 
Bronk SIQOUoge 10 Aimotei and 

Shieldcrnfter 
l/.orjQk Keeoblode 9 Wettpoosmilll 
Vmio1111111hide7teolhctAIITlOf 

Merchant 
Grulliiowkwilld4 lllfsst 
Chit! ll<!wkwind 36 Quest 

Bonlehoor 3-4 
Seer Groytongue 8 Quest 

'3 Brambleblade Ravine 
Ch~IShorplusk 5 
Bris11ebock Quilboor 3-4 
Bristtebock lloflleboor 4·5 
81istlebmk Shoman 4 
Stonebull Lake 

(5 · Palemane Ct!mps 
Polemanc Tmmer 5-6 
Polemooo Skinner 6-7 
Polemooo Poacher 7 ·8 

(6 The Rolling Plains 

(.§J Bloodhoof Village 
BroveRoiochosei 14 
Krong Stonehool 14 Worriot Troioor 
Genn~ Ruoololem 12 Druid trainer 
Norm Skychoser 13 Shoman Trainer 
Harken Wilidrotem 21 Quest 
lorlmon fwo.Aloons 7 
JlroveWildrJJ!]ll!f,14 
8rove Stroogbash 14 
Brave lronlwm 14 
Brave Cloudmone 14 
BroveDIJwneogla 14 
Yow Shoipn- 11 Hunte! Troiner 
Hom longcost 9 F~ Supplies 
Wuono llorlmone l 0 Trode Goods 
Moorot IJmgsllide 12 Generm Goods 

lnnkeeperKouth30 
Viro Youll!lhool 13 first Aid Trainer 
Vorg Windwhisper 14 leolher Armor 

Merchant 
Ruul fogleiolon 9 °""51 
Jhowno OotWind 13 Baker 
MorinOoods!lllker JO Quest 

9' Wlnterhoof Waterwen 
Venlllle<:-0. Hitrjings-6 
Venwre (o. l.!lbo!er 6 

(jQ Vfmdfury Harpies 
WindluryHmpy74l 
WindfiavWmdWnch9 
Wmdfury Momorch l<H I 
Wmdfury Soo:eresi 9·10 
The Venture Co. Mine 

flder~oinstrWer8·9 

AdultPloinstrider6·7 
Swoop 7-9 
ProireSmlkerl-8 
Venturew. IDborer 6./ 
VenlUle Co, Toskmoster 8 

Ct Bael'Dunillgsite 
Bool'dtrnlliggerJil 
Boel'dun Appraiser 8-9 

i'l~ Wlndfury Ridge 
5""Wisenmner 

. 6' Yfddmane Water WeR 

Windfury Molriorchl0-11 
WindfurySorceress 9·10 

18 Red Rodis: 
Sacred Burial Ground 

lorekeepetRointoram 8 Quest 
Anrestrid S~iff 9 Quest 
flutlimdProwler9 



East of Stormwind and Elwynn Forest is the town of Lakeshire, placed in the middle of the ~ed ridge Mountain ~ . Under siege by eastern Orcdans and hassled by Gnoll s, 
things aren't simple for the people of Lakeshire currently. A great bridge that spans Lake Evf rstrll rs under repairs, even as enemy catapults Ire in ruins along the southern 
ridgeline. To the north are Orcish Champions, known for their power and bravery, w hile tHe eastern groups have even greater leadership. Stonewatch Keep, on the far side 
of Lake Everstill sits as a constant rem inder that peace has collapsed into a drawn-out war in Redridge. 

Magistmte Soloman 36 Quest GreotG01etusk 16-17 

Gumd Porker 30 Ouf!SI M01Sho1Morns351luest MurlocMinO!fttle<allei 17-18 Caipam1Keeshan25 Elite 
Block Orogon Wh-Olp 17·18 Mortio lllinrose 20 lluest MuriocSlmreslliker 16·17 Blockrock Champion 24-25 Blothock Outrnnw 19·20 ~3 
Great Goretusk 16-17 Verner Osgood 25 lluest Red!idge MOll!Jlel 16· 17 Blockrock Outrunner 20· 21 Blotkracl.Scout20 Elrte Shodowhide Dmkweowr 15-26 
Redtidye Mongrel 15-16 8ellygrub24 Redlidge Poacher l Ir l7 Blockrock Renegade 21·22 Blocktor:kScntry11-22Etire Shodowhide Slayer 25·26 
Redrid9< Thrasher 14-15 Blotkrock0utroooor20-21 Redrldge Cany011s Blockror:k Summoner 22·23 Blockror:k Sliodowcoster 22·23 EUte Shodowhid< Wo11ior 2 4· 25 
l<llon!Ulo 15-16 Groo!Goref\JSk 16-17 Groot Goretusl: I Ir 17 Bloduock Tror:ker 23-24 T Sr-watch Keep Moiyontll 

(2' Lakeshire (J i..ke Everstlll RerP!ge Alpha 21-22 ff· Remler's Rodi Blocktock Gladiotur 25 8fte d4: St011ewatch falls 
Alma Joimose 20 tteibolism Traine< GreotGorelttsld6·17 Redridgelloslter 19·20 lllockror1Champion24-~5 Blcdoock Hunter 2 4 Brte Murloc Nightaowler 21 
AlienoSlormfeolherSSGiypltoo Murlocflesheoterl&-19 iedridgellrutell-18 Blacknxk Summooer 22·23 lllockror1 Shodowros1er 22-23 Elile Murloc frdecoiler 19·20 

Moster Murloc.Mioorfrdeculler 17-18 RedlidgeMystitl&-19 Blockrock11ocker 23·24 Go!h'Uzll!Jll 26 Elile lluest lm!J6l Shm!owhide Omkweover 2S-26 
Ch-Of Breonno 19 Quest Murkli:S\OO!l&-19 Yowler 25 Clue$ !01get Cf Alther's MiH lhoril'1U11 24 Eide flues! T11get Shodowhide Slaye1 25·26 
(lys1ol Boughniun 22 Co00ig1ioiner MllfocShoreslrit.erllrl7 (6 letkllan Caverns '1_" GalardeU Valey Shodowlride Wcniot 24-25 

Mllfocfrdecollai19·20 Blod IJmgon Whelp 17-18 
,Jlarcy lSOJJOlf (,\' lakeridge Highway 

Redridg.Bo...,,19-20 l);ie(ondo!l8·19 Rabid ShodowhideGnoll 21-22 IB !!'ender's VoUey 
Deputy Feldoo 33 Quest RedlidgelJrudgetZ0-21 Great Gmelusk 16-17 ShodowlOOe Brute 23-23 Bloclrockllulruruter 21 
fol1!rllllll Os!Ow20 Quest Blcddl1cgoo Whelp 17-18 

~-ia 19-ll!;w, ~-Dmkw!il!YerJ.5-26 ~lit&ocH•21:'}?' 
30kiti~ Oirfe~TB-l SltodowhideGrloD12-l3 
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~~1'!_N~ ~~~ 
West from the Badlands is the Searing Gorge, fed by lava flows. There are Dark Iron Dwarves and Elementals bui lding up thei r forces to move on Nefarian and the Alliance. 
The Twi light Hammer lives in the northwest, holding true to ceremonies and be liefs of the old gods, and these peop le are not interested in maki ng fr iends w ith any who draw 
near. Those w ho seek fa me, fortune, mithril , and thorium are drawn here as moths to the fl ame. 

Firewatch Ridge 
lWilighl Oork Slwmon 47-48 Elite 
Twil~ht Frre Guard 48-49 Eltte 
Twil~16eo!JlOll(er 50 Eura 
Mightldai-Oter50£trte 

r2 '! Western Searing Gorge 
G!oolerlaVllSpider4?-48 
Inferno Elenmntol 19 
Mogmo E!eme!lfnl46-47 

~ 3' Blackchar Cave 
lireoterlovo5p~er411-49 

<4' Blackr0<k Mountain 
tnnl!fl{e lfl Blockrock World Dungeon 
SW Sear Gorge 
Grow (omeolone 58 VendOI 
.lifnw Cornerstone's Guorrlil!n 48. 
6reoterllrvo5pider4748 
MOgmo Elernentol 46-48 

,_.~~==,_,..""""',.__SeoringEiemenlul49 

'6' The Cauldron 
Blazing Bementul 45-47 
Dark Iron Slaver 4 5·4 6 
Oork Iron loskmosler 47 
Heavy Wm Golem 48·49 
Magma Elemenllll 47-48 
ShudowsUoochers 4.7-48 
SlovedWorker45-47 

(]' The Sea of Cinders 
Mogmo Elemoorol 47-48 

Searing lovoSpider45·47 

f Tanner Comp 
Saroh Tanner SO Mo~er 8emenlol 

lemherwolker 
Glnssweb S~der 43-45 

'·f Grimsilt Dig Site 
Derk lroo Geolog~! 43 
Dork Iron Wotchmea 44 
Glossweb s~ 43-35 
fempered Wm Gole!n 4 5-46 

Dork Iron Geologist 43 
Dark Iron Wolchmon 44 
Glossweb Spirier 43·35 
Temperer!WorGolem 45-46 

0 i thorium Point 



Climbing west, out of the steam of Un'Goro Crater, lies Sil ithus. This desert land is in a state of flu x. The Cenarion Ci rcle has bravely taken up arms to defend Azeroth from 

the inhabitants of Ahn'Q iraj, and the host of insect-monsters that ca ll the various Hives home. Among the larger more visible dangers a thread of discord is sewn from the 
fo llowers of the Twilight Hammer. Many dangers lurk in this mysterious land, but th ere is much to gain . 

Vorgus 17 Quest/Blocksmi!h Central Desert Hive'ZoroWoywolchei 59Eli!e 
Wordenttorol8Quest Stonelosh~nrnil6. Hive'1oro Wosp 58·59 Twittght Geolonl 59-60 

Moster Geologistlorksbooe60Quest Dredge Crusher 57-18 Krug Skullsplrr 60 Quest Hoo'Zoru Hive Sister 59-60 Elite Might Avengei 18·59 
S10u1Bloodf~tSS Quest 801 Wildmone 571loost Oeseit!lurnbt.r58 Merok tongsltide 60 Quest Hive'Zoro Tunnele1 58 Elite lwiright Stonecolt.1 59-60 
SquileleOre<1Mol'deruth60Sioble Huuro Wiklm1J1e 60 Quest lWJ1igbtMoroudor58 Shodow P1iestess Shol 60 Ouest Cenorton Srnut Alene! 60 Quesf Twil~hl KcepgrH11VUnth60 

Mastel Khlll llomshike1 57 Reagent Vendoi TWiligbl Moroode1 Moma Sil AjJQ!becoryQUil\Oldl5-0uest ;19 AUiC11Ke En<ampment Tviiliyht P10flhet60Elite 
Buri5ttllth of the Shifting Soods (2 Nortliem Desert Elite Bess Geooro!Kiliko60Quest Jone!a Stouthommei 60 Quest !2J1 Hive' Ashi 

60 lmest SroneloshScO!pid54-55 "i' Sovlhem Desert 11 Broozebeiml Encampment Marshal Bluewoll 60 Ouest Hive'Ashi Wo!ke1 57·18 Elife 
Cm>mondor Morolilh62 lluesl Soni1Sl!ittere155-56 Sl1llle1osh floyer57-58 Rutgtl1Glyphshepet600uest CflptlJinlllockOIMl601loos1 Ht<e'Ashi Swonne1 57·58 Eli!e 
MMlo 58 Genelol 1iode Goods Dredg!lShik!J<SS.56 Rcdt S!olke1 57·58 fmnkol 5tonebridq9 60 Quest Am111ist Nozzlesprillg 60 Quest l!Ml'.Ashi Oefe<t®1 S&S9 llie. 

'ffl!l®r llus!.Slo!imr 55·5~ (ytloiJc Wocri<M 57-$8 Doolltdosp 59BiteBoss Si>Jgeont Carnes 60 Quest HMi'Alhi Sondstu~ei 5&59 Elite 
Wimlrnl!erKoldol160Quest GD Valor's Rest ~ Morooder 58 @'1 The Scarab WaU 11 Eastern Twilight Camp Hive'AshiStingeiSI Eltte 
Ooud Skvdoncer 55 If~ ZmtllQt Hidopiemll 59 Twiliqht Morooder Moma 58 131 The Scarab Dias lwilightGeolo!d59-!0 Cenorion Stout Julio 60 Quest 

Moster ~Siippfies Elrel!O<S lwitighl IMlogtt 56-59 { Slilghelm Point Rillemon Tonlg SS ll<iesf Jonmd Stoolsllider SS Quest ·;.B' Ortell's Hilleout Jonothoo the Revelo1ol 61 Quest lwi'light SIOlleroller 5 9·60 T\!ilight0V&Jlmd61J.61 l'ish Knzus 61 Quest Inyo SloJslrike 55 Quest Southern Twilight Camp K nn60 
Go!on!M71 (4 1 Sootliwlnil'V'il!Gge (9' 

S~I , 
TWiligb\GeO!oRf5%0 6te 

lwijrt Avengei;59 · 
W'iidiOl!ii~ oS5Jloost llustStormer SS 

Aure100k!leol601loost ]Oltulei!01uid5~6 Hive'11ego!Spit/ire5%0Elite 
Twil!ghlAvenger 5&59 @· The Crystal Vale Rilo'shon the Eternal Wolthe1 

llill. llrullletwood 60 Quest Tol1tl!edSenti!lel57 lfive'Regoltweloid5%1Elite 
Twilight Moste! 60 llustStormer\~57 601loost 

Coilndmth 54 illtmper Aendel W'mdspem.60 RocqJe.Yendor lfive'Rego!Ambllihei5%(l11ite 
lwilightSl!IRe!Olle!5%0 flelm!RllmblerSM8 'L Twilight's Run 

Keyl Swiftcloltl 60 lluest Hivll'Ashi ll!O® 57-58 l!'Ne'!l!!goi~e15%0Elite 
l\liligl!tKooiJertxerer60 ;12 Ravaged Twilight Camp Twilight flomoreovei 60 

1.52 The Swannins Piiiar NelsoolhetfJOOSOElite Beelix fi<klespmgg 57 Quest Hive'Regol~5%QElite qSJ Hive'Zora Oeseit Rumblei 57·58 TW11ight Ovedmd 60-6 l 
Noggle fid<lesfllOll!I 55 Quest H~e'Ash!Swmmer 57·S!Hlite MiSlte>:S NalUliiMor'oli!h 62 lfighlord ilelliltillO 62 Quest VymllheVilliSl 
Konio54 EIKblllllillgSupplier EliteBoss 
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The gloom of Silverpine is now a calming force for many of the area's residents. The Scourge control·thi s area with a loose and rotti ng hand, and there are only a couple of 
areas that are hotly contested. Over on the east, in the middle of Lordamere Lake is a fortress where many Gnolls resist the attacks of the Forsaken. On the southern front, 
there are a number of mages of Dalaran w ho. maintain a keep from w hich to launch strikes against their eterna l foes . Apart from these enemies, the various elements of 
Worgen and disloyal Undead are dangerous forces for unwary travelers. Heroes from both the Horde and Alliance sometimes come here to battle Arugal, the lord and master 
of Shadowfang Keep. 

Moonroge Dmksoul 13· I 4 
Moouroge Glutton 12 · l 3 
North Tide's Run 
Moonmge Dmksout 13-14 
Moonmge 6lut!on 12-13 

(3. The Skittering Dork 
Gioot Giizzlad Beall 2· 13 
MbssStoll<er12-13 

4' Skittering Dark Cave 
Mi~(reeper 13·14 
MossSmtl<er 12-13 

(5' Jhe Daad field 

Ro!hideMyslicl 1·13 
<Ji) The Ivar Pot<h 

QuiollYmidl 14 Quest 
Rone Yolick 15 Que~ 
Mott!edWorglH1 
Ravendnw Slow 1 \.12 

] Maiden's Orchard 
Ooorhstolker Edond 11 Ouesr 
Mcl!ledlVolllll-12 
WmgltHl 

(8 The Shining Strand 

Roi Hide Brule 16·17 
Rot Hoe ~ague Weaver 17 
Rot Hoe Sowge lll-19 
Vi~ fin lokesto~er 18·19 
Vie fin Omcle 19· 20 

·i fenris Keep 
RogingRotltide 18-19 
Roi Hide Savage 18· l 9 

(] The Dawning Isles 

Rovendow Servant 13·14 
!!) The Sepul!her 

Apolhecmy Renfen~ 14 Quest 
Dolor Downweover 11 tlue~ 
Guilloume Smouy 18 Journeyman 

BlocksrMh 
High Executor ttrrd!ec 30 Quest 

lonlteeperllofes301nakeeper 
Johoo Nichl 12 Miner lioiner-
Koros Rozo!< 55 Bot Honrller 
SOOllt lioode 30 Stoble/Msfer 
Shadow Priest Allis1or 10 Quest 

.\!j Deep Elm Canyons 
OolomnWizonl 19-20 
Moomoge Bloodhowlei 1 5-16 
Moonmge Dorksoul 13-14 
Vile fin loke~olker 18· l 9 
Vile finOroc~ 19·20 

IT? Olsen's farthing 
Rovenclow Roidef 12-13 
Rovendow Slow 1 J.l2 

08 Shadowfang Keep 

@- Greymane Woll 
BloodsnoutWorg 16·17 
Hoggord Refugee 18·19 
Moonmge Blootlhowler 1 5-16 
SiddyRelugee 19-29 
ViildtOO Momy 21 Quest lmget 

\11 AmbermiR 
Archmoge Ararei< 18 Ouesr Target 
llalaiaoConjuterl7·18 
ll-Olaron l'rotedot 14· l 5 
ll-OlaronWO!liel Tb-17 
llalmooWolther 11H9 



Stonetalon Mountains can be found in the mountains between the Barrens and Desolace. The Tauren outpost of Sun Rock Retreat lies off the beaten path near the middle of 
the mountain and provides the Horde w ith the only local inn . The Peak itself houses an A lliance flight path and an Alliance vendor. Though home to many beasts, the wil 
derness is constantly being cut back by expanding goblin deforesters. In add ition to the Barrens and Desolace, explorers can travel to and from Ashenva le forest via a secret 
tunnel that burrows through the foothills. 

© Web Winder Poth ![J) Windsheor Mine GereckStobleMosler Bloodflll'(Sloyer25-26 

G1imtotem Meicemny 15 Goxim Rustfizzle 301luest Piznik 20Quesl Jeedo 2 4 Vendor Bloodfury Rogue feather 25·26 

GiimtotemRuffionlS Koelo Shudowspeor 23 Quest Windsheo1 Digge1 21·22 Krond 27 Butcher BloodfuryWindcoller24 

"i' Grimtotem Post Deepmoss Creeper 17·18 Windsheor Geomoncei 21·22 G!ownol326enero1Goods Bloodfury Stonn Witch 26·27 

Deepmoss Venomspitter l 8· 19 Windslteor Overlord21·23 Stonetolon6runt J4 Mirkfollon Luke GieatCourser25 
Cttl!Stormer17 ''i:f The Charred Vale fey0rogon24 
Gorehoof !f\eBtock 17 Sishir Canyon WindshecrT-lrat11 Pridewing Wyvem 21·12 

Grimtotemllmte 15-16 Wmdsheor Crag 10' Talandeep Path Blockoned Bosil~k 24 Pridewing Consort21-23 Wiy fey Dragoo 26 
lwil~ht Honter13-24 

Grimrotem Surcerei 15· 16 Bnutg Dimspirit 35 Ouos! Scordred llmilisk 28 i'!idewing Skyhormr 23-14 
Son of Cenorius 25 Ziz FizZiks 20 Quest SingetfilQSilisk25 Deepmoss Venomspilter 16-19 Koya Flathoof 15 rntt Stonner 16-19 Cragpool lake Doughier of Ceoorius 23-1 S 

' 3 Rogue ffome Spj<it 2 4 Raging Cliff Stormei 19-20 Greotwood Vale RogingUffStormer 19·20 Ninik 24Vendo! Burning ROvogei 14·25 ArrtferedCaurser22 CeflOlion Bolrlnisl13-24 
Gnmrolem Melceoory 15 Deepmoss Venoms~tter 16-19 Venmre Compony Builder 22 Burning llestToyer 25·26 Blockened BasiUsk 2 4 TreontAlly23 
Grimtotem Ruffwn 15 Deepmoss Webspil!Mr 20.21 Venture Company Engineer 21·22 COOrredAneien115 Rogue flame Spilil 23 r The Talon Den 

~4 Malaka'jia Young POO.wing 19 Venlure Company Machine Smith Blocke!ledAocient 28 '1 
W-rtch Do<tor Jin'lil 25 Quest Venrurel'.r>mjlmlylogger 19-20 Z2·Z3 furiousS!ooo$pirit24-27 
Ken'Ziglo 20 lluest Venture Company Oelores1er 20 Geroozo Wrerichwbis!le 27 YolJ!lg Chimaera 2 4 

nd. Jllllowyei ~errlUJe Co~i,~ny 15-~ 
Bouldershde Ravine XT:4 23 
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At the southern end of the Eastern Kingdoms is an area of rivers, jungle, and coastline known as Stranglethorn Vale. This gigantic sect ion of the continent is home to many 
beasts, and it is also a place w here Gobli ns have and p irates are found in great numbers . The Horde settlement of Grom'Gol is here, along the western coast (accessed via 
Bl imps from O rgrimmar and Underci ty). To the south is Booty Bay, a neutral tow n that is tru ly a place w here anything goes. Some of the finest hunters of big game in all of 
Azeroth come to Stranglethorn in hope of fighting the ra rest of felines, apes, and raptors. 

YoungPonther31J.31 

Bro!Mr Nimetz 40 Quest Young Stmnglelhom Tiger 3fHl 

Corporo1Bluth40Vernlor ·5· , Nesingwary's Expedillon 
(OllJ!llol Koleb 40 Ot1e1t Ajed RoUflCk4!l0uesl 
Lieutenant Doffill 40 Quest l!nmn Stonepot 40 Quast 

11! Kurzen's Compound Hemet Nesingwory 40 Ouest 
Jflqliilino Oro~! 39 Axe l'tmdor Kurztn Commondo 34 
Sir~J. &igmfin 40 1luast Kurzen Jungle fighter 31-33 
RiverC1orolisi< 30-31 Kurzen. l.\eilkma Mon 32·33 

Kurzeit Wm Ponlber 32-33 Youll!J StrMQiethom 1~" 31l-3i 
(f Ruins of l ul'KU!lde Kurzen War f1geL32 

Kur1en Wrangler ~4 Bloodscolp B""'1masler 34-35 
(3. ' The Stockpile BloodscolpBlllSlllket36-37 

BloodsrnlpHllodliunter36-37 
Bloodscolp Hoofer 34 35 
BioodscalpMyslit: 35 
Bloodscalp Sioot. 34 35 
trmOOSt!tri rv•r 

Bloodsrnip Womor 33·34 
if i'' Lake Nazferili 

Sooiiow Crocolilk 35·36 
Shmptooth franzy 31-32 

{2; Venture Company 
Operations Center 

Fooimoo Cozzle 38 Quest To!get 
Vcnture(OltlJlllllY 6eologisl3s.36 
VOO!llnl Compony Machonir35 

Q~~J Venture Company Besa 

f 

Camp 
Veniure Comimt 6aologist35·36 
VcntJ!ll Company Mechimk 34 
Ye!llultl (ompooy Sh!edder 37 

Mosh'Ogg Ogre Mo1111d 
W'Qgg Hie 

W 'Oggllrott%t31 
l.liisii'()gu~3: 

f' Soother• Sttanglilthorn 
~ii>SOTnll!il l.el!ihetm.ter 
Cal!! !ye B11silis:'\ 39 
Ju~ Thun®:m 37·31!i 
SitOOcwfllltWfmtltter37. 
S!l!lfptoothfoinl'!32 
S!rongletltQm li§1!!$ 37-33 

·7, ~'11111ldlulns 

M-OjjhtheUndying44Elite 'Z?! Crystalvein Mine 
Skullsplilter Me Thrower 39·40 lmnjow Bosilisk43-44 Bloockoil Deddumd 43-44 
Skullsplilter Beostmoster 41 "6' Ruins of Aboraz Bloockotl Elderh\ogus44 
Skul~~itterBerserker 43-44 

Yenniku 41 Ouest Bloodsoil Moge4 0-41 
Slrnllspfitter Headliunter 43·44 

Clruriy"Ten lhumbs" 43 Bloodso~ Seadog 44-45 
Skullsplitter Hunter 41-42 
Skcllsplittal Mystic 39-40 lllfizfl Hunrer 44 l!loodso1!Swo!Jby 44 

Zllt1Zi1 Nogo 44 l!loodso!J Swosltbuckler 4243 
SloJllspJitter PMiber 414i Bloodsoi!Wmtoc<42·43 
Skullsplitter1<out 41 -42 Z0t11a Wi!tli Dodor 44 

Zonztt lcmlti643 Brollls43 
Skulls~ilter Splrilthoster 44 
Sbtilsplitt&rWorrtor39-40 The Crystal Shore CoplltID Ken/hmJI 47 

Aw! '1\osrer f<olloo 48 
Skullsiiiittal Wijdi Doctor~ 142 Si!verb<td<Potrimd!43 Gorr S.lthoof 43 

ij} Ventura Company Mine Mistvale VaDey lronpoid143 
Wttd! Dodor Unlrugwo SO Ouest Southom Sorn! Crawler 40'4 l 

~}1 Jaguero Isle Eliler Mil1Wle Goiilki 40-41 
GQtloslr 47 Elite Que~ TQ19Vt 

q9'}. Ne 



Through Deadwind Pass, east from Duskwood, is the Swamp of Sorrows. Dragonkin dominate the eastern swamps, destroy ing any interlopers, while Murlocs, Spiders, and 
Horde patrols hold the south. Fortified and reinforced frequent ly is a Horde outpost in the south, in a spot where the All iance simply has no control or ability to oust their 
troops. To the north many lost ones are found, though some are mad and aggressive to all , a few have w isdom to share. 

Young Sawtooth Crocolisk 35·36 lost One Cnok 37 Morshlnkspewer42-43 Stonard 
SoHowSpinner36 The Shifting Mire lost One fisherman 36 MorshMurloc41 Breyk 55 Wind Rider Moster OeothstrikelorenMo 4Q.41 
StonordScoot37 lost One Fishermon 36 lost One Hunler 36·37 Monstmus(mwler43 Oispalch Commonde1 Ruog 60 Quest Mo1sh flesheoter 43 
Swomplogum 36 toil One Muckdwellei 36·37 lost One MuckdweOei 36·37 Sawtooth Snnppei 41 F~'zerul601luest Mmsh lnkspewer 42·43 

T Misty Valley loit One Mudhnker 34 lo~ One Riftseeker 37-38 SiltC1awler4!l-41 Grun! Thmlnk 55 Quest a~ Stagalbog Cave 
Nobocu !Ire Cujfgel 39 Que~ Target lost Ona Seer 38 Stonmd Explmer 38 Grunt luul 551l!iest hlorsh f~shootar 43 Mirelold41 StonordExplorer 37-38 13 Sorrowmurlr. Scw1oo1h (mcllllsk36 He!grum Iha Swill 60 Quest Swompwnlker Elilei 39-40 
Sonow Spinnei 36-37 

(6~ Northern Swamp of Elderllrogonkin 45Elite Rogwr53Alchemist 
Mo"h lnkspewer 42-43 

s-pwnlkm 38-39 Marsh Orode45 
Tangled Hooor 40-41 Swamp lo!JtlOr 36-37 Sorrows Sawtooth SnojJpet 41-42 StonordCmrogmpher 52 qjj Pass to Blasted lands 
The Harborage Swampwn!kei 39 Sawtooth Crocolisk 3&39 Scnlabone Cnptoill 43-44 Elite StonordGrunt'5 

Tangled Hmllll 40 Shadow Ponfuer 39-40 Pool of Tears Stono!d0rt50 follen Heio nl !he Honie 60 Quast 
Mogtoor 42 Oue~ 5 Fallow Sqoouocy Tong~dHormr40 GreenScol~42Elita 5tono!d Woyfindei 50-Sl ftharius' Cove 
Maso! T'cndr 44 Vendor 

Galon Goodword 37 Ouest ' 71 Misty Reed Strand Green Wyrml.ill 4Hlite Zun'dorllm60Quest lthcriul4Slluest 
OroenelExile 42 
SwomplflllllOl 37 lo~ One Chiclluin 19 Marsh fleshooter 4 3-44 Scolebone Coptoirl 43-44 Eltte 
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Gadgetzan is one big desert w ith all the desert creatures you have come to expect by now. It has l izards, buzzards, elementals and more. There are also Dragons, Ogres and 

humans along w ith an instanced dungeon to test the mighty. If that's not enough, head north and check out the pirates, they always put on a good show. It's a good place to 

so lo - especially to farm things you need l ike leather or cloth. Some great rare items drop here Uulie's Dagger). Beyond that, the zone is huge and eas ily shareable w ith others . 

There's a place right by the crater where the mobs drop herbs, so you can kill for the herbs instead of looking for them. 

Senior Su1Veyo1 fizzledowser SO Quest 
Tron'iek45 Quest 
Nixx Sp1ockell\llillg 55 6oWln Engine" 
Buzzek Bmcke!>Winy 55 Moster Engiooer 
Spigot Opemtoi l.uglunket 40 Quest 
Tienton Ughthommer 5 5 Quest 
Pikkle45Mininglminei 

71 Noonshade Ruins 
W°'1eY1ondei Bandit 4 J..12 
Wostewonde! Thief 40·4 I 
Steamwheedle Port 

BlisterpowHyeno 43-45 
Gla1shideGozei44-46 

.0 Zalashji's Den 
Zuloshp45 

'ii Wavestrider Beach 
'.J" Caverns of Time 

Anorhronos 
C1110!1Diis 
Occu!usSOElite 
filt 

(8" Lost Rigger Cove 
Soothseo ~rote 4H6 

Hozzoli Sandieovei 49·5 I 
HazzoliStinge149 
HaZlali Stormei 49-50 
HouoliTunneler48-49 
Hozzoli Wosp48 
HozzolWo~er 47-49 

Broken Piiiar 

Dunemoul Oyie Mage 45-48 
Dunemmil.Wrnlock 45-48 
Dune Smoshoi 48-4 9 
Glasshide Pelrifier47·49 
Seonng Roe 47·48 
Scorpid Dunestolker 46-47 

'f Valley of the Walthers 
Prespecltl<Gufiston45Explore<>'l.ooguellue~ 

llulle Smasher 48-49 Elite Giant 
Roging IJune Smosher 50 Elite 
B»sterpow »ycno 43-46 
GlcsshidesPellitler47-49 

rfb' Thistleshrub VaBey 
Glosshid•Pernflel47-49 
Scorpid Dunestolker 46-47 
lhis!lesluW Roo~hcJ)er"19·50 

·--~-<N:~JliisrtiilhrulflleWCOl!iiaoi48-'1 

Gnoriedlhisrleshrub48'50 

(f)' DVnemaul Com"°uiid 
.RobidBlil1:eJpOVj45.:A& 
Dunernoul Ogre A 5-41 -

·'""'-.i"+'!O'-llunemool·Brute4m 
llunemoulEnfoicer 45'47 
llunemoul-O§<eMllgHS-48 · 
Ounemoul Wmlock 45-48 

Centipoor Stinger 48·50 
(entiponr Swnrmei 49·50 
(entipoar Wasp 47-49 

<i 9 Abyssal Sands 
Blisterpow llycno 44-46 
Scnrpid loill.osher43-44 
fireRoc43-45 
GlosshideBosilisl43-
Sc0<pid Ouneuowler 46·47 
Glossltide Gozec 45-46 
land Roger45·46 
Sandsorrow Watch 



Te ldrassil is the new home of the Night Elves. This distant home land is far away from the safety of the All iance lands, yet they are free from the focus of many e nemi es. 
Undead are not to le rated in this forest of life and beauty, a nd the Night Elves ha\'e ma ny protectors that gua rd the land from any de monic taint. Bew are though ; the Firbolg 
and Timberli ngs who once existed in pe rfect ba lance w ith thi s la nd, have grown aggress ive of late. The Druids of Teldrassil seek answers before the beasts a nd peop le of the 
land suffer their own madness. 
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i ~ Rut'theran VUlage Goorlpine Ambusher Ir 7 U!lol the Moulei 12 Quest Target lorrinl3 Cook 

I Boot to Auberdine Sethir the Ancient 13 Quest Target Gnorl~ne Defender 7 9~ Lake Al' Ameth DJ) Fel Ro<k Giellkin 3-4 

t 
lloryn Lightwind 30 Quest StrigidHunter 8-9 Gnnrl~ne SllOmon 8 lleodtm 11 Quest llmk Spnte6·7 Mongy Nightsober 2·3 

ErelosArnlre!sky300uest StrigidSaeocher7-S Webwood Venomfnng 7-8 fel dine (Ground Spowns) torr! Melenos 8 Ouest Tmget Thilfle Boor 2·3 

Vesp!j'slus SS HipiJO!if'/Ph Mostm Webwood Silkljlil]ner 9 (6 Ban' ethU Barrow Den Uml!iltmg ~ (Ground Spowns) Rosco! Spri~ 5·6 Webwood Spiljei 3·4 

I Cf The Orade Glade '.J' WeUsprlng River Ober! RQgeclow 40 Oo>st Ookensrovil 9+ Ouost Torget Slrodow Sprife 5·6 Yourl\!NighlSOber l--2 

Bkid<moss !he fetid 13 Quest Tof!W Gnorlpine Augur 9 TllllOOdirl\l BOik.Ripper 7-8 Vicioos6rell7 YOUrl\!Thiit!eboor 1·2 
Alimll6 R1Neneye 19 Emter 

BderTirnberiirl\111 Gooilp0iellefeoder7 r~Trompie68-9 r ' Starhreeze Village r AldrassU 
Mist 10 Quest 
SentioolArpOOCloudsbreok lOlloost frrnbetlingltlirel!easl9 Gnorlpine Slxrmon B Timboding S-0 Goerolos Tolvelhree 7 Quest Cooseiw!orlltholoine41luest 

Slroilge'Leofedl'kmt (4°" Raad to Danlassas Rogedow 10 Quest Target Jo' Do1amar Zennflllltoof71luest DironioSilveclli®8 Quest 

Bloodfeoiberfury9·10 Nodyia Mcnew ..... 30 :J Pools of Arlitl!rien Ar1bridos Boormaoile 11 Ouest fmodlos Dreom Eater 8 Quest Tmget GilsOO!on Wmdwolker 9 Ouest 

Bloodfelllher Horpy8-9 leotherwori<ei Niylil!ober51Jllkm7·8 By<l0Cie21fi!s!Aid GnorlpiooGOlllene< S Is 
Teomon Shllmgri!l 10 au.st 

llloorlfootherMotriouh 11 Rodnool Moneweover n Skirlnqr StrigidSueedierHl CoritlrrosMoorrmge lOOoot GnorlpiooMystic6·7 Shadowthread Cave 
BloodfeotherRogue 9 NightsobefSIOike<7·8 Wehwoor!Yeoornfull!ll-8 C)lldro Kinrlwhispei 28 Akhamist Gnnrlpine.Urso S-6 Webwood E!ii! <Groirrrd Spa.,,) 
BloodfeotherSorceiess9 Strigid Sc1eechei7·8 (8 Gnarlpine Hold lrll)keeper Keldomyr 30 lrrnkeoper G!lo<lpineWorrior6·7 Githyliss the Vile5 lluest Twget 
Elde<Nightsobef 8-9 Webwoorl Venomloog 7-ll Shmvefniled l'IOlll Molomo Bkrdeleof 17 Heibolist tj Shadowglell WebwoodSjlidel3-I 
fereltiji1lliber11 <s Ban' ethil Holow Gnarlpine Avenger 10 S'OO!inelKl'.fo51Dlloog 120oosf f6 Damassus 
fJldy Sm1hroh 12 

Ag!d 8 Quest Tolgel lioorlpitefnthfilllef'J-10 SymlBkrdeleof 12 Quest 
TollookoiSwiftroot 11 Quest 
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liRL~~~~~ 
' Tirisfal Glades has seen .the ravages of plague and the Scourge. The once vibrant villages and grand city of Lordaeron lay in ruins. Remnants of the Scourge sti ll roam the 

land and the Forsaken w ho have awakened of their own free w il l are hunted by the Scarlet Crusade. Murlocs infect the northern shore and Rothide Gnolls have been seen 
taking over a farmstead just south of it. It is a land in constant turmoil. 
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S<0rletWorrior 6·7 Gmgor Agomond 1 0 //us. Winteis 10 Geneiol Supplies Argent Offi"' Gorush 60 Ouest 
ij Nightmare Vole Rotting Ancestor HHI Seuno We11on 12 Nchemy & HighExerntm0erringtoo61 Quest Swrlot flior 9-10 

IJ<Cfeplt Hound 5-6 Wniling Ancestor 9· 11 llmbolism Supplies Apothewry Dimers 58 Quest Scor~t Vanguard 1011 
Grenier Ouskbat 6· 7 >-t Cold Hearth Manor 11' Garren's Haunt Soodow Piiesless Vnndis 60 Ouest Smrlet Bodyguorrl 1 011 
C!J5ed Oorkhound J.B Bowen BfisOOi 24 Joumeymon Tailor Rot l!Wa Gonll lr7 Alexi Borov 60 Quest Scruler Neophyte 1011 
Scrn~tZeolot 8-9 Rl;wged Corpse lr7 Rm Hilla 6-obber 6-7 tr Crusader Outpost CoptoinMelro<ha 12 
Scruletlo\issiooofy 7-8 Rolling Oaotl 5-6 Rotllide Moom>l 1-8 S<ruletZeolotB-9 ~JI~ Zepplin to Orgrimmar olld 
(llJ)toinl'elliJle9 VnmpilicOuskholll-9 Mllggot E>,< IO Scarlet friar 9-10 Grom' Gal-Outpost 

(S"' StiDwater Pond Cll!Sedllork00uod7-8 Ruins of Lonlaeren (optoin Voclwn 11 
Oaothgurudti<lne!l220uest 

Oeaapit Oarkhound 5-6 Greater Ouskhol lr7 nK VenomwehVoll! Shelene Rhobrirt 25 Jouneymon 
[05eil Dolklwund 7-8 ra BriH VnmpiliclluskbotB-9 Leotheiwotl:er 
Greater Ouskhol 8-7 Oaothguonl Dillinger 22 Quasi Rnvenoos IJoJijJoorul 9·10 Rand Roobon 13 Skinner 
RoltingOaotl)-6 ltitlio!Apotheroryltollond20Quesl YICioosNiglr!webSpider9·10 Mo!tine Trombloy 15 Fisbi<ig Sup{lli;s 
Rllvoged(oqiselrl fOIUZllSApprelllimHalhollst \f/; Faol's Rest g ! Norlh Coast 
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Un'Goro Crater is the blast from the past. The land is loaded with dinosaurs, walking plants, big bugs and elementals. As often happens in lands with such menacing flora 
and fauna, adventurers that have managed to get stuck there wish for your help and frequently offer quests. Targets are abundant and that helps with the kill quests. There is 
some collecting to be done, and there are some incredible quests that balance the whole mix out. It's not the biggest zone which is another plus. There's not an overwhelm· 

ing amount of running for the quests, and that always helps. 

Tar lurker 53·54 
lorlard 53-54 
Tor Bea~ 51-52 
Jar (reepe1 51-SZ 
l'rimul oaze5Q.Sl 
llloili!pelfli flayer 51·52 
Viemenodmr51·52 
Stll!lli:liumrlian 59·50 Etrte 
¥01!£!9 Jliemetmdoo 50-51 

<3' · R0t1Jlern Crystal Pylon 
l'lmroi!lux5Q.51 

rf . fungal Rodi 
l,Me!)J 46Quest 

Un'Goro Gorilla 50·51 
Un'Goro Stamper 51-52 
Un'Goro Thundeiei 52·53 
U'Cho 55 

)-, (S'' Ironstone Pktteau 

flodglifl{!Pte1m1dox50 
Eastern Stone Pylon 
Fledging Ptorwrdax50 
Pteuoroox SQ.5 2 
Ptenordox-50'52 

(i> Western Crystal Pylon 
f£en1ied-J>te11oroox 52·53 
fienzied Pterrordax 52·53 

fienziedPterrordax52·53 

~The Marshlands 
R600saur 4ll-49 
Rouosom Runoo1 49·50 
Venomliide RolJCSflUI 5.Q.51 
TyiJnnodorr 55Elite 
_ Bloodpelfli lasher 49-50 

( f lite Slithering Scar 
GQ!isliiVliripsM2 
GOiilhi Worner 51'52 
Gotishi Rol!'lill 52·53 
Gotishi Snnger52·53 
Goiish~Tunnelel S.1·53 

(~ Terror Run 
Glutinous Ooze 53-54 
B!Qodpeinl Tmpper 53-54 
Eltlo1 !Jiemetrodon 54-55 
Sjl\ke Stegodoo $3'Elite 
Th!llldets!Omp Sfugodan 55 ftiro 
flJilnll~53Bite 

<if' Golakka Ho!Spri!lgs 
EliW>lliemelroilMS4-"55 
BIOOdjlelo!lmp111!! 53·M 
61ulilmuS·llim 51·54 
Kral:le 60_Quest 
S~ed S~odo!l 51-54 rn~ 
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Above the A lterac Mountains is the entrance to the Western Plaguelands. Ta inted beasts, v icious Humans from the Scarlet Crusade, and a number of Scourge Undead live 
there. Cauldrons of bubb ling liquids are guarded by the mindless dead. The Horde and the Alliance, so se ldom to agree on matters, are both at war with the dangers posed 
by the Scourge, and th is is the frontline of that battle. To the east is Darrowmere Lake, w here Scholomance sits quietly in a deserted town . Walk here not, lest your group 
face tr ials of epic and deadly proportions. 

<i;:~· 

Rotting Cadaver 52·54 ScorletKnight 54·55 '9 The Writhing Haunt •il Sorrow Hill (oerlXlnowCitizen 
5kelelnl l01rm 52·54 5wrletMoge 55·56 fetidlombie55-56 SkeletalfloyersSMl Coer Darrow Gumdsmon 54 

,f Northridge Lumber 5wrlet5pellbinder 57·58 freezing Ghoul 55·56 Slovaiing6houk50-51 Coor Oorrow Ho"mon 52-56 

Venom Mist lurkers 51·12 Corrionlurl:er 56-57 The Weeping Cave Plogue lurker 54·55 Uther's Tomb EvoSorl:hoff 54 

2' Felstone Fields Scor~tKnight54·56 Oero~ng Honor 55-56 Rotti!lgGhoolm6 High l'IW~ Thel'Oonis 65 
Joseph llilfe 31 
lutionlarl:hoff 55 

Swrlet Houn<l 52·54 Scorlel lumb9r~ck 54-56 OeVOU!ing Ooze 55-56 To· Ruins of Anderhol ·3 Sorrow HiH (Crypt) Mog6tmte Morduke 'ii 
Scor~I HunlOJ 52·54 5 Hearthglen l'llgua lUiker 54-55 Cok1Wrailh54-56Elihl loo! Moldozzor Mognus frostwok. 50 
Scrnletl'JOker52-54 fo1emcnJenis61 Bite RO)lin\J Bebemmh srn De!@it 6umdion 51r57 !lihl Skele!olfliyeisS!l-51 Melia! 
Scerlet Medi< 52-54 HighProtliCIOJl.Oiik61 Bite Vile Slime 54-55 flesll 6olem Slr57 Elihl Skeleto!Soic01er5l·52 ROl'f 35 
Skelutol floyer 50-52 Scmlet Polod'm 55-56 file ' .8 Giihrron's Withering Scteoming lfaulil 64-56 Elite SlcwOOngGhoolsS0-51 Sammy l 
Skeletol SoKei0150-51 Smrlet Plies! S6·S7 E§le Hurtgering Wmith 56-58 5e'olingGhoul54-56Elihl (f4 Darr-re lake .f Entrance lo Sdtolomante 
Siirleiing Ghoul S0-52 SrorletSentinel55-56 Elite Pligtllllurl:eisS4-55 Skelellll Acol)!e fi4-56 E1ihl 

1r5' Caer Darrow World Dungeon j ' Dalson's Tears ScorletW01kei55-51Elile founting Vision 56-58 Ske!etii1Exeoitiooer5S-Snlile 

' 6 Starlet Tower Wi>liilgM 56-ss Skelelill Wmlonl 55·56 llile 

SOl&s Ghool 54-56 BOO 



Westfall is the bread basket oi the southern lands. Once home tu hundreds of the best farmers, the area is now sparsely popu lated ; attacks from a huge band of Gnolls and 
increased acti vity by the Defias have al111ost driven everyone out of Westfall. Moonbrook is now a ghost town, save for the wandering of fou l bandits, and none of the mines 
in the area are in the hands oi good or honest fol k. A 111ilitia of the people has formed and rallied around Sentinel Hi ll , one of the remain ing bastions of res istance by the 
locals. Cal li ng for help from Stormw ind, they hold out and work to protect the remaining farms of Westfa ll. 

Oefios louter 13-14 Alexston Farmstead -,~J Furlbrow's Pumpkin Farm YmmgGoretusk !2-13 

Gowler 11·11 Defio1Pilloge114·15 Delmslooter 13-14 Benny Bloonco 15 The Jansen Stead Greater fleshr~pe1 16-17 

Greoter fleshrijljled6·17 O.fics T1oppe1 12-13 1Jefio1Pillogerl4·15 Coyote l0-11 former furlbrow 20 Quest Young Flesmippe1 I 0-1 1 

Murloc Coo~rurnrer 12·13 Fieliuipper13 Oefio1Smuggler11-11 Oefios Looterl 3-14 Vemo fudbmw 20 Quest YoungGorotusl 12-13 

Muilocttunter !full Gmetusk 14·15 o.fios lroppei 13 Delios ~· 14·15 Coyote 10-11 The Dead Aue 
MurlocMioorOrncle !3·14 ttorvestGu!em !HZ Dust Devil l 8· 19 Oefios5mugglerlH2 Oefios footpod 11}11 Defios Knuddellust9! 16·17 
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Mwtoc Orode 17· 1 a Youog6ooi1uli< 12·13 llorvest 6olem 11-11 flesltripper13-14 Rusfyllolvesf6oliim9-10 Greclferflesbripper 16-17 
Modoc Roider 1 f.12 ~ ' The Dagger Hills HorwgWol!hei 14·15 HmvestWatrltel 14-15 'flllqlfleslNippe! l l-12 ttorv~Reoper17-18 

Mmloc T!delwnte1 t7-19 Glimbooze lltoode1brew 20 Quest (j Moonliroak Ymmgflesbrippeil0-11 YOWll!Gorerusk12·J3 (JS' The Dust Plains 
MurlocWollill!lS-16 flefiosll!gfiwllYfTIOll 17-18 fntmnceto lleodminel iltsllloce Young Gmetusk 12·13 Q 3' sentfnel.Hilt ll!fiosTOV1erPilffoilei2~ 
OfdMuil:ije20tlil<>tluestli»ger o.fiosKrnKkledusterl&l7 Oefioslooter 13-14 Ct' The Mohen F- (oplllio~33i)Jest Oefias Towel Seiilfy 24·25 
~Hetbolist l4·15 Oeliosl'llllllmletlS-16 IJeliosPilkJger rm Coyote Hl-11 Delios Tmitur 15 Quest DWOevil llH9 
lliwr]xJw Mongrel 13-14 "5 Oemant's Place Ftoshrippo<t3"14 HQiveslGotem IH2 ~~3~\luest G<eot6otetuskl6-17 
SmdOl]Wlei 13-14 llellosKmKkiedu>IJlf lful ) Hm'lest Golem 11-12 ttorv~WmdierlHS l~lloollter30ipnkeeper Kkiven Morlwake Z6 Eb1e Quest 
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flesbripper 1 3- 1 ~ Coyote 10-1 1 f-Olltl8!Sllidoon200uest Srou!Golioml301loost RM!tpow Mystid1!-l~ 

_ (optoin. Gmysoo 30 Quest Gooiruli<IHS llefiosSrnugglerlH2 SolruoSoldellll20Quesl lbor55&iffonMoslltl Riilllpow Toskmoste< 17·18 
( 3 ' Gold Coast 0-ry Rtv9!1J\lWl!mlt!IH6- Dellos flopper 12-1;! Coyote HHl llefioslooter lti4 VenturaCo.Dlor11'22 
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; Sodden with moisure pouring off of the mounta ins and drifting in from sea, the Wetlands region is swamped with Slimes, Fen Dwellers, and a number of dangerous Hu
manoids. Gnolls, O res, and Dark Iron Dwarves hold va rious points in the south, east, and northern sections of the area. Out Menethi l Harbor and most of the roads are safe 
from these troubl es. For people interested in archeology, a large excavation site is located in the mountains just a tad east from Meneth il. At the town itself, ships head out to 
Auberbine (in Darkshore), and Theramore (in the Dustwallow Marsh). 

Armoeologistfkigongut44Quesl 
llillhoine fhnlhnmmer 30 Sroble 

M.oste1 
Captain Sloutfisl 35 Quest 
first Mate filzsimmons 30 Quest 
Fremal Doohickey 30 first Aid 
Glolin Steelbrow 25 Quest 
ttmfo Bomoliy 25 Quest 
ttmold Riggs 25 filhing 
Jomes HoliOJon 25 Quest 
Junder Brokk 20 Que~ 
Mil:ltrri130 Ouest 
Red lode flir.122 Que~ 

Bluegill Marsh 
Bluegill forager 22 
BfuegUl MIKkdweller 13-24 
Bluegal Murloc 20· 21 
BluegiBOrode 26 
BiuegUIPu&J1"1mperM1 
Blueg81 Warrior 14-25 
Fen Creeper 24-15 
fen~er20.21 
6iont WelondsCIO<oli!k 25-16 
Gobbler 22 llutol Trrf9$f: 

~4 The Lost Fleet 

Young Welfunds Crocoolisk 21·22 
f6 Black Channel Marsh 

Blad< Ooze 23 
Mottled Roptor 22·23 
Mottled Screecher 14-25 er Whelgar's Excavatian 
Site 

Mellin Ra<kwoover 30 il<rest 
Ormer lronbroid 15 0uest 
l'rospedor WMlgnr 30 Quest 
Moi!led Roz01maw 15-26 
MotlledScy1hedow25-26 
5orltoolh 29 Ouest Tmyet 
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ElderRazormaw 19 
ftltr[rooper24 

ien1lwe1Mr 21 

Fen (reeper24 Dork Iron Dwarf 27-28 Elite 
fen Oweller21 llnrk lronRITleman27·28Elite 
fen lord26 llmk hon Soboteur 28·29 Elite Mosshidafenrunner22-23 
Giant Wei\Jnds Crocolisk 25-26 Dark Iron Tunneler 29-30 Elira MosshideGnol11o-2]_ 
Mossh~e Alpha 17 @' Thandol Span Mosshide Mislwoover 22 
Mosshide Brute 14-15 Comor Villmd 22 01J15t MosshideMonyrcl22 
Mosshille Fenrunner 22 •14' Dlreforge HID Young We1inmls Clocalisk 21-12 
Mosshide Mystic 25-16 nl' Thelgen Rodi 
Masshide Trapper 23-24 Balgoms the fool 3{En!e Ouest 

Cove Stolker 11-22 
Wetlorals (1ocolisk 13-24 Torget 

leechS!olker21 
Young Wetlands Crornolisl< 21-22 Bler:k0ozo24 

~fil\ Dun Algaz uO' lronbeard's Tomb llnrk Iron O.motdiooist 31 B~e 
IJork Iron llworf 17-28 Elite 
llmf< 110!1Snboteur28-19 E~te 
Omk Iron Tumreler29·30 !Ure 

Highland imhto;l 25 
~Higi)kH\(LR!fPIOr2~ 

lfrghirmd&ylbedow Z6 
The Green Belt 



The northern land of Winterspring is reached through a dangerous tunnel out of Felwood. The Furbolg who live there are hard to befriend. On the other side of the tunnel is 
Winterspring itself, where snow fall s, geysers blast into the sky, and some of the greatest Yetis in all of Azeroth dwell . To escape from the co ld and the monsters of Winter
spring, look toward the center of the val ley and speak with the Gobl ins w ho hold a neutral town there. 

ChittwindChimem 55 
CohohBroodlings55·56 
Cobol! Sroobone 56-57 Elite 
Cobol! Mogewell'ler 57·58 Errte 
CobahWelps54 · 
Cobalt Wymikin 55·56 Eltte 
Shmdtooth Moule! 55 
Spelfola<SS-56 
Speimuw 56 Elite 
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BOISOlkerOwlbeost57-5B 
(KJZed Owlboost 58 
ElderShordtooth57·5B 
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A HISTORY 

The wars and plagues have claimed many cities throughout the history of Azeroth. 
While sand and vines bury and break the cities of the past, the people constantly 
rebuild new ones. These stand as beacons of light and civili zation in times of trial. 

DARNASSUS 
At first glance Darnassus seems a 
tranquil refuge for the night elves and 
fitting replacement for their lost home 
in Ashenvale. However, Darnassus was 
created w ithout nature's bl essing and 
the creatures around this fair city suffer 
greatly for it. The great tree was planted 
for the most selfish of reasons, to regain 
their lost immortality by creating a tree 
that would bind their sou ls to the eternal 
world. 

"Opu lent" is the first word that may spring to mind when gazing around this grand 
city. It's a city alive and breathing with brightly colored foliage and softly glowing 
lights. Wisps float serenely along the pathways and large Ancient Protectors cast their 
gaze about them looking for any sign of danger. 

The Tradesman's Terrace is in the south
western section of the city. Bu ildings 
of pagoda ·insp ired architecture line the 
pathways with their signs prominently 
announcing the weapons and armor 

' they are selling. One the west side of the 
city, the Temple of the Moon sits with a 
large welcoming wa lkway leading into 

· the moonlit and mystical alcove within . 
A large alabaster statue stands proudly 

, in the center of a pool of water. Trainers 
, surround the lower ring around the pool 

I 
and, at the top of the ramps, the Lady Tyrande Whisperwind herself stands. 

To the east of the Temple, and in the center of the city surrounded by water, stands 
a large tree in the shape of a bear. Inside lies no heart, but the treasures of its 
citizens are kept here in the bank. Just slightly northwest of the bank sites the rune 
surrounded portal to Rut'theran Vill age on the sea .. In the northern region of the city, 
small Protectors make their rounds, their woody creaking blends in with the sounds 
of the smaller creatures as they patrol th rough the Cenarion Enclave. 

The eastern portion of the city contains the Craftsman's Terrace. Herein the various 
, craftsmen sell their wares and train the next to carry on their trad itions. So traveling 
~ crafters need not walk far, an Inn and Mailbox are also found here. It is a v isual ly 

1 beautiful city and one worth making the trip to if you don' t happen to be on the 
wrong side of the way. 

.\ IRONFORGE .. ..-d~~~ 
The first dwarves came up from the depths of the earth and founded Khaz Modan, 
naming the mountain range after the Titan Khaz'goroth . Constructing an altar for 
their Titan father, the dwarves crafted a mighty forge within the heart of the moun
tain . Thus city that grew around the forge would be called " lronforge" ever after. 

With the loss of their beloved Gnomeregan to invaders, what was left of the gnom
ish peop le took residence within the safe halls of their friends and neighbors. The 
entrance to lronforge can be imposing to any newcomer. It's large, stony fai;ade and 
heavy metal portcullis look ready to shut out even the most powerful of the Titans. 

Within the city, the sounds 
of hammers fa lling rings out 
through the hustle and bustle. 
Large open ings run through 
the center of the pathways. 
Gazing beneath your feet may 
revea l the source of the heat. 
Grated catwalks sit about 
hot molten metal guarding 
any from a clumsy and costl y 
mistake of falling in. 

Following the outer ring of 
the great city leads past the 

Military Quarter and toward Tinkertown. This is the gnomish region of the city made 
quite evident by the technological marvels even intertwined within their architec
ture. Overlarge gears rotate around walkways as you pass underneath. The King 
of gnomes, High Tinker Mekkatorque, stands watch over his people and watches 
as everyone comes and goes from the latest of innovations, the tram to and from 
Stormwind. 

The library of lronforge si ts in the outer ring in the northeastern section of the city. The 
Explorer's League keeps watch over the many vo lumes of research and history they 
have managed to gather. Even wi th their love of the forge, dwarves have switched 
their focus to searching for their very own origins and embracing archaeology. 

Perhaps the darkest of the areas are the Forlorn Caverns. Strangely enough, there 
seems to be some decent fishing for those looking for a break from the usual 
monotony of work. The northwestern area of the city houses the Mystic Ward. The 
vibrancy of the architecture is a striking contrast after emerging from the Forlorn 
Caverns. Within the very heart of the city is the Great Forge itself. Oversized anvils 
are worked on dili gently by craftsmen that barely break a· sweat although the heat is 
nearly unbearable. It is worth taking the time to walk through and get to know . There 
are always new surprises around every corner and it is a fitting home. 

STORM WIND 
Stormwind is the last of the great human 
ci ties. With Lordaeron in the hands of 
the Forsaken and many of the cities 
that once housed the great kingdoms of 
humanity in ruins, Stormwind remains 
the center of commerce and safety. 

The entrance to Stormwind itse lf is a 
testament to the legacy of heroes lost 
in time to the horrors of war. Each one 
bears a plague with the name of the 
honoree. It is rightly ca lled the Valley 
of Heroes and all that .enter it can' t help 
but feel their chest swell in pride at the 
legacy of the Al liance . 

Once passing through the Valley of 
Heroes, you enter the Trade District. 
Shops crowd against the cobblestone 
walkways and citizens bustle about from 
place to place hocking their wares while 
children scamper between the legs of 

passerby's. Word has it that Stormwind 

may just have the best cheese in all of 
Azeroth. There is plenty of shopping to 
be found throughout the city. 

To the right of the Trade District is Old 
Town . As you move in that direction , you' ll notice the large canals that run through 
the city and more small shops line the waterways. Old Town is a smaller, more 
compact version of the Trade D istrict. It has a cozy charm to it. North of Old Town 
lays the D warven Di strict. It's a haze-covered area of the city as the pollution of the 

many fires settles over it. Large beast-like machines sit around the region of the city 
as if waiting to snatch up some imaginary creature for a snack. 



Storrnwind Keep lies between Old Town 

a11d the Dwarven District. The boy king, 

Anduin Wrynn, stdnds dt court w ith his 

ddvisors, Lady Katrana Prestor and Lord 
Bo lvar Fordragon, at his side. Few stop by 

to pay their respects. At the northernmost 

area of the city li es Cathedral Square. 
The tdll spi res of the Citadel of Light itself 

loom protecti vely over this portion of the 

ci ty. Its beau ty is unmatched dnd even 
children .ire brought by to tour and v iew 

where the great Paladi ns and Priests train. 

fhc· west is the Park w here Druids go to find the ir center and trai 11 . The night elves 

ha ve managed to bring a piece of Darnassus here by p lc1c ing their ow n small torches 

on th is green oas is among th e c lean wh ite stones oi Storrnwind. So ld iers are lined 

up on the outer edges oi recei v ing med ica l cdre iro111 the wounds they received from 

riots that broke out among the Defias prisoners. 

Within the M age Quarter, a ta ll tower stands wi th a spirali ng ramp twist ing about 
it. It is truly one oi the grandest w izard towers any cou ld poS>ibly hope to see. At 

the top lies a strange portal th.it swirls in luminescent green as if to peer out into 
the cosmos itself. Pas,ing through leads deeper into the Wizard's Sanctum. There 
is p lenty to explore throughout this great ci ty and should you gain a thir st for doing 

so, stop by the 81ue Recluse . They advertise a free drink and you can send ou t a 

postca rd at the rnailbox as well. 

0RGRIMMAR 
Named in honor of the legendary Orgri111 Doomhammer, Orgri m111ar was founded to 
be the capital oi the ores' new homeland. Built wi thin a large, winding canyon in the 

harsh land of Durotar, Orgrimmar stands as one oi the mightiest ci ties in the world . 

After freeing his people from captivity among th e humans, Thrall set out to brave the 
sea and bring his people to a new land 

to start a new society ior the ores. They 
named th e land itse lf "Ourotar" after his 

deceased fa ther. the former chieftain of 
the Frostwolves. It is in Orgrimmar that 

the new seat of power resides for all 
ui the ores that survi ve lo this day. No 
longer are lhe clans fractured and no\V 

they stand united lls one nation. 

The entra nce to O rgrimmar yawns 
widely .is the ore guards stand by. To 

the east oi it sta 11cls the zeppelin Tower. rhe architecture is crude and yet spedks 
volumes of th e· craftsmen that bui lt th is city. A lthough d iffe rent from conventiona lly 

an;epreu, •ties, none can say that there i>ri"l a complc' and harsh beauty invoked b)· 
the sigh1 ot O rgrimmar. Bonfires burn high atop the rock> and throughout the city, 
leaving a faint smoky haze. 

The distinctive tile rnob oi th~ city intenningle with the 1ed rock nt the t·errain: 
wooden ca rvmgs shaped like horns, give 
off J. menacing air .1s lanned hide!> .ire 
stretched over roo ttops and .icross the 
rocks 1·0 filter uut !ht' rl'lt: 11 th~ ::i ::. deser1 

sun. After entPring the ci ty, the fi rst 

region is the> V:tlley of Strength . It serves 
as the central hub for banking and Hie 

buying and se ll ing t>f <i ll sons ot good~ 

and services. 

lust up the tower and acros, the rupe 
bridge: to the Wl':'St li e the VJ ll<.:·y of ~pir 1i..., 

and the pass,1geway to rhc western c•,il 

of the city. It is here fewer ores are seen and more rrolls are apparent. In the Va lley 
of Spi rits the Troll s, who have also made a home in Durotar, teach some of th e more 

mystic practi ces. North of the Va lley of Strength is the shadier end oi town: the Clefr 

oi Shadow. From the area emanates a purpk glow and withi n are the Warlocks and 

Rogues among some few wndors that serve thL·ir purpose. 

Wrapping around the Cleft of Shadow 

is the Drag; it's fil led with shops and 

trainers. Th is area is well -shaded from 

the ravages of the desert sun and a good 
place to cool off. The desert breeze can 

be heard blow ing through the rocks. To 

the northeast, through the Drag, is the 
Valley of Honor w here the ores work 
their way_s w ith metal and train their 

Warriors. There is even a small pond for 
a li tt le fi shing after a hard workout. 

Out through the Drag once more, and fo llowing the curve of the path to the north, 
you' ll find the Va lley of W isdom and the seat of power for Warchief Thra ll. Even 

more impressive than the Grommash Ho ld, are the monolithic demon plates out 

front. It is the demon armor of Mannoroth himself set there to rem ind the ores of 

the grand sacrifice made to defeat the beast and begin the path of reclaiming their 
honor. Even as crude as the city seems, it is a marvel of ore ingenu ity and determina

tion to live off a harsh land and thrive despite all odds. 

THUNDER BLUFF 
The great city of Thunder Bluff li es atop a seri es of mesas that overlook the verdant 

grass lands of Mu lgore. The once nomad ic Tauren recentl y established the city 

as a center for trade caravans, trave ling craftsmen, and artisans of every k ind. 
The proud city also stands as a refuge for the brave adventurers w ho stalk their 

dangerou s prey throu gh the plai ns of Mulgore and its surrounding areas. Long 

bridges of rope and wood span the chasms between the mesas, topped w ith tents, 
longhouses, co lorfully pa inted totems, and spirit lodges. The mighty chief, Cairne 

Bloodhoof, watches over the bustling c ity, ensuring that the united Tauren tr ibes 
live in peace and security. Thunder Bluff sits high above the pl ai ns of Mulgore. The 

only means of arrival are by using the l ifts from the plains be low or fl y ing in on one 

of the Wyverns that serve the area . 

Brightly pa inted totems and tents made 
w ith stretched animal skins and wood 
struts lasted together sit atop the mesa 

giving the true feeling of being a part of 

a tr ibal community. The strong Tauren 
do much of their trade and banking on 

the mai n mesa. The w inds are strong 

high atop the mesas and the Tauren 
capture this energy with brightl y colored 
w indmill s atop the bui ld ings. A series 

of rope bridges and towers interlink 

the varying leve ls and mesas into one 

continuous c ity. 

To the southeast of the central bluff, con

nected by rope bridges, is the Hunter's 

Rise. Aspiring Hunters and W arriors 

tra in in the Hunter's H all. Standing on 

the edge of the mesa here will give way 
to an amazing vista to the southeast. 

Watch your step however. There are no 

guard rails to keep you from falling to 

your death. The Tauren are more su re
footed than that to care for such things. 
On th e northern most mesa, the Elder 

Rise can be fou nd w here the wisest of 

Tauren reside. Druids can seek their council and learn more of their path in the Hall 

of Elders. Th e Spirit Ri se lies to the west. The large head of a Kodo is fastened to the 

side oi the build ing housing the Shaman trainers as if in silent watch and granting its 

power to those who train here. 

Al ong the side of the mesa is a path leading down into a cavern that resou nds of 

dripping pool s of w ater and quietly sµuken conversation. Large yellow mushrooms 
su rround the edges of the poo ls. Th e Prie::.t and Mage trainers sit and pati ently give 

thei r knowledge to those seeking the ir counse l. The mists oi the pools rise ever so 

si lentl y gi ving the already eerily glowing cavern a more surreal appearance. 

Despite the simple nature of their city, the Tauren have all that is necessary for their 
people. They put their efforts into their tlccumplishments and leave their ci ty simple 
and functional. 

Cities 

Classes 



LiNDERCITY 
Far beneath the ruined capital city of Lordaeron, the royal crypts have been turned 
into a bastion of power and undeath. Origina lly intended by Prince Arthas to be 
the Scourge's seat of power, the budding "Undercity" was abandoned w hen Arth as 
was recalled to aid the Lich King in distant Northrend . In Arthas' absence, the Dark 
Lady, Sylvannas W indrunner, led the rebel Forsaken to the Undercity, and claimed 
it as their ow n. Since taking up residence, the Forsaken have worked to complete 
the Undercity's construction by dredging the twisted maze of catacombs, tombs, and 
dungeons that Arthas began. 

Once the seat of power for the humans, Lord aeron fell to the plague released by 
the Cult of the Damned. The new Li ch King Arthas sought to make it his new home 
but found his conqu est had been taken over by Lady Sylvannas. She has finished 
ca rving out w hat Arth as began bu ilding 
and claimed it for the Forsaken. Whi le 
much of humanity has given up ever 
reclaiming Tirisfal Glades from the 
Scourge and Forsaken, a small band of 
Sca rlet Crusaders still attempt to wrest 
back the cursed land from them. To the 
naked eye, the Ruins of Lordaeron look 
empty and uninhabitab le. A W arlock 
w ill tell you otherw ise. Wi th a quick cast 
they can aid you in seeing the ghostly 
inhabitants that wander what appears to 
be an empty ruin. 

Deeper in, the throne room si ts bare and empty. The th rone of a king destroyed by 
·his own son is but a hollow shell of the greatness it once possessed. Swift moving 
elevators take you below the ruins. Underci ty Guardi ans stand just outside the eleva
tors; thei r large hulki ng forms pasi decay and oozing the remnants of the plague. The 
Trade Quarter is the heart of thi s city. Shops surround it on all levels and the bank 

, sits promi nently in the center. The grim decor of skulls and horns refl ects the tastes of 
the denizens, all backlit by a constant green glowing poo l of sli me. 

Taking the stairs down past the bank 
leads past auctioneers to an outer circle 
of merchants and canals. Each section 
of this part of the city is divided into 
quarters with and inner and outer ring 
and bridges spanning the rive r of ooze 
to connect them. Colorful banners of 
decaying fabri c are draped around the 
entrances in a mockery of festiv ity wh ile 
skulls on signs point the way to the 
different areas. The inner ci rcle of th is 
region houses merchants and profession 

. tra iners among more curious shops. The Undead have though of everything possible 
to help them in their pursuits. 

I The northeastern quarter of the city houses the Mag ic Quarter w here W arlocks and 
, Mages can train in their arts. A 'demonstration' of a Warlock pet is ongoi ng next to 

the bu i ld ing and can be quite informative. In the inner circle of this quarter robes 
and implements befitting a mage can be purchased. Moving clockwise takes you to 
the Rogue Q uarter. Trainers wait here to improve the stea lthy li ves of all Rogues that 

' come to them w ith greed and murder in their hearts. Within the inner circle, poi sons 
and daggers can be purchased. 

In the southwestern region of the city, 
the Apothecarium and the Royal Quarter 
are found. The Royal Apothecary Society 
does m any of the ir experiments w ith the 

plague in th is area. Their laboratory is 

something in and of itself to see with bits 
and pieces of various creatures strewn 
about and experiments bei ng carri ed on 
in an ad joining room on some unlucky 
humans. The crackling static of their 
experiments and the occas iona l scream 
will set any visi tor's hai r on end. 

Deep with in the Royal Quarter the demon Varimath ras stands at the side of the Dark 
Lady herself. His imposing figure is enough to make any be respectful of her every 

·w ish. To the northwest is the War Quarter . Warriors trai n and strain aga inst target 
dummies while Priests stand along the bui ld ing and gaze down at the occurrences . 
Nearby, the sewers lead out into the grounds of Tiri sfal Glades near the Scarl et Cru
sades southern tower. The bats of Underci ty use th is as a means to gai n access in and 
out of the ci ty . If there was a pulse among the Forsaken, Underci ty would resonate 

·wi th it . Instead its co ld and clammy countenance casts pallor among its visitors in 
w hat many would find unwelcoming. The Forsaken that reside here however, seem 

, qu ite at ease at w hat their Dark Lady has carved out for them even with the remnants 
\ Of the Scourge and overzealous Scarlet Crusade breathing down their necks. 

Within the world of Azeroth there are many different groups w hose view of you 
affects how they react to you. This may seem obv ious, but many of the groups can 
come to respect or disli ke you th rough your own actions. 

The Horde and All iance comprise factional teams. All opposing races start at "War" 
status. Your reputation w ith factions opposed to you cannot be changed. 

Most allied races start with a "Friend ly'' reputation with other races in the core two 
groups (Al liance and Horde). The exception is the Forsaken. They start w ith lower 
reputat ion with Troll s, Tauren, and ores just as Trol ls, Tauren, and ores start w ith 
lower reputati on w ith the Forsaken. 

Whi le you cannot declare war on your own faclion, your lack of actions 

prompt a lack of esteem from your superi ors. Cons ider your actions and their 
repercussions carefu I ly. 

Reputation Levels 

Exalted: 

Revered: 

Honored: 

Friendly: 

Neutml: 

Unfriendly: 

Hostile: 

Hated: 

The highest level of reputation a player con achieve with a faction 

Specianeputalion level reseived for lpecilil heroes~ -· 

l 0% discount on bought items from vendors·-----~---~------l 
Standard reputation level for factions\;~ the player'slenm 

Starting reputation level for foctions not on a player's team that are not KOS (Kill on Sight) 

Connot buy, sell, or interact 

KOS 

KOS; oil opposing team fuctions ore sef perll]onll!ltiy ID the lowest level here 

WORLD FACTIONS 

There are many groups in the world for your character to interact w ith . Only the 
Horde and Alliance factions are shown originally, but new groups appear as your 
character meets them for the first ti me. Included is a list of many of the factions, but 
many more are discovered during your travels in Azeroth 

MONITORING YOUR REPUTATION 

Players can check their current reputation wi th any fact ion they've had contact w ith 
by opening the Reputation tab on their character sheet in game. Using the hotkey, 
defaul ted to "U", can be a faster way of access ing the tab. 

Mousing over a faction shows how much reputation you have w ith them and how 
much you need to progress to the next level. Accomplishing tasks in game gives you 
a disp layed amount of reputation, so it's fa irly easy to ca lcu late how much you need 
to accomplish to gain the next leve l. 

CHANGING YOUR REPUTATION 

There are th ree bas ic ways to raise you r reputation w ith a faction. Each is ex
plained below. 

QUESTS 
Accomplishi ng quests given by members of the faction is quick and doesn 't take you 

out of your way. These quests often lead to Repeatable Quests or involve Killing. As 
such, quests are good fi 'st steps to ra ising you r reputation. 

REPEATABLE QUESTS 
Blue question marks show NPCs w ith repeatable quests. These can be done an 
infinite number of times, which makes them part of the bread and butter of reputation 
grinding. Many repeatable quests involve ki ll ing so you get a double bang for your 
buck (you get the money and experience from the monsters wh ile turn ing in the quest 
gives you the reputation increase). 



l{JLLJNG 
Everyone has enemies. Killing NPCs 
who are opposed to a faction can raise 
you reputation with that faction. The 
ga in is often very li tt le, but you also gain 
money and experience from the kill. 
Watch your combat log to see reputation 
changes as you kill new enemies. 

As you ga in in standing, the reputation 
you gain from killing enemies may 
diminish. The greatest hero of all time 
killing a lowly skeleton isn't very note
worth y after all. 

Damossus 

Gnomeregan Exiles 

lronforge 

Stormwind 

Horde 
Dorkspear Trolls 

Godgetzon 

Rotch et 

Other 
Argent Down 

Bloodsau Buicliherus • 

Quests, Repeatable Quests 

Quests, Repeatable Quests 

Quests, Repeotoble Ques!S 

Cenarion Hold Quests, Repeotable Quests 

Dorkmoon Fotre. Quests, Repentoble Quests 

Gelkis Clon Centaurs Killing Mogrom Clan Centaurs 

Hydraxion Waterlotds Ouesfs, Killing specif it l!lahs 

.._M_,og_rom_Cla_n_ce_nta_u_rs _____ ..,..,i_K_nli_,ng Gelkis Clan Centaurs 

Rovenholdt Killing Syndicate 

Thorium Brotherhood Quests, Rcpeotable Quests 

Timbermow Hold Repeoloblc Quests, Killing Deodwood/Winterloll Furbolg 

Wintersabre Trainers Quests, Repeamble Quesls 

THE REWARDS 

Ra ising your reputation can be a long and arduous process. You won't become the 
symbol of justice in a day, but the rewards make it worthwhile. 

CORE FACTIONS 
Ra ising your faction with All iance, Horde, and Steamwheedle organizations gives the 
fo llowing bonuses: 

PvP f ACTIONS 
Increasing you r reputation with the PvP factions opens goods and services a' the 
vendors near the entrance portals. Many of these items, weapons, and armor are 
superior to those of equa l level found in your travels. 

Superior Mono Drought (Use: Restores 560 to 
720 mono) 

Stormpjl(e Bo111e Tabord 

(5)Alteroc Heavy Runecloth Bondage (Use: 
Heels 2000 damage over 8 seconds) 

(S)Bottle Alteroc Spring Water (Use: Restores 
4410 mono over 30 seconds, Increases Spirit 
by 10 foil 0 minutes) 

Mojar Mono. Drought (Use: Restoies 980 to 
1260 mono) 

SiOrmpikeSoldiel's Clook (Bock, 43Armor, 
+11 STA, +5 frost Res., Equip: +24 Aitatk 
Power) 

Starmpike Sage's Cloak (Back, 43 Armor, + 11 
STA, +5 frost Res., Equip: Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects 
by up to 14) 

Stormpike'Soldier's Pendont (Neck, +15 STA, 
Equip: +18 Attock Power) 

Stormpike Soge's Pendant (N1Kk, +JO STA, 
+10 INT, Equip: Restores 4 mono per 5 
sernnds) 

Stormpike1'1ote Girdle (Plote Waiii, ~53 Armor, 
+18 SIR, +7 AGI, +8 STA, +5 frostReS.) 

Stormpike Moil Girdle (Moil Waist, 199 Armor, 
+12 AGI, +12 STA, +12 INT, +5 frost Res.) 

Stormpike Cloth Girdle (Cloth Waist, 48 Armor, 
+11 STA, +10 INT, +5 frost Res., Equip: 
lnueeses damage and heeling done by magical 
spells and effects by up to_~ 

(5JAlterat ll!Ona Biscuit (Use: 
healmeod 4410 mono over 30; 

(200) Ice Threaded Arrow (Adds 16.5 dp;) 

(200) Ice Tbreoded Bullet (Adds 16.5 dpsl 

damage of oil party members thot sfrJy within 
45 yrnds of the Bo111e.Stondard by l0%) 

Electtified Dagger {One-Hond Dagger, 42.5 dps, 
+ l 0 AGI, Chance on Hit: Blasts a target for 4 S 
Norure domoge) 

Crackling Staff (Staff, 55.6 dps, +25 STA, +16 
INT, Equip: Increases domage and healing done 
by rriogk:nl spells oml e!fec.ts by up to 15) 

Stormstrike Hommer (One-Hand Mace, 42.6 
dps, + 15 STRl 

Gnllff $kin Bollrlolier (16 Slot Amino P.ouch, 
Eqrnp: !"""'1w rongod ottad 'fl'l•clhy 15%) 

Harpy Hide Quiver (1 6 Slot Quiver, Equip: 
lncreoses ranged oiiock spood by 15%) 

level 35, Usobla only 
N/A in Alterac Volley 

N/A N/A 

first Aid 225 N/A 

Level SS, Must remain 
seeted while drinking N/A so~ 

Gi ties 

N/A 9~ 

Races 

level 55 N/A 7911; so• 
Classes 

level 55 N/A 84~ 40• 

level 55 N/A 44fl; 83 . 

level 55 N/ A 44e 83 . 

level 55 N/A ' .. 26. 99 tfJ 

level 55 N/A 40~ 48 . 

level SS N/A 74 • . ; 

level 55 N/A 26#b 99 . 

level 51, Must rmll!lin 
N/A seated while eoifn\i 

level 51 N/A 
Level 51 N/A 

N/A 

level 60 N/A 28 48t) 539 

level 60 N/.A . 35 86. 72 • 

level 60 N/A 9oe 23• 

level 55 N/A soe 

level 55 N/A 31 5081 



Oon Rodrigo's Bond (Ring, +7 STA, Equip: 
Improves your chonte to get o critical strike with Level60, Classes: 
spells by 1 %, Decreases ltie magical resistances Priest, Mage, Warlock 
of your spell targets by 20) 

N/A 68 

Tomeof Shadow force (Off-Hond, +8 STA, Equip: 
lncre-0s~s damage done by Sbodow spells and 
effects byup to 34) 



Oon Rodrigo's Band (Ring, +7 STA, Equip: 
Improves your chance to get a critical s1Tike with 
spells by l %, Oeueuses the magical resistunces of 
your spell targets by 20) 

level 60, Classes: 
Priest, Mage, 
Wartock 

68 

Highlander's Chain Greaves (Mail Feet, 255 _, 
Armor, + 15 AGI, + 16 STA, +ll lllcT, Eguip: Run 
speed increased slighriy) 

'N'laps 

'Gities 

Races 

Classes 



Highkmder's Cloth Bools (Cloth Feet, 84 Armor, 
+8 STA, Equip: Run speed increosed sl~hriy, 
Increases domoge and heouog done by mogical 
sp11lk and effects by UJl to 7) 

Highlander's Cloth Boals (Cloth feet, 103 
Armor, + lO STA, +3 INT, Equip: Run speed 
increased slightly, lncreoses damage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 8) 

Highlonder's{lotlr Boo.li{~loth Feet, 132 
Armor, +13 STA, tfi INT, EqlJip: Run speed 
increosed sligntty, lnmmses damage and healing 
done by magical ,PeGs irnd effects by up to 9) 

Highlander's Cloth Boots (Cloth feet, 161 
Armor,+ 16 STA, +8 INT, Equip: Run speed 
increased slighriy, Increases damage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 12) 

Highlander's Lizordhide Boot> (Leotherfeet; 
104 Armor, +5 A61, +6 SlA, +4 INT, Equip: Run 
speed inaeosed slightly} 

Highlander's Lizmdhide Boots (leather Feet, 
129 Armor, +6 AGI, +10 STA, +5 INT, Equip: 
Run speed increased slightly, +6 Attack Power) 

·Highlander's lizardhi\le iloois.·(Leother.Feet, 
145 Armor, +SAGI, +13 SIA, +7 INT, Equip: 
Run speed inaeosed slightly; + 12 Attack Power) 

Highlander's lizardhide Boots (leather feet, 
181 Aimor, +8 AG!, + 16 STA, +8 INT, Equip: 
Run speed increosed slightly, + 16 Attack Power) 

Highlander's leother Boot> (leother feet, l 04 
Armor, +7 AG!, +8 STA, Equip: Run speed 
increosed slighly) 

Highlanders leather Boo!s (Leather Feet, 129 
Armor, +8 AGI, +lO STA, Equip: Run speed 
increased slighly, +6 Attack Power) 

' ttighlamfer's leotl1ersb~!i (teothet feet, 145 
Armor, + l l AG!, + 13. SIA, Equip: Run speed 
increased sl~hty, +UAtta(k eowerl 
Highlander's Leolhe1 Boots (leothm feet, 181 
Armor, + 12 AG!, + 16 STA, Equip: Run speed 
increased slighty, + 16 Attack Power) 

Highlander's Lnmellor Greaves (Moil Feet, 157 
Armor, +6 STR, +6 AG!, +4 STA, +4 INT, Equip: 
Run speed increased slightly) 

Highlander's Lomellar Greaves (Plate Feet, 452 
Armor, + 14 STR, + 12 AGI, +8 STA, +8 INT, 
Equip: Run speed increosed sligh~y) 

Highlonder's Plate Grooves (Mail Feet, 157 
Armor, +6 SIR, +6 AGI, +6 STA, Equip: Run 
speed increased ~igh!lyl .: 

, Highlander's Plate Grooves (Plate Feet, 452 
Armor,+ 14 SIR, + 12 AG!, + 12 STA, Equip: Run 
speed inaeosed slightly) 

Level 28, Classes: 
11/ A 6. 92-Pnest, Mage, Warlock 

Level 38, Classes: 
N/A 47 f) 49f) Priest. Mage, Warlock 

Level 48, Closses: 
981> 731) . Priest, Mage, Warlock 

Level 58, Classes: 
46. 19• Priest, Mage, Warlock 

Level 28, Classes: , 
Rogue, Drui<l 36. 61 . 

level 38, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 16. 28f) 

Level 48, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 37. 32. 

Level 58, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 29. 14. 

Level 28, Closses: 
Rogue, Druid 32f) 641) 

Level 38, Closses: 
Rogue, Druid l f) Sf) 

Level 48, Clos~es: 
l8 f) 68f) Rogue, Druid 

Level 58, Classes: 
- The 

Rogue, Druid Highlander's 2Sf) 64f) 
Purpose 

Level 28, Classes: 
Polodin L 58f> lOf) 

Level 40, Classes: 
N/A 42 . 87f) Palo din 

Level 58, Classes: 
Paladin 

Highlllfld~'s Choin Pouldrons (Moil Shoulder, 
312 (lrmor, +2QA6l, +18 STA, +17 IN!) 16. 

'"'::-"" 

Highlander's Epaulets (C!oth Shoulder, 185 
Armor, + 18 STA, + 17 INT, Equip: Increases 

Level 60, Classes: The 
damage and healing done by magical spel~ 

Priest, Mage, Worlork Highlander's 11 569 54. 
and effects by up to 12, Rest-0res 4 mono per Intent 
5 seconds} 

Shoulders (feather 
12 AGl,.t17STA, +12 

Highlander's Leather Spoulders (leather 
Shoulder, 258Armor,+18AGI,+17 STA, Equip: 
+30 Attack Power) 

Highlandm;'.s Lnme~gr $pouldeJS (Plate Shoulder, 
553 Annof+lB S1R~+ l7 AG!, + 15 STA, 
+lOINT) 

Highlander's Plate Spoulders (Plate Shoulder, 
553 Almor, + 18 STR, + 17 AG!, +20 STA) 

(Bock, SO Armor, + 5 
Attack Power) 

lronbork Stoff (Stoff, 55.8 dps, 100 Armor, 
+ 19 STA, + 10 INT, Equip: Improves your 
chance to get a critical strike wirtr spells by 2%, Level 60 N/A 49 58e 96. 
Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 41 ) 

Sogeclow (One:Hond Dagger, 41.7 dps, +8 
STA, EqlJip: lnqeoses domoge and healing 

by up to 30, Level 60 N/A 39 81 f) 26f) 
16 !)flt a criftcal strike with 

l'Itlii llli~I:lJ:;~_s, 

(5)Defiler's Iron Ration (Use: Restores 1608 
15f) health and 3306 mono over 30 seconds) 

(S)Oefifer's Enriched Ratio.a (Use: Restores 
Zl 48 tremf!fonlf 4410 mono over30 secunds) 2oe 

(S) Defilers Silk Bondage (Use: Heo~ 640 10e 

seconds 



Defiler's Chain Girdle (Mail Waist, 149 Armor, 
+6 STA, Passive: Improves your chance to get o 
cntical strike by l %, +8 Altack Power) 

Defiler's Chain Girdle (Mail Waist, 178 A1mo1, 
+8 STA, Passive: Improves your {hance lo get a 
crrricol strik~by 1%, +2D Atllld<PRwer) 

Defiler's Chain Girdle (Moil Waist, 208 Armor, 
+I 0 STA, Passive: Improves your chance to get 
a cntical st1ike by l %, +34 Attack Power) 

Defiler's Cloth Girdle (Cloth Waist, l 05 Armor, 
+4 STA, +4 INT, Passive: Increases domoge 
and healing done by magical spells ond effects 
by up to 14) 

Denier's Cloth Girdle (Cloth Wo~t. 113 Amior, 
+ii STA, t51NT, Pos 
to gefo (ritiiol stnke 1%, 
Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells one! effects by up to 9) 

Defiler's Cloth Girdle (Cloth Waist, 150 Armor, 
+7 STA, +6 INT, Passive: Improves your chance 
to get o critical srrike with spells by l %, 
Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells ond effects by up to 14) 

Defilef'Slizardhide Gi1dle (leotbei Waist. 91 
Armor, +4 STA, + 12 INT) 

Defi ler's Lizmdhide Girdle (leothe1 Waist, 113 
Armor, +4 STA, + 15 INT) 

Defile(slizmdhlde Girdle ([eathei Waist, 136 
A1mor, +6 SIA,+ l D INT, &juip: lmp1oves your 
chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1%) 

Defiler's lizordhide Girdle (leothe1 Waist, 159 
A1mor, +7 STA, + 17 INT, Equip: lmpmves your 
chance to get o critical stnke with spells by l %) 

Defiler's ieothe1 Girdle (leathe1 Waist, 91 
Armor, +4 STA, +24 AltockPower) 

Defiler's leather Girdle (leather Waist, 113 
Armor, +4 STA, +30 Attack Power) 

Defiler'sleother Girdle (leatherWaist, 136 
Armor, +~ STA, Equip: Improves your chance to0 

get acr~ice l strike by 1%, :r20J\ttack Powe1J · 

Defilei's leather Girdle (leather Waist, l 59 
A1mm, +7 STA, Equip: lmpmves your chance to 

get a critical strike by 1%, +34 Attack Power) 

Defilet'S:Mail Girdle (leothetWoist, 61 Armor(' 
+5 STA,+12 IN]) 

Defiler's Plate Gi1dle (Plate Waist, 36 9 Armor, 
+17 STR, +10 STA, Equip: Improves your 
chonrn to get a c1iticol stnke by l %) 

6D(!!I 4D§ 

level 38, Classes: 
N/A 66f) 84§ 

Warlock, Moge, Priest 

Level 48, 
Warlock, Moge,l'rtest 

level 58, Classes: The Defiler's 
Warlock, Mage, Priest Intent 36. 1e 

level 28, 
92• 7fl Rogue, Druid 

level 38, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 

13. 148 

levBI 48, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 

29e 521 

level 58, Classes: The Defiler's 
679 62fl Rogue, Druid Will 

level 28, Classes: 
N/A 891> 4lfl 

Rogue, Druid 

Warrior Resolution 

Defiler's Chain Greaves (Mail feet, 183 Armor, + l 0 
AGI, +l D STA, +3 INT, Equip: Run speed increased 
slighriy) 

.Defile!'s Chain Gmaves (Mail feet, 218 lumo1, + 12 
AG!, +13 STA, +6 INT, Equip: Run sp~ increased 
slighdy) 

Defiler's Chain G1eoves (Moil Feet, 255 Armor, +15 
AGI, + 16 STA, +8 INT, Equip: Run speed inueased 
slightly) 

lath Feet, 84 Armor, +8 
increased slighdflncreases 

damage and healirig done by magical sjiel~ and 
effects by up ta ]) 

Defiler's Cloth Boots (Cloth Feet, 103 Armor, + 10 
STA, +3 INT, Equip: Run speed increased slightly, 
Increases domoge ond healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 8) 

Oeftler's Cloih Boots (Cloth Feet, 132 ArmOl, + 13 
STA, +6 ltH, Equip; ~un speed 
lnc1eases domage.tmd healing done 
spel~ and effects by up to 9) 

Defiler's Cloth Boots (Cloth Feet, 161 Armor, +16 
STA, +8 INT, Equip: Run speed increased slightly, 
Increases damage ond healing done by magical 
spells ond effects by up to 12) 

Defile1's Lizardhide Boots (Leather Feet, 1D4 
.. Armai, +5 +4 INT, Equip'~lin speed 
increased 

Defiler's lizordhide Boots (leathe1 Feet, 129 
A1mm, +6 AGI, +10 STA, +5 INT, Equip: Run speed 
increased slightly, +6 Attack Power) 

Defifo!'sl feel)J45 
Aunor, + 7 INT, Equip:Ruo speed 
increased slightly, ;rl2 Attack Power) 

Defilei's lizardhide Baals (leather Feet, 181 
Armor, +8 AGI, + 16 STA, +8 INT, Equip: Run speed 
lncieosed slightly,+ 16 Attack Power) 

Defilds leathei Boals (leather feet, l 04 Armor, 
+7 AGI, +8 STA, Eqalp: Run speed inueased slighl'{) 

Defiler's leather Boots {leather Feet, 129 Armor, 
+8 AGI, + l D STA, Equip: Run speed increased 
slighty, +6 Attack Power) 

·Defiler's leather Boals (leather feet, MS Armor, 
+ll AG!, +13 STJ\,Equip: Run speed increased 
stighty, + 12 AttocHowerl 

Defiler's leather Boots (leather feet, 181 Armm, 
+ 12 AGI, + 16 STA, Equip: Run speed incrnosed 
slighty, + 16 Attack Power) 

Defiler's Mail Gieil'/es (leather feet;7{Atmor, +8 
AGI, +8 STA, Eq~p:lun speed increased slighHy) 

Defiler's Moil Greaves (Moil Feet, 183 Armor,+ JO 
AGI, +l 0 STA, +3 INT, Equip: Run speed increased 
slightly) 

Defiler's Plate G1eaves (Plate feet, 452 Armor, 
+ 14 STR, + 12 AG!, + 12 STA, Equip: Run speed 
increased slighHy) 

level 40, Classes: 
N/A 68 f) 75(!J 

Hunter 

level 48, Classes: 
N/A ~2· 97fJ Hunter 

level 58, Classes: The Defiler's 
12 24§ 28§ 

Hunter Determination 

level 28, ·Classes: 
Priest, Mage, · N/A 6fJ 92fJ 
Warlock 

Leve! 38, Classes: 
Priest Mage, N/A 47§ 49. 
Warlock 

le~el.48, Classes: 
Priest, Mage, c 981) 7~ 

Warlock 

level 58, Classes: 
The Defiler's Classes 

Priest, Mage, 46. 19§ 
Warlock 

Intent 

Level28, Classes: 
61 • 

Rogue, Druid 

Level 38, Classes: 
N/A 16. 28e Rogue, Druid 

level 48, Classes: 
Rogue, Drnid ti/A 371> 329 

level 58, Classes: The Defiler's 
29 f> 148 Rogue, Druid Will 

level 28, Classes: 
N/A 329 64. Rogue, Dwid 

level 38, Classes: 
Rogue, Drnid N/A 7fl se 

level.48, Classes: 
Rague,.Druid 

level 58, Classes: 
Rogue, Druid 

leYftl28, (losses: 
Huntei, Shaman 

Level 40, Classes: 
Hunter, Shoman 

Resolution 



lronbork Staff (Staff, 55.8 dps, l 00 Armor, 
+ 19 STA, + 10 INT, Equip: Improves your 
chance ta get a critical strike with spells by 2%, 
Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up ta 41) 

Lorekeeper's Ring (Ring, +8 STA, Equip: 
Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14, Restores 4 mono 
per 5 seconds) 

' S~lllil\eYs Medalliun (lted, +6 AGI; + 2 STA) 

Level 58 

.level18 . 
Sentinel's Medallion (Neck, +8 AGI, +5 STA) level 28 

,Senlinefs Medalliun (lted, ;i 1 AGl,,+7 STA) leve1~8 
Sentinel's Medallion (Neck, +12 AGI, +8 STA) 

Sennnefs Medallion (Neck, +15 AGI, + Hl STA) ' 

N/A 



Protedur's Sword (On1rHonc!Swprd, 
STR;t2SJA) 

Protector's Sword (On1rHond Sword, 21.3 dps, +7 
STR, +3 STA) 

Pratedur's Swmd (On!i'Hond Sword, 29.3 dps,..+8 
STR,+3$TA) 

Dryad's Wr~t Bindings (Cloth Wrist, 31 Armor, +6 
STA, +6 INT, +5 SP!, Equip: Increases damoge 
ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by 
up to 16) 

Drvod's Wlist Bindings (Cloth Wrist, 37 Armor, +7 
STA, +6 INT, +6 SPI, Equip: Increases domage 
and healing done by mogital spells and effects b.y 
upto20) · · 

Dryad's Wrist Bindings (Cloth Wrist, 44 Armor, +8 
STA, +8 INT, +7 SPI, Equip: Increases domage 
ond healing done by mogicol spells and effects by 
up to Z2) 

forestSiolker's Bmcers (lentherWrist, 64 Armor, 
+8 STR, + 14 AGI, +6 STA) 

forest Stalker's Bracers (leather Wrist, 75 Armor, 
+9 STR, +17 AG!, +7 STA) 

ForestSrolket's Brocers (leol!ier Wrist, 86 Armor,' 
+U sR.+19 AG!, +8 STAL~ 

Windfnlker's Wristguards (Moil Wrist, 182 Armor, 
+8 STA, +B INT, +7 SPI, Equip: +38 Attock Power) 

Sentinel'>Silk leggingf(Ckith leggings, 
fvili2~ +23STA,+19 INT, +TO SPI, Equip: 
Jru:reases domo@ 
spel~!)nd effec~ by 

Sentinel's lizordhide Ponls (leather leggings, 263 
Armor, +22 STR, +10 AG!, +22 STA, +22 INT, +9 
SPI, Equip: lncreoses domoge ond healing done by 
magical spell and effects by up ta 11 l 

Senti!!el's"leather Panr>.(leother teggings, 
Armor, +28 AG!, +27 STA, Equip: lmpioves your 
ch-0nc~to get a critical sl!ike by l %) · 

Sentinel's Chain leggings (Moil leggings, 364 

level 40 

level 60 

level 40 

Armor, +35 AGI, + 15 STA, Equip: Improves you levl 60 
chance to get o criticol strike by 1 % and improves 
you ch once to hit by 1 %) 

N/A 21 79e 868 

Sentinel's Piute Leggumds (Plote leggings, 646 
Armor, +28 STR, +27 STA, Equip: Improves you level 60 
chonce to get o criticol strike by 1 % ond improves 
you choll(e to hit by 1%) 

(S)Warsong Gukh•Mogeweove Bondagji (Use: 
Heals 1104 da~over 8 secondsl,, 

(S)Warsong Gulch Runeclolh Bandage (Use: 
Heals 2000 domoge over 8 seconds) 

Advkor's Ring (Ring, +2 STA, Equip: Increases 

level 2 5, First Aid 
(125), Usoble only in 
Worsong Gulch 

level ss: Fi1S!Aid 
075), llsohle only in 
WmS!lllg~~ch 

damage and healing done by roogkal spells and level 18 
effects by up to 5, Restores 2 mono per 5 seconds) 

N/A 14 53f' 24f' 

/V\aps 

" ities 

Factions 

Races 

Classes 



Adv~or's Ring (Ring, +4 STA, Equip: lncrooses 
damage and heqling done by magical spells 

Level 28 ?Sf/ 
Scours Blade (One-Hood Dugger, 29.1 dps, +8 

ond effects by up to. 7,Restares 2 mono per 
Level 38 5 sernoos) "':., 

AGI, +3 STA) 
Adv~or's Ring (Ring, +5 STA, Equip: lncmnses 

Scours Birnie (One-H011d Oagger, 35 dps, + l l 
Level48 damage and healing done by mcgirnl spells 

lcve! 38 soe AG!, +S SlAl and effects by up lo 9, Restores 3 manu per 
Scours Blade (One-Hand Dagger, 41.5 dps, 

Level 58 
5 seconds) 

+ 13 AG!, +5 STA) Advisor's Ring fquip: llJ(reoses 
damage ood hwling jllagicolspells 

level 48 and effeels by up to J 2, Restore~ 4 mono per 
5 seconds) 

Advism's Ring (Ring, +8 STA, Equip: Increases 
Worsong Bollie Tobord damage and tooling dc~e by mogirnl spells 

Leve! 58 N/A 75 (1 Be15er\:er Bmcers (Piute Wrist, 229 Armor, + 14 
level 40 end effec!s by up lo 14, Restores 4 !Tillno per 

SIR, +6 ,\(;!(+8 STAJ 5 seconds) 
Berserker Brornrs (Plate Wrist, 275 Armor, +17 Scours Medallion (Neik, +6 AGI, +2 STA) level 18 • STR, +7 AG!, +9 STA) Leve! 50 

i.evel 28 75 t!J 
Be5erl:er Btl)(e\S (Piute Wrist, 323Armor, +19 

level 60 '96 • . 47t!J level 38 5041 STR, +8 AG!, + 11 STA) 
level 48 Dryad's Wrist Bindings (Cloth Wrist, 31 Armor, 
level58 +6 STA, +6 INT, +5 SPI, Equip: Increases 

level 40 1oe 6t!J damage and healing done by mogicnl spells and 
level 18 effects by up to 16) 

doth Wrist, 37 Armor, legionnaire's Bof)d (Rfug,76 $TR, +6 AG!, 
level 28 75 t!J , Eq;J\p; lnc!~rJses . 

l.eve!50 24• 271; 
+4 STA) 

domoge i;r{ij ileoling ~Olle by magi~I spells ond 
level 38 509 effec!s by up to 20) 

Dryad's Wnst Bindings (Cloth Wnst, 44 Armor, 
level 48 +8 STA, +8 INT, +7 SPI, Equip: Increases 

level 60 N/A 87t!J 94t!J damage and healing done by magical spells and 

75 t!J effects by up to 22) 

, 64 
level 40 

9(!; 9-+6 STA) 

Fores! Stalker's Brocers (leather Wrist, 7 5 
level 50 2t!J lB t!J Armor, +9$TR,+17 AG!, +7 STA) 

Forest S!Olkllls° Brocers (leather Wrist, 86 
level 60 9 s• pe Armor, + 11 STR,.+19 AGI, +B STA) 

Windmlker's Wristguords (Moil W1ist, 130 
Armor, +6 STA, +6 INT, +5 SP!, Equip: +28 level 40 N/A 70• 909 
Attuck Power) 

level 18 s2e 11• Windtolker's Wlfitguords (Mail \l'rist, 156 
Armor, +7 Sf A, ±~ INT, +6 SPI, f<jlip: +34 level SO 
Attock Power) ' 

N/A 7 n• 62e 

level 28 N/A 27(~ 71 (1 Windtolkei's Wristgumds (Moil Wnst, 182 
Armor, +8 STA, +8 INT, +7 SPI, Equip: +38 level 60 N/A 10 899 93(1 
Attack Power) 

level 38 93. 7311 Outrider's Silheggings \Cloth leggings, 188 
Armor, +23 STA,+19 INJ, +10 SPI, Equip: 

level 60 N/A 15 8e 709 . ~.dvisor's Gnarled Staff (Stoff, 45.9 ups, +18 Increases damage .and heoling · done by 
SIA, + 11 INT, Equip: Restores 7 mono every level 48 9. 79t# mogicol spells and effects by up lo ~ 
5 seconds) Ourrider's Lizardhide Pants (Leather leggings, 
Aclv~or's Gmuled.Stuff (Si1iff.c~4 dps, +21 STA, s.- 33. 

263 rumor, +22 STR, + 10 AG!, i/2 STA, 
level 60 N/A 19 84 9 159 

level 58 
+22 INT, +9 SPi, Equip: Increases damage + 13 IN(E~ip: Restores8 momi every 5 seconds) 

and heoling done by magical spell and effecls 
by up to 11) 

level 60 N/A 14 91 . 639 



OTHER FACTIONS 

M'GiN'Jl DAWN 

Recipe: Transmute Air to fire (Use: Teoches yO\J ho 
to transmute Essence of Nr into Essence of Fire) 

Plans: Girdle of the Down (Plate Waist, 34 l 
Armor, +21 STR, +9 STA) 

Poltem: Down Treaders (le01her Feet, 114 
Armor, + l 8 STA, Equip: lncreoses your chance 
to dodgeon uttack by 

Pattern: Argent Boots (Cloth feet, 57 Armor, 
+21 STA, +7 SPI, +4 Shadow Res.) 

Pattern: Golden Mantle of the Down (Leother 
Shoulder, l 34 Armor, +22 STA, Equip: Increases 
your chance to dodge on mtock by 1%) 

Pattern: ~rgent Shoulder§ taoth Shoulder, 66, y 
Armor, +23 STA, +8 SP!, +5 Shadow Res.) 

(5)Blessed Sunfruil (Use: Restores 1933 health 
over 27 seconds. Increases STR by lO far lO 
minutes) 

(5) BteSsed San fruit Juice (Use· Restores 441 O ' 
mono over 30 seconds. lncreilses your SPI by 
J 0 for lO minutes) 

formula: Enchant Bracer- Healing (Use: Teaches 
you how to perrno nentiy enchant a bracer ta 
increase the effecJs of healing spells by 2 4) 

Arcane Montie of 1he Down (Use: Permanently, 
odds 5 nrcane resistonce ta oshoulder slot iti;m) 

Flame Mantle of the Dawn (Use: Permanently 
adds 5 fire resistance to o shoulder slol item) 

frost Mantle of the Dawn (Use: Permonentiy 
odds S·lr-Ost resistance to a shoulder slot item) 

Nature Mantle of the Down (Use: Permanently 
adds 5 nature resistance ta a shoulder slot item) 

Chramaj!( Montie oi 1he Obwn (Use: 
Peonuneoffy odds 5 resiston~ fa all mogk 
schoolsi!l-o shoulder ~ot iti!il!J 

CE,N~tON C:riRCtE 

Blacksmithing (290) N/A 20• 

leatherworking (290) N/A 20. 

level 45, Must remain 
seated while eating 

Level 45, Must remain 
seated while drinking N/A 6oe 

Enchanting (300) N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

Plans: lronvine Belt (Plate Waist, 408 Armor, 
+ l 2 STA, + l 5 Naf\Jfe Res., Equip: Increased Blacksmithing (300) N/A 
Defense +3) 

Pmtern: Sylvan ShO\Jklers (Cloth Shoulder, 
74 Armor, +18 STA, +20 Nature Res., Equip: 
lnneoses damage and healing oone by magical 
'spe!Js and effects b\tUp to 7) 

Pattern: Cenarion Herb Bag (20 Slot Herb Bag) 

fonmula: Enchant Cloak- Greater Fire Resistance 
(Use: Teoches you how to permanently enchant tv\aps 
a doak to increaseflre Resistance by 15J · 

€ ities 

pitlire Gauntlets (Mail Hands, 228 
12 AGI, + I2 INT, Equip: Restores.$ 

seconds, Increases damage and Leatherworking (300) N/A 
done by magical spells and effec!S by 

up toll) Races 

Ponern: Sondstalker Gauntlets (Moil Honds, 
Leotherworking (300) N/A 308 Armor, +9 STA, +20 Noture Res.) 

P!ons: Lighl Obsidian B.elt (Mail Waist,224 Classes 

Atfnor, Equip: +24 AltOck Power, Improves Blacksmithing (300) N/A y!l\Jr ch once to get o critical snike by 1 %, + 5 
o.11 resisronces) 

Plans: lronvine Gloves (Plate Hands, 454 Armor, 
+ l 0 STA, +20 Nature Res., Equip: Increased Blacksmithing (300) N/A 
Defense +10) 

Pattern: Sylvan Crawn (Cloth Heod, 80 Armor, 
+l 0 STA, +30 Nature Res., Equip: Increases Toiloring(300) 
do niage ond healing done by mogitol spell> and 
effects by up to ta} 

formula: Enchant Cloak -Greater fire Resislnncc 
(Use: Teaches you how to permanentiy enchani Enchanting (300) N/A 10 
a cloak to increase Fi.re Resistance by 15) 

Pollem: Splriire 
Armor, +16 AGI 
moM per 5 secan , Increases domage~anil ~N/A 

healing done by magicol spells ond effects by 
~pto 15) 

Paltern: Sondstalker Breastplate (Mail Chest, Leatherworking (300) N/ A 485 Armor, +I 3 STA, +25 Nature Res.) 

Plans: lronvine Breastplate (Plote Chest, 726 
f!.rmar, + l 5 STA, +$0 Nature Res., Equip: Blatksfl1tthing (300) N/A 5 
Increased Defense .J,7) 

Pattern: Sylvan Vest (Cloth Chest, 98 Armo;, 
+ 15 STA, +30 Narure Res., [quip: lncrw;es !oiloring (300) N/A damage and healing done by magicol spells and 
effects by up to 12) 

Poltem: Gaea's Embrace (Back, 49 +6 
To ilorin~ (300) N/A STA, +20 Nature Rill"> 

Pattern: Oreomsf~fe,Breastplate {MflilS~ytl; 434 
Armor, + l S AGI; + 15 STA, + l 4 INT, +30 No~re 
Resis., Equip: Resrores 4 mona per 5 seconds) 



Blacksmilhing (295), Plans: Bludgumd (One-Hand Sword, 51.7 dp1, 
Armo~mith +9 STA, Equip: Increases your chonce lo perry 

Patrem: Corehound Boots (leather Feet, 126 leotherwoiking an attock b11 %) · 

A1mor, +13 AGI, +10 STA, +24 fife Res.) (295), Tribal N/A 15. Plans: Nighrioll (lw~Hand Axe, 67 .0 dps, Blacksmithing (300), 
leotheiworkiog Chance of Hit Reduces enemy's spell resistances 

MasterAxesmith N/A 12 

Pattern: Mallen Helm (Leather Head, 1 SO lealheiworking by 60 fm 5 seconds) 

Armor, + 16 STA, +29 Fire Res., Equip: Increases (300), Elemental N/A 16 Plans: Ebon Hand (One-Hand Mace, 51.5 dps, 
your chance to dodge an attack by I%) leatherwarking +9 STA,+/ Fire Res., Chance on Hit: Sends a Blacksmithing (300), ' 

N/li 12 
Pattern: Flarecore Glaves (Cloth Homls, 60 shodoiYy hott ot the enemy rousing 125 to 275 Moster Hammersmith 

Armor, +10 STA, +141NT, +25 Fire Res.) TOiloring (300) Shadow rlrrmoge) 

Recipe: Transmute Elemental Fire (Use: Teaches Plans: Dork Iron Boals (Plate feet, 664 Armor, Blacksmithing (300), 
N/A 

you how to transmute a Heart of Fire into three Alchemy (300) +28 Fire Res) Armorsmith 

Elemental Fires) 
'FIM~E~W HOILD 

Pattern: Flororore Mantte (Cloth Shoulder, 
71 Armor, +9 STA, +10 INT, +10 SPI, +24 Tailoring (JOO) Pattern: Warbear Harness !leather Chest, 158 leatherworking 
Fire Res.) Armor, +11 STR, +27 STA} 

(275), Tribal N/A 44f) 

Pattern: Florecore Robe (Cloth Chest, 102 leatherworking 

Armor, +35 STA, + 15 Fire Res., Equip: Increases 
Tailoring (300) N/A Pattern: Wmbeor Woolies (leather legs, 142 leotherworking 

damage and healing done by magicol spells and (285), Tribal N/A 98f) 
effects by up to 23) 

Armor, + 28 STR, + 12 STA) 
leatherworking 

Pattern: Black Orogonscale Boots (Mon Feet, Recipe: llonsmute Earth taWater Wse: Teaches 
270 Armor, +10 STA, +24 Fire Resl, Equip: you how to transmute Essence of Earth info Alchemy (275) N/A ·35f) 
+24 Attack Power) Essence of Water) 

Pattern: lava Belt (leather Waist, 223 Armor, 
+ 15 STA, +26 fire Res.) 

Plans: Fiery Chain Girdle (Moil WOist, 214 Blacksmithing (295), 
Armor, +10 STA, t 9 INT, +8 SPI, +24 Fire Res.) Armo~mith furbolg Metlicine Pouch {0Hilond, + 10 STA, 
Plans: Dork Iron Helm (Plate Head, 758 Armor, Blocksmithing (300), Use: Restores l 00 health every 1 second for 10 N/A N/A 13 50f) 
+20 STA,+ 35 Fire Res.) Armo~mith seconds, 20 minute coolrlawn) 
Plans: Oork lion Reove1 (Moin·HondSword, .l!locksmithing (300), Furbolg Medicine Totem (Main·Hand Mace, 31 

N/A N/A 11 98~ 42.J dps, + 10 STA, +6 Fire Re:; ) . .Moster Swonlsmith . dps, +6 STA, +6 SPI) 
Plans: Dork Iron Destroyer (Main-Hand Axe, Blacksmithing (300), Plans: Heuvy Tirnbermow Belt (Moil Waist, 193 Blacksmithing (290) N/A 8041'> 42.7 dps, +10 STR, +6 Fire Res.) Moster Axesmith Armor, +9 STA, Equip: +42 Arrack Power) 
Formula: Enchant Weapon • Mighty Spirit (Use: Plans: Might of the Timbermow (lealher Waist, leotherworking (290) N/ A 98. Teaches you how to permanently enchant o 93 Armor, +21 STR, +9 STA) 
weapon to increase your spirit by 20) 

Pattern: Wisdom of the· Timbermaw (dGth 
Waist, 46 Armor, +21 INT, Equip: Restores 4 Tailoring (290) N/A 98f) 
mono ll'iery 5 seconds) 

Formula: Enchant Weapon· Agility (Use: 
Pattern: Flnrecore leggings (Cloth legs, 94 Teaches you haw to permanently enchant a Enchanting (290) N/A 10• 
Armor, +21 STA,+ 16 Fire Res., Equip: Increases Tailoring (300) N/A 

weapon to increase yam agility by 15) 
damage and healing done by mogirnl spells and 
effects by up to 43) 

leotherworking 
Pattern: Molten Belt (leather Waist, 118 Armor, 
+ZS AGI, + 16 STA, + 12 Fire Res.} . (300), Elemental N/A , 

leotherworking 

Pattern: Corehound Belt (leather Waist, 118 leotherwarking 
Pattern: Timbermow Brawlers (leather Hands, Armor, + 16 INT,+ 12 Fire Res., Equip: Increases (300), Tribal leotherworking (300) 

healing done by spells ond effects by up to 62) leatherworking 112 Armor, +23 STR, + l 0 STA) 

Pattern: Chromatic 6ountiets (Maa Hands, 279 
Pattern: ~nrte of the Timbermaw (Cloth 

Armor, +5 fire, Nature, Frost, SliOOow Res., Shoulder, 68 Armor, + 2 l INT, Equip: Restores 6 Toilonng (300) 

Equ~: +44 Attack Power, Improves your chonce mono eiery5 seconds) ' 

to get a critical sttike by 1 %, Improves your 
dmoi:e to get a critical sttike wilh spells by 1 %) 

Plans: Fiery Chain Shoulders (Mail Shoulder, 
299 Armor, +1 0STA,+14 INT, +25 Fire Res.) 

Plans: Dark Iron leggings (Plate legs, 778 Blncksmithing (300), Timberrnow Ancestor to fight ot your side and 
Armor, +14 STA, +30 fife Res.) Alll!o~mitll ., · · -· heal you, ro minute cooldown) 

Plans: Dork Iron Gauntlets (Plate Hands, 495 Blacksmithing (300), 
Armor, +12 AGI, +1 6 STA, +28 Fire Res.) Armo~mith 

ZAN.DAJ:,AR TRIJ?E 
Pkms:Amnesty (One-Hond Dagger, 47.8 dps, Blocksmilhing !300), 
Chance on Hit Reduce your threat to tire wrrent Master Weoponsmith N/A 7 

target making them less like~ to attack you) 

Plans: Blockfury (Polearm, 62.6 dps, +35 STR, Blacksmithing (300), 
+ 15 STA, + 10 Fire Res., Equip: Improves your Weaponsmith N/A Pattern: Bloodvine Boots (Cloih Feet, 63 
chance to get o critical srrike by 1%) Armor, + 16 INT, Equip: Improves your chance 

formula: fochont Weapon • MiablY Intellect. , to hitwithspells by 1%,Jncreoses domage Tailoring (300l 
(Use: Teaches you !ww to parmoneRtty enchant , and henlrng done by magi1ol spells and effects 
o weapon to increase your intellect by 22)· by up1o 19) 



Armof,+JOAGI, +1 
chance lo gel o criti 

Plons: Omksoul Shoulders (Plate Shoulders, 507 
Armor, +24 STA, Equip: Improves your chance Blacksmithing (300) The Omlcsoul 5 
to hit by 1%) 

Schemotic Bloodvine lens (leother Heod, 147 
Armo~ + 12 STA, Equip: Improves your chonce 
In get a aiticnl strike by 2%, Snghtly increoses 
your stealth detection) · · · 

Recipe: Gieoter Dreamless Sleep (Use: Puts the 
imbiber in o dreamless sleep for 12 seconds. 
During thot time the imbiber heals 2100 health 
and 2100 mono) 

Formula: Brilliant mono Oil (Use:While applied • 
to a·tOigat weapon, it reslo!es 12 mono lo the." 
cosier every 5 seconds and increoses the effect 
of healing spells by up to 25)osts 30 minut&sl 

Pottem: Bloodvine Le!Jg\ngs ((iolh l 
Armor, +6 INT, Equip: lfll!lroves your chance to 
hit with spells by 1 %, lncreoses domoge ond 
healing done by magical $veils and effects by 
~1n3n ~ 
Paltern: Primal Ba!Skin Gloves (Leather Hands, 
113Armor,+10 AGI. +9 STA, Equip: Improves 
your chance to hit by 2%) 
Paltem: Blood Tiger Shoulders (leather 
Shoolders, 136 Armor, icl3 STR, + 13 S!A,J14. 
INT, +10 SPI) 
Plans: Bloodsoul Shoulders (Moil Shoulders, 
286 Armor, +24 AGI, +10 STA) 
Plans: Oorksoul Leggings Jflate legs, 722 
Almor, +22 STA, Equip: Improves your chante 
to hit by 2%) 
Schematic: Bloodvine Goggles (Cloth Head, 
75 Armor, Equip: Improves your chance ta hit 
with spells by 2%, Improves your chance to get 
a critical strike with spells by l %, Restores 9 
mono every 5 seconds) 
Recipe: Mojar Troll's Blood Ponon (Use: 
Regenemre 20 beoltheveP{5setonds.for 
I honr) 
formula: Brilliant Wizard Oil (Use: While applied 
to target weapon, it increases spell damage by 
up to 36 ond increases Spell Critical chance by 
1%. lasts 30 minutes) 

(lOJEssence Mango (Use: Restores 2550 
health ~nd 4410 mono o~i;r 30 seconds) 

Pal1era: Bloodvine Vest (Cloth Chest, 9 2 
Armat(J·l3 INT, Equip:lmµ,roves your chon 
to hiiWith spells by 2%F 
Paltern: Primal Batskin Jerkin (leather Chest, 
181 Armor, +32 AGI, +6 STA, Equip: Improves 
your chance lo hit by 1%) 
Ptrinf.Bloodsoul Bieas~lole (MaifChesi, · 381; 
Aimer, +?AGI, +13 STA,Jquip: lmproves .y0ur 
chan~e to get o critical strike by 2%) .. 
Plans: Dork.soul Breastplate (Plate Chest, 736 
Almor, +32 STA, Equip: Improves your chance 
to hit by 1%) 

Paltem: Blood Tiger 
Chest, 18 J Armor, 
INT.+13 SPI) 
Recipe: Mageblood Potion (Use: Regenerate 
12 mono every 5 seconds for 1 hour) 

Alchemy (275) N/A 

Blacksmithing (300) 

Blacksmithing (300) 

Engineering (300) N/A 

Enchanting (300) N/A 

Alchemy (275) N/A 

Sheen of lanza Increases the chance 
that the player will reflect hos~le spells cost 
on them by 3% end grants a 1 00% choJl(e to 
1enee1 i!Je fi~t sprll cost on the user} 

llonaafor Honor 
Tokens. loslS 2 hours. 
On~ one type of Zonzo 
potion moy be active al 

any iven time. 
3 Zondolor Honor 
Tokens. lasts 2 hours. 

Spirit of lonzo (Use: Increases the players SPI Only one type of Zonzo 
by 50 and STA by 50) polion moy be active at 

Swiftness of Zonia (Use: Increases the player's 
run speed by.20%) 

Recipe: Livillg Action Potion (Use: Makes you 
immune to stun and movement impairing effects 
for the next 5 s.econds. Also removes existing 
stun end movement impoinng effects) 

Zondolor Signet of Might (Use: Permanently 
odds 30 ottock power to a shoulder slot item) 

Zondolor Signet of Majo (Use: Permunanly 
odds to a sho~lder slot item lncrWSB!l damage 
ond healing done by magical speUs and effects 
byupto l8) 

Zandolor Signet of Serenity (Use: Permanently 
odds to a shoulder slot item increases healing 
done by spells and effects up to 33) 

any given time. 
3 landolor Honor 

Alchemy (285) 

15 Zandolar Honor 
Tokens 

15 Zofrdolar Honor 
Tokens 

l S Zandalar Honor 
Tokens 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

World of Warcraft is a world built on war and confl ict. The races of Azeroth have 
found themselves choosing sides and allying in order to stay safe from their many 
enemies and the creatures that roam it Two fact ions have come of this; the Horde and 
the Alliance. Choosi ng a fact ion means choosing a side in a war, so· consider carefull y. 

Alliance Horde 

Dwarf Gnome 

Human N ight Elf 

Maps 

Cities 

t;::."--"'"~"~---· 

j( Factions 

' ...........___::::::J 
[ Races 

Classes 



DWARVES 

STARTING STATISTICS 

Much like the stone and metal the dwarves shape so adeptly, the dwarves them

selves are sturdy and durable. This gives them more physical staying power than 

some of the other races. While neither stupid nor clumsy, the dwarves are often 
the last to leave a battlefield. 

RAcrAL TRAITS 

&l'QNE~O~ 

Dwarves can gain certain aspects of stone for short periods of time. Activating 
Stoneform gives you immunity to poisons, disease, and bleed effects as well as 
increasing your Armor by 10% for 8 seconds. This ability has a 3 minute 
cooldown. 

This is most useful when under heavy attack. The ability to purge 
existing poison, disease, and bleed effects can keep your health 
from dropping as quick ly. Combined w ith the added 
Armor and you're more likely to survive long enough 
to fin ish the enemy or get healing. 

The dwarves have been searching for treasures 
hidden in the very rock for longer th an anyone can 
remember. It hasn't been until recen tly that the 
dwarves realized that concentrating al lows them to 
find treasures above the ground as well. Activating 
this ability shows treasure chests on the mini 
map as yell ow dots. This ab ili ty lasts until 
cancelled. 

Using Treasure. Finding can help you decide 
whether to venture down a side passage in a tunnel or 
check up a set of stairs . As a number of usefu l items are 
contained in chests, this has both su rviva l and monetary 
uses. As only one type of tracking can be active at a 
time, characters with other tracking skill s (Hunters, 

Herbal ists, Miners) w ill get used to wh ich tracking to 
have on at a given time, 

Life on the wintry peaks of Dun Morogh has left the dwarves resistan ce to icy 
wind. All dwarves have + 10 to Cold Resistance. This is a passive abil ity and 
does not need to be activated in any way. 

The upside of increased Cold Resistance, aside from lower heating bills, is lower 
damage from Cold -based attacks. As resistance increases both your chance to 
res ist part of an attack's damage and your chance to full y resist the damage, Frost 
Resistance is quite useful. A full resist also keeps you from being affected by 
Cold-based Root and Snare effects. 

GVN,5"ECFJ\tl2ATION 

Friendly shooting competitions are commonplace at man dwa . 
such, dwarves are more profic ient with firearms and receive +">rtvoenthheol1days. As 
mum G Sk"ll A · · ir max1-

un ' . s a passive trait Gun Specialization need not be activated. 

The.increased maxi.mum Gun Skill offers several advantages if you're willing to 
put in the ,trammg time. As your Gun skill will be h igher than normal for your 
leve l,_ you". have a higher chance to hit your target and a higher chance for 

a Critical stnke when using your gun. Take the time to train your Gun skill to 
maximum. 

Whi le Dwarvish is st ill taught to all dwarven ch ildren, it isn't used as often as 
Common. Common is the native tongue of the humans and because they were 
many of the first tradesman to make connections outside their own race Com
mon became the tongue of tradesman. As people visited more of the for~ ign 
markets, Common spread more until it became the universal language that all 
All iance races can speak. Thi s has made a number of cooperative projects, both 
mil itary and civil ian, easier. 

BRIEF HISTORY 
The stoic dwarves of lronforge spent countless generations mining treasures from 
deep w ithin the earth. There, the dwarves unearthed a series of ruins that held 

secrets to thei r ancient heritage. Driven to discover the truth about his 
people's fabled origins, the great King Magni Bronzebeard ordered 
that the dwarves shift their industry from mining to archaeology. 

As part of the Grand All iance, the stalwart dwarven 
armies have been called away to battle the merciless 
Horde in fa r away lands. In these peri lous times, 

the defense of the mountain kingdom falls to brave 
dwarves l ike you. The spirits of the ancient kings 

watch over you and the very mountains are your 
strength. The futu re of your people is in your 
hands. 

Some specu late that the dwarves are descended 
from the mysterious race known as the "Earthen". 

As the ch ildren of the Titans, they were to shape and guard 
' the earth from deep w ithin. W ith the implosion of the 

Well of Eternity, the Earthen sealed themselves away until 
some unknown event mysteriously woke them from their 

slumber. In time, they made their way to the surface and found 
homes wi thin the mountains, founding their home of lronforge. 

Three clans rose among them, and they lived in rel ative 
peace among one another until High King Anvilmar passed 

away, leaving no hei r. W ar broke out among the three factions unti l Madoran 
Bronzebeard at last managed to ga in leverage and cast out the other clans. The 
Bronzebeards rule the lronforge dwarves to this day. 

RoLtPLAYING T1rs 
Playing a dwarf can be quite en joyable. They are a very passionate people. They 
work hard and they play hard. Dwarves w ill rarely stop before a task is com
plete. W hether this be to take an enemy keep, fu lly excavate a set of ruins, forge 
a unique sword, or relax after a day of work, dwarves give their full attention to 

whatever they are doing at the time. Each task has its own time and you should 
concentrate on the task at hand. 



FORSAKEN 

The Forsaken have been freed from the chains of mortal bodies. They only 
continue to exist because of their dorninant Spirit. While a higher Spirit benefits 
all classes with increased health and mana regeneration, the mystic classes make 
more use of it 

The Forsaken have not been defeated by either death or the Lich King . When ac
tivated, the Wi 11 of the Forsaken makes them immune to Fear, Sleep, and Charm 
effects for five seconas. This can also be used to break free from already existing 
Fear, Sleep, and Charm effects and has a two minute cooldown. 

With the most common forms of combat control being Fear, 
Sleep, and Charm, the benefit of being able to break these 
without outside assistance is amazing. In both PvP 
and PvE, you will be much more difficult to nullify 
quickly. All classes benefit from this trait. 

Transcending death has given the Forsaken more 
than just the ability to move around as rotting flesh. 
They can repair their rott ing flesh by consuming 
the flesh of the recently deceased. When acti
vated, Cannibalize restores 7% of your total health 
every two seconds for a m·aximum of ten seconds. 
Only humanoid or undead corpses near the 
Forsaken can be used and any movement or 
damage taken will interrupt Cannibalize. It 
has a two minute cooldown. 

While useful to all classes, this is most 
useful to melee classes as they have only their health 
to restore after combat. This can be used in both PvE and 
PvP to regenerate health quickly between battles. 

While the Forsaken have no need for breath
ing1 extended time underwater causes their 
body to deteriorate and fall apart. This is not 
pleasant to see or el(perience. All Forsaken 
have a passive abllity to rema in underwater 

300% more than I iving races. 

While this trait doesn't seem like much at 
first, it's very useful to explorers and those who 
think out of the box. While others fear fighting or 
searching beneath the water, you can do so with littl.e worry. 
In PvP, running into the water w ill force your enemy to engage 
you on your terms or allow you to escape. 

Undeath holds very few secrets for the Forsaken. Possibly powered byShadow 
magic itself, they gain + 1 0 to their Shadow Resistance. This trait is passive and 
does not need to be activated. 

The upside of increased Shadow res istance is lower damage from Shadow-based 
attacks. Shadow resistance increases your chance to resist partial damage from 
a Shadow attack or effect as well as your chance to fully resist the effects. These 
effects include combat control abil ities. Higher resistances are always useful. 

The Forsaken are all ied wi th the ores but only use orcish when communicating 
with the other races of the Horde. They intentionally use Gutterspeak when 
conversing w ith each other as on ly Forsaken <1re taught it. The Forsaken have 
decided to keep their language from the other races so they can converse and 
plan without being overheard. 

BRIEF .HISTORY 
Bound to the iron will of the tyrant Lich King, the vast Undead armies of the 
Scourge seek to eradicate al l life on Azeroth. However, a group of renegades, 
led by the Banshee Sylvanus Windrunner, has broken away from the Scourge 
and freed themselves of the Lich King's domination. Known as the Forsaken, this 
group fights a constant battle not only to retain its freedom from the Scourge but 
also to slaughter those who would hunt them as monsters. With Sylvanus as their 
Banshee Queen, the Forsaken have built a dark stronghold beneath the ruins 

of Lordaeron's former capital. This hidden Undercit y forms a sprawling 
labyrinth that sprawls beneath the haunted 

woods ofTirisfal Glades. Though 
the very land is cursed, the Scarlet 
Crusade still cling to their scattered 
holdings and obsess with the de
struction of all undead. Convinced 
that the primitive races of the Horde 
can help them ach.ieve victory over 

their enemies, the Forsaken have 
entered into an alliance of convienence. 

Harboring no true loyalty for their new all ies, they go to any lengths 
to ensure their dark plans come to fruition. As one of the Forsaken, 
you must massacre any w ho pose a threat to the new order; human, 
Undead, or otherwise. 

With Undeath comes new capabili t ies and immunities no other race 
is afforded . Just as the Forsaken do not need to draw breath, they have 

no mortal desires apart from survival. They are free to devote them-
selves to ah unlife of working for their own revenge and power. Their 

dark lands are plagued by the remnants of the Scourge and the vile Scarlet 
Crusade, but they rema in vigilant in their pursuit to rid themselves of both 
menaces and establish themselves as a dominant force on Azeroth. 

The Forsaken are as varied as the humans they once were. Most died 
in very horrib le and painfu l ways and feel nothing bu t hatred and 

the need for revenge. There are others who are able to see further 
and make much more long reaching plans ... such as to kill all living 

things. 

Classes 



GNOMES 

Rogue 26 24 20 

Moge 15 23 27 22 
Warlock 15 23 20 26 22 

At fi rst look, gnomes appear much like chi ldren. Don't underestimate them, 
though . Those large eyes staring serenely at you hide a very active and articulate 
mi nd. They also keep your attention from the gnome's hands as he ties your 
bootlaces together. 

RAcrAc TRAITS 

Very few races are as small as gnomes and most nets weren't made for 
them. Activating Escape Artist breaks all ex isting root and snare 
effects on you. It requi res one and a half seconds to cast and one 
minute to cool down. 

If a gnome puts thei r mind and fingers to it, noth ing can 
hold them for long. Enemies that root or snare you to pro
vide themselves w ith an escape route or to stop your escape 
are in for a rude surprise. The casting t ime can be slowed by 
taking damage, but the abi lity to escape some of the more 
common types of combat contro l is wonderful. 

W hile very small, gnomes have curiosity 
and imagination that surpasses most 
people twice the ir height. All gnomes 
gain a 5% increase in their Intellect be-
yond other races. Thi s is a passive trait and is 
always active. 

The increased Intellect does a number of things. 
Higher Intellect makes weapon training faster as we ll 
as giving you more Mana to cast spells with . It also 
affects your chance to get a criti ca l strike w ith spells. 
W hile faster weapon training helps the more physi
ca l classes in a modest way, the bonuses for casters 
are immense. 

The curios ity of gnomes knows no bounds. They 
have dabbled w ith so many things, both arcane 
and mundane, and had them blow up in their face, that they've become sl ightly 
res istant. + 1 O Arcane Resistance is a passive trait and does not need to be 
activated. 

The upside of inc:re<ised Arcane Resistance is lower damage from Arcane-based 

attacks. Arcane Resistance increases your chance to resist parti al damage from 
an Arcane attack as well as your chance to fully resist the effects. These effects 

include combat .control ab ili t ies. Higher resistances are always usefu l. 

Not everything gnomes do exp lodes. Many of thei r inventions work qui te well, 
and they have pt.Jshed Engineering past the barriers of all other races except for 
the Goblins. All gnomes have + 15 to thei r maximum Engineering Skill . 

This allows them to learn more for each level of crafting. While a slim lead, it 
gives them the ab ility to understand certain schematics that Engineers of the 
same level would be unable to comprehend . 

listening to an excited gnome ta lk in your own language can sometimes be try
ing. Hearing them talk in their native gnomish w ill help you rea lize w hy no one 
takes the time to learn it aside from gnomes. As such, gnomes now teach Com
mon to their ch ildren to make communication with other races more productive. 

The eccentric, often-brilliant gnomes are held as one of the most 
peculiar races of the world . W ith their obsess ion for develop ing 
rad ica l new technologies and construct ing marvels of mind-bendi ng 

engineering, it's a wonder that any gnomes have survived to prolifer
ate. Over the years, gnomes have contributed ingenious weapons to 
aid the Grand Alliance in its fierce battles aga inst the Horde. Thriving 
w ith in the wondrous city of Gnomeregan, the gnomes shared the 

resources of the forest of Dun M orogh peaks with 
thei r dwarven cous ins. Yet recently, a barbaric 

menace rose up from the bowels of the 
earth and invaded Gnomeregan. The 
gnomes fought a va liant battle to 

save their beloved city. Nevertheless, 
Gnomeregan was irrevocab ly lost. The 

surviving gnomes fled to the safety of the dwarven strong
hold of lronforge. There they remain, dev ising strategies to retake their ci ty. 
As a gnome of proud standing, it fa lls to you to answer the chall.enge and 

lead your cu ri ous people to a bri ghter future. 

~ ·. The gnomes work hard to this day withcn the well fortified halls of 
, lronforge to create bigger and better inventions. No problem is safe 

from gnomes. They w ill prevail and answers to every problem wi ll 
be found. 

It is their passion, and it can be seen in their choice of environs 
when visiting their small section of the city. W ith the energy they 

exhibit and their affinity for inventions, you begin to wonder if you 
should see a w ind-up key in their backs. 

RO LEPLAYING TIPS 
Gnomes are insatiably cu rious and active. Very little slows them down and they 
are seldom id le for Jong. For thi s reason, few gnomes are curious about mun
dane things for terribl y long. Most of them spend their days, and nights, tryi ng to 
understand the two most powerfu l forces in the worl d: technology and magic. 



Wmlock 20 

Humans are very flexible. While most 
people think of humans as masters·of no 
specific field, they can compete 
on every field. Their flexibility has 
allowed them to settle even the 
most inhospitable lands. 

RACIALTRA~ 

l'iJ~tCiPfl©N 

Having enemies around them for so long, 
humans have become very good at peering into 
the shadows around them to see what lies hidden. 
Activating Perception increases your stealth detec
tion radius by 1 0 yards. This lasts for 20 seconds 
and has a three minute cooldown. 

This is useful whether your enemies are NPCs or PCs. 
Activating this before you enter an area where you 
suspect people hiding can reveal an ambush before you're 
surrounded. With 3 minute cooldown, organizing other 
humans grouped with you to stagger the ability makes it 
very powerful. 

Partly romantic nonsense and partly truth; the unbreakable 
human spirit helps them to recover from many attacks more 
quickl y. All humans get a 5% bonus to their Spirit. 

An increased Spirit increases your natural health and mana 
regeneration rates. \(Vhen out of combat an·d not casting, a 
higher Spirit helps you recover more quickly. This is an asset 
to every human regardless of class. 

While not the first race to interact with others, humans have 
a gift for establishing long friendships and trade agreements. 
Faction reputation gain is increased by 10% for humans. 

23 

23 

This ability is extremely powerful for those that make use of it. A faster reputa
tion gain enables you to atta.in reputation levels much more quickly and access 

crafting recipes and items with less work than people from other races. (rafters 
will find this ability immensely useful as will characters who participate in PvP 
(many PvP rewards are based on reputation) . 

With so many devoted to martial pursuits, humans hold many competitions 
where combatants can test their skill without risking their life. The result is that 
all humans gain +5 to their maximum skill for Swords, Two-Handed Swords, 

Maces, and Two-Handed Maces. 

The increased maximum for combat skills offers several advantages if you're 
willing to put in the training lime. As your melee skill will be higher than stan
dardly appropriate for your level, you'll have a higher chance to hit your target 
and a higher chance for a. qitical strike when using your ,~':"prd or mace. Keep 
your combat skills at their maximum to take full advantage of this. 

Humans have touched so many others they have created a legacy of cooperation 
and communication for the coming generations to enjoy. As one of the first races 
to work toward bring other races together in harmony, the native language of 
humans, Common, has been adopted as a globQ.I language for communica tion 
between races . While children of other races spend the time to master a second 
language, human children spend time, learning about gnomish engineering, 
dwarven crafting, and night elf magic. 

BRIEF HISTORY 
The noble humans of Stormwind are a proud, tenacious race. Though the recent 

invasion of the Undead Scourge and demonic Burn ing Legion deci
mated their sister kingdom of Lordaeron, 
the defenders of Stormwind have stood 
vigilant against any who would threaten 
the sanctity of their lands. Nestled in 
the foothill s of Elwynn Forest, Storm
wind city is one of the last bastions of 
human power in the world. Ruled by 
the child-king Anduin Wrynn, the 
people of Stormwind remain stead

fast in their commitment to the Grand 
Alliance. Backed by their stalwart 
allies, the armies of Stormwind have 

ti·"" ~1;;.i'1P been ca lled away to fight the savage 
Horde on distant battlefields. With the 

armies gone, the defense of Stormwind 
now falls to its proud citizens. You must defend 

the kingdom against the foul mongrels that encroach upon it and 
hunt down the subversive traitors who seek to destroy it from within. Now is 

the time for heroes; now Humanity's greatest chapter can be written. 

Humans once lived a nomadic li fe in tribes wandering from place to place 
as the seasons changed or the hunting became lean. It wasn't until the rise · 

'; of the Arathi that they began to form within one nat ion. They founded the 
fortified ci ty of Strom and, as they grew, so did they gain the attention of 

the High Elves who, like them, were suffering brlltal attacks from the 
Trolls. As all ies, they beat back the Trolls, and the High Elves began to 
teach their newfound friends the ways of magic. With time, the humans 
also came into contact w ith the dwarves, and, while the dwarves were 

initially unsure of these strange new people, they developed a strong 
bond of friendship. 

Over the years, the region of Lordaeron grew so large that it 
fractured into smaller kingdoms, each w ith its own beliefs, 

government, and lifestyle. The humans began to outstrip their 
teachers in the use of magic, which alarmed their High elf 

friends. The same corruption that had filled the world 
before was becoming evident. To combat this problem, the 

Council of Sil vermoon joined with the Magocrat Lords 
of Arathor in a pact. They formed a secret order called 

the Guardians of Ti risfal. The Guardians sought to protect 
the world from the onslaught of the demons of the Burning Legion 

should they return . This legacy came to its end when the Guardian made a ter
rible misjudgement in her power and slew an avatar of the Demon Lord Sargeras 

a bit too easily. She then took his body and secreted it away where none could 
find it. However, Sargeras was too clever and instead hid his spirit inside her, 
later implanting his essence into her unborn child who would one day be the. 

inheritor of her powers. 

RoLEPbWING i41rs 
Partly because of their ability to .live anywhere, humans are as varied as the 
world itself. While many are loyal citizens and defenders of Stormw ind, there 
are those who care only for themselves. If there is one thing that links humans 
together, it would be their goal to be something better. 

Citi es 

Factions 

Classes 



Hunter 17 

Rogue 18 28 

Pnest 17 25 19 22 

Druid 18 25 19 22 22 

Night elves are as agile as they are long lived. Whi le casters find the extra 

chance to dodge appealing, melee classes love the added chance for a critical 
strike provided by the increased Agility. 

RACIAL T RA:l'fS 
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Spending much of the ir time beneath the canopy of the 

forest, night elves have become adept at vanishing into the 
shadows. When out of combat and immobile, night elves 

can enter stealth mode by activating Shadowmeld. It lasts until 

canceled and has a ten second cooldown. Any action taken is 
considered movement and will cancel Shadowmeld. 

The ability to hide from your enemies is of tremendous 
power. Hiding from NPCs can give you the time you need to 

recover from the last fight w hile hiding from other players 

also guarantees you get to start the fight on your terms. 

QUIC1'NESS _ 

Night elves are beyond agile. They move with the 
grace of a reed in the wind ... always moving. Night 
elves gain a passive bonus of 1 % to dodge. 

Any time you are the focus of a melee 
attack, this trait might save you. For either 
casters trying to survive long enough for friends to come to 

their aid or melee attackers trying to survive long enough 

to kill their enemy, the added dodge can come in handy 
severa l times in every fight. 

Whi le most people must travel the world as ghosts after 
their death, the strong attunement to the world allows 
night elves to travel as wisps. This gives a 50% speed 

bonus, whereas others gain on ly a 25% speed bonus as 

ghosts. 

In group settings this ability isn' t as powerfu l un less your 

entire party is comprised of night elves. As a solo hero, 
this allows y0u to return to your body faster and thus 
continue your fight against evil more quickly. 

You don't tend every beast of the woods w ithout becoming more resistant to 
their poisons and fangs. Thus, night elves have a passive +1 0 Nature Resistance. 

The upside of increased Nature Resistance is lower damage from Nature-based 

attacks. Nature Resistance increases your chance to resist partial damage from 

a Nature attack or effect as well as your chance to fully resist the effects. These 

effects include combat control abilities. Higher resistances are always useful. 

Early in the friendship between the night elves and humans, it became apparent 
that much of the human population had neither the time nor patience to learn full 
Darnassian. 

As communication is a cornerstone of friendship, the night elves decided to 
teach their population Common in addition to their own language. After several 

years every night elf was trained and can now communicate effortlessly in Com
mon. 

BRIEF HISTORY 

For 10,000 years, the immortal night elves cult ivated a druidic society within 
the shadowed recesses of Ashenvale forest. Yet recentl y, the catastroph ic 

invasion of the Burning Legion shattered the tranquility of their ancient 
civi lization. Led by the Arch Druid Malfurion Storm rage and the High 

Priestess Tyrande Whisperwind, the mightl y night elves rose to 

chall enge the demonic onslaught. Though victorious, the night elves 

were forced to sacrifice their cherished immortality and watch their 
beloved forests burn. Seeking to regain their immortality, a number of 
wayward Druids conspired to plant a special tree that would link thei r 

spirits to the eterna l world. Despite Malfurion's warnings 

that nature would never bless such a selfish act, 
the Druids planted the great tree Teldrassil off 

the stormy coasts of northern Kalimdor. Within the 
twilight boughs of the colossal tree, the wondrous city 

of Darnassus took root. However, the great tree was not 
consecrated w ith nature's blessing and soon fell prey to 

the corruption of the Bu rning Legion. Now the wildlife 
, and even the limbs of the great tree itself are tainted by 

a growing darkness. As one of the few night elves left 

in the world, it is your sworn duty to defend Darnassus 

and the wild children of nature against the Legion's 
encroach ing corruption. 

Night elves were once known as the Kaldorei 

and have lived on Kalimdor for thousands upon 
thousands of years. It was their delv ing into the 

magic of the Well of Eternity that caught the attention 

of Sargeras and the Burn ing Legion, and it was be
cause of the night elves' misuse and addiction to magical power 
that caused the Great Maelstrom and creation of the evil Naga. 

Even Malfurion Stormrage's own brother lllidan played a major 
role in the destruction that followed. And yet, night elves have 

also brought beauty and triumphs to the world. Without their 

aid and sacrifices, the other races would have certainly 
been doomed. Their devotion to nature and healing 

the land is also well known. Even the betrayer 

lllidan contributed through the creation of the 

Moonwells. Thus many of the major events 

that have shaped Azeroth, both positively 
and negatively, can be traced back to the night 

elves. Perhaps it is a sense of responsibility that drives 
the night elves to this day to continue their vigil to 
safeguard and restore the natural world to what it 

· Rol..f.PLAYING TIPs 
As one of the longest living races in Azeroth, night elves tend to be slow to 
change. Slow to anger and slow to cool off, the night elves experience emotions 

as deeply, or perhaps more so, then the younger races. While generally slow to 
respond emotionally, their minds have seen much and tend to have a honed wit 

and sense of humor. 



ORCS 

STARTING STATISTICS 

Rogue 24 20 23 23 

Shomon 24 2-3 18 25 

Warlock 23 17 23 19 25 

Centuries of demonic influence and war have honed ores to be strong and last
ing. With higher Strength and Stamina, ores are adept at melee combat and a 
high Spirit gives them an edge as casters. 

RACIAL TRAITS 

Screaming through the veins of ores run s a fury that is monstrous when called 
upon and dangerous to be on the wrong side of. Activating Blood Fury increases 
your base melee Attack Power by 25% while decreasing all hea ling spells and 
effects on you by 50%. This state lasts for 15 seconds and has a two minute 
cooldown. 

When the battle is desperate and your healer is out of mana, Blood Fury can pull 
you to victory. The primary downside to Blood Fury is the reduced ef
fect of healing. If you are alone or your healer is out of mana, this isn' t 
an issue since you won't be getting hea ling anyway. This ability is far 
better for melee cl asses as an increase to melee Attack Power doesn't 
rea ll y do anything if you' re a caster staying at range. 

Jf!~ESS 

Surviving the wars aga inst the human kingdoms 
and the land of Durotar have left the ores more 
resistant to certain attacks. Thus ores have a passive 
25% chance to resist stun effects. 

There are no downsides to having a res istance to 
stun effects. Melee classes are able to keep movi.ng and 
attacking, and, while casters will have their casting delayed 
by the attacks, they won' t be interrupted by the stun. This 
ability is equally useful in PvP and PvE. 

Having been at the command of others before, ores 
have firsthand knowledge of what works and what 
doesn' t. Pets of ore Warlocks and Hunters deal 5% 
more damage. This ability is passive and does not 
need to be activated. 

While this ability doesn't do much for Warriors, Rogues, 
or Shamans, it's a blessing to Warlocks and Hunters. 
Having a pet that dea ls more damage wi thout having to 
pay for the increase means faster kills and better aggro 

management. 

The tree cutting hasn't been for naught. Ores have be
come very adept in the use of axes and gain +5 to their 
maximum skill w ith both Axes and Two-Hand Axes. As 
a passive trai t, Axe Specialization has no activation or 
cooldown. 

The increased maximum for combat skills offers several 
advantages if you' re willing to put in the training time. As your melee skill will 
be higher than standardly appropriate for your level, you'll have a higher chance 
to hit your target and a higher chance for a critical strike when using your axe. 
Keep your combat skills at their maximum to take full advantage of this. 

From a young age, ores are trained to keep themsel ves and those they care about 
safe. Many learn to walk the same time they hold their first weapon. With such 
a martial upbringing and so little time between wars, ores have had little time lo 
learn any languages beyond their own. lt is fortunate that the rest of the Horde 
are so accommodating that orcish has become the common language between 
the races of the Horde. 

BRIEF HtSTOR¥1' 
Long ago, the orci sh Horde was corrupted by the Burning Legion and lured to 
the world of Azeroth . For 10 years, the ores made war upon the human king
doms of Stormwind and l ordaeron. Though the Horde was ultimately defeated 
and subjugated by the humans, a visionary young war chief named Thrall rose 
to lead his people in their darkest hour. Under Thrall 's rule, the ores freed them
selves from the chains of demonic corruption and embrace their Shamanisti c 
heritage. After breaking free of the human slave camps and wandering for years, 
the ores have finally founded their own kingdom in the harsh wastelands of 
Durotar. Based in the warrior city of Orgrimmar, they stand ready to destroy all 
who would challenge their supremacy. As a proud defender of Durotar, it is your 
duty to crush your enemies both seen and unseen, for the nefarious agents of the 
Burning Legion st ill wander the land. 

It was Sargeras' second-in-command, Kil ' jaeden, who discovered 
Draenor and the races that lived there. Finding the 

, ores to be a race worth molding into a driving force of 
bloodlust, he began to corrupt them, turning them 
from their Shamanistic ways toward the powers of 

the Warlocks. The powerful Shaman Ner'zhul was 
. seduced by the power of Kil ' jaeden and all the 
demon offered, and it was not long before he led 
his people against the peaceful Draenei destroying 

many of them. 

Despite the power Kil ' jaeden had over Ner'zhul, 
he couldn't quite convince him to give the ores 

, completely over to the power of the Burning 
Legion. He instead recruited a new, more cor

ruptible, young ore named Gul'dan. Gul'dan 
became an avid student and a powerful War
lock among his people. 

Jn time, Gul 'dan, under the manipulation of 
Kil ' jaeden, maneuvered all of the ore clans into 

partaking in a ritual that wou Id make them indebted 
slaves to the Burning Legion and give them a blood 

lust they could not quench. He then opened 
• a portal into Azeroth, where the will of the 
' Burning legion was once more loosed upon 
the denizens of the land. 

The ores of Durotar have been through quite a lot. They have been corrupted 
by demons and forced into war after war. 

Now free, ores are quick to join in combat since that is what they know best. 
Some are loya l followers of Thrall and his ideals and w ish to see their people 

free from the taint of the Burning Legion. There are others who still feel the fire 
burning inside of them and follow their Warchief Thrall into glorious battles. 

<W ies 
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STARTING STATlSTICS 

Warrior 

Hunter 

Druid 

Shomon 

The Tauren are mass ive. Their St rength surpasses even that of the ores and 
dwarves. Combine this with their high Stamina and Spiri t, and the Tauren are 
practically made to fit melee cl asses; in fact, the more Intellectual caster classes 
aren' t even available to them. 

RACIAL TRAllS"'<>>•;;,;;~ F·· ,...~ .·-""'--·'·""''="""'"""~-,.,,,,;:-~~ 
Wt\I'. si:o~· 

No one can argue w ith a Tauren for' long. When he or she puts her hoof down, 
everyone knows. W ar Stomp stuns up to five opponents wi th in eight ya rds for 
two seconds when activated. It has a two minute cooldown and a one second 
casting time. 

The ability to stop an enemy in theirtracks is tremendous. Using W ar Stomp can 
stop a caster from finishing his spell, .slow the escape of an enemy, or give you 
the moment you need to escape. While War Stomp won't w in fights for you, its 
many uses and short cooldown ensure that it will be useful whenever'you need it. 

Tauren have been hunters and gatherers for generations. W hether in times of 
war or times of peace, they are constantly pushing and testing themselves. This 
never-ending training affords them a S% increase in maximum hea lth. 

You can't go w rong w ith more hit points. While the classes that tend to be in the 
face of the enemy, such as W arriors benefit the most from this, the addit ional 
health can keep the softer classes alive long enough to finish the fi ght or for the 
Warrior to pull the enemies back. In a PvP sett'ing, w here longevity is never a 
guarantee, the addition health will help you contribute longer. 

Understanding the delicate balance between the land and the Tauren 
has let them live more effectively with nature. They have learned 
how to gather in such a way as to avoid unnecessary damage to the 
plant and encourage its regrowth. All Tauren gain a pass ive+ 15 to their 
max imum Herbalism. 

With an increase in your maximum Herbalism, you are able to harvest 
plants normally beyond your level. Keep this skill trained to maximum 
and the bonus w ill also reduce your failure rate. 

You don' t tend every beast of the woOds w ithout becom ing more resistant to 

their poi sons and fangs. Thus Tauren have a passive + 10 Nature Resistance. 

The upside of increased Nature Resistance)s loy.rer damage from Nature,based 
attacks. Nature R_esistance i ~c reases your chance to resist partial damage from 
a Nature attack ~r effect as well as your chance to fully resist the effects. These 
effects include combat control abilit ies. Higher resistances are always useful. 

The Tauren have adopted orcish as a trade language. While keeping their lan
guage, customs, and beliefs intact, the Tauren have found the value of convers
ing with the other races. 

BRIEF HISTORY 
Once a nomadic people, the Tauren roamed the endless plains of the Barrens 
hunting the mighty Kodo. Scattered across the land, the wandering tribes were 
only united by their common hatred for the marauding Centaur. Seeking aid 
against the Centaur, the chieftain Cairne Bloodhoof befriended the ores, who 
had recently journeyed to Kalimdor. Wi th the ores.' assistance, Cairne and his 
tribe were able to drive back the Centaur and claim the grassl3nds of Mulgore 
for their own. Upon the windswept mesa of Thunder Bluff, Bloodhoof built a 
refuge for his people. Over time, the scattered tribes united under a single ban
ner. Though the noble Tauren are peaceful in nature, the rights of the great hunt 
are venerated as the heart of thei r spiritual culture. As a tribesman of Mulgore, 
you must test your skill s in the w ild and prove yourself in the great hunt. 

The Tauren found mutual benefi ts in befriending the ores and Trolls. Whil e the 
ores and Trolls helped the Tauren to drive back the Centaur and keep their lands 
safe, the T auren have aided (and continue to aid) them on the spiritual path as a 
Shamanisti c society. 

ROLE.PLAYING r1rs 
While some view the Tauren as nothing more than brutes and hunters, they 
are much more. They have found a way to live w ith the land rather than 
off it. Though their size is immense, the Tauren are a piatient and peaceful 
people on the whole. 



TROLLS 

a tinter 21 22 16 

Rogue 22 25 22 16 

Priest 21 22 21 18 24 

Shaman 22 22 22 17 23 

cl;loge 21 22 21 19 23 

Only one thing is similar among al l Trolls. They are very adaptable to their 
profession. Trolls of any class can compete with those of other races. Whi le their 
lower Intellect can be seen as a weakness, it isn't a great one and negligible at 
later levels. 

RACIAL TRAITS 

l'ERSE~NG. 

Their adaptability man ifests itself most when a Troll is backed into a corner. 
They can increase their body's functions to such a level that they enter a Berserk 
state. When activated, Berserking incfeases casting and attack speed by a base of 
10%, increasing as the Troll's hea lth lowers, and a maximum of 30%. The effects 
only last 10 seconds with a 3 minute cooldown. 

The abi lity to increase your casting and attack speed, and thus your damage 
output, as you become weaker is incredible. Its cooldown is short enough that 
unless you are reckless, it will always be there when you need it. 

Everyone knows the stories of Trolls regrowing limbs in minutes. 
While these are exaggerations, Trolls have a 10% increased heath 
regeneration rate. Even more potent is that 10% of their total health 
regeneration remains active during combat. This is a passive ability and is 
always active. 

While the increased health regeneration is great for recovering 
between battles, the rea l gem is the health regeneration 
during combat Other races may have more hit 
points than you, but you recover yours during 
combat without the use of spells or potions. This 
can be of great va lue to any class. 

When it comes to kil l ing, the Trolls have been 
doing it for a long time. They've studied killing 
long enough that they receive a 5% damage bonus 
when attacking Beasts. This affects all Beasts, and only 
Beasts, and does not need to be activated. 

This trait is valuable for any cl ass as the target deter
mines the bonus. Quests and dungeons with Beasts 

in them will be faster for you than other races as you 
can kill them more quickly. Choosing your targets 
with this in mind will help you take full advantage of 
this trait. 

The Trolls are not strangers to ranged combat. They have been honing their ski lls 
for long enough to give them a +5 to their max imum Bow Skill and Throwing 
Weapon Skill. This is always active and has no cooldown. 

The increased max imum ski ll offers several advantages if you're wi lling to put 
in the training time. As your Bow or Throwing Weapon skill will be higher than 
standardly appropriate for your level, you' ll have a higher chance to hit your 
target and a higher chance for a critical strike when using these weapons. Take 
the time to train your Bow or Throwing Weapon skill to maximum. 

The Darkspear tribe has allied itself closely w ith the ores of Durotar, but they 
have not forgotten their own ways. Troll is still taught to the young, with orcish 
being taught in addition. Few dare to learn Troll as the Darkspear tribe tend to 
be very aggressive when asked about it. 

B RIEF HISTORY 
The vicious Trol ls that populate the numerous jungle islands of the South Seas 
are renowned for the cruelty and dark mysticism. Barbarous and superstitious, 
they carry a seething hatred for all other races. Long since exiled from its ances
tral homeland in Stranglethorn Vale, the Darkspear Tribe was nearly destroyed 
by rampaging Murlocs . Rescued by the young Warchief Thrall and his orcish 
warriors, the Darkspear tribe swore allegiance to the Horde. Led by the cunning 
Shadow Hunter, Vol'jin, the Darkspears now make their home in Durotar along 
w ith their orcish alli es. As one of the only surviving Darkspears, it falls to you to 
regain the glory of your tribe. 

The Trolls have a long history of war with the humans. Even before the Burn
ing tegion came into the land, they had waged war against the humans and 

Elves w ith hit-and-run raiding parties. They hate the humans above 
all other _races. After nearly being completely wiped from the 

ta'ce of Azeroth, however, they now relish in protecting their 
new home in Durotar and look for any reason to convince 
the remaining Horde of the complete treachery of humans. 
It was Grand Admiral Proudmoore's attack on the Horde 
that enraged them even more, and now the fires of hate 

burn even hotter within the breasts of the Trolls. 
For now, they cooperate with the remaining 

members of the Horde to mainta in their 
homes and retain the alliances that let 

their people continue to rebu ild . 

The Trolls ha.ve learned to harness 
the power of hate. After using 
it for generations, they have 
become adept at its cultivation . 
Their hatred for the humans is 

well known, and few Trol ls are 
without the burning heed for spil t 
human blood. 
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This section offers a gl impse of the role that each cl ass plays in Azeroth. A ll of the 
cl asses have played a part in the history of the world, and th is shapes how they are 
viewed today. Choos ing a class is an opportunity to immerse yourself in the past 
events and make a place for yourself in the future of the land. 

DRUID 

The keepers of nature, the 
Druids care for the natural 
world, its creatures, and 
the balance of existence. 
Many of them have 
watched over the world 
through the Emerald 
Dream, and etherea l 
realm that exists separate 
from Azeroth but inti
mately interwoven w ith 
it. Thi s spirit world allows 
the regulation of the ebb 
and flow of nature and 
the evolutionary path of 
the world itself. It is the 
realm of one of the great Dragon Aspects; Ysera the Dreamer. 

To help guide the course of the natural world, the Druids entered into the Emerald 
Dream, agreeing to ex ist apart from thei r fri ends and loved ones in an extended 

MAGE 

The call of magic is a 
powerfu l one. Some 
have dec ided to ded icate 
their li ves to it, studying 
it, practicing it, and 

spreading it throughout 
the world. In the history 
of Azeroth, no other king
dom fully embraced the 
force of magic as strongly 
as that of Dalaran, w here 
the entire culture was 
guided by mages. As a 
politi cal entity, Dalaran 

was a source of great 
knowledge not jaded by 

certain moral concerns, seeking only to understand the nature of magica l power. 

The kingdom of Dalaran is being rebui lt. Destroyed by the Burning Legion, its 
remnants have fled th roughout the lands of Azeroth, and the practitioners of magic 
have taken new apprentices and students. This has led to knowledge of magic being 
spread throughout all of Azeroth. 

In the All iance lands, it is the humans and gnomes who look into the mystery of 
magic. The Trolls of Durotar have always been accused, rightly so, for dark mystic ism 
w hile many of the Forsaken are from Dalaran itself and continue the pursuit of power. 

state of hibernation. However, because of the threat posed by Archimonde and the PAL ADJ N 
1Burning Leg ion, the Druids awoke and used their power to fight to protect the world . 
Currently, some of the Druids have reentered the Emerald Dream, whil e others have 
stayed in Azeroth, working to repa ir the great damage that has been done to the 

l natural order. 

The Druids exist apart from the po li tical boundaries empires and clans . W hat does 
it matter if one is Horde or Alliance in the great expanse of nature? The night elves 
and Tauren, united in their love of the land, have set aside thei r d ifferences to work 
together, safeguard ing Azeroth and helping to mend areas contami nated by pain and 

· wa r. Therefore, the Druids offer hope of what all Azeroth cou ld accompl ish if all the 
'. races worked fo r the betterment of the world together. 

·HUNTER 

\ The lands of Azeroth are 
' home to a great many 
i. beasts, everything from 

wolves and cats to bears 
I and large birds, to name 

"' but a few. These species 
care nothing for the war 
between Horde and Alli
ance; their lives are filled 
with their own struggle to 
find food and li ve from 
day to day. By the same 
token, there have always 
been those indiv iduals 
w ho exist outside the 

boundari es of civilized 
society. These free spi rits have found a connection to nature and a way of li ving w ith 
it. Th ese w ilderness people have taken the chance to explore the various lands of 
Azeroth and formed bonds linking themselves wi th the beasts of the world . 

\ A Hunter is never w ithout the ir weapon and their partner, the beast that they have 
formed a relationship w ith. The two of the work together and learn from each other. 

', This allows the Hunter to embrace the natural world and their pets to be free from 
some of the more press ing aspects of their existence, such as finding prey and having 

·a safe place to rest. 

Some of the races have taken easily to this way of life. The Tauren and night eives 
have a great respect for nature as a whole, and working as partners wi th it is an 
extension of that. The Troll s, as well , have never moved far away from the rhythms 
of the natural world. For these people, becoming a Hunter allows theIT' the chance 
to bond w ith nature and the beasts with in it. 

~ For others, it appea ls to their independent sp irit. Hie dwarves and ores are strong 
.individuals, and some of them have grown ti red of the political bickering of the ci ties 
•and accepted the w ilderness as their homes. These are Hunters wlio seek to find 
·thei r own ways in the world. 

The Paladins are the 
champions of Light and 
the defenders of the Alli
ance. Dedicated fighters, 
Paladins safeguard the 
populace and act as 
a symbol all can look 
up to. These men and 
women uphold honor 
and bravery, protect the 
people, honor the w ill of 
the nation, and bring light 
against the darkness. 

Lordaeron was once the 
center for Paladi ns, a 

bright shin ing city that was a bastion of civili zation. The defending Paladins were a 
great force of order and respect for their nation. However, there were dark forces at 
work, and a great sickn ess took hold of the land, spreading the curse of the undead 
throughout the country. Lordaeron was destroyed and some of its Paladi ns fell to 
corruption leaving the rest of the knightly order to fight against the undead and their 
former comrades. 

The loyalty and brotherhood of the dwarves and humans make up the ran ks of 
Palad ins. These people are stout defenders and work within the boundari es of the ir 
po lit ica l organizations. Beyond all else though, the Paladins are dedicated to ideals 
of honor and bravery. Light guides them. 

PRIEST 

Holy and Shadow are 

forces, separate from 
those of the world itself. 
There are those ind iv idu
als that seek to use them 
wi thin the world, ded icat
ing themselves to these 
unseen forces . For these 
peop le, the use of these 
powers, requiri ng great 
study and great reverence. 



The pursuit of Holy magic is the love of life and healing, replenishing and protecting 
the caster and those for whom they care. Shadow is the opposite, a force of raw 
destructive power that damages the target and wounds the spirit. Both forces are 
powerful and require skill to use. 

Those dedicated to healing of the mind and soul often become Priests, because of 
the appeal of Holy magic to salve the wounded. However, because of the strength 

that Shadow promises, darker individuals move to the profession as well. Of the 
races on Azeroth only humans, dwarves, night elves, Forsaken, and Trolls have all 
the pieces of the puzzle to unlock its teachings. 

ROGUE 

There have always been, 
and always wi 11 be, 
Rogues. These individuals 
use stealth and cunning 
to accomplish what a 
broadsword and shield 
can't. While the darker 
folk following this path 
are dangerous assassins, 
thieves, and brigands, 
there are those who train 

for the betterment of their 
own people. Spies put 
themselves at great risk 
and are perhaps the great
est rogues as they hide in 
front of an enemy instead of behind. 

As times grew more dangerous, Rogues have learned to defend themselves. They 
have learned fighting styles that allow someone with the thinnest armor and two 
small blades to stand up to someone in chain wielding a hammer and shield. With 
the prominence of magic-wielders on battlefields and their ability to destroy standard 
troops, Rogues have been given an important duty. They must safeguard their friends 
by eliminating the enemy casters first. 

Of all the races of Azeroth, only one will not accept training as a Rogue. The Tauren 
are not suited for the concept either physically or mentally. They believe the decep
tion dishonorable. The ends justify the means for the other races. 

SHAMAN 

The Shaman are the spi ri 
tual leaders of their clans 
and tribes, guiding the 

peoples of the Horde to 
their destinies. Gifted with 
great insight, the Shaman 
seek to provide the best 
lives for their people 
within Azeroth. This com
mon structure has formed 
a network among several 
disparate races. 

The races of the Horde 

have always had strong 

beliefs and a willingness 

to defend them. In addition, most have a clan or tribal political structure with loyalty 

to their tribe being strongly valued. The Shaman help to meld these tribal forces 
together, so that all the various tribes and peoples can accomplish a unified goal that 
benefits all of them. 

It was the Shaman of the ores that lead them into Kalimdor and the Shaman of the 
Tauren and Trolls who helped them relearn their Shamanistic heritage. Of the Horde, 
only the Forsaken are without Shaman. This is a source of disquiet among the races 
as the Tauren, ores, and Trolls have a common set of goals and the Forsaken may not 

share these. 

WARLOCK 

For some mages, the lure 
of dark power and knowl
edge proved too great for 
mere study. They found a 
new wellspring of chaotic 
magic, allowing them to 
reach into the strength of 
the demons. Gifted with 
the ability to manipulate 

these demonic forces, the 
Warlocks are powerful 

sorcerers, and the pacts 
that they form with de
mons are a sight of their 

devotion to the dark arts. 

Demons are never far from a Warlock's call and the Warlock is a master at control
ling them. These sinister creatures follow the Warlock's orders, attacking enemies 
and protecting their master. A Warlock's servant fights for them, and often the War
lock thinks nothing of sacrificing their demonic pet if the situation calls for it; a new 
summoning spell is all that it takes to drag the demon back to the world of Azeroth. 

Because of their devotion to dark arts, Warlocks are feared and distrusted by most of 
the races. Within the lands of the Alliance, Warlocks are shunned and their places 
of teaching are outside major cities. Only humans and gnomes are curious enough 
to dabble with these forces. The ores also have a great deal of suspicion toward 
Warlocks; most want nothing to do with demons every again, and ore history is 
replete with pain and anguish caused by demonic involvement. Only the Forsaken 
fully accept Warlocks as part of their civilization, giving them freedom and respect. 

However, despite the mistrust engendered by these practices, there will always be 
people who pursue dark and powerful knowledge. 

WARRIOR 

There have always been 
the Warriors who both 
defend their families and 
attack their enemies. 

While some spend their 
time training in hallowed 
halls to become powerful 
mystics, not everyone has 
that chance. The people 
living out on the frontier, 
away from large cities and 
the training there, have 
nothing to defend them
selves with but a sword. 
They spend their days 
becoming stronger and 

faster. More than just their lives depend on their abilities .. their family and friends 
live or die on their abilities. 

Not everyone takes up arms to help others. There will always be those who are excit
ed by the adrenaline rush of heated combat or simply enjoy watching life drain from 
an opponent's eyes. Whatever their reason for fighting, these men and women are 
the undisputed masters of melee combat. They train day and night mastering several 

stances of combat to be able to defeat any opponent that stands in front of them. 

Any race that can forge weapons can train Warriors. humans, night elves, dwarves, 

and gnomes train Warriors and pit them against the mightiest of foes. Of the 
Horde, Tauren, Trolls, ores, and Forsaken sharpen their blades and prepare for the 
coming war. 

Factions 

Races 



It takes considerable time to teach someone about World of Warcraft. This game has 
enough complexity to keep players on their tops for many days, even while learning 
the basics. This section is organized as well as poss ible to give you the tips and ideas 
to cut down on lost opportuniti es during that learning phase. There is always money 
and experience to be made, and there is no harm in starting from the beginning! 

GAINING EXPERIENCE 

Exper ience points get you closer to your next level. Characters progress from Levels 
1 to 60 in WoW (and beyond toward level 70 later in 2006 when the expansion 
comes), and each advancement brings better attributes, higher health/mana, and the 
potential for greater deeds. Whether you focus on pulling in experience is one thing, 
but everyone gains levels if they enjoy the game and keep heading out into the wild . 

SOLOING MONSTERS 
The most basic way to gain experience is to walk into an area with monsters and 
start fighting them. Every victory against a monster of equiva lent level gets you 
experience. These points add up nicely if you try to kill monsters as quickly as pos
sible. Try ing to gain levels solely through 
monster kil ling is called "grinding" by 
many players. Some people find this 
method dull because it offers less variety 

~. of action compared to questing, going 
exploring, and so forth. Others feel re
laxed by bringing down a stable flow of 

· money, experience, and nasty monsters. 
There is nothing wrong with this method 
either way if it's what you like. 

Monsters ore worth experience if they are close to your characte(s level. There is allowed to be 

o 20% difference in levels between your charocter ond the monster OR o difference of five 

(whichever is greater will be used). 

Anything beneath this threshold gives zero experience when slain bemuse the challenge is so 

trivial. However, such creatures still drop treasure. 

Grinding itself can be a very fast method 
for leveling. Or, it can be slower than 
other available techniques; this entirely 
depends on the cu rrent level of your char
acter, you equipment, loca l quest options, 
and more subtle aspects of play. Indeed, 
some grinders are able to gain levels with 
impress ive speed by choosing a class 
build that is keen for soloing and finding 
areas where tandem iighting (going after 
one mob, then another right afterward , 
then another, etc. ) is easy to do. 

·' 

0, Many Monsters Available 

Before getting involved with specific class 
abilities, data tables, templates, and so forth, 
it's important to evaluate play strategies 
that are used by all characters in World 
of Warcraft. This chapter explains various 
methods to improve your ability to gather 
money, rise in level, move around Azeroth, 
engage in combat, and fi nd special areas. 

-;:}; Enough Space Between Monsters That They Can be fought Individually 

;;) Creatures in Area Lock Powetful Speciol Abilities that Harm Your Class/Race (If you can't 
cure poison or disease, these are brutal on soloers, as ore curses and many other debuffs) 

;::) Monster levels are Just low Enough to Keep the Kills Fast and Downtime Short (a couple 

levels under your charocter for characters with modest gear, or monsters of equal level for 
those with better equipment) 

;:,); Few Players Compete for Kills in the Area 

;)I A Vendor is Somewhat Accessible (for making repairs and dropping off loot items) 

;) Enemies Drop Cloth (if you bandage frequen~y) 

:lf Preferably, a Graveyard is Close Enough to Shorten Downtime if an Accident Happens; This 

Isn't as Important os_the Other Factors 

~: __ ;q«ia -~ )1:ia11L J!!t 

Instance grinding is very different from grinding on monsters out in the field. Getting 
into a group of four or five characters and repeatedly taking on instances near your 
level is a wonderful way to get your character into better gear. It is not, however, 
a fast way to gain leve ls. Looking at pure experience per hou r, instances are on ly 

better for the absolute worst grinding characters (e.g. people who specialize only on 
surviving, healing, and other non-damaging abilities). 

This does not mean that you lose out in the long run by leveling in this way. Slow 
leveling often has a few perks. The longer you take at each level, the more money 
your character has throughout the game and the more your gear stays up-to-date. 

QUESTING FOR EXPERIENCE 
During the lower levels (certainly through Levels 1 to 40), characters gain quite a bit 
of experience through questing. It isn't hard to gather multiple quests from towns in 
this period, and completing several at a time is both easy and exciting. The awards 
for turning in these quests catapult characters through their levels. And, when played 
correctly, the best elemen ts of gri nding and questing can be combined once players 
understand the locations they are visiting. 

First off, it's useful to grind while approaching quest sites and while leaving them! 
If you have a quest in the northwest of The Barrens, asking you to kil l Harpi es, it 

is helpful to ki II Centaur, Raptors, and 
other enemies on the way. Walking to 
the edge of a zone may take five or six 
minutes (more in a number of cases). 
That time is somewhat wasted if you 

simply travel because your characters 
are full on health and mana. Use those 
resources to blow through enemies 
quickly; be inefficient with mana, if you 
have it, beca use you are going to regen

erate it as you go anyway. 

Blast through the odd target here and there and you w ill find that experience gained 
per hour improves by a fair margin. This also makes traveling a lot more fun! 

A subset of questing is to avoid getting all quests in a region whi le doing only those 
that fit your character's needs. Th is becomes quite common at the later levels, when 
people prefer to fight in certain regions, and dungeons. 

To pick and choose with quests means to look through all avai lable choices and 
decide which ones have rewards that you need OR which ones have targets that you 
want to kill anyway. This is a solid, mercenary approach. If your character likes to 
grind against Trolls in the Hinterlands, there is no reason on Azeroth not to help the 
local Dwarves (who have a few problems with said Trolls). Grinding is all well and 
good, but dropping off a quest each time you head back to sell loot nets practica lly 
free experience when you play in this manner. 



Even at the lower levels, you may want to skip delivery quests or anything that you 
know takes a long time without keeping you hip-deep in slaughter. If experience is 
your goal , collecting ground spawns in areas without many enemies is a bad thing. 

. UNDERSTANDING ATTRIBUTES 

At the most basic level of play, higher 
attributes equal a better character. How
ever, you are often forced to decide 
which attributes are the most important 
to your style of play. This means that it's 
crucial to understand what the attributes 
do, how they affects your class, and 
which systems can be influenced by 
your choices. 

Strength improves your character's DPS and helps to block more damage from 
incoming attacks. Warriors always need a fair bit of strength, but all melee characters 
are interested in getting more when they can. Rogues need more Agility, but Strength 
isn't bad for them at all, and Hunters who do a bit more melee work (especially 
some Survival Hunters) take some Strength as well. 

Agility affects Dodge and Critical percentages for all characters. This makes Agility 
a secondary damage attribute for tanks (Warriors, Paladins, etc.) and a primary dam
age attribute for Rogues and Hunters. The reason for this is that ranged damage is 
influenced by Agility. Also, Rogues receive half of their melee damage bonuses from 
Strength and half from Agility! 

Spirit determines how much health/mana you regain with each tick of the game's 
clock. Health does not regenerate during normal combat, without items or abilities 
to grant such restoration. Mana regeneration, however, is only interrupted by casting 
spells (whether in battle or not). Your character's class makes a huge difference in 
what is regenerated. Warriors and Rogues, for instance, have no mana; their Spirit 
is used only for health regeneration. Hybrid classes (Druids, Hunters, Paladins, Sha
man) are split between a moderate gain 
of health by their Spirit and a fair in
crease in mana as well. Then the heavier 
casters (Priests, Mages, and Warlocks) 
gain very little health from their Spirit 
but receive potentially large chunks of 
mana each tick. Spirit is one of the more 
complex attributes because it's either 
worthless, if you fight creatures out in 
the field or go against easier instances, 
or very important, if you are a caster 

taking on late-game raid monsters. 

Stamina gives characters ten points of health for every point of Stamina they gain. 
This is a flat sum. Stamina can easily account for half (or more) of your character's 
health, even before the later stages of the game. Though having more health does 
nothing to increase a character's combat output, Stamina is still crucial. Classes that 
hold aggro to protect a group need to have high health. This gives healers a great 
deal more leeway in saving lives! Even hybrid classes and full casters need health 
though, especially if tougher dungeons are being run, if you solo, or if you plan to 
hit the Battlegrounds. In World of Warcraft, everyone gets beaten on, and even glass 
cannons want to survive a few hits before going down. 

Intellect is similar to Stamina, though it gives mana to characters instead of health. 
Intellect also increases casters' rate for Critical spell effects; that is something that 
both healers and damage dealers are interested in getting. For non-casters, Intellect 
is almost a worthless Attribute. Rogues and Warriors are able to master Defense and 

Weapon Skills faster if they have a high Intellect, but this difference is not worth the 
loss of Stamina, Agility, etc. Also, getting an Arcane Intellect buff from Mages is more 
than enough to boost melee characters while learning new weaponry. 

For each level of your character, there is a hidden par value for your attributes. This 
value is meant to reflect the improvements that are available to your character during 
advancement. If you stay at par, your percentages won't change in a major way; 
Critical rates, Dodging, and such are meant to be fluid yet stay within certain bounds . 

If your character falls below par by having low-level equipment, not spending Tal 
ent points, or otherwise focusing on different elements, your percentage chance 
to achieve various effects may drop! Look at your character now and compare 
the numbers for Criticals and Dodge to what you had five levels ago; there is no 
guarantee of improvement in these things. You MUST increase your Agility to stay 

How Do I 

on par with melee/ranged Criticals and 
Dodge. You need to keep raising Intel 
lect to maintain frequent spell Criticals. 

By the same token, getting +20 to 
Stamina in your teen levels doesn't 
sound bad at all. A couple hundred 
more points of health. Great! But at 
level 58, you want to have at least a 
couple thousand more health for tank
ing enemies or PvPing. 

To see your chance to Dodge ond Critical opponents, open your Abilities Menu ("P" Key) and 
highlight these given aspects. They should be listyid on the first page. 

So if leveling raises your attributes and the par for said attributes, how do you 
actually keep up or even pull ahead with your true performance? 

The key is to find equipment that focuses on the stats you need. As long as 
your character pushes to find Rare/Blue gear, starting around level 20, you can 
stay well ahead of par. Even if you stick to Uncommon/Green gear, you can 
stay close to or above par for your character. 

Don't just take every weapon upgrade with higher DPS and every armor piece 
that raises your Damage Mitigation. This is not wise for the long run. Instead, 
look at the attributes given by each equipment piece you find. Choose two or 
three attributes that you are looking for, and make sure to get the most points 
possible for those. 

First, avoid equipment pieces that only give one attribute bonus unless the 
piece is extremely good. You receive more total attribute points by choosing 
pieces with two or three attributes. When these are the two or three attributes 
you want already, this makes everything work out wonderfully. 

Also, look for a consistent Enchanter in your guild or circle of friends. Have 
them help you increase your attributes. At all levels, Enchanters are able to 
add a fair number of points to your equipment pieces. Though pricey, this is a 
superb way to stay ahead of men and beasts that are competing against you. 

Example: Warriors should avoid equipment that gives bonuses to Intellect an~d 

possibly Spirit as well, unless you 
greatly need the extra armor or your 
old equipment isn't giving you what 
you want either. Instead, search for 
appropriate Mail (Or later Plate) that 
has Strength, Stamina, and Agility. 
If you tank a great deal, lean on 
Strength and Stamina. If you are more 
of a DPS Warrior, take all three and 
try to balance your needs. 

Common 
Tactics 

Group Roles 

Professions 

Transportation 

~tern 



' SPECIALIZING A CHARACTER 

\ 

Nobody in WoW is meant to be exactly the same. There are many ways to configure 
your cha racter for different fo rm s of combat, and this goes well beyond a person's 
class. Use of Talents, style, equipment, and professions all make a difference in the 
end result. 

The big question for each player is w hat do I want to accomplish in battle. Are you 
a healer, a damage dealer, or a support character? Do you want to be good for short 
bursts or for sustained effort? Is disruption of enemy forces more important to you 
than getting kil ls and glory? 

Before jumping into the "how" end of things, we' ll investigate the question of "why?" 

PERKS OF CHARACTER SPECIALIZATION 
Customizing your character is an enjoyable experience because you are making an 
avatar into your ow n reflection of a class . You are leavi ng the simple distinction of 
W arri or/Rogue/Mage, etc. behind; w hat appears in its place is your representation 
of that class . M aking a name for yourse lf, exp loring new ideas and style choices, 
and seek ing new modes of victory are all wa iting down th is path. The rewards are 
considerable. 

l If you stay along a general line, your character ends up w ith few weaknesses 
(on ly those given by your race/cl ass) . However, you are rarely able to play to your 

strengths un less you deve lop them. Spe
ciali zing your character makes it much 
easier to w in in battles w here you are 
ab le to use your advantages. 

Does this mean that you lose more often 
w hen you cannot play to your strengths 
if you heavil y customize? Yes, it does. 
In a well-ba lanced game, there have to 
be penalties to your choices as we ll as 
perks, and WoW makes great efforts to 
ba lance your options. 

The reason this isn 't as much of a problem as it sounds is that a ski lled player can 
1 often play to their strengths. Against many mobs and even some players, the ab il ity 
, to dri ve forward wi th your best abilities precludes the dangers of your weaknesses. 
' That is why playing to your strengths and customiz ing is useful , doable, and a great 
deal of fun. 

USING YOUR TALENT POINTS 

;'.)> Talents are gained from levels l 0·60 (for 51 total Talent points) 

;::). It is often powerful to specialize in two Talent trees, taking one until the mid 40s, then 
switching to a secondary Talent tree 

;lt You can Respec Talents at your character's trainer for a scaling fee (this fee increases from 
one Gold, to five, and then to ten and beyond fo.r additional Respecs) 

;::). Talents greatly define what s1yle of your class you wish to play 

The most obvious form of customization is provided directly by the class system . 
At level ten, you start ga in ing Talents. The abilities gained from th is system are very 
powerful , especiall y when people devote their characters into specific lines; the 
deeper stages of specific Talent lines are quite impressive and rewarding. 

Before spending these po ints, take a long look at the lines avail abl e to your charac

ter. Because of the extended hours involved in reaching the higher levels, it's nice to 

know what you are getting into. Instead of taking any Talent that looks nice for now, 
try to come up with a path that nets as many perm anent, useful Talents as possible . 

. O n the w hole, there are severa l varieties 
\ of Talent specializations. These are not 
' identified directly, but an astute player 
1 

can see w here specific Talents are the 
'. most useful. Anything that reduces 
! downtime and rai ses efficiency in battle 
is good for extended fighting against 
weaker targets; thi s is a style more for 

' soloers than group members. O n the 
' other hand, abi li ties that are expensive 
' but raise burst damage and effectiveness 
' are critical in Instances and PvP fighting. 

Decide w hat variety of character you are interested in playing. There is always the 
\ chance that your needs and interests w ill change, but many people know somewhat 
>w hat they enjoy doing from the very beginning. Try to create a Talent path that 
, advances the areas of the game you enjoy. 

\ 

Efficient Damage/Healing Soloing 

lncteosed Potential Domoge/Heoring Gmµping/lnstonces 

Higher Domoge Mitigation Groupingjlonks Soloing 
Disable Enemies Effiaent Ei]lerlence Gr!nding~ 

PvP bui lds are often about doi ng the greatest amount of activity in a short period. 
Instant ab ili t ies, helpfu l passi ve Talents, and other reactive perks are the focus here. 
Player vs. Player combat is often much shorter in duration than fighting against mon
sters in the field or in Instances . Thus, efficiency has less value compared to immed i
ate power and survival. Speciali ze in burst heali ng or damage to be able to respond 
to the unpredictab ility of faci ng live, intelligent players in PvP combat. 

Soloers need to be independent; they don' t have backup healing, easy damage, or 
safety . This necess itates a bui ld where the character is full y functi onal in multiple 
aspects of play. Efficiency is stressed because there are no all ies to fall back on, and 
long dow ntime is a very bad thing if you don' t have anyone to talk to or to keep the 
exper ience rolling. If you are a so loist, seek Talents that make you r favor ite actions 
more effective, then use those abilities to thei r full est. 

Group-friendly builds are some of the most specia lized characters of all. These 
builds are intended to extend the weaker areas of many classes whi le honing specific 

strengths that are useful to allies. Seek 
increased potentia l in areas that are 
hailed by groups (better Damage Mitiga
tion for a tank, more potent and depend
able hea ls for a healer, and safe/constant 
damage from DPS cl asses). The group is 
present to negate the weaknesses of each 
member w hile extending the strengths of 
each member's build . 

Remember that a soloist can group, a PvPer can and w il l farm Instances, and so 
fo rth. Everyone should be capable of filling a vari ety of roles, but it's go ing to be 
harder going against your element. Choose the line that makes your favorite role 
more enjoyable, because that is w hat you spend the most time doing. 

This has given you an idea about how to think about Talents for your characters. This 
discussion has sti ll occurred in a vacuum. Shortly, in the next chapter, you w il l learn 
about specific Talents choices and the tradeoffs involved w ith spec ial izing each 
character cl ass . These choices are too numerous and complex to evaluate here. 

HONING EQUIPMENT 
Talents are by no means the end of character customi zation. Equipment choices ac
count for a great deal of a person's effecti veness. Thi s doesn' t boil down to a simple 
numbers game (i.e. Go for higher level gear all the time and don't stop) . Rather, a 
focus on the type of equ ipment that comp letes you r build is needed. 

The most bas ic examp le is for casters who are ri sing in level. These characters need 
both Spi rit and Intellect (Spi rit for regain ing mana and Intel lect for havi ng a large 
pool of Mana to draw from). A Soloist wants to have quite a high Spirit to maintain 
their mana and minim ize downtime, since they are the ones casting in each battle. 
PvPers, at the other end, need to survive their current encounter no matter what 
the mana cost; they use Intellect for having the highest possible DPS for a given 
encounter. Even if recovery is slow ~s na ils, they are free to drink water and cheer 
their victory. 

Offensive Melee 

Agilily a~ff Stillnino 

Melee Hybrtd Sirength and Stamina 

Healing/Coster Hybrtd Sromioo ond lntellect 

PvP Caster Stamina Intellect 

Group Coster latelle~t and $pirit Slumiao 



These examples are neither exhaustive or absolute. There are major exceptions creat
ed when people see a niche that needs to be filled. Imagine a PvP Mage who enjoys 
going into large-scale battles that last for 
several minutes of direct fighting. Such 
a character might shun the pure Intel lect 
model and grab more Spirit and +Dam
age gear for the ir favorite spell lines. The 
goal is not to memorize a specific table 
to select what you need. Instead, view 
the process that others use to create their 
customized equipment sets and see how 

it relates to your character. 
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Weapon speed has a number of complex aspects, and the system for it has changed 
several times during the evolution of WoW. Faster melee weapons were the ideal 
choices for Alpha and early Beta use, then things grew interesting. During early retail 
and for some time afterward, slow weapons grew to prominence because instant-use 
abilities would do so much damage with them. Rogues often tried to get the slowest 
available weaponry for their attacks, and Arms Warriors were no different. 

In modern WoW, there have been changes to normalize the amount of damage 
instant melee and ranged weapon attacks deal. This makes a much wider variety 
of weaponry useful to characters, and in many ways is quite a positive change. All 
characters now have good reasons to go with each fast or slow weaponry. Faster 
ones are better for getting consistent DPS, poison use (for Rogues), or other +Dam
age On Hit abilities/items to work. General proc effects, however, are fine with any 
speed. And, if you want to have higher burst damage, the slower weapons are still 
superior for that. 

Ask yourself where your character will do the most damage, in burst situations or 
extended fighting? For PvP, especially with physical classes, burst damage is very 
important. The moment you start dealing damage, someone is going to come after 
you. Crowd control abilities are soon to follow, and your DPS is going to shut down 
for a bit. That is why it's good to slap a character with a 3.8 second weapon shot! If 
they end up controlling or avoiding you for a few seconds afterward, you haven't lost 

much of anything. If you had been using 
a 1.2 second weapon, you would have 
missed at least a couple hits. 

High-speed weapons are often better for 
PvE because of their consistency. You 
won' t have sudden bursts that rip aggro 
off of things when you aren't ready for it, 
and neither will you have entire seconds 
of waiting for an attack when you just 
need to do a few points more. 

Once you have the Talents, equipment, and knowledge to support your interests, 

victory comes from refining the techniques you use in battle. Which attacks aren't 
as usefu l in light of your new Ta lents; which moves are now essential, and need to 
be used earlier in the fight? Try to work on pounding your techniques into a trim 
and effective weapon of their own_ If you want to get really scientific about it, time 
your battles against monsters of the same type and level and see if you can reduce 
the period it takes to defeat them. The same method can be used to reduce damage 
taken (kill-time and limiting damage taken are often linked to some extent anyway). 

Look at the abilities you use in battle. Which of these make the most difference over 
the course of the battle? If you have status buffs and debuffs, see if there are better 
times to cast them_ Some of these can be done before battle is engaged, so work on 
mastering a lead in to fights that frees your character to use direct combat abilities as 
soon as possible. 

Perhaps a change of quickbar is in order at this stage. One thing that slows players 
down a great deal is the inefficient use of the game's interface. Many playe rs who 
take the time to reorganize their quickbars are impressed at the difference in their 
character's performance. Keep abilities that aren't used often on entirely different 
bars and streamline the buttons that are used in each and every combat. Try to use 
an ascending order that fits the progression of battle, such that your fingers know 
where to go without you losing time looking down at the keyboard. 

Don't rely on the mouse to click abilities! Sure, you can put up extra quickbars from 
the Interface Menu and click on things that aren't needed in the heat of the moment 
(e.g. Hearthstones). For in-combat abilities, hotkeys are king! 

Even these issues are part of customiza
tion. If something doesn't feel right, work 
hard to change it. Look through the key 
bindings and make sure everything is 
where you need it to be; Stance/Form 
shifting can be bound to keys as well. 
You may want to put those beneath you r 
most active fingers to smooth the transi
tions. Warriors and Druids must be able 
to move from one stance/form to the 
next without any delay or prob lem; this 
is essential to their proper dominance in 
both PvE and PvP_ 

MAKING MONEY AND FINDING GEAR 
Being an adept player is great, but money still makes the world go around. Buying 
from vendors and players is only one sink for money in WoW, and you are going to 
need plenty of cash just for those folks! Trainers take their fair share as well, and by 
the end of the day very few people have more gold than they need. So, how do you 
plan to stay in the black? 

UNDERSTAND LoorIT'ABI:.Es 
Being out in the wild is interesting when looking for treasure. Unlike the rewards 
for quests or defeating specific, named enemies, there are many random pieces of 
treasure that drop from normal creatures. This is entirely random within the bounds 
of loot tables. 

Your characters receive the majority of simple Uncommon/Green items and trade 
items while out in the wild. While fighting easier creatures, you are likely to find 
high quantities of gear that is slightly beneath the monsters' leve l. Rare and Epic gear 
is extremely unlikely to drop from these easier fights, and when it does there is a fair 
chance that the item won't be one for you specifically. 

Outdoor fighting is great for leveling, fine for getting trade materials, but is too 
unpredictable for gearing up characters beyond a certain point. 

The drop-rate for Rare gear tremendously improves when you fight large groups of 
Elite monsters in dungeons. These Instanced areas also have set bosses with loot 
tables that are specific in what they drop (giv ing you the ability to know what is 
likely to fall each time they die, within a modest margin). Thus, gearing up is very 
much about hitting dungeons with your allies. Go into such fighting with a group of 
mixed character classes to reduce competition for high-end drops. 

SELLING TO \7ENDORS 

To find out what is available from a 
given encounter, look up a creature's 
loot tab le. This guide and a number of 
other Brady products, reveal where to 
get quite a few of the best items in the 
game. There are also online resources 
that allow you to search by monster 
name or item name/type to find out 
where equipment is gained. Asking other 
players where they found specific gear is 
yet another source of information. 

Just as the most simple way to gather experience comes from grinding against 
monsters, you can gather a great deal of money from selling loot to vendors. Almost 
all of the creatures in the wild have something worth sel ling (whether they are living, 
dead, beast, or construct). Fight against creatures at a fast rate and harvest their good
ies for future sale to players and vendors. 

Sell anything that cons grey to your character, then take a look into the uses for the 
various crafting items and other goodies that fall. If there is a market for the remain
der of your inventory, hold onto that until you can make an Auction House run. 

It's a very big mistake to be picky about the items you snag from monsters. Sure, 
some creatures are terrible about dropping good stuff (Slimes take forever before 
started dropping fun stuff), but even these enemies occasionally have a rare gem or 
magical item. Beyond that, if you have tons of space in your bags, there is no reason 
not to grab everything in sight! It takes almost no time to sell items, and every single 
piece of gold adds up. Indeed, it sounds foolish not to loot a corpse with a mere 
silver piece on it. Why then, would anyone stop collecting vendor trash that could 
add up to many gold pieces in the long run? 

Common 
Tactics 

Roles 

Professions 



For faster looting, hold down shift while right-cli cking on bodies; this loots every
thing al once and is slightly faster for getting you on your way again. BoP items 
won't bind to you by doing this; a query bar rises instead, and you have the choice 
to take the item or leave it on the body. 

A very w ise investment early in your 
character's career is to buy bags from 
the Auction House. The vendor pri ces 
for bags are never good for you. Indeed, 
there are always crafters making bags 
for alts and newcomers, and you make 
a great deal of money in the long run 
by having larger packs to stash goodies. 
You never want to run out of space in a 
dungeon and have to pass up loot that 
could pay for one or two of your packs 
just by itself! 

Vendors keep a list of the last ten items that you sold them. At any time, and without penalty to 
your finances, the vendors will allow you to buy back what you have sold them. This is such a nice 
function to prevent you from losing that Rare shield that you didn't mean to right-click while selling .. 

GATHERING MATE.RIALS 

Skinning Selling leather on the Auction House (Much More lucrative in the later levels) 

Mining Selling Metal otid Stones orrthe Auction House (Iron is When This Becomes Highly Profitflhle) 
Herbalism Selling Herbs on the Auction House (Everything ofter the First few Herbs ore Worth Gold) 
Enchooting Breuk Uncommon omtRore ltemsAnd Au.Clion The Materio~ 

There are plenty of craftsfolk out there w ho need a constant supply of leather, cloth, 
meta l, herbs, and magical powders. If you aren't interested in creating items, try out 
the gathering profess ions. In any event, se lling the ingredients for crafted items to 
their creators is profi table throughout the levels. Use the Auction House to accom
plish this unless you have fr iends or guild sources that need first crack at these items. 

Knowing where to gather your items can make the difference between slim pickings 
and a lucrative trade. People don't usually go to Teldrassil for mak ing it rich as a 
Miner, eh. Indeed, talk to other people and learn where some of the best spots are 
for getting the items you seek. Open fields have more beasts for leather, humanoid 
caves often have both metal deposits and cloth or leather to harvest, and herbs are 
specifical ly located because of their inab ility to grow in inhospitable regions. 

t Don't let your inventory control you either. You may harvest enough materi al to fill 
your bank vau lt and your packs, but understand what your merchandise is worth. 
Stay cu rrent on the going rates for your items and only slide a bit under that quantity 
w hen selling. A few silvers can attract a buyer almost as quickly as entire gold pieces 

\ worth of discounts. It's similar to running away from a bear w hen you have a gnome 
in your party; you don't have to outrun the bear (you just have to outrun the gnome). 
When competing against other sellers, there is no need to cut the market. 

FARMING FOR LOOT 
There may be spec ific places that bring 
in money at a fast pace for your charac
ter . Perhaps you have a group that brings 

dow n clusters of enemies quic;kly wi th 

AoEs. Or, you may have a favorite cave 

where there is metal, cloth, and vendor 
loot that sells half-decently. In any event, 
farming for money is a tradition w ith a 
long and glorious past. 

·Much like grind ing for experi ence, you can grind w ith loot in mind . Find an area 
with as many of the target monsters as possible and hop to it. Though thi s is often a 
good solo practice, groups sometimes form with different needs. Perhaps you are try
ing to get an Uncommon or Rare Elemental drop (Breath of Wind or some equivalent 

· item), and another character wishes to hunt for experience in the same area. Join ing 
together can help both individuals; agree to divide loot in a way that lets you farm 
for your items w hile the grinder gets what they need as well. 

Small teams wi th different Professions work nice ly in this field as well. Having a 
person to skin, another to mine, a cloth gatherer, and so forth keeps the peace per
fectly. Everyone can get what they want while journeying around the world w ithout 
having to roll for items. 

HUNTING FOR R.4:RES 
Bind-on-Equip Rare items are extremely valuable. These blue pieces fetch a mass ive 
sum on the Auction House because people who are funding their alts are interested 
in getting the best gear without always putting in the work to hunt through dungeons 
or wait for drops that are never a given. Thus, you can strike it rich very easily by 
going through dungeons and waiting for the right pieces to drop. 

A prime example of this comes from Shadowfang Keep. This Instance dungeon drops a 
Rare BoE piece every few runs (this is random, but making a few fast runs gives you a 
high chance of getting what you want). Because such pieces are going to be a few lev
els below the enemies that drop them, you can expect to find many items in the high 
teens from that dungeon. Thi s makes Shadowfang Keep ideal for grabbing "twink" 
equipment to se ll on the Auction House. Alts with a huge amount of money who want 
to camp at level 19 in the Battlegrounds 
sometimes pay 20-100 gold pieces for 
even these low- leve l items. One lucky 
drop that doesn't take more than a few 
hours of farming to find can fund your 
character for quite some time. 

By the time you are in your 30s and 40s, 
your character can blow through Shad
owfang Keep without any help, delays, 
or fru strations. Money, money, money. 

BE.COME. @NE: WITH THE. AUCTION HOUSE 

;Jr You Pay o Deposit Every Time You Post on Item on the Auction House (Based Off a 
Percentage of that Item's Value Multiplied by the Duration of the Auction) 

~ A Percentage of the Sell Price is Also Taken by the Auction House as a Fee (This Percentage 
is High for Neutral Auction Houses) 

:;) You Won't See the Exact Duration of an Existing Auction; Instead, the System lists a 
General Time (Short, Medium, Long, Very long) 

;Jr The Upper Price for an Item is the Amount of the Current Bid on it; The lower Value is the 
Amount Needed to Immediately Buy Out the Item 

;Jr Be Very Careful When Typing in Sale Values and Bid Quantities (A Slip Here con Cost You 
Dearly) 

;:)r Purchased Items and Money for Soles Appear in Characters' Mailboxes 

The Auction House is a blessing in every way. Having a major center of trade opens 
the window for players to cooperate with everyone in their faction (and beyond, in 
the case of the neutral Auction Houses in the Goblin towns). Setting your Hearth
stone to a capital city w ith an Auction House is rare ly a bad choice, considering how 
often people return here to talk, trade, and find new items. 

Sell useful items through the Auction House instead of vendoring them. Players 
who do this make far more money in the long run. There is a deposit every time you 
put items into the AH, and this increases proportionally as you set the timer for an 
auction for a longer duration. There is also a tax on final sales in the AH, and this is 
higher for the neutral Ahs. 

The best bet for keeping your money flowing freely is to sell on ly your higher quality 
items (the ones that move quickly through the AH). People are rarely interested in 
equipment of low quality, so the profits for such items are higher through vendoring 
in a number of cases. Watch the AH by the search ing for the very items you wish to 

sell and see w hat prices they are going for (and if people are reall y bidding on them). 

If the products aren't moving well , try a lower buyout than the other sellers. 

If moving inventory is more important 
to you than the raw price, try very low 
starting bids. Thi s really encourages im
pulse buying for anything useful; as long 
as the price is still low, players may push 
back and forth trying to keep their bid on 
the item. This sometimes leads to pri ces 
above what the players wou ld have paid 
origina ll y, but they become somewhat 
attached to the auction itself. You can't 

count on this, but it does happen. 



Gooos AND SERVICES 

Alchemy Selling Potions, Transmutes for Higher Metals ond Elements (On Timers) 

Block smith Occasional Weapon 01 Mount Enhancements (Not Highly Valuable) 

Enchanting Wide Variety of Equipment Enhancements 

Make Scopes for Ranged Weapons, Make Ammo, Same Explosives Are Usable 
By Nan-Engineeis Also 

Engineering 

leatherworker Cure Rugged Hides (On a Timer) 

Tailor Make$ags; Make Mooncloth (Ono Timer) 

Org rimmar and Undercity Are Maior Trade Centers for the Horde 

lronforge and StorrnWind Are Moior Trade Centers for the Alliance --
Your chardcters can dlso rnake money by sel l ing services to other players. Because 
everyone Cc1n master two µrofessio ns (at most), it is common for players to need the 

services oi other people ironi time to time. Blacksmi rh s dttach Sh ield Spikes, Riding 
Spurs (ior mounts), and other such goodies for weapons dnd armor. Enchanters pre
pare special concoct ions to boost 1he power ol items. Rogues can learn Lockpicking 
and open lockboxes for a lip or ior goodwi ll . 

When advertising you r own ski ll s, use the Trddt• Chai channe l and prepare a text 
macro tha t quickly states your available ski lls and associared costs (ii any). Try to 
keep th is to one or two lines to prevent your message from ii i ling up everyone's 
message windows. Use you r macro per iodica lly, but not more often than every few 
minutes. W hile doing thi s, participate in the channel and help others; it's useful to 
have a cl ientele that already knows who you are and respects your attitude. 

To receive services, ask in Trade Chat ii anyone has the ski ll level you seek in a 
profess ion. Be up ironr cibou t what 
you want dnd they often Jre just as 
forth comi ng about the price they req uire 

for the ir lime. Don' t by shy about saying 
" How much do you wantl" if they don't 
li st a specific su m. Under the friendly 
conditions, the other character may not 
dnswer firm ly. Be sure to tip such peopl e 

ii you can afford to; it keeps the goodw ill 
fl owing and won't hurt you on any 
return visits. 

SPENDING YOUR WEALTH 
There are more ways to spend money than to make it; lhat is the usual tru th oi 
th ings. Carefu ll y choosi ng w hen and where to spend your hard-earned cash is very 
important, espec iall y di low leve ls (where it' s harder to make substantial amounts). 

LEARN CLASS .A:BIUTIES f tRST 
Before looking for new items or having fun w ith your money, make sure that your 
character's ab iliti es are current. Every even level, talk to your class trainers and see 
w hich new abilit ies are ava ilab le. If you use sa id ab ili ties or wou ld like to, buy these 
before any purchases of equipment, services, or w hatever else you enjoy. Having 
ab ili t ies trained to thei r iu llest is extremely important, and the cost is minimal if you 
are wil ling to do some hunting on the side from time to time. 

To avoid taking a mure su b~La r 11 i c1I hi t tu the wd lle l every two levels, it is possible to 

ignore some abi li ties (for some classes) _ If you are cl Wa rrio r w ho never uses Berserk 

Stance, don't train in Slam or Cleave. 
A sword-wielding Rogue could forego 
Backstab and Ambush for quite some 
time too. Almost all classes have abili
ti es that they may not use, depending 
on pl aysty le. Save money in the short 
term by holdi ng off on their purchase. 
It's always possible to return later and 
trai n these skill s w hen the cost is lower 
(compared to your total earnings). 

RESTORE- IMPORTANT ITEMS 
W hether you are finding, crea ti ng, or purchasing items that are used wh ile adventur
ing, be certa in to resupply from tirne to t ime. Bandages, food (for you or any pets), 

ammu nition, repa irs, potions, exp losives, and other treats all cost time or money. If 
you enjoy us ing these good ies or at least fa ll in love w ith what they can do for you, 
put the money down and make sure your ch.:i.racters stays prepared. 

KEEP EQUIPMENT Ur TO DATE 
Many, many gold pieces go toward keeping your character's equipment up to date. 
At first, quests and general loot are able to keep characters up-to-speed. Decent 
items drop somewhat easil y over the first 20 levels, and there are substantial num
bers of quests w ith useful rewards. 

In the mid-and-later levels, however, characters start to need better equipment. Thi s 
necessitates go ing into dungeons more often and buying at least Uncommon items 
from the Aucti on House, w ith an occas ional purchase of Rare gear. When doing this 
on a budget, look for the items you need over several days and only jump at bids 
that are priced below the norm. This saves you considerable money (at the cost of 
your time and patience). If you instead need an item as soon as possible, pay the 
premium and start buying out everything that looks nice; the sellers wil l love you. 

Without a heavy investment in farming for money, you won't likely be able to 
purchase every Rare piece of equipment you like from the Auction House. The best 
middle road, for those of us w ho never have quite enough cash, is to plan your 
equipment ahead of time for every ten levels or so. Look at the Rare gear in each 
bracket and dec ide w hat your dream pieces are. Find out w hich of these can be 
sough directl y and which are instead world drops (in other words, w hich ones are 
quite ra ndom). 

O nce you have done that, hunt for the pieces th at drop in specific locations and only 
seek the Auction House for item slots that don't have any fa rmable choices fo r the 
next six to ten levels. By doing this, you only have to purchase a slot of gear from the 
Aucti on House every now and then. 

THE BANK 
Using the bank saves characters from los ing bag space. It's unfortunate to lose ven
dorable items because you have your bags loaded w ith ammunition, food, potions, 
skins, and w hatever else has crept in there. Anything that isn' t needed for a spec ific 
outing should be left in the bank vault and taken out at your convenience (espec iall y 
trade goods). 

For a one-time investment of cash, you can purchase extra bag slots in your bank 
vault. Noti ce how quickly the pri ces rise for additional slots; it is fa r more effective 
to use high-end bags than to purchase many bank slots. Each new tier of space costs 
more than the previous slot, so people need a heavy sum to unlock the later ones. 

Though bags are a bit costly early on, 
crafters can save you tremendous time 
and frustrati on by creating some of the 
larger bags at a decent price. Ask your 
guild or fr iends if they know a good 
Ta ilor, then see if those folks are able to 
set you up w ith four larger bags at a fair 
cost. It's only worth buying bags from 
stores when you are enti rely wea lthy 
and only need a spare 6-Slot for an alt; 
otherw ise, crafters are able to make bags 
at immensely lower prices. 

Bags can drop from monsters as well. Though these aren' t found with high fre
quency, you are going to find a few during your rise through the levels. These are 
best used to supplement your bank (rather than hoping to find four of the highest 
sized ones in any short period). 
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1to10 6-Slol Bog (linen Equivolent) 

11 ·19 8-Slot Bog (Wool Equivalent) 

20.29 .. . ] O.Slot Bog (S~k..-Equivolent) .. ,,, 
" 
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30.39 12-Slot Bag (Mageweave Equivalent) 
40-49 Joome;yman's Borkpoik (Runecloth Equivolenl) 

50·60 Traveler's Backpack (Moancloth Equivolent) 

SPEND WISELY 
The simple way to decide what to spend money on is to look at future earning 
potential. What items/ski ll s are going to help you make money faster/ Is it go ing to 
help you more to master a ranged weapon or get a new chest piece? Look at w hat 
your character does wel l and w hat they do poorly; spend money at both ends of that · 
spectrum fi rst, then deal w ith the in-between later. Mages dea l tons of damage but 
die quickly (spend money on doing even more damage or on saving your rump). 
Don't fret over raising less important attr ibutes, peripheral abi lities, and other such 
concerns until you know that your best equ ipment is on par and your central ab ili t ies 
are fu lly trained. 

Do a bit of research to avoid spending money at the wrong time. If there are impor
tant class quests coming up, you often have some nice items in your iuture; it's better 
to buy equipment for slots that aren't going to rece ive quest upgrades anytime soon. 

By the same token, don' t waste serious gold enchanting an item that you are going to 
ditch in a level or two. 

Common 
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EXPLORING 
Moving around the world and seeing the impressive variety of locations is a sou rce 

of lasting joy. The zones in WoW are wel l d ifferentiated, so it' s a shame not to full y 
explore Kalimdor and the Eastern Kingdoms. Th is is a task that has subtle but worth

wh ile benefi ts for future play, as you also lea rn more about camp locations, monster 

1 variety, and other such matters whil e exploring. 

FILLING IN Y o uR MAPS 
Region maps start off w ithout many locations uncovered. It is your responsibility 

to fill out th e map over time by visiting th e major points of interest. Each location 

you discover opens a new section of the map and awards you an exploration bonus 

(a slight gift of experience) . Though this process isn't profitab le by itself, given that 
hunting earns far more experience than wandering, it fee ls very good to have your 
maps uncovered for all major regions. 

Instead of racing off to fully exp lore each map when you enter a new region, take 

the time to explore naturally, using the direction of quests and hunting to guide you. 
This way, you are never just exp loring. You are finishing quests, making money, 
ga in ing experience from mu ltiple sources, and havi ng a good time too. If you choose 
to grind your way throu gh an entire zone, fighting everything you see, the map 

uncovers just as nicely as if you spent all the time looking about and avoid ing those 
fun skirm ishes. 

If you have troub le getting a specific section to come clear, try to wa lk closer to th e 

major buildings, caves, and general landmarks inside that area. just because a new 

text name appears in your map header doesn't mean that the area is uncovered (that 
doesn 't happen until you receive the "You Have Discovered XXX" message and get 

the experience bonus. Walk deeper into each new area to find such bonuses. 

G OING INTO SMALLER D UNGEONS 
Dungeons are a useful point of interest because they often have heavy f ighting, some 

' metal or herb deposits, and quests to complete. Try to find where al l of the dungeons 

· are located w hen you are exploring even if you don't have quests for them at the 

t 

time; it' s common for quests to send people all around the world for various goa ls, 

and know ing where you are going can cut down on lost time. 

Microdungeons are found in most 
regions. These areas are part of the 

normal terra in (in other words, you face 
no loading screen and can freely walk 

into the dungeons and back out w ithout 
delay) . There are often many monsters in 

microdungeons, but they w on' t usually 

be much tougher th an the beasts and 

enemies walking out in the f ields nearby . 
Unlike Instances, microdungeons aren't 
based on eli te monsters, large pulls, and 
hav ing a group to protect you. 

• Microdungeons are some of the best places to camp for metal in WoW. Though you 
can get more metal by running around enti re areas, tak ing everything you see (once 

you know the spawn points for the deposits), there are several benefits to camping 

a cave. For one, the creatures there are w orth p lenty of experience if you are at the 
right level for fighting in the dungeon (which is often the case if you stay current on 

\ you r Mining) . Getting metal, experience, and loot at the same t ime is a major boon. 

Beyond that, the flow of metal out of a dungeon is reliable compared to searching 

external sources that people can mine casua lly. 

For th e best of both worlds, find all of the dungeons in a given region. Look on the 
maps once they are fi lled out to find caves and other p laces to explore, then go to 
each place at least one time. Record the items you need from each place (meta l 
here, herbs there, cloth-dropping foes at this location, etc.), then create a loop. Visit 

one site, kill everything, take all of the items there, then move on to the second site. 

Moving around a zone in thi s fashion is amazing for raising gathering Professions, 

' collecting materials to sel l, and for ga ining a moderate amount of experience . 

T AKlNG ON WORLD D UNGEONS 
.World dungeons are very different from microdungeons. As you m ight guess, these 
·dungeons are much larger than their cousins. However, thi s is one of the superficial 
differences between the two. In fact, there are fa r more dau nting challenges in 

w orld dungeons. 

If you have missed the term Instance 

'. before, it means that an area is not part 

of the shared world. If twenty groups go 
there, twenty versions (e .g. Instances) 
o f the dungeon are created. So, onl y 

your group is going to head into the fire; 
, expect no surprise assistance or enemy 

T RAITS OF WORLD DUNGEONS 

;::), These Dungeons ore Instanced (Every Group Goes into Their Own Version of the Dungeon) 

;), There is o l oading Sueen to Mork the Separation Between the Shored Gome World ond 

the Instance 

;:) Mony Creatures in World Dungeons ore Elite 

;:), Bottles Inside World Dungeons ore Often Harder, Involve Scripted Bosses (in Some Coses), 

ond Hove Gieoter Rewords 

;:) Horde and Alliance Membe1s con do All World Dungeons (Even Those in Enemy Territory) 

At the suggested levels, parties without five people and very impressive gear may 

have trouble. Un like fighting out in the fie ld , world dungeons are meant to chal

lenge, frustrate, and even defeat parties that aren't experienced enough to survive the 
comp lex battles within. This is not a measure of a party' s worth, as th e vast majority 

of groups have to contend with fu l l w ipeouts and other such setbacks the first few 
t imes they try to overcome new world dungeons. 

To make your attempts safer, be sure to mold the group befo re it heads into a world 
dungeon. Find people who you know and trust to play their characters with high 

ski l l. Beyond that, make sure everyone is w il l ing to dedicate several hours to com

pleting the task (most of the world dungeons are somewhat long, and having people 

leave in the middle can be disastrou s for the group). Practi ce techniques aga inst 
many of the creatures early in the dungeon and get a feel for the style of the place. In 

genera l, a group that has trouble earl y on needs a couple more levels or some better 
gear before they ca n complete that Instance . 

Choose a very good leader for every Instance run. It is so important to have ski l led 

and trusted leadership that a well-run group can function better than one w ith mem
bers of higher level, carrying better equipment. If you want to be a leader, run th e 
Instance multiple t imes, look for key ways to avoid extra aggro, reduce fight times, 
and finish the boss battl es without losing people left and right. Exchange strateg ies 

w ith other leaders and test out new methods frequentl y to keep your groups trim. 
With a good leader, Instances can be run sooner and without resorting to specific 
class combinations. 

Always d iscuss loot rules and any 
pertinent etiqu ette before entering the 

actual Instance. In fact, get everything 
straightened out with other players 
before people head all the w ay out to 

the appropria te region for the dungeon 

craw l. If you think you need a ded icated 
hea ler, don't assume that a Shaman 
is specced for it. Ask them, "Are you 
comfortable being our primary healer?" 

If they say no, don't put them in your 

group to heal. If you only have that one slot left, apologize, then explain that you 
need to find a hea ler and thank them for their time . 

Rogefire Chasm 13to18 Orgrlmmar 

Wailing Caverns 17 to 24 The Barrens 

Oeodmines 17 to 26 Wes!loll 

Shodowfong Keep 22 to 30 Silverpine Forest 

Blockfothom Deeps 24 to 32 Dmkshore 

The Stockades 24 to 32 Stormwind 

RUiarleh ~lliul The Barrens' 

Gnomeregon 29 to 38 Dun Morogh 

Rozoifen Downs 33 to 40 The Barrens 

The Scarlet Monastery 34 to 45 Tirisfol Glades 

Utdoman 35 to ~7 Thdodlond$ 

Zul'Forrok 44 to 54 Tonaris Desert 

Maroudao · 46 to 55 Soulhwestem Desoloce. 

The Sunken Temple 47 to 55 Swamp of Sorrows 

52T Burning Steppes 

Dire Moul 55+ Cenrrol Ferolas 

ScholomU11ce 57+ Belween Western onfi Eastern Ploguelonds 

Blockrock Spire 58+ Burning Steppes 

Strothome' 58+ Ealtem PfagGeionds · 



Be especially careful not to be impulsive or greedy during dungeon runs. It takes 
a great deal of time and work to get a good group together and push through 
a challenging dungeon for an hour (or two, or three). Because of that, it's even 
more important than ever to watch what you are doing. 

Click Carefully: Many of the groups that don't run with a Master Looter are going 
to be using Croup Loot or Need Before Creed. Either way, you are going to see 
many loot items appear. Listen carefully when group ru les are explained, make 
any objections at that time, and do not break your contract with the group once 
everything is settled. Only roll the way you stated you would from the very 
beginning. There should be no changing the system, no calling dibs suddenly, 
and no sudden surprises. 

Loot When You Are Safe: Do not run off to open chests, mine, harvest herbs, 
or do other activities during battle. By the same token, don't waste time looting 
corpses while a battle is still in progress. This is certain to get your group an
noyed, and it risks people's safety. 

Stay With the Croup: Unless you are the one pulling monsters back to the group, 
stay with everyone else and don't wander. Failing to heed this is a sure way to 
pull an extra patrol/er back onto the group at just the wrong time. 

Disagreements: Everyone thinks that they know how to do things the best way 
(well, it seems like everyone feels that way). It may be true that your ideas are 
better than the existing group leader. Regardless, do not call them out in the 
group chat at first. Message them privately with your clever ideas. They might 

very well use them! If the leader is outright rude, poor, or acts like a genuine 
nutter, consider telling the group your ideas then and see what they think. It's not 
likely to make things better, but it's a good second course to take. 

If that fails, leave. Don't yell, .don't whine, don't argue. Apologize and leave. This 
is the best way to keep your dignity without busting your head against the wall 
for hours on end. 

Mind Those Pets: Note that pets can get entire groups into major trouble. If you 
send your pet into the wrong enemy group, everyone might die. If your pet paths 
oddly, everyone might die. If you leave your pet on aggressive, everyone in the 
group will strangle you (not quite, but don 't do it). Use your pet carefully at all 
times. If you are about to drop to a lower area, put the pet away. 

On the flipside, healers should look out for pets too. Hunters especially don't 
like losing their beloved allies, and it sure helps to have a free tank in the group. 
When you can spare the mana, keep those pets hale and hearty. Remember that 
you can target pets quickly using the same function key of that group member 
(e.g. if the third group member is a Hunter, hitting F3 would target the Hunter 
normally; tap the key a second time to target the pet instead) 

Warlocks Are Not Your Toy: Warlocks can summon characters under certain 
circumstances. This requires the Warlock to use one of their items, get two other 
group members to help them, and takes their trme and energy to put together. It 
is not their obligation to do this for you. If you are on the other side of the world 

t;~u10~ 
G~oup Roles take the general knowledge and tactics of this chapter and expands on 
that to cover group functionality. Being ab le to control your character, rise in level 
and power, and find the right items is enough to bring you up in the ranks . However, 
a group with five soloers is not as effective as a group with five players who are 
skilled at grouping! There are tricks that work quite well when you have others on 
your side that would be worthless when tried solo. Learn ing these creates a synergy 

within well-played groups; that edge is what leads to victory in world dungeons, 

raids, and mass PvP combat. 

ROLES: IN SHORT 
Going past the terminology, players benefit from understanding what the true com
ponents of a group are capable of providing. Look at the following list and consider 

the way battles are won in a mathematical sense. By reducing incoming damage, 
shorten ing encounters, and extending survival time, characters of different roles are 
able to assist the greater needs of a group in separate ways. When facing various and 
unknown opponents, it is essential to have multiple answers to each problem. 

as a group is forming, you should ask any Warlocks in the group if they are will 
ing to summon you. Offer sincere thanks if they say yes. Offer a tip too (many of 
the Warlocks will say no). If the Warlock wants a tip, pay them a portion 
it would take you to get there anyway. Remember that you lose time and money 
to get places. If a Warlock wants 50 silver pieces for a summon, pay them and 
kill a few creatures while the group gets together. You can make the money in 
the time that Warlock just saved you! 

Mage Food/Water: Mage Food and Water is a gift for dungeons. It saves people 
a massive amount of money. Again, offer to tip Mages when you ask for these 
favors, and certainly thank them for the ir time. 

Warriors Pay the Price: Warriors don't have a major service to sell, and their 
repair bills are higher than anyone else's. It's sometimes tough to be a Warrior. 
For other classes, remember that. Help out your Warriors by giving them a bit of 
leeway on the items they roll Need for. Remember that most tanks need a two
handed weapon, a one-hander, a shield, perhaps a second one-hander, and a full 
list of tanking gear (perhaps a PvP set as well). Quite a few guilds help to gear up 
their Warriors for this reason. Love your Warrior. Support your Warrior. The good 
ones ensure that you don't eat dirt for a living. 

"Heal Me Now:" Don't yell at your healers. Either they stink or they don't. If a 
healer is poor, they won't heal well no matter what you say. Don't invite those 
healers back into your groups, but don't ruin their night by calling them names 
either. You don't know if it's a nine-year-old behind that screen; they really might 
be doing their best already. You aren't obligated to play with people who are 
poor at thei r class (and you shouldn't), but don't get nasty just because you died. 
It happens. Healers get more blame than just about anyone. Think about that, 
empathize, and play a healer to level 60 yourself before getting too judgmental. 
Beyond that, you might have been doing something you shouldn't. if you are 
getting a lot of aggro. If you aren't the main tank, maybe the healer shouldn't be 
healing you that much. 

One Puller Only: Make sure one person is assigned for pulling monsters to a 
group. If that person messes up, let them die on their own and Resurrect them 
when the monsters are gone. If you aren't that person, don't start any fight unless 
you have no choice (e.g. a patrol/er is aggroing on the back of the group and is 
about to attack the Priest, so you attack it first). 

Rely on the Main Assist: Make a macro 
to /assist "character who is main ass ist" 
and use that for your targeting. This is 
ideal for keeping the group's fire on one 
target. 

Don't Run: Most of the time running 
gets you killed in Instances anyway. Un
less your group leader orders everyone 
to ditch, hold your ground. If you are 
going to die, then die with honor. 

The key to a successful group is to figure 
out what ratio of mitigation/damage/ 

healing is needed for a given cha I lenge, 

then to assemble a group that creates 
such a ratio. 

MITIGATION 
Tanks and crowd controllers are intended to stop incoming damage in one way or 
another. Tanks gather enemies around themse lves and force the aggro to stay put; 
this reduces incoming damage by keeping it centered on characte rs with high armor 

and survival rates. Crowd controls perform the same fun ction by stoppi ng enemy 
attacks, preventing their movement toward desirable targets, and so forth . 

Warriors, Paladins, and Druids in Bear Form are able to survive hits far better than 
many of the other classes. These three tanks use abili ties to get aggro then disable 
enemies as best as possible (e.g. Warriors use Demoralizing Shout and Thunder Clap 
to reduce incoming damage beyond what their plate armor already accomplishes) . 

Crowd controllers, like Mages, Warlocks, Rogues, and sometimes Priests try to take 

a specific enemy's damage entirely out of the battle for a time. Polymorph, Banish, 
Sap, Mind Control, and Shackle Undead are all abilities with the potentia l to stop 
enemies from being productive. 

Common 
Tactics 



Obviously, characters can mitigate damage wh ile st i ll contributing to party health o r 

DPS. A Warrior w ho is immensely surv ivable but can' t hold aggro isn' t of very much 
use. The key is to understand w hen to mitigate damage and when to switch toward 
other aspects of battle. See the fo llowing tab le for a better understand ing of th is. 

Hunter 

Mage 

Paladin 

Priest 

Rogue 

Shamon 

Warlock 

War nor 

High Armor in Beor Form 

Traps 

Polymorph, Many frost 
Spells 

High Armor, Stuns 

Shackle Undeod, Psychic 
Scream, Mind Control 

Sap, Many Stuns, Blind 

Frost Shock, forthbind 
Totem 

Banish, Seduce, fear 

High Armor, Immense 
Dalllllge Mitigation, 
AOE fear 

During Battle: Ta Give .Other Tonks Time to Regain Aggro or to Deloy PvP fortes 

Before Combat: Traps Are Used to Slow Groups or Immobilize Individuals 

Ourinl} Combat: Mages Take Ene.mies flut of Combat Witli Polymorph or 
Groody Slow Groups With ke Snore/Root Effects 

During Battle: Paladin Stuns Stop Enemies fully for o Short Time, Paladin 
Armor Allows Them to Survive Aggro Gained from Healing 

Vono11S: Their Specific Uses Are Quite Powerful (Discussed in Character 
Chopter) 

Before Combat: Rogue Sops Couse Very long lnrnpacitotion Time to Humanoids; 
In.Combat Stuns Are Also Useful Against PvP Enemies and lesser Targets 

During Combat Sha muns Sklw pr Stop EneinyJorces Ev~n aq ti)e Run 

During Combat: Warlocks Are Able to Produce Very long ln{omba! Crowd Control 

During Combat: Warriors Get Aggro and Shut OiJwn locoming Enemy Damage 

W hatever cl ass you choose, understand the time and place for your mitigation . 
During light combat, mitigation is of less importance than hea ling or damage. 

When there are many incom ing enemies (such as you see during many dungeons), 

mitigation becomes the most important aspect of group su rvivability. W ithout proper 

mitigation, hea lers won't be ab le to keep up. 

Mitigation is also not a practi ce for any single member of the group. Thi s is an 
ongo ing and multi- faceted affair. The Warrior mitigates by engaging a fu ll group of 

enem ies, pulling them onto herself, and using abi lities to reduce their damage. Then, 
a Mage in the same gruup uses Po lymorph against a caster off in the distance to 

DAMAGE DEALERS 

mitigate that enemy. The Shaman of the 
group drops totems to decrease the dam

age coming at the Warrior, and also uses 
Frost Shock to sl ow anything that breaks 

away from th e Warrior and tri es to get to 
her hea lers . Don' t let enemies do what 
they want ! Reduce their damage, reduce 

their movement, reduce their opti ons. 

This is the key. The character chapter, 
Rising in the Ranks, goes into great 

length on thi s matter. 

Almost every cl ass can deal damage when configured properly. Th is person's duty is 
to knock dow n enemies quickly. Every foe that falls is unable to dea l damage for the 

rest of the fight, meaning that DPS characters are able to protect the party by negat

ing enemy activity in a permanent sense. 

The most effecti ve way for D PS characters to operate is to dea l targeted damage to 
enemies who are most likely to die quickl y (or to ta rget the enemies w ho deal the 

most damage) . To wound all enemies is not good enough for most situati ons; slaying 

targets is the true benefi t oi damage dealing! Thus, damage done by DPS characters 
needs to be concentrated so th at each target dies as quickly as possible. A leader 
should be chosen amo ng the damage dealers, and thi s person picks each target w ith 

a mind for kill ra te vs. threat of target (this person is ca lled the Main Assist). The 

faster the kill , the better the target. The more dangerous the target, the more impor

tant the ki ll. Q uick ly ra te all of the enemies in a battle along these lines to decide 
what needs to be destroyed, then start open ing the metaphoric can of beatdowns on 

your list. 

The person chosen to be Main Assist 
shou Id be a player who understands 

the given raid/dungeon area extremely 
well. For there, it helps if that person is 

a melee class (so that they are actu ally 
there in the action). Everyone else who is 
on damage duty needs to have an /assist 
macro for the Main Assist so that dam

age is properly focused. 

, To decide which targets come first, look ot how post bottles hove gone. Which enemies deal the 
: most damage to your pmty? Casters, creatures with major debuffs/ combat control, and other such 

aggressive foes me usually high risk. Luckily, they are also soher kills. This ranks highly for both 
criteria you use. 

Take down high damage or crowd control targets as soon as possible, then move on to foes with 
less opportunity. Ofteo, the most enduring targets are the weakest, so they con be dispatched at 
the end of combo!. Bosses ore the big exception to this; removing ony substantial allies o boss hos 
may not be possible because of a boss' immense DPS (in other wards, you may hove to ignore 
fast kills to make a mad scramble against o superior target). Each boss fight has \ts own strategy 
ond tactics, so that isn't something to worry about here. · · 

Hunter 

Mage· 

Paladin 

Rogue 

Sustainable DPS is the Best in Game, Multishot + Pet + Rapid Fire+ Stings Alone Add Up (Volley Against 
large Groups) 

Spec in fire and Arcane, Use Many AoEs Against GroupsofJ+ Enemies, Many Instants When Monil 
Efficiency Doesn't Malter · 

Spec for Retribution, Rely on High·End Weapaory (Not Easy ta Oeol High DPS as a Paladin) 

Not Olten a DpS Closs, Though Holy AoEs in Alnssed Pv~Shadow Spec for RuHiing.Single Targets.' 

High End Weapons, Backstab and Assassination for PvP Damage, Combat Spec for PvE 

GreofSingle-Target DPS Tfuough Elemental or Enhancement Spec, Windlury Totem .for lUcky Bursil; Poor 
for AoE OPS · ' 

Spec with Affliction and Destruction, DOT Everyone, AoEs, Breok Out the Dangerous Pets (e.g. lnfernals) 

Spec for Arms or fufl/ (01 Both), Heavy Geor Dependen)e, AoEs Ass~t Greotfy.(Sw<lepi~g Sr\i~es/ 
WhirlWind); 21fWeopon or Oual Wield - .- · 

HEALER 
Healers extend the length of time a group can survive in a battle; they also decrease 

dow ntime between battles to raise experi ence and money-gaining efficiency. This is 
done by using Mana to negate damage done against a group. W ith careful casting and 
high Spirit, these characters can dramatically lengthen the survival time of a group. 

Also, there is a targeted advantage to the boost Healers provide. Though Tanks are able to 

reduce damage coming in against a party, they have only a few chances to turn the tide of 
battle if aggro is cemented and they fall close to death . If the Tank goes down because of 

this, all of the potential that protector brought to the group disappears in an instant. Healers 
smooth out damage so that individual members of the group do not die before their time. 
Proper healing ensures that Tanks last as long as possible, use all of their abilities and 
items, then onl y start to die off when the group has nothing left to give. Preventing prema

ture deaths is as much a part of a Hea ler's service as ensuring total group survivability. 

In tougher dungeons and end-game raids, healing is the on ly way to survive. Full DPS 
groups, even w ith crowd control, simply cannot make their way through the later por
tions of the game. In PvP, raiding, and even the harder five-man Instances, healers are a 
requirement. Priests are the acknowledged powerhouses of th is, just as Warriors are the 

leaders of standard tanking. That said, Druids, Shamans, and Paladins that are willing to 

heal carefu lly are immensely powerful as well. Anyone who specializes in healing can 
fill the role nicely, and even characters without a Talent focus in healing can save lives! 

These backup healers (such as Palad ins or Druids/Shamans who haven't focused on 

healing) lack some of the healing efficiency and potential of a solid and true Healer. The 

best place for these backup healers is to be in a group with a full -time healer. Just as a 

backup tank is often ready to rip aggro off of group members when the main tank can
not, a backup healer exists to save the life of the primary healer or other characters when 

the worst luck happens. 

During more frantic combat, it's hard to maintain composure. When multiple characters 
are taking damage and monsters are fl yi ng back and forth, it's essential that the healers 

locus on saving lives. Keep trickling the 
spells to the entire group while the Tanks 

hold all the aggro they can. Only unleash 
the massive, aggro-drawing flurry of hea ls 
when it's make or break time. Once that 

happens, hope that you can do enough to 
allow a secondary rezzer to survive and 
bring you back, because considerable 

aggro is coming your way, 



There are times when healers have to make the hardest choice of all (to let some chamcllirs die while 
saving others). In dire fights, there won't always be mono to keep the entire group/raid olive. Even 
before end-game content, there ore a number of encounters that greatly challenge any group that isn't 

; higher in level or equipment. For these, o healer may hove to acknowledge openly or in their own plans 
that some characters ore expendoWe. 

In general, the woy to decide on healing priorities is to figure out what each person odds to the group. 
The main tonk is the sovior of o party because they control the oggro, protect the healers, and lower 
incoming damage in generol. Keeping them olive is usuolly the top priority. Airer that, healers ore the 
most important ones to sove because they accomplish the same function (e.g. keep the group horn 
wiping during on intense fight) . Final~, the damage aealers ore sorted. Within the damage dealers, the 
sorting is usually done by intelligence level of the player. let players who foolishly deal too much damage 
and rtp aggro off of the tanks often die. !rs for the best; heals on those damage deolelS rtsk the group! \ 

An important exception to this list exists when a h~ler or damage dealer is out of imno. They are almost ,\··. 

~~uldo~so~::::::~r.~-~ 
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Restoring Health 

Druid 

Hunter Can Heal Their Pets 

Mage Offrus Free Food/Woter to Gr0ups; Otherwise None 

Paladin Survivable Heals (They Want the Aggro), Paweriul lay an Hands (Qnce Per Hour), Rez 

Priest Best Heols in the Game, Efficient Heoling, locreu"se Health. Totals Through Buffs, Rez 

Rogue None 

Shoman less Efficient Healing, Totems foi Modest Heoling Over Time, Totems for Mano Regerwratian, Rez 

Warlock Con Heal Themselves, Soul Stone Rezzers to Rez Them in Cose of Wipe 

Warrior Heo~rs: These Guys/Girls Are. Your Customers 

HYBRID 
As stated, most classes have elements in each of the three primary aspects. The 
devoted cl asses lean heavily toward one of the three roles (e.g. Priests are mostly 
hea lers), while the hybrid and support classes divide the ir sk ill sets somewhat evenly 
between the groups. Specialization wi thin a class pushes characters closer toward 
one extreme or in to d more ve rsatil e ro le. 

Thus, no ni.itter what character you choose to play, there ore ways to become a bit 
of everything or ways to accentuate the strengths already found in the class. Charac
ters that are specia li zed offer the greatest potential w ithin their portion of the group 
roles, but end up requ iring other char,1cters to function normally. In other words, a 
Warrior who becomes a ful l tank loses so much DPS that they don't kil l quickly on 
their own anymore. Priests wi th a ful l speciali zation on the Holy line are able to fight 
better than they used to, but still perform far better with a group there to help them 
survive. 

For the pl ayers who want to iii I the gaps in a group or be able to solo under a variety 
of conditions, the hybrid classes and specializations are preferable. Take a look at 
Druids (the epitome oi a hybrid class). Druids can hea l, dea l ranged damage, fight 
in melee, stea lth, and even get a combat rez. What ca n'r Druids do? Nothing, quite 
honestl y. Druids and other hybrid classes are never left wi thout the abi lity to contrib
ute; their only proble1n is in defi ning themselves while in the shadow of specia lized 
classes/rol es. 

During the first fifty levels of the game, hybrids have a great deal of power. Druids 
can heal for a group of fi ve and keep them going in an Instance, or they can switch 

to Bear Form and tank if there isn't a 
Warrior, or they can stay in Cat Form 
,ind dea l damage. Restoration Shamans 
are easi ly heal for a group, just as En
hancement Shamans are fine tanks until 
the end-game challenges appear. 

In late-game battl es, the hybrid char
acters find their own niches. Backup 
healing, spare DI'S, and other secondary 
roles never go out of fashion in raids. 
W ith a group of 40, there are many 

needs. When you pl,1y a hybrid class, be especia lly 011 the lookout in the long- and 
short-term for the needs of a gui ld, group, raid. If people need more healing, try to 
use more healing gear, respec your Talents if needed, and so forth . Become what is 
needed and rhere w ill <1l ways be a place for you. 

Druid Melee DI'S/funking wlth rerol Coilibot (Co) opdlleor Form/, Rongerl Dornoge wit[lflnlonce (Coster FoJTIJ) ," 
ond Healing Through Restorotton (Coster Form} 

Paladin 
Healing Wilh Holy Talents, DPS With Rerribution and 2H Weapons, Tanking With Protection (Though This 
is Difficult) 

Shoman 
.Mugica! Domoge With. !he Rementol line, Tanking ond M~lee Damage with Enhancement, ondHeoling x 

- · lhrough 11\e RestoraliOn'line ••.•. · ·~ 

There is an entire section devoted to professions and other trades later in the guide, 
yet several aspects of the crafting system are worth deve loping here for incoming 
players. This section uncovers the basics of choosing your professions, the terminol
ogy of the system, and how to know what you are looking for in-game. 

WHAT ARE PROFESSIONS? 

Engineering 

Herbalism 

l eatherworking 

Mining 

Skinning 

Professions cover the resource gathering 
and item crea tion systems in World of 
Warcraft. Each character is allowed to 
learn and maintain two profess ions, and 
doing so can be used for profit, im
proved equipment and usable items, or 
simply for the enjoyment of supporting 
friends/your guild. 

Increase Weapon Damage and Speed (far 
2H), Improve Shields, Increase Mount Speed 

Sell Enchantments for Profit, Raise Atllibutes 
on Gear .{Vary Expensive Until High·T~r, Then 
Profits Are Immense) 

CanstTuct Bombs, Rifles, and Accessories 
Bottle Pets, AaE Explosives, Ammunition, 
Scopes for Ranged Weapons 

Gather Herbs lngred~rrts far Alchemy, Sell far High Profit 

Make leather Armor, Ammo Quivets/Pouches, Add Bonuses to Ranged Combat, lncreose 
and Armor Patches Armor Roting 

MineMetol 

Skin Beast Corpses for leather 

Ingredients for Blacksmithing ond Engineetlng, 
Sell far High Profit 

Ingredients for Leotherworking, Sell for Profit 

Tailoring Sew Ooth Armor nod Items, MDke Bogs Sell Bogs ta Other Characters 

Professions have trainers (just like cl asses) that are found in small towns and large 
cities alike. There are higher concentrations of trainers in Lhe capital s, and so much 
trade happens there that people often seek those specific trainers to do most of 
their work. 

Trainers are needed to in iti a ll y grab a profession, but they are a lso needed to gai n 

new tiers of skill, and to pi ck up extra recipes for various items. All of these proj

ects cost money, so it is often a question of much how time and money you wish 
Lo invest in a profession. In the later stages, some professions are worth sizable 
fortunes (especially the ones that gather resources for other profess ions) . As long as 
you are w illing to throw the extra energy into these skill s, they are quite lucrati ve 
in the long run. 

Learning how to create various items 
does not stop at the trainer. Hidden 
recipes can be found on monsters and 

special vendors around the world. Talk 
to other crafters to find out more about 
the locations of these items (and read 
the tab les in our Crafting and Professions 
Chapter for more info as well) . 

Common 
Tactics 

Group Roles 

Profes
sions 



WHAT ARE. SECONDARY SKILLS? 

Allow for fost Heoling of Moderote Damage 

lngredientsfor Cooking, Spare Equipliilinf, 
Find Recipes for Other Trades 

Secondary Skil ls aren't limited by anything except time and money. Each character 

can take these skills whether they are interested in professions or not. In fact, many 

soloers take all three ski ll s to reduce downtime and increase their self-sufficiency 

without losing constant money on store-bought food and such. 

' World of Warcraft takes place in Azeroth, a land that cannot be crossed qu ickly. 

There is much to see and do out there, and it sure helps to know how to get around! 
Th is section explains w hat the various means of transportation are, what their cost is, 
and what you can do to save the most t ime at the best prices. 

POUNDING THE DIRT 

Cost: None 

Making it Cheoper: No Need 
Making it Better: Boot Enchantment \Run Speed 
Increase) 

The most basic form of transportation is 

to walk anywhere that you need to go. 

Though this is a very slow method, it cer
tainly isn' t costly. From level 1 forward, 
your character is going to do qu ite a bit of 

th is. Even at the higher levels, when you 
have mounts at your disposal, walking is the primary means of travel within Instances 

and in areas where the monsters are plentiful (no need to waste time mounting when 
1 you can simple engage another target). 

1 
There are a few ways to enhance your basic walking speed. There are boot enchant

' ments to add severa l percent to this (though modest, such enchantments certainly 

i add up over longer distances or for PvP, when any bonus can be critical). Certain 

· boots even come with a movement speed enchancement ! 

FLIGHT PATHS 

Cost Modest Copper or Si!v;;i 
Making it Cheaper: Rep/PvP Ronk Reduce (011 l 0% 
Moking it Better: Not Possible 

One of the most common forms of fast 
transport is to take th e flight paths around 

Azeroth . Both factions have flight masters 
in just about every major city and town. 

The fi rst time that you see a new flight 

master there is a green mark above their head to let you know that there is a new 
route to discover! Right click on the NPC to learn the route; after that point you can 

fl y to and from that point wi thou t any problems (so long as you know at least one 

path that connects to the one in question). 

Each character starts with the flight location from the nearby capital city. Most paths, 

however, you need to find by exp loring the world. The first flight paths you are 

likely to actually discover are in The Barrens, Silverpine, Westfall, Loch Modan, or 

Darkshore. 

After learning your flight paths, right click again on these NPCs to display a map of 

the continent you are currently on. From there, you get a view of all the poinls that 
connect to your current location . Highlight any of these to see the total cost for flying 
there, then left-click to select your target. These flights take severa l minutes, usuall y, 

but the trip is sti ll a great deal faster than walking. Beyond that, you are free to go 
/afk and take ca re of look ing up in formation, taking bio breaks, and so forth. 

BOATS AND ZEPPELINS 

Cost: None 

Making it Cheaper: None 
Making it Better: None 

Boats and Zeppelins are provided as free 

forms of intercontinental travel. These 

are slower, in that you often have to wait 
for a modest period before the craft ar-
rives, but characters w ithout access to an 

appropriate M age or Warlock have little choi ce in th e matter. 

Once a sea vessel or airship arrives, step onto the craft and wait for it to leave. There 

is a brief time for everyone to board, then the craft leaves the area. There is a loading 
period, and before long everyone should arrive safely at their desti nation. Note that 
jumping off of the zeppelins from very high altitudes can and wi l l ki ll your character. 

Do not follow people off unless you are sure that you will be okay (th is is most often 

an issue w ith the Tirisfal Glades tower, where people sometimes leap off early after 

Rogu es or Mages who have means to reduce their falling damage). 



In very odd cases w here lag is high, a vessel m ight dump you. If that happens, try to 

reach land or safe water before your character dies from fatigue. In the case of fa lling 

off of a zeppelin from lag, simply retrieve your body and move on. When dumped 

too far out in the water, Rez at the Spiri t H ealer and move on. This happens so rarely 

that with a few thousand hours logged into WoW w ith the w riting team, most have 
never seen this happen. 

Auberdine Rut' the ran Villoge (Teldrossil), Menethil Harbor (Wetlands), Theromore (Oustwollow Morsh) 

Booly Bay Ratchet llhe Borrens) 

Menethil Horbotc . ~uberdine (Oorkshore), ThemmJne (OuslwllUow/y\orsh) 

Ratchet Booly Boy (Stronglethorn Vole) 

Rufthemn Village A11berdiae (OarkshoreJ 

Theromore Auberdine (Oorkshore), Menethil Harbor (Wetlonds) 

Western fcmlas Short Trip to Feo.thermoon 

THE DEEPRUN TRAM 

Cost: None 
Making it Cheaper: None 

_Making it Better: None 

The Deeprun Tram runs between Storm

wind and lronforge . Look in the north
east side of Stormwind, in the Dwarven 

Quarter, for one entrance to this free 

transport. Or, in lronforge, seek Tinker Town. 

Step on to the Tram w hen it arrives and wait for the journey to commence . Th is is a 
very short tr ip and even saves t ime over fl y ing in a number of cases. You must stay 

alert on the Tram though, otherw ise you miss your destina tion and end up on the 
return trip! 

TRAVEL FORMS AND ABILITIES 

Cost: Training Cos!> and Mono 

Making it Cheaper: PvP Rank and Faction R~~Oecreoses 
Training Casis 

Making it Better: Tolen!> in Several Classes Exist ta 

HUNTERS: ASPECT OF THE CHEETAH/PACK 
Hunte rs lea rn Aspect of the Cheetah at level 20; this Aspect lets them move at 130% 
run speed, making it very useful to reach locat ions quickly. Switchi ng between 

Aspects is instant, and th is is another great boon. Hunters can immed iately shift to 
a higher speed when there aren' t any enemies nearby, then switch back as danger 

approaches. 

At level 40, Aspect of the Pack is learned . This Aspect grants the same power of 
Aspect of the Cheetah to all group members w ithin range. Getting through c leared 
areas of Instances has never been easier than w ith a Hunter using AotP! 

The danger of these Aspects, and the reason they aren't used during battle, is that 

anyone under the influence of either Aspect is immed iate ly dazed if they are dam

aged. Daze slows your character down greatly, and negates any of the benefits you 
were receiv ing from having the buff in the first place. Thus, take Aspect of the Chee

tah off as soon as there is anything nasty approaching. In PvP especia lly, beware 
Aspect of the Pack. Everyone in your group getting dazed because of your mistake is 

going to cause a few sharp comments. 

SHAMAN: GHOSOf' 'WOLF 
Shamans learn how to shift into thei r Ghost Wolf form at level 20. This form increas
es movement to 140% run speed. On ly usab le outdoors, this form is of great benefit 

for running around in the Battlegrounds, getting to quest location s, or for making 
herbing/m ining runs. Through the use of Talents, Shamans can make their Ghost 

Wo lf form faster to cast (in the heat of the Battl egrounds, th is is a huge benefit). 
Certa in class items and Talents toget,h er make Ghost Wolf even hetter hy increas ing 

run speed to a leve l that r iva ls that of a standard mount. 

SHAMAN: AsTRAl: RECALL 
Astral Recall allows Shamans to essentially Hearth back to their b ind point more often 

than normal characters. You can sti ll use your Hearthstone normally, and when it is 

down, casting Astral Recall gets you home just as easily. 

DRUID: TRAVEL FORM 
Though not learned until level 30, Druid Trave l Form is very fast and usefu l. Moving 

at 140% of normal ru n speed, this form also adds the advantage of ditchi ng move
ment debuffs during the Shapeshi ft and also protects the caster from Polymorph 

spells. Druids make wonderful runners in the Battlegrounds because of thi s, so long 

as their team is able to stop intercepting characters. In the 30-39 bracket, before 
mounts are introduced, Druids are the supreme flag runners of Warsong G ulch. 

ROGUE: SPRINT' 
Rogue Sprin t is a sudden burst of movement speed th at lasts for 15 seconds (there is 
a f ive minute cooldown between uses). There are three ranks of Spri nt, so the buff to 

movement increases as your character levels. This is a great abi lity for getting out of 
trouble, runn ing fl ags in the Battlegrou nds, moving at impressive speeds even w hi le 

Stealthed, and so forth. 

WARRIOR: CHARGE AND INTERCEPT 
Warriors don't have a lot of abilit ies for getting around, but a clever W arrior learns to 

make their own path. W hile tryin g to run through groups of grey or green monsters 
in the leve ls before you own a mount, use Charge and later Intercept as we ll to leap 

forward. If you don' t w ant to fight the monsters, Hamstring them and move on. Over 
time, thi s method truly does get you where you are going faster (and it's darn funny 

to watch). 

MOUNTS 

Cost: Up to l 00 Gold otlevel 40~U~i0900 GOil! · 

al level 60 

Making it Cheaper: Get OiscaunlS for Honored 
Reputalion w / Pertinent faction and for Rank 3 in PvP 
Making it Better: Spurs Attach to Boots (Made by 
Blacksmiths, Increase Mount Run Speed), Zul'Fanok has 

o Carrot Tnnkel lhal Also Does This, Glove Enchantment 

;;) Normal Mounts Cost 80 Gold Pieces; . 
Move ot 160% Running Speed 

;Ji; Epic Mounts Cost 900 Gold Pieces; Move 
ot 200% Running Speed 

;;) It Costs 20 Gold Pieces to Moster Riding; 
You Must Either Learn from Your Own 
Faction or Reach Exalted Status with 
Another Faction 

The first t ier of mounts are ava ilab le after 
reaching character level 40. Th ese cost 

100 gold pieces before any d iscounts are 
given ; a portion of the money goes to
ward lea rn ing how to actuall y ride such 
a creature, and the remaining money 

is for the purchase of the actua l mount 
(20 gold pieces to learn rid ing, 80 gold 

pieces to get th e mount itself). 

Note that you can only learn how to ride 
a mount in you r fact ion's capital from 

someone of the same race. Unless, that 
is, you reach Exa lted reputation with 

other race (e.g. ores can learn to r ide 
Tauren Kodos if they reached Exalted 
status w ith Thunder Bluff). 

Once you learn how to ride a mount, you can buy mu ltip le mounts if you wish 

(though there is se ldom a good reason to buy another mount until you reach leve l 

60) . At that time, epic mounts become ava ilable. Though extremely expensive, cost
ing 1000 gold pieces before discounts, epic mounts travel faster than normal mounts 

and look better as we l I. 

Once you own a mount, equ ip it to bind the mount to you, then place the icon on 
one of your quickbars for easy access . M ounting takes severa l seconds, so it is on ly 

usefu l for tri ps that take longer than si x or so seconds. In other words, don't mou nt to 

move 50 ya rds and attack another creature. Dismounting is done by using the mount 
a second time or ri ght-clicking on the buff icon that appears w hile you are rid ing. 

There are several things that au tomaticall y dismount your character. Going indoors 

does this, as you cannot stay mounted in most indoor locations. Walking through 
water dismounts everyone too, so jump as fa r as you can w hen entering water. Cer
tain types of crow d contro l also force a dismount (e.g. Polymorph). 

WARLOCKS AND PALADINS GET FREE M OUNTS 
At level 40, Warlocks and Paladins receive quests to find their own mounts. These 

mounts have a specific appearance, cost nothing, and are fu lly functional in every 

w ay. Thi s is quite a nice finan cia l boon to these classes! 

SUMMONING AND PORTALS 
As has been d iscussed in this guide, 

, Mages and Warlocks have travel powers 

Making it Better: None that help people to move immediately 
over immense distances. Mages past 
level 40 can portal entire teams from 

their cu rrent location to some of the major ci ti es for their facti on. Warlocks past level 

20, on the other hand, use the souls of downed enemies to ca l l group members to 

themselves . 

Common 
Tactics 

1croup Roles 

Professions 



MAGE TE.LEPORTS AND PORTALS 

;l1 Mages Teleport Thems~~es to Cities P 
level 20, and Portal Groups of People 

When They Aie Post level 40 

:). Reagent Vendors Corrv the Rune ~f 
Teleportation (Base l 0 Silver Price), and 

the Rune of Portals (Base 20 Silver Price) 

that are Needed for Th.ese Spells 

At levels 20 and 30, Mages master the 
ability to teleport themselves to the 
various capital ci ti es of their faction. This 
requires a special reagent (Rune of Tele
portation, found on Reagent Vendors). 
Because of this power, Mages should set 
thei r Hearthstones in the areas where they 
quest for experience and use teleporta
tion to head back to capital cities. That 
way, the Mages almost never need to 
use slower forms of transportation except 
when moving into new areas entirely. 

At levels 40 and 50, Mages can use these spells in a portal form, allowing other 
characters to instantly teleport as well. This requires a different reagent (a Rune of 
Porta ls) . People who request such a service from Mages are likely to tip them for 
the immense time saved! These gateways last for a short period, and even people 
not in the Mage's group wi ll be able to use the portals. Thus, folks who are on one 
continent dre often able to save a huge amount of travel time by tipping a Mage 20 
or more sil ver to open a portal to the other continent. 

WARLOCK SUMMONING 

:). The Ritual of Summoning Requires o Level 

20 or Higher Warlock,Jwo Group Members 

already with the Warlock, and the Desired 

Teleportee to be in Group as Well 

;l1 Warlocks Need to Use.Soul Shards to 

Summon; This Also Tokes Time, 50 
Love/Tip Your Warlocks 

;), You Cannot Summon Someone Oulside.an 

Instance Into an Instance (They Must Zone 

Into the Instance Before Suritmo!led) 
~ .... ,;;;;;; .... .,..,....,~ ¥~@j\!'

After level 20 , Warlocks can use their 
Ritual of Summoning to bring a person in 
their group to their current locations. The 
Warlock needs everyone involved to be 
in their group already. At least two people 
must already be with the Warlock to assist 
in creating the summoning portal, and the 
Warlock has to have Soul Shards on hand 
already. Soul Shards are gained by killing 
creatures wh ile using Drain Soul on them. 
The Warlock casts the spell and remains 
in a channeling state wh ile the two char
acters with the Warlock right click on the 
appearing portal. 

To prevent a certain number of casual exploits with dungeon content, it was made 
impossible to summon characters outside of an Instance into that Instance. Thus, if a 
Warlock is already inside of a dungeon or similar place, the des ired character must 
enter the Instance portal before summoning is usable on them, unless the Warlock 
and Assistants leave the instance. 

1H~M~L~~~ 
The World of Warcraft mail system is extremely useful, easy to use, and costs very 
little. For just coppers a day, you can contact other members of your faction and send 
them letters, money, goods, or even se ll items (through the Cash on Delivery.system). 
This is a wonderful function of the game, and everyone should know about it. 

WHAT CAN I DO? 
While stand ing near a mailbox, right 
click on the object. This brings up the 
mail screen. You are shown a list of 
pending messages, if there are any for 

your character. This lnbox screen is the 
default. Look at the tab on the bottom 
of the box and cli ck on "Send Mail" 
to switch modes. From there, you can 

type in a character to send the mail to, a 
subject header, and any text for the body 
of your email. 

The box in the lower-left is for any item that you wish to send. Though soulbound 
items cannot be sent through the mail, just about anyth ing else can be. Also, type in 

·any numbers ior the gold, si lver, and copper slots nearby to either send money to the 
person as well or to create a sell price for the item you are sending. The default is to 
send money, but the buttons in the lower right can be used to change this to COD if 
you like {Cash on Delivery). By doing so, the other person must pay the amount you 
type in to receive the item you are sending. COD can be held up to 30 days before 
purchase, so use wisely. 

WHERE CAN I DO IT? 

';)I Mailboxes look Slightiy Different B 
Regions, But Are Often f.ound by Inns or 

Banks (Highlight mem With YtiuL Mouse 

to be Sure) 

You can use these functions at any 
mail box in either continent. The visual 
appearance of mailboxes is determined 
by reg ion, but the general look of them 
remains similar. Also, you can find 
mai I boxes in the same type of places 
throughout the worl d (near Inns and 

Banks most commonly). Mailboxes are placed in both major citi es and minor towns, 
so it's very rare that you need to Hearth back just to take care of some mail. 

HOW CAN I SEND GlffS? 
There are shops in the major cities where you can buy gift-wrapping paper. Right 
click on the paper, once purchased from a general vendor, then select the item you 
w ish to wrap. Afterward, send the desired package in the mail to a friend! 

~{,110N b~ 
f!~W~lbW~ 
Auction Houses offer far more to the game than players might first suspect. These 
places are great meeting grounds for trade, and the wea lth that pours from their 
vau lts each day is legion. Use this section to learn about the tricks of the trade in 
WoW's Auction Houses. 

THE BASICS 
The first point of order is to learn how the Auction House is used. When you have 
items to sel l or want to search for goodies to buy, travel to one of the capi tal cities 
in your fact ion (Orgrimmar, Thunder Bl uff, or Undercity for Horde; Stormwind, Iron
forge, or Darnassus for Alliance) . Or, if you are reaching the higher levels, consider 
the neutral AHs (in Gadgetzan, Everlook, and Booty Bay). It is less expensive to use 
your faction's AHs, as the neutral ones charge a higher fee. 

Once you find the NPCs who are li sted as Auctioneers, right-click on them to open 
the Auction House. From here, you can browse for items to buy, check on current 
bids, and place your treasure up for auction. 

BUYlNG 
From the initial screen you can browse and purchase items. At the top are systems to 
help you search for specific items. These filters allow you to search by : 

Nome Type in o portion of an item's nome Of o type of slut modifier(suchos Power, F~con, etc.) 

level Ronge Choose a minimum or maximum level for the item 

Rori IV > ' Choose the minimum quality level of the items (Rare w9uld display blue items a!Jd onward} 

Usable Items (Yes/No) Will constrain results to items that you choracter con wnentty equip or use 

Remember that equipment, usable items (potions, ammo, bandages, etc.), trade 
goods, and all manner of random drops can be found in the Auction House. Search 
through the entire AH at least once to get an idea for the scope of these auctions. 

When you actual ly find an item you want, look at the display that appears on the main 
portion of the Auction House window; highlight the item you are interested in and 
read the information on that line. From left to right, there is the following type of data: 

Nome of Item 

Current Bid ond Buyout 
Price 

Picturi! of the item; Highlight this spedfirnlfy to see the slots of the piece in question ; 

Just the name 

Gives you on idea for the duration until the ouction expires 

Knowjl!g tl«!naffil'might o«ow you.10 whisper and person one osk,ohoutwher~they found ' 
such a· recipe, if they can make more of on item,etc 

The top number on the right side is the cunent bid (you must bid a higher number to hove a 

chance at the time); the lower number is the buyout price 

Bidding on an item starts the war to see ,if you can wa it out any other buyers. Auctions 
can be placed for as long as 24 hours, so only auctions listed at short (under 30 min
utes), or medium (30 minutes to 2 hours) are going to close soon without a buyout. 
Once your bid is down, the game notifies you if another bidder comes forward on 

ca mer5 , _ "-·- > the item (and your ex isting bid money will return 10 your mailbox) . If you really want 

Y;u won't likely run into th~ duri~ your World of Worcroft expenen;e, but there are o few people Auction House when the Time Left rea ches short and stay on top of the bidding. 
e!!S!~=======~;;:;;i;:;::;;;:;;:.:;;, ;::;,::. ......... - ... "-"'""""--4--"!l,~ a specific item but it has 110 buyout or one that you cannot afford, stay close to the 

who try to scorn people out of money by sending items COD If you get 0 gift-wrapped package of A buyout immediately takes the full pri ce for the listed item from you supplies, ends 

some sort from a person that you don't know, don't accept the charges It's probably iust o_f:Jsh o'. the auction, and mails the item to your mailbox. This is often rather costly for major 
something equally wofthless pieces, but trade goods and lower-level items are usually bought out w ithout the 

~ ,,,,,...,.- --·~~--' *' processbeingtoopainful. 



SELLING 
Click on the third tab of the Auction House window (Auctions) to switch into selling 
mode. From here, drag and drop an item that you wish to post into the Auction Item 
box on the left. The default Starting Price that appears below is quite minimal , but 
it is enough lo cover your costs . This default is useful for items of lower value that 
don' t require a major investment of time to sel l carefully. 

Below that is the Auction Duration selection. Choose either a 2-hour run, an 8-hour 
auction (the default), or post the item for 24-hours. The deposit you pay to the Auc
tion House w ill not be refunded if the item does not sell , and the price of said de
posit increases proportionally with the duration of your auction. Sti ll , many items are 
worth posting for 24-hours if you want to put them up at all. Give people the time to 
notice your goods, espec iall y if you are posting items during off-hours. 

If is entirely optional w hether you want to post a buyout price for your items. Most 
of the time, it is very much in your interest to do thi s; many players aren' t interested 
in start a buying war, espec ially for minor purchases. Trade goods, usable items, 
and even equipment are treats that people don't want to monitor, wait for, and 
potentially lose. Post a buyout price to allow the less pati ent buyers to grab w hat 
they want instantl y. Your price can be a single copper higher than the starting price, 
or it can be immensely higher. There are reasons to go in either direction, and these 
are discussed shortly. 

If you post an auction and suddenly find that you have changed your mind, select 
that item in the auctions tab and look at the bottom of your window. There is an op
tion to close auctions; though you lose your deposit forever, this is extremely useful 
if you accidentally post something far be low its value. Get it back soon! A few sharp 
buyers are watching the Auction Houses almost every hour of every day. 

BEYOND THE BASICS 
Most people learn quickly how to use the Auction House. It's so useful that you can 
hardly live w ithout it sometimes. But there are many players who never actua ll y stop 
and consider how much money there is to be made here. A level 1 5 character that 
has scrounged together a single gold piece can start an empire of wea lth by wheeling 
and dealing on the AH. 

Buv Low, SELL HrGH 
The old adage is both trite and truthful. The trick is to learn how low is for a given 
type of item and to figure out w hat high price the market w il l bear when sel ling. 
If you real ly want to master the Auction House on your server, keep a logbook for 
common item prices near your computer. 

For items that are sold frequently (e .g. cloth, leather, potions), you can find the cur
rent prices quickly by searchi ng as a buyer. See w hat other sellers are trying to get 
for their goods. You can post your auctions at a mere 5 silver discount and get some 
easy sales if everyone is clump ing around the same price. As long as you aren't put
ting up much material , you aren't likely to start a seller's war. 

One of the best ways to sell high is to sell w hen there aren' t a lot of items being 
posted of the given type. If you check as a buyer and see a fu ll page of Briarthorn, 
today might not be a good day to sell your stack (put it in the bank and wait). When 
you search late the next evening and see one or two other stacks, it is a very good 
time to sell. Even if sellers post low pri ces when there aren't many items for sale, 
try for a higher price anyway. Remember that those great deals are likely to buyout 
early. After that, your goods are the ones setting the price trend. 

For goods that are always in demand for crafters and such, the middle of the week 
is a solid selling time; you won't have nearly as much competition. For equipment 
pieces, the weekends are better (because there are more buyers online, but sellers 
may not have the equipment pieces to compete w ith you). Trade goods are a more 
cons istent market; the scarcity of good equipment pieces makes it possible to gouge 

peop le tremendously when there are more folks on. 

HIGH IN A BRAC-K:ET 
Selling to PvPers in a great way to make money. Rare items that are levels x6-x9 in 
a given bracket are often worth a huge sum (e .g. level 16-19, 26-29). When selling 
these goods, be sure to start high. Losing a deposit, even a couple times, is not that 
big a dea l compared to the long-term potential for a huge sale. Thu s, don' t undercut 
others who are se lling similar items that don' t drop as often. Wait, post your item a 
few times, and wait for that magical buyer to appear. 

Rogue and Hunter twink gear is the best of all. There are always players creating PvP 
characters for the lower brackets. Thus, you can charge even more for powerful goods 
at the low levels when the items are for those classes. Level 16-1 9 Rogue gear can and 
does fetch hundreds of go ld. Hunt through Shadowfang Keep looking for a lucky Bind
on-Equip drop, and you might just fund your character all the way into the 40s. 

Don 't feel gui lty for gouging twink PvPers. The majority of those players have high
level characters already, more gold than they can handle, and are overgearing their 
characters in an attempt to dom inate a given bracket. Almost nobody on the other 
side of the fi eld is going to love the twin ks, and even a number of people on their 
own side find this practice "weak" or "cheesy." So, souse away! They can afford it. 

NICHE MARKETS 
With work and some investment, you can corner a specific market, at least for a 
time. To do this, you must take the risk and buyout everything below a pri ce thresh
old that you decide on. Afterward, you repost those items at your price and maintain 
an alert watch on the AH to keep the process going unti l other people naturall y post 
their goods at the new price. 

By maintaining a niche, you stand to make a fair sum, even whi le other sellers ben
efit from your work. If a specific group of sellers band together to undercut you and 
post at times when you aren' t guarding the AH, the process must be started again. 

~UII!J), ~llON ~E> UP~ 
So you've decided that you want to start a gu ild. Guilds are an integral part of the 
game, allowing like-minded players to join together to achieve goals, not to mention 
getting to wear a rea lly coo l tabard. In exp laining guilds, we' ll cover the-formation of 
a guild and its upkeep. 

FORMING THE GUILD 

Stormwind 

A charter is the first itern requ ired on 
your path to having a gui ld. Charters 
may be purchased from Guild Masters 
located in each of the major cities. Local 
guards are quite eager to point the way, 
so it shouldn' t be too hard to the neces
sa ry NPCs. 

Krumn 

Chiistopher Drakul 

When you purchase your charter you are asked to supply a name for your guild. 
sure to choose an appropriate (non-offensive) name. Give the name some thought 
and allow it to express your guild and what it stands for. In the wee hours of the 
morning after you 've been smashing Murlocs for hours on end, the name "Crazy 
Murloc Deathbringers" might sound completely appropriate. However, shorter 
names that roll off the tongue w ith ease are quite successful. Your guild tag w ill 
catch the attention of players, so be sure it's the kind of attention you're seeking. 

Here's a suggestion that alleviates frustration when purchasi ng the charter; be sure to 
have two or three alternate versions of your guild name that you're comfortable w ith. 
Many times a name will be disallowed by Blizzard if it has been taken by another group. 

Charters cost ten silver pieces and require 9 additiona l "signatures" for completion. 
This is easy if you have 9 friends running around wai ting to come to your aid. 
However, many gui lds are started by soliciting the aid of low-level characters in the 
starter zones. There is also a guild recruiting channel avai lab le in large cities where 
you can broadcast your new guild and need for signatures. Each signature must 
come from a separate account. In other words you can't have your buddy log onto 
his account and sign nine times with all of his characters. Peop le who are already in 
guilds are also unab le to sign your charter. 

Once you have all of your signatures, return to the Gui ld Master and submit the charter. 

Congratulations! Your gui ld has been formed. Each of the players who signed your 
charter rece ive a system message informing them that they are a founding member 
of your guild. These players automatically receive a default rank of "Member." The 
person who purchased the charter becomes the initial " Leader" of the gu ild . 

GUILD COMMANDS 
There are basic commands that guild 
leaders and officers use to perform cer
tain actions whi le running a gu ild. The 
table below includes all of the current 
text commands for guild actions. 

Common 
Tactics 

Group Roles 

Professions 



Crownin9 An,oth~~-· 

There is a safeguard in place that prevents the guild from disbanding if a guild leader chooses to qui 
in the heat of the moment. A guild leader may not quit without designating another leader for the 
guild. This is not the case however if the guild leader chooses the /~disband option. 

Sends chot text to oll members of the guild 

Sends chgt text to o[ office~ ond loode~ of the guild 

Invites player to join your guild 

Removes player from. guild 

Promotes player one rank 

Oemate~ player o~e rqnk 

Guild message seen by all members upon login ta game 

1-'-''-'---'-'-~--~~'---+-~-m_o_v~~Y~.o'-ufromogwld~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Provides a complete roster for guild (accessible to officers and leaders only) 

Changes guild leader to chosen player. (guild ~oder command only)· 

Permanently disbands guild 

You may also perform many gu ild commands through the gui ld screen. This screen 
can be opened by hi tti ng the "O" key. Click on the "Gui ld" tab at the bottom of the 
screen to view information about your gui ld. 

iTHE GUILD SCREEN 

' The guild screen shows members who 
are curren tly online. At the top of the 
screen you'll see "Show Offline Mem-

1 bers." By cl icki ng the box you' ll be able 
to view a complete gui ld roster. 

, At the bottom of this list you' ll see 
"Show Player Status." Click on the arrow 
icon to display addi tional guild status 

• information. 

You may sort each section by clicking 
on the title. For example if you cli ck on 
"Level" the roster w ill be sorted by char
acter level from lowest to highest or vice 
versa if you cli ck one more time. 

Name The character's name 

Zane location of the character 

level That charocter's level 

By highlighting a member name and Closs The doss of that guild member 
clicki ng on it you bring up an additional 

,_ box that disp lays information for that part icu lar player. Members who have been 

1 
designated may demote, promote, or remove at th is screen. Regular members may 

i invite the se lected character to a group by cli cking "G roup Invite" at the bottom right 
of the box. 

RANK 
The player's position in the gui ld as determined by the offi cers of the gui ld or by 
those members who are des ignated to alter ranks. 

NOTE . 
This section is for public notes regarding the character. Only designated members 
may enter info rmation here. It can be used to list Professions, let people know if this 

~ is an alt, or for inside jokes. 

LAST 0NLINE 
\shows the last time the player was onl ine. Th is is a usefu l tool for officers when 
tracking player activity. 

GUILD FUNCTIONALITY 

Gu ilds are created with 5 default ranks: 

~ Initiate 

;:), Member 

;;) Veteran 

;;) Officer 

;:), Leader 

On ly the gu ild leader may rename, add or remove ra nks. A gui ld must have a min i
mum of fi ve ranks and may create up to the maximum of ten ranks. When creating 
new ranks the system automatica lly makes the newest rank entered the entry leve l 
rank. Take care to enter your ranks from highest to lowest when creating new ones 
for your guild. 

To add new ra nks click on the "Guild Control" tab at the bottom right hand corner of 
the guild screen. Enter the rank name into the "Rank Label." Set the permissions for 
each rank.by checking off the boxes that are appropriate. 

Officerchot listen Al.low designated members to read conversations in the officer chat channel 

Officerchot Spenk Oes~noted members con type messages in the officer chot channel 

Promote Members coo promote other members of the guild 

Demote Membe~ con demote other members of 1lre guild 

Invite Member Members ore permitted ta invite p loye~ to the guild 

Remove Player Members con remove memhers. from the guild 

Set Motd Member has the ability to set the guild message of the day 

Edit Publk Note Memb.er is able to edit public notes 

View Officer Nate Member is able to view notes wri tten by officers far players 

Edit Officer Note Member is able to chonge hidden officer notes for eochplayer on the roster 

RUNNING YOUR GUILD 
Beyond the command, tabard, and charter, there is a great dea l of socia l manage
ment that goes into a guild. A huge number of gui lds run into problems w ith their 
player base at some time or another (bored, anxiety about end-game matters, ego 

RULES 
COMMON GUillD ISSUES 

~ tQQ\ Distribution 

;::). ~roper, ~~ ond, Pcl!Nonduct 

~ Longuoge Restrictions. 

~ R~qujr~<Hloy, 6rou~ing , Etc. 

:> Roleployjng Mo!te{s. 

f 

t 

confl icts, drama, and so forth). A ski lled 
gu i Id leader needs to be fa r more than 
a good player; these leaders need to 
be listeners, enforcers, and diplomats. 
It's not alw ays easy, or sometimes even 

possible, to fill all of these roles at once! 
Sound a little intimidating? It should. 
Don' t get involved w ith gui ld leadership 
unless you.truly are ready and w illing 
to devote some ti me and energy into 
herding cats! 

Creating a good foundation for a guild 

ensures a long, productive existence 
for it. This also promotes players who 
are happy to be members of that guild. 
If you haven' t already done so, create 
a set of rul es for guild members. Keep 
the rules simple. No one wants to read 
43 pages of rul es and regulations just to 
become a member of a gui ld. Games are 
meant to be fun and gui lds are meant 
to enhance that experience. You can 
always adjust the rules as the need ari ses 
during the course of your adventures in 

Azeroth. 

Most disputes w ith in guil ds arise from arguments over items. W hen creating your 

set of guild ru les pay close attention to "Loot Ru les." Once again, keep them simple. 
Members need to be aware of rules pertaining to item drops prior to venturing into 
Instances. Go over ru les pertaining to item drops at the start of every group run. 

Yes, you've sa id them 100 times before, bu t stating the rules at the beg inning of ru n 
through a dungeon alleviates arguments later (usually). 

Make sure that members have easy access to these rules at all times. 



LOO'F PISTR:lB'U'IlON 

Usuall y loot issues are easier to handle for the sub-60 levels. Many guilds are going 
to go with some form of Need Before Greed and stick to it. With the later levels, 
however, this is a big push to come up with a system for "fa irl y" distributing Epic 
loot (and beyond). DKPs, or Dragon Kill Points are used heavily by a number of 

WoW guilds to try and ensure that people who invest the most time in guild raids get 
the gear that they wa nt. Other guilds may try to encourage Need Before Greed and 
rolling even in the raid instances, though this is not as common . 

CONDUC1' 
Some gui lds have standards of conduct even with people outside of the guild (or 
with the oppos ing factio n). You may have things so that guild members must always 
accept duels, never run from PvP fights in the world, avoid Graveyard Camping for 
any reason, don' t spit, or whatever else. These rules are highly subjective, based on 
the guild's interests, and shou ld be ad
hered to by guild members. Anyone who 
signs on and understands the rules is free 
to walk away if they disagree. 

If a gui ld member consistently breaks 
the ru les of conduct, use a system of 
warnings and eventuall y remove the 
person from the guild if they are causing 
internal drama or strife. Be sure that the 
warning system is in writing, is fair, and 

is applied evenly whenever possible. 

If some words are taboo in your gu ild, be clear about it, correct people when they slip, 
and be very consistent. There isn't much to say about this matter, save that quite a few 
guild members have sore points about one word or another. Be sensible and treat gu ild 
chat as a large table in the middle of a restaurant; everyone can hear you, even strang
ers might catch an odd bit of conversation, and feelings can easil y be hurt. 

Larger guilds may require a certain leve l of playtime per week/month for a person 
to stay in the guild. This may even be restricted to specific activities (members must 
participate in one MC/BWL Raid per week, members must put in ten hours of BG 
time per week). Be very clear w ith all new members about these requirements. 

The trickiest time of all is w hen your guild considers placing new requirements 
on members. Thi s is the type of scenario that splits gui lds (sometimes taking even 
the members that wanted the change in the first place). Be very ca reful of placing 
demands on your player base. 

Roleplaying guilds may have extra rul es to demand that gu ild chat be IC (in charac

ter). For gu ilds of this sort, there is often a chat channel used on the side for speech 
outside of your character. 

FORUMS 
No one expects you to rush out and purchase a hosting plan or have someone 
design an elaborate Flash site for the guild. There are many free forum hosting si tes 
ava ilable on the web. 

CHOOSING OFFICERS 

On this site, place your guild rules in 
p lain view for members and potential 
members. 

Forums are great for posting informati on 

on dungeon crawls, roleplaying events, 
and guild communication. Be sure to 

setup a forum for Officers so that issues 
can be posted for all members in leader
ship positions. 

A common dri ve when choosing officers is to hand out ranks to close friends, but 
this might not be the best choice for the guild. When you choose officers, be sure 

to select those players who have proven leadership skills and the ability to arbitrate 
disputes between members. Everyone hand les things differently and it's a good idea 
to have a diversified group of people as officers. 

Use promotions as rewards for dedication tu the guild. Players want to upgrade 
their characters and there are many players w ho enjoy earn ing rank w ithin the guild 
structure. 

As a leader, remember to trust your officers and support their dec isions. You 've taken 
the time to select them and put them in charge; don't hover over them. 

RECRUITING 
There are many ways to recruit members for your guild. There is no right or wrong 
way. Recruiting processes should be determined by your vis ion for the guild . 

Do you want a guild with hundreds of members? Perhaps you want a small gui ld 
that will focu s on exploring all of the content that the game provides. Guilds come in 
all sizes as well as types. Some gu ilds massively recruit members by issuing random 
invites in starter zones. A lot of role playing guilds use an interview process. 

Do w hat's best for you and your guild . 

THE TABARD 
Admit it. W e all love those tabard s. 
They show the commun ity that we' re 
all together in everything we do. Tabard 
se lection can be a process that the 
guild leader hand les or it can be a gu ild 
decision. Many guilds have members 
contribute what they can toward the 

purchase of the guild design. Tabard 
designs cost ten gold pieces. Individual 
tabards cost one gold piece (and are in
fluenced by faction and PvP discounts). 

Gui ld tabard designs are purchased from the Guild Master in major cities. Speak to 
the Guild Master and select " I'd like to create a Guild Crest. " A guild tabard design 
may only be purchased by the guild leader but members may view the selections 
ava ilable. 

Tabard Creation 

Icon 

Icon Color 

Border 

Border Color 

Bockgraund 

The image thot oppem on the front and back of the member tabord. Click the directional arrows to 
browse the available icons 

Selects the iconcolor 

Selects the style of border for the tobord 

Sele(! the border calm 

Select the ovemll color for the tobord 

Once you 've made a choice for each selection click "Accept." The tabard des ign 
wi ll appear on your equipped tabard. If members have trouble viewing the design on 
their tabards thi s is remedied w ith a quick logout and login. 

GUILD EVENTS 
Even the most hardcore "lone wo lf" 
player enjoys a planned guild event. Be 
sure to post the event severa l days in 
advance so that members can arrange to 

be present. The typica l event is complet
ing quests in an " Instance." These events 
bring experi ence and item upgrades for 
members. 

REWARDS AND DISCIPLINE 
Reward good behavior and punish bad behavior. No guild leader is perfect and 
sometimes members step over the li ne in regard to rul es. Your members look to you 
and your officers to maintain the guild environment they expected w hen they joined. 

Offensive conversation in the guild channel, bad conduct on a guild raid, or constant 
belligerence can undermine a guild quickly if not dealt w ith just as quickly. 

Reward members who show dedication to the guild. You don't have to empty your 
coin purse to do so. Acknowledging the generosity of a pl ayer' s time, skill s, and 
knowledge is just as good. You can create special ranks to show praise, have a forum 
for "Gu ild Mate of the Month," or an event to honor the player(s) . A little prai se goes 
a long way! 

The secret to being a great guild leader or having a great guild is respect for the play- j 
ers who bear the tabard. The fri endships that can develop from guild membership 

can be some of the most rewarding out there. 

Common 
Tactics 

Roles 

Professions 



Druids are the keepers of nature and the world itself. Using their force of wi ll and spirit, these protectors wander the 

Emerald Dream, focusing the power of the land. As a Druid, you have the power to hecome a defensive Bear, an aggres
sive Cat, an Aquatic creature, a Traveling feline, and use different spel ls to rejuvem1te yourse lf and alli es w hile dealing 
damage to enemies. Outside, w here nature seems so close at hand, your contro l of roots are ab le to hold enemies in 
place, plaguing melee opponents and certain archers with frustration. U ltimately, Dru ids are jacks of all trades and 
masters of none; they can fill almost any role we ll , and round out groups splendid ly. 

W e met above the Wailing Caverns and meditated for a short time to see if 
the stories were true. Indeed, I could feel that the place had become lost to our 
order, and that some of the finest Druids of the region were now against us. It 
was a sad thought, but we pushed it out of our minds and rose together. We 
were to go into the caves below in several groups, with my night elves going 
in second, after our Tauren friends cleared the way. Others were there, from 
both the so-ca lled All iance and Horde, preparing to compete over land, riches, 
and other banal things . Our order made great efforts to be. past such concerns. 

The Raptors below were different than the Sunscales outside; diseases of mind 
and body had affected them, turning them into something unnatural. Several 
of them had been hiding in peripheral caverns and came out when we passed 
deeper into the Wailing Caverns. I held a moment to bring my focu s together, 
then ra ised my arms to ca ll nature's strength into the room. My companions 
changed into thei r altered se lves to defend us, as Ca limos took the form of a 
great bear, and Mariyn became a cat to slip behind our attackers. Together, we 
lashed into the beasts until peace was granted them. Then we continued. 

Our battles took us to the very end of Wailing Caverns, where the darkest 
monsters I have faced were waiting. The taint was in almost all things that 
lived in those hallowed chambers, but we returned it to a state of wai ting. I 
don't think we could have succeeded w ithout the Tauren's help, but isn't that 
the way of things? Together, we stood against this darkness, as we did against 
the Burning legion. If we continue to cooperate, perhaps I will see the Emer-
ald Dream again before I pass into the world. 

IN'.W.{)DrJCl©N ~ ~' ~ ~ 
If you like the idea of being ab le to 
play a different set of classes w ith the 
same character, Druids may be the 

perfect thing for you! These casters are 
able to heal , nuke, root, and engage in 
modest melee skirm ishes, and they can 
use Shapeshifting to become powerful 
beasts. Through these forms, Druids can 
mimic Warriors and Rogues! This means 
that a Druid can act as a group's backup 
Tank, a melee DPS class, a ranged 

caster, or a spare Hea ler. It's hard to go wrong w ith options like that, and the Talent 
choices of a Druid make a huge difference in terms of customization. 

Groups don' t often grab a Druid as their first choice because of uncertainty over the 
Druid 's specia li zation, but there are certainly ways to make a Druid appea ling in 
so lo play, group action, or PvP. With a focus on healing abilities, Druids are ab le to 
respond extremely we ll to backup and even some primary Hea ler duties. Specced for 
soloing, a Druid can rip through targets as a DPS attacker and switch from Cat Form 
to their Caster (natural) form to hea l after battles; it's a low downtime, exciting way 

to work through the game's outside areas. 

' Also, people look to Druids for their stackable buffs; other classes are able to raise 
specific attributes (Intellect, Stamina, and sometimes Spirit from Mages and Priests). 

\, The Dru id buffs add a damage shield, armor, and a bonus to all attributes and 
\ Res istances. At the end of the Fera l Combat line, there is even an aura to buff Criti cal 
' rates for everyone nearby w hile the Druid is in one of their animal forms. Druids are 

1 clearly one of the best classes in the game for pure buffs. Especia lly in the very late 
' raid content of the game, nobody is going to turn away extra Res istance buffs! 

Strength Slightly Increased Damage 

Stwnioo Higher Heoltb ( Good for All FO!!nsJ 

' Agility Raises Chance ta Get a Critical Hiland Oadge, Raises Cat Farm DPS (Best far Cat Form) 

lnl~iecr . Higher Manll'Tolnl, More QJeKnffcols (Best.to! colterForri\l' " 
Spint Improves Heolth/Mana Recovery in All Forms 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Druids start the game able to weur 
leather armor, and they never upgrade 
to anyth ing heavier. These casters can 
initially wield staves without any prob
lems. Beyond that, they are ahle to tra in 
in one- and two-handed maces, daggers, 
and fist weapons. Staves are desired for 
their bonuses to caster attr ibutes, while 
weapons w ith Agi lity/Stamina bonuses 
are great for those interested in Cat Form 
damage. The best choice for your Dru id 
is one that enhances your preferred style of fighting (Strength, Agi lity, Slomina if you 
prefer the melee aspects of Druids, or rhoost> higher Intellect and Spirit to fo llow the 
caster Ii ne). 

Druids worry fa r more about armor than most of the other caster classes. The reason 
is that Druids end up tanking from time to time (w hile soloing. in PvP ce rtainly, and 
even in certai n groups). Bear Form adds some very nice bonuses to your armor, tu rn
ing that feebl e leather into something worthy of respect. Because Bear Form armor is 
ca lculated based on the armor a Dru id has in their normal form, it is of great value 
to find Leather w ith nice stats . If powerful enchantments cannot he afforded, even 
simple armor patches are worth app lying for this very reason . 

Attributes are rough to dea l wi th as a Druid (you need practically everything). Intel
lect is very nice to supplement the weaker mana poo l of the Druid. Spi ri t helps all 
of the Forms to a decent extent. Beyond that, 1.ook for gear that improves your 
favorite form; Strength and Stamina for the mighty Bear, Agility and Stam ina for the 
subtle Cat. 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 

Druids ca n benefit from a wide ra nge 
of professions. Skinning and Leather
working is an obvious combination for 
players who are new to the game; these 
players won' t have access to as much 
higher-level equipment, the money for 

Rare gear, or the dungeon skills to com
fortabl y delve for items early. 

If you aren 't worr ied abou t creating 
base line equ ipmen t for your D ruid, 
Herbalism and A lchemy are better 

choices. These ca rry far more potential for monf'y by se ll ing spare herbs. More
over, potions are very nice for Druids because so many different attributes are 
useful to them. Thus, almost everything an Alchem ist learns is put to use in one 

form or another. 

As for secondary skill s, Druid s aren't dr iven to use them as often. Cooking and First 
Aid, while being stap les for many melee cla sses, are are stil l of great use 
for Druids. 



BALANC£ 

Dru id Abi lities are divided by the form 
needed to cast them. For ranged magic, 
the Caster Form of the Druid is used. 
As a Bear, the Druid can take far more 
damage and use Warrior-type abilities. 
As a Cat, the Druid is stea lthy and ab le 
to dea l much higher damage. 

Notice that the form of a Druid also 
dictates which secondary bar they have 
(mana for the Caster, Rage for the Bear, 
and Energy for the Cat). 

Coster 

Bear 

Aquatic 

Cot 

Travel 

Oiie Bear 

Moon kin 

Healing, Ranged Oomoge 

Tanking, Melee 

fostjSofe Woter Travel 

Melee OPS, Steohh, Track Humanoids 

Super fast Land Travel 

Tanking, Melee 

Buff to Group Spell Critico~, Bolonce Spell Use (Balance Talent) 

Wrath is a faster spell for direct damage (compared to the more power
fu l Starfire that you learn later). When there is a short interval for cast

~~~====""'=="' ing a ranged spell , use Wrath. 

20 30yd l.5 Causes 12 to 14 Nature damage to the target 

35 30yd l.7 1• Causes 25 to 29 Nature damage to the target 

14 55 30yd 2 9• Causes 44 to 52 Nolure domoge to the target 

22 70 30yd 30 . Causes 63 to 73 Nolure damage to the target. 

30 100 30yd 60. Causes l 01 to 115 Nature domage to the target. 

38 125 30yd l • 20 • Causes 139 to 157 nolure damage to the target. 

46 155 30yd u~ Causes 188 to 210 Nolure domoge to the target. 

54 180 30yd 2 ~ 80 . Causes 236 to 264 Nature domoge to the target. 

4 25 30yd IC l e Burns the enemy for 7 to 9 Arcane damage and then on odditionol 12 Arcane domoge over 9 sec. 

10 50 30yd IC 3• Burns the enemy for 13 to 17 Arrnne damoge and then on additionol 32 Arcane domoge over 12 sec. 

16 75 30yd IC 18. Burns the enemy for 25 to 31 Arcane damage and then on odditionol 52 Arcane domoge over 12 sec. 

22 105 30yd IC 30 ~ Burns the enemy for 40 to 48 Arcane damage and then on odditionol 80 Arcane damage over 12 sec. 

28 150 30yd IC 5o e Burns the enemy for 61 ta 73 Arcane damage and then an additional 124 Arcane damage over 12 sec. 

34 190 30yd IC 114> Burns the enemy for 81 to 97 Arcane damage ond then on odditionol 164 Arcane domoge over 12 sec. 

40 235 30yd IC I . 90 9 Burns the enemy for 105 to 125 Arcane domoge ond then on additional 212 Arcane damage over 12 sec. 

46 280 30yd IC 24) Burns the enemy for 130 to 154 Arcane damage and then an additionol 264 Arcane damage over 12 sec. 

9 52 325 30yd IC H~ 609 Burns the enemy for 157 to 185 Arcane domoge and then on additional 320 Arcane domoge over 12 sec. 

10 58 375 30yd IC 3 ~ 20 ~ Burns the enemy for 189 to 221 Arcane damage and then on additionol 384 Arcane damage over 12 sec. 

35 30yd IC 19 Thorns sprout from the fri endly target causing 3 Nature domoge to ottockers when hit. Lasts l 0 min. 

14 60 30yd IC 9,, Thorns sprout from the friendly target musing 6 Nature damage to attackers when hit. lasts I 0 min. 

24 105 30yd IC 40 ~ Thoms sprout from the friendly target causing 9 Nature damage to attackers when hit. lasts 10 min. 

34 170 30yd IC l fJ Thoms sprout from the friendly target causing 12 Nalure damage to attackers when hit. losts 10 min. 

44 240 30yd IC l f) 80 ~ Thorns sprout from the friendly target causing 15 Nature domoge to attackers when hit. losts l 0 min. 

54 320 30yd IC 2. 80 ie Thorns sprout from the friendly target causing 18 Nolure domoge to attackers when hit. Losts l 0 min. 

Entangling Roots can only be cast outdoors. This spell has a long duration, on ly has a 
moderate chance to break on damage, and allows Dru ids to ab use me lee targets. 

50 30yd l.5 2• Roots the target in place and causes 20 nature damage over 12 sec. Only useoble outdoors. 

18 65 30yd 1.5 1 9 ~ Roots the tnrget in ploce and causes 50 norure damage over 15 sec. Only useoble outdoors. 

28 80 30yd l.5 50 ~ Roots the target in place ond muses 90 nature damage over 18 sec. Only useoble outdoors. 

36 95 30yd l.5 l . 20 ,, Roots the target in ploce ond muses 140 nature damage over 21 sec. Only useoble outdoors. 

48 110 30yd l.5 2 ~ 20 4' Roots the target in place ond causes 200 nature damage over 24 sec. Only useable outdoors. 

58 125 30yd 1.5 3 f> 20 . Roots the target in ploce ond muses 270 nature domoge over 27 sec. Only useoble outdoors. 

Low 

High 

low 

low 

Low 

Immense 

High 

Priest 

Rogue 



10 50 

18 65 

28 80 

38 95 

48 110 

125 

30 75 

42 95 

54 115 

18 90 30yd 

38 120 30yd 

150 30yd 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

l.Ssec 

l.Ssec 

l.Ssec 

Nature's Grasp is a Talent-learn ed ability that is used on your Druid. When active, the ability has a chance to proc when your Druid 
is attacked, casting a mana-free Entangling Roots on the aggressor. The Improved Nature's Grasp talent ma kes this "chance" 100%. 

l minute 
While active, any time an enemy strikes the caster they hove a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roots (Ronk l). Only useable ouidoors. l 
charge. Lasts 45 sec. 

l min 95 . 
While active, any time on enemy strikes the caster they hove a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roots (Ronk 2). Only useoble outdoors. l 
charge. Last 45 sec. 

l min 2• 5o e While active, ony time on enemy strikes the caster they have a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roots (Ronk 3). Only useoble outdoors. 1 
charge. Lasts 45 sec. 

l min b f> 
While active, any time an enemy slrikes lhe caster they have a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roats (Rank 4). Only useable outdoors. l 
charge. Lasts 45 sec. 

l min 1l . While active, any time an enemy strikes the caster they have a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Root (Ronk 5). Only useable outdoors. l 
chorge. losts 4 5 sec. 

l min l6 e While active, any time an enemy strikes the caster they have a 35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roots (Ronk 6). Only useoble outdoors. l 
chorge. Lasts 45 sec. 

Decrease the armor of the target by 285 for 40 sec. While affected, the torget cannot stealth or turn invisible. 

Oecreose the armor of the torget by 395 for 40 sec. While offected, the torget cannot steolth or turn invisible. 

Decrease the armor of the torget by 505 for 40 sec. While affected, the target cannot stealth or turn invisible. 

19 § Forces the enemy target to sleep for up to 20 sec. Any damage will awaken the target. Only one target con be forced to hibernote at a time. Only works on 
Beasts ond Drogonkin. 

20 9 
forces the enemy target to sleep for up to 30 sec. Any damage will awaken the target. Only one torget can be forced to hibernate at o time. Only works on 
Beasts and Orogonkin. 

H J 20 e 
Forces the enemy target ta sleep for up to 40 sec. Any da mage will awoken the torget. Only one target con be forced to hibernate at a time. Only works on 
Beasts ond Orogookin. 

Omen of Clar ity is a Talent-learned abi lity that is cast on yourse lf. The buff allows Clearcasting a chance lo proc after your melee 
attacks. The result is that the next spell or action requires no mana, Rage, or Energy! 

Imbues the Druid with natural energy. Each of the druid's melee attacks hos o chance of causing the caster to enter o Cleorcasting state. The Cleorcosting state reduces the 
Mano, Rage, or Energy cost of your next damage or healing spell or offensive ability by l 00%. Lasts 5 minutes. 

Starfire is a great way to start fi ghts when you are soloing. Though 
sporting a longer casting time, the damage and efficiency of this spell is 

~!!!!!!!~=""""""*"""""""""""' noteworthy. 

Causes l 37 to l 67 Arcane damage to the target 

34 180 30yd 3.5 ie Causes 201 to 24l Arcane damage to the target. 

42 230 30yd 3.5 l & 6o e Causes 280 to 334 Arcane dornage ta the target. 

50 275 30yd 3.5 2e 30 ~ Causes 362 to 428 lucane damage to the target. 

58 31 5 3ayd 3.5 H !t 20 f> Causes 445 to 525 Arcane domage to the target 

340 30 yd 3.5 sec Causes 496 to 584 Arcane damage to the target. 

Soothes the target beast, reducing the range at which it will onock you by l 0 yards. Only affects Beast targets level 40 or lower. lasts 15 sec. 

Soothes the target beast, reducing the range at which it will attack you by 10 yards. Only affects Beast targets level 55 or lower. Lasts 15 sec. 

Soothes the target beast, reducing the range at which it will attack you by l 0 yards. Only affects Beast torgets level 70 or lower. Lasts 15 sec 

40 B80 30 yd IC l min l • 2o e 
Creates a violent storm in the target area, musing 70 Nature damage ta enemies every 1 sec, and reducing the attack speed of enemies by 20%. Lasts l 0 
sec. Druid must channel to maintain the spell. 

SD 1180 30 yd IC l min 30 tl 
Creates a violent storm in the target area, causing l 00 Nature damage to enemies every 1 sec, and reducing the attack speed of enemies by 20%. lasts l 0 
sec. Druid must channel ta maintain the spell. 

60 1495 30 yd IC l min 3. 40 . 
Creates a violent storm in the target area, causing 134 Nature damage to enemies every l sec, and reducing the attack speed of enemies by 20%. Losts l 0 
sec. Druid must channel to maintain the spell. 



Barkskin offe rs the ability to avoid spell interruptions from damage and reduces incoming physical damage by 20% . The cost is that your 
"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"" Druid 's spells take a full second longer to cast, and melee speed is reduced by 20% for yo~ r character. 

10 10 

20 10 

32 10 

42 10 

52 10 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

The druid's skin becomes as tough as boric Physicol Oomage taken is reduced by 20%. While protected, damaging attacks wi ll not couse spelkasting delays but 
non·instant spells take l sec longer to cost and melee combot is slowed by 25%. lasll l 5 sec. 

Demoralizing Roar acts li ke a Warrior's Demoralizing Shout. It causes an AoE 
debuff to enemy Attack Power. 

3 e The druid roars, decreosing nearby enemies' attack power by 30. lasts 30 sec. 

10 fP The druid roars, decreasing nearby enemies' attack power by 50. losts 30 sec. 

80 • The druid roars, decreasing nearby enemies' ottock power by 65. lost 30 sec. 

l 8 60 fJ The druid roars, decreasing nearby enemies' attack power by I 00. lasts 30 sec. 

1 • 60 I!'> The druid roa rs, decreosing nearby enemies' attock power by 130. lasts 30 sec. 

Enrage generates 20 Free Rage, but reduces Bear Form armor by 16% and Dire Bear armor by 27%. Use th is 
===~"""'=""""= before a fight, wait for the ten seconds of debuff to expire, then engage a target. 

10 9yd IC l min 55 ~ Stuns the target for 3 sec 

10 9yd IC l min 1. 90. Stuns the target for 4 sec. 

Swipe dea ls light me lee damage aga inst up to three targets (wh ile in 
Bear or Di re Bear Form). This is an instant attack. 

16 20 9yd IC 4sec 18 . Swipe 3 nearby enemies, inflicting 18 damage. 

24 10 9yd IC 4sec 40• Swipe 3 nearby enemies, inflicting 15 damage. 

34 20 9yd IC 4sec I • Swipe 3 nearby enemies, inflicting 36 damage. 

44 10 9yd IC 4sec l f) BO ~ Swipe 3 neorby enemies, inflicting 60 damage. 

54 10 9yd IC 4sec 2• Bo e Swipe 3 neorby enemies, inflicting 83 damage. 

Maul is a Bear ability that is very simi lar to Heroic Strike. Th is uses 
a substantial amount of Rage. The bonus damage done and the 
increased Threat of the attack are both boons . 

10 15 Next Melee IO• Increases the druid's next attack by 18 damage. 

18 15 Next Melee 19 f) Increases the druid's next attack by 27 damage. 

16 15 NextMelee 45 ~ lncreoses the druid's next ottack by 37 domage. 

34 15 Next Melee I • Increases the druid's next attack by 49 damage. 

42 IS Next Melee 1 9 60 ~ Increases the druid's next attack by 71 damage. 

50 15 NextMelee 1 ~ 30 ~ Increases the druid's next attack by I 01 domoge. 

58 15 Next Melee 3§ 20 ~ Increases the druid's next attack by 128 domage. 

Claw is a Cat Form abili ty that offers instant damage and a single Combo Poi nt (much 
,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,=,,,.,,,,,.,,== like a Rogue's Sinister Strike). 

20 45 9yd IC 

28 45 9yd IC 

38 45 9yd IC 

4B 45 9yd IC 

5B 45 9yd IC 

20 ~ Clow the enemy, causing 27 additional damage. Awards l combo point. 

50 ~ Claw the enemy, causing 39 additional damage. Awards I combo point. 

l f)l 10 fl) Claw the enemy, causing 57 additionol domage. Awards I combo point. 

2. 20 f) Clow !he enemy, causing B8 additional damage. Awards l combo point. 

3. 20 • Claw the enemy, musing 115 additional damage. Awards l combo point. 

Feral Charge is a Bear Talent-learned abi lity that closes the distance with a target, interrupting any spells and immobi liz ing them 
for a short period. 

Requires Bear Farm, Dire Bear Form. Causes yau ta charge on enemy, immobilizing ond interrupting any spell being cost for 4 seconds. B·15 yard range, casts 5+ Rage, 
15 second cooldown. 



40 lOsec l • 40 4' Allows the Druid to prowl oround, but reduces your speed lo 65% ol normol. losts until cancelled. 

60 IC lOsec 3 e 40 f) Allows the Druid to prowl around, but reduces your speed to 70% of normal. lasts until cancelled. 

20 30 9yd IC 20 • 
Finishing move that causes damage aver time. Damage increases per combo point: l point: 54 damage over 12 sec. 2 points: 90 damage over 12 sec. 3 
paints: 126 damage aver 12 sec. 4 points: 162 damage aver 12 sec. 5 paints: 198 damage over 12 sec. 

28 30 9yd IC 50 4' 
Finishing move that causes damage aver time. Damage increases per combo point: l point: 78 damage over 12 sec. 2 points: 132 damage over 12 sec. 3 
points: 186 domage over 12 sec. 4 points: 240 damage over 12 sec. 5 points: 294 damage aver 12 sec. 

36 30 9yd IC l e 10 • 
Finishing move that causes damage over time. Damage increases pei combo paint: l point: l 08 damage over 12 sec. 2 points: 180 damage over 12 sec. 3 
points: 252 damage over 12 sec. 4 points: 324 domage over 12 sec. 5 points: 396 damoge over 12 sec. 

44 30 9yd IC ao• Finishing move that causes damage aver time. Damage increases per combo point: l point: 156 damage over 12 sec. 2 points: 258 damage over 12 sec. 3 
points: 360 domoge over 12 sec 4 points: 462 damage over 12 sec. 5 points: 564 damage over 12 sec. 

52 30 9yd IC 2e 60 • 
fin ishing move that causes damage over time. Damage increases per combo point: l point: 216 domoge over 12 sec. 2 points: 360 damage over 12 sec. 3 
points:504 domoge over 12 sec. 4 points: 648 domoge over 12 sec. 5 points: 792 damage over 12 sec. 

30 IC 40 f) 
finishing move that causes damage over time. Damage increases per combo point: l point: 300 damage over 12 sec. 2 points: 498 damage over 12 sec. 3 
points: 696 domoge over 12 sec. 4 points: 894 domoge over 12 sec. 5 points: 1092 damage over 12 sec. 

Shred is a Cat Form's backstab. Use this from beh ind a target to dea l very high dam age in a si ngle attock . Sh red 

60 9yd IC 60 f) Shred the target, causing 225% damage plus 72 ta the target. Must be behind the target. Awmds l combo point. 

60 9yd IC l . 20 f) Shred the tmget, causing 225% damage plus 99 ta the target. Must be behind the target. Awards l combo point. 

60 9yd IC 2& Shred the target, causing 225% damage plus 144 to the target. Must be behind the target. Awards l combo point. 

60 9yd IC 2. 80 f) Shred the target, causing 225% damage plus 180 to the target. Must be behind the target. Awards 1 combo point. 

Rake is a nothe r Cat Form attack that is insta nt. This one deals some damage up front, but p laces a sub

==="""=""""""'"" stantial DoT on the target. This awards a single Combo Po int. 

40 9yd 

40 9yd 

40 9yd 

IC l ~ Rake the torget for 28 domoge and on odditionol 57 damage over 9 sec. Awords one combo point. 

IC Rake the torget for 43 damage and on odditionol 75 domoge over 9 sec. Awards one combo point. 

IC Rake the target for 58 damage and on additional 96 damage over 9 sec. Awards one combo point. 

Tiger's Fury adds damage to every attack your Cat Form Druid 
makes for a short duration. 

Increases damage done by l 0 for 6 sec. 

IC lsec Increases damage done by 20 for 6 sec. 

IC 1 sec H' 20 f> Increases damage done by 30 for 6 sec. 

IC l sec 3• 4o e Increases damage done by 40 for 6 sec. 

Dash is used in Cat Form and acts like a Sprint. Your character can even 

~~~=~"""'""""=~~~ increase movement speed while Prowling. 

40 20 9yd IC . l O sec l !!!i 40 f) Cower, causing no damage but lowering your threat a medium amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. 

52 20 9yd IC 1 O sec 2 ~ 60 f} Cower, causing no damage but lowering your threat a large omount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. 



Faerie Fire (Feral) is Ta lent-learned and function s just like normal Faerie Fire; 
~,,;;..=~,,,.;,="""'"""'""""""~,,,.;,~.,,,,,,,,.;,~== but these versions can be used in Cat and Bear Forms. 

40 IC 

48 IC 

56 IC 

60 IC 

Decrease the armor af the target by 395 far 40 sec. While affected, the tar et cannot stealth ar turn invisible. 
Decrease the armor of the tar et by 505 for 40 sec. While affected, the target cannot stealth or turn invisible. 

Ferocious Bite is similar to a Rogue's Eviscerate. This ab ility works in Cat Form and converts Combo Points into instant damage. 

35 26 e 

35 l fl 98 e 

35 70 ~ 

35 

Finishing mavethat causes damage per combo point and converts each extra paint of energy into 1.0 additional damage. Oomoge is increased by your Arrack 
Power. I paint: 50·66 damoge, 2 paints: 86-102 damage, 3 paints: 122· l 38 dama e, 4 points: 158-17 4 damage, 5 paints: 194-210 do ma e 
Finishing move thot causes damage per combo point and converts eoch extra point of energy into l . 5 additional damage. Damage is increased by your Arrack 
Power. l point: 79-103 damoge, 2 points: 138-162 domoge, 3 points: 197-221 damo e, 4 points: 256-280 dama e, 5 oints: 315-339 damage 
Finishing move that causes damage per combo point and converts each extra point of energy into 2.0 additional damage. Damage is increased by your Arrack 
Power. l paint: 122-162 damage, 2 paints: 214-254 damage, 3 paints: 306-346 damage, 4 paints: 398-438 damage, 5 paints: 490-530 damage 
Finishing move that causes damage per combo point and converts each extra point of energy into 2.5 additional domoge. Damoge is increased by your Arrack 
Power. l point: 173-223 demo e, 2 paint: 301-351 domo e, 3 points: 429-479 damage, 4 points: 557-607 damage, 5 oints: 685-735 damage 
Finishing move thot causes damoge per combo point and converts each extra point af energy into 2.7 additional damoge. Damage is increased b•1 your Arrack 
Power. l paint : 199·259 damoge, 2 paints: 346·406 domage, 3 points: 493-553 damage, 4 points: 640-700 dama e, 5 oints: 787-847 doma e 

Cat Form Druids use thi s fro m Prowl , and they must be behind the target. This also 

Ravo e the target, causing 350% damage plus 273 to the target. Must be prowling and behind the target. Awards l combo point. 
Ravage the tor et, causing 350% damage plus 343 ta the tor et. Must be rowling and behind the tar et. Awards l combo paint. 

Track Humanoids allows Druids in Cat Form to Track Humanoid targets on the mini-map. 

While in Cat, Bear, or Dire Bear Farm, the leader of the Pack increases ranged and melee critical chance of all party members within 45 yards by 3%. 
Passive ability. 

Frenzied Regeneration converts Bear Form Rage into health . If there are no enemies left 
nearby and you are about to switch to Caster or Cat Form, go ahead and dump your Rage 
for some extra hea lth. 

Converts up ta l 0 Rage per second into health for l 0 sec. Each oint of ra e is converted into 20 health. 

RESTORATION-
Hea li ng Touch is the slowest Druid heal spell. This is also the 
most powerfu l of the Dru id hea ls, and is used when a large 
dose of health is needed without being needed as quick ly. 

60 2sec UI 
14 120 2.5sec 9 ~ Heols a friendly tor et far 195 ta 2 43. 
20 205 3 20 ~ Heals a friendly tor et for 363 to 445. 
26 300 3.5 45 . Heals a friendly tor et far 572 ta 694. 
32 370 40yd 3.S 80 ~ Heols a friendly tor et far 742 ta 894. 
38 445 40yd 3.5 l e 2o e Heals a friendly target for 936 to 1120. 
44 545 40 d 3.5 l ~ BO • Heals a friendly target for 1199 to 1427. 
50 660 40yd 3.5 2• 3o e Heals a friend ly target far 1516 ta 1796. 

10 56 790 40yd 3.5 3 ~ Heals a friendly target far 1890 to 2230. 
11 60 800 40 d 3.5 sec Heals a friendly target for 2267-2677. 

P.aladin 

Priest 

Rogue 



Mark of the Wild is a buff that covers more areas as it increases in rank. Eventua ll y, Mark of the 

Increases the friendly torge(s armor by 65 ond oil attributes by 2 for 30 min. 

100 30yd IC 20 • Increases the friendly target's armor by l 05 and oil attributes by 5 for 30 min. 

30 160 30yd IC 60. Increases the friendly target's armor by 150, oll attributes by 6 ond oll resistances by 5 for 30 min. 

40 240 30yd IC 19 4o e Increases the friend ly target's armor by 195, all attributes by 8 ond oll resistances by lO for 30 min. 

50 340 30yd IC 2 ~ 30. Increases the friendly target's armor by 240, all attributes by l 0 and oil resistances by 15 for 30 min. 

60 445 30yd IC 39 40• Increases the friendly torget's armor by 285, oll attributes by 12 ond all resista nces by 20 for 30 min. 

10 40 40yd IC Heals the target for 56 over 12 sec. 

16 75 40yd IC 18 • Heals the target for 116 over 12 sec. 

22 105 40yd IC 30 f' Heals the target for 180 over 12 sec. 

28 135 40yd IC 5o e Heals the target for 2 44 over 12 sec. 

34 160 40yd IC l ~ Heals the target for 304 over 12 sec. 

40 195 40yd IC 1 • 40 • Heals the target for 388 over 12 sec. 

46 235 40yd IC 2 ~ Heals the target for 488 over 12 sec. 

52 280 40yd IC 2§ 60 f) Heals the target for 608 over 12 sec. 

JO 58 335 40yd IC 3 i!ll 20 e Heals the target for 756 over 12 sec. 

ll 60 360 40 yd IC Heals the forget for 888 over 12 sec. 

Regrowth is a mixed instant heal and heal over time ability. With a shorter casting 
time than Healing Touch, Regrowth is best used to take care of the first dose of heal-
ing that a tank needs from a big fight. 

18 205 40yd 2sec 19 f) Heals o friendly target for 164 to 188 and another 175 over 21 sec. 

24 280 40yd 2sec 40 e Heals o frie ndly target for 2 40 to 2 7 4 ond another 25 9 over 21 sec. 

30 350 40yd 2sec 60 f) Heals a friendly target for 318 to 360 ond another 343 over 21 sec 

36 420 40yd 2sec 1 • 10 • Heals o friendly target for 405 to 457 ond another 427 over 21 sec. 

42 510 40yd 2sec l . 60 . Heals a friendly torgetfor 511to575 and another 546 over 21 sec. 

48 615 40yd 2sec 2• 20 • Heals o friendly target for 646 to 724 and another 686 over 21 sec. 

54 740 40yd 2sec 219 80 . Heals a friendly target for 809 to 905 and another 861 over 21 sec. 

60 880 40yd 2sec H!H Oe Heals o friendly target for l 003 to 11 19 and another l 064 over 21 sec. 

Insect Swarm is a Talent-lea rned ability that delivers a light DoT and reduces the target's chance to 
hit by 2% for the duration of the effect. 

20 42 Maple Seed 2sec 30min 20 f) Returns the spirit to the body, resto ri ng a dead target to life with 400 health and 700 mono. 

30 42 Stranglethorn Seed 2sec 30min 60 • Returns the spirit to the body, restoring o deod target to lrre with 750 health and 1200 mono. 

40 42 Ashwood Seed 2sec 30min 1 • 4o e Returns the spirit to the body, restoring a dead target to life with 1100 health ond 1700 mono. 

42 Hornbeam Seed 2sec 30min 2• 30 9 Returns the spirit to the body, restoring a dead forget to life with 1600 health and 2200 mano. 

42 Ironwood Seed 2sec 30min 3. 40 9 Returns the spirit to the body, restoring a dead target ta life with 2200 health and 2800 mono. 

Remove Curse does exactl y what you would expect; it 



Nature's Swiftness is a Talent-learned ability on a three minute 
coo ldown. After tapping th is, your Druid's next Nature based spell is 
cast instantly. 

Tranquility is a channeled ability that efficiency heals all group members over ten seconds. Thi s produces very li ttle 

~!!E;~="""""'""'~=""""""" aggro, and the amount healed is enough to make a substantial difference. 

30 375 IC 5 min 60 e Regenerates all nearby group members far 94 every 2 seconds far 10 sec. Druids must channel ta maintain the spell. 

40 505 IC 5 min 1 ~ 40 '1; Regenerates all nearby group members far 138 every 2 seconds far 10 sec. Druids must channel to maintain the spell. 

50 695 IC 5min 2 e 30 • Regenerates all nearby group members for 205 every 2 seconds for 10 sec. Druids must channel to maintain the spell. 

925 IC 5 min 3 fl!) 40 • Regenerates all nearby group members for 294 every 2 seconds for 10 sec. Druids must channel to maintain the spell. 

Innervate allows the target chosen to regenerate a massive amount of mana 

IC Increases the armor of your party members by 285, all atllibutes by 12 and all resistances by 20 for one hour. 

TALENTS 

Dru id Talents take the cl ass far and 
w ide, enab ling the character to become 
a deft caster, a master of their Sh ifting 
fo rms, or a quality Healer (ei ther in a 
primary role or as a backup to a Priest). 

The Balanced li ne offers many of the 

RE.ST ORATION 
Though lowest on damage and survivability, the Restoration Druid line turns charac
ters into healers. Greater mana effi ciency, faster healing times, reduced interru ption 
chances and threat from heals, and other such Talents are in th is line. Druids that 
work w ith dungeon groups get the most use of the Restoration line, while solo Druids 
have perhaps the least to gain from it. 

mystic improvements, rai sing the attack 
damage, efficiency, and critica l potential STRATEGIES 
of Druid combat spe lls. Feral Combat 
bri ngs the Druid 's Cat and Bear forms 
closer in-line w ith Rogues and Warriors, 

respectively, making the cl ass far more effective at DPS work and Tank ing. Finally, 
the Restoration line aids heal ing spe lls w ith decreased Threat, improved efficiency, 
and some interruption avoidance. 

BALANCE. 
The Balance Ta lents are intended to make a Druid into a more capable caster. It 

becomes easier to root enemies (through Nature's Grasp and Improved Entangling 
Roots), w hile more damage/more efficient damage is dealt due to im provements to 
Wrath, Moonfire, and Starfi re. The end po int of the Ba lance Talents is the ability to 
Shapesh ift into Moonki n Form. Thi s allows casting Dru ids to use their Balance attack 
abilities from a form that is much more survivable (there is also an aura that adds 3% 
to the group's spell Cri tical rate) . 

FERAL COMBAT 
Fera l Combat Talents allow your Bear Forms to survive longer, mitigate more 
damage, and disrupt enemies more easily . They also allow your Cat Form to deal 
more damage and act with greater stealth. The line cu lminates in a~ aura that raises 
physica l Cr itical rates in your nearby group by 3%. This is the fastest Ta lent li ne 
for leveling your character because of the reduced downtime. So lo Druids benefi t 
tremendous ly from the Feral Combat line. 

Playi ng a Druid varies greatl y from area 
to area, group to group, and even from 
moment to moment. Becau se so much 

can be done to change the dynamic of 
a Druid in battle, it takes cons iderab le 
practice to master all facets of th is class. 
Once done, a Druid can seam lessly 

switch between the major ro les of group 
members, tak ing over for anyone w ho 

fa ll s short during a fi ght. 

First off, be sure to have your keys 
bound so that Shapeshilting between forms is fast and easy. Using Control +the 
Function Keys is somewhat standard, but placing the keys beneath the quickbar 
numbers or anywhere close to your hand's natural placement is sensible too. 

COMBAT IN CASTER FORM 
The enemy stands at maxi mum range when the Druid in Caster Form beg ins the 
attack. Starfire is used first, as its casting time is longer and the damage dealt is 
frontloaded. The enemy is struck and begins moving forward, so the Druid Moonfires· 
instantly and casts Entangling Roots as soon as the globa l one-second timer com
pletes. Still out of range for melee, the enemy is li kel y bound in place. The Starfires 
continue, and Wrath is used if time is ru nning out and the Druid needs a final quick 

spe ll for some damage. If the slaughter lasts over 12 seconds, renew the Moonfire 
after the first one's DOT completes. 

Pr iest 

Rogue 



Reduces the cast time of your Wrath spell by 0. 1 seconds (Per Rank). 
NATURE'S GRASP I 

While acti ve, any time an enemy stri kes the caster they have a 
35% chance to become afflicted by Entangling Roots (Rank 1 ). 

, Only useable outdoors. 1 charge. Lasts 45 seconds. 

IMPROVED NATURE'S GRASP 4 

Increases the chance for your N ature's G rasp to entangle an 
enemy by 15%. Progression 15%/30%/45%/65%. 

IMPROVED ENTANGLING ROOTS 3 

Gives you a 40% chance to avoid interru ption caused 
by damage whi le cast ing En tangli ng Roots. Progression 
40%/70%/1 00%. 

5 
Increases the dam age and critical strike chance of your Moonfire 
spell by 2% (Per Rank). 

Increases the damage you deal with physical attacks in all fo rms 
by 2% (Per Rank). 

. · NATURAL SHAPESHIFTER 

Reduces the mana cosl of shapeshifting by 10% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED THORNS 3 

Increases damage caused by your Thorns spell by 25% (Per Rank). 
OMEN Of CLARITY I 

Imbues the Druid with natura l energy. Each of the druid's me!ee 
attacks has a c hance of causing the caster to enter a Clearcasting 
state. The Clearcasting state reduces the M ana, Rage, or Energy 
cost of you r next damage or heali ng spell or offensive ability by 
1 OO'Yo. Lasts 10 minutes. 

NATURE'S REACH 2 

Increases the range of your Wrath, Entangling Roots, Faerie Fire, 
Moonfire, Starfi re, and Hurricane spells by 10% (Per Rank). 
VENGEANCE 

Inc reases the cr itica l strike dam age bonus of your Starfire, 
Moonfire, and Wrath spells by 20% {Per Rank). 

IMPROVED STA RFIRE 

' Reduces the cast time of Starfire by 0. 1 seconds {Per Rank) and 
has 3% chance {Per Rank) to stun the target fo r ~ seconds. 

:NATURE'S GRACE 

A ll spell critica ls grace you w ith a blessing of nature, reduci ng 
the casting time of your next spell by 0 .5 seconds. 

MOONGLOW 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Moonfire, Starfire, W rath, Healing 
, Touch, Regrowth, and Rejuvenation spells by 3% (Per Rank). 
MOON FURY 

Increases the damage done by your St>rfi re. Moonfiro, ond 
Wrath spells by 2'Yo (Per Rank). 

MOONKIN FORM 

~ Transforms the dru id into Moonkin Form. While in th is form 
' armor is increased by 360% and all party members w ith in 30 
"yards have the ir spell criti ca l chance increased by 3%. The 
Moonkin can only cast Balance spells w hile shapesh ifted . The 
act of shapeshift ing frees the caster of Po lymorph and Movement 
Impairing effects. 

FEROCITY 

Reduces the cost of your Maul , Swipe, Cl aw, and Rake abil ities 
by 1 Rage or Energy (Per Rank). 
FERAL AGGRESSION 

Increases the Attack Power reduction of your Demoraliz ing Roar 
by 8% (Per Rank) and the damage caused by your Ferocious Bite 
by 3% (Per Rank). 
FERAL INSTINCT 

Increases threat caused in Bear and D ire Bear Form by 3% (Per 
Rank) and reduces the chance enemies have to detect you w h ile 
Prowli ng. 

BRUTAL IMPACT 

Increases the stun durat ion of your Bash and Pounce abili t ies by 
0. 5 seconds (Per Rank). 

THICK HIDE 

Increases your Armor contribution from items by 2% (Per Rank). 
FELINE SWIFTNESS Z 

Increases your movement speed by 1 5% (Per Rank) while 
outdoors in Cat Form and increases your chance to dodge while 
in Cat Form by 2% (Per Rank). 
FERAL CHARGE 

Requires Bear Form, D ire Bear Form . Causes you to charge an 
enemy, immob ilizing and interrupting any spell being cast for 
4 seco nds. 

SHARPENED CLAWS 

Increases your criti ca l stri ke chance w hile in Bear, Dire Bear, or 
Cat Form by 2% (Per Rank) . 
IMPROVED SHRED 
Reduce~ th e Energy c o st o f your Shred abi lity by 6 (Per Rank). 

PREDATORY STRIKES 

Increases your Attack Power in Cat, Bear, and Dire Bear Forms 
by 50% of your level (Per Rank). 

BLOOD FRENZY 

Your critica l stri kes from Cat Form abilities that add combo 
points have a 50% chance (Per Rank) to add an add itional 
combo point. 

PRIMAL FURY 2 

Gives you a 50% chance (Per Rank) to gain an add itional 5 
Rage anytime you get a criti cal str ike whil e in Bear and Dire 
Bear Form. 

SAVAGE FURY Z 

Increases the damage caused by your Claw, Rake, M aul and 
Sw ipe ab ili ties by 10% (Per Rank). 

FAERIE FIRE (FERAL) 

Requires Cat Form 1 Bear Form, D ire Bear Form. Decreases the 
armor o f the target by 175 for 40 seconds. Whi le affected, the 
target cannot stealth o r turn invisible. 

H EART O F T H E WILD 

Increases your Intellect by 4% (Per Rank). In addition, whi le in 
Bear o r Di re Bear Form your Stamina is increased by 4% {Per 
Ronk) and w hile in Cat Form your Strengrh is increased by 4(Vo 
(Per Rank). 
LEADER OF THE PACK 

W hile in Cat, Bear1 or D ire Bear Form, the Leader of the Pack 
increases ranged and melee criti ca l chance of all party m embers 
within 45 yards by 3%. 

IMPROVED MARK Of THE WILD 

Increases the effects of your Mark of the Wild and Gift of the 
Wild spells by 7% (Per Rank) . 

FUROR 

G ives you a 20% chance (Per Rank) to gain 10 Rage when you 
shapeshi ft into Bear and D ire Bear form or 40 Energy w hen you 
shapeshift into Cat Form. 

IMPROVED HEA LING TOUCH 

Reduces the cast time of your Healing Touch spell by 0.1 
seconds (Per Rank). 

NATURE'S FOCUS 5 

Gives you a 14% chance (Per Rank)to avoid interrupti on caused 
by damage while cast ing the Heali ng Touch, Regrowth, and 
Tranquility spel ls. 

IMPROVED ENRAGE 

The Enrage abil ity now instant ly generates 5 Rage (Per Rank). 

REFLECTION 

Allows 5% (Per Rank) of your Mana regeneration to conti nue 
wh ile cast ing . 

INSECT SWARM 

The enemy target is swarmed by insects, decreasing their chance 
to h it by 2% and causi ng 66 Nature damage over 12 seconds. 

SUBTLETY 

Reduces the threat generated by your Healing spells by 4% 
(Per Rank). 
TRANQUIL S PIRIT 

Reduces the mana cost of your Healing Touch and Tranqui li ty 
spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

JMrROVED REJUVENATION 
Increa ses the effect of your Rej uvenation spell by 5% (Per Rank). 

NATURE'S SWIFTNESS 

When activated, your next Nature spell becomes an instant 
cast spell. 

GIFT Of NATURE 

Increases the effect of all healing spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED TRANQUILITY 2 

Reduces threat c;:iused by Tranquili ty by 40% (Per Rank) . 

IM PROVED REGROWTH 

Increases the cri ti cal effect chance of your Regrowth Spell by 
10% (Per Rank) . 

SWIFTMEND 

Consumes a RejuvPnat ion or Rflgrowth f!ffect o n a friendl y 
target to instantly heal them an amount equal to 12 sec. of 
Rejuvenation or 15 sec. of Regrowth. 



Starfire is a very good spell for maintaining efficient damage, and its maximum dam
age dea lt is quite good for a given level (compared to Wrath). What Wrath offers is 
the abili ty to dump a fair amount of Mana into a ta rget over a short period, because 
of its brief casting time. 

If you have Moon kin Form, from the Ba lanced Talents, stay in that shape unless you 
specifi ca ll y need to heal. The increases survi vabili ty and spell Criti ca l buff make the 
Moonkin Form very useful. 

If Balance is your primary Talent line, having Hurricane can be a huge boon to 
Caster Form tactics . If multiple enemies are inbound against your group, it's powerful 
to be able to dea l damage aga inst them AN D reduce their attack speed. 

MOONFIRE SPAM, COMPLAINTS, AND TRUTH 
Spamming Moonfire on the run is something that Druids can and w ill do from time 
to time. This is so painfully mana ineffi cient, that those who do it without a spec ific 
reason are being quite foolish. The base damage of Moonfire is not high at all for the 
mana invested, and the DOT overw rites itself constantly and resets the timer when 
the spam is being used, wasting hundreds of damage points. 

When is it useful to waste your mana like this? When enemies are escaping and you 
are li kely to either lose them or see them grab alli es (a PvE situation). O r, in PvP 
when an enemy is on the run from you with the fl ag in W arsong Gu lch. Perhaps your 
health is low, your chance for surviva l is poor even w ith hea ling, bu t you still have 
plenty of mana; this too would be a time for fast spamming of Moonfi re just to dump 
some extra damage on a foe before you r character falls. 

Never Moonfire spam w hile grinding (it destroys your kill rate in the long run). 
Neither should you do this in duels or other times w hen careful fighting and casting 
would net you greater resul ts . 

On the other side of this issue, players should not complain about getting killed by 
Moonfire spam. If you are on the run and getting hit from behind by a Druid, turn 
around and kill them! If you are runnin g a flag or have to get away, understand that 
it's better for them to be Moonfiring you than using Entangling Roots, W rath/Starfi re, 
healing their incoming allies, etc. If you die to a simple Moonfire spam, it's likely 
that the Druid wou ld have taken you out anyway (because of your character's low 
health, low levels, etc.). Moonfire is only deadly in spams when the Druid spec ial
izes both their Ta lents and gear for such casting; once agai n, thi s means that they are 
a soft target and you are always free to turn around and kill them! 

HEALING 
As a backup hea ler, Druids are often ca lled on to save other healers. W hen a Priest 
has ga ined too much aggro, shift to Caster Form and use spe lls to both save the 
healer in question and to get aggro onto yourself (it's better for the main tank to 
come and rip things off of you rather than worry about losing the primary hea ler) . It's 
easy to switch into Bear Form once the aggro is on your Druid, and that prevents this 
action from being overl y dangerous. 

Remember w hen things are especiall y desperate to use the fastest order of hea ling 
spell s. Regrowth for a good burst in only two seconds, then Rejuvenation for an In
stant Hea l Over Time, and fini sh w ith Hea ling Touch. Some people would try for the 
Instant HOT first, but the amount healed in the short term isn' t enough; if your target 
is in danger of dying soon, it's better to cast Nature's Swiftness plus hea ling Touch or 
use Swiftmend . That buys enough time for Rejuvenation to work its wonders and for 
the Hea ling Touch to land. 

ENTANGLING': ROOTS 
When outdoors, it is possible to use Entangling Roots against enemies and move out 
of their attack range. While you begin regaining Mana, they continue to take light 
damage . This is a good way to handle adds; slap them w ith Entangling Roots and 

back away until they cannot contribute to the fight wi th any attacks. Handled cor

rectly, th is becomes a very substantial method of outdoor crowd control. 

For PvP, Druids are able to Entangle Hunters and move to the sweet spot that is just 
outside of their melee range w hile being just inside their minimum missile ra nge. 
Thu s, only thei r pets can attack you. Hibernate the pet, En tangle the Hunter, and 
watch the poor sucker fume! 

Before going into your alternate forms, use any spells or potions that are needed in 
future combat (these things aren't usable once in an Animal Form, but the effects 
tran sfers w hen you Shift). So, drink potions for Strength, Armor, etc. before goi ng 
dow n on all fours. 

Use Cat Form as a way to so lo quickl y or add DPS to a group. Druids deal very high 
damage in Cat Form, espec ially when specced in Feral Combat. Th e best tri ck w ith 

thi s is to lean on the DPS for several kills, until health begins to get low, then sw itch 

to your Caster Form for some healing magic. Restore any buffs, Shapeshift back into 
a Cat, and repeat the process . 

In groups, the Cat offers high damage by harping on back attacks (Shred). W hen 
there is a high-level or generally skilled Tank holding aggro, thi s is a good choice for 
assisting the group's kill rate. It is easy to do more damage over time as a Cat than 
you can in Caster Form, and all of that mana you build up is perfect for going into 
a hea ling frenzy (between batt les or when the group is in a pinch). It's hard not to 
fal l in love w ith the Cat for thi s reason; Dru ids are constantl y add ing to the group 
wi thout sacrificing hea ling potential or damage. 

At Level 32, Drui ds in Cat Form can Track Humanoids. This is a rare abili ty that is 
ga ined onl y by Hunters. As such, D rui ds have a few perks in PvE and PvP combat. 
When trying to avoid or hunt down PvP opponents, thi s ability dra matica ll y im
proves you r group's chance to ga ining in itiati ve. Attacking w hen enemies are already 
engaged, distracted, or just looking the wrong way can be enough to overw helm 
super ior numbers and levels. 
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YOU moy not hove thought about it yet, but Druids aren't always counted as humanoids. In their ( ' 

B.ear, Cot, Travel form and Aquotic forms,. Druids ~re. considered to be beasts! Bemuse of thot, . ·.· 
Hunters who ore relying on Track Humanoids won t be able to know that you ore inbound. . 

Another issue to be aware of is that beast-specific abilities will work against Druids in their 
shopeshifted modes. You can be put to sleep by other Druids (using Hibernate). You can also be ~ 

feared by Hunters (using Score Beast). 
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BEAR FORM 
The Bear Form isn't as often needed as the Cat in group PvE because there are so 
many Warriors out in the world . Yet, the group you choose may have Fury Warri ors 
or only Paladins for doing the Tank work, and they may need a bit of help. Bear 
Form is decent for Taunting, extremely solid for surviv ing damage, and can certainly 
make it worth a group's time to have a Druid. As w ith the Cat Form, save mana for 
important healing and switch back to Caster for bursts of activ ity. 

If Bear Form is often needed in the groups you enjoy, invest in as high an Armor 
Rating as you can reach. Take Talents such as Thick Hide, use Defense Potions, 
and emulate as much of a W arri or's mentali ty as you can. Even using Armor Kits is 
sensible, considering that both Bear Forms multiply ex isting armor stats. 

Read through the cl ass description for Warriors to ga in better ideas for Taunting, 
se lecting the right targets to gather aggro, and so forth. Maul is tge most effective 
attack to generate threat. Swipe used at the same time as Maul is awesome for initial 
agro collection. 

TRAVEL foRM IN PvP 
Travel Form makes Druids into the ultimate flag runners for the Warsong Gulch 30-
39 bracket. Even afterward, Druids have a number of perks for running fl ags in this 
Battleground. Travel Form carri es a 40% speed buff! Druids can use their Cat Form 
to Stealth around, grab the fl ag; then hu rry outside to shift to Travel Form and move 
out. Unless snared or rooted , not much short of an epic mount can catch a Druid 
quickly. Beyond that, a Druid can shift to Caster and back to Travel Form to shake off 
a number of movement-debili tat ing effects! 

O n defense, Druids are just as potent in Warsong Gulch. These characters are able to 
root enemies for a very long period. Entangling Roots is a great spell for spotting long 
flag carr iers w hile you wait for your buddies to show up. If a larger group of enemies 
is moving w ith the fl ag carrier, use Entangling Roots on their best hea ler instead; 
there is a ve ry good chance that a fooli sh group will keep press ing forward toward 
the ir base, leaving th e healer behind. 

PvP 5URVIVABIU1Y 
To defend areas, be ready to shift into Bear Form at the drop of a hat. Dru ids shou ld 
rarely stay in their Caster Form or Cat Form if they are outnumbered. It's far w iser 
w hen the odds are aga inst you, to stay in Bear and delay the enemies as long as pos
sible. Thi s is wonderfull y effecti ve in Arathi Basin, and also has its pl ace in Alterac 
Va lley and W arsong Gulch. A lso, Kiting your foes in Travel Form while hitting fl ag 
cappers with Moonfire is an exce llent sta ll tacti c. 

No matter w hat Talent line a Druid uses, they last only a few moments under direct 
assault w hile in Caster Form or Cat Form . Don' t let people slaughter you like that. 
W ait for other members of your team to engage before moving into combat using 
these dangerous modes of hea ling or attack. Stay in Stealth from Cat Form until 
enemies are engaged so that you aren't targeted ahead of time by enemy damage 
dea lers (and indeed, they will target you). Dru ids in PvP are seen foremost as hea lers, 
and for that they must be kill ed. 

Priest 

Rogue 



Hunters are primarily a ranged class that comb ines traps for damage or crowd control, pets for tanking, and bruta l 
missile abi li t ies w ith a modest array of melee survivability. Able to tame and train beasts in the w ild, this class offers 
a tremendous amount of soloabi li ty, fast leve ling, and exc itement. Hunters have to invest in better bags, more food, 
and upkeep time w hile trai ning any new pets. They also have the worst time in the initial levels (before they get 
their first pet). 

T here were too many in the camp for us to charge. The Scarlet Crusade 
wasn't stupid either; none wou ld venture out of the camp alone. We decided 
to try and get a smaller group to come to us. Denegar, our Dwarven Warrior, 
volunteered to "ask if they had a cup of sugar and run back." Denegar had the 
heaviest armor of all of us, and we were still unsure if even he could survive 
the trip back with enemies at his back. I decided that I wou ld do it. After all , 
we really needed that sugar. 

I strung my bow and moved a bit closer. I took aim and wai ted until I had a 
good shot. I hit the fanatic in the shou lder. The man called to his friends before 
running toward me. I made a quick retreat back to the others. As the enemy 
made thei r charge, I shot my target in the leg. Now there were on ly two in the 
initial attack. Denegar made his intentions clear by swinging his two-handed 
axe above his head and bringing it down against the enemy's sh ield. It wasn't 
a hit, but the message was clear. Denegar w as not to be ignored . As the War-
riors closed in on Denegar, I pu lled back and began peppering them w ith 
arrows. Thei r armor was as good as Denegar's. This wasn't to be a fast fight. 

After severa l minu tes, we had brought the first of the two enemies down. I was 
taking aim at the second w hen somethi ng moved on the edge of my .vision. I 
dodged as ide as a sword cut through the air I had occupied only a moment be
fore. There was a Scarlet Warrior with two arrows in him and a very unhappy 
look on his face standing between me and the rest of the group. I had a bow in 
one hand, and an arrow in the other. A .smile began to form as he advanced. 
That was long enough. Talon, my wolf compan ion and best friend, sank his 
teeth into the man's arm, dragging him to the ground. With his attention on 
Talon, I dropped my bow and arrow and unslung my two axes. W ith both of 
us attacking, the man couldn't fight effectively against either of us. After a few 
moments both Ta lon and I were sporting severa l wounds and our target was 
sti ll standing. A look of horror crossed his face as a ball of fire slammed into 
his chest. Th is was followed by a scream of Dwarven rage and the arriva l of 
the rest of the group. The Pri est made quick work to restore the vigor Talon 
and I had lost through the fight. It had gone from two against one to six aga inst 
one! The odds weren't in the Scarlet Crusader's favor. 
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1 Hunters have a certain mystique about 

them . The idea of fighting along side a 
li fe-long friend can be very appealing. 
The Hunter's strength is derived from 
combin ing the abilit ies of the Hunter 
w ith those of a pet. Whi le this gives 
Hunters more cho ices than many class
es, it takes practice and experimenting to 
find w hat works hest in each situation. 

At range, the Hunter is hard to beat. 

With high-damage attacks, movement

hindering abiliti es, and a pet to bite at the heels of attackers, fighting a Hunter at l range is dangerous at best and foolhardy at worst. The movement-hindering abilities 
' allow the Hunter to bring targets to a group in a more organized ;ind less stressful 
\ fashion . For that reason, Hunters are prized by good groups as being one of the best 

pullers in Azeroth. 

, Starting with Leather armor and progress ing to Mail at Level 40, Hunters aren 't frag
ile. Combine this w ith dual-wield or a two-handed weapon and a pet, and they are 

' almost as dangerous in melee if underestimated. 

Hunters ga in enough health to survive the attention of monsters for a short ti me. 
However, a long, drawn-out fight is someth ing to be avoided as Hunters can't take 

. nearly the hits Warr iors, Paladins, or Druids can. Here is where the bond between 

Hunter and pet becomes so clear. Your companion is wi lling to do anything you ask. 
; Thi s includes keeping the attention of an enemy wh ile you stay at long range and 
: calmly fire away or sit on its hind-end wa iting patiently for your commands. 

Keeping you and your group safe is someth ing your pet is happy to do. Keeping your 
'pet safe is what Hunters do in return for that bound less loya lty. 

Available Races · 

Owort 

Ore 

Troll 

What do Attributes Mean to 

Strength Increases Damage Dane in Melee 

·Slumino · Higher Heohh 
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Night Elf 

Touren 
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Agility Raises Chance to Get a Criticol Hit, Dodge, and Increases Damage Done ot Range and in Melee 

Intellect 
More Mono, Better Chance for Crttico\ Hils.with Arwne Abilities (e.g. Volley, A1cone Missile), 
foster Leaming of Skills · 

Spirit Improves Health and Mono Recovery 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 
Properly equipped, a Hunter can function both in melee and at range. Thi s flexibility 
gives you the choice of where to fight. Many Hunters choose to fight at range when 
possible as many of their abil ities are dependant upon using Bows, Guns, or Crossbows. 

Missi le weapons offer your primary form 
of damage at ra nge. As such, they must 
be kept up-to-date. This includes ammu
nition. Different types of arrows and shot 
provide different DPS bonuses. Always 
use the highest level ammunition avail
able; becoming an Engineer and crafting 
your own ammunition helps w ith this 
for gun-users. Finding a weapon that 
does high DPS and has Agili ty bonuses 
is even better as Agi lity effects ranged 

damage. Scopes, rnade by Engi neers, also contri bute to range damage. Purchase 
these and seek Enchanters for +Agili ty enchantments for your melee weapons. 

Food is fa irl y important to a Hunter ... it's for your pet! Keeping pets fed and happy 
is as important as almost any equ ipment you cou ld possibly buy. Hunters should 
restock their food supply before heading out of town. Be sure to know w hich foods 
you r creature likes as well , because each spec ies has different needs. Look at your 
pet's information page to learn about their food interests. 

Qu ivers and ammo pouches give bonuses to firing speed . These contai ners only hold 
arrows or shot and take one of your bag slots. This means that where most classes have 
one backpack and four bags, Hunters end up w ith one backpack, three bags, and an 
ammunition container. Keep in mind that Hunters ca rry more food than many others 
(you' re feeding two after all). So, Hunters have far less room than many characters. 

Find equipment that raises your attri butes and worry more about those bonuses than 
whether the piece has a part icularl y high Armor Rating. The foremost attribute for 
most Hunters is Agil ity. Agi lity heightens your Critical Hi t chance, which is useful in 
both melee and ranged combat. Agili ty also increases damage in ranged combat and 

increases your Dodge rate and some damage in melee. 

KEEPING A PET 
Your pet is half of your character. Having a fu ll y trained and leveled pet is very 
important. The ftrst step is to find a pet you enjoy having that is the same level as 
you (or is at least close). After leve l 10, al l Hunters undertake a quest given by their 
trainers. This quest expla ins how to tame pets. As your character progresses in leve l, 
th is process becomes much easier. High-level Hunters are able to place a Freez ing 
Trap, use Concuss ive Shot to start the action, then Tame. For low-leve l Hunters, it's a 
lonely and dangerous act. Use Concuss ive Shot from just beyond Tame's maximum 
range and start to Tame as soon as possible. Or, for beasts with a Stun or Knock

down, you should approach them and wait for them to use these powers before even 
trying to Tame (this way, they blow their chance to disrupl your Taming before you 

even bother to start). 

O nce the pet has agreed to become your friend, help the bond flour ish by feed ing it. 
Feeding raises a pet's Happiness. This level affects how much damage a pet does in 
combat, so it shouldn't be overlooked. Beyond that, you won' t be ab le to tra in pets 
w ith thei r most important abi lities unless those pets are loya l to you. Loyalty doesn't 

increase w ithout a pet being Happy. 



Pets Never Stop Eatin 

Your pet needs to be fed often. Wotch its Happiness. Feed it whenever its Happiness level foils. 
This ensures maximum damage and the best progression of loyalty level. 

HaJl!ly Smiley Face 125% Damage; Gaining loyalty 

fonlent Flot hpression l 00% Do!ll!lge; Gaining l-Oyolty 
Unhappy Frowning Face 75% Damage; losing loyalty 

LOYALTY 
As long as your current pet is Content or Happy, the creature's Loyalty rises. Each 
new pet can gain up to f ive levels of Loyalty; with each, there is an increase in the 
number of Training Points that can be spent teaching your buddy how to fight and 
survive. Before the first Loya lty level is reached, your pet is rebellious and won't be 
able to learn anything that costs points (though the pet will sti ll use any innate pow
ers that it has, and free abiliti es, such as Growl, can be taught). 

Each Loyalty increase adds one Train ing Point per level of the creature. Thus, a level 
55 Bear in Winterspring would gain 55 Training Points each time your Loyalty in
creased, for a total of 275 Training Points. Because innate abilities still cost Training 
Points, your fi rst Loyal ty improvement might not y ield this fu ll sum! 

The best way to improve Loyalty is to keep your pet Happy at all times (a we ll fed 

pet is a Happy pet), and to take the creature into combat as often as poss ible. Loyalty 
increases at a much faster rate w hen your pets are involved in direct fighting. Thus, 
going /afk even with a Happy pet isn't a good techn ique for raising Loyalty. 

LIONS, TIGERS, AND BEARS 
There are many beasts in the world. 
Finding the one that is right for you 
might take a while and even change as 
your character develops. It takes quite 
some time for pets to reall y bond to their 
master, so avoid changing pets too often. 

Not every beast can use all the abilities 
you teach. Some body-types are inad
equate for performing certain attacks. 
Trying to teach a Raptor to Dive is amus
ing, but it is just impossible 

TRAINER AsrurtES 

Great Stamina 

1 10 5 

2 12 10 

3 l8 15 

4 24 25 

5 30 50 

6 36 75 

7 42 100 

8 48 125 
9 54 150 

10 60 185 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Adds 3 Stamina 

Adds 5 Stamina 

Adds 7 Stamina 

Adds 10 Stamina 

Adds 13 Stamina 

Adds 17 Stamina 

Adds 21 Stamina 

Adds 26 Stamina 
Adds 32 Stamina 

Adds 40 Stamina 

Various beasts also have different diets. Bears and Nightsabres have no qualms about 
eating almost any meat you give them. Striders and Owls are a bit pickier about their 
food. Your pet's diet is listed in the Pet Deta ils screen. One thing that is useful to 
know is tha t food must be of a certain level to impress your pet. Look at the Combat 
Log and see how much Happiness is gained by a specific food type. If the pet is 
on ly getting 8 or 16 Happiness per tick of eating, the food you are using is no longer 
entirely optimal. Just tossing any food you find dow n your pet's gullet might keep 
them Happy enough, but it's likely that you will need to feed them more often. 

Another tip about feeding is that it takes some time. Have your Hunter solo a crea
ture wh ile your pet is eating (as long as the pet is on passive, this isn't a problem). 
Do this because telling your pet to attack stops the feeding and wastes the rest of the 
food. That can get pricey, and you need to feed pets more often. Watch the Combat 
Log to see w hen the message "Pet Happiness Effect Fades" comes up; that means 
that feeding time is over. Back to the fight, Ki tty! 

If you sti ll don't have a Happy pet after a full feeding, go ahead and give you r buddy 
some more food. There is no timer that alters how hungry your pet is, so you cannot 
gorge them. 

EXCHANGING SKILLS WITH YOUR PET 
Training has two facets. Hunters teach pets abi lities and learn abi lities from their 
pets. Many pets natu ra ll y have abi li t ies. Learn these by watching your pet perform. 
This usually takes a short whil e before you ga in the ab ility in the Beast Train ing 
menu. Once you know the ability, it's possible to teach the ab ility to any pet you 
ga in that is physica ll y capab le of the act in question. 

Because of th is aspect, you need to Tame other beasts from time to time to learn their 
abilities. To do this, find the Stab le Master in your current town and put your favorite 
pet in their keep. Th is way, you won' t have to Abandon it to get a new creature. Head 
out into the wild, find the creature that has new abilities for you, and Tame it! Even if 
you don't want to keep the new pet, fight with it a few times, learn what you need to, 
then Abandon it (right-click on its portrait to do this). Once you have learned the abil
ity you sought, return to the Stable Master and get your old pet back. 

A number of Training Abili ti es are also learned from Pet Trainers in the major cities. 
Ta lk to these NPCs occasiona lly and see if they can give you anything. Growl, Resis
tances, Stamina, and Armor improvements are all ga ined in thi s way. Sprint, Attack 
Abi li ties, Stealth, and var ious innate act ions are gained direct ly from pets. 

This data was generously provided by Angela " Hyacinthe" Adams of the Good 
Intent ions guild on Azjol-Nerub. A special thanks goes out to all the Hunters of 
Azeroth that constantly provide updates and other contributions to the table. 
<www.goodintentionsguild.info/hunters.html> 

Natural Armor 
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10 Passive Adds 50 Armor 

12 Passive Adds l 00 Armor 

18 lO Passive Adds l 60 Armor 
24 15 Passive Adds 240 Armor 

30 25 Passive Adds 330 Armor 

36 50 Passive Adds 430 Armor 

42 75 Passive Adds 550 Armor 

48 100 Passive Adds 675 Armor 
9 54 125 Passive Adds 81 0 Armor 

lO 60 150 Passive Adds l 000 Armor 



Rank Required level Training Points Cost Effect . 

20 5 Each Passive Adds 30 Resistance of Selected Type (You Can Toke All five) 

30 15 Each Passive Adds 60 Resistance of Selected Type (You Con Take All five) 

40 45 Each Passive Adds 90 Resistance of Selected Type (You Con Toke All Five) 

50 90 Each Passive Adds 120 Resistance of Selected Type (You Con Take All five) 

Growl 
- ~~ ~ ~ 

Ronk Required level Training Points Cost Effect 

l l free 15 focus Instant fount, 5 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Range 

2 10 free 15 focus Instant Taunt, 5 Second Caoldown, 5 Yard Range 

3 20 free 15 focus Instant fount, 5 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Range 

4 30 Free l S Focus Instant Taunt, 5 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Range 

5 40 free 15 focus Instant Taunt, 5 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Range 

6 50 Free 15 Focus lnstontTount, 5 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Ronge 

7 60 Free 15 focus Instant Taunt, S Second Cooldown, 5 Yard Range 

C OMMON ANIMAL ABILITIES 

Purpose: Focus-Efficient Damage 

,,,,.:;~:.;.;;,;,,,.,,,,;;~~ Not Usab le By: Crabs, Scorpids, Owls 

Ronk Required level Training Points Cost Effect -

16 7 

24 Hi 
32 13 

40 17 

48 21 

56 25 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 1) 

• Dun Morogh: Snow Tracker Wolf (5-7), Winter Wolf (6·8) 
• Durotar: Dreadmaw Crocolisk (9· l l J 

Elwynn forest: Gray forest Wolf (7-8), Forest Spider (5·6) 
Mulgore: Prairie Stalker (7-8), Praine Wolf (5-6), The Rake 

• Teldrassil: Githyiss the Vile (5), Webwood Venomfang (7-8) 

35 Focus 

35 focus 

35 focus 

35 focus 

35 Focus 

35 focus 

35 focus 

35 Focus 

• Tirisfol Glades: Night Web Spider (3·4), Night Web Matriarch (5), Ragged 
Scavenger (2·3) 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 2) 

• Barrens: OasisSnopjaw (15-16) 
• Dun Morogh: Starving Winter Wolf (8-9), nmber (l 0) 

• Elwynn Forest: Mother Fang (10+), Prowler (9·10) 
• loch Madan: forest Lurker ( l 0-14), loch Crocolisk ( 14· l 5) 
• Mulgare: Prairie Wolf Alpha (9-10) 
• Redridge Mauntoins: Tarantula (15-1 6) 
• Teldrassil: Giant Webwaad Spider ( l 0-lll, lady Sathroh (12), Webwood 

Silkspinner (8-9) 
• Tirisfal Glades: Vicious Nightweb Spider (9-10), Worg (10·11 ) 
• Westfall: Coyote (10-11 ), Coyote Pockleader (11-12) 

Instant Oomoge (7-9), l 0 Second Cooldown, 5 Yord Ronge 

lnslont Damage (16-18), 10 Second Cooldown, 5 Yotd Range 

Instant Damage (24-28), 10 Second Cooldown, 5 Yard Range 

Instant Damage (31-37), 10 S&and Caoldawn,5 Yord Range 

Instant Damage (40-48), 10 Second Cooldown, 5 Yard Range 

Instant Damage (49-59), 10 Second Cooldown, S Yard Range 

Instant Damage (66-80), 10 Second Cooldown, 5 Yard Range 

Instant Damage (81·99), 10 Second Cooldown, S Yard Range 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 3) 

• Ashenvale: Ghostpow Runner (19-20) 
• Blackfatham Deeps: Aku'moi Fisher (23+), Ghamao'Ra (25) 
• Duskwood: Green Recluse (21-22), lupos (23 elite) 
• Hillsbrod foothill s: Forest Moss Creeper (20·21) 
• loch Madan: Wood lurker (17·18) 
• Redridge Mountains: Greater Torantulo (l 9·20) 
• Silverpine forest: 81oadsnaut Worg ( 16-17) 
• Stonetalan Peak: Besseleth (21+), Deepmoss Creeper (16-17), Oeepmoss 

Webspinner (l 9·20) 
• Wailing Caverns: Deviate Crocolisk (Elite) 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 4) 

• Ashenvale: Ghostpaw Alpha (27·28), Wildthorn Lur~er (27·29) 
• Blackfothom Deeps: Aku'moi Snopjow (26+-27+), 

Ghamoo-Ro (25+) 
• Duskwood: Black Ravager (24·25), Block Ravager Mastiff (25-26), Naraxis 
• Hillsbrod foothills: Elder Mass Creeper (26-27), Giont Moss Creeper (24·25), 

Snapjaw (30-32) 
• Wetlands: Giant Wetlands Crocolisk (25·26) 

Whereto Learn Bite (Rank 5) 

• Arathi Highlands: Giant Plains Creeper (35·36), Plains Creeper (32-33) 
• Badlands: Crag Coyote (35-36) 
• Dustwallow Marsh: Darkfang Creeper (38·39), Oarldang lurker (36-37), 

Oarkfong Spider (35·36), Orywollow Crocolisk (35-36), Mottled Drywallow 
Crocolisk (38-39), Mudrock Tortoise (36-37) 

• Thousand Needles: Sporkleshell Snapper(3 4-35) 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 6) 

• Azshara: Timberweb Recluse (47-48), Badlands: Bornobus (38) 
• Dustwollow Morsh: Deodmire (45), Orywallow Daggermaw 

(40+-41+), Mudrock Snapjow (41-42) 
• Felwoad: fe lpaw Waif (4 7-48) 
• fe ralas: Longtooth Runner (40-41), Snarler (42), Undead Wolf (41, 47) 
• Hinterlands: Old Cliff Jumper (42), Witherbork Broadguord (44·45) 
• Searing Gorge: Rekk'tilac (48) 
• Stormwind: Sewer Beast (Rare 50 Elite) 
• Swamp of Sorrows: Deathstrike Tarantula ( 40-41), 

Sawtooth Snapper (41·42) 

Where to Learn Bite (Rank 7) 

• felwood: felpow Ravager (51·52) 
• Hinterlands: lronbock (5 1-52), Soltwoter 5nopjow (49-50), Vilebranch Raiding 

Wolf (50-52 Elite) 
• Seanng Gorge: Rekk'tilac (48+) 
• To nor is: Giant Surf Gliders ( 48+-50+) 
• Un'Garu Crater: Uhk'lac (52) 
• Western Plagueland: Diseased Wolf (53-54), Plague lurker (54-55) 

Where to Ledni Bite (Rank 8) 

• Blockrock Spire: Bloodoxe Worg (55-57) In the patrols nght before Halycon, 
and in the room right ofter Holycon 



Purpose: Fast Damage 

,,,,,,.,,,,~~,,,,;,,;,,;,,,, Not Usable By: Bats, Boars, Crocolisks, Gorillas, Hyenas, Spiders, Tall Striders, Turtles, Wind Serpents, Wolves 

Rank Required Level Training Points Cost 
1 1 1 25 Focus 

2 >:; 8 4 25 focus 

3 16 7 2S focus 

4 24 10 25 forus 

5 32 13 25 Focus 

' 6 :£; ts 40 . 17 25 focus ,,, 
7 48 21 25 Focus 

8 56 25 25 Focus 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 1) 

• Oun Morogh: Ice Claw Beor (7-8) 

• Ourotm: Pygmy Surt Crawler (5·6), Smkoth (4), Scorpid Workers (3) 
• Teldrossil: Strigid Owl (5-6) 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 2) 

• Oorkshore: This~e Beor (l H 2), Tide Crawler (l 2·14) 
• Oun Morogh: Bjorn (12+), Mangeclaw (l l) 
• Ourotar: Oeathflayer (11), Encrusted Surt Crawler (9-10), Venomtail Scorpid 

(9·10) 

• Elwynn Forest: Young Forest Bear (8·9) 
• Orgrimmor: Venom Scorpid (] 0-11) 
• Silverpine: Bear 
• Teldrossil: Shigid Hunter (8·9) 

Purpose: Reduce Pet Aggro 

Rank Required Level Training Points Cost 
1 5 8 15 focus 

2 15 lD 15 focus_ 

3 25 12 15 Focus 

4 35 ,, 14 15 fo(us 

5 45 16 15 Focus 

6 55 18 lSfocus 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 1) 

• Borrens: Elder Plainstrider (8·9), Fleeting PlainstTider (12· l 3) 
• Oarkshore: Foreststrider Fledging (11-13), Moonstolker Runt (lD· 11) 
• Dun Morogh: Juvenile Snow leopard (5·6) 
• Ourotor: Ourotor Tiger (7-8) 
• Mulgore: Elder PloinstTider (8·9), flatlond Cougor (7-8), Mozzronache (9) 
• Teldrass~: Mangy Nightsaber (2), Nightsaber (5·6) 
• Tirisfal Glades: Greater Ouskbot (6-7) 

Effect 
Instant Damage (4-6), No Caoldown, 5 Yard Range 

Instant Oamage {8· 12), No Cooldown, S Yard Range 

Instant Damage (]2·16), No Cooldown, 5 Ymd Range 

Instant Damage (l 6· 22), No Cooldown, 5 Ymd Range 

Instant Damage (21-29), No Cooldown, 5 Yard Range 

lnslu11t Oomoiw{Zlr36J, No Cooldawn, 5 Yord Range 

Instant Damage (35·49), No Cooldown, 5 Ymd Range 

Instant Damage (43·59), No Cooldown, 5 Ymd Range 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 3) 

• Ashenvale: Ashenvale Bem (20-24), Clattering Crawler (19·20) 
• Blackfathom Deeps: Skittering Crustacean (22+-23+), Snapping Crustacean 

(23+-24+) 
• Oorkshore: Oen Mother (l 8· 19) 
• Hillsbrad Foothills: Gray Bear (21·22) 
• loch Modan: Black Bear PatTiarch (16· 17), 01' Sooty (20+) 
• Westfall: Shore Crawler (17-18) 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 4) 

• Ashenvale: Elder Ashenvale Beor (25·26), Mountain lion (2S) 
• Blockfothom Deeps: Barbed Crustacean (25+·26+) 
• Oesolace: Scorpashi Snapper (30·3 l) 
• Thousond Needles: Scorpid Reover (30·31) in Shimmering flats 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 5) 

• Desolace: Scorpashi lasher (34·35) 
• Oustwollow Marsh: Orywallow Snapper (37-38) 

Effect 
Reduces Pet Aggro, 5 Second Cooldown 

Reduces Pel Aggro, 5 Second Cooldown 

Reduces Pet Aggra, 5 Second Caoldown 

Reduces Pet Ayjjro, 5 Second Cooldown 

Redu(es Pet Aggra, 5 Second Cooldown 

Reduces Pet Aggro, 5 Second Cooldown 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 2) 

• Barrens: Ornery Plainstnder (16· 17), Savannah Patriorch (15· l 6) 
• Oorkshore: Giant Foreststrider (l 7· 19), Moonstalker Sire (17-18) 

Hil lsbrad Foothills: Starving Mountain Lion (23·24) 
• Stonetalon Mountains: Twilight Runner (23-24) 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 3) 

• Hillsbrod Foothills: Feral Mountain .lion (27·28) 
• Razorten Kraul: Blind Hunter (31), Kroul Bat (31+) 
• Stranglethorn Vale: Panther (32·33), Young Stranglethorn Panther (30·31 ), 

Young Stranglethorn Tiger (30-31) 

• Thousand Needles: Crag Stalker (25·26) 

Purpose: Engages Target at High Speed 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 6) 

• Ferolas: lranfur Bear (41-42) 
• Stronglethorn Vale: King Bongalash (43 Elite) 
• Swamp of Sorrows: Monstrous Crawler (43·44), Silt Crawler (40-41) 
• Tanoris: Scorpid Hunter (40-4 l) 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 7) 

• Blasted Lands: Clack the Reaver (S3+) 
• Burning Steppes: Deathlash Scorpid (54·55) 
• Felwood: Angerdaw Mauler (49·50), lronbeak Hunter (50-52), 

Olm the Wise (52) 
• Feralas: lronfur Palliorch (48·49) 
• Western Ploguelands: Diseased Gnzzly (55·56) 
• Winterspring: Shardtoath Bear (53·55), Winterspring Owl (54-56) 

Where to Learn Claw (Rank 8) 

• Winterspring: Elder Shordtooth (57-58), 
Winterspring Screecher (57-59) 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 4) 

• Badlands: Ridge Huntress (38·39), Ridge Stalker (36·37) 
• Uldoman: Shrike Bat (38·39) 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 5) 

• Eastern Plaguelands: Noxious Plaguebat (54·56), Plaguebat (53·55) 
• Stronglethorn Vale: Jaguero Stalker (50) 

Where to Learn Cower (Rank 6) 

• Eastern Plaguelands: Monstrous Plaguebat (56·58) 
• Winterspring: Frostsaber Cub (55·56) 

Not Usable By: Bears, Crabs, Crocolisks, Gorillas, Raptors, Scorpids, Spiders, Turtles, Flying Creatu res 

Rank Required level Training Points Cost 

1 30 15 20 Focus 

2 40 20 20 Focus 

3 50 25 20 Focus 

Where to Learn Dash (Rank 1) 

• Badlands: Broken Tooth (37), Crag Coyote (35-36) , Elder Crag Coyote (39· 
40), Feral Crag Coyote (37·38) 

• Oesolace: Bonepaw Hyena (33·35), Magram Bonepaw (37·38) 

• Scarlet Monastery: Scorlet Tracking Hound (33-34) 
• Stronglethorn Vole: Kurzen War Tiger (32-33), Stronglethorn Tiger (32-33) 

• Swamp of Sorrows: Swamp Jaguar (36-37) 

- -
Effect 

Increases Movement Speed by 40% for 15 Seconds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Increases Movlll11ent Speed by 60% for l S Seconds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Increases Movement Speed by BO% for 15 Seconds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Where to Learn Dash (Rank 2) 

• Badlands: Ridge Stalker Potriorch (40-41) 
• Blasted Lands: Ashmone Boor (48·49), Grunter (50) 
• Ferolas: Long tooth Runner ( 40·4 l) 
• Hinterlands: Old Cliff Jumper (42), Silverrnane Stalker (47-48) 
• Stranglethorn Vale: Bhag'thero (40+), Elder Shadawmaw Panther (41-43), 

King Bongolosh (43 Elite) 
• Tanoris: Blisterpow Hyena (44·451, Rabid Blisterpow (47·48), Starving 

Blisterpaw ( 41·42) 

Where tQ Learn Dash (Rank 3) 

• Blackrock Spires: Blackrock Worg (54), Bloodaxe Worg (55-57) 
• Blasted Lands: Hyena Ravage (Elite) 
• Hinterlands: Vilebranch Raiding Wolt (50+-51+) 
• Winterspring: Frost>aber Huntress (58·59), Frostsaber Stalker (59·60), 

Rak'shiri (rare blue frostsaber) 



Engages Target at High Speed 

,,,,,,,,.,,...~~""""'"""'~ Not Usable By: Any Land Creature 

~':'" ~~~f., .. "' -~;q~i~ed level . '~ Tr~inln_g-POini; ~J~t_ .• ~ •• -: '.'.": ,-E~ct~ ~-~-~~;~~·f:''-~:!'.: ~~.,,~ .. ~ff~~~ 
l 30 15 20 Focus 

2 40 20 20 Focus 

3 50 25 20 Focus 

Where to Learn Dive (Rank 1) 

• Arothi Highlands: Mesa 8uzzord (34·35), Young Mesa Buzzard (31·32) 
• Oesoloce: Oreod Flyer (36·37) 
• Rozorfen Kraul: Razorfen Kraul Bot (30-31) 
• Oesolace: Oreod Flyer (36·37) 
• Uldomon: Shrike Bot (38·39) 

Increases Movement Speed by 40% for 15 S"onds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Increases Movement Speed by 60% for 15 Seconds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Increases Movement Speed by 80% for 15 Seconds, 30 Second Cooldown 

Where to Learn Dive (Rank 2) 

• Felwood: lronbeok Owl (48·49) 
• Feralos: Arash-ethis (49), Rogue Vale Screecher 145·46), Vale Screecher 

(41·42), Wind Serpent 144) 
• Tonoris: Fire Roe (43-35), Roe (4 1·43) 

RACE-SPECIFIC ANIMAL ABILITIES 

Boars 

~ ·: ·R~~k •. - - ' .... .,, .. ,,,,,_.-~,.,.,,,,,....~-,,,.,~~~~ 
!.i~ ~..._ ~ ~ c 

Required level _ Trainin9 Points ,]: Co~ . __ :-.,~E~~~~~ ·.:,:_.~;:_.;~\:ft.~~"''Ct.... ~ 
l l 5 35 focus 

2 12 9 35 Focus 

3 24 13 35 Focus 

4 36 17 35 Focus 

5 48 21 35 focus 

6 60 25 35 Focus 

Where to Learn Charge (Rank 1) 

i • Ourotor: Mottled Boor (1·2), Dire Mottled Boor (6-7), Elder Mottled Boor 
(8·9) , Corrupted Mottled Boor (10-11 ) 

' • Oun Maragh: Small Crag Boor (3), Crag Boor (5·6), Lorge Crag Boor (6-7) , 
Elder Crag Boor (7-8), Scarred Crag Boor (9·10) 
Elwynn Forest: Stonetusk Boor (5-6), Porcine Entourage (7), Rockhide Boor 
(7-8), Princess 19), longsnout (10-11 ) 

• Mulgore: Bottleboor (3·4), Bristlebock Bottleboor (4·5) 
Teldrassil: Young Thisrle Boor (1-2), Thisrle Boor (2·3) 

Where to Learn Charge (Rank 2) 

• loch Madon: Mangy Boor 115) 
• Redridge Mountains: Great Goretusk (l 6-17) 
• Wesrloll: Young Goretusk (12-13), Goretusk (14· l 5), Great Goretusk (l 6· 17) 

Charge, 1 Second Stun, +50 AP for Next Attack, 25 Second Cooldown 

Charge, l Second Stun, +100 AP for Next Attock, 25 Second Cooldown 

Charge, l Second Stun, + 180 AP for Next Attack, 25 Second Cooldown 

Charge, l Second Stun, +28GAP for Next Attack, 25 Second Cooldown 

Charge, 1 Second Stun, +390 AP for Next Attack, 25 Second Cooldown 

Charge, 1 Second Stun, +550 AP for Next Attack, 25 Second Cooldown 

Where to Learn Charge (Rank 3) 

• Rozorfen Kraul: Agom'or 124·25) , Raging Agom'or 125-26), Rotting 
Agom'or 128) 

• Redridge Mountains: Bellygrub (24) 

Purpose: Add Phys ica l Damage to Next Attack for All Group Members 

~~~~~~~~,,;,,;;,;,,;;;,,,,, Only Usable By: Wolves 

Where to Learn Dive (Rank 3) 

• Badlands: Zoricotl 155) 
• Blasted lands: Spite!loyer (52+) 
• Eastern Ploguelonds: Ploguebot (53-55) 
• Felwood: lronbeok Hunter (50-51 ), lronbeak Screecher (52·53), Olm the Wise 

152) 
• Western Plaguelands: Corrion Vulture 151·52) 
• Winterspring: Winte5pring Owl 154-55) , Winterspring Screecher (59) 

Where to Learn Charge (Rank 5) 

• Blasted lands: Ashmane Boor 148-49) 

Where to Learn Charge (Rank 6) 

• Eastern Ploguelonds: Plagued Swine 160) 

F:·:_ Ronk __ 
. 

R~qui~d le~el. ' ,; Cost ~ . -.~·-=··· _E~~t·~~.i~·~;~~?t:~L.~~~~~·.:::~~~-~-~- ~ :-' ;~ _; Training Points 

1 10 10 60 Focus 

2 24 15 60 fOCU) 

3 40 20 60 focus 

4 58 25 60 Focus 

Where to Learn Furious Howl (Rank 1) 

• Mulgore: Prairie Wolf Alpha (10) 

• Silverpine forest: Worg (l 0· 12) 
• Wesrloll: Coyote Pockleoder (1 l-12) 

Adds 9-1 1 Oomoge on Next Physical Attack (All Group Members within l 5 Yards), 10 Second Cooldown 

Adds 18· 22 Oornoge on Next Physical Attack (All Group Members within 15 Yords), 10 Second Cooldown 

Adds 28-34 Damage on Next Physicol Attock (All Group Members within 15 Yards), 10 Second Cooldown 

Adds 45·57 Damage on Next Physical Attack (All Group Members within 15 Yards), 10 Second (ooldown 

Where to Learn Furious Howl (Rank 2) 

• Ashenvole: Ghostpow Alpha 127·28) 

• Badlands: Elder Crag Coyote (36-40) 
• Ouskwood: Block Rovager Mastiff (25·26) 
• Feralos: longtooth Howler (43-44) 
• Hinterlands: Silvermone Howler (4 5-46) 

Where to Learn Furious Howl (Rank 3) 

• Felwood: felpaw Woll (47-48) 
• feralos: longtooth Runner 140·41 ), Snarler 142) 
• Hinterlonds: Silvermone Wolf (43-44) 

Where to Learn Furious Howl (Rank 4) 

• Blockrock Spires: Bloodaxe Worg 155·57) 



Purpose: Ranged, Nature-Damage Attack 

12 

24 

36 

48 

60 

Where to Learn Lightning Breath (Rank 2) 

• Barrens: Deviate Cailer (16 Elite), Deviate Dreadfang (21 Elite), Deviate 
Stinglash (l 6 Elite), Greater Thunderhawk (23), Thunderhawk Claudscroper 
(201, Thunderhowk Hatch ling (l 8, 20) 

Deals 36-42 Nature Damage to One Target 

Deals 5Hl Nature Damage to Onec forget 

Deals 78-92 Nature Damage ta One Target 

Deals 99-113 Nature Damage to One forget 

Where to Learn Lightning Breath (Rank 3) 

• Barrens: Washte Pawne (251 
• Feralas: Rogue Vale Screecher (45-46), Vale Screecher (41-42) 
• Thousand Need les: Cloud Serpent (25), Elder Cloud Se rpent (27-28), 

Venemaus Claud Se rpent (26) 

Where to Learn Lightning Breath (Rank 4) 

• Feralas: Rogue Vale Screecher (46), Vale Screecher ( 4 l) 
• Sunken Temple (Swamp of Sorrows): Spawn of Hakkar (51 Elite) 

Purpose: Stealth, Strong Initial Attack 

Stealth w/ 55% Movement, 135% Jniliol Attack, l ()Second Coilldown 

50 25 40 Focus Stealth w/ 60% Movement, 150% Initial Attack, lO Second Caoldown 

Where to Learn prowl (Rank 1) Where to Learn Prowl (Rank 2} 

• Alteroc: Mountain lion (32-33) • Badlands: Ridge Stalker Patriarch (40-41) 
• Badlands: Ridge Stalker (371 • Strong lethorn Vale: Elder Shadowrnaw Panther (42-431 
• Strangletharn Vale: Shadowmow Panther (37-38) 
• Swamp of Sorrows: Shadow Panther (39) 

Purpose: Poison DOT 

Where to Learn Lightning Breath (Rank 5) 

• Ferolas: Arosh-etish (491 
• Sunken Temple (Swamp of Sorrows): Hakkar'i Sappers(?), Hakkar'i 

Froslwings (1), Spawn of Hakkar (51 Elite) 

Where to Learn Lightning Breath (Rank 6} 

• Zul'Gurub: San of Hakkar 

Where to Learn Prowl (Rank 3) 

• Stro ngletharn Vale: Jaguero Stalker (50) 
• Winterspring: Frostsaber Stalker (59-60) 

15 Na1t11e Damage_ Over 8 Seconds, Srod<s Up lo 5 Tirnes, 4 Second Coaldown 

4 

Where to Learn Scorpid Poison (Rank 1) 

• Barrens: Silithid Creeper (20-21), Silithid Swarmer (2 1-22) 
• Durotor: Corrupted Scarpid (l 0-l l), Death Flayer (l l), Venomtail Scarpid (9-10) 

Where to Learn Scorpid Poison (Rank 2) 

• Oesoloce: Scorposhi Snapper (30-31) 
• Thousand Needles (Shimmering Flats): Scarpid Reaver (321, Scarpid Terror (33) 

30 Nature Damage Over 8 Seconds, Stocks Up to S Times, 4 Second Caoldown 

40 Nature Damage Over 8 Seconds, Smcks Up ta 5 Times, 4 Secood (ooldown 

Where to Learn Scorpid Poison (Rank 3) 

• Blasted lands: Clack the Reaver (53), Scorpok Stinger (50-5 l I 
• Burning Steppes: Death lash Scarpid (54-55) 
• Silithus: Stanelash Scarpid (53-55) 
• Tanoris: Scorpid Dunesta lker (47), Scorpid Hunter (40-411, Sca rpid Tail 

lasher (43-44) 

Purpose: Light Damage, AoE Enemy Attack Power Reduction 

Single Target Takes 7-9 Damage, Nearby Enemies lose 25 AP 

Single To1get Tokes 12·16 Dornoge, Nearby. Enemies lose 50 AP 

48 Single Target Tokes 19-25 Damage, Nearby Enemies lose 7 5 AP 

56 SingleI01getTokes 26-46 Damage, Noo1byfoemies lose JOO.AP 

Where to Learn Screech (Rank 1) Where to Learn Screech (Rank 3) 

• Westfall: Greater Fleshripper (16-17) • Fe lwood: lronbeak Owl (48-49), Olm the Wise (52) 
• Western Plaguelands: Carrion Vulture (50-52) 

When?c to Learn Screech (Rank 2) 

• Desalace: Dread Ripper (39-40) 

• Thousand Needles (Shimmering Flats): Salt Flats Vulture 134) 
• Uldomon: Sh!ike Bot (38 Elite) 

Where to Learn Scorpid Poison (Rank 4) 

• Burning Steppes: Fireclaw Scarpid (57), Firetail Scarpid (56-57) 
• Silithus: Kre llack (56), Stanelash Flayer (56-59), Stanelash Pincher (56-57) 

Where to Learn Screech (Rank 4) 

• Eastern Ploguelonds: Monstrous Plaguebat (56-58) 
• Winterspring: Wintersp ring Screecher (57-59) 



Purpose: Immense Boost to Survivability 

Halves Domoge Token, 43% longer Belween Attacks, 12 Second Duration, 
3 Minute Cooldown 

Where to Learn Shell Shield (Rank 1) 

• Alterac Mountains: Turtle (?) 

• Blockfothom Depths: Aku'moi Fisher (23+), Ghomoo'Ro (25+) 
• Hillsbrod: Snopiow (30-31) 
• Tanoris: Giant Surt Glider (48-50 Elite) 
• Wailing Caverns: Kresh (20 Elite) 

-Ronk Required level Training Points Cost Elfecl 
l 30 15 60 focus Deals 67 to 77 Nature Damage to All Enemies Within 8 Yards, 1 Minute Cooldown 
2 40 20 60 Focus Deals 87 lO 99 Nature Damage to Al( Enemies Wilhin 8 Yords, 1 Minute Cooldown 
3 50 25 60 Focus Deols 115-133 Noture Oornoge to All Enemies Within 8 Yards, 1 Minute Cooldown 

Where to Learn Thunderstomp (Rank 1) Where to Learn Tlmnderstomp (Rank 2) Where to Learn Thunderstomp {Rank 3) 
• Stronglethom Vole: Jungle Thunderer (37-38) , Mistvole Gorilla (32-33) • ferolos: Groddoc Thunderer (49) • Un 'Goro Crater: U'cho (55), Un'Gora Thunderer (52-531 

• Strangletharn Vale: Elder Mistvale Gorilla (39-41) 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 

~~~ ~II!Hl~ 

For a first-time character, Skinning and Leatherworking offer a great deal to a Hunter (especia ll y with Cook ing and Fi rst Aid on 
the side) . These give Hunters a great deal of independence. Cook your own food, and make plenty for any meat-eating creatures 
as we ll. Bandages for you rse lf or your pet, and craft armor from the creatures you kill. 

A more damage-oriented option is to take Mi ning and Engineering as your professions. Combined, these allow Hunters to craft 
their ow n rifles and ammunition (a considerable boon indeed, given that store-bought ammo is lower DPS on the whole) . Engi
neering also provides Scopes to increase ranged damage and exp losives too! 

Fishing is another secondary trade to consider. Some of the pets prefer fish instead of terrestrial meats, and it doesn 't take too 
long to drop a li ne and pick up goodies for your pet in many locations. Though not a huge benefit, this is a slight money-saver 
for the cost-consc ious players. 

Hunters, l ike casters, use Mana for their special attacks. These abi liti es either do extra Damage, hinder the enemy's abi l it ies, 
protect the Hunter, or help the Hunter's Pet. Mana can be raised by items w ith +Intellect and it recovers fastest when you are 
not using abilities. A generic Hunter tri ck for saving M ana is to use abil ities in a burst at the beg inning or end of a fight, and to 
regenerate Mana for the rest of the fight w hile rel ying on your pet and autoshoot for DPS. 

Be sure to optimize your Hunter's quickbars . This is a class with many abilities, and things can get very confusing if you toss 
everythi ng together w ithout rh yme or reason. Keep ranged abilities together, push melee abilities onto a secondary bar unless 
you are a Surviva l Hunter who does a great deal of melee fighting, and keep traps and tracki ng on entirely separate bars as well. 
Thi s leads to clean abi lity use (rel ying on the keyboard for faster funct ionality instead of mouse-cl icking, w hich is way too slow 
in most end game or PvP skirmishes) . 

BEAST MASTERY 

Aspect of the Monkey is used when your Hunter is in melee aga inst a non-Warrior and wants to 
increase the chance for a Dodge to occu r. 

The hunter tukes on the aspects of the hawk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by 20. Only one Aspect con be active ot o time. 

18 IC The hunter tokes on the aspects of o howk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by 35. Only one Aspect con be active at a time. 

ZB 50 IC 80 f} The hunter takes on the aspects af the hawk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by SO. Only one Aspect con be active at o time. 

4 38 70 IC l 60 fl> The hunter tokes on the aspects of a hawk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by 70. Only one Aspect con be active ot o time. 

5 48 90 IC 3 8 20~ The hunter tokes on the aspects of o howk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by 90. Only one aspect con be active at a time. 

58 110 IC 4' 80 f' The hunter tokes on the aspects al a hawk, increasing Ranged Mock powers by 110. Only one Aspect con be active ot o time. 

60 120 IC The Hunter tokes on the Aspect of the Hawk, increasing Ranged Attack Power by 120. Only one Aspect con be active ot o time. 



Mend Pet must be used within close prox im ity to your pet. This abi lity heals you r 
beloved friend , generating a fa ir amount of Threat in the process. Be careful not to 

~~~=;;,;,;;~:;;,;;;;,,;;;,~~= heal too often in battle! 

12 50 20 yd Channeled 6,, Heals your pet 20 health every second while you focus. Lasts 5 sec. 

20 90 20 yd Channeled 22 • Heals your pet 38 health every sernnd while you focus. Lasts 5 sec. 

28 155 20 yd Channeled so • Heals your pet 68 health every second while you focus. Lasts 5 sec. 

36 225 20 yd Channeled 19 40 . Heals your pet 103 health every sernnd while you focus. lasts 5 sec. 

44 300 20 yd Channeled 29 60 . Heals your pet 142 health every second while you focus. Lasts 5 sec. 

52 385 20 yd Channeled H~ Heals your pet 189 health every second while you focus. lasts 5 sec. 

60 480 20 yd Channeled 59 Heals your pet 245 health every second while you focus. Lasts 5 sec. 

Eyes of the Beast is an ability with great potential, and few Hunters use it as often as they should . 
Eyes of the Beast lets you take direct control of a pet! Use this to scou t ahead even while indoors 

=~""'=~="""'"""'=;,;,;;,= (whi ch Eagle Eye can't do), to distract foes, lead enem ies away from a desire camp or goal. 

Scores a beast, causing it to run in fem for up to l 0 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only one beast can be feared at a time. 

80 4P Scores a beast, causing it ta run in fear for up to 15 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only one beast con be feared ot a time. 

2 9 80 9 Scores o beast, causing it to run in fem for up to 20 sec. Oomoge caused may interrupt the effect. Only one beast con be feared at o time. 

Aspect of the Cheetah is used as a modest travel ab ility. This Aspect raises a Hunter's movement rate by 30%! However, 
==~"""="""'°""==~!!!!!!!!!!!!!==""' any damage dealt to your Hunter causes a Daze effect. 

The hunter tokes on the aspects of a cheetoh, increasing movement speed by 30%. If the hunter takes damage she will be dozed for 4 sec. Only one Aspect 
con be active at o time. 

Beast Lore is a nifty ability that changes the details you receive about a given Beast. Instead of just knowing the ==""""==,.,,,,,,,,,.,.= creature's level and such, your Hunter can see their health, armor, Resistances, abilities known and diet. 

Command your pet to intimidate the target on the next successful melee anack, causing a high amount of threat and stunning the target for 3 sec. 

Aspect of the Beast is a PvP tool to be used against other Hunters, and Dru-

ids in Cat Form. When this Aspect is active, your Hunter wi ll not show up 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ on radar even when other classes are using Track Humanoids. 

Aspect of the Pack is a wonderful abi lity, but it can get you into real trouble. This Aspect grants Aspect of the Cheetah to your 
--~==~==--=="""""'"""""" entire group (so long as they are within modest range). The Daze issue is now a threat to al l of you r allies . 

The hunter and group members toke on the aspects of o pock of cheetohs, increasing movement speed by 30%. If o pock member tokes damage, they will be 
dozed for 4 sec. Only one Aspect con be active at o time. 

Besti al Wrath is a Talent-lea rned ab il ity from the end of the Beast Mastery line. Beast Master Hunters can 
send their pets into a mighty rage, having them dea l far more damage and be immune to almost all forms of 

~~~========== crowd control. 

Send your pet into o roge causing 50% additional damage for 18 sec. While enraged, the beast cannot be stopped by ony means. 

Hunter 



Stings the target, causing 20 Nature damage aver 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

Stings the target, causing 40 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter can be active on any one target. 

18 50 IC 2o e Stings the target, causing 80 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter can be active on any one target. 

26 80 8·35 yd IC ?O e Stings the target, causing 140 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on ony one target. 

34 115 8·35 yd IC l . 20 fP Stings the target, causing 210 Nature domoge over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter can be active on any one target. 

42 150 8·35 yd IC 2 ~ 4o e Stings the target, causing 290 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

50 190 8-35 yd IC 34' 60 ~ Stings the target, causing 385 Nature damage aver 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one torget. 

58 230 8-35 yd IC 4 ~ 80 fP Stings the torget, causing 490 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

250 8-35 yd. IC Stings the torget, causing 555 Nature damage over 15 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

Arcane Shot is not very mana efficient on damage, but it is an instant attack that isn't miti
gated by armor. In addition, anything that ra ises Arcane damage assists Arcane Shot (not that 

"""========"' many Hunters are going to seek +Arcane gear except for specific circumstances). 

12 

20 50 8-35 yd 

28 80 8·35 yd 

36 105 8-35 yd 

44 135 8·35 yd 

160 8-35 yd 

190 8·35 yd 

22 30 lOOyd 

40 45 100 yd 

58 60 100 yd 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

6 sec 

6 sec 22 . 

6 sec 80 ~ 

6 sec l e 4o e 
6 sec 2e 60 • 

6 sec 44' 
6 sec 5• 

An Instant shot that causes 21 Arcane Damage 

An instant shat that causes 33 Arcane damage. 

An instant shot that causes 59 Arcane damage. 

An instant shot that causes 83 Arcane damage. 

An instant shat that causes 115 Arcane damage. 

An instant shat that causes 14 5 Arcane damage. 

An instant shot that causes 183 Arcane damage. 

Places the Hunter's Mork on the target, increasing the Ranged Attack Power of all attackers against that target by 20. In addition, the torget of this ability can 
always be seen by the hunter whether it stealths or turns invisible. The target also appears on the mini-map. lasts far 2 mins. 

Places the Hunter's Mark an the target, increasing the Ranged Attack Power of all attackers against that target by 45. In addition, the target of this ability can 
always be seen by the hunter whether it stealths or turns invisible. The target also appears an the mini-map. lasts far 2 mins. 

Places the Hunter's Mork on the target, increasing the Ranged Attack Power of all attackers against that target by 75. In addition, the target of this ability con 
always be seen by the hunter whether it stealths or turns invisible. The target so appears an the mini-map. lasts for 2 mins. 

Places the Hunter's Mark an the target, increasing the Ranged Attack Power of all attackers against that target by 110. In addition, the target of this ability 
can always be seen by the hunter whether it stealths or turns invisible. The target also appears on the mini1nop. lasts for 2 mins. 

Concuss ive Shot is an instant attack that is not used for damage. Instead, is 

======"""===~~ slows targets (or outright Stuns them if you spec for it ). 

Distract the target, causing threat. 

20 30 8·35 yd IC 8 sec Distract the target, causing threat. More effective than Distracting Shot (Rank l). 

30 50 8·35 yd IC 8 sec 80 ~ Distract the torget, causing threat. More effective than Distracting Shot (Ronk 2). 

40 70 8-35 yd IC 8 sec 1 ~ 80 f' D~tract the target, causing threat. More effective than Distracting Shat (Ronk 3). 

50 90 8-35 yd IC 8 sec 3 ~ 60 t> Distract the target, cousing threat. More effective than Distracting Shat (Ronk 4). 

60 110 8·35 yd IC 8 sec 5 ~ Distract the target, causing threat. Mare effective than Distracting Shot (Rank 5). 



Multi-shot is a supreme damage dea ler among the Hunter abi li ties. Strong and 
mana efficient even for single targets, thi s ability can damage up to three foes at 

="""'======= once! 

18 100 8·35 yd 

30 140 8·35 yd 

42 175 8·35 yd 

54 210 8·35 yd 

60 230 8·35 yd. 

20 68 

28 115 

36 160 

44 210 

52 260 

60 310 

22 70 8·35 yd 

32 90 8·35 yd 

42 125 8·35 yd 

52 165 8·35 yd 

40 350 8·35 yd 

50 420 8·35 yd 

58 490 8·35 yd 

IC 10 sec 20• Fires several m~siles, hitting 3 targets. 

IC 10 sec 80 • Fires several missiles, hitting 3 targets for on odditionol 40 damage. 

IC 10 sec 2• 4o e Fires several missiles, hitting 3 targets for on additional 80 damage. 

IC 10 sec H> 20 e Fires several missiles, hitting 3 targets for on additionol 120 damage. 

IC 10 sec Fires several missiles, hitting 3 targets for on odditionol 150 damage. 

Aimed Shot is a Talent-lea rned ab ili ty that takes a few seconds to cast but deals very high damage. 

8·35 yd +3 sec 6 sec Requires Ranged Weapon. An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 70. 

8·35 yd +3 sec 6 sec 4 . An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 125. 

8-35 yd +3 sec 6 sec 1e An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 200. 

8·35 yd +3 sec 6 sec 13f) An aimed shat that increases ranged damage by 330. 

8·35 yd +3 sec 6 sec 2o e An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 460. 

8·35 yd +3 sec 6 sec 25 f) An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 600. 

Scorpid Sting is a debuff Sting that reduces the Strength and Agility of the target. 

IC 60 e Stings the target, reducing Strength and Agility by 20 for 20 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active an any one target. 

IC 1 ~ Stings the target, reducing Strength and Agility by 29 for 20 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active an any one target. 

IC ze 4o e Stings the target, reducing Strength and Agility by 45 for 20 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

IC Stings the target, reducing Strength and Agility by 68 for 20 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

Rapid Fire increases ranged attack speed by 40% for 15 seconds, and it ex ists 
on a five minute timer. Use Rapid Fire for major engagements to increase your 

IC 

IC 

IC 

Stings the target, draining 616 mono over 8 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

2 ~ 80 f) Stings the target, draining 848 mono over 8 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on any one target. 

4 • 60 fj Stings the target, draining 1108 mono over 8 sec. Only one Sting per Hunter can be active an any one target. 

Trueshot Aura is a Talent-learned abi li ty at the end of the Marksmanship line. This Aura adds to Attack 
Power (both ranged and melee) for everyone in your group. 

Increases the Ranged and Melee Attack Power of party members within 45 yards by 75. Lasts 30 minutes. 

Increases the Ranged and Melee Attack Power of party members within 4 5 yards by 100. Lasts 30 minutes. 

lrnin l f 80 e Continuously fires a volley of ammo at the target area, causing 40 Arcane damage ta enemy targets within 8 yards every second far 6 sec. 

1rnin 3 60 e Continuously fires a volley of ammo at the target area, causing 50 Arcane damage to enemy targets within 8 yards every second for 6 sec. 

l min 4 ft 80 9 Continuously fires a volley of ornmo at the target area, causing 60 Arcane damage to enemy targets within 8 yards every second for 6 sec. 



SURVIVAL 

Raptor Strike increases the melee damage of your next attack by a 

==~=="""==== moderate sum. 

25 NextMelee 6 sec z• A strong attack that increases melee damage by 11. 
16 35 NextMelee 6 sec 18 0 A strong attack that increases melee damage by 21. 
24 45 Next Melee 6 sec 70 ~ A strong attack that increases melee damage by 34. 
32 55 Next Melee 6 sec 1. A strong attack that increases melee damage by 50. 
40 70 Next Melee 6 sec 1 e so • A strong attack that increases melee damage by 80. 
48 85 Next Melee 6 sec 3• 20 • A strong attack that increases melee damage by 110. 
56 100 Next Melee 6 sec 4e 6o • A strong ottmk that increases melee damage by 140. 

Track ing of various creature types is learned over the course of Hunter training (Beasts, Humanoids, 

°""""""""""""""""""""""""""""' Undead, H idden, Elementals, Demons, Giants, Dragonkind). 

Wing Clip is used by al l Hunters . This melee abi lity Snares your target (and can even Immobil ize them if you spec for 
it). There is no cooldown on Wing Clip either, meaning that a single Hunter can run through a group and Wing Clip 

!,,,,,,,,,;,;,,;;;;;~;,,,,;;;;;;;;~""'= everything in sight! 

12 40 5 yd IC b ~ Inflicts 5 damage and reduces the enemy target's movement speed to 50% of normal far 10 sec. Requires Melee Weapon. 

38 60 5 yd IC l i!?I 60 ~ Inflicts 25 damage and reduces theenemy larget's movement speed to 45% of normal for 10 sec. Requires Melee Weapon. 

60 80 5 yd IC 5 "" Inflicts 50 damage and reduces the enemy target's movement speed to 40% of normal far l 0 sec. Requires Melee Weapon. 



Immolation Trap deals reasonably high damage to a single target when stepped on. Place these to help with fights where crowd 

""'"""'""'""'""'"""""'""'""'~"""'""""" control is not needed or wanted. 

16 50 IC 15 sec 18 fl Place a fire trap that will burn the first enemy to approach far l 05 fire damage aver 15 sec. Trap will exist for l min. Traps can only be placed when out of 
combat. Only one trap con be active at o time. 

26 90 IC 15 sec 70~ 
Place a fire trap that will burn the first enemy to approach for 215 fire damage over 15 sec. Trap will exist for l min. Traps can only be placed when out of 
combat. Only one trap con be active at o time. 

36 135 IC 15 sec l • 40 . 
Place o fire trap that will burn the first enemy to approach for 340 Fire damage over 15 sec. Trap will exist for l min. Traps con only be placed when out of 
combat. Only one trap con be active at o time. 

46 190 IC 15 sec soe Place o fire trap that will burn the first enemy to approach for 510 Fire damage over 15 sec. Trap will exist for l min. Traps can only be placed when out of 
combat. Only one trap con be active at a time. 

56 245 IC 15 sec 4. 60~ 
Place o fire trap that will burn the fi rst enemy to approach for 690 fire damage over 15 sec. Trap will exist for l min. Traps con only be placed when out of 
combat. Only one trap con be ocnve at o time. 

Mongoose Bite allows a moderate damage attack to be made instantly after your Hunter 

""'""'""'""""""""'"""""'""'""'""' has dodged an enemy's strike. 

18 30 5 yd IC 5 sec 18 . Counteraltock the enemy for 2 5 damage. Con only be performed ofter you dodge. 

30 40 5 yd IC 5 sec so• Counteraltack the enemy for 4 5 damage. Con only be performed ofter you dodge. 

so 5 yd IC 5 sec 2e 60 e Counteroltack the enemy for 75 damage. Con only be performed ofter you dodge. 

60 5 yd IC 5 sec 4 ~ so • Counteraltock the enemy for 115 damage. Con only be performed ofter you dodge. 

Deterrence is on a five minute cooldown. This is Talent-learned, and gives your Hunter ten seconds with a massive increased to Dodge 

A~empts to disengage from the target, reducing threat. Character exits combat mode. More effective than Disengage (Ronk l). 

Altempts to disengage from the target, reducing threat. Character exits combat mode. More effective than Disengage (Rank 2). 

Freezing Trap is used to disable a single target for a moderate period. Any damage dealt breaks this, and the duration isn't comparable 
"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""""""'"""'~...,. to Polymorph, Shackle, and other high-end crowd control options. 

75 IC 

100 IC 

42 65 5 yd IC 

54 85 5 yd IC 

15sec 

15 sec 

5 sec 

5 sec 

Place o frost trap that freezes the first enemy that approaches, preventing all action for up to l 0 sec. Any damage caused will break the ice. Trap will exist for 
l min. Traps con only be placed when out of combat. Only one trap con be active at o time. 

809 
Place o frost trap that freezes the first enemy to approach, preventing all action for up to over 15 sec. Any damage caused will break the ice. Trap will exist far 
l min. Traps con only be placed when out of combat. Only one trap con be active at o time. 

Place a frost trap that freezes the first enemy to approach, preventing oil action for up to over 20 sec. Any damage caused will break the ice. Trap will exist for 
l min. Traps can only be placed when out of combat. Only one trap con be active at a time. 

12~ 

21 fl 

A strike that becomes active ofter parrying an opponent's attack. This oltack deals 40 damage and immobilizes the target for 5 sec. Counterattack 
cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 

A strike that becomes active ofter parrying on opponents attack. This oltock deals 70 damage and immobilizes the target for 5 sec. Counteroltock 
cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 

A strike that becomes active ofter parrying on opponent's attack. This attack deals 110 damage and immobilizes the target for 5 sec. 
Counteroltock cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 

Feign Death is the bread and butter of Hunter deaggro toys. Feign Death after massive Criticals, after Multishots, or to get your 
..,.....,...~~ ............ ~"""'"""'""' Hunter out of combat so that traps can be placed. 

Feigns death which moy trick enemies into ignoring you. Lasts up to 6 min. If the Hunter does not move before feign Death expires, it will cause real death. 



Explosive Trap is an AoE damage trap . Though dangerous because of the massive threat generated, this trap deals quite a heavy blow. 

IC 15 sec 
Place o fire trap that explodes when on enemy approaches, causing 100 ta 130 Fire damage and burning oil enemies for 150 additional Fire damage aver 
20 sec to all within l 0 yards. Trap will exist for 1 min. Traps can only be placed when out of combat. Only one tmp con be active ot a time. 

395 IC 15 sec 
Place a fire trap that explodes when on enemy approaches causing 139 to 187 Fire damage and burning oil enemies far 240 odditianol fire damage over 20 
sec to oil within l 0 yards. Trap will exist for 1 min. Traps con only be placed when out of combat. Only one trap con be active ot o time. 

520 IC 15sec 4. 20 fl Place o fire trap that explodes when an enemy approaches causing 201 to 257 Fire damage and burning oil enemies for 330 additional fire damage aver 20 
sec to all within 10 yards. Trap will exist for 1 min. Traps con only be placed when out of combat. Only one trap con be active at a time. 

W yvern Sting is a Ta lent-learned ability at the end of the Survival line. Adding yet another crowd control option to the Hunter's mix, 
Wyvern Sting puts a target to sleep for a fair duration. 

yds IC 
A stinging shot that puts the target to sleep for 12 sec. Any damage will cancel the effect. When the target wakes up, the Sting causes 300 
Nature damage aver 12 sec. Only useable out of combat. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active on the target at o time. 

50 115 
8-35 

yds IC 2 minutes 18 e A stinging shot that puts the target to sleep for 12 sec. Any damage will cancel the effect When the target wakes up, the Sting causes 420 
Nature damage over 12 sec. Only useoble out of combat. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active an the target at a time. 

60 115 
8. 35 

yds 
IC 2 minutes 25 fl A stinging shot that puts the target to sleep for 12 sec. Any damage will cancel the effect. When the target wakes up, the Sting causes 600 

Nature damage over 12 sec. Only useable out of combat. Only one Sting per Hunter con be active an the target at a time. 

As with many cl asses, a Hunter's Talent 
choices are either defined by their play
sty le or serve to define their playstyle. 
The PvE supremacy of Beast Mastery, the 
PvP artillery of a Marksmanship Hunter, 
and the complex interdiction of the 
Survival line all serve thei r masters well. 

Beast Mastery is far and away one of the best Ta lent li nes for leveli ng in World of 
Warcraft. Beast M:ister Hunters are able to solo very quickly, comp lete a wide range 
of quests, and experience death on such a seldom basis that Spirit Healers will not 
know you on a first-name basis. The reason for these things is that Beast Masters 

. put so much into their pets! If anyone is going to die in a fight, it's l ike ly to be your 
furry/scaly buddy (and your Hunter can scoot on out of there before the bitter end) . 
Beyond that, the faster healing of pets and the reduced .rel iance on Hunter input into 
each fight allow Beast Masters to have effective ly no dow ntime. 

Look into this line for higher pet armor and health, improved outdoor pet speed (so 
\ nice), and damage improvements! These Hunter pets ga in damage passively (higher 

standard damage and increased Cri tical rates) and acti vely (abi lities like Bestial 
Wrath; w hich deals incredible damage and turns your pet into an unstoppable 

, monster, for a time). 

MARKSMANSHIP 
Marksmanship Hunters are a frequent choice for those w ho want to deal damage 
directly. Though troubled at times by pets that are less survivab le and a weak melee, 
Marksmanship Hunters provide burst and AoE damage that the other Huntecs cou ld 
only dream of reaching. W ith higher Critica l chances at range, more damage done 
by Criticals, and improved base damage w ith such weapons, the passive DPS of 

Marksmanship Hunters is already high. Add to this several abilities that allow for 
even more options; Scatter Shot and Improved Concussive Shot allow you to keep 
enemies from closing the distance as easily, w hile Aimed Shot lets you deal cruel 
and unusual punishment to start ambushes or to sli p in-between the cooldowns on 

\ your higher-damage Mul tishot! 

tA final perk of the Marksmanship line is that these Hunters gain an aura that helps 
\ the entire group (including your pet); Trueshot Aura raises Attack Power for everyone 
,' w ithin range, and this effect stacks with Warriors' Battle Shout. Placed in a group 
•w ith Hunters, Rogues, and Warriors, Trueshot Aura is divine! 

SURVIVAL 
·With such valid Talent options in the first two li nes, one might think that Survival 
is going to be the red-headed stepch ild of the Hunter Talent choices. A number of 

, younger Hunters might even believe this' Melee damage? Trap Improvements? Look 
. deeper into this li ne; there are Talents in here that are so good that it hurts. The Tai

~ ent options are more difficu lt and painful than it would first appear, eh? 

Survival Hunters get a wonderful set of passive improvements (i ncreased damage + 
Critical damage aga inst specific targets, higher Parry, more health, better chance to 
hit, higher Agility, and more Criti ca ls in melee and at range). Unbelievable. Though 
not the most frequent choice because the other two lines are so intuiti ve, an experi
ence Hunter can do th ings of beauty as a Survivalist. Dealing more damage in melee 
and being more rugged allows these Hunters to eliminate the classes greatest weak
ness; PvP foes and enemies alike can close the distance and get a very nasty su rpri se. 
All of th at is good already, then factor in the increased trap duration and difficu lt to 
resist such effects. Finally, Survivalists can combine a trap and thei r Wyvern Sting 
Talent to stop two di fferent enemies from entering a fight. Few cl asses can match that! 

Weaker for soloing than Beast M astery and more difficult to play in PvP than Marks
mansh ip, Survival is recommended for experienced Hunters who work well with 
their teams. In both PvP and PvE, Surv iva li sts d isrupt enemy forces with amazing skill 

STRATEGIES 
Hunter strategies often revolve around 
keep the enemies where you want 
them to be. This is true while soloing, 
in groups, and with severa l different 
speciali zations. What changes is the 
desired pos ition of your enemy. Are you 
trying to work in maxi mal crowd control 
through traps and Wyvern Sting? What 
about keeping the enemy in melee with 
you w hile you Wing Clip everything (to 
help an ally)? Or, leave the enemy at 
long range, engaged by your pet. Read the fol lowing strategies to get an idea how 
Hunter's th ink and fight! 

GENERAL TIPS 
Bri nging the enemy dow n as quickly as possible is what the Hunter is made for. Cast 
Aspect of the Haw k and use Hunter's Mark on the target. Th is doesn't draw aggro, 
but increases all ranged damage dealt to your target. Send yo ur pet in to attack since 

it takes a moment to get there. Begin the fight by using Serpent Sting so the DOT runs 
its fu ll course. With your pet attacking and holdi ng the enemy's attention (Growl is a 

good thing), keep shooting until the enemy is dead. 

If the battle is to be a long one, use Serpent Sting early . It's an instant attack that 
causes damage over time. Have your pet using Growl w henever it has Health and 
you have aggro. Th is w ill help keep the enemy at range. 

Change to Aspect of the Monkey when the enemy closes to melee. Thi s wil l increase 
your Dodge rate and give you more opportuniti es to use Mongoose Bite, When the 
enemy runs, just wai t for it to run a few steps and h it it with Arcane Shot. 

Get comfortable moving from melee to range and back again . Knowing when to 
move into and out of melee combat helps you keep your health and mana high 
wh ile still doing damage. If something breaks away from your pet, use a Wing Clip 
(followed with a Scattershot for Marksmanship Hunlers), and get some distance 
before re-engaging. For fights w here you know ahead of time that some aggro trading 
between you and your pet is needed, place a Frost or Freezing Trap ahead of time to 
give your enemies extra trouble w hen they come after you . 

Mana only regenerates w hen you haven't cast for a short while. Keeping this in 
mind, cast your battle spells in bunches to allow regeneration between and during 
fi ghts. Casting Arcane Shot every time it recharges increases your damage, but leaves 

you low on mana at the end of the fight. Only unload your mana supply if a fi ght is 
dangerous and threatening you (or your pet's) life. 



IMPROVED ASPECT OF THE HAWK ~IM=PR!~O~V'-'E"'D~C~O~N-"C"'U"'S"'S"'IV'-'E'-'S"-H'-'0'-'T~----------"5 MONSTERSLAYING 3 

While Aspect of the Hawk is act ive, all normal ranged attacks 
have a 1%_, chance (Per Ra nk) of inc reas ing ranged attack speed 
by 30% for 8 seconds. 

ENDURANCE TRAINING 

Increases the Hea lth of your pets by 3°/,> (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED EYES OF THE BEAST 

Increases the durat ion of your Eyes of the Beast by 30 seconds 
(Per Ran k) . 

IMPROVED ASPECT OF THE MONKEY 

2 

Inc reases the Dodge bonus of your Aspect of the Monkey by 1 % 
(Per Rank). 

THICK HIDE 3 

Increases the Armor rating of your pets by 10% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED REVIVE PET 2 

Revive Pet's casti ng time is reduced by 3 seconds (Per Rank), 
mana cost is red uced by 20% (Per Rank) , a nd increases the 
heal th your pet returns with by an additional 15% (Per Rank). 

PATHFINDING 2 

Inc reases the speed bonus of your Aspect of the Cheetah and 
Aspect of the Pack by 3% (Per Rank). 

BESTIAL SWIFTNESS 

Increases the outdoor movement speed of your pets by 30%. 

UNLEASHED FURY 5 

Gives your Concussive Shdt a 4% chance (Per Ra nk) to stun the 
ta rget fo r 3 sec. 

EFFICIENCY 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Shots and Stings by 2% (Per 
Rank). 

IMPROVED HUNTER'S MARK 

Increases the Ranged Attack Power bonus of your Hunter's Mark 
spell by 3% (Per Rank). 

LETHAL SHOTS 5 

Increases your c ritica l stri ke chance with ranged weapons by 
1 % (Per Ra nk) . 

AIMED SHOT 

An aimed shot that increases ranged damage by 70. 

IMPROVED ARCANE SHOT 

Reduces the cool down of your Arcane Shot by 0.2 sec (Per 
Rank). 

HAWKEYE 

Increases the range of you r ranged weapons by 2 yards (Per 
Rank). 

IMPROVED SERPENT STING 

Inc reases the damage done by yo ur Serpent Sting by 2% (Per 
Rank). 

MORTAL SHOTS 

5 

Increases the damage done by your pets by 4°/o (Per Rank). Increases your ranged weapon critical strike damage bon us by 

"IM=PR!~O=V~E~D~M~E"-N~D~PE~T~-------------=2 6% (Per Rank). 
Gives the Mend Pet Spell a 15% chance of cleansing 1 SCATIER SHOT 

Curse, Disease, Magic or Poison effect from the pet each t ick. A short-range shot that dea ls 50% weapon damage and confuses 
Progress ion 15%/50°.I., the target for 4 sec. Any damage caused will remove the effect. 

FEROCITY BARRAGE 3 

Increases the critical strike chance of your pets by 3% (Per Increases the damage done by your Multi-Shot and Volley spells 
Rank). by 5% (per rank). 

SPIRIT BOND 2 IMPROVED SCORPIO STING 

While your pet is active, you and your pet will regenerate 1 % 
(Per Rank) of total hea lth every 10 sec. 

INTIMIDATION 

Command your pet to int im idate the target on the next 
successful melee attack, causi ng a high amount of threat and 
stunning the ta rget fo r 3 sec. 

BESTIAL DISCIPLINE 2 

Increases the Focus regeneration of your pets by 10% (Pe r Rank). 

FRENZY 

Gives your pet a 20% chance (Per Rank) to gain a 30% attack 
speed inc rease for 8 sec after dea li ng a crit ical strike. 

BESTIAL WRATH 

5 

Send you r pet into a rage causing 50% add it ional damage for 15 
sec. While enraged, lhe beast canno t be stopped b y any means. 

Reduces the Stam ina of targets affected by you r Scorpid Sti ng by 
10% (per rank) of the amoun t of the Strength reduced. 

RANGED WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 

Increases the damage you deal with ranged weapons by 1 % 
(per rank). 

TRUESHOT AURA 

Inc reases the Ranged and Melee Attack Power of party members 
within 45 yards by 50. Lasts 30 min. 

Increases a ll damage caused against Beast, Giants a nd 
Dragon ki n targets by 1 % (Per Rank) and inc reases critical 
damage caused agai nst Beasts, Giants, a nd Dragon kin targets by ' 
an addit ional 1 % (Per Rank) . 

HUMANOID SLAYING 

Inc reases all damage caused against Humanoid targets by 
1 % (Per Ra nk) and increases cri ti ca l damage caused against 
Humano id targets by a n add it ional 1 % (Per Rank). 

DEFLECTION 

Increases your Parry chance by 1 % {Per Ra nk) . 

ENTRAPMENT 

Gives your Immol ation Trap, Frost Trap, and Explosive Trap a 
5% chance (Per Rank) to entrap the ta rget, preventing them from 
moving for 5 sec. 

SAVAGE STRIKES 

Inc reases the critical strike chance of Raptor Strike and 
Mongoose Bite by 10% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED WING CLIP 

Gives your W ing Clip ab ili ty a 4% chance (Per Rank) to 
immobi lize the ta rge t for 5 sec. 

CLEVER TRAPS 

Increases the d uration of Freezing and Frost trap effects by 15% 
(Per Rank) and the damage of Immolation and Explosive trap 
effects by 15% (Per Rank). 

SURVIVALIST 
Inc reases total hea lth by 2% (Per Ran k) . 
DETERRENCE 

When activated, increases your Dodge and Parry chance by 
25% for 1 O sec. 

TRAP MASTERY 

Decreases the chance enemies wi!! resist trap effects by 5% (Per 
Rank). 

SUREFOOTED 

Inc reases hit chance by 1 % (Per Rank) and inc reases the c hance 
movement impairi ng effects wi ll be resisted by 5% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED FEIGN DEATH 

Reduces the chance your Fe ign Death ability will be resisted by 
2% (Per Rank). 

KILLER INSTINCT 

Inc reases your cri tica l strike chance with all attacks by 1% (Per 
Rank) . 

COUNTERATIACK 

A strike that becomes active after parrying an opponent's 
attack. Deals 40 damage a nd immobilizes the ta rget for 5 sec. 
Coun te rattack can not be blocked, dodged, or parried. 

LIGHTENING REFLEXES 

Increases your Agility by 311,, (Per Rank}. 

WYVERNSTING 

A stinging shot that puts the target to sleep for 12 sec. Any 
damage will cancel the effect. When the ta rge t wakes up, the 
Sting causes 300 Nature damage over 12 sec. Only useable out 
of combat. Only one Sting per Hunter can be active o n the target 
at one time. 



PULLING LIKE A PRO 
The Hunter has many tools that aid in pulling. Using Hunter's Mark lets everyone 
know which enemy you intend to shoot. Thi s helps a great deal when coordinating 
attacks with other party members. 

Set a trap before you pull. Freeze Traps Root a single enemy giving you and your 
party more time to act against other foes. As an example, pretend that you are in Stra
tholrne, looking at a group of undead. The Priest in your group plans to shackle one 
of the elite targets, and you are the Hunter. Place a Freeze Trap and shoot one of the 
deeper targets that isn' t elite (for a fast kill). The first monster to add is going to come 
after you and run stra ight into that trap . Almost free crowd control! With this action, 
your group is focused on killing one target before it can do anything major, another is 
Shackled, and a third is frozen. Half of the enemies are out of the way already. 

If only one enemy is coming, consider using the Immolation Trap. Once aggro is 
consolidated, just drag the enemy over the trap for added damage. Or, in major 
battles (PvP and such), use an Exp los ive Trap for AoE damage. 

Bringing one enemy at a time to a group makes managing aggro easier and keeps 
everyone on the same target. This can turn even the most stressful areas into orga
nized fighting. Even when larger groups are linked together (in many dungeons), a 
Hunter is ab le to ensure that only the intended group comes instead of a large group 
and patrollers and an extra group. 

Part of pulling is avoiding unintended pulls. Many enemies run for help w hen they 
get low on Health. You or your group may not be prepared for a second wave if 
the fi rst has not been dealt with. Have Wing Clip ready to slow fleeing enemies or 
Concuss them if they get too far away for Wing Clip. 

One final piece of w isdom; when pulling, be ready to Feign Death if things go 
w rong. If two groups and a patroller all start to move in, Feign Death instantly, let 
your pet die, and tell your the group to stay back. The creatures won't aggro on your 
group unless they attack, heal, or otherwise interfere. The mobs w ill eat your buddy 
and head home. Get up, Rez your pet, and try again. This avoids group w ipes for a 
great deal less suffering. 

THE FIRST SHOT 

Remember a few things when making the first attack aga inst an enemy. If you are 
pulling targets to you, note that instant attacks are best for timing purposes. Arcane 
Shot taps instantly and gets your target on the move. Using a Sting is just as fast, but 
these won't target you as quickly (and that is bad if you are competing for monsters 
wi th other people or groups). 

When trying to get specific monsters in dungeons, line up your target careful ly. After 
selecting and marking the foe, wait until the creatu re or group is away from patrollers 
(the Rogue's distract can help here) or any other non-linked entities that might add. 
If you pull a patrol ler while a group is near, you are going to get everyone! This is 
w hy Hunters are sent out to carefull y pick patrollers from rnaxirnurn range when they 
aren't near buddies . 

Be cogn izant of enemies' paths as they run after you . Do not pu ll targets through 
other groups w hen they are aggroing. This causes everything else to add to your 
ex isting pu ll (not a good si tuation). 

Use Tracki ng to find out w here the monsters are in an area. There might be things 
just around the corner (or a patrol on the way) . Knowing that ahead of time avoids 
the problem of sticking your head out into an ambush. 

Us1NG YouR PE'f 
Pets are the most important part of a Hunter's lineup. These allies deal damage for 
you, tank for you, and can survive far more abuse than one might imagine. With 
extra armor, hea lth, and va rious Resistances, pets can almost survive like a wel l
geared Warrior. 

First point of order is to bind Pet Attack to a key that is very easy to use. Make this a 
key that is by one of your hands, because you are going to use Pet Attack all the time. 

Send pets to engage targets at range, and leave Growl on unless your pet is not 
meant to tank (e.g. Instance groups w ith a good Warrior). Use autoshoot and your 

. desired Sting earl y in the fight, and hold briefly on harder-hitting ab il ities to ensure 
, that Growl lands and that your pet is fully ti cking-off the target. Then, use Multishot, 
Aimed Shot, and other high-damage attacks. After level 30, remember to Feign Death 
after large bursts of damage to keep the aggro firmly cemented on your pet. 

Even in a group w ith a good tank, remember that your pet is a fast and sturdy offtank. 
When a single creature breaks away from the tank and goes after someone else 
(probably a healer), sick your pet on it to gain aggro, then tell your pet to attack the 
main creature bei ng damaged by the group aga in. Th is causes the extra monster to 
run back to the main battle area on the hee ls of your pet; the mai n tank is going to 
have a much eas ier time holding aggro when all of the monsters are clustered in 
such a way. 

If you can offtank with your pet, remember to keep traps in front of healers, and use 
your damage carefully, groups reinvite you time and time again. 

LONG-TERM DAMAGE 
Autoshot, a good quiver/ammo pouch, high-end arnrno, and a fine missile weapon 
are good for damage. But these aren't enough for brutal killing. Indeed, Hunters have 
abilities that push their damage poiential into the highest strata, especially during 
longer fights. Learn w hat you are capable of dishing out! 

All Hunters ga in Mu ltishot. This may sound like an AoE option for you, but it isn' t. 
Multishot only hits three people; even Warriors are better suited for AoE than that 
paltry surn. Rather, Multishot is more like free damage! Even aga inst a single target, 
Multishot is an abi li ty that lets you take a free attack at rel atively high-damage. After 
your normal shot flies, tap Mu ltishot and watch the extra attack land. Very nice! If 
there are two or three targets, this ability goes from wonderful to amazingly wonder
fu l. Use Multishot a// the time once you master the art of los ing aggro . It is very com
mon for Hunters to toss a brutal Multishot into a cluster of enemies and Feign Death 
before a single target breaks rank. 

Rapid Fire is on enough of a cooldown that you won't want to use it casually. Wait 
for the tougher fights (larger pulls, boss fights, and such). During those engagements, 
use Rapid Fire after your pet or prime tank has gathered aggro fully . 

Volley is a Hunter's sincere AoE choice. Those somewhat low on damage dealt, this 
attack becomes valuable when there are four or more targets in a given location. 
While Mages, Warlocks, and even Priests are ca lled on for an AoE fight, remember 
to stay at range and prepared Volley. Don't use this attack until after the primary AoE 
characters have sta rted their actions; you don't want to gel early aggro and pull the 
targets back to you. Wa it until the casters have started blowing everything apart, then 
launch your Volley! Afterward, toss a Multishot, Feign Death, and do what you can 
to help finish any stragglers. 

Hunters with Aimed Shot can slip it between normal shoots to deal the most dam
age. Enormous DPS is possible w ith a Hunter alternating between Aimed Shot and 
Multi-Shot. 

FEIGN DEATH 
Level 30 grants Feign Death. Love it and live by it. When soloing or grouping, use 
this to keep aggro fully off of your Hunter. Creatures that make it all the way over to 
you have a chance of resisting Feign Death, so use this ability before aggro is even 
corning your way. Aimed Shot just criticaled? Feign Death now! Multishot hit three 
targets and the tank only is focusing on one of them ? You know what to do. 

If a Feign Death isn' t done early enough, you may not want to even try. If you are 
toward the back of the group, understand that a Feign Death migh.t switch the aggro 
of the creature to the nearby casters. Nobody likes Hunters w ho do this! The tank 
is going to hate you. The healers are going to hate you. Even Rogues shake their 
heads and grit thei r teeth at that point. The reason is that the whole group must now 
work as quickly as possible to get aggro back w here it should be, and that chaos is 
dangerous. 

If aggro gets al l the way to your doorstep, go into melee and bring the creature back 
to your tank. A good tank will easily pull the foe off of you and get back to work. 
Never run away from the group. Trust people to save you. And if they fail, remember 
that bad groups always end sooner rather than later. 

A selfish time to use Feign Death is during a group w ipe. If all of the healers have 
gone down and the battl e is hopeless, retreat to an area that is away from patrollers 
and other enemies, then Feign Death. The group w ill wipe, but you can pop back up 
later. To make this survival a bit more group-friendly, if you took Engineering keep 
a set of Goblin Jumper Cables on your person. Use these to Resurrect one of the 
group's Rezzers, if you can. There, you have just become one more point of insur
ance aga inst a total w ipeout! 

MASTERING YouR RADAR 
Track ing offers so much to a good Hunter. But you can't just sit back and expect the 
information to come to you! There are many different forms of Tracking, and only 
one can be active at a given time. Track Humanoids is the standard for PvP work, but 
remember that classes can switch to animal forms (Track Beasts). 

In PvE situations, a dungeon might require a Hunter to shift between two or three 
forms of Tracking. Whi le wandering through Maraudon, Giants, Elementals, and 
Beasts are all present. Once you know an Instance well, this becomes a matter of 
switching to the correct Tracking type ahead of time. When you don't know w hat 
types of enemies are ahead, try using a few forms of Tracking w hile the group is on 
the move. If anything pops up suddenly, stop and inform everyone. 

When a more experienced person is in the group, be clear with them that you want 
as much information as possible. Say " I haven' t been in here before. What type of 
Tracking should I use?" Hunters should ask a lot of questions, because in future runs 
people are going to look to you for information. They want to know when the patrol
lers are coming. They want to know if "that rare spaw n is up." Mediocre Hunters are 
just plain DPS. Good Hunters are scouts, killers, and offtanks in a single package. 



M ages are the ranged damage-dealers in World of Warcraft. These masters·of elemental fire and cold have studied the 
arcane arts for years, dedicating themselves to the destruction of thei r enemies. Though fragile in melee combat, Mages are 
able to make themselves known on the field of battle. Strong enough on single-target DPS, the Mage offers even greater 
AoE options, the abili ty to slow/disrupt many targets, and the utili ty of in-battle crowd control as well. We didn't even 
mention that they can create free food and water (for health and mana), did we? 

T he cr ies of battle carried over the forest like a melody. I felt so many pre
cious sou ls bei ng brought again into the world : new, fresh, dedicated to a 
different cause. The right concoction of plague, vio lence, and temporary un
pleasantness was always a good way to make people see things in a new light. 

W aiting for our Warriors to bri ng the ranks of human invaders together, I 
poked my head up (ever so slightly) and saw that the ti me was approachi ng. 
The humans and several of thei r A lliance vermin were closing in for the kill; 
that is how they saw it at least. Vi sibl y, our W arr iors below were in a bad 
place. As they fe igned disorder and feigned retreat, I readied the true attack. 
Looking over at lshnaron, my Warlock ally, I nodded . He knew w hat to do. 

Calmly we strode to the top of the hill . lshnaron's Void Walker glided through 
the shadows and laid into the humans, distracting them. Our Warriors tu rned 
and began to fi ght with renewed vigor, and I summoned the power of frost to 
lock them in place before I began a mighty bli zzard . The humans cal led out to 
one another, lost in the sudden storm. 

With my storm of cold fin ished, I too turned to the strength of flame, and a 
wave of rippli ng fire tore through the tangle of living and dying men. They 
ca lled to their hea lers for salvation, not reali zing that those feeble creatures 
had died moments ago. The battle had been over before i t ever began. 

Mages love to bri ng damage to the table, 
w hether to individual targets or entire 
groups. Using a massive amount of mana, 
this is a class w ith burst damage galore. 
Though Mages are sometimes glass 
cannons (a ll damage and no defense), 
the truth is that Mages can survive quite 
well as long as they temper thei r casting. 
Using spells at the right time can make 
all the di fference between unsurvivable 
aggro and being in the clear. 

The firs! defense of a Mage comes through range. M age spell s are cast at long range 
and are very deadly. Beyond the range itse lf, there is some use to the delay between 
a successful cast and the spe ll 's impact. Most long-range Mage spe ll s are bolts, so 
there is time to start casting a second spell before your first bo lt impacts (agai nst 
monsters, th is is a great boon). Cast at maximum range for almost everything you do 
and allow as much reaction time as possible w hen seeing if there are adds. 

Speaking of adds, Mages have an abil ity that they love whi le soloing and whi le 
playi ng in groups for crowd contro l-Polymorph . Turn ing enem ies into sheep prevents 
the111 from doing any damage to you or your friends for a considerable duration . 
Unlike some forms of crowd control, Polymorph can be cast whether you or the 

creature are in battl e, and even while you are being attacked directly. Though dimin
ishing returns prevent M ages from hitti ng the same ta rget with Polymorph too many 
ti mes, it is qui te poss ible to shift between Polymorph targets (getti ng close to the fu ll 
duration fo r each). 

M ages also get a powerful Intellect buff (for themse lves and allies, mean ing that al l 
casters are quickl y your best fr iends) . M ages can also summon free food and drink so 
that everyone in the group recovers quickly during downti me. Later on, Mages sum
mon Merna Gems for themselves (for fast Mana recovery dur ino combat). 

Usi ng area-of-effect magic, Mage' are able to do horrendous damage to large groups 
wi thout delay. This gives a major place to Mages in large-scale PvP and w hen fight
ing in groups 1ailored for besting monsters w ith AoE tacti cs. 

What do Attri 

Strength No Mages Core 

Stamina Higner Health l;ssennal for fyP) 

Agility No Mages Care 

lntellett Mme ManaJl~hef Spell C1iJicol Changes 

Spirit Improved Regeneration of Heolth/ Mona 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Armor doesn't make the same diffe rence 
for Mages that it does for Warriors; after 
all , you are wearing cloth garments, not 
mithri l plates! The spells you use and 
the specia lization you choose determine 
your effectiveness most of the time. That 
sa id, the attribute given by high-end gear 
help Mages to cast more spells, survive 
longer, and deal somew hat higher dam
age as well. 

Instead of looking for DPS, weapon 
speed, improved Armor Rating, and similar va lues, Mages try to collect items that 
improve Intellect, + spel l damage, Spirit, and sometimes Stamina as well. This is 
done to keep the casters casting as much as poss ible. Spir it equipment won 't help 
you r total casting or Critical hits, but it sure improves Mana regeneration. Intellect is 
a heavy attr ibute because Criti ca ls and maximum mana come from that attri bute. 

Mixed equipment choices are very good. It's common to find good cloth items that 
add to both Intellect and Spi rit. Solo M ages and those engaged in small group activi
ti es benefi t more from Intellect than from Sp irit. Yet, raid Mages and those w ith the 
ri ght equ ipment/specialization are able to get a fa ir amount of mana restored even 
w hile casting. Under those circumstances, Spiri t does make a huge di fference in your 
total casting potential. 

Items that add +Damage for Fire, Frost, or Arcane spells are certainly an option for 
M ages. If you are trying to raise your bu rst-damage potentia l, these are even better 
than some of their ri vals. 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 

M ages have a number of sol id profes
sion choices. Taki ng Tai loring is usefu l 
for creating modest gear earl ier on in 
your ca reer (to help w ith staying up-to
date before tackling tougher enemies). 
Because Ta iloring doesn 't have a Gath

ering profession, you are free to take 
Enchant ing w ith it. Between the two, 
you are able to make and enchant your 
own items. Ta iloring is a good sister
trade to Enchanti ng anyway, because 

Ta ilors are able to gather materials, make their own items, then break them for 
Enchanting reagents! 

Herbalism and Alchemy allow Mages to create a number of poti ons to boost their 
spell damage and Resistance against enemy spell s. Combined w ith Fishi ng (to ga in 
certai n rare ingred ients), th is is a sol id combo. 

Cooking isn' t the most useful sk ill to grab on the side; Mages have such immediate 
access to food and drink that making additiona l sustenance isn' t as impress ive. 



The three types of magic avai la ble to this class are Arcane, Fire, and Frost. Arcane spells offer crowd contro l, short-range AoEs, 
food/water creation, and an Inte ll ect buff (usable on self or all ies). 

Fire magic provic;les long range, wonderful damage efficiency, harder-hitting AoEs, and only a light amount of utility. This is 
where you find damage and more damage. If you want a Mage fo r the killing, this is where you wi ll find many spell s to fa ll in 
love with. 

Frost mag ic is made for slowing and disrupting enemies while hurting them. These spe ll s deal enough damage to get by while 
contri buting Snare or Root effects. For PvP or group support, Frost is a very reliable choice. 

Arcane Intellect is cast on yourself and just about any mana-us
ing person you see. This spell greatl y helps anyone with mana 
because it increases their total casting ability whil e add itiona lly 

"""="""'"""'"""""'""""""~"""~ rai sing their chance for a Critical with magica l spells/effects. 

14 185 30 yd IC 9. Increases the targets Intellect by 7 for 30 min. 

28 520 30 yd IC 10 e Increases the targets Intellect by 15 for 30 min. 

42 945 30 yd IC l ~ soe Increases the target's Intellect by 22 for 30 min. 

56 1510 30 yd IC 3f) 80 . Increases the target's Intellect by 31 for 30 min. 

Conjures 2 muffins, providing the mage and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear IT logged out for more than 15 minutes. 

12 105 Inventory 3 sec Conjures 2 loaves of bread, providing the moge and his allies with something ta eat. Conjured items disappear if lagged out for more than 15 minutes. 

22 180 Inventory 3 sec 30• Conjures 2 looves of rye, providing the mage and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear IT logged out for more than 15 minutes. 

32 285 Inventory 3 sec 
Con jures 2 loaves of pumpernickel, providing the mage and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear if lagged out for mare than 15 
minutes. 

42 420 Inventory 3 sec le so• Conjures 2 loaves of sourdough, providing the mage and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 
minutes. 

52 585 Inventory 3 sec 3 .. 50 4' Conjures 2 sweet rolls, providing the moge and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more thon 15 minutes. 

60 705 Inventory 3 sec 3. 50~ Conjures l O cinnamon rolls, providing the moge and his allies with something to eat. Conjured items disappear if lagged out for more than 15 minutes. 

Conjures 2 bottles of water, providing the moge and his allies with something to drink. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 minutes. 

10 105 Inventory 3 sec HIP 
Conjures 2 bottles of fresh water, providing the moge and his allies with something to drink. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 
minutes. 

20 180 Inventory 3 sec 20• 
Conjures 2 bottles of purITied water, providing the moge and his allies wilh something to drink. Co niured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 
minutes. 

30 285 Inventory 3 sec so • Conjures 2 bottles of spring water, providing the mage and his allies with something to drink. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more !hon 15 
minutes. 

40 420 Inventory 3 sec 1 f> so • Conjures 2 bot11es of mineral water, providing the moge and his allies with something to drink. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 
minutes. 

50 585 Inventory 3 sec ·. 20 f) Conjures 2 bottles of sparkling water, providing the mage and his allies with something to dnnk. Conjured items disappear if logged ouf for more than 15 
minutes. 

60 780 Inventory 3 sec 
Conjures l 0 bottles of crystal water, providing the moge and his allies with something to drink. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 
minutes. 



85 30 yd Channeled 2e launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 2 4 Arcane damage each second for 3 seconds 

16 140 30 yd Channeled 15 fl) launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 36 Arcane damage each second for 4 sec. 

24 235 30 yd Channeled 40 @) launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 56 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

32 320 30 yd Channeled 1 fl lo e launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 83 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

40 410 30 yd Channeled l e 5o e launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 115 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

48 500 30 yd Channeled 2 ~ 5o e launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 159 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

56 595 30 yd Channeled 38 8o e launches Arcane Missiles ot the enemy, causing 202 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

655 30 yd Channeled Channeled launches Arcane Missiles at the enemy, causing 230 Arcane damage each second for 5 sec. 

Polymorph is an in-bottle crowd control spell that is amazingly powertul. Use this early on in bottles to prevent a dangerous or long-lasting enemy from ioining in a bottle until your team is ready. 

Transforms the enemy into a sheep, forcing it to wonder around for up to 20 sec. While wondering, the sheep cannot attack or cost spells but will regenerate 
60 30 yd l.5 sec 2e very quickly. Any damage will transform the target bock into its normal form. Only one target con be polymorphed at a time. Only works on Beasts, 

Humanoids and Critters 

Transforms the enemy into a sheep, forcing it to wonder around for up to 30 sec. While wondering, the sheep connot attack or cost spells but will regenerate 
20 90 30 yd l.5 sec 20~ very quickly. Any damage will transform the target bock into its normal form. Only one target con be polymorphed at o time. Only works on Beasts, 

Humanoids and Critters. 

Transforms the enemy into a sheep, forcing it to wonder around for up to 40 sec. While wondering, the sheep cannot attack or cost spells but will regenerate 
40 120 30 yd l.5 sec 1 • so • very quickly. Any damage wi ll transform the target bock into its normal form. Only one target con be polymorphed at a time. Only works on Beasts, 

Humanoids and Critters. 

Transforms the enemy into o sheep, forcing it to wonder around for up to 50 sec. While wondering, the sheep cannot attack or cost spells but will regenerate 
60 150 30 yd l.5 sec 20 § very quickly. Any damage will transform the target bock into its normal form. Only one target con be polymorphed at a time. Only works on Beasts, 

Humanoids and Critters. 

Dampens magic used ago inst the targeted party member, decreasing damage token from spells by l 0 and healing spells by 20. lasts l 0 min. 

200 30 yd IC Oompens magic used against the targeted party member, decreasing damage token from spells by up to 20 and healing spells by up to 40. lost> l 0 min. 

300 30 yd IC Dampens magic used against the targeted party member, decreasing damage token from spells by up to 30 and healing spells by up to 60. lasts 10 min. 

400 30 yd IC 2 80 . Dampens magic used against the targeted party member, decreasing damage token from spells by up to 40 and healing spells by up to 80. lasts l 0 min. 

500 30 yd IC 4. 20 • Dampens magic used against the targeted party member, decreasing damage token from spells by up to 50 and healing spells by up to 100. lasts 10 min. 

Amplifies magic used against the targeted party member, increasing damage token from spells by 15 and healing spells by 30. lasts l 0 min. 

30 250 30 yd IC 80 9 Amplifies magic used against the targeted party member, increasing damage token from spells by up to 25 and healing spells by up to 50. lasts l 0 min. 

42 350 30 yd IC l IJ 80 9 Amplifies magic used against the targeted party member, increasing damage token from spells by up to 35 and healing spells by up to 70. lasts l 0 min. 

54 450 30yd IC 60 . Amplifies magic used against the targeted party member, increasing damage token from spells by up to 45 and healing spells by up to 90. lasts 10 min. 

Slow Foll is nice trick ability. Costoble on yourself, it allows Mages to leap safely from 

"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""' high places. 

14 75 9e Causes on explosion of arcane magic around the caster, causing 32 to 36 Arcane damage ta all targets within l 0 yards 

22 120 30 . Causes on explosion of arcane magic around the caster, causing 57 to 63 Arcane damage to all targets within 10 yards. 

30 185 so e Causes on explosion of arcane magic around the caster, causing 97 to 105 Arcane damage to all targets within 10 yards. 

38 250 1 • 2oe Causes on explosion of arcane magic around the caster, causing 139 to 151 Arcane damage to oll torge~ within 10 yards. 

46 315 2e 6o e Causes an explosion of arcane magic around.the caster, causing 186 to 202 Arcane damage to all targets within 10 yards. 

54 390 3 4) 60 It Causes on explosion of arcane magic around the caster, causing 243 to 263 Arcane damage to oil targets within 10 yards. 



Detect Magic is another spell that is underused. Cast this to find out what positive effects are 
~======~="""'"""'"""'"" on on enemy target. 

20 40 Self IC 2o e Absorbs 120 physical damage, draining mono instead. Drains 2.0 mono per damage absorbed. lasts I min. 

28 60 Self IC ?O e Absorbs 210 physical damage, draining mono instead. Drains 2.0 mono per damage absorbed. Lasts 1 min. 

36 80 Sett IC 1fl 30 fl Absorbs 300 physical damage, draining mana instead. Drains 2.0 mono per damage absorbed. lasts 1 min. 

44 100 Self IC 2 f; 30 " Absorbs 390 physical damage, draining mono instead. Drains 2.0 mono per damage absorbed. lasts 1 min. 

52 120 Self IC 3. 50 fl Absorbs 480 physical damage, draining mono instead. Drains 2.0 mono per damage absorbed. Lasts 1 min. 

140 Self IC 4 fl 20 . Absorbs 570 physical damage, draining mono instead. Drains 2.0 mana per damage absorbed. lasts 1 min. 

Counterspell is a Me or death ability against enemy casters. Wait until they are costing a spell (whether it be healing or damage), then Counterspell to Silence the foe for several 
======~=="' seconds and stop the specific school of magic they were using for even longer. 

Conjures a Mono Ruby that can be used to inston~y restore 1000 to 1200 mono. Conjured items disappear if logged out for mare than 15 minutes. 



34 270 Self IC Increases your resistance to all magic by 5 and allows 30% of your mono regeneration ta continue while casting. lasts 30 min. 

46 3BO Se ff IC Increases your resistance to oil magic by l 0 and allows 30% of your mono regeneration ta continue while casting. lasts 30 min. 

58 490 Se~ IC Increases your resistance to oil magic by 15 and allows 30% of your mono regeneration to continue while casting. lasts 30 min. 

6 35 yd 2 sec l fl Hurls o fiery ball that causes 31 ta 45 fire damage and on odditionol 3 damage over 4 sec. 

12 35 yd 2 sec 6e Hurls o fiery boll that causes 55 to 75 fire damage and an additionol 6 damage over 6 sec 

lB 95 35 yd 2.5 sec lB f/ Hurls a fiery boll that causes B4 ta 116 fire damage and an additional 12 damage over 8 sec. 

24 140 35 yd 3.5 sec 40 e Hurls a fiery ball that causes 139 to 187 fire damage and an additional 20 damage over B sec. 

30 1B5 35 yd 3.5 sec Bo e Hurls a fiery boll that causes 199 to 265 lire damage and an additional 28 damage over 8 sec. 

36 220 35 yd 3.5 sec l f) 30 fl Hurls a fiery boll that causes 255 to 335 fire damage and on additional 32 damage over 8 sec. 

42 260 35 yd 3.5 sec l • Bo e Hurls a fiery boll that causes 318 to 414 fire damage and an odditionol 40 damage over 8 sec. 

9 48 305 35 yd 3.5 sec 2e BOfl Hurls o fiery boll that causes 392 to 506 fire damage and on additional 52 damage over B sec. 

10 54 350 35 yd 3.5 sec 3. 60 fl Hurls o fiery boll that causes 4 7 5 to 609 fire damage and on additional 60 damage over 8 sec. 

11 60 395 35 yd 3.5 sec 4e 20 e Hurls a fiery boll that causes 561 to 715 fi re damage and an odditionol 72 damage over B sec. 

12 60 410 35 yd 3.5 Hurls o fiery boll that causes 5 9 6 to 7 60 fire damage and on additional 7 6 damage over B sec. 

Fire Blast is an instant spell that deals a fair amount of damage but loses some 
effic iency. Use thi s when enemies are almost dead and need to be finished 
off. 

40 20yd IC 8 seconds l fl Blasts the enemy with fire for 24 to 32 fire damage. 

14 75 20yd IC 8 seconds 9 fl Blasts the enemy with lire for 57 to 71 lire damage. 

22 115 20yd IC B s1Konds 30 9 Blasts the enemy with fire for 103 ta 127 fire damage. 

30 165 20yd IC 8 seconds 8o e Blasts the enemy with fire for 168 ta 202 fire damage. 

38 220 20yd IC B seconds l fH Of/ Blasts the enemy with fire for 242 ta 290 fire damage. 

46 280 20 yd IC B seconds 2e 6o e Blasts the enemy with fire for 332 to 394 fire damage. 

54 340 20yd IC 8 seconds 3 fl 60 fl Blasts the enemy with fire for 431 to 509 fire damage. 

Flamestrike is an AoE that doesn't have a cooldown but does have a casting time. This spell becomes mana efficient when 
there are three or more enemies clustered together. 

16 195 30yd 3 sec !S f/ Calls down o pillar of lire, burning all enemies within the oreo for 52 to 68 lire damage and an additianol 48 domoge over 8 sec. 

24 330 30yd 3 sec 4o e Calls down a pillar of fire, burning oil enemies within the area for 96 to 123 fire damage and an odditionol 88 dornage over 8 sec. 

32 490 30 yd 3 sec l f> Coils down a pillar of fire, burning oil enemies within the area for 154 to 192 fire damage and on odditionol 140 dornoge over 8 sec. 

40 650 30 yd 3 sec 1 " 50. Calls down o pillar of fire, burning oil enemies within the area for 220 to 272 fire damage and on additional 196 damage over B sec. 

48 815 30 yd 3 sec 2• 80f) Calls down o pillar of fire, burning all enemies within the area for 291 to 359 fire damage and an additional 264 damoge over 8 sec. 

56 990 30yd 3 sec 3 ~ Bo e Calls down o pillar of fire, burning oil enemies within the oreo for 375 ta 459 fire damage and an additional 340 damage over B sec. 

Fi re Ward is a useful spell in certain circumstance. Cast this 
ahead of time on yourself before fights with known fire enemies. 

20 85 Se~ IC 30 seconds 2o e Absorbs 105 fire damage. lasts 30 sec. 

30 135 Se~ IC 30 seconds ao e Absorbs 185 fire domoge. losts 30 sec. 

40 195 Sell IC 30 seconds l f) 50 f) Absorbs 300 fire damage. lasts 30 sec. 

50 255 Se~ IC 30 seconds 3 ~ 20 f> Absorbs 430 fire damage. lasts 30 sec. 

60 320 Seff IC 30 SIKOnds 4 f) 20 . Absorbs 585 fire damage. Los!> 30 sec. 



Pyroblast is a Talent-l earned abil ity that is very slow to cast. Outright damage and mana efficiency from Pyroblast are extremely 
~!!!!]!!!!!,,,,,,;,;,;::;,;,;;,;;;,;,;~::;;,,.,,, high, and Mages can start fights with this to give themse lves a major burst against a target that isn' t coming toward them. 

24 150 35 yd 6 sec 10 . Hu~s on immense fiery boulder that causes 180 to 236 fire damage and an additional 72 damage over 12 sec. 

30 195 35 yd 6 sec 20• Hu~s an immense fiery boulder thot causes 255 to 327 fire damage and an additionol 96 damage over 12 sec. 

4 36 240 35 yd 6 sec 32. 50 . Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 329 ta 419 fire damage and an additional 124 damage over 12 sec. 

5 42 285 35 yd 6 sec 45. Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 407 to 515 fire damage and an additional 156 damage aver 12 sec. 

6 48 335 35 yd 6 sec 70~ Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 503 to 631 fire damage and on odditionol 188 damage over 12 sec. 

54 385 35 yd 6 sec 90. Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 600 ta 750 fi re damage and an odditianol 228 damage over 12 sec. 

60 440 35 yd 6 sec l t' soe Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 716 to 890 fire damage and on odditionol 268 damage over 12 sec. 

Scorch Is another spell w ith massive damage efficiency. With a shorter cast
ing time than Fireball, Scorch has more w indows of opportunity, espec ially 

'!!!!!!"""~""""""""""""""""""" during intense fights/PvP situations. 

65 

34 80 30 yd 

40 100 30 yd 

46 115 30 yd 

S2 13S 30 yd 

58 150 30 yd 

30 

36 270 

44 355 

52 450 

60 460 

FROST S PELLS 

40 320 Self 

50 SlO Self 

bO 500 Self 

l.5 sec Scorch the enemy for 77 to 93 fire damage. 

l.S sec l e 2oe Scorch the enemy for 100 to 122 fire damage. 

1.5 sec l f) S08 Search the enemy for 133 to 159 fire damage. 

1.5 sec 2e 6oe Scorch the enemy for 162 ta 192 fire damage. 

1.5 sec Ht so e Scorch the enemy for 200 to 239 fire damage. 

l.5 sec 5e Scorch the enemy for 233 ta 275 fire damage. 

Blast Wave is a Talent-learned abi lity that gives Fire Mages another AoE! This one is can be used instantly, is a point-blank AoE spell, and 
Dazes the enemies as well as deali ng damage to them. 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

4S seconds 

45 seconds 

45 seconds 

45 seconds 

80 ~ 

32e so • 

57 e so • 

87 9 50 . 

l § Se 

A wove of flame radiates outward from the caster, damaging all enemies caught with in the blast for 160 to 192 fire damage, and dazing them 
for 6 sec. 

A wove of fla me radiates autword from the rnster, damaging oil enemies cough! within the blast for 201 to 241 fire damage, and dozing them 
for 6 sec. 

A wave of flame radiates outward from the caster, damaging oil enemies caught within the blast for 277 ta 329 fire damage, and dazing them 
for 6 sec. 

A wave of flame radiates outward from the caster, damaging all enemies caught within the blast for 365 to 433 fire damage, and dazing them 
for 6 sec. 

A wave of flame radiates outword from !he easier, damaging oil enemies caught within !he blast for 462 to 544 fire damage, and dozing them 
for 6 sec. 

Increases armor by 290 and frost resistance by 6. If an enemy strikes the caster, they may have their movement slowed to 70% and attacks slowed by 20%. 
lasts 30 min. 

50 4' 
Increases armor by 380 and frost resistance by 9. If an enemy strikes the cosier, they moy hove their movement slowed to 70% and attacks slowed by 20%. 
Lasts 30 min. 

3. 20 ~ 
Increases armor by 470 and frost resistance by 12. If on enemy strikes the caster, they may hove their movement slowed ta 70% and attacks slowed by 
20%. Lasts 30 min. 

20. 
lncreorns armor by 560 and frost resistance by 15. If on enemy strikes the caster, they may have their movement slowed to 70% and ana\ks slowed by 
20%. Lasts 30 min. 



9 

10 

11 

Frostbolt is not made to del ivering damage as we ll as Fireball, but it is a faste r spell, still has high efficiency, and 
=========="""""""' Snares targets. 

25 30 yd l.5sec l e Lau nches a bolt of frost at the enemy, causing 18 to 20 frost da mage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal far 5 sec. 

35 30 yd 1.8 sec 2e launches a bolt of frost at the enemy, causing 31 to 35 frost domage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 5 sec. 

14 50 30 yd 2.2 sec 9e launches a bolt of frost at !he enemy, causing 51 to 57 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal far 6 sec. 

20 65 30 yd 2.6 sec 2o e Launches a bolt of frost at the enemy, causing 7 4 to 82 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 7 sec. 

26 100 30 yd 3 sec 5o e Launches a bolt of frost at the enemy, causing 126 to 138 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 7 sec. 

32 130 30 yd 3 sec l launches a bolt of frost at the enemy, causing 17 4 to 190 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 8 sec. 

38 160 30 yd 3 sec 19 40 f) launches a bolt of frost at !he enemy, causing 227 to 247 frost damoge and slowing movement speed ta 60% of normal for 8 sec. 

44 19S 30 yd 3 sec 2 30 . Launches a bait of frost at !he enemy, causing 292 to 316 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 9 sec. 

so 22S 30 yd 3 sec 3. 20 . launches a bait of frost at the enemy, causing 353 ta 383 frost damage and slowing movement speed ta 60% of normal far 9 sec. 

56 260 30yd 3 sec 80 f) Launches a bait of frost at the enemy, causing 4 29 to 463 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60% of normal for 9 sec. 

60 290 30 yd 3 sec launches a bait of frost at the enemy, causing S 1 S ta 550 Frost damage and slowing movement speed to 60 % of normal for 9 sec. 

Frost Armor adds major su rvi vability against me/ee forces to you r Mage. Enemies that strike you when this buff is active are usually 
!!!!!!""'1~====="""=""""""' Snared, giving you a much easier time getting away from them. 

10 55 

26 85 

40 115 

S4 145 

Increase armor by 30. If an enemy strikes the cosier, they may hove !heir movement slowed by 70% and altocks slowed by 20% for 5 sec. Lasts 30 min. 

JC Increases armor by 11 D. If an enemy strikes the caster, they may hove their movement slowed to 70% and altocks slowed by 20% for S sec. lasts 30 min. 

IC 2o e Increases armor by 200. If an enemy sllikes the caster, they may have !heir movement slowed ta 70% and altacks slowed by 20% for 5 sec. Lasts 30 min. 

IC 25 sec 4f) Blasts enemies near !he caster for 19 to 22 Frost damage and freezes them in place for up to 8 sec. Damage caused may interrupt !he effect. 

IC 25 sec 50 f} Blasts enemies near the caster for 33 to 37 Frost damage and freezes them in place for up to 8 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. 

JC 2S sec l • sD e Blasts enemies near !he caster for S2 ta 58 Frost damage and freezes them in place for up ta 8 sec. Damage caused may interrupt !he effect. 

IC 2S sec 60 f) Blasts enemies near !he caster for 71 ta 79 Frost damage and freezes !hem in place for up ta B sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. 

Blizzard is a channeled AoE that deals moderate damage over eight seconds. For 
Frost-specced Mages, this spell has the potential to slow enemies as well as injure 

======="' them. 

20 320 30yd 

28 520 30 yd 

36 720 30yd 

44 935 30 yd 

52 1160 30yd 

60 1400 30 yd 

22 BS Self 

32 135 Self 

42 195 Self 

52 255 Self 

26 210 

34 290 

42 380 

50 465 

555 

Channeled 2o e Ice shards pelt !he target area doing 200 damage aver 8 sec. 

Channeled 70 f) Ice shards pelt the target area doing 352 da mage over 8 sec. 

Channeled 1 e 3o e Ice shards pelt !he target area doing 520 damage aver 8 sec. 

Channeled 2. 30" Ice shards pelt the target area doing 720 damage over 8 sec. 

Channeled 3. so . Ice shards pelt the target area doing 936 damage aver 8 sec. 

Channeled 4 9 20 ti> le~ shards pelt !he target area doing 1192 damage aver B sec. 

IC 30 sec 30 9 Absorbs 105 host damage. lasts 30 sec. 

IC 30 sec l ~ Absorbs 185 frost damage. lasts 30 sec. 

IC 30 sec l • 8o e Absorbs 300 frost damage. lasts 30 sec. 

IC 30 sec 3 ~ 50 ~ Absorbs 430 frost damage. Lasts 30 sec. 

Cone of Cold is an AoE that focuses on targets in front of the caster. Use this to deal damage to an incom ing group 
and slow them for eight seconds . 

IC 10 sec 50 tf Targets in o cone in front of !he caster take 98 to l 08 frost damage and are slowed to 50% of normal speed for 8 sec. 

IC 10 sec 2oe Targets in a cone in front of the caster toke 146 to 160 frost domoge and are slowed to 50% of normal speed for 8 sec. 

IC 10 sec l . 80 f; Target> in a cane in front of !he caster take 213 to 234 frost damage and are slowed ta 50% of normal speed for 8 sec. 

IC 10 sec 3 -~ 20. Targets in o cone in front of the caster toke 277 to 304 frost damage and ore slowed to 50% of normal speed for 8 sec. 

IC 10 sec 4. Targets in o cone in front of the cosier toke 335 to 365 frost damage and are slowed to SO% of normal speed for 8 sec. 

Ice Block comes from the Frost Talent line and is used to block enemy damage. At later levels, thi s allows a Frost Mage to block damage and 

You become encased in a block of ice, protecting you fmm all physical attacks and spells for l 0 sesc, but during that time you cannot attack, 
move or cast spells. 



Instant~ shields you, absorbing 455 damage Lasts 1 min. While the shield holds, spells will not be interrupted. 

2 minutes I 65 f> Instantly shields you, absorbing 549 damage. lasts l min. While the shield holds, spells will not be interrupted. 

52 420 Se ff IC 2 minutes I 67 f> 50 e Instantly shields you, absorbing 676 damage. Lasll l min. While the shield holds, spells will not be interrupted. 

58 480 Self IC 2 minutes I 1 ~ Instantly shields you, absorbing 818 damage. Lasts l min. While the shield holds, spells will not be interrupted. 

TALENTS 

ARCANE. LINE 

Mage Talents have changed a great 
deal over the retail period of World of 
Warcraft. Taking Arcane as a primary 
or secondary tree was almost a given in 

the old days. Elemental builds and even 
tri-Talent builds are becoming possible. 
Take a long look at your preferred 
playstyle before dedicating to any build, 
and don't be afra id to respec and try a 
few things out in the long run (it's worth 

the money). 

Arcane Talents are wonderful for raising Mana effic iency, Damage, and base 
functionality for the class. With an improved Intellect buff, Presence of Mind (for 

, essentially a massive, Instant cast), and occasional free spells, this line has a bit of 
everything. If forced to declare a focus, however, Arcane Talents wou ld likely be 
classified as burst damage. Arcane Power and Presence of Mind are both late Talents 

, in the line that create solid burst potential. 

FIRE LINE 
Fire Talents make Mages into even more powerful casters at range (wi th longer-range 
bolts, a chance for Stuns, and major Fire Talents are extremely functional. Added 
abilities improve the Fire line's power to bring AoE's into a battle (B last Wave) or 
deal huge damage from surprise attacks (Pyroblast). This is the most common choice 
for damage over time, and Fire's burst damage is pretty darn wonderful too. 

FROST LINE 
Frost Talents are there to frustrate and halt enemy advances. Though lacking in the 
power to immediately bring down enemy troops in the same way, this specialization 
improves the Chill Effects of almost all Frost magic. Also, Root effects are added to 
additional spells, making it even harder for melee enemies to advance on groups that 
have Frost Mages at the ready. Mages who place utility above DPS gain the most 
from Frost Talents. 

PORTAL MAGIC 
A time-saving feature of the Mages is that they are able to Teleport themselves (and 
later the ir group as well) to major cities across Azeroth. This power is ga ined at 
Level 20, and it limited to the two central cities of your faction at that time. Later, at 
Level 30, the more distant capital is added. At level 40, the in itia l group portals are 
learned, then the distant targets are mastered at level 50. 

It costs a light amount of money to use these. You buy the reagents for the spells 
from specialty vendors. Before discounts, Mages use 10 silver for a Teleport, and 20 
silver for a Portal. Thus, a tip is absolutely essential ii you want a Mage to Portal you 
somewhere and they aren't in your group. 

;STRATEGIES 

Mages are all about keen strategy and 

tactics . This is one of those classes that 
dies eas il y if you aren 't fast on your feet 
and good with your keys, because your 
Armor Rating isn't going to stay close to 
decent. In fact, Mages and damage miti 
gation on ly go together in the sentence, 
Mages have no damage mitigation. 

. So, avoid the damage enti rely and stay 
mobile. 

The key is to find ways to maximize the spell line(s) you enjoy the most. On the 
w hole, Mages use a primary spell line wi th small pieces from the other two. and this 
is more than a Talent issue. Indeed, the spell lines have enlirely different purposes, 
and your strategy should reflect the spells you prefer using (o r vice ve rsal. 

Ewt'€AN'rC!vi *'WITHOUT POLYMORPH 
As early as level eight, you receive the Polymorph spell . To practice its use, save up 
your full supp ly of mana and intentionall y take on two monsters at the same time. 

Normally, this is a very bad si tuation , because Mages cannot mit igate damage in any 
positive way. So, use your best Fireball on one target and "Sheep" the other oppo
nent to prevent them from adding into combat immediately. U se kiting tricks to blow 

down the initial target then choose whether to proceed with the second foe (who will 
soon come out of Polymorph) or run away. 

M aster Polymorph and learn which targets are best to hit w ith it. Let your group·s 
configu ration determine a great deal in the higher instances. If your group is good 

at fast killing, Polymorph the most dangerous target. If you r group can last a long 
time but kills slowly, Polymorph the less-damaging targets that take a longer time to 
destroy. This way, you are always taking a target out of the fi ght that would cau se the 
most problems for your given group. 

FAST SOLOING 
With Mages and Priests alike, soloing is a very important issue. These are cla sses that 

are soft and exposed when brought into direct combat unprepared, and their heavy 
use of mana means that downtime is high unless you know what you are doing! 

For Mages, the key is to avoid the lure of free damage. In a life-or-death struggle, a 
Mage can pull out instant after instant. The issue here is that these instants have a 
high cost, and you won't be able to take down four or fi ve enemies in a row w ithout 
drinking while relying on instants. A mana-efficient style can do th at (and more). Use 
spe ll s like Fireball , Frostbolt, and Scorch to dea l damage. Rely on the spe ll that is 
efficient and within your specialization. Fireball, Fireball, Frost Nova, back off from 
melee range, Fireball, Scorch. Without a sing le critical that would take clown ;i mod
est target. With Mage Armor on, this would keep a soloer go ing for several targets in 
a row without any problems. 

Use a strong wand to finish off enemies that are down to low hea lth . Instead of 
wasting a boatload of mana, rely on the free attacks that wands provide. Whether the 
enem ies are close by or running away, they are doomed' 

Only use mana gems to save yourse lf during intense battl es . Creating these isn't an 
efficient process. Consider them backups, not a standard part of your casting rituaL 

Obviously, a mixture of very high Intellect and high +damage gear are essential for 
soloing as well. Stam ina (whi le of great importance for PvP), is a tertiary stat while 
leveling. Your Mage won't need a lot of it, because enemies spend most of their t ime 
at range. Create a stack of food and use that to restore the dings that your Mage takes 
from time-to-time, and you won't have any problems. Thi s is done while drinking 
anyway, so it doesn't even take extra time. 

IDEAL UsE OF FooD AND WATER 
Remember that your food and water are almost free (just a minor use of mana and 

brief casting periods). Don't ever resort to stand ing around. If you have free time and 
need hea lth or mana, ea t or drink. Five seconds free, and that is all because your 

group is about to pull ? Drink anyway. It is free' Taking sips between pulls in a group 

is a wonderful way to keep your DPS high w ithout constantly annoying the group by 
requesting med time. 

You don't even have to engage in combat immediately when in a group. Tanks are 
not overly enthusiasti c about the idea of you tossing a Crit Fireball half-a-second 
after they charge into combat. So, make sure you get that final li ck of health or mana 
before standing up and joining in on the fun. Encourage others to do this as well' 

Hand food and water out to groups like candy. If you arrive at a quest area, dungeon, 
or w hatnot ahead of time, start making food and water. Toss two stacks of free water 
at every caster, and a stack of food at everyone. If you need to make more later, fine. 
It is amazing how much time is saved by free goodies. And, any time you are group
ing, this is going to be a wasted minute here or there (waited for the zeppe lin, boat, 
odd character, disconnected person, etc.). 



ARCANE SUBTLETY 

Reduces your target's resistance to all your spells by 5 (Per Rank) 
and reduces threat of Arcane spells by 20% (Per Rank). 

ARCANE FOCUS 

Reduces the chance that the opponent can resist your arcane 
spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED ARCANE MISSILES 

Gives you a 20% chance (Per Rank) to avoid interruption caused 
by damage while channeling Arcane Missiles 

WAND SPECIALIZATION 2 

Increases your damage with Wands by 13%. Progression: 
13%/25%. 

MAGIC ABSORPTION 

Increases all resistances by 2 (Per Rank) and causes all spells you 
resist to restore 1 % (Per Rank) of your total mana. 

ARCANE CONCENTRATION 

Gives you a 2% {Per Rank) chance of entering a Clearcasting 
state after any damage spell hits a target. The Clearcasting state 
reduces the mana cost of your next damage spell by 100%. 

5 

MAGIC ATTUNEMENT 2 

Increase the effect of your Amplify Magic and Dampen Magic 
spells by 25% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED ARCANE EXPLOSION 3 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Arcane Explosion by 
an additional 2% (Per Rank). 

ARCANE RESILIENCE 

Increases your armor by an amount equal to 50% of your 
Intellect. 

IMPROVED MANA SHIELD Z 

Decreases the mana lost per point of damage taken when Mana 
Shield is active by 10% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED COUNTERSPELL 2 

Gives your Counterspell a 50% chance (Per Rank) to silence the 
target for 4 sec . 

ARCANE MEDITATION 

Allows 5% (Per Rank) of your Mana regeneration to continue 
while casting 

PRESENCE OF MIND 

3 

When activated, your next Mage spell with a casting time of less 
than 10 sec becomes an instant cast spell. 

ARCANE MIND 

Increases your maximum Mana by 2% (Per Rank). 

ARCANE INSTABILITY 

Increases your spell damage and critical strike chance by 1 % 
(Per Rank). 

ARCANE POWER 

When activated, your spells deal 35% more damage while 
costing 35% more mana to cast. This effect lasts 15 sec. 

IMPROVED FIREBALL 

Reduces the cast ing time of your Fireball spell by 0.1 seconds 
(Per Rank). 

IMPACT 5 

Gives your Fire spells a 2% chance (Per Rank) to stun the target 
for 2 seconds. 

IGNITE 

Your critical strikes from Fire damage spells cause the target to 
burn for an additional 8% of your spell's damage (Per Rank) over 
4 seconds 

FLAME THROWING 2 

Increases the range of your fire spells by 3 yards (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED FIRE BLAST 3 

Reduces the cooldown of your Fire Blast by 0.5 seconds -
Progression: 0.5/1/1.5 

INCINERATE 2 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Fire Blast and Scorch 
spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED FLAMESTRIKE 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Flamestrike spell by 
5% (Per Rank). 

PYROBLAST 

Hurls an immense fiery boulder that causes 148-195 fi re damage 
and an additional 56 fire damage over 12 sec. 

BURNING SOUL 2 

Gives your fire spells a 35% {Per Rank) chance to not lose 
casting time when you take damage and reduces the threat 
caused by your Fire spells by 15% {Per Rank). 

IMPROVED SCORCH 3 

Your Scorch spells have a 33% (Progression: 33%/66%/100%) 
chance to cause your target to be vulnerable to Fire damage. 
This vulnerability increases the Fire damage dealt to your target 
by 3% and lasts 15 sec. Stacks up to 5 times. 

IMPROVED FIRE WARD 2 

Causes your Fire Ward to have a 10% (Per Rank) chance to 
reflect Fire spells while active. 

MASTER OF ELEMENTS 

Your Fire and Frost spell criticials will refund 10% (Per Rank) of 
the mana cost. 

CRITICAL MASS 

Increases the critical strike chance of your fire spells by 2% (Per 
Rank). 

BLAST WAVE 

3 

A wave of flame radiates outward from the caster, damaging all 
enemies caught within the blast for 160 to 192 Fire damage, and 
dazing them for 6 sec. 

FIRE POWER 

Increases the damage done by your fire spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

COMBUSTION t 

When activated, this spell causes each Fire damage spell you 
cast to increase your critical strike chance with Fire damage 
spells by 10%. Th is effect lasts unti l you have causes 3 critical 
strikes with Fire spells. 

FROST WARDING 

Increases the. armor and resistances given by your Frost Armor 
and Ice Armor spells by 15% (Per Rank). In add ition, gives your 
Frost Ward a 10% (Per Rank) chance to reflect Frost Spells and 
effects while active. 

IMPROVED FROSTBOLT 

2 

Reduces the casting time of Frostbolt spel l by 0.1 seconds (Per Rank). 

ELEMENTAL PRECISION 3 

Reduces the chance that the opponent can resist your Frost and 
Fire spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

ICE SHARDS 5 

Increases the critical strike damage bonus of your Frost spells by 
20% (Per Rank). 

FROSTBITE 3 

Gives your Chill effects a 5% (Per Rank) chance to freeze the 
target for 5 sec. 

IMPROVED FROST NOVA 2 

Reduces the cooldown of your Frost Nova spell by 2 sec (Per Rank). 

PERMAFROST 3 

Increases the duration of your Chill effects by 1 sec (Per Rank) 
and reduces the targets speed by an Jdditional 4% (Progression: 
4%/7%/10%). 

PIERCING ICE 

Increases the damage done by your Frost spells by 2% (Per Rank). 

COLD SNAP 1 

When activated, this spell finishes the cooldown on all of your 
Frost spells. 

IMPROVED BLIZZARD 3 
Adds a chill effect to your Blizzard spell. This effect lowers the 
target's movement speed by 30% (Progression: 30%/50%/65%) 
Lasts 1.5 sec. 

ARCTIC REACH 

Increases the range of your Frostbolt ;:ind Blizzard spells and 
the radius of your Frost Nova and Cone of Cold spells by 10% 
(Per Rank). 

FROST CHANNELING 

2 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Frost spells by 5% (Per Rank) and 
the threat caused by your Frost spells by 1 0% (Per Rank). 

SHADER 5 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Frost spells aga ins t 
frozen targets by 10% (Per Rank). 

ICE BLOCK 1' 
You become encased in a block of ice, protect ing you from all 
physical attacks and spells for 10 sec 1 but du ri ng that time you 
cannot attack, move, or cast spells. 
IMPROVED CONE OF COLD 

Increases the damage dealt by your Cone of Cold spell by 15%. 
Progression: 15%/25%/35% 
WINTER'S CHILL 

Gives your Frost damage spells a 20% (Per Rank) chance to 
apply the Winter's Chill effect, which increases the chance a 
Frost spell will critically hit the target by 2% for 15 sec. Stacks 
up to 5 times. 

ICE BARRIER 

Instantly shields you, absorbing 438 damage. Lasts 1 min. While 
the shield holds, spells will not be interrupted. 
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FUN IN PvP 
You might be wondering if Mages are fun in PvP? The answer is a resounding, yes! 

You have to be a little crazy to bounce around with your fragile cloth being your 
only protection. However, fast-reacting Mages are stil l tough to kill. 

In Warsong Gulch, Mages make strong defenders, good people for midfield, and use
ful ass istants to a flag carrier. On ly in rare cases should they ca rry a flag themselves, 
but a skilled Mage can even carry a flag successfu ll y using a number of tr icks. 

For Arathi Basin, Mages can oddly serve a simi lar function to Rogu es. They are very 
good at taking poorly-defended sites. If the enem ies leave an area with on ly one 
defender, a Mage has many chances to win. First off, Po lymorph the defender and 
take the fl ag. This prevents rei nforcements from arri ving wi th Rez cycles. After that, 
you only have one person to solo (and you can always call for ass istance now that 
you have your foot in the door). 

On defense, Mages Polymorph hea lers or other casters. If the other side has a clear 
leader (someone who kill s well, acts intelligently, and so forth), keep them sheeped 
all the time. Cha in Polymorph, even wi th the diminishing returns; this act takes the 
person out of the battle for quite some time, and it also upsets them. It's nof fun 
to be contro lled for that long. Your actions might throw off the enemy's cal m and 

controlled state of mind . 

Use higher ledges and recesses to give yourself as many chances for casting 
ambushes as possible. You aren't a tough character, no matter how much Stamina 
your Mage finds. Thu s, start figh ts! Don't let other people see where you are until it's 
too late. Stay on the balcony above the fl ag room in Warsong Gulch if you hear that 
enemies are coming in by the tunnel. Move to the roof if you hear that they are using 
the ramp. Or, if they are coming in from all sides, hide in the cubby to the side of the 
fl ag and wait for your opportunity . 

Use every tool you have to stay alive (don't laugh, many people forget how many 
toys they have). The first time you are engaged while running off or fighting, use 
Blink. If the enemies close the gap again, use Frost Nova. If they are coming in again, 
try Cone of Cold. Check your timers; Blink is almost up again! 

In PvP, Ice Armor is a very wise choice. Mana effic iency isn' t nearly as important in 
the Battlegrounds. Survival is! And Ice Armor is one of the better too ls for keeping 
enemies from engaging mu ltiple times in melee. 

When large packs of enem ies gather, se ll your life dearly. Raise Mana Shie ld, drop 
every instant AoE you can, and keep up the pressure until your Mage drops. Against 
four or more packed enem ies, this deals so much damage that the hea lers are in 

deep trouble. Any allies that come to help you are likely to have a much easier fight, 
even if you go down in the process. 



P aladins are the high-survivability melee fighters of the Eastern Kingdoms. With their heavy armor and robust 
physique, they have the ability to absorb an enemy's attacks, making them strong secondary tanks. It is in difficult 
situations that Pal adins truly shine, and their use of Holy magic allows them some of a Hea ler's powers, including 
the ability to heal themselves, others, and to resurrect the fall en Because of their mixture of healing and tanking, a 
Paladin makes a wonderful ly self-sufficient so loer, as well as an asset in any good group. 

D uskwood used to be a forest of brightly lit glades and shining leaves. Now, 
the sun light doesn't reach the woodland floor, and everything is co lored with 
a bluish haze. The townsfolk of Darksh ire even wh isper that their allies have 
forsaken them, as the Undead infest the graveyards and wander the land, at
tacking any unwary traveler. But the Light never leaves any place or anyone's 
heart fu lly, and I had come to give what aid I could in defense of the people. 

That morning, death came to the streets of Darkshire as an abomination 
stalked through the town itself. I heard the ca ll s of the town crier as the Night 
Watch, the citizen's militia, ralli ed. Other brave defenders of the Al liance 
came to the cry as wel l : a strong Warrior, a dedicated Priest, and a slim night 
elf Rogue. Standing beside them, basking in an Aura of Devotion, I knew that 
we could outlast whatever the darkness brought. 

We smelled the creature before we saw it, but as it came out of the fog it was 
obvious that this was no natural beast. Cobbled together of sickly pale flesh 
and putrescent organs, it immed iately set upon us. My first attempt to exorcize 
the creature met w ith little success, so I slammed my mace hard into its mid-
section, whispering a prayer under my breath as I did so. 

We fought well and hard that day. Using the strength of the crusader, the Priest 
and I attacked wi th Holy magic and strikes. The Warrior and Rogue did their 
parts as well , and I healed them as the monster's blows pummeled down. But 
this creature was strong, very strong. At one point, I was forced to call upon 
the Light to protect me from the creature's attacks, and its fist rained down 
without effect upon a shield of Light itself. This gave the Priest the time needed 
to save our group, and as I watched, the Warrior finally gave the stri kes 
needed to collapse the abomination. 

Together, we had all stood against one of the worst horrors ever to walk 
Azeroth . One day, we wi ll reclaim Duskwood, and all its citizens can roam in 
tranqu il gardens and bright glades again. Until that day, may the Light protect 
and guide us, and give us all the strength to stand against the darkness! 

lNlRQPUC,llON 1b \l~<f lll~ ~~~ 
Playing a Paladin requires getting into a 
different mindset from many of the other 
cl asses . Instead of getting joy from each 
kill , there is great enjoyment from keep
ing yourself and other group members 
ali ve despite all manner of problems. 
Settle in for slow fights (especially while 
soloing), and laugh at the feeble monsters 
that try to take your character dow n. 

As with Warriors, it' s very useful to have 
several equ ipment pieces for varying 

occasions. Use a two-handed weapon while soloing and rely on the best damage 

abilities at your disposal. Bandage after fights, don 't use as much mana for hea ling, 
and try to keep wading through enemies as much as possible. Then, when a group 
needs you in an instance, break out the one-hander and shield for survivabil ity. 
These choices can even be made during a single fight (use a two-hander when you r 
Paladin doesn't have aggro to do more damage, then pull out the shie ld if too much 
starts coming your way) . 

Though unable to eas il y or predictably gather aggro th rough direct attack, Paladins 
can assist the main tank on a target and use their holy spe lls in conjunction with 
judgement of Righteousness to regain aggro if the creature gets onto a softer person. 
If the Priest gets aggro, a Paladin can immed iately start healing the Priest to both 
protect them and try to gather extra aggro. 

Because Paladins are not major ki llers in PvP, some people are iess interested in 
using them there. Yet, Paladins can accompl ish certai n tasks extremely well ! In 

Warsong Gulch, Palad ins escort fl ag runners incredib le we ll. Blessing of Freedom, a 
healer in plate, and Cleanse are amaz ing together. In Arathi Basin, Pa ladins defend 
points forever (it takes so long to kill them, and they can always use Divine Shield or 
other such abilities to save themsel ves). As long as the Pa ladins fi ght a few feet away 
from the flag, it takes the enemies too long to capture the flag before you come out 
of your protected state and hit them. It's so nice . 

In raids, Paladins use their Greater Blessings to provide the gathered cl asses with 
major benefits . Greater Blessing of Wisdom rea lly helps to keep casters going in 
those longer fights. Blessing of Salvation is wonderful for keeping the aggro off of 
targets that are dealing high damage or doing the most healing (just don't cast it on 
the tanks please) . Resistance Auras are also a powerfu l tool for the late game, where 
being able to add another 60 points of Res istance can make all the difference! Pala
di ns are relegated to supporting roles for these end-game encounters, but they are 
truly wonderful at fil l ing that slot. 

Dwort I~ 
What do Attrib 

Strength Increases Melee Damage and Amount Absorbed by Shield Blocks 

Stomino Ra~es Health 

Agility High Dodge and Critical Rote 

Intellect lotreoses Mono, Spell Crit % 

Spirit Added Heallh/ Mona Regeneration 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Paladins are equ ipment dependent. 
To do their best in the field and the 
dungeon, they need to have up-to-date 
armor and weapons, the best that they 
can afford or acqu ire. Also, to keep 
aggro and do damage, you want as 
powerfu l a weapon as you can get, and 
that means investing time and money 
into your equipment. 

What shou ld you put the most time and 
money into first? Hav ing a good set of 
chest and leg armor is one of the best investments that you can make. This allows 
you to absorb the most amount of hits and keeps you in the fight the longest. Having 
that good set of armor allows you to conserve your mana to use for either healing or 
damage work (casting Seals, Judging enemies, Stuns, etc.). 

If you ·reall y want to be the ultimate in survivabi lity, use a shield, one-handed 
weapon, and spec for Protection. A shield can add large amounts to your Paladin's 
Armor Rating. Next, put a Shield Spike on it to add some offensive power. Keep your 
eyes open for quests that give shie ld rewards or look in the Auction House for one 
that su its you. 

Try to keep that Armor Rating as high as you can. Don't be worried about be ing 
spendy with armor, beca use the survivabi lity makes up f~r it a dozen times over. For 
an extra boost, try to get very good pieces enchanted w ith extra Stam ina. At higher 
levels, adding Crusader to your weaponry is not on ly appropriate, but this adds to 

both DPS and survivability. 

In terms of what attributes to look for, Stamina is al ways appreciated. There is never 
anything wrong w ith more hea lth. If you find that you are soloing a lot, concentrate a 
bit more on Strength and Agility to rai se you r damage and shorten the length of fights. 
On the other hand, if you group more, lean a bit more on Intellect. This gives you the 
ab ility to do more healing work. Major Pa ladi n healers need quite a slice of Intellect, 
both for the extra healing and for the increased chance to score Criti cal heals. 

If you are play ing more of a support Paladin, be careful to avoid weapons wi th proc 
abil ities instead of attribute bonuses. Support Paladins need all of the Intellect and 
Stam ina they can get, and weapons with proc ab il ities often have fewer points in 
attr ibutes (or none at all ). Mana regeneration gear and+ to spell damage and hea ling 
are also very important for raid ing Paladins. 

J 
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CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 
First Aid, as for almost all melee or hybrid dassesr comes in handy a great deal. 

Though you can always heal your character during or between fights, the use of 
bandages conserves manar Espec ially when fighti ng humanoid mohs, that drop the 
cloth you need for First Aid, this cuts rlown on downtime tremendously. Cooking 
isn' t as powerful for restor ing hea lth quickl y, but its potential benefits for Stamin;i 
and Spi rit are both noticed by soloing P;1 laclins. 

Knowing how to make your own equip
ment is a wonderful thing for Paladins. 

If you want to invest in crafted armor, 
move into Mining and Blacksmithing. 
Paladins are very good with the whole 
self-sufficiency thi ng, and making your 
own armor/weapons follows that perfect
ly. In addition, it's rather enjoyable to 
be out gather ing usable materials while 
exploring the world at the same time. 

~I"A Q Ii:: #i-p.mnt•L.l Q · 
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Paladins ga in their anti -Undead abil ities, 
hea ling, and Holy damage from the Holy 
skill line. Primari ly, these abilities exist 

For a PvP Pa ladin, or one interested in 
doing a great deal of soloing, Engineering is a wonderfu l thing to pick up. Paladins 
have fewer i~terrupts and possess almost no ranged abi lities. This makes it amazingly 
powerful to rely on Engineering to deal AoE damage, light Stuns, and hit targets at 
range. Using Bombs to interrupt an enemy's spell can be very helpful , sometimes 
making all the difference in difficult fi ghts where magic is being tossed at you. 

to keep your Paladin alive and to assist 
groups. When fighting Undead, the abil i
ties become more combat oriented. 

Protection abil ities center around stop
ping enemies from killi ng or harming the 
Pa ladin and various alli es . Stun enemy 

attackers, reduce Threat for soft all ies in 
the group, and allow tanks to take those 
hits better. 

A Paladin's biggest downtime problem is running out of mana. Alchemy and Herbal
ism can keep that in check by allowing a Paladin to make mana potions, which can 
help in a fix . As long as a Paladin has the mana, they are ready to fight, and more 
fighting means more experience. Beyond that, the bonuses ga ined from various 

potions help Paladins increase both their DPS and survivabil ity. Spare herbs can be 
sold as well , adding to your funds for equipment upgrades. 

Retribution neither hea ls nor protects ; it is there to rlea l what damage a Pa ladin can 
master. Damaging Seals are found here, aggress ive Auras, ;1ncl the Judgement ahi li ty 
(to break Sea ls and cause potent effects on enemies). 

HOLY 

60 40 yd 

14 110 40 yd 

22 190 40 yd 

30 275 40 yd 

38 365 40 yd 

46 465 40 yd 

54 580 40 yd 

60 660 40 yd 

20 Self I 

10 I 40 I Sett I 

18 I 60 I Self I 

26 I 90 I Self I 

34 I 120 Self I 

42 I 140 I Self 

so 170 Sett I 

58 I 200 I Self I 

Holy Light is one of the major hea ling abi lities for Paladins. 
Though slower than Flash of Light and less efficient, thi s spell 
heals a great deal more per casting. 

-
2.5 sec -
2.5 sec -
2.5 sec -

2.5 sec -

2.5 sec -
2.5 sec -

2.5 sec -

2.5 sec -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

IC I -

N/A 

1e 
20 • Heals a friendly target for 1 S 9 to 187. 

40 . Heals a friendly ta rget for 310 to 356. 

1e 1o e Heals a friendly torget for 4 91 to 5 53. 

l ~ 60 • Heals a friendly target for 698 to 780. 

2 f> 40 . Heals a friendly target for 945 to l 053. 

4 ~ Heals a friendly target for 1246 to 1388. 

- Heals a friendly target for l 590 to 1770. 

Seal of Righteousness deals Holy damage to targets during a Pa lad in's melee attacks. When combine with Seal of the Cru
sader+ Judgement, th is can do a fair bit of damage (that doesn't get mitigated by Armor Rating or Resistances) . 

I- I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on odditionol l to 4 Holy domoge. Only one Seol can be active on the Paladin at any one 
time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will couse 12 Holy domoge to on enemy. 

I 3• 
I Fills the Paladin with ho~ spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack an additional 2 to 8 Holy damage. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any one 

time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will cause 25 ta 27 Holy damage ta an enemy. 

I 35 • 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spint for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on additional 4 to 14 Holy damage. On~ one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 

one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will couse 39 to 43 Holy damage to on enemy. 

I 60 • 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on additional 6 to 21 Holy damage. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 

one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will cause 57 to 63 Holy damage to on enemy. 

I 19 30 . 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on additional 4 to 31 Holy damage. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin at any 

one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will cause 78 to 86 Ho~ damage to on enemy. 

12 , lO f) 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving eoch melee attack on additional 12 ta 43 Holy damage. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 

one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will cause I 02 to 112 Holy damage to on enemy. 

12. BO • 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on additional 16 to 56 Holy damage. Only one Seal con be active an the Paladin ot any 

one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will cause 131·l43 Holy damage to an enemy. 

14 40 . 
I Fills the Paladin with holy spirit for 30 sec, giving each melee attack on odditionol 20 to 71 Holy damage. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin at any 

one time. Unleashing this Seol's energy will muse 162 to 178 Holy damage to an enemy. . 
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Lay on Hands is on a one-hour cooldown without Talents, but th is ability has tremendous power. Your Pa ladin uses all of their 
remaining mana to instantly hea l one ta rget. 

IC 60 min 

IC 60 min 

lO sec 

10 sec 

lOsec 

10 sec 

10 sec 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

30 yd IC 

30 yd IC 

2oe 

50 f) 

50 f) 

Heals a friendly target for an amount equal to the Paladin's maximum health. Drains all of the Paladin's remaining mono when used. 

Heals a friendly target for an amount equal to the Paladin's maximum health and restores 250 of their mono. Drains all of the Paladin's remaining mono 
when used. 

Heals a friendly target far an amount equal to the Paladin's maximum health and restores 550 of their mono. Drains oil of the Paladin's remaining mono 
when used. 

Brings a dead player oock to life with 65 health and l 20 mono. Cannot be cast when in comoot. 

Brings a dead player bock ta life with l 50 health and 260 mono. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

l e 4o e Brings o dead player bock to life with 250 health and 420 mono. Cannot be cost when in combat. 

2e 60 e Brings o dead player bock to life with 400 health and 600 mo no. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

4e 6o e Brings a dead player back to tife with 600 health and 800 mono. Cannot be cost when in comoot. 

Places a Blessing an the friendly target, restoring l 0 mono every 5 seconds far 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places o Blessing on the friend~ target, restoring l 5 mono every 5 seconds for 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. 

l . 30 . Places a Blessing on the friendly target, restoring 20 mono every 5 seconds for 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

2 ~ 20 • Places a Blessing on the friendly target, restoring 25 mono every 5 seconds far 5 min. Players may an~ have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

4e Places o Blessing on the friendly target, restoring 30 mono every 5 seconds for 5 min. Players may only hove one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, restoring 33 Mona every 5 seconds for 5 min. Players may only hove on Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

4e 60e 
Gives all members of the raid or group that share the same doss as the target the Greater Blessing of Wisdom, restoring 30 mono every 5 
sec for l 5 min. Players can only have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. 

4• 60 . 
Gives all members of the raid or group that share the same class as the target the Greater Blessing of Wisdom, restoring 33 mono every 5 
sec far 15 min. Players can only have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. 

Consecration is Ta lent-learned low-damage AoE abili ty. Palad ins drop the AoE on the ground arou nd themselves, instantly 
damaging nearby foes with Holy magic. This is extremely mana-inefficient un less there are many enem ies nearby. 

IC 8 seconds Consecrates the land beneath the Paladin, doing 64 Holy Damage over 8 sec to enemies who enter the area. 

IC 8 seconds 2 f) Consecrates the land beneath the Paladin, doing 120 Holy Damage over 8 sec ta enemies who enter the area. 

IC 8 seconds lO f) Consecrates the fo nd beneath the Paladin, doing l 92 Holy Damage over 8 sec to enemies who enter the area. 

IC 8 seconds 14~ Consecrates the la nd beneath the Paladin, doing 280 Holy Damage over 8 sec to enemies who enter the area. 

IC B seconds 23 e Consecrates the land beneath the Paladin, doing 384 Holy Damage over 8 sec to enemies who enter the area. 

Exorc ism deals instant, ranged damage to Undead or Demon targets (Forsaken 
players do not count, though Warlock pets do) . 

85 30 yd IC 15 sec 4o e Causes 84 to 96 holy damage to an Undeod or Demon target. 

135 30yd IC 15 sec 90 • Causes l 52 to l 72 holy damage to an undead target or demon. 

180 30 yd IC 15 sec 1 ~ 40• Causes 217 to 245 holy da mage ta an Undead or Demon target. 

235 30 yd IC 15 sec 2• 2o e Causes 304 to 342 holy damage ta an Undead or Demon target. 

285 30 yd IC 15 sec 3 ~ 409 Causes 393 to 439 holy damage to an Undeod or Deman target. 

345 30 yd IC 15 sec 4tt609 Causes 505 to 563 holy damage to on Undead or Deman target. 
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Flash of Light is an amazingly efficient heal ing spell (nothing in the game 
can reall y touch this, especially if your Paladin specs for Holy Talents). 
The prob lem is that the HPS output (hea lth per second) is very low. 

l.5 sec 

1.5 sec - i • 30• Heals o friendly forget for 145 to 163. 

1.5 sec - 2§ 10§ Heals a friendly target for 197 to 221. 

1.5 sec - 2e 30• Heals o friendly forget for 267 to 299. 

1.5 sec - 4 ~ 40§ Heols a friendly lorget for 343 to 383. 

Turn Undead is a very inexpensive Fear spel l that works against Undead (not Forsaken). 

~Ui*li~i~'ill 
The targeted undeod enemy will be compelled to flee for up to .10 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only one target con be turned at o ti me. 

30 sec l 8o e The targeted undead enemy will be compelled to flee for up ta 15 sec. Da mage caused may interrupt the effect. Only one target can be turned at o time. 

30 sec 3• 20• The targeted undeod enemy will be compelled to flee for up to 20 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only one target con be turned at o time. 

Sense Undead al lows Palad ins to Track Undead, as per the Hunter ability(does not work on Forsaken). 

·~i}@':i~l~J; 
Shows the location of oil nearby undead on the minimap until cancelled. Only one type of tracking con be used at a time. 

Div ine Favor is a Talent-learned abil ity on a two-minute cooldown. This guarantees that the next Flash of 
Light, Holy Light, or Holy Shock that is cast wi ll be a Critical. 

;r~;~Wlf~~t~~ 

Seal of Light adds a chance to gain hea lth on melee attacks. When used w ith Judgement, this puts the effect on the enemy giving your 
teammates in melee a chance to ga in hea lth after a successfu l hit. 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 
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I I l fl\ 10 • 
Fills the Paladin with divine light for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to heal the Paladin for 39. Only one Seo I can be active on the Paladin at any 

I one time. Unleashing th is Seal's energy will judge an enemy for 30 sec, granting melee attacks made against the judged enemy a chance of healing the 
attacker for 25. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active ot any one time. Your melee strikes will refresh the spell's duration. 

I IL ! 
Fills the Paladin with divine light for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a cha nce to heal the Paladin for 53. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 

I one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge an enemy for 30 sec, granting melee ottacks made against the judged enemy o chonce of heoli ng the 
attacker for 34. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. Your melee strikes will refresh the spell's duration. 

fills the Paladin with divine light for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to heal the Paladin for 7 6. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 
I - I 2• aoe I one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge an enemy for 30 sec, granting melee attacks made against the judged enemy o chance of healing the 

attacker for 4 9. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be octive at any one time. Your me lee strikes wi ll refresh the spell's duration. 

Fills the Paladin with divine light for 30 sec, giving each melee attack o chance to heal the Paladin for 94. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any 
I - 14 "' 6oe I one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge on enemy for 30 sec, granting melee attacks made against the judged enemy o chance of healing the 

attacker for 61. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. Your melee strikes will refresh the spell's duration. 

Fills the Paladin with divine wisdom for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to restore 50 of the Paladin's mono. Only one Seal can be active on the 
I - 11 . 608 I Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, granting attacks and spells used against the judged enemy a chance to 

restore 33 mono to the attacker. Your me~e attacks will refresh the spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Poladin can be active at any one time. 

fills the Paladin with divine wisdom for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to restore 71 of the Paladin's mono. Only one Seal can be octive on the 
I 12 60e I Paladin ot any one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, granting attacks and spells used against the judged enemy a chance to 

restore 46 mono to the attacker. Your me~e attacks will refresh the spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active al any one time. 

Fills the Paladin with divine wisdom for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to restore 90 of the Paladin's mono. Only one Seal con be active on the 
- I H t 40• I Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, granting attacks and spells used against the judged enemy a chance to 

restore 59 mono lo the attacker. Your melee attacks will refresh the spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. 

Bless ing of Light increases the power of Holy Light and Flash of Light on the target. If there are multiple Paladins work ing w ith the 
same tank, this is an amaz ing ab ility. 

I - I 2• I Places a Blessing on the friendly torget, increasing the effects of Holy light spells used on the target by up to 210 and the effect of flash of light spells used 
on the target by up ta 60. lasts 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

I - I 2 ,, 808 I Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing the effects of Holy light spells used on the target by up to 300 and the effect of flash of light spells used 
on the target by up to 85. lasts 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

I - I 4. 60• I Places o Blessing on the friendly target, increasing the effects of Holy light spells used on the target by up to 400 and the effect of Flash of light spells used 
on the target by up to 115. lasts 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. 



Gives all members of the raid or group that shore the some doss with the target the Greater Blessing of light, increasing the effects of 
Holy Light spells used on the target by up to 400 and Flash of light spells used on the target by up to 115. lasts 15 min. Players may 
only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Holy Shock is a Talent-learned ab ili ty with a 30-second cooldown. Pa ladins can use th is to either deal Holy damage or 
~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~!="""~~ instantly heal a target (depending on whether the target is a friend or foe). 

Blasts the target with Holy energy, causing 204 to 220 Holy damage ta on enemy, or 204 to 220 healing to on ally. 

20 yd IC 30 seconds Blasts the target with Holy energy, causing 279 to 301 Holy damage to on enemy, or 279 to 301 healing to on ally. 

20 yd IC 30 seconds Blasts the target with Holy energy, causing 365 to 395 Holy damage to an enemy, or 365 to 395 healing to an ally. 

Hammer of Wrath deals Holy, ranged damage by throwing a hammer at the wounded target. This can only 
...,...,...,...,...,,,,,,;~"""""""""!!!!!!!!""" be used on foes that are at or below 20% health, and the damage is substantial for a short-casting time. 

360 30 yd l sec 6 sec 3 ii 40 * Hurls o hammer that strikes on enemy for 399 to 441 Ho~ Damage. Only useoble on enemies that hove 20% or less health. 

425 30 yd lsec 6 sec 4 • 60 e Hurls a hammer that strikes on enemy for 504 to 556 Holy Damage. Only useable on enemies that have 20% or less health. 

Holy Wrath deals AoE damage to Undead and Demons (as usual, not to Forsaken). The one-minute coo ldown ti mer keeps 

"""""""""""""""'"""""""""" Paladins from being able to spam Holy Wrath. 

Sends bolts of holy power in all directions, causing 362 to 428 Ho~ damage to all Undeod and Demon targets within 20 yards. 

60 805 Sends bolts of holy power in all directions, causing 490 to 576 Holy damage to all Undeod and Demon targets within 20 yards. 

PROTECTION 

N/A 30 yd IC 10 [c] Gives 55 additional armor to party members within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

10 N/A 30 yd IC 3~ Gives 160 additional armor to party members within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

20 N/A 30 yd IC 40 f> Gives 275 additional armor to party membe5 within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

30 N/A 30 yd IC l .•• 10 e Gives 390 additional armor to party members within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin ot any one time. 

40 N/A 30yd IC 2 ~ Gives 505 additional armor to party members within 30 yards. Playe5 may only have one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

50 N/A 30 yd IC 2 80 ~ Gives 620 additional armor to party members within 30 yards. Ployers may only hove one Aura an them per Paladin at any one time. 

60 N/A 30 yd IC 4 fJ 608 Gives 735 additional armor to party membe~ within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

5min 35 • 

Hammer of Justice offers a short-range, 

24 50 10 yd IC l min so • Stuns the target for 4 sec. 

40 75 10 yd IC l min 2e Sruns the turget for 5 sec. 

54 100 10 yd IC l min 80 f> Stuns the target for 6 sec. 
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10 I 25 I 30 yd I IC 

24 I 45 I 30 yd I IC 

38 I 65 I 30 yd I IC 

52 N/A Party IC 

I 

I 

I 

Blessing of Protection is used to provide Divine Protection for an ally. This shields them from all harm for a short period, 
allowing them to use non-physical actions without disruption. 

A targeted party member is protected horn all physical attacks for 6 sec, but during that time they cannot attack or use physical abilities. Players may only 
5 min I 3• I have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. Once protected, the target cannot be made invulnerable by Divine Shield, Divine Protection, or 

Blessing of Protection again for l min. 

A targeted party member is protected from all physical attacks far 8 sec, but during that time they cannot attack or use physical abilities. Players may only 
5 min 1 so ~ I have one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. Once protected, the target cannot be made invulnerable by Divine Shield, Divine Protection, or 

Blessing of Protection again far l min. 

A targeted party member is protected from all physical attackl far l 0 sec, but during that time they cannot attack or use physical abilities. Players may only 
Smin 11 ~ 6o e J hove one Blessing an them per Paladin at any one time. Once protected, the target cannot be made invulnerable by Divine Shield, Divine Protection, or 

Blessing of Protection again for l min. 

Righteous Fury increases the Threat generation of a Paladin's Holy attacks by 60% for 30 minutes. 

Fills the Paladin with the spirit of iustice for 30 sec, giving each melee attack a chance to stun for 2 sec. Only one Seal can be active one the Paladin at any 
one time. Unleashing this Seal's energy will iudge an enemy for l 0 sec, preventing them from fleeing. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any 
one time. 

Blessing of Salvation reduces Threat generation by 30% while active. This is an amazing Blessing for many classes, and it 
gets even better in the high-end game. 

Gives 30 additional Shadow resistance to all party members within 30 yards. Players may only have one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Gives 45 additional Shadow resistance to all party members within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time. 

3 ~ 40 e I Gives 60 additional Shadow resistance to all party members within 30 yards. Players may only have one Aura on them per Paladin ot any one time. 



Gives 30 additional Fire resistance to oll porty members within 30 yards. Players moy only hove one Auro on them per Paladin of ony one time. 

Porty IC 2e 60 ~ Gives 45 odditionol Fire resistance to oll porty members within 30 yards. Players moy only hove one Auro on them per Polodin of ony one time. 

Porty IC Gives 60 additional Fire resistance to all party members within 30 yards. Players may only hove one Auro on them per Polodin of ony one time. 

Gives 30 odditionol Frost resistance to oil po rty members within 30 yords. Players moy only hove one Aura on them per Polodin ot ony one time. 

Gives 45 additional Frost resistance to oll party members within 30 yords. Players moy only hove one Auro on them per Polodin of ony one time. 

4 ~ 20 e Gives 60 odditionol Frost resistance lo all party members within 30 yords. Players may only hove one Auro on them per Polodin of any one time. 

Blessing of Sanctuary is a Talent-learned ability used to increase the damage done during a block (through a Holy damage 
=====~~,.,,, .... ~="""~ proc). This also reduces the damage done to the target! Main tanks benefit im~ense l y from Sanctuary. 

40 85 30 yd 

50 110 30 yd 

60 135 30 yd 

IC 

IC 

IC 

Places o Blessing on the fTiendly target, reducing domoge dealt from oil sources by up to 7 for 5 min. In addition, when the forget blocks o melee 
attack the attacker will toke 14 Holy damoge. Players may only hove one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places o Blessing on the friendly forget, reducing domoge denlt from oil sources by up to 14 for 5 min. In addition, when the target blocks o 
melee attuck, the attacker will take 21 Holy damage. Players moy only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any given time. 

Places o Blessing an the friendly target, reducing domoge deolt from oll sources by up to 19 for 5 min. In addition, when the target blocks o 
melee ottuck, the attacker will toke 28 Holy damage. Players moy only have one Blessing on them per Paladin of ony given time. 

Places o Blessing on the friendly target, reducing domoge dealt from oil sources by up to 24 for 5 min. In addition, when the forget blocks o 
melee attack, the ottocker will toke 35 Holy domoge. Ployers moy only hove one Blessing on them per Polodin at ony given time. 

Gives oil member of the raid or group tho! shore the some doss with the target the Greater Blessing of Sonctuory, reducing damage dealt from all sources 
by up to 24for15 min. In addition, when the target blocks o melee ottock the attacker will toke 35 Holy damage. Players may on~ hove one Blessing per 
Paladin at any one time. Requires Symbol of Kings. 

Divine Intervention is a wipe prevention ability on a one-hour cooldown. Use thi s to sacrifice your Palad in's life and remove a· 
targeted ally from battle. This removes all aggro fro m the person and makes them invulnerable for three minutes, though they 

~~======"""'=""""""~""""' cannot act during thi s time. 

IC 

Protects the Polodin from oll domoge and spells for l 0 sec, but reduces attack speed by 50%. Once protected, the fo rget cannot be made invulnerable by 
Divine Shield, Divine Protection, or Blessing of Protection again for l min. 

Protects the Paladin from all damage and spells for 12 sec, but reduces attack speed by 50%. Once protected, the forget cannot be mode invulnerable by 
Divine Shield, Divine Protection, or Blessing of Protection again for l min. 

Holy Shield is a Talent-learned ability that increases the chance to block by 30% and deals Holy damage to the next four enemies that are 
~""";!!!!!',===~==== blocked. This lasts for up to ten seconds (or the four charges), and has a ten-second cooldown. 

50 225 IC 

60 280 IC 

lOsec l H~ 

10 sec 23 e 

Requires Shield. Increases chance to block by 30% for l 0 second denls 50 Holy damage for each attack blocked while active. Each block 
expends a charge. 4 charges. 

Increases chance to block by 30 % for l 0 sec and deals 95 Holy Damage for each attack blocked while active. Domoge caused by Holy Shield 
causes 20% additional threat. Each block expends a charge. 4 charges. 

Increases chance to block by 30 % for 10 sec ond deals 130 Holy Oomoge for eoch attack blocked while active. Oamage caused by Holy Shield 
causes 20% additional threat. Eoch block expends o charge. 4 charges 

Blessing of Sacrifice allow Palad ins to spread out the damage done to their group. Use this on a main tank so that some of the 
==="""'=~~"""',,,;;~~,.,,,,,;, damage done against them is transferred to your Paladin. 

46 

54 100 30 yd IC 4 fl 

Places a Blessing on the party member, transferring 4 5 damage taken per hit to the caster. lasts 30 sec. Players may only have one Blessing on them per 
Paladin at any one time. 

Places o Blessing on the porty member, transferring 55 domoge taken per hit to the costar. lasts 30 sec. Players moy only hove one Blessing on them per 
Polodin at any one time. 
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12 30 30 yd IC 

22 45 30 yd IC 

32 60 30 yd IC 

42 BS 30 yd IC 

52 110' 30 yd IC 

60 130 30 yd IC 

IC 

Bless ing of Might adds to the Melee Attack Power of the target. Use th is on Rogues and other physical DPS characters for the great-

- 10~ 

- 40 ~ 

- i ·.!} 2oe 

- 2fJ lO f) 

- 3 ~ 40 § 

- -

4t 60f) 

Places a Blessing an the friend~ target, increasing attack power by 20 for 5 min. Players may anly have ane Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, inueosing attack power by 35 for 5 min. Players may only hove one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing attack power by 55 for 5 min. Players may only have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing attack power by 85 for 5 min. Ploye~ may only hove one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing attack power by 115 for 5 min. Players moy anly hove one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing attack power by 155 for 5 min. Players may anly have one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Places o Blessing on the friendly target, increasing attack power by 185 for 5 min. Players may only hove one Blessing on them per Paladin at any one time. 

Gives oil members of the roid or group that shore the some doss with the target the Greater Blessing of Might, increasing attack power by 155 for 15 min. 
Players moy only hove one Blessing per Paladin ot ony one time. 

Gives oll members of the raid or group that share the same class with the target the Greater Blessing of Might, increasing attack power by 185 for 15 min. 
Players may only have one Blessing per Paladin at any one time. 

Judgement is a cu rious ability. After a Paladin casts a Seal, Judgement is used to break that Seal (e nding its 
~ -- --c.------.- - effect) and produce a diffe rent Judgement effect. Each Seal has a different power when Judged. 

Seal of the Crusader increases the Attack Power and speed of Paladin attacks (though lowers thei r damage per hit to negate the 
· - • -- --- -, -~--- -----~----, DPS improvements of the speed itself). 

Fills the Paladin with the spirit of a crusader for 30 sec, granting 31 attack power. The Paladin alsa attacks 40% faster, but deals less damage with each 
25 I Sett I IC - 11 e I attack. Only ane Seal can be active on the Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, increasing Haly damage 

taken by up to 20. Yaur melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Pa ladin can be active at any one time. 

12 I 40 I Sett I IC I - 110 e 
Fills the Paladin with the spirit of a crusader far 30 sec, granting 51 attack pawer. The Paladin also attacks 40% faster, but deals less damage with each 

I attack. Only one Seol can be octive on the Poladin at any one time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, increasing Haly damage 
taken by up to 30. Yaur melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only ane Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. 

Fills the Paladin with the spirit of a crusader for 30 sec, granting 94 attack power. The Paladin also attacks 40% faster, but deals less damage with each 
22 I 65 I Self I IC I - I 40 . I attack. Only one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, increasing Holy damage 

taken by up ta 50. Your melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. 

Fills the Paladin with the spirit of o crusader for 30 sec, granting 14 S attack power. The Paladin also attacks 40% foster, but deals less damage wiri1 each 
32 I 90 , I Se~ I IC I - 11 ~ 2o e I attack. On~ one Seal can be active on the Paladin at any ane time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge an enemy for l 0 sec, incroosing Holy damage 

taken by up to 80. Your melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at ony one time. 

Fills the Paladin with the spirit of a crusader for 30 sec, granting 221 attack power. The Paladin also attacks 40% faster, but deals less damage with each 

ti ) 

I 
42 125 Sett IC - 2• 1o e attack. Only one Seol can be active on the Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge an enemy for 30 sec, increasing Holy damage 

taken by up to l l 0. Your melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. \ 

52 165 Self IC 
Fills the Paladin with the spirit of a crusader for 30 sec, granting 306 attack power. The Paladin also attacks 40% faster, but deals less damage with each 

3 40 • attack. Only one Seal can be active an the Paladin at any one time. Unleashing this seal's energy will judge on enemy for l 0 sec, increasing Holy damage 
taken by up to 140. Yaur melee strikes will refresh this spell's duration. Only one Judgment per Paladin can be active at any one time. 

Retribution Au ra deals Holy damage to any creature that strikes a group member. This Aura is most effective aga inst large groups of 
fast-a ttacking monsters that are non-elites. 

1'5MiiM' 
Causes 5 holy damage to any creature thot strikes o pmty member within 30 yards. Players moy only hove one Aura on them per Paladin at ony one time. 

Causes 8 holy damage to any creature thot strikes a party member within 30 yards Players may only have one Aura on them per Paladin at any one time 
36 N/A Party IC - l ~ 40 f) Causes 12 holy damage to any creature that strikes a party member within 30 yards. Players may only have one Aura an them per Paladin at any ane time. 
46 N/A Party IC - 2 'lf; 40 e Causes 16 holy damage ta any creature that strikes a party member within 30 yards. Playe5 may only have ane Aura an them per Paladin at any ane time. 

,, 5 I 56 N/A Party IC - 4 . 20 . Causes 20 holy damage ta any creature that strikes a party member within 30 yards. Players may only have one Aura an them per Pa ladin at any one time. 

--~lil:;w @·~· .,...,.....,._.MRllP__j 



Seal of Command is a Talent-learned ability that procs additional Holy damage on some melee attacks. Judging Seal of Command 
===="""'====""""== deals instant Holy damage (and does even more than usual if the target is under a Stun effect). 

Gives the Paladin o chance to deal additional Holy damage equal ta 70% of the damage of the attack. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin 
20 65 IC at any one time. lasts 30 sec. Unleashing this Seal's energy will judge on enemy, instantly causing 68 to 7 4 domoge, 137 to 147 if the target 

is stunned. 

Gives the Paladin o chance to deal additional Holy Damage equal to 70% of the damage of the attack. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin 
30 110 IC se so e at any one time. lasts 30 sec. Unleashing the Seal's energy will judge on enemy, instantly causing 73 to 80 Holy Damage, 146 to 160 if the 

target is stunned or incapacitated. 

Gives the Paladino chance to deal additional Holy Damage equal to 70% of the damage of the attack. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin 
40 140 IC we at any one time. lasts 30 sec. Unleashing the Seal's energy will judge an enemy, instantly causing 102 to ll2 Holy Damage, 204 to 224 if the 

target is stunned or incapacitated. 

Gives the Paladin o chance to deal additional Holy Damage equal to 70% of the damage of the attack. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin 
50 180 IC 14 9 at any one time. lasts 30 sec. Unleashing the Seal's energy will judge an enemy, instantly causing 130 ta 144 Holy Damage, 26 l to 287 if the 

target is stunned or incapacitated. 

Gives the Paladin o chance to deal additional Holy Damage equal to 70% of the damage of the attack. Only one Seal con be active on the Paladin 
60 210 IC 23 . at ony one time. Lasts 30 sec. Unleashing the Seal's energy will judge on enemy, instantly causing 169 ta 187 Holy Damage, 339 to 373 if the 

target is stunned or incapacitated. 

Puts the enemy target in astute of meditation far up ta 6 sec. Any damage caused will awaken the target. Only works against Humanoids. 

Paladin Talents fa ll mostly into a 
two-way spli t: support and damage. 
Holy and Protection Talents heavily 
supplement each other, and both serve 
to create a Paladin that supports groups 
and raids with incredible power. The 
DPS output of such Paladins is awful. 
However, their effect iveness is keeping 
members alive, throwing aggro where it 
belongs, and assisting with heals more 
than makes up for this. On the other 
side, Retr ibution is a tree for damage. Wi th the correct gear, use of Retribution abi li 
ties, and a specialization in the Retribution Talents, a Paladin can become a DPS 
class. Th is comes at the sacrifice in group capabilities if taken very far. Decide wh ich 
type of Palad in you want to play, and don't let others make that choice for you. 

HOLY 
Divine Intellect, Spiri tua l Focus, Illumination, Divine Favor, and Holy Power define 
the healing potential of this line. Paladins with this lineup are able to heal effic iently 
and supplement primary healers at an amazing level. Though unable to get the heals 
of immense si ze that a Priest would look forward to, a Holy Paladin can cast for days 
on end, even when other classes have worriedly called "OOM!" 

PROTECTION 
Protection is rarely taken for the sheer joy of its Talents, and for a so loing Paladin 
it is a lesser choice for fast XPing and questing. However, groups stand to ga in im
mensely from the hidden beauty of Protection Talents. Improved Devotion Aura, 
Guardian's Favor, Blessing of Kings, Improved Hammer of Justice, Improved Concen
tration Aura (amazing in AoE groups), and Bless ing of Sanctuary all have their place. 

RETRIBUTION 
Retribution is a fast and enjoyable soloer line, w ith the abil ity to tu rn Paladins into 
successful burst damage characters. Though less producti ve in large groups and 
raids, where many classes can become strong DPS dealers, none would argue that 
there is a lot of fun to be had here. Even for group-friend ly Pa lad ins, it's certain ly not 
a bad idea to try leveling w ith Retribution and respect to another tree later on, if raid
ing catches your fancy. Benediction, Improved Seal of the Crusader, Conviction, Seal 
of Command (so good), Improved Two-Handed Weapons, Sanctity Aura, Vengeance, 
and Repentance all work exceedingly well together. 

STRATEGIES 

GENERAL TIPS 

Paladin gameplay is greatly defined 
by their choice of survivability. The 
difference between a fast Palad in fight 
and a drawn-out Paladin fight can be 
measured in minutes, not in seconds. 
Learn ing when to take risks leads to 
faster leve ling and treasure gathering, 
while mastery of survivabi lity is criti cal 
for PvP and dungeon delving. 

A Paladin should always keep as many toys and goodies around as possible. Though 
all classes benefit from potions, bandages, trinkets, and other goodies, for Paladins 
they are a must. Paladins often are forced into niches by their Talents and playstyle, 
and having items to round out their characters prevents trouble on the road ahead. 
For example, a Retribution Palad in is able to wade through monsters at a much 
greater rate than a Holy Paladin. But, they use their mana for damage and have more 
downtime to deal with after hea ling themselves. Food and bandages make up for 
that. 

Keep one of your rear bags filled with various treats. Always have a fu ll stack of 
bandages, food that gives bonuses, perhaps material for making fires, sharpening/ 
weightstones, potions for Strength or Attack Power, spare Trinkets, and so forth . Use 
it al l! Anything that increases a Paladin's ki ll rate or downtime is addressing the lone 
obstacle on the way to victory. 

As mentioned earlier in the section, Engineering is a wonderful choice for Palad ins. 
The lack of consistent, ranged firepower is curbed by the addition of bombs and 
other Engineering toys. Trinkets that deal ranged damage also aid Paladins greatly. 

' For Palad ins with lower DPS, remember to quest heavily while leveling. All low DPS ' 
classes benefit immensely from quest experience. 



DIVINE STRENGTH 5 IMPROVED DEVOTION AURA 5 IMPROVED BLESSING OF MIGHT 5 

\ Increases your Strength by 2%. Increases the armor bonus of your Devotion aura by 5% Increases the Attack Power bonus of your Blessing of Might by 4%. 

DIVINE INTELLECT 5 REDOUBT 5 BENEDICTION 5 

4 
Increases your total Intellect by 2%. Increases your chance to block attacks with your shield by 

.~ SPIRJTUAL FOCUS 5 6% after being the v ictim of a critical strike. Lasts 10 secs or 5 
' blocks. 1 Gives you Flash of Light and Holy Light spells a 14% chance to 
'i not lose casti ng time w hen you ta~e damage. 

' IMPROVED SEAL OF RIGHTEOUSNESS 
1 

Increases the damage done by your Seal of Righteousness and 
Judgement of Righteousness by 3%. 

' HEALING LIGHT 

Increases the amount hea led by your Holy Light and Flash of 
Light spells by 4%. 

j CONSECRATION 

7 Consecrates the land beneath the Paladin, doing 64 Holy 
\ damage over 8 seconds to enemies who enter the area. 

IMPROVED LAY ON HANDS 2 

G ives the target of your Lay on Hands spell a 15% bonus to their 
armor value from items for 2 mins. In addition, the cooldown of 
your Lay on Hands is reduced by 10 mins. 

UNYIELDING FAITH 2 

Increases your chance to resist Fear and Disorient effects by an 
addi t ional 5%. 

ILLUMINATION 

After getting a cr itical effect from your Flash of Light, Holy 
Shock, or Holy Light spell, gives you 20% chance to gain Mana 
equal to the base cost of your spell. 

IMPROVED BLESSING OF WISDOM 2 

Increases the effect of your Blessing of Wisdom spell by 10%. 

DIVINE FAVO 1 R 

When activated, gives your next Flash of Light, Holy Light or 
\ Holy Shock spell a 100% critical effect chance. 

0 LASTING IUDGMENT 3 

\ increases the duration of your Judgment of Light and Judgment of 
\ Wisdom by 10 secs. 

~ HOLY POWER 5 

Increases the cri tical effect chance of your Holy spells by 1 % . 

HOLY SHOCK 

Blasts the target with Holy energy, causing 204 to 220 Holy 
\ damage to an enemy, or 204 to 220 healing to an ally. 

PRECISION 3 

Increases your chance to hit with melee weapons by 1 % 
GUARDIAN'S FAVOR 2 

Reduces the cooldown of your Blessi ng of Protection by 60 secs 
and increases the duration of your Blessing of Freedom 3 secs. 

TOUGHNESS 5 

Increases your armor value from items by 2%. 

BLESSING OF KINGS 

Places a Blessing on the friendly target, increasing total stats by 
10% for 5 mins. Players may only have one Blessing on them per 
Paladin at any one time. 

IMPROVED RIGHTEOUS FURY 3 

Increases the amount of threat generated by your Righteous Fury 
spell by 16%. 

SHIELD SPECIALIZATION 3 

Increases the amount of damage absorbed by your shield by 10%. 

ANTICIPATION 5 

Increases your Defense skill by 2. 

IMPROVED HAMMER OF JUSTICE 

Decreases the cooldown of you r Hammer of justice spell by 5 secs. 

IMPROVED CONCENTRATION AURA 3 

Increases the effect of you Concentration Aura by an add itional 
5% and gives all group members affected by the aura an 
add itional 5% chance to resist Si lence and Interrupt effects. 

BLESSING OF SANCTUARY 

Places a Blessing on the friend ly target, reducing damage dealt 
from all sources by up to 7 for 5 mins. In addition, when the 
target blocks a melee attack the attacker wi ll take 14 Holy 
damage. Players may only have one Blessing on them per 
Paladin at any one time. 

RECKONING 

Gives you a 20% chance to gain an extra attack after being the 
victim of a critica l strike. 

ONE-HANDED WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 5 

Increases the damage you deal w ith one-handed melee weapons 
by 2%. 

HOLY SHIELD 

Increases chance to block by 30% for 10 secs and deals 50 
Holy damage for each attack blocked while active. Each block 
expends a charge. 4 charges. 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Judgment and Seal spells by 3%. 

IMPROVED IUDGMENT 2 

Decreases the cooldown of you Judgement spell by 1 sec. 

IMPROVED SEAL OF THE CRUSADER 

Increases the Attack Power bonus of you Seal of the Crusader 
and the Holy damage increase of your Judgment of the Crusader 
by5%. 

DEFLECTION 

Increases you Parry chance by 1 %. 

VINDICATION 3 

Gives the Paladin's damaging melee attacks a chance to reduce 
the target's Strength and Agility by 5% for 10 secs. 

CONVICTION 5 

Increases your chance to get a critica l strike with melee weapons 
by 1%. 

SEAL OF COMMAND 

Gives the Paladin a chance to deal additional Holy damage 
equal to 70% of normal weapon damage. Onl y one Seal can be 
active on the Paladin at any one time. Lasts 30 secs. 

PURSUIT OF IUSTICE 2 

Increases movement and mounted movement speed by 4%. This 
does not stack w ith other movement speed increasing effects. 

EYE FOR AN EYE 2 

All spell criticals against you cause 15% of the damage taken to 
the caster as wel l. The damage caused by Eye for an Eye will not 
exceed 50% of the Paladin's total health . 

IMPROVED RETRIBUTION AURA 2 

Increases the damage done by your Retribution Aura by 25%. 

lWO-HANDED WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 

Increases the damage you deal wi th two-handed melee weapons 
by 2%. 

SANCTITY AURA 

Increases Holy damage done by party members within 30 yards 
by 10%. Pl ayers may only have one Aura on them per Paladin 
at any one time. 

VENGEANCE 

Gives you a 3% bonus to Physical and Holy damage you deal 
for 8 secs after dealing a critical stri ke from a swing, spell, or 
ability. 

REPENTANCE 

Puts the enemy target in a state of meditation for up to 6 secs. 
Any damage caused w ill awaken the target. Only works against 
Humanoids. 

5 
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:/1 Auras Last Until Changed 

:;)'; One Aura Per Paladin Can Affect a Group at a Given Time 

:/1 Auras of Different Types Can be Used in Multiple Paladin Groups 

Each Paladin can maintain a single Aura. These affect the entire group and don't 
need to be messed with unless your Paladin is shifting to a different Aura. Group 
members need to be within 30 yds. to the Paladin to gain the benefits from these. 

When there are multiple Paladins in the group, use multiple Auras. All of them add 
their bonuses to group members! 

UNDERSTANDlNotBl:::EsSlNGS 

:;)'; Blessings Have a Relatively Short Duration, Compared to Other Buffs 

J> One Blessing per Paladin Can Be Active on a Given Character 

J> Only Different Blessings from Multiple Paladins Work Together (e.g. You 
Cannot Stack four Blessings of Might on One Rogue) 

Normal Blessings are different from Auras; these are used on specific characters. 
Each Blessing is basically a short-term buff with a fairly substantial influence of 
character power. It takes quite a bit of doing to keep an entire group running with the 
proper Blessings, but it's worth the effort. 

Choose from your available Blessings and tailor each one to the target's performance 
within the group. When Blessing everyone, pick the one for your character first. This 
way, you know when your Blessing falls and when the others will need their Bless-
; ngs renewed. 

At higher levels, Greater Blessings become available. These require inexpensive 
reagents, and the spells are used on entire class types in raids. Thus, a Greater Bless
ing of Sanctuary could be cast on a Warrior to give the benefit to all Warriors in the 
raid with your Paladin. 

SEAm•.iG>o?•••~", 

:;)'; Seals Are Used to Buff the Casting Paladin 

:;)'; Only One Seal Can Be Active At a Given Point 

:/1 Seals Can Be Judged to End the Effect Prematurely And Enact an Instant 
Effect 

Seals are one of the more complex toys that Paladins gain as they level. These abili
ties have two forms. Each one is used initially as a buff for the Paladin; many of the 
Seals increase combat potential directly, with ways to restore health, mana, or deal 
damage. 

Then, for a moderate mana cost, these Seals can be Judged! With this second skill, 
the Seal is converted to the Judgement form of the ability. The result is often either 
more damaging or enables an entire group to gain the benefits of the ability. The 
effect of a Seal is removed when Judgement is used, though the Seal can always be 
recast. 

Many of the Seals are meant to work well together. We've already mentioned one of 
the classic Retribution combos: Seal of the Crusader, Judgement (to make them take 
more Holy damage), then Seal of Command (to add Holy damage to attacks). From 
there, Paladins that need even more stopping power can Stun the enemy with Ham
mer of Justice and use Judgement of Command to deal instant, heavy damage. 



P riests are the ultimate Healers in World of Warcraft. Without the healing spell s of a Priest, many a Warrior would 
not be ab le to survive grabb ing five enemies, nor would a Mage li ve through their finest AoE casting. It is those 
healing spells that make a Priest extremely valuable to groups, and few parties turn down a skilled Healer. However, 
a Priest's usefu lness is not limited to hea ling spells. These characters are also offensive casters, doing damage using 
both Holy and Shadow magic. Left to their own devices, Priests are no fading flowers resi gned to depend on the good 
graces of others; instead, they are fully capable of defending themselves, performing damage-deal ing spells, and 
avoiding some of the worst aspects of an enemy's attacks. 

What started as a tiny battle was quickly becoming a widespread conflict. It 
seemed as though the entire area was embroiled with ores. The din of battle 
w ashed away the peace of yesterday and the promi ses of tomorrow. 

W e had come to Stonewatch Keep, in the Redridge Mounta ins, to defend 
Lakeshire and its citizens. In particular, we were searching for Tharil ' zun, an 

c;irc known for his cleverness and aggression . Lakeshire would never be safe as 

long as this creature held command, and we could not rest w ithout hard proof 
of his demise. We would leave Stonewatch Keep only with Tharil'zun 's head . 

But an ore and his head are not easi ly parted, and Tharil 'zun was far from 
alone. All it had taken was one of his retinue to scurry away like a coward and 
warn others. Suddenly, we found ourse lves overwhelmed by ores of enormous 
ferocity, strength, and the ability to use dark magic. 

At first, I added what damage I could by using Holy Smite. But our group was 
quickly tak ing damage, and I rushed to their assistance with healing spell s. 
The Warrior, Tielyn, nodded at me in response to the new energy that flooded 
into her and continued her grim task of slici ng into the enemy. Suddenly, 
I heard Anat, a Mage, cry out. Stand ing over her, sword raised high, was a 
thick-bodied ore fighter. In mere seconds, that sword would swing down and 
cut the Mage's life and I would lose my dearest of friends; I shaped through 
great force and will the power of the Light into an unwavering Sh ield. The 
ore's sword crashed down upon the barrier, but Anat remained unharmed. The 
ore even looked surprised as Anal ra llied, focusing her magic into a bolt she 
sent into the beast's face. 

No longer secure enough to hang back, Tharil 'zun himself entered the 
battle. Knowing that I would have to ensure that our little group survived his 
onslaught, I used on ly a small amount of offens ive Shadow magic aga inst 
him : enough to ensure a steady decrease of his power through a simple word : 
Pain. After that, my attention was completely enwrapped in healing our group, 
keeping Tie lyn, Anat, and the others as safe and hea lthy as possible. Finall y, 
wi th a last strangled gasp, Tharil 'zun fell forward, dead. 

W e saved many good people of Lakeshire, I know. And, more importantly, 
none of my friends were lost in the battle. To help your fri ends and stop your 
enemies is the truest thing that anyone can accomplish, and we did a great 
deed today. 

ltfJRQ~ 1P ~Cf 111~ ~ 
There are several classes with healing 

• potential, but none of them outheals a 
Priest. This is a class w ith a wide range 
of different hea ling ab ilities, and Priests 
have the most powerfu I and efficient 
healing spell s of any character in the 
game. 

It is this healing ability that ensures that 
Priests always have a va luable place in 
any group. There are always spots avail

~able for someone who is willing to keep 
i the rest of the group dealing damage and killing enemies. 

However, Priests are not always relegated to only hea ling duties, and they are 
' capab le of doing damage against monsters on the ir own . The proper p lacement of an 
offensive spell can do as much to save a party member as a we ll -timed heal. In addi
tion, this means that Priests are perfectly capable of dispatching the ir own enemies, 
and they do not need to be constantly shepherded by escorts. 

Keep in mind, though, that being a Priest is a matter of temperament. If you fi nd that 
you enjoy casting large amounts of offensive spells and hate heali ng, then a Mage 

, may be more your cup of tea. Similarly, if you only want to heal occasionally and 
, want to do more melee damage, Paladins and Shamans have some similar abiliti es to 
'Priests and far more survivab ility. 

What Priests' don't have is the heavy armor to withstand a determined assault. 
Faced wi th multiple opponents or high-damage enemies, a Priest's cloth armor is no 
barrier. The use of Power Word : Shield, a temporary spell that absorbs damage and 
keeps a character from be ing interrupted, can only go so fa r. It's best fo r a Priest to 
keep fights short, sweet, and at range as much as possib le. 

If you enjoy saving other people and want to throw in a bit of offensive damage on 
your own, being a Priest is a great choice. You can reall y have a wonderfu l time 
w ith some of the more soc ial aspects of World of Warcraft as well as be a competent 

soloer if you find that is what you want. 

Available Races -1".--:,""';""', ~-~~1f:·~;1~~~~- -.&,_:_· --- - ' ~--
Owaif Human 

Night Elf Troll 

Undeod 

< i~~1~;~.~~~";~~~~~~~~~-:-~~~~~~~ 
Strength Higher Melee Damage (Nat So Important) 

Stamina Higher Health 

Agiliiy Higher Chance ta Dodge, More Melee Criticols (Only Useful to a few Priests) 

Intellect Higbei"Mona Pool and Greater Chance for Critical Heals 

Spirit Greater Mana and Health Regeneration 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

What you are equipped w ith is not 
as important as w hat bonuses your 
character's equipment has. There are 
three major attri butes that your character 
should concentrate on: Intellect, Spi ri t, 
and Stamina. 

The choice between Intellect and 
Spirit is a most interesting one. Intellect 
increases the amount of mana that 
a Priest has available to them. More 
mana means that they can cast greater 

amounts of spells before resting (both more hea ling and damage spell s). In add ition, 
Priests w ith high Intellect have a higher chance of landing Critica l heals and attacks 
w ith th ose spells. 

On the other hand, both healing and damage spells are magic intensive. It is very 
easy for a Priest to cast away all of their mana, leav ing them to rely on their melee 
damage or magica l wands. This is not a good situation for a Priest to be in, and 
Priests w ith l ittle mana are very vulnerab le. If you have a high Spirit, you can cast 
your spe lls more freely, know ing that your character can regenerate mana w hile 
doing some fighting. This also decreases your downtime, and that's very usefu l for a 
Priest. 

Choosing between Spi rit and Intellect is a very personal decision, and there are 
benefits to each. Try and experiment so that you can find the set of armor that works 
best for what you want to do. If you find that you run out of mana frequentl y and 
cannot cast the number of spe lls that you want, concentrate more on Intel lect. If your 
casting is high but you can't regenerate mag ic as well (say, in a group where the few 
heals that you have to make are very expensive), invest more in Spirit gear. 

The onl y other attr ibute to look for in equ ipment is Stamina. Stamina is tied to how 
much health a Pri est has. Because Priests don't have heavy armor (or even modest 
armor), even little improvements in Stamina are useful. If at all poss ible, increase 
your amount of health or armor by supplementing your eq uipment with enchant
ments. 

Investing in a weapon is also a personal decision. Keep an eye out for ones that raise 
the attributes that you want. Maces, Daggers, and Staves are all va lid choices, and 
some of them give very nice bonuses to Spirit and Intel lect (Staves in parti cu lar). 
Staves are often foc used more toward caster attributes, so they are a sound invest
ment for many Priests. 



Wands are important to purchase for doing damage when your mana is depleted. 
These ranged weapons cost nothing to activate (a huge plus), and allow your charac
ter to plug away at targets, not accruing very much aggro, while regeneration mana. 
It is very nice to have a melee weapon that gives you the bonuses you need while 
relying on wands for simple damage 

If those profess ions aren't to your liking, try Alchemy and Herbalism; these are 
certain ly good for supporting yourself and group members. Or, take Mining and 
Engineering. Having items that stun enemies is very useful, and most people won't 
expect Priests to be breaking out explosives. 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 

Enchanting is an interesting Profession 
to explore as a Pri est. In this profession, 
you break apart equipment pieces into 
usable components. These components 
are your ingred ients for enchanting 
armor and weapons. Enchanting gives 
bonuses to attributes or damage (a nd can 
even be used to add special effects and 
abi li ties to items). Because Intellect and 
Stamina are eas ily enhanced th rough 
Enchanting, thi s is a solid choice! 

There are three major lines of Class 
Abilities for Priests: Holy, Shadow, and 
Discip line. The use of these abi lities 
always has an assoc iated cost in mana. 
There are both defens ive and offensive 
effects for Holy and Shadow, and the 
proper mixture of them is important for 
a Priest. 

Below are the tables listing these Class 
Abi li ties with their associated informa
tion. 

As a cloth wea rer, Tailoring allows a 
Priest to create their own armor. The early Tailoring rec ipes create equipment that 
doesn 't have any major bonuses to attributes, but later products are quite powerful. 
As a Tail or, Pri ests use the cloth materia ls that drop from humanoid mobs, so gather
ing the majority of the crafting ingredients is simply a matter of fight ing enemies. 
In addition , Enchanting and Tailoring work well together (Ta il or ing can be used to 
create items that are broken down into Enchanting parts). 

DISCIPLINE 
Power Word: Forti tude is a buff that is castable on your Priest and other 
characters as well. This lasts for 30 minutes and raises Stamina. At later lev
els, Priests search for books to lea rn Prayer of Fortitude, a spell that buffs the 

"=="""~=========""""'"""=== .. entire group with a one-hour version of th is spell (th is costs a reagent) . 

1 60 30 yd IC Power infuses the target increasing their Stamina by 3 for 30 min. 

12 155 30 yd IC 8 fl Power infuses the target increasing their Stamina by 8 for 30 min. 

24 400 30 yd IC so e Power infuses the target increasing thei; Stamina by 20 for 30 min. 

36 745 30 yd IC l 8 40 f) Power infuses the target increasing their Stamina by 32 for 30 min. 

48 1170 30 yd IC 29 80 9 Power infuses the target increasing their Stamina by 43 for 30 min. 

60 1695 30 yd IC Power infuses the target increasing their Stamina by 54 for 30 min. 

Power infuses the target's party, increasing their Stamina by 55 for 1 hour. 

Sacred Condie Power infuses the target's party, increasing their Stamina by 70 for 1 hour. 

Power Word: Shield is a potent tool for pre-battle protection or for sudden changes in battl e. This spe ll protects the target from a 
moderate amount of damage, and casting is not interrupted by damage while the Shield is in effect! 

Draws an the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 44 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

12 80 40 yd IC 4 sec 8e 
Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 88 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

18 130 40 yd IC 4 sec 2o e 
Draws on the soul of the party member to sh ield them, absorbing 158 damage. Lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell casting will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

24 175 40 yd IC 4 sec so e 
Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 234 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

30 210 40 yd IC 4 sec l• Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 301 damage. Lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 1 S sec. 

36 250 40 yd IC 4 sec 4o e 
Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 381 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

42 300 40yd IC 4 sec 2 • 20 9 
Orawi on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 484 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
domoge. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

48 355 40 yd IC 4 sec ao e Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 605 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

54 425 40 yd IC 4 sec 4 . 
Draws on the soul of the party me mber to shield them, absorbing 44 7 63 da mage. Lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell costing will not be interrupted 
by damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 

10 60 500 40 yd IC 4 sec 60 ~ 
Draws on the soul of the party member to shield them, absorbing 942 damage. lasts 30 sec. While the shield holds, spell casting will not be interrupted by 
damage. Once shielded, the target cannot be shielded again for 15 sec. 



Starshards is a spell learned only by night elf Priests. This channeled spell deals 
to the target. 

:~ ~~~~~ 2-~i~~· f~;~~~~:~~~~~i~·:~~ 
10 50 30 yd Channeled - - Rains starshards down on the enemy target's head, causing 84 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

18 85 30 yd Channeled - 1 fl Rains srarshards down on the enemy target's head, causing 162 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

26 140 30 yd Channeled - 3. Rains storshards down on the enemy Ja rget's head, causing 288 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

34 190 30 yd Channeled - 6. Rains storshards down on the enemy target's head, causing 414 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

42 245 30yd Channeled - 11 • Rains starshards down on the enemy rargers heod, causing 570 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

50 300 30 yd Channeled - 15'9 Rains starshards down on the enemy target's head, causing 756 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

350 30 yd Channeled - 22 . Rains starshards down on the enemy target's head, causing 936 Arcane damage over 6 sec. 

Inner Fire increases the armor of a Priest fo r either ten minutes or until all of its charges are used (there are 20 charges, and each time the 
.... ~4 •u•w• • "-~· Priest is hit a charge is used). 

\ 

12 I 30 I - I IC I - I 8• 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, increasing armor by 315. Each melee or ranged damage hit against the priest will remove one charge. lasts l 0 min or 

until 20 charges ore used. 

20 I 65 I - I IC I - I 30 9 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the cosier, increasing armor by 495. Each melee or ranged damage hit against the priest will remove one charge. losll l 0 min or 

until 20 charges ore used. 

30 I 105 I - I IC I - 11 • 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, increasing armor by 720. Each melee or ranged damage hit against the priest will remove one charge. lasts l 0 min or 

until 20 charges ore used. 

40 I 165 I - I IC I - 11 4' 80 11 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, increasing armor by 945. Each melee or ranged domoge hit against the priest will remove one charge. lasts l 0 min or 

until 20 charges are used. 

so 235 I - I IC I - I 3• 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, increasing armor by 1170. Each melee or ranged damage hit against the priest will remove one charge. lasts l 0 min 
or until 20 charges ore used. 

60 I 315 I - I IC I - 14 '-' 60 . 
I A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, increasing armor by 1395. Each melee or ranged damage hit against the priest will remove one charge. lasts l 0 min 

or until 20 charges are used. 

Dispel Magic may appear to be a humble spell , but there is a great deal of power hidden here. This spe ll 
- - ,. - - , - ~- · 0 - - ei ther removes one negative effect from a fr iendly ta rget, or removes one pos itive effect from an enemy. 

40 I 145 

50 I 195 

60 I 240 

30 245 

40 355 

50 I 470 I 

580 I 

IC 

IC 

IC 

Smin 

5 min 

5min 

5 min 

Dispels magic an the target, removing 1 hormful spell from a friend or 1 beneficial spell from an enemy. 

Dispels magic on the target, removing 2 harmful spell from a friend or 2 beneficial spell from an enemy. 

Elu ne's Grace is a night elf spell that is on a five-minute cooldown. Cast 
thi s fo r 15 seconds of decreased ranged damage taken and increased 
Dodge. 

s e Reduces the ranged domoge token by 33 and increases chance to dodge by l 0% for 15 sec. 

9'1 Reduces the ranged damage token by 52 and increases chance to dodge by 10% for 15 sec. 

l5 e Reduces the ranged damage taken by 7 5 and increases chance to dodge by l 0% for 15 sec. 

23 . Reduces the ranged damage token by 9 5 and increases chance to dodge by l 0% for 15 sec 

Feedback is a human Priest spell that puts a 15-second mana burn effect on you. When other casters hit your Priest with a 
· -·c· ----,.-~-.,--- , ' " spell , they lose a minor amount of mana and take an equ iva lent DOT. 

-

-

-

- I 

IC 3min 

IC 3 min 

IC I 3min 

IC I 3 min 

s e 

9. 
I l5 f' 

I 23 • 

The priest becomes surrounded with onti·mogic energy. Any successful spell cost against the priest wil l bu rn 18 of the attacker's Mono, causing 1 Shadow 
damage for each point of Mono burned. lasts 15 sec. 

The priest becomes surrounded with antfmagic energy. Any successful spell cast against the priest will burn 35 of the attacker's Mono, causing l Shadow 
damage for each point of Mono burned. lasts 15 sec. 

The pnest becomes surrounded with anti-magic energy. Any successful spell cast against the priest will burn 54 of the attacker's Mana, causing I Shadow 
damage for each point of Mano burned. lasts 15 sec. 

I The priest becomes surrounded with onti·mogic energy. Any successful spell cost against the priest will burn 77 of the attacker's Mana, causing I Shadow 
damage for each point of Mona burned. lasts 15 sec. 

I The priest becomes surrounded with anti-magic energy. Any successful spell cast against the priest will burn l 05 of the attacker's Mono, causing 1 Shadow 
damage for each paint of Mona burned. lasts 15 sec. 

Inner Focus is a Talent-l earned abi li ty on a three-minute cooldown. Using th is raises the Critical chance of your next spel l by 25% and elimi-
%™" ~-.. ·-· ~ ~-~-~ nates its casting cost. 

When activated, reduces the Mona cast of your next spell by l 00% and increases its critical effect chance by 25% if it is capable of a critical effect. 



Shackle Undead is one of the crowd control gems of the Priest class. This is used to take an Undead target out of the battle a vari 
""""""""""""""""""'""""'""""""""""""~""" able period (any damage breaks this, so stay away from the gold-encircled target please) . 

20 90 30 yd l.5 sec 3o e 
Shackles the target undeod enemy for up to 30 sec. The shackled un~ is unable to move, attack or cost spells. Any domoge caused will release the target. 
Only one torget can be shackled ot o time. 

40 120 30 yd 1.5 sec l ~ so e 
Shackles the target undead enemy for up to 40 sec. The shackled unit is unable to move, attack or cast spells. Any damage caused will release the target. 
Only one target con be shackled at o time. 

60 150 30 yd l.5 sec 4 . 60 . 
Shackles the target undeod enemy for up to 50 sec. The shackled unit is unoble to move, attack or cost spells. Any damage caused will release the target. 
Only one target can be shackled at o time. 

Mana Burn sucks the mana right out of a caster within range and deals ha lf of the quantity taken as 
Shadow damage! 

24 95 30 yd 3 sec 5o e Drains 191 to 203 mono from a target. for each mono drained in this way., the target tokes 0. 5 Shadow damage. 

32 140 30 yd 3 sec I f> 10 4' Drains 309 to 329 mono from o target. for each mono drained in this way, the target tokes 0.5 Shadow damage. 

40 185 30 yd 3 sec l f} BO • Drains 442 to 468 mono from o target. for each mono drained in this way, the target tokes 0.5 Shadow damage. 

48 225 30 yd 3 sec 2e 8o e Drains 57 6 to 610 mono from o target. For each mono drained in this woy., the target tokes 0.5 Shadow damage. 

56 270 30 yd 3 sec 48 2o e Drains 738 to 780 mono from o target. for each mono drained in this way., the target tokes 0.5 Shadow damage. 

Divine Spirit is a Ta lent- learned buff. Thi s provides a long-lasting improvement to Spirit 
...,...,...,...,.,,..~,........,,,,,,.,, for the target. 

30 285 30 yd IC Holy power infuses the target, increasing their Spirit by 17 for 30 min. 

40 420 30 yd IC 9f> Holy power infuses the target, increasing their Spirit by 23 for 30 min. 

50 785 30 yd IC 15e Holy power infuses the target, increasing their Spirit by 33 for 30 min. 

60 970 30 yd IC 23 . Holy power infuses the target, increasing their Spirit by 40 for 30 min. 

HOLY 

30 40 yd 1.5 sec Heal your target for 46 to 56. 

45 40 yd 2 sec l e Heal your target for 71 to BS. 

10 75 40 yd 2.5 sec 3. Heal your target for 135 to 157. 

Smite is a Holy spell for dealing damage. For Priests that are talented in 
Spiritual Guidance and have high Spirit, Smite can deal a surprising sum of 
damage. 

20 30yd 1.5 sec Smite on enemy for 13 to 17 Holy domoge. 

30 30 yd 2 sec l . Smite on enemy for 25 to 31 Holy damage. 

14 60 30 yd 2.5 sec 11 e Smite on enemy for 54 to 62 Holy damage. 

22 95 30 yd 2.5 sec 40 9 Smite on enemy for 91 to 105 Holy damage. 

30 140 30 yd 2.5 sec l e Smite on enemy for 150 to 170 Holy damage. 

38 185 30 yd 2.5 sec l e 60 e> Smite an enemy for 212 to 240 Holy damage. 

46 230 30 yd 2.5 sec 261 60 . Smite on enemy for 287 to 323 Holy damage. 

54 280 30 yd 2.5 sec 4 ~ Smite on enemy !or 371 to 415 Holy damage. 

Hunter 
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Renew is a modest heal over time spell. Though Priests are not the most effec-
tive class fo r such heals, Renew serves to supplement thei r heali ng repertoi re . 

-~- ; ~ -- -~ - :..---
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the target of 4 5 damage over 15 

IC - 12 • Heals the target of 100 damage over 15 sec. 

105 40 yd IC - 30 . Heals the target of 17 5 damage over 15 sec. 

140 40 yd IC - 60 . Heals the target of 245 damage over 15 sec. 

170 40 yd IC - 1e 10 e Heols the target of 315 damage over 15 sec. 

205 40 yd IC - 1. 60• Heals the target of 400 damage over 15 sec. 

250 40 yd IC - 2• 4o e Heals the target of 510 damage over 15 sec. 

305 40 yd IC - 3. Heals the target of 650 damage over 15 sec. 

365 40 yd IC - 4tt 20 9 Heals the target of 810 damage over 15 sec. 

410 40 yd IC - - Heals the target of 970 damage over 15 sec. 

Desperate Prayer is a spe ll for human and 
Dwarven Priests. This is on a ten-minute 
cooldown and instantl y heals the caster. 

" ~ .~-- " -~~:-
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ly heals the caster far 134 to 170. 

10 min i e Instantly hea ls the caster far 263 to 325. 

- - IC 10min 311 lnsto ntiy heols the caster far 447 to 543. 

- - IC 10 min 611 lnstontiy heals the caster for 588 to 708. 

- - IC 10 min 11 e Instantly heals the caster far 834 to 994. 

IC 10 min l5fl lnstantiy heals the caster far 1101 to 1305. 

IC 10min 2UI Instantly heals the caster for 1324 to 1562. 

Resurrection is an ou t-of-combat spell to bring the dead back to life (in a good way) . Cast this on 

75% 30 yd 10 sec - 40 . Brings a dead player back to life with 160 health and 300 mono. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

75% 30 yd 10 sec - 1• 20 • Brings a deod player back to life with 300 health and 520 mana. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

75% 30 yd 10 sec - 2 ~ 60 e Brings o dead player back to life with 500 health and 750 mana. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

75% 30 yd 10 sec - 4• 4o e Brings a dead player back to life with 750 health and 1000 mono. Cannot be cost when in combat 

40 yd I 3 sec 

255 I 40yd 3 sec 80 fl I Heal your target far 566 to 642. 
305 I 40 yd 3 sec 20 e I Heal your target for 712 to 804. 

Fear Ward is a dwarven Priest spell , and it is clearly one of the finest PvP and PvE spell s of this type. 
With on ly a 30-second cooldown, a Priest can cast this on a target and protect them from the next Fear 

1 - - -- • • -- - .,- .. "''"~' .. " ' effect that lands with in ten minutes. 

1.5 sec - 60 . Heals a friendly target far 258 to 314. 
32 185 40 yd 1.5 sec - 1• 10 • Heals a friendly target far 327 to 393. 
38 215 40yd 1.5 sec - 1 @ 60 § Heals a friendly target for 400 to 478. 
44 265 40 yd 1.5 sec - 2. 40 § Heals a friendly target far 518 to 616. 
50 315 40 yd 1.5 sec - 34' Heals o friendly target for 644 to 7 64. 

I 56 380 40 yd 1.5 sec - 4•n oe Heals a friendly target far 812 to 958. 



Holy Nova is a Talent-learned AoE damage+ hea ling spell that causes no Threat fo r the Priest. Though awfully ineffic ient, the Holy Nova 
!!!!!!'"""';,,,,,"""~"""""""'"'""""' heals all group members. 

20 Causes an explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 28 to 32 Holy damage to all enemy target within IO yards and hea ling all party 
members within I 0 yards for 52 to 60. These effects cause no threat. 

28 290 ID yd IC 4. 
Causes an explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 50 to 58 Holy damage to all enemy targets within IO yards and healing all party 
members within l 0 yards for 86 to 98. These effects cause no threat. 

36 400 10 yd IC 7e 
Causes an explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 7 6 to 88 Holy damage to all enemy targets within 10 yards and healing all party 
members within I 0 yards for 121 to 139. These effects cause no threat. 

44 520 10 yd IC 12 ti Causes on explosion of holy light around the caster, causing I 06 to 122 Holy damage to all enemy targets within l 0 yards and healing all party 
members within l 0 yards for 161 to 187. These effects cause no threat. 

52 635 ID yd IC 19 . 
Causes on explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 140 to 16 2 Holy damage to all enemy targets within l 0 yards and healing all party 
members within l 0 yards for 235 to 271. These effect cause no threat. 

60 750 10 yd IC 23 e Causes an explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 181 to 209 Holy damage to all enemy forgets within IO yards and healing all party 
members within l 0 yards for 302 to 350. These effects cause no threat. 

Prayer of Healing needs 3 or more group members to need 1000+ hps to 
!l!!!!!~~,,,,;;,.,,,,,.,,~..,.~...,.,,,,~~g.;;"""" become efficient. In raids, th is spell can be extremely helpfu l. 

30 410 30 yd 3 sec A powertul proyer heals party members within 30 yards for 301 to 321. 

40 560 30 yd 3 sec 1 ~ 80 ~ A powertul prayer heals party members within 30 yards for 444 to 472. 

50 770 30 yd 3 sec A powertul prayer heals party members within 30 yards for 657 to 695. 

60 1030 30 yd 3 sec A powertul prayer heals party members within 30 yards for 939 tu 991. 

60 1070 30 yd 3 sec A powertul prayer heals party members within 30 yards for l 041 to l 099. 

Spi rit of Redemption is a Talent-learned ab il ity that allows Holy Priests to last fo r ten seconds after the ir death, hea ling with

~~~~~~~=~===~~==~ou~t~c=o~s~t a~s~o~ft~e~n~a=s~p~o~s~si~b~le~. ~N~o~d~a~m~a~g~e~o~r ab il ity can put a stop to this special period of assistance. 

Upon death, the priest becomes the Spirit of Redemption for l 0 sec. The Spirit of Redemption cannot move, oltock, be oltocked or targeted by any spell or effects. While 
in this form, the priest can cast any healing spell free of cost. When the effect ends, the priest dies. 

Abolish Disease removes one disease effect instantly, then cures another every five seconds 
=========,,,,,;,,.,,,,.,,,,, (for a duration of 20 seconds). 

Greater Heal is the final step in the "Heal" progression. Greater Hea l is a 
slow spell to cast, but it hea ls a tremendous quantity of damage. Greater 

~!!!!!!!!~====="""'""""""""""" Heal is more efficient than Flash Heal and Renew (by quite a margin). 

40 370 40 yd 3 sec l • 80 f' A slow costing spell that heals a single target for 899 to l 013. 

46 455 40 yd 3 sec 211 60 e A slow costing spel l that heals o single target for 11 49 to 1289. 

52 545 40 yd 3 sec 3 e 80 e A slow costing spell that heals o single target for 1437 to 1609. 

58 655 40 yd 3 sec 4e 4o e A slow costing spell that heals o single forget for 1798 to 2006. 

60 710 40 yd 3 sec A slow casting spell that heals a single target for 1966 to 2194. 

Li ghtwe ll is an interesting Talent-learned ab ility for Holy Priests. Th is drops a we ll by the Priest that group members can use to add a hea l 
~~~,,,,,,:,=~===,,,:;,,= over time effect to themse lves. Any damage taken cance ls this effect, so it isn't useful for ma in tanks during direct combat. 

50 295 3 sec 

60 365 3 sec 

lOmin 12 @ 

ID min 1 5 ~ 

Creates a holy Lightwell neor the priest. friendly targets can dick the lightwell to restore 800 health over l 0 sec. Being attacked cancels the 
effect. lightwell lasts for 3 min or 5 charges. 

Creates a holy lightwell near the priest. Friendly targets con dick the lightwell to restore 1165 health over l 0 sec. Being oltocked cancels the 
effect. lightwell losts for 3 min or 5 charges. 

Creoles a holy lightwell near the priest. friendly targets con click the lightwell to restore 1600 health over 10 sec. Being oltocked cancels the 
effect. lightwell lasls for 3 min or 5 charges. 



SHADOW ·"'~~61~~~ 

18 95 

26 155 

34 230 

42 305 

50 385 

58 470 

Shadow Word: Pain is an instant ab ility that deals heavy damage over 

A word of darkness that causes 66 Shadow domage over 18 sec. 

30 yd IC - 2o e A word of darkness that causes 132 Shodow domoge over 1 B sec. 

30 yd IC - 60 . A word of darkness that causes 234 Shadow damage over 18 sec. 

30 yd IC - l § 20 f) A word of darkness that causes 366 Shadow damage aver 18 sec. 

30 yd IC - 2e 20 • A word of darkness that causes 510 Shadow domoge over 18 sec. 

30 yd IC - 3e A word of darkness thot muses 672 Shadow domoge over 18 sec. 

30 yd IC - 4e 4o e A word of darkness that muses 852 Shadow damage over l B sec. 

Fade discourages enemies from attacking your Priest. This instantl y lowers the Threat against your Priest for ten 

seconds. 

30 sec 30 e Fode out, discouraging enemies from attacking you for JO sec. More effective than Fode (ronk ]) . 

30 I 125 - IC 30 sec l • Fode out, discouraging enemies from attacking you for JO sec. More effective ttian fade (rank 2). 

175 - IC 30 sec 1 fl BO 9 Fode out, discouraging enemies from ottocking you for JO sec. More effective thon Fode (rank 3). 

225 - IC 30 sec 3 9 Fode out, discouraging enemies from ottocking you for JO sec. More effective thon Fode (rank 4). 

275 - IC 30 sec 4 * 60 e Fode out, discouraging enemies from attacking you for 10 sec. More effective than Fode (rank 5). 

·" 
Hex of Weakness is a Troll Priest spel l that reduces damage caused by the ta rget and debuffs healing 

spell effectiveness as well. 
,.. ~"" ~~~- '.. -· ~ ~·· ~ " ' ~~ ~--- ·~ 

loTrain -. Elfect ::_:.: ·"·:, -:·~":~~.:;_;>:,·; __ ;;.:,.: .• ·~ _ _, .,_;.'.,,,, ~, _,,:.: 
Weakens ttie target enemy, reducing damage mused by 2 ond reducing the effoctiveness of ony healing by 20%. Lasts 2 min. 

30 yd IC - 1 • 50 • Weakens the target enemy, reducing damage mused by 4 and reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 20%. Lasts 2 min. 

30 I 90 30 yd IC - 5 • Weakens the target enemy, reducing damage caused by 7 ond reducing the effectiveness of any healing by 20%. Lasts 2 min. 

40 I 130 30 yd IC - 9 • Weakens the target enemy, reducing damage mused by 11 ond reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 20%. lasts 2 min. 

SO I 1 BO 30 yd IC - 15 e Weakens the target enemy, reducing damage caused by 15 ond reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 20%. Lasts 2 min. 

240 30 yd IC - - Weakens the torget enemy, reducing damage coused by 20 ond reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 20%. losts 2 min. 

M ind Blast deals a high amount of Shadow damage to a target w ith on ly a short 
casting time. The downside of this wonderful spel l is that there is high Threat gen-
eration above and beyond the damage dealt. 

Effect .. ~·. ·: <.;:, :;_ f,~~~:"':~:.;: :~::~;;_:., -: __ - "'.. 
Blasts the torget for 39 to 43 Shadow damage, but couses a high amount of 

1.5 sec B sec 16 fl Blasts the target for 72 to 7B Shadow damoge, but causes a high amount of ttireot. 

22 110 30 yd 1.5 sec B sec 40 ~ Blasts the target for 112 to 120 Shadow domoge, but causes a high amount of threat. 

2B 150 30 yd 1.5 sec 8 sec BO fl Blasts ttie torget for 167 to 177 Shadow damage, but couses a high amount of threat. 

34 1 B5 30 yd 1.5 sec 8 sec 1 • 20 e Blasts the target for 217 to 231 Shadow damage, but couses o high amount of threat. 

40 225 30 yd 1.5 sec B sec l • BO e Blasts the target for 279 to 297 Shadow damage, but causes a high amount of ttireot. 

46 265 30 yd 1.5 sec B sec 2 fl 60 f) Blasts the target for 346 to 366 Shadow damage, but couses o high omount of threat. 

310 30 yd 1.5 sec B sec 3 fl BO f) Blasts ttie target for 425 to 449 Shadow damage, but causes a high amount of threat. 

350 30 yd 1.5 sec B sec 4 fl 40 f) Blasts the target for 503 to 531 Shadow damage, but causes a high amount of threat. 

Touch of Weakness is a Forsaken Priest ab il ity that is cast on oneself. The next enemy that hits such 
a Priest in melee takes minor Shadow damage and is debuffed to deal less damage for the next two 

utes. 

!feet - ~ ··.· ' . ~-·· .. e:x: ;,~:-~;}--;i: ·, L:-:.L ;~ .. ·;_" .: ._:L ,.Y1 'J,,: ~;,,: 
The next melee attack against the caster wil l couse B Shadow damage and reduce the domoge caused by the attacker by 2 for 2 min. 

20 45 - IC - l {!) SO • The next melee attack against the caster will couse 15 Shadow damage ond reduce the damage caused by the attacker by 4 for 2 min. 

30 75 - IC - 5 fl The next melee attack ogoinstthe coster will couse 24 Shadow domoge ond reduce the damage coused by the attacker by 7 for 2 min. 

40 1 OS - IC - 9 fl The next melee attack against ttie caster will muse 35 Shadow damage and reduce the damage caused by the attacker by 11 for 2 min. 

14S - IC - 15 • The next melee ottock ogoinst the caster will couse 4B Shadow damage ond reduce ttie damage coused by the attacker by 15 for 2 min. 

19S - IC - 23 fl The next melee attack against the caster will couse 64 Shadow domoge ond reduce the damage caused by the attacker by 20 for 2 min. 

Psychic Scream is an AoE Fear spell that is cast instantly (whi le on a 30-second coo ldown). Usefu l for escapes, 
PvP d isruption, and last ditch crowd control in careful PvE encounters, Psychic Scream is very powerful. 

fleet ., ._.,:: ,,.~,_.":,. , 2: ~::' ~: ~", -.. c · .. <~:."'};-~- :.:~~~~:.,,> 
The caster lets out o psychic scream, causing 2 enemies witliin B yards to flee for B sec. Damage coused may interrupt the effect 

140 B yd IC 30 sec BO fl The caster lets out a psychic scream, causing 3 enemies within B yards to flee for B sec. Damage coused may interrupt the effect. 

42 I l BO B yd IC 30 sec 2 e 20 e The caster lets out o psychic scream, causing 4 enemies within B yords to flee for B sec. Damage caused may interrupt ttie effect. 

S6 · 1 210 B yd IC 30 sec 4 ~ 20 e The caster lets out o psychic scream, causing 5 enemies within B yords to flee for B sec. Damage caused moy interrupt the effect. 



Devouring Plague is a Forsaken Priest ability that costs a great deal of mana. However, this Shadow 
,,,,,;,...,,;;,,,;,,,;;;,,,.,,~;g;,;;;,;,;;;,g,;,,.,,.~~~;,;;;,,;;;;;~~ ability deals heavy damage over time and heals the Priest in the process. 

20 215 30 yd IC 3 min Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 152 Shadow damage over 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 
28 350 30 yd IC 3 min 4 fl Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 272 Shadow damage over 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 

36 495 30 yd IC 3 min 71J Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 400 Shadow damage aver 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 

44 645 30 yd IC 3 min 12 9 Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 544 Shadow damage over 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 

52 810 30 yd IC 3 min 19 9 Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 712 Shadow damage over 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 

985 30 yd IC 3 min 23 . Afflicts the target with a disease that causes 904 Shadow damage aver 24 sec. Damage caused by the Devouring Plague heals the caster. 

Mind Flay is a Talent-learned ability that deals moderate damage over a short period. A Snare affects the target, reducing their speed to 50% 

"""'=====~= of normal. 

70 20 yd 

36 100 20 yd 

44 135 20 yd 

52 165 20 yd 
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Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 75 Shadow damage over 3 second slowing the target to 50% of their movement speed. 

4e Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 126 Shadow damage over 3 sec and slowing the target to 50% of their movement speed. 

79 Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 186 Shadow damage over 3 sec and slowing the target ta 50% of their movement speed. 

12 . Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 26 l Shadow damage aver 3 sec and slowing the target to 50% of their movement speed. 

l9 e Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 330 Shadow damage over 3 sec and slowing the target to 50% of their movement speed. 

238 Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 426 Shadow damage over 3 second slowing the target to 50% of their movement speed. 

Soothes the target, reducing the range ot which it will attack you by l 0 yards. Only affects Humanoid targets level 40 or lower. Lasts 15 sec. 

l ~ 40 ~ Soothes the target, reducing the range at which it will attack you by l 0 yards. Only affects Humanoid targets level 55 or lower. Lasts 15 sec. 

3 ti 80 ~ Soothes the target, reducing the range at which it will attack you by l 0 yards. Only affects Humanoid targets level 70 or lower. Lasts 15 sec. 

Shadowguard is a Troll Priest ability that puts a three charge damage shield around him/her. Enemies attacking the Priest 
take Shadow damage and use a charge each time (though only one charge can be used per target every few seconds). 

The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 20 Shadow damage. Attackers can 
only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

4e 
The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged ottock hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 35 Shadow damage. Attackers can 
only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

UJ 
The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 51 Shadow damage. Attackers can 
only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

12 . 
The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 70 Shadow domoge. Attackers can 
only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

19 IJ 
The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 90 Shadow damage. Attackers can 
only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

23 e 
The caster is surrounded by shadows. When the spell, melee or ranged ottock hits the caster, the attacker will be struck for 116 Shadow damage. Attackers 
con only be damaged once every few seconds. This damage causes no threat. 3 charges. Lasts l 0 min. 

Mind Vision puts your sight in the eyes of the targeted character. Use this in PvP to learn more about the location and distri
ln Warsong Gulch, create a macro to /target <Name of Flag Carrier> and spam that while searching 

Cantrnls a humanoid mind up to level 47, but slows its attack speed by 20%. lasts up to l min. 

4 ~ 40 ~ Controls a humanoid mind up to level 62, but slows its attack speed by 20%. Lasts up to l min. 

IC Increases the target's resistance to Shadow spells by 30 for 10 min. 

IC Increases the target's resistance to Shadow spells by 45 for lO min. 

IC Increases the target's resistance to Shadow spells by 60 for l 0 min. 



ma no 
Assume a Shadawfarm, increasing your Shadow damage by l 5% and reducing Physical damage done to you by l 5%. However, you may not cast 
Holy spells while in this form. 

~~ 
Priest Talents are fierce ly debated, and 
there are many builds for success. Dam

·I age, healing, survivability for groups, 
' and additiona l buffs are hidden in there. 

Clearly, the Shadow line offers a great 
deal of hindrance and damage for PvP, 
and some great solo opportuni ties as 
well. Holy Talents make a Priest an even 

: better healer and a more efficient healer; 
~ the effect on small groups is immense. 

Discipline allows Priests to cast both 
healing and damaging spells for longer periods and have harder-hitting results. In 
effect, all of these lines are viable so the choices are difficult. 

DISCIPLINE 
. The D isc ipline Talents are very usefu l for raid si tuations, w here not every Priest 
i needs to be a Holy master. It is very useful to add Priests that can Spirit buff (Divine 
Spi rit), Cast for long peri ods during raid encounters (Meditation, Inner Focus, Mental 

. Strength), and deal more burst damage (Force of Will , Power Infusion). 
I 
Taking Disc ipline as a sub-line for Holy or Shadow does wonderful things for you r 
mana efficiency. Tak ing Discipline as a primary line helps to balance your healing/ 
damage dea ling capabilities . 

HOLY 
Holy Talents do not box a Priest into being a fu lltime hea ler like they used to, but 
they certa inly make Priests into the leaders of healing for a group or raid. Faster 
hea ling (Divine Fury) mixes with improvements to healing range and effi ciency (Holy 
Speciali zation, Inspiration, Holy Reach, Improved Healing, Spiritual Guidance, 
Spiritual Healing). On top of that, Holy Priests have access to continued casting 
even after their deaths (Spirit of Redemption), and to healing over time that can be 
deployed even before battle (Lightwell). 

~ If you want to see hea ls in the several-thousand point margin, this is the line for you. 
' Every Warrior w ill love you if you are a Holy Priest. Beyond that, the combination of 
'-Holy Priests and a well-played main tank create the core of almost all ra id groups. 

SHADOW 
Shadow Priests level faster, solo quite well , deal a fa ir sum of damage (Improved 

•Shadow Word: Pain, Improved Mind Blast, Shadow Weaving, Darkness, and Shad
owform), and are far more than just group support on the fields of PvP (B lackout, 
Improved Psychic Scream, M ind Flay, and Si lence). Thi s Talent line brings somewhat 
less to a PvE group than the others, but that doesn't mean that Shadow Priests can't 
drop into thei r normal forms and do some fine healing when they are needed. 

·: Priests that solo a great deal should seri ously consider the damage and low down
>time of Shadow sub Discipline. Together, these lines create a Priest that keeps going 
and going. Shadow sub Discipline or Disc ipline sub Shadow are both incredible for 
leveling, and many Priests take these for a fun way up to the higher levels. 

STRATEGIES 

The core Priest strategy invol ves the 
proper mixture of offensive and defen
sive spell s that allows you to keep high 
amounts of mana. Much of thi s depends 
on w hether or not you are in a group: 

that is, whether your primary ro le is 
healing or doing damage. No matter 
w hat your specia li zation, your Priest is 
able to dea l damage and heal perfectly 
wel I. Remember that! If a group needs 
you to be acting as more of a healer, 
hold off on Mind Blast, Mind Flay, Smites, etc. Save that mana for the team. If there 
are a few healers, however, lend a bit more mana to DPS so that fights don' t take an 
eternity (too much heal ing and not enough damage can get groups kill ed) . 

GENERAL TIPS 
Keep your Stami na buff up at all t imes. Having that extra health can make a big 
difference for anyone, and the first thing you should do before moving out into the 
world shou ld be to buff yourse lf. By the same token, as you add members to your 
group, give them each a Stamina buff. This especia ll y makes a difference for other 
casters, w ho need all the health they can get. And main tanks, as always, stack 
health on top of hea lth, so they always want the best that you can give them. 

Be efficient. Greater Healing and its earlier variants are more mana-efficient than 
Flash Hea ls and Renew. The only downside to using this power hea ling spell is that 
it takes slightly longer to cast and has the potentia l for overhea ling. If your tank is 
only down by a thousand health, healing for two-thou sand health is halving your 
effic iency. As long as a fight is under control , the best way to keep mana high whi le 
healing is to use bigger heal spell s, less often . Try Flash Heal w hen the fighting is 
more desperate and you are worki ng to get a ta rget stabilized. 

Power Word: Sh ield is a very nice abili ty, but it is very mana intensive. In a group, 
only use it in emergency situations or for sh ielding a mai n tank ahead of a fight. 
When you put a Sh ield on a main tank ahead of a battle, your Pri est avoids the 
dangers of early aggro; the seconds thi s earns may be more than enough to allow 
your tank to stea l aggro for the full fight. Then, onl y resort to Shield use if a character 
is either going to die or be severely interrupted in spellcasting by damage. Shields 
are instant and can give you time to cast authentic healing spells as needed, and the 
delay in casting interruption is especial ly good for other heale rs and AoE casters. 

If you are soloing, then Power Word: Shield is good to use ri ght before you start 
off the fight. This keeps you from being interrupted or havi ng to cast hea ling spells 
instead of offensive spell s. Th is works especially well if the enemies you fight are 
fast-attack ing ones, like Wolves or Cats. 

Remember that Shadow Word: Pain is a superb DOT. Even when you are a healer, 
it is very wise to keep thi s effi cient spell ticking away on a target that your group is 
attempti ng to defeat. It's not go ing to take too much time or mana to get Pain going 
(being that it is an instant), so there is no reason not to keep Pain on primary targets. 



~U~N=B~RE=A~KA~=BL=E=W~IL=L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S HEALINGFOCUS 2 SPIRITTAP 

Increases your chance to Stun, Fear, and Silence by 3%. 

WAND SPECIALIZATION 

Increases your damage with Wands by 5%. 

SILENT RESOLVE 

Reduces the th reat generated by your spells by 4%. 

IMPROVED POWER WORD: FORTITUDE 2 

Increases the effect of your Power Word: Fortitude and Prayer of 
Fortitude by 15%. 

IMPROVED POWER WORD: SHIELD 

Inc reases the damage absorbed by your Power Word: Shield 
by 5%. 

MARTYRDOM 2 

Gives you a 50% chance to gain the Focused Casting effect that 
lasts for 6 secs after being the victim of a melee or ranged critical 
strike. The Focused Casting effect prevents you from losi ng 
casting time when taking damage and increases resistance to 
Inte rrupt effects by 10%. 

INNER FOCUS 

When activated, reduces the Mana cost of your nexl spell by 
100% and increases its critical effect chance by 25% if capable. 

MEDITATION 3 

Allows 5°/,, of you Mana regeneration to continue while casting. 

IMPROVED INNER FIRE 

Increases the beneficial effects of you Inner Fire spel l by 10%. 

MENTAL AGILITY 

Reduces the Mana cost of your instant cast spells by 2%. 

IMPROVED MANA BURN 

Reduces the casting time of you Mana Burn spell by 0.25 secs. 

MENTAL STRENGTH 

Increases your maximum Mana by 2%. 

DIVINE SPIRIT 

Holy Power infuses the target, increasing their Spirit by 17 for 
30 mins. 

FORCE OF WILL 

5 

2 

5 

5 

Increases your spell damage by 1 % and the critica l strike chance 
of your offensive spells by 1 %. 

POWER INFUSION 

Infuses the target with power, increas ing their spell damage and 
heal ing by 20%. Lasts 15 secs. 

Gives you a 35% chance to avoid interrupt ion caused by 
damage while casting a heali ng spell. 

IMPROVED RENEW 

Increases the amount healed by your Renew spell by 5%. 

HOLY SPECIALIZATION 5 

Increases the critical effect chance of you Holy spells by 1 %. 

SPELL WARDING 

Reduces all spell damage taken by 2%. 

DIVINE FURY 5 

Reduces the casting time of your Smite, Holy Fire, Heal and 
Greater Heal spells by 0.1 sec. 

HOLY NOVA 

Causes an explosion of holy light around the caster, causing 28 
to 32 Holy damage to all enemies within 10 yards and healing 
all party members within 10 yards for 52 to 60. These effects 
cause no threat. 

BLESSED RECOVERY 

After being struck by a melee or ranged critical h it, heal 8% of 
the damage taken over 6 secs. 

INSPIRATION 3 
Increases your target's armor by 8% for 15 secs after getti ng a 
cr itical effect from you Flash Heal, Heal, Greater Heal, or Prayer 
of Healing spell. 

HOLY REACH 

Increases the range of you Smite and Holy Fire spells and the 
radi us of your Prayer of Healing and Holy Nova spells by 10%. 

2 

IMPROVED HEALING 3 
Reduces the Mana cost of you Lesser Heal, Heal, and Greater 
Heal spells by 5%. 

SEARING LIGHT 2 

Increases the damage of you Smite and Holy Fire spells by 5%. 

IMPROVED PRAYER OF HEALING Z 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Prayer of Healing spell by 10% . 

SPIRIT OF REDEMPTION 

Upon death, the Priest become the Spirit of Redemption for 10 
secs. The Spirit cannot move, attack, be attacked, or targeted by 
any spells or effects. While in this form, the Priest can cast any 
heali ng spell free of cost. When the effect ends the Priest d ies. 

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE 5 

Increases spel l damage and healing by up to 5% of you Lola! Spiril. 

SPIRITUAL HEALING 

Increases the amount healed by your healing spells by 2%. 

LIGHTWELL 

Creates a holy Lightwell near the Priest. Friendly targets can click 
the Lightwel! to restore 800 health over 10 secs. Being attacked 
cancels the effect. Lightwell lasts for 3 mins or 5 charges. 

Gives you a 20% chance to gain a 100% bonus to your Spirit 
after killing a target that yields experience. For the duration, your 
Mana will regenerate at a 50% rate while casting. Lasts 15 secs. 

BLACKOUT 5 

Gives your Shadow damage spells a 2% chance to stun the 
target for 3 secs. 

SHADOW AFFINITY 

Reduces the threat generated by your Shadow spells by 8%. 

IMPROVED SHADOW WORD: PAIN 

Increases the duration of your Shadow Word: Pain spell by 3 secs. 

SHADOW FOCUS 5 •. 

Reduces your target's chance to resist your Shadow spells by 2%. 

IMPROVED PSYCHIC SCREAM 2 

Reduces the cooldown of your Psychic Scream spell by 2 secs. 

IMPROVED MIND BLAST 

Reduces the cooldown of you Mind Blast spell by 0.5 sec. 

MIND FLAY 

Assault the target's mind with Shadow energy, causing 75 
damage over 3 secs and slowing the target to 50% of their 
movement speed. 

IMPROVED FADE 

Decreases the cooldown of you Fade ability by 3 secs. 

SHADOW REACH 

Increases the range of your Shadow damage spells by 6%. 

SHADOW WEAVING 

Your Shadow damage spells have a 20% chance to cause your 
target to be vulnerable to Shadow damage. This vulnerability 
increases the Shadow damage dealt to your ta rget by 3% and 
lasts for 15 secs. Stacks up to 5 times. 

SILENCE 

Silences the target, prevent ing them from casting spells for 5 secs. 

VAMPIRIC EMBRACE 1 

Afflicts your target with Shadow energy that causes all party 
members to be healed for 20% of any Shadow damage you deal / 
for 1 min. 

IMPROVED VAMPIRIC EMBRACE 

Increases the percentage hea led by Vampiric Embrace by an 
additional 5%. 

DARKNESS 

Increases your Shadow spell damage by 2%. 

SHADOWFORM 

Assume a Shadowform, increasing your Shadow damage by 15% 
and reducing Physical damage done to you by 15%. However, 
you may not cast Holy spells while in th is form. 



ALb BY YouR*l :oNESOME? 
In World of Warcraft, it is completely possible for every class to solo up to maximum 
level, and thi s includes cloth-wearing Healers. Instead of being dependent on a 
group, Pri ests on their own are very powerful , independent entit ies. 

The primary goal as a so lo Priest is to mini mize the time that you spend regenerating 
mana. First off, if you are sitting you aren't getting experience. Second, drinks are 
monetarily expensive, and there are better ways to spend your money (e.g. train ing, 
getting better gear). 

Strongly consider specializing in Shadow Magic w hile leveling, because that line 
dramaticall y improves a Priest's kill rate. Start fights w ith a Mind Blast and Shadow 
Word: Pain to get your timer started and some damage going. l f you have Mind Flay, 
slow the enemy's approach with that while continuing to lay on the damage. At 
higher leve ls, this is combined wi th Vampi ric Embrace to make up for damage taken 
during the fighting! 

Only use mana on survivability when it is abso lutely necessary. If your Priest goes 
into every fight w ith a Power Word: Shield, Inner Fire, and Renew, you are going to 
drink through a river of water. Even w ith a Mage buddy to give you freebies, this is 
not an ideal method of play. Tak ing a bit of damage isn't that bad a thing, consider

ing that hea lth comes back on its own between battles. A slap here or there means 
very little, and one Greater Hea l after a few fights or the use of Vampiric Embrace 
negates th ese issues . 

Instead, save Renew, Power Word: Sh ield, and such for battles w here things are 
going w rong. If an enemy comes with a friend that you weren't expecting, use the 
Shield to continue casting without delays. Put the Shadow Word : Pain on both/all 
ta rgets early on, and be su re to restore the DOT when it drops. If things are getting 
too desperate, use Psychic Scream and bugger out before the enemies have a chance 
to return with buddies. 

GROUP DYNAMICS 
1 
Your primary ro le in a group is that of hea ler. Your job is to keep people alive and 

' fighting. If the fight is we ll in hand, you can toss in a few offensive spells (just don't 
Mind Blast to start off the fight), but by and large you let other characters do damage 
w hile you allow them to keep taking the hi ts. It's a tradeoff: you don't get injured, the 

; monster gets hurt, and people who ordinarily couldn't handle concentrated aggro get 
l to do heavy damage. 

Every time that you heal, you generate a certa in amount of Threat. This rea ll y begins 
to come into play when your group is fighting multiple targets. If you hea l too soon, 
you become the center of aggression, and that really puts a crimp in further healing 
(or li ving through the battle). So before you hea l, keep an eye on w ho the enemies 
are fighting and how the fight is progressing. Try to give Tanks enough time to dam
age all of the enemies w ho are incom ing before starting heavy spell work. Warriors/ 
Paladins don't need to be at full health all the time anyway; it makes them angry not 
to be at least a little injured. 

\. There is also a definite order as to w ho should be hea led first. Casters are the most 
\ fragile and need healing quickly if they are struck; use Flash Hea l to get them what 
:J they need. As long as the main tank is a good one, these lighter targets won't take 
·• hits for long anyway. A main tank should be ab le to Taunt the stray foes off of 

people, Sunder it, and stil l focus back to the primary foe. 

If everyone is taking damage, worry only about healing the main tank and other 
hea lers. When people sta rt to die in a very ugly pull , it's essential that you keep 
tanks/healers going until the end. Losing DPS is never a good thing, but Rogues, 
Hunter Pets, the Hunters themselves, and Mages are the characters that are most 
expendable. If you lose the main tank in most fights, things get very scary. If you lose 
the hea lers, it's over. 

If everyone in your party is looki ng injured, don't hesitate to use Prayer of Healing. 
And while it is true that these spells do cause Threat, like any other heal spell , they 
do not automatically cause you to be the sole focus of monster aggression. Instead, 
they are a very good and useful way of keeping an entire group active and fighting in 
a nasty si tuation. Prayer of Healing is si tuational, and pristine fights often deal w ith 
healing only the main tank. However, the reality is that things can, will, and do go 
wrong, and AoE heals are a good backup. Holy Priests can also spam Holy Nova; 
though inefficient, the mix of healing allies and damaging enemies is good when 
people get totall y mobbed. 

There are also several things that a Priest can do to avoid enemy attention. Fade 
discourages enemies from attacking you; use this immediately if you are jumped by a 
monster during a group engagement. 

Psychic Scream is godly in PvP and is a great survival tool while soloing, but be 
ca reful about using it in groups. A tough pull that is scaring you is going to go a lot 
worse if you Scream and end up getting an extra monster or two as a result. Scream 
if a group is trying to evacuate or if the area is extremely cl ear of additional foes (this 
won't happen often). 
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In terms of crowd control at higher levels, Priests do gain the abili ty to temporarily 
control enemies. Th is spell is cal led Mind Contro l and it on ly works on humanoid 
targets. The enem ies get a chance to break free every fi ve seconds, and a PvE target 
that breaks M ind Control ra rely stops attacking the Priest. Thus, all characters need to 
focus fi re on the fa iled target, Stunlock the darn thing if poss ible, and bring it down. 

Mind Control is a great way to take down a single target in a group of elites before 
the party engages any monsters. Doing this allows the Priest to attack the enemy 
group wi th itself! The monsters are go ing to tear apart their traitorous member, 
and that is the end of things. You are even able, in some dungeons, to jump Mind 
Controlled targets off ledges and dow n to cleared areas. By doing so, you cause the 
entire group of aggroed enemies to chase their member down to the previous area. 
Your buddies can then pick one or two elites off of the pile and kill them while the 
rest kill the ir MCed v ictim. In one smooth action, your group has taken down three 
elites w ith almost no danger. When the rest of the group returns, kill them. 

In PvP, Mind Control is less useful most of the time, but it has its place. When there 
are high bridges (northern Alterac Va lley), or nasty cliffs (Lumber Mill , Arathi Basin), 
Mind Control is very efficient for taking a foe out of the fight. Cast the spell , jump 
the poor fool to thei r death, and go back to the fighting. Or, if you are really mean in 
the open field, Mind Control someone and send them into a large group of monsters. 
The monsters do the work for you this way. Remove the Mind Control at the last 
moment, and watch the person try to escape. Th is v ictim is doomed to take Durabil
ity loss on their death (because it's not a PvP death). Note that this is not nice and 
the agro w ill sw itch to you w hen the person dies. Reserve that type of treatment for 
people w ho have been camp ing graveyards, hass ling lowbies, and so forth. 

When approaching PvE enemies, use Mind Sooth to reduce their aggro range (Mind 
Control does not have a long range). Your Pri est has to stay fai rly close to the target 
as well ; the farther away the creature gets, the greater a chance that the spell breaks 
and end early. 

Additionally, some PvE targets are able to use thei r healing, buffs, and other abilities 
while Mind Controlled. Because of that, certain healers and casters are wonderful to 
Mind Control. Grab these and let them get the aggro for using their ab ilities instead 
of keep ing it on yourself. 

Just remember that Mind Control is often a major gamble. It can do tremendous 
things (for good or for ill ). Let groups know when you know what you are doing with 
M ind Control and w hen you are experimenting w ith new ideas. If they are reti cent, 
be w illing to hold off and try your tricks some other time. If they say "Go for it! " you 
know that they are onboard and are w illing to deal with any slipups without getting 
w hiney. 



Rogues are a very interesting and complex melee class in World of Warcraft. These Stea lthers are able to stay out of 
sight (with a bit of luck and planning), and their surprise attacks are ab le to bring down soft targets at an alarming rate. 
Though cha llenged by and wary of enemies in heavy armor, Rogues grin and strike fear into the hearts of anyone w ho 
isn't hidden under a veil of stee l. Rarely surpassed in PvP capabi lities, Rogues are also fast levelers and devourers of PvE 
content. It is on ly in the very late game raids that Rogues face their greatest challenge (surviving mass aggro and AoEs in 
fights where dealing the most damage isn' t always a good thing). 

The night was dark and silent .. . ! was glad for it. The wind swept over me 
and the barren flatl and of my playground. The Quillboars wa lked around me 

ignorant to their danger, but they were foolish creatu res, and I am Saslen; they 
' would know me only when I allowed it. .. such short lived knowledge. 

I turned back toward a far hill and used my dagger to refl ect moonlight toward 
my companions. They cou ld see it wel l enough to understand my message, 
"Four" . Gothara, Wertala, and Sinsear were ready to go. 

Gliding into position, I struck. 

One of the Quillboars bent over, knocked unconscious. Its peers barely 
noticed, their attention drawn to a mighty Tauren charging their small camp. 
Moving with speed, Gothara looked like a small mountain. As the creatures 
turned to face the Tauren Warrior, she roared. The moment of truth had ar
rived and found the Qui llboars lacking. Those who engaged her struck like 
children; there were many w ho did not strike at all. 

I began moving toward the battle. Wertala's voice was steady as she chanted 
the seven Troll words for pain: one of the Qu illboars convulsed, bubbly snorts 
of mucous and blood sounded from its short flat snout. Sinsear, with his Void
wa lker in tow, summoned dark shadows-the Void. Yet, one of the Quillboars 
was undaunted. 

Stand ing in the back, this creature started to bring the power of elemental 
flame out of the land. Al ready heavily engaged, the others wouldn't be able 
to bring their full force against thi s foe until it was too late. But I had my own 
plan. 

I was behind the caster in an instant. It stil l knew noth ing of my presence, 
consumed by incantations. The wind suddenly stopped, as if the w hole of the 
Barrens held its breath, anticipating my strike ... the wai t was short. I stabbed 
deep into its back. The shriek of the caster-pig seemed to revive the wind, now 
howling over the battle, the wind and cries merging into a frenzied opus of 
darkness and death. The caster, who turned to look at me with fear-filled eyes, 
began to mumble. The Quillboar stumbled over the words, slurring them. The 
poison was already in full effect. 

There were other enemies yet to fell, so I had no time to tarry. A final cut 
offered rest to the Quillboar. The creature's companions called for assistance, 
but only the night heard their miserable cries. Soon, they fell just like their 
friend. Only the initia l Quillboar was al ive, trying to rou se itse lf from my Sap. 
When it finally looked up, Gothara stomped the ground, para lyzing him with 
fright. I cut with impuni ty. So simple ... 

Rogues require an aggressive mindset. 

This needs to be tempered with a certain 
degree of patience as well ; Rogues don' t 
charge straight in to combat and take the 
hits. Indeed, the best way to succeed as 
a Rogue is to prepare the perfect attack, 
then go nuts once everything comes 
together. 

Fi rst off, spec for rea ll y high damage. 
A lmost all groups are goi ng to expect 
DPS from your character. If you want to 

be even more than that for other players, spec in the Subtlety Ta lent line and train 
yourse lf for scouting, crowd contro l, and general group support. 

Maximize +Criti ca l, +Hit, and Agi lity gear to reach those high damage numbers, and 
thi nk about how you want to deal sa id damage. For susta ined damage, Rogues can 

use Combat Talents and abili ties, larger weapons (swords most commonly), and rely 
on more direct tactics. Instead of backstabb ing and using Stealth for Ambush, these 
Rogues go for more Stuns and Sinister Strikes . That is very effecti ve in PvE. 

To do the great bursts, look into the Assass ination Talents, a w icked set of daggers, 
and use Stealth to start battles w ith painfu l attacks. With a high-damage weapon, 
Assass ination Talents, and a good Ambush, Rogues start a fight w ith an enormous 
advantage. 

In either event, sk illed rogues devour low health opponents, in PvE and PvP. For 
grinding and fa rming items, thi s should be kept in mind. And in the Battlegrounds, 
know your place! Don't hop out and try to take down the biggest Warrior on the 
enemy team un less you have backup. Instead, Sap the brute and ki ll any hea lers or 
casters in the area! Take the quick, easy ki ll s that can be done with burst damage or 
Stuns. Anything tougher can wa it until there are more peop le to assist you. 

And that is the biggest thing for most Rogues to understand; you are not a one-man 
wrecking crew. Rogues are more than that, and less. They are scouts for the attack 
force, can time attacks wonderfull y, provide detailed informat ion, annoy enemies 
beyond belief, Stun and CC opponents, and so forth. But you don't take groups on 
directly! That is w hat Warriors are for, b less the ir tanky li ttl e hearts. 

An interesting facet of Rogue play is that these characters don't use mana. Instead, 
they have Energy. This starts at 100 (a fu ll , yellow bar), and restores itself quick ly. 
Unlike Warriors, it doesn' t matter whether you are in-combat, gett ing hit, etc. Energy 
comes back all the time. 

The next aspect of battle is that your standard moves (S inister Strike, Backstab, 
Ambush, Hemorrhage, etc.) add Combo Po ints to your target. These points are saved 
up, from one to five, and are used to complete Fin ishing Moves only usable on the 
target that the Combo Points are saved on (a lthough the Slice and Dice effect does 
carry over) .. A Finish ing Move removes all of the Combo Points from your target and 
enacts a powerful effect: instant damage, increased attack speed for you r Rogue, 
DOTs, and so forth. 
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Dwad Gnome 

Humon Night rn 
Ore Troll 

Strength Slightly Increased Melee Damage 

Stnn)ino . More Health 

Agility 
Substantial Increase in Critical Hit Rate, Improved Melee Damage, Higher Chance to Dodge, Increases 
Armor 

Foster Rate ror &!lining Weopon Slills (frivioO 
Spirit Improves Hit Point Recovery (Almost Worthless) 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Rogues love their weapons, as do any 
me lee class. W hether a Rogue is going 
to go for daggers, swords, or maces 
depends heav ily on build (Talents play 
the biggest part). There are a number of 
issues here, including the fact that some 
ab ilities are imposs ible w ith heavier 
weapons. Ambush and Backstab, two 
hard-hitti ng attacks in the Rogue's 
lineup, are only possible with daggers. 

Slower weapons are used more often 
w ith Sinister Strike, deal ing immed iate damage w ithout the worry of position or 
Stea lth. If you prefer dealing damage over time, Combat Rogues do quite well. If 
Stea lth and massive, sudden damage are your goals, a very slow dagger is absolutely 
divine. Th is is a very sound model for PvP, w here burst damage is king. 

Dru id 



As for armor, look for Agi lity and Stamina in high numbers. These attributes are 
needed for just about all Rogue builds. If so loing, keep as much Stamina as possible; 
it makes a huge difference in w hat you can survive. 

At the higher levels, keep a good eye out for +Hit and +Critica l equipment as well. 
These are the bread and butter of good Rogues in the late game. Rogues are always 
dual wielding (gaining th is abil ity as early as level 1 O)! Thus, a high +Hi t bonus is 
also of importance. 

Ranged weapons are key for pulling if you don't want to rely on Sap. Get something 
you are comfortable using and rely on that for getting creatures out of thi ck spots. 
Because th ese aren't your primary sources of damage, it isn't as important to keep 
ranged weapons fully up-to-date. In fact, the attribute bonuses of a good ranged 
weapon are far more important than the damage dea lt; Bows with Stamina and Agil 
ity are certa inly out there, and if there isn 't a Hunter who needs it instead, take them! 

Poisons offer a massive boost to your DPS. Rogues are able to use these after 
reaching Level 20. Invest in quality poisons and use them frequentl y when fi ghting 
anything of importance. Instant Poison is good for short fights against low-leve l 
monsters. Deadly Poison stacks well and procs nicely, so it's pretty solid against 
Elites and other long-fight targets. Mind-Numbing Poison is a gem for disrupting the 
activity of casters. Crippling Poison keeps mobs from wandering to far away. 

One nice perk of being a Rogue is that you can Pick Locks. This is a very useful skill 
for opening Lockboxes, Chests, and even gates in certa in dungeons that otherw ise 

1 require quest keys and a greater investment of time. After learning Lock Picking 
" from your trainer and completing the class quest to gain the Thieves Tools, use the 

initial quest box to raise their skill for a fa ir time before leaving. Afterward, there are 
places in the world that are useful for raising your ski ll; you can al so advertise in the 
General or Trade Channels to let people know that you are unlocking boxes (they get 
the loot, you get easy ski llups). 

Poison Quest Chests and from chest\ in Durn!tolde. Keep 

Scarlet Monastery Doors 

Sturdy Junkboxes and froin chests off shore. ot Ethffi Rethot in Desoloce 

Heavy Junkboxes and from chests in lost Rigger Cove 

High-End Instance Doors 

ASSASSINATION 

CHOOSlNG YOUR PROFESSlON 

Rogues have a fair number of choices 
when it comes to their professions. Sk in
ning and Leatherworking are perfectly 
fine for getting you into some adequate 
armor; being ab le to make pouches for 
ammo isn't a horrible thing either. At 
higher levels, your Sk inning can also 
help to offset the cost of constant weap
on searching and poison purchases. 

For more damage, the combo of Min
ing and Engineering is sui tab le for all 

classes. Rogues benefit even more from having Bombs because they are in direct 

combat so often . Coupled with the innate power of thi s class to Stun enemies all the 
time, Bombs are even better! 

Secondary skills are very important to Rogues. Without heavy armor or the abi li ty to 

heal magically, Rogues usually fall in love with Cooking and First Aid. Rogues kill 
quickly but take a lot of damage as well, so reducing downtime greatly improves 
their experience effi c iency. 

Fishing is even useful for Rogues; there is a chance to improve you r Lockpicking 
while using Fishing (you never know what is going to bob to the surface, eh). 

0n~ n»1111t~ 
Assassination covers a number of Stealth 
attacks and fini shing moves. These 
abil ities often do very high damage and 
are critical for starting and ending fi ghts 
(burst damage galore). The Combat line 
is what a Rogue brings to melee when 
they are engaged in melee w ithout 
Stealth . Finally, the line of Subtlety 
controls Stea lth itself, Vanishing from 
encou nters and crowd control. 

Finally, Rogues have a special set of 
abi li ties beyond the normal three-way-spli t. Poisons are learned at level 20, and 
these are applied to Rogue weapons at all times. Though somewhat costly, these add 
a major amount of damage or utili ty to a Rogue's attacks. 

- · -- - -- ---- Eviscerate is a high-damage Finish ing Move. This turns Combo Points directly into damage. 

Finishing move that muses domoge per combo point. l point: 7-11 damage, 2 points: 13-17 damage, 3 points: 19·23 damage, 4 points: 25-29 damage, 5 points: 31 -35 damage. 

~ 2• Finishing move that causes damage per combo point. l point: 16·24 damage, 2 points: 29·37 damage, 3 points: 42·50 damage, 4 points: 55·63 damage, 5 points: 68·76 damage. 

16 ~ 18 f) Finishing move that causes domoge per combo point. 1 point: 29-43 damage, 2 points: 52·66 damage, 3 points: 75-89 domoge, 4 points: 98-112 damage, 5 points: 121-135 damage. 

~ ~ ~ f) finishing move that causes damage per combo point. 1 point: 47-67 damage, 2 points: 84· l 04 domoge, 3 points: 121-141 damage, 4 points: 158-1 78 damage, 5 points: 195-2 15 damage. 

32 35 1• w • Finishing move that muses damage per combo point. l point: 69-99 damage, 2 points: 123-153 damage, 3 points: l 77-207 damage, 4 points: 231-261 damage, 5 points: 285·315 damage. 

w ~ 2 Finishing move lhot co uses damage per combo point. 1 point: 104-148 damage, 2 points: 186-230 damage, 3 points: 268·3 l 2 domoge, 4 points: 350·394 domoge, 5 points: 432-47 6 domoge. 

w 35 3 • We finishing move that causes damage per combo point. 1 point: 158·226 damage, 2 points: 282·350 damage, 3 points: 406-47 4 damage, 4 points: 530-598 damage, 5 points: 654-722 domoge. 

~ Finishing move that muses domoge per combo point. l point: 216·312 domoge, 2 points: 384-480 damage, 3 points: 552·648 damage, 4 points: 720·816 damage, 5 points: 888-984 damage. 

Slice and Dice improves base attack speed by at least 20%. This Finishing Move lasts for a longer period depending on the number of 
---~ ----- ---- ·----~ Combo Points held when it is used. 

Finishing move thot increoses melee ottock speed by 20%. lasts longer per combo point. l point: 9 seconds, 2 points: 12 seconds, 3 points: 15 seconds, 4 points: 18 seconds, 5 points: 21 seconds. 

finishing move that increases rnelee attack speed by 30%. losts longer per combo point. 1 point: 9 seconds, 2 points: 12 seconds, 3 points: 15 seconds, 4 points: 18 seconds, 5 points: 21 seconds 

1 - --c - - - ------- - Expose Armor is a Finishing Move that is often used when soloing heavier opponents (bosses, high-arm or monsters). 

14 25 12 f) finishing move that exposes the target for 30 seconds, reducing armor per combo point. l point: 80 armor, 2 points: 160 armor, 3 points: 240 armor, 4 points: 320 armor, 5 points: 400 armor. 

26 25 60 f) Finishing move thot exposes the torget for 30 seconds, reducing ormor per combo point. 1 point: 145 armor, 2 points: 290 ormor, 3 points: 435 armor, 4 points: 580 ormor, 5 points: 725 ormor. 

36 25 1" 60 9 Finishing move that exposes the target for 30 seconds, reducing armor per combo point. l point: 210 armor, 2 points: 420 armor, 3 points: 630 armor, 4 points: 840 armor, 5 points: l 050 armor. 

46 25 3 10 . Finishing move that exposes the torget for 30 seconds, reducing armor per combo point. 1 point: 275 armor, 2 points: 550 armor, 3 points: 825 armor, 4 points: 1100 ormor, 5 points: 1375 ormor. 

56 25 Finishing move that exposes the target for 30 seconds, reducing ormor per combo point. 1 point: 340 armor, 2 points: 680 armor. 3 points: 1020 armor, 4 points: 1360 armor, 5 points: 1700 ormor. 
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Garrote the enemy, causing I 08 damage aver 18 s1Konds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards 1 combo point. 

Garrote the enemy, causing 162 damage over 18 seconds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards l combo point. 

Garrote the enemy, causing 222 damage over 18 seconds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards 1 combo point. 

Garrote the enemy, causing 282 damage aver 18 seconds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards 1 combo point. 

Garrote the enemy, causing 348 damage over 18 seconds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards 1 combo point. 

Garrote the enemy, causing 438 damage aver 18 seconds. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Awards 1 combo paint. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 70 to the target. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards 1 combo point. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 100 to the target. Must be steolthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards 1 combo point. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 125 to the target. Must be steolthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 185 ta the target. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards 1 combo paint. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 230 ta the target. Must be stealthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards 1 combo paint. 

Ambush the target, causing 250% weapon damage plus 290 to the target. Must be steolthed and behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards 1 combo point. 

Finishing move that causes damage over time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 4 5 damage over 6 seconds, 2 points: 7 5 damage over 10 seconds, 3 points: 105 damage over 14 seconds, 4 
paints: 135 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 165 damage aver 22 seconds. 

Finishing move that causes damage aver time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point 69 damage over 6 seconds, 2 points: 115 damage over 10 seconds, 3 points: 161 damage over 14 seconds, 
4 points: 207 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 253 damage over 22 seconds 

Finishing move that causes damage aver time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 paint: 96 damage aver 6 seconds, 2 points: 160 damage over 10 seconds, 3 points: 224 da mage aver 14 seconds, 
4 points: 288 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 352 damage over 22 seconds 

finishing move that co uses damage over time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 135 damage over 6 seconds, 2 points: 225 damage aver 10 seconds, 3 points: 315 damage over 14 
seconds, 4 poin ts: 405 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 495 damage aver 22 seconds 

Fin ishing move that causes damage over time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 186 da mage over 6 seconds, 2 points: 310 damage over 10 seconds, 3 points: 434 damage over 14 
seconds, 4 points: 558 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 682 damage over 22 seconds 

Finishing move that causes damage over time. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 255 damage over 6 seconds, 2 points: 425 damage over 10 seconds, 3 points: 595 damage over 14 
se<onds, 4 points: 7 65 damage over 18 seconds, 5 points: 935 damage over 22 seconds 

Cheap Shot is an open ing Stu n from Siealth that adds two 
~=~,,,.,,~...,,,,..,....,,.... Combo Points, and possibly three is specced right. 

Cold Blood is a Talent-lea rn ed ab il ity on a three-minute timer. Using this guarantees that the next Sin ister Strike, 
Backstab, Ambush, or Ev iscerate will score a Critica l as long as it hits. If you miss the attack, such is life. Ambush 
and Eviscerate are used most commonly wi th thi s because of the ir potential for catastrophic damage on Cr itica ls. 

Finishing move that stuns the ta rget lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 1 second, 2 point: 2 seconds, 3 points: 3 seconds, 4 points: 4 seconds, 5 points: 5 seconds. 

Finishing move that stuns the target. lasts longer per combo point. 1 point: 2 second, 2 point: 3 seconds, 3 points: 4 seconds, 4 points: 5 seconds, 5 points: 6 seconds. 



COMBAT 

Backstab is a Combo Bui lder that requires a dagger and for you r Rogue to be standing behind the target. Because Stealth 
- ---u~~--,. is not requ ired, Rogues can do this in active combat. 
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60 l ~ Bockstob the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 15 to the target. Must be behind the ta rget. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards I combo point. 

60 8 f) Backstab the target. causing 150% weapon damage plus 30 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 3o e Backstob the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 48 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 80 ~ Bockstob the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 69 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 l ~ 60 f) Bockstab the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 90 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 2 9o e Bockstab the target, cousing l 50% weapon damage plus l 35 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires o dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 h 6o e Bockstab the target, causing l 50% weapon damage plus l 65 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 5 ., 40 . Backstab the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 210 to the target. Must be behind the target. Requires o dagger in the main hand. Awards l combo point. 

60 Bockstob the target, causing 150% weapon damage plus 225 to the target. Musi be behind the target. Requires a dagger in the main bond. Awards I combo point. 

Gouge is a Combo Builder that incapacitates opponents for four seconds. Your character sheaths their weapons after using Gouge because any 

45 l e Causes l 0 damage, incapacitating the opponent for 4 seconds and turns off your attack. Target must be facing you. Any damage caused will revive the target. Awards l combo point. l 0 sec caoldawn. 

45 29 f!J I Causes 20 damage, incopocitoting the opponent for 4 seconds and turns off your attack. Target must be facing you. Any damage caused will revive the target. Awards l combo point. l 0 sec cooldown. 

45 20 e I Co uses 32 damage, incapacitating the opponent for 4 seconds ond turns off your ottock. Target must be facing you. Any damage coused wi ll revive the target. Awards l combo point. l 0 sec cooldown. 

45 I 3 l 0 • I Causes 55 damage, incopocttoting the opponent for 4 seconds and turns off your attack. Target must be lacing you. Any dornoge caused will re~ve the target. Awards l combo point. 10 sec cooldown. 

45 I 5 Ci 40 e I Causes 75 damage, incapacitating the opponent for 4 seconds and turns off your attack. Target must be facing you. Any domoge caused wi ll revive the target. Awards l combo point. 10 sec caoldown. 
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l e An instant strike that couses 6 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards l combo point. 

l2 e An instant strike that causes l 0 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards l combo point. 

40@ An instant strike that causes l S da mage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards l combo point. 

An instant strike that causes 22 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards I combo point. 

80 ~ An instant strike that causes 33 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards l combo point. 

10 ~ An instant strike that causes 52 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards l combo point. 

80 ~ An instant strike that causes 68 damage in addition to your normal weapon damage. Awards I combo point. 

Evasion is an ab ility on a fi ve-minute cooldown that dramatically 
raises your Rogue's Dodge rate. This lasts for 15 seconds, and it very 

I ~ • -~£~ .. , effective aga inst monste rs, Rogues, melee Hunters, and pets. 

40 • I Increases the rogue's movement speed by 60% for 15 seconds. Does not break stealth. 5 minute cooldown. 

20 • I Increases the rogue's movement speed by 70% for 15 seconds. Does not breok stealth. 5 minute cooldown. 

~-£-£• Kick instantly interrupts casters and prevents them fro m using the same school of magic for several seconds. 

A quick kick thot injures a single foe for 15 damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from being cast for 5 seconds. I 0 second cooldown. 
25 60 . A quick kick that injures a single foe for 30 damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from being cast for 5 seconds. l 0 second caoldown. 
25 1o e A quick kick that in jures a single foe for 4 5 damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevenll any spell in that school from being cast for 5 seconds. l 0 second caoldown. 
25 20 • A quick kick that injures a single foe for 80 damage. It also interrupll spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from being cast for 5 seconds. 10 second cooldown. 

Performs o fei nt, musing no domoge but lowering your threat by a large amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. I 0 second cooldown. 
28 20 Performs a feint, causing no damage but lowering your threat by a large amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. More effective than Feint (Rank l). 10 second cooldown. 
40 20 Performs a feint, co using no damage but lowering your threat by a large amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. More effective thon Feint (Rank 2). l 0 second cooldown. 
52 20 68 e Performs o feint, causing no damage but lowering your threat by a large amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. More effective than Feint (Ronk 3). I 0 second caoldown. 
60 20 Performs a feint, causing no damage but lowering your threat by o large amount, making the enemy less likely to attack you. More effective than Feint (Rank 4). 10 second cooldown. 



SUBTLETY 

Riposte is a Talent-learned ab ility that, after a successful Parry, causes weapon damage, bonus damage on top of that, and 
Disarms th~ opponent for six seconds. 

Stealth is a key feature of Rogues. This ability allows yo ur Rogue to enter a state that is 
much harder for both monsters and characters to detect. Stealth is used to engage targets 

!!!!!l!i...,,....;;,;;,,.;,;;;...,;,.,,,,. when they are unawa re. Several of the Rogue's best damage/Stun ab il ities re ly on Stealth. 

20 

40 

l 0 • Allows the Rogue to sneak mound but reduces your speed to 50% of normal. Lasts until cancelled. 

Allows the Rogue to sneok mound but reduces your speed to 60% of normal. Lasts until cancelled. 

Allows the Rogue to sneak mound but reduces your speed to 65% of normol. Lasts until cancelled. 

40 • Allows the Rogue to sneak mound but reduces your speed to 70% of normal. Lasts until cancelled. 

Pick Pocket does exactly as it appears. Humaniod NPCs can 
have their pockets picked in or outside of battle. Distract is a 

Unless specia lized with 

Incapacitates the target for up to 25 seconds. Must be stealthed. Only works on Humonoids that ore not in combat Any damage caused will revive the target. Only l target may be sapped at a time. 

Incapacitates the target for up to 35 seconds. Must be steolthed. Only works on Humanoids that are not in combat. Any damage caused wi ll revive the target. Only l target may be sopped ot o time. 

lncapocitotes the target for up to 25 seconds. Must be steolthed. Only works on Humanoids that are not in combat. Any damage caused wi ll revive the target. Only I target may be sapped at o time. 

"Ghostly Strike is a Talent-learned ability that dea ls immediate weapon+ bonus damage, adds a Combo 
Point, and increases the Rogue's chance to Dodge by 15% for seven seconds. 

Allows the rogue ta vanish from sig ht, entering on improved stealth mode for l 0 seconds. Also breaks movement impairing effects. Requires Flash Powder. 5 min caoldown. 

This also re-

Allows the rogue to vanish from sight, entering an improved stealth mode for I 0 seconds. Also breaks movement impairing effects. Requires Flash Powder. 5 minute coaldawn. More Effective than 
Vanish (Rank 1). 

Detect Traps is a pass ive abi lity that lets you spot 
~~~=~,,,,,.,,,,,,.,~.;;;;,;;;~~="' both Hunter traps and various dungeon hazards. 

Sneak up an the trap in order to disarm it. Oon't get too close or the trap will go ott. Requires Oetect Traps and Thieves' Taa\s. 



Preparation is a Talent-learned abi lity on a ten-minu te cooldown . This immediately finishes the 
~ ~ ~ -y-~ -H~ .. , cooldown on all of your Rogue's abilities! 

T~~ 
1 Rogue Ta lents li nes are all about damage 
I and setting yourself up to do more dam

age. The pivotal points between these 
lines is to figure out when you wantto 
dea l sa id damage. Assassination bri ngs 
better poison possib ili ties and hits VERY 
hard coming out of Stealth. Look here to 

, have the best burst DPS ear ly in a fight 
(includ ing a move to start a fight w ith a 
crit ica l Ambush at enhanced damage). 

Combat Mastery puts its damage into a 
steady stream . Ignoring the short burst, the Combat line focuses on dealing its best 
damage over longer fights. Better weapon abiliti es, improvements to Dual -Wielding, 
and more effic ient special attacks are here. 

Subtlety is indeed a modest line for raw damage, but it revea ls its strength through 
, improvements to Stea lth movement, anti-detection, reduced costs to several attacks, 

and better crowd control. This is not a soloers line; rather, Subtlety is for Rogues 
who want to engage in large amounts of scouting, PvP, and infiltration. Subtlety also 
brings the most utili ty for five-characters groups and raids. 

ASSASSINATION 
Assassination is fi lled w ith must-have treats for the damage dealers out there. Even 
specs that focus on groupabil ity or damage over time are going to be happy taking a 
few of the ea rl y Assassination Talents. Malice is hard to live without for any Rogue 
bu ild (free Crits left and ri ght). Ruth lessness is a wonderful ability to ma intaining mo

mentum, in PvP and PvE; combine this with Relentless Strikes. Remorseless Attacks is 
fun while leveling, though certainly falls down in usefulness in the late-game. Murder 
and Improved Slice and Dice are excellent for Rogues of var ious specia lizations. 

For Rogues who are in Assassination for the long haul, add Lethality for even higher 
bursfdamage, Cold Blood (an essential Talent for promis ing Crits on five-point 
Eviscerates or Ambush openers). Seal Fate and Vigor are icing on the cake, capping 
the Assass ination line with even more frontloaded damage. You can't go w rong with 
these for PvP, and PvE DPS slots are st ill nice ly fill ed with such Rogues. 

COMBAT 
Improved Sinister Strike starts off the Combat line, and th ings keep piling on the 
damage-over-time aspect from there . For sword users (and mace users as well), thi s 

• is the tree for you. Always take Precision whil e leve ling, as that extra 5% chance to 
. hit is a massive boon; don't drop this Talent until your Rogue has high-end gear with 
5-6% to Hit al ready. 

Riposte offers both damage and mitigation in battle, espec ially for duels and soloing. 
Riposte has almost no Energy cost, deals high damage, and Disarms the opponent! 
Don't miss Dual Wield Spec ialization ei ther, as this adds very consistent damage 
for low and high-end Rogues. Blade Flurry, li ke Riposte, is a must. Rogues are never 
going to be ava ilab le for true AoE, but having a second ta rget is a PvP boon, a solo
ing lifesaver, and can help a great deal in group PvE w hen your group is focused on 
blowing creatures down. 

Sword Specialization is the most common se lection for Rogues of this line. Using 
two swords means that a Rogue is go ing to proc very often (compared to dagger 
Rogues), and that the damage over t ime from this melee character is go ing to be 
immense. Sword Spec obviously enhances that! Grab Weapon Expertise to increase 
your weapon sk ill s (and thus your chance to hit and make critical strikes). And if you 
are already in that deep, Aggression and Adrenali ne Ru sh are must-haves as well : 
Adrenal ine Rush alone allows a Combat Rogue to put 100% and more of their po
tentia l into a boss fight, and its timer is only a five-minute one; even in fast dungeon 
runs, this allows every boss f ight to be a glor ious moment. 

SUBTLETY 
Master of Deception is in the fi rst tier of Subtlety, and it is immensely important in 
PvP and for group-friend ly Rogues. Being ab le to wander around wi thout nearly 
as wide a detection radius is essential for good Sap runs and for approaching flags 
on the Battlegrounds. When taken with Improved Sap, Subtlety Rogues become 
extremely usefu l for five-man dungeon runs in the mid and late game, These take 
the Rogue class from a moderate crowd contro l position and elevate them to a much 
higher tier. 

Preparation is deep in the Subtlety line, but is allows for so many tricks. Better 
escapes, more damage, and many frustrated enemies are created with Prep. Doubled 
w ith Premeditation, at the end of the line, th is allows Rogues to do some amazing 
bursts even without fu ll Assass ination Talents . 

Opportunity and Improved Backstab help with rais ing the consistent damage leve l 
of this line, and Hemorrhage happil y replaces Sinister Strike toward the later game. 
Serrated Blades increases your damage substantiall y aga inst armored foes in both 
PvP and PvE and is much more useful than simply being the prerequisite for Hemor
rh age.W hen there are substantial groups of melee attackers, this ab il ity deals more 
than enough total damage to be worthwhil e! 

Ghostly Stri ke, while not being terribl y efficient on its own, doubles well with Setup 
and heavier weaponry. It's always usefu l for Rogues to have sword and dagger weapon 
options, and Subtlety Rogues can happily enjoy the best of both worlds by Ambushing 
w ith their daggers then settl ing in for easy Combo Points w ith their swords. 



--

~IM~P~R~O~V~E=D~E=V~l=SC=E=RA~T=E-------------~3 IMPROVED GOUGE 

Increases the damage done by your Eviscerate abi lity by 5% 
(Per Rank) 

REMORSELESS ATIACKS 

Gives you a 20% damage bonus (Per Rank) on your next 
Sinister Strike, Backstab, Ambush, or Ghost Stri ke after ki lli ng 
an opponent 

MALICE 5 

Increases your critical strike chance by 1 % (Per Rank) 

RUTHLESSNESS 

G ives your fi nish ing moves a 20% chance (Per Rank) to add a 
com bo point to your i:a rget 

MURDER 

Increases damage to Humanoid, Beasts, Giants, and Dragonkin 
by 2% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED SLICE AND DICE 

Increases the duration of your Sl ice and D ice ability by 15% 
(Per Rank) 

RELENTLESS STRIKES 

Your fin ish ing moves have a 20% chance per combo point to 
restore 25 energy 

2 

IMPROVED EXPOSE ARMOR 2 

Increases the armor reduced by your Expose Armor abili ty by 
15% (Per Rank) 

LETHA LITY 

Inc reases the damage done by you r cri t ica l str ikes by 6%, (Per 
Rank) when using the Sinister Strike, Gouge, Backstab, Ghost 
Stri ke and Hemorrhage abil ity. 

VILE POISONS 

Increases the damage dealt by your poisons by 4% and gives 
your poisons an 8% cha nce to resist d ispel effects (Per Ra nk) . 

IMPROVED POISONS 

Adds a 2% chance (Per Rank) to apply poisons to a target 

IMPROVED KIDNEY SHOT 

5 

While affected by your Kidney Shot abi l ity, the target rece ives an 
additional 3% damage (Per Rank) from all sources 

CO LD BLOOD 

Instant cast-3 min cooldown- When activated, your next 
Sinister Str ike, Backstab, Ambush or Eviscerate is guaranteed a 
c ri t ical strike. 

SEAL FATE 5 

You have a 20% chance (Per Rank) to add an extra combo poi nt 
when you critica l w ith abilities that add combo points 

VIGOR 

Increases your maximum Energy by 10 

Increases the effect durat ion of your Gouge abili ty by 0.5 secs 
(Per Rank) 
IMPROVED SINISTER STRJKE 2 

Reduces the Energy cost of your Sinister Str ike ability by 3 -
Progress ion: 3/5 
LIGHTNING REFLEXES 5 
Increases your Dodge chance by 1 % (Per Rank) 
IMPROVED BACKSTAB 

Increases the critical stri ke chance of your Backstab ability by 
10% (Per Rank) 
DEFLECTION 5 
Increases your Parry chance by 1 % (Per Rank) 

PRECISION 5 
Increases your chance to hit w ith melee w eapons by 1 % (Per 
Rank) 
ENDURANCE 2 

Reduces the coo ldown of your Sprint and Evasion abi l ities by 45 
seconds (Per Rank) 
RJPOSTE 

Th is Instant abili ty is usable after a Parry; it dea ls 150% weapon 
damage and d isarms the enemy for six seconds 

IMPROVED SPRJNT 3 

Gives you a 50% chance (Per Rank) to remove all movement 
impairi ng affects 

IMPROVED KICK 2 
Adds a 50% chance (Per Rank) that your target also becomes 
Silenced for 2 seconds after being kicked 
DAGGER SPECIALIZATION 5 

Increases your chance to get a cri tical strike with Daggers by 1 % 
(Per Rank) 

DUAL WIELD SPECIALIZATION 5 

Increases the damage done by your offhand weapon by 10% 
(Per Rank) 
MACE SPECIALIZATION 

Improves your Mace skil l by 1 (Per Rank) and adds a 1 % (Per 
Rank) chance to stun on a strike. 

BLADE FLURRY 

25 Energy, Instant cast, 5 min Cooldown, Req melee weapon
Increases your attack speed by 20°/o. In addition your normal 
melee weapon sw ings strike an additional nearby opponent. Lasts 
15 sec. 
SWORD SPECIA LIZATION 

Increases your chance to get an extra swing with Swords by 
1%-Progression: 1%/2%/3%/4%/6% 

FIST WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 

Increases your chance to get a cri tica l strike with Fist Weapons 
by 1 % (Per Rank) 

W EAPON EXPERTISE 2 

Increases your skill w ith Swords, Fists, and Daggers
Progression: 3%/5% 
AGGRESSION 

Increases damage done by Sinister Stike and Ev iscera te by 2% 
(Per Rank) 
ADRENALINE RUSH 

Instant cast 6 m in cooldown; doubles your Energy regeneration 
rate for ·15 seconds 

MASTER OF DECEPTION 

Improves your ability to avoid detect ion with each Rank 

OPPORTUNITY 

Increases the damage dealt when striking from behind with your 
Backstab1 Ga rrote or A mbush abi lities by 4% (Per Rank) 

SLEIGHT OF HA ND 

Reduces the chance of being c riti ca lly struck by ranged and 
melee attacks by 1 % (Per Rank) and increases the threat 
reduction of Feint by 10% (Per Rank) 
ELUSIVENESS 

Reduces the coo ldown of your Vani sh , and Bli nd abili t ies by 45 
sec (Per Rank) 
CAMOUFLAGE 

Increases your speed while Stealthed by 3% (Per Rank) and your 
cooldown by 1 second (Per Rank) 

INITIATIVE 

Gives you a 25% chance (Per Rank) to add an add itional combo 
point to your target when using your Ambush, Garrote or Cheap 
Shot abil ity. 
GHOSTLY STRIKE 

40 Energy Instant Cast 20 sec cooldown 7yd range- A stri ke that 
dea ls 125%weapon damage and increases you r chance to dodge 
by 15% for 5 sec. Awards 1 combo point. 

IMPROVED AMBUSH 

Increases the crit ical stri ke chance of your Ambush ab il ity by 
15% - Progressionl 15%/30%/40% 

SETUP 

G ives you a 15% chance (Per Rank) to add a Combo Point to 
your target after dodgi ng their attack. 

IMPROVED SAP 

Gives you a 30% chance (Per Rank) to retu rn to Stealth mode 
after usi ng your Sap abili ty . 

SERRATED BLADES 

Ignore an amount of Armor/Level- Progression: 
1.67/3.3 4/ 5.00-and increases the damage done by Rupture by 
1 0% (Per Rank) 

HEIGHTENED SENSES 

Increases your Stea lth detection and reduces the chance you are 
hi t by spells and ranged attacks by 1 % (Per Rank) 

PREPARATION 

Instant cast- 10 min cooldown When activated, th is abili ty 
immediately fin ishes the cooldown on your other Rogue 
abil it ies. 

DIRTY DEEDS 

Reduces the cost of Cheap Shot and Garrote by 10 (Per Rank) 
(Per Rank) 
HEMORRHAGE 

Engages an Instant strike that that ;idds a combo poi nt and a 
debuff that increases melee damage to that target by 3 for 30 hits 
or 1 5 seconds 
DEADLINESS 

Increases your Attack Power by 2°/,, (Per Rank) 

PREMEDITATION 

10 Energy, 1 sec cast, 2 min cooldown1 7 yd range- When used, 
adds 2 combo points to your target. 



STRATEGIES 
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Rogue strategies rely heavily on the Talent 
line that they favor, but there are some tricks 
that are universa l to the class. Many of these 
can be mastered early in a Rogue's career, 
allowing them to break out from the central 
mold as they grow. 

l?0lS@NS· 
Carry around several poisons to use for varying situations. Crippling Poison is only 
useful if you don't have a class nearby to help Snare enemies in PvE (though it is 
always a w ise choice in PvP). Mind-Numbing Poison really helps against casters (and 
is only surpassed if you have a Warlock in your party to sit on them instead). Instant 
Poison knocks down targets in short fights. Deadly Poison is the king of longer fights 
with its higher chance to activate and stacking (very nice to keep on an offhand 
weapon). ' 

Coats a weapon with a poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike has a 30% chance of poisoning the enemy for 40-44 Nature domoge over l 2 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times an o single target. 60 charges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each slTike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy for 56·60 Nature damage over 12 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times on a single target. 7 5 charges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each slTike has o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy for 92 Nature damage aver 12 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times on o single target. 90 charges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy for 124·128 Nature damage over l 2 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times on a single target. l 05 charges.! 

Coots o weapon with poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy for l 36 Nature Damage over l 2 sec. Stocks up to 5 times on o single target. l 05 dmrges. 

Coats a weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts 21·29 Nature damage. 55 charges. 

Coats o weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts 34-44 Nature damage. 55 charges. 

Coots o weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts 50-65 Nature damage. 70 charges. 

Coats a weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each slTike has o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts 77·98 Nature damage. 85 charges. 

Coats o weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each slTike has a 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts l 05· l 36 Nature damage. l 00 charges. 

Coots a weapon with poison that lasts 30 minutes. Each strike has o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy which instantly inflicts 128· l 71 Nature damage. 115 charges. 

Coats o weapon with a poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike has o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy, increasing their costing time by 40% for l 0 seconds. 50 charges. 

Coats o weapon with o po~on that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy, increasing their casting time by 50% for 12 secooos. 75 charges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each slTike hos o 20% chance of poisoning the enemy, increasing their casting time by 60% for l 4 seconds. l 00 charges. 

Coots a weapon with a poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Eolh strike hos o 30% chance of po~oning the enemy, reducing all healing effelts used on them by 55 for l 5 seconds. Stacks up to 5 times on 
o single target. 60 charges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy, reducing all healing effects used on them by 75for15 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times on 
o single target. 60 lhorges. 

Coots o weapon with o poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy, reducing all healing effects used on them by l 05 for l 5 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times 
on o single target. 60 charges. 

Coots o weapon with a poison that lasts for 30 minutes. Each strike hos o 30% chance of poisoning the enemy, reducing all healing effects used on them by l 35 for l 5 seconds. Stocks up to 5 times 
on o single target. 60 charges. 



MONEY) 
Rogues have to spend piles of money on weapons, sli ghtly better armor, enchant

ments, poisons, and potions. Add to this food needs and the lost income of keeping 
cloth (for First Aid) instead of selling it, and Rogues seem very poor. Lucki ly, this 
doesn' t end up being too bad if you know what you are doing. After all, Rogues kill 
at a wonderful rate, and that brings in the money even faster than it leaves. 

Skinning, if taken, offers one route to greater cash. After even a short time, Skinning 
shines as a way to make considerable funds, espec ially w hen materials are sold 
through the Auction House instead of vendored. The other gathering crafts are not 
able to increase their rates very well (you can only find so many herbs in a region, 
and you can on ly mine so many veins before having to travel and wait). Skinning, 
however, benefits heavily from a high killrate. 

Pick Pocketing Humanoid monsters is a good way to find extra items that vendor 

well. Beyond that, there are sometimes higher-quality items on these creatures, so 
this is a skill worth y of using o.ften. Humanoid monsters are already a fairly good 
source of income, since they drop money and cloth in the first place; combin ing thi s 
w ith Pick Pocketing is a pleasant boost. If you are already planning on using Cheap 
Shot or Ambush to open, it doesn't even take much extra time to use Pick Pockets 
(though this does slow leveling slightly) . 

Rogues blow through lower-level dungeons w ithout taking much time. This makes 
them a powerful class for finding bind-on-equip rare items to se ll on the Auction 
House. Take Enchanting, break the bind-on-pickup items to se ll on the Auction 
House for other Enchanters. Between these two actions, your Rogue is likely to be 
rolling in the money. 

SLAPPING ON eoiv\130 POINTS 
Many Rogue builds, regardless of Talents, use combo points heav ily. These are 
required for all finishing moves, whether you are trying to score damage, reduce 
enemy armor, or keep those fiends out of commi ssion as long as possib le. 

Use moves like Sinister Strike and Hemorrhage for fast accrual of Combo Points. 
Sinister Strike can be used well w ith swords to deal high damage whi le working 
toward potent Eviscerates. To stay low in profile, Hemorrhage raises group damage 
against a foe, costs less, and still provides that needed Combo Point. 

For fights where winning is more important than speed, remember to use Gouge and 
wait for its ful l timer before attacking again. This gives you a free Combo Point, and 
it frustrates the heck out of PvP enemies. 

STEALTH 
Stea lth is both offensive and defensive in nature, depending on w ho is creeping out 
in the bushes. Defensively, Stealth takes you aw ay from harm by keeping your Rogue 
hidden from monsters and dangerous players. At longer range, things simply won't 
be able to see you; this exact distance of this vari es tremendously, so it's wise to test 
often to get a feel for your " safe" range. 

What Control Stealth Detection R: 
level Differences Between the Rogue and the Viewer 

Line of Sight (Cre.otures.Don'f:.see" Behind Tbemsclves) 

[Ii] Monster/Chorocter Type (Hunters and Certain Monsters Detect Stealthers at longer Range) 

[Ii] Tolents u:e. Mosler of De~ent!~!l) 
[Ii] Gear (i.e. Nightscope Boots) 

Be wary of approaching targets that are higher-level than you w ithout getting well 
behind them first. If you stand in a target's line-of-sight, it takes much higher Subtlety 
to stay hidden. Once revealed, you are a sitting duck (free to spells, abili ties, ranged 
weapons, and general monster aggro). Use D istract to keep things from looking your 

way. 

THE BEST 'f P.:RDETS 
The best ta rgets are found in enemies w ho die quickl y . Thi s is true for almost every· 
one, but Rogues have the ability to take many foes dow n quickly if the enemy has 
light armor. Using high DPS to its fullest, the Rogue can do so much damage that few 
enemies can ramp up to their full capabi lit ies. Some may even die before getting to 
attack (ouch)! 

Part of this rests in going after lower-level targets w hen you are grinding for experi· 
ence. Anything of higher level is going to keep you missing a moderate amount of 
the time, and thi s is a very bad thing for a Rogue (you can't afford to whiff on those 
early attacks) . Stick to enemies a level or two beneath you and go through them at 
maximum speed. 

Anything that isn't wearing heavy armor is a good target, but PvE casters are the 
best. Don' t forget to save Energy for a Kick to disrupt casting. Add Gouge to that for 
a secondary interrupt, and things are sounding even better. Though Mind Numbing 
Poison looks great on paper for these fights, it's rea ll y unimportant for most PvP and 
PvE uses, considering that Rogues are already the interrupt ion kings and queens. 

W ait a moment before interrupting slow spells; get in an extra slice or two before us· 
ing your abilities (this effectively "wastes" the caster's time with a spel l that is going 
to fa il anyway) . This also ensures that you don' t waste an interrupt on an ability that 
is instant but has a visual component. 

Adds are ve ry bad for Rogues because of the low damage tolerance this class 
displays. That is another reason that Rogues love to solo enemies slightly beneath 
their level. When enem ies are paired or too close to avoid adds, use Stealth, Sap 
one target, then kill the other first. Sap provides a considerable window for bringing 
down foes in solo and group environments. 

VANISH AND Frnm, You CRAZY FIEND! 
Many Rogues, especiall y those that PvP often, are used to doing as much damage as 
they can. In a group setting, that isn' t always a good idea. Warriors can hold a great 
deal of aggro, but not in the first few moments of a battle. When dealing damage 
early in a boss fight or an otherw ise major encounter, use Feint to keep the target's 
attention off of your Rogue. If you get way too much aggro (e.g. Sword Spec just 
proceed six times, yikes!! !), Vanish immediatel y. Thi s clea rs that dreaded aggro and 
lets your W arrior keep up the fun. Another good idea is to wait...yes, wait! A mob 
with three Sunders on it rarely leaves the warri or. 

Do not go after secondary targets either. For some reason, quite a few Rogues see 
themselves as backup tanks. This is only true when all of your timers are being used. 
As a last-ditch effort, Evasion is a good w ay for Rogues to dodge-tank an add and 
keep a hea ler ali ve. Just wait and onl y do thi s w hen the group is in real trouble. If 
there is an offtank already, such as a Fury Warrior, let them pull adds off of hea lers. 
You ki ll; you don' t tank. Leather doesn't rhyme w ith cloth, but in your case, maybe it 1 
should. Rogues die quickly, and poorl y played Rogues die often. 

For the longer explanation of why Rogues must not get aggro, think about the reason 
w hy you would pull a creature off of a hea ler; to save them from the aggro, right? 
But you won't. As you begin to tank the creature, the healer needs to start hea ling 
you. That puts the aggro right back on them, and thus the chain continues with the 
creature bouncing back and forth whil e you and the hea ler rise on its Threat li st. 
M eanwhile, the Warrior cries. 

What you can do, and this is fun stuff, is to Diso rient, Stun, Blind, and otherwi se 
mess with monsters that peel off of the tank. Blind or Gouge such a foe and leave 
it be. Vanish and Cheapshot. Don't DPS things that are uncontrolled, but trying to 
disable them until the Warrior has time to reestabli sh aggro is absolutel y fine. 



Shaman invoke the powers of air, earth, fire, and water to increase their melee effectiveness, attack at range, 
aid themselves and teammates, hinder enemies, and heal. This plethora of abilities make them a very solid 
choice for the solo player while still being a respectable choice for the more social. The array of spells is 

confusing at first, but given practice, the Shaman can ful f ill nearly any open spot in a group and be quite a 

devastating opponent. 

I asked the Earthmother for strength as I looked over the bodies of the fallen 
Tauren, dwarves, and Goblins. A tremendous battle between the fair people of 

Bloodhoof Village and the defilers of Venture Company had taken place near 
some of the eastern mines. I was returning to Thunder Bluff at the time, but I 
heard of the battle from severa l young Warriors who were resting, hoping to 
make another run at the remaining Venture Company workers. 

I had gone to the mines alone, seething with anger, and now the dead were 

my only companions. Begging the grace of the spirits of the world, I brought 
the Tauren back to themselves and b id them leave. "Return later and cleanse 
the place of any foulness that remai ns," I spoke. They must have seen some
thing in my eyes, for it is rarely the place of our people to walk away when the 
land is ravaged, but they obeyed by order, still shaken from the return to their 
bodies. 

I gripped by axe and shield ti ghtly and ran into the mines. The workers of 
the Venture Company looked far less than beasts to me; given the gift of 
thought and will, yet choosing to twist it against the earth. At first I fought like 
a brave Warrior, blocking their attacks and hacking into flesh and bone with 
the strength of my arms. Yet more of the workers came, and their supervisors 
followed. Though tested by hundreds of battles, I was not immune to their 
push. I threw down a Totem of Stonesk in and felt my body harden against the 
enemy's blows. 

Their push failed and I had a moment's respi te. I used this time to hea l my 
wounds and charge my weapon w ith the power of Rock! The next Goblin w ho 
came forward was bitten foully by my axe's swing and fell to the ground. Still 
more followed, and I felt that my anger had gotten me into a place from w hich 

,, I cou ld no longer retreat. If this was my death, so be it, but the mine would be 
cleared of its darkness. 

Then, as I saw at least six more enemies come out from the final room of the 
mines, I heard steps behind me and knew that I would be lost if they w ere 
Venture Company reinforcements. Yet, it was my people. They had ignored 
my words after all; bellowing like a storm, they crashed into the room and 
devoured the Goblins with fast and ferocious swings. When all was done, the 
mine was clear. The younger Tauren searched the bodies of the Goblins and 
found whatever they sought. They seemed happy to be alive, and honored to 
have saved a small corner of our land from harm. 

I too was warmed by our victory. There is a greater joy in serving the world; it 
was too bad the people of Venture Company had tu rned thei r eyes from such 
beauty. 

IN~OO~llON 1b ~~ -~ ~~ 
These spi ritual leaders have a bond with 
the world. It's different from that of the 
Druid in that Shaman call power from 
the four elements. Ai r, earth, fire, and 
water answer the call of the Shaman 
through spells and totems. 

Some of the Shaman 's greatest power 
rests in their totems. Whi le only being 

able to use one totem of each elemental 
type (these are gained through quests as 

you progress) at a time, the Shama n has 
\many options for each totem. Knowing which totem to use takes practice and can 
make the life of yourself and your group eas ier. 

As one of the few classes that can heal themselves and others, Shaman are often 
ca lled upon to group with the more martial and mystic classes and keep them ali ve. 
This is someth ing the Shaman does we ll, but it's not all they do. 

Starting w ith Leather armor and progressing to M ail at Level 40, Shaman aren't 
fragile. They can carry sh ields as well and th is makes them quite hearty. With an 

-enchant on their weapon, enemies aren't going to find a soft and squishy healer if 
they engage a Shaman. 

Many of the spell s Shaman gain, allow them to live through quite a lot. Surviving 
the attention of a monster or two for a short time is very easy, while lasting through 
a long fight is more trying. They work wel l as tanks in the lower levels, but shou ld 
avoid the role as the enemies become more difficult. 

Shaman work best when helping others. They can heal melee classes and buff cast

ers with totems. With their damage from melee or spells, they aid parti es in defeating 
enemies. Knowing which task to take on when takes practice, but mastering it makes 
you a sought after addition to any party. 

Availabl& Races 

Ore 

Troll 
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What do Attributes Mean 'to 

Strength lncreoses Damage Done in Melee ond Damage Blocked by Shield 

Stamina Higher Health 

Raises Chance to Get a Critical Hit ond Dodge 

More Mano, Better Chance for Critical Hits with Speilsfusttl! learning of Skills 

Spirit I Improves Health ond Mono Recovery 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Shaman have plenty of needs w hen it 
comes to equipment. Because Shaman 
are so versatile, they need gear that 
holds up to many tests. High armor, 

a good shield, substantial DPS from a 
relatively fast weapon, and multiple 
attribute bonuses are des irable. Simply 
put, keeping your equipment up-to-date 
is go ing to take most of your time and 
money. 

For melee, a good shield and so lid armor 

pieces make a huge difference. Because Shaman are limited to Leather armor during 
the lower levels, it's hard to survive major aggro (this improves later on by learn ing 
to wear Mail at leve l 40). The good news is that it isn' t hard to find attributes you 
need; the bad news is that you need almost everything. 

Strength and Agi li ty are useful , but they are secondary to Intellect, Stamina, and 
Spirit. Work on getting the best bonuses in your three primary stats while leveling 
and try not to focus too much on which of the three you are getting from a given 
item (just look for the best tota l bonuses to the three and let that guide you in item 
selection). Later on, you have more leeway to decide which direction to focus on. 
Stamina is incredibly useful for melee-centered and soloing Shaman . Intellect saves 
groups on a daily basis, and Spirit builds are fun for grinding and evad ing downtime. 

While Shaman can use Staves, thi s rem·oves your ability to w ield a shield. Take a 
careful look at the weapons. If you are goi ng to have the monster's attention, shield 

and one-hand weapon are a more sensib le combination. If you are grouped w ith 
someone w ho has the monster's attention choose the weapon that gives you the 
highest damage (if you want to attack the enemy directl y) or better stats (if you want 
to stand back and hea l the party) . Weapons can be sw itched in battle and should be 
if an events change your role in a group. 

A 

As Shaman can fill so many different roles, they tend to develop at least two different suits of 
equipment. 

for soloing or backup tanking, they often hove a high Stamina and Armor suit while for healing 
they tend to hove a high Intellect suit with bonuses to healing spells. 

This may sound expensive at first (and it is), don't look to buy two sets of equipment. Instead 
watch for item upgrades that can be useful in either capacity and dedicate a bank bog to holding 
the suit you aren't wearing. 



CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 
At first, secondary skills don't seem to come into play as often with a Shaman as they 
do with non-magic classes. Having the ability to heal makes First Aid and Cooking 
a bit less impressive, but you will often find your mana doesn't stretch as far as you 
want. Cooking can increase both Stamina and Spirit which is advantageous. First Aid 
allows you to heal yourself between fights while allowing your mana to regenerate. 
These combined can drastically reduce your downtime and have you fighting much 
quicker. 

Alchemy and Herbalism are very good 
professions for a Shaman. Having 
constant access to attribute buffs, extra 
defense, and a supply of Health/Mana 
potions can shore up any weak side to 
your character. As Shaman are depen
dant on all attributes, they also use a 
wider variety of potions and thus can get 
much more from them then most classes. 

For a first-time character, Skinning and 
Leatherworking are also good choices. 

Being able to craft your own armor keeps you from falling behind and allows you 
to use more of your money to keep your weapon up-to-date. At higher levels, when 
you learn to wear Mail armor, choosing the Dragonscale Leatherworking specialty 
allows you to continue making useful armor for yourself. 

All of a Shaman's abilities are tied to 
their mana. Shaman live or die depend
ing on whether or not they have mana. 
Because mana regenerates faster when 
you aren't casting, use your abilities in 
bursts and allow time to pass between 
these bursts to regain mana. This isn't 
always possible, but should be done 
whenever the opportunity ar ises. 

if you already have friends who are heavily into Alchemy and you aren't worried 
about making your own armor, Enchanting is a great profession to master. Being able 
to customize your. equipment without the massive expense of going to other players 
can help direct your finances toward higher-end gea r and allow you to keep gear 
slightly longer as the bonuses your enchanting give make it take longer to become 
outdated. 

With very different abilities to use based 
on whether you are alone or with a 
group, keeping your quickbars optimized makes you more effective and your game
play more enjoyable. No one wants to be searching their quickbars for a spell while 
in combat. l<eep your totems clumped together by type of fight and on a separate 
bar since you won't always use them. Keep your damage spells together, and your 
healing and dispelling spells together. This leads to clean ability use (re ly on the 
keyboard for faster functionality instead of mouse-clicking). 

Instantly shacks the target with concussive force, musing 19 to 22 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

50 20 yd IC 6 seconds l it lnstantty shacks the target with concussive force, causing 35 ta 38 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

14 85 20 yd IC 6 seconds 9 fl; Instantly shacks the target with concussive force, cousing 60 to 65 Narure damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cost for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

24 145 20 yd IC 6 seconds 35. 
Instantly shocks the target with concussive force, causing 126 to 134 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

36 240 20 yd IC 6 seconds l. Instantly shocks the target with concussive force, musing 235 to 249 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcosting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

48 345 20 yd IC 6 seconds 20. 
Instantly shacks the target with concussive force, causing 372 to 394 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cost for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

60 405 20 yd IC 6 seconds Ht 40 <!!! Insta ntly shocks the target with concussive force, causing 517 to 545 Nature damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast for 2 sec. Causes a high amount of threat. 

15 30 yd l.5 sec Costs a bolt of lig htning ot the target for 15 to 17 Noture domoge. 

30 30 yd 2 sec H' Casts a bolt of lightning at the target for 28 ta 33 Nal\Jre damage. 

14 45 30 yd 2.5 sec 9 fl Casts a bait of lightning at the target for 48 ta 57 Nature damage. 

20 75 30 yd 3 sec 22f; Costs a bolt of lightning at the target for 88 ta l 00 Nature damage. 

26 105 30 yd 3 sec 40f; Casts a bait al lightning at the target for 131 ta 149 Nature damage. 

32 135 30 yd 3 sec 808 Costs a bolt of lightning at the target for 172 to 194 damage. 

38 165 30 yd 3 sec l t> IOf; Casts a bait of lightning at the target for 235 ta 264 Nature damage 

44 195 30 yd 3 sec l ~ 80'1 Casts a bolt of lightning at the target for 291 to 326 Norure damage. 

9 50 230 30yd 3 sec 2 f) 40. Casts a bolt of lightning at the target for 357 ta 400 damage. 

10 56 265 30yd 3 sec 3 ~ Casts a bait of lightning at the target for 419 to 467 Nature damage. 
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Summons a Stoneclaw Totem with 65 heolth at the feet of the cosier for 15 sec that taunts creatures within B yards to altack it. 

IC 30 seconds 20 , Summons a Stonedaw Totem with 150 health at the feet of the caster for 15 sec that taunts creatures within 8 yards to ottock it. 

IC 30 seconds 608 Summons a Stonedaw Totem with 220 health at the feet of the caster for 15 sec that taunts creatures within 8 yards to attack it. 

IC 30 seconds 1 ~ 10 • Summons a Stoneclaw Totem with 280 heolth al the feet of the caster for 15 sec thot taunts creatures within 8 yards lo attack it. 

IC 30 seconds 29 20 . Summons a Stoneclaw Totem with 390 health at the feet of the cosier for 15 sec that taunts creatures within 8 yards to ottock it. 

IC 30 seconds 3§ 20 • Summons a Stoneclaw Totem with 480 health at the feet of the caster for 15 sec that tounts creatures within 8 yards to attack it. 

Flame Shock, li ke Earth Shock, has two primary abi lities . It's instant Fire damage and causes Fire damage 

IC 

IC 

IC 
IC 

6 seconds 20 4' lnstunriy sears the target with fire, causing 51 Fire damage immediately ond 48 Fire domoge over 12 sec. 

6 seconds 60f Instantly sears the target with fire, causing 94 to 95 fire damage immediately and 96 fire damage over 12 sec. 

6 seconds l t 2o e lnstonriy sears the target with fire, causing 163 ta 164 fire damage immediately and 168 fire damage over 12 sec. 
6 seconds 2 . 70 9 Instantly seorsthe target with fire, causing 24 l to 24 2 Fire da mage immediately and 256 Fire damage over 12 sec. 

Fi re Nova Totem doesn't do anything when you first put it down, but somehow it annoys everything in the area. Have solid aggro 
before using th is totem and hold the enemies for the four seconds it takes to blast all enemies close by with Fire damage or it just 

' - · - - • • - .· -:~ -~-·-"'~'' . isn't worth it. 
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34 225 

46 325 

58 430 

36 360 

46 500 

56 650 

IC I 15 seconds 18 ~ 
I Summons o fire Novo Totem tho! has 5 health ond lasts 5 sec. Unless it is destroyed with in 4 sec., the totem inflicts 53 to 62 fire damage to enemies within 

10 yd. 

I IC I 15 seconds I 30[ sp] 
I Summons a fire Novo Totem that hos 5 health and lasts 5 sec. Unless it is destroyed within 4 sec., the totem inflicts 110 lo 12 4 fire damage to enemies 

within 10 yd. 

I IC I 15 seconds I 80 f> I Summons o fire Novo Totem that hos 5 health and lasts 5 sec. Unless it is destroyed within 4 sec., the totem inflicts 195 to 219 fire damage to enemies 
within 10 yd. 

- I IC I 15 seconds 11 tJ 60 f> I Summons a Fire Novo Totem that hos 5 health and lasts 5 sec. Unless it is destroyed within 4 sec., the totem inflicts 295 to 331 fire damage to enemies 
within 10 yd. 

- I IC I 15 seconds I H~ 70 e I Summons a fire Nova Totem that hos 5 health and lasts 5 sec. Unless it is destroyed within 4 sec., the totem inflicts 409 to 456 fire damage to enemies 
within 10 yd. 

Purge removes beneficial magic effects from an enemy. It's instant and can be 
used wh ile movi ng. 

-

-
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Summons o Searing Totem with 5 health at your feet for 30 sec that repeatedly attacks on enemy within 20 yds for 9 to 11 Fire damage. --
IC - 22 f) Summons o Searing Totem with 5 hwlth at your feet for 35 sec that attacks on enemy within 20 yards for 13 ta 17 Fire damage. 

IC - 70. Summons o Searing Totem with 5 health at your feet for 40 sec that attacks on enemy within 20 yards for 19 to 25 Fire damage. 

IC - l ~ 20 f) Summons a Searing Totem with 5 health at yourfeet for 45 sec that attacks an enemy within 20 yards for 26 to 34 Fire damage. 

IC - 2• 40 9 Summons o Searing Totem with 5 health ot your feet for 50 sec that attacks on enemy within 20 yards for 33 to 4 5 fire damage. 

IC - 3 ti 40 . Sum mons a Searing Totem with 5 health at your feet for 55 sec that attacks an enemy within 20 yards for 40 to 54 Fire damage. 

Frost Shock, like the other shock spe ll s, has two components. The first is instant damage. The second component reduces the 
target's movement rate fo r eight seconds. 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

Insta ntly shocks the target with frost, causing 95 to l 01 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 50% of normal Lasts 8 sec 
6 seconds 90f> lnstunrty shocks the target with frost, causing 215 to 230 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 50% of normal. Lasts 8 sec. 
6 seconds 2• Instantly shocks the turget with frost, causing 345 to 366 frost damage and slowing movement speed to 50% of normal. Lasts 8 sec. 

6 seconds 3 ~ 20 9 lnstonriy shocks the target with frost, causing 486 to 514 Frost damage and slowing movement speed to 50% of normal. Lasts 8 sec. 

Magma Totem is a fa irly re li able AoE Fire damage totem. It tends to live longer than Fire Nova Totem since enemies don't target it 
as quickl y. 

Summons a Magma Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 20 sec that causes 22 fire damage to creatu res within 8 yards every 2 seconds. 
- l -'!!> Summons a Magma Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 20 sec that causes 37 Fire damage to creatures within 8 yards every 2 seconds. 
- 2 ~ Summons a Magma Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 20 sec that causes 54 Fire damage to creatures within 8 yards every 2 seconds. 
- H l> Summons o Magma Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 20 sec that causes 75 fire damage to creatures within 8 yards every 2 seconds. 



32 280 30yd 2.5 sec 

40 380 30yd 2.5 sec 

48 490 30 yd 2.5 sec 

56 605 30 yd 2.5 sec 

ENHANCEMENT 

28 90 IC 

38 140 IC 

48 200 IC 

58 275 IC 

6 seconds BO • 

6 seconds l ~ 20 • 

6 seconds 2. 20 ,, 

6 seconds 3 ~ 

60 fJ 

l ~ lO fJ 

2f/ 20 • 

3 ~ 20 . 

Hurls o lightning bolt at the enemy, dealing 220 to 227 nature domoge ond then jumping to odditionol nearby enemies. Each jump reduces the damage by 
30%. Affects 3 total targets. 

Hurls a lightning bolt at the enemy, dealing 288 to 323 nature damage ond then jumping to additionol neorby enemies. Each jump reduces the damage by 
30%. Affects 3 totol torgets. 

Hurls a lightning bolt ot the enemy, dealing 391 to 438 nature damage ond then jumping to odditionol neorby enemies. Eoch jump reduces the damage by 
30%. Affects 3 totol torgets. 

Hurls o lightning bolt ot the enemy, dealing 493 to 551 nature damage ond then jumping to odditionol nearby enemies. Each jump reduces the damage by 
30%. Affects 3 total targets. 

Summons a Flometongue Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem enchants all party membei;' moirthond weapons with fire if they are within 
20 yards. Each hitcouses 6.4 to 19.6. additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons muse mare fire damage per swing. Lasts 
2min. 

Summons a Flometongue Totem with 5 health ot the feel of the casrer. The totem enchants all party membei;' moin·hond weapons with fire if they ore within 
20 yards. Each hit causes 9 to 27.9 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons co use more fire damage per swing. Lasts 
2 min. 

Summons a Flametangue Totem with 5 health at the feet of the cosier. The totem enchants all party members' main-hand weapons with fire if they ore within 
20 yards. Each hit causes 12.3 to 37 .9 odditionol Fire domoge, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more fire damage per swing. 
losts 2 min. 

Summons a Flometongue Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem enchants all party members' main-hand weapons with fire if they ore within 
20 yords. Each hit causes 15.8 lo 48.7 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more fire domoge per swing. 
lasts 2 min. 

Rockbiter Weapon is your first weapon enhancement, but it never loses its purpose. It directly increases your attack power and 

~~~"""""""""""""""""""""'"""'"""~!!!'!~· thus your damage. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon, increasing ottock power by 29 ond allowing melee attacks to cause additional threat when using that weapon. Losts for 5 minutes. 

25 IC l f> Imbue the Shomon's weapon, increasing attack power by 58 ond allowing melee attacks to cause odditionol threat when using thot weapon. Losts for 5 minutes. 

16 50 IC 18 . Imbue the Shomon's weapon, increasing attack power by 88 ond allowing melee al1lKks ta muse additional threat when using that weapon. Lasts far 5 minutes. 

24 75 IC 35 f/ Imbue the Shomon's weapon, increasing attack power by 1_29 and allowing melee attacks to muse additional threat when using that weapon. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

34 100 IC 90 f/ Imbue the Shaman's weapon, increasing attack power by 21 1 and allowing melee attacks to muse additional threat when using that weapon. Losts for 5 minutes. 

44 125 IC l ~ BO f/ Imbue the Shomon's weapon, increasing attack power by 393 and allowing melee attacks to cause additional threot when using that weapon. Los5 far 5 minutes. 

150 IC 2• 90 f> Imbue the Shaman's weapon, increasing ottock power by 554 ond allowing melee attacks lo muse additional threat when using !hot weapon. losts for 5 minutes. 

45 IC l f/ 
The cosier is surrounded by 3 balls of lightning. When a spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be srruck for 13 Noture domoge. This 
expends one lightning ball. Only one boll will fire every few seconds. Losts l 0 min. 

16 80 IC lB f/ 
The caster is surrounded by 3 balls of lightning. When a spell, melee or ranged anock hits the caster, the attacker will be srruck for 29 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning boll. Only one ball will fire every few seconds. Lasts l 0 min. 

24 125 IC 35 9 
The caster is surrounded by 3 bolls of lightning. When a spell, melee or ranged onack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck far 51 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning boll. Only one boll will fire every few seconds. Lasts l 0 min. 

32 180 IC BO • 
The caster is surrounded by 3 bolls of lightning. When o spell, melee or ranged ottock hits the caster, the attacker will be struck_ far 80 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning boll. Only one boll will fire every few seconds. lasts l 0 min. 

40 240 IC 19 20 • 
The cosier is surrounded by 3 balls of lightning. When o spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker will be struck far 114 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning boll. Only one boll will fire every few seconds. Lasts l 0 min. 

48 305 IC 2;J 20f) The caster is surrounded by 3 balls of lightning. When a spell, melee or ranged attack hits the caster, the attacker wi ll be srruck far 154 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning ball. Only one ball will fire every few seconds. Lasts l 0 min. 

56 370 IC 3 ~ 
The cosier is surrounded by 3 balls of lightning. When o spell, melee or ranged ottock hits the cosier, the attacker will be struck for 198 Nature damage. This 
expends one lightning boll. Only one boll will fire every few seconds. Lasts l 0 min. 
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18 55 IC 

26 80 IC 

36 105 IC 

46 130 IC 

155 IC 

24 65 IC 

38 155 IC 

52 275 IC 

60 340 IC 

30 IC 

14 60 IC 

24 90 IC 

34 ll5 IC 

44 160 IC 

210 IC 

3 ~ 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire. Each hit causes 4.2 to 13 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more 
fire damage per swing. Lusts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire. Each hit causes 6.2 to 19.2 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more 
fire damage per swing. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire. Each hit causes 9.3 to 28.6 additional Fire damage, bused on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more 
fire damage per swing. Lusts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire . Each hit causes 14.9 to 45.8 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause 
more fire damage per swing. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire. Each hit causes 24.4 to 75 additional Fire damage, bused on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause more 
fire damage per swing. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with fire . Each hit causes 32.4 to 99. 9 additional Fire damage, based on the speed of the weapon. Slower weapons cause 
more fire damage per swing. Lusts for 5 minutes. 

Summons o Strength of Earth Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster. The totem increases the strength of party membe~ within 20 yards by 10. Lusts 2 min. 

Summons a Strength of Earth Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the strength of party membe~ within 20 yards hy 20. lasts 2 min. 

Summons a Strength of Earth Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the strength of party members within 20 yards by 36. Lasts 2 min. 

Summons o Strength of Earth Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster. The totem increases the strength of party membe~ within 20 yards by 61. lnsts 2 min. 

Summons a Strength of Earth Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the strength of party membe~ within 20 yards by 77. Lasts 2 min. 

Stoneskin Totem is a mainstay of many Shaman. It reduces the damage of all melee attacks against you or other party members in 

Summons a Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee damage taken by 4. 
Lasts 45 sec. 

99 
Summons o Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee damage token by 7. 
Lusts l min. 

35. 
Summons a Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee damage token by 
l l.Losts l min. 

904t 
Summons a Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee damage token by 
16. Lasts 1 min. 

1 •so• Summons a Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee domoge token by 
22. losts 1 min. 

2 ~ 90 9 
Summons a Stoneskin Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party members within 20 yards, reducing melee damage token by 
30. losts l min. 

Frostbrand Weapon is another good choice w hen you don' t want aggro. It deals Cold damage and slows the movement speed 
..,...,...,...,...,.,,,,,;...,,"""~~:!!!'!!!!!!~ of enemies on each hit. 

28 85 IC 

38 110 IC 

48 135 IC 

160 IC 

60 1f 

1e 10 e 

20 t 

H~ 20e 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with frost. Each hit hos a chance of causing 35 additional Frost damage and slowing the torgers movement speed by 25% for 
8 sec lusts for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with frost. Each hit hos a chance of causing 53 additional Frost damage and slowing the target's movement speed by 25% for 
8 sec. lasl5 for 5 minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with frost. Each hit hos a chance of causing 84 additional Frost damage and slowing the torgers movement speed by 25% for 
8 sec. lasts for S minutes. 

Imbue the Shaman's weapon with frost. Each hit has a chance of causing 134 additional Frost damage and slowing the target's movement speed by 25% for 
8 sec. lasts for 5 minutes. 
Imbue the Shaman's weapon with host. Each hit hos o chance of causing 175 additional Frost domoge and slowing the target's movement speed by 25% for 
8 sec. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

Ghost Wolf is the Shaman's travel form. It increases the Shaman's speed sign iii-
..,.;;,,...,.,~~,,,.~~,,,,;;~~~"' cantly and w ith the appropriate talent choice, its casting time is trivia l. 



Summons a frost Resistance Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min. The totem increases party members' frost resistunce by 30, if within 20 yards. 

IC Summons a Frost Resistonce Totem with 5 health otthe feet of the caster for l min. The totem increases party membe5' frost resistunce by 45, if within 20 yards. 

IC Summons a Frost Resistonce Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min. The totem increases party members' frost resistance by 60, if within 20 yards. 

Far Sight can on ly be used outdoors. It moves the Shaman's consciousness to another location that is 

,,,,,;,,,,,;~""""~"""""'"""""" within line of sight of the Shaman's body. 

Summons a fire Resistance Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster for l min that increases the fire resistunce of party members within 20 yards by 30. 

l ' 60 e Summons o fire Resistance Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster for l min that increases the lire resistance of party membe5 within 20 yards by 45. 

3 tt 20 e Summons a Fire Resistance Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that increases the fire resistance of party membe5 within 20 yards by 60. 

Water Walking is both fun and useful. Beyond running around your fr iends while they swim across a river 
or lake, you can cast this spell on other peop le to increase the entire group's travel speed. Any damage 
taken dispels th is effect and it requires one Fish O i l. 

Astral Recal l transports the Shaman back to his or her bind point. Since it on ly has 
a fifteen minute cooldown, it's better than a Hearthstone, and you can sti ll use 

~;,,,,,,,,,,,,,=,,,,,;,..,,~~"""= your Hearthstone 

30 75 IC 709 
Summons a Nature Resistance Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster for l min that increases the nature resistunce of party members within 20 yards 
by 30. 

44 120 IC 80 f) Summons a Nature Resistance Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that increases the nature resistance of party members within 20 yards 
by 45. 

60 180 IC 39 4o e 
Summons a Nature Resistance Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that increases the nature resislunce of party members within 20 yards 
by 60. 

Windfury Weapon is usefu l to all Shaman, but very usefu l to Shaman using two-handed weapons or very slow one-handed 

====~~,;;,;;;....,..,.~.,,...;;;;,,,~ weapons. This gives you weapon a chance to take two addition swings immediately w ith an attack power bonus. 

30 90 IC 704' Imbue the Shaman's weapon with wind. Each hit has a 20% chance of granting you 2 extra attacks with 46 extra attack power. lasts far 5 minutes. 

40 115 IC l tl 20 e Imbue the Shaman's weapon with wind. Each hit hos a 20% chance of granting you 2 extra attacks with 119 extra attack power. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

140 IC 26H oe Imbue the Shaman's weapon with wind. Each hit hos a 20% chance of granting you 2 extra attacks with 249 extra attack power. Lasts for 5 minutes. 

165 IC 3 40 ft Imbue the Shaman's weapon with wind. Each hit has o 20% chance of granting you 2 extra attacks with 333 extra attack power. Lasts far 5 minutes. 

Windfury Totem works very similarly to Windfury Weapon. This gives all party members a chance to take an addition swing with 

=""""~"""~~,...,.,,,,,=~""'"' an attack power bonus. 

32 115 
Summons a Windfury Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster. The totem enchants oil party membe5 main-hand weapons with wind, if they are within 
20 yards. Each hit has a 20% chance of granting the attacker l extra attack with 122 extra attack power. Lasts 2 min. 

42 175 
IC 

60 
'1J Summons a Windfury Totem with 5 health at the leer of rtie caster. The totem enchants oil party members main·hand weapons with wind, if they are within t 

~~--l-~--J~~-1-~~.J.-~~~--1~~~--1-~~~--J-2_o~ya_rd_s._Ea_c_hh_it_ha_s_a_2o_o/c_oc_ha_nc_e_of~g-ran_ti~ng~th-e_att_a_ck_er_l_e_xtr_a _a1t_ac_k_w_ith_2_29_e_x_tra_a_no_ck~p-ow_e_r._w_sts_Z_m_i_n .~~~~~~~~--r l' 
52 250 IC 2 ~ 70,, 

Summons o Windfury Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the coster. The totem enchants oil party members moin·hond weapons with wind, if they ore within ' 
20 yards. Each hit has a 20% chance of granting the attacker l extra attack with 315 extra attack power. Lasts 2 min. } 
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36 115 IC 

46 170 IC 

56 22S IC 

56 

60 310 IC 

2 sec 

12 80 40 yd 2.S sec 

18 1S5 40 yd 3 sec 

24 200 40 yd 3 sec 

32 26S 40 yd 3 sec 

40 340 40 yd 3 sec 

48 440 40 yd 3 sec 

S60 40 yd 3 sec 

620 40 yd 3 sec 

90% of base 30 yd 

90% of hose 30 yd 

90% of base 30yd 

10 sec 

10 sec 

10 sec 

1§ 
Summons o Windwall Totem with S health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party membe~ within 20 yords, reducing ranged domage taken by 
32. lasts 2 mins. 

2 f> 
Summons o Windwoll Totem with S health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party membe~ within 20 yards, reducing ranged domoge token by 
SO. lasts 2 mins. 

Summons a Windwall Totem with S health at the feet of the caster. The totem protects party membe~ within 20 yords, reducing ranged damage token by 
3. 64. lasts 2 mins. 

Grace of Air Totem is most effective in parties with Hunters and Rogues. It increases the agility of party members nearby. 

Summons a Grace of Air Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the agility of party membe~ within 20 yards by 43. lasts 1.25 min. 

Summons a Grace of Air Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the agility of party membe~ within 20 yords by 67. lasts I .SO min. 

Summons a Groce of Air Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster. The totem increases the agility of party members within 20 yds by 77. lasts 2 min. 

i e Heols o friendly torget for 64 to 78. 

8e Heols a friendly target for 129 to l SS. 

2oe Heals a friendly target for 268 to 316. 

3S f> Heols o friendly target for 37 6 to 440. 

8o e Heals a friendly target for S36 to 622. 

1 e 1o e Heols o friendly target for 7 40 to 8S4. 

2e 2o e Heals o friendly target for l 017 to 116 7. 

3e Heals a friendly torget for 1367 to l S6 l . 

Heals o friendly target for 1620 to 1850. 

Ancestra l Spirit allows the Shaman to resurrect others. This can be used on people in your party or not, but cannot 
be used to resurrect enemy forces. 

Returns the spirit to the body, restoring o deod target to life with 65 heolth ond 120 mono. Connot be cast when in combot. 

Returns the spirit to the body, restoring o dood torget to life with 150 health and 260 mono. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

Returns the .spiritto the body, restoring a dead torgetto life with 2 SO health and 4 20 mono. Cannot be cast when in com bot. 

2• 2o e Returns the spirit to the body, restoring a dead target to life with 400 health and 600 mono. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

3e 4o e Returns the spirit to the body, restoring a dead target to life with 600 hoolth and 800 mono. Cannot be cast when in combat. 

Cure Poison is an instant spel l, use it if a single party member is 
poisoned in a fight or if your Poison Cleansing Totem isn't acting 

!!!!!!!~~=""";;;;,;;;"""~~~~"" quickly enough to keep the party clean. 

Summons a Tremor Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the caster that shokes the ground oround it, removing Feor, Charm, ond Sleep effects from party 
members within 20 yords. lasts 1.5 min. 



Lesser Heal ing Wave is your fastest heal without use of talents. Th is hea l is 
most useful when softer party members are under attack as it's more im

===="""'"""==~~~~~ portant to keep what litt le hea lth they have restored than to conserve mana. 

20 105 40 yd 1.5 sec 22 ti; Heals a friendly target for 162 to l 86. 

28 145 40 yd l. 5sec 60 ti; Heals a friendly target for 247 to 281. 

36 185 40yd 1.5 sec l f> Heals a friendly target for 337 to 381. 

44 235 40 yd 1.5 sec l t!; 80#!; Heals a frie ndly target for 458 ta 514. 

52 305 40yd 1.5 sec 2#!; 70 #!; Heals a friendly target for 631 ta 705. 

380 40 yd l.5 sec 31> 40 #!; Heals a friendly target for 832 to 928. 

Cure Disease is instant and should be used immediately when 
a party member is infected as some di seases can quickly 

="""""""""""""""'"""""""""= spread to the entire party. 

Summons o Healing Stream Totem with 5 heolth ot the feet of the caster for 1 min that heals group members within 20 yards for 6 every 2 sec. 

30 50 IC 70 ti; Summons a Healing Stream Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 1 min that heals group members within 20 yards for B every 2 seconds. 

40 60 IC 1 • 2o e Summons a Healing Stream Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that heals group members within 20 yards for I 0 every 2 seconds. 

50 70 IC 2& 40f> Summons o Healing Stream Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 1 min that heals group members within 20 yards for 12 every 2 seconds. 

60 BO IC 3. 40 f> Summons a Healing Stream Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that heals group members within 20 yards for 14 every 2 seconds. 

Mana Spring Totem, sim il ar to Healing Stream Totem, slowly restores the mana of party members. It's usefu l if you have 
~~!!!!!!!=====~~"""'""""""'~"!!;!= mu ltiple mana users in your party. 

46 315 40 yd 2.5 sec 

54 405 40yd 2.5 sec 

Summons o Mano Spring Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster far I min that restores 4 mono every 2 seconds to group members within 20 yards. 

Summons a Mona Spring Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that restores 6 mono every 2 seconds to group members within 20 yards. 

Summons o Mona Spring Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for l min that restores 8 mono every 2 seconds ta group members within 20 yards. 

Summons a Mana Spring Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster tor l min that restores l 0 mono every 2 seconds ta group members within 20 yards. 

Reincarnati on all ows a Shaman to resurrect themselves. This has a long coo /down (one 
hour without talents) and req ui res the Shaman to have an Ankh in her inventory (which is 
consumed on resurrection). 

Heals the friend~ torget for 320 to 368, then jumps lo heal additional nearby targets. If cast on o party member, the heal will only jump to other party 
members. Each jump reduces the effectiveness of the heal by 50%. Heals 3 ranged targets. 

Heals the friend~ target for 405 ta 465, then jumps ta heal additional nearby targets. If cast on o party member, the heal will only jump to other party 
members. Each jump reduces the effectiveness of the heal by 50%. Heals 3 ranged targets. 

Heals the friendly target for 551 to 629, then jumps to heal additional nearby targets. If cast on a party member, the heal will on~ jump to other party 
membe5. Each jump reduces the effectiveness of the heal by 50%. Heals 3 ranged targets. 



Mana Tide Totem is learned through talents, but can be extremely useful in long fights. It restores a reasonable amount of mana 
to all party members in range quickly. 

40 20 
Summons o Mono Tide Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 12 sec thot restores 170 mono every 3 seconds to group members within 
20 yords. 

48 40 IC 5 minutes 55 e Summons o Mano Tide Totem with 5 health ot the feet of the coster for 12 sec thot restores 230 mono every 3 seconds to group members within 
20 yords. 

58 60 IC 5 minutes 80 • 
Summons a Mono Tide Totem with 5 health at the feet of the caster for 12 sec that restores 290 mono every 3 seconds to group members within 
20 yards. 

roles . The talents you choose determine 
which roles you can fill well and which 
you are mediocre at. The raw damage of 
the Elemental tree, the melee capabilities 
of the Enhancement tree, or the sustain
ing power of the Restoration tree are all 
viable options. Read each carefully and 
choose the one that fits your view of the 

The Elemental tree gives a number of abilities that increase the damage, add effects 
to, or increase the duration of your spells. Its ability to cause large bursts of damage 
and to hinder enemies make it an intuitive choice for the PvP Shaman. Shaman tend 

have smaller mana pools than other casters, but with this line, you can do compa
rable damage until your mana depletes. 

This line is best for reducing the cooldown, while increasing damage and critical 
chance, of your shock spells. It also increases the hindering ability of your Earthbind 
Totem, the damage of your fire totems, and improves your lightning spells signifi
cantly. Elemental Shaman are fairly feared in PvP as they can deal a lot of damage 
very quickly. In PvE, this tree can get you in trouble if not moderated. You deal a lot 
of damage very quickly, but have no tools to reduce your threat. Cast in moderation 

end up tanking the enemy. 

Enhancement Shaman can stand shoulder to shoulder with Warriors and Rogues. 
} They concentrate on developing their melee damage and mitigation while increasing 
I the power of their group-effecting totems. Learning to wield two-handed maces and 
\ axes is a sign of what Enhancement Shaman are all about; increasing melee damage 
f by ignoring the more traditional healing and casting roles. 

Many Shaman take some of the Enhancement tree for at least the increase in mana. 
PvP oriented Shaman love the decrease in Ghostwolf casting time as it makes them 
very mobile on the field. The heavy Enhancement Shaman enjoy a higher block 

1 chance (if they are using a shield), a higher parry chance, higher critical strike 
chance with weapons, and increased weapon damage over all. At lower levels, these 

, Shaman can even perform the role of tank in dungeon groups. This shouldn't be 
I attempted in later dungeons as the difference in mitigation between plate and mail 
l\ armor becomes more pronounced as enemies deal more damage. 

. \ 
\ RES10ID\TI0)JN' ~--·'i'. 
\ While any Shaman can heal when needed, the Restoration Shaman excels at it. They 
'\give up the increased damage of the Elemental line, and the improved me lee of the 
\ Enhancement line, to significantly increase their ability to heal. While the healing 
\power of a Restoration Shaman cannot rival that of a Rejuvenation Druid or Holy 
j Priest, it can make for a wonderful backup healer or even a primary healer. 

I Restoration Shaman have no ability to remove aggro once it's on them, but they can 
[ reduce the threat generated by their healing spells and can reduce the interruption 
; caused by damage. This allows you to continue healing yourself or others when 
;: enemies have turned their focus to you. With the increased survivability granted by 
; your mail armor and shield, you can survive long enough for your party to pull the 

\ enemies off you. Increasing the critical chance of healing spells and giving you an 
~ instant spell every few minutes makes you adept at keeping party members alive, 

;while adding a number of effects to the targets of your heals (increased armor and 
j ncreased healing efficiency) makes your main tank even more powerful. 

·· ~ 

Restoration Shaman aren't as devastating in PvP as Elemental Shaman and slower at 
soloing than Enhancement Shaman. The real bread and butter of the Restoration line 
comes from what they can bring to a party. 

STRATEGIES 

The primary factor in determining Sha
man strategy rests on the duration of an 
upcoming fight. In longer fights, Shaman 
bring more and more interesting things 
to a group (and even to some extent 
gain this complexity while soloing). 
Shaman are most efficient and exciting 
when pressured into using many of their 
special AoE totems, which are pivotal in 
distinguishing this class from its rivals. 

When you and your group are threatened, the class has many tricks to come out on 
top. In battles where there is risk to the party and a powerful monster (or a number of 
lesser foes), it's amazing to see what the totems can accomplish over time. Drop your 
Stoneskin Totem and reduce incoming damage right off the bat! 

Reducing each enemy attacks by six points (for example), adds up to hundreds of 
saved mana in healing when a group goes through 15-20 rounds of attacks against 
multiple foes. Considering this totem lasts for an entire minute, those numbers are 
entirely legitimate. 

The same math applies to Healing Stream Totems. Though each tick seems like a 
trivial sum of health to restore, these powerhouses of Heal Over Time efficiency cost 
very little to drop, take no time to prepare, and account for about an entire Lesser 
Healing Wave worth of health to each member of the party who is damaged during 
the next minute. You just can't beat efficiency like that, even if only one or two party 
members are taking damage. 

BACKUP hlEACINtl 
Shaman have the ability to fight up close and do magical damage, so there are times 
when it doesn't seem like it is a Shaman's "duty" to heal. This is a complex issue, 
and, in the end, it is a personal decision, but there are a few points to make. 

Shaman have the ability to save lives, as do all healing classes. Dealing damage 
saves lives when the damage brings down a target that is threatening the group. 
Healing saves a life when it restores a person who would have fallen before the at
tacking enemies were slain. If you are in a group that is about to lose a member due 
to an attack, it is your responsibility to drop into healing duties for a time. Even in a 
selfish sense, everyone benefits from keeping each member alive during a fight be
cause losing a person leads to major downtime (for a corpse run or for resurrection). 

And, from a mana perspective, it costs much more to bring someone back from the 
dead than it does to give them a bit of healing. 

Looked at from a different angle, there is a great deal of good to be done by a sec
ondary healer. Shaman have much better armor than Priests, especially in the later 
game. Healing a wounded character saves the primary healer from getting aggro; this 

is doubly important when the person being healed is the primary healer. 

Shaman specced in the Restoration tree actually become quite skilled in healing. 
Combining this and an Intellect equipment build, a person can support entire groups 
as if playing a traditional Priest 



CONVECTION 

Reduces the Mana cost of your Shock, Lightning Bolt and Chai n 
Lightni ng spells by 2% (Per Rank) . 

CONCUSSION 

Increases the damage done by your Lightn ing Bolt, Chain 
Lightn ing and Shock spells by 1 % (Per Rank). 

EA RTH'S GRASP 

Increases the Health of your Stoneclaw Totem by 25% (Per 
Rank) and your Earthbind Totem by 10% (Per Rank). 

ELEMENTAL WARDING 

Reduces damage taken from Fi re, Frost and Nature effects by 
4%. Progression 4/7/10. 

2 

3 

CALL OF FLAME 3 

Increases the damage done by your Fire Totems by 5% (Per Rank). 

ELEMENTAL FOCUS I 

Gives you a 10% chance to enter a Clearcasting State after 
casti ng any Fire, Frost, o r Nature damage spell. The Clearcasting 
state reduces the mana cost of your next damage spell by 100%. 

REVERBERATION 5 

Reduces the cooldown of your Shock spells by 0.2 sec (Per Rank). 

CA LL OF THUNDER 5 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Lightn ing Bolt and 
Chain Lightning spells by 1 %. Progression 1/2/3/4/6 

IMPROVED FIRE NOVA TOTEM Z 

Reduces the delay before your Fi re Nova Totem activates by 
1 sec. (Per Rank) and decreases the threat generated by your 
Magma Totem by 25% (Per Rank). 

EYE OF THE STORM 3 

Gives you a 33% chance to gai n the Focused Casting effect that 
lasts for 6 sec after being the victim of a melee or ranged cri tica l 
strike. The Focused Casting effect prevents you from losing 
casti ng time when taki ng damage. Progression 33/66/100. 

ELEMENTAL DEVASTATION 3 

Your offensive spell crits w ill increase your chance to get a 
cri tica l stri ke with melee attacks by 3% (Per Rank) for 10 sec. 

STORM REACH Z 

Increases the range of your Lightning Bolt and Chain Lightning 
spells by 3 yards (Per Rank). 

ELEMENTAL FURY 

Increases the critical stri ke damage bonus of you r Seari ng, 
M agma, and Fire Nova Totems and your Fire, Frost, and Nature 
spells by 100%. 

LIGHTNING MASTERY 5 

Reduces the cast time of your Lightning Bolt and Chain Lightning 
spells by 0.2 sec (Per Rank). 

ELEMENTAL MASTERY 

When activated, this spell gives your next Fire, Frost, or Nature 
damage spell a 100% cr itica l strike chance and reduces the 
mana cost by 1 00%. 

ANCESTRAL KNOWLEDGE 

Increases your maximum Mana by 1 % (Per Rank). 

SHIELD SPECIALIZATION 

Increases you r chance to block attacks with a sh ield by 1 % (Per 
Rank) and increases the amount blocked by 5% (Per Ran k). 

5 

GUARDIAN TOTEMS 2 

Increases the amount of damage reduced by your Stoneskin 
Totem and W indwall Totem by 10% (Per Rank) and the 
cooldown of your Grounding Totem by 1 sec. (Per Rank). 

THUNDERING STRIKES 5 

Improves your chance to get a cri t ical strike with your w eapon 
attacks by 1 % (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED GHOST WOLF 2 

Reduces the cast time of your Ghost Wolf spell by 1 sec (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED LIGJ-llNING SHIELD 3 

Increases the damage done by your Lightning Shield orbs by 5% 
(Per Rank). 

ENHANCING TOTEMS 

Increases the effect of your Strength of Earth and Grace of Air 
Totems by 8%. Progression 8/15. 

TWO-HANDED AXES A ND MACES 

Allows you to use Two-Handed Axes and Two-Handed Maces. 

z 

ANTICIPATION 5 

Increases you r chance to dodge by an additional 1 % (Per Rank). 

FLURRY 5 

Increases your attack speed by 10% for your next 3 swings after 
dealing a critical strike. Progress ion: 10%/15%/20%/25%/30% 

TOUGHNESS 5 
Increases your armor va lue from items by 2% (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED WEAPON TOTEMS Z 

Increases the melee attack power bonus of your W indfury Totem 
by 15% (Per Rank) and increases the damage caused by your 
Flametongue Totem by 6% (Pe r Rank). 

ELEMENTAL WEAPONS 3 

Increases the melee attack power bonus of your Rockbiter 
Weapon by 7% (Progression 7/14/20), your W indfury Weapon 
effect by 13% (Progression 13/27/40) and increases the damage 
caused by your Flametongue Weapon and Frostbrand Weapon 
by 5% (Per Rank). 

PARRY 

Gives a chance to parry enemy melee attacks. 

WEAPON MASTERY 

Increases the damage you deal with all weapons by 2%. 

STORMS TRIKE 

Gives you an extra attack. In addition, the next 2 sources of 
Nature damage dealt to the target are increased by 20%. Lasts 
12 secs. 

IMPROVED HEALING WAVE 

Reduces the casting time of your Healing Wave spell by 0.1 sec 
(Per Rank). 

TIDAL FOCUS 

Reduces the Mana cost of your hea ling spell s by 1 % (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED REINCARNATION 2 

Reduces the cooldown of your Re incarnat ion spell by 10 mi n 
(Per Rank} and increases the amount of health and mana you 
reincarnate w ith by an additional 10% (Per Rank). 

ANCESTRAL HEALING 

Increases your target's armor va lue from items by 8% , 
(Progress ion 8/16/25) fo r 15 sec after getting a criti ca l effect from ; 
one of your healing spell s. 

TOTEMIC FOCUS 

Reduces the Mana cost of your totems by 5% (Per Rank). 

NATURE'S GUIDANCE 

Increases your chance to hit w ith melee attacks and spells by 
1 % (Per Ran k). 

HEALING FOCUS 

Gives you a 14% chance (Per Rank) to avoid interruption caused 
by damage w hile casting any heali ng spell. 

TOTEMIC MASTERY 

Restoration The radius of your totems that affect friendly 
targets is increased to 30 yd. 

HEALING GRACE 

Reduces the threat generated by your healing spell s by 5% (Per 
Rank). 

RESTORATIVE TOTEMS 

Increases the effect of your Mana Spri ng and Healing Stream 
Totems by 5% (Per Rank). 

TIDA L MASTERY 

Increases the critica l effect chance of your healing and l ightn ing 
spells by 1 % (Per Rank). 

HEALING WAY 

Your Hea li ng Wave spells have a 33% (Progression 33/66/100) 
chance to increase the subsequent Heali ng Wave spells on that 
target by 6% for 15 sec. This effect w ill stack up to 3 times. i 
NATURE'S SWIFTNESS I ~ \ / ·· . 

When activated your next Nature spell wi th a casti ng time less f. _.jt~'. 
than 10 sec becomes an instant cast spell. f ? 
PURIFICATION 5' -~( 
Increases the effect iveness of your heal ing spells by 2% (Per Rank). > •. :~ .. • .~J, 
MANA TIDE TOTEM I '. r~l 
Summons a Mana Tide Totem w ith 5 heal th at the feet of the r: ~ 
caster for 12 sec that restores 170 mana every 3 seconds to I. 
group members w ith in 20 yards. t 
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BACKUf> TANKING 
Though not as armored as Warriors and not as evasive as Rogues, Shaman can 
perform quite adequately as backup tanks if the party is fighting too many for the 
tank to hold. Earthshock to gain the target's interest, and switch back to the party's 
primary target. 

Keeping the target where the main tank can see it keeps him from running around 
looking for the ping-ponged mob and gives him a chance to pull it off you if your 
health gets too low. Healing yourself keeps you alive and further angers the enemy. 
Should the enemy peel off of you, hit it with another Earthshock to remind it that you 
aren't to be trifled with. 

This has a few dangers as Shaman have no way to reduce threat once they have 
generated it. Once an enemy is on you, it often takes someone taunting it off or 
simply killing it. 

Remember that you are sturdier than many of the other classes out there. If you see 
an enemy break off the tank and make a run at a softer party member, pull it off and 
drag it back to the main tank. With all enemies kept near the tank, it makes his job 

} much easier and thus makes the party's chances of surviva l much higher. 

WORKING WITH 0rHER SHAMAN 

\ 
ft 

Shaman can only drop one totem from a given element at a time. Having multiple 
Shaman in a party allows for many more totems to be dropped. While the totems do 
not stack (two Stoneskin Totems don't double the amount absorbed for example), 
having other Shaman around allows you to divvy totem duties and stack many more 
effects on the party. 

\

1' 

~~i'lifll•P Determi ne in advance who drops what. Having one drop W indfury Totem and 
•\ 1 { Stoneskin Totem while another drops Grace of Air Totem and Strength of Earth -w· J 1 Totem greatly increases the damage your party deals while sti ll reducing the damage 

,.... .. .,.,,., _ _ ·.·~ \ taken by enemies. 

. 4.1 The on ly totems that stack are damage totems. Two Magma Totems inflict double the 
(~ damage to all enemies in the area. Multiple Shaman can be quite damaging without 

ever engaging the enemy. 

i As for additional duties, they can be divided as well . If healing is in good shape w ith 
j just one of the Shaman staying on backup duty, the other can switch to a more ag-
'l gressive posture and help knock the enemies down faster. In the event that your cast

ing draws brief aggro, use Lightning Shield and deal even more damage, efficiently. 

1 WHICH WENPON BuFF? 
Shaman have a number of choices w hen it comes to enchanting their weapons. 
The first thing to keep in mind is that weapon buffs do not stack with weapon 
totems. This means that using Rockbiter Weapon and Windfury Totem do not grant 
you both bonuses. 

The most difficult decisions are in a party. As a solo adventurer, Shaman use 
whichever weapon buff they personally enjoy or is more effective against the current 
enemy (Flametongue Weapon doesn't do much against a fire elemental for instance). 

\ In groups, Shaman should use a weapon buff that is consistent with the role they 
' are performing. If the only healer in a group, avoid using Rockbiter Weapon as the 
additional threat generated isn't worth the damage increase. Instead use Frostbrand 
or Flametongue Weapon to increase your damage sl ightly without generating un
necessary threat. 

CoNTRoLUN A:GGRO 
While Shaman have no way to reduce threat already generated, they still have a 
number of tools to control aggro in group settings. The primary use of their tools is to 
collect aggro. When using them to keep softer party members from harm, there are 
few downsides to this. If the main tank is controlling aggro without help, there is no 
need to use these, but if the main tank is having trouble, a little work on your part 
can salvage a poor fight. 

Using Rockbiter Weapon keeps a target on you even with other party members blast
ing away (provided they don't overdo it). It generates .more damage than your attacks 
normally would and is great for holding an enemy while others finish it. 

Earthshock generates a lot of threat quickly. It deals modest damage instantly and 

really pisses the enemy off. Use this to pull undamaged enemies off softer party 
members. One Earthshock holds an enemy's interest for quite some time, but it won't 
be enough to give your tank trouble when she tries to pull the enemy off you. 

Healing is another way to draw aggro from undamaged enemies. Hea ling the most 
damage person in the party (while a good idea as it helps them survive) also bui lds a 
reasonable bit of threat. Hea ling yourself keeps you alive and continues to add threat 
to the enemies. Do this when your tank is having a reall y tough time and your party 
isn 't focusing fire we ll. 

KITING AND HINDERING 
An unhindered Shaman can kite one or more enemies quite well. If you're kiting a 
single enemy, hit them with Frostshock as fast as it recycles and keep moving. This 
forces the enemy to move at a much slower speed while still generating threat so the 
enemy wil l continue following you. 

In PvP, this is a ruthless and vile tactic that nearly ensures victory against an un
skilled opponent. It's far more difficu lt to kite skilled PvP players. Another option 
in PvP is to drop an Earthbind Totem to slow a larger force of enemies. Dropping it 
near doorways and in bushes makes it more difficult to see and thus more difficult to 
destroy before the enemy runs through it. 

In PvE, kiting mu ltiple opponents can be quite useful if you r party wouldn 't survive 
a direct attack against them. Hit the enemy with Chain Lightning to generate early 
threat and drop an Earthbind Totem before running off. Heal yourself and others to 
keep the enemies following you and not focusing on your totems. You party can pull 
the enem ies off one at a time and ki ll them while you kite the others. This takes a lot 
of mana and the party shou ld be ready to jump in if you get dazed. 

KNOW WHE~ro · BE 
Shaman have a lot they can do. Keep an eye on where the enemy is and how much 
health and mana each party member has at all times. Be ready to jump in if things 
start going poorly. If the Druid has too much aggro from healing, the Warrior and 
Rogue can pull the monster off, but they have no abi li ty to heal the Druid. 

On the other side of the coin, if a Warrior has fallen and enemies are running at the 
Priest, the Rogue can hold one enemy, but she won't be able to hold them all. With 
some fast work, you can collect aggro and save the rest of the party. 

As one of the only classes that can heal, cast, and deal damage at the same time, you 
have a great deal of power ... and just as much responsibility. 



Warlocks are draped in shadow and intrigue. While others shun the power of demon summoning 
and control, a rare few understand that power is merely a tool to be used as one sees fit. Without 
taking advantage of power, we are sure to be the victims of it. 

These casters are different than Mages, though damage can still be a focus for them. Warlocks use a 
mix of direct, magical assault and demonic pets to accompli sh various tasks. Synergistica ll y, these 
forces al low Warlocks to ki ll very efficientl y over time. One great joy is that these summoners are ab le 

to choose from different types of pets as they leve l (starting with a Mage-like Imp, but lead ing toward pets that can tank, dea l moderate damage and offering some crowd 
control, detect Stea lth and Dispel effects, and deal mass ive damage). 

Warlocks start with the mystic staples: bolts from range for direct damage. From there, however, the variety expands immense ly, and even over the first few training 
sessions the true beauty of the class begins to appear. Warlocks master multiple forms of damage over time and debuffs to weaken their opponent. To top off the pile of 
tri cks, these casters cari create items to instantly hea l themse lves (or allies if given away) and ones that bring back the dead! Warlocks can even summon grouped alli es 
from other parts of the world, instantly joining them with the bulk of the party before heading into danger. These abilities turn Warlocks into a utility class as well as a DPS I 
class. Did we forget to mention the horr ifying AoEs? -

Warlocks may sound challenging, or even a little daunting; they are! And, it's worth your time and practice to learn about these clever casters. If you want power at range 
and thrive on complex tricks and techniques, don't listen to those Mages who pretend to understand true power. Keep reading to learn the truth. 

The door swung shut, but a cold wind had blown into the tavern. Several of 
the locals looked up at me, but they didn't stare for long. Mages came through 
Goldshire all the time, and to them I seemed about as common as any caster 
with a mind for flame and glory. I purchased some basic suppl ies and made 
myself a fixture of the room for a time, waiting until nobody knew or cared 
what I was doing, then I slipped into the back room and down the staircase. 

Though I had never been to this place before, I had heard from others where 
to seek my trainer. There, in the dark storage room under the tavern, I found 
barrels of aging whisky and ale. The place smelled dry and a bit stale, but 
there was something else hovering in the air; an almost imperceptible hint of 
intensity. 

Pet choices define a Hunter because pets do so much damage and are essential tank
ing buddies. That isn't always the case fo r Warlock pets; the Warlock is easily more 
of a damage dealer, and not all of a Warlock's pets can take a hand at tanking. That 
sa id, the ab ilities these creatures bring to the class offer immense variety of play. 

When the monsters aren't a threat (e .g. a good group or soft monsters), the Imp is 
relied on for easy damage at range, more health, and a damage shield for melee. 
The Voidwalker can tank li ke a fiend, su rvive almost anything, and hold that aggro; 
sad ly, he hits like a weary kitten. The Succubus does more melee damage, can 
seduce Humanoids for crowd control, and likes whips. Fina ll y, there is a Felhunter 
that warns of steal thers, can eat magic to D ispel effects, they can Silence casters, and 
even reduce melee Attack Power of enemies. 

Mage 

Warlock 

; "Who are you?" a voice queried from the darkness. 

In the later game, Warlocks have quests for their mount and epic mount (major cost 
savers), and they also learn how to summon and "control" pets w ith immense power. [ 
Inferna ls and Doomguards are scary, diffi,cu lt to control, and fun as heck to throw . 

against your enem ies. ~;;;==;;;;;=;;a 

I I concentrated for a few moments instead of responding, bringing a powerful 
energy to bear in the room and a light shone where before there was nothing. 
Out of that stepped my Imp, snarling for a moment in its petulant manner. 

" I come as a man who wishes to learn," I said to the shadowy figure near the 

wal l: " I have already begun my journey, but there is much still that I do not 
understand. O thers have said that you are a person w ho can help me." 

"We must all help ourselves," the other said wh ile stepping slightly forward. 
"Yet," he added, " I can guide you toward greater things." 

The stairs above us creaked for a moment, sounding as if someone was about 
to descend . Both of our hands reached into the fo lds of our robes, bringing out 
wands that cracked with a dark aura. Nothing approached; it was merely some 
l;:>uffoon upstairs who had wandered too heavily on the floor. 

I smi led as l put my wand away. "I am ready." 

Warlocks are a class w ith a great deal of 
finesse. Certa inly, there are easier cl asses 
to try when you first enter the World 

of Warcraft, but these casters have so 
much potential for utility, damage, and 
exc itement, that they are a must-try class 
somewhere along your journey. 

The simple ph ilosophy of Warlocks is 
one of attriti on; the enemies can't kill 
you before your damage over time kills 
them . And indeed, attrition is easy for 

Warlocks to rel y on. W ith multiple, stacking DOTs, Warl ocks can place a massive 
amount of damage on a target w ith almost no casting time (these are on short casting 
timers or are instants). DOT, DOT, DOT, Fear, rinse, and repeat. There are other 
ways of cracking mobs, but this is extremely reliable and can be relatively fast wh ile 
maintai ning fu ll mana for the next engagement. Thus, the Warlock has almost no 
downtime between fights. 

Another facet of thi s is that Warlocks have a very thin line between their health and 
man a. Health is easily converted into mana through Life Tap. And to some extent, 
mana can be converted into health through Life Drain. Because Warlocks also have 
Hea lthstones to act as free health in a pinch, this means that there is almost always 
something in reserve for those tougher fights. 

Due to spells like Hellfire, Warlocks have AoE potential that surpasses almost all other ' 
classes. The li fe expectancy of a Warlock who does this work is low without proper f 
healing, but the results are amazing to watch. Think about dealing a couple-hundred . 
DPS with a channeled spell for every target! It's as fun as it sou nds. 

Available .Ra 
Gnome 

Ore 

Strength 

Stamina 

Warlocks aren't as dependent on equip
ment as a number of their riva ls. Indeed, 

having a good wand and high bonuses 
to Stamina and Intellect are enough by 
themselves to place Warlocks in a fa irly 
good spot. These casters have many fac
ets of play that revolve around the timing 
of their ab ility use, so stats are reduced 
slightly in importance (not to the point of 
being on the side lines, of course). 

The primary focus for a Warlock is to 
collect a heavy supply of Intellect and Stamina gear. W ith proper pet use, Warlocks I 
can have some very effective and long fights aga inst difficu lt opponents. The Intellect, / 
is always there for having a good mana pool. Stamina, on the other hand, is for both 
surv ival and for having a backup mana pool. This might not make sense yet, but it 
wi ll in time. The short version is that Warlocks can easi ly turn health into mana! 
Thus, more health either means that you live longer or can cast harder. 

Wands have already been mentioned; these ranged weapons are perfect for add ing 
to solo or group damage w hen your mana is depleted (or when you wish to start 
regenerating mana as a monster dies of your DOTs) . Stay current with these weapons 
as often as possib le and practice their use and timing to make sure you get the maxi
mum amount of damage. 
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Stamina enchantments are easy to obtain, and the lower-tier ones are often relatively 
cheap even if you purchase them from non-guildies. Get as much +Stamina enchant
ing done as possible when you can afford it; at early, mid, and later levels, this really 

Warlocks in large gui lds may prefer Herbal ism and Alchemy, for the potion po
tential. Yet, Warlocks don't use potions quite as often as some of the other casters 
because of their ability to shift mana into health and health into mana (though differ

ent abilities). t adds to a Warlocks capabili ties. 

One odd point of note; a number of other casters would far rather have mana po
tions instead of health potions. After all , most of them can convert mana into health 
very efficiently. And even if they can' t do that (e.g. Mages), there is far more impor-

Because Warlocks get dinged up from time to time and like to use their health for 
various projects, it's very nice to have Cooking and First Aid to improve the effi
ciency of these powers. Quickly increasing your mana supply on the move and using 
First Aid to shore up any health problems can keep a Warlock at top form. Forsaken 
Warlocks especially are able to have fun with their health (cast a lot, use Life Tap, 
bandage here and there, eat some corpses, etc.). 

' tance in having mana to destroy enemies and survive. Casters cannot live on health 
; alone! But with Warlocks, that is the converse . There are many situations when a 
· Warlock needs health, and these casters can lay on plenty of damage without a huge 

mana pool. 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION (){t~~~ 

AFFLICTION 

Warlocks can be happy with several 
choices in tradeskills. Tailoring and 
Enchanting both have allure because of 

their wide use in creating and improving 
moderate-to-high quality items for cast
ers: This is a very good route for the solo 
Warlock . 

Warlock abilities are able to cause 
massive trouble to enemies through 
DOTs, debuffs, and some direct damage. 
In addition, a Warlock's choice of pet 
modifies which buffs are cast on allies 
and how militant the Warlock is against 
enemies (Imps for some damage at range 
and buff utility, Succubus for melee 
damage and crowd control, Voidwa lker 
for tanking/defense, etc.). 

Corruption is the first Affliction DOT. Through Talents, this can become an 
instant DOT, just like Curse of Agony. Because Corruption only lasts for 12 

~~===.,,,.:~,..,,,,,,,,;..,,,,,, seconds, it needs to be renewed on powerful enemies. 

14 SS 30 yd 2.0 sec 9 fl) Corrupts the target, musing 91 damage over 15 sec. 

24 100 30 yd 2.0 sec 3o e Corrupts the torget, causing 184 domoge over 18 sec. 

34 160 30 yd 2.0 sec BO • Corrupts the target, causing 32 4 damage over 18 sec. 

44 22S 30 yd 2.0 sec Ht 20 e Corrupts the target, musing 486 domoge over 18 sec. 

54 290 30 yd 2.0 sec 2 4J Corrupts the target, musing 666 damoge over 18 sec. 

Curse of Weakness reduces damage caused by the target for up to two minutes. This isn't used terribly 

===="""""""""""""",,,,,;~..,..,..,,,., often, as only one Curse (per Warlock) can be active on a target. 

Damage mused by the target is reduced by 3 for 2 min. Only one Curse per Warlock con be active on any one target. 

30 yd Domage caused by the target is reduced by 6 for 2 min. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

22 7D 30 yd IC 25 9 Damage caused by the target is reduced by l 0 for 2 min. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

32 95 30 yd IC 70 9 Damage caused by the target is reduced by 15 for 2 min. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

42 130 30 yd IC Domoge caused by the target is reduced by 22 for 2 min. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

16 60 IC 12 • Converts 60 health into 6S mono. 

26 115 IC 40 9 Converts 115 health into 130 mono. 

36 185 IC 9o e Converts 18S health into 210 mono. 

46 265 IC 1 ~ 30 f) Converts 265 health into 300 mono. 



Curse of Agony is an instant long-term mana efficient DOT. For standard targets, this is the default Curse for bringing the foe down 
====="""=~"""'"""'= and col lecting experience. 

Curses the target with agony, causing 84 Shadow damage aver 24 sec. This damage is dealt slowly at first, and builds up as the Curse reaches its full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

18 50 30 yd IC 15 41' Curses the target with agony, causing 180 Shadow damage aver 2 4 sec. This damage is dealt slowly at first, and builds up as the Cu~e reaches its full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

28 90 30 yd IC 5o e 
Curses the target with agony, causing 324 Shadow damage over 24 sec. This damage is dealt slow~ at fi rst, and builds up as the Curse reaches its full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock con be active on any one target. 

38 130 30 yd IC 1., Curses the target with agony, causing 504 Shadow damage aver 24 sec. This damage is dealt slowly at first, and builds up as the Curse reaches its full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock con be active on any one target. 

48 170 30 yd IC 1 f> 40. 
Curses the target with agony, causing 780 Shadow damage over 24 sec. This damage is dealt slowly at first, and builds up as the Curse reaches its full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock con be active on any one target. 

58 215 30 yd IC 4o e 
Curses the target with agony, causing 1044 Shadow damage aver 2 4 sec. This damage is dealt slow~ at fost, and builds up as the Cu~e reaches ill full 
duration. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

Fear is the bread and butter of Warlock crowd control. Damage may interrupt Fear, but it sti ll takes time from the target to refocus and return to the 

Strikes fear in the enemy, causing it ta run in fear far up ta 10 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only 1 target con be feared at a time. 

30 20 yd l.5sec 70 e Strikes fear in the enemy, causing it ta run in fear far up ta 15 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only 1 target con be feared at a time. 

30 20 yd 1.5 sec 2 fJ 20 § Strikes fear in the enemy, causing it ta run in fear far up ta 20 sec. Damage caused may interrupt the effect. Only 1 target con be feared at a time. 

Drain Soul is the first method Warlocks gain to find Soul Shards (these are needed for almost all Summons, and for a few normal spells as 
well). This channeled spell does a modest amount of damage; your Warlock receives a Sou l Shard from the target if it dies while the Drain 

~=""',,;;;,,;~~;,,;;,~~= Soul is sti ll in effect. 

24 125 30 yd 

38 210 30 yd 

52 290 30 yd 

IC 

IC 1. 
IC 

Drains the soul of the target, causing 5 5 Shadow damage over 15 sec. If the target dies while being drained, and yields experience ar honor, the caster gains 
a Soul Shard. Soul Shards are required far other spells. 

Drains the soul of the target, causing 155 Shadow damage aver 15 sec. If the target dies while being drained, and yields experience ar honor, the caster 
gains a Soul Shard. Saul Shards are required for other spells. 

Drains the soul of the target, causing 295 Shadow damage over 15 sec. If the target dies while being drained, and yields experience or honor, the caster 
gains a Saul Shard. Saul Shards ore required far other spells. 

Drains the soul of the target, causing 455 Shadow damage aver 15 sec If the target dies while being drained, and yields experience or honor, the caster 
gains a Saul Shard. Soul Shards are required far other spells. 

Curse of Recklessness is a complex spe ll, and it doesn't come into play often. This Curse prevents a target from fleeing, 
="""""'="""~==="""~""'"""""'= makes it immune to Fear effects, reduces armor, and increases melee Attack Power. 

28 60 30yd 

42 90 30yd 

56 115 30 yd 

IC 50 e 

IC 

IC 

Curses the target with recklessness, increasing attack power by 20 but reducing armor by 140 for 2 min. Cursed enemies will not flee and will ignore fear 
effects. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

Curses the target with recklessness, increasing attack power by 45 but reducing armor by 290 for 2 min. Cursed enemies will not flee and will ignore fear 
effects. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

Curses the target with recklessness, increasing attack power by 65 but reducing armor by 465 for 2 min. Cursed enemies will not flee and will ignore fear 
effects. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active on any one target. 

Curses the target with recklessness, increasing attack power by 90 but reducing armor by 640 far 2 min. Cursed enemies will not flee and will ignore fear 
effects. Only one Curse per Warlock can be active an any one target. 

Drain Life is a critical ab ility for certain Warlock builds. If you plan on draintanking, 
stack on the DOTs, keep your pet on full damage, and uses Drain Life to negate as much 

======'=== incoming damage as possible. 

14 55 20 yd 

22 85 20 yd 

30 135 20 yd 

38 185 20 yd 

46 240 20 yd 

54 300 20 yd 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

IC 

Transfers 10 health every se<ond from the target to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

Transfers 17 health every second from the target to the caster. lasll 5 sec. 

Transfers 29 health every second from the target to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

Transfers 41 health every second from the target to the caster. lasts 5 sec 

Transfers 55 health every second from the target to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

Transfers 71 health every second from the target to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

Amplify Curse is a Talent-learned ability that is usable every three minutes. Thi s increases the effectiveness of Curse 
of Agony, Curse of Weakness, or Curse of Exhaustion. 
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Drain Mana takes mana from your foe, giving it to you and leaving them without 

~"""""""""'"""''""'~!"!!!"""'"""'""' the tools to keep themselves alive whi le dealing damage aga inst you. 

80 • Tronsfe1s 68 mono every 1 sec from the tmget to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

1 • 20 e Tronsfe1s 99 mono evef1f 1 sec from the tmget ta the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

2 • Tronsfe1s 136 mono evef1f l sec from the to1get to the caster. lasts 5 sec. 

38 205 30yd IC 5• Transfers 22 health from the target to the caster every 3 sec. lasts 30 sec. 

48 285 30 yd JC Transfeis 33 health from the tmget to the caster evef1f 3 sec. losts 30 sec. 

58 365 30 yd IC Transfe~ 4 5 health from the tmget to the caster eve1y 3 sec. lasts 30 sec. 

Curse of Elements screams raid-friendly in a loud voice. A single use of Curse of Elements is enough to place a five-minute 
...,...,...,...,,,;;,,~~ .... ,,.,,~!!!!!!'.,..!!!;i;;,,,,,, debuff on a target that reduces Fire and Frost Resistance. 

150 30 yd 

200 30 yd 

IC l ~ 30 . 

IC 2• 6o e 

Cu1ses the target, reducing fire and frost 1esistances by 45 and increasing fire and frost damage by 6% for 5 min. Only one Cu1se per Wmlock con be active 
on any one target. 

Curses the target, ieducing Fiie and F1ost resistances by 60 and inc1eosing Fire and frost damage by 8% for 5 min. for 5 min. Only one Curse pe1 Wmlock can 
be active an any one to1get. 

Cmses the target, reducing Fire and Frost 1esistances by 75 and increasing fire and Frost damage by l 0% fo15 min. for 5 min. Only one Curse per Wmlock 
can be active on any one tmget. 

Dark Pack is a Ta lent- learned ability that completes the Affl ict ion line. This ability 
steals mana from your "be loved" pet and converts it into your own. 

Drains 150 of your pet's Mano, returning l 00% to you. 

IC Drains 200 of your pet's Mana, returning l 00% to you. 

IC 13e Drains 250 of your pet's Mana, returning l 00% to you. 

Howl of Terror causes up to five nearby enemies to flee in Terror. Though damage to the targets may 

"""'"""'"""'"""'"""*"~"""'"""'"""""""' cause the effect to end early, this is a great spell for getting out of major trouble. 

Causes the enemy target to run in horror fo1 3 sec and causes 287 Shadow damage. The caster gains l 00% of the damage caused in health. 

50 495 IC 2 min Causes the enemy target to run in horror for 3 sec and causes 375 Shadow damage. The caster gains 100% of the damage caused in health. 
58 565 30 yd JC 2 min Causes the enemy targetto run in horror for 3 sec and causes 470 Shadow damage. The caster gains 100% of the domage caused in health. 



j. 
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Cu™JS the target for 5 min, reducing Shadow and Arcane resistances by 60 and increasing Shadow and Arcane damage taken by 8%. Only one Curse per ': '@J) 44 150 30 yd IC 

Curse of Shadow is like Curse of Elements, but Arcane and Shadow Resistances are lowered instead. 

Warlrn:k con be active on any one target. { • ,_;;~ 
r-----t~-r~-r-~-r~~~t-~--t~~~+-~~~~--'-----'-''---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--f ) , ~ 

Curses the target for 5 min, reducing Shadow and Arcane resistances by 7 S and increasing Shadow and Arcane damage token by 10%. Only one Curse per 56 200 30 yd IC 
Warlock con be active on ony one target. /' 

.___.__-'---'---'-~~'---------'-~--'-~~__;.~-"'-----~~~~~~~~~~~~_J 

12 11 +S/sec 20 yd 

20 15 + 10/ sec 20 yd 

28 24+ 17/sec 20 yd 

36 39 + 24/ sec 20 yd 

44 45 + 33/ sec 20 yd 

52 62 + 42/ sec 20 yd 

60 79 + 52/ sec 20 yd 

JO 95 

Create Healthstone 
22 240 (lesser) 

Create Heolthstone 34 475 

Create Heolthstane 
46 750 (Greater) 

Create Healthstone SB 1120 (Major) 

I 
Curse of Doom places a Curse on a target that deals several thousand damage over one minute. If this kills the target, there is a small I 
chance that a Doom Guard is summoned next to your Warlock! Have Banish ready, cast Curse of Shadow, then try to Enslave the 
Doom Guard . 

Channeled 

Channeled 

Channeled 

Channeled 

Channeled 

Channeled 

Channeled 

3 sec 

3 sec 

3 sec 

3 sec 

3 sec 

6. 

20e 

so e 

90. 

Curses the target with impending Doom, causing 3200 Shadow Damage ofter l min. If the target dies from th~ damage, there is a chance that a Doomguard 
will be summoned. Cannot be cost on players. 

Gives 12 health to the caster's pet every second for l 0 sec as long as the caster channels. 

Gives 2 4 health to the caster's pet every second for 1 0 sec as long as the caster channels. 

Gives 43 health ta the caster's pet every second for 10 sec as long as the caster channels. 

Gives 64 health to the caster's pet every second for 10 sec as long as the caster channels. 

1 e 2oe Gives 89 health to the caster's pet every second for 10 sec as long as the caster channels. 

l e 8o e Gives 119 health to the caster's pet every second for 10 sec as long as the caster channels. 

2e 6oe Gives l 53 health to the caster's pet every second for 10 sec as long as the caster channels. 

Creates a Minar Healthstone that con be used ta instantly restore 100 health. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for mare than 15 min. Requires Saul 
Shard. 

25. Creates o lesser Heolthstane that con be used to instantly restore 250 health. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 1 S min. Requires Soul 
Shard. 

8oe Creates o Heolthstane that con be used to instantly restore 500 health. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

1 ~ 309 
Creates a Greater Healthstone that con be used to instantly restore 800 health. Conjured Items disappear if lagged out for more than 15 min. Requires 
Soul Shard. 

24!H Oe 
Creates a Major Heolthstone that can be used to instantly restore 1200 health. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires 
Soul Shard. 

Demon Skin/Demon Armor are spells that buff Warlocks for 30 minutes. Eventually, these help 
..,,,..,,.,;,,,,,..,,,,.,.....,,.,..,.,,,,,,,,, with armor, Shadow Resistance; and health regeneration as well. 

20 275 IC Protects the caster, increasing armor by 210, Shadow resistance by 3 and restores 7 health every 5 sec. for 30 min. 

30 520 IC 60 9 Protects the caster, increasing armor by 300, Shadow resistance by 6 and restores 9 health every S sec. for 30 min. 

40 800 IC Protects the caster, increasing armor by 390, Shadow resistance by 9 and restores 11 health every 5 sec. for 30 min. 

50 1150 IC Protects the caster, increasing ormor by 480, Shadow resistance by 12 and restores 13 health every 5 sec. for 30 min. 

60 1580 IC Protects the caster, increasing armor by 570, Shadow resistance by l S and restores l S health every S sec. for 30 min. 

Unending Breath allows the target of the spell to breathe 

Warlock 



Create Sou lstone requires a Sou l Shard. This creates an item that gives the holder a chance to Resurrect in the event of their 

,,,,,;;;;;;,,;;;;;;,;;;;;~~~~~""""' death. 

30 170 3 sec 

40 170 3 sec 

50 170 3 sec 

38 90 30 yd 

50 140 30 yd 

Creates o Minor Soulstane. The Soulstone con be used to store ane torgefs soul. If the target dies while his soul is stored, he will be able to resurrect with 
400 health and 700 mana. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. 

Creates a Soulstone. The Soulstone con be used to store one targefs soul. If the target dies while his soul is stored, he will be able to resurrect with 750 
health and 1200 mana. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. 

Creates a Soulstone. The Soulstone con be used to store one turget's soul. If the turget dies while his soul is stored, he will be able to resurrect with 11 00 
health and 1700 mana. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. 

Creates a Soulstone. The Soulstone con be used to store one target's soul. If the target dies while his soul is stored, he will be oble to resurrect with 2200 
heolth and 2800 mana. Conjured items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. 

Fel Domination is a Talent-learned ability that is on a 15-minute cooldown. Not only does this greatly reduce the summoning 
time of your next pet; it halves the mana cost of the summoning as well. 

JC l ~ Allows the friendly target to detect invisibility for 10 min. 

IC 1 e so e Allows the friendly target to detect greater invisibility for 10 min. 

Create Firestone requires a Soul Shard, and is used for increasing melee and fire-based spell damage. Firestones are held in the 

====="""'""""=""""""';;,,,,,, offhand, and can only be used by Warlocks. 

28 500 3 sec 

36 700 3 sec 

46 900 3 sec 

56 1100 3 sec 

30 

Creotes a lesser Firestone which con be equipped in the off hond. When equipped, enchants the main hand weapon with fire, granting each attack a 
5o e chance ta deal 25 to 35 additional Fire damage. In addition, equipping the lesser Firestone increases damage done by Fire spells by 10. Conjured Items 

disappear ~ logged out for more than l 5 min. Requires Soul Shord. 

Creates a Firestone which con be equipped in the off hand. When equipped, enchants the main hand weapon with fire, granting eoch attack a chance to 
90 . deal 40 to 60 additional fire domoge. In addition, equipping the lesser Firestone increases domoge done by Fire spells by 14. Conjured Items disoppeor if 

lagged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

Creates o Greoter Firestone which con be equipped in the off hond. When equipped, enchants the main hand weapon with fire, granting each attack a 
l 9 30 f) chance to deal 60 to 90 additional Fire damage. In addition, equipping the lesser Firestone increases damage dane by Fire spells by 17. Conjured Items 

disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

When equipped, enchants the main hand weapon with fire, granting each attack a chance to deol 80 ta 120 additional fire damage. In addition, 
20 e equipping the lesser Firestone increases damage done by Fire spells by 21 . Conjured Items disappear if logged aut for mare than 15 min. Requires Soul 

Shard. 

Demonic Sacrifice is a Talent- learned abili ty that gives Warlocks up to a 30 minute buff for getting rid of their pet. 

IC 15minutes -
When activated sacrifices yaur summoned deman to grant you an effect which lasts 30 min. The effect is concedlled if any demon is summoned. 
Progression: Imp (Increases fire Damage by 15%), Voidwolker (Restores 3% al total hoolth every 4 sec), Succubus (Increases your Shadow 
Damoge by 15%), Felhunter (Restores 2% of total Mano every 4 sec). 
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Enslave Demon is used to take control of a Demon; you cannot do this and keep your existing pet going (one Demon at a time). 
Enslave Demon won't last forever, and it can break early. Cast Curse of Shadow on the targets before Enslaving them to push the 

~"""~~...,;,;,;;;~~~~~"' odds for a full timer in your favor. 

30 300 30 yd 

44 500 30 yd 

58 700 30 yd 

48 750 

60 1000 

40 30 yd 

12 70 30 yd 

20 110 30 yd 

28 160 30 yd 

36 210 30 yd 

44 260 35 yd 

52 309 35 yd 

60 363 35 yd 

Enslaves the target demon, up to level 32, forcing it to do your bidding. While enslaved, the demon's oltock speed is slowed by 30% and its costing speed 
3 sec 6o e is slowed by 30%. Lasts up to 5 min. If you repeatedly enslave the some demon, it will become more difficult to control with each oltempt. Requires a Souls 

Shard. 

Enslaves the target demon, up to level 47, forcing it to do your bidding. While enslaved, the demon's altack speed is slowed by 30% and its casting speed 
3 sec 20 • is slowed by 30 Lasts up to 5 min. If you repeatedly enslave the some demon, it will become more difficult to control with each altempt. Requires a Souls 

Shard. 

Enslaves the target demon, up to level 62, forcing it to do your bidding. While enslaved, the demon's attack speed is slowed by 30% and its costing speed 
3 sec 2 ~ 40 . is slowed by 30%. Lasts up to 5 min. If you repeatedly enslave the some demon, it will become more difficult to control with each oltempt. Requires a Souls 

Shard. 

Shadow Ward is only on a 30-second cooldown, but its 
duration is only 30 seconds as well. Use this to buff a target 
against Shadow damage. 

5 sec 

5 sec 

l f!/Ji 80 e Absorbs 430 shadow damage. Lasts 30 sec 

Create Spellstone requires a Soul Shard. When equipped, they raise the Critical rate for a Warlock's spells by 1 %. When used, 
the Spellstone creates an anti-magic shield for a decent sum of health. 

Creates a Spellstone for the caster. When equipped and used, the Spellstone removes all magic effects from the caster ond will absorb 400 magic damage 
for l min. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

Creates o Greater Spellstone for the caster. When equipped ond used, the Greater Spellstone removes all magic effects from the caster ond will absorb 650 
magic damage for l min. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

Creates o Major Spellstone for the caster. When equipped and used, the Major Spellstane removes oil magic effects from the caster and will absorb 900 
magic domoge for l min. Conjured Items disappear if logged out for more than 15 min. Requires Soul Shard. 

Soul Link is a Talent-learned ability that transfers 30% of the damage taken by the Warlock to their pet. There is also a buff to the 
damage rate of both the Warlock and the pet while this is active. 

Begins a ritual that sacrifices a random participant to summon a doomguard. The doomguord must be immediately enslaved of it will oltock the ritual 
participants. Requires the caster ond 4 additional party members to complete the ritual. In order to participate, all players must righ11:lick the partul and 
not move until the ritual is complete. 

Shadow Bolt deals ranged, Shadow damage to a target. This is not the mana efficient 
attack for a Warlock, but it does offer a fair amount of damage especially when added 
to a pile of existing DOTs. 

2.2 sec l ~ Sends a shadowy bolt ot the enemy, musing 23 to 29 shadow damage. 

2.8 sec 6. Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 48 to 56 shadow damage. 

3 sec 20 • Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 86 to 98 shadow damage. 

3 sec so • Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 142 to 162 shadow damage. 

3 sec 90 ~ Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 204 to 230 shadow damage. 

2.8 sec l ti 20 . Sends a shadowy bait at the enemy, causing 261 to 315 shadow damage. 

2.8 sec l 8 80 @t Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 360 to 402 shadow damage. 

2.8 sec 2 ~ 60 9 Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy, causing 455 to 507 shadow damage. 

10 60 380 30 yd 3 sec Sends a shadowy bait at the enemy, causing 482 to 538 Shadow damage. 
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20 90 30 yd 

30 155 30 yd 

40 216 30yd 

so 295 30 yd 

60 370 30yd 

60 380 30 yd 

18 50 30yd 

26 75 30 yd 

34 100 30yd 

42 127 30 yd 

50 152 30 yd 

58 185 30 yd 

Immolate is a short-casting Fire spel l that deals some of its damage up front, but the bulk of the pain 
as a DOT. 

Burns the enemy for 8 Fire damage and then on odditionol 20 Fire damage over l 5 sec. 

2 sec Burns the enemy for l 9 fire damage and then an additional 40 fire damage over l 5 sec. 

2 sec 201& Burns the enemy for 45 Fire damage and then an additional 90 Fire damage aver 15 sec. 

2 sec 60f} Burns the enemy for 90 fire damage and then an additional 165 Fire damage aver 15 sec. 

l.B sec 1e 1o e Burns the enemy for 173 fire damage and then an additional 330 fire damage aver 15 sec. 

l.5 sec 1f> 508 Burns the enemy for 255 fire damage and then an additional 485 fire damage aver l 5 sec. 

l.5 sec 2f) 608 Burns the enemy for 343 fire damage and then an additional 645 Fire damage aver l 5 sec. 

2 sec Burns the enemy far 279 fire Damage and then an additional 510 fire damage over 15 sec. 

Searing Pain dea ls its ful l sum of Fire damage up front (a rarity for Warlocks}. This causes much higher 
Threat than spamming Shadow Bolt. 

l.5 sec 15f} Inflict searing pain on the enemy turget, cou~ng 34 to 42 Fire damage. Causes a high amount of threat. 

l.5 sec 40f) Inflict searing pain on the enemy target, causing 59 to 71 fire damage. Causes a high amount of threat. 

l.5 sec 80 f} Inflict searing pain on the enemy target, causing 86 to l 04 Fire damage. Causes o high amount of threat. 

1.5 sec i ~ 10 e Inflict searing pain on the enemy target, causing 122 to 146 fire damage. Causes a high amount of threat. 

l.5 sec l f) 50 8 Inflict searing pain on the enemy target, causing l 58 ta 188 fire damage. Causes a high amount of threat. 

l.5 sec 2f) 40 tl Inflict searing pain on the enemy target, causing 204 to 240 fire damage. Causes a high amount of threat. 

Rain of Fi re is a channeled AoE that deals substantial damage to you r enemies. This is cast at 
.,,,,,.,,,,,..,,,.,,,,,;~~,.,,,~= range, and does not benefit heavi ly from bonus to damage from gea r. 

20 

34 

46 

295 30 yd 

605 30 yd 

885 30 yd 

llBS 30 yd 

24 130 

32 190 

40 245 

48 305 

56 365 

IC 20 e Calls down a fie ry rain to burn enemies in the area of effect for l 68 fi re damage over 8 sec. 

IC 808 Calls down o fiery rain to burn enemies in the area of effect for 384 Fire damage over 8 sec. 

IC l 8 30 f) Calls down o fiery rain to burn enemies in the area of effect for 620 damage over 8 sec. 

IC 2e 40f> Cal~ dawn a fiery rain ta burn enemies in the area af effect for 904 fire damage aver 8 sec. 

Shadowburn is a Talent-learned ab ili ty on a 15-second cooldown. Warlocks cast this as an instant spell to dea l Shadow damage that is 
fairly heavy. Shadowburn requires a Soul Shard, it gives your Warlock a free Sou l Shard if the target di es with in several seconds of the 
attack. 

Instantly blasts the target for 91 to 104 Shadow damage. If the target dies from Shodowburn, and 0elds 
experience or honor, the caster gains o Soul Shard. 

Soul Shard 20 yd IC 15 sec 1 e so e 
Instantly blasts the target for 115 to 13 l damage. If the target dies within 5 sec from Shodowburn and yields 
experience of honor, the caster gains a Soul Shard. 

Saul Shard 20 yd IC 15 sec 3f> 5o e 
Instantly blasts the target for 186 ta 210 damage. If the target dies within 5 sec from Shadawburn and yields 
experience of honor, the caster gains a Soul Shard. 

Soul Shard 20 yd IC 15 sec 58 5o e 
Instantly blasts the target far 26 l to 293 damage. If the target dies within 5 sec from Shadowburn and 0elds 
experience of honor, the caster gains a Soul Shard. 

Soul Shard 20 yd IC 15 sec 1e Instantly blasts the target for 350 ta 392 damage. If the target dies within 5 sec from Shadowbum and yields 
experience of honor, the caster gains a Soul Shard. 

Soul Shard 20 yd IC 15 sec 1l t) 
lnstan~y blasts the turget for 450 to 502 damage. If the target dies within 5 sec from Shadowburn and yields 
experience of honor, the caster gains o Soul Shard. 

if! llfi Hellfire is the type of spell that makes other characters ro ll Warlock alts. This point blank AoE deals unrepentant damage, rarely rivaled by 
e ...!!!-- AoEs. Your Warlock is going to get mass ive aggro, take damage from Hellfi re itse lf (unavoidably), and require major attention from your group. 

Ignites the area surrounding the caster, causing 83 Fire damage to himself and 83 fire damage to all nearby enemies every l sec. lasts 15 sec. 

Ignites the area surrounding the caster, causing l 39 Fire damage to himself and l 45 fire damage to all nearby enemies every 1 sec. lasts 15 sec. 

Ignites the area surrounding the caster, causing 208 fire damage to himself and 216 lire damage to all nearby enemies every l sec. lasts 15 sec. 

Conflagrate is a Talent-learned ab ili ty that consumes an ex isting Immolate effect on a target and deals a major dose of 
instant damage. 

Ignites a target that is already afflicted by Immolate, dealing 249 to 316 Fire damage and consuming the Immolate spell. 

48 200 30 yd IC lO sec 7 4'; Ignites a target that is already affected by Immolate, dealing 316 ta 396 fire Damage and consuming the lmrno~te spell. 

54 230 30 yd IC 10 sec 10• Ignites a target that is already affected by Immolate, dealing 383 to 479 Fire Damage and consuming the Immolate spell. 

60 255 30 yd IC 10 sec 13 . Ignites a target that is already affected by Immolate, dealing 447·557 Fire Damage and consuming the Immolate spell. 



Soul Fire is a slow spell to cast, has a one-minute coo/down, and it consumes 
a Soul Shard when used. However, the Fire damage dealt by this spell is lewd 
and unfair (for the target). 

Burns the enemy's soul, causing 703-BBl Fire damage. 

Fireball deals ranged Fire damage to targets. This is not a massive quantity, but it 
supplements ex iting Warlock attacks well , especially in cases where a melee pet 
would be troublesome due to enemy AoEs. 

Blood Pact increases the Stam ina of group members in range. This stacks w ith Priest 
and Druid buffs, allowing for all characters to reach very high sums of health! This is 
quite a bonus for a group with a solid main tank. 

Phase Shift turns your Imp invisible when it is not attacking. This is quite usefu l in 
dungeon si tuations, where pets can path oddly and cause huge problems when they 
aren't dismissed. When the Imp is out and Phase Shifted, he'll path right through 
enemies with causing wipes, though players who aren't used to it might lose a bit of 
sphincter control while seeing it. 

Fire Shield is another tank-friendly spell. This buffs the target with a damage 
shield, helping to cement damage on the main tank, especially when fast attack
ers are invo lved. 

VrnowAtKE A.'B1tmEs 
Torment is a powerful Taunt that Voidwalkers use to keep their primary target 
engaged. Th is has no va lue in PvP, but does wonderful things in solo PvE for holding 
aggro even when the Warlock is using higner-Threat attacks. 

Sacrifice destroys the Voidwalker but gives the Warlock a shield for the next 30 
seconds. This is wonderfu l for PvE and PvP escapes, and it really one of the only PvP 
functions of the Yoidwalker (for W arlocks w ho are making death runs at the enemy 
and want to survive that much longer). 

Consume Shadows is used outside of combat to restore Yo idwa lker health. This takes 
them ten seconds to channel. Considering how often Yoidwalkers are beaten upon, 
this is a necessary ability that is used all the time. 

Suffering is an AoE Taunt that costs a great deal of mana from the Yo idwalker. This 
gives the Warlock enough Threat leeway to throw DOTs onto secondary and tert iary 
targets while letting the first enemy die. Then, the Warlock helps to finish off what
ever health is left on the initial foe, then start blasting away at the next foe. 

SuccuBus AB1LmEs 
Lash of Pain deals instant Shadow damage when the Succubus uses it. She can score 
Criticals off of LoP, bringing Succubus DPS up to a fa irl y high level for a Warlock pet. 

Soothing Kiss is an abili ty to reduce Th reat on the Succubus, much like the abili ty for 
Hunter's pets to Cower. Usually, the Succu bus doesn't get a lot of aggro, so this isn't 
an ability that she needs to have on autocast. 

Seduction is the most prominent abil ity of a Succubus. This is used as crowd 

control against Humanoids, especially in PvP situations. When there are many 
casters present, Warlocks go with Fe lhunters in PvP. When there are more physical 
classes, the Succubus becomes dominant. This abi li ty offers crowd control over a 
modest period, and gives the Warlock time to prepare the distance and casting for 
very nice spell chains. 

Lesser Invisibility makes it look like your Warlock doesn't have any pets with them. 

At range, younger PvPers might even mistake your Warlock for another type of caster 

if they don't specifically highlight you for your level/class information. In any event, 
this protects your Succubus from a fast attack that wou ld quickly kill her. Left on 
Passive, she is then reserved for Seduction! Even experienced players won' t often 
haye the time or ability to detect her and take her down, as they have other things to 
worry about. 

fELHUNTER ABILITIES 
Devour Magic takes a positive effect away from an enemy or removes a negative 
effect from an ally. This process heals the Fe/hunter as well! This function is incred
ible for group support in PvP and PvE situations, where many negative effects are 
devastating. Because this only has an eight-second coo ldown, Felhunters rea ll y help 
Paladins and Priests to keep groups clear from harm. 

Tainted Blood reduces the Attack Power of enemies that strike the Felhunter in melee 
(and thi s stacks up to five times). It's better not to keep this on autocast at all in PvP, 
where very few people are going to go after your pet. 

Spell Lock is an instant ab ility to Silence an enemy for three seconds; if that target 
was already casting, they cannot use a spell from the same school of magic for an 

even l onger period . An amazingly useful against PvE and PvP casters. 

Paranoia detects stealthers very well. Rogues and Druids in Cat Form are not going 
to be able to sneak up on a Warlock with a Felhunter out. This makes Warl ocks 
wonderful for defending flag rooms, choke points, and so forth in PvP. 

Warlock Talents are able to hone this 
class toward one of several ends. The Af
flict ion line makes Warlocks even more 
effective w ith long-term satisfaction (bet
ter damage over time, higher efficiency 
w ith debuffs and DOTs, chances for 
instant casting from time-to-time, etc.). 

Demonology allows Warlocks to survive 
well beyond their normal means. This 
Talent tree develops pet abilities and 
gives PvP and PvE Warlocks immense 
survivabi I ity. 

Destruction goes toward the direct end of Warlock attacks, greatly improving the 
output of a Warlock's fire and bo lt spells. Later in the line, there are Talents to im
prove the chance and power of criti cal spells. 

Affliction is a zero-downtime tree of Talents that allows for very fast leveling. The 
combination of Talents to improve your already mana-effi cient abili ties is quite 
impressive. 

Take Improved Corruption (always), because this saves amaz ing levels of casting 
time during the early fights. Warlocks can rattle off Curse of Agony and Corruption 
on multiple targets, even in large-scale PvP, w ithout wasting ti me or much mana. 

This reall y puts pressure on healers for enemy PvPers, and it works just as we ll in 
PvE. 

Improved Drain Sou l helps with leveling speed, but also look into Improved Life 
Drain. For specific Warlock builds, this can be a valuable addition (if you plan on 
tanking for your pet instead of relying on the Voidwalker). Fel Concentration is a 
must have Talent for that style of play, because it prevents you r Warlock from being 
disrupted heavily when Draining in close combat. 

Nightfall and Grim Reach are both too much fun to miss . Grim Reach gives you the 
extra range to help w ith giving more lead time against targets in PvP and PvE. Night
fa ll allows for instant Shadowbolts from time to time and it procs most often from 
Corruption (something that Affli ction Warlocks use on every target, all the time). 

For PvP, go ahead and take Curse of Exhaustion and its Improved Talents. For PvE 

though, this doesn't end up being nearl y as useful. Instead, grab Siphon Li fe, then 
return to earlier tiers for a few points to take Talents that you kind of wanted (Im
proved Life Tap, Suppression, etc.). 

Shadow Mastery and Dark Pact complete the tree, and anyone putting more than 20 
points into Affliction is goi~g to want to fini sh the line and enjoy these majo r perks. 

Your Warlock is never going to run out of mana with this build, the Threat they 

accumu late is low, but the damage over time is sti ll very high. Wonderful for ski lled 
soloers, superb in PvE groups, and capable in PvP. 

Demonology is an odd line, and the things your Warlock gets from it are varied. 
Improved Imp is quite good in the earlier levels, though Demonic Embrace is a 
Ta lent that becomes indispensab le later on because of its huge improvement to 
sustained Warlock combat. 

Warlock 

·{ \Narrio~ 

Fel Intellect is a champion of the next tier, w ith its improvement to mana for all 
standard pets. This makes quite a difference in damage output or survivability, , 
depending on the pet you are using. If combined w ith an Affliction build, Fel lntel-

1 
, 

lect is doubly rewarding. I ., 

Improved Succubus is a keen choice for PvP Warlocks, primaril y because of its } \ 
improvements to Seduction duration and Lash of Pain damage. Soloers who rely on J 
the Voidwalker are goi ng to be lured in by Fe l Stamina instead, w ith its noteworthy '. .-~-~- )-
boost to pet health. I ·~,. 

l \ 
r.. J Take Unholy Power for its damage improvements; though th is won't redefine your 

character, it certainly helps the nag-abili ty of your pets to wear away at their targets. ! 

l 
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"-"'-'-''===------------------'<5 IMPROVED HEALTHSTONE Z IMPROVED SHADOW BOLT 5 
1 Reduces the chance for enemies to resist your Affliction spells 

by 2% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED CORRUPTION 

Reduces the casting time of your Corrupl ion spell by 0.4 sec 
(Per Rank) 

IMPROVED CURSE OF WEAKNESS 3 
Increases the effect of you r Curse of W eakness by 6% . 
Progress ion: 6'%/13%/20% 

· IMPROVED DRAIN SOUL 2 

\-

G ives you a 50% chance (Per Rank) to increase mana regen by 
100% if your target dies w hile you are casti ng Drain Soul 

IMPROVED LIFE TAP 2 

Increases the amount of Mana awarded by your Life Tap spell by 
10% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED DRAIN LIFE 5 

Increases the Health drained by your D rain Li fe spell by 2% 
(Per Rank) 

IMPROVED CURSE OF AGONY 3 
Increases the damage done by Curse of Agony by 2% (Per Rank) 

\ FEL CONCENTRATION 5 

Gives you a 14% chance (Per Rank} to avoid interruption caused 
by damage whi le channeling the Drain Life, Drain Mana, or 
Dra in Sou l spell. 

AMPLIFY CURSE 

Instant Cast 5 min cooldown Increases the effect of your next Curse 
of Weakness, Curse of Agony, or Curse of Exhaustion by SQ%_ 

GRIM REACH 2 

\ Increases the range of your Affli ction spells by 10% (Per Rank) 

NIGHTFALL 2 

G ives your Corruption and Drain Life spells a 2% chance to 
\ cause you to enter a Shadow Trance state after damagi ng the 
, opponent The Shadow Trance state reduces lhe casting time of 
1 your next Shadow Bol t spell by 100%. - Progress ion 2%/3% 

~ IMPROVED DRAIN MANA 2 
Causes 15% of mana drained by this spell (Per Rank} to damage 

1your target 

SIPHON LIFE 

: 150 M ana 1.5 sec cast 30yd range Transfers 15 health from the 
l target to thecaster every 3 sec . Lasts 30sec. 

CURSE OF EXHAUSTION I 

l 11 M ana Instant Cast 30 yd range Reduces the larget's speed to 
90% of normal for 15 sec Only one Curse per Warlock can be 

7 active on any one target. 

' IMPROVED CURSE OF EXHAUSTION 4 

~ Increases the speed reduction of your Curse of Exhaustion by 
~ 5% (Per Rank) 

\ SHADOW MASTERY 5 

\ increases the damage dealt by your Shadow spells by 2% (Per Rank) 

DARK PACT 1 

i lnstant Cast 20 yrd range Drains 250 of your pet's Mana 
:returning 100% to you . 

Increases the amount of health returned by a Healthstone by 
1 0% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED IMP 

Increases the effect of an Imp's Firebolt, Fire Shield, and 
Bloodpact by 10% (Per Rank) 

DEMONIC EMBRACE 5 

Inc reases your tota l Stamina by 3% (Per Rank) at a loss of 1 % of 
your Stamina (Also Per Rank) 

IMPROVED HEALTH FUNNEL 2 

Increases the amount of health returned by Hea lth Funnel by 
10% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED VOIDWALKER 

Increases the effects of your Voidwa lker's Torment, Consume 
Shadows, and Suffering by 8% - Progression: 8%/16%/25% 

FEL INTELLECT 5 

Increases the maximum mana of your pets by 3% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED SUCCUBUS 

Inc reases the effect of your Succubus' Lash of Pain, Sooth ing 
Kiss, and Lesser Invis ibi lity by 8% - Progression : 8%/16%/25% 

FEL DOMINATION 

Adds an Instant abi lity that reduces pet summon ing time by 5.5 
seconds, and lowers mana cost by 50% 

FELSTAMINA 

Increases the maximum health of your pets by 2% (Per Rank) 

MASTER SUMMONER 

5 

Reduces the summoning time of your pets by 2 seconds (Per Rank} 

UNHOLY POWER 

Increases melee damage done by your pets by 3% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED ENSLAVE DEMON 

Reduces the attack speed/casting speed penalty of your 
controlled demons by 2% (Per Rank) 

5 

DEMONIC SACRIFICE 

Sacrifices your pet fo r a 30 minute buff - Progression : Imp 
(Increases Fire Damage by 15%), Voidwalker (Inc reases health 
by 15%), Succubus (Increases Shadow Damage by 15%), 
Felhunter (Increases mana by 20%) 

IMPROVED FIRESTONE 2 

Increases the damage done by your Firestones by 15% (Per Rank) 

MASTER DEMONOLOGIST 2 

Reduces the mana cost and cast ing time of all stone-creation 
spells by 20% (Per Rank) 

SOUL LINK 

Adds an Instant ability that splits damage taken between you and 
you r pet for 30 seconds 

IMPROVED SPELLSTONE 2 

Increases the amou nt of damage absorbed by your Spellstones 
by 15% (Per Rank) 

Your Shadow Bolt c rit ical strikes increase the next 4 sources of 
Shadow damage dealt to the target by 4% (Per Rank} 

CATACLYSM 5 

Reduces the M ana cost of your Destruction spells by 1 % (Per Rank) 

BANE 5 

Reduces the casting time of you r Shadow Bolt and Immolate 
spells by 0. 1 sec (Per Rank) 

AITERMATH 5 

Gives your Destruction spell s a 2% cha nce (Per Rank) to daze 
the target for 5 sec. 

IMPROVED FIREBOLT 2 

Reduces the casting time of you r Imp's Firebolt spell by 0.5 sec 
(Per Rank) 

IMPROVED LASH OF PAIN 

Reduces the cooldow n of your Succubus' Lash of Pain spell by 
3 sec (Per Rank) 

DEVASTATION 

Increases the critical stri ke chance of your Destruction spells by 
1 % (Per Rank) 

SHADOWBURN 

130 mana, Instant cast 15 sec cooldown 20yd range Reagents: 

2 

5 

Soul Sha rd - Instantl y blasts the target w ith 125 to 150 Shadow 
damage. Th is spell generates less threat than wou ld normally be 
caused. Requires 1 Soul Shard. Awards 1 Soul Shard if the target 
dies from Shadowbu rn. 

INTENSITY 2 

G ives you a 35% chance (Per Rank) to resi st interrupt ion caused 

by damage w hile channeling the Rain of Fire or Hellfire spel l. 

DESTRUCTIVE REACH z 
Increases the range o( your Destruction spells by 10% (Per Rank) 

IMPROVED SEARING PAIN 5 

Increases the c rit ical stri ke chance of your Searing Pain spell by 
2% (Per Rank) 

PYROCLASM 2 

G ives your Rain of Fire and Hellfi re spells a 12% chance to stun 
the target for 3 sec. - Progression: 12%/25% 

IMPROVED IMMOLATE 5 

Increases the initial damage of your immolate spell by 5% (Per 
Rank) 

RUIN 

Increases the damage done by your critical strikes by 100%. 

EMBERSTORM 

Increases the damage done by your Fire spells by 2% (Per Rank) 

CONFLAGRATE 1 

220 Mana 1 .5 sec cast 10 sec cooldown 20yd range Ignites a 
target that is already affl icted by Immolate, dea li ng 214 to 256 
damage and consuming the Immolate spell. 



Demonic Sacrifice must be taken; it is one of the most incredible Talents in the 
Demonology line. With this, a Warlock can Sacrifice any of their pets for fairly major 
buffs, and the Voidwalker specifically turns the Warlock into an unstoppable machine 
of AoE destruction. If these AoE death rushes excite you, take Improved Firestone as 
well ; this doesn't add a major damage boost, but it's bigger than it first appears. 

Master Demonologist is a passive effect that improves all of your standard pets; take 
all five ranks of this. 

Half of the entire point in taking Demonology past the fi rst couple of tiers is to get 
Soul Link. For PvP and solo PvE functionality, Soul Li nk causes Warlocks to survive 
as it they were real tanks. 

Demonology, taken heavily, is very good as a first-time choice for characters who 
are learning the game (that isn't to say that experienced players won't fall in love 
w ith it too). Instead, the idea is that Warlocks w ith these Talents are extremely 
hard to bring down. They can solo, using their Vo idwa lker, and beat down almost 
anything in thei r way. The process is slower than Affli ct ion or Destruction Talents, 
but you always have your finger on a seri es of " I w in" bu ttons to either w in the fight 
outright or at least surv ive to resummon your pet and try again. 

Improved Shadow Bolt is decent for a so lo player and only gets better when you 
have more budd ies around. Warlocks and Shadow Priests working together get are 
very mean w ith these tricks. 

Bane and Aftermath are both great in the second tier. In the long-run, you might grab 
both of them. In the short-term, use Bane for its consistent improvements to Warlock 
casting speeds, or take Aftermath if you want sporad ic effects (for most, Aftermath 
becomes much better in later levels). 

Steal Shadowburn as soon as possible, as it is a perfect spe ll for burst damage, fini sh
ing targets, and so forth (and being another Shadow spell, it fills out the Destruction 
line anyway). Then, take Devastation; thi s cannot be left behind. 

The choices are difficult again in the next line. If you solo or PvP a lot, take Improved 
Searing Pa in now. If you join small groups for PvE more often or deal w ith large
sca le PvP, Take Intensity and Destructive Reach first (you are going to get all of these 
eventually anyway). 

Immediately grab Ruin in the next tier; it is so powerful that anyone who doesn't take 
it whil e making a Destruction build is either a fool or a genius beyond their time. 
Take all fi ve points of Improved Immolate, then get four points of Emberstorm. 

The damage in this line is now crippling for burst use in so loing and PvP. Complete 
the process w ith Conflagrate, then return and f ill out the spec w ith the final point of 
Emberstorm, Pyrocl asm (i f AoEs are very important to your character), and Aftermath/ 
Bane, from earlier levels. 

This takes a mass ive investment in a single Talent line, but the results are quite 
worthwhile. Though inefficient, compared to Affliction W arlocks, Destruction casters 
are able to burst in PvP and take down almost anything on the field. They are feared 
and respected wherever they go, and there are only a few character types that are 
eager to face this build. 

In PvE, Destruction Warlocks have more downtime, require a bit of extra cash (for 
greater supplies of water and potions), and must be careful about their Threat genera
tion in groups without a masterful main tank. That sa id, they add a great deal to the 
overall damage output. 

STRATEGIES 

Okay, it's time to head out into the 
field and bring down enemies. There 

are great ways to do this as a Warlock, 
especia lly if you are patient. After level 
ten, when you have the choice of Imp or 
Voidwa lker as pets, the game gets quite 
interesting. From there, Warlocks level 
and recei ve more and more choices, 
eventually becoming one of the most 
complex classes in the game. 

SoME GENE~E ;;rws · 
Your Curses make a huge difference in the outcome of a battle, whether you are 
alone or in a group. Curse of Tongues is the best way to say hello to casters, Curse 
of Elements/Shadow is vicious in groups wi th multiple casters or for times when you 
plan on unleashing many Fire or Shadow spell s. If there are other Warlocks in the 
group, work out which Curses are going to be used. This keeps you from stepping on 
each other's toes. 

Remember to avoid heavy Threat abilities earl y in a fight when you are grouped. 
Shadowbolt is only a little naughty, Searing Pain is extremely naughty, and AoEs or 
Soul Fire are ri ght out. Wait for tanks to have serious aggro before playing around 
w ith high damage/h igh Threat abilities. 

When working w ith an AoE group, keep Healthstones available (and on your quick
bar) at all times. Keep the Voidwalker out for immediate Sacrifice, and get used to 
dying. AoE groups are for high-risk/high-reward playing. 

Always keep a heavy supply of Soul Shard s around. These items are needed for so 
much of a Warlock's utility that it's very dangerous to run out of them. Summoning 
allies, grabbing more important pets, and even some of the special class spells later 
down the road cost shards. Don 't be shy about hav ing an entire bag dedicated to 
keeping extra shards, and replace these as soon as possible when the supply starts to 
drop. Al so look into the specia l bags for Soul Shards that are made by Tailors; these 
give you even more space for large group of Shards (e.g. Core Felcloth Bag, Soul 
Pouch). 

Remember that only enemies that are worth experience/honor to your Warlock can 
drop Soul Shards . Killing rabbits and cows is not going to get you what you need. 

Give va rious stones to your allies in a group as soon as possible, as they can be use
ful at any point. Be sure to give a Soul Stone to group Rezzer first, and a Hea lthstone 
to the main tank first; they are the ones that are most important to protect from a 
wipeout. 

When grouping or raiding, fill extra bag space w ith Soul Shards before you enter 
a dungeon. The greatest and most difficult press for Shards is during the first few 
minutes, when a group is getting ready. Your Warlock is needed for Healthstones 
aplenty, Summoning your pet, Summoning straggl ing group/ raid members, Soul 
stones, and so forth. And, you don' t want to tap out! Even if it fills two bags or more 
w ith Shards, go into groups prepared. After all, those Shards w ill be long gone from 
at least one bag by the time you get enough loot to worry about the space, so it's not 
like your Warlock is going to miss out on treasure. 

If you need more Shards before a run, let peop le know. For smaller groups that aren't 
facing raid-level challenges, there are usually offers for a few folks to head outside 
of the dungeon and help you kill a few targets while waiting for the group/raid to get 
together. For friendly runs, this is no big dea l at all Uust don't rely on this for sched
uled raids and such, where people want to start at a spec ific time). 

As stated, the Voidwalker is cri tical to safe so loing. This tank of a pet is able to keep 1 

enemies' attention fairly w ell. For you to do your part, stick with DOTs and wand 
activity and watch the creatures fall into death w ithout rea lizing that you are the one 
to blame. Slap Corruption, Curse of Agony, and a nice Immolate on targets once the 
Voidwalker has them in melee and switch to your wand for the conclusion. 

For adds that your Voidwalker can handle, slap DOTs on them as well, after the 
Voidwa lker has gotten their attention . A more dangerous add can be Feared to give 
yourself time to bring down the first target. If it looks like Fear is going to backfire (by 
drawing more monsters), slam the initial target wi th all DOTs, then a Searing Pain to 
get it off of your pet and divide the damage between yourself and the Voidwalker; 
this isn' t optimal , but it's a last-ditch method that works in a pinch. Kill the first crea
ture and turn on the second once your Voidwa lker is ready for it. 

If things get wor_se, Sacrifice your Voidwa lker for extra time and run like Fel! 

Another type of solo work altogether (and not for the faint of heart or light of skill ) 
is to tank consistently for your pets. Ditch the Voidwa lker and use your Imp or Suc
cubus for this, for their high damage potential. This is often an Affliction Warlock's 
specialty; Draintank the enemy by using DOTs, Drain Li fe to keep yourself afloat, 
and switch to the wand for the kill if mana conservation is ever needed. With the 

right spec, this brings in experience at an immense rate. 

PEP C1-to1~'6Rour ; 

Bring out the beloved Succubus or Imp in a group and watch the DPS of your ex- ~ 
tended character improve. Though the Imp is a dangerous creature if it stays in active 
mode, you can keep from pulling many acc identa l enemies by setting the monster to f 

Passive and controlling him carefully. W ith the Imp's Fire Bolts and damage shield, 

he adds quite a percentage to a group's overall performance. 

The Succubus is at her best when a skilled Tank is at the lead of a group. Work w ith 
the Tank so that they know to keep the Succubus at the enemy's back (to avoid 
Cleaves and other front-targeted AoEs). The Succubus is obviously a great choice for 
added crowd control against Humanoids as well, in PvE and PvP. Seduce Humanoid 
adds while the group maintains focus on thei r primary target. 

The Felhunter isn't a choice for damage, but the creature's utility is quite welcome. 
If your group is facing casters, the Felhunter has no peer. Even groups that have a 
Palad in or Priest benefit from the Felhun ter's Devour Mag ic ability. 

Mage 

W arrior 



~ 

Warriors are the protectors in World of Warcraft. These brave souls fight for both the Horde and Alli
ance, and neither side would survive for long without their perseverance. Fighting primarily in melee, 
W arriors use their heavy armor and damage mitigation to endure the attention of monsters; their role 
in a group is to gather as much of that aggression as possible. By doing this, weaker classes are left free 
to use their healing, higher DPS, and other such abilities without fear of reprisal and death. Both in the 
field and in dungeons, Warriors always have a place in a ski lled group. When soloing or assisting other 
Warriors, these fighters reveal that underneath the armor there is a savage ki ller than is able to sacrifice 

mitigation for destructive power. 

W e approached the ancient homeland of the spiteful gnomes, and putres
cence filled the air we breathed. The smell was one of the worst things I could 
have imagined. It poured like steam out of the tunnels around us, but it came 
from the very gnomes lived in the ruined city. They were fou led with disease, 

a fate worse than many would have wished even for the wasteful beasts. 

I heard llliathu, our Shaman, cry out. Three of the demonic things had charged 
her, and I knew her strength wou ld fail before long against such an onslaught. 
Crying with all the strength the Earthmother allows me, I ran over and leapt 
onto the first. It stood sti ll for a moment, paralyzed with fear even as my axe 
struck home. The others would have continued their attacks on illiathu, intent 
on her falling Totems, but I was on them as well. 

Swinging left and right, mocking their horrid faces and torturous heritage, I got 
their attention every way I knew how. They turned to me and struck helplessly 
against the finest steel ourcrafters can forge. The earth's bounty protected ·me. 
llliathu used her time well, and the few wounds that had blossomed under my 
armor tightened and ceased to bleed. I felt no pain. 

The two Forsaken w ith us were doing all of the killing; no great surprise there. 
With small blades and burning fire, they were the ones destroying the gnomes, 
but I wounded all of the foes during the fray, tearing the armor from their 
bilious forms and knocking aside their steel before it landed home. When we 
left later that day, our mission successful, not a single ally was left behind in 
the darkness. 

Nothing wi ll defeat the Horde as long as there are people ready to stand in 
the way of evil. We Tauren believe in the power of the Earth mother, and the 
Scourge, Burning Legion, gnomes, dwarves, and humans will not stop us from 
protecting our people. 

any time. 

The key is to master stance switching 
and weapon selection. Within the same fight, a Warrior can start as a DPS class 
(using dual wield or a two-handed weapon), bring down some light targets, then 
switch to tank mode (with a one-handed weapon and shield) to deal with adds or a 

l specifically powerful creature. Battle Stance offers consistent damage and control, 
I while fast use of Berserker Stance is nice for Whirlwind AoEs and Berserk Rage. 
\ Then, when you need to generate more Threat aga inst single targets and survive 

longer, drop into Defensive Stance. 

Warriors can change their Threat generation and survivabili ty at the drop of a hat. 
The difference between Berserker Stance and Defensive Stance alone is 20% in terms 

\ of incoming damage. Add a shield to that, and a Defensive Stance Warrior is taking 
; well over 30% less damage. Demoralizing Shout, switch quickly to Battle Stance for 
1a Thunder Clap, and now the enem ies are really hitting like kittens. Not enough? Use 
\sh ield Block and Disarm (if possible). 

' ! Even Arms and Fury Warriors are extremely hard to kill when they use their stances 
I correctly and keep a full range of equ ipment ready to go. All Warriors, of all types, 
; should have a shield, one or two single-handed weapons, and a two-handed 
\ weapon. These should be in your bags, all the time, fully repa ired before dungeon 
~ runs. There is a time and place for everything! 
l 
! Bi~d stan_ce-switch ing to keys that are easily accessible. M aster them, be able to 
\switch without losing time to think, and keep an organized qu1ckbar that is as 
\ ntuitive as possible for you. Keep shout abi lities in the same location for all of your 
• r anees, and leave interrupts on similar keys as well. 

Available Races 

Dwarf 

Human 

Ore 

Tron . 

Strength 

Smmina 

Agility Raises Chance to Get o Critical Hit, Dodge 

One interested thing about Warriors is 
that they lack mana. Instead, they gain 
the power to use their ab ilities from 
Rage. This builds when a Warrior takes 
or dea ls damage (there are a few class 
abilities to generate Rage as well). The 
more damage you deal or take at a given 
time, the more Rage you w ill get. Thi s 
makes it essential to keep your weapons 
upgraded as often as possible. Rage 
deteriorates between fights, when a War-
rior is out of battle, so it helps greatly to 
have as little downtime as possible. 

lnt~led Fost~r Rote for £oiningWeupon Ska~ (Worthless) 
Spirit Improves Health Recovery (Worthless) 

ITEMS AND EQUIPMENT 
Warriors are more dependent on equipment than any other class; their weapons 
need to be as deadly as possible when it comes to DPS (for the damage itself, for 
increased Threat generation, and for getting more Rage). They also need armor that 
is extremely up-to-date, and peripheral items that raise Stamina and Strength are at 
a premium for dungeon runs. Add bandages, food, and even some explosives to the 
mix, and W arriors are often laden with goodies. Most of the time, they are pretty 
darn poor as wel l ! 

Okay, so what are your priorities? As 
a Warrior, whether you solo or join a 
group, a mass ive investment in armor 
is required. Unless you are going w ith 
a two-handed weapon, a shield is one 
of your best items. Keep searching for 
quests with shield rewards and look for 
dungeons where high-quality shields 

drop. 

Try to keep your Armor Rating as high 
as possible while being somewhat picky 
about which pieces you grab. When available, armor pieces w ith similar stats should 
be distinguished by the attributes they raise. A Warrior who goes for survivability 
wants to have as much Stamina as possible on their equipment. Enchant your items 
and always be on the lookout to replace gear that isn't quite right for your stats with 
better pieces. Stamina is almost always the first pick for a Warrior, w ith Strength and 
Agility following behind. Spirit and Intellect are just about worthless, and should 
practica lly be avoided in favor of getting other attributes. 

Weapons with procs instead of attributes must be chosen carefully; your Warrior 
needs those combat attributes to funct ion well, so it's always a tough tradeoff. Don't 
go for a proc unless the effect on hit is extremely good. For defensive one-handed 
weapons, only look for procs that raise Armor Rating, Defense, add healing, or other 
survival-based elements. For dual-wield or two-handed choi ces, go for procs that are 
aggress ive and deal enough damage to be worth giving up the stats . 



In regard to attributes themselves, Stamina is needed in PvP and PvE. Only Fury 
offtanks are likely to look for less of this attribute than other Warriors, but even they 
aren't going to ignore it. The more complex choice is the decision between Strength 
and Agility. For burst damage (e.g. PvP Arms Warriors), Agi lity shou ld be taken pretty 
heavily. A high Critical rate is essential for burst damage. However, for steady Threat 
to keep monsters on your Warrior, a high Strength is far more useful. Strength adds to 
base damage, so it won 't matter if you are getting the Critica ls or not; high damage at 
a smooth rate is extremely important for a good tank. 

Not as many early Warriors take Herbalism/Alchemy, but this is actually a very wise 
choice. Warriors drink more potions, on the whole, than a lot of classes. Being able 
to make you r own is very important unless you have a gui ld or friend that is willi ng 
to do the work for you. Warriors ga in so much from the extra Strength, Agility, Criti
ca l rate, and such that potions provide. 

At the higher levels, when you start to see +Hit and +Critical items, remember that 
a Warrior wants to have about +5% to Hit (maybe +6% in a pinch, but that is a 
stretch). There is no ceiling for how much +Critical gear you want, but general ly 
figure that a point in +Critical is worth almost 20 Agility for you. 

For a PvP Warrior, Engineering is a solid choice (also paired with Mining). Having 
bombs and some of the gadgets that Engineering provides is effect ive for turni ng the 
tide of nasty battl es, especially if you are a very active fighter. Charge ahead of your 
group, use bombs lo disrupt the incoming enemy lines, then continue forward for 
the softer targets. A short Stun and some extra damage is more than enough to push 
initiative in your group's favor, and a frontline character has a greater chance to 
make these things happen. 

Items that raise Defense are also part of the mix. Higher-tier items usually add to 
several attributes, then have a bonus to +Hit/+Crit/+Defense. This means that even 
with your best gear, there is going to be a rough choice. Hit and Crit more, or take 
that lovely Defense? Defense al lows for higher burst defense, if that makes any sense 
to you. Warriors with a high Defense receive fewer Critical hits from enemies. Don't 
give up Stamina for Defense, and only give up your damage-dea li ng statistics if your 
Warrior is holding aggro without any problems in all of your groups. Defense means 
nothing if you aren' t dea ling enough damage and using your abi li ti es well enough to 
maintain aggro at all times! 

CHOOSING YOUR PROFESSION 
Many first-time Warriors go for Blacksmithing and Mining; they are an intuitive com
bination. They also let a lot of Warrior down, sad ly. There aren 't many Blacksmithing 
items before the very late-game that are good enough to keep a Warrior protected 
well (and the early to mid weapons are horrible). Warriors need/want the best-of
the-best gear poss ible, and almost all of that is going to come from dungeon delving. 
Only take Blacksmithing if you are serious about getting it up to its maximum va lue 
and working hard to find rare or epic rec ipes; those are the on ly Bl acksm ithing items 
that really draw people in. 

ARMS 

Heroic Strike is an ab ili ty that generates massive Threat! It is a Rage sink, 
but has its purposes. 

All -15 A strong attack that increases melee damage by l l and causes a high amount of th reat. 

All -15 2e A strong onock that increases melee damage by 21 and causes a high amount of threat. 

16 All -15 20 4' A strong attack that increases melee damage by 32 and causes a high amount of threat. 

24 All -15 8o e A strong attack that increases melee damage by 44 and causes a high amount af threat. 

32 All -15 l f) 40 . A strong onock that increases melee damage by 58 and causes a high amount of threat. 

40 All -15 2 ~ 2o e A strong attack that increases melee damage by 80 and causes a high amount of threat. 

48 All -15 4 fl} A strong attack that increases melee damage by l l l and causes a high amount of threat. 

56 All ·15 9 fi 80 ~ A strong attack that increases melee damage by l 38 and causes a high amount of threat. 

60 All -15 A strong attack that increases melee damage by 157 and couses a high amount of thrent. 

Charge is a blessing from the heavens. This allows your Warrior to enter melee from range. It also 

~~~~,......~ generates bonus Rage and causes a trivial Stun effect to interrupt casters. 

Charge an enemy, generate 12 Rage, and stun it for l sec. Cannot be used in combat. 15 second cooldown. 

15 3 fl 60 • Charge an enemy, generate 15 Rage, and stun it for l sec. Cannot be used in camoot. 15 second cooldown. 

Rend produces a laughable DOT on a target. This occurs instantly and doesn't requ ire 
~!=;,,,,,=,,,,,,,=="" much Rage. Don't use Rend for the damage done, use it for its DOT effect. 

4 Ba111e, Defensive -10 l ® Wounds the torget, causing them to bleed for 15 damage over 9 seconds. 

lO Battle, Defensive -10 6® Wounds the target, causing them to bleed for 28 damage over 12 seconds. 

20 Ba111e, Defensive -10 4o e Wounds the target, causing them to bleed for 4 5 damage over 15 seconds. 

30 Ba111e, Defensive -10 l ~ 20 ~ Wounds the target, causing them ta bleed for 66 damage over l 8 seconds. 

40 Bottle, Defensive -10 2 ~ 2o e Wounds the target, causing them to bleed for 98 damage over 21 seconds. 

50 Ba111e, Defensive -10 4 ~ 20 • Wounds the target, causing them to bleed for 126 damage over 21 seconds. 

bO Battle, Defensive -10 6 ~ 20 • Wounds the target, causing them to bleed !or 14 7 damage over 21 seconds. 

Even more useful to a Warrior in action, 
however, are the secondary trades. 
Cooking and First Aid are very powerful 
for reducing downtime and limiting 
your need to buy expensi ve food from 
loca l vendors. Keep both of these trades 
at a fa ir level and use them heavily to 
improve your kill rate. Even in groups 
thi s does very good things (reducing 
the burden on your heaters can greatly 
shorten quest and dungeon times). 

Rage is on a sca le from 0 to 100, and 
unlike other classes, it stays at zero 
when you aren't engaged in combat. 
When a Warrior strikes enemies or is hit 
by them, the Rage Meter goes up. Using 
points from thi s bar engages various 
abi lities to defend the Warrior, do extra 
Damage, help the group, or otherwise 
aid in combat. 

Below are the tables for these abilities, 
broken down by their limitations. 



Thunder Clap deals Natu re damage for up to four enemies and red uces their attack speed 
for a modest time. This offers more damage mitigati on than it appea rs, and even in fig hts 

"""=====""'""""~"= against single enem ies, Thunder Clap is worthwhi le. 

Blasts nearby enemies with thunder, slowing their attack speed by 10% far 10 seconds and doing l 0 damage to them. Will affect up ta 4 targets.· 4 second cooldown. 

18 Bottle ·20 30 (t Blasts nearby enemies with th under, slowing their attack speed by 10% for 14 seconds ond doing 23 domoge to them. Will affect up to 4 targets. 4 second cooldown. 

28 Bottle ·20 10 e Blasts nearby enemies with thunder, slowing their attack speed by l 0% far 18 seconds and doing 37 damage ta them. Will affect up to 4 targets. 4 second cooldown. 

38 Bottle ·20 Blasts nearby enemies with thunder, slowing their ottock speed by 10% for 22 seconds ond doing SS domoge to them. Will affect up to 4 targets. 4 second cooldown. 

48 Bottle ·20 Blasts nearby enemies with thunder, slowing their ottock speed by l 0% for 26 seconds ond doing 82 domoge to them. Will affect up to 4 targets. 4 second cooldown. 

S8 Bottle ·20 Blasts nearby enemies with thunder, slowing their ottock speed by l 0% far 30 seconds ond doing l 03 domoge to them. Will affect up to 4 targets. 4 second cooldown. 

l 40 e Maims the enemy, ca using 18 domoge and slowing the enemy's movement to 55% of normal for 15 seconds. 

·10 5 9 60 e Maims the enemy, causing 4S domoge ond slowing the enemy's movement to SO% of normal for l S seconds. 

Overpower is the Rogue destroyer. Th is abi lity uses almost no Rage and dea ls a full weapon attack with bonus damage to anyone who 
dares to Dodge your Warrior's hi ts (even special attack Dodges tr igger this). With a sli ght investment in the Arms Talent line, this also gains 

'!'!!!!!!!!="""===,,,,:"""'"""'""""""'"' a +50% chance to Critical. 

lnstonriy overpowers the enemy, causing weapon domoge plus 5. Only usable ofter the target dodges. The Overpower cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 5 second cooldown. 

lnstonriy overpowers the enemy, causing weapon domoge plus 15. Only usable otter the target dodges. The Overpower cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 5 second cooldown. 

Bottle ·S 4oe lnstonriy overpowers the enemy, musing weapon domoge plus 25. Only usable ofter the target dodges. The Overpower cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 5 second cooldown. 

Bottle ·5 Instantly overpowers the enemy, causing weapon domoge plus 35. Only usable ofter the target dodges. The Overpower cannot be blocked, dodged, or parried. 5 second cooldown. 

Mocking Blow is on a two-minute coo ldown. Th is instant stri ke dea ls a light amount of damage, causes increased 
=====""";,,,,=== Threat, and forces the PvE enemy to attack you r Warrior fo r a short time. 

A mocking ottock that muses 22 domoge, o moderate amount of threat, ond forces the target to focus its attacks on you for 6 seconds. 2 min cooldown. 

26 Bottle ·10 A mocking ottock that causes 31 domoge o moderate amount of threat, ond forces the target to focus its attacks on yau for 6 seconds. 2 min cooldown. 

36 Bottle ·10 80 e A mocking ottock that causes 46 domoge o moderate amount of threat, ond forces the target to focus its attacks on you for 6 seconds. 2 min cooldown. 

46 Bottle ·10 6oe A mocking attack that causes 71 damage a moderate amount of threat, ond forces the target to focus its attacks on you for 6 seconds. 2 min cooldown. 

56 Bottle ·10 80" A mocking ottock that causes 93 domoge o moderate amount of threat, ond forces the target to focus its attacks on you for 6 seconds. 2 min cooldown. 

Anger Management is a Talent- lea rned ability that changes the rate of Rage 

oi[m~ii=====::=zE~d~e~ciaiy~yioiu receive outside of battle. 

Retaliation is on a 30-minute coo ldown, linked with Shield Wall and Recklessness (thus, on ly one of these abil ities can be used every ha lf
======..,.="' an-hour). Retaliation itself allows a Warrior to counterattack, at fu ll damage, every time they are struck fro m the fro nt. 

Instantly counterattack ony enemy that strikes you in melee for l S sec. Melee attacks from behind cannot be counterattacked. A maximum of 30 attacks will cause retaliation. 30 
minute coo ldown. 

Sweeping Strikes is a Talent-learned abili ty that gives your Warrior's next fi ve melee swings the ability to hit an add itional target. 

20 Points in Arms, Bottle Stance, Your next 5 melee weapon swings Mortal Strike is o Tolent·leorned ability that deals on instant ottock with moderate bonus domoge ond odds o debuff on the target that halves healing effectiveness. 
strike on additional enemy. 

40 

48 All 

54 All 

60 All 

Mortal Strike is a Talent-lea rned abi lity that deals qn instant attack with moderate bonus damage and adds a debuff on the target that 
halves heali ng effectiveness. 

·30 5 yd 

·30 s yd 

·30 5 yd 

A vicious strike that deals weapon damage plus 8S ond wounds the target, reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 50% for 10 sec. Requires Melee 
Weapon. 6 sec cooldown. 

A vicious strike that deals weapon domoge plus 110 ond wounds the target, reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 50% for l 0 sec. Requires 
Melee Weapon. 6 sec cooldown. 

A vicious strike that deals weapon damage plus 135 ond wounds the target, reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by 50% for 10 sec. Requires 
Melee Weapon. 6 sec cooldown. 

A vicious strike that deals weapon damage plus 160 ond wounds the target, reducing the effectiveness of ony healing by SO% for 10 sec. Requires 
Melee Weapon. 6 sec cooldown. 



All 

12 All 

22 All 

32 All 

42 Al l 

52 All 

60 All 

14 All 

24 All 

34 All 

44 All 

54 All 

20 All 

30 All 

40 All 

50 All 

60 All 

-10 10 e The warrior shouts, incroosing the alfTick power of all party members within 20 yards by 15. lasts 2 min. 

-10 10 • The warrior shouts, increasing the attack power al all party membe5 within 20 yards by 35. lasts 2 min. 

-10 60 . The warrior shouts, increasing the attack power of all party membe5 within 20 yards by 55. lasts 2 min. 

-10 l iii 40 . The warrior shouts, increasing the attack power of all party members within 20 yards by 85. lasts 2 min. 

-10 H!~ 2o e The warrior shouts, increasing the altTick power of oil party members within 20 yards by 130. lasts 2 min. 

-10 5 _,. 40 . The warrior shouts, increasing the attack power of all party members within 20 yards by 185. lasts 2 min. 

-10 The warrior shouts, increasing the attack power af all party members within 20 yards by 232. lasts 2 min. 

Demoralizing Shout is another AoE shout. This time, the 
effect is on your enemies. They receive a debuff to thei r 
Attack Power. 

-10 l5 e Reduces the altTick power al all enemies within l 0 yds by 35 for 30 seconds. 

-10 BO • Reduces the attack power of all enemies within l 0 yds by 5 5 for 30 seconds. 

-10 l . 60 f) Reduces the attack power of all enemies within l 0 yds by 70 for 30 seconds. 

-1 0 3 fl 40 . Reduces the attack power af all enemies within l 0 yds by l 05 for 30 seconds. 

-10 54H Oe Reduces the attack power of all enemies within l 0 yds by 140 for 30 seconds. 

Cleave costs a fair sum of Rage (20 Rage plus you r next melee swing), but it hits your 
target and an add itional foe. 

-20 

-20 

-20 

-20 

-20 

40 f) A sweeping attack that does your weapon damage plus 5 to your target and his nearest ally. 

l " 20 . A sweeping ottack that does your weapon damage plus 10 to your target and his nearest ally. 

2" 20 . A sweeping oltTick that does your weapon damage plus 18 to your target and his nearest oily. 

4 ~ 20 f) A sweeping attack that does your weapon damage plus 32 to your target and his nearest ally. 

Hf 20 e A sweeping attack that does your weapon damage plus 50 to your target and his nearest ally. 

Intimidating Shout instantly causes up to five enem ies to be struck with Fear. Note that many of them 
wi ll run around willy-nilly, and cou ld cause PvE adds to an existing fight_ 

The warrior shouts, causing the targeted enemy to cower in fear. Up to 5 total nearby enemies will flee in fear. lasts 8 sec. 3 minute cooldown. 

Execute becomes ava il able when an enemy drops below 20% of their full hea lth. This strike eats up all of the Rage your Warrior has, but the 

"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""' damage output is fairly substantial. 

40 Battle, Berserker -15 

48 Bottle, Berserker -15 

56 Bottle, Berserker -15 

Attempt to fin ish off o wounded foe, causing 125 damage and converting ooch extra point of mge into 3 additional damage. Only useable on targets with 20% or less hoolth. 

Attempt to finish off a wounded foe, causing 200 damage and converting each extra point of rage into 6 additional damage Only useable on targets with 20% or less health. 

20 It Attempt to finish off a wounded foe, causing 325 damage and converting each extra point of rage into 9 additional damage Only useable on targets with 20% or less health. 

Attempt to finish off a wounded foe, causing 450 damage and converting each extra point of rage into 12 additional damage Can only be used on targets with 20% or less health. 

80 e Attempt to finish off o wounded foe, musing 600 domoge ond converting eoch extra point of roge into 15 odditionol domoge Only useoble on targets with 20% or less health. 

Cha ll enging Shout is an emergency aggro abi lity on a ten-minute cooldown. Thi s 
causes an AoE shout that pu lls all aggro onto you r Warrior. 

Death Wish is a Talent-learned ab ili ty on a three-minute cooldown_ Though this increases your Warrior's physical damage by 20% 
and makes the character immune to Fear, it also lowers Armor Rating and Resistances. 

When octivoted. increases your physical domoge by 20% and mokes you immune to feor effects but lowers your ormor ond oll resistances by 20%. losts 30 sec. 



i 

\ 
l 

Intercept is used in Berserker Stance to close the distance between your Warri or and 
an enemy. Thi s does more damage than Charge, has a longer Stun, and can be used 

""""====~"""'""" during combat. 

Berserker 

Berserker 

All 

All 

·15 4 • 40 • Charge an enemy, causing 4 5 damage and stunning it far 3 seconds. 30 second coaldawn. 

-15 5 4f 30 e Charge an enemy, musing 65 damage and stunning it far 3 seconds. 30 second coaldawn. 

Slam is a situational ab ility. Wait until just after a normal attack, then Slam 
to deal a full-damage hit after a short casting t ime. Slam can be interrupted, 
Slam can fa il if the enemy moves away, and Slam isn't useful if your weapon 
has a low min and max damage. 

-15 

·15 

Slams the opponent, causing weapon damage plus 32. 1.5 second cost time. 

Slams the opponent, causing weapon damage plus 43. 

3 e 60 • Slams the opponent, causing weapon damage plus 68. 1.5 second cast time. 

5 • 60 • Slams the opponent, causing weapon damage plus B7. 1.5 second cast time. 

Berserk Rage is a wonderful ab ility. Even without the Fury Talents to generate free Rage w hen using this, the ability provides both 
immunity to Fear for ten seconds, and extra Rage generation when taking damage. 

Pummel the target for 20 damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cast far 4 seconds. l 0 second caoldown. 

Pummel the turget far 50 damage. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that school from 
being cost for 4 seconds. l 0 second coaldawn. 

Bloodthirst is a Talent-learned abi lity that deals damage instantly based off of Attack Power and restores health to your Warrior for up to the 

====="'""'"""'= next five swings. 

48 All 

54 All 

60 All 

·30 5 yd 

-30 5 yd 

·30 5 yd 

Instantly attack the turget, causing damage equal to 45% of your attack power. In addition, the next 5 successful melee attacks will restore JO health. 
This effect lasts 8 sec. 6 sec cooldown. 

lnstunrly attack the turget, causing damage equal to 45% of your attack power. In addition, the next 5 successful melee attacks will restore 13 health. 
This effect last> 8 sec. 6 sec cooldown. 

Instantly attack the target, causing damage equal to 45% of your attack power. In addition, the next 5 successful melee attacks will restore 17 health. 
This effect last> 8 sec. 6 sec cooldown. 

Instantly attack the target, causing damage equal to 45% of your attack power. In addition, the next 5 successful melee attacks will restore 20 health. 
This effect lasts 8 sec. 6 sec cooldown. 

Recklessness is on the 30-minute cooldown with Reta liation and Shield W all. This one should not be used whi le tanking, because it 
increases incoming damage by 20%. However, most strikes delivered are going to be Criticals for 15 seconds. 

I The warrior will cause critical hit> with mast attacks, and wi ll be immune to Fem effects for the next 15 seconds, but all damage token is increased by 20%. 30 minute cooldown. 
l '----'--'-~-'--~----'-~---"'--'-~-'-~~~~~~__;_~~~~~~~----'-~---"-----'-----'-=2=::...:~::....:..:..:.::.:..:::::..... 

\ 

\ PROTECTIONI'~~=::::::::~~~~ 
{ 
I Bloodrage costs a fair slice of hea lth to use, but it can be done in batt le or outside of combat to gain an instant ten Rage and another ten Rage 

"""'====,,,,,;"""= over a short period . 



10 All 

22 All 

34 All 
/ 

46 All 

58 All 

·15 

Sunder Armor is meant to be used all the time. This reduces the target's damage mitigation, 
and the effect can be stacked up to five times. This generates good aggro. 

Sunders the targers armor, reducing it by 90 per Sunder Armor and causes o high amount of threat. Con be 
opplied up to 5 times. lost> 30 seconds. 

,,.......,1s---~ Sunders the torgers armor, reducing it by l 80 per Sunder Armor and causes a high amount of threat. Con be 
applied up to 5 times. last> 30 seconds. 

Sunders e targers armor, reducing it by 270 per Sunder Armor and causes a high amount of threat. Can be ·15 1. 60 . opplied up t 5 times. Lost> 30 seconds. 

-15 3fH O• 
Sunders the targe(s armor, reducing it by 360 per Sunder Armor and causes a high amount of threat. Con be 
applied up to 5 times. Lasts 30 seconds. 

·15 60 
Sunde~ the torgers o~mor, reducing it by 450 per Sunder Armor and causes a high amount of throot. Can be 
applied up to 5 times. Lasts 30 seconds. 

Shield Bash is used to interrupt casters. Wa it unti l they are a second or two into their casting, 

~="""====~"" then *bonk* them out of their abi lity. 

12 Battle, Defensive -10 10 . 
Bashes the target.with your shield for 6 damage. It also interrupt> spellcosting and prevents any spell in that 
school from being cost for 6 seconds. Must have a shield equipped. 12 sernnd cooldown. 

32 Bottle, Defensive -10 l ~ 4o e 
Bashes the target with your shield for 18 domoge. It also interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in that 
school from being cost for 6 seconds. Must have a shield equipped. 12 second cooldown. 

52 Battle, Defensive -10 5e 40 • 
Bashes the target with your shield for 4 5 damage. It olso interrupts spellcasting and prevents any spell in thot 
school from being cost for 6 seconds. Must hove a shield equipped. 12 second cooldown. 

Revenge shares a coo ldown w ith Overpower and is only usab le in Defensive Stance. Th is is 
triggered after your character Blocks, Dodges, or Parries. The counterattack made is not high on 

~.!!~,,,,,;,;;;;,~,;;,;;,;,g~~~ damage, but it costs very little Rage and carries a high bonus Threat. 

14 Defensive 

24 Defensive 

34 Defensive 

44 Defensive 

54 Defensive 

60 Defensive 

·5 15 . 

·5 

·5 

-5 3 it 40 . 

·5 

lnstontly counterattack an enemy for 12 to 14 damage ond o high amount of threat. Revenge must follow a 
block, dodge, or porry. 5 second cooldown. 

Instantly counterattock an enemy for 18 to 22 domage ond o high amount of threot. Revenge must follow o 
block, dodge, or parry. 5 second cooldown. 

Instantly counterattack an enemy for 25 to 31 damage and a high amount of threot. Revenge must follow o 
block, dodge, or porry. 5 second cooldown. 

lnstontly counterattack on enemy for 43 to 53 damage and o high amount of threat. Revenge must follow o 
block, dodge, or porry. 5 second cooldown. 

Instantly counterottock an enemy for 64 to 78 damage and a high omount of threat. Revenge must follow a 
black, dodge, or parry. 5 second coaldown. 

Instantly counterattack an enemy for 81 to 99 damage and a high amount of threat. Revenge must follow o 
black, dodge, or parry. 5 second caoldown. 

Shield Block almost certifies that your Warri or w ill block the next in-
coming attack (it adds 75% to your chance), and the effect lasts until you 
make a Block or unti l fi ve seconds has elapsed. 



Shield Slam is another Talent-learned ability. This one crowns the Protection tree, and allows Warriors with shields to deal moderate dam

~!!!!!'!~!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!'!!!"""" age, gain extra Threat, and possibly Dispel an effect on the target as well. 

Slam the target with your shield, causing 288 to 352 domoge ond hos a 50% chance of dispelling 1 magic effect on the target. Also causes a high 
amount of threat. 6 sec cooldown. 

48 Defensive -30 5 yd 
Slam the target with your shield, causing 342 to 418 damage and hos a 50% chance of dispelling 1 magic effect on the target. Also causes o high 
amount of threat. 6 sec cooldown. 

54 Defensive -30 5 yd 
Slam the target with your shield, causing 396 to 484 domoge and hos a 50% chance of dispelling 1 magic effect on the target. Also causes a high 
amount of threat 6 sec cooldown. 

Warriors Talents really help to push your 
characters toward either the defensive 
or aggressive ends of the spectrum. It's 
hard to walk the middle ground with 
a Warrior, and weapon choice plays 
into this quite distinctly. Arms is seen as 
major PvP line or a secondary selection 
for other Warriors, and it focuses on 
flex ibility and burst damage. Fury is 
all about higher damage over time and 
a number of survival tools that might 

surprise you. The Protection line encourages one-handed weapons, a shield, and 
mitigation through survival and Stuns. 

The Arms line is ohen heralded as the best for PvP (though all three lines are capable 
and have their place on the field, this carries some truth). Arms is ce rtainly the best 
Talent line for burst damage! 

I Deflection is almost a must have for just about any Warrior; fi ve percent to Parry 
is a very big deal no matter how you look at it. From there, Improved Charge and 
Tacti ca l Mastery both should be taken. Tactical Mastery is not fun in the least, and 

j it costs a fu ll five Talent Points. It's also mandatory. No Warrior can function very 
' well w ithout it. This Talent alone allows your Warrior to switch between Stances and 

'.. retain up to 25 Rage. Switch to Berserk for an instant W hirlw ind (doable), switch to 
; Defensive Stance, Taunt, Sunder Armor, back to Battle Stance (doable without losing 
i momentum). You need Tacti cal Mastery. 

Improved Overpower is also kind of a must, even for Protection Warriors. This is 
just too fun to pass up. But that ends the forced Arms Talents. Aher that, it gets 

\ more interesting. 

Arms/PvP types shou ld avoid Improved Heroic Strike, and Improved Thunder Clap. 
' Instead, get your Two-Handed W eapon Spec, Sweeping Strikes, choose a weapon 

spec (Sword or Axe, most likely), then take Improved Hamstring, and Mortal Strike. 

Improved Hamstring is great in the Battlegrounds for Rooting target over a short 
\ period. Your Warrior can even spam Hamstring until this effect lands! Sweeping 

Strikes gives you much more AoE potential to support an AoE group, and Mortal 
Strike speaks for itself. No Arms Warrior goes that deep and ditches Mortal Strike. 

Then, w ith those in place, take Improved Rend (yuk), Deep Wounds (n ice), and 
Impale (brutal). This lineup gives your Warrior a major increase to their Critical dam

' age output. With the proper Agi li ty and +Crit gear, this gives you burst damage all 
\ over the place. Charge, normal hit, Mortal Strike, hit them so hard that Execute just 

lit. You know what to do from there. 
i 

j Th is places a fa irl y high burden on your Arms line, but the results are very nice. 
\ You can try to ditch some of Deflection, Improved Charge, and another point from 
\ the grouping to try and score 20 points into Fury (for Enrage). This is all a matter of 
l playstyle preferences. 
\ 

l FURY :~!iii-
l Fury is a more gentle mistress than the Arms line. You won't need to put 31 or more 
1points in here to maximize the tree. Instead, take Cruelty (no matter what kind of 
i warrior you are). 

; Unbridled Wrath is horrid except for those who dual w ield constantly, and it's barely 
,l good enough for them. Improved Demoralizing Shout is far more useful to the major
; ity of Warrior builds. Take Piercing Howl in the third tier if you PvP a great deal, but 
_ possibly skip it if you only do PvE (it's quite situationa l there). Improved Battle Shout 
\ is always going to be a solid choice, as it's almost free Attack Power. 

In the next line, take Enrage fu ll y. If you are th is far into the tree, you can't help but 
use this Ta lent. While soloing, it's incredible. While tanking, it's stunning. Only 
Warriors that offtank all the time, never act as main tank, and never solo should 
avoid Enrage. 

Death W ish is a must grab, even though it too is situational. Then, choose whether 
to take Improved Intercept (for PvP types especially), Improved Slam (for heavy off
tanks), or go back up for Blood Craze and one po int of Improved Execute (for main 

tanks who still love the Fury line). I 
Take Flurry to full. Every Fury Warrior who gets th is far needs to have it, and it's 
useful to almost any weapon build or situation. lmpl oved Berserk Rage should al so 
be taken, as it comes in handy often. 

Bloodthirst completes the table. Dealing damage bas doff of Attack Power allows 
Bloodthirst to scale very well w ith certain gear types, and the extra damage is quite 

fun for soloing. Even as an ofhank in the raid game, 1~s always good to stea l li fe in any 
way possible, because the healers are always focuse on keeping main tanks alive. 

This Fury combination gives Warriors major damag output over time. When scoring 
Critical or being struck by Critica ls, these Warriors go crazy. They can more Rage 
than any other build, and they are ab le to hold aggro quite well. Though surpassed 
as tanks by Protection Warriors, these folks can still do a very good job as either 
offtanks or main tanks. The only thing you rea lly give up is the promised burst dam
age from heavy Arms Talents. 

The Protection line always seems to be changing. You can always rel y on it to be 
somewhat tepid at soloing, slow for leveling, but amaz ing for raiders and for tanks 
who want to hold the most aggro and survive the longest. Without argument, it's 
much easier to be the main tank for a group when you are a Protection Warrior. 
Other bu ilds can get the job done, but there are safety nets here and allow your 
group to survive even when things start going wrong. 

Shield Speciali zation starts off the tree wel l, with a bit of extra Rage generation and 
slightly higher mitigati on of damage, due to increased Blocks. In the next line, al 
ways take Improved Bloodrage and Toughness, though you might have to come back 
later to polish off the last two points of Toughness. Iron Will is PvP abili ty most often, 
and can be ditched most of the time by PvE folks. 

Land Stand is your fi rst major wipe prevention Talent. This Talent is good at almost 
any level, and really helps wi th raid-level content. Its cooldown is short enough that 
Last Stand can be used in just about every boss fight your Warrior gets into. Use it, 
love it. 

The other th ird-tier Talents are also wonderful , and they present some mean choices. 
Improved Sh ield Block is imposs ible to leave behind (it just offers too much extra 
mitigation, so take at least one point in it for the added Block) . Then, put three points 

into Improved Revenge if you are trying to level as a Protection Warrior or Defiance 
if you are reaching the endgame. Defiance, with its higher Threat generation, is 
amazing in the later game. Improved Revenge only offers Stuns, and those become 
less and less useful in the endgame. 

Improved Su nder Armor and Improved Taunt are the immediate selections for the 
next tier. Improved Disarm only has va lue in PvP, quite honestly. 

Fill out the rest of the Protection line if you are going thi s far. The extra damage from 
one-handed Specialization makes a huge difference in holding aggro while tank ing. 
Getting more time from Shield Wall is another ra id-saver. And Shield Slam is fun for 
PvP damage while being a Protection Warrior and a major boost in ·PvE for holding 
aggro in Defensive Stance. 

Protection Warriors are usually seen as the least fun. This build is powerful, have no 
doubt, but you won' t be able to keep up wi th Fury and Arms warriors for extended 
damage or burst damage. What you can do is promise a 40-man raid that you can 
last through major damage and extended damage that wou ld destroy a main tank of 
another build. How many gold pieces of repairs is that going to save your guild when 
you face new dungeons? How much sooner are your buddies going to complete that 
next boss fight? Protection Warriors are the safest choices for main tank, and it's hard 
to put a value on that, even if you lose a great deal of your damage output. 



IMPROVED HEROIC STRIKE 

Reduces the cost of your Heroic Strike ability by 1 Rage point 
(Per Rank). 

DEFLECTION 

Increases your Parry by 1 % (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED REND 3 

Increases the bleed damage done by your Rend ability by 15%. 
Progression 15%/25%/35%. 

IMPROVED CHARGE 2 

Increases the amount of Rage generated by your Charge ability 
by 3 (Per Rank). 

TACTICAL MASTERY 5 

You retain up to 5 of your rage points (per Rank) when you 
change stances. 

IMPROVED THUNDER CLAP 3 

Reduces the cost of your Thunder Clap abi li ty by 1 rage point. 
Progression 1/2/4. 

IMPROVED OVERPOWER 2 

Increases the critical strike chance of your Overpower ability by 
25% (Per Rank). 

ANGER MANAGEMENT 

Reduces the time req uired for your Rage to decay while out of 
combat by 30% (Per Rank). 

DEEP WOUNDS 3 

You r critical strikes causes the opponent to bleed, dealing 20% 
(Per Rank) of your melee weapon's damage over 12 seconds. 

TWO-HANDED WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 

Increases the damage you deal with two-handed melee weapons 
by 1 % (Per Rank). 

IMPALE 2 
Increases the critical strike damage bonus of your abilities in 
Battle Defensive, and Berserker stance by 10% (Per Rank). 

AXE SPECIALIZATION 

Increases your chance to get a critical strike with Axes by 1 % 
(Per Rank). 

SWEEPING STRIKES 

Your next 5 rnelee weapon swings strike an additional enemy. 

MACE SPECIALIZATION 

Gives you a 1 % chance to stun your target for 3 sec with a 
Mace. Progression 1 %/2%/3%/4%/60/.:, 

SWORD SPECIALIZATION 5 
Gives you a 1 % chance (Per Rank) to get an extra attack on the 
same target after dealing damage with your Sword. 

POLEARM SPECIALIZATION 

Increases your chance to get a critica l strike with Polearms by 
1 % (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED HAMSTRING 3 

Gives your Hamstri ng ability a 5% chance (Per Rank) to 
immobilize a target for S sec. 

MORTAL STRIKE 

A vicious strike lhat deals weapon damage plus 85 and wounds 
the target, reducing the effectiveness of any heal ing by 50% for 
1 O seconds. 

BOOMING VOICE 

Increases the area effect and duration of your Battle Shout and 
Demoralizing Shout by 10% (Per Rank). 

CRUELTY 

Increases your chance to get a critical strike with rnelee weapons 
by 1 % !Per Rank). 

IMPROVED DEMORALIZING SHOUT 5 

Increases the Attack Power reduction of your Demoralizing 
Shout by 8% (Per Rank). 

UNBRIDLED WRATH 

Gives you a 8% chance (Per Rank) to generate an additional 
Rage point when you deal melee damage with a weapon. 

IMPROVED CLEAVE 

Increases the bonus damage of your Cleave ability by 40% (Per 
Rank). 

PIERCING HOWL 

Causes all enemies near the warrior to be dazed for 6 seconds. 

BLOOD CRAZE 

Regenerates 1 % (Per Rank) of your total health after being the 
victim of a critical strike. 

IMPROVED BATTLE SHOUT 

Increases the Attack Power bonus of your Batt le Shout by 5% 
(Per Rank). 

5 

3 

DUAL WIELD SPECIALIZATION 5 

Increases the damage done by your offhand weapon by 5% (Per 
Rank). 

IMPROVED EXECUTE 

Reduces the Rage cost of your Execute ability. Progression 2/5 . 

ENRAGE 

2 

5 
Gives you a 5% me lee damage bonus (Per Rank) for 12 seconds 
up to a maximum of 12 swings after being the victim of a critical 
strike. 

IMPROVED SLAM 

Decreases the casting time of your Slam ability by 0.1 seconds 
(Per Rank) . 

DEATH WISH 

When activated, increases your physical damage by 20% and 
makes you immune to Fear effects but lowers your armor and all 
resistances by 20%. Lasts 30 sec. 

IMPROVED INTERCEPT 2 

Reduces the cool down of your Intercept abil ity by 5 seconds 
(Per Rank). 

IMPROVED BERSERKER RAGE 

The Berserker Rage ability will generate 5 rage (Per Rank) when 
used. 

FLURRY 

Increases your attack speed by 10% for your next 3 swings after 
dealing a critical strike. Progression 10%/15%/20%/25%/30%. 
BLOODTHIRST 

2 

Instantly attack the target, causing damage equal to 40% of your 
attack power. ln addition, the next 5 successful melee attacks 
will restore 10 health. This effect lasts 8 sec. 

SHIELD SPECIALIZATION 

Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 1 % (Per 
Rank) and has a 20% chance (Per Rank) to generate 1 Rage 
when a block occurs. 

ANTICIPATION 

Increases your Defense skill by 2 (Per Rank) . 

IMPROVED BLOODRAGE 

Reduces the Health cost of your B!oodrage ability by 25% (Per 
Rank). 

TOUGHNESS 

Increases your armor value from items by 2% (Per Rank). 

IRON WILL 

Increases your chance to res ist stl}n and charm effects by 3% 
(Per Rank) . 

LAST STAND 

When activated, this ability tempora ri ly grants you 30% of your 
maximum Hit Points for 20 seconds. After the effect expires, the 
hit points are lost. 

IMPROVED SHIELD BLOCK 

Allows your Sh ield Block ability to block an additional attack, 
and increases the duration by 0.5 seconds (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED REVENGE 

Gives your Revenge ability a 20% chance to stun the target for 3 
seconds. Progression 20%/30%/40%. 

DEFIANCE 

Increases the threat generated by your attacks by 3% (Per Rank) 
while in Defensive Stance. 

IMPROVED SUNDER ARMOR 

Reduces the cost of your Sunder Armor ability by 1 rage point 
(Per Rank). 

IMPROVED DISARM 

Increases the duration of your Disarm ability by 1 sec (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED TAUNT 

Reduces the cooldown of your Taunt ability by 1 sec (Per Rank). 

IMPROVED SHIELD WALL 2 i 
Increases the effect durat ion of your Shield Wall ability by 3 sec. f 
~~~~. . 
CONCUSSION BLOW 

Stuns the opponent for 5 seconds. 

IMPROVED SHIELD BASH 

Gives your Shield Bash ability a 50% chance (Per Rank) to 
silence the target for 3 seconds. 

ONE HANDED WEAPON SPECIALIZATION 

Increases the damage you deal w ith a One-Handed melee 
weapon by 2% (Per Rank). 

SHIELD SLAM 

Slam the tar3ct with your shield, causi ng 288 to 352 damase and 
has a 50% chance of dispelling 1 magic effect on the target. Also 
causes a high amount of threat. 



STRATEGIES 
It takes months to master the full breadth of W arrior abilities and functionality, but 
a couple pages of tips can get you odd to a good start. This biggest point of all is to 

' be flexible. W arriors aren' t a one-trick pony; not by a long shot. Thi s is a class with 
damage and mitigation galore, and most games aren' t like that with their tanks. Bliz
zard was very good to us; usuall y, tanks absorb damage and have no fun at anything 
else. If you play W arriors long enough, you ' ll start to expect more out of MOG li fe, 
and that is a beautiful thing. 

Always have food, bandages, healing 
potions, and something to buff Strength 
or Stamina on hand . Your bags should 
al so have a shield and a full assortment 
of weapons. Be prepared. Use this toys 
all of the time for faster leveling and a 
greater joy of killing. Even if you aren't a 
Blacksmith, also keep Sharpening Stones 
on-hand for increased weapon damage. 

Become close friends with an Enchanter, 
or become one. Warriors love the 

+Stamina enchantments, and the weapon enchantments are even better. Crusader is 
your best friend : anything that lets you heal yourself in battle w hile getting a Strength 
buff is almost too good to be true. Don't be afraid to put down the money for these 
on your high-end weapons. 

Run dungeons as often as possible. Not only are Warriors needed in these, but most 
of the best gear w hile leveling is found on bosses in dungeons. This is true for all 
classes, but Warriors stand to gain so much more. What we mean is that a Mage 

' in cruddy gear is outperformed moderately by a Mage in good gear. Skill means 
almost everything to those caster folks. For a W arrior, skill and gear work hand-in
hand. If you get your Warrior decked out in the best goodies, you become a god of 
battl e: dealing damage, mitigating a ton of incoming problems, and w inning friends 

i wherever you go. Get your gear! Though working to do this slows down leveling 
1 dramaticall y, because dungeons aren' t good places to get experience, the process of 

leveling is tremendously more fun when you have the right gear. 

And after all , aren' t you playing your Warrior to have fun ? 

BEING FAIR ABOUT 1\.GGRO 
\ 
1 Some demands are fa ir from groups. They want you to hold aggro, w ithin reason. 
\ They want you to have a shield for big battles, boss fights, or higher-level monsters. 
' They need you to know w hen to Taunt and use Defensive Stance, even w hen Battle 

Stance is more to your liking. These are fa ir things to expect. 

Don't, on the other hand, let people force you to stay in Defensive Stance, w ith a 
sword and shield, all the time. If you a're holding aggro and the healers aren't tapping 

' out of mana every fight, feel free to put a bit more DPS on the pile. You don't have to 
be a Protection W arrior to tank, and you don't have to sit in Defensive Stance all day 

~ to hold aggro. Let the situation dictate how you play. If you have the aggro under con
. trol , tell people that you know what you are doing and don' t let them backseat tank. 

If you are los ing aggro, stay in Defensive Stance more and remember to use Sunder 
Armor, Heroic Strike, Revenge, and other abi lities that give you a lot of Threat. If 
that still isn't enough, remember that your group mates have a responsibility to deal 
w ith aggro as well. Is there one specific person ripping aggro off you ? If it's a healer, 
you are probably do ing something wrong, or your group just isn't up to the dungeon 
quite yet. However, if it's a DPS class, they should look at themselves first. Other 
classes using abiliti es with extra Threat may be causing trouble (Mind Blast, Sear

ing Pain, Mages spamming their instants or AoEing, Rogues that aren' t using Feint, 
. ! Hunters that Multishot without Feign Death, etc .). Let these DPSers know to cool off 
\ slightly, and give you more time to cement aggro . 

. ARE STANCES jt:JST ABOUT ABILITIES? 
\ 
Some abilities are reserved for specific stances, but that isn't all that stances do. Look 
,at the follow ing table. 

~
~~--,. 
once 

Full Damage, Decreased Threat 

Defensive Stance ·l 0% Damqge Dealt;-) 0% DOll)OQe Receo/~, Greut~~creqse 1\Jreut 
Berserker Stance +3% Critical Rote, + 10% Damage Received, Decreased Threat 

, As you can see, Berserker Stance is not a wise stance to stay in w hen you have a 
, great deal of aggro. Hav ing +3% to your Critical rate isn't worth it. That sa id, you 
( an switch into a stance, use an ability, and quickly pop back out of it (thi s is w hy 
,Tacti cal M astery is a required Talent). Use Berserker Stance for Berserk Rage, Whirl
:wind, or Pummel. 
i 

By the same token, if you don' t want/need Threat, don't stick around in Defensive 
Stance. Use it for Taunting a single mob as a backup tank, or to Disarm, but don't re
duce your damage by 10% if you aren't trying to either grab aggro or mitigate damage! 

Damage-point per damage-point, Defensive Stance is the ideal way to keep firm ag
gro. Though the numbers look nice in Battle Stance and Berserker Stance, the change 
in Threat from these stances make it impossible to hold aggro nearly as well as some
one in Defense Stance, even when they are dealing a fraction of your damage. 

Nos0ov ftGHTs FAIR 
PvP is great for Warriors that have mastered the class. With the proper gear, there 
are probably one of the top two or three cl asses in the game. Without high-end gear 
and a lot of skill , things aren' t so easy. The problem is that everyone knows what you 

want to do (get in close and hammer on people). Because of that, each class does 
everything in their power to keep you at range. Druids use Entangling Roots, Mages 
Frost Nova/Blink and Keep you at range, Priests and Warlocks Fear you away and lay 
down the damage. 

The key is to know how to close distances quickly. Charge the moment you get a 
chance in PvP. Don' t hesitate, don' t think, don' t even select targets if a few enemies 
come around a corner. Charge first, target second. Even if you have to charge a 
Hunter pet that is ahead of a group, go ahead (at least you get the free Rage and 
cover most of the gap). 

Next, master the switch to Berserker Stance and use Intercept. Thi s is the PvP gift to 
Warriors. Intercept lets you catch up with fleeing people and Stun them long enough 
to get your Hamstring off. Then, even if you are Snared, they are in the same boat. 
No fast runnin g away for those cowards. Destroy them! 

Buy the PvP Trinket (the Insignia) as soon as you can. Even a few Battleground 
matches are enough to start gaining ranks, and this opens the first reward . The PvP 
Trinket gets W arriors out of Snare/Root problems. Use this Trinket heavily in PvP, 
keep it on your quickbar, and surprise those people who think they just locked you 
in place. Free Action Potions aren' t a bad investment either. 

. Keep your two-handed weapon out in PvP. Enemies don't stick around for dual 
w ielders to get many shots off. For that reason, you end up losing some of their DPS 
efficiency. Two-handed weapons only need one opportunity for a hit every few 
seconds. That means that it's easier to keep your attacks going even w hen folks are 
running behind you, trying to Stun your character, and so forth. 

Since your weapon is your only source of damage invest in a weapon chain. There 
are also several pieces of equipment that grant your immun ity to disarm. 

I WANT MORE AGGRO 
Charge a group, use Demoralizing Shou t to get group aggro, Thunder Clap to cement 
it. Sw itch to Berserker Stance, hit Berserk Rage if you are Fury specced, Whi rlwind, 
use Mortal Strike/Blood Thirst/Shield Slam to burn any spare Rage, then drop to 
Defensive Stance and start to focus on a single target. 

Sunder Armor early on, use Revenge any time it appears, and tap Heroic Strike with 
spare Rage for a ton of extra Threat. If a second target runs off and you don' t have 
an offtank to deal with it, switch targets, Taunt, Sunder Armor, then go back to your 
main foe . 

If you are having particul ar problems wi th one monster, go to Battle Stance and use 
Mocking Blow . If you lose the w hole group, try Challenging Shout. 

Use items that keep you afloat earlier in a fight, when you have less aggro. This 
keeps your hea lers from stealing peripheral monsters. Any trinkets that absorb dam
age, for instance, are good to use at the start of a fight with many enemies. 

If you can' t get a target to aggro on you, Stun them w ith w hatever you have: Bombs, 
the Tauren's Warstomp, Concussive Blow, Improved Revenge. This way, at least the 

foe isn't killing your buddies . 
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At the core, there is only one difference between a dungeon group and a rai d. Dun
geon groups have a maximum of 5 characters while Raids have anywhere from 6 to 
40. This very simple distinction makes the two very different however. As the size of 
a group increases, specia li zation in each character is fundamentally necessary. 

llfiTN~l\lQ 
~-~.L-~~.L~ 

Instance Dungeons in World of Warcraft should be done in groups of five. Instances 
often allow as many as ten, but quests are not able to be completed. 

ROLES IN A DUNGEON 

' 

Mage, Warlock, Hunter. Warrior, 
Druid, Priest 

Priest, Shoman, Poforlid, Druid 

Resurrect or Survive a Total Party Wipe Paladin, Warlock, Shaman, Engineer 

While you ore limited to five members iry your par)y, there are many jobs to do. Many char~cters 
can fill multiple roles. A Priest can be Healer, Crq\Vd Control, and Resurrection while a ttonter can · 
be Secondary Tonk, Damage, and Crowd Contiol. 

> Some roles toke mare a11ention than others. No one should ever be both Tonk and Healer. It's too 
much responsibili1y and doesn't)'lork. 

As one of the most important rol es, a 
good tank can make a party wh ile a 
bad tank can break one. The party tank 
should start the fights to get early aggro, 

and use abiliti es to maintain the aggro. 
Often this is done after all forms of CC 
are in effect. 

Warriors make the best tanks. They have the heaviest armor (mail until level 40 
when they learn to wear plate), can use a shield, have abilities to hold single en
emies, and abilities to hold multiple enemies. Taunt and Mocking Blow are useful to 
pull an enemy's attention off another party member while Sunder Armor and Heroic 
Strike cause higher threat and are useful for keeping an enemy on you. When all 
goes wrong, Challenging Shout pulls all enemies in range onto you. Combine these 
abili ties with Defensive Stance, Demoralizing Shout, Shield Block, and Shield Wall 

and you've seen the very basic abilities a Warrior can bring to the table as a tank. 

At first, Druids seem like a poor choice as a tank. Their leather armor doesn't stand up 
to much. Only Druids using Bear Form or Dire Bear Form shou ld be considered for the ; 
ro le of tank. Speccing in the Feral talent tree makes you even more effective. As a bear 
(or dire bear), the Druid's armor is increased greatly and they gain access to a number 
of abi lities that help them substitute nicely. Feral Charge and Maul work well to keep a 
single target's attention, whi le Swipe and Demoralizing Roar affect multiple enemies. 
With a Druid as your tank, your group needs to be careful about focusing fire as the 
Dru id doesn' t have as many ways to quickly peel aggro off other members. 

Like Warriors, Paladins have access to the heaviest armor in the game (mail until 
level 40 when they learn to wear plate) and can equ ip a shield. This comb ined 
w ith their ab ility to heal themselves, can make the Pa ladin extremely durable as a 
tank. They aren't quite as effective w ith holding aggro as a Warrior, but they have 
a number of ab ili ties to aid them. Blessing of Salvation keeps other party members 
from drawing as much threat. Blessing of Sanctuary reduces all damage, w hile Seal 
of Justice and Hammer of Justice can stun an enemy to further reduce the damage 
they deal. Ri ghteous Fury multiplies the threat generated by the Paladin's holy spells. 
Used in conjunction with Holy Shield and Consecrate, this creates a decent amount 
of threat. Paladins are very good at redu cing the damage enemies can deal to a 
party, but not as talented at maintaining the attention of severa l enemies. Keep your 
parties fire focused when using a Paladin as tank. 

Of all the classes that can perform the role of tank, Shaman are the most dangerous. 
They have several too ls to hold aggro, but they can only wear leather (and mail after 
level 40). Whi le a Shaman can be a passable tank for instance groups unti l level 50 
or so, the instances after that are much more difficu lt for the Shaman to survive in. 
While Stoneskin Totem reduces melee damage dealt to the party and Shaman can 
equip shields, it's their ability to hold aggro that qualifies them to fill the role of tank. , 
Rockbiter Weapon and Earth Shock generate great amounts of threat, while Windfu ry'. 
Weapon can dramati cally increase the Shaman's damage output for a short time. 
Shaman make better secondary tanks, but can be used as tanks if absolutely needed. 

SECONDARY. fDAN~ 
If party members aren't focusing fi re well 
enough or an enemy resists CC or you 
just plain get unlucky, enemies jump 
from the tank to your healers or dps. 
Rather than hav ing the tank run around 
trying to regain aggro, it's better to have 
an off-tank grab the aggro and pu ll it 
back to the main tank before returning to 
the primary target or simply tie it up. 

As having all the tools to be primary tank, Warriors are fully qualified as secondary 
tanks. Using Taunt or Mocking Blow (to pull aggro off another party member) in 
conjunction w ith Sunder Armor or Heroic Strike (to build aggro quickly) allows the 
Warrior to perform this role w ith flying colors. W arriors acting as secondary tanks 
should consider switching to a two-handed weapon or using Berserk Stance to 
increase their damage to the primary tank's target when they aren't acting as 

As secondary tanks aren't always needed, the Druid is free to use whatever form he 
or she chooses w hen not performing this role. When a party member pulls aggro off 
the main tank, a Druid can shift to Bear or Dire Bear Form and keep the enemy tied 
up until the main tank can pull it off. Another option is to tear aggro off the other 
party member and move to the front lines so the main tank can pull it off you. Once 
the job of secondary tank is accomplishe9, the Druid is free to return to the role they 
were fulfilling prior. 

[ oungeons 
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Paladins have a few more tools as secondary tank than they do as primary tank. 
Without many opponents to interfere with their casting, Paladins can use hea ls as 
well as their damage to pull aggro off party members. Holy Shock can be used as 
instant damage against the enemy or to instantly heal a friend and give you enough 
time to pull the enemy off. Stun the target w ith Hammer of Justi ce, then use Judge
ment of Command because the threat is multiplied by Righteous Fury. As with 
Warriors, Paladins fulfilling this rol e should consider using a two-handed weapon to 
increase their damage as their heavy armor is enough to keep them alive against a 
single enemy. 

The aggro grabbing tools of the Shaman make them a great choice for this role. A 
quick Earthshock combine w ith a Lesser Healing W ave can quickly pull aggro off 
a party member. As you' ll likely only have a single enemy on you, the survivability 
problems of the Shaman aren't an issue. Your armor is enough to keep you alive until 
the party is ready to dea l w ith your target. Using a two-handed weapon increases a 
Shaman's damage output, but have a shield bridges the gap between their armor and 
the heavier types. Consider using a one-handed weapon and a shield until your enemy 
is dead or looking at the main tank before pulling out your two-handed weapon. 

Clad in cloth, the W arl ock doesn't seem a wise choice for a secondary tank. Indeed, 
they are very poor choices for this role. However, their pets are great choi ces for it. 
A Voidwa lker has an impressive amount of health and is fairly durable. The best part 
about it is the Warlock's ability to simply summon another one outside of combat, if 
their pet dies. This allows you to sic your Voidwalker on an enemy, have it use Tor

\ ment to grab and maintain aggro, and forget about it as you go back to the primary 
\ target. If a Warlock is to fulfill this role, let them know ahead of time as it takes a 
\good w hile to summon a Voidwalker and their other pets are generally poor choices 
for secondary tanks. 

Both a Hunter and their pet can fulfill this role. Putting a pet on an enemy and 
\ Growling.keeps that enemy tied up until the pet is dead or Cowers it off. Hunters 
i, speccing in the Beast M astery talent tree have pets that can nearly rival W arriors for 
· their durability and ability to maintain the attention of an enemy. 

The Hunter can also ful fill this rol e. Distracting Shot followed by Arcane Shot is often 
enough to pull an enemy off a softer party me.mber. With leather armor (mail after 
level 40), the Hunter isn' t nearly as killable as other party members. Once the tank is 

, ready to pull aggro off the Hunter, us ing Disengage or Feign Death makes this much 
' easier. The ability to quickly pull and drop aggro combined w ith a pet, make Hunt

ers an almost optimal choice for this role. 

"f'US<'l' 

This role is fairl y self explanatory, but 
there are a few subtleties to it. Healing 
someone is pretty straight forward. Using 
the right heal at the ri ght time is a bit 
more difficult. A Hea ler's first priori ty is to 
keep the tank alive. The second priority 
being to keep themselves alive (who will 
hea l after you are dead?) and healing oth
ers comes third . A Healer's mana should 
be watched by the entire party as once it 
runs out, things get more serious. 

\ The Priest is the fi rst obvious choi ce as healer. With heals of several sizes, the 
\ Priest can avoid overhea ling and drawing aggro. The other assets of the Priest are 

their buffs. Power Word: Fortitude is a long duration buff that increases the party 
:mem~Stamina, and thus their health. Power Word: Shield is a very short term 

! j uffthat absorbs damage. This draws more aggro, but can give the party the time it 
. needs to pull an enemy off before a member dies. Shielding the tank before battle 
j begins avoids the aggro issue and gives the tank several moments to generate threat 
' before taking damage. Drawing aggro isn't the worst problem of the Priest, as using 
Fade reduces your threat level considerably. 

1 
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i While in caster form, the Druid has a great many tools for the role of healer. They 
~ have the standard heals of varying size to keep from overheal ing and drawing aggro, 
\ but their true strength lies elsewhere. Mark of the Wild is a long term buff that in
\creases all stats and armor of a party member. This increases health while decreasing 
,incoming damage. Regrowth and Rejuvenation are both heal over time spells. This 

allows the Druid to heal w hile spreading out the threat they draw . Using these before 
a battle begins ensures that damage is being healed w ithout the attention of the 
Druid or drawing aggro. 

Shaman have a number of tools to buff and heal party members. In addition to the 
standard heals of differing size to keep from overhealing and drawing aggro, their 
totems can hea l and buff party members. Healing Stream Totem and Mana Spring 
Totem restore health and mana to all party members in range. While not having any 
way to reduce the amount of threat they are drawing, Shaman wear heavier armor 
and can survi ve unw~nted aggro longer. 

Paladins have fewer tool s for thi s role, but can be used as a backup or w hen none 
of the other cl asses are available. Blessing of Protection can keep a party member 
safe from phys ical attacks for a short durati on. This gives the Paladin enough time to 
hea l the party member or the party to kill the enemy. The greatest too ls the Paladin 
has for this rol e are the wide array of bl essings. Blessing of Light coupled w ith Flash 
of Light (rank 3) can be cast repeatedly w ith very high mana efficiency. As bless
ings have short durations, the Paladin will be very busy ing keeping them active. A 
Paladin's Lay on Hands can turn a disastrous situation into a livable one. As it uses 
all the Paladin's mana, it's a last ditch effort to safe a party and once it's used, the 
party is w ithout further healing. 

CROWD CONTROU 
It's always easier to survive three 
enemies attacking you than fou r. CC 
keeps enemies tied up for lengthy peri
ods wi thout lowering your damage or 
increasing your risk. CC is often broken 
any time the affected enemy takes dam
age. There are two distinct types of CC; 
in-combat and out-of-combat. 

O ut-of-Combat CC tends to last longer, 
but can onl y be used when you or the 
enemy is out of combat. Groups using 
any of these abilities should use them 
before the fight begins. 

Mages are useful crowd control in a variety of circumstances . Should there be a 
single enemy the party can' t deal w ith at the time, a Polymorph neutralizes them 
for a good long time; as long as the enemy is a humanoid, beast, or critter. When 
the Polymorph breaks, it can be recast w ith only a duration penalty. Frost Bolt and 
Cone of Cold can snare single enemies, whil e Mages have other tool s to hamper the 
movement of enemy groups. Frost Nova roots for several seconds, w hile Fire and Ice 
specced Mages can make use of Blast W ave and Improved Bl izzard. Counterspell is 
also a powerful means of controlling a caster 

Both in-combat and out-of-combat, CC is w hat the Rogue brings to a group. Sap can 
only be used on humanoids and before combat begins. It can only be used on one 
enemy and the Rogue is detected immediately by other enemies unless he or she has 
the Improved Sap talent. Blind lasts for several seconds and takes a reagent. Gouge 
is a nearly free CC, but doesn' t last long and can only be used if the enemy is facing 
the Rogue. Only lasting a few seconds, Gouge can barely be called CC, but it can be 

useful in emergency situations. Kidney Shot also works if things start ot get chaotic. 

Most Hunter abilities are out-of-combat crowd control. Traps can only be used if the 
Hunter is out of combat. This can be accomplished before the battle begins or by us
ing Feign Death (provided your pet isn't engaged). Freez ing Trap creates an area that 
slows all enemies who enter, w hile Frost Trap can encase a single enemy in a block 
of ice for an extended period of time. If the Hunter is specced in the Survival talent 
tree, Wyvern Sting can also be used to put an enemy to sleep before combat begins . 
Marksmanship Hunters have a short in-combat CC in Scatter Shot. Thi s is only useful 
in emergencies w hen a few seconds makes the difference. 

Priests have three forms of CC. Psychic Scream sends nearby enemies running in 
fear for several seconds. This gets them off your party, but may send them into more 

enemies and make the situation much worse. Use thi s ability w ith extreme caution in 
the confined spaces of instances . Shackle Undead can only affect undead enemies, 
but very few classes have any ability to CC undead, so it's still fairly powerful. It 
neutralizes the enemy for several seconds and can be recast if broken w ith only a 
duration penalty. The third is M ind Control. It is dangerous to use in pick-up groups, 
but for a seasoned group thi s is a powerful way to start a fight. 



Enemies can be CCed several ways by a Warlock. Demons and elementals can 
be Ban ished for a long time. Banish can be recast and cannot be broken until the 
duration passes. During the time it is banished, the demon or elemental is immune 
to damage. Fear causes a single enemy to flee, w hile How l ofTerror causes severa l 
enemies to flee. This gets them off the party, but can make the situation worse if the 
fleeing enemies find friends to bring back. Deathcoil is a short duration fear, but is 
reall y on ly usefu l in emergencies. The fi nal form of CC the Warlock possesses, is 
actua ll y a pet ability. The Succubus can use Seduction to CC a humanoid target for 
extended durations. 

Doing damage is easy. Doing a lot of 
damage is a little harder. Doing a lot of 
damage and living to te ll about it is even 
more difficult. Focusing all the damage 
so things die quickly and aggro is main
ta ined ... that is the penultimate. 

Start slow w ith the damage and increase 
it as the enemy's health drops. This helps 
your tank maintain aggro until you' re 
ready to finish it. 

With so many too ls to deal damage and avoid aggro, the Rogue is a great selection 
for this rol e. Deadly Poi son and Instant Poison can proc extra damage on every 
swing the Rogue makes. Using damage over time abili ties (Garrote, Deadly Poison, 
and Rupture) against harder targets keep the Rogue from getting aggro as quickly 
wh ile using fast damage ab ili t ies (Ambush, Backstab, Sin ister Strike, Instant Poison, 
and Eviscerate) can kill weaker targets very quickly. Slice and Dice is a good fini sher 
for those pesky bosses. Feint can keep a Rogue from generating too much threat and 
Vanish can be used in emergencies to dump threat quickly. 

Mages are all about damage. Once aggro is estab lished, Mages should feel free 
to blast away, but don't start with Pyrobl ast or any other large spe l Is. Keep these 
for your second or th ird volley against a target. Instead start w ith Arcane Missles, 
Fireball , or Frost Bo lt. These don't do quite as much damage, but Mages should 
start small and finish big. As the fight progresses and the enemy's health drops, start 
throwi ng everything you have at it. Pyroblast, if you' re specced in the Fire talent tree, 
Scorch, and Fire Blast throws a good bit of damage in a short period of time. Being 
able to create their own water, Mages shouldn't be worried about mana efficiency 
aga inst weaker enemies as they can recover between fights. 

Many of the Warlock's spel ls don't do much up front damage. Against weaker 
opponents, the Warlock isn't ideal. Aga inst very tough enemies, however, the 
Warlock's Do Ts rea ll y start to shine. Any of the pets the W arlock can choose from 
aid in doing damage with the Succubus being most damaging. Throwing Corruption, 
Curse of Agony, and Immolate on an enemy doesn't do much damage at first, but as 
the seconds pass, the enemy's health continuously drops. Being ab le to Drain Mana 
or Drain Health, also make the Warlock great for longer fights as they can maintain 
consistent damage. If you are Destruction spec iali zed, Shadowbolts w ith an occa
sional Conflagrate deals awesome damage. 

Constantly firing arrows or bu llets at an enemy makes the Hunter a valid choice for 

a damage slot. To increase the damage they are putting out, Hunters can use Serpent 
Sting, Aimed Shot (i f they are specced in the Marksmanship talent tree), and Arcane 
Shot. If the party is fi ghting a single enemy, using Multi-Shot adds further damage. 

In fights where fast damage is important, Rapid Fire and Beastial Wrath (if you are 
specced in the Beast M astery talent tree) increases the damage of the Hunter and the 
pet for a short duration and have a fa irl y short cooldown. 

D!RUID 

W hen in Cat Form, Druids function a great deal like Rogues. The reduced surviv
abil ity of this form is offset by the increased damage potential. As such, a Cat Form 
Druid makes a perfectly acceptable damage slot occupant. For quick fights against 
weaker enemies, starting w ith Ravage, using Shred or Claw to build combo points, 
and finishing w ith Ferocious Bite does a great deal of damage in a very short time. 
Using the DoT abi lities of Cat Form is more ideal for longer fights against tougher op
ponents. Begin w ith Pounce, use Rake and Shred to build combo points, and finish 
with Rip. While th is does just as much damage, it spreads it out over time and makes 
it eas ier for the tank to maintain aggro. 

AREA OF EFFE<!F .IDAMAGE 
There are times in du ngeons w here it 
takes far too long to kill the enemies one 
at a time and try ing to do so can resu lt in 
the entire group dying. For these fights, 
(often against a dozen or more non-eli te 
enemies) being able to damage many 
at once is the wisest course of action. 
This must be done quickly as only very 
skill ed tanks can hold aggro against 
multiple enemies in these situations. 

One of the kings of AoE damage is the Mage. Arcane Explosion allows the Mage to 
continue doing AoE damage even w hile bei ng attacked because of its instant cast 
time and limited targeting time (it is cast w ith you as the center of the effect). Bliz
zard and Flame Strike can be cast at range, but have differing effects. Flame Strike 
does damage immediately and continues damaging any enemies in the area over 
time. Blizzard is a channeled spell and does damage over the duration of the cast, 
but can slow the enemy's approach if you have the Improved Blizzard talent. Often a 
good line up is to start with Blizzard or Flame Strike and switch to Arcane Explosion 
as the enemy advances on you. 

[Dungeons 

Hunters are a good second place w hen it comes to the AoE slot. They can do almost 
as much damage to almost as many targets as a Mage. Setting an Explosive Trap before 
the fight and using Multi-Shot then Volley throws a lot of damage out very quickly and 
generates a great deal of threat. Feign Death to allow the tank to grab aggro, before 
putting another Explosive Trap and backing off to Multi-Shot and Volley again. Keep
ing you pet on Passive and not attacking allows you to set another trap. 

W arlocks have a number of tools that quali fy them for an AoE slot. Warlocks have a 
ranged AoE (Ra in of Fire) and a point blank AoE (He llfire) . If the Warlock is the only 
AoE party member, they should start the fight with their Voidwalker. Cast Rain of Fire t ; 
until the enemies closes w ith you and begins attacking. Sacrifice your Voidwalker to 
protect you from casting interruptions and use Hellfire to finish the enemies. Whi le not 
having as many tools as the Mage, the Warlock is still quite impressive in th is position. · 

Few people think of a Warrior in the damage slot, let alone the AoE damage slot. 
W arriors have a few abilities that can be used in each fight, and a few tricks that can 
be used in very difficult fights. Switching to a two-hand weapon and using Whirl 
w ind and Cleave allows the Warrior to hit multiple enemies for reasonable damage. 
W arriors specci ng in the Arms talent tree can use Sweeping Strikes to hit extra targets 
for a short duration and a moderate cooldown (30 seconds). In very tough fi ghts, 
W arriors can use Challenging Shout (10 minute cool down) to force all enemies to at
tack them, then use Retaliation (30 minute coo ldown) to counter-attack each enemy. 
This tactic resu lts in devastating damage, but can only be used every 30 minutes and 
is often saved for particularly dangerous fights. 

Druids only have one spell to add to an AoE engagement. They don' t have the 
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versatility to be a primary or on ly AoE party member, but they can support another. 

Hurricane is a channeled spell and shou ld be done very early in the fight. This draws r~.' 
aggro onto the Druid. Shift into Bear Form or D ire Bear Form to survive the enemy 
damage, whi le the primary AoE member (free from interruption for the next few 
seconds) finishes the enemies. 

:g>ig_S,"_f 

A Priest's contribution, like the Druid's isn't as impressive, but can certai nly su pple- j 
ment. Holy Nova doesn't do as much damage, but doesn't draw any aggro. While J 
only ava ilable to Priests that spec in the Holy ta lent tree, Holy Nova can add enough, "' 
damage to finish enemies before they fini sh your primary AoE member. 

\ 
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No matter how carefu l you are, there is 

always the chance that something will 
go wrong and someone in the party 
dies. Having someone who can resur
rect a fallen member (rezzer) can save 
the time of running back to your body, 
or save the entire run if enemies have 
respawned behind you. 

Resurrection can be cast any time outside of combat and doesn't have a coo/down. 

The fallen party member must be within line of sight. If the party member has already 
released their sp irit, cast the spell, then click on the body to target the person's corpse. 

Shaman have very similar restrictions as Pri ests. Ancestral Spirit cannot be used 
during combat and has no cooldown. Line of sight and range are still concerns and 
players who have released can be rezzed in a similar fashion by casting the spell 
before clicking on thei r corpse. 

\ f'AJl,amNI 
1 Paladins can ask Redemption for dead party members. Constricted by line of sight, 
l range, and combat just as Priests are, Paladins are not often the primary rezzers, but 
\ they are just as qualified for the position. 
\ I iooQ~, 

I The Druid has the most restrictions on their ability to rez others, but make up for it 
~ by having one of the common restrictions removed. Reb irth is the only rez spell that 
; can be cast during combat. It costs a reagent each time it is used (the reagent varies 

depending on level) and has a 30 minute coo/down. Line of sight and range are still 
issues, but Druids are generall y secondary or emergency rezzers. 

\ WIPE RECOVERY 

} Total party wipes happen sooner or later 
'. and can be a crush ing b low to morale, 

but having a fast way to recover from 
them can save time and your entire run 
as enem ies may have respawned be
tween the instance entrance and where 
your party died. 

\ 

By far, the W arlock is the easiest and most versati le class to use as wipe recovery. 
For the cost of a Soul Shard, the Warlock can use Create Soul Stone for a party 
member. This allows the 'stoned' person to instantly resurrect himself instead of 
releasing their spirit. The soul stone buff lasts one hour, has a 30 minute coo/down, 
and needs to be renewed. lnslanly rezzing yourself uses the stone, so choose w hen 

\ to resurrect yourself carefully. Classes that can resurrect others are almost always the 

! ones chosen to have their sou l stored. 

l f~l.M)J.N . 
Paladin wipe recovery is a little trickier to use and is more like wipe prevention . 

. By using a Symbol of Divinity and sacrificing themselves, Paladins can call upon 
\ Divine Intervention and remove a party member from combat and all danger for 3 
) minutes. At the end of the duration, the party member can be attacked as normal, so 
t it should be cast on someone w ho can resurrect others and is outside of the enemy's 
j aggro detection. Couple thi s with the restri ction of hav ing to cast Divine Intervention 
'before the person dies makes proper use of this spell nearly an art form. 
! 
't s~ 
,
1Shaman are the on ly cl ass that can resurrect themselves (and only themselves) w ith
j out any form of setu p (aside from buying the Ankhs before they came). Reincarnation 

l
• has a one hour coo/down (unless you have taken the Improved Reincarnation talent), 

and consumes an Ankh each time it is used. Also possessing the abili ty to resurrect 
j others, Re incarn ation makes Shaman quite ideal at recovering from w ipes. As Sha
'man can resurrect themselves, they are often a poor choice for Soul Stones, unless 
ithey have used their Ankh recently. 
l 

Hunters or Rogues w ith Engineer skill can remove themselves from combat (FD 
or Vanish), then use Goblin Jumper Cables to restore a priest. Remember, Goblin 
Jumper Cables are unreliable. 
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Ragefire Ch asm is only accessible to 
Horde parties as it lies deep w ithin the 
heart of ore and Troll territory. It's a 
good training ground for groups as many 

Tanaris 

Swamp of Sorrows 

Oesolace 

Soorlng Gorye/Bumiog Slejlpes 

Fera las 

of the things you will encounter in later instances are present here. 

It's fairl y important to have a good variety in cl asses as there is little overl ap with 
abiliti es at th is level. Having a tank is always important. A Warrior is the best choice, 
but a Shaman or Druid in bear form can be used also. Druids, Priests, and Shaman 
all have the abili ty to act as a hea ler, but don:t ask a Druid or Shaman to be both 
hea ler and tank. Mages are very useful for their Polymorph spell's ab ility to control 
combat. 

After the more difficult jobs are fi lled, it's time to add some damage to your group. 
Every class can add damage. Extra W arriors can serve as backup for the main tank 

while they cut through the enemies. Additional Priests can serve as backup healers 
w hile they blast the enemies w ith the power of shadows. 

What makes this parti cular Instance troublesome is that most cl asses have yet to 
acquire many of their class-defining skill s so CC can be a major issue. 



WAlLlNG EAVE:RNS 

The primary enemies are humanoids 
and beasts. This means both Rogues 
and Druids can be used to control pulls 
in addition to Mages. A number of the 

enemies cast their own crowd control spells and having someone to wake sleeping 
members or interrupt enemy attacks is vital. Warriors, Rogues, and Shaman all have 

interrupts and should watch for casters. Green glowing effects usually warn of hea l
ing spells, w hile w hite glow ing effects warn of sleeping spells. Priests can Dispel 

Magic and Shaman can use Tremor Totems to wake party members. 

The last few enemies real ly puts your tank and healer to the test. Having a highly 
skilled tank and healer make these figh ts seem easy while having less skilled mem
bers w ill make these fights nightmares. 

For the collectors in us all , the Embrace of the Viper leather armor set drops from 
enemies in Wailing Caverns. Whil e ideally for a Druid, the pieces of this set are 
quite good for their level and can be used by a number of cl asses . 

With almost an entire instance of hu
manoids, Mages and Rogues are primary 
choices for crowd control. Enemies are 
fairly close together but run for help, so 
kil li ng them quickl y is fairly important as is having a tank that can take the attacks of 

multiple enemies. 

In the Deadmines, but not quite in the instance you will find undead. Whil e the 
undead portion is fairl y small, Priests can take up the CC duties while you're there. 
Deeper in the dungeon are casters. Once you begin meeting the casters, have an 
interrupt order ready as their spells (primaril y fire based) can be quite damaging and 
are cast at range. Consider Polymorphing casters if running to them to interrupt cast

ing ri sks pulling more enemies. 

The Defias Leather armor set is quite nice. Rogues, Hunters, and Shaman are certain to 
enjoy the armor, while Warriors and Paladins may even find the bonuses to their liking. 

5HADOWFANCi ~EEP 

Shadowfang Keep has few humanoid 

targets but an abundance of undead. 

Many of the enemies are immune to 

shadow magic, so Warlocks should 
sw itch to their fire spells w hile Priests should make use of their holy spells. Have a 
Priest to CC the undead while a Mage can CC the few living enemies, makes pulls 

more manageable. 

The enemies al so use a vari ety of abilities to debuff your party. Magic, Di sease, 
and Curse debuffs wi ll surely be cast on your party, and having someone w ho can 

remove them makes your run much faster and safer. Priests can Dispel M agic de
buffs. Shaman and Priests can remove disease effects. Mages and Druids can remove 
curses. These abilities take little mana or attention so can be done in addition to the 

member's standard role. 

Be certain to have a group with crowd 
control, many interrupts, and some good 
armor. There are some very large fights 

in the Deeps, and you often are faced 
with multiple casters. 

While the instance has a number of enemy types, the larger fights are against human
oid targets or against too many targets to effecti vely CC. Mages and Rogues make 

good choi ces for controlling pull s. Bring someone in for some AoE work as there are 
a couple fights at the end that can be very dangerous and confusing. 

Zone: Swrmwind .· 

Pri.mary Enemies: Humopoid 

Sf)l!Cial ltems:.Non{ 
Dungeons 

Entrance Requirements: None l ( 
~---~-----~ ~ Listing 

Just as Ragefire Chasm is only accessible 
to Horde parties, The Stockade is only 
accessible to Alliance groups. Standing 
in the very center of Stormwind (the very 

heart of the Alliance), only fools would attempt to enter the Stockade as Horde parties. 

The Stockade is a short dungeon populated nearly exclu sively by humanoids. Having 
a Mage or Rogue to help control the pulls and an off-tank to keep the enemies from 
jumping on casters is ideal , but not full y required. Though the pulls are larger than 
much you have dea lt w ith so far, do not attempt to use AoEs to kil l the targets more 
quickly as they are all elites and can kill your AoE members very quickly. 

RAzoRFEN KRAut 

Because of the multitude of Quilboars 
using magic and ranged attacks, having 
a party member w ho is familiar w ith the 
dungeon can make the assault easier. _ 
If the entire party is new to Razorfen Kraul, take it slow and have someone w ho is 
familiar with pu lling casters and ranged attackers lead. Using terrain to pull enemies 
into melee range keeps the Quilboar from feasting on your corpses. Hit the enemies 

from range and duck around a corner or run past your party to force the enemy to 
come closer. 

Characters with ranged interrupts make thi s easier. Mages w ith Counterspell and 
Shaman wi th Earth Shock can force enemy casters to come to you. Several of the 

fights within are against enemies that do tremendous damage. Using anything but a 

W arrior or Palad in for your tank is doab le bu t risky. 

E~tran_ce ~~qui~*7me~tsi H~rde porfifl5 
need to co~plete <;hief E.ngin~t Scooly to u~ 
the teleporter in Booty Boy · 

Many of the fights w ith in Gnomeregan 
are against enemies that are highly 

resistant or immune to most forms of CC. Having an off-tank watching for enemies that 

escape the attention of the tank is important. As enemy groups are cl ose together, hav
ing a character w ith a ranged attack pull the enemies back to the party is preferable. 

' { 

'\ 



There are many things that can go w rong in Gnomeregan. Druids have a hard time 
keeping up as rezzers, so a Pri est, Paladin, or Shaman is preferable. Warlocks, Sha
man, and Palad ins gain their w ipe recovery abi li ties at level 30 and you should have 

' one in the party as one unlucky pull can doom your group. 

RAZORFEN DOWNS 

Entrance' Requirements: None 

While forming your party, consider bring
ing someone who can cure diseases. The 
Quilboar have forged an alliance w ith the 
Scourge. You'll be afflicted with many 
diseases as you travel through Razorfen Dow ns and having the ability to cure them 
makes this assault easier, even possible to some groups. 

A number of fights have several enemies. Having strong AoE potential in the party 
can make these fights much easier. Mages and Warlocks are ideal for this w ith Hunt
ers being a reasonabl e backup. 

W ith so many undead in the area, most forms of CC are useless. Having a Priest to 
shackle can make quite a difference. 

Entrance Requirements: The Scmlet 
Key is required to enter the Cathedral or Armory. 

This dungeon is split into four parts with 
fou r separate portals. The Library and 
Graveyard can be accessed at any time, 

.' but the Armor and Cathedral are behind closed doors (the key can be obtained in 
either of the unlocked portions). Rogues who are highly sk illed at picking locks can 
open the doors (this is also a wonderfu l place to train lockpicking) . For this reason 
many parties on ly do one portion of the instance at a time. 

The Scarlet Crusade allows very little deviation in their order. This instance is almost 
entirely humanoid (making Mages, Warlocks, and Rogues very useful for controlling 

~ pu ll s), but undead run rampant in the graveyard portion (mak ing Pri ests the only 
i viable CC). 
i 
\ There are very few non-elite enemies in the dungeon, but hav ing at least one person 
' with an AoE ab ility makes the final fight in the Armory much more fun. The humans 

' are very social and run for help. Kill them quickl y and have someone ready to snare 
• enemies to prevent late addi tions to a fight (crippling poison is your friend). 

' Those visiting the Scarlet Monastery for loot should keep an eye out for the Chain of 
the Scarlet Cru sade. This mail armor set has some wonderful stats but is very near an 
armor change level. Warriors and Paladins switch to plate armor soon after level 40, 
and Hunters and Shaman can't use any of the pieces until level 40. 

\The dwarves and Troggs early in the 
dungeon can be CCed like any other 
humanoids, but as you progress deeper 
the enemies become more difficult to 
CC. Take an off-tank to keep extra enemies from getting to your softer members. 

Having a party member w ith high armor and high HP is crucial for surv iving this 
dungeon. Chain-wearing classes can hand le the Shadowforge dwarves and the 
Troggs, but when you reach the Golems, you need someone in plate. The Golems hit 

' extremely hard and have very high hea lth. Another necessity for Uldaman is includ
~ ing cl asses that have snare or root abilities. Many enemies fl ee when at low health 
·and there are always more enemies close by. 

ZuL'fARRAK 

Most of the fights in the troll city involve 
severa l humanoid enemies. Rogues, 
Warlocks, and Mages make your fights 
more manageable. The hardest fights are 

against swarms of enemies, so hav ing a strong AoE member (Mage or W arlock) and a 
support AoE member (Druid, Warr ior, Hunter, or Priest) is important. 

Focus fire well and your enemies drop quickly. Fracturing damage will be the end of 
your party as many of the enemies possess high health and run w hen wounded. One 
party member is unlikely to be able to kill a runner before it finds friends so stay on 
the same target and be ready to root or snare fl ee ing enemies. 

THE SUNKEN TEMPLE 

Zone: Swamp of Sorrows 

Primary Enemies: Humonoid, Undeod, 
Wyrmkin 

speeial '&ems: Nooe 
Entrance Requirements: The Anclent 
Egg is required to spawn the Avatar of Hokkar. 

The population of enemies is as va ried 
as this dungeon is complex. Though on ly 
one portal allows access to the temp le, 
there is a major split between the upper and lower floors of the dungeon. Check 
with your party to make sure everyone has the same goal before entering as there are 
quests for both levels. 

Your party will be bloated if you try to bring someone for each type of CC in the 
dungeon. Instead, use w hatever CC you have w hen you can and make the best wi th 
the other fights. Priests can shackle the undead tro lls whi le Rogues, Warlocks, and 
Mages can CC the liv ing trolls and only Druids can sleep the Wyrmkin . 

The final f ight of the instance is against the Shade of Eran ikus which can cast sleep 
on party members. Have an off-tank ready to pickup the duties if the tank is put to 
sleep as it cannot be dispel led. 

Zone: Desoloce 

Level Range: 45·50 

Primary Enemies: Demon, Elementnl, Beast 

Speciai Items~ !he 
~porlinQIJ) the C<Jlllll~~f 

Entrance Requirements: None 

There is very little that can be CCed in 
Maraudon. The satyrs and elementals 
can be bani shed by Warlocks, but that's 

about it. Instead stack you r group with damage so enemies can be kill ed quickly and 
healing to keep your tank ali ve. 

Having an off-tank proves invaluable when you fight small grou ps of tough opponents 
(Warlock and Hunter pets work best) and having multiple ranged damage classes make 
some of the earlier fights against the sli mes easier (the slimes do AoE damage) . 

Running the purple side and orange side of Maraudon completely gives you the 
opportunity to create the Sceptre of Celebras. This allows you to porta l past much of 
the instance and straight to the fina l portion. Groups often do 'Princess runs', mean
ing they intend to port in. Specify early w hich entrance you are taking. 



BLACKROCK DEPTHS 

Zone: Searing Gorge/Burning Steppes 

level Range: 52+ " "· 

PrimaryJnemies:.Humanoid, Bernentol, ... 
Beast 

Special !tem1: None " 

Entrance Requirements: The 
Shodowforge Key unlocks the deeper portion al the 
instunces 

Having a party wi th combat control is essential as many fights involve a large num
ber of enem ies. Sap, Po lymorph, Mind Control, and Banish are all extremely useful 
in the chambers under the mountain. 

The largest fights are against humanoids, but the most difficult fights w ill be aga inst 
elementals. As Warlocks can CC both types (Seduce and Banish), they are extremely 
useful. 

Large enemy groups often include healers. These should be interrupted until they 
can be ki lled. Having several members wi th spel l interrupts is very important. 

Dire Mau l is another dungeon w ith several w ings. The eastern wing is the only 
unlocked w ing and is w here you acquire the key for the other two w ings (north and 
west). Very few groups do all of Dire Maul in a single sitting (it's just too long), so 
specify wh ich side you intend to do when recrui ting party members. Rogues w ho are 
high ly ski lled at pick ing locks can open all the doors. 

The enemies and f ights vary greatl y among the wi ngs. With the proliferation of satyrs 
in the east wing, War locks make a good cho ice for CC. The ghosts and elementals 
in the west wi ng make Priests and War locks good choices. The north w ing is mostly 
ogres. This makes Rogues, Mages, Warlocks, and Priests all valid choices for CC. 

There are fights in all the wings w here several weaker enemies attack you . One AoE 
member makes these fights faster, but is not a requi rement to defeat them. 

5TRATHOLME 

The ru ins of Stratholme are home to both the living and unliving survivors of the 

plague. Most groups onl y do one w ing of the dungeon at a time, but some do both. 
Know ing your goals ahead of time makes your choices easier. 

West side (a lso known as li ve side or scarlet side) has many undead in the beg inning, 
but the harder fights are aga inst fewer and tougher humanoid targets so Rogues, 
Warlocks, and Mages are useful for CC purposes. 

East side (a lso known as undead side or Baron side) is popu lated by the undead. 
Many of the fi ghts are aga inst large groups of eli te and non-elite undead . Priests can 
CC an eli te each fight w hile the party kill s the non-elites fi rst. This can be done w ith 
AoEs, but is dangerous and should be discussed first. Without at least one strong AoE 
class, however, some of the later fights are very difficu lt. 

Strathol me is the fi rst of the three dungeons that contr ibute to your first dungeon 
armor set. While several enemies can drop various pieces of different sets, Baron 
Ri vendare is the only enemy in the game who drops the legg ings for all the sets . 

Scholomance is locked. The key can onl y be obtained by completing a quest chain 
that begins at Chillwind Point and the Bulwark for Alliance and Horde ind ividuals. A 
Rogue w ith a high lockpicki ng skill can open the door as well. 

The dungeon is almost entirely populated w ith undead and some humanoids. Priests, 
Mages, and Warlocks are prime choices for CC. Rogues w ith Improved Sap can also fil l 
the slot, but Rogues w ithout it shou ldn't attempt to Sap (they can still fi ll a damage slot). 

Several of the fights are against multiple enemies. Some are aga inst very tough oppo
nents making an off-tank very useful, w hile others are against many weaker enemies 
making AoE members usefu l. 

Scholomance also has parts of the first dungeon armor set. Many of the enem ies 
w ithin drop var ious parts of the sets, but Darkmaster Candling is the on ly enemy in 
the game who possess the head piece for the sets. 

Blackrock Sp ire is a single instance, but is separated between a non-raid portion 
(lower) and a raid portion (upper). The door to upper can only be opened by obta in
ing the key through a quest chain that begi ns inside lower Blackrock Spi re. Rogues 
cannot pick this door as it is magica ll y shut and on ly the key can open it. 

The enemies in the spire are predominantly humanoid. Thi s makes Improved Sap 
Rogues, Warlocks, and Mages very good choices for their abili ty to contro l the pul ls. 
Hunters make an exce llent add ition w ith the ir traps as the enemies hi t very hard but 
don' t often attack in large groups. 

CC is good, but a wel l equ ipped and skil led tank is better. As most of the fights aren't 
as large as in Scholomance or Stratholme, Paladins and Druids can make successfu l 
tanks. 

Many of the enemies in lower Blackrock Sp ire drop parts of the dungeon armor sets. 
General Drakkisath drops the chest piece for all the dungeon sets. 

There are many tasks that are simply too large for a single group of five to handle. 

Some of these onl y require a second group w hile others require nearly an entire army. 

HOW TO FORM A RAID 

Formin g a ra id is slightly different to formi ng a group. Invite people into you r group 
as normal. When you have the first five people, open your socia l window (defau lted i 
to 'o') and select the Raid tab . Push Convert to Ra id and continue inv iting. ' 

There are two things that make the inviting process eas ier and faster. 

Du ngeons 

Listing 
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Worrior, Druid,, Paladin 

Secondary Tonk (Olf·tonk) Pull AgQIOJrom non-tonk members · Warrior, Uruid, Palodin 

Healer Keep Parly Members Alive Priest, Druid, Shaman, Paladin 

Remove DomagillJl and Deqili!otillQ 
Oebufts< · · Fliest, Pakldin, Druid, Shaill!ln, ~o!)ii . Debuff Removal 

;;\ 

Crowd Control ((() Neutralize Enemies 

.Reduces Damage .Dealt b~ Enemies, 

Ki ll Enemies Quickly 

Maintain High Damage level Over 
Time 

Damage multiple enemies at once 

Mage, Rogue, Hunter, Priest, Warlock 

Rogue, Warlock, Priest, Shaman, 
Dhlid, Hunter, Warrior, Paladin 

Mage, Rogue, Oroid 

Hunter, Rogue, Warl?ck, Wprriors 

Mage, Warlock, Hunter, Worrior, 
Druid, Priest 

Revive.fallen Milffibers Priest, S!iamon, Paladin, Owid 

Ressurect or Survive a Total Party Wipe Paladin, Warlock, Shaman, Engineer 

Depending on which raid you ore attending, not all of these roles need to be filled. Crowd Control 
is very important in Upper Blockrock Spire, while Decursers ond Dispellers ore necessary to toke 
on Lord Kozzok. 

As one of the most important roles, a 
good tank can make a party w hile a 
bad tank can break one. The main tank 
should start the fights to get early aggro, 
and use abilities to maintain the aggro. 
Against the most vicious of the raid 
enemies, main tanks often need very 
high resists in addition to high armor, 
defense, and hea lth. Some fights invol ve 
several enemies that are immune to CC, 
so there may be several main tanks in 
your raid. 

Warriors make the best tanks. They have the heav iest armor (plate), can use a shield, 
~ h ave abilities to hold single enemies, and abilities to hold multiple enemies. 

O nly Druids using Dire Bear Form and specced in the Feral ta lent tree should be 
considered for this ro le. As a dire bear, the Druid's armor is increased greatl y and 
they ga in access to a number of abilities that help them fill this role. 

BACKUP TANK 
I\ This person is generall y bored until boss fights. This role becomes the raid' s only 
't, hope when there are adds in boss encounters. 

°\ 
: WARRrOR 

' As w ith main tanks, W arriors make the greatest backup tanks. They have the armor 
and shield to survive against a tough opponent and have several ab iliti es to turn the 

. fight around at a moments notice. Charge brings you into battle w ith rage to burn. 
If you were already engaged and have little rage, use Blood Rage. Taunt, Mocking 
Blow, and Challengi ng Shout w ill pull the enemy's attention very quickly. Follow 

, w ith a few Sunder Armors to lock aggro onto you. 

O nly Druids using Di re Bear Form and specced in the Feral ta lent tree should be 
considered for this role. The Druid on ly has a few abilit ies to pick up aggro quickl y. 
Cooperation from the rest of the raid is essential for a Druid to fill this role. Chal leng
ing Roar is your only tool to gathering aggro qu ickl y. With its ten minute cooldown, 
it's only useful in emergency situations, but that's w hat th is is . Frenz ied Regenerati on 
can keep you alive longer w ithout tax ing you r hea lers as much, but drains your rage, 
so be ca reful about using it 

Li ke W arriors, Pal ad ins have access to the heaviest armor in the game (plate) and 
can equip a shield . This combined wi th their ab ility to heal themselves, can make 
the Palad in extremely durable as a tank. 

SECONDARY TANK 
If party members aren't focusing fire 
wel I enough or an enemy resi sts CC 
or you just plain get unlucky, enemies 
will jump from the tank to your healers 
or dps. Rather than having the tank run 
around trying to rega in aggro, it's better 
to have an off-tank grab the aggro and 
pull it back to the main tank before 
return ing to the pri mary target or simply 
ti e it up. 

As having all the tools to be primary tank, Warriors are fu lly qualified as secondary tanks. 

As secondary tanks aren 't always needed, the Druid is free to use w hatever form he 
or she chooses w hen not performing th is role. When a party member pull s aggro 
off the main tank, a Dru id can shift to Bear or Di re Bear Form and keep the enemy 
ti ed up until the main tank can pull it off. O nce the job of secondary tank is accom
pli shed, the Druid is free to retu rn to the role they were fulfi lling pr ior. 

Paladins have a few more tool s as secondary tan k th an they do as primary tank. 
Without many opponents to interfere w ith thei r casting, Palad ins can use their heals 
as well as their damage to pull aggro off party members. 



In raids, there are often multiple hea lers. 
This is necessary as the enemies are 
either more numerous (meaning more 
tanks to heal) or more devastating. 
Determining who heals w ho and w hen 
is important and avoids wasting mana. 
There are several ways to divvy the 
duties of healing: 

The Priest is the first obvious choice as hea ler. With hea ls of several sizes, the Priest 
can avoid overhealing and drawing aggro. 

While in caster form, the Druid has a great many tools for the rol e of healer. Regrowth 
and Rejuvenation are both hea l over time spells. This allows the Druid to heal wh ile 
spreading out the threat they draw. Using these before a battle begins ensures that 
damage is bei ng healed without the attention of the Druid or drawing aggro. 

Shaman have a number of tools to buff and heal party members. In add ition to the 
standard hea ls of differing size to keep from overhealing and drawing aggro, their 
totems can heal and buff party members. 

Paladins have fewer tools for this role, but can be used as a backup. 

DEBUFF REMOVAE 
Debuffs can be crippling to a raid. Many 
of these abil ities hamper you, while 
some do damage, and some even force 
you character to fight for the wrong side. 
Recognizing and dispelling these effects 
make fights much less difficult. 

Most fights, the character w i 11 have 
another role and remove debuffs as 
needed. There are four types of remov
able debuffs; magic, poison, curse, 
and disease. Only a couple classes can 
remove each type. 

Disease Shoman (Cure Disease, Disease Cleosing Tateml,Polodin (Cleanse). Pnest (Cure Disease, Abolish Disease) 

CRowo CoNTRot 
CC keeps enemies tied up fo r lengthy 
periods without lowering your damage 
or increasing your risk. Many forms of 
CC are broken any time the affected 
enemy takes damage. There are two 
distinct types of CC; in-combat and out
of-combat. 

O ut-of-Combat CC tends to last longer, 
but can onl y be used when you or the 
enemy is out of combat. Groups using 
any of these abi liti es should use them 
before the fight begins. 

Mages are useful crowd control in a variety of ci rcumstances. Should there be a 
single enemy the party can' t deal w ith at the time, a Polymorph neutrali zes them for 
a good long time; as long as the enemy is a humanoid, beast, or critter. When the 
Polymorph breaks, it can be recast with only a duration penalty. 

Both in-combat and out-of-combat CC is what the Rogue brings to a group. Sap 
can on ly be used on humanoids and before combat beg ins. Blind lasts for several 
seconds and takes a reagent. 

Most Hunter abi liti es are out-of-combat crowd control. Traps can on ly be used if the 
Hunter is out of combat. Thi s can be accomplished before the battl e begins or by 
using Feign Death (provided your pet isn' t engaged). Freez ing Trap creates an area 
that slows all enemies who enter, while Frost Trap can encase a single enemy in a 
block of ice for an extended period of time. 

Priests have two forms of CC. Psychic Scream sends nearby enemies running in fear 
for several seconds (rarely is this used in Raids). Shackle Undead can on ly affect 
undead enemies, but very few classes have any abi lity to CC undead, so it's sti ll 
fai rl y powerful. 

Enemies can be CCed several ways by a Warlock. Demons and elementals can be 
Banished for a long time. Ban ish can be recast and cannot be broken until the dura
tion passes. The Warlock's Succubus can use Seduction to CC a humanoid target for 
extended durations. 

MITIGATION 
Many of the enemies you may fight deal 
to much damage to surv ive alone. Even 
w ith a hea ler helping, your tank w ill 
likely die if some of the damage is not 
mitigated . Nearly every class has the 
ability to redu ce the damage dealt to 
your main tank. W ith people working 
on concert, even the most damaging 
enemies become manageable. Note, 
most bosses are immune to stuns, 

disarms, etc. 

Against any opponent not immune to stun, Rogues are one of the greatest mitiga
tion classes. Opening a fight with Cheap Shot leaves the enemy stunned for several 
seconds. Use Sinister Stri ke or Backstab to build combo points before finishing w ith 
Kidney Shot to leave the enemy stu nned once again . Multip le Rogues staggering 
their stuns can keep an enemy stu nned from the start of the fight until the end. 
Aga inst stun immune ta rgets, a well-timed Kick still interrupts casting. 

just as enemy curses make your party weaker, Warlock curses make enemies 
weaker. Curse of Tongues increases the casting time on enemy spells and is quite 

useful against casters. Lengthening the cast time gives the rest of the raid more time 
to interrupt the spell. Against melee enemies, Curse of Weakness can drastically 

reduce the amount of damage they are dea ling. By debuffing the enemy, Warlocks 
are able to mitigate a reasonab le amount of damage. 

Dungeons 
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Priests have a number of abilities that can be used to reduce the damage a raid takes. 
Mana Burn can destroy an enemy caster's mana pool and render them unable to cast 
spel ls, whi le Shadow Protection raises the resistance of members to shadow damage. 
Power Word: Shield surrounds a raid member, protecting them from damage, until 
the shield is destroyed. As an instant spe ll , it's very useful for emergency mitigation, 
but used before a fight begins reduces the amount of damage your tank takes from an 
enemy groups first volley. 

Shaman are ab le to reduce magica l and physical damage taken by party members. 
Stoneskin Totem reduces damage on all melee attacks to party members while 
Windwall Totem reduces all ph ys ical ranged attacks. Grounding Totem can absorb 
non-AoE spells cast at the party. Wel l-timed Earthshocks interrupt enemy casting and 
the Nature, Fire, and Frost Resi stance Totems reduce the damage from the appropri
ate types of spel ls to party members. . ··~··~ .. ,~~· - - ·-·······--- ----·-······-·----- ·-·-·-··---·--·~-·----·----

~ Why Isn't.Everyon~ Get.tin~ theTott?m BJ.'!£$ 

Totems only affect raid members who are in the same party as the Shoman who dropped them. 
1 

For this reason, it's not a idea to hove all the Shaman in the some party. 

Druids have a couple ab ilities that can mitigate damage. Mark of the Wild increases 
the armor of raid members (in addition to increases their stats). If the Druid is using 

, bear or dire bear form, they also have Demorali zing Roar (which decreases enemy 
\ attack power) and Bash (which stuns for a short w hi le). Druids aren 't terribly adept at 
\ damage mitigation, but they can do it if needed. 

\ Like Druids, Hunters only have a couple abilities that mitigate damage raid members 
, take. Aspect of the Wild increases the nature resistance of all party members and, by 
) doing so, reduces the damage from nature effects. Scorpid Sting reduces the enemy's 
, strength and agi lity. While not terribly usefu l against caster enemies, it can have a 
\ noticeable effect against melee targets. Marksmanship Hunters have a change to stun 

' 
an enemy when using Concussive Shot. 

' w.4\:R:~Q;R(, 

Warriors not fu lfi ll ing a tanking role can assist the tank greatly with a number of 
abil ities. Disarm can reduce the damage a humanoid melee enemy can deal by quite 
a bit, w hile Protection Warriors can even stun the enemy for several seconds with 

1 Concussion Blow. Thunderclap and Demoralizing Shout reduce enemy attack speed 
) ~nd attack power, rendering their physical attacks much less damaging. If the enemy 
· 1s a caster, Pummel and Shield Bash can interrupt a spell when timed we ll. 

,. Much like a Rogue, a Paladin's primary ability to mitigate damage to others is 
, through stuns. Hammer of Justice and Seal of Justice can keep an enemy from doing 
i much at all. When timed with a Rogue or another Palad in, enemies can be stunned 
~ for quite some time. Paladins have other tri cks however. Palad ins can surround 

themselves and their party members in Shadow, Fire, or Frost Resistance Auras. This 
, reduces the damage of shadow, fire, or frost effects by increas ing resistances. Greater 
• Blessing of Sanctuary reduces all incoming damage to raid members and Devotion 

Aura can raise group members' armor. As one of the best ways for a Palad in to 
mitigate damage, Blessing of Sacrifice transfers some of the damage taken by a target 

\ to the Paladin. 
l 

Bu rst damage is useful when getting to 
a boss. The weaker enemies around the 
boss or in the dungeon can often be 
kil led before they can significantly dam
age you r party. Burst damage characters 
often have lower survivabi lity, but if the 

fight is finished qu ick ly it doesn't matter. 
Even w ith dow ntime afterward, it's often 
a better plan to use burst DPS on weaker 
enemies. 

' Many Rogues can dish out a great deal of damage very quickly. Without worrying 
'.about avo iding aggro, they can push the ir damage even higher. Ambush is a good 
jway to start a fight. Garrote and Cheap Shot are options for non-dagger Rogues. Use 
;sackstab or Sinister Str ike to build combo points quickly. If the enemy isn't going 
\ 

down fast enough, consider using Thistle Tea to restore your energy when it de
pletes. Finish the fight w ith a several combo-poi nt Eviscerate. Having Instant Poison 
on your weapons further adds quick damage. 

M ages are wonderful with burst damage. They have severa l tools that can quick ly 
turn their sizable mana pool into damage. Start the fight with Combustion and Pyrob
last if you're specced in the Fire ta lent tree or Arcane Power if you chose the Arcane 
tree. If you're clearing several groups, use your abilities with cooldowns more spar
ingly, but remember that you' ll be drinking between battles anyway. Follow up w ith 
Cone of Cold and Fireblast. Both of these are instants. Cast Arcane Missles while you 
wait for Cone of Cold and Fireblast to cool down. Continue throw ing your mana at 
the enemy until they are dead. 

When in Cat Form, Druids function a great deal like Rogues. The reduced surviv
ability of th is form is offset by the increased damage potential. As such, a Cat Form 
Druid makes a perfectly acceptab le burst damage slot occupant. Start with Ravage, 
using Shred or Claw to bu ild combo points, and finish ing w ith Ferocious Bite. This 
does a good bit of damage in a very short time and is exactly why you're here. 

SUSTAINED DAMAGE 
Many enemies are too tough to blown 
down w ith burst DPS. In these cases, 
it's more important to be ab le to sustain 
a high level of damage for a prolonged 
time. The damage is often lower than 
burst DPS, but spreading the damage 
out (making it easier for the tank to hold 
aggro) is very important. 

Rogues have a number of too ls that make them a good choice for this rol e. Starting 
a fight w ith Garrote guarantees you' ll do nearly as much damage as an Ambush (if 
you're specced for it) ... just over several seconds. Use Backstab or Sinister Strike to 
bui ld combo points. Mix a Feint in to keep your threat leve l low. When you've built 
up combo points, use Slice and Dice for sustained DPS. Coating your weapons with 
Deadly Poison adds more damage but spreads it out just like the abilities mentioned. 
Keep the DPS moving and have Vanish ready if the enemy turns to you. 

Many of the Warlock's spells don't do much up front damage wh ich makes them 
ideal for longer fights. Any of the pets Warlocks can choose from aid in doing dam
age with the Succubus caus ing the most damage herself, but the Imp allows the 
Warlock to caster longer. Throw ing Corruption, Curse of Agony, and Immolate on an 
enemy doesn't do much damage at first, but as the seconds pass, the enemy's health 
continues to drop. Being able to Drain Mana or Drain Health as needed keeps the 
W arlock doing damage cons istently. Should you run out of mana, use Dark Pact (if 
you're an Affliction Warlock) to steal some from your pet. Another option when you 
run out of mana is to use Life Tap to trade your hea lth for mana. 

Constantly fi ring arrows or bullets at an enemy makes the Hunter a valid choice for 
this role. Auto Fire keeps the Hunter doing damage, provided you are able to stay at 

range, w hile the pet can chew on the enemy. To increase the damage they are put
ting out, Hunters can use Serpent Sting (though it takes up a debuff slot), A imed Shot 
(if they are specced in the Marksmanship talent tree), and Arcane Shot. Use your 
special abilities until you are low on mana then stop casting. Auto Fire keeps the 
damage going while allowing you to regenerate mana. In the larger fights, use Feign 
Death often to keep your threat level low. 

AREA OP EFFECT DAMAGE 
There are times in dungeons where it 
takes far too long to kill the enemies one 
at a time and tryi ng to do so can result in 
the entire group dying. For these fights, 
often against a dozen or more non-elite 

enemies, being able to damage many at 
once is the w isest course of action. 



Arcane Explosion allows the Mage to continue doi ng AoE damage even while being 
attacked because of its instant cast time and limited targeting time (it is cast w ith you 
as the center of the effect). Bli zzard and Flame Strike can be cast at range, but have 
differ ing effects. Often a good line up is to start w ith Bli zzard or Flame Strike and 
switch to Arcane Explosion as the enemy advances on you. 

Hunters are a good second place when it comes to the AoE slot. Setti ng an Explosive 
Trap before the fight and using Multi-Shot then Vol ley throws a lot of damage out 
very qu ickly and generates a great deal of threat. Feign Death to allow the tank to 
grab aggro. Keep your pet on Passive. 

Warlocks have a number of tools that qualify them for an AoE slot. Warlocks have a 
ranged AoE (Rain of Fire) and a point blank AoE (Hellfire). 

RESURRECTION 
Havi ng someone who can res urrect 

a fallen member can save the time of 
runn ing back to your body, or save the 
entire run if enem ies have respawned 
behind you. 

Resurrection can be cast any time outs ide of combat and doesn't have a cooldown. 

Ancestral Spirit cannot be used during combat and has no cooldown. 

Paladins can ask Redemption for dead party members. 

Rebirth is the on ly rez spel l that can be cast during combat. It costs a reagent 
each time it is used (the reagent vari es depending on leve l) and has a 30 minu te 
cooldown. 

Tota l party w ipes happen, especially in 
Raids. Having good w ipe recovery is the 
only thing that keeps the Raid going. 

For the cost of a Soul Shard, the W arlock can use Create Sou l Stone for a party mem
ber. This allows the 'stoned' person to instantly resurrect himself instead of releasing 
thei r spi rit. The soul stone buff lasts one hour, has a one hour cooldown, and needs 

to be renewed . Classes that can resurrect should be given stones. 

By using a Symbol of Divinity and sacrificing themselves, Paladins can call upon 
Divine Intervention and remove a party member from combat and all danger for 3 
minutes. At the end of the duration, the party member can be attacked as normal, so 
it shou ld be cast on someone w ho can resurrect others and is outside of the enemy's 

aggro detection. 

Reincarnation has a one hour cooldown (unless you have taken the Improved Rein

, carnation talent), and consumes an Ankh each time it is used. 

ORGANIZING A RAID 

Once you have everyone in a raid, it's important to move people into group con
fi gurations that are beneficial to your goal. In the raid window, the raid leader can 
simply click and drag people from one group to another. 

The most obvious way to organize people is as several small groups; each with their 
own healer, tank, dps, etc. This is a very ba lanced way to do it and is often a good 
start. As you become more comfortable wi th organ izing raids and know ing the abi li
t ies of all the classes, form ing spec ia lized groups becomes quite powerfu l. 

The foll owing are merely examples of specia lized groups. Knowing your raid-mates, 
thei r ab ili ties, and their play style w il l be the ulti mate factors in group placement. 

Paladin/Shaman Heoler/Mitigotion 

Warlo[k w /Imp Damoge 

Pries! Healer/Mitigation 

Druid Healer 

This group would be quite durab le. It 
wou ld have all the healing the Main 
Tank would need and have the Backup 
Tank ready to take over shou ld some
thing go wrong. With the mi tigation and 
hea ling provided by the Paladin or Sha
man, the Warrior would become even 
more durable 

Hunterw/Wo~ Damage/Buff 

HuntefwjWott Damage/Buff 

Hunter w /Wolf Damage/Buff 

Hunte_rwjWoK Domoge/ Buff 

Th is group is a bit stale, but it's still 
effective. The Shaman using Grace of 
Air Totem increases the agili ty of all 
the Hunters in the group. The Hunters 
should keep their wolves near (rather 
than send ing them to attack) and use 
their Furious Howl manually. If the 
Hunters time it we ll , always have the 
Furious Howl buff and each attack has 
its damage raised significantly. The 
Shaman is fair ly superfluous and can be 
replaced by a Fera l Druid or a Paladin 
using Bless ing of Might. 

Starting the fight wi th dual Bl izzards and 
a Rain of Fire might scare most people, 
but there is a method to thi s madness. 
W hen the enemies approach the casters, 
the Priest uses Power Word: Shield and 

the Warrior Charges and uses Challenging 
Shout. Once al I aggro is on the Warrior, 
pull back so all enemies are in front 

of you and use Reta liation (30 minute 
cool down and not fully necessary if 
you're saving the abil ity for Sh ield Wa ll). 
The enemies won't be pulling off the War
rior for some time so use Arcane Explo

sion, Holy Nova (if you're Holy specced), 
Hellfire, and Whirlwind to fini sh the 

enemies qu ickly. 

Shaman Damage/ Buff 

forul Druid f)dmage /Buff 

Hunter w jWo~ Damage/Buff 

Any of these classes can dea l damage 
on their own, but together they can buff 
each other and further rai se their dam
age. The Warrior raises everyone's attack 
power w ith Batt le Shout. The Shaman 
ra ises everyone's strength w ith Strength 
of Earth Totem and increases melee 
attacks w ith Windfury Totem or rai ses 
agi lity w ith Grace of Air Totem. The 
Fera l Druid increases everyone's crit ical 
chance with Leader of the Pack. The 
Hunter has their pet use focus only on 
Furious Growl wh ich ra ises the damage 
of each person 's next attack. Combine all ,· 
of these together and thi s group puts out 
the damage. 

whil e another uses Curse of Elements 
to keep the targets shadow and fire re
sistance low w hile the other uses Curse 
of Agony. After that, everyone starts { 
throwing shadow damage and Dols. { : 
Corruption, Immolate, and Shadow 
Word : Pain all stack and will keep doing 
damage as you switch to Firebolt, Shad
owbolt, M ind Flay, and M ind Blast. The 
Priest should use Fade often to keep his 

or her threat lower. The Palad in brings 
a good bit to the party with emergency 
hea ling and his Blessing of W isdom 
which regenerates mana for each party 
member. A Shaman using Mana Spring 
Totem can be substituted or a Balance 
Druid in Moonkin form to increase spell 
criti ca l chance. This is a highly spec ial
ized group, it is almost always better to 
assign a Warlock to a tank. 
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A 
RAID INSTANCE AND AN OUTDOOR RAID? 
Raid Instances take place inside an instanced dungeon. This means you cannot have 
any outside assistance, but it also means you won't have any outside interference 
(especially on PvP servers). Raid Instances are often long dungeons with many 
smaller enemies lead ing to the larger threat. 

Blockrock Spire 

Bladrock Depttis 

Western Plaguelonds 

Duslv!ollow M.msh 
Silithus 

Outdoor Raids occur in the world. 
People from outside your raid can help 
or hinder your attempt at these ta rgets . 
You may also be competing with others 
as these enemies often take several days 
to respawn. Outdoor Raids are often in 
areas where your raid will have to fi ght 
past small groups of enemies to get to 
the boss, but not nearly as many as a 
dungeon raid. 

=-""""--=--""'"-"-""'-"'-'-'m:....Jns. The path is filled w ith the humanoids 
, and Wyrmkin loyal to the Black Dragonfli ght. 
\ 

Having Mages and Druids for CC is quite important as is having a heavil y armored 
tank and watchful healer. The enemies at the end of the instance hit very hard. Have 
your w ipe recovery stay well back from a fight so that if a wipe occurs they can rez 
safely w ithout re-aggroing the enemies. 

While the outca sts of the ancient 
Gurubashi Empire fled to the Swamp 

of Sorrows to continue their worsh ip of the blood god Hakkar, they soon found that 
only in the capital of the shattered empire could Hakkar be fully summoned. The 
cap ital has been taken by the Atal 'ai and the preparations to summon Hakkar have 
been completed. 

The other troll tribes have sent their greatest High Pri ests, but to no avail. Rather than 
defeating Hakkar and his followers, these mighty spiritual warriors have been taken 
by Hakkar and are now counted among his allies. 

The quests for Zul'Gurub are obta ined on a smal l island off the northwest coast of 
Stranglethorn Vale. The entrance to Zul'Gurub, in northeastern Stranglethorn Va le, is 
guarded by a few trolls but you can easily run past them and zone into the area. 

Zone: Blodrock Depths 

W hile there is no key to Molten Core, you can't take all 40 people through Black
rock Depths each time. There is a Blood Elf w ho offers a quest that allows you to be 
'attuned' to Molten Core. Once the quest is complete, you can enter Molten Core 
from the Blood Elf rather than going all the way through Blackrock Depths. 

Molten Core is a cave of molten rock and creatures that flourish in the impressive 
heat. With many targets being opposed to the Hydraxia n Waterlords, this is a good 
place to increase your reputation as you w ill need it to summon some of the more 
powerful monsters in Molten Core. 

Bring your fire res istance gear and couple good secondary tanks. Many of the en
emies throw off any CC you put on them and have to be tanked individually. Focus 
your fire and kill the enemies one at a time. 

Zone: Dustwollow Ma1Sh 

Whi le a very short instance, it is very challe 
a great deal of trouble and Onyx ia herself is no pushover. Be ready w ith your fire 
resistan ce gear. 

BLACKWING LAIR 

Lord Nefarion commands his agents 
from high atop Blackrock Spire. Like 
Molten Core, the entrance to Blackw ing Lair is w ithin another instance (Upper 
Blackrock Spire). To become attuned, kill the Quarterm aster outsi de Blackrock Spire 
and read his orders. Once the quest is begun, proceed into Upper Blackrock Spire 
and kill Drakkisath. With him dead, use the orb behind him to comp lete your at
tunement. In the future, you are able to enter Blackw ing Lair by using the orb w here 
you found the Q uarterm aster. 

The fights within Blackwing Lair are quite varied and exc iting. Each fight is extremely 
different from the previous and it will take several attempts before your raid will 
progress through thi s raid instance. Be prepared for the w ipes and be ready to think 
about new strategies that will lead you to victory. 



RUINS OF AHN' ~RAJ 

Following the War of the Sh ifting Sands, the Q iraji were left in a devastated ci ty cut 

off from the world. Though not defeated, they were sealed within. M any generations 

have passed, but the Qiraji have not been idle. The Ruins of Ahn'Qiraj are teeming 

w ith an army anxious to strike against Azeroth. 

As the primary enemies are constructs and silithids, there are few w ays to CC them. 

Instead concentrate on using tanks to ho ld them w hile your raid blows them down. 

The War of the Shifting Sands never reached the center of the city. Even as th e 

outski rts w ere laid to waste, the Temple of Ahn'Qi raj was never taken. The breeding 

grounds were never destroyed and the leadership was never attacked. 

After so many generation s have passed, the arm ies are ready. The monument to 

unspeakable gods is not one to be taken lightly. Many of the enemies w ill have 

unique abilities and w ill take severa l attempts before they can be defeated. Repai r 
your armor before you enter as you ' ll need all the durab ility you have and be pre

pared for many deaths. 

Zone: Ea.stem Plaguelonds 

Level Range: 'Wt 

Hov.ored 

Sx Arcane Crystal 2x Arcane Crysto! Free 

2x Nexus Crystol l x Nexus Crystal 

l x Righteous Orb. 

Floating above the greenish haze of Eastern Pl aguelands, Naxxramas is the ultimate 

destination for those helping the Argent Daw n. 

Both the livi ng and unli ving servants of the Lich King aid Kel 'Thuzad in Naxxramas. 

The Necropoli s has everything th at is needed to wage w ar against Azeroth. Defeating 

thi s unbelievable evil w ill mean far more than victory ... it w ill mean surviva l. 

Dru ids, Priests, and Mages make excellent choices for CC classes, but be ready to 

encqunter enemies that are immune to CC entirely. Have several off-tanks and heal 

ers ready for fights aga inst large groups of enemies . 

Shaped like a giant whee l, there are four win gs in the Necropoli s, determine w hich 
wing you intend to enter before the raid forms. This will save hurt feelings and time. 

EXISTING OUTDOOR RAIDS 

Ta er or Ashenvole, Femlas, Duskwaad, The Hinterlands 

Lethon Asheovole, femlas, Duskwood, TheHinterloods 

Emeriss Ashenvole, femlas, Duskwood, The Hinterlands 

Azuriios Azshora 
lord Kazzok The Blasted lands 

DRAGONS OF NIGHTMARE 
Something has happened within the Emera ld Dream. Ysera's four most trusted lieu

tenants have emerged from the dream, but they are ta inted . They attack anyone w ho 

comes near and some of them have vis ible signs of the ta int. 

There are several thin gs that all four dragons have in common. 

As one of the Dragons of Nightmare, 
Ysondre shares the sleep, breath, and 

tail swipe abilities of her brethren. Have 

your raid prepared to avoid the green 
clouds and your main tank ready to keep 
Ysondre fac ing away from the largest 

portion of the raid. 

As her health drops, Ysondre summons 

severa l druids who attack members of 
your raid . Ysondre also has a Lightning 

Wave attack that she uses aga inst the main tank. Thi s does considerable natu re dam

age and can leap from one person to the next. Avo id keeping people too cl ose to the 
main tank to redu ce the overall damage done by th is abil ity. The more people you 

bring to thi s fight, the more damage you do, but the more chaotic things become. 

Taerar also shares 

the ta il swipe, green 
drag on b reath, and 

sleep attacks. Have 

your raid prepared 

to avoid the green 
clouds and stay 

away from the front 
of Taerar. 

As his hea lth drops, 

Taerar w il l become 

a full shadow and 

summon three 
Shades of Taerar. 

These look identica l 
to T aerar and have 

many of his abi lities. -
They have fewer hitpoints and must be 
killed before Taerar engages your raid 

aga in. Only the true Taerar has the ab ility 

to fear large portions of you r raid. Fear im
munity and dispelling effects greatly aids 
your success. The more people you bring 

to this fight, the more damage you do, but 
the more chaotic things become. 

Dungeons 

Listing 



Tai l swipe, green 
dragon breath, and 
sleep are all abilities 
Lethon shares w ith 
the other Dragons 
of Nightmare. Keep 
your raid away from 
the floating green 
clouds and to the 

sides of Lethon to 
reduce the effective
ness of his attacks. 

As the battle w ith 
Lethon con ti nu es, he 

\ often casts Shadow
bolt Whirl that hits 
everyone in the raid. 
This makes life on healers more difficult 
so be ready. With his health falling, 
Lethon stuns your enti re raid for a few 
seconds and summon wra iths from your 
bodies . These travel toward Lethon 
slowly and heal him w hen contact is 
made. Be ready to AoE these to death or 
face a reinvigorated dragon. The more 

Specll:.Htems: Mimy-ltems of lijik &lid fllie. 
:.quality, · · · 

people you bring to this fight, the more damage you do, but the more chaotic things 
become and the more people poss ibly hea ling him. 

As one of the Dragons 
of Nightmare, Emeriss 
also possesses the sleep, 
breath, and tail swipe 
abil ities. Avoid standing 
in front of her (unless 
you' re the main tank), 
behind her, or in the 
floating green clouds. 

Throughout the fight, 
Emeriss casts infections 
on your raid members. 
These cause the tar
geted member to inflict 
massive damage to all 

nearby members over several seconds. 
Should you get hit with this, run away 
from others until it can be dispelled. 
Emeriss, w hen her health drops, wil l 
release a DoT that deals 100% of your 
health over 10 seconds. A single heal 
keeps you from dying, but won' t leave 

Be ready to dispel and heal quickly after she does this. 

AzUREGOS 
Azuregos guards the 
magica l secrets of 
Azshara. He does not 
attack you until pro
voked. This makes 
assembling a raid 
easier as he patrols 
around. Clear any 

of the mobs in the 
area before engaging 
Azuregos. 

The ancient blue 
dragon has many 
tri cks to use against 
you r raid. Keep ev
eryone close enough 
to get teleported with him, but far 
enough away to avoid his AoEs. Don't 
attempt to resurrect after he's killed you 
as he will freeze you every time he uses 
a cold attack until the fifteen minute 
debuff wears off. 

Safe within the 
Tai nted Scar, Lord 
Kazzak prepares for 
his attack on the 
world. Move your 
raid into pos ition 
as one group as the 
patroll ing demons 
in the scar are very 
dangerous and wi ll 
kill any small groups 
wandering through. 

Lord Kazzak has 
several shadow 
attacks and curses 
that make him rather 

difficult to defeat. Keep all curses and 
magic debuffs dispelled and be ready 
for a quick fight. Shou ld the fight take 
too long and Kazzak become bored, 
he begins casting shadowbo lt volleys 
every couple seconds until your rai d is 
dead. Do not bring more than 40 people 

aga inst Kazzak. Any larger force (pets included) cause Kazzak ·to cast shadowbolt 
volleys every couple seconds until your raid is dead. 



Though there are many specifics in PvP combat, there are also a number of universal 
traits. The Honor System, gaining Ranks, rules of conduct, and many strategies are 
shared between the various Battlegrounds and in the open field. Before trying to 
master Warsong Gulch, Arathi Basin, or the legendary Alterac Valley, a person must 
try to understand how PvP works, at its core. 

HONOR AND REPUTATION 

One of the first questions that new players wonder is what you can get through 
PvP. You don't get experience from killing other characters, and even victory in the 
Battlegrounds awards such a modest level of experience that it won't be a major 
focus for anyone there. Instead, PvP offers Honor, Reputation (Battlegrounds Only), 
fun, and a number of equipment rewards. 

There are two major paths of equipment upgrades that are earned from the Battle
grounds. Honor is gained from just about any PvP action (winning a Battleground, 
sometimes losing a Battleground, slaying a target that is not grey to your character, 
taking part in a raid against an enemy faction's leader, etc.). This Honor is gathered 
for a full week, then is calculated during server maintenance to see how your 
character has performed compared to other characters of the same faction. You are 
then given a Standing (from first, which would be the most honor gained on the 
server for your faction, to all of the Standing values for those who PvPed at all). The 
higher your Standing, the more your character's Rank will progress. There are 14 PvP 
Ranks, though characters start without any Rank at all. After each maintenance, your 
character has the chance to gain or lose Rank; this is a dynamic system that pushes 
characters to PvP constantly if they want to achieve or even maintain the higher 

Ranks in the game. 

The Long and Short of Honor System Terms 

;:) Honor: Gained for Kills and Battleground Activity; Used at the End of the Week, then Are 
Reset 

;:). Standing: Calculated After Server Maintenance for Each Week, Used to Determine Whether 
. Your Character Goins or loses Rating Points 

;:) Rank: Your Current PvP Title; This Determines What Rewards You Can Access from Your 
Faction; Rank/Title is Based Off of Your Character's Current Rating Points 

;:) Roting: The Actual Measure of Your Character's Honor System Progress; [his is More 
Accurate Than Rank, But{onnotBe Seen In-Gome 

At first this might seem complex, and some aspects of it genuinely are. Many people 
participate in the Honor System without fully understanding how it works. That 
is fine; they only need to get out there and fight if they want a few Ranks. But to 
conquer the system and get the most out of it, people need to sit down and really see 
what is going on behind the scenes. 

When World of Warcraft released, there wasn't nearly as much to say 
about player versus player combat. Everything was handled in duels, or 
out in the open fields, and these contests were for personal distinction 
alone. With the introduction of the Battlegrounds, the Honor System, and 
some substantial balances for the character classes, things have changes 
immensely. This chapter does all that it can to explain the rules, concepts, 
and purpose of PvP combat in World of Warcraft. It also goes into specifics 
about the various locations for such conflict, and how to come out on top 
in your many engagements. 

UNDERSTANDING HONOR, STANDING, 

RATINGS, AND RAN~ 

Rules of Rank Advancement 

Rating Advances By Having a High Standing (End the Week With More Honor Than Others) 

;J, Rating Decays [very Week; You Are In a Fight to lorn More Than You Lose 

;:) Because Lower Level Battlegrounds and Characters Are Worth Fewer Honor Points, 
Competition for High Standing Isn't Possible Before the Higher Brackets 

;:) Rating/Ronk is Copped at Various levels; Only a Character at level 60 Con Reach Rank . 
14 (All Brackets Have a Cap of Some Sort Before Then) 

Dishonorable Kills (Taking Out Civilians) Immediately Reduces Youf Roting, Effectively 
Lowering Your Ronk Progress 



If Standing gets you the Rating/Ranks you need, and a high Standing is based on 
getting more Honor than other characters in your faction, the obvious question is 
how to get the most Honor. 

Duels get you nothing of any sort. Open field PvP is almost worthless, contributing 
only a small amount of Honor over time. In reality, the higher Ranks are not acces
sible w ithout entering the Battl egrounds. In these battles, your character ga ins a high 
sum of Honor for victories while still getting supplemental Honor for the kill s that 

; naturally take place during the contest. Because Battlegrounds have Reputations (and 
rewards) of their own, the vast majority of focused PvP takes place within them. 

Knowing that the Battlegrounds are the place to go for Honor, your next step is to 
find a solid team to play with . Sure, PUGing the BGs (go ing into the Battlegrounds 
by queueing on your own) is okay here and there. But to get a ton of Honor, start 
forming groups ahead of time. Join a good PvP guild, or just find a number of friends 
w ho are sk illed in PvP and enjoy playing wi th you . This helps teamwork immensely, 
and leads to victory after victory in many engagements. 

If Honor and victories are even more important, make sure that your guild has a 
voice chat server of some sort so that they can always be on a voice chat program 
while in the Battlegrounds. It's much faster to hit a key and say " Incoming Ramp" 

1 than to type it. In fact, speaking even allows you to quickly convey "Three incoming 
'. ramp, a Paladin, a Druid, and a Priest." Get as many people as possible on voice 

chat and get the folks to speak out about important actions in the Battlegrounds. 

1 
With these systems in place, practice and play often. Investing more hours into the 

·· PvP system is always a way to increase the Honor you are getting each week. A 
; couple of hours here and there are eas ily enough to pu ll your character up through 
j the fi rst few Ranks. As the clim_b_continues, you need to put in more time. Competi
. t1on starts at Rank 4, but 1t is trivial. You on ly need to be placing somewhere m the 

~ 

top few hundred to make consi stent progress. It isn't until Rank 8 or 9 that casual 
players in the PvP system start to rea ll y push themselves for progress. 

By Rank 11 , even those people in a good gu ild that PvPs often start to see real 
challenges. To advance at that stage, your character has to be placing in the very 
high Standings every week. And to reach Rank 14, you need to be able to stea l that 

' top sl ot on your faction for a couple of weeks in a row . It's possible to hit Rank 14 
by getting in the top three Standing Slots, but you can' t afford to see far below the 
leader in Honor, w hatever the case. 

Moving through the PvP Ranks takes a few months, even if you devote all of your 
WoW time to PvPing. And, depending on the level of PvP on your server, hitting 
Ranks 12 and beyond may demand ten or more hours of PvP per day. Anyone can 

get through the lower Ranks (and enjoy their rewards) . Anyone can eventually get 

enough Reputation to enjoy the Battleground-specific rewards! And most players can 
even hit the middle-Officer Ranks w ithout too much trouble. Just be aware that going 
to Rank 11 and beyond requires major work and dedication to PvP and the game 

' itse lf. Skill can only take you so far; time, time, and more time are needed in the end. 

\ For the highest Ranks in the system, many players start to organ ize themselves even 
.between the guilds. Quite a few servers have formed a queue for advancing to the 
·highest Ranks. This way, the high-end players enter into an agreement to allow 
specific people to get the highest totals. By avoiding competition between each other 

' in th is fashion, they dramatical ly reduce the level of tension in the process and allow 
themselves more free time to do other WoW activiti es or even logoff (it does hap-
pen). Use the PvP Rankings from the worldofwarcraft.com site to find out who you 
are competing w ith at the highest tiers . Talk to them and see what can be worked 
out; it's always worth a try ! 

The answer is probably no, even ii you ore incredibly good. Rank 14 is never about skill 
(some players make Rank 14 ond stink ot PvP, while others ore iust as good as you might 
expect from someone who PvPs constanrly). 

The. highest PvP levels ore entirely about having the right group to ploy with all the time, 
investing a massive amount of gameplay into PvP every week for a few months or more, 
and in winning constantly. If you PUG, you won't make it. If you can't roll a bunch of 
enemy PU Gs, you won't make it. If you hove o job or social life that takes you away from 
the game during prime PvP hours, it's going to be brutally hard. 

Try out the system and see what types of Standing you con make. If your level of time 
investment can get you into the higher Standings in the 50s bracket, there is a real chance 
for you. If not, shoot for a Rank that is realistic and don't stress yourself out about the 
process. The game is supposed to be fun for you, and PvP certainly can be. Don't worry 
about things that you can't change; do your best and grab the rewords available to you. 

After all, the Reputation rewords ore rather good by themselves, and combined with a 
decent Ronk they eqliip a character quite nicely throughout the levels. 

PIMINISHING RETURNS AND WASTED EFFORT 

;:) A person's honor decreases by 10% each time you kill them in a Battlground 

::Ir Honor From Kills Does Not Mean Very Much in the long Run 

;:) Your Sum Total of Honorable Kills Does Nothing, Means Nothing, is Worth Nothing 

Further information about Honor is usefu l for your progress. Many players w ho are 
new to the system don't believe that the Bonus Honor from the Battl egrounds is the 
key to success in achieving a higher Rating. Instead, these players try to farm Honor 
from repeatedly killing their enemies. Not only does th is make for a less interesting 
and longer match, but it doesn't pay off! Observe the following tabl e. 

This table shows what happens when you and your groups kill the same person 
repeatedly. The first time a spec ific enemy character is slain, they yield their fu ll 
Honor value to you (up to several hundred points). The second kill is reduced to 
75% of the total value, and so on from there. 

Honor gained from kill s is purely supplemental for this reason. You can't farm 
targets; you can't gain major Rating from mass slaughter, and so forth. This is even 
more reason not to camp graveyards, not to farm ki ll s in the Battlegrounds, and to 
push for your objecti ves! 

Every 24 hours, the diminishing returns system resets, and those who you ki lled 
yesterday go back to being worth a full value (u ntil you trash them again). This 
system is the main reason why places like Alterac Valley and open field PvP sites are 
not ultimate honorfests. 



J1 Your Character Loses 20% of Their Accrued Rating Every Week 

;)? In the Higher Ranks, 20% of Your Rating leads to Slower ond Slower Progress Because 
This Value Becomes Greatly Higher 

J1 There is o Solely Net That Prevents You From Losing More than 2,500 RottngPer Week if 
You Go Into the Negatives (This is usually Half a Ronk) 

Every week, after maintenance, your character has their Rating for the completed 
week compared to their old Rating. If you didn't PvP much at all , it is likely to you 
will lose points from your overall Rating. This can cause you to fall up to half a Rank 
per week. 

If you look at the required Rating values for the Ranks, you can see why the 20% 
Rating penalty per week becomes so fierce. At the lowest part of Rank 13, this means 
that your character needs to get at least 11,000 Rating Points per week just to break 
even. That means getting a substantial percentage of the number one character's 
Honor total. The person with the highest Standing only gets 13,000, so we're not 
talking about a very high margin for slipups. 

There isn't a set total for Rating Given to anyone below first Standing. While the 
number one person gets that lovely 13,000, everyone else receives an amount 
weighted by their percentage of the leader's Honor. So, if you got the number two 
slots and only missed by a hair, don't fret! Your character is still going to get a sum in 
the high 12,000s (12,920 for example). 

THERE C:AN BE ONLY ONE 
Despite all of the rules for progression that we just mentioned, there are some excep
tions. The system is set up to prevent too many characters from being in the higher 

Ranks at the same time. When passing into the really high Ranks (11 and up), this 
number dwindles to a paltry sum. 

This is yet another reason why many players work together and form queues for getting 
into the higher Ranks. Once a person has gotten to their desired goal, it is important for 
them to fall back and make room for other players in their faction. Someone who was 
crazy enough to camp Rank 14 would be keeping the rest of their faction from reach
ing it. Though rare, more than one Rank 14 player can exist at one time on a server. 

Thus, get your gear and get out! You can 
certainly still BG and will be happily 
welcomed into your old groups. But try 
not to BG so much that you threaten to 
get into the top 20 Standing positions. 
That way, the people who need the high 
Ranks can push you out of the way. 

A f Ew MoRECT'tPs 
If you are trying for those highest Ranks, remember these final words of advice. First, 
learn to love Warsong. Stomping PUGs in Warsong Gulch offers the best Honor/hour 
in the game. Arathi Basin matches can be even better if you are able to seize a 5-0 
victory in five or six minutes, but there are some problems with that. It's not easy 
against any team worth a darn. It's also extremely unlikely that such teams will 
queue constantly and let your guild/ PvP group obliterate them. 

Thus, Warsong is the most consistent source for defeatable PUGs. Be nice and 
respectful to the enemies (to keep them queueing and to be a good person). Beyond 

that, remember to bring your appropriate 
PvP gear and trinkets, keep the Stamina 
high, buy Healing Potions and possibly 
Free Action Potions as well if you like to 
run the flag. 

If Ranks are that important, choose Tal
ents specifically for the Battleground that 
you plan to camp. Don't worry about PvE 
Talents and survivability if all that you do 
and plan on doing for several months will 

involve Battleground work. Keep an eye 

out for anything that will improve your burst damage or limit enemy capabilities. Stuns 
are great, instant attacks are wonderful too. Mana efficiency is less important, consider
ing that you won't often live for too long once you start casting heavily. 

RULES, EVEN IN WAR 
Another general theme of PvP is the sense of proper conduct that runs through its 
most respected players. There are many people who are going to break into an "us 
vs. them" mentality, and those are the types that often a lot more difficult to work 
with. If you want to play on consistent, mature, and skilled teams, it usually means 

learning the rules of conduct and sticking to them at all times. 

You might wonder what is fair and what 
is unfair on the field of war. By the terms 

of the game, almost everything is kosher 
in the Battlegrounds; using /sp it and 
/rude, slaughtering people two seconds 
after they Rez, and being a general jerk 
to friend and enemy alike is not going 
to get you kicked off the server (unless 
you use language that violates the ToS, 
obviously). 

What those actions may do, however, 
is get you blacklisted from the best PvP 
groups available. That is a very bad 
thing, because the rate of Honor for 
PUGs isn't even close to what a skilled 
group can rake in. And for the higher 
Ranks, even a single group hitting more 

Honor than you is going to prevent you 
from moving forward well. 

Thus, whether you believe in being nasty 
to the enemies or not, it's very much to 
your advantage to learn how to behave 

in the way that your server deems appropriate. The specifics of that may vary a fair 
bit, but we'll still discuss some of the usual problems that come up here; that way, 
you at least know the sides before you have to choose which one to take. 

GRAVE:YARD @AMPING 

Graveyard Camp is considered a normal tactic on PvP servers. Though frowned 

upon, don't be surprised to see it more since the cross-server Battleground merger 

of 1.12 

In Arathi Basin, never approach the file graveyard for the other side; these are lo

cated at the northwestern hill for the Alliance and the southeastern hill for the Horde. 
Don't climb the hill, don't let enemies kite you up there, and just stay away. If the 
other side is outnumbered and being 5-0ed there, just let them stay back if they don't 
want to fight. Keep it painless, take your free victory, and be happy it isn't happening 
to you. Never rub it in. 

In Warsong Gulch, there on time when you want to attack the graveyard. Yup, you 
guessed it; when their flag runner stands in the middle of the graveyard. This is done 
by tu rtling teams to give them the best chance to keep constant healing on their 
carrier. With enough healers, it can be very hard to defeat without a good group of 
crowd controllers (and you just might not have said crowd controllers in your raid). 
When that is the case, hop on every healer that Rezzes and kill em outright until the 

flag runner is dead and the flag is returned. That is the only exception to the rule 

when in Warsong. 



' Jn Alterac Vall ey, graveyard camping is bu ilt into the system somew hat. Because the 
teams are forced to capture graveyards, there are times you simply have to clear out 
recent rezzers to ensure that it is safe to capture and hold the area. Don't laugh, spit, 
or be a jerk about it. Just ki ll the targets, get it done, and move on. As long as your 
side isn' t mean about the process, the enemies are li kel y to understand that it's just 
something that had to happen. 

SPITIING AND ©rHER EMOTES 
This problem comes up all the time. Some people really like to /spit on their foes. You 
wi ll see it, and you might see it a lot (depending on your server) Even on some RP 
servers, there is a sense that/sp it is an insult to the player and no\ the character. That 
isn't universal, but it is a commonly-held view. Unless you truly w ish to insult an en
emy and are w illing to risk offending even your own team, avoid using the Spit Emote. 

For rol eplaying or just having fun, try / shake, /grin, and / roar instead. There are many 
cool emotes out there that don' t have the same weight as /spit. Also, remember that 
/say and non-standard emotes /em "Other Test" are not view able by the other side. 
Don't use these to try and convey a message, because they won' t get across . 

Laughing at other players is another emote that might be taken personally. This won't 
evoke the same response at spitting, and sometimes it just makes sense (e.g. That 
Paladin just bubbled w ith the flag, omg / lo /). If you do th is a lot though, and do care 
about being nice to the other side, try a /hug or a /comfort to go along w ith it. Let 
people know that you aren't ripping into them, but laughing at the situation. 

Because the system Blizzard uses to 
garble text between the factions is 
consistent, people have figured out how 
to state someth ing that is gibberish to 
their own team and understandable by 
the other side. Please don't use this to 

_ insult the other team; it's not funny or 
\ amusing to many people, and it gets old 

1pretty quickly . 

TEXT SPAMMING 
! Spamming / say or /yell in the BGs can also get to be a major pain. Don 't create 
\ macros to tap and fill people's textbars. This annoys fo lks on both sides of the fight, 
.\ and it isn't going to w in you terribly many friends. If you have specific messages for 
I you r team, keep it in / raid or /party chat. 

' ITEM USE 

If you are ro leplaying and have a 
battlecry or something similar, use it 
sparingly. There is nothing w rong w ith 
doing th is; try to keep the message short, 
and on ly use it from time to time. There 
is a big difference between spamming 
someth ing to be a pain and doing some 
rol ep lay ing (most characters on both 
sides wi ll recognize this). 

\ This is an issue that is brought up from time-to-time; people complain about the 
: use or over-use of items in the Battleground s. People with more money are going to 

drink a great number of potions, including Healing/Mana Potions, attribute-enhanc
ing ones, and even Flasks in trul y extreme cases. Free Action and Swiftness Potions 
are used commonly, and qu ite a few Engineeri ng pieces too. 

There is nothing w rong w ith this; the ru les of the game and even the ru les of decency 
say nothing about avoiding money use for the BGs. You can choose not to use these 

i items, and that is fine too, but there is no w ay that both sides are going to enter into 
an agreement to abstain from all of 

\ their toys . Indeed, some players get 
l. the most joy out of using M ind Control 
'\ Caps, Rocket Boots, and a w ay array 
~of Trinkets. 

\ Get used to Purging/Dispelling when 
; you see heavy item users on the field; for 
•a slight use of man a, you get to rip ef
"fects right off of these characters, wasting 
l money and coo/downs in the process! 

BRACKET CAMPING{f WINKING 
Each bracket starts at xO and goes up 
to x9 (except for the capped bracket, 
for pl ayers of the highest leve l). Thus, 
the first bracket is 10-19, then 20-29, 
and so forth. For brackets Ii ke the 1 0-1 9 
and 50-59, it is extremely common to 
find bracket campers; those w ho are 
staying at the highest level of the BGs 
and avoiding experience. These are folks 
who are trying to get either more honor 
in a somewhat easier bracket, or they are 
specifica ll y Tw inking to get an edge over 
others in PvP (thi s is most often the case 
with level 19 characters). 

The issue itself becomes ra ther complex. 
There is nothi ng in the game rules 

that says a person has to level up, and 
!w inking is not an avoidable thing either. 
Bli zzard is li kel y to limi t some of the 
potential for tw inkers in the future; it has 
been stated that high-ti er Enchantments 
are going to be limited to higher-level 
characters at some point in the future. 
This w ill relieve some of the pressure on 
the earli er brackets. 

Okay, so what does tw inking look like? Expect a certain type of level 19 player to 
have almost all Rare equ ipment (AH purchased), be w ielding high DPS weaponry, 
and be using Enchantments that are very expensive. Life Stealing is one of the most 
brutal Enchantments for thi s tier of Battlegrounds. Rogues are one of the most com
mon tw ink classes because their DPS is already quite capable in the high teen s, 
w hile Warriors don' t have enough of their abi lities, and casters can on ly do so much 
to twink their characters. 

Twink ing does have a vague wrongness. There isn't anything against the ru les here, 
but non-tw in ks in the lower brackets have no chance against you. A level 10-15 
character can be one-shotted by a twink. Even level 19 characters are doomed 
against a dual-Lifestea l Rogue. Play how you want, and have a good time, but reali ze 
that people don' t like to be splattered withou t even a fighting chance. Not everyone 
has a level 60 character al ready for easy funds, and not everyone is w illi ng to play 
the Auction House for hours trying to make smooth deals. Thus, not everyone can 
twink their characters. It's not a fair fi ght. 

A bracket camper, on the other hand, has no specific gear. They may be wonderfull y 
equipped or poorly equipped. These characters are simply put in the Battl egrounds 
to reach a certain objective before moving on. Some bracket campers are really cool 
folks who just have PvP goals to reach. Others are trying to keep an edge in PvP as 
long as possible. On some servers there is antagonism between capped players and 
those one level below them. You can reach Rank 13 at level 59, meaning that most 
of the PvP journey can be spent w ithout leveling to 60. It's easier to find and roll 
PUGs in the 50s (w here equ ipment is lower, the levels are obviously varied, and 
more fresh blood moves through). 

There is no clear cut right and wrong here. The best way to avoid drama and dif
ficulty is to keep a good atti tude, play with friends, and avoid the fo lks on both sides 
of the issue if they start to get nasty. Whether you bracket camp or not, keep a clean 
smile, fight a fair fight, and most PvPers w ill li ke you. Those who don't can take a 
kind leap off the side of the Lumber M ill . 

STRATEGY AND TACTICS 

Time to get new players started w ith a few general tips. W e' ll get into BG-specific 
tips farther down, but the ideas here are useful almost anywhere. 

COMMUNICATION IS ESSENTIAL 
This can't be stressed enough. The on ly 
way to way consistently against good 
teams is to have effective communication 
with the rest of your allies. The Battle
grounds aren't about ki lli ng; they are 
focused on goals: running a fl ag, captur
ing resource locations, and pushing up 
the field toward the enemy's base. These 
are not done well w ithout a. plan. 



Whether you are using text or voice chat, effective communication takes a fair bit of 
practice. Don't give people more or less information than they need. Warn defenders 
about incoming targets and their numbers. 
Call for attackers to forrn at a specific site, 
and let them. know when to hit. 

If you aren't the leader of a raid, listen 
closely to what is being said, then 
contribute information that would be 
valuable to the leader. State when you 
see defenders moving about, notify is 
sites are light on defense or heavy, and 
so forth. 

Learn to get this information across ef-
ficiently. Instead of saying/typing "There are five people corning toward out ramp," 
try "inc rarnp 5." Lingo is used heavily in all of the BGs. Expect everything possible 
to be abbreviated when text is used, and even over voice sorne of this sticks. 

The more specific your information, the more powerful it becomes. Do everything 
possible to learn the lingo of your server and master it. Then, practice conveying in
formation during downtime or even minor breaks within combat. If you get Stunned 
for four seconds, then type "FC Balcony" (enemy flag carrier is on the balcony). If 
you get Sapped by a defensive point, type "LM!" hit enter, then "Sapped, flag in 
trouble!" (the first line means Lumber Mill, then they get the next line, I'm crowd 
controlled and the flag is being captured). 

Don't leave Caps Lock on, don't curse, and never yell at your teammates. This is 

asking for a loss. The last thing that you want to do is sow discord within the ranks of 
your buddies. If a game is already going poorly, any drama is going to make things 
a lot worse. Winning teams are much better able to roll with the punches than those 
teams that have already gotten beaten up a few times. Try to keep an upbeat attitude 
about it all , and spread that to others when you can. Ignore the naysayers and fools 
who are fast to decry every player and pitfal I that appears. 

Nor A SoL©ERS P'fa\RAorsE 
Solo players are the bane of the Battlegrounds, even when they are effective killers. 
Cooperation allows for a synergistic increase to a raid's firepower. Thus, soloers are 
taking away from the group's potential even if they play their classes well. 

Picture a scenario where one team has six people crossing the field in Warsong 
Gulch; they are grouped tightly together, their healers are ready to heal, their DPSers 
are set to target with a main assist on their leader, and so forth. The other side is 
crossing the field with seven characters, but they are strung out across the landscape. 
The first group hits them in pockets, fac ing two or three each time. When that hap
pens, their crowd controllers keep all but the prime target Stunned or otherwise out 

of commission and the rest of the group 
obliterates the primary foe. This takes 
almost no time or mana, and the healers 
quickly restore the health of anyone who 
gets hurt. 

The first group is very likely to reach the 

other side of the field without a single 
casualty, even though they were out
numbered at the beginning of the run. 
This is because the other group didn't 
focus fire, didn't stay together, didn't 
have a chance to heal, and so forth. 

This event isn't theoretical. It happens, 
and it happens a lot. Stay grouped, stay 
together on offense and defense, and 
support your buddies. Attack the targets 
that they are already attacking, and 
do all that you can to heal and protect 
those allies who are being beaten upon. 
Attacking everything at once doesn't 
work in PvE, so why should it fare any 
better here? 

Don't make solo runs for flags/goals unless you see a massive lapse in the enemy's 
defense. Even then, let people know what you are doing and why you are doing it. 
"They just ditched the Stables entirely, I'm NJing it." 

Use your minimap to coordinate groupwork. Hit Shift+ M to bring up the extra map 
and move toward your buddies if you are separated from them. There is no excuse 
for not knowing where people are! 

Too many players underestimate the value of light but solid defense. Having too 
many players near a flag is a waste of resources that can spell for a long game or 
even a loss. Indeed, you need to have a trim but effective defense at all times. 

Arathi Basin is the best example of a Battleground where this is true at all times; 
there are five points to defend (if you are lucky), and only up to 15 players on each 
side. There must be a single person at all owned sites at all times. Even if you think 
that a site is completely safe, it's amazingly important to have a set of eye there, 
watching for stealthers and people who might be hidden in the terrain. Enemies are 
always hoping to find an undefended site; never give it to them! 

During fierce contests you are going to need more than a single defender. A lone 
person won't slow anyone down. If they are immediately CCed through Sap or 
Polymorph there is plenty of time to capture the flag. If the enemies are being smart, 
a pair of defenders is well more than twice as powerful. It's much harder for the 
enemies to crowd control two people at once without making an obvious move 
toward the site. Beyond that, a direct attack requires that both characters die before 
the flag is captured. This leaves a window for the first character to Rez and return to 
the fight! If you are really lucky, the second person will die and do the same, allow
ing a duo to sometimes face four or five people and win in the long run. 

All of that said, avoid the turtle in most circumstances. If you place six or seven 
people at a single point, there enemies are going to figure out a way to beat you. 
Turtling on defense slows games, hurts everyone's Honor, and leads to way too 
many defeats. Turtling is on ly useful for buying time (so it's a nice way to stall after 
a few people /afk or leave the BG because another one popped). Turtle to wait for 
reinforcements, then start the offense again. 

To defeat a turtle, use crowd control. Psychic Scream, Howl of Terror, Frost Nova, 
Frost Traps, and other such abilities make it very hard for a larger force to bring its 
DPS to bear. This makes it quite possible to jump in, steal a flag, and head out again. 
This is most prominent in Warsong Gulch. For the other BGs, where there are more 
targets, the enemies are likely to just avoid your turtle and take everything else on 
the field. 

BURST ID.A.MA.GE 
PvP kills are most easily gained by burst damage. Take a look at Fury and Arms War
riors to see a great example of this; the Fury Warriors deal more damage over time, 
so they should be awesome at PvP, right? It's true that they are still good, but Arms 
Warriors are able to frontload a ton of their damage. Charge, hit, Hamstring, hit, 
Mortal Strike, and watch the opponent's 

squirm as they try to respond. They just 
took a boatload of damage; even if they 

get some distance, they have a lot of 
health to make up, and that Arms War
rior is happily enjoying his cooldowns 
for another big swing. Fury Warriors, 
who often use faster attacks, are forced 

to stick to enemies to maximize their 
DPS, and that just isn't possible in PvP. 

The reason bursts are easier to main
tain is that PvP combat is filled with 
Stuns, Snares, Roots, fast movement 

by opponents, some lag, and many 
other problems to get in the way of fast 
attacks. This encourages big hits rather 
than many hits. 

Even better is that big hits scare people. 
When they lose a third of their health 
in a moment or two, it's harder for the 

victim to concentrate on doing damage 
in return. It's also harder for their healers 



to respond; laying heavy damage on one target makes it possible to kill the person 
even when they have a whole team ready to try and save them. Two or three burst 
damage types working in concert can kill a flag carrier before a single heal lands! 

Good burst abilities/equipment includes Mortal Strike, Aimed Shot, two-handed 
weapons, Pyroblast, Soul Fire, and Ambush. Anything with high cost or high charge 
times is likely to be fun in PvP. These lend themse lves toward sudden strikes from 
behind, Stealth, out of sight, and so forth. Even classes w ithout any ability to hide 
can surprise foes in PvP. A W arrior hiding inside of a bush might not be seen as an 
enemy rush es toward the Farm in Arathi Basin. This allows the Warrior to start w ith 
a Charge, from behind, getting them quite a bit of Rage and some damage before the 
v ictim even responds. 

USING AND l~NOWING THE TERRAIN 
The map is not the terrain! Get your 
character into a wide range of PvP 
acti vities, and you will soon start to 
see opportunities that were not initiall y 
available. There are many ways to get 
into va rious locations, and finding places 
to hide for surpri se attacks is amazingly 
easy. Though some classes can Track 
and fi gure out w here you are, only 
Hunters are especiall y good at doing this 
under a variety of circumstances. For 
almost every other target, the terrain is 
your fri end! 

Look for bushes, small buildings, tiny 
corners to hide in, and balconies to jump 
down from. These positions are all over 
the place, in world PvP and in the Battle
grounds. Don't fight foolishly w hen you 
have a choice; start from range, observe 
your enemies, stay hidden and wai t for 
your team to arri ve, and only get close to 
foes w hen you are a melee class. 

t A few cl asses have ways to observe the battl efield even w hile tucked away in safe 
\ locations (e.g. Warlocks, Hunters, Pri ests, Shaman). Use your cl ass' abilities to look 
·. around an area when you are out of sight. If enemies come close, surprise them after 
. informing your team where they are and how many there are. If you can scout at 
rea ll y long range, report on enemy force activity when there isn 't direct fighting in 

, your area; this allows defenders to accomplish several goals at the same time! 

HEALERS 
Healers are the blessing and bane of PvP, depending on w hether they are on your 

j side or the enemy's. Be prepared for healing classes to save important targets time 
\ and time aga in . Thi s is w hy your team has to murder hea lers first, alw ays . 

41t's not nice, but slaughtering healers is a face of PvP. Druids and Priests are first on 
. the chopping block; they are squishy and concerted assault. Allow the ones that are 
4 in animal or Shadow Form to live while 

other hea lers die, but switch back as 
. soon as they revert to Caster Form or 
\ non-Shadow f orm. Then, take dow n the 
· Shamans/Paladins on the other team. 
These targets take longer, but they can't 
heal as well either, especially once the 
aggro turns their way. 

One trick for defeating good healers 
(the ones that are healing frequently and 
seem to be very effective at it) is to crowd 

control them over long periods. Let your 
team know that this is the plan so that 
others don' t break the control early. f or 

} example, say there is a high-level Priest 
, that is always buffing and healing their 
' team. Instead of killing her, w hich would 
only delay the character for a portion of 

; a minute, dedicate a Mage to Polymorph 
her for as long as possible. Poly, cast a 
few spells on other people, Poly her again 
w hen she breaks, repeat. Not only does 
' thi s keep the person out of combat for as long as possible, it frustrates them to no end. 
It's not fun to be chain crowd controlled. And though it's mean to say this, you don't 

, want the best healers on the other team to have too much fun. 

If you are one of the aforementioned healers, remember to stay out of sight as often 
as possible. Use terrain, obstacles that don't break line of sight for your spells, build
ings, and other characters to hide yourself. Don't charge in wi th the main group; let 

other players engage and get the attention of foes before you enter casting range. 
If the other team isn' t highly skilled, they aren' t as likely to look past the Warriors, 
Hunters, and other obvious attackers that are jumping onto them. If they do not 
notice you, use disruptive abilities to delay the enemies while your DPSers beat on 
them (Psychic Scream, Earthbind Totem, Entangling Roots, and such). 

CROWD CoNTROt AND DISRUPTION 
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Crowd control is about as important 
as healing for the Battlegrounds (and 
sometimes it's even more valuable to 
a team). Use your cl ass' crowd control 
abilities as often as possible. Your goal 
out in the field isn' t to kill as many foes 
as poss ible, except in very odd cases. 
Indeed, you are there to capture a fl ag, 
hold terrain, etc. Killing isn't needed for 
that, but disruption is. 

Warlo<k ~ I fear Abilities (these destroy team coordination), Sedoce (with SumJiusl, Curse of Exhaustion 
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POWER-UPS IN THE BATTLEGROUNDS 
Be on the lookout for areas where special power-ups spawn in the Battlegrounds . 
These items are fa irl y useful , and their proper use certainly helps to win games for 
the side that dominates them. 

In Arathi Basin, all of these power-ups spawn near the resource nodes. Look in the 
mine cart about the Gold Mines, inside the house at the farm, in the center of the 
mill at the Lumber Mill , and just inside the Stables. These power-ups rotate between 
all three types of effects. The respawn rate for the Gold Mine power-ups seems to be 
faster than the others. 

In W arsong Gulch there are al so several power-up locations. Inside the main tunnel 
for each base is a cubby area where a Speed power-up spawns. Use thi s for getting 
out of the base when capturing a flag; if you are a defender of the base, make sure to 
get this w henever possible to prevent attackers from snagging it. 

There are al so outdoor buildings in 
Warsong Gulch, in the southwestern 
part of the field and in the northeast 
there are Berserking power-ups; these 
are especially useful for taking out the 
early ru sh of people who are crossing 
the field toward your base. Then, smaller 
buildings on the southeast and northwest 
have Restoration power-ups. 



THE. STEALTHER CONUNDRUM 
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It's never easy to stay on defense when 
you know that stea lthers could be lini ng 
up their best attacks aga inst you. There 
are quite a few abi liti es that deal with 
thi s problem, and many people don't 
know about at first. The Hunter ability, 
flare, is obvious ly intended to revea l 
Stea lthers . But, anything that deals dam
age in an area-of-effect is useful as well. 
When stealther activity is suspected, use 
the abi lities to keep Stealthers at bay 
or to actively break them out of Stealth 
Mode. 

Warlock Use felhunler lo Dele<I Stoollheo; Warlocks Deshay Steollhers 
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I THOUGHT THAT ABILITY WAS USE.LESS 
Abi li ties function so different in PvP than 
they do in PvE. Some of the things that 
are very useful normally become worth 
less (e.g. anything relating to Threat) . On 
the flipside, a number of abi lities that 
are rarely bothered with become quite 
potent, such as the scouting abilities like 
Eagle Eye. 

Play around with all of your class' abili
ties in PvP to see how they function . You 
might be su rpr ised w hat combinations 
become available. 

}Q~N~ l!O~P\rP' 
There are different locations for PvP, w ith varying rewards and strategies. Though 
it wou ld take a full book of its ow n to go into the massive level of deta il for higher
level Warcraft PvP, th is offers a brief overview of w hat can be done. 

;) Standard Rewords: Nothing Tangible :;;); Goal: Practice PvP Techniques 

;lo Honor: None ;'.:)> Requirements: None 
~. __ ..._ __ _,,,, __ _,,,...._...._......,1 

Duel ing can be engaged w ith members of either faction, though it w ill flag your 
character for combat if you duel a person of the opposing faction when they are 
fl agged (or if they flag during the fight). 

Thi s form of battle does not cause the death of either character, no Honor is 
awarded, but otherw ise this fight occurs like a normal 1-on-1. Nobody can interfere 
w ith the encounter, and if either side runs Loo far from the duel flag that appears the 
battle w ill end (resu lting in a loss for the fleei ng person). 

Losses and victories are not recorded in any way, so these have no effect on your 
character at all. Duels are done to pass the time, have fun, and test out techniques. 
Note that these have very little bearing on true PvP because the Battlegrounds are for 
group-on-group fighting. The best dueli st in the world still needs sol id communica
tion skills to accomplish anything worthwhile in BG PvP. 

Remember to establish "rules" before going into a duel. If you get deeply upset when 
other people blow timers, use potions, etc., then let that be known wel I before the 
fight starts. Otherw ise, everything goes. 

To maximize your successes in duels, come up w ith a plan ahead of time. Use burst 
damage, kiting, or outright attrition, and sti ck with your theme. If you are going for 
burst damage, don't waste anything on drawing the fight out. If you are kiting, learn 
how far you can run, keep your enemy Snared/Rooted, and so forth. For attr ition 
combat, slap down the DOTs and keep your foe controll ed or at range as much as 
possible. 

;); Honor: Very Low 

;), Gool: Kill Enemy Faction Leaders, 
Sow Anarchy, Just Fight 

;) Requirements: None 

World PvP consists mostly of rolling PvP encounters (small fights on PvP servers) 
and raids on towns or cities. The sma ller encounters behave somewhat like duels, 
but often start with one side at a great di sadvantage. Instead of having people face 
off against each other, one side is usuall y taken by surpri se due to Stealth, terrain, 
already being engaged, etc. 

To reduce the problem of being rolled in world PvP, watch your back w hile fighting 
various monsters, stay in a group for questing, and don' t let your health stay low for 
very long, even if it means using bandages more often. Treat every minute as if it 
cou ld be your last, and assume that there is always a Stea lther nearby. Even when 
there isn't," it's always possible that a few people could come over the hill al any 
moment. 

Going after tow ns and cities is more direct, and it requi res quite a few more people. 
Get a group, or preferably a raid, together. If you on ly have five to ten people, head 
to a smaller place, like Astranaar or Hammerfall. The distant locales of these places 
prevent mass ive numbers of people from arriving quick ly to cou nter you; instead, a 
moderate assortment of levels and classes should be there or soon arrive. Thi s makes 
for a somewhat fair fight. 

If your raid has 30 or more people, try for a major location, and keep trying to rally 
more and more people from your side to jo in in. Take on one of the major cities 
from the other faction, and keep the pressure going. During primetime hours, it's 
nearly imposs ible to ki ll an enemy faction's leaders (the leader of each city). But 
during off-hours, it is possible to kill these tough targets if your raid uses skil l and 
speed to clear their way through the city. 

When defending aga inst these attacks, remember that time is on your side. It is eas ier 

to get reinforcements for your forces than it is for thei r group, and Rezzing is also 
easier for the defenders, w ho often have many places and people to hide and protect 
them. Because of this, it is easier to make the enemy forces pay dearly for every inch, 
even if it means that your character is doomed . Use AoE death runs to soften large 
groups of attackers. Be sure to spam Snare abilities when enemies try to ru sh through 
an area; don 't let them bypass guards, NPCs, and other hindrances! Snare, Fear, 
Daze, and do w hatever you can to keep the NPCs beating on your targets for as long ' 
as possible. 

Because of diminishing returns, you can't get a lot of Honor from world PvP even if 
you kill a fa ir number of people per day. Thi s is a very fun form of combat, and it is 
purely based on the fighting (instead of on capturing terrai n or flags). But, you won't 
reach the higher PvP ranks by doing things this way. 



;::) Standard Rewards: A Trinket, Rore 
Equipment (Rings, Bow, Staff,Sword, 
Dagger, Necklace), Epic Bmcer, Epic 
leggings 

;;:) Honor: Very Hi h 

;::) Goal: Capture the Enemy's Flog 
Three Times 

;;:) Requirements: Five reople per 
Team Minimum 

Warsong Gulch is the first Battleground that most young PvPers will encounter. From 
level ten forward, this BG is available, and it only takes five people queued from 
each side to open the Gulch. 

There are two bases, the Alliance one in the north, and a Horde one in the south. 
Between them is an open field that is wide enough to allow for groups to pass each 
other without spotting the movement of their foes. 

The goal is to reach the enemy base, right click on their flag to capture it, then return and 
· their flag on top of yours (by walking over it) . If the enemies take your flag in the 
meanwhile, you won't be able to score. Flag carriers drop the flags if they are made immune 
to damage, mount, or right click on the flag icon, on the upper-right side of their screen. 

The key is to figure out exactly how many people you need on defense, how many 
should stay in midfield to thwart enemy actions, and how many should go after the 

flag. Normally, you want your smallest group to be on pure defense. Then, use most 
of the raid for attack if the enemy is turtling or split your forces between flag running 

and midfield if the enemy is being more aggressive. 

The only graveyards in Warsong Gulch are just to the right as a defender walks out 
of their base. These are up on hills to prevent enemies from easily getting to them 
for ganking, but foes can come into the bases by the main tunnels and leave up top 
to enter the graveyards (or they can take the ramps on the left side of the base and 

move over to the graveyards from there). 

Flag carriers receive massive attention and often need at least one dedicated healer; 
sometimes three won't be enough. Keep shields and healing spells coming while 
other characters slow the attackers to keep them away from the carrier. It is essential 
that one escorting person stays near the carrier at all times, to pick up the flag if the 
carrier is slain. Doing this, your side can pass off the enemy's flag multiple times on 
the way home, with Rezzers returning to help with the run as quickly as possib le. 

For defenders, the goal is to right cl ick on a flag when it drops. Once you see that a 

carrier is going to collapse, position the cursor above their heads and start to right
click rapidly. This raises the chance that your character will return the flag if it fa l ls. 

Remember that everyone except the flag carrier can still use mounts in the 40+ brack
ets. Thus, people on both sides can move rapidly into position. For these more intense 
brackets, tougher carriers are sometimes required. During earlier brackets, when speed 

is a greater factor, softer classes have an edge (Mages can Blink, Druids w ith Travel 
Form destroy the 30s bracket, Shamans with Ghost Wol f are always nice, etc.). 

Don't try to defend from the flag room most of the time. Though it's nice to have one 
person who stays very close to the flag (primarily to call out the direction of enemy 
flag runners as they flee), it's best to hit enemy forces before they reach the flag room. 
Think about this; hitting an enemy force ahead of time means that some of your slain 
defenders get to respawn and hit the force again before they reach the flag. Attackers 
have to travel across the entire field, to this attri t ion favors the defending team! If you 
hole up in the flag room, the other team has a chance of being all the way outside the 
base by the time your fallen members respawn. There is no advantage to that! 

When attacking, stay as tightly grouped as possible. New players have a strong 

tendency to fragment and string their way into the enemy base. Defenders aren't 
going to be like that (most of the time); they are going to be sticking together. That 
gives them the opportunity to bum rush your lone attackers, eat them alive, and be 
at full health for the new loner. Don't let three, grouped defenders beat six, soloing 
attackers by falling for this. 



MASiERrNO 'Wtt t!iULCH 
For a confident team, a very aggressive front is quite lucrative for fast matches and 
high honor. Nobody is going to get the most out of these events by having both sides 
turtles, so it is important to get a strong offense going. To do that, form the groups so 
that only one or two people are planning to stay behind in the base. As a risky gam

bit, you can even have these people come out to midfield to assist in the fighting. 

Remember that defending your flag is not about keeping the enemies from touching 
it; it is about preventing enemies from getting back to their base with your flag. Thus, 
it's very useful to dominate midfield and destroy enemy flag carriers as they come 
out of the base. Non-stealthers have a hard time making it in at all when people do 
this, and stealthers are not at their best when carrying flags across a heavy midfield. 

Be ready to stop carriers who are using maximum speed! That is the best counter to this 

heavy offense/midfield technique. A single Rogue or Druid can easily get your flag, and 
they might have the ability to go across the field at very high speed. This demands a mid
field team that cooperates well, communicates immediately, and knows have to stop/slow 
flag runners. 

Also expect to deal with Sprint Potions, Free Action Potions, and other toys. Dedicated runners 

blow these all the time, especially on older servers. For those targets, be certain to come at 
them with many types of delaying techniques. If the roots/snares won't work, try to polymorph 
and wait out the potion/buff that is helping the runner. This also gives you midfield team more 
time to get other there (you always want to have a few people beating on runners). 

An entirely different technique is to wear enemies down emotionally with a heavy 
turtle. This is not the way to win outright! Rather, it is a method that diminishes a 
powerful enemy team's ability to work together. It is often considered dishonorable, 
but is very effective and needs to be discussed. 

You realize that you are facing an enemy team that is extremely good. They might 
be as good as your people; they might even be a good better. However, you still 
have folks who are willing to work together. So, to buy time and frustrate your foes, 

you order everyone except a lone stealther onto defense. You them proceed to trash 
wave after wave of foes until the enemies lose their cohesion. At that time you shift 
your force into a more aggressive stance and push to the other side of the field. 

During th is, your stealther keeps the other team honest. If they try to rush with all or 
almost all of their people, the stealther should grab the enemy flag and try to care-

fully move home. Avoid the center of midfield in this case, and choose a side to stay 

along. Scoring under these circumstances can happen! The best timing is to start a 
flag run just as a big fight is approaching at the home base. That way, your stealther 
can get the flag and be on the way home before a number of the enemies respawn. 

Turtling should not be a choice that people take under normal circumstances. It's 

slower than a more aggressive stance, and that means fewer points of honor. This is a 
last resort, and should be reserved for tougher fights. 

;:) Standard Rewards: A Trinket, Rare 
Equipment (Boots, Leggings), Epic 
Equipment (Dagger, Cloak, Shoulders) 

;:) Honor: High' 

;:) Goal: Reach 2,000 Resource Points 
Before Your Enemy By Capturing 
Locations 

;:) Requirements: Eight People per Team 
Minimum 

Arathi Basin is really in a class of its own; this Battleground is a race with a dynamic 
timelimit. Unlike the other Battlegrounds, both sides are in a rush to reach a goal 
that will occur sooner or later. You will never see a one-hour Arath i Basin, because 
somebody is going to hit 2000 point sooner or later; these matches last_ from 8 to 40 
minutes, and are most often around 25 for a complete match. 



There are five resource nodes (Farm, Gold Mi ne, Blacksmith, Lumber Mill, and 
Stables). Each generates resou rces for the team that controls them. If one team holds 
three and the other holds two, the leading team will gain 50% more points over 
time. With a 4-to-1 lead, the winning team gets points at quadruple the speed. And 

with a 5-0 occurring, points come in at an amazing rate, finishing the match at a 
very early point. 

So, your team wants to get as many sites as they can comfortably hold. It's no good 
to rush for all five sites and lose your battles at four of them, so there is a great dea l 
of strategy and tactical work in figuring out w hat to hit. Initially, the Alliance gets the 
Stables wh ile the Horde gets the Farm. The bulk of the forces for both si des rush on 
to contest the three other sites whil e a minimal defense guards the "safe" areas w hile 
they convert. 

After right-clicking on a flag, it takes one minute for the site to become yours. While 
contested, it only takes the other team a few seconds to right cli ck and defend the 
flag (or, in the case that nobody hold the site beforehand, the site becomes contested 
in their favor) . If the other team previously possessed the site, they can score a De
fense; this instantly puts the site back in their possess ion. 

Once a site is under control , resources begin to flow from it. In a_ddition, the Sp irit 
Hea ler at that location becomes active for the controlling side. Thi s makes it easier 

to defend the area. Contested sites have no active Spirit Healer for either side; th is is 
why it is very important for attackers to hit the flag early. You don' t want a stream of 

1 re inforcements to appear every 30 seconds! 

Use shorthand to let people know about the sites (Farm for the Farm, Mine for the 
Gold Mine, LM for the Lumber Mill, Stab for Stables, and BS for the Blacksmith). 
·Keep everyone abreast of enemy movements; from good vantage points like the 
Lumber Mill, your people can see a huge portion of the map. 

Because it takes several seconds to use the flags, it is qu ite poss ible to interrupt at
tackers. Use instant abilities to deal damage and knock them off of the flag. If they 
don't turn to fight you, continue to dea l damage to thwart their efforts. If several 
people pile onto a flag, drop totems, use any AoEs you have, try group Fear abi lities, 
and so forth. 

. Defenders shou ld try to fight near the flags whenever possible. Even if drawn off, by 
l a Hunter, you must keep your eyes on the flag at all times. When someone jumps 

onto it, be ready to hurry back and shoot them, hit them, or do w hatever you can. 
As an attacker, it's w ise to draw peop le off as often as you can. If there are too many 
defenders to defeat, send one person ahead of the group to annoy and flee from the 
defenders; if they are stupid enough to chase the lone attacker, move in with others 
and take the site. Thi s works more often than you might think. 

Try not to let your sites get div ided. Holding the Stables, Blacksmith, and Farm puts 
' you in the lead. But, it also presents a daunting fight, because your forces are strung 

out across the map. When you can, try to hold territory that supports other nodes. 
Keeping the LM and Farm in the south, and taking the BS means that you have a 
tr iangle of defense that is extremely hard to break. From the BS, your people can see 
attack forces coming to either side, so your defenders alw ays know what is being hit 
and can quickly rush to intercept a large group. 

Low DPS classes have much more va lue in Arathi Basin than they do in many other 
PvP situations. As a defender in the Bas in, your job is not to kill enemies. It's true! 
Your job is to slow enemies down for long enough that reinforcements respawn or 
arrive from other points. Thus, you don 't need to kill to be a great defender. 

Paladins, Druids in Bear Form, Priests, Protection W arriors, and other survivors have 
a great place in the Basi n. Use their abi lities to heal, slow, disrupt, and antagonize 
enemies. Pa ladins are so good at thi s that they have quite a reputati on for annoy
ance; take damage whil e defending the flag, bubble, heal, drop bubble and attack 
anyone who got on the flag. For Druid s, stay away from the flag, use Moonfire at 
range to disrupt capturing attackers, then switch to Travel Form and flee if too many 
people come after you. Even if the enemies are much higher in level, repeating this is 
wonderfull y successful. 

The best attackers are classes that have long-duration crowd contro l or high burst 
damage. Rogues and Mages have an especially good time Sap/ Polymorphing targets 
and capturing the flags w hen there are solo defenders. For groups of attackers, lay 
on the DPS w hile focusing on enemy healers first. Once your group outnumbers the 
defenders, have one person try to ninja the flag (by grabbing it during the fighting). 
If the defenders don't see this, you win. If you do, it disrupts their current battlep lan 
because someone needs to break off and stop the capture. 

0VERSEEINOTHE' BASIN 
There are two major schools of thought on the leadership of Arathi Bas in forces. 
For dealing wi th groups of people w ho are not as experienced in the game, one 
technique is to assign groups very clearly and encourage people to stick with their 

·group the entire battle. A group is assigned for full attack work, another two groups 
for defense, then you have a floater group that defends sites if a third or fourth site is 
ga ined or joins the attackers if the team is behind. 

The upside of a rigid team structure is that it gives inexperienced players the ability 
' .to follow veterans more closely and learn from them. Most of the strategy is clean, 
'and obvious, and that helps to avoid confusion. 

The downside of this pattern is that it lacks the strength and flexibility displayed by a 
team of full floaters! Such a team fol lows the other school of thought, that each force 
of 15 can be used fluidly. Those attackers require immense communication because 
they choose the idea l number of defenders for each site, at a given moment. As more 
people are needed for attack or spec ific defense, individual pl ayers call out that they 
w ill shi ft into that task. 

For example, a fluid team leaves a single person at the farm early in the match while 
a heavy force hits the mill, BS, and mine. All three are taken, but the enemies swing 
around and are about to hit the farm w ith a few troops. The lone farm defender calls 
for help "Inc Farm 3,'' and two characters respond that they are going to the farm to 
assist. 

Though this model has immense potential , it requires wonderful players who are 
used to working together. Quite PvPers make it difficult to determine where the force 
is needed, and a lack of discipline undermines the benefits that flexibility provides. 

ALTERAC VALLEY 

;:). Standard Rewards: Improved Ammo, 
Hi-End Quiver/ Ammo Pouch, Epic 
Equipment (Rings, 2H Mace, Shield, 
Dagger, Off-Hand Items, Mount) 

;;) Honor: Low 

;;). Goal: Defeat the Enemy's Commander 

Jr Requirements: Fifteen People per 
Team Minimum 

Alterac Valley isn ' t ava ilable until the higher leve ls are reached. From leve l 50 on
ward, th is is the Battleground that tests and defies many players. Up to 40 characters 
can enter Alterac Va lley at the same time (per team), meaning that leadership is 
extremely difficult here. It's unusual to have everyone know each other and accept 
commands perfectly. 

The goal is to push to the other team's base. The A lliance holds the northern keep, 
and the Horde leader is in the south. Killing the commander for the other team 
instantly ends the battle, but there is a lot to do along the way. There are resources 
to gather (mines are taken from NPC enemies to harvest for ground troops, Wolves 
and Rams are used to create cava lry, and Wing Commanders are rescued to summon 
aeri al forces). Beyond that, Armor Scraps are taken from bod ies and given to the 
Blacksmiths at your team's base to upgrade NPC armor. Blood is taken from bodies 
as well, and thi s is gi ven to the summoner NPC at your team's base for ca lling a 
mass ive, elite creature later in the battle. 

Thus, everything has a use in Alterac Va lley. The rank and file characters are going 
to fight over graveyards, w hich are taken to keep the focus of the battle in different 
areas. Defenders work to hamper enemy forces, and can accomplish a great deal 
with AoE death runs, especia ll y in the base defense (where eli te NPCs are there to 
assist). 

Along the way north/south , your team tries to take out enemy sub-bosses and loca
tions. This not only reduces the attack force of you r enemy (by removing their buffs); 
it also increases Honor of your side and adds additional Elite NPCs to guard your 
own leader. 

There are quests for Alterac Valley that are given by the NPCs at the formal entrance 
to the zone (in the A lterac Mountains), and there are additional quests given by NPC 
inside the Battleground. Try to complete these as you go, and don't worry about 
finishing each on your first run through the Battleground. Try to get one or two done 
each time; the first one that is rea ll y important is the quest to clear the caves by your 
main base. This is a quest for either side, and the result is that you get an item to port 
back to your main base (very useful in Alterac Valley). 



Try to have just a few, assigned people loot the bodies. This helps to keep the teams 

from having everyone run back every 30-40 minutes. Beyond that, the rewards are 

shared evenly, so there is no reason to have everyone waste their time looting. 

AoEs are the king of Alterac Valley, on offense and defense. Mages and Warlocks 

especially are able to blast through massive groups of people w ho are try ing to 
hold an area. Use these death rushes ini tially to soften a force, then hit them w ith 

standard DPS to finish the task. When taking flags or holding flags, keep the AoEs 

pounding on everyone to prevent them from having the opportunity to stay out of 
combat, touch flags, and so forth. The side that has fewer AoE characters is forced to 
be extremely aggressive w hen taking areas (if they can' t take something quickly, the 
superior AoE forces of their enemy are likely to settl e in and defend for a long time) . 

BEATING THE VALLEY 
Even with the reduction in NPCs on the field (done in previous patches), defenders 

are still able to hold areas quite brutally if one side abandons there attempt to take 

enemy territory. These turtl es heavily favor the faction with a higher player popula
tion. The players that drop out of the long matches eventually aren't replaced for the 

side with few er members, leading to an imbalance in sides. 

Luckily, the revamp to the battleground system makes it so that populations are 
smoother than they once w ere. Server clu sters are better balanced and have the 
potential for both sides to receive reinforcements even late in the evening. Because 

of this, turtling doesn' t have quite the finality that it once did. 

Wildpow Cavern. (Trinket Quest Target) 

Frostwoij Graveyard 

Cokltoolh M~e (Horde Mine) . 

lceblood Groveyord 

field of Strife 

Snowfall Graveyard 

Stooeheotth. Outposl (Alliance C-Optoio: Bolindo 

Stonehenrth) 

Stoneheorth Gmveyord 

There are still extensive arguments over the need to take and hold as many sights 

as possible in Alterac Valley. If you lets your enemies take many of your sites, this 

increases the number of defenders at the enemy commander's location (not a good 

thing). However, devoting people to slow or stop your enemy's advance keeps your 
main force from going forw ard as quickl y too. 

There isn' t a clear or simple answer to this. Each commander has to dec ide how to 

distribute their forces . A heavy assault early on leads to a strong push, but it allows 

your enemies to do the same. Ultimately, both groups end up fac ing a powerful wall 
at the end of the match w here turtling is quite successful. 

One alternative that is very potent (if you have the right team for it), is to have a 

capabl e defense that holds the enemy in a stalemate whil e one or two stea lth groups 
hit the targets on th e opponent's end of the map. Taking four Rogues and a Druid 

in each of these groups makes it possible to stay in full stealth, have hea ling, and be 

strong enough to free Wing Commanders, kill enemy targets, and seize lightl y-de

fended Graveyards. Of course, you need ten stealthers with skill to be able to try this. 

lcewing Cavern (Trinket Quesl Target) 

Stormpike Graveyard 

Alliance Starting Point 

lrondeep Mine (Alliance Mine) 

Oun Baldcrr (Commander. Vannilor Stomipike) 

Stonehearth Bunker 

lcewing Bunker 

lumber Mill Area 



VOO~IN~ ~ P(!1H 
Azeroth is full of many exciting discoveries and, for some, it comes in the form of 
its robust craftin g system. Pl ayers can create various items and equipment as long as 
they have the right materi als, tools, and know-how. 

Players are restricted to two prim ary profess ions per character. Those choices are: 
, A lchemy, Blacksmithing, Enchanting, Engineering, Herbalism, Leatherworking, 

Mining, Skinning, and Tai loring. To complement these profession options, there are 
secondary skills avai lable to all characters. Secondary professions are not limited in 
the amou nt you can learn so every character can learn all three: Cooking, First Aid, 

and Fishing. 

Profess ions are a way to improve your character by offering more adventuring op
tions beyond questing and grind ing. The ava ilab le products are wondrous: weapons 
and armor, potions and oi ls, bombs and shrinking devices. True, you can't do all of 
them at once, so one of your fi rst decisions is wh ich professions and secondary sk ill s 
you'd like to explore. 

Each class may, at first glance, look to be geared toward a certain profession. Decide what's 
important to you. Do you wish to hove a profession that can supplement your character class or 
one focused solely on extra cash flow? Are you interested in more effective combat (PvE and 
PvP) with gadgets and bombs or does having the ability to enchant your equipment sound more 
interesting? You're not restricted to a specific profession based on your class. Mages can be 
Blacksmiths if they wish and Paladins can work with cloth; it's up to you. 

There are two primary types of professions; gathering and manufacturing. 

Gathering professions are used to harvest mater ials from the world and prepare them 
· to be used by a manufacturing profession. Gathering professions aren't reliant on 

other professions, but in such cases the ga ins are purely monetary. 

Manufactu ri ng profess ions use materials obta ined from several sources to create new 
products or servi ces . These re ly heavily on gathering professions (the two exceptions 
are Enchanting and Tailori ng). 
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Makes moil ood plote mmm, os well os merol weapons of oil cypes. Ar higher levels of 
skill Blacksmiths wn choose to specialize in either Weoponsmithing Of Armorsmithing. 
Weaponsmithsoreoble to furtherspeciolize inAxesrnithing,Hommersmithing,or 
Swordsmithing. 

Disenchants uncommon 011u1er iteins !IJ-'Oltaia resources. Enchonf5 weapons a~ armor 
,;th P'mlnnent spell effedl. · 

Engineeis ueote godge~. guns, bombs, etc. Mony of file godge~ me usoble orly by oftier 
Engineers. Theolsoaeotemechonicolpetsondtrinkets.Atlote1levels, Engineers con 
choosetospecio~zeinGoblinorGnomish Engilleerlng. 

Tmddngdown heibs tn be used by oilier profu~On>. Alchemis~. Emhonte•, end 
teothe1workers ore [list o few of the professions that uw herbs oo om1sion (with 
~<hen1imbeingdepernlantanfuem). 
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higher levels. leotherworkers can also produce mmor kit that con increase the armor on 
certain equipment. Proficient leotherworkers am specialize in either Tribal leotherwo1king, 
Elementolleotherworking,orDmgonscaleleotherworking. 
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Al l items necessary to excel in you r chosen line of work can be purchased from 
others in the game if necessary. It's very possible to be an Engineer if you have the 

gold to buy the ore and stone you need. Gu ilds and friends are often key (exploited) 
in providing materia ls for such pursu its. Teamwork can be a huge advantage. One 
person produc ing o re to barter for armor and w eapons is the foundat io n of a budding 

economy_ 

Of course, there's no rule saying that you must "make" something. Some players 
focus on gather resources in exchange for gold or lower costing equipment. There's 
plenty of room for players who w ish nothing else than to sel l the bounty of the land. 
The truth is, those w ith an abundance of gold are often willing to pay a premium in 
lieu of gatheri ng the materi als themselves. Gathering raw resources is almost free 
(the on ly expense is the pri ce of a pick or skinning kn ife, and training), so anything 
you make is profit. 

The obvious goal is to become the best crafter possible, regard less of w hich profes
sion you choose. Maximizing your go ld to do so in the cheapest and most efficient 
way possible is key. Everything ava ilab le to crafters has a color. For example, Ta ilor
ing patterns and ore deposits each have a specific color depending on your level in 
the appropriate profession. 

Veryeosyt[Jskstflotmrely foil. Sklllgairtsarerare,butpossible. 
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Oronge Chullenge fa ilures are common {you won't lose any materials._. only time) and skill gains ore guornnteed Oil su<eess. 
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It doesn't matter if you're Mining, Tailoring, Smith ing, etc. These co lors are uniform 
across the crafts. If you're trying to level up, focus on tasks that give a solid retu rn 
w hi le using as li tt le of your resource pool as necessary. A good example of a trade 
off is when a yellow recipe uses two items and an orange uses six . Sure, you get a 
point for the orange one, but by making the yellow you have the potential for gain
ing three .points wi th the same materia ls. However, there's also a slim risk that you' ll 
make no progress. 

A lways watch for the change in co lor as you level. If you're just creating the same 
item over and over, it could very well change to a green status and have little va lue 
beyond the item itse lf. It doesn't always happen on a set number so pay attention 
(but it does tend to happen at five and ten number breaks). For this one reason, it's 
not always smart to hit the "create all " button. Follow thi s rule: if you're interested in 
sk illing up, pay attention. If you want the items, create as many as you like. 

Al l professions have spec ific trainers that teach their craft. The six capital cities typi
cally house them all, but there are trainers hidden in the w ild, in smaller towns, and 
even in dungeons/instances that offer more specia lized train ing. It's important to visit 
the main trainers once ever 5-10 ra nks wh ile starting out. After you begin atta in ing 
higher levels, pay attention to your rank and only visit w hen you must. As you learn 
new skills, they're automatically added to your menu. You need to advance in a 
profess ion to learn better ski I ls. 

loumeymoo I 150 

£>pert 1225 

Artisan I 100 

Not all trainers can teach you something new. As you level up, it's inevitable that you 
begin to surpass the knowledge of some trainers. When you've learned all a trainer can 
teach you, they often point you in the direction of the next trainer for you to contact. 



Plans, recipes, and schematics can be purchased at your trainer. However, there 
are some that are dropped, received as quest rewards, or purchased from merchants 
throughout Azeroth. Some drops are extremely rare. Getting your hands on a rare 

set of plans and being the first to make that item for the market can make you quite 
rich quite quick ly. Dropped plans generally make more powerful items. Rare plans, 
rec ipes, etc. are often some of the items that create the most vorac ious bidding. If 
you find a recipe or schematic as a drop, make sure to consul t w ith someone before 
tossing it on the Auction House for a few sil ver. 

Some profess ions require equipment, but not all of them. Blacksmiths need a ham
mer (Blacksmith 's Hammer), but Herbalists need on ly their hands. There are three 
types of equipment geared toward the profess ions in the game. 

STORE-BOUGHT 

Items and components like Blacksmith's Hammers, Min ing Picks, Skinning Knives, 
via ls; thread, etc. are all purchasable from vendors. You ca n generally get most items 
at the general vendors and you only need to buy these once. In the case of equip
ment, they simply need to be in your packs (not your bank) and you use the item 
once you initiate the action, whether it's mining ore or skinn ing a boar. However, for 
vial s, thread, flu x, etc. you need the item on you. 

PLAYER-MADE 

Some skill s, as you level, require the trader to use different, player-made items. Thi s 
can be a potion for a Tailoring pattern or an Arcli ght Spanner for an Engineer. Keep 
the items in your packs when you w ish to use them. 

* Found with Mageroyal or Briarthorn 

" Found wi th Purple Lotus and off Trol ls in Hinterlands and Stranglethom Vale 

ENVIRONMENT 

Some items require you to travel to them. An anvil isn't something that you can put in 
your backpack and carry around. When something like thi s is required, it is noted in 
the recipe/pattern. You don't need to click the item, just stand near it, to make use of it. 

~(lll!~N~. ~~~ION~ 
The sk ill s of Mining, Skinning, and Herba lism are gathering skills. You won't be 
making anything, or need to make anything to gather. These vocations supp ly other 
professions with resources. 

HERBALISM 

Your first sk ill is Find Herbs. Drag thi s icon from your ability book (defaulted to 
"p") onto a hotbar. Push the corresponding number or click it to activate. Once you 
activate it you' ll only need to refresh it on death or after logging in. 

While out adventuring, yellow dots appear on you r mini-map. These denote an herbs 
location. If you mouse over the dot, you can discover which type of herb is shown. 

When you're next to the plant, mouse over it to check the skill level required to 
harvest it. If you are able to harvest it, ri ght-click on the plant to gather the herbs. It 
takes a few seconds and, if you're successful , a loot window opens w ith the herbs 
you found. To speed this you can hold shift and right-cli ck the plant. The time to 
harvest w ill be the same, but it puts the fruit of your labor directly into your pack 
instead of bringing up a loot w indow . 

It's possible to get as many as three herbs from each harvest as w ell as a bonus herb 
(Swiftthistl e can be found in Mageroyal, Bruiseweed, Briarthorn, etc.). 



Mining ore is crucial to the economy and may be used by your other profession. 
Copper, ti n, and others are ava ilable at the swing of a pick, but jewels await the 
lucky. Find Minerals is the first skill granted to miners. Buy a M ining Pick, and head 
out to find your copper. Drag this icon from your ab ili ty book (defau lted to "p") onto 
a hotbar. Push the corresponding number or cli ck it to activate. It remains acti ve 
until you log, die, or change tracking types. A ye llow dot appears on your mini-map 
when ore is nearby. 

Mouse over the ye llow dot to discover w hat kind of mineral awaits . Once you reach 
the vein, mouse over it to check the requ ired skill level. 

SKINNING 

When beasts are kill ed in the wild, Skinners swoop in to take the hides and any 
· leather from their corpses. You need a Skinning Kn ife in your pack to str ip the hide 

from the corpse (only after the corpse is fully looted can be skinned). Right-click on 
the body and wa it for the skinn ing to be finished. A loot window appears. You can 
bypass the loot w indow if you hold shift w hen you ri ght-click. 

The types of leather and hide depend on the level of the animal you' re sk inning 
and a bit of randomness. Animals bordering on the next tier may have severa l of the 

4 lower ti er instead of one of the higher tier. As the enemy's level increases, the level 
~ of leather received increases as well. · 

Not all enemies ore skinned for leather alone. Drogonkin, scorpids, tur~es, and many others con be 
skinned for scales, as well as leather. 

One thing you notice w hile hunting is that groups without a Skinner tend to leave 
corpses strewn about. It's quite a find and Skinners often fo llow such parties and 
clean up after them for some time. 
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• Making items can be very rewarding. The ability to take raw resources and use w hat 
knowledge you've ga ined to create useful armor, weapons, potions, or enchants is 
worth pursuing. It's not a bad way to increase the size of your purse ei ther. 

All the skills ramp up quickly at first but, as you ga in higher levels, your progress 
slows to a more steady pace. As long as you continue to make items of appropriate 
levels you continue to skill up. Hav ing a gui ld to supply you with gold or resources 
is a great way to w hip th rough the early levels, but it can be done w ithout any aid 
as well. Even on your own you' ll be able to become an artisan in your chosen field 
w ith the proper application of time. 

Along w ith the decrease in skill ga in, notice the add itional components many of the 
higher level items require. A high end item may requ ire you to adventure for a week 
to accumu late enough rare materials to create it. It's common to see such a rare item 
se ll for great money if it's used in a recipe or pattern . Pearls and gems are common 
examples of add itional components. 

Right-click the node to begin mining. After a few swings, your character kneels down 
to check w hat you've found and a loot w indow opens. If you fail, simply try again. 
To speed the process, you can hold shift and right-click the vein to immediately 
deposit the spoils in your back after a success. 

Un li ke herbs, mines have to be used several times before they are depleted. If you fa il to 
mine anything on your first try, you still have the chance to ski ll up until you mine ore 
for the first time on that vein. Fa iling to mine does not count against getting a skill-up. 

Once you gather a load of ore, return to a forge and smelt it into bars. Aga in, pull the 
Smelting icon from your ability book (defaulted to "p") and drag it onto you hotbar. 
Activate the ski ll to bring up the smelting menu. Click "create all " or "create" to 
smelt the ore into useab le bars. 

It's fa ir to say that if you bought all the resources to create a high leve l item that 
someone, in return, is going to have to pay a pretty penny to have you create it for 
them. However, some items require you to pay more for the resources than buyers 
are w illing to pay for the completed item. Be careful when choosing w hat to make 
and what to buy. 

There are times when money is no object. If you can make a robe that doubles a 
caster's current bonuses, they will li ke ly pay a good deal for it. 

ALCHEMY 

Tak ing herbs, mixing them in a v ial , and creating a potion that makes you severa l 
feet ta ller sou nds exciting, no? The low leve l potions are typical ly the least interest
ing, but that makes them no less usefu l. Low level adventurers would be glad to pay 

' for Lesser, and even Minor, Hea ling and Mana Potions. However, it's the high end 
potions and elix irs that rea lly get people to dig into their pockets. 

Invisibil ity Potions, Strength Potions, Defense Potions, Agility Potions- all of these 
are within reach of the alchemist. The li st is huge and everyone has their favorites. 
There are no tools req uired for this profession, but you have to purchase v ials 
constantl y. 

To create a potion, open your abili ty menu (defaulted to "p") and drag the Alchemy 
icon onto a hotbar. Activating the icon opens the Alchemy menu and immediately 
displays what potions you know how to create. 

Click on the name of the potion to discover w hich reagents you need. It shows 
how many of each item as we ll. Make sure you have all the appropriate ingredients 
(including the via ls) in your bags before trying to create potions. The menu indicates 
wh ich potions you can make and how many of each (depend ing on your resources) 
can be made also. Mouse over the icon to see what the effects of the potion are. 

As soon as you create a potion, it appea rs in your packs. To use it, either right-cl ick it 
or drag it onto your hotbar for quick access. 

Alchemists can also transmute semi-rare ore and elements into rarer types. You can, 
given the appropriate skil l and a Ph ilosopher's Stone, transmute iron to gold, mithril 
to truesilver, and more. Transmutes have a cooldown of one to two days, but are 
we ll worth the wait. 

It's not hard to level up th is skill if you have Herbalism. The herbs you find are free 
and, as long as you remember to have your Find Herbs sk ill active, you don't have 
to go out of your way. Groupmates, guild mates, and strangers in the field appreciate 
useful potions, and you' re likely to develop quite a fan-base. They also sell very well 
in the auction houses. 



~ '.If you're trying to create potions when your bogs ore foll, you won't be able to add the potion to 
your inventory. This may become a problem at the lower levels when inventory space is limited. 
Making use of the bank to store your herbs when you aren't making potions is a good idea and 

\ will save you o headache. 
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Smi ths are some of the most popular crafters . Not on ly do you create mail and pl ate 
armor, but weapons too! Tru e, onl y four of the nine cl asses ever require a Bl acksm ith 

for armoring needs, but each class could benefit from a new weapon now and then. 
Even Priests choose to learn how to use daggers when they need. However, the best 
creations require leather, cloth, jewels, and more. 

A Blacksmith's Hammer must be in your pack. Though that may sound obvious, it's 
often forgotten in the bank or ditched in the field for more bag space. You' ll also 
need an anvi l upon which to bang that hammer. Pu ll the Blacksmithing icon from 
your abil ity book (defaulted to "p") onto a hotbar and activate it. Your Blacksmithing 
menu pops up and shows all plans currently available. 

Cl ick on the name of the plan to see what components it requires. It shows you how 
many of each component you have in your bags and how many items of that p lan 

you can make. It also gives you the option to make one or many in a row. Mouse 
over the icon of the item to see its stats. 

Once you've made an item, it drops into your packs automatica ll y. By level 250, it's 
difficult to find a trainer in a main city that can teach you anything new. H owever, 

by finding dropped patterns and hidden trainers, you can continue to progress in 
your craft. Some quests offer rewards for you also. These require you to craft ce rtain 
items and, in return, they teach you new patterns. O ne of the quest lines leads you to 
the M ithril Order. It's not an easy quest chain, but the reward is the abili ty to craft a 
full suit of mithril plate armor ! 

Once you've attained a high enough ski ll level, you must choose a new path. Dec ide 
whether you w ish to focus on weapons and carry the title Weaponsmith or become 
an Armorsmith. Both paths requ ire quests and both are mutually exclusive. If you 
choose one path, the other is forever closed to thi s character. If become a Weapon
smith interests you, you may be interested to discover that an even more specialized 
choices aw ait. The mutally exclusive Hammersmith, Swordsmith, and Axesmith titl es 
are often requi red for the highest level weapon patterns. 

Blacksmithing is not a very fast skill to increase. You' re often sharing ore avai lable to 
Engineers and they're not scarce. Other Blacksmiths also compete for avai lable ore 
and gems in tl1e auction houses. It's expens ive to buy since the demand is so high. In 
the early stages, it doesn' t seem that bad, but it gets worse. 

It's not a get ri ch quick profession, but some of the high end items are tru ly impres
si ve. Of course, it's because they are so difficult to make. Casual players can expect 
to either drop a good chunk of money on the resources or spend several weeks 
gather all the materials required. Take it slow and don't rush. 

The good news is you can make some money. Every class needs something at a 
certain level. The market demands for Blacksmiths fi ll these gaps and this gives you 
that extra surge of cash you need. You won't sell most of what you make early on, 
but ce rtain pieces sell like clean air in Gnomeregan. 
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ENCHANTING 

Th is is probably the simplest profession and also the most expensive to master. 
Components are not gathered from the field or from the corpses of beasts; instead, 
you must disenchant items of worth. Th is, of course, implies that you must find or 
purchase the items to be disenchanted. Disenchanting destroys the original item and ' 
leaves you w ith components to be used ply ing your trade. Items of higher level or 
rarer quality disenchant into better materia ls. 

Only items of Uncommon quality or higher (Rare, Epic, legendary, etc.) can be disenchanted for 
resources. You're not going to be able to get anything from common items. 

Nearly every magica l item can be disenchanted. The difficult part about this method 
of resource gathering is that you really need to think twi ce about destroying some 

item. If an item was given to you from a quest and its soul bound, but you can't use 
it, the choice is still difficult. These items sell for a good bit. In the long run, enchant
ing can make up for the long and expensive trek to artisan. 

If you are w ith a party wh ile hunting that doesn't need a certain item, ask for it; you 
may find that your party is willing to let you have a great deal of items. It's a standard 
to see a guild Enchanter snagging anything that someone doesn't immediately need. 
The Enchanter needs to keep everyone's weapons glowing, but that's a fair trade for / 
resources that are typically hard to come by. f 
To disenchant an item, open your ability book (defau lted to "p") and drag the Disen
chant skill onto a hotbar. Acti vate the ability and then click on the item you w ish to I 
disenchant. Grab the items from the loot menu and continue. 

Once you've obtained a reasonable supply of dust and shards, move the Enchanting 
icon onto your hotbar in a similar fashion. Activating the Enchanting ski ll brings up a 
w indow that shows all enchants you are currently profic ient with. 

Cli ck any recipe to see the components requ ired. To enchant an item, open your 
inventory (or have someone put an item in the "W ill Not Be Traded" slot of the trade 
window) . Activate the appropriate enchant and click on the Item. Enchantments are I 
permanent until replaced. If you w ish to replace an enchantment, it erases the previ- t 
ous one in favor of the new one. 



The quickest way to master this profession is to have friends willing to offer items 
that they don't need. Whether this is through a guild or just a group of players you've 
begun to hang out with, it's nice to be up front and explain to them that you've 
chosen the path of the Enchanter. Be generous with your serv ices and you're certain 
to receive goodwi ll in kind. 

Low-level Enchanters underbid one another to leve l up quickly. However, by 
the time they reach a level with so lid enchantments that people crave, the prices 
skyrocket. The resources aren't cheap and the enchantments are permanent. Imagine 
two Warriors. Each has atta ined level 50 and they' re wearing the same equ ipmenr, 
they've chosen the same talents and use their ab iliti es in the same fash ion. However, 
one has every possible item enchanted and the other is in unenchanted equ ipment. 
W ho's going to w in? 

People are constantly trying to get the edge over the competiti on and enchantments 
are sure ways to do that. If you're planning on holding onto an item for a whi le, get it 
enchanted early on and rea ll y take advantage of it. 
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1 Joumeyfll1){1£ncbanler Underdty(88) 1·6 llokambWynn 

llrnllonds (l6) G-1 Annom 

45 Found I MopleS.ed, I EmptyVio,12Stionge0ust 

70 Trained I Simple Wood, l Greater MOlic bser<e 

100 Twined 1 Silver Rod, 6 Stronge Dust, 3 Greater Mogic Essence, 1 Shodowgem 

150 T1oined I 6olrlen Rod. I Jndesrent Pead, 2 Gteoter Astral Ess0l1ce, 2 Soul Dtol 

150 Trained IStmWood, llesserMysticfssence, lSoulDust 

150 Found 2MnpleSeed, 1 leorledViol,3SoulDust 

175 !mined I Star Wood, I Grnater Mystic Esse;ice, I V•ion Dost 

200 lroin'11 I iruesilvet Rod, I Block Pead, 2 G"6t~ Mystic Essoote, 1 Voioo Dust 

200 Found 1SnonglothomSeed, I leaded Viol. 3Vioon Oust 

150 Found 2 i'ulple torus. 3 Oroom Du(l C!yswl V~I 

265 Found 1 Blood of the Mountain, l EssenrnofFire,3SmollBrillta nt Shord 

175 found 2F<ebloom,ICrysto1Viol,~laDust 

290 found 
I ArrnniteRod, I GoldenPeorl, 2 lorgeBrilUootShord,4 SmollBnllionl 
SOOrd,4GieoterHemalEs$ente, lOlllusionDust 

300 found 3 Firehloom, I Imbued Viol,2 lm9' Bruliont5hmd 

300 Found 3PIJrpie latus, l lmbuerlVml,1lorgeBrilliontShord 

Troined lStrongeDust 

EnthontBmm·MinorOellett 10 Trained 

Enchant Chest· Minor Mono 20 Found I 1 LesserMagicEssenrn 

Enchonl Chest· Min~ Ablo~lioo 40 !mined l lesserMogit fs$en<e,2.$1rongeDust 

Enchon!Cloak-MinorResistance 45 Trninoo 2 LesserMagicEssenrn, l Strange Oust 

Journeyman Endmnnng 50 !mined 

Enchonl8roce1-MinorStomino so Trained 2tesserMngicEsseoce,351JmgeDusl 

fr1(hontChest·i.es.setHooltli 60 Trained 2lesserMngicEsseoce,1SlrongeOust 

EnchontBrocer·MinorSpirit 60 Found 1 tesser Moyie bsence 

EnchontOook ·Minorlroteclion 70 found I GrOJler Mngk Els_ence, 3 Slronge Dusi 

EnchontBmcer-MinorS!rength 60 Trained 5Stronge0ust 

Enchontllmter·MinorA]ilily 80 Tmined l Grenter Magit fsS!lii~ll, 2Stmnmi Dust 

Encli.ailtme.nt,S : 

- , · .'!It;~ .mm mlllltm .·· ~.~ .. . :'""' .. J:i, .J.:,.1\i. 

EnrhontChest · lesser Muno 60 Found J Greuter/Aogic Essence, J lesser Magic Essence 

""'"" ~·:w~,...,. •. _,; Beust Slaver 90 Found ;, - AStmnoeDusl 
... 

EnchontWeopon-MinorStiiking 90 Trained 1 Small Glimmering Shard, l Greater Magic Essence, 2 Stiange Dust 

Enchant 2H Wonpon · lesser lnlollect 100 found 3 Greater Mngk E~ence 

Enchon12HWeopon -Minor!mpact 100 Tmined 1 Smal1G!immeringShord,4StiongeDLISt 

EnrnontShield·Mioof Slmnioo 100 Tr~nerl l lesse11otrc!Essonce,1SbongeDtol 

Enchon11HWeopon·t.sser5piril 110 Found l le~erAstiolEssence,6StrongeDusl 

Endmnt Cloak -Minor Agilily JlO foond 1i.s .. M\nlEssence 

Enchont(Joak·lesserPrnto:tion ll5 !mined ISmallGlimmeringShord.6Slronge0ust 

EncliontSbield:le~erProi><tion 115 Found l Smoll Glimmering Shard, 1 lesser Astrnl Essenre, I Strange Dosi 

EnchantBmcer-LesserSpilif 120 found 2lesserAstral Essenre 

fnthontChest·tteolth 120 Jrninod I lesser loll<liEssence,~SttORgeOust 

Expert Enchanting 125 Trained 

EndmorBoo~· Minor Agruiy 125 Found t wsser Alh<t!ssen(e, 6 Snango Dust 

Enchant Boots-Minor Stamina 115 found 8StiangeDust 

Enthont.Cl9Qli: -[e;serfoeRes•mnce 115 Trained lfireOil,l!>>>erA>tro!Essence 

EnthonlShield·lesserSpirit 130 lroined 2le>1erkn~Essence,4SttongeDusl 

Endmnt Bm<er ·te»ei-Stonino 130 Trained 2 Sou!Oust 
Endmnt Cloak -Lesset Shadov1 Re5hl 135 found l Shadowrro1ectionl'otion, l Greote1Ast111IEssence 

EmhontVIOOflO!l · lewS!rilciflg 140 Trained l -lorge G~mmeting Shmd, 2 Soul Dusi 

EochantBrocer-l.esse1Sbength 140 Found 2 Soul Oust 

Enmon! Oiest • l<Sser Abso~tion 140 Trained I lacgoGlimmeringlhmd, I Grea1;rAstroJE,,.nce,1SrrongeDust 

EnchontGJoie> · HerbrJlism 145 Found 3~ngilioorl, I SouldOU>I 

EndiontGloves.-t~hing 145 Found 3 Blockmoutli Oil, l Soul Oust 

Enchont61o·;es·Mlning 145 found 3!ron0re, l Soul Dust 

(ndmnt1H\11"""'1t·te<sirlrunoct 145 frulned 1 lorge Glimroermg Sbord. 3 Soul Dust 

Enchant Chest-Mono 145 Trained 1Greoter~tmlEssence,2LesserAstio1Essence 

fnchontBfO(er·tes1e1JnJellerr 145 Troirroo 1Gret11mAstrolfssenco 

Enchont(ltest ·MH\orStots ISO Troinod 1 GrenterAstiolEssonce, l lmgeGlimmeringlhord. I Soul Dust 

Enchonl Shield • le~e'51omina 155 Trained !lesserMystid''5ence,lSoulDust 

EnchontOook·llelense 155 Troined I SmoJJGlowingShmd,35oulOusl 

Endmnt Beols · lo>S~ Agilly 160 !mined llesserMysttcEssence, lloo!Oust 

E"'honlCbest ·Greole!Heolth 160 !mined 3Sou1Dust 

EnchonlBrtrn·S~tit 165 um lle>1erMysticEsseoce 

Enchant Boots·Les.serStnmina 170 Trained 4Sou1Dust 

EnchontBmt;:r-lesserDellellion 170 Found l MysiicEls""o,1SoulDust 

En[hantBrocer-Stamino 170 Trained 6Soul0ust 

fornonlWO<Jpon-lessecElemenltl 
175 found lesserMysncEssonce stover · ., , 

EnchantWeapon-lesserBeostsloyer 175 found 2 large Fong. I Small Glowing Shard, I lesser Mystic Essence 

EnclinotClook·FJ(eResi~once 175 !mined l flementol.fir~J lesier!lyslitEsson<e 

Enc:honlShietd-Spirit 180 Trained 1 G1eoterMysticEssence, l Vision[}ust 

En<hontBroter-Slrenglh ISO lroio'11 1 Vision Dust 

EnchcntChest-GieaterMano 185 Trained 1 Greote1/AysticEs.5ruice 

En<llontBoo~ - 1.es.setSpiril 190 found 1Gi-Mysti:Esseoce,2t.sserMysticEssence 

EnchontWoopon-Winter'sMight 190 found 
2Wiotershite, l lorgeGtowingSho1d,3G1e<11erMvsticEssence,3 
Vision Dust 

EnrnontShield·lesserll!od: 195 found l .lorge Giowing Shat~ 2 Grooter Mystic Essence, 1 Vision Dust 

EnchontV/eopon ·51riking 195 Trained I lorgeGlowingShord,2GreolerMysticElsence 

""~' ,,,~,.,.~<+ c 200 lrriined ·'' 
... 

Enchont1HWonpon · lmpocl 100 lmined I lorgeGlowingShmd. 4 Vision Oust 
- 200 found 3GmenWhelpSroio, lV•ionOust 

EnchantChes! · lesserStat 200 Trained l largeGlawingShard, 2GreaferMystic Essence, 2Vlsion0ust 

EndiontCfOOk-GteoierOefense 105 lroin'11 3Visionllllit 

EnchantOook-Resistance 205 Trained 1 LesserNelherEsse11ce 

En<hontSbield-Slomioo 210 Found SVisionlllrsl 

EnchontBrocei · lntelled 110 Tmined 2 lesserNetherf.ssence 

Encbontllldles~Agi)i~ 210 Trained 1 lesserMellierEiseoce, l VISianDm:t 

Endmnt Gloves· Mvoncerl Mining 115 found 3lruesilv6f8or, 3VisionDust 

Enthon!Boots · Sllllllioo 115 Trained SV"1SionDust 

fncffimtBrocer·GreoterSpirit 210 Found 3 lesserNetherEssence, l Vision Dusi 

Enchant Ch$! · Supoiiot Heolth 120 frajnerl 6VisionDust 

EncbonlClook·le§erAgili~ 125 Found 2lesserNetherEssencetnchnnhllent 

todJOOI'"·" 12S Found i~-1\iiAv'.iio1DYsf 

EnchontGIGves · Stmng~ 225 Trained 2lesserNelherEssence,3VisionOust 

fnrnon16flots·Mi10i Speed 225 Troined 1 Aquomoone, I Small Rfllf'®l 5hmd, 1 les5" Nether Essence 

EnchonlSb<ld·GreolerSpiril 130 Trained J GreuterNetherEssence,20ienmDus1 

EnchontWOOflO!l·Demonooying 230 Found I E~rofDemonsloyin9, lSnrollRadianlShord,1DreomlAJst 

EochantChest ·SuperiorMono 230 Tminoo l GrooterNetherEsseoce,2 lesserNetherEssellCe 

Eochont8ools · Agility 235 lmined 1Gieoi<r!lelhetEssence 

EochootShieW·f<ostRe•slonce 135 found I Fros! O~, I lorge Rorlianl Shard 

En<hontBfOt~·llefl<tr!on 231 found l Gret11mN•therEssonco, 20reamDusl 
EnchantBarer·GreaterStrength 240 Tra ined I GrnorotNetherE.ssence, 2 Dream Oust 

Enchont2~Won_pon·Greot>t lmpOll 240 fminod 1lntgeRodiootShard,1DteomDust ,, 
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Enchant Brocer·GreoterSfamina 245 Found 3DreomDusl 

fodJOrttOresi·Slols 145 lroined llm~eRodiantShoid, l G1ooterNetherfssence,lllmomllt'Sf 

EnchontWeopon·GieoterStriking 245 Truined 

250 l!oined 

Enchonledleother 150 Tra ifled 

Enchon!Gfuvis·Mlno1Haste 250 Trained 

EocbonJGloves-RidingSkiB 150 foood 

EndmntBro1er · Gieoler lnteU.ct 215 found 

EnchantBao•·G1eoterSfOmina 260 Found 

165 found 

En<hontOook-GreolerResislonce 165 found 

265 1 •• found 

Enc1HmfBrocer-SupeciorSpirit 170 found 

EndJOrtJGfuves·GreolerAgil;Jy 170 found 

En<homBoo•·Spirlt 175 Found 

275 '-· ' fauod 

EnchontShie~·luJl'riarSpint 2BO Found 

285 found 

£ndi6n!Ooot. · Superior0efense 281 found 

End.mt !lJust · Ma~1 Mann . 290 fouod 

EnchnntWenpon·Strength 290 found 

Endlool)'/l!UPQIJ·Agilify 290 found 

2lnf!1eRodiontSlioro,2GlooterNetherEssence 

l llwiium Bot, 3 llieam Ou~ _. 

1 Rugg€d leather, 1 lesser ~ether Essence 

1 !iige Rodiont Sliori!, 1 Wi~Vine 

1lorgtRorliontShard,30room0ust 

3lesserEtemo!Essence 

lOll1eomllust 

4ln~eRodion!Shoid, 1 Es!enceofFite 

l Globeol Water, 1 Breoth of Wind, l lchar of Unrlwth, l Coeol Ewth, 
l HemiolFue, 1lesser E!emalEssen<e 

1-0lltoomDust . .- . 

3 lesser Eternal Essence, lO!llusion Ou5t 

3losse1EJerna\ fssell(e,31~•onOust 

1G!ooiO!Etomaf Essenre, I lesser Eternal Essence 

2GreoterEtemaltssence,4 1llusionDtJSI 

l [sseoce of Wate1, 1 Essen<i> Of Ai!, l lca<ap, 4 5mcl \!iillmnl Shari! 

81Uuoonllust 

l Smcll Blilliont Shard, 3 G!eoter Eternal Essenrn 

2EssenceofEmth,6LmgeBrilliontSbord,6GreotetEternulEssence, 
4 lllu;onOust 

2 fsse,1<e of N1, 6 lmge Brilliant Shani, 6 Greater Benwl Esseoce, 
Alllu•onllust · · 
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~ · 'h 190 foun' H~enteolAir,IO in~ellii!lio~tllmrd,6Groolerffanifl!ssenca, I l;tlCilOl\\'71lWoopoH@iti " l4Ulusion Oust · 

Enchant~'""· Greeter Snengfu 295 Found 4 Grooter Eternal Essence, 4 Illusion Oust 

Found 
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ENGINEERING 

If you like toys, gadgets and th ings that go boom, become an Engi neer. It's a great 
match if you've already chosen to be a M iner since you use a lot of stone and ore. 
Gems are also used in Engineeri ng and miners have the greatest access to them. 
Engineers can create bombs, gu ns, pets that are cute, pets that attack, and pets that 

explode. It's definitely not a boring profession. 

Snag the Engineering icon from your ab ility book (defaulted to "p") and place it on a 
hotbar. Activate it to bring up your Engineering window. 

Click on the name of a schematic to see w hat components are needed, w hat tools 

are required, and how much you have in your inventory . You can also mouse over 
the item to see what it does before making it. 

Cli ck the "create" or "create all" button to make the item. It's put directly into your 
pack on creation . 

Bombs and Dynamite: Right-click the icon if it's in your pack or use your hotbar for 
faster access. A green circle appears once you've activated it. Choose the area of 
effect and left-click to toss your creation into the world . Pets: Pets work from your 
pack or hotbar keys as well. Battle Chickens and Mithril Dragonli ngs fight alongside 
you for some time whi le Explosive Sheep run at the enemy and ... explode. 

Trinkets: Many items constructed at higher levels are tr inkets. There are two trinket 
slots on your character sc reen (defau lted to " c"). Trinkets must be equipped to be 
used and can' t be swapped during combat. Act ivate a trinket by cl icking on it from 

your character screen or using a hotbar key. Trinkets have cooldowns varying from 
five minutes to an hour. If you have a lot of tr inkets, it's best to switch them out as 
you use them. The time works whether it's equipped or in your bag. However, if 

you carry five of the same item, Battle Chickens for example, they have a shared 
coo ldown. So, using one activates the timer on all of them. There's no need to have 
more that one of any trinket equipped at the same time. 

At skill level 150, you must pi ck Goblin Engineer ing or Gnome Engineering. Goblins 
are more of the blow' em up type and gnomes love to make gadgets and trinkets. 
Either takes a quest to get and once you learn one, th is character is forever locked 
out of the other. 

Engineer ing is the anti-wealth sk ill. Just abou t everything you make can only be used 
by other Engineers and there's a good chance that they can make their own. Rare 
schematics are the only things that give you a bit of an edge over the competition . 
Hold onto those and try to get as much as you can from thi s ca reer. Thi s path is all 
about improv ing your character. You make bombs, pets, goggles, parachutes, lasers, 
and all kinds of things that blow up and burn. It's w hat the killers and PvPers like to 
use. You' ll be broke, but you' ll be a walking time bomb wi th a bag ful l of tri cks to 
pu ll out for a multitude of reasons. 
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LEATHERWORI<ING 

Leather armor is something that many classes need desperately, especiall y earl y. 
Leatherworkers can ga in access to mai l armor at higher levels. Skinning, obviously, 
is a fa ntastic partner profess ion to have. Contro lling your own resources is a great 
way to gain an edge over those w ishing to buy from other players. 

Open you abil ity book (defaulted to "p" ) and drag the Leatherworking icon onto 
a hotbar. Activating the ability brings up your Leatherworking screen. At first, you 
don 't know much but that changes quickly. Click the name of a pattern to see how 
many of what components are requ ired . Mousing over the item reveals the stats of 

the item. 

Once you begin to make even the simplest of armor pieces, you' ll need to vis it your 
trainer often to learn new recipes. As your ski ll increases, the breadth of what you 

can craft increases and you r abi lity to skil l up slows. 



You can create items one at a time or several one after another. Created items are 
automatica lly dropped into your packs. 

At rank 225 , you have three specialti es to choose from; Tribal, Elemental, and 
Dragonsca le. Each one requires a quest to learn and they are mutual ly exclusive. 
Once your character chooses one, they can never choose another. Tribal Lea th
erworking uses the specia l leathers taken from unusually creatures in the land. 
As the items are al l leather, it's suited for Druids and Rogues most. Elemental 
Leatherworking harnesses the powers of the elementals running around the world. 
Also lea ther armor, Elemental Leatherworkers often sell their wares to Druids and 
Rogues. Dragonsca/e Leatherworking creates mail armor from the scaled beasts of 
the land and is generall y sold to Shamans and Hunters, w ho at higher levels wear 
mail instead of leather armor. 

Leatherworking combined w ith Skinning is a very intuitive and lucrative trade. You 
supply your trade by kil l ing things you're already killing. There is no need to go out 
of your way for stray herbs or ore. Whi le Leatherworkers are confined to armor, they 
can also make armor kits. These can be appl ied to any type of armor for the head, 

' hands, chest, or legs slot and increase the armor of the item. 

There another bonus to being a less-fl ashy profession. Chances are that w hen 
you' re in a group, you' l l be the on ly person col lecting skin s. W earing the armor 

you make keeps you up to date and generally ahead of the curve until the late 
game. End game gear is hard to make and requires components that are difficult to 
find in large q uanti t ies. 
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TAILORING 

When people think of Tai lors they immediately think of cloth armor. However, w hen 
·a non-caster thinks of Tailors, they think of bags! .Sure, Tai lors make cloth armor and 
: caster chase after them in droves trying to pick up some of the nicer equipment, but 
·bags and cloaks are used by everyone. 

Open your abi lity book (defau lted to "p") and drag the Tailoring icon onto a 
hotbar. Click or push the appropriate hotkey to acti vate the icon and open you 
Tailoring window. 

Cli ck on the name of a pattern to see w hat components are needed to create the 
item. It shows you how many of each component you have in your bags and how 
many items of the pattern you can create. It gives you the option to make one or 

", many in a row. To see what the pattern makes, mouse over the icon and the item's 
statistics are shown. O nce an item is made, it is automatically put into your packs. 

There isn't a partner profession needed for Tailor ing. The main supplies for this skill 
are cloth which is dropped by humanoid enemies. By killing humanoid mobs, which 
is inevitable, you build a supply of cloth. Ta ilors also buy a Jot of thread and dye from 
the vendors however. These items cannot by found in the field, so be ready to put 
down some money whenever you want to make an item. Since Tailoring doesn' t need 
a partner profession to gather materials, you can choose one of the other gathering 
professions and sell the harvest to make up the money you spend making items. 

In addition to the obvious, Tailors learn several patterns that have little combat value 
and are strickl y for role players. Tuxedos, dresses, shirts, and the like are all w ith in 
the realm of learning for a Tailor. 
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~~NB~15Y~ 
Secondary skill s have no restri cti ons on how many a player can learn . Anyone can 
learn them and they don't count against your maximum of two professions. So, if 
you wish to take all three, go nuts! These skill s general reduce your downtime and/or 
help your cash flow. 

COOKING 

Raw meat is often found on the beasts of Azeroth. However, turning piles of flesh, 
legs, ri bs, eggs, etc. into delicac ies is the cook's advantage. The food that cooks 
create often hea ls at a better ra te than store-bought food. In addition, it often gives a 
short statistic bonus if you eat enough. Animals drop all sorts of ingredients for the 
avid cook. 

To use your Cooking skill, open you abili ty book (defaulted to "p") and drag the icon 
onto a hotbar. O pen the Cooking menu by cli cking on the icon or pushing the ap
propriate hotkey and see w hat recipes you 've mastered . 

Click on the name of a recipe to see what ingredients you need. It shows how many 
of each ingredient you currently possess in addition to how many of the item you 
can currently cook. 

Finished food is placed in your packs automatically, but a fire is needed to make 
anything. Using fires you find in the world is convenient unless you happen to be in 
the midd le of nowhere. Merchants sell Simple Wood and Flint and Tinder. You only 
need one Flint and Tinder, but you need one Simple Wood for each fire you create. 
Thi s allows you to cook almost anywhere! 
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FIRST AID 

First Aid offers non-healers the opportunity to heal themselves and others. No, it's 
not as amazing as the mag ica l healing ab iliti es of the Priest, Druid, Shaman, or Pala
din, but it's something! It's great for those non-healers whil e they're so loing or for a 
quick fix when your main healer goes down. Bandages of all types can heal wounds 
and lessen dow ntime. Also, Anti-Venom can cure poison and halt the steady assau lt 
on your health. 

W hen you apply a bandage, it activates instantl y, healing over time, w ither 6 or 8 
seconds. A character must wait 60 seconds after a bandage is app lied before another 
can be used. First Aid is a stop gap or emergency measure and isn' t intended to be 

the focus of a characters combat time. If you're hit at any time during the bandaging, 
the hea ling is stopped and you are left with the debuff. Bandaging the main tank 
usuall y doesn't do much because of thi s, but it can be the difference in a close fight. 

Pul l the First Aid icon from your ability book (defaulted to "p") onto a hotbar and 
activate it to open your First Aid w indow. Click on the item to see how much cloth 
is required to create the bandage and how many you can create presently. Bandages 
are automatically placed in your packs upon creation. 

You never have enough cloth. There are times w hen you sell excess cloth only to ru n 
out of bandages the next day. Many players keep. large quanti ties in their bank and 
several stacks on them at all times. Bandages are best used after a fight and perfect 
for soloing. Applying one ri ght after a fight can keep you going endlessly wi th little 
downtime. Remember, if you get hit while app lying a bandage, you lose the hea ling 
and retain the 60 second cooldown timer. O nce you learn the next leve l of bandage 
and are pulling in enough of the required cloth, se ll the old bandages. 

To apply a bandage simply select the target you w ish to heal (using Fl for you and 
F2-F5 for other party members is fast and easy) and push the hotkey you have the 
bandages set to. If you don't want to lose your current target and it's an enemy, you 
can activate the bandage then select your target. 

FISHING 

Fishing has two nice perks to it. The genera l abi lity is to catch fish. Fish can be 
cooked into some useful foods. It's great for Hunters with pets that eat fish. Some 

ski ll s, like Alchemy, use certain types of fish in their recipes. 

The second abili ty is the possibility of hauling up clams, boxes, chests, and mollusks. 
These can have items of worth or gems within and are quite a find! 

Open your abi lity book (defau lted to "p" ) and drag the Fishing icon onto a hotbar. 
Equip your fish ing pole (these can be bought at many vendors and stronger poles 
can be found or given as quest reward s) . Move to a body of water and use the 
Fishing ability. 
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Fresh and ocean waters have different types of fish as do some of the rare ponds 
and lakes in Azeroth. The best way to skill up is to fish in areas where your charac
ter can defeat the enemies. Thi s keeps you fishin g in areas w here you can succeed 
and allows you to defend yourself if a monster wanders too close. Purchasing and 
using lures can temporary increase you fishing skill to make transitioning into a 

new area easier. 

JOO 

100 

To use a lure, open your inventory. Ri ght click on the lure and then left click on your 
fishing pole. Lures on ly last a certain length of time, but your skill can be greatly 
increased by these . 
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j ''"~'"'' •u11"1 "u'"" I '.'"'u" j l 1 -~Q~- Wnrmoster Gmrick · 

.. .. .. ... · · SI I 55 Frostwolf Ouortarmoster a5e 

Contro! FlveBoses IArolhiBosin 
REWARD: 1 ArothorBattlelolrord 
lheBolllefarArofuiBasin! 
Toke f~;&s;----------·-

lokeFiveBCIOs 
REWARD: I Balllelabordaf rheDelilers 
lhaBoflfef~ArothiBasin! ArofuiBosin 
TheBottlefCfArathiBosin! ArothiBosin 
ThaBolllefoAr;;ti.i~-- I ArailiiBasin 

ArathiBasin 

51 I 55 I Frostwolf Ouartermoster-~teroc Valley I Frostwolf Quartermaster as• 
-~~_!! ____ 5_1 _!!.~~~~~~~l~~~~~~------ FrostwoHS!o~e/Aaster I I ~ 
Horde 51 FrostwolfWaffRiderCommonder 
Horde 51 Coroorol Taeko Bloorisllorl-~!aroc Vollev Car00;;fiee10 81oodsnml 6600 908 

90. 

Wmmasterlouornnd ___ _ 

__ .il'l~~rl!!~c~[~~Q ____________ _l_Hon~ed!m011~t ~eC!a~--- - .. J.BJ()L ..... 1 ......... .. 
Wormosterlooorond j [omedReverence 9950 

_____ _J._!mmost..!!_~Q!!!!!~---·---·-~lJ~-~!'l!l-~s ____ _ .mil ____ ~-------

SmilhReazor 

fie ld~o!~ha.IQs l~ht=Aro~1HiQhlon!sRe~ge ~oint~Hu~o~o id 
fieldMorsholOslight- Arofu iHig hlondsRefugePointe Humonoid 

1 
., .. ,. ,,, .... 

fieldMorsholOslioht-ArofuiHio hlonrlsRefuoePointeHumanoid ·· ·· · 

Deathmasler Dw<e-Aralhi ~ 
OeothmosterOwlre-Arothi Hiahlonds 
O..fumoster Dwie-Aro!hi Hohlonds 

6600 
6600 
6600 

---- ----•i@==~ -- ·---" 
j TheBottleforAlterac 650 

·+ ................................ ----
1lheBottleforArothiBosin! 

(011trol FourBoses 

] TokeFomBnses 

'lOM Alliance I 40 I 45 
Allio~ce 30 " 
Aflionce 

I lfl 30@!1 
"/ / .. II _ l_75f, 

Field Morsh~ O~ght-Arothi Highlands Refu e Pointe Humanoid fi<ld Marshal O~i hi I :::: _ 
- -'---"'- -!- .... j fieldMaohal Osight~a!hiHighlondsRe el'ointeHumanaid fieldMooholOs~g!it ______ j .. ,, 

20 25 Field Moohol Oslaht- Arofui Hiahlands Refuoe Pointe Humanoid Field Moohol Osliahf ! 2000 358 
Horde 40 45 Oeathmoster Dwire-Arothi Hiahlonrls I Oeofumoster Dwire 3900 1• 30• 



I Arnlhi Highlands i Both 30 i 37 i Shards of Mynael- Arolhi tliJ'5<ent Shards 

1t:;t; ~::t::;~; ---- +~:~; - + ;: L-=-H-· H::!~~:~:~::~:~::- ::~~~::: ··· =i:=--------=--=-~~-----
i-0"~~---------tl~Ar='t"hi~Hi~~='n=d'~---tl Horde i 32 42 i Zen u-Arothi Hi ~onds Hommerfoll Trctlbcne'~-- Si iloflrollbone 

I Aro~londs ~ i 31 ! 41 ! Trallbone'slamb-Ararhi Z911L, _ _ _ ··--- - Trrn~·----

f,~~~~!~~~~ldt~:~=T:::·· -=::--f:-=f:f§;,§f=--=====---T::;,:~~n~;B~~-----.--_--_--_·+c=~~~=----+:= -+-- - --t 

i Arothi Highlonds ~e 30 40 lShordsofMvzrael- Arothi I GerrigBonegrip 

----------------- ! ArorhiHighlanrls ~-~arda 19 34 Gor'mul-Arorhr H~hlandsHommerfall I Tor'gon ___ _ ___ ·~--+---------+~ 
2ommonin9_tlie Priocess ____ , _ _J_Aro~~hlonrls_ ___ t Bo!_ _ L_)!l __ _L __ ~Q __ L~!d."!in rhelost-::~onds ___ ____ __________ _LSli(IJi<~fM_Eroel ----- -----
REWARD: I Pulsuting Crystollinelhord 
Hints of a New Pio ue? ArolhiHi hlonds Al~--30-~·- Quoe-Arolhi Hi hlonds Go'ShekForm 

Quoe-Arothi Hi lands Go'Shek Form 

CHOI CE OF: I 11\Jsttoll Robes or I Lightstep leggings ___ _ 
.. De!~Seo_l~lvogL __ _ __ _ __ j _Aro~iHighlonds ............ _J B~th _ _ _ , ___ 35 _ ... ... iL.J.firs.t .. ~ote Nttz lix-::!ro~r _H ij!rl~. fE~ils Co~e _________ __ _[£k~ll_o!e_N]~ix 
REWAJID: I Block Water Hommer 
llJndHo 1 ---rAliiiiiiH' hlands , Both : 35 35 i lolorhe lookout--liorhiHighlondsfoldir'sCove 

SunkenTreosure J ArolhiHighlands ! Both 35 40 I fleetMosterSeohom--SrronglelhornBoo~_B.111___ lhokesO'Breen .. __ __ _ __ Sunken lreo~re---·---+-3~15~0-· -+-----t 
_t'~.'Jl.¥:1W.~ ...• ..... ·---·-- ----- J_~ro.t,h,i Highlo~rls_ i Honie . 30 i 33 [ lar'gon--Arothi HiQlilonds Hommenoll for'qon __ 

1
. mg ___ _ 

Roisi~----- i Arorhi Hi hlonds iH;de- - -- 2-9·· -1·--·34---i !;ig;;;=A;;!h;Hi hi;;;;i;ii;;;.-;J~i·----- --------- -i;;; - -------------.--- H;,;;;JOU--------- 1700 

Foul Mo ics ! Arothi Hi hlonds ttode 35 40 ! Tor' Aro thi Hi hlands Hommenoll Tor' an Foul M ics 3150 
CHOICE OF: l White Drokeskin(a or l RodiontSilverBrornrs 

Rooing ~jrits _ ____ ___ i Arothi Hi hlanrls Horrf!.~--+-" _ _ 19_~~34 ! Tor'gon- ArothiHighlonds Hommanoll 
Raising Spints , Arothi Hi.ghlonds Hode 19 34 i Gor'mul-Mrthi tt9Jlonds Hommerfall 
Coll lo Arms ------ --

1

1 ArJ!th~ Highlonds --·-rtt"'or'°'d'~;--;--~30'---+~3002~-;-l~Or~um=Foeel_--~Ar~oth=i=Hi'Chle'ane'ds-'H=om=m=erie'coll,---------t~"-':"c-·------1-,-,,-,--------1r=~-+----~i 
Coll to Anns Arothr Hi hlonds , Horde 30 38 i Drum Fal-Arothi Hi hlonrls Hommenoll Coll to Arms 
Coll to Arms i Arothi Highlands Horde 30 40 i Drum Fel-Arnthi H~hlonds Homm=erfa=ILI ------~=~-------~! C=ol~I to~Al=m.cs _ _ _ _ _ ~~31~50~.~~~--1 

-fi:e~~~~{~~~~Di ~"E!~l5tu!!Rlm!!_TkalhiHi9h1onds ___ _ Tifoid6--r '"'3"D_--__,_r_··---'4o'--··-_-Li i:=~;"·n-""Fe""1:::_-'-AI"'···~"lh""ili""'i9h=lil=rni~itt"'a~"-;"';"'"'""11 _--_·-_-_--_-_·-_-_-_-_·_-·_···--~~=K'-="'-""f;"""i"_--_-_--_·- ·_· -·-_--_--_--_·_- -_--_-·----~: ~c,"-1li=-;-=-k~=;----------'-=:.--..--'------1 
CHOICE OF: 1 /IJsts ro ~It or I Sword of Hommenoll 

'Alliance 30 

l'/antetl!_.Q.111l ondFolconaest _______ _!rothi Hig hlonrls_~.ce~-~-"'30~~ 
CHOICE OF: I Rod pf Sorrow or l War Rider Broce• 
M roel's Al1ies Horde 30 40 \ StoneCirde,Key-Arothi 

ArothiHighlonds )Horde 40 55 Brumn Winterhoof- Arothi Highlonds 
~-----· JArGthiHighlonds ! Horde 35 45 i Doctor()fegoryVictor-Arothi 
-~.~~r--~~~S!!ri:~t!.~-~--- ... ·----------L~E!~.~~9~!t1_!1~_ .. __ . L~.t.~~.??-·-·-· ·l __ ... ~? ____ L ........ ~~-----L._ ........ ·--·-.. -·-·-·--... ·--·-.... - ..... 

REWARD: I ArothorBosicCorePockoge 
ArothorStondnrd Core Pocko e ! ArothiHi hlonds I ~lwnce 35 44 
REWARO:IAro~orltanOOrdCorePockoge 

ArothorAdvoncedCorePo<koge .. [Aro~iH i ghlon ds .... . LA!lio!ce. _, _ 45 60 .I 
REWARD I ;;~n;;; ;d;o~;;;i [~;; 1;;ka ; 
Defiler'sBoskCoePocko e ArothiHi hlonds I Horde 25 34 
REWARD: I Defiler's BOlicCorePockoge 

_ Defile(s~tp~dor~(ore~~kEge __ ___ = L~~t~ Hig~aurls_ _____ LHo,'.'ie __ __ l -~5__L_~4___J _____________ ____________ ___ J1..~Y!dE'il!L _________ _ 
REWARD: 1 Defiler's St(lndmdCoie Pockoge 
Delilar'sAdvonte<lCorePock e I ArothiHi hlonds Horde 45 ~ 
REWARD: I Defiler'sAdvoncedCorePocko e 
~~_'s_(lavl__ _____ -+:M~h=envo'.""':te _ __ -+:H=•=dn'---+-~20'---'---'3~0-+i~Sh=or~m=loo~s'-'C=low'-------------+~Se=oo•=ni~Th=oo=d'='h~w=rt _ _ __ +'-Th=e~M=h•:::~=ole~H=un~t _ ___ +1~45=0--1--
Ur51r!i_~_'.sl'~>:------------------ ~~nYl]le ______ _ H01~ ___ 1g __ -+.-JL_J_l!_rs<r~aus's Pow ______ . . _______ i lenonilhunderhwrt _The~sh.~n.v~nL _l2_5Q ___ _ 
Shodumbra's Head Ashenvale Horde i 20 : 27 ! Shadumbra's Head ... ........ ·--·-;s;QflilhU~dfilheOrl-·- The Ashen~ale Hunt 2200 

Sfonetalon Standstill Ashenvole Heide 23 2S i MDStok Wrilehiss- Amenvale 1 Mo.stck Wrtehiss 2000 
l-B,,etw:::ee::;:n"'o'-'R"'oc°'ko,,,nd'-'o~Th=otle"'lu"r---+M=h=errro=le _ ___ 1 Horde 21 i 14 i Korong Amokkor--Ashenvole ~!or1m9Amokkor ____ 1950 
'.Th.' .. ~u~t(omyleted -~sh envo le_ _ Horde 20 m L ___ 30 __ j _ -- •m• _ :mm • mm••••• m mm m.1 S_enE!iJhundeiheo.~ - -m-- Ursongous:s row _39_5_0 ____ _ 

REWARD: 1 WildhuntacorC=lo o"'-k---~-----~---~--~--~--~-~~---------~,--~------o=-=-.,.-,-=------r-:=--.----i 
Je'neu cf 1he Eorihe"O Rin Ashenvale Ho1de 23 27 I MDStok Wrilehiss-Ashenvale Je'11eu Sonueo · The Befouled Elemenl 



Terords'Corose ! 

Tolen -~---·---· .. ,~ ]··-·--==-~~-..... -.. 
- --, c5. h~;_,nn_ndc'''l~l_S~Vlif~~e ------Tiho Ancientltotuene 

·-Tulen __ -------

i ------ -
1 ForsokenDiseoses 

·-·-···-·--·-·--····--·--·----·-·-··--·-·- ·-···-

·ffOr~ce 10 - -io ___ !Oreiidil Broodleaf- Ashenvole Pelruiilswiiilemo® _______ fso~rilncs Hair -----------Tii"so I 1s9 

Alliance 16 31 Anilio 1550 
Ashenvole Alliance 15 '" 
Ashenvole All~~ 18 11 I '----'-"----- i.L----1-

Ashenvole 1Jli(JJ1(e 18 21 I RaeneWollrunner- AshenvuleAsrronoor 815 

"" • _,. ... ....... .,.. "'"''""""""'" ....................... 1 Sent\Jel Me~rio Froslsh=od=o•~--i----
11:1111111> w1fl>..----l\ll1c11Tu•c ---1 Roeoo Wolfrunner _i Roene 

Sho~'d~n ' 

1450 118 
1110 

Ashenvale A\lionce 18 14 I RoeneWolfrunner- AshenvoleAstranoor RoeneWollrunner 

· --+--:~-+--ii---- {~:::~ ,1~~;::~:::--- - --------- - ----+~:::~:~>---------- n::~:::~!~;:: '""' 
Hidden Shrine ---rRoene'sC!eonsin1 

Allia nc1 
'-~~ 18 

~lionce 18 
~lionce Roene Wolfrunner-Ashenvole Astranaor 
Alliance 

Alliance 16 
·1i110"nc.·---- 10 
~lion<e 10 

--~@~~--·-··· ·-----------·-·---·-fi~=~~~Offenorlus . _______ ._ 

7" MO M~ ' "'"M"OMMU <~ O M ,.O MOM~"M"MMO -~::~~:~~-·-•••••~-~~~t~~-'---·--
10 PelturasWhitemoon ! The Ruins of Stardust 

11 Sentinel Me~OO Frnstshodow-AshenvoleAstronoor ·-;-tel ~~~~aver ---=--=-1.~~~i~g_'!'.!!l~-----
Alliance 18 30 Krol Ashemole Krol I Raene'sCleansing _ L"fJv ~ 

Roene's(~ansino I Ashenvale I Alliance 18 30 Krola-Ashenvale I Roene'sCleansin 
CHOICE OF : l GlocialStonear I Gurterblode REWAR D: 1 Rin al Pure Silver 

,·.=~r!!D~-~~.r~~-~~~·.c~.~~-·=·=···-·--.. -----·-=:J~"i~~~-------·-· --~~~~-=-~_C1s _J ______ 2_s_ __ J)~~·~;~~~~i~-~-~F~i~~~.<!~E! ... -==.= .. ~~~~-~-=--1~~~~lfr~~~~~~~--==-=-~=-====~--=~-~.--~~ ___ JjQ93~~~=.ri~-'---·-.. ---· 
REWAR0:2 Restoring Baka 
Raene's Clransing I Ashenvnle I Mlionce I 18 I 18 I Hidden Shrine-Ashenvnle I Slwel'dMJ I Ro"1e 's Cleansino I 130 

FoldreosGoeth'Shoel--AshenvoleAstronoor 1orm I RecloiminqtheChorredVije I 675 

_IJelgren ~e P_IJifier-Asheri_~-------- O_elgreri_tfie_l\uifier__ ________ J_1lle Tawer_aL~~oloxx _1300 
Oelgren the Pllifier-Ashenvale Bolthule ~~~~-~.!.ri!~-----~e Tower of Altholaxx____ 575 

.,.,~"'"' ~ ""''"" "' 27 Befouled Water Globe Mostok Wnlehiss \ 550 
29 ShindrellSwiftiire---AshenvoleAstrcnaar KoynethSfillwind 

- ------+--:::-~: ~--~~~~:-=--======-= ------=::::::::::~::::::+-------------------
Morukai 

14 I Mitsuwo--Ashenvole Mitsuwo 1910 1174' 
14 I RuulSnawhaaf-AshenvoleUniaue l<Men YamaSnawhaol 2400 

-"-~ti- {~~~~;;;~=-~~~;-------- -- ---+~~-~~~~=~------+-- mo 
3650 

i5o 
150 
1800 
1400 Ashenvale Taiek-AsherMJle 

~~ 17 :: ;~:~:=~~;, ----------------~~~~~==_----
1 

___ ---==------~'""'"'" Horde 17 19 Kadrak-llorrens !Korlmk --;.I _ ___ _ -ErtooRooetusk _____ I 
Horde 10 24 

CHOICE Of: I PolohedWalkingStofforl SlotemetolCudass 
_Worsorii Runner Upd~------- I Ashenvule _ _ _ 

~;:o~:~~r:,';:~~"-""~pdEI• . ---- f,iShe;~,;- "TH;;d,---i--·17:::-r--25·-·r----- - - -- -- ---- - - -·--cw;;go~;d;~--=--~-~~~=-~~----.. "T·- -.. -------·---·-··-·-·-···-
_==r~~ner ______ _J __ __i__ _j Horde 17 19 

Horde CJ[ 21 ____ T worsong Scou~----------~l-____________ J.~--·----~----1 
Horde u I 11 ! 1sunom~,;:....51,-;;;;;-0100Mrlli~-----_ ---- TTe'iieuloriOOl ______ r _ _____________ ___ f44o 
Horde I 17 I 11 I Je'neu Soncreo--Ashenvule I Je'neu Sen<reo ! I 1750 

~:-·--· ---~--~_± ___ ~:-···---· ... f~:~.~~:.q_e~~:~~~-------·---·~----·----ll;~;~~~~:t~-- ___ _ L~9ir!"~_!O_tli_e_Ol~GE~'---

11 :C21 

.Horde 21 I 16 I Kor1HM1Anmkkor-Ashenvale 

Harde 20 23 

-~-~_q~st the Ruins .. - .. - ... -... ~ I ""'"'""' 
BoronAqoonis Ashenvale 

Horde 
Horde 30 

CHOICE OF: l OudowSobreorl W~ 
Sentinel Biisi[ Core Pockoge - Ashenvole I ~looce I 15 34 I I ..,rym, "'"""''"" .L'" ~ 
REWARD:l SentinelBosicCorePockaoe 
SentinelStonderdCorePockooe Ashenvole Alliance 35 44 llliv<rnoMoonblaze 380 
REWARO: I Sentinel Standard Core Pocko~e 

_Sentinel "!l~onced Core Pockoge ______ [~.!"~91e_ __ ___ l]lionce __ [_~_s__LJ.i_I_ __________________________ ___ ]_ l~YE~a_/A~l~-;;-----_ l____ __-:_ ________ _[ 610 ---]- _____ _ 

ci;~~~~·i;,;'~~i:;~~~Ei'- r1;"h;;~,;----- ---TH~;d;-···r--2~1 -[ --34·--T------------- -- ------- . ----n~-H~;;;;~- ------ -r- --- --------------Ti"iii 
REWARD: l Outrider Bnsic(arePockoae 

Ashenvole I Horde 31 44 .~ 380 

-i-- --------1 650 '"m 
~~~l Outrid_!l~~~~rd (me Po(koge ___ _ 
Outrider AdvoncedCnrePockooe =1 Ashenvole ===r·Horde 41 I 60 I 
REWARD: I OulTiderAdvoncolCore Pock• 

! Azshara ! Both 48 L.JZ_____Llaptain Van~~.~~-Azshara -·~------

Jedioo--Azshoro 
Jedioo--Azshoro I Mooofuo Gcimtotem I Steoling Knowledge I 1550 

Jedigo--Azshoro ~~'II'~~-~" -~-j Steolinq_~___l_lli..L._ __ ~ / 
J!!!9ci::::Azsh1110__ _________ ______ _Jl!i_droot;ont _______ ~-----~g Knowled~_e_ ______ JJjSQ ___ ~----



i CHOICE OF: I Ebon Mask or I Whisperwolk Boots or I Duskboi Drape 

!~;s~~co![_·--_·-----=---··_·--_····-_····_- -+~;~_:~_-··-_·-·_- --- +~t_· _·-4J_··-_·-·..,··-~7~··_---+--:-:--f-7C=·=C"'-~c=----------+===~----·+=='--------+-='---1-'-"'"----.1r 
i Dush Marplmz 'Azshora i Boll SO 

[;~;~~:~ .. ~~~====J:::::;:: __ ==tt~_:: -~L :~ __ ~;~~~!~~li~E'----~==-==:==-==1~~~-1,~~~;~----===:=1~::t===---==1;::1:=t:-.:=-----
: CHOICE Of: I SolbacShi~dor I lronheelBoots 
!This Is Going to Be Hrnd I Bodlonds i Boll 35 41 lotwil Venotus-Bodlonds i lutien Tosselwrench Stud ol tie 8ements: Rock i 

~J~----~d_s ------~ 30 40 Kee arB~l 'dugur-Unde~--------~f_Theldurinthe~ost The Star, theHandandthe Heort __ i illQ____j_~-----1 

[-~~~~~~P·~~~-----TBoci~-.---TMliance--r-30-r--3a-- D;reCior 1ronban~chModan _:==:=_-----rii'i!~ed DvroI'en-~~-=-:r ___________ · __ ~i 1450 1}• --1 
i REWAR~torBelt, IJode.11776 r 

i Murdaloc ~ I Mliance 30 41 I Agmand'sCorP>e-Boillands 'Prosaector lronband FindAjmonc I 3450 I 
f REWARD: I Rockl'\Jlveri1e1 i 

~~;Rr-T[~·;H~1n~-sw0rd·---~L~~---.. -----~~~~~!--.. -~?_ _J __ "._~------- --1.~~-~-~~-~~~=1!~0£9-~---... ---·-------=---·-·------ 1--E~~~----... -==-=-1-~~r~~-~-~.c=.~-==r~~-c-rr~~- i 

! ThislsGaingtoBeHord I Badlands ~-r 35 lucie~To~elwrench-Bodlands T lolwilVenolUs ! lhis lsGoin to Be Hord ~ 

f F loshBomb'-'R=""~''--------'-l-'-Bo00dl=on=ds _ _ 
~2~~!'...~~-~f~osh Bomb ·----
i Uldoma11Reogen1Ru11 
~5RestoroliveP~tior1 

l Mionce 



~ieropbontThe od_p_~_f.\_l!_~_a_~-~-i.?.=~-~-~J ~~ds _ _ _______ _ 

~~9.P.~.~-~.Uh~~-9-~r_o_.~_~l~~-~a-~!~=-~-~~.1.~.~-~~ ...... 
LotwilVeriotus-Badlands 

-~--~--. -------
CHOICE Of: 1 Azure Moon Amiee or 1 Rainrnster Drape or l Basaltscale Armor or l lovo~l ote Gauntiets 

-~l li_Q.~~fil_~Jron DwoNes I Bodlomls Hoide I 48 L.-5I. Wonted Poster- Bodloods I Woiloid Goretooth 

Hoide 50 I 54 Wooled Poster- Bodlomls I Woiloid Goretooth 

-+---- ----+I 5100 j 1• 554' 

i 5450 i 1 f} 65f} 

! Hoide Lexlort-Bodloods Gro~ Lorkrub 

. 9P.~~!.~~~-~~Q!b.!.?._~_9_€!fo!u~------~-- -·- ___ ... ___ J ~ a dtands ·t-·H~~d;-~-~-·-t-....... _.i?.~=·j:= ... sa·- ....... J.i.ii~;i~;d .. G·~~t~~th=·s-~·di~d~-------------· ... -.. -··· -==::=:-==:==-.=J~w~~-i~;d·G~-;~·i;th--
I KILLON51GHT: High Rooking Doik I 6100 . 

··· ::::::::i{*i-~i'ii~Hl:oork1 ,~~ 0~0;;;::::+·1110 l 2e6s~---
REWARD: 1 Co~aueror'sMedoll ion 

ThePock/IJ srre~----- ---. - ---·-[ Badlands I Horde 55 L __ 59. ...... J Gol omov the Mmksmon-Bodl.~n d! I Golomovth.eMarksf11'"· _ _ _____ T64oo _J__1 ~~Q~ 

-~~~~~l:~to~~;~j~-Rohe!_~~1 -~o~_o_k !~jE~~~f~-Bre_os~101eTliO;d.-:--·r-· 11-T--6o---rw,;i;;d(;;;;ti;;ihc;c;~------ -- -- --T-Wario;i6a;,1Q;rt;---- --:--c·---------- --. -i-asio _____ 1 18 85• 

rnoicE OF: I WyrmthalDk's ShDckles or l Omokk's Girth Restroiner 01 l Hol con's Muzzle or l Vosh' jin's Strond or l Voone's Vke Gri s 
Eifrioo's Wisdom ---- I Boclonds ! Hoide 55 60 Warlord Goretooth-llodlonds Thrall 1 Wmlord's Command ! 6600 

___ :~!t=::_r;:~~8;~~~di;~-- ---)-~~~~!~:~~~~~,------- -- ~;;~:~~~~~~~~ -- - --- -t:11QQ 

J~en Woterseer--Barrens I Bra zier of Evertount 

Mi_~~_pE_lfestalion_ ~L~°.!~~~_5i~~-----··---------·-.L~.l~.~-~-~~~e_r:-- -----.-.. -....... L-;_-:~-~-;-;:;: __ -__ ___________ ;_;:~-~ ~t=----·--
Broziero!Evenouni-~lve~ine ' !lmor!lnnueslofinnolWoter Collol Wo!er 11150 

lslenWn!erseer Co!lofWoter i 460 

~~--.. ··---~-~-,---~----~·+··~~~-----~~-'H·+----~-~ -----~--~-- I ~~:1:~~;:rb~ig~~-;i~~-R-~~c~~~-· .. ____ .. -·-... -·-·F~~i~t~f~~~~~=:==·=-~-·· .. (~~~:£~ -~ ;e- - -------·-· ....... ----.. -...... Fl~~~~:-=-~~=r-~==-·= 

_I 11 / .~i __ TI'~mosterOmhn-~~Rotchet ----~B.!~~.~~r~J!n 

Gaiinslonesolre 

B.onens i Hor~ j__lO 
Barrens 
Borrens 

1 Borrens 
C!onRin' 

---------------porrens ____ ~~~---
- _ Bmrens 

1 
Ho!~. • v " " , 

" Bonens ! Horde 

__ :r~~~1•9 ______ _ _ 1 m __ ~_l ____ _ 

1850 
I 900 

PloiRSlriderMenoce 

-~-----·-···---- ·-§9n~:,s __ R~-~-q~~~°.-~ ..... 

114'50. 
1 se 

6~ 

104' 
i -i-g;·-- -

-T1oj--

8~----
109 
Be 

.. - -~unte~~===~=]!or!ens. L~.or.d ~ __ [ ___ IQ ___ :::CfC JApg~_eco_~_H!lbrini=B~rren1 C 1o~~oods_ .. __ _ ___ ____ j_Apo.[h_e(Ory}omoh - -- ....... ___ [_f.uEgolSpares =~-.... -... -~ 
CHOICE OF : 4 Elixir of Minor Fortitude or 4 Eli ~.ir of Minor A ility or 3 Minor Reiuvenotion Potion 2 Swihness Potion REWARD: l Cauldron Stirrer 
"c!~i;~;0;;;; ·- --- -- - - --------- Borrens : tt~;J;-·r--9-:::I_-}CF;9~;;0;;1h9;;;~--- -- -- -----n;ih~------------1·-------------T mo 
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TheScolletOracle, Demelrio EostemPI uelonds Horde 56 60 J NathonosBli htrnller- EosternPla uelomls NathanosBli htrnHer j RetumtaNathanas 8300 i• so• , 

~~~}i~_GE'_"',.,i~~~cL~~~=u~~:'ri~;~~~-=[H~CD-6-[--60--TN~~~;B~g~~~--=E,;;~~auelands ---------T~~honQ$ Bl~h1~ne;:=.:=--- n~~~OhHo;lii~l.-ih;~-J#OO-Tiiaoe- ! 
CHOICE Of: I Royol Seol of Alexis or I Elemeotol C11de I 

Bo!h 50 55 Au uslus !he Touched- Eoslern Pio uelonds Auguslus !he Touched _ _l_iQQ_ __ ,_ _ _ ___, 
r-----+-----"-~~---1T.~r.f!l.~~-B-~!.~~.l=~g~rn Ploguelonds Nathaniel Dumah ____ _.J._A_f1~.9.~.e ... ~~-~-.. I.~~-~---·----+~5_6~5~0 -+8~5=•--; 

2.L_ ___ U~!r:i!~--~-~rr~l=-J.l~E~~l!!.S.~.--.. -... Mickey levi ne ------------l!.~g_~pon Th~e 5650 
60 I ErisHavenlire i 
60 I Eris Havenfire-Easlern Pia uelonds Eris Havenfire 1 A Wamin 9950 

ThelceGuord EosternPlauelonds 60 60 I MotaustheWrothcoster- Eastern Pla uelonds MotaustheWrothrnster 
REWARD: l lceGuord 
}~.tli~g 1h;:~adn~;\ih1 _ __________ J~asternfloguel o~ds==1_~Q~ ·--··· ] =u=Io ___ j_Korrox, Cho_mpion of ~_e_Ligh,::-J~~u~rn n ds ________ J~~~~(ir;;~Pio~of1h~!i9h1___ __L __________ -=-::-::=:Ibio[:I __ _ 

REWAR)l:_l_lnsjgnioot ltr.Down 
Dmk. lronScrops Eastern Pia uelonds Ba!h 55 60 Korfox, Cham ion of the Li ht---·----f B;di the Oreadnau ht 

--·-·-··--·! 

_B~S<)'.l!e Di gs ______ .~l_E_osl_er_n ~_a~gu_e la_nd_s _~l__ !Elh_~ __ 5_5_~_ 6p _ _J Rohon lheAssoson-EoslernMo]~!l!orls _________ ] RohonlheAssossin _________ ] 6600 _______ _ 

-~1~,;~;-ni<Jo_f_lheCoJIOd_e ____ _ ___ E;;;;.;;;;PJ;;g;;;1,;;cis---- ii~ih--- -- --5-5--T--60---r - -------------- - --- -------ri~i;,;iii;,A;;;;;;;;- -------- ---- T iones<lihe-o; ------ -- ---- -r- m _T____ I 
REWARO: I lnsignioollheCrusode 

~o ne 6600 

Epic Annamenl> at Bollie · Revered Amongst I 55 60 l Quorleunosler Mi randa Bree<hlock- Eoslern ~oguelonds lijjhrs Ouorrermoster Mirando Breechlock 
lheOown 1 HopeChopel 
CHOICE Of: I Am-;;iiaf !he Oawn or I Bracers of Ho m l Braceo of iclifertu e or I Medallion of !he Oown or I Talisman of Ascendance or I The Pur~er - -
Superior Armomenl> at Bolie-Revered B lh 55 60 lloortermnster Miranda Breechlock- Eoslern Moguelonds Lighrs OuorterID<Jsler Mimndo Breechlock 
-~~ongSl_lh e D own_ ___ __________ ___ _ _ ___ _ __ 0 

______ J __________ __ ______ L_Ho1e_Chopel __ _________ __ __ _ -· ·······-

~H_Q ICE 0. F: .I Band at Pie~_ ~r_) Bo.nd at Resolution or l ·V· e.ri .. m. o. "_~~2~-~t Resorl or I Su ___ PP_ .~ B~~~'_!~--~-~sue Hoofer o .. r. l····S···a-·n···Cti-l ied leolher Helm..... .. . . .. . . _· , . ______ ____ _ ____ . '-• 

.. ~9~~;;~ ft;p:~ts ol Bu~~: .. ~~~-'. t .~~-------E~n !~a~u~~~~~-~- ...... ~~~---- . __ L~s ___ l ______ .. ~~-- -·--JJ_~~~~~;~i6 r ~'.'.:~~~~-~-~-~~ -~~:~a-~~~~~~~~l:.n_d.~ .. ~:~.~'..~---·-··-··l .. ?u_~-e~-~~~~r~~-~-~'..~-~:~~~:.~--- - _j_____ . ····-·········-···--·---------
CH OI CE_QtJBondolfle"l_or I Bond_Q~olutio_n_~l _Verimonde's~I Res~rl__~~ Bog_~_l_!e9~~!~ P_!i gue_ll_un_roi or I Sonetifie<l Leattrer Helm __ ________ _ --- ·-··-- ____ , 
E~cAnnomen1>atBa1ie·Exal!ed Amongsl E le ~ ~ ds l Bili ll SS I 60 i 1Joorrermosler MirondoBre<chlock-Eos1ernPlaguelondsLighrs -0:i;;;~lerlN~nda-B;;~h~~k---,--- -- --- I I i 
!heDown Ill m ague n _ a . L 1 HopeChapel_ . ___ I 

~~;~~~AnJ_ule~af 1h~-~E~B~ff,;;;~"*Ei:t_l<r_]eriu:if~~l!o~of1s':_:_~f~~~~nd~~or !_The Purifier _ -----------==ril~p;i;~~~,;J,~ii;~----~---TTu.v~~;;-------T--:=-r--- j 
REWARD: I SealedCrofl>mon's Wril : 
Cral!smon'sWril-Dens~_\ll~ightslone ----1 EasternPlogu~-~th. I 55 ! . _ ___60 . Crafl>mon's ~~l~_Q_e n.,e Wei ghmone _ __ _EoctmusrorS!Onebruiser_ _ , _ . _[ 

-i~f!;~~~~~,l~~~~1fl~~!~~~~~[f~~~0~;9~;i;~i--[~o)f;==:Tss - T:=::60 --rc;aiilnian!_~ni - 1mpenai ~are cii;; =:=-= - --=u~~asierllon~feC=-:::::==:1==~:==:-~=r::= :=r---- -=-- I 
CHOJCEOF: l lnsignio of the Crusade 01 l lnsi nio of the Oawn ! 
Croltsrmm's Wri! -Volronic Hommer Eastern ~a ueloncls Both 55 60 ' Craftsman's V/rtl -Volcanic Hammer Pmkmasl~ S!Onebnii~I- i 
CHOICE Of: l lnsi nio of !he Crusode or I lnsi nio of !he Oown 

--~l~~~J_w~_!J'-~~Jh2n..~.'!1J~~-~~~-~- - - ... -·--J~~-t~~f!~9!!~!.~-~?!.. r~~.!I:!.... ~-~·--·-L ___ §_Q. __ ... J ___ ~-~-~-~:~~!.:~~.9~~~-~q!!!~E.~~ .. - _ - ~·-··-·--·--·--_ .. _1r~~~~~-t~f .2tQl.!_~-~~r.~--~·--·-· j ________ .. __________________ J __ ·--·-·--·-·-··-- ____ .. __ . 
_CHOICE Of: I lnsignio ofl~e Crusade or_U_n~gniQ_~of_lh~e_Oo_wn _ __ ~ 

Craftsman's Writ -Radiant Circlet Eastern Pla uelands Both 60 ! Craftsmo~~ Writ· Radiant Circlet -------=---=u;;J~·Q-;f~Stanebruise r ·---·-·--



Q.i.iii- -I 55 !l~~;<wiii:~~~,d~"'~~ - - ====J::&C~~e,-1~~~;---- =:_---1==-----=====--==[::::_~~:::.-r:::-::-

ln .. ..lr l '"" I 55 

~_l-Oiolil- -IJ1 

Both I 55 - J ' "" v "u" """ ~U O U M ~ .... ~u.. Pockmoster Stonebruiser 

! f2 
! ~I Croil>mon'sWrit -MaoMonoPotioo histem~a uelands 
jj CHOICEOF:l lnsignioollheCIUSlldeorl ln;gnioofthellown 
[ ~~~~an's W1if -Greater Arcane Protection Eostem Plaguelonds 

- CHOICE OF: I lnsigniooltheCrusodeorl l n_~s:'-'-nio~o~fth.=e~Down=------------------------------------------------------j---< 

Both 55 60 I Craftsmon'sWrit -Moior MonoPotion Pockmoster Stoneb1Uilef _____ _ 

Both - s-s T 6o Croftsmo11'sW1it·GreaterArconeProtection Potion Pockmosre1Stor1ebrulse1 

Croltsman's Writ-Major Healing Po~ fostem Plo~.B~tl!_::J:_55=r=_!ll_ _ _i_Cmhsm_olis_~J<loi!_r__lleali_119l_<llio_n_ __ ___ ___ _ =1Jackmosler_511)~~br~5-"!_ __ _______ _L _____ __ __ ___ J _____ _ :_I_ ____ _ 

f.~~~~1!19r~i;~~~~r_!Jnsjg ni\~s~~D~~ds -TS;ih =rsCT-6o__:_]Ir_Qf1i~n'sWrit - Flaskol Pemfkotioo =n<_if!laJf!!_Stooebrui>er _-_ _ =i=---------=i---:-_c--
CHOICE OF: 1 lnsiQnioofthe(rusodeor l lnsianioofthe Down 

U~n'sW1it-Slonescol~ ___ -1.!.051em Pl_~'!_ds ___ .L~ _ _l _ _j_~ __ j_ _ _JQ_l Cro~~~·s Writ -_~!onescale_E_~-------------·~lq:iaster ?.!!Jn ebiui~~----___l·---------· _ 

f;~;~~;~~;'!~~~~~d·J~l ln~~~;,D~;~a;,d,-~L--:-r-s5 I_ 60---T cmil>mon's Writ-Noted Aimorlilh ___________ TPa"Jr;;;;;-i;;\~neb~~e~--
CHOICE OF: I lnsionioofthe(rusodeor I lnsionioof ihe Down ------~----------'-----'-----l 

~--~-55_J_ 60 I (rofl>mon's Writ-LightningEel I PockmU1ter Stooeb1Uiser 

=rcrnhlffiai1wi1heiiil ___ -- fE~s-orwo~-.. ---
60 60 i Omorion'sHondbook I CmftsrrnmWilheITTi 

_Jll__ __ LAO__J _Cmftsmo~\Yilhelm-:::\~__PIQIJ'.Jtlo_nds _________ j_c_c_o!tm_!_O_w~~- -- J~~-~qn's Hon~~---- L__· ~ 

''. """"""'" ""'"'"' .... , 60 60 j Craftimon W ilhelm-East~elands -- -- - [ Cmil>mon~--------Tolll;;;;;;:;-11;~db,;k _______ _ 

lce~e_Br!"_S_lpio_t~ ---------JJas!ein__Plrllueland~ __ U~~-
REWARD: I lcebone Breostplote 

__ __gi _ _J_ (roil>mon Wi lhel11r-..JEs~m Noiuelonds [ Croftsmon Wilhelm _J__Qrnorion's Handbook 

Tolll~~;;:s ttafi<lt;;;k _§1~.ci~f aogt====~_!:londs I ~,--h -r-·-60--·-~r~60----r0~ttsma~-wiihei;:.EOst~;~r1ag·~~1;dS·---·---·--·--·--·-----·-]TrOftSffiOn\Yilhe1m .. 
REWARD: I Gliciol Clook 
-~olWris~ __ ___ _____ J East~~_Ploi_ue londs I Both 60 60 I Cmftsmon Wilhelm-Eastern Ploguelonds I Cmil>mon waheITTi I Omorioo's Hoodbook ---'----------J 

REWARD: I GliciolWnsfs 
:G1aci~1 G1;;;----=---~=--- [-Ea;~;; r1a~61afids""-Tioih _____ T ·- -ia· --r 60 --i croii;;"n viiihein;::::."EfiS!filfi-rTOgue~nds- · rc;aft;;;;;;-w1ihei~ ··-r~·~;~~~-H~~db~c--··--- T r=== 

REWARD: I Qociol Gloves 
I~ Vest I Eastern Noguelonrls I BOlh 60 60 I Crnftsmon Wilhclm-Eostem Ploguelonds I Craftimoo Wilhelm i Omorion's Hondbook 

REWARD: I ~ociol Vesl 
-~,,0;;;;~-- -- ---- --------[i~;;;;ri;iueiiifici; -- -rsoiii-- ---r--60- -IJQ::".-T~irl:W~f!;=!Osi6;~-~'gue1a~L---==:.:==:=n~~~~~=-=---====- ~ n~-;~~-;;:~k __ ____ _ J __ 

Polor Gloves I Easton ~oouelonds I Both I 60 60 i Cmftsmon Wilhelm---!ostem Ploouelonds Croil>monWilhelm I Omorion'sHandbook 
REWARD: I Poor Gloves 
j~~;Tu,1£_:_:_:==-=-==~=J]_~~n-~o~onds ___ JJ~_ _J ______ EO ___ J --~O :::ITmf1s111_o_n\Yilh.elrrt::::Eo.~er~P_\iiiu_el~~d! ___ m _ __ __ ___ _ _ _ J~oft>111~nl'/i~el111 . ~ ... 1...9.!12~!.!~~~~-·~-~-~-d~E?_~ . [__ ___ __[__=-- -
REWARD: I Polorlunic 

EastemPlaauelonds Bo~ 60 60 I Craftsman Wilhelm---Eostem PIOQuelonds (raftimonWilhelm Ommion's Handbook 

[ __ 60. J_ 6Q JCmltsrnon\'lil~el111_=-::fostern_1~a~elond'- LC!oft>111_~ n \Vrl h_el111_ _____ ___ ___ __ J_QriiE~ HondiJ?o!____ _J----=--::.-=c __ = 
60 60 CroftsmanWilhelm-Eastern Ploouelands Croil>mon Wilhelm I Omorion's Handbook 

I ---· '""'- · ... -•¥•¥ ~·M-•• ·~ · -

J _oL_ _ _L __ ~o__ __ J_E_g _____ ~~~~~-~-~-om ion. ___ ol_lli_e ~-gh_c-t_-__ - Eo_"----_'_"lf_og·u-elonrls. _____ - - _ -1_ .. ~~'--_ '_- ~_homp_• n_of_th .. e Ug.ht . ----------- ~ 
Both _ _L_Jll__ __ L __ 6_~_L!o~~(hof11Eir>n~ ~_\ight-:::\ostem.!lo_!iue~n.rls ______ ___ __ _ L!orlo.x,P,__om_JJi~~-olth~~9ht_ __ _ _ 

55 60 OispatchCommonder Metz 

_CJ(t-::_] Cmf111111Jn'sl'/rif : Runeclo~Bo)le __ __ ___ J_~~£k111a_s~r?!Jl~~~isei :=- -L _____ ==:. __ ____ [_= ::::_r=-

lO l DeputvRainer- Elwvnn DeautvRoilrel TheJosoerlodeMine 850 

Affiance ! 7 10--rMa"hol Dunhoo---Elwvnn Goldshire -----lGwdThomos __ ________ T Afohv Peril ·-- - -- --------1.\io "·~ 

-~~-· _ _ _ I further Concerns 2}_0 __ 

_,nForest_______ ___ +~l~---; __ !__ ___ ' ___ !Q_ ___ _Ll~~~Times"-:::EJv.yn~§ol~~hife ____ _ --- ----- - ----- ~:;~~:.~-=~~:.~~:~~~------=-- ~~g ____ ,_l7_4t __ 
1nn Forest I Alliance 7 10 i Holl-wten bod --E nn Ro~~ j Find the lost Guards 

AISonce 7 l O Guard Thomas-Elwvnn Gunrd Thomas 

[ Af.&on_ce __ __ l --~ ~C--( ____ ._LRemy :rwa~111_e1'.=El_wyiin_G~ lds_h rre ____ m _ _ ___ ____ ____ J_~~111_i:"!w~ruE~---====-=r==~--J6J~ __ :_:::::_c_1__fli5i -

Alliance 10 GuardThomos-E!wvnn Goard~ --i-- --- - -- --

[}llionce __ _t ___ J ____ L _LO _J_!l~sjiof_IJrJ~~o.o:=::E!".':1'.n&ol<k.h ire ___ ==:=~-l~ro_!i~h<_!loi~ --====-~~iv~~~~~ort--:::_::_=_]_~1Q __ __ C=-
·-7- TWi~m Pesri.=-Elwynn-Golrlshire _ _____ __ ___ I Wijfrom Pesri;------ ----- --- -----

___,__.~ I Williomp;;;j;::__~~--------J_M~~n__P!"rie ____ ===--JJoh!>[d\ondl~!__ __ _ 

1
1--' . •. .. , •••• , ...... • ... .... .... ,, Ai~~,;;---1--:i---r-1- r1.1;;;;h;1o;gh;;;=n;;;;,;;G;1d~h;;;-------- /,iO;SJ,,IJJurih;--------,---------- 430 

Allmn« J 7 I JO ! Rolf's corose--Elwvnn Goard ThoillllS I Discov~ Roff's Fote 210 
_ --------- f--~~-j__ _4 _L._l_ll___~arsho1 Duyholl--E~~Goldsh!re __________ .~llflh~.!1JiJih_011~ •. -- - -----t~~~Mine ___ _ __B2Q_ __ _ 

1m~ _ _J_ _ __4 __ _L ____ LJJ0~~~!!'"" _suro ftm!Jedcin ~- _ _ __ Jll_ ___ _ 

Af~illKe l 5 r 6 i "Auntie"Bemice Stonefield-Elwvnn ----i-llill>iMockiie ----------i"i\JarBill 

t ""'!'"" -"" ..+l11_ionce .J ___ 5_j__J__-+'.~untie" Bem ice__ltonefielrf--E~__n_____-------+~illy M~-~-------1--:- "" 
,=-_J::: :±_LJ --+--~::~:~~;-------------£~;;:~~;;{~~~- - ---- -- +i~i~~1~e _____ ... , 

_P1i1CesshlustDie_!__ _____ ___JJ_~est j Allimce I 6 9 I MoStonefield-Elwynn Mo Stooofield ,,, 
CHOICE Of: I Weother-womBoofsorl Brass-sluddedBracersorl Farmer's Boots 

Xl'l~h_fu_l_Eye:::__:_:_:--=::::::= _ .. Tuwyiin_Fo_re_s_t__ - I Ai~(, _o T:_:_1i- - J]~ocri.,;-~rWY~~--- -- -- --- ------ -- --- - ro~ij;s~Wi-----m r -- ---- --------------T121o·--=r::=---



____ _!aynefu Stillwind 

--+-~5~5 -·-+------------------- C~~d Windblossom 
48 55 CorrnptedSon flower 

C~rupted WindblOlsom felwood 48 55 CorrnptedWodblossom 
TheCormptionollheJ~delire f~~ __ __i!_ __ -~ Jiido~!krewind-Fe"ood~~d Sonc~ry__ _ _____ _E~~_!lii~~d__ --··-·--·--·--

~~~~Q~~~----·-----·-· ].!~~ I Purified! ·-~cfe~lw~ood~---~ 

I 
REWARD: 1 Flute of the -A~~i;~f;--·-----·-·-

Corru.e_ted Whipper Root fe.,ood ---+=--+--C.:..--t--~5"5-+--- ----- ----· 
[~~UQ~r!J'ihjlper Root F~~-----
l (011uptedWhi er Root Felwood 
l corru ted Whi er Root Felwood 

54 -~ri<JonBluewi_lrd-fel~E0JT~~d_lonc'!!~~ J~d~n_!l~0w~o!_ -------·--·- -
--54-·-·· Eridon Bluewind-Felwood .E merold Sonc~o~ Eridon Bluewind 

550 

----------l--~~----+-----11 
550 
550 

iJ~rr"E!~-~1ahiP!~9~"- ---- -·-·--·--+cfe~lw~oo~d----+ 
lJ~rr"P!'~~J~- -- - ----· X0"oo<I- - -----·· 

-----+--55Q __ -+-----ll 
55L ___ _ 



.. 
~===-.::-Jf~;~---=~--H:i ::~_:[-{:-----~ _--:;:=- -- --- -----··-_______ ~~~:;;:~~;,~~; ---===- --------------- ----Hl~-- j=- - _ ; 

--'4 
I Felwood ~ Both J 46 ! _?5 Corru ted Son flower : 550 I 

,.,, """"' ' Fehvooo i Both ! 48 I 55 _ _ 1 CarruptedSan]lliJ.wer \ 550 
55 I CormptedWindblossom __ ! 550 

'" 55 __ _ I CorrupledWindblQ_sgi!!l__ i 550 i--- _ ____j 
49 54 Winna Hozzard- Felwood Bloodvenom Post Winna H~_uard ~ 5400 1 ' 

, vmuvu ' l lUIUV 49 54 Winna Hazzord-Felwood Bloodvenom Post - i Win~g __ ~g~~ard __ Well of Corruption I 5450 I 604Ji 
Eridan 81uewind-rell'o'.ood Emerald Sanctuary ________ l ... ~~!-~.C!,n __ ~~e~~-i~~------- JD_~-~~~n_2L!he Jodefire ________ .J__~1-~_Q. ______ _L__ ___ J 

- i 
I Greta M~oof i 4900 i ! 
~thei ! 6800 1 1 ~65~ i 

--·-· ·•--Q~~-!o Mosshool-Felwo_o~ Emerald Sonctuo~y__ _ --f-~~to Mosshoof .. . Fo_rc~s of Joedenar ·-··-··---~!J~~Q--··---t------... ; 
~reto Massh00f:::f.el,vQod E~eioldSo~cf\j~y ............ ____ ___ J.lslen_\_'lot~""e' . __ __ .......... _ _ . ~ollec~on_o_f_the_Cmiupt _W_otei _ __ , 2550 __ __ L_____ _ 
l~en Wat&rseer-Borrens l Greta M11Sshoof SeekinQ Soi1itual Aid j 2700 1 

Greto Mosshoof- Felwood Ememld Sonctoory J Greto Mosshoof Oeonsed Water Returns lo Fel~1ood i 5650 
BlaadRedKey I CopturedMo'norin i 5650 I ___ 

==fJ05si1!'_ooE~~w___ _ ___ ____ AS!~llj~~e~Ee_y_ _ ___ ___ . ;s6s_o ___ J _ ___ _ l 
____ L.E~~.~.~n.s .. ~1. Trey Light{~~---- Rescue Frof!! J_o_~d~~r________ ' 1500 ___ _L___ ___ _____ i 

i Felwaad l Both 48 I 58 I Greto Ma~hool-Felwaad Emerold Sanctuor I GretnMosshool °"""no fueFlnmesnf ~ote<ton i 9300 
QUllCE OF: 1 Brontwooo Sosh or 1 8~ght Leofuer Glnves or I Georr0<ge Girdle ---· __ J 
_!he_Remoi~~f!rey Ughnorge -------~----------JBo~ ___ L_~ __ S!_l!e_~oins_oflrey_)i]~!9t:::-Jekvo_oo _____ . ___ __ ___ JlessirMo00b~------ __ ::=:::ne~~~on_o~~e_ijglit.__ _______ jJ~S_O ___ .J.M.. --~ 

ll!Pthcmdris snversky I Cleonsi~g Felwood : 4200 __ l_-----j 
---Y~t11_on~o_511v""-k:t--------1Q•E'!Si_na~e~woad__ ______ jJ?QO __ _ L__==i 

. 48 ---l=:JI::J: I ArathandrisSilve!Sky [ Cleansing Felwood i 4200 

--~--~---! 
__ ________ --- --- - - -------~~~: ___ lC!e_o~si~gfelwood l.~QO _____ -~ 

ArnthondrisS~"''slcy J Cleonong Fef.ood f 4200 I -55-~-

.• ..l .... :.,O'.,'c' ......... .......... --·-L'-'"''-··-.. ·· .... L ......... 48 L.-~?_9_Q _______ J~ 
I 

11 
:::::~·:·:·" .. _ . ---~-----·-1·1t~,c1., - -r 43 ·- r-s1-·1 ··----- -·---.... ______ .. _________ TiiITih-;~,-;,~ -------~~9'Fel;,.;;-d----r410o-------:--- 1 

I 
_ _ _ ___ ;~F_e!v~_od _ ____ J -Hofde J 48 -~! _5_5_~----

.. -----------· --~essRiverbteeze _____ ---I Oeonsing£ehvood i 4200 . -l 
r ······11 ·1=- - ---- f 420o - r 

~ess Riverbreeze Cleonsino fe~1aad i 4100 

==t====.=J}i~'[~--Ti'se ---1 
~Commands :5650 j~ 

FlowlessFelEsse11ce __ _ ilQlQ_ _ _j _ __ l, 

---- ---+-! V_ortru~the~cient J ] 9950 -1 
. I VortrustheAncient The Ancient Leaf _ ___J 

Hostot the Anci~.!::f_~-~~~--------·--·----lJ!~_ta t the Ancient ---· -60---r--1,o--n;,;;;-rt;~•1;;;J _ ________ T1i;m;~A;;;~ --- - ----~:: -----~--~~:=~~----~1 
f __ 8.P.~ _ __j__§_O_. _ LiL] .. _Y.~_f!rus_ the Anciflnt- felwood ---· i VortrustheAncient I An _!ntr~~tion j 9950 .. L. _ _ _ ] 

··r::r·~-i-- :~ i ~-ff ·--- ·:~::=::~:::: ---- ------ -· T:~:- ·==·=:- - --l~/:~1 1 :,~"e't -- ----- - : ::~~ ··F-- ~ 
ii TroUsalofeolher fFew1Dnd _ _ _ _ i Both __ I _ 5_0 i y-}JrTipsy--Feh~ !Tnlpsy I The Wrong Stuff : 6350 i 1 •~ 

j~~i~i~:'.·=="~ro'L~~~-
1

~
0

'.d _
0

i}~:';.i!~~~~'.~ ==.LBJ~- =::1 _42 ___ J = 48 1~'"1~F~~~Ji~b~ni_ovi_M_on~~Fu!b~1~c2~~;:_==::=[~,;;1~==- ~-:~-= --=: __ L _ -~:-~ = -~~=::=-_:T44aiJ-:·:-·r:..=.:_=--~ 
CHOICE OF: I Earth Wmder's Vest or I Belt of the Den Wotrher 
Deadwood~~---- \ Feh•JOod i Both 45 55 I Nofien-FelwoodTimbermowMoflS!erFurOOla(ommon I No!ien I 5650 
CHOICEOF:~_Urs=o=or~l=He=lm=o"'lfu=e~Po=thf•=in=de=r -----~~--~--~ 
SJeak ta Nofie11_ ____ ___________ jJelwoo_i! _____ Bolh _______ j __ 4.5___L_~~-l_Groz~elwood nrrr!J~aw Manslecf!l~ ~_man --------1-_Naf~n ________ __ 
~~Sc_ll_o ____ -----~ Both I_ 45 ·1 55 I Nofietr-Felwoodlimbl'..fmo~1Moristerfurbol9Common ____ t-~q!!o _____ __ 
FeathersforG!Ozle ! Fehvood Both ! 45 SS 1Grozle 

! 550 I i 
Deadwood of the North t SSO .......... 1------ -----1 
nmbermody --- - ! 550 I 

_f~~lh_ersforNafien -----------~ Fehvaad i Bath I 45 I 55 ' Nafien 
-~enrlv1~_Ri11!0LJ0~~------~J!~'~----L!~L __ J_~ ___ J___.i1_ _ _D_e~."'f){)_r!BitiJo~~--------------_c_K~~ __________ __ 

REWARD: 2 M~ior HeolinQ Potion, 2Moloi Mono Potion 

DeodwooooltheNorth ! 550 l 

==---- ---~---L56.lll_=r~~-----I 
FindOOX-2J~E! ! Feralas 11£1h 40 .l 45 OOX-12 Ellisrress8eoron - i Hom~gRoil<lilJIJx-11/Ft__ I ! 3900 --1 

f"j Je~ueOOX·21mL r Femms. _____ i'Jl.~th I 40 !.. 45 Hamin _Rabat OOx-22/ FE-Ferolos .. j ..QglethorpeObnotir'!L _ Find_QQX~22LfE_! - ---- ' 4850 __ ____j 

~I =~~~~~~~~;;~~i,:;~~~~;.~~CCJCJ---.:="iCTI~~~~~-F~~,;~;~-----=-=-==~=-==rr~lt~~~:=== ==T========rn2c~:r===i 
[.._I The f,\nrk at lluolity -- l Fernlns : Horde - I 40 [ 46 I Jongdor lwl~trider-Comp Moiodie, ferolos i Jongd-Or Swills!tider ) i 4050 I 

f wf~~~fi~f~~~~~~d=~=tf~:~~,~~~~:;~~-~-1 --- {i-j -- 49 ---------==------ ·- --=: l-t~~~.@•t::~--·--= ·--- - · f;~~i;1 6;;;<l1~;- =~ - - Hl~F==~-~j 
I CHOICE OF: 1GrnnileGripsor1 VinehedQeCinch 
I Wii_L"1therArmor ________ ~----· Alfw~~_j__3Q_~ __ 45_ PmttMcGrubberi-fernlos feo1hermonn i ~ott!l'~-

1 

WidLoo~~c_5!r£i'!dJ_I! ______ _ • _ _ _L ferrnos _ _________ ~ Aflrmr3 __ j__ ~Q ___ ;_ .15 _ Prntt McGrubbe~FerolasFeathenna011 _ _ _ _ _ _____ , f'r:o~!!_r_6riJ!ili.e~---- _______ _ J WrldLeatherArmO! 

~,~:~~:i~!d_Leo~~~clos _ ___ ~---r--30--t-- --:is-rrron McGrubben-ferolos Featltermoon ---- ---irrot!lic6~bheil----------rw;1dle0therArmor i 2900 _____ ! --- -[ 
REWARD 1 Pattern W1ldlerrtherVest l 

1 -Y~Helmet _ _____ : ~---~· _Alfi.a!i<_., _ __L_]Q _ _ L~ __ [ ~ott Mc6rubben-f.!rElr• Feotlrermoon J ~ott Mc&;,bben _____ _J Wrld leathei Armor ____ ! 29Q<!___L__----I 
REWARD l Ponern Wrld LeolherHelmet ' ----- -------------------~-- - -- - --.------------ --T--------------t- ----- -1 

'I Wildbrother8oQl5 ----~-----Alftonre I 30 [ 45 1 ProttMcGrubben-Ferolosfeotlteimoon i PrattMs~~ --- W1ldleatherShoulders ___ _ ' 2J~ -
REWARD:l Patte rn: Wild leather Boots . J 

I 
\'!l~_teo~oi!-- ------- _ L_feralos_ - . -~' ~!~~~l5 __ ~ir!~•rm_OO!l____ t PrnttMrG111bben ·----- --_, WildLeatherShoulde• ! 1900 ___L___~ 

~ 
!!_'I/ARO l_Pllfl"rcr__l'!rf~ Leathei!e]i'_.~ r-:;;;--r -------------- . ---~~ 
Master of the Yl~d Leotlrer I Fero!"' ' Nftonre t 30 1 --.1L_j Pron MrGrubben-Ferolos Feathermoon 1 le~nil I Wid Leather 8001> t 3900 ; ' 
REWARO 1 Pattern WrldleotherClook i 

_\VrfdLeotlterArmar ·--~-- --~' Ferol05 _ _ ____ ~o@e __ ---1-__ 30 ___ _j__~5. _ Jon do1Sw1lt~n1 der-CompM01oche,Ferolos _______ _j_}JpQdorSwrrl>t~rJ.e_c ___ ,_ ----------- _ _: 1950 .l _ _ __ J 
_ ~~~;t~erp;t~:~d~rld Leotltei Sho;ld~;;--_J_f_~olos _ _ _ _ _ c Horde ____ j ___ ]~_ • ___ 42___ _ Jongdor _Svcift.s~r~edillll.fl_Ma1oche, f~o)os __ _ ______ _ .JJ~ngdErS".'rfts~~er- -------- - - - Vfllp~~~~nra~ ------------_l_ 2JQ9 ____ L _______ _ -j 

~ Wild Leather VMt I Ferolns ' Horde i 30 : 45 Jun dor Swihsmder-Comp M~oche, Ferolos i Jo derSwrflslrider I Wild Leather Armor ! 1900 

i 1950 ____ -r------; 

f29~0 .. 



, REWARD.1 Pottern.W1ldleatherVest 
r·wi1<li;0ti1;;T!ef~~=~== ====-= ] F0;;1;; . . . .. .. Ttt;;;i;· · 1 .. 30 . CIL ] Jo~gdors~;iti;;a;;=c;~D Moioche:i0;~o; 
i REWARD: I Poltern: WildleatlerHelmel 

~~"'!""'""""'""'--...---o~~~""""------·+'~'°"-c-..+-~---!"""'C~.,,...t-:--Tul~ol~ho~m~ho~ol_-~Fe~ra~los~C~om~M~oio~ch~e--- ----~!T_ol_oTh_o_m_ho_~_··-··_···_··-----+---------+---c----
+-···' ~-t-~_!_r~nicus Moonspeor-Feralos Feothermoon f Gimo_tt_eart_h_ki_ndle_. ____ ..,_ ________ ~---r-----

~- =:~~~:=: ~!k~i~~~::g:~~~;~--···· ::::::::Jio/~~~t~==~-==~-~-
[ .:::: ,:~.:" :":·:e ·:·.- . ........ - .-- -+-="----+':::::;"-..+- -"'· _ .JL.J ronikus Tronslormed-Moonglode . __ L\iljltoJl!!Jc~~·:"J!!l"'lo-----t-=~c.=~-----+-""--+----

44_ _ Ginro_Heorth_kindle-Feralosfeothermoon ___ ! t-arelaotherBatkpocks P~hometricReadi.!'.[_ 

!·'"'''1'"""':'"'······· ··'·'"'·"-·''"'·· +::'':"'' · -············· ··!·':::''''··'·+· . :c-· ·f ·· ·4i··· .. :Lti~eteiihe;Bockpoc~s: . ... ......... . .. . . . . . .. ::=i~~s.'!f~ .. .... ... :.. .jJhe \'/oodp~wGno lls --··--
I'.!~~Xq_t:f.~_u!l!?. ____ ~--- _ t-~i~£~J!~~~h5~t~~------~--+' '"Th~e W~r~itl~in~D~"~----+:~-+---
Ginro Heorthkindle-Femlos feothermoon Slmildris foutllilrmuon I Freed from the Hive 



' MorshalRedDath CrushridaeBoun 

IGal'dir- Hillsbradltrahbrad 
Krusk- HillsbradlarreoMill 

__ i Krusk. _ _ _ _ ··r2100 r· 
Horde 29 42 Elysa 4300 

i _~Q_Ldj_ 24 ..••.. .1~ Aoothewry Lydon- Hillsbrad Torren Mi ll ll.P.~~rili~.~~~ 2300 i 25 i!> 

. i HillsbradFaathills Ti"i~~;;· ··· 26 r 34 ... f3i~ai;ii;~~;;fi======············-··--··· l Magi;t;~teHenryMaleb 1 . .... Tii'io 
! Hillsbrod Foothills ! Alliance 30 I 34 Syndicote Documents ! LoremosterDibbs i 1350 

11 1wu11:v1:u1us __j_!!_!llsbrodFoothills - -'.Alliance 26 ..l...----~-·--j-~Q~troteHenryMoleb-HillsbrodSouthshore : Mo9istrateHemyMaleb ____ ____ _ . __ _EorebodingPlans__ ! 2800 --- "f 40~ 
____ _ j_H~b!'!l~a~ills_ _ _LHarje __ L __ 14__J_JB .. . J~pa,riieca~_lydan=Hi~b!ad_Ja11'11_Mill _J.~st,r_Apat~e"a_ry_~aralleL ____ _ _Eli~rEl_A_gEllL.. .. __ _ j 1150 ___ . 25,_ _ _ j 

! Hillsb rod EP_2!hi_I~--- ----~~Oil_~~- ·-- -l 30 
1 

34 Loremoster Dibbs-Hillsbrod South~~---------- _ _ :}!~-~~~~~l!!P~----·-··- tncrypted Letter __________ J_J~_L ___________ ___! 

: Horde ; 24 30 Moster ~~~~~~JQr~~-Unde rcily ' Apothecary Lydon I Elixir of Agony ! 3050 · i 

' -·-·-·-·-·~--···-... ···- i Hillshrad Foo!!i!!!~ __ J. Horde _ _ l__ ... _?_! _ _ =:[ 30 J ... ~P.~~!'._c_qry .. lJ.~o-~=-~-il!_s_~_r_q(~qr_~e-~_0i_I! _______________ .. - ·-.. -~j-~P..~~-~~-q~Y .. ~Y~.~-~-· _ -~.1-~!~ .~f-~g_q~y__ ___ .. _ .. ___________ .J_!_~E_Q. ______ j ___________ J 
--·4..-~.!!!.~~-~~.(~~~--JE_r~~ __ _j ___ 3_4 ! ·- J9 _ _ .. L~~~~-s.a_r_~~~ll_s~Lqc!J~.r:~~--~ i) I_ _ ·----··--·--·---·---··--·---~--~-e~~Q!O._ _ -- ·-··-·- -··-··-·-·---..\..1.250 __ ..... J. _________ j 

i Hillsbrad Foothills i Harde . 34 i 41 i Melisara-Hillsbrad Tarren Mill ! Melrsara The Crawnaf Will I 3300 
! Hillsbrad Fooiliills , Harde i 34 r· 9_ Melisora-::-llillsbrad Tanen Mi ll _ Melisara ····--- -~----- t1he_(ra;acl-Will f 4450 
i H1llsbrad Foothills i Harde ... • 34 . _43___ /,\elisara::-Hillsbradlarr!n_Mill__ _ __ §~a~ndra __ . _ TheJ1ow11_afV1ill ___ . ___ ~· ~36~00~~----

... Tii11;b;0Ji;aihi1j;··-· · Mliance 30 r 38 -- T1;;;;;;1~;;·(;~;;;~i- · - ··· - · · ............... . ... i M; istrateHe~; Mal;b . . ... ·········- · ···· .............. ·-··Tiiia ·· 
I Hillsbrad Foothills i Mlian<e 30 r-·45· · ·11!aiistrateHe~~MUfel!=Hil~brodSau~shore L Magistrale Henry Maleh Assassin's Contract --r3900 ! 1. 
~'---.lJl~rde_ 24 I 30 I Apathecary lydan-HillsbradTorrenMill JJustyRL\L __ __ ________ . ElixirafA[any 1 3650 i 

L_Hill5brndF00thms -~HErde_ . ... ; .... .... 1.9. .. J }i .. lHighExecutQ1Dart\ali~=~i llsbradJa11en/MI [ HighExecutarDalthalia .m.J .. 1.950 _ ...... LJJl!'I rn ... J 
--~~~~-~_f_Hills_~------·-L.!!i.~.~r-~d_Faoth}I~- ! Horde ' 19 ! 25 _H_!gh Executor Dorthalia- Hi ll sbrnd Torren Mill L.~i_g~~~.i::~!~-~-~r!~.~l~o .. _ __ ..... ~~~~~-~f_B_i~s~_~d i 2000 ! 1 ae 

Bottle af Hillsbrod ! Hillsbrod Foothills . Horde _!1____J_ _ _j£ Hi h Executor Dorthalio-Hillsbrad Torr en Mill 1 Hi!!h Executor Oortha llo Bottle of Hills brad i 2100 ! 20~ 
: Hlllsbrod Footh il ls ! Harde 19 26 Hi hExecutorDarlholio-Hillsbrod TorrenMill i HighExec~torD~rlholio .. BottleofHillsbrod I 2100 i 20• 

---k .. - ! HillsbrndFoolh!ll.~ ... . .. .. . ! Ho_~.e .. _1 ___ ..29 ...... ~ .... 34_ Krusk~H_illsbradfo rrenM_i l ! ... .. . .. . . . : Kr-u;k----~ .-~ -.-. -.. ~.- The Rescue ...... ! 2700 .. · . i.350 .. ! 

ll .. ..'.~~-~~~ .. 1.1_ 1 .~--~-~_ll:L ______________ ~=-·--- i .. ~~s~r~TIE~~il~~--~~~--~I~~~~-~-~-~~-~~-~J~-=--~i~~l~--~-·-=~~-~.~ +-~~~j-~~~l~~~~~~H~~~~~~h~~---· =~-=--~=-~i~!~~j-~~~f~~!~~.9.~~~-~~-~~-~.-~:.-.. -.~:.-~ .. · .. -.~- -··-·------- .·.---~-~~---· -T i""as~~--=-J-13~ -- ---i 
1 HillsbrodFoothills Alliance 30 I 40 ! MagistroteHemy Moleb--HillsbradSouthshore _.L~~~S!~~e .. ~emyMaleb ·----- FurtherMysteries ! 3150 l 50~ 

1 11u 111G 11111111~u1 uu ! H~llsbrodFooth'.lls ! Ho!de 19 I 28 i HighExecu torDa rth ali~-HillsbrodTorren Mill L~~h_~~~uto'.Dmthalia 8attleofHillsbrnd ~ 2300 '. 25~ ; 
i H1llsbrnd Foothills Alliance 20 i 38 l ~o.ref!laster D1~b_s-H 1llsbrnd Southshore . . ...... · ~o.re_f'.1~~-!~r. D!b_bs.. . . .. . S_ou~sh_o~e. i 3550 j 

)~illsbr~d_~a~h ills __ _ ,_Harde 19 ~-~- 30 . Hi9'h ExerntarDa~i;-~HrnsbradTa11;;;Mi11 . . - . [Hi~hExe,;~~P~!~h~ff~ . . ~: .~ ...... __ ~O:~~.l~11fsbrad .. __ ___ J~]= .. J1fi~-~, 
_____ _ if-H_ill~sb~rod~F~oa~thi~lls. LAf!~~-.J-·---~Q __ -+--- · 38 Loremast~L~i-~~=-~-l~_~r-~d_.?Q_u_~~-b~re. Milton Sheaf Preserving Knowledae ! 3550 ! 8St' 

i Hillsbrad Foothills i Horde 30 ; 34 Maaus Wordeen Vaidalore-Hillsbrad Torren Mill Maaus Ylordeen Vaidalare ! 3350 

Sauveru" af D!a.th................ • ~ ::~:~rn~:: ::: _ J:;:: . , . :~ . j :: , ~:a~~:;d~;~~~~;;~r::~:::~:;en l!ill . . .. - . . J~;,;:~:::d~:~~;rd:lare ==J~:~e:~~~r!d 
REWARD:! Skull Ring 
·· ·------------·--·1-·-···-·~·--·-·-·-··---""· 

Humbert'sSword i Hillsbrad Fooiliills Horde 26 30 ]_Deathquord Humberr- Hillsbrad Tarren Mill 
CHOICE OF: l Ribbed Breasplate ar l Mercenari leggings 

_[~:i]~~~;=~e='"-~~=~~=-=Liii~:~:~~f:i~iL __ ~~;:~ __ jj; _ _:_J: JL=l:H~;~~~0:r.Q;:£~i~~~~;~;;6iir~e~~i-- .. == :::= == :.i:~~~~~~~;=~=thalio 
CHOICE OF: l Sacred Burial Trause" or I Deadskull Shield ar l Runk Da~blade REWARD: I Band of the Undercify 
Hekular's Revenoe Til;ibrad Fa~~ills i Horde 29 33 NoviceThaivand- Hillsb radTorren Mill NovkeTimivand : 2650 

~-~~.~.~;~~~e;:~~hering _ .. . . . . =:=l~~Tu~:~H~;~~-- ~1]1::~~:.· .. =.~.t.-.=·=--.·.~. ~.···=-~--~ll·~.-.·.··~.-~~ ........ ~:.t.~.-: .. !~~~~.~~.i.:~~0;~~~.1~:~.~~~1~~~~~~~~ ... ~ 
j_~o~~~g Turtle Bisque ! Hillsbrod Foothills ! A\liance j ___ 2_8 _____ . _ }! __ J_ ~he! Jessen-Hillsbrad Southshore 

-·· i ~;;;~~:~~:i~~~;-~ ·· ·- =--l~llil'i~f;;;;;lm~r;h~;~t ==:=t~:~:=::=t ~~~ 
REWARD: l Recipe:Soothing Turtle8isque,3SoothinaTurtleBisaue 

-·-) 

I HillsbrodFoothills i Horde 30 32 KeeperBel'voril- HillsbrodTarrenMill i KeeperBel'voril ! 2550 ! 30~ ! 

··-·-.. -... k.J ... ~~!i~~.~~.~-·~-~~~.~11~---· L~_o!~~- . -·-··-i-.. - ~o - t . _ }4. _ _ ~-~~.P.~~ B.~!'.~.o ~!.=.~-~!~~~~-~..I~~~-~-~ .. M.~!! .... ·-·-···········-·-· ... tJ.~-~P.~~-~.~rx~.~!. --···-·········-· Stone Tokens .J ... ?..?.®. .. =I==···-···...J 
Forren's Pmaf ! Hillsbrnd foothills ! Alliance 25 ! 32 Lieutenant farren Orinelle--Hillsbrad Southshore ! lieutenant Forren Orinelle Down the Coast i 2250 1 30~ ' 
~~~~~r---------TH~1~~;dfo;;thi·1~------i-Alli~~(;··- ··7 -· ·-25----~·-·--·-ff--·- Lieutenant Farren Orinelle--Hillsbrnd Southshore i Marsh;i-Re~th~---------- F;ren's Praa! r 26D 

.£<!!re11:S.P1Q£f____ i Hillsbrad faathills i Mliance 25 32 I Marshal Redpath- Hillsbrad 5authshare i Lieutenant Farren Orinelle Farren's Praal 
_?~'!!.~.i~-(~~L-. _. ~--~----~ J_~J.lls_b..i:aA.£.q~!Jirrl.~.---·- Al]iance ___ ) --··-· ~-~ _j_ .. J1. ______ U_i~~-~e~on t Forren Orinelle-Hillsbrad Southshare ! Y.~tJ!~~nJ.fQ!r~~Q~.~~I~ ,..c ... f~~-~~-~-'s_.~o_ot 

REWARD: l f•hGutter 
R~·~~lg·;~~i-.. _............... .. --·-·--·-... --fH~~-ro~-·TAi~;·~-·-r--·2-s .. ---.. r--32-·--T0e~;~i-F~~;~-o;_i~~ii.~H1i1~b;~"J"·s~·~~~h~;~ 

Costly Menace i H1llsbradFooth1lls j Al liance ! 30 I 34 r Dorren Molvew-H1llsbrndSouthshore 

: Mai~~s;~-~~ro·~--- · ·- ·---·-- -

i DorrenMolvew 
CHOICE OF: l Shepherd's Girdl.e ar l Shepherd's Glaves REWARD: l ReciDe: las Lian Steak, 5Tas Lian Steak 
Bortala:S Yeti_F~r(look .. . .... :=.: : =:=J HiU;bradFoothills . . J _Mliance ....... J ...... 29 . .... .• = J4: .. J BarraloGinseffi=Hillsbra~Sauthshare 

i 260 
____ J_mo 

1·3200 
11100 

ll 111\llll lJ . UUIVU YU IUU) i Hillsbrad Foothills i Horde 35 r-·-·40 - -··1 Wonted .~Pa~ste~r-~Hil=lsb=ra~d --- -- i H i~hExecuto r Dartha lia j WANTED: Syndicate Personnel r 3500 

.... D.~.~-g-~r~~-~L ............ -..... _ ... ___ ... _ ..... _ .. ____ .. _ ........... J .. ~.~1-~~!ad .. ~~~~~!~~~-~==-~~~~~-~--~ .. ---... :. 19 ... .: ........ ..!.~ ....... . L.~~-~t~~ .. ~-~!.t.~.~=~!!.1.?.~!.~~ .. !?.£~~.~fa.!1.L ... ... .. ... .. .. .............. ........... _LH.!~.h. .. t.~-~-~.~~E.~.~~~-~.~~~ ... - ~-~ ... --.~.~~-=~~-~.r=.·=-~·=·=·= __ L?3_0Q_ ·- · ' 
CHOICE OF: l Bow of Plunder or l Sentry Buckler or l Chorred Wand REWARD: l Hooded Cowl 
The Hommer May Fall -· --··· ! Hillsbrad Foothills ' Horde --3o ___ ! · 31 ·· · · r 1;11;;;.=Hill;br~dT;rr;~-Mili . ·-- Drum Fol T Cii1ilo Arms---· ·--·---! ·ilia!~ 

Blood af Innocents i Hillsbrad Fooiliills ; Horde __ , 13 23 Apatheca l dan- Hillsbrad Tarren Mill ___ JJEthern l don Jaume ta Tarren Mi ll __ LillLJ _____ _J 
~e~~. t£Thur:der.Blufj______ ____ J_~llsbradf~ath ills ... _Llla_rd, ____ l _ _l:l___l_.}3.. ~po~ern~Lydan=~ rllsbra~TorrenMill _____ J~palhe(Q_ry_!a~ah ___ _ -··· . ..•. .. Blaadaf_mmJ[enls ________ __ _)Jif11l.. ___ L ... 
TheflyingMachinerurDart . .. .. i HillsbradFaathills Horde l 13 i. 23 i ADathern~Zamah-ThunderBlulf . i Apailiernrylamoh . . .. .. petumtoThunderBluff ' 2300 l 30f; 
(r~shi~g ~~-I~ -- .. - ---r "Hillsbrod Foathills ; Alliance t - - 25- -- r.. 60 i Sergeant Hortmon-Hillsbrad Foothills South shore - ·--rs;g;;;tHartm~;;-------- ---- -------- -- j 6600 
REWARO:l5Hallaw'sEndPumokinTreat 
Hinott'sAssistance .. 1 Hillsbrad£.aathills _ _ ;Jl_arde_ . L 2o~~~1__2_0 _ i ~Hinott-Hi l lsbradTarren Mill 
REWAR0:1Hifiot?s_o_il --··-·· 
·1h~.M~~~~j;;;~~h~idt-·--·-·- - -·-···-··· · ·····--=Hi11~~il1;-·~ 

Syndicate Emblems : Hillsbradfoothills 
MannoEmichedHorseFeed 'HillsbradFaathills 
]_EV/ARQl ~annoEn"ched~a~efeeL.. -- · 

i Alliance .. . JO 60 I Merideth Carlsarr::ltil.l~rad lau."ili'"sha"""'----

i HillsbradFaathills ! Both 50 60 

_______ !_S~~Hinott __ .. ~H;;;;;f~Assisfi! n ce 
- -··-··- ·-- -··--··-··-··-·-· ·~ 

160 

Fahrad 
RavenhaldtG;;,rd 

I MeridethCorlson 



(_Tome o~~L_ ________ j_~o_nlo_rg~---
1_Jg_f!!.~ .. ~f..~~s~g.q!.._ _,_ ...... ___ ·-··· .. ·· ······ ···-·· -··· · ···-··+_l 1_o_~for_g ~- ------ -- - - · --- ·--- - --·-
Uttl~~!..2L~lll!i~~~-~------~g-~~--·---'-""""
Ll:r';9an's Fist 

Tome of the Cobol 
J~~~ .. 9L~~s~.~~! ..... 

Jlord_on ·" ·' '·''"c:::lrontorg <r_ ·················-····-----··-···-·-···-··-·-··-·--·-L Jordo~or,w_er r ..•.. . .. ... ------·-·--l .. l~2.!~?.~-~.L~l~~~.'----~-

I 210 



' Li.JI uaCK ro umg_f!!!l~------- i 1romorge i Alli1 ; A~ 
1 

•A 

I
~! _s~ll1jl~_sub!erlu3~: __________ L~llf~i!_ ____ Tt !ii~!~ ___ j____JQ ___ L _ _l_!l __ _ 
2i Resto1~r111_!!i!~--------·· ! lronforge __ _ A!lionce l 37 \ 4~____L_________ i 1u1vu'.>!1u1:1~ 
Z I REWARD:llalvash'sfnhancin Necklace 

l ~l ~~e Platinum Discs ·----- lronfor~ , Alliance ! 40 1 47 Hi h Explorer Ma ellas- lronfor e Oinita Stonemontle l The Platinum Discs 1 420 1- 1 CHOICE Of: 5 Supetior Healing Potion or 5 Groolei Mana Potion REWARD: I Thowpell Sock 

I 
II TheBiO~boTts Brothers --~-~---~--~;--~~~ ! -40!%- . I Wizzle Bro55~i·t-s --- ~ht,i!i;------~-i4i·O·-·--·--

The D After j lronforge 1 Al\iooce 1 20 27 ~ OrneTo levolt I 220 ~--~ 
i The Grand Belra nl l lranfor e l Mlionce I 25 35 : High Tinkei Mekkotorque rvso- 35~ 

I . 
\ CHOICE Of: l Civiiod_Robesm 1 TriprunnerOun~areesorl Dual Reinforced leggings _ . . , . ------! 

I 
-~O!~ _____ ______ j_lra~~~e ______ lAl~IJl!C!'-L_~_J __ lQ_j_Master Mechanic Cas~ipe-lranforL___ ______ , /!a.s~rl.le<hanicCastpijle ___ :-i-- I 3650 i 15• 

REWARD: I Re oomon'~Cnpe, I Mechanic's P,Pehnmmer _ 
Costpipe's Task l lronforge l Alliance 25 28 i Goxim Rustfizzle-Stonetolon Webwinder Poth [ Master Mechanic Costpipe ! Data Rescue I 230 

II Replocemeot Phiol i lrooforge i Mlionce 37 41 I Tolvosh del Kissel-lrooforge I Talvosh del fosel 

i 
I T -
t AnEosy Pickup lronfon1e !Alliance 45 
j _5-ignol for Mup : lronfo~e . ! Mlinnce J__--1?..._j_ _-~gs fuselighler- lmnforge I Xig~ fuselighter _ I An Fasy ~ckup [ . 

l .. ~~~~;i3v~~~~~-~-~-~ ... ~-~;}!.f!.~r-~_GY~ . .. -·-·· .. -l}o~i~;g·~-·--·---r~·1ia;c~--45 .. -·-T -52-......... rPiiOt·x~;Tu~-~iiQ-ht~~;~·-... ---.. ------··-·- ... --·------·rTym~r-====-~-.. ---=J)~_~e .. Ru~----.. - ------moo-... -=-;·-·-·-~ 
j CHOICF OF: I Steelsmith Greaves or I Skullsoell Orb · 
i jigtlol for Mup I lmnf"lle I Mlimce i 45 ! 51 I i Xi!l!IS f Ule~ghter 
i REWARD: I Stollford ls1UefloreGun 

1=~~w;~~~:--:--==-----T:::::::f ::=~if :~- r=~:~~~~~~-===i-~~~~;t-·-----+~ai~~~~------*--.-i --~ 
1 Show Your Wo~ ! lronforge ! M:once i 30 , 47 Tinkmoster Oversporl-lronforoe 1 Tinkmoster Oveisoe~ _ The ~okteof 5ecreq I 3150 , , 
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~1 -~e Recov&ry Or rimmor Horde ---l--!~i-----~-~- ~~~-~~ffers~:.g~~~~~----·--.. ! G ilve.~~!'!...~~.b~.~----·---·--·---.~~_e!_~_'!'_e_ry____ l11.9.Q.__L_ ____ 1 
:O As~1~ti~Q A_!ch Druid Rune totem --····--·-···'···.9.~S.~~~~~ ....................... ·····~-~-~.:P.~------ ·--1 47 . _ ~ --- ~Q --· _.J~.~-~-~~~~~-~'.~.~~~:::9~9!~~~~~ ··-- ··--·--·-·_,.}.!.~~.Q!.~!P ... ~~-~~~--~~~J.~~~-·--·-~·-··-·-- _ ......... J .. ~J.9 ..... _J~·-··-·--·-··-·--·.! 

The New Frnntier I Orgrimrnar i Horde i 54 ' 55 Worcaller Gorlach-Or rimmar Arch Druid Homuul Runetotem I 550 I ! 
The S irits al Stonetolon i Or rim mar Horde 13 J 7 Zar Lonetree-Or rimmar Seereth Stonebreak Goblin Invaders i 320 I 

·~"'ES~~~otians _j_Qrg1immor I Horde 30 .::.l:= .;~~~~~i;~;;laceGtiQ;lw~if;r·P~st - -·- - - - -11~~~n~::~]1iel . - ·m··· ~~:~i: ~:::::~: --.. ::.1~~:::::!=:~~===i 
33 lakaiaSteelblade-DesnlaceGhasiWalker Past • TokaiaSieelblade MliarKe Relatians I 2650 

30 -r-30 r-
~ 
25_ 
30 --

33 Maurin Bones Utter-Oesolace Ghost Walker Posl ! Maurin Bones litter Al!io11Ce Retntians ! 2650 
-33 Ta!ala Sieelblade-Desalace Ghost Walker Post ________ ~I .Keldron ______ Belauled_h\'_Satyi ! 1650 

' Hmde 15 ! 33 flaved Demon Sfrjn 1 Maurin Boneso~tter I i 1300 
l5___j__E_ 
~~ 
'5 ! .... 31_. 
25 T 40 

Th!_~~~ _ j Orgrimmor i Horde 

_Th.~~.!!!fl..!! _____ +----------1 Orgrimmar ! H=md~e--+--~ 
The Corrupter i Oro.rimmor THorde 

I Horde Muurin Boneso~lter-Desalace Ghost Walker Post i Maurin Banesplitter [ The Cmrupler i 2650 
MaurinBonesplitter- OesoloceGhostWolkerPost TM~~ri~·~nes~---·- H!Co;~J?i~r- 12750 i . 
!Jiou1inBonesplitter-DesolaceGhostWalkerPost ~_J~-~~~1~~~----.. _jheCmrupler_ p7_0 __ ~ 
TokatoS1eelblade-Desal0<eGhoslWalkerPost ! lakataSieelblade ] JheCmru~ 3900 i ' 

CHOICE Of: I BasaltBucklerm I Enla1<erPmJdro111 
Q.eoltJ reof~-- i Orgrimmar . i Horda 10 J __ ll __ Uan'rul Bla~q~":::Q r~~-- _ _ _____ __!~~'rulB lao~~---·-·--.. ·-- 1 Creatu reofth~Y~i~ i BIS L___j 



N~~_ofD"Jro~ ------=-=-
Newsof Dowoo 
Ken',; ~·s oro 

love's~~ 

Th.eBi_ndi_ng 

-RJ~O I 1~;ii~;ii;;;;h ----

Tmmpled Under foot Or rimmor Horde 32 36 Orokk Omosh--Or rimmor 01okk Omosh On Iron Pould10ns 2800 
REWARD: I l'lons: BorboriclronBoo~ 

J~.'.~.~!!f_f!!~~L ___ ,, .. _____________ ,=.~~~~~.Q~ri~~~ ............. ~~==r~~~-~~~~-~~-·~L~~-~~Iz==.J _____ j~-=~1~~[Q_~~~~~~==-~=-===----~--------·-... J]~~It~~~-----------===rl!.!!_~P.~1~~}~~-=-~~JlB~Q~_]~~~~-=-=-~-~~ 
REWARD: I l'lons: Borboric lronHelm 
Joys ofDmosh 31 ' 36 Omkl:: OmosH1 rimmor 
REWARD: I rlons:Borboiic lron@oves 

Eini 'sWisdom 

-~----------

nn··-·--·--·-·-··-·-----· .... .... ~I~-~E~s-~~L~~~~-~~o-~---- .. - --·---·----·------ 470 
Okothoslrom"og"'er ____ _,-'Th"'e-'W"'o -'-of"th"e-'W=eo"'po"nsm"'ith"---.--f'3~1=5o'-------+-----l 
801 oshc01;b.nder TheArtoltheAlmorsmith 315D 

__________ _, U!kyo _ 19o__ __ ___ _ 
Wk~------------

Thra ll 9DO 21!') 501!'> 
460 
llSD BL __ _ 
110 

-~e~u Fireb~~'--··----·-·-·- _ __________ _____ 1150 
Turok RLiilelolem _Bs ___ _ 

·r~---------·----~------r-F-or-Th-e H-o-rde-! ----------

WhoffheWindCorries 

~---+Horde -r--~-t-·--~ lum~_k.=O~rgcnm=mo=r___ Nat~----r-----------+-
-Horde- .... L. __ 45 -+ Znrn_jo::::::QrgrilTfrn_o! ___ _ __ Jirge_()oikcle~ve ____ _ 

-+-""~"----+~·H-~o~~e·_--'---" +---45_~1-~_n_o_k--O_~rgr_im_mo_r _ ________ __,~O_oc_ro_rG_re,go_~~ -Vic_ro_r ____ r------~---+-~'----1-----•r 
Horde 10 60 Greot-fcrtfrofWmler 

_Y.{Q~SwopPi119-ArdicWo!f ------ Or rimmar ______ l~ _§..~_~! __ I __ _L _ _ _ ____________ _ 
_ c_ tto 1_cE _OUHor.~Ef~e~wih Brow.n _\'l~~~r ll tlorn_£f_~e~w.ih_~r'!!'\'ln~.~1~or~OIJhe1.?.w.r.tt .TI~_-_b~r-~o!L_ __ ____ -r 
\'lolf~~npping-RedWoll . _ Orgrimmor _ _J Horde 6D i l ·'------
CHOICE OF: I HornofthelwiitBrownWoh 1 Hornofihe lwiflGr Wolf or 1 HomofthelwiltlimberWolf 
~eriol Assistonc;·- I 58 60 So orne Creststrider-Or rimmm So orrre(reststfider . 4950 

~gain !nta the Gre~~~~-'Y~--------···2:9_~'!!~0_!._____ H~~----·-L_2! ____ J_ ___ ~Q ___ ... L __ ··-·---·--·------- ------·---·-·-·------------··· 
REWARD; l OivinotionSuye1 

,_··-"'Th~~·-l"'·~~;f~,,_-i-"s1;"'~k~;~~'"·k·_·····_-·· ·_·· ____ ,__o=r ri~mar -H~-;d·;- · .. ·~:-f--60_T_. ____ 60_ ....... pl;~~~~~-:-_··-_--_··-_· _ _ -_·-·_·-·_--_··-_··-_··-___ _,·-'·--y-=h·;~~·iT_·--,.,---,-~---r-,··-o---...,·--_·-·-,__-'"'-,_--,------,---__ ··-_··_··-·_···_··--_-_·--_-+-r-°'99""50,---··----+-- - - -i; 
The lQrd of Block.rock Orgrimmar Ho1de i 60 · 60 Thrnll---Or rimmar Grommosh Hold Hi h Oveilord Sau1fo The lOld t1f Blacklock 9950 
CHOICE OF: 1 Mosler D nsl er's Medollioo or I Mosler llrn ons~ er's Orb or l Moster Oro onsl er's IDn 



;11 ""'""""""'"" I"''"""""' I ""'"' i ,, I :; i H~~-===- {:;_~~i~==-----1=.:===--==~m~-- l--i 
RoshooaS1roalash 1 AOonarionof Runedoth 
Veheoo 

..... __ ----- - --~~:::;: ____ =~:-::= __ --T-Ao~na~an"ai waa1 
Vehena 

Horde 50 60 Veh.m l AOonotionol RurJecloth 
650 Horde 6 60 Kruban Dorkblode--Orgrimmor ----·---- GelvosGrirneoate 

!!~rde --- I sQ.~~~l Sagomecra~mder---Oi~;mor --~-==----- -CS --- --·-l MaterialAsosronce - ____ I 99s0-=i=-

Horde 10 I 60 1 Spoops-Orari mmar S110QOS 1650 

Orarimmor I Horde I I 60 "T ~;>ti;ol Horbinoer ---; - ---

"'""" I Ratchet jHruL.w. 40 Zevrost-Or rimmor Strahodfo~an_ , _ _ _ 320 
. ~~ 4.Q__ Bnarthom-lronfor Strohodf~--------i- 320 

___ !L __ Q~_!!_!igi~!!:::-.?to!_m~.i~------------- s~~Y_f!il.~~------~ --.. ,~~--1 _ ______ __________ -~1!!_. __ _ ,,._ 
40 ! -~~_al Soulreaper-:!!~---------- ?lliJ:~Utlf(llscn ~----- ' 320 

Strnhod Forsori-Bmrens Stmhad Forson 320 -t----j 
' Uv~zzlefix-BarrensRatchet Uv~ulefi;------ SiSO 85~ 
GruHH~~win~Mulgare (a!"p_Narac_he _ _______ _ Hrull Hawkwi.l]d_____ I 170 

- ---- --- - - ---- Grull Howkwind TheHuntBeains 150 

BilineBlaadhaaf . ------- l RiteafS~eng~--- m 1340 F =:] 
ll '"""U lll\>LJ\1\.1,, I ""u"'"""'"'" " I llVIU~ I VIUltHUlTMllllU "'"':l"'" """'l'""'m"" ,·-G~uilHo~-·-.. --_-----·-·-~continues - ~ 450--_ ·---

!~"Ull\.Ultlfll1UIU\.llll 1\00\.IUUUlnt:)U j llUIUI; 'i J Diffitoifl~ ~I 360 

·-4·· -r ---------- -------- -- - -=--· -r1~,1"Ra-V;t60ihe·;·--==--- Tca~ci"E;~- =======]==]=------

Callaf Earth I Red Gaud Mesa SeerRove11feather- MulooreComv Naroche ! Call afEarth 

]j::+:~- ---····:====J~~if;j~;: __ _ ~~=-·-1 .. -·--j·-~~;~!~1~.~-~~~f~~~%~1:fg~r~~r~-~~~ .. --~~==-·-- ·1l;~~!!~%~~-~~-~--------~~~-f~~--~-~t~===-=--
REWARD: I Ea rth Tatem 
A Task Unfinishe<I I Red Oaud Mesa Antur fallaw- MufooreRe<IQoodMeso 

-~~o;i~5 10~qh Hun~-a~Breadar.i.~elr:~R;J1~~;~~=- --i Harde=- r ·· 1___ T" -i -__ i G1;ilH;~kwind~Mrj.gare ca~NE~che --===--=~T~nderharn =====:r~~-Hunt B!fJ;s _ ___:::--_:_= 
Etched Note --1-~ed Cloud M~ Horde l ! l GruU Hawkwind-Muloore Como Narache rCt;";k~ Forsha! i The Hunt Beains 
Rune-fn~ribed Nate I Red Claud Mesa I Harde t I I I Gruff Hawkwind-Mu~ore Como Narnche I Meela Dawrt1nidei i lhe Hunt Be<1ins 

lerdant Note __ ------- ----- Red Ol)l)f(~_e_ __ __J_!l_"!.f!e ___ _j__!__ 1_; _ _ L__j~H!J~~wind-M~g_are_C~ch.'! _ ______ _ _ __j_§art_MiSflf!O_ll_e_r _ _ _ _ ___ ! llie Hunt B!l_in_s _ _ _ 
J!!Ek.~hm~llJskL. -- -- ------··· Re~Q~~~I!' - __ J _iffl!Et. _J ___ 1.... L ___ L_ LBrav!'l/indfea!he'="_l.lulg~r~~El~ Narnch~ .. ·----- ---·- __ ____ L~ov_e_'l/!ndfe~t~er_____ ___ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 

11 CHOICE Of: I Painteddmin Leggingsm I NamadicGlaves 
I Red Gaud Mesa I Hmde I I I CampNarnche Gift Voocher Varn SI 

_ .L .... J? i ... JX ... _LM_arshalM_qrQs.=RedrtdgeJ~k_e~ice _IAars_holM_a11L ___ _ ·-···l ... ~.!~-~~-~~-~-~.~.~.n-~~-~- )5_5Q ______ • 
lt....::!.' '"'""""" '"' ' · ' ... ...................... ... ,~ .... "' ''"'"'-""'""' 

1650 13i" 18 21 Mmshaf Manis-lledridae Lakeshire 
1950 17~ 

1850 111• 

J_L~etOl!'!n~~- - - ·- --~-·--' --- --- _ · ····· ·· ·-- -L~~--J_i~-- -
·- ------····---·-----··----------------·--·--·- -----1300 

I KeanageMaunmrm I'"""" I 1J I r_a I 'm1mA1gus- C111yrn1uo1USrn1e j~;,';-';;:;-0r· --·--------=·iTh;P;ic;·ofSho;; · ---·--- ---- ["l1F-·-I Stt 
490 

~-~~-~_gerf0: Stormwing ___ _ _ ~·-· Redrid e Mountains 
-~~fi£flie~y_\(~f!S ____ ___ _____ _______ Red1id9~_M_a~n!~lns ___ _ =- ;~ __ t:K __ J~:;:::~:;:~~;:~;~;~;n~---
CHOICE Of: I Black Whelp Boat m I Black Whelp Glaves 

'A"ilavina of Gool~ I Red1Mlge Maun rains I Affiance 

11 '"" •• ,, '""" ·---- - -·-- I Midge Mountains I ~~once 1__1_5_J 16 I fmeman Ooaw-Red1idge Lakeshire 

150 I 1 ~50~ 

_\7-QL .. ... 

111019• 
875 

r1s-·r· 1! - I__-==------ ---===~-::::rv~;~----- --=~--- T.\ 11o1~il~iiinans -=--=~-=:J=2ooCI::::---

ll .>0111111111.Ju 1 11ou11uy~ 111w111u111J 1 1Y11uu~ ! 16 ! 21 i Oockmosler Boren--Redridge Lakeshire 

15 26 ~] WantedPosler- Redrldge lakeshire ~more Solomon 

1150 IO• 

_._2.QOL_J_~~~ --- --
550 
170 

__ ______ i1ZL_ •-'---- -

1 Messengeilallannwind I 49~-
150 
1000 
340 

isif=:.i__---1 

2650 



Theoc1ilus' Retrievol ShodowhidePendont 
REWAR0:3Restorin Balm 

-·-------
SuntaroStones 
SuntoroStones 5650 
[)worvenJustice 5100 

47() ___ 
Proyerto Elune 5900 lf '45 • 

. -·-----···-·-·---- j_!71J11__[ lf 45L 

Whot lileflux? Seorin Gore Both 45 50 Mnst" 5mili1 Burmnate--Seori Gor e Mnst" Smith Buminale 4700 71e 
Curse These fol fin eo -~_5_eo_rin~Go_re __ ~_B_oth __ ~_45_~_4_9_~Ho_ns_el _He_rny~h_on_ds_-_S_oo_rin~G_or~ge _ ______ ~_Ho_ns_el_Heo_vyh~on_ds _ ___ ~---------~-4_55_0_~_70~·~--1t 

··~~~~!~~\a9~1a''-""!'!'~ ---- r1;~-,;;-9G,~ _______ l6-;ii---- r-·45-- L .... 4f-TH;;;;;;i11;Wii;~~d;~~~iiG~;-;------ ------ ------rn~;iH;;;;h~;d~- ------ -----r- . - -------- ------- -- nsso _____ Poi ___ -~ 
REWARD: I \e01edMnilGi1dle 
lncendosours?Whoteverosouris MoreUkelt 45 .~ __ 49_~Ha_nselHeovyhonds-SeoringGorg e HanselHeovyho~~----·--~--------· 1 4550 I 70e 

J@:Rii_J iJJff~ ---- . . - ------r··----·--------.-"--·----· --·-----···-·---··-·-·--- - --- -- -·-···--··-··-·-·-···-···-··-·-- ---- ···-······ --·-··-·-·-----,---····-···-· - --····-· -·--···-···--·-····-----···--··-······· ·· -···--•·•••-•••••·•••••-• ·•·••-·----,--- --- -·---,.~~---·-···ii 
45 4B Wonted Poster- Searing Gorge Taskmaster Saonge 4400 

MosterSmithBurninote What the Flux? 
Restorin Fier Flux S_u_pp_lie_s via __ fron Seorin Gorge Both 45 60 1 
Restoring Fiery Flux Supplies via H eo'-vy--f-"-==~--I Both 45 --6._0_ .. _··-·1-- - - ---
leother j seoringGorge 

-------+-M=os~'"~SmllhB=urn=in=ot~• ----+-Whotthe F=lux=? __ _ 

MosterSmithBurninate What the Flux? 

TheBulonceofNnture \hodow len MilllKe 1 (onservatorlltho1oine-TeldrossilShodowglen Conserl/Gtorllth11lnine 170 '3se 
CHOICE OF: I Alcheiy Troinin Gloves or I \lemleol Broceis 

- ~!~'~!!''~ Natur•---~----------.L21iii~~g_len ___ ]_1Jiionce _ 
CHOICE OF: l Draped Oookor I Blockene.cod.=le"'othi'e-c'r B-"elt~---~ 
The WoodlondPr"otector____ Shodowglen -iii~O<e_T_ I -"1 Meliltior_S!o~helm--_Tel_dro_so1_Sh_oda_w~len ____ ____,. lolindrcllo_.~~~--t--------·---·-_-·-__ _____,_4o~---_--__,-· r------1:·><· 

The Woodland Prntectar ~ , Shadawglen .~Al_liC1_nce_~ _____ 3_""l.)~~!.~_d!_~ll~T.~l~~-~~-il ?h•"'ad"'ow"'l"en _______ __.-'l-"ori=ndre!la The Woodland Protect~-----·----~15=0--~~ -----l"'"" 
~HoffoT2 Canopy Leggmgs or_l_Trockm9 B_oots or I VmyGl~;;_;-_]E\V~RD _3 ~eolrng H_eib 
Webwood~f!!_Om_ • --- -- I Shodawglen r A\lmnce -~--- 3 _, .. _ .• _L .. 

··-···-··-···-"--l 
. •.. _. __ _J ______ _ 

CHOICE OF: I Thisiewood Moul or I Thisriewood Oo "or I Thoiewood Stoff or I Thoriewood Blade 
WebwoorlE lhmlmvgle=n --~1-'M~lio~nc~e -~~l -~~--i~G~io~ha~lo~nW~in~dw-'o~lk•,~-~Tel~dro~ss~il l~ho~d~l_en _____ ~_~lsh_ol_on_W_i_ndi_'°-~-•-----~--------~· -55_0 _ _ ~ __ ___,, 
CHOICE OF: I Woodland Shi~d or 1 Woodlornllunicor_l -'W=oo~dlo~nd~R~ab=es~--~---~-
Tenoron's Summlllll -fShOdowglen Mliance _j_::::::_T/,\el ilhor1toghel~:::::l~l~r"'.s!L SliodowQien___ __ _ 

··-&~;;~Ji;f~rth--·-====~.rSh~d~~ .. -1;~-·-·---··---·-· Ai1J;;ce ~~~----·---1-!.~~n Storm ri Te!drassi1 Shadow len 
Crown of the Earth ! Shadowgl~--- Alliance i 5 Tenoron St~~!.~!eldra ssil Shadow len 
SimpJ~_?191L. .... * .• :~=--·~·-·--···--·-·· ·· ·--· i Shadow~n ___ .#]~Y.S~.~ .... L ._J_ 1 1 ~n-~e~votor llthalaine-= 1,"'1d1"'oss"il ""s1r"'ad"aw"gl-en- - ----+== 

.. ~!~~~~-~~-~-~-··-··-·--·-·--·-·-···-· ....................... ,J __ S_h_~~~~'..~I~~ .. ............ -.... -.... --~~~~~~~-----l ___ !_ __ ~·-, ....... ..1.~~-----~\o.~~r.".~!~.'..!!~.~l~!~.~]~~-~-~-!~-~~-~~-~~.9!~.~-
fncrypted Si ii ' Shadowglen A!~uuce j l ~ l ! Canservato1 lhholoine-Teldrossil Shodowglen 
Hollowed Si ·1 Shadow len Allionce 1 I l "I (onservntor lltholoine-Teldrossil Shadow len 



-~~~., --1J~IJ.J!!!collerf!~. 
WindrnllerProudhom 

1 
.. 1~::.~~~=~=--~=:~~-~---·---·-·-i-~~~L~~~_y~~=--=-- _t_;_Q.QQ ____ .~~ 

-·· --·----·--rws---cc--·-------·--.. - -·---·----·---------· ·· '" ·--
.. ~... 54 j 60 Hermit01tel\---S1!ithus ·---· . Hermit Ortell _ : The Deserter ..,..,..,.., ,..,.,,.. 

Wi ndcallerProudhorn-Silithus Windcalle rProudhorn I 5650 

--···· ·····-··-·-···---- ~~~i;::~0~~:~~-::::-::::=:.J~1:;:r:f~::=='~:~ ::-:=:_- 1i~ci~: ... 
59 WontedPoster-Silithus V•h Kozus 8050 

:: ~}--c::F~H=H~:~~oo,;~~~~::-_=---.::..--=:·:·:: ~~~~~~1r:lNl"'-:.:::::::.::: ·-h,i;1;ihi:!l0~~==:-.. -· 

18 808 

908 
-96f!_ 

11 . .,. .. ... ... .. ..... ,. """""" Both 60 _ 6Q_ ___ Boristolth oftheShltingSond~=lilithus Boristolthofthelhiftinglonds I _____ _ 
Both 54 6_0 ····- HermitOrtell-Silithus _________ . _____ Commond~r_M~(olith _____ J~~igh~-----· 

B.o~ -···-··· ---6~ ···· l~ ---- ::~~ili~~]~~=t~==:== l~l~fil~lt::~~ -=--H~~1~"'N;;~~::_===·-· 
l BorislolthoftheShltingSonds- Silithus I Boristolthofthelhltingltmds i lhePothoftheRighteous . _ ---'-"-'---L--~ 

:E:Ef :ff·::=~:::~~~;%i~~~~~Sii~--=: 
Anoch ronos-Tanmis 

__ J ______ 6.Q __ _l_5~.9~~~(~~!::::?.~!.~~--------·---·--

Colondrotlt-Smtt.s"··· · --T~;~kh~k---·----T--·----·-- I 3000 

BronnBronzebemd's lost letter I Rul11<1rGlvuhshooer ! I 8300 

j.}~gor_G l1plJ5'!o!"'=>l11hlJS .. _.__________ __ ........... _Ru_!gQr_G~~sha~I:: . . .. . _ .. --~~~~io ___ ·~===-····--- §}liQ==-
~E.~1~!.~.~n~bridge-Silithus ______ __ F ron~gL~!o.~~P!i~g_e ______ ·----·-~~~L~.f!.!Q_lio_____ 8_3_QQ_ __ _ 

,, I Sond1Cookbook=lilithus Colondrnlh t_QesertRecipe 6000 
Rutgor Glyphshoper-Silithus Jeologist lo~sbone _ __ ·-·-···-·- i G~ph (hosing __ ___ 1300 
Ge~t_Lorl<s_bone-Sili_th~s______________ Geo~~.st_lo<i_*sli~~-------JJ!nravelini~~~~------~---

·- _G~~kshone J The Colling 7250 ----" 

lililhus Both 54 57 I Colonrlrnt!t-Sili~us Colondrnlh I Shonna lhe Knawledae I 3000 18 701t 
11111hus ___ __ L~~-- I 11 ~Q_- -~!~dmon~i~~~~-----·--------~·-·- 1 e ao~ 

. ··1~~~111~==- ~=:=~=J~(;~~~iZoti~-===:·===t~~:~:·=r !.~~ .. 1 .t.~1.~_ ··········t}:t~~~·········-··-··- - --· ·-~~f.=t 57 
60 
60 

60 
.. ·- ·-··60··-·-~· ·-H~~~ Wildmane-Silithu~-(;~~;i~~ Hold Tour!!!_ ___ _ 

Huum Wildmane--Silithus Cenmion Hold Tauren HuumWildmane i TwiliahtGeolords 60 

-----------·---- _He~~-0~11_:=:==----~~ilight u,~;;; -...::== 
Hermit Ortell TrneBeliever5 
AurelGoldlwf 

_________ -----_TI,;;iG;idi;;,f---::_-:-::~-=-·-·r tordsol]f~_c:;.;;;~---. -=i=·-·-~i---

I ""'"'""' ~ ""w'"'Y -'"""<» ""'" "" "" Huum Wildmone--Si~thus (efl(]1ion Hold Touren AlUet Goldleaf I "6So 
-~~~~~~Si~~---·-----··-·-·-----·----·- }or WiM~~~ ----

AurelGoldleof-SililhusCenarionHold 
······~.~-i~W.!I~.~~~-~- -~=~=·=~-~-~-~-r!j-~k~~--~f"~~-·c~~-~~ii···········-·-==·=~·= 

SorWi!dmane , LordsoftheCouncil 
.. ~!!.!.el Goldleaf-Si!i!~~J:~nari on Hold 

BorWildmane-Silithus BorWiklmone 1 LordsoltheCouncn 

~~o.!_~_cfs ____ . i.._________L_-----j 

, __ REWARD: 1 (enorion Rese_r~~~ards, l Deserls~~~-~~--~~~~ ···-··-··-- -···- ·····-··-·- __ _ 
_ 1,r~~m.~ntsofll'.or .. m -···--· J si111husm m .... fso.t!c .... L 5a __ J __ _6.Q.. ___ L ... m . . 

REWARD: 1 Cenorion R~_~e.'.Y_i_~.t'~ .. ~.e_g~i-~9~!_.! Dunesto\ke1's Boots 
ArmomentsofWor I Sililhus -----------------···-GeoloQist La rksbane ·---··--- j The Colling 6600 

.==::-=TI.~og_~ lorksOOne ____ J_!he_~alli"!)______ I 6WO -~---< 

----·----------TGeOi;Q~I Lari;b{ifie--·---·-1 The Calling --=:D~[== 

___ j~!fllo~t_l~ks.bon~ . -· 

···riiiiOn;~--r-~66 T iii ... ]Loj;ti;s-foSi srtrJ1;9xm-·m·----··-··-· ·· ······r wi;ttkoil;~r,;;;ihQ;;;"" ···-r-·-·· ·· ·······- -···-·-r· iso - ~----< 
Alliance 60 60 LooistilsToskBrielioo l Colondrolh 650 
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}EYJ!~O~ l_Ge111~~d_Gloves 
JunleSecrets 
'lheHl!llenKe 

REWARD: I Bookmaker's See ter 
,JheS Revealed! 
I Pah~lched~es 

Srro11 lethomVole 
Siron lethornVole 
S!ro!!_glethornVole 

Siron lethornVole 
Itron lethornvoie--

Re ortto Doren , Itron lethorn Vole 

Both 

Alliance ··· ~ii;n;; · --

Both 
Alliance 

Bath 
NliOfl(e 
Both 

Alliance 

Nlionce 

18 
18 
18 
18 

30 ............. 
30 
1B 
30 

34 HemetNesi~lethorn 

36 HemetNesi /0 Sh'on lethorn 
41 HemelNesi Shan lethom 
43 Hemet Nesin 0 Srranlethorn 

___ JL_ 
-~~ 

31 
40 

--- ·-- i BornilltoneiJO_t ---------- WelcometotheJun_g~ ___ __ ! 4.J.Q.Oc._-'---

-30·]""_4_0-Ti~~i-Stonepot-Shongi;rt;Or~ ------------u~;~i!St;;,l------- ---T---------------[/ff ---,------

Both 30 40 BomilStoneof-Stro lethom Bom~Sto I 775 

Both 30 40 Bomi!Stonepot-Strn lethom 
------- ---~--------~--------------.-----·.----11 

Bornilllonepol i77S 

Both 30 40 BarnilStoneot-Stronlethorn Bornilltoneot : 775 

REWARO: I Choker of the Hi Shoman 
ciolF01ces 

~~n!~111~n_d_ ___ _____ _ 
Keep An Eye Out 
REWARO:IMtideCope 
SomeAssemb Re uired 

! 3900 
! 5050 

'fenniku 

REWARO: I Fille<ISoulGem 
Princ05'Poaboh 11900 
BloodsoilC011 ondence i 2450 40~ 

tI~~~tlle__ ________ .! Shong~le_thO~~n~Vo~le __ ,_B_ath _ _ +--_45_-+·--~~- Corefu Folde<I Note 
The Bloodso~ Bucconeers I Stra11 lethorn Vole Both 37 41 First Mate Crozz- SIT lethom Booty Boy 
Bloody Bone Neddores i Shan lethom Vole Horde 30 37 ~n'weeloy--ltron lethorn Grom'G~ I ~n'weel ' 2100 
REWARD: I BloO<lboneBond 

j~~rfsn.iBU((Qne,rs.-::--=-:..-=:::::+1tronglelhom_v~1, ___ BJ.Iii__ __ __JI___ ·-·--~L- _BloQdsoil C~reSJ'l-1'~~2~.f!!19lelli~n JK!1on.lw!/ille.eiel_oyc;~;- -- --~=~==::==]lh __ B·l-oad'.-~~=-Bdosno~]-_NB .. elK __ ,k\...1',_!1-,·e'·'s._~.--·-_-_ --- ---!,.-13J4_55.9o _==c_._-_-=_-_·=_·~_=---
s litBoneNerklorn ~----L.Stron~e,!homV~e ______ )l_or~ _ _ J __ 30 __ _____ 4_1 ___ !i~'.ll'~~lflL~~ile_!h_Of!l_G~ro=m~'Go~I-------~-~------ " _ ] 
CHOICE OF: l Dorks ear Shoes or l Dorks ear Boots 
The Bloodsa~ Buccaneers ! Stmn letham Vale ·-~8-0l,...h -:~~37-~-4--l - rcfir_s< __ M_om-cC-roz-z-----,Sn_o_l,..eth,..or-n,-80-0-cBc---- - -----,-::fl-ee-ct Mc-os-te-cr Sc-eoc-bo-m-----r::Thc-e-=Bl-oad"'so-::il -::-BIK_(_on_ee_"-----,!-:8c:15::--- ,----------tl 

1--V~en"'l\n~e~Cornpo=2ny~M=mi~n ~-,.,--,...--~_l_ho~nLreth_or._n_Vo_le_~_8_oth __ ~_3_0_~_4_1 --~Crn_nk_F_izz_lebu_O---_S_rro~om Booty~Oj' ________ ..Li:~on.k_fiz_~ebu_b______ Si~ng Blu_elh_o_rd_s ____ ~I 33QL_.~ ____ _,1 
CHOICE Of: l Goblinlgnn01or I Silver\tl<rde 



~~~i~::\rr.:::~;!~~~0~~~~~~"- - ==:~ea'!i~iir_R==:::~~=--==1~~1~~~;:·- --===H~~~==-
Fkef Master Seohom-Srronalefliorn Boo~ Bav !·-~eef Mast~ Seahorn f The Bloodsoil BlKconeeo 1 3600 
Cronk fi11lelrub--Srrooolefhorn Boo~ Bov ! Cronk Fizzlebub I I 2750 
"SeoWoll" ~ocKi nley-2rronglefhorn Bofl_~ __ L'..SliQk(Phillipe --- --- - - _____ j 82S I . I 

~~~~~~~;=t.~~~~~~;i~~-B~------------1-~~~;i:;;;;~:~~;;:v --····- -- -1~:r[1~\YBU(;;~;;~ - --- - - -1-mi- ---1 -40~L--1 
HSeoWoW·MacKinley I Return toMacKinle' _ -·-----f ofelynfheBJo~e ___ __ __ . __ JAnsire~'.s~e1 -·---

,,., ,,, "'" ........ , I .JllU''\I''""""' '"'" 1 "'"""~" UL. ,.,, I '""'"''" ""'"'"" " •"'""ll"""""' '"'"'l uur BoronRellilga~------~~( Ounnm ' .... ,, .. 

i Strofl{]lethornVale 

;:::c_ _______ 0frQ1191efhom Vole 
'" I lrrongklhornVole 

I StmnglethornVale 

Srronolefhorn Vole 

fll'lllr for ~ozek l Itron klhorn Vole ~II;;, 
Excelsior StronalefhornVole Both 

Horde 
l''""v"' •u•" --1..!oth 

"looWol" Mac~nle· Voodoo Dues i 46SO 

- ----------,290-r------l 
; 3600 ; 60. ! 

lcoraorolKoleb FovorforKrozek ! 2850 

PnV1lfeer Grny ___________ I Akins bv1he Bunrlle ------~F.9L _ _,_

8
1 4_5f_ ! 

------------~~ I 3600 ~ 
Mus Scroll Cortello'sl!:iddfo i 3600 

l Cortello'slreosure Cortello's Ri ddle ll.100 j 1 

' 
l Krozek ~ozek's(ooke~ ----!Tiiio-~--l 32 I 37 1 11.1uu;"- JllUI 

31 I 38 Dnzzlik Some Assembly Require<! I 1850 

45 
30 37 I Kin'weelov-Srronale!frornGrom'Gol I ~n'weelo 

----±MeS'Sageina Bottle 
2850 

fl3s0 ____ I 5_1 I ~incessPooboh-Srro119lefhorn I PTincessPooboh 

i Srronalefhorn Vole I Horne 32 I 37 I Nim bova- Srronolefh orn Grom'ool ! Zenau I Tro ll bone ! 700 
ii "'"" '""""'""g J SrronglefliornVole I Boili Flee! Mosfer firollon 

~liance___ Cle~ Ooli!'i_ _ _ _ _ _ 
Sofh BoronReviloz 

Goblin Sponsorship j StronglethornVale I Botti BoronRevil gaz-StmnglethomBooty Bay Boron Revilg;;- ---
Goblin Sponsoohip I Sfronglefliorn Vole I Bofh 19 37 I Boron Re•lgoz- Srronglefhorn Baafy Boy i Pozzik \ Goblin_Sionsorship I 700 
lheMirlrrilOtd" ~le!frarnVale Barlr Golvun fheAncienf In Search of Galvan I 3150 

1 Smelf Qri2m_!lt_Qff___ ____ ~~~ Vole Bo!fr GolV1ln fhe Ancienf The Mifhril Order I 3900 
REWARD:l Plans:noteMilhrilPants 

SrronolefliornVole Bofh T GalvantheAncient l TheMifhrilOrder I 3900 

Go~on_the Ancienf::::-2tro~9!e!h.E!'l ___ __________ __ ~~~-A~ __________ J_~~~!'!.ri~01d_ec __________ llQQ __ _l_ _______ I 

T Trentonliohthommer Smell On, lmelf Ott 1900 

---j 

] 9950 
REWARD: I BloodsoilAdmirol'sHot 

I ···t~~~;;~~~~ng_ -- ---lif;:~:i;i~i~:;: . mm -i~~~---
40 

;~;~~;f::ngl<~rn .... ······· -- --- .. ... - -- - - ........ - lii*J;t;~::J- ---------. -~;~;;;:'.~::: ______ ~-
0

--+- =--- --1 
REWARD: 1 Arena Grand Moster 
TheCooloin's Chest ; SrronalefhomVole 3150 

~~l'/ARD _J_m00d~o~d Bro""'----_ 
~~:~;~,~:m:e~::::--- ----~~-rn~0 -=-T- ~----

7100 

I Bloodso~ Troilor 

~:;~;~~~;::~~;;~R~edPos! __ ... _ m ____ __ _ J}::~~ - ----- ____ ________ JlockofSurplus __ _______ m , ,,., 

toor- Swomp of Sorrows J Maatoor 
Noboru's Cud el ,-Mogfoor i 1150 
Golen Goodworrf-Swomp _of S.rrows Galen's 5 ~___! _____ ·---~--1 Bit!) I 

::~::::::;::: ---- m m ---- -- --- - ---T~::::::~:------ -~==--r~:~:;~,;,~~ -m- m-- 1~:~-·--r - -- ---- --: 
Helorom fhe Swift- Swomo al Sorrows Stanard I Neekn Bloodscor I Report lo Helarum I 1350 
Nee~a!loo.~=BadlaE~~-- ---·---- --··--··--fReeko_Blo~.d.~~-=-- -------- ~--:-____ _ ____ ___ --l- ~1_s_o __ _ -/--____ ____ J 
Neeko Bl~cor-B!Jdl_ond_s _ ________ _illelg!1Jffi~~1yi_ft ---- ----- - - -------- ----+1!~Q__ I 

Watcher Biaas Encroochrna Wildlife , 1750 
1 SwornoofSorrows Kofor l lockollurolus 

The losfSiw!ies ~--__l_S!'.~.~p of Sorrows __ J_~--
jj_~~I BoxolSup~----~-------

Pool of Teim ! Sworno of Sorrows 

~Ll~n~ _ _L __ ____ ____ ___j_2S 

Horde 
----n;v;au1----------------i------------------r«so ___ _ 

Deliver tbelhiomenf I lwomoolSorrov~ Alfionrn I Ouonarmoster lunoerti I Dnlfwaod I 2550 

-~:;~.~;J;~--~-~~-~- ______ r~~;E~;-~:;~:: ____ 1;.;;: ____ l __ ]~ ___ l_ ... _~i-·-·--1 ~u · 4450 L 
'"'' ''"" ' " '" oo" j}_6QO ___ J 

CHOICE OF: I Tok'kor's Marloc Shanker or I Tok'knr's Murloc Basher or 1 Tok'kor's Murlac Ch· 
Continued Threol I Swomo of So1rnws I Horde I 
TheAtol'aiExile I Swam£ of Sorrows I Horde 
fresh M1!ll _____ _ _i Swamp of Sorrnws ___ .. _l_iio_rde__ 
REWARD: lOGnlled ~ngCrowlerlegs, lle_olherChef'sBe~ 

Kntor ' 3900 
Atol'oiExile i 3750 

_J_H~--"-L____ _ 



39 49 
43 48 
38 46 

tl~;~~X·;~-tiSD~fl~_G!.l_~~~as;l~~----~~-B_oth __ ~_43_~ __ 4_8_~Ho_m_in~R_ob_ot_O_OX.JJ/TN-Resrueth_e_R_ob_ot~CTo_no_ris~l ____ ~i~Ogl~th~rpeObnoliruS ----

! TornuoFie\JSom m Tornuo i Horde 38 -146- ModeJ47Jl.ITT Powerloorce Chlcl. ·.,erliieWiiiuie--
Another Power Source? Tonoris Horde 38 46 Chief En ineer Bil ewhizzle--lonoos God etzon Chief En ineer BA ewhizzle 

I REWARD: IModel471HIZPower Source 
- ~'~~Jo_!£~h~cg~£~i! ____ [19~0~' _____ J_"'arde ____ L_ __ ~L_j_ __ 46.,_J~~ie!E11Ji~e~~B!l9.0w_hi'~~lo~'.fis.God9e!!'! ____ ___ _____ _1_~£~~~~Zinge ___ __ -

CHOICE OF: l Skilled Handling Gloves or I M£ster Apotheco~ Co e or l loraskin Shouldm 
J God tzonWoterSu Tanaris ~oth 38 I Senior Sorveyorfizz/edowser 

lorlo 

1ps~~~----------J_:r~_or• _ ____ J~ __ }LL_9 __ ~-----------------U~~----------I_ __________ i _=i 
REWARD: I E (role 
AnExl!ooriillOlyE Tenaris 60 Cure(ronl:l$nfi 
REWARD: lBoxolGoorlies 

~Th~nt --=~~~- !anons I :~- :~ -{-+--'===='-'=====-----+1-"';:,~;;------·--+-'S~tol='sS~hiLpm=e=nt __ _ 

i OelivertoMactirile Tancris 1 Both 40 45 --·-· ~~~in!e 

REWARD:] Cuer o's Hidden Treasure 
I The Slone Walther Jonaris 

~~~~,l~nde;-;=====- ~~--=-tf;.~L 
I Afutucelosk - Tonons ! Horde 
1Relumtolronforge Tanoris 1Al!ionce 
[.H.!"!i~~l~.\or! .. __________ ., Tonons ----J ~once_ 

~~h~'.~dion -~- -- ---~--------- ~i~Bo~th~-~-
CHOICE OF: l SuNe r's Tunic or l Staff of lore 
Did Yoo lose This? 

1'1.embership(ord_~~L------· I REWARD: 1 Goblin Engineer Memb•shi Cnrd 

HislorionKomik 
_ ______ ________ .frel.'.' .. ~Ji!!§KL __ _ 

~orvcnRivetseeker 

Tienton · hthomme1 

ectfil lronboot- Tanoris llooffiVih~~f_o.r!_ _________ _ 



- - - Anochronos -----

ii '."" • "''.' ·~ ·~'"""'"'"' _ r '"""'" r Bofu I 60 I 60 I I Anochronos I The Pafu of fue Protector ! 6600 ---1 

11 
.................... ···~··· , ........ ,, , ·s;~- --1-·-6o ____ T ___ 60---r·-------------- ----- -------- ---------ri;;;;-;h;,;;,-;;------ ---- - --- TihePoii;;11hePr•;·-------Tuoo-- 1 -~ 

!I-""- '"" ' """"""'"""' J. '"""'" I Bafu I 60 I 60 I --------~anos I TheMaft!Je~atector __ [ 6600 I 
r---160=i=60=1-------------------~~;;;---------------r1h;p;~-;r,h;P~·~·~;--- - ---T99SO ___ _ 

Ana~hronos 

__ _ J~E<hraP_DS __ _ 

; 6600 

I 6600 

!6~--,--

ThePafuaf_!helnvaker -----~-----

Anaduonos 

·------------11.na;i;;;;;s -- ---------~]n;;1;;i;;~;;1KaiinJ,-,---- -- --r ----~-r===-

TheluaerEao-0-Matic 

R~msoo Azzleb;i _ ___ T _ _ _ ________ T ____ T _ _ _ _ 
AthridasBearmont\e--.,--Te\drassilDolonaar '270 
Gaeraloslalvefurea-Teldrossil ATroublinQBreeze 550 
Athridos Beormm1tle-Teldrossll Dokmoor Grmrloine(orruption ; 775 

Athridas8eormontle-Teklrass~Oolanoar 

1 TheRoadtoDornassus Teldr<MI Mlionte 5 8 MaanPrieste~Amoro-Teldrassil MaanPnestessAmoro ! 700 , ._ .,~ 
_l_ef!n'.~!"9_______________ Teldrassil Mlion<e 4 5 Zenn Faulhaaf-Teldrossrl 
REWARD:SSeveredVoodooClaw 
leek Redemption! I Teldrassil I MliOfr(e I 4 7 I Sentinel K~o Storsono-Teldras.i Dolonoor 
Timbeilina Seeds I Teldrrrs•I I Alliance I 4 7 I Denoloa-Te~ros•I Do~noor 

II w~~raom_\:DL __ ~--[~ii;;;;-f-4-rl--TI~o~iliOfunOO-r ----------=rJ;~;;;---=- ----r·------ ------ - - - --Ta00·--- =f3~5oi_ --
CHO!CEO F: l GordeninQGlovesor 1 GroystoneBrocers 
RellionGreenspyre I TeldroS>il I Mlionce 

J1;~~;~e~~: ..... --~·-· ,, _____ J .. ;.~~7~.... .. .. ---·-:~~; .... _._ 
Teld rossil Mlionce 
Teldrossll Alliance 
Teldrossil Alliance 

CHOICE Of: I ferol Broe"' or I Viny Wroppi~ 
Crown of the Earth Tleldrrrssil 
CrownoftheEorth Teldrossil 
CHOICE OF: I Ashwood Sow or I Thicket Hommer 
T)~~nihE~teJGlo_de_ ___ ____ __ __LLel~o~t- _____ ...... J.Nt~n.~.•-
CHOICE OF: I Shockled Girdle or I Rain-spotted Coeo 
Mist I Teldrossil ----i Allirtnce 

Erionlhodewh;~ Miante 
The Sprouted fronds 

REWARD: 5 5,;;;;ted f,;;;,i-------
TheEmeraldDrwmcotcher Al!Klnce 
ferotitosthe DreomEater Alliance 
Relum to Denolon Alliance 

AJl~n!e __ _ J_ __ L 

AirH11JCe 

Alliance 
AlJiOO(e 

Denalan-TeldrassilDolanaar Rellian Greens~vre TimberlinQ Seeds 320 
MoS>-twUleriHeort Denoon ; 460 

. Cori rhr__rrs_l,\oE!"~~---- Jrow-"-!!tfi~_Eo_rth_ __ ____ i}_4Q _ 
Denolon TimberlinaSeeds I 850 

t2 
..... 2~J Corithr~y.!!\oonr~Teld!!JSsi1 Do!ono~!_ _____ _ 

10 I SnongefruiterlPlont-Teldrossil 

--j 
3(9 50(9 

10 I ShOngefronrledNont- MdrOSS11 ' 001olon I Timberlinole<ds I 850 3•509 
7 I Tollonkai Swifrroot-T~!d rossil D~~~-or _ ______ _ ,_ Tollonkoi Swihroat _ ______ ___ L __________ __ __j_~~-5 _ 

Corithros Moomage=-TeldroS511 Dolonoor 
CorithrosMoomaoe-TeldrossilDolanoor 

---rc;~M~;~;;--------- Cr~~E;h---~T7T5""" ------·-.. ·------·-
M Druid Fondrol Stoohelm Crown of the forth I 1100 

__ .~entin~l_ArynioS~r!'.k=!e~~L___ _ ----- --------L~~~neLArJni~lo~_ri_slrr_err! __ ___ ___ J ___ ____ _ ____ __ ____ j_~4Q_ __ _ 

---- --- · -!900 

The EnchontedGlode I 440 - -·-·- -------- : 900--

1875 

<"'""~' I Denolon 
_________________ _ ,_sr~IBlo~I~~-- -- ---- - _ 

1130 1 soe I 

_JJQQ ___ _ ' 

I 110 

· I'""""""'""" " ' '"'"' '......... i l;_ _______ · _______ [iii,~--==-:~~~ .=r~ 
-Teldrossrl Dolonoor RerlndoeRendezvous ; 120 

.. _._!!i_~ .. 2!L~f!!~.!l~.9.£!.o!!( __ J!L __ __ _ 

Tollonkoi5v.1hroot-Teldrrrs;!Dolonoor I 410 
The tmerold Dreomcotdier 875 
Tumors 180 

.... _ ... !e~.~.~.!~.~~l~·-·· .... L.9J.L .. . . .... , 

---i Oben Ruaedaw 
Druid of fue aaw I T~dr<MI I Miante I 3 to I Oben Raaed1W1-Mdrassil I Oben Raaedow I The Sleei 

W,i~n~~~~~QJ_o~e"~llih~ood_!\~,;r-------~e---l--2--L4-=1lverroa-Teldroliit Shodo~glen __________ _______ To~~~•eriiine---:-- ] A Good frie.n~==~-:__ __ i 90==__r====-



Jlverron'sAntidote ! Te\dnrssil DiranioSilveohine--Teldra5"1Shadow len !DiranioSilvershioe 
' lvenon'slnl\lole i Teldras•I Diranio~Wecshine--TeldrossilShad !en lveuoo 
[ CHOICE Of: I led eweed Britches or I Bmkmoil Vest 
f ReciJMJof lhe Koldorei ----~! _Te_ldm~ssi~·1 _ __ ~l =Nl=ion="~~ 
i REWARD: I Re<i e: Koklorei "derKobob,3KoldoreiS iderKnbob 
1 GormentsoflheMoon ! Teklmss~ Allionce Loomo Marni r ~ 
'REWARD: I MoonRobesolElune 

Shanda-Teldr0SS11 Shadawglen l _ lnuroo Mami~gii!_ 
Knl---Teldrossil a~~naar --·--·-·--···--·------r MQih~~- Bemwalk-;-·----

Dazalm-Teldrossil Do1anoor ! Oazalar 
l TheHunter'sPolh , Teldm~i l i Alliance 10 Jacaste--Damassus Dazalor 

i Tomin the Beast 1 Teld1ossil A~ionrn 1D 10 Dozal01-Teldra•il Dalanoo1 Dazal01 Tomin the Beast i 850 
\ TraininglheBeast ··- -· .. ! Teldrnssil ~~~--+-~ID~-+-1'-"D-+...,D~az=ala,_r-_l~el=dross=il D"'aki"'n""oo'-r -~---------li-'Joc,,as,,,t,__e ·-------+-l~am=in~th~e=B=eos~t ____ _ ,_~ 4=2~0 __ , ___ _,1 
i The Hun~!'sPotli_ _______ ~assil_ ___ 1_~0~ __ ID_ ID ---l-'O=lm,,in--'lilll=ru=·n"gbe=m=d----"'hoo=l-"org"'e"Hol=-l=-ol=Asm"'s'-------if-'D"'oz"'ol"-OI---------+------ i 85 
l The Hunter's Poth i Teldrassil l Nlionce 10 ID Grif WiWhernt--ltun MO!o h Khoranas l DozalO! i 85 
I C1own of lhe Eorth 1 Teldrnssil . Alliance 1 11 (oritluos Moonra Teldrossil Do!onoar i Corithms Moom e Crown of lhe Earth j 650 
! Tri i Thernmore ! Allianle 35 45 DoctorliustofVanHawzen-OustwallowMo1sh i Doct01GusfofVanHowzen ! 3900 
i lonelrrow's Joomol i Thausond Needles Alliance 19 34 Hen lnnebrow's Journal [ Famndcl Woywnnlei i 1350 

r, Th:cec:cC::ran7e:-ol:-~:-K-:m:-~-:-c-:-::--;:--:::-:-''_1h.,.a-::usand--c-Nc-ee:-dt.sc-c---:-:-';-::Alc-io_,nc~e c----.L-0:17-9...,.-,~-~3_4 -~Fo=ffin=de=I W~"fW="~dei~--'f="=ala=s Thol= o=n'=°'-- - -----'-' =faffi!'.dd Waywonler lonehiow's Journal l 3350 
CHOICE OF: l Be lline Pads or t Stanelist Gi1dle 0! l Maib!OO BU<kler REWARD: l "Mo •E e· Blunderbuss 

! Solt Flot Venom I Thausond Needles Bafu 1B 30 fizzle Bmssbolt-Thoosond Needles 11'r Rocewa Fizzle Brnssholt 
iJ!ordenerl Shelo i. Thousand Needles Both 18 30 Wizzle Bmssbalt-Thausand Needles Mimge Rocewoy _______ l _Wizzle Bmssbalt --·--

! ~~~-=~-=~=t~~~-~I ~~~--=- --- ~~- ~~-- ~::::es;:::~::~~::~:~t=~~\:;;;Ri;;!------+~~~~~~~~------ -~fi~~:~:-:~-----
lndunum ; Thousand Needles Bath 18 39 Martek the Exiled-Badlands Valle al Fon s ! Mortek the Exiled Martek the Exiled 

I RocketCorPorls --·-··-·-···-·-·-----· l Thousand Needles ~~Qtli_ 18 --~L-- KmvelKoolbe01d---ThousQndNeedlesMimgeRocewoy < Kmvel Ko~)beJ=nl-----+-
Wll'!~mosteiQi!.~a " ______ _j_]h_o_usond _l;e!dles _ __ JJa_!h__ __ 30 36 Kmvel Koolbe01d---Thousond Ne!d~~~"!i~-~"!\Vllt ___ j_l'l_ha.ifin_llSloCQi!~~-
Parts for Kmvel i Thousand Needles i Bath - 30- - 36-- Whanmostei Diz B01rens Rakoot ! K10<el Kaoloo01d 

i D1e<1mltustintheSw~ 
' R001orsforKiovel 
i BocktaBoo Boy 
1 Zonzi\'sMixtureondofool'sStout 
, GertheGnamesOrunk 
~eGablnsDrunk 
i ReartBockrofizzlebub 
• Me~1SendsWord !ThousandNeedles Honie 1D 30 Steelsoo 

i 1850 
i 1450 
! 135D 
[ 345D 
' 3DOD 

i Steelsnop ·---- -- i Thousand Neerlles 
l-Fio.!1!.\£n9!~L----------~ Th~us"nd Needles 
IJourneytoAstronoor i ThousondNeedles 

Horde 
.Mlionce 
I Mlianre--

3D 
__ JL __ 

2D 

Mel01SIDllehool- Thunder Bluff 1 Mel01Stanehaof -+i _14_5D_-;--
Red Jod< Flint- Wetlands Merie_~il__ ___________ -=rJJEro_ Lo_n _ _u1-m_1S _____ -_-_-_-__ -~~--t-·J-au-rne-ta-As-rra-n.Q..__01 ______ ===---~ZZL_,__ ____ ., 
FiOIO Lan e<11S- Dustwallaw Mo!Sh Theiamore !je ' Shindrell Swifrlire 

iAllionce 3D Fiora Lon ems-Dustwnllow Marsh Theramore Isle ] Fiorolonems '3650 
REWARO:l WindbomeBelt 

J~.~.!~!..f~~!~.---------------------~--------_-__ 'l __ -Th-~-soll_-d_-Ne-ed-les _____ -__ -__ 'L-B~.-~.--.--IJL~-1-8 -j' __ -_-J-I-.... -___ '_[_M__{]il __ ~-lh-e-Ex-ile_d:::__Bo__dla-.!1.~-s_-v_a_-l~Y.-_~-f .. t-a_n-~!-___ -__ -__ -___ -__ -__ -_-___ -_-_~L-J-j~~-l~_-B1-llS_-sb~-J~-~---_-__ -_______________ J.J.'.1.ch!!.i~.~-... --.-·-------·_J_L4.~Q__ ___ _l ____ .. ___ .. _____ ..... 
1 CHOICE Of: 1 fizzle'sZi p li hter01l GnamishMecoonic'sGlaves 
1 The Swarm Grows t ThollSandNeedles 
l Thelw01mG!aws i Thousand Needles 
\ The Sw01m Glows I Thousand Needles 
; Portsafthelwo1m ! Thousand Needles 
; Testoffoith ; Thousand Needles 
! Test ofEndoomce 
i Testmltrength 
I Testmlnre 
! ANewOreSo le 
I REWARD: 101cishW01\W01d 

! TuousondNeedles 
i ThousandNeedles 
l ThousondNeedles 
iThausondNeedles 

I Horde 
Honie 
Honie 

• Honie 
! Horde 
i Hanle 
, Horde 

H•de 
1 Hrnde 

19 
19 
19 
18 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

33 Korron--Borre115(rossroods i Bel romRockmou! 1300 
33 8e ram Rnckmwl-Or rimmC1r I Mal.tm~in The Sw01m Glows i 1950 
35 Moktm Kiio-Thausorid Needles ; Mokro1Klin lheSwa!lllGlows l 2750 35. 
35 Crocked~lithidCoropoce : 175D 
16 Dam Ploinsrolker-Thausood Needles The W01the1ed Nook ; 105D 
30 Oom Ploins!alker-Thausond Needles The W011!.1ed Haak Testolfoilh i 1450 
30 D•n Ploinstolker-Thoosond Neerlles The We<11he1ed Nool. TesrofEnduronce i 3050 

Test of Irr lh i 1100 
Weoponsa!CHDICE '1350 

Test of Lare ! Thousand Needles , HO!de 15 30 Broug Dimspint-Stonerolan The Talondeep Poth ___l8ra~~Dims.cPin~·t _ ____ -f-'T"est--'ol7l=ore'-_____ _,i,_1"'85"D'--.-+-----ll 
! Testaflare TTiiausondNeedles ! HO!de __ 15 _____ ~_11_ __ _ 8r~ug~s~~t:::::l~erolanThelQ!p~~~-------lf~ljllol~n)ll~~s__ Testollore __________ j_1_1Q9__ ____ _ 
i-ies!Jt0re _______ ___________ Tiho;;rn;dNeedle~ - - --nimde-- 25 36 POI ual Fintollas-Undercity I PO!quol Fintollos Test of lore ! 1100 
l A Bum intheRoad ------TTh~~~ondNeedles . 1 Both 28 33 Trockmoste1Zherin-ThousandNeedlesMira eRocewo I TrackmasterZherin i 2650 
! Load Llghlening _ I Thousand Needles ! Both 19 30 Pozzik ! 1850 
~njpilnso11hiL_ ______ j Thousand Needle~---L~~---- 19 37 lo~QJ.jg~[n] _____ _JJQL_ 
~111Slh<Jt Brothers --+'~Th=ausa=nd~N=eed~l=es---+i~Al=lia="~' -1----·~·-·~-+·--~JO~--;-====~~=~---------+~· i 2450 
1 Porn of lhe Swollll - i Thousand Needles ' HO!de 35 Kanon-Bmrens Cramoods Pam a! lhe Sw01m ! 1350 

CHDICEDF: ID eof Pon~Ol l Bleedi Cres<ent 

' SofetyFirst 
I Sole fi!St 

IJ.e~~'-"----- ! Thousand Needles I Bo~__ ___ 29 41 Pozzl<- ThousoooNeedlesMir Rocew ___ l _Rizzle'sU~e<IPlans_______ Newsforfizzle ; 1650 
' · ~ News fru~fiz~zl-e -------i----
' Zomek'sOisfloctian ! Tho<JsondNee~ _ _iJo!!i__-+-1'-'9-+--'4'-1 -+----- --------- _j Zomek -+---+----11 

lndurium Oie i Thousand Needles i Boih 29 42 ·-· !.Pozzik Rizzle's Schematics 
Rizzle'sSchemotics i Thousand Needles Both 29 41 Rizzle'sGuardedP!ans-ThousondNeedles Pozzik Kee in Pace 1 1650. 
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I fino l Po~oge 'Thousand Needles 
1 CHOICE Of: 1 Windst01m Hammer 01 I Doncin flame 

Horde 
! CHDICEOF: 1 CIOlruoner'sAimor I Azure Sash 

36 i 4200 15 ' DarnMoinsto&er Test of lore 

i Collalrur ! Thousand Needles . HO!de 3D 

I REWARO:li.J~_m _ ____ ~----~---~--~-
! CollofAi1 - i ThoosandNeedles Horde 30 3D 

- ----------- f REWARDer---Orgrimmor P~i_~e~"-'-----'-' 2450 _ _,_ ___ 11 
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! REWARD: 1 rurTotem 
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! REWARD: 1 CmmtonoStick · 
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! REWARD: 1 Heo AsmOI Kit 
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~ r 3010 I ~~"" "'"" i Thousand Needles I HOJde I __ ]!__J___lQ I Wizlo Beoringshiner- TholllOnd Needles Whuereoch Poot WizloBearingshiner 

2050 121~ 
~o 30. 

Thous~ndNeedles \ Horde 32 ! 35 f Cliffwotcherlonahorn-Thousond NeedlesFreewind Post I Notakalonahorn ~ 
Thousand Needles I Boil I 28 I 31 I Krovel Koolbeord-Thousand NeedlesMirooe Rocewov I HemetNe•nowor 

I '50 
250 

.• ,. •. ,.. I Thousoncl Needles I Honie I 25 I ~O Brnu Oims iril-ltonelolon The Tolondeti Poth ' Brnuglli_mspiril I Test of lore I , 
Thousonc!Needles Horde , 25 30 Pornuolfintollos-Undercitv Porouol finlnllos Tesloflora 

iiiO 
i 550 

I Thunder Bluff I HOJde 16 I I§ TumkRunetotem-ThunderBluff · Oend1iteSt01bloze 
Thunder Bluff 1 llorde 12 15 CI01ice foster-Thunder Bluff , Yuiiv's Tombstone 

-~;: ___ J ___ ~~_J ____ ~---- :~~:.:;;;.;:~;;:~,~~------ ··--· _:~;;'E~~:e_orr __ _ 
160 

____________ Laz\ ______ L ____ l 
Veranlollstridei I 875 l 
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M~or ltoneh~~i=-Thundei.81;;if------·----· -- lseiumDo~~;;n·----·-·-11he Hunw;w;-----i85--r----· 
Arch Druid Homuul Runetotem-Thorider Bluff ~ TonQO Runelolem l The F0111otten Pools l 85 
A]lOfh'.'_ll_~_lomoh-::J!ru .. nr!~r Bluff ~t!Jec~----··-·----J _____ ,, __ __liJQQ__LliJL_~i 
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- ---Hi~o·-·j- -- [ 
. : 4050 
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... ~:::~~~~~-·· ·----------H~~·:=~-1!-31.---- -

! 600 ' - -: 
; BeJloWinteihoof The Platinum Oise.> ! 420 

·----------- -·--------- --·- --- -·-·--'-=--·-·-.. ·-- ----.... - ---- ----·--·--.. -------j 
J.09elruthseeker-:--lhunderBluff ,,_ ______ I Narnytili~!!'--- ... ~Platinum Docs · -·--· - i 47Q ___ . __ L_ ___ J 

NornWiWmane-Thund<1Bluff UldumPedestol I Portentsof Uldum ~00 I - I 
50 I ArchOrnidHomuulRunetotem--ThundeiBluff I Ghede I I 4700 J 18 45& 

""' "'"" -.::~:. __ J __ ~ __ J .. 1~- ~;~~~~;;~~1:~~~T~u"de'~--- _____ Jt~_~:~~:~;~tto~: . __ =:±un~~?~~Eil_ ·------·- ---- __ _.!_~;~ ··-"-----···- . 
Thunder Bluff Horde 47 50- I BoshrmoRooetotem-Thunde!Bluff Boohono!uoetotem MorrowaroinResec1ch I 4700 
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Thunder Bluff Hllfi!e 50 50 Bluff Runne; Windstrider- Thuncfe<Bluff 1ton ; 470 
iThundeiBluff 16 1 Rohouro-ThunderBluff l B75 

_l.L .. J Rohouio-Thunder Bluff I Rohourn 
. "'u''''"' ~~~~______t_ __ l6 _ _l_!i\aurGrimfoiem-:-Rogefi r~-~ --~==-JRrumur;·==--···-·-·-·-··-····· ----.. ·---Uli~L-.. L ----, 

~~Qf;the lost Satchel _____ t _l1.~9 _ _ 1 _ _ __j 

Turok Runelotem---Thunder Bluff ! Dendrite Storbloze 

lnnkeepOJ ~~o-ThUlldec~---------·--__j]tirot_~~~--
Turnk Runetotem-Thunder Bluff Turnk Runetotem 
TurnkRunetotem-ThunderBluff Oendii~-sioiirTO;----

HOlde I ID I 60 I Whulwert (-;inch-Thunder Bluff lDw Rise I GreatiathOJ W'1~1 

-~~~~---- -- -~LL .. ~- --+====--=-==~-- +~;;;:~;~:t::--=~--l------------ -------l- 1~~~ ...... J_ .. ________ J 
11 • ""'"""' • """••=•• , ......... ..... 1 H'!"de j 40 j 60 i' Rurnstog Proudslrider 3300 j 1 

Horde 50 60 Romsroo Proudsrrider I A Ormotioo of Wool ! 6600 
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REWARD: I lhunderBluff Mmipon 
60 

50 Meilosh--Timhermow Monster Furbo\o Common 55 

··-·-----
10 55 

~ 
45 60 Gorn One Eve-Timhermow Morrster Furbolo Common 

The Root of MIE•I 
Common The Root of~! E•I 

Colemonfonhino I i 875 I 48 
Mogislmte Sevren I Deolhs in the Forni~ l 85 

OeothguOld Linneo-Tirislol Glades i OeothguOld Linnea t JiQ___JJ_f 
Mooorrote Se•en--ffisfol.§!E~ ______ l_~aais~!.~~-----·-·---· _ ________ __ lIQ!J__ _ _l1._9 25f __ 

1 

l D1 11dlinnw Grnverobbeo i 200 
foookenDuties T 390 1&509 

480 
i 420 

muuu 1 625 ___ j 1e 1se 

Apofhecorv Johoon ANewPlaaue -~1-220·--

i ~·~9~----·----- ·-·_j At Wru Will The Srorlel C1uso.de..__j.lli__ I ·~ I 
. _j_ExecutorZygo~d ________ , AIW01WithTheSrorlel(1U10de ~---

Execut01Zvoond At W01 WiillheSr01letC1usode I 900 

1 lllUIUI Vl\J\ll>J I llVIU!; I ui;u111yuu1U UUl!:fl'.:l:l-"'l,)IUI V~UUll l Oe!lthguordBurgess I A1WorWith TheSco1letC1usode I 625 i ._.,.,r;I' I 
,1 .... _. ............ :. ; ........ " .••• , , ...... • , "'"'"'"" ., ...... - .. .. ,. •. "'"°" """ .. __ . _ ___ liire1<hen-o~---·-- T------ --------uoo==rii25fi--1 

. I 
TirislolGlodes 10 WantedPoot&- TirisfulGlades Exearto1Zvoond ' 850 34' 50. 



fitle Lototion fothon Mm Love! Con Love! Storler locotmn finisher Prerequotto Mox XP Cash Reword 
CHOICE Of. l Brnss Scale Pants or 1 Til!e(s Vest 

' A Putrid Tosk ! foisfol ~odes I Horde 6 Oeo~ oord Dilli r-Tirisfal Glades Bri! Oeofu oord Oi1~n er 
! 160 i 

··-\ ~~~~-[--

Pro.; M e I TirisfnlGlodes 11 Goother Arronus-Tirislul Godes GuntherArronus Returnthe8ook 
TheOorroontShade Tirisfal~odes 

, TI;Pr"o<ligO!iiJiR,f;;----------, Tirisfal ~odes 

IREWARO: I Bone Buckler 

Ill_ l~lifu'sllinnoToble ---+-!!"!---.. --------.-. 
11 Gunther Arronus-Tirisful Glades ·.~odmsl-.W __ Pro~ All~iance 

Tho MilhOvorrun Tirisfol ~odes Honie DeofuuordDilli er-TirisfolGlodesBrill Deo APutridTosk j 875 14&50& 

REWARD: I C01dleof 8e<kon 
Delive to $~\'e ·ne Forest Timfol filodes Hosde 

f-~~-~-~-------------H:t~~----1-~~-i Holgor's Summo~- Tirisfrn Qodes r Horde 
Slin~ U Soulhshoro Tirisfol Glades Horde 
REWARD: 15Hollow'sEndPum kin Treat 

1.l!l!"!'!l_C'!!!2! ___ ____ ,._, ___ .... JTir_"1~LGloJes __ _ 
Gordo'1Tosk ' TirisfolGlodes 
Doom Weed i TirisfolGlodes 

10 Morion Colf-Tirisfnl Glades Brill Menne! Corkad____ The Denfustolkers i 110 
---+---t -------- ""6ordO=r;J;t{;!GTad~---- - ------------- ····-- · i;~i;,-~{;~;~.;.;H~~ ----- --- -----------------r 230 

Jurnor fuec HolkiOO-Tirisfal ~odes Jurnor theco Holland Gerda's Tosk 1 550 
liomlentsof Orukness TirisfolGlodes OrukUenclle<yl l 170 

, REWARD I AcoMe's Soailiool Robes 
WQ_'Qr_Qf_Oo0nes5 ------- Tirisfol Glades ! 90 I 
'RoltenJool ________ __,_ _____ _,,_ __ -+---1---+-----~~~--------t~~------ i 161!\-·---r· 

Ruinad Ke s -+-o--:--------+f-!~65""0-+----1 

AHusbond'sReve e Horde 10 
I REWARD: I Rin of Scorn 

lheStar,theHandandtheHeort I Underci Horde 30 44 -t-~-~--~----------+-~-
The~;FrO"ntter ____ Underd H;;~- 54 _5_5-_1-~~----~--------+-·~--------+----------+----1-----1r 
Into The Scarlet Monoste~ Undercity Horde 33 42 
CHOICE OF: l SwordofOrnenor l Pro betic(oneorl Oro on'1BloodNeckfoce 
~ . Gom . Guano' Undemty Hodo 30 33 
H~_nLZ!ol ~-- _,_3~0 _ _,__~33~.-+-~~~~~~~~ 
To Steal From Thieves Horde 27 36 
CHOICE OF: l Grim Pouldrons or I Gallon Cuffs 

10 10 CorendinHalor Creature of the Void i 615 

r-~~~~of Souls ------"---"~----
! Cienluteof the VaKI Undercify 

Godrickfarsan Devourer of Souls l 160 
CoreOOinHol or ------ CreotureoftheVoid !61S 

20 
10 

TheBindin i Under· 10 10 CorendinHolor HeortsoffueP111e l 1550 
REWARD: I Small Soul Pouch 

,_i _He_orts_o_f_fue_Pu_re _____ . ___ .JJ!n.,,,de"rci"-----+-"'"· 
~!P_f fue Cobol I Undercify 
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30 Jorah Annison- Underci Strahod Fooon-·------ Tome of the Cabal ________ l 2410 

Horde 1 10 
Hord;--1 30 
Horde - 30 

TheDeothstolkers Undercify Horde 10 13 Menne!Co~aHnderci Mennel(o~ad 675 
TheDeothstolke" Uoomify 

------+-'~~---+'· 

TheDeolhsto~e" Undeic' 
H11_de 10 
Horde 10 

13 Mennet(o~oHndercity AndronGonl The Deofustalkm I 230 
13 Androo Gont-\Jooerci Menne! Corkod The Oeothstolke" i 130 --

TheDeoltoto~eo , Undercily Hanle 10 13 Menne! Ca~ad-1Jnderci Vorimotl:roi The Deothstalkeo I 900 
, REWARD: l Bklde of Cunn 

Horde 16 
-~qrqe ___ _ l ___ l_6 ____ 

Horde I 33 
Horde 16 
Horde 41 
Horde 30 
Ho.& 37 

I REWARD: I VonqllishOl's Sword, !Ambei law Tolismon 
Horde 30 
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CHOICE OF: l Chemist's_Rifl~_£r_l_~!!f!!t1Jrrr.ocrck~----~--~---~ 
Testin for(oouption-Felwood I Undercify ·Horde 48 51 

Horde 50 52 Better late Them Never I 5100 
Horde so 50 i 470 

I Horde 20 20 
Horde 20 10 
Horde 10 10 

; 14SO 
I 650 

---·-··-··-··-~nso--+----ll 

i 1610 

i A Donation of Mo ewetl'le \ Underti Horde 40 60 i 3300 

A Donation al Runedoth I Under · Horde SO 60 ADoootionofWool I 6600 



Normon-Undeicil 

Lunor festiva lHorbinae1 
Krahle-Un'GaroCmterGalakkaHotSonnas I Krllk!e 

~ I " tKmk~n'GaroCmterGalakka Hat\llfings I llooava .. ~~~en--=-.. 
__J__£_ . 52 A Wred<ed Rafl-Un'Gam Crater . A Smal Patt 

··-t--- - Almoll Pock-Un'Goro Crater -----
Williden MmshaHn'Gam Crnter Mmshal's Refuae 

Nilmine1-Un'Goro (role. Marshal's Re' 

linken'slword I Un'GaioCmter A. Consoiruous Gmvestone-lllflllris I Linken l A Grove Situotion I 5100 
A Gnome's AWnnce I Un'Gom Cmter 
~en;si.leriii~------===t]n'60ro era1e1 ~ 
Linken'sAdvenrura i Un'GoroCroter I Balli I 47 

Link~r[Garo Cmter Marshal's R_ehig~-------- u~_Ca.I! .......... ,;._ .......... --- Linke~'!"'rl__ _____ U~L .... ~ .. 
J.O. Call i~Un'Ga10 C10ter Fire Mume Rid.ge ___ Erid"'l~uewind . ____ .... AGnome'sAssistnnce ___ __j_~,?Q__ 
J.O. Colli~Un'Goro Cmter Fire Plume Riri!le Unken Ariuementus i 2700 

lt'sOonaeroustoGo~ane I Un'GaioCrater linken-Un'Goro Cmter MoishW's Refuoo I Linken I Link81l's Adventure ! 7300 
CHOICE OF: L Unken'U:!'.ford of Mosterv or I ~~f!!_Q_L~.guemenlns RE!A!!D:JJinken's Boomeru _ 

-~;'ij!~--------------t ~::~~~~---=fl;*-----+ :; - ::l:~~~;;t::~~~~~::::~~- - ---- -H~~fs~.~--=~==-
Un'GoroCmter I ~lionce I 47 Muioin-Un'Gam Crater Mnrshol's Refuoe Muiom 

lanon-Un'Gam Crater Marshal's Refuoe 
47 I 52 I !ivijzzlefix-BorrensRatchet I larioo 
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J.O. Collie-Un'GoroCroter Fie Plume Ridoe J.O. Cull;-··-------· 

J.0.(oUie 

The ~~!n.1)]£~----·-- I Un'Gam Crater I--=-•· 
J!ia We~er~!':@n ___________ ·-"~ Un'Goro Cmter 
Th!Apesof Un'Goro 

!~·'"'"~""" ""'" '"' ""'"' ""'' 1 ~!~t~fiiiie~:-===---~-~=~l;~----------=ti ·-1 B5e 

The Foieofla(kOIWi j Un'GamCroter ' lorwo Pathlindei I I 5250 
TheSrantoflor'korwi TorwuPothfinder TheForeof lo(korwi 
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1
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47 I 55 I 
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---·- - -- ··---
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HOlde 4 Minor Monnestnttoo of Eorth-Dumtur Mula01e CoUol Eorth 
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Horde l .1 j Gornek-Dur~~rV.alleyofTrtols Moi'oh ___ ·----~--~---Ll.~tti_l!_Y.~1!!_~----· 
+-.~HH-=00r1dd=;e_-_-·+---'-I- ----1-!G;;;,k....:::i~ti,;v~iey~---- Jen'shon ___ .;_c_um_·n_g l_ee_lh __ _ 

l l i Gornek-DurotarVa\le ofTriols Rwa ! Cuttin Teeth 
Runeln~nbedParchrnent Harde l 1 Gornek-DuratarVolle of Trio~ Shikiik i Cuflin Teeth 

Peons 

Welcome! ·- _ _ Volley ofTrials 

~HOICEQ~_]Dj~b~ji~;~.r_ft-;;;-~~5~~'-~ l ]erglinRl_e~s~------
Thazz'ril's Pick Vo lle ofTriols 
Alis,Andmhol 
REWARD: I Mork of Resolution 

! All Alon lheWotchtowe" 
l Scholomonce 4500 

5800 

1 Chromie-Western Plaguelonds Ruinsof Anderl}o~l----~=0.=om~io~------~l =C'=""=tin:~_Ou_tTI_rm_e ____ ~JZS io 

+'~=~~'-_-_:~+-_-=.~:'=.:-=.-=.-:_-=_-·-_·-=~'"-4'-6_·-_-__ -----++-f~M=M=:"':~~~s ~=::x~=;::'-·:=_·-·~=·-·:~:=-~=·!~~~~:~::~~~":~=:~~=~f"":~1-"'~:~~'":_--_·-_-_-+:U"'u;,,;"'~-~"'="'·;n"~:,,_·;-_-·-_·-_-_·-.. _-···_·-··_-_ .... _~--i]-i-~"'e~:"'i~,,,~1"':"'~"'~"-~-T"··:o,_·-·_·-·-_--_-=-_-_·-_·-··--·1-~"'~":'-·-_·_----+·-··-_·-··-_··-_··-_··-·_·-·_--r 
53 56 

TheWil~rreSufleoloo 
_GI dOokenBrandi Alli®ce 51 Sb J Mui risDee river-WestemPlo uelondsTheWrithin Haunt Moth !Beurwnlker j TheWildlifeSuffersToo -~~>8_®_~----

_R.E_l'IA~~;;i~~~: __ _:::=:·----T~e~t;;;~;guel;~d;- ·riiorde-----r--sT--T -~r-Jjii~rilo;<r~~;;.:::::w;;i;;;;1i;;;;,;d;n,-;w~ihi~/i;~~1----Tilm;;~-~~-=--
REWARD:lCeriseDrape 

57 60 Cotolo ue of lhe Waywmd--Westem Plague!onds Jezibo 1 Catala ueoftheWaywmd 
CHOKE OF: ~9~~ds of the Chromatic Delier ~.PJ~~~-~-~_!h-~S.~~~atic_p~~~---· 

Return to (httlwiml Com 53 1 Scour e Couldroo--W;;tern ~o uelonds --·-- Ki h Pries~~;n71- ! Tar et Felstone field 2650 

l]lrll!t_W~t!!i@ltfl!IJL________ Wesle)ll _~!!!!'~~nds · ru!/an"t"'o-+-~50~-+--"5~h Priestess MacOonnell-Western Plaguelands Chillwind Point Stou e(auidion _ I Return to Chillwind Cam 5650 
.!~~'~-~Qi_i[l!(i~£~!'!L.----------. Wester~~u_elon!s_ ___ .AJli~er~--- __ SQ_ --.-~~---P_courie Coul~oo--Weslef~u_el_oll_ds_ ________ !!iJl~l'ri-~ Mac0on!1.el!__ ___ Jlarget Wrilhing_!Jo_u_el_ _______ _??QO _______ 85~---
l'&t!tin.9~!"'!'1.~~~!'~ --·--- -"---- _ll'e~ernt'logu!ionQs_ -~~~ 50 55 : St"!'l.!.COllMron __ 'ReturntoChillwin~nip _________ _ ~Q_ ---· ___ _ 
for·et.Gah11on'sWitherin Western Pio uelonds 50 - ~5-8--!flihPrie~~;;;;pjOuelondsChillwindPoint Swur eCou!dron RetumtoChil!windCom 6200 
Return ta ChAfwind C Western Pio uelonds 50 58 W l'riestesl Moc0-11 Tor et Gohrron's Wi~erin 3100 90~ 

-~ahrron's~i!he1in9Cou!dron .. --·-"<c ___ _,__6_2_5 --r-----1; 
TheScot1T\W!ouldrons Shadow~~\J(lll~S. _ . -·. -· l Scu~etOiversions_ ~~~~---·-·-· ·-·--··-·-·-·-·--~ 

i-.·i,,u(.,;""t-F"-,i"';~'"";::-F"i~"-d-_--_·····----+===='--+=---+--"'--1--=-+-"===='"--""======'---+-'~;;1:,~ci,;,;-_:::··--- -- ---r!h~lc,~;ec;~d;;,;;; 5150 
Return to the Buiwuil Siladow Priestess Vandis l Tar et Fe!stone Field 2650 



Manistrote Mmduke-Western Plonuelonds Coer Dorrow 
Monistrote Marduke-Western Ploaue!onds Coer Donow 

Horde 55 60 _ j Argent Quartermaster Hosonn--Westem Ploauelonds The Bulwark 1 MontlesoftheDown 

W;i;~Pi~Q~~~~- ··-~~=-~1-==55-·~--I=~}I==.TCo';~;a;~hl~m Volmfist-Western Ploguelands Chillwind Point Alche~~""·n~gro~n ____ • .t~~~~.9 .. ~~Y!~!~~~~---·-·---~?.Q~=,=~c=--=---
Western Pio uelands Alliance SS ; 57 i Alchemist Arbin ton--Westem Pin uelonds Chillwind Point Alchemist Arhin ton i Scho!omonce 4500 
Western Plaouelonds Affionc~ 55 1~57-i Alchemist Aminoton-Western ~aouelonds Chillwind Point · Krinkle Goodstenl i Skeletol Frnomenls 600 
~ __ g __ L~~~-~-~ ~r'.on Ford~n Eastern Pio ue!nndsMonster Human Un~que 

J?.'.h.·-··-'"-····~ ------·~~-·-------~·--~-3A ... -.. .l--~~.~-~0!'.!~~-s=.~.~_s!i:.~f!~9~.~~~~~~!.!i~~-~~~~~-----·-·~·-'""'··'."'"'"'··-··-···--····-···-····4-·-··········-·-··--··-·-·--··-·······-···-··-··-··· 
Both l 52 56 J Urion Fordrinn-Eastem Plonuelonds Monster Human Unique 

5800 

Western Plaauelonds ! Both ! 52 l 56 l Tlrion Fordrina-Eastern Ploauelonds Monster Human Unique I ftrtoo fordrin!t i Demon 001 

Western Plaouelands I Both I 52 l 57 Tirian Fordrino-Eostern Ploouelonds Manster Human Unioue I Tirton fordnno l Redemotion 

~ -- ---·---···-··:··=i~~;;{~R;~~~:--- -~~L-~I =--1r=+-~-:F~l1t:~~!~~:~~=~~~e~~;;e~'~"~{i;~la~~~=~"=~~~~~:~=:~2~!=·~~"in_t··--·--+.c==== 
---·-~-·-· -~~""~ W;St;ffi Ploaue!onds Burlr -- ~ 52 l-~-~0-Fo~rlng:=.:EOstem Plaguelonds Monster Human Unique 

Western Pio uelands Bolh 52 ' 58 ! Tirion Fordrin -Eos~~ueland2._Monsterli1Jn11lfl_~--~Arlist_~--··---·-- ! Of last Honor """" 
~~~-··"····-··-----·--·-·-··r·W!st~~~oyuelands __ ~ .. !a.th .. -·- ___ SJ___ __§Q.. -~_A~ot~n.frQv:::::V/esl~rrr_~QQU_elQ~~--·· · -------· .TI1n~~!~diin~.i .. -.. --·--. ---------4·1 .. Of lave amJF[]l1Ji 6 

WestemPIQ!!Uelonds Bath , 52 . 60 [ lirianFordnn!t:=EostemP~landsMansterHumon~ M~andotheHay . j Ofloveandfomily 4,," , 
·- W6;r~-Plociuelands- -·~·------r-52-··-r··--60--TMvrand~ih;Ha~=westemPl~elands ~-- ---. ii~h!;d~F~drin[~- 1 Find Myranda --6600 

Western Plaauelands I Rath I 52 l 60 l Hiohlord laelan fardrin!)-Western Ploauelonds Monster Human Elite I lard Tinan fa~rina ! Scarlet Subterfuae 10900 
CHOICE OF: l ¥.~.£U~~~\!_~~_LO~~~~.Adamonlium Breastplate or 1. Shimmering Platinum Warhammer or l Shroud of the Exile or 1J~.~~9·s~S=eo~I -~~--·------,---~------~--------~-c-c--.--

ifJ;;~t~i;;t::==:~~- .. - ~:;;;:;-~:~:~:~~:--- ii:~-----· ---}6- 1- ···{i- · !-~;;~~~::;~~:~~~:;;~~~~;: --------H 0:~.;';~~·· - ·-- ·---+Unfutlsh;dBu;~;;------ -- -~~-----hi;,·- --
Unnnished Business I Western Plaouelands Both 50 58 ! Ki"lo Oeepshodaw-Westem Plaouelands Ki5ta Oeepshodaw i Unfinohed Business 6200 I l It 75!t 
The EosternPlagues - ~-P'!!!s!~.'.~r.~_9.~~-1~~~~-- Jn[O!l£~,--· __ ._Jt_·-,-~_.j(L ___ j_l~nt Shodowmore-Eastem P!ciauelands flintShodowmote ~ Flint Shodowmore 8300 

Vle;temPlaguelands __ -~~~~ce .. , __ 56 __ ..• 1.. 60 ____ Lfl~1_S~o<l~w_~~"'::::.E.as!er~.flo1u.~~n~s __________ _____ .. _Hig~lori_B~,l'IJ!f2!!!09an_,, _ __ _ .L!he EastemPlagues_ _ ____ 6_6~0. ... ". 
~ Ploauelands Horde- 55 J_JQ _ _j~do the ~oa-Western Ploaue!onds Mvrantlo ihe ttO\l ,! The Testament of Rexx.m J_§QQ. 

"'"'"""''" """"' Plaouelands Harde 55 l 60 l Mvrando the Han-Western Plaouelonds Emberstrife l Oculus Illusions 4950 
msoeltti10f•l I WestemPlaauelands MlianCe i 50 l 52 I CammonderAshlomVolarlist-WesternMaouelondsChillwindPaint Jf!!il\Priestlh~'Uanis I 1100 

WestemPlaguelomls Mr ·1 50 I 52 l High Priest Thel'danis-Weslem ~aguelonds Uthe(s lamb Monster c d Ash! Vol n•st I 0- eW E ·1 2550 
mnce '. NightEl!Unique ommon er am o 1 i 1sp ing vt 

~liOlKe I so sz Commander Ashlom Volorfist-Western Ploaue!onds Chil!wind Point l Commander Ashlom VriloJfist i Inert Srnuraestones l 6350 
REWARO:l HalvMiohlslane 

~lli~n.c_e ... .. J .. . 8 ... .l. ___ __J_~---- .... L.f.~.r~~~ . .?-~~~~r.r=1i'!~~o~ ____ _ _ T _FOfll1~5oldeon_ _ _ __________ ... L 1050 

12 G~an Staulmantie-Westtall Gryon Staulmantie I 900 j St! 

Gryo.nStoulmantie ! The Pea.pl.e's. M. i.liti.a . · l·9·7· 5.. .. It 6fl; 
----~I G~ryonStautmontle i ThePeaple'sMilitia __ _l_l_60Q __ 

12 SolmaSaldeon-Westfall 
________ ] _ _ _ 

\'.!'.~~!i~!~.S.r~.~~---· -·-·--·-·- ........ J-~.~2~E.L ... ___ --·-· ·-· ·- · ·······.LA!!!~.~~~--· - ---~J_--~~-~Q!I]~~--------
REWARD: 3 V/esttoll Slew. l Recipe: Westtoll Stew, l Selma's Oven Mitts, 12225 
Sweet Amber I Westtall I Mlionce 40 44 GrimboozeThunderbrew-Westfall I Grimboozelhunde1brew i I 3750 I 65~ 

<'.'..""'c""·:·· · ······- · · · ··· · · ········-······ ···· ···--+ ~;~::: . ~::;;mJ--:~==+=~: 
i Grimbooze Thunderbrew-Westfall G1imboozeThunderbrew i Sweet Amber 4650 i 1• 25*> 

_ 00,,,,_,'.:;o'-··---··-·----+' c;WC'estt7a:;-ll ----+~:ttonce __ ... --4W--4i 
.L .. ~.'.~~~~~~J!!.~~-~~.'.~r_e!t=W_egf~_ll_ ______________ -----··-··-·-·······-·· ·-· ·-~-~~~-~~-~~.]~~-~~!~~~~---·· ···--·- __ J.2!'!'.e_elf1Ei~_--·-·----~~~-~~=--··- --~~~Q·-·-···-··· _)_~X~_f ______ _ 

'. Grimbooze Thunderbrew-Westfoll Grimbonze Thunderbrew ; Sweet Amber 4650 l ti} 258 
Westtoll ~lionce 1 40 I 44 ! GrimboozeThunderbrew-Westfoll GrimbonzeThunderbrew -~etAni~---

REWARD:lTirunderbrew"sBaatFlask 
jheFargatten.Heirt00m___ ____ _ J\Vesttali LM.lia_nce. __ L _L __ L __ _ 12 __ _j_FE<~~£lJ<lbr~w=V1estlall __ _____ .. ______ J ... Fo rme.!_furlbrow _____ _ __ ..l_ ___ _ 

------~-----

REWARD:·lOfreshlyBakedBread. lOlceColdMilk 
Th;-o;fi~~-B~~rt;e;h~-~--·--· · ... -·----·- we~~ii-··-·---··· Alliance r·-·14 T ·;a-:G~W~~rio11·-------

Pohollino Westfall Westtall Ml~~c~ 
Wiley the Black 
CcmtalnDonuvin 

C1L01ct_QF:_1BeltaJ_lhePeople's Militia ar l Brocers of the People's Militia ---- --- ------,. .... ...... . . __________ . 
Keepecal!heFla~e _ -- - m 11Vesttall_ __ H ~Balh_ __J_ 10 ___ _!_ __ 1.§ ___ L(~~toin~royson::::-1V~slfol] _________ __________ __ Ifap~i~§!o!'.'2n_m 
CHOICE OF: 3 Minor Mana Potion or 3 Minor Healino Potion REWARO: I Scroll al Intellect, l Scroll al Stomina 

Westfall I Bath I 15 20 ! CootoinGrovson-Westfoll CootoinGrovson 
CHQJ_~E Q_F: l Gr~on's Tor.ch or 1 _Buckler of the Seas 01 1 Torchlight Wand_ 

I~~~~~~.'.~0.~9.~c..~.~.~-~--~-~=---=~---·-· .. .L.w.~~~-!L ....... -....... -...... -= .. .l~!~i~~~-~--=I-= ... .9 ...... =r~---.--~.?. . _____ L~.'.~"!~~-~~I~-~~-~~-~~~~~-=!~~~-~!! .. __ ... __ .. ___ .... _. ___ .. _ .. ___ .... -........ J_~~~.~~~~-!!1~-~-~~!.~'.-~!". 
1
1 REWARO: l KegofTirunderbrewlager 

Alliance 14 l 18 WilevtheBlock-Redridoelokeshire 
Jll,_ 14 

10 
Boili 10 16 ! OldJua-Weslfall 

H---1 18 ! Moster Mathias Shaw-Stormwind v• "" 
- ---1 
18 ; G"on Stoulmantie-Weslfall 
14 Vernofurlbrnw-Weslfoll 

REWARD: l OldBlanchy'sBlanket, !Old Blanch 'sFeedPouch 

·1~j{;~~~~~~~~~~~- .......................... ---·-·- . ·-~:;~~~ ·------=-- ~j~;;--~t~--+~·----1=~·-ff ·--..f {·~~~-~:i1~~~~~~~-~-- .. --·-··-·-·-·-·--·----·---·-·-·-··---
CHOICE OF: I Cloak al the People's Militia or I Greaves al the People's Militia or I leggings al the People's Militia 
Tire Oefias Brarherhaad I Weslfoll I Alliance 14 I 18 i The Defias Trailor-Westtoll 

22 _L_G_rr~~S,IJIJtr.n~~~V/esrfall_ ___ _ 

_T ___ _ 

The DefiasBratherhaod 
TheDefiosBrotherhood 

iThe DefiosBrotherhood 

·--~Jia~~olherhaad 

1550 



1250 

Kloven'sTower 

- Riwiiii -l_Recipe~li;;tier.;;:~:~---·-----+-- _ ___ ______ __ - 1-:::------ - -·---'----·---- ---+-----+----__, 
ASwrrtM'"a e Westfall Alliance 10 Thor 210 

1950 

21 
lnSeorchofl!refmrrotionleam Wetlands ~lionce 

lightforgehon Werimids Altiance 

i KorlBoroo-Wenonds 
KmlBoron-Weflonds 

! Dama edCrnto-Wetlonds 

24 ! MerrinRockweover-Wetlonds 
29 ! GlorinSte<lb10w-Wenonds 

REWARD: l_ijjhtforgelngot 
t-B_le_~ed_--_~.-----_-_·--_-_-_-_-_-____,_w_etl_on_ds _ __ ____,._~_lia_nc_e _+---_2_0 _ _, 29 --T Gloria Steelb10w-Wetl00ds _______ _ 

The lost In Is Wetlands Affiance 20 -·-29 Watedo ed Oiest-Wenonds 

.J]l~]h_o.n_d.ol~I""' Wetlands 
__ CHQlCEQt_JDwaNen_Goord Qo~k_o!_\?"."_m lo!'!l__TrOi!~"' 

Wetlands Alliance 28 
Everlook Bofu 52 
Winters rin Horde 55 60 Witch Doctor Mau'ari-~verlook 

_ - ---·--·---·--·-·-·--- --~~~~~'.~~-9. -~-~~:_______ _ -~-~=~~--.C~J.t ___ .., ___ ~-~-(~-Q~-~-~~~~:-~~~~1!.~.~~~~~~~---

! Gows from !he De 

! Reclaim· Goods 

! The Doomed Freet 

l lhelostlnots 
i · htforelron 
1 The Dark Iron War 

REWARo: I Cocheol~:~-----~-----~--
Aie We There, Yeti? Boili 51 58 Umi Rum lesnicker i Aie We There, Yeti? 46\D 

REWAR0:3JujuEmber 
ChillwindE'ko Wintersprin Horde 55 60 Witch DoctorMou'arl i Cocheof Mau'mi 
REWARD:3Ju'uChill 
lce Thistle~E'k~o ___ _ .:.Il.'IJntersprin\!.__ ____ J Ho_rde_~_5_5_ L_~Q _J _ ___ _ ______ j_V/jtc hOoct=or-"/hJ=u-"'on'-· __ _ ! Cache of Mou'o~ri _____ L . 

REWAll0:3JujuEsco e 
frostmoulE'ko WitchOoctorMou'ofi 

REWAllD: 3 Ju Mi ht 
WildkinE'ko 

.~~~_D..:..~}~~£~!~.--.-- ..... 
StronaSources 51 56 
REWARD:! Dee River Cloak 
Emo edWildkin 53 59 I Jmon Stonesh[Jver-WinterspringStorfolL'!'ill~-·----~~.!!..11!~ edCrote 



53 
53 
51 
51 

59 ! DamagedCrate---Wintersprin1 
59 Jmon'sWoaon-Wlntersprin 

59 !Blue-feofueredNeckloce ! """'"""""" _, __ 
____ _?~ _______ : __ !£UJ~~~~Q~e:=_F~~~~~--~\~.~-~~~-~~ .. ~~~-~-- ....... _ .. _ .... ___ .. _________ ...... .... ~.~~~}~!-~~~a~-~------------- ----------- l__§_~~~d!.!J_9- .~~~-~~~ .. --.................. ... 

3100 
6400 
3100 
6400 

' "'"w •~v• • "'""""' nun"''"~ 

51 59 ! Ra11Sholla-WintersorinaOwlWlnaThicket FindRonshollo 
51 57 i EielasAmberskv-Te!drossllRut' theranVll!aae A"hDruidFandrnlStaohelm Guardians of the Altar 

58 60 ! Rivern Frostwind-Winterspring Frostsaber Rock . ___ .!!_~~!~~~L l 
-----------,---·----·--·--·-- ==H-·----·--- ------,--------

53 56 ! Storm Shodowhoof-Felwood Bloodvenom Post Storm Shodowhoof 
53 58 Storm Shodowhoof-Felwoorl Bloodvenom Post I Sturm Shorlowhoof i U"iusof fue Shordtoofu 

""""" .... , ""'"" 53 60 i StormlhEd_O!l~o~f::-:-FelwoorlBloodvenomPost I SturmShodowhoof i BrumernnoffueChillwind 1 °'"" 
l BeoststolkerBlode 

----53-T--;;o~------ ·5;-~-Shadowho~--·-··-·--·-·-!Shv~-;rto_m _ _ __ _ 

REWARD: l Hunter'sl11Siuni0Medal 
Copol theSrnrle!Sovonl 57 60 j Mol~ous's Cotologue-Winterspring I Molrlous Darkhommer j Finkle Einhorn, At Your Service! .L......____ __ -4 

~~WARll:_l_fo_to~~e_S,QrletSQvEnt _____ _ 
Leggings of Arcano -· ia··-Tii~~;-u;;;-coia10iu;:.:wi~i~,;-p-r;og ------ -------Ti.loili~;;o,~T;;;;,;,~ -- ·--rR~ki;·Bnh~~~;-AtY~~;·s~~Tc~!·-·-··-·--r-···-·-··-·-···-··-·-·-·---· 

REWARD: l le1min11sofArcano 
BreostolateofBloodthirst 57 60 Molvfous'sCatalooue---Wintersorin MolyfousDori:.hommer l FinkleEinhorn,AtYourService! 

----r~:~~~:------r:::·--·-·r :r··1 ·· ··-::-·-r:~:~~F~~=!~~~-------------- :::::::::::·-- ----- ----r=·-===-=====-1~:~rT ___ ___ _ 
Winte5pring I Bofu 51 56 Donova Snowden--Winte"pring I Deadwood Cauldron l Winterfoll Firewater I 4350 

II '"'""'' """ j_'liint~~]-------1-~o~---i---52 ___ 4----_5_6 ____ ~-~~~oA_!:ouldron--Felwood Oonovo Snowden ' Fallin to Corru tion 4350 __ 
--- - --- __ _____ _'liint•~~ing__ ______ _B~~ ----•---51 __ _ ~ _ __5_6 ___ )_Donovo_5no_w_den--Wint~-------- QoM_v~_5_~~-- - --------JJl1~~00 ~QL __ 

52 ' 57 i DonovaSnowden-Winters1in DanavaSnawden ~Q.t:r.Q~---·-----·-·--- jQllil __ . _ _ 
52 59 ! Donova Snowden-Wintersorina Oonova Snowden ! Winterton Runners 6400 

_?._~ ___ J_Q.~-~-~!t~.i~~J~9·----·--·--·--·--------·-·-·---·--· __ Q9.'!.~.1:.a .. ?!~~~~--·-· 
ll '1c•y 'IUIC UUUFIUCI~ I HHll<>DfllUIM I uum .;.; 60 i Molyfous Da rkhommer-Winterspring Everlook Molyfous Dari:.hammer =~±H~\r;;;·o~~ih ~=-=3~~ - -T - ----= 

60 1 Lorax-Winterscrini Lomx 650 

··-··d~r~_~'-~J~!.~ ..... 8300 

KelekSkykeeper iTheFinolFtece 
Haleh ! The MorronPrntectornte 
~'~------- __ ____ JJ'l!_O!b_of fue Blue £1igirt __ 
_ u~~-u_~p!_~~~~----··--·---·--·-··...1 .}!~-~~_!_~~~!-'0~L 

~liance SB ! 60 1 Rivern FrastwinO-Winte"pringfrnstsoberRock I Rivernfras~----------rTrOstaberPra•sions 
Mliance 53 56 i Wynd_Nightc11aser-::~nte"prirl!i.2tQrf~IL\'il~qe _______ t~~2tones~oE~-----------! _ 575 

-~:~;~-- - -- t~ · }~--- ji;;~~,5~;;~!='=T.~~~!~;1;:l~~~;!;-1~;,-----,--1;;~~~;~~t--===J·l~u-~~~"1i(;;~1:J~~\ih;~;i ·---- -- l~i~ 1 
Winlersc ri na \ Alllonce 53 57 Aurora Skycoller- Eostern Plaguelonds Northposs Tower Aurom Skvcaller ! FraQments of the Post 6000 
Winters rin Mliance 53 58 i Aurora Sk rnller-l°'t"!"_Ploguelonds Nor)iil!"~fower . Remo~E~IJ!ll_e___ ! Fm mentaf fue Post 4650 · 

~~~11t~r5l1~n~L-=-=-c·==J~f~:~~~g _______ ~~~~:----r---i: -t=!: -tl~~~;w£~~:~:~~:.~;~~~~---- ---- ~:~::~:~::; ------ - ;To:~e~t:~:v~:-;,;;··- ----- ::t·--·"----- --- -
The Crystal of Zin-Molar l Winterspring I Alliance 53 58 : Wynd Nig~tchaser-Winterspring Startall vmage I Arch Drnid Fnndral Stoghelm ! Remorseful Highbome I 6200 

i~~~i.~"==sh=:~~=l'l=I~~~;ln::ero
1

d==Titt=:J: _ _sQ _ T::Jo~=liiiii;ili;_~wi~i;r~pri;9[;;_;1~~k ===::=:-..-:_=:riiliihJi_i,_ili;_::===:::==:-::Ifhi'lloto~fue1'1e~~nsmith_ -..-:_=::::n3Qo __ -::I=== 
REWARD: 1 Plons:EnchontedBattlehammer 

=rw!;rt;"rspring 

i Gregor Greyston.-Winter'l'ring_I~~o~k________________ __ ArJluoJQjfi_c_~furr!!e~rt___ 2550 
__ _J __ ~-~~~~--~-r-~~~.!2.~~Y.fl~~~-~!.~.9..~V.~.~-~~---· ··--·-- -·-··--·-·····-·- ·- .~!~~~!_Q_ffi~~! .. §.o!.~2~.---· ____ . _ .. ---··-i·· ····················- ··- ··- J..?_?_Q. _________ __ 40e 

! Gre]O! Greystone-Winters 1in Everlook Duke Nicholas Zverenhoff · 2550 
!Har1 0·W~aal6sWOrth=-wintersorina Everlook Joron Stoneshooer -··· ·-·-··-6SO 
! HarloWiaaleswortlt-WintersorinaEverlook Winna Hazzard 550 

DerotoinMudsiooer l A Blue LiahtBomoin 

-~--------~- -·-~----~-

____ j~B~e_l!g~tB~'l[ojrl_ _____ _ 
--·-·--rSOlfa-=.wintersprina Ti~-b~~;Ow Monster Furbola Common SFC ----T 

Beads for Salfo I Winterspring I Bo~ 50 56 _ -----.. --·-·-·-·--··--·-··-·· ... ·------+-~!!!~-:--·----- ! Wintertall Activi·1y I ~~~ _ 
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There are a number of item modifiers that are useful to understand in World of 
Warcraft. Learn ing these gives you a fast idea what certain items are going to 
improve even before you look specifica ll y at their stats. This is especia lly true with 
Uncommon (Green) items, which often have an animal name appended to their 
primary one. This section explains what these various terms imply. 

Table of Random Item Suffixes 

+Arcane Spell Damage 

Strength and Stamina 
Strength and Spirit 

Defense 

Intellect and Stamina 

Agility and Intellect 

+fire Spell Damage 

+frost Spell Damage 

Intellect and Slrength 

+Healing Spell Effectiveness 

Intellect Intellect Only 

Monkey Agility and Stamioo 

Nature's Wrath +Nature Spell Damage 

Owl Intellect and Spirit 

Power Mock Power (Melee and Ranged) 

ShodowWro!h +Shadow Spell Damage 

Spirit Spirit On~ 

Stomino Stamina Only 

Strength Strength Only 

Agility and Strength 

Spirit and Stamina 

Spirit and Agility 

Some Mage and Druid Damage Spells 

Attack Power Increases Oomoge Done by Physical Altncks 

Defense Reduces Chance of Hit and Enemy Critical Hits, Raises Dodge, Block, and Parry 

fire Wmlock and Mage Damage Spells, Some Shoman Attacks 

frost Mage Oomoge Spells, Some Shoman Attacks 

Healing Improves Amount of Health Restored per Healing Spell 

Intellect Provides More Mono, Raises Soekk Cnt Rote 

Nature Druid and Shoman Spells, Same. Hunter Attacks 

Shadow Warlock and Priest Spells, fear Effects 

Spirit Better Regeaerotion of Health and Mona 

Stamina Provides More Health 

Strength Higher Melee Damage, More Damage Blocked by Shields 

~OR.._ 

CLOTH 

Robes of Insight l Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Reduces the cost of your next spell cast within 10 sec by up to 500 mono 
---,.-----
50 I Embrace of the Wind Serpent Bind an Pickup 86 2. 74f' 

PROPERTIES: Norare Resist+ 12 

57 I Alanna's Embrace I Bind on Pickup I 96 2t l22• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effelts by up ta 20 

57 I Robe of the Archmage l Bind on Pickup I 96 88.15. 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 40, Improves your chance to get o 
cntical strike with spells by 1%, Restores 375 to 625 mono 

57 IRobeoftheVoid IBindonPickup I 9.6 12 89.20• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 46, Heal your pet for 450 ta 7 50 

57 l Truefaith Vestments ! Bind an Pickup I 96 ! 2 90e 28e 

PROPERTIES: Increases heali ng done by spells and effects by up ta 73, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Reduces the cooldown 
of your Fode ability by 2 sec 

60 I Arcanist Robes Bind on Pickup 102 I 3 42§ 53• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

60 I BlalkAshRobe I Bind on Pickup I ll4 j S 35. 41 • 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +30 

60 ! Crystal Webbed Rohe I Bind an Pickup I l 28 l 8 92• 70• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 53 

60 I Oarkwoter Robes I Bind on Pickup. ! 117 I 6 8f'72 • 
PROPERTIES: fire Resist +30, Increases damage done by frost spells and effects by up to 39 

60 I Ooomca\ler's Robes I Bind on Pickup I l 33 j 10 14• 7 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 41, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 %, Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by 20 

60 I Enigma Robes _ I Bind on Pickup j 133 j 10 48.50e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 39, Improves your chance to get a 
cntical strike with spells by l %, Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by 20 

60 \ Felheart Robes I Bind on Pickup \ 102 j 3 56• 90• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l 3, Improves your 
lhance to hit with spells by 1 % 

60 I field Marshal's Dreodweove Robe Bind an Pickup 1!3 I 2 . 6496Se 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 I field Marshal's Satin Vestments I Bind on Pickup I ll3 75.44. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 I field Marshal's Silk Vestments I Bind on Pickup I ll3 I 2 56e n e 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 33 

60 I florecore Robe Bind on Equip 102 ! 3 49• 11 • 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 15, lnlreoses damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 23 

60 I flawing Rituoi-Robes - I Bind an Pickup I 100 i 3 22• 57 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 22 

60 J froslfireRobe - f BindonPickup I 138 I 13 21*73• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 4 7, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1%, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Decreases the mogicol resistances of your 
spell targets by 13, 

60 I Garb of Royal Ascension , Bind on Pickup 109 I 4 74e 33f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +25, Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Improves 
your chance to hit with spells by 2% 

60 I Jade Inlaid Vestments I Bind on Pickup I 109 I 4 74. 24e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up ta 44 
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PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 37 

60 Nemesis Robes Bind on Pickup 1 116 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike wiih spells by 1 %, Increases 
damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 3 2 

60 Neiherwind Robes Bind on Pickup 116 5 68fH le 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases 
damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 Plagueheart Robe Bind an Pickup 138 12 65e 86e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up la 51, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Robe ofFaiih Bind on Pickup 138 13 2f) 90e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 64, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Rabe of Volatile Power Bind an Pickup 102 3 70f) 33e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike wiih spells by 2%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 2 3 

60 Robes of Prophecy Bind an Pickup 102 38• 55f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

60 Robes of the Bott!egumd Bind on Pickup 116 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 36, Decreases !he magical 
resistances of your spell targets by 20 

60 Robes of !he Guardian Saint Bind an Pickup 117 l 5f) 34• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 70, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Robesofihe Triumvirate Bind on Pickup 114 '5 43f) 79• 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Robes of Transcendence Bind on Pickup 116 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + l 0, Nature Resist+ l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 57 

60 Vestments of !he Oracle Bind on Pickup 133 JO 2f) 53• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 36, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 %, Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by 1 0 

60 VestmentsofiheShiftingSonds BindonPickup 102 3 7l f; 65 f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Improves your chance to get a 
critical st1ike with spells by l % 

60 Warlord's Oreadwetive Robe Bind on Pickup 113 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 32 

60 Warlord's Satin Robes Bind on Pickup 113 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Worlmd's Silk Raiment Bind on Pickup 11 3 l 2 75e 33e 

PROPERTIES: lmp1oves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 33 

60 Oeothmist Robe , Bind on Pickup 93 2 6Bf) 52 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 12, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Sorcerer's Robes Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by 20 

60 Vlrtuou>Robe Bind onPickup 93 2 76. 32 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 ZondolilrOemonioc's Robe Bind on Pidup 100 I 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 27 

60 Zondolor Illusionist's Robe Bind on Pickup l 00 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 27 

60 Glucia!Vest Bindonfquip 121 6 9ltf7l e 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +40, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

Bind on Equip 43 13.34. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +5 

21 Black Velvet Robes Bind on Equip 44 i5e25e 

24 Robes of Arugal Bind on Pickup 46 18· 92· 
26 ' Mechbuilder's Overalls Bind on Equip 48 23e52e 

PROPERTIES: Arcane Resist +5 

29 Beguiler Robes Bind on Equip 50 32.23. 

33 Robe of Power Bind on Pickup 55 47. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 14 

35 Robe of the Magi Bind on Equip 58 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 22 

35 Death's Head Vestment Bind on Equip 58 

35 Civinad Robes Bind on Pickup 54 

36 , Elemento1 Raiment Bind on Equip 59 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Nature Resist +5, Frost Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, Arcane Resist +5, Increases damage and 
healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

38 fochanted Gold Bloodrobe Bind on Pickup 55 

3 9 Robes of the Lich Bind on Pickup 64 

40 Dreomweave Vest Bind an Equip 65 79. 46• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogkal spells and effects by up to 18 

46 , funeral Pyre Vestment Bind on Equip 73 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

46 Nature's Embrace Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Holy spells and effects by up to 29, Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

47 Chan's Imperial Robes Bind on Equip 75 l 25e36e 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5 

50 Robes of Servitude Bind on Pickup 75 27 e35e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Fire spells and effects by up to 23, Increases damage done by Shadow spells and 
effects by up to 23 

50 Vestments of the Atol' ai Prophet Bind on Pickup 

52 Robe ofWinler Night Bini! on Equip 81 i 1oe 25e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 40, Increases damage done by frost spells and 
effects by up to 40 

55 RobesoftheRoyolCrown BindonPickup 85 4e 75• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 1 B 

55 /Aoonclolh Vest Bind on Equip 85 

56 I Moondoth Robe Bind on Equip 87 

56 Necropile Robe Bind on Pickup 87 7 e 32f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 

56 Polychromatic Visionwrap Bind on Pickup 87 4~H8e 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +20, Nature Res~t +20, Frost Resist +20, Shadow Resist +20, Arcane Resist +20 

56 The Postmaster's Tunic Bind on Pickup 87 2 11 e 11 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

57 freezing Uch Robes Bind on Pickup 88 . 17• 78§ 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Frost spells and effects by up to 43 

57 Mindsurge Robe Bind on Pickup 88 164))29• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 10 mono per 5 sec 

57 Robe of Everlasting Night Bind on Pickup 88 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

58 Devout Robe Bind on Picfup 89 

58 Dreadmist Robe Bind on Pickup 89 

58 lranweove Robe Bind on Pickup 89 
58 Knight{aptoin's Oreodweove Robe Bind on Pickup 89 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

58 Knight{aptoin's Satin Robes Bind on Pickup 89 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

58 Knight{aptuin's Silk Raiment Bind on Pickup 89 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a uiticol slTike wiih spells by l % 
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58 I legionnaire's Satin Vestments I Bind on Pickup 12• 21 e 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses domoge ond heoling done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 16 

58 I legibnnaire's Silk Robes I Bind on Pickup I 89 19. 6f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critirnl strike with spells by 1 % 

58 I Magister's Robes I Bind on Pickup I 89 241\ 45. 

SS I Robe ofUndood Cleansing I Bind on Pickup I 89 27~22. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done ta Undead by magical spells and effects by up ta 48 

58{RobesoftheExa~ed · l' B~ndanPickup k 89 · j;Z 31 11; 184' 
1 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 68 

58 I Widow's Clutch f Bind an Pickup I· 89 25!1 12. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Hnigbt{aptoin'sSatinTunic I'! I Bind on Pickup I 96 11 5l f; 494> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magirnl spells and effects by up to 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Knight{opfoin'sSilk lunk I Bind on Pickup. l 96 · 11 · . 52f;SS• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critirnl shike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magirnl 
spells and effects by up to 21 

60 h Legionnaire's Dreodweove Tunic I Bind on Pickup I 96 l l 47 f; 684t 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 25 

60 I legionnaire's Satin Tunic I Bind on Pickup I 96 j· 1 4811; 21 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

J J Bind on Pickup I 96 ! 1" 4Bfl 76• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up ta 21 

60 I Bloodvine Vest I Bind on Equip i' '12 I' 2 5oe 350 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit with spells by 2%, Increases damage ond healing done by magicol spells and 
effects by up to 27 

60 I Sylvan Vest !, Bind on Equip i 98 I· 3 31 f;:64f) 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

Eorthpower Vest I Bind on Pickup ~ 93 I 2 54f/·95fJ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a criticol strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage ond healing done by magicol 
spells and effects by up to 25 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Improves your chonce to get o critical strike with spells by l %, lncreoses damage and 
healing done by magicol spells ond effects by up to 11 

60 I Betrayers Boots I Bind on Pickup I 69 I 2 58'1 78 4t 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30 

60 r Soots of Epiphany I Bind on Pickup I 84 40f/ 40• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effe~ts by up ta 34 

60 I Boots of Prophecy I Bind on Pickup I 70 69. 62f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, tncreases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 I Boots of Pure Thought I Bind on Pickup I 7 4 20f/ 75 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases heoling done by spells and effects by up lo 62 

Bind on Pickup I 80 3l f/ 23• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35 

60 r Doomcoller's foolwmps I Bind on Pickup I. 82 73f; 95f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Decreoses the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by 1 0 

Bind on Pickup 82 I 4 84/f 53e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up ta 28, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by l %, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 r felheart Slippers I Bind on Pickup I 70 I 2 61 it !B . 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, lncreoses domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 I footwropsofttieOrode I Bind on Pickup I 82 j 4 58. 5f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magicol spells ond effects by up to 21, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a crificol strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by mogical 
spells ond effects by up to 28 

60 I General's Oreodweove Boots I Bind on M:up ! 7 5 62'/lt6f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up ta 26 

60 I General's Satin Boots I Bind on Pickup ! 75 74• 4• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 23 

60 ! General's Silk Boots I Bindon Pickup I 75 68!!l} 3.69 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

60 l Marshal's Drllfldweave Boots Bind on Pickup 75 72fl 70f) 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses domoge ond healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 26 

60 j Mmshal'sSatinSondals I BindonPid;up · ! 75 j 1 .62f) 66• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

60 I Mendicant's Slippers Bind on Pickup 15 SO{MS• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 10 mono per 5 sec 

60 l Nemesis Boots Bind on Pickup BO 14 55f;Sl • 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10, Increases domage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

60 I Netherwind Boots I Biiid on Pickup I 80 ! 4 20t H • 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 27 

60 I Plogueheart Sandals · 1 Bind on Pickup I 89 · 17 l8f; 78• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 32, Improves your chonce to get o 
criticol strike with spells by 1 % 

60 !. Recomposed Boots J Bind on Mup [ 80 J 4. , 47f)l 56• 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 20 

60 Ringo's Blizza~;ts . I Bindon Pickup I , 75 I 3 3B• 5• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damoge done by Frost spells and effects by up to 40, Improves your chance ta hit with spells by l % 

60 l Sondols offaith I Bind on Pickup I 89 I 1 39f) SB• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 44 

!sindonPi<kup I .81 14 74#; 96(1 

PROPERTIES: Restores 12 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Snowblind Shoes Bind on Pickup 73 97{t4.6f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 I OeathmistSondals I Bind on Pickup I 64 I Z 29 13• 
PROPERTIES: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 12 

60 I Sorcerers Boots I Bind on Pickup I 64 t 2 se 
PROPERTIES: Increases damoge ond healing done by magica~I sp'-el_ls a_nd_e_ffe_cts_b~y u_,_p~fo_21~~-------i 

I Bind on Pickup I 64 !. 1 93e 33f) I 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

27 I Acidic Walkers I Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5, Increases damage ond healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 5 

28 I Defiler's Cloth Boots I Bind on Pickup I 34 I 22§ 42• 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 7 

28 I Highlander's Cloth Boots I Bind on Pickup I 34 J 21 . 38• 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightty, Increases damage and healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 7 

33 Thoughtcast Boots Bind pn Equip 38 331; 77. 

38 Defiler'sC!othBoots Bindonrickup 43 51 fl 9lfi 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, Increases damage and healing done by mogical spells and effects by up ta 8 

38 I Highlunder's Clath1loots ! Bind on Pickup I' 43 I 49e 49. 

PRO PERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, Increases damage and healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 8 

39 : furen's Boots -·· Bind on Equip 44 j· 541'2l fJ 

45 Mistwolker Boots Bind on Equip 49 80. 66• 

46 ! Yinerot Sandals 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 12 

Bind on Pickup f 50 j 91 fl7. . I 
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PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightty, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 9 

48 Highlnnde(s Oolh Boots Bind on Pickup 52 I 99f) 74f) 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

50 Coldstone Slippers 8ind on Equip 54 l 8f) 67f) 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

so Phasing Boots Bind on Equip l 54 l 154)82• 

51 Moonclolh Boots Bind on Equip SS ! l 16f) 48f) 

51 Soot Encrusted Footwear Bind on Pickup 55 l 23fJ 75f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 20 

53 Algent Boots Bind on Equip l 57 11 29f)41 f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +4 

54 Devout Sandals Bind on Pickup 58 l 40f) 5f) 

54 Dreadmist Sandals Bind on Pickup 58 l 36fJ 39f) 

54 High Priestess Boots Bind on Pickup I 58 l 43. 17f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0 
-

54 Magister's Boots Bind on Pickup 58 l 45e 82f) 

54 Ogreseer Tower Boots Bind on Pickup 58 l 36f) 84f) 

54 Omnicast Boots Bind on Pkkup 58 l 4l f) 53f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 22 

54 Wolfrunner Shoes Bind on E-quip 56 · l 43f)16f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 13 

56 lronweove Boots Bind on Pickup 60 1 49f) 44 f) 

56 Koyser's Boots of Precision Bind on Pickup 60 1 64f) 44f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

56 Necropile Boots Bind on Pickup 60 l 62f) 51 fJ 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 11 

56 The Posfmoster's Treads Bind on Pickup 60 l 64f) 25f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 7 

57 BoolS of the Full Moon Bind on Pickup 60 i 1 56f) 92 f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

57 Moleki's Footwrops Bind on Pickup 60 l 72 f) 53f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 27 

58 Bloo<l Guard's Oreadweove Boo1s Bind on Pickup 61 85. 44. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

58 I Blood Guard's Satin Boots Bind on Pickup 61 87e n e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

58 I Blood Guard's Silk Footwrops Bind on Pickup 61 85e 11 e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

581 Defiler's Cloth Boots I Bind on Pickup I 61 11 78· 3· 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

58 I Orogonrider Boots J Bind on Pickup I 61 I 1 n e 5ae 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

5B I foilh Healer's Boots I Bind on Pickup I 61 J 1 78. 74. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

58 l fire Striders J Bind on Pickup I 61 I 1 75· 26· 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist + 15, Increases damage done by fire spells and effects by up to 29 

58 I Highlander's Cloth Boots I Bind on Pickup I 61 J 1 6Se 82e 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightty, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up ta 12 

581 Knight-lieutenant's Oreodweove Boots I Bind on Pickup 1 ··-~36. 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 

58 I Knight-lieutenant's Satin Boots I Bind an Pickup I 61 I 84f) Bl f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and he<1ling done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

58 I Knight-Lieutenant's Silk Boots I Bind on Pickup I 61 J 84f) 16f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 12 

58 l Runed Siygion Boots I Bind on Equip I 61 I 1 n e 36e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +20, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Blood Guard's Dreodweave Walkers I Rind on Pickup I 64 J 95f) 36. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 18 

60 I Blood Guard's Satin Walkers j Bind an Pickup I 64 I 951!J 36e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1 % 

60 Bloodvine Boots Bind on Equip 63 l 89f) 15e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and J f 
effects by up to 19 
'--~-'--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-! i 

60 Knight-lieutenant's Dreodweave Walkers Bind on Pickup 64 l 3e 7 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Knight-Lieutenant's Satin Walkers I Bind on Pickup 64 95e 26e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

60 Knight-lieutenant's Silk Walkers Bind on Pickup 64 981!J65f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by l % 

60 Quicksand Waders Bind on Pickup 70 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 Treads of the Wondenng Nomad Bind on Pickup 69 2 521!J 591!J 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +25 

57 Gloves of Spell Mastery Bind an Equip 60 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 2% 

60 Arcan~t Gloves Bind on Pickup 63 731/J 22e 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects 
by up ta 14 ) 

60 Dork Storm Gaun!lets Bind on Pickup 83 ' 5 l6f) 5Se 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 37, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1 % 

60 Doomcoller's Hondwrops [PH] 

60 Ebony flame Gloves 
Bind on Pickup 

Bind oo l'kkup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 43 

60 felhemt Glaves Bind on Pickup 

74 

72 

63 
PROPERTIES: fire Resist +7, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 36 

60 Geneml's Oreodweove Gloves Bind on~ 68 l · 8i)879 

PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to avoid interruption caused by damage while casting Searing Pain, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spel~ and effects by up to 30 

60 Gooerof's Satin Gloves Bind on l'rtkup 6~ L 16\987• 
PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to ovoid interruption caused by damage while costing Mind Blast, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

60 General's Silk Handguords Bind on 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and hea ling done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

60 61aves-0!Foi111 Bindonl'idwp 83 5'.~ 45951. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 40, Restores 4 mana per 5 sec 

60 Gloves of Prophecy Bind on Pjckup 63 l ~ 80~0fJ 

.60 Gloves of Rapid E¥0hnion Bind on l'kkup 
bO Gloves of the Hypnotic flame Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by fire spells and effects by up to 23, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effect by up to 9 



PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases healing done by 
spells and effects by up to 29 

, Wit /y\o!Shol)JlrendwBilve GtoY&s' if Bind;un ~icku~ '" I b~ f l f,, 18• 5'6 
PROPERTIES: Gives you o 50% chance to ovoid interruption caused by damage while casting Searing Pain, Increases damage 
and healing done by magicpl spells and effects by up to 30 

6:6'1f~~ Sotin61oves ' f, Bind~oo Piciup _, _ 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 23, Gives you a 50% chance to 

lovrn~ interruption caused by damage ~hilecostrng Mmd Blast • .•. _ • " 
f 6JJ J~ Mnrshal's Silk Glove~ .· • . J: Bind on Pklcup ' f 68 ( 1koio 18• 7 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27, Increases the damage absorbed 
by your Mono Shield by 285 

Viiind-on Pidmp ! 72 

Bind on Pickup 83 I 5l':)30e 23 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 26 

160 ltDeathmistWillps "' "' i BindonPidcup I 54 IT~Jft:99 
' 1 PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 13, Im proves your chance to hit 

with spells by 1% 

60 t Snrcete!'s Gloves . i, Bind onPickiip Ii 54 I' 961;!1k 23 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

,Ii 60 l~ ViduOV> Gloves l' .Bind on Pickup 

" PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 

Bind on Equip 31 

Bind on Equip 32 115e 65e 

llind on Equip I 41 39 ~lH44J 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l B 

Bind on Pickup I '42 45. 224' 

Bind on Pickup I 47 63. 82 4' 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

49 I Silkweb Glaves I Bind on Mup [ 4B 708 63. 

I Bind on Pickup 49 I 76. 29 f/J 

Bind on Pickup 51 f 87~ 97 f/J 

52 I Mano Shaping Handwmps I Bind on Pickup I 51 82. 36f/J 

i PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

I 54 I Devout Glaves I Bind on Equip I 52 93f} 728 

Bind an Equip I 52 %f} 27f) 

j Bind on Pickup I 52 94§ 74 f!J 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

54 I Mag~ter's Gloves I Bind on Equip 52 I 90f> 934' 

55 1: BrightsparkGloves I Bind on Pickup 53 I 94 411 884' 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

i Biild on PickuP' I 53 99f! S3e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 26 

55 I: Shadowy laced lfondwrops I. Bind on Pickup I 53 2e sa• 

PRO PERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 12, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

56 1: lronweuve Gloves Bind on Pickup 54 6. 89. 

57 I Oarkshade Gloves Bind on Pickup 55 4• 7B4' 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Arcane Resist+ 15 

PRO PERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 33 

57 I tnferna Glaves j Bind on Equip I 55 j 1 , 11 ~j;/8· 
PROPERTI ES: Increases da mage done by Fire spells and effects by up to 33 

57f Maoncloth Gloves Bind on Equip 55 l 12fi l9f/J 

57 Shivery Hondwraps Bindon Pickup " 55 ] ,, 14fi 254t 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Frost spells and effects by up to 17 

571 The Shadow'sGrasp Lmndon Pitkup I 55 j 1 HJ 6l . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 20 

58 l Blood Guard's Oreadweove Gloves '' ! Bind on Pickup I 56 ls1e 11• 
PROPERTIES: Gives you o 50% chance to avoid interruption caused by damage while costing Searing Pain, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

58 l BloodGumd's5otin61oves I BindonPicknp I 56 I 58f} 68f) 

PRO PERTIES: Gives you o 50% chance to avoid interruption caused by damage while casting Mind Blast, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

58 ! Blood Guard's Silk Gloves Bind on Pickup 56 l 57. 1"6. 
PROPERTIES: Increases the damage absorbed by your Mona Shield by 285, Increases damage ond healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 21 

, 58; Knight0Lieutenanfs0readwea~;-Glov~;---- Bind on Pickup 56 58. 668 
I- . -

PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to ovoid interruption caused by damage while casting Searing Pain 

SB I Knight-lieutenant's Satin Gloves 1-Bindon rickup I 56 I 56\t96. 

PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to avoid interruption caused by da mage while casting Mind Blast, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

5B j Knight-tieutenanYs Silk Gloves ~Bind on Pickup I 56 I 56. 524t 

PRO PERTIES: Increases the damage absorbed by your Mana Shield by 2B5, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I Blood Guard's Oreodweove Hondwrops Bind on Pickup 58 lb7fl23ft 
PROPERTIES: Gives you o 50% chance to avoid interruption caused by damage while casting Seoring Poin, Increases domoge 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

60 ! Blood Guard's Satin Handwraps Bind on Pickup 58 l 68fl 2l f) 

PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance ta avoid interruption caused by damage while casting Mind Blast, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I Blood Guard's Silk Handwrn.ps I Bind on Pickup . J SB f 68@rne 

PROPERTIES: Increases the damage absorbed by your Mono Shield by 2B5, Increases damage and hea ling done by magical 
spells and effects by up to l B 

60 I Bloodtinged Gloves Bind on_Pickup _ 62 l l 68. 34. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

60 I Knight-lieutenant's Oreadweove Hondwmps Bind on Pickup 58 I 68. 47• 

PRO PERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to ovoid interruption caused by damage while costing Searing Pain, Increases damage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I Knight·Lleutenanrs5otio Hondwfuµs l Bind on Pkkup· l 58 I 691}93• 

PROPERTIES: Gives you a 50% chance to ovoid interruption caused by damage while casting Mind Blast, Increases da mage 
and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I KnighHieutenanfsSil~Handwrops' l Bind.on Pickup I 58 [ 65. 52ft 

PROPERTIES: Increases the damage absorbed by your Mona Shield by 2B5, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to l B 

60 I Desert Bloom Gloves Bind on Pickup 56 9• 84 4J 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 5 1 ·=~-~-~---------' 

' 60 I Gloves of Undead Cleansing· fB;d ~n Piikup 56 I l 13· 18· 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done to Undead by magical spells and effects by up to 35 

60 I Gordok's Handwrops I Bind on Pickup l 53 I 99• l S• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 I Sondworm Skin Glaves i Bind on Pickup 56 l 12. 25. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 15, Increases damage done by Fire spells and effects by up to 43 

54 ! Cirde of flame ! Bind on Pickup f 7 4 92f; 92. 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 15, Channels 75 health into mono every l sec for l 0 sec 



PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 20, Improves your 
chance to hit with spells by I% 

60 Orcletoffoith BindonPickup 108 B 9• 69• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 75, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Cirdetof Prophecy Bind on Pickup 83 2 78f;66fJ 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

60 Crystal Adorned Crown Bind on Pickup BS 841/388 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 92 

60 Don Rigoberto's lost Hot Bind on Pickup 100 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 64, Restores 11 mono per 5 sec 

60 Doomcaller's Circlet Bind on Pickup 100 5 46861 1> 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 33, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by l %, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 Oustwind Turban Bind on P'Kkup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with 
spells by 1% 

60 Enigma Circlet Bind on Pickup 100 I 5 81 fHQfJ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 33, Improves your chance to get o 
cntical strike with spells by l %, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 felheart Horns Bind on Pickup B3 2 66fl6Bf) 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

60 field Morshol's Coronal Bind on Pickup 92 l 96f)32f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 field Morshol's Coronet Bind on Pickup 92 2 5. 759 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l %, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical 
spells ond effects by up to 33 

60 field Morshol's Headdress Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 33, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 frostlire Circlet Bind on Pickup l 08 7 43. 16• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 35, Improves your chance la hit 
with spells by l %, Improves your chance to gel o critical strike with spells by 2% 

60 Glacial Headdress Bind on Pickup 102 6 2• 64f) 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +40, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up la l B 

60 Gnomish Turban of Psychic Might Bind on Pickup 93 4 29• 35• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 9 mono per 5 soc, Increases your resistance lo silence effects by l 0% 

60 Holo ofTronscendence Bind on Pickup 94 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l O,Frost Resist+ l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 4B 

60 Mish'undare, Grdet of the Mind Flayer Bind on Pickup 102 5 B4e42f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 35, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by 2% 

60 Nemesis Skullcap Bind on Pickup 94 4 15f> 2l & 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist+ l 0, Restores 4 health per 5 sec, Increases domoge and healing done by 
magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 Netherwind Crown Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist+ 10, Shadow Resist+ 10, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage ond healing done by 
magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 PlogueheartCirdet BindonPickup 108 7 86. 76 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect> by up to 33, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by 2%, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 Preceptor's Hot Bind on Pickup 102 -25f )61 f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 51 

60 liom of the Oracle Bind on Pickup l 00 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec, 
Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 % 

60 Worlord'sOreodweoveHood BindonPickup 92 9l.2l f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 Warlord's Satin Cowl Bind on Pickup 92 S• 10• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 33, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Warlord's Silk Cowl Bind on Pickup 92 2 5f>4• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases domage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up lo 33 

60 Cop of the Scarlet Sovont Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o cntical strike with spells by 2% 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 16, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

60 Sorcerer's Crown Bind on Pickup 

PROPfRTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Virtuous Crown Bind on Pickup 75 z se5e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect> by up to 11, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, 
Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 33 

30 Embalmed Shtoud Bind on Pickup 

32 Electromognefic_Gigoflux Reocfivotor Bind on Pickup 44 3lf> 72& 

PROPERTIES: Channels o bolt of lightning and hurls it towords all enemies in front of the caster causing 147 to 167 Nature 
damage_ The cosier is then surrounded by a barrier of electricity for l 0 min 

35 Carpseshroud Bind on Equip 47 37.75& 

3B Papal Fez Bind on Equip 51 48fJB5e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

39 Miner's Hot of the Oellp Bind on Equip 

- 39 Whitemone's Chapeau Bind on Pickup 

42 Cassondra's Groce Bind on Equip 55 68&79& 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

44 Bod Maio Mask Bind on Pickup 57 7Bf)58& 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 14 

45 Oreamweove Circlet Bind on Equip 5B 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

46 Soulcatcher Halo Bind on Equip 59 B6f)64. 

49 Eye of Theradros Bind on Pickup 63 

50 Chief Architect's Monocle Bind on Pickup 64 

53 Gemburst Circlet Bind on Pickup 63 

54 Crimson Felt Hat Bind on Pickup 6B 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30 

55 Oroganskin Cowl Bind on Pickup 69 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l B 

55 Starfire Tiara Bind on Pickup 69 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

56 The Postmaster's Bond Bind on Pickup 70 63~67f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

5 7 Devout Crown Bind on Pickup 71 

57 Dreadmist Mask Bind on Pickup 71 

57 Magister's Crown Bind on Pickup 71 

57 Moondoth Circlet Bind on Equip 71 

5B Champion's Oreodweave Hood Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to lb 
58 Champion's Satin Cowl Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

58 Champion's Silk Hood Bind on Pickup 73 B6f)38f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a cnticol strike with spells by 1% 

58 Crown of the Ogre King Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike with spells by 1% 

5B lronweave Cowl Bind on Pickup 73 

58 Lieutenant Commander's Crown Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

58 lieutenant Commanders Diadem Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

58 Lieutenant Commander's Headguard Bind on Pickup 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 Bloodvine Goggles Bind on Equip 7 5 l B6f)39f) 

Armor 



PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 2%, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l %, 
Restores 9 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Champion's Dreadweove Cowl / Bind on Pickup / 81 / l 244Jt43e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spel~ by l % 

Bind on Pickup 81 11 30. 62. 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses damage and healing done by mogical spells ond effects by up to 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Chompion'sSnkcowl I Bind an Pickup I 81 I 1 31 * 569 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I Lieutenant Commander's Dreodweove Cowl I Bind on Pickup I 81 j 1 -~~~41 f>n = 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 I lieutenant Commander's Satin Hood I Bind on Pickup I 81 / l 28~ 23 f) 

PROPERTlfS: Increases damage and healing done by magical spel~ and effects by up to 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 
60 I Lieutenant Commander's Silk Cowl Bind on Pickup 81 11 29f >179 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 21 

60 I Spellweaver's Tuman I Bind on Pickup I 73 I l 78• 709 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 36, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1 % 

60 I Sylvan Crown I Bind on Equip I 80 j2 4 9 e 61 f) 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 I TheHexxer'sCover I Bind on Pickup I 81 I 2 49@79e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 41 

60 I Zulion Headdress I Bind on Pickup I 78 28. 89. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 55 

Bind on Pickup 73 749 699 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 15 

Bind on Equip 57 I 77* 70 f!; 

Bind on Pickup 89 39. 90. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and 
healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

60 I Doomcaller's Trousers I Bind on Pickup ! 107 I 7 26{!) l Se 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 34, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 I Empowered leggings I BindonPickup I 103 I 6 l9f; 90e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 77, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with 
spellsby l% 

Bind on Pickup 107 I 7 721/; 861> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 34, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by l %, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 I fel Infused leggings I Bind on Pickup I 95 I 4 321/177 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 64 

60 I Felheort Pants I Bind on Pickup I 89 I 3 58. 21 • 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30 

(I 60 I florecore leggings I Bind on Equip I 94 I 4 50f) 6f) 

~I PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 16, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 43 

1 60 frostfire leggings Bind on Pickup 116 l 0 91 fl 14 f) 
\ 
i PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
{ effects by up to 46 

ii 60 I General's Dreodweave Pants I Bind on Pickup I 95 I 2 21 e 92. I 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 37 

60 I General's Satin leggings I Bind on Pickup i 95 I 2 37 (!1> 899 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 I General's SilkTrousers I Bind on Pickup I 9S I 2 37 f> 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

leggings of Arcane Supremacy 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ l O,Arcane Resist+ l 0, Increases damage done by Arcane spells and effects by up to 36 

60 I leggingsoffoith I Bind on Pickup I 116 J 10 75f; 74e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 66 

60 I leggings o!Polonty Bind on Pickup 112 I 9 2f) 86f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 44, Improves your chance to get a 
cntical strike with spells by 2% 

60 I leggings of the Block Blizzmd I Bind on Pickup i 97 / 4 541/;3& 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 41, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

~O_Lleggingsofthe Festering Sworm ___ I Bind on Picku~ I 101 j 5 71 f) 4f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage done by Fire spells and eff_ec..-ts _by_up_to_S_7 --r---.--------ii 
60 I Leggings ofTronscendence . I Bind on Pickup ! 101 I s 8l t!) 35• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0, Arcane Resist + l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 46, Restores 7 
mono per 5 sec 

60 I Marshal's Dreodweave leggings I Bind on Pickup I 9S 26. 95 f!; 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 37 

60 I Marshal's Satin Pants I Bind an Pickup I 95 36f) 26f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Marshal's Silkleggings I Bind on Pickup I 95 I 2 37 e 809 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1% 

60 I Nemesis leggings I Bind on Pickup I 101 I S SSf) 751/; 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l O,Arcane Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up 
to 39 

60 I Netherwind Pants Bind on Pickup 101 I 5 66f> 47e 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l O,Arcane Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 
30, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 I Outride(s5ilkleggings I Bind on Pickup I B8 I 3 35. 26e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to ZB 

60 l Pontsofrrophecy I Bind on Pickup I 89 I 3 72 41> 86• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

60 I Plogueheort leggings I Bind on Pickup ! 116 I 10 45f) l 7 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 37, Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by l 0 

60 I Sentinel's Silkleggings l Bind on Pickup I 88 I 3 41 f) 4 9 f; 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 28 

60 I Trousers of the Oracle I Bind on Pickup f 107 15f) l4 f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Glociolleggings I Bind on Pickup I 106 I 7 30f) 85• 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +40, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

26 I leech Pants I Bind on Pickup I 4 2 I 22 f) 98 8 
30 I Blighted leggings Bind on Pickup 45 I 35. S9 f!; 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to l 0 

30 I Necromancer leggings I Bind on Equip 45 I 364& 209 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to l 0 

35 Stoneweover leggings Bind on Pickup I 51 50f) 94f) 
-----~----· 

45 Spellshock leggings "Bind on Equip i 63 1 9f) 62ft 
---· 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and_effects by up to 23 

47 Dolewind Trousers Bind on Equip I 65 1 28f; l5f) 
- 1------·--

I 69 50 Kilt of the Atol' oi Prophet Bind on Pickup 1 • s2e 2e 

50 Senior Designer's Pantaloons Bind on Pkkup ! 69 1 50f) 32f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 40 

52 Haunting Specter leggings Bind on Pickup 71 l 6Sf>8l e 

S2 Sacred Cloth leggings Bind on Equip 71 l 72f) 28 f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 



53 Moondoth leggings Bind on Equip 72 l 81 . 139 

53 Roinsmder leggings Bind on Pickup 69 l 50. 379 

55 Skyshroud leggings Bind on Pickup 75 l 92@130f) 

PROPERTIES: lncre<Jses domage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up ta 34 

56 Devout Skirt Bind on Pickup 76 2 8~ 20• 

56 l Dre<Jdmist leggings Bind on Pickup 76 2 129 2• 

56 Mogister's leggings Bind on Pickup 76 zc 2e s1• 

56 Necropile leggings Bind on Pickup 76 2 17!f 46. 

56 Padre's Trousers Bind on Pickup 76 2 se as• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, lncreoses healing done by spells and effects by up ta 42 

56 Skullsmake Pants Bind on Pickup 76 2 159 B5e 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist +5 

56 The Postmaster's Trousers Bind on Pickup 76 2 17f tl46. 

56 Wo~sheITT leggings Bind on Pickup 76 1 9Bfi 809 

PROPERTIES: Noture Resist+ 10, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

57 i Abyssal Cloth Ponts Bind on Equip 77 2 12 ~!W4' 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1% 

57 lronweave Ponts 
"' 

Bind on Pickup 77 2 23. 669 

5B Knight-Captain's Oreodweave leggings Bind on Pickup 7B l 1Bf; 609 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and heoling done by magical spells and effects by up ta 16 

5B Knight-Captain's Satin Leggings Bind an Pickup 7B l 15f) 1Be 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up ta 19 --
58 Knight-Captain's Silk leggings Bind on Pickup 78 l u • 35e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 19 

58 Leggings of Torment Bind on Pickup 7B 2 19e 6Be 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 34 

58 Legionnaire's Oreadweove leggings Bind on Pickup 78 l ll f) B2f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 2B 

58 Legionnaire's Satin Trousers Bind an Pickup 7B l n ~rn• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage a~d healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 

58 legionnaire's Silk Pants \ Bind an Pickup I 78 l 15. 60f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 

58 Runed Stygian leggings I Bind on Equip I 78 12 37 @1 33. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +25, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

58 I Spiritshroud Lejjgings I Bind on Pickup I 78 12 23. 44f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 

60 I Blaodtinged Kilt J Bind on Pickup I 87 I 3 444) 2Be 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28 

60 \ Bloodvine leggings I Bind on Equip I 80 I 2 51 e 29e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 37 

60 I Knight-Captain's Dreodweove legguords j Bind on Pickup I 84 11 47• 71 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28 

60 I Knight-Captain's Satin legguards I Bind on Pickup I 84 I 1 50~ 96· 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Knight-Captain's Silk legguords i Bind on Pickup I 84 i 1 52~ 39 

pROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get o 
cntical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 I Legionnaire's Dreadweove legguards I Bind on Pickup I 84 I 1 468 5f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and eftects.~y up to 28 

60 j legionnoire's Satin legguords I Bind on Pickup I 84 I 1 46f> 60. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 \ legionnaire's Silk legguords ! Bind on Pickup I 84 11 47 . 14. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 \ Ritualistic legguards I Bind on Pickup I 84 12 808 9• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37 

60 I Cenorion Reservis~s Pants 
,,, I Bind on Pickup I 78 12 19. 68. 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

60 I Cenanon Reservist's Pants I Bind on Pickup I 18 1 z 19f; 6se 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 29 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 16 

60 Sorcerer's Leggings Bind on Pickup Bl 55f> le 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 Virtuous Skirt Bind on Pickup Bl 2 60f) 7 e 

60 Arcanist Mantle Bind on Pickup 76 559918 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 14 

60 Defiler's Epaulets Bind an Pickup 75 2 5B(989e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Ooomcaller's Montie Bind on Pickup 89 4 68868e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spel l targets by l 0, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 Enigma Shoulderpods Bind an Pickup 89 4 98e 95e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by l 0, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Felheart Shoulder Pads Bind on Pickup 7 6 2 65f'J 72e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

60 field Morshal's Oreodweave Shoulders Bind on Pickup 85 l 97 f) 75fJ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Field Marshal's Salfn Montie Bind on Pickup 85 · 5f)85f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 · ~eld Marshal'.s Silk Spaulders Bind on Pickup 85 93f) 42e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by l 0 

60 Frastfire Snoulderpads Bind on Pickup 97 76 f) 69(/J 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 36 

60 Highlander's Epaulets Bind on Pickup 75 57(/) le 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Mantle of Phrenic Power Bind on Pickup B7 4 55f) 77 f!J 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Fire spells and effects by up to 33 

60 MantleofProphecy BindonPickup 76 54f)90e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

60 Mantle of the Blackwing Cobol Bind on Pickup 84 3 89f) 44(/) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect; by up to 34 

60 Montie of the Oracle Bind on Pickup 89 59f)83fJ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 20, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, 
Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by 10 
60 Nemesis Spoulders Bind on Pickup 87 4 19f) 98fJ 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Restores 4 health per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects 
byupta23 

60 Netherwind Mantle Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spel~ and effects 
by up to 21 

60 Pauldrons oflronscendence Bind on Pickup B7 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

60 Plagueheart Shoulderpods Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up ta 36 

60 Rime Covered Mantle Bind an Pickup 94 6 27fJ 57f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 39, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

6U Sliou1ileipods offoiih liind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 51, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

60 Ternary Montie Bind an Pickup 86 4 4f)82f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

Armor 



60 I Warlord's Satin Montie I Bind on Pickup 48 37 8 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogical spells ond effects by up to 25 

Bind on Pickup I BS 87e 51 e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 25, Decreases the mogicol 
resistances of your spell forgets by l 0 

60 I Glociol Montle Bind on Pickup 94 I 5 93f> 90• 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +33, Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 16 

60 I ZondolorConfessor's Montle I Bind on Pickup I 78 

PROPERTIES: Increases heoling done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

\ 60 Zondalor Oemoniac's Mantle Bind on Pickup 71 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond heoling done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 12 

j 60 Zondolor Illusionist's Montie Bind on Pickup 71 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 12 

Magician's Mantle Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 5 

22 I Slime-encrusted Pads I Bind an Pickup I 34 

, , PROPERTIES: Restores 3 health every 4 sec 

i' 23 

I ~ 
\I 33 

Feline Mantle 

Bolwing Mantle 

Pods of the Venom Spider 

I PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5 

34 Berylline Pads 

42 Flomeseer Mantle 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind an Pickup 

Bind on Equip 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pkkup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damoge done by Fire spells ond effects by up to 14 

11 47 I Kentic Amiee I Bind on Pickup 

34 

37 

41 

39 

51 

I 56 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogical spells ond effects by up to 14 

ll f) 90f) 

13f) 4f) 

20f) 41 . 

34f) 53f) 

27f) 65f) 

65f) 98f) 

90f/ 79. 

j 48 Manne oflast Hape Bind on Pickup 57 97f> 13e 

I PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

\ 51 Elder Wizard's Montle Bind on Equip 60 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spel~ ond effects by up to 11 

~ I 52 I Boreol Montle I Bind on Pickup I 61 

\ 1 PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by frost spells and effects by up to 29 

55 I Devout Mantle J Bind on Pickup 64 

55 I Oreadmist Mantle I Bind on Pickup M 

55 Mogbter's Montle Bind on Pickup 64 

f 55 S-Ou~teoler Montle Bind on Pickup 64 

' 56 Burial Shawl Bind on Pickup 65 

' PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 20 
! 

\ 56 lronweave Mantle Bind on Pickup 65 

I 56 I Mantle of the Sca~et Crusade I Bind on Pickup I 65 

j PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 20 

\ 56 Mooncloth Shoulders Bind on Equip 

\ 

56 Necropile Mantle Bind on Pickup 

56 Sunderseer Mantle Bind on Pickup 

65 

65 

65 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 

/I 57 I Oeadwolker Montie I Bind on Pickup I 66 

jl PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 13 

l ' 57 I Diabolic Montie Bind on Pickup 66 

\I PROPERTIES: Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

11 58 I Champion's Dreodweave Shoulders I Bind on Pickup I 67 

\ I PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 12 

[ I 58 I Champion's Satin Shoulderpods I Bind on Pickup l 67 

\I PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 12 

58 I Champion's Silk Shoulderpods I Bind on Pickup ! 67 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 12 

1 3f) 83f) 

1 ~ 23f) 55f) 

L.)27f) 20f) 

1• 49f) 25f) 

1 56ft 50f) 

1• 45 . 97 . 

l ·: 43e15e 

lt'rne 15e 

1 ~ 60.90. 

l 49. 44• 

l 5Be 4oe 

1* 63e 67 f> 

l 64e 22e 

l 1oe 62e 

1 61 4' 62• 

84 . 49. 

a4e 41e 

89. 62• 

Lieutenant Commander's Satin Amiee I Bind on Pickup 89. 31 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 12 

58 I lieutenant Commander's Silk Spoulders I Bind on Pickup I 67 88. 33. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

58 I Shroud of the Nathrezim I Sine) on Pickup I 67 67fP 6• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a criticol strike with spells by l % 

58 ! Thuzadin Mantle I Bind on Pickup ! 67 64e 76e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domage ond heoling done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

59 I Argent Shoulders I Bind on Equip r 68 75e 4l f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +5 

59 I Mon~eottheTimbermaw I BindorrEquip HB 87f 58f 
PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per S sec 

60 l Abyssal Cloth Amiee Bind on Pickup 72 J0• 28f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 I Chompion's Oreadweave Spaulders I Bind on Pickup I 75 I l 24f) 90f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 12, Improves your chance to get a 
criticol strike with spells by l % 

60 I Chompian'sSatinMantle I BindanPickup I 75 I l 3l e 9f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Champion's Silk Mantle I Bind on Pickup I 7S I l 32e 4e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 15, Improves your chonce to get a 
criticol strike with spells by 1 % 

60 J lieutenant Commander's Oreadweave Spoulders I Bind on Pickup I 75 I l 25f) 89e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up ta 12, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Lieutenant Commander's Satin Montie Bind on Pickup 75 l 28e 11 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 16, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I lieutenant Commander's Silk Mantle I Bind on Pickup I 75 I l 29 e 64e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 15, Improves your chance to get a 
criticol strike with spells by l % 

60 I Mantle af Moz'Nodir I Bind on Pickup I 78 I 2 . 89\9 l 6e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up ta 21 

60 I Sylvan Shoulders I Bind on Equip I 74 I 2 5019 51 • 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 7 

60 I Oeothmist Montie I Bind an Pickup I 69 I l 91 e 38e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to l 2 

60 I Sorcerer's Mantle I Bind on Pickup I 69 I 1 B7 9 88e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 9 

60 l Virtuous Mantle I Bind on Pickup I 69 . 97. 699 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 12 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o criticol strike with spells by 1 % 

60 I Angclista's Grasp I Bind on Pickup 66 13· 29· 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 2% 

60 I Arcanist Belt I Bind on Equip, I 57 j l 73e 889 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, lncreoses domage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

60!Beltoffaith ! BindonPickuf} l 75 JS 94' 17e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 48 

60 ! Belt of the Dark Bog I Bind on Pickup 61 284') 799 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

60 I Belt ofTranscendence I Bind on Pickup I 65 I 3 le s3e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0, lncreoses heoling done by spells and effects by up to 2 6 

60 I Eyestalk Waist Cord I Bind on Pickup I 75 959 96. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magicol 
spells and effects by up to 41 

60 I felheort Belt Bind on Equip s1 11 76e 49• 



PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

60 Firemow's Clutch Bind on Pickup 64 2 7 6e 39 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 35, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 froslfire Belt Bind on Pickup 75 5 16e 869 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by l % 

60 Girdle of Prophecy Bind on Equip 57 l 70• 599 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects 
by up to 9 

60 Grasp of the Old God , Bind on Pickup 75 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 59, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Mano Igniting Cord Bind on Pickup 61 2 22f; 80f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 NemesisBelt SindonPickup 65 2 81 . 69 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and 
healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Netherwind Belt Bind on Pickup 65 2 78e 95f) 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 23 

60 PlogueheortBelt BindonPickup 75 5 32e l5f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 34, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Sash of Whispered Secrets ----- I Bind on~~ 61 2 l 6f) 11 8 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 6 health per 5 sec 

60 Zondolor Confessor's Bindings · Bind on Pickup 53 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 26 

18 Keller's Girdle Bind on Equip 23 5e 24• 

24 Belt of Arugal Bind on Pickup 26 108 

27 Worsong Sosh Bind on Pickup 25 Bfrne 
28 Defiler's Clolh Girdle , llind on Pickup 28 154PSe 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spel ls and effects by up to 11 

28 High~nder's Cloth Girdle ! Bind on Pickup 28 14. 41 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 

32 Sutam's Ring Bind on Equip 30 21 . 47. 

36 Oeothmage Sosh J Bind on Pickup 33 29e 10e 

38 Defiler's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 35 31 e 81• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

38 Highlander's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 35 33ft 36. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

4 5 Satyrmone Sosh Bind on Pickup 40 58e 1Be 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0 

48 Oawnspire Cord Bind on Pickup 43 6Be 65e 

48 Defiler's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 43 64• 23• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effect\ by up to 9 

48 Highlander's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage ond healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 9 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 12 

53 Oevoot Belt Bind on Equip 46 90e 58e 

I 53 Oreodmist Belt Bind on Equip 46 85e n e 

53 Mogister's Belt Bind on Equip 46 869 94. 

53 Sosh of the Burning Heart Bind on Pickup 46 9HJ 539 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Fire spells and effects by up to 14 

53 Wisdom of the Timbermaw Bind on Equip 46 92. 32. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31 

55 Frostwolf Cloth Belt Bind an Pickup 48 l 2• 85• 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

55 Stormpike Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 48 94e 889 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +5, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

55 Waistband of Balzaphon Bind on Pickup 48 94e 88• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Frost spells and effects by up to 20 

56 Clutch of Andros Bind on Pickup 49 l 94) 50. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your cha nce to hit with spells by 1% 

56 Oustfeother Sosh Bind on Pickup 49 2e 51 e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

56 lronweove Belt Bind on Pickup 49 99. 63. 
56 Thuzadin Sosh Bind on Pickup 49 le1e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 

58 Defiler's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 50 2oe 30e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases domoge and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14 

58 Highlander's Cloth Girdle Bind on Pickup 50 l 19. 11 4) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14 

58 Runed Stygian Belt Bind on Equip 50 19e 8e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +20, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

60 Belt of the Inquisition Bind on Pickup 56 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Belt of Untapped Power Bind on Pickup 54 l 50e 43f> 

PRO PERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 29 

60 Belt ofTiny Heads Bind on Pickup 55 65f) 75f) 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Oeothmist Belt Bind on Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

60 Sorcerer's Belt Bind on Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

60 Virtuous Belt Bind on Pickup 5 2 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

50 Dryad's Wnst Bindings Bind on Pickup 4f) 85e 

PRO PERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

60 Arcanist Bindings Bind on Equip I 44 · 1 n • 924t 

PROmms: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

60 Bindings offoith Bind on Pickup 1 58 5 11 fl) 9• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 40 

60 Bindings oflronscendence 1._Bi-'nd'-IJ_n P--'ic'-'ku,_p - -'--'S_l -'-3_.--'2 •::...-60..::f):...·~·· _
4 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 33 

60 Block Bork Wristbands Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Blocklight Bracer Bind on Pickup 44 • l 69e S4§ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike with spells by 1% 

60 Bracelets of Royol Redemption Bind on Pickup 54 75f) 49f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 53 

60 Bracers of Arcane ~ccurocy Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 21 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28 

Armor 



PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 22 

60 felheart BrocefS Bind on Equip 44 ' l 7 519 17 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 13 

60 flarewre Wraps Bind on Equip 43 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +7, Restores 9 mono per 5 sec 

60 FmSlfire Bindings Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Decreases the magical resistances of your spell targets by l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 27 

60 Gl!lciof Wrists Bind on Equip 53 ! 3 494!1H3• 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +20, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 12 

60 Nemesis Brocers Bind an Pickup 51 2 82~ 13• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

60 Nelheiwind Bindings Bind an Pickup 51 · 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Plagueheart Bindings Bind on Pickup 58 5 34• 7 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 23 

60 Shackles of the Unscarred Bind on Pickup 48 29lJ63• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 21, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by l 0 

60 The Soul Harvester's Bindings Bind on Pickup 55 4 264t Be 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 21 

60 Vambmcesof Prophecy BindonEquip 44 71 6)89• 
PROPERTIES: Restores 2 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24 

60 BrocersofHope BindonPickup 41 l 27f; 89• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Rockfu1y Brace1s Bind on Pickup 42 1 45e 338 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by l % 

, 60 Zondalor Confessor's Wraps . Bind on Pickup 41 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24 

bO Zondolar Oemonioc's Wraps Bind on Pickup 41 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 16 

60 Zomlolur lllusionisfs Wraps Bind on Pickup 41 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to l 4 

Glowing Magical Bracelets 

Forgotten Wraps Bind on Equip 

Arena WristglJOrds Bind on Equip 31 57f; 58fJ 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o niticol strike with spells by l % 

first Se1g(lllnt's Silk Cuffs Bind on Pickup 

Sergeant Major's Silk Cuffs Bind on Pickup 
Afistocratic(uffs 

Devout Brocers 

01eodmist Brocers 

Flameweave Cuffs 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

Magister's Bindings Bind on Equip 35 87. 654' 

52 Tearlall Bmcers Bind on Pickup 35 81!t l9& 

Bind on Pickup 37 '91 . 91 . 

Bind on Pickup 34 79fft 39 ' 
Bina on .Pickup 37 ·94. 88. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 12 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on l'ickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done ta Undead by magical spells and effects by up lo 26 

58 fot Sergeant's Silk Cuffs Bind on Pickup 39 

58 Sergeant Major's Silk Cuffs ·Bind on Pickup 39 
60 Abyssal Cloth Wristbands Bind on Pickup 42 409 4• 

60 Brocers of Qimji Command Bind on eitkup 44 76(!1 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Oeathmist Bmcers Bind on Piikup 40 2bf!J 66• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effec_ts._b_,_y_,up_to_S_~~ 

60 Sorcere(s Bindings Bind on Pickup 40 l 3UJ 27e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 

60 Virtuous Bmws Bind o~ Pickup · 40 30f/ 38. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 9, Restores 2 mono per 5 sec 

60 Wyrmthalak's Shaddes Bind ari Pickup 37 95. SfJ 

LEATHER 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance 
to hit by 2% 

60 Bonescythe Breastplote Bind on Pickup 262 16 52f/ 32f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, +80 Altack Power, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Deathdealer's Vest Bind on Pickup 253 13 & 49f> 62• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Dreamwulker Tunic Bind oo Pickup 262 16 5.§ 71 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 66, Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Field Morshol's Drogonhide Br!lOstplote Bind on Pickup 220 3 · 32(!12e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 21, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike by 1% 

60 Field Marshal's leather Chestpiece Bind on Pickup 220 3 33f> 24f> 

PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Genesis Vest Bind on Pickup 253 12 ~ 81 f/ 7 6f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 GhoulSl<lnTunic BindonPkkup 241 9 71 f/ SO• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 Interlaced Shadow Jerkin Bind on Pickup 212 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +30, +28 Attack Power 

60 I Ma!furion's Blessed Bulwark Bind on Pkkup 222 
. 60 W !slayer C~e<e 8ind-0n Pickup 200 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +40 

Bind on Pkkup 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Nature Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases 
healing done by spells and effects by up to 4 2 

60 Warlord's Orogonhide Hauberk 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike by l % · 

60 Wndord's leather Breastplate Bind on Pickup 220 .3• 291) 59f> 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 %, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

60 BreastplateofBloodthirsf BindonPickup 190 3 Sl e 9Zf 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l % 

60 Dorkmanrie Tunic , Bimfon Pickup 185 i 3 l9f>70f> 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 



PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Zondolor Horuspex's Tunic Bind on Pickup 197 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effec.ts_ ..:.by.,.:up_to_3_3 ___ ,_--,------, 
60 Zondolor Madcop's Tunic ----- I Bind on Pickup 197 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o criticol strike by 2%, +44 Attack Power 

60 Cenorion Vestments I Bind on Pickup 200 4 64~ 39. 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + l 0, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

Bind on Pickup 92 14e 61e 

20 Gloomshroud Armor Bind on Equip 94 15f) 53f) 
·-

22 Tunic of Westfall Bind on Pickup 92 14e 12e 

30 Spirewind Fetter Bind on Equip 112 41 . 61 & ------
31 Wolffeor Harness Bind on Equip 113 49!J68e 

34 Quillword Harness Bind on Equip 120 61 . 9l f) 

44 Jinxed Hoodoo Skin Bind on Pickup 144 1 32@?! 41 . 

45 Feathered Breostplote Bind on Equip 146 1 44@78• 

46 Cow King's Hide Bind on Equip 148 1 51 f; 67f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Noture Resist+ 10, Frost Resist + l 0, Shodow Resist+ 10, Arcone Resist + 10 

46 Fungus Shroud Armor Bind on Pickup 148 l 44f) SOe 

48 Flomestrider Robes Bind on Pickup 153 1 66f; 59f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 20 

50 Mixologist's Tunic Bind on Pickup 158 l 98~'46& 

SO Worbeor ttorness Bind on Equip 158 1 97(/)1711 

52 Stormshroud Armor Bind on Equip 163 2 9f; 66. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o cntical strike by 2%, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1 % 

52 Forest'sEmbrace BindonPickup 151 1 5H!) 52f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 55 

52 Grizzled Pelt Bind on Pickup 151 

53 lronfeotlier Breastplate Bind on Equip 165 

53 Songbird Blouse Bind on Pickup 165 

55 living Breastplate Bind on Equip 16 9 47 (& 76fJ 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 26 

56 Codoverous Armor Bind on Pickup 172 

PROPERTIES: +60 Altock Power 
1 56 NightbrQ{e Tunic Bind on Pickup 172 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +10, Shadow Resist+ l 0, +SO Attock Power 

57 Chestplote of Tranquility Bind on Pickup 174 

PROPERTIES: Increases damoge and healing done by magical spells ond effect> by up to 23 

57 Tombstone Breostp,I<i!~-- Bind on Pickup 174 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get a critical strike by 2% 

. 58 Knighlfopfoin's Orogirnh1ae Tunic ' Bind on Picfop -L-'~-"--'-~22-----~ 
PROPERTIES: Increases domage and healing done .bYm-;;girnl spells ond effects by up to 16, Improves your chance to get o 
criticol strike by l % 

58 . Knight{oproin's lenther Armor Bind on Pic-kup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by l % 

S8 legionnaire's Orogonhi<le Breostplote , Bind on Pickup 176 1 4 ll!l 30f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get a critical strike by l %, Increases dornoge ond healing done by magical spells ond 
effects by up to 16 

58 legionnoire's leather Haubeik 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

• 58 Shadowcroft Tunic Bind on Pickup 176 

SB Tunic of the Crescent Moon Bind on Pickup 17 6 7 4e 61 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases domage ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 15, Improves your chance to get o 
critirnl strike with spells by 1 % 

58 Tunic of Undeod Slaying Bind on Pickup 176 2 88fi 25 9 

PROPERTIES: +Bl Arrack Power when fighting Undeod 

60 Knight{optoin's leather Chestpiece Bind on Pickup 

PROPrnTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l %, +34 Attack Power 

60 legionnaire's Orogonhide Chestpiece Bind on Pickup 188 1 • 79e B7e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond 
effects by up to 15 

60 legionnaire's leather Chestpiece Bind on Pickup 188 l 81 e 23e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o criticol strike by l %, Improves your chonce to hit by 1%, +34 Attock Power 

60 Primal Botskin Jerkin Bind on Equip 181 3 16 e 449 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Bloodfung Boots Bind on Pickup 154 53f) Sft 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 10, Increases your chance to dodge on ottock by 1% 

60 BonescytheSobotons BindonPickup 171 . 49\9 22fl 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 %, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, +64 Attack Power 

60 Boots of Displacement Bind on Pickup 166 7 76e 14f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases your effective stealth level 

60 Boots affright Bind on Pickup 148 6Se 189 
PROPERTIES: Increases damoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 34 

60 Boots of the Shadow Flame Bind on Pickup 166 7 ' 47f; 34ft 

PROPERTIES: +44 Attack Power, Improves your chonce to hit by 2% 

60 Boots of the Vanguard 

60 (enorion Boots 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

138 

138 

60 General's 0111gonhide Boots Bind on Pickup 146 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 GeneroMeother Treads Bind on Pickup 146 

PROPERTIES: Increases the duration of your Sprint ability by 3 sec 

bO Genesis Boots Bind on Pickup 

60 Morshol's Drogonhide Boots Siad on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 , Morshol's leather footguords Bind on Pickup 146 

PROPERTIES: Increases the duration of your Sprint ability by 3 sec 

60 Nightslayer Boots Bind on Pickup 138 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7 

60 StorrnrogeBoots BindonPickup 154 5 37f; 9• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 1 O, Improves your chonce to get o critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases healing done by 
spells and effects by up to 26 

60 Oorkmontle Boots Bind on Pickup 127 52e 61 f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases your effective stealth level 

60 ferolheml Boots Bind on Pickup 127 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond heoling done by magicol spells and effects by up to 11, Resto10s 2 mono per 5 sec 

Armor 



{\~-..l 
/
<,' 19 Feet of the lynx Bind on Equip 63 10§ 75• 

: 25 Harbinger Boots Bind on Equip 71 19§ 59e 

, 27 Worsong Boots Bind on Pickup 67 14f>4Bf> 

28 Oefiler'sChoinGreoves BindonPickup 74 27f>53• 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slight~ 

28 Defiler's leother Boo!> Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly 

28 Defiler's Lizordhide Boots Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

28 Defiler's Moil Greaves Bind on Pickup 74 27'1; 9UI 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly 

28 Highlander's Chain Greaves Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly 

28 Highlander's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly 

28 Highlonder's Lizardhide Boots Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

28 Highlander's Moil Greaves Bind on Pickup 74 27 . 429 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

31 Briar Tredders Bind on Equip 78 

32 Swompwolker Boots Bind on Equip 79 

\ 38 Defiler's Leather Boots 

'1 PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly, +6 Attack Power 

Bind on Pickup 89 

/ 38 Oeti1er's Lizardhide Boots Bind on Pickup 89 60e23f> 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly, +6 Attock Power 

l 38 Highlonder's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 89 61 f) 41 f) 

1
1~~~~~-'-~~ 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increosed slightly, +6 Attock Power 

~ 38 H~hlonder's lizardhide Boots Bind on Pickup 89 63f) 25f) 

J PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, +6 Attock Power 
\f----1~~'--~--=-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\ ~4_2+-~-n_dst_ol_ke_rA_~_leg~uo~ro_s~~~~~~+-Bin~d~on~P~ick~up:__-4_:_9~5-i-:8~78:::_::84~f):::_~~-
} 47 Slitherscale Boots Bind on Pickup 104 1;)17f)4 f> 
1 f-+-~~~~~~~~~~~+.:...:.:.::::.:.:::2-~--l-.:.::.:.-i-:..:::..:~:..:.::::___~_J 

~ 48 AlbinoCrocscolellgots BindonPickup 105 1 24f) 58f) 
1 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~J.._~~-'-~-'--"-_L_:__:_:_:::..:_:_:=-~-l 

1 PROPERTIES: Noture Resist +5 

{ 48 Defiler's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 105 1 25f) 6l f) 

I PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 12 Attock Power 1 48 Defiler's Lizordhide Boots Bind on Pickup 

~ PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 12 Attack Power 

) 48 H~hlonder's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 101 1 n e 13e 

\ PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 12 Attack Power 

48 Highlander's lizordhide Boots Bind on.Pickup 

• PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 12 Attock Power 
1 

49 Sondak of the Insurgent Bind on Equip 

50 Shadefiend Boots Bind on Pickup 109 1. 449 64. 
52 Cool Miner Boots Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist + 10 
\ r5-2.,...-fi-rem-o-~-Bo-ots~~~~~~~~-,--Bin-d-oo-P-ick-up~~~ll-2~1~5-3-.-8-3f)~~~ 
l PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 20 

\ 52 Whisperwalk Boots Bind on Pickup 104 1 24e 25f) 
\ rP-RO~P-EITT-IE~S:-ln-cre-os-es-yo-u-re-ffe-cti-~-st-eo-lth-le-ve-lb~y-1~"---"-~""-~..L~-L.......::..:.::.:.:.:::::_~-l 

l 53 Down Treoders Bind on Equip 114 1 " 7 6e 21 e 
i PROPERTIES: Increases your chonce to dodge on ottock by 1 % 

l 53 Waterspout Boots Bind on Pickup 114 

I PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 25 

{f-54+-Sh_o_do_wc_r~_B_oo_ts~~~~~~~-+~Bin=d=on~P=ick~up:__--1_:_:11=5.-i-:1__:7~59:::..::S~f>:___~-
~ 54 SwiftwolkerBoots BindonPickup 115 l , 76&99f) 

i 54 Wildheort Boots Bind on Pickup 115 1 77 e 66'J 
\ 55 PodsoftheDreodWolf BindonPickup 116 l ., 80e24f) 
1 r--~~~~~~~~~~~~J__~~-'-~-L.:_:_:__L_::_:~_:_:_::::_~-< 

\ PROPERTIES: +40 Attack Power 

t 56 Ash Covered Boots Bind on Pickup 118 
PROPERTIES: lll(reoses your chonce to dodge on ottock by 1% 

Cadaverous Walkers 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attock Power 

56 Verdant Footpods I Bind on Pickup !18 3* 86e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37, Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects 
byupto24 

57 Boots of the Shrieker Bind on Pickup 120 2 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 12 

57 Mongoose Boots I Bind on Equip 120 l3e 408 

58 Blood Guord's Drogonhide Boots Bind on Pickup 121 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

58 Blood Guard's leolher Treods Bind on Pickup 121 

PROPERTIES: Increases the duration of your Sprint ability by 3 sec 

58 Defiler's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 121 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 16 Attack Power 

58 Defiler's Lizardhide Boots Bind on Pickup 121 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightty, + 16 Attock Power 

58 Highlander's leather Boots Bind on Pickup l 21 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 16 Attack Power 

58 Highlander's lizardhide Boots Bind on Pickup 121 6e47f!) 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly, + 16 Attock Power 

SB Knight-Lieutenant's Dragonhide Footwraps Bind on Pickup 121 6!J76f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 14 

58 KnighHieutenont's leather Boots Bind on Pickup 121 6f) 38f!) 

PROPERTIES: Increases the durotion of your Sprint ability by 3 sec 

60 Animist's Boots Bind on Pickup 134 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up lo 29 

60 Blood Guard's Dragonhide Treods Bind on Pickup 126 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 14 

60 Blood Guard's leather Walkers Bind on Pickup 126 

PROPERTIES: Increases the duration of your Sprint ability by 3 sec, +28 Attock Power 

60 Blooddrenched Footpads Bind on Pickup 129 69!J69f!) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to hit by 1 % 

60 Bramblewood Boots Bind on Equip 132 

PROPERTIES: Nolure Resist +25 

60 Knight-lieutenont's Dragonhide Treods Bind on Pickup 126 27f!)92f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

60 Knight-Lieutenant's leather Walkers Bind on Pickup l 26 29tl76• 
PROPERTIES: lncreoses the duration of your Sprint ability by 3 sec, +28 Attock Power 

60 Ounestolker's Boo!> Bind on Pickup 121 

60 Sandstorm Boots Bind on Pickup 121 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Sedge Boots I Bind on Pickup 121 2 Sf!) 95f!) 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5,Shadaw Resist +5 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 1%, +20 Altock Power, +30 Attock Power when fighting 
Undeod 

60 Aged Core leather Gloves. Bind on Pickup 130 2 65e 6f> 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +8, Shadow Resist +5, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, lncreosed Daggers +5 

60 Bile{overed Gounrlets ' Bind on Pickup 143 4 2@30f!) 

PROPERTIES Nolure Resist +20 

60 Bloodfang Gloves Bind on Pickup 140 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Immune to Disarm 

60 Bonescythe Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 158 

PROPERTIES: Improves your ch once to hit by 1 %, +66 Attock Power, Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 1 % 

60 Cenorion Gloves Bind on Pickup 125 2 30e 55. 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to l B 



60 Oreamwalker Handguards Bind on Pickup 158 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 53 

60 Gauntlets of New life Bind on Pickup 134 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect by up to 26, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 General's Oragonhide Glaves Bind on Pickup 133 1 

PROPERTIES: Slightly increases your stealth detection, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by 
up to 12 

60 Geoerol's leather Mitts Bind on Pickup 133 40~80• 

PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Gloves of Ebru Bind on Pickup 139 31 . l f> 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up ta 17, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Gloves of Enforcement Bind an Pickup 140 51 ~ 58f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Gloves of the Hidden Temple Bind on Pickup 148 71.3. 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +6 

60 I Marshal's Oragonhide Gauntlet Bind on Pickup 133 41 . 32f> 

PROPERTIES: Slightly increases your stealth detection, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by 
up to 12 

60 Marshal's leather Hondgrips Bind on Pickup 133 44. 44tt 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

60 Nightslayer Gloves Bind an Pickup 125 20~l57· 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Polor Gloves I Bind on Equip 146 48. 5l e 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +30 

60 Stormroge Handguurds Bind an Pickup 140 59.403 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist+ l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effec~ by up to 4 2 

60 Taut Orogonhide Gloves Bind on Pickup 142 94. 43tt 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Restores 6 mana per 5 sec 

60 Wosphide Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 143 84. 544!) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 53 

60 Darkmantte Gloves Bind on Pickup 108 

60 Fera lheort Gloves Bind on Pickup l 08 25. 469 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 11 

22 Toughened leather Gloves l Bind on Equip 61 99 629 

22 Wolfdaw Gloves Bind on Equip 61 9e 8oe 

23 Brawler Gloves 1 Bind on Equip 62 JOe ?Of) 

30 Eban Vise Bind on Pickup 70 22• 329 
35 Shadowskin Gloves Bind on Equip 76 33f) 2l f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

37 ! Arachnid Gloves Bind on Pickup 79 4oe 14e 

PROPERTIES: Noture Resist+ l 0 

41 Gauntle~ of the Sea I Bind_ on Equip 85 I 53. 63• 

PRO PERTIES: Heal friend ly target for 300 to 500 

45 Elven Spirit Claws Bind on Equip 91 68. 17. 

PRO PE RTIES: Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects by up to 21 

48 Bloodfire Talons I Bind on Pickup 96 a5e 20• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l B 

49 Ogreseer fists Bind an Pickup I 97 asem~ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 13 

51 Mar Alom's Grip 1 Bind on Equip l 00 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up lo 22 

53 Devi~our Gaunttell Bind on Equip 103 

54 Shodowcraft Gloves Bind on Equip 105 17 9 149 

54 Skul's Fingerbone Claws , Bind on Pickup 105 149 3f) 

PROPERTIES: +40 Attack Power 

54 Stonebark Gauntlets Bind an Equip 105 15. 879 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 16 

54 W~dheart Gloves Bind on Equip 105 229 449 

56 Cadaverous Gloves I Bind an Pickup 107 26@) 68f) 

PROPERTIES: +44 Attack Power 

56 follbrush Hondgrips i Bind on Pickup 107 364'389 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect by up to 20 Armor 
56 Gargoyle Slashe1s l Bind on Pickup 107 24~ 279 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

56 Slaghide Gauntlets i Bind on Pickup 107 33. 43. 

57 Quickdraw Glaves I Bind on Pickup 109 30. 76. 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance ta dodge an attack by l % 

57 Stormshroud Gloves Bind an Equip 109 32e 12e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

58 Blood Guard's Drogonhide Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 110 68 . 53. 
PROP ERTIES: Slightly increases your stealth detection 

58 Blood Guard's leather Vices Bind on Pickup 110 69. 32f> 

PROPERTIES: +32 Attack Power 

58 Knight-lieutenant's Oragonhide Gloves Bind on Pickup 110 74 · 14· 
PROPERTIES: Slightly increases your stealth detection 

58 Knight-lieutenant's leather Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 110 738 88. 

PROPERTI ES: +32 Attack Power 

59 Timbermow Brawlers Bind on Equip 112 

60 Blood Guard's Omgonhide Grips Bind on Pickup 115 

PROPERTIES: Slightly increases your stealth detection 

60 Blood Guord's leather Grips 1 Bind an Pickup 115 83. 73. 

PRO PERTIES: +20 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Blooddrenched Grips Bind on Pickup 122 2 loe 51e 
PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by l % 

60 Gaunriets of Southwind Bind an Pickup 126 2 41 e 85f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 KnighHieutenont's Orogonhide Grips Bind on Pickup 115 8411' 97\f 

PROPERTI ES: Slightly increases your stealth detection 

60 Knight-lieutenant's leather Grips Bind an Pickup 

PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

60 Primal Batskin Gloves Bind on Equip 113 58 . 809 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

60 Shadow Panther Hide Gloves Bind on Equip 113 51. 79. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Toughened Silithid Hide Gloves Bind on Pickup 

60 Gloves of Earthen Power Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

60 Gordok's Gloves Bind an Pickup 106 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Handwraps of Undead Slaying Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: +60 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

60 Bloodfang Hood I Bind on Pickup 183 57~ 7· 

PRO PERTIES: frost Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist + l 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Bonescythe Helmet Bind on Pickup 205 9 29 f) Sf) 

rROrERTIES: Improves your thanrn to hit by 1%, Improves YOU! thonrn to get a uitirnl ltiike by Z% 



PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

60 CirdetofResttessDreoms BindonPickup 175 4 .47fl l3• 

I Bindo;;fickup-f 183 I 5 21 8 40• 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 59 

60 Deathdeoler's Helm Siad on Pickup 192 16 90. Bl t!Jt 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Deviate Gmwth Cop Bind on Pitkup 175 4 554t35• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 64, Restores 8 mono per 5 sec, Improves your chance to 
get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Oreomwalker Headpiece Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 66 

60 Field Morshol's Dragonhioe Helmet Bind on Pickup 179 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up ta 18 

60 Field Morshal's leather Mask Bind on Pickup 179 2. 5l._f>_7~2·~-~ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 
60 foror's Eyepotch ===rBind on Pkkup l-6-0~-3 -98--36 ____ _, 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, +44 Attack Power 

60 Genesis Helm Bind on Pickup 192 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27, Improves your chance ta get o 
critical strike by 1% 

Bind on l'lckup 180 4tt l2. 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance ta dodge an attack by l % 

Bind on Pickup 163 24(f76. 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 2% 

60 Polar Helmet Bind on Pickup 196 96fJ 7• 
PROPERTIES: frost Resist +44 

60 Stormroge Cover Bind on Pickup 183 41 . ll tl 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist+ l 0, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects 
by up ta 29 

60 Warlord's Orogonhide Helmet Bind onfickup 179 2 53t l57 & 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 18, Improves your chance ta get o 
critical strike by l % 

60 Worlord'slenthe1Helm Bind on Pickup 179 11 45(f 40e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 ' Oorkmoatle Cop Bind on Pickup 150 2 _ 6 l fl 2 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Ferolhenlt Cowl Bind on Pickup 150 2 46t m e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: When shopeshilting into Cat form the Druid gains 20 energy, when shapeshifting into Bear form the Druid 
gains 5 rage 

Bind an Equip 

Bind cmPifkup 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Hurls a fiery ball that causes 286 ta 37 6 Fire damage and an additional 40 damage aver 8 sec 

. 47 5ooihsoyer's Headdress Bind oo Pickup 122 1 . •• 14t!J 1• 
47 Engineer's Guild Headpiece Bind on Pickup 113 881947. 
51 Tottered leather Hood Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1% 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +5 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2%, Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by 1% 

52 Ragefury Eyepatch Bind on Pickup 132 661fb 69e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% ...........,-:-----------
52 Ebon Mask ! Bind on Pickup 122 18,H3f 

I PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I%, +36 Attack Power 

53 FelhideCop ' Bind on Pickup 134 61fl37& 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +8, Shadow Resist +8 

r 55 Tribal War Feathers Bind on Pickup 137 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

56 r Helm of the New Moon Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 23 

56 lns~htful Hood Bind on Pickup 139 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases healing done by spells and effects 
by up to 33 

-r 
57 ' Bone Ring Helm 

57 Shodowcraft Cap 

I 57 Wildhenrt Cowl 

58 Champion's Dmgonhide Helm 

Bind on Pickup 141 

Bind on Pickup 141 

Bind on Pickup 141 

Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES:+ 16 Attack Power, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 13 

58' Champion'sleatherHeadguard Bind on Pickup 143 l ·6(/;76f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance ta dodge an attack by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l %, + 12 Attack Power 

58 Eyeo!Rend BindonPickup 143 2 10f}31 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 2% 

58 feathermoon Headdress Bind on Equip 143 

~58_,l_Ll_eu_ten~an~l~Co~mm_a_ni!~er_'s ~Dm~go_nh_id_e _Sh_rou_d_~.L.Binrt on Pick~p 143 

PROPERTIES: + 16 Attack Power, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 13 

58 Lieutenant Commander's Leather Veil Bind on Pickup 143 l l1 1>60f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l %, + 12 Attack Power, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Blaoddrenched Mask Bind on Pickup 153 2 84.lOf) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

60 Bloodvine lens Bind on Equip 147 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 2%, Slightly increases your stealth detection 

60 BromblewoodHelm BindonEquip 156 . 91f;900 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30 

60 Champion's Dragonhide Headguord Bind on Pickup 158 S4838f) 
PROPERTIES: Increases domage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ID 18 

60 Champion's leather Helm Bind on Pickup 158 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance ta hit by l %, +36 Attack Power 

60 Helm of Regrowth Bind on Pickup 162 399 ' 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

. 60 lieutenant Commander's Drogonhide Heodguard Bind -0n Pickup 158 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance ta hit by l %, +36 Attack Power 

60 Soothwind Helm Bind on Pickup 164 70tl98f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1% 

$0 Sanctified leather Helm Bind on Pickup f 149 2 ·42(/)82. 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 40 

1? Maonshodow Hood 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike with spells by I% 

? ? Pirate's Eye Potch 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance ta resist Fear effects by 4% 



PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + l O,Arcane Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Bonescythe legploles Bind on Pickup 221 13 64 . 189 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Cenorion leggings Bind on Pickup 175 4 23.15• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + 10, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Restores 4 mono per 5 
sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 22 

60 OmkHeortPants BindonPickup 186 76t\ l3e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, +48 Attack Power 

60 Oeothdeoler'sleggings Bind on Pickup 207 1 9 52. 409 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

60 Oreamwalker legguards Bind on Pickup 221 13 258'838 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 66, Restores 8 mana per 5 sec 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

60 General's leather legguards Bind on Pickup 186 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2%, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Genesis Trousers Bind on Pickup 207 9 7. 518 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27, Improves your chance to gel a 
critical strike by l %, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 leggings of Apocalypse Bind on Pickup 2ll 1 lO 27 e 41 9 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance lo get a critical strike by 2% 

60 leggingsof lmmersion BindonPickup 190 21•17• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 39, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Marshal's Orogonhide leggumds Bind on Pickup 186 2 84tH2• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical st rike by 1% 

60 Marshal's leather leggings Bind on Pickup 186 2 90.98. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance lo hit by 2%, Improves your chance lo get a critical strike by l % 

60 NightslayerPonts BindonPickup 175 4 34• 66• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance lo gel a critical strike -'by_l_%~--~-------i 

60 Outrider's leather Pools Bind on Pickup 173 39e35e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Outrider's lizardhide Pants Bind an Pickup 173 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l l 

60 Sentinel's leather Pants Bind on Pickup 173 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance lo get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Sentinel's Lizordhide Panis Bind on Pkkup 173 239 73• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effecfl by up la l l 

60 Stormrogelegguords BindonPickup 197 24.lS• 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist + l O,Arcane Resist+ l 0, Increases healing done by spells and effeds by up to 48, Restmes 6 mono 
per 5 sec 

60 leggings of Arcana Bind on Pickup 166 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Polar leggings Bind on Pickup 205 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +40 

Petrolspill leggings 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +· l 0 

25 Troll's Bane _leggings Bind on Equip 90 25t'74tt 

34 WorchiefKilt Bind an Equip 105 60trne 

35 Triprunner Dungarees Bind on Pickup 101 s2e 61e 

38 Basilisk Hide Pants Bind an Equip 113 80.40. 

44 Jinxed Hoodoo Ki~ Bind an Pickup 126 l 32. 90. 

49 Windscale Sarong Bind an Pickup 136 l 15e9se 

so Stormshroud Pants Bind on Equip 138 l a1e28e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l % 

50 Shadowhideleggings Bindon Pickup · 132 1 51.e46f 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +6 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 health per 5 sec 

52 leggings of Frenzied Magic I Bind on Pickup 142 2 23e 2ae 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up_ ta 16, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

52 Livingteggings BindonEquip 142 2 12e ue 
PROPERTI ES: Nature Resist +5, Increases healing done by spells and e __ ff_e_ct_s b-'-y-'up_to_2,_6--.,--------1 

52 WorbeorWaalies BindanEquip 142 2 22e 339 

53 Worstrile leggings Bind on Pickup 144 23.84. 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 2% 

54 luminary Kilt Bind on Pickup 14 7 36ene 

PROPERTI ES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 22 

5 5 Oevilsaur leggings Bind on Equip 148 57e 9e 

PROPERTIES: +46 Attack Power, Improves your chance to gel o cri tirnl strike by l % 

55 Earthbam Kilt Bind on Equip 148 s3e8e 

55 Tressermone leggings Bind on Pickup 148 39e 4ae 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 

56 Cadaverous leggings ------· Bind on Pickup 150 51 • 4se 

PROPERTIES: +52 Attack Power 

56 _§llaul Skin legg~~s---·----··----Tu~on Pickop·---"----''---------4 150 2. 54 . 56. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

56 Shadowcraft Pants Bind an Pickup 150 sse42e 

56 Wildheart Kilt Bind on Pickup 150 nene 

57 Abyssal leather leggings I Bind on Equip 152 76e 4se 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance la gel a criticol strike by l % 

57 6hostlaom leggings Bind on Pickup 152 63fi 97e 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

57 Plaguehaund leggings Bind an Equip 152 61 e 12e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by l % 

150 68e n e ~5_7-'-Tu~ng~le_m_~_sl-'eg~gi-'~~'-------~Bi_ndoo Picwp_~..._--'"-"-----~-; 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta gel a critical strike with spells by 1% 

58 Blodemoster leggings I Bind an Pickup 154 2 77 fl l 7 fJ 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by l %, Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike by l %, Increases your chance 
ta dodge an attack by 2% 

58 Knight{optoin's Oroganh~e leggings ~~~Pickup 154 50fl 92e 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1%, + 18 Attack Power 

58 Knight{opluin's leather legguards Bind an Pickup 154 49_f{~4· 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

58 legionnaire's Oragonhide Trousers I Bind on Pickup 154 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance la dodge an attack by l %, + 18 Attack Power 

58 legionnaire's leather leggings Bind on Pickup 154 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 Animisrs leggings ---~'-B_in_d _an_Pi~ck-'up_~'--17_0~ __ 33_f;~S4_•-~-; 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35 

60 Blooddrenched leggings -----· Bind on Pickup 170 20_~ __ 9=9·--~ 
, 60 Knight-Captain's Droganhide leggings Bind on Pickup 165 83f; 96f) 

i PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o cri ticol sttike wilh spells by l %, Increases damoge ond healing done by magicol 
spells and effects byu:cp.::to_.:.l.:_4 --- ----,-------,---,------

Bind on Pickup 165 l 86e66fi 60 Knight{aptain's leather legguords 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta gel a critical_strike by 1%, Improves your cha nce to hit by 1%, +34 Attack Power 

60 legionnaire's Oroganhide leggings I Bind an Pickup 165 l 80fl 55fl 

PROPERTIES: Im proves your chance lo gel a criticol strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up ta 14 

60 legiannaire's leatherleggumds BindonPickup 165 l 8lf;9l f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance ta hit by l %, +34 Attack Power 

60 Cenarian Reservist's leggings Bind on Pickup 154 2 95f; 7le 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, +26 Attack Power 

60 Cenarian Reservist's leggings Bind on Pickup 154 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 29 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 9 

Armor 



Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist +7, Restores ~mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effe:ts by up to 18 

60 Oeothdeuler's Spoulders Bind on Pickup l 72 l4 . B3• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Defiler's leather Shoulders Bind on Pickup 148 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

60 Defiler's Lizordhide Shoulders Bind on Pickup 148 

Bind on Pickup 186 9 8*> 38• 

i PRO PERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 48 

60 Field Marshal's Drogonhide Spoulders Bind on Pickup 165 2 46• 31 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 field Marshal's leather Epaulets Bind on Pickup 165 53§ 528 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to hit by l % 

60 ficeguord Shoulders Bind on Pickup 159 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +22 
-----------,-----~-~------------< 

60 Gene~s Shoulderpods Bind on Pickup 172 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

60 Highlander's leather Shoulders Bind on Pickup 148 3 18\t 94• 

PROPERllES: +30 Attack Power 

60 Highlander's lizordhide Shoulders Bind on Pickup 148 20. 12§ 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

60 Montie of Wicked Revenge Bind on Pickup 170 a1 e 4e 

60 Niglmlayer Shoulder Purls Bind on Pickup 150 27f) 19 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

Bind on Pickup 169 45. 7 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Increases he~l ing done b'!_2.Pells and effects by up ta 29, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 TOOi Drogonhide Shoulderpods Bind on Pickup 170 5 89~ 54 

Bind on Pickup 161 4 63~ 53 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +ZS, + 18 Attack Power 

60 Wodord's Dr(lgllflhide Epaulets Bind on Pickup 165 549 48 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 ' Worlord's leather Spoulder; Bind on Pickup 16 S 46& 31 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 . Wild GroWlh Spoulders Bind on Pickup 159 6f) 78 

Bind on Pickup 140 

Bind on Equip 77 

forest Tracker Epaulets Bind on Equip 78 23 f) 26• 

Watchman Pouldrons Bind on Equip 80 24f) 889 

flintrock Shoulders Bind on Equip 88 41 f) 409 

fleshhide S.houlders Bind on Pickup 95 59 . 57 9 

40 Sheepsheor Mon~e Bind on Equip 100 69e 9o9 

46 Phytoskin Spaulders Bind on Pickup 11 l l 48 25 f) 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + 10 

47 Atol' oi Spoulders Bind on Pickup 113 l4e 76f> 
1. 49 lronfeother Shoulders Bind on Equip 117 21 e 5se 

4 9 , living ShouldeIS Bind on Equip 117 38f) 34J 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +3, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

52 Oork Warder's Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 122 57f) 39e 

52 lcy!ombSpoulders Bind~~-12_2~_5_3_e_s_oe __ _, 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10, Shadow Resist + l 0 

Demonic Runed Spoulders 

Bind on ~.-qu_ip--~~12_6~_7_6_._3_1 f> __ _ 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l % 

55 Shodowcroft Spoulders ! Bind on Pickup 127 8l , '7Sf> 

55 Wildheort Spoulders Bind on Pickup 127 93• 549 

' 56 Cyclone Spoulders , Bind on Pickup 129 H!' 65• 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 
56 Spoulders of the Unseen , Bind on Eq~p·~-'>j-· -1 Z-9 ·~-9-3.--70-.---1 
56 Truestrike Shoulders Bind on Pickup 129 9l f) 49f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2%, +24 Attack Power 

57 Death's Clutch Bind on Pickup 131 

57 flomescorred Shoulders Bind on Pickup 131 14it l8f> 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10 

58 Champion's Drogonhide Spoulders Bind on Pickup 132 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 
58 Champion's leather M~----~~n Pickup r-13_2 ___ l_Oe- 2f> __ _ 

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

58 Lieutenant Commander's Orogonhide Epaulets Bind on Pkkup 132 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 

·sa lieut:nont Commander's leather Spoulders 

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

58 Wyrmtongue Shoulders 

1 Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

5 9 Golden Montie of the Down Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l % 

132 

132 

134 

60 AbyssolleotherShoulders ·----~-d_onPickup 141 62f) 86 f> 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% ·--"'--L-_...J. __ o.__:c__--1 

60 Animis(s Spoulders Bind on Pickup 141 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37 

~Q_ Blood Tiger Shoulders Bin_d_on_E..c.qu-'-ip_~_l 3_6-1--'--4'-'-0:::.f)c.:.8.:::Zf>::_ _ _J 

60 Champion's Orogonhide Shoulders Bind on Pickup 146 54f) 95f) 

PROPERllES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l 4 

60 Champion's leather Shoulders I Bind on Pickup I 146 

PROPERTIES: +22 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 ChitinousShoulderguords BindonPickup 1 151 3 79e 36e 

60 lieutenant Commander's Orogonhide Shoulders Bind on Pickup 146 56e l 9• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 
1-..,------".....-~-"---'-.::__-r'-'--'-'-.....:.:...:..:.:::...~:.:;..:....:....~--·--~ 

60 lieutenant Commander's leather Shoulders Bind on Pickup l 46 588 549 

PROPERTIES: +22 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical stiike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Oorkmontle Spoulders Bind on Pickup 136 2 zae 64e 
60 Ferolheort Spoulders Bind on Pickup i 136 z 38~ 309 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 6, Restores 2 mono per S sec 

60 Holycon's Muz-zle____ I Bind on Pickup J 27 1 soe zse 

PROPERTIES: Arcane Resist+ l 0 

60 Belt of Never·ending Agony Bind on Pickup 142 

PROPERTIES: +64 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Bloodfong Belt Bind on Pickup 12 6 3 ~ 7 f) 38 § 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Imp roves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Bonescythe Waislguord Bind on Pickup l 42 28• 92• 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

60 Cenorion Belt Bind on Equip , l l 3 22 • 21 e 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +7, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and heofing done by magical spells and effects 
by up to 9 



PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 12, lncrwses healing done by spells and effect by up to 62 

60 Oreamwolker Girdle Bind on Pickup 142 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect by up to 51, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 flayed Daamguortl Belt Bind on Pickup 115 2 33e6S• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage ond healing done by magical 
spells ond effects by up to 14 

60 lavoBelt Bind on Equip 113 1 2 l2fl 48• 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +26 

60 Molten Belt Bind on Equip 118 2 79. 3l fl 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 12 

60 Nighlslayer Belt Bind on Equip 113 2l.39t\ 

PROPERTIES: fi re Resist +7, Improves your chance to get a cntical strike by 1% 

60 Regenerating Belt of Vek' nilash Bind on Pickup 133 4 771/1;82. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect by up ta SS 

60 Stormroge Belt Bind an Pickup 126 64f>72fl 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + 10, Increases healing done by spells ond effecll by up to 26, Restores 4 mono per S sec 

60 ToutOrogonhideBelt BindonPickup 125 3 30fl84tl 

PROPERTIES: +60 Attack Power, Increases your chance to dodge on ottock by 1 % 

60 Thick Qiroiihide Belt Bind on Pickup 126 i 3 55fl60fl 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry ono _tt_oc_k b-'-y_l%~, -----r--~-------i 
60 Zondalor Horuspex's Belt Bind on Pickup 105 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 15 

18 Deviate Scale Belt Bind on Equip 51 6fl 58fl 

22 Silver-lined Belt Bind on Equip 55 l0fl314t. 

26 Moss Cinch Bind on Pickup 59 l4fl 42fl 

2B Defiler's Chain Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 17(!) 54fl 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power 

28 Defiler's leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 i11@m • 

PROPERTIES: +24 Altock Power 

28 Defiler's lizardhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 18. Zfl 

28 Defiler's Mail Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 188 349 

28 Highlander's Chain Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 1Bf) 74. 
·-

PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power 

28 Highla~d:r's leather G~e Bind an Pickup 61 i 17e s8• 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power 

28 Highlander's lizortlhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 ! 13• 41• 

28 Highlander's Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup 61 18f/ 8fl 

32 Gem·s1udded leather Belt Bind on Equip 65 26e s2• 

PROPERTIES: Heol yourself for 225 to 375 

37 Og"ron's Sosh Bind on Equip 71 38~ 3~ 

38 Defiler's Leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 73 41 4" B7• 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

38 Defiler's Lizardhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 73 1 42 e 2e 

38 Highlander's leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 73 i 41 1)394" 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

38 Highlander's li1ardhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 73 r 42f) 62• 

4B Defiler's Leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 86 84.9Be 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, +20 Attack Power 

48 Defiler's lizordhide Girdle Bind on Pickup B6 85. 30f/ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1% 

4B Highlander's Leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 %, +20 Attack Power 

48 Highlander's lizordhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 86 BS e 90f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical snike wiTh spells by 1 % 

50 Girdle of Beostiol fury Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

53 Might of the Timbermaw Bind on Equip 

53 Shodowcraft Belt Bind on Equip 

53 ' Wildheort Belt i Bind on Equip 93 1 l6f) 20f) 

54 Nogmoro's Whipping Belt 1 Bind on Pickup 

55 Cloudrunner Girdle Bind on Pickup 

55 Frostwolf leather Belt Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +S 

SS Stormpike leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 95 1Bf) 60f) 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +S 

56 Belt of the Trickster Bind on Pickup 97 241)468 

56 Cadaverous Belt Bind on Pickup 97 24· 76· 
PROPERTIES: +40 Attack Power 

56 Crystallized Girdle Bind on Pickup 97 26f) 68e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing do ne by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

57 Eyestolk Card f Bind on Pickup 98 30. 769 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35 

57 frostbite Girtlle Bind on Pickup 98 30f) Slfl 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist+ 10 

41 f) 26f) 

30f) 76fl 
~5_7_,_~=11d=le=ITT=lns=ig=ht======~~Eg~uip _ _ +---+--~--~~ 

57 Mugger's Belt j Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Increased Daggers +S 

58 Defiler's leather Girdle Bind on Pickup 99 43 f) 56f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +34 Attack Power 

SB Defiler's Lizordhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 99 40 f) 29f) 

PROPERTIES: Imp roves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1% 

58 Highlander's Leather Girdle I Bind on Pickup 99 47f) 84f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical srrike by l %, +34 Attack Power 

58 Highlander's Lizardhide Girdle Bind on Pickup 99 48 f) 36f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Bromblewood Belt Bind on Equip 1 OB 96 tf) 7f) 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + 15 

60 Shadow Panther Hide Belt Bind on Equip 102 s2em fl> 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance fa dodge on attack by 1 % 

60 Southwind's Grasp Bind on Pickup 110 2 184'45. 

PROPE RTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Belt of PreservedHeads BindonPickup lOB L 6. 45• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Darkmantie Belt Bind on Pickup 102 60e 61 f) 

60 Feralheort Belt j Bind on Pickup 102 559 36• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 7 

60 Vosh'gaiin's Strand I Bind on Pickup 95 20it64• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l % 

•Pl 



PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 40, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 t forests~~~ amcet5 --- I m~21:~ckup 86 ~ 83. __ __, 

.....,._.+-::---'---------- ------1 Bind on Equip 88 19!/!P n e 
1 Bind on Equip 102 4 61 fl 75 

I Bind on Pickup 103 14 

" Bind on Pickup 98 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

60 Wrislguords of Stobilily 1 Bind on Pickup 86 ·l ! H3 . 

60 Brocers of Subterfuge Bind on Pickup 81 60. 484' 

60 Zondol:rr !!orosMls Broc6!S , Bind on Pickup 82 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24 

60 Zoodoklr Madcap's Broceis ' Bind on Mup 82 

27 Barbone Bmcers i Bind on Equip 

28 Emissary Cuffs Bind on Pickup 47 

" PROPERTIES: Arcane Resist+ 5 

Bind on Equip 49 20e 96e 
-----1---'-'--'-----'---=----=-----1 

Bind on Equip 52 30e 63e 

Bind on Equip 64 72• 24/J 
1----+----- -----·-----t----'--'---4------1--"'-=-------l 
4 5 Arena Bracers -

1 45 First Ser~ont's Drogonhide Armg,,_u_or.d_s _ __ --+-·B_in~i:n_P_ic_ku_p - ·- ··-· _64--1_3_4_8 _1 __ 7 8 ___ -J 

ii. 45 first Sergennt's l~alher lumgumds Bind on Pickup 64 36~!1>628 ' --+----'--+----+-__:::___::__~---I 
~ r4_5-+--S_erg~eo_n_t_M_o_ior_~_Dr~og_on_hi_de_Ar_m~sp_lin_ts ___ -+--Bi_nd_o_n_Pic_ku~p--+-64__,~3_4~8_4,:..8 ___ ---J 

45 I Sergeant Moior'sleuther Armsplints Bind on Pickup 64 33f!!I; 78e 

47 Darkwoter Brocers Bind on Pickup 66 75 f!!l; 62e 

: PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7 

50 Deepfury Brocers 

i 52 Cinderhide Armsplints 

~ PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

? 52 Shodowcroft Brocers 

\ 52 Wildheart Broceri 

53 Malefic Brocers 
[\ 54 Magistrate's C.uffs~-~-----

I Bind on Equip 

i Bind on Pickup 

I Bind on Equip 

Bind on Equip 

Bind on Equip 

Bind on Pickup 

69 

71 

71 

71 

72 

73 l 129 96. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono pe_r 5._s_ec _ _ _ 

- Kffi~t~~~~----------~~;-~~'-;--+-;;-1-;- ~~:~:. 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 15 

57 I Brocers of the Edipse 1 Bind on Pickup 7 6 1 431> 299 
[ PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power _ _L _ _ __; _ _ L-_ J_ _ _:=____;:.__~ 

58 Blockmist Armgomds Bind on Pickup 77 1 401>18• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

58 Brocers of Prosperily Bind on Pickup 77 
~ PROPERTIES: Increases heali ng done by spells and effects by up ta 22 

' 58 first Sergeonrs Drogonhide Armguords - Bind on Pickup 

SB First Sergeonrs leather Armguords Bind on Pickup 77 6Bf)809 
· 1----+--~----'-----~·--+-----'---+--f--_;___--'-----I 

58 Sergeant Maior's B!~~~~~~ _Arm~s'--pli_nt ___ +-Bi_nd_o_n P_ick_u,_p --+--7_7 -1-6_9..::fl._6._39=--~=1 
58 Sergeant Moior's leather Armsplints i Bind on Pickup 77 69e 1oe 

58 1 Wrislwrops of Undeod Slaying \ Bind on Equip 77 1 46• 24• 

PROPERTIES: +45 Attack Power when fighting Undeod_~------------·-··--
; pO j ,1byssalleo!herBmce1s . ---··- I Bind on Pickup 82 1 B2f/ 51f) . 

6oTPrimol Botskin Brocers I Bind on Equip 79 1 59f) 39f) 

\ PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1% 

-.·~ _60~S_co_led~B_ro_ce~ri_of_1h_e_Go~rg0e_r _ _____ __j1_B_ind_o_n_Pi_cku~p---
60 llurkmantle Bracers Bind on Pickup 

87 

79 

2 3Bf) 26. 
-·-·-----l 

1 65f> 98e 

MAIL 

PRO PERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10 

52 Savage Gladiator Chuin Bind on Pickup 369 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get a critical shike by 2% 

57 Invulnerable Moil Bind on Equip 404 

PROPERTIES: When shuck in combat hos o 5% chance to make you invulnerable to melee domoge for 3 sec. This effect con 
only occur once every 30 sec. Increased Defense + 13 

57 Onyxia Scale Breastplate .._B_in_d_on_E-'-qu-'-ip __ ;_3_98__._ __ 1_9e=-3_7....:•=--- --l 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +9, , Improves your cha nce to get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 Breosf]llote of Ten Storms Bind on Pickup 482 

PROPERTI ES: Fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist +10, Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up 
to 23 ' -----T--- --------1 
60 Cryptsrolker Tunic Bind an Pickup 57 6 19 334) 11 f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1%, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1%, Restores 4 mono per 
5 sec 

60 Drogonstalker's Breosfjllate Bind on Pickup 4B2 8 94!H60 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Improves your chance ta get o criticol shike by l % 

60 Dreamscole Breastplate Bind on Equip 434 79 f) 58e 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 EorlhshotterTunic BindonPickup 576 18 48f) 92e 

PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 59, Restores 12 mono per 5 sec 

60 Field Marshal's Chain Breosfjllote Bind an Pickup 470 3 B9 f) 6B9 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get o critical shike by 1 % 

60 Giontstolker's Breosfjllate Bind an Pickup 422 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 10, Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by 1 % 

60 Icy Scale Breastplate 506 10 6. 42. 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +40, +40 Attack Power 

60 Obsidian MoilTunic Bind on Equip 458 7 31· 28· 

PROPERTIES: +7 6 Attack Power, Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by 1 %, Spell Damage received is reduced by 10 

60 Runed Bloodstained Haube1k Bind on Pickup 416 4 93 trn• 
PROPERTIES: +58 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get o critical shike by 1% 

60 Stormcoller's Hauberk Bind on Pickup 553 15 2oe soe 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Striker's Hauberk Bind on Pickup 553 14 97 e 871J 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a cnticol strike by 1%, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond 
effects by up ta 9 
!--~-'---'-------·-·----- ···---

60 Eorthfury Vestments Bind on Pickup 5 l9f 56f 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 10, Improves your chance to gel o critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases healing done by 
spells and effects by up to 22 

60 Warlord's Chain Chestpiece Bind on Pickup 470 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

60 Warlord's Moil /umor Bind on Pickup 470 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by I%, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 
1 %, Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

60 Beostmoster's Tunic Bind on Pickup 387 10• 1 s• 
PROPERTIES: Increases your pet's armor by 10%, Improves your chance to get a cri tical strike by 1 % 

60 Vest ofThe five Thunders Bind an Pickup 3B7 3 B3e 6B• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14 

60 Zondalor Augur's Hauberk Bind on Pickup 416 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 34, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 



. 

; 
f---~------'--'------''------'--.------~-~-------1 

20 Tortoise Armm Bind on Pickup 201 i 18e 12e I 60 legionnaire's Choin Hauberk Bind on Pickup 39B 
21 Martyr's Chain Bind on Equip 204 228 13f) PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

23 Mutont Scale Breastplate Bind on Pickup 211 26f) 20f) 60 legionnaire's Moil Hauberk Bin._d_on_P_ick-'up __ _,_39_8-'-_1_5f>_5f> ___ -1 
2 4 Shining Silver Breastplate Bind on Equip 

25 Oouble link Tunic I Bind on Equip 21B j 31 8 8f) 

PRO PERTIES: , Increased Defense +9 

26 Avenger's Armor Bind on Equip 221 I 338 79f) 

28 fire Horden_ed_H_ou_be_rk ________ _,_Bin_d_on_P_ick_u'-p _ _.__2_18--'-_3_28_42_f> ___ ---I 

PROPERTIES: Increase Roge by 30 

30 lronspine's Ribcage Bind on Pickup 

30 Brutol Hauberk Bind on Pickup 218 l 30f) 98f) 

PROPERTIES: Increase Rage by 30 

31 I Green Iron Hauberk Bind on Equip 

33 Archan Chestpiece Bind on Equip 245 67f; 23f; 

34 Scorlet Chestpiece Bind an Equip 

39 Deothchill Armor Bind on Pickup 270 1 4f; 34f) 

39 Pol~hed Jozemint Armor Bind on Equip 270 ! 1 3f) lf) 

43 Gahz' nlla Scale Armor Bind on Pickup 290 I l ., 468 34f) -----oMO' 
46 Oragonscole Breastplate Bind on Equip 306 l 84f; 55f) 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 13,frost Resist + 13, Shadow Resist+ 12, Absorbs 600 magical damage.lasts 2 min Buff 

~i Breastpl;e Bind on Pickup 3i-11J·- 84. 32f) 

PROPERTIES: +22 Attack Pow_e_r ------------- ----------1 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 15 

58 Beaststalker's Tunic ,., Bind ~u Pickup . ., 370 I 3 44f) 35 .. '---"'-

58 Breastplate of the Chosen Bind on Pickup 370 I 3 ) 59f; 55f) 

58 Chestguard of Undeod Slaying Bind on Pickup 370 i 3 44f) 63(f 

PROPERTIES: +81 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

58 I Knight{aptoin's Chain Hauberk Bind on P'Kkup 370 I 1 65f) 7l f) -

PROPERTIES: +26 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

58 Legionnaire'sChoin Breostplote Bind on Pickup 370 11 74~ 75• 

PROPERTIES: +26 Altock Power, Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

58 Legionnaire's Mail Chestpiece Bind on l'icl<.up 370 11 68~ 27ft 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

58 Vest ofElemenfs _. Bind on Pickup 370 I 3 59. 62f' 

60 Bloodsoul Breastplate Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 \ Knight-Captain'> Chain Hauberk I Bind on Pickup 39B \ 21 1B~33t 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critica l strike by l % 

bO Boots of the Endless Moor i Bind on Pickup 311 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

, 60 Boots of the Fallen Prophet Bind on Pickup 319 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by·u-'p-.to_2_0_.----------1 
60 Cryptstalker B-;;---.. -·--- 1 Bind on Pickup 372 

PROPERTIES: \~proves your chance t1J__h~~ ----------~-
! 60 Dragonstolker's Greaves } Bind on Pickup 332 7l . 78f' 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10 

60 forthfury Boots Bind on Pickup 290 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Emthshotter Boots Bind on Pickup 372 10 55 • 4• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Generol'sChoinBaots l Bind on Pickup 311 2 63f> Se 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 General's Mail BoolS Bind on Pickup 311 

PROPERTIES: Increases the speed of your Ghost Wolf ability by 15%, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells 
ond effects by up to 20 ,_~estores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Giantstolker's Boots Bind on Pickup 290 13.82• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resisl +7 --· .. ·--- ........ - - ·-·-- .. ···---r.::-···--·-· 
60 Greaves of Ten Storms j Bind on Pickup 332 25• 52• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l Oc.!~:eoses damage and healing done by magical s~ells ond effects by up to 20 

60 Malignant Fo;tguords Bind on Pickup 31 5 S 50f; 79• 

PROPERTIES: lncreos:~ damage an~heoling done by magical spells and effects . ..:bv_u:....p t~o _27_~------

60 Marshal's Chain Boots Bind on Pickup 311 

! PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Sobotons of the flomewolker [ Bind on Pickup 298 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

60 Stormcoller's footguords Bind on Pickup 340 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 22, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell targets by 10, Restores 4 mo no per 5 sec -------------1 

! 60 Striker'sf~tguords Bind on Pickup 340 51 . 68(1) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 6 
--·------

60 Beos!moster's Boots I Bind on Pickup 266 
PROPERTIES: Increases da mage dealt by your pet by 3% 
60 Br;"o!;-of The five Thu;;;--------·-lffind·~; Pickup ·-

PROPERTIES: Increases domo~e_ond heoli~g done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

Covemdeep Trudgers 

Defiler's lamellor Greaves 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slighrly 

28 Defiler's Plate Greaves Bind on Pickup 157 32f) 34. 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

'-28_,__H~ig_hlo_nd_e_r's_lo_m_ell_or_Gr_eo_ve_s ___ __J Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

28 Highlander's Plate Greaves Bind on Pickup 157 31 . 37. 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

Armor 



! 

\ 

30 Srnrlet Boots Bind on Equip I 161 37 f) 90f) 

32 Black Ogre Kickers Bind an Equip 

40 Defiler's Chain Greaves Bind an Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 
~pefiler's Mail Greaves ····----·--~~n- Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

"-4_0.L-H.::.igh_lo_nd_er~'sE_h_oin_G_re_ov_es _ __ -.·_-==isi~~-Tii}i~ 75~---····-
PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

40 Highlonder's Moil Greeves Bind an Pickup 1B3 76jj 504) 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

Bind on Equip ! 206 l 29f) 54 f> 4 5 Elven Cho in Boats 
-----·---+---'-.:.._--!---+-~-=--=---1 

4B Defiler's Chain Greaves Bind an Pickup 21B l 5oe n e 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

48 Defiler's Mail Greaves Bind an Pickup 218 l 58f) 69 f) 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

48 Fleetfaat Greaves Bind on Pickup 218 l 46 . 68 f) 

48 Grooves of Wi!hering Despair Bind on Pickup 218 l 49f) 72• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11, Improves your cha nce to hit 
with spells by 1% 

48 Highlonder's Choin Greeves Bind on Pickup 218 l 48tl 59e 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

48 Highlonder's Moil Greeves Bind on Pickup 218 l 549 174) 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

49 1 Bloodshot Greaves Bind on Pickup 221 l 6l f) 43f) 
-· 

52 Savage Gladiator Greaves Bind on Pickup 233 l 93f) 

53 Swiftdart Bolt!eboots Bind on Pickup 236 l 97 . 8Sf) 

S4 Beaststalker's Boots Bind on Pickup 240 2 144)21. 

' 54 Boots of Elements Bind on Pickup 240 2 l0f) 27 f) 

' S4 
Merciful Greaves Bind on Pickup 240 2 20f) S7e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 20 

S4 Timmy's Galoshes Bind on Pickup 240 2 ll fHBe 

56 Bloodmoil Boots I Bind on Pickup 247 2 25f) 599 

' PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

J 
56 Wind Dancer Boots T Bind on Equip 247 2 259 61. 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge a~~ttack by l % 

56 Windreaver Greeves Bind on Plckup 247 2 334) 38. 

\ --
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

\ 
57 Flame Wolke1s \ Bind an Pickup I ·2su 2 44t) 28. 

·-
PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 18, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l % 

S7 Odious Greeves Bind on Pickup 251 2 37 i!H le 

PROPERTIES: +22 Attack Power 

57 Shadowy Mail Greoves Bind on Pickup 251 2 59. 10. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + 10 

58 Blood Guard's Chain Boots Bind on Pickup 255 l 34. 52. 

PROPrnTlfS: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1% 
SB Blood Guard's Moil Walkers Bi~-~~-Pickup 255 1 244P B5e ·-

\ PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Increases the speed of your 
\ ~?:t Wolf ability by 15% ____ _ 

-Tsi~d on Pickup 58 Defiler's Chain Greaves mj 3_ 56. 51 e ·-
l PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

' 58 Defiler's Mail Greoves Bind on Pickup 255 2 684' 18• 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 Highlander's Chain Greoves Bind on Pickup 255 2 72 · 6· 
PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 . Highlander's Moil Greaves Bind on Pickup ! 255 2 73· 2· 
PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 Knight-Lieutenant's Chain Boals Bind on Pickup 25S l 35· 96· : 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l % 

L?lJ Hea\ll'.~Ji_:.rmow Bo~ Bind on Equip 258 2 801!1) 6l tl 

PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

60 Bloodstained Greaves Bind an Pickup 27 4 168 468 

60 ~oats of the fiery?~- J_ll!nd on Pickup .L 293 Sf) 51 9 
PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 

---·-·--···--··-··-·--- --.-:--:.:--r- - ----
60 Boots of the Qiroji General r Bind an Pickup · 285 . . . ~ . 99. 198 

60 KnighHieutenant's Chain Greeves Bind on Pickup 266 l 52® 53f) 

60 Seafury Boats Bind an Pid<Up 27 4 3 21 8 35e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

46 Stonerender Gauntlets Bind on Equip 209 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ l 0 

60 Block Gmsp of the Destroyer Bind on Equip , 219 3 3se 21 e 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, On successful melee or ranged attack 
gain 8 mono and if possible drain 8 mono from the target 

60 Chromatic Gauntlets Bind on Equip I 279 3 19. 439 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Nature Resist +S, frost Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, +44 Attack Power, Improves your chance 
to get o cri tical strike by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike wi!h spells by l % 

60 Cryptstolker Hondguards Bind on Pickup 346 528 54) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Drogonstalker's Gauntlets Bind on Pickup L __ 30_1 ~-32_4'_7_5•_ 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +1 0, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Eorthfury Gauntlets , Bind on Pickup 264 s1e 81 e 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Improves your cha nce to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

60 Earthshatter Handguards Bind on Pickup 346 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35, Restores 6 mono per S sec 

60 Gauntlets of Kalimdor Bind on Pickup I 309 86e 45e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20, Improves your chance lo get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Gauntlets o!Ten Storms Bind an Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist + l 0, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up ta 8, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 15 ' 

60 General's Chain Gloves Bind on Pickup 1 283 63@31 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases the da~~:_:!.one by your Multi-Shot by 4%, Improves your chance ta get ~~col strike by 1% 

60 General's Moil Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 283 6S 4& l 8• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Giantstalker's Glaves Bind on Pickup 264 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Improves your chance to hit by 2% 
60 Gloves of the fallen Prophet Bind on Pickup 298 20~ 1 341) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

60 Icy Scale Gauntlets Bind on Equip 316 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +30, +22 Attack Power 

60 Marshal's Chain Gcips _ _llind on !i_ckup 283 l 66~ 44e 

PROPERTIES: Increases the damage done_~Y_Y~~~ulti·S~'..b~_4%, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Seafury Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 27l 3 811 40§ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a cri tical strike by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 
l %, Restores 7 man a per 5 sec 

60 Slimy Scaled Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 271 2 86e SB\9 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Vek'lar's Gloves of Devastation Bind on Pickup 320 38~ 359 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

60 Beastmaster's Gloves Bind on Pickup 223 
PROPERTIES: Increases your pet's critical strike chance by 2% 

60 Gaunrlets of The Five Thunders Bind on Pickup 223 5Se s8e 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 



~ 
18 Thorbio's Gauntlets Bind on Equip 122 ! 7 f) 87 4!J 

22 Wa~ong Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 130 [ 11 • s8e 

23 Algoe fists Bind on Pickup 132 I 12e 1s• 

29 Grubbis Paws Bind on Pickup 144 I 22 ~!H0f) 
30 The Frozen Clutch Bind on Pickup 147 j 26e 848 

PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

·~ -}~ 
~, I 

231 66f) 474!J _i ~ 
221 47 f') 624!J ~ 
231 681!J 5l l!J ~ 

~ 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Hondgumds of Undeod Slaying Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: +60 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

31 Reticulated Bone Gauntlets Bind on Equip 149 I 29@rne 60 Voone's Vice Grips Bind on Pickup 221 45 @') 33. 

31 Stomigole fists Bind on Equip 149 I 294!J 58 PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 
-

I 544' 368 39 Gauntlets of Divinity Bind on Pickup 168 231 65f') 831!J 60 Wastewolker's Gauntlets --~Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: +32 Attack Power 

40 Orogonscole Gauntlets Bind on Equip 171 I 594' 79f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 

41 Murkwoter Gauntlets Bind on Equip 174 I 608 86f) 

48 Bat!lecaller Gauntlets Bind on Equip 198 j 1 34} 74f) 

48 Rockgrip Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 198 i 96. 464!J 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power 

50 Azurite fists Bind on Pickup 195 I 9Ub 75 1!J 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance lo gel a critical strike with spells by l % 

_!~~onscale Gauntlets. Bind on Equip 208 I 1 25990. .• 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +9 

*vage Glodiot~ Grips Bind on Pickup 21 1 l 1 - 27 !P;62(/J 
.~N-

olten fists Bind on Pickup 215 jl 30.83f) 

PROPERTIES: Im proves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, Restores 3 mo no per 5 sec 

I 60 Drogonstulker's Helm Bi~ on Pickup _ __......___,_~. 
PROPERTIES: frost Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist+ 10, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0 
~---··~·----·~----,--·-----

54 Beaststolker's Gloves Bind on Equip 218 11 4aH81/J 

54 Gauntlets of Elements Bind on Equip 218 11 401!J 59e 
-

54 Storm Gauntlets Bind on Equip 218 11 40. 99f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Adds 3 lightning damage to your melee attacks, Increases damage done by Nature spells and 
effects by up to 21 PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

54 Trueaim Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 218 ! 1 43 . 66(/J ! 60 Giontstolker's Helmet Bind on Pkkup 

PRO PERTIES: Increased Bows +8, Improves your chance lo hit by 1%, Increased Guns +8, Increased Crossbows +8, ' PROPERTI ES: fire Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by l % 

55 Gilded Gounrlets Bind on Pickup 22! j 1 441!J82f) 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

56 Bloodmoil Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 225 ! 1 49t }169 

PROPERTIES: Improves your cho~ce to get a critical strike by l o/~----·-

57 Sondstolker Gauntlets Bind on Equip 228 11 68f) 98f> 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20 
f----r ·-----"P"" I 1 

·~·-· 

5 7 i Spitlire Gauntlets Bind nn Equip 228 7oe 1ae 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 11 

rssr Blood Guard's Chain G~untlets Bind on Pickup 231 l aai~- 1 60 Stormwller's Biodem 

PROPERTIES: Reduces the mono cost of your Arcane Shot by 15 PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing do ne by magical spells ond effects by up to 32, Improves your chance to get a 

58 Blood Guard's Moil Grips Bind on Pickup 231 \ 83. 184!J 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 19 

critical strike with spells by l % 

! 60 Striker's Diadem t Bind on Pidc.up 

SB Orocorion Gauntlets Bind on Pickup Z31 11 72. 10(/J 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up lo 16 

58 Gauntlets of Deftness Bind on Pickup 231 I 1 72~3l f) 

58 Hondgumds of Savagery I 8ind on Pickup 231 I 1 64~76t 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by l %, Increases damage end healing done by magical spells ond 
effects by up lo 12 
60 Warlord's Chain Helmet 1 Bind on Pkk~p 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o criticol strike by 1 % 

PROPERTIES: +38 Attack Power 

58 Harmonious Gountle~ I Bind on Pickup I Z3l 11 79e aae 
·-

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 51 

58 I KnighHieuten~nt's Chain Gauntlets . I Bind on Pickup I 231 1 a2e 23e 

PROPERTIES: Reduces the mono cost of your Arcane Shot by 15 

60 I Blood Guard's Chain Vices I Bind on Pickup I 242 I 99. 73. 

PROPERTIES: lncrenses the damage done by your Multi-Shot by 4% 
-

[bOTBlood Guard's Moil Vices J Bind on Pickup I 242 11 le s?e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spe lls and effects by up to 13 

60 J Bloodsoul Gauntlets J Bind on Equip I 238 11 . 994jl 80f) 

PROPERTIES: Imp roves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 I Gloves of the Tormented I Bind on Pickup I 249 J 2 240 84f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your cha nce to gel o cri tical strike by l % 

60 \ Knight-lieutenant's Chain Vices \ Bind on Pickup J 242 \ 1 18 60. 

PROPERTIES: Increases the damage done by your Mul1'Shot by 4% 



2 5.43. 

Bind on Pickup 36·10· 

1 Bind on Equip 253 l 36.69. 
-· ' Bind on Pickup 271 85.97. 

Bind on Picktp___ 275 90.73. 

I Bind on Pickup 279 9eB9• 

PRO PE RTIES: Restores 7 health per 5 sec 

53 Helm of fxile 69.80. 

23f/74. 

Helm of the Great Chief , Bind on Equip 292 42fl85. 

Beoststolker's Cop ! Bind on Pickup 297 48fl68• 

Coif of Elements Bind on Pickup 297 s1tm• 
Chompion's Chain Heodgumd I Biod on Pickup 301 31f!54. 

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

SS . Crown of Tyranny -·-·· --.--·---_-~f_B_ind_o_n P_ic_ku_p -~! _30_1~' _2~53_._3_6_•----i 
PROPERTI ES: +40 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

• · 58 lieut~;;;c;;-;o-;;d~;-(hoin Helmet J Bind on Pickup I3iCII~ 29•14• 

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

' Bind on Pickup 337 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, +28 Attack Power 

60 Champion's Chain Helm Bind on Pi(kup 337 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 Chom~ion's Moil Heodguard Bind on Pickup 337 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells 
by 1% 

60 Coif ofElementol fury I Bind on Equip 323 3 19fi 99• 

301 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

60 Helm:of laten!Bower l Bind on Pickup 291 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 27, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike_with spells by 1%, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% ________ ......J 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 leggings of Elementul fury ' Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 2% 

60 leggingsoflhe Demented Mind I ~~~.;,;on;.;.l'icc:.rdcu2p;__,._""'--'~c.:.....J'-'-"='-'-"=---~ 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells_'.l'l~_eff_ec_ts--'by'-ru'--p t_o _40~--~-~--~.....,--~----i 

60 legplates oflen Sturms__ J!i!l,d._o~n_Pick_u~p -~-~~~~~~'-"4 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +30 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by ' 
1 %, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Primalist's Linked legguords Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 2%, Improves your chance to hit with spells by 1 % 

60 ScaledleggingsDfOirojiFury J Bind on Pickup f 4t2 8( ;31•1l 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 36, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Scaled Sand Reuver teggings i Bind on Pickup I 427 

PROPERTIES: +62 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 .slimll'(a~~~~g~!9~""'"--· ·· · ·-'--·==--JJ!i~~~j£k_i!L_.~~-~~
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +28, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 , +40 Attack 
Power 

60 Slormcoller's leggings Bind on l'idup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 29, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by l %, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Striker's leggings Bind on Pickup 448 lG _; 56• SO 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 9 

·f,O Icy Scale leggings 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +40 

60. legguards of lhe Chromolic Oefier ' Bind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Nature Resist +5, Frost Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, Arcane Resist +5 

bO legfllotes of llw Chijimatidlefier Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Nature Resist +5, frost Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, Arcane Resist +5 

' ' . " 
1 

113 
firemone leggings 218 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10 

34 legguords of the Vault Bind on Equip 218 

Binrfon Pickup 211 

Bind on Pickup 233 
Bind on Pickup i 263 73~94• 

48 Seoringscale leggings Bind on Pickup 277 1tlt4H~ 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10 

4 9 Green Drogonscale Leggings Bind on Equip 282 24.82• 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 11 
Bind on Equip 291 2 50~65e 

Bindm1 Pickup 296 2 : 53~36. 
53 Woollies of the Prancing Minstrel Bind on Pickup 301 2 . 68~64. 
PROPERTIES: Restores 10 mono per 5 sec 



56 Beaststolker's Pont> Bind on Pickup 

56 Blaodmoil legguords i Bind on Pickup 
56 Kilt of Elements i Bind on Pickup 

57 Abyssal Moillegguards Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

57 .Block ilmgonsco\e leggings Bind on Equip 320 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 13, +54 Attack Power 

57 Maelstrom leggings Bind on Pickup 320 13f; 18ct 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to l 3:__ ____ ~-------4 

57 Silvermoon Legging> 1 Bind on Pic.J<up 320 13• B4e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 18 

58 l\nighf{oploin's Chain leggitl\js Bind on Pickup 324 661135. 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical shike by l %, Increases your chance to dodge on oltock by l % 

58 leggingrn!Destruction l Bind on Pickup I 324 3 55•96ct 

PROPERTIES: Improves yaur chance to get a critical strike b:!.y.;.:lo/c::..o ----~-~----
.58 Je~onnatre's 01ain leggings 1 Bind on Pickup 324 761f3• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Increases your chance to dodge an altack by l % 

58 legionnaire's Maitleggings ! Bind on Pickup 324 1 73t'49f/ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

58 Tristam legguords Bind on Pickup I 324 33f!88• 

PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power, Increases your chance to dodge an altack by 2% 

60 Bloodstained legplates Bind on Pickup 363 1 ~H7 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I% 

60 • Knight{uptain's Chain tegguords Bind on Pickup 348 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 - tegionnoire's Chain legguards Bind on Pickup 348 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 Legionnoire'sMaillegguords 'Bindonfickup 348 23~954' 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Obsidian Scaled leggings Bind on Pickup 377 6 l l i} 36• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19 
- - . l 

6Q Seafury leggings, ---'-c..:. . ~.!'!d.~~~p___ ~ 348 23.Jl* 
PRO PERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16 

60 Beastmoster's Pant> Bind 0~!~~31 _____ -~~9 97 • 359 

60 Cenarion Reservist's legguards 

PROPERTIES_:_Na_tu_re_Re_sis_t+_25 _____________ -r---.-------J 
60 Cenorion Reservist's Legguords 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25 
60 Kilt ofThe Five Thunders Bind on Pickup 339 3. 82E'i 71 8 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 11 

60 leggingsofthePlogueHunte1 BindonPickup 1 339 3 .~ 814!>479 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I% 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per _5 s_ec _ _ 

,_6::.:0..J· · ·..:o:::-1og~an..:stn.::.:IK.::.:e("-s-'spu_u_lde_11 ____ ~~~!~Bin_d_iln~l'ic~---ii~~- _6_4!9'.:..::.82:.::••,_ __ _ 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance to _h~~y-~o/~ 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Restores 4 mona per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Eorthsho1te1 Spoulders Bind an Pickup 406 10 51• 9• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 42, Restores 6 mona per 5 sec 

60 EpuuletsofTenStarms BiodanPickup l 362 6 8!4'40• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with sp~.::.el::..ls b~y.::.:l o/c,._o ~-----~-i' > 

60 Field Marshal's Chain Spoulders I Bind on Pickup-- I 353 I 2 95'176#} U! 
PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to hit by l % I Ji 

i_:..:::::;::::'..'.:::::.:::2:.::::.::...'.:'.:...::.::::.:::.:::_=.::'._:.:.:._~_.,-B-.d-P.-k~-,-3-17-,!r4-12-•-3~7•~-~..,,., f 
60 Giantstnlker's E~~·-----.1-Cm.::.:.::.:on"--IC -'-up_--'~--l-~-""---.' ""' , 

1 312 3 68!_27· -- I:'!'"===~ 
60 Higblamrer'sMou Pauk11oni. 3~ '70. 9!fl ll .A"'"'" 

~P~RO~P~Eij=IE~S:=Re~sro=re~s4~m=an=o~pe~r5=se=c~---,---~~~,_.,._---,ro':'.~~~"??I:JI .,~\):;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;; 
60 Manrle of the Desert's Fury Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28 

6-0 Pouldrons off!ementol Fury Bind on Pickup l -«Jl 

50 Dregmetol Spoulders Bind on Pickup_~· 

50 lead Surveyor's Mantle Bind on Pitkup 

PRO PERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

53 Demonheort Spoulders 

54 Blue Dragonscole Shoulders 

PROPrnTIES: Arcane Resis:t:_+'.::'.6 ______ ~----r--~r-------~.,.; 
55 Beoststolker'> Monrle Bind an Pi<kup 
5 5 Block Omgonscole Shoulders Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +6, +40 Attack Power 

55 Denwotcher's Shoulders Bind on Pickup 266 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 18 



58 (hompion's Moil Shoulders Bind orr Pickup 278 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect> by up ta 6 

58 lieutenant Commander's Choin Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 278 

PROPERTIES:+ 12 Attack Power 

60 Abyssul Moil Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 298 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Bloodsoul Shoulders Bind on Equip 286 ' 3 
60 Champion's Chain Shoulders Bind on Pickup 311 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a cntical stnke by 1% 

60 Champion's Moil Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 311 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15, Improves your chance ta get o 
' cntical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 Lieutenant Commander's Chain Shoulders Bind an Pickup 311 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

60 Piluldrons of The Five T~~~ders Bind on~~~ 2 75f) 64e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effecls by up to 12 

Bind on Pickup 271 

' PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +1 0, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spel ls by 1%, Increases healing done by 
spells and effects by up to 26 

60 Cryptstolker Girdle Bind on Pickup I 311 , 7 54•_.9_4~•---l 

' PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by I%, Imp roves your chance ta get o critical st rike by 1 %, Restores 3 mono per 
5 sec 

60 Omgonstolker's Bell ----··--· _ Bind on Pickup 27_'._1~_?§~_3_7 •---< 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I% 

60 Eorthfury Belt Bind on Equip 237 2 56~~ 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Emthshotter Girdle Bind on Pickup I 311 98e 46e 
PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 42 

60 Giontstolker's Belt Bind on Equip 237 7 6~ 63e 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Improves your chance to get a cri tical stnke by 1 % 

60 Girdle of Elemental fury Bind on Pickup 301 6 42• 64• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 29, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Grosp of the Fallen Emperor Bind on Pickup 288 5 69. 33e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 
Bind an Pickup • 25_8_!_3-43~ 138 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Primolist's li~~stguard j Bind on Pickur_ __ i _2_7_5 J 4 78f) 33• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spel~ and effects by up to 20 

60 Themzane's Link. Bind~_n_Pickup 295 r 5 95f 6l!___ 

PROPERTIES: +44 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 

I 60 I Zimdolor Augur's Belt Bind on Pickup 221 

' PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Zandalor Predator's Belt Bind on Pickup 221 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

1 28 Defiler's Lomellar Girdle 

, 28 Defiler's Plate Girdle Bind an Pickup 
1 28 Girdle of Golem Strength Bind on Equip 128 20t! SS e 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +3 

~ ' . 

28 ! Highlander's Plate Gird!~ Bind on Pickup 128 l 2o• ss• 

34 Stonefist Girdle Bind on Pickup 134 2se 3oe 

37 Boor Champion's Seit 8ind on Pickup 147 l 45. 41 . 

40 Defiler's Chain Girdle Bind on Pickup 149 49 t rn e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, +8 Attack Power 

40 Defiler's Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup 149 51 . 34. 
-

40 i High~nder's Chain Girdle Bind on Pickup 149 I s2• se 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +8 Attack Power ·-
40 ~~nder's Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup 149 50~ 22· 

44 Belt of the Gladiator Bind on Equip 166 779 16. 

48 · Defiler's Chain Girdle Bind on_Pickup 178 98. 589 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +20 Attack Power 

48 Defiler's Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup 178 1 3fl 9• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1% 

48 Highlander's Chain Girdle Bind on Pickup 178 I 1 4• 95. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, +20 Attack Power 

48 I Highlander's Moil Girdle ( Bind on Pickup 178 i 1 lf/ 21 . 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1% 

J:J Verek's leash _____ .-1£~ onPickup -~-~~~---
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 

. 52 Chillsteel Girdle Bind on Pickup L~_1 27. 67 f!J 
----·· 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10 

53 1 Beoststolker's Belt Bind on Equip 193 1 37~889 

53 Cord of Elements B~nd on Equip 193 l 341'409 --
53 Heavy Timbermow Belt Bind on Equip 193 1 32~91 • 

PROPERTIES: +42 Attack Power 

55 Ch~elbrond Girdle Bind on Pickup 199 1 53. 109 

PROPERTIES: +44 Attack Power 

55 frostwolf Mail Belt Bind on Pickup 199 1 53. 19. 
I PROPERTIES: frost Resist +5 

SS i Sosh of the Grond Hunt Bind on Pickup 199 1 42. 33. 

PROPERTIES: Increased Bows +2, Increased Guns +2, Increased Crossbows +2 1s51------ - --· 
Stormpike Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup 199 1 42tl 33e 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5 

56 Barrage Girdle - j Blnd on Pic~j_ 2021149. 44 4' --

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23 

I 56 I Bloodmoil Belt Bini on Picku~--+ 202 1 .. ~ 64* 2!.L__ 
56 Foresight Girdle Bind on Pickup 202 I 1 57 #It 79 If 

' PROPERTIES: Restores 5 health per 5 sec 

56 Marksman's Girdle Bind on Pickup 202 I 49§ 334' 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

56 Sosh of the Windreover Bind on Equip 202 l 60f) 80e 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects by up ta 29 

56 Worpwood Binding Bind on Pickup 202 1 499 44 . 

PROPfRTIES: Improves your cnonce to get a critical strike oy l % 
57 Detention Strop Bind on Pickup 205 1 64f) 47 . 

~Defiler's C~~n Girdle Bind on Pickup 208 l 67fi 7S• - ·-
PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +34 Attack Power 

'58 
' 

Defiler's Moil Girdle I Bind on Pickup 208 1 75~ 45. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your cha nce to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

158lf;olsurge Girdle Bind on Pickup I 208 1 12• 8s• 
PROPERTIES: , Restores 8 mono per S sec 

58 Highlander's Chain Girdle 
~ '" Bind on Pickup I 208 1 76. 13. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, +34 Attack Power 

58 I Highlander's Moil Girdle Bind on Pickup I zos l 764W9 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

60 / light Obsidian Belt Bind on Equip I 224 2 286' 85. 

PROPERTIES: +32 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critica l strike by 1 %, +5 All Resistances 

60 I Beostmoster's Belt Bind on Pickup I 214 l 841'32• 
60 I Belt of Shriveled Heads Bind on Pickup I 230 2 46. 84 . 



50 Windtolker's Wristguords ; Bind on Pickup 156 44~ 52• 

PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power 

60 Brocers of Ten Storms Bind on Pickup 211 49~4· 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Cryptstolker Wristguords ____ j_Bj'!11_~_ir_~~- 242 T S7f; 82e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1 % 

60 Drogonstolker's Brocers Bind on Pickup 211 

60 Ennhfury Bmcers t Bind on Equiµ' ! 185 
--'-

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 6 

Mr Eorthshetter Wnstguords 1 Bind on Pickup [ 242 

i!~oP~~~~~reo;:~!aE~~~-e by spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Giontstol~e~~~n.c!1~- Bind on Equip 185 Z 

bO Icy Scale Bmcers l Bind on. Equip 221 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +20, +32 Attack Power 

I 00 Windtolker's Wristguords Bind on Pickup 182 42f; 208 

PROPERTIES: +38 Attack Power 

60 Wristgumds of True flight Bind on Pickup 19B 3 24f; 588 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chonce to hit by 1 % 

I 60 Zondalor Augur's Bmcers Bind an Pickup 172 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 13, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Zondalor Predator's Bmcers 172 

PROPERTIES: +34 ranged Attack Power, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

Yorgen Broce~ 91 12f) 41 • 

25 Pugilist Bracers Bind on Equip 95 16f) 92. 

36 Crushridge Bindings Bind an Equip 113 4311 93. 

37 lronaya's Bracers i Bind on Pickup , 115 
., -~~---y---

44f; 9D• 

44 Slimescole Bracers -~--·-·--·--------~ind on Equip 129 76f) 24. 

45 Arena Bands Bind on Equip 131 Bl • 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power 

45 l Bind on Pickup 131 43f) 4B• 
Bind on PicRup 131 43 i!)> l f) 

I Bind on Pickup 141 1 2f) 25• 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power 

so Rubicund Armguords Bind on Pickup 143 llf\ 38. 

)1 MO!ksmaa Bands Bind on Equip 146 231' 21• 
PROPERTIES: Increased Bows +2, Increased Crossbows +2, Increased Guns +2 

52 Beaststalker's Bi~~ngs 148 3o~rn• 

52 Bindings of Elements 148 25t\ B68 

52 Pyremoil Wristguords 148 25. 2Sf) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10 

54 lordly Armguords l Bind on Equip 153 40ft l8 

55 Brazecore Armguards ' Bind on Pickup 155 49@168 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

55 Slashclaw Bracers Bind on Pickup 155 449 748 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

56 loomguard Armbraces 157 1 604\rne 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done 33 

Sandstalker Brocers Bind on Equip 160 

+15 

57 Spirlire Brocers Bind on Equip 160 1 7lf;39. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 

57 SwiftflightBracers BindonEquip I 160 1 71 8 94e 

PROPERTIES: +41 ronged Attack Power 

53 first Sergeant's Mail Wristguords Bind an Pickup 162 

58 Sergeant Major's Chain Armguards Bind an Mup 162 

58 Wristguords of Undeod Slaying Bind an Equip 162 

PROPERTIES: +4 5 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

Bind on Pickup 174 10!1 28. 

Bind on Pickup 181 44·9· 
Bind on Pickup 167 

Bind on Pickup j 167 92f))5ft 

PLATE 

Avenger's Breastplate -~ Bin~ on Pickup 1 985 9 94·6~~~----~ 
PROPERTIES: lncreoses damage ond heoling done by mogical spells and effects by up to 18, Improves your chonce to get a J 

critical strike with spells by 1 %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % I 
-r 

60 Breastplate of Annihilation Bind on Pickup 824 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 Breastplate of Might Bind on Pickup l 749 3 60. 95\Ct 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10, Increases your chance to block attocks with a sh ield by 3%, Increased Defense +7 

60 Breastplate of Wroth Bind on Pickup B57 ' 6 59 38 
PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Increased Defense+ 11 

60 Conqueror's Breastplate Bind on Pickup 985 10 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +6 

60 OreE_dnaug~t-Breustplate ____ J:Bind on Pickup Ht27 ' 12 88. 87 e 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ 13, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

-GO field Marshal's Lamellar Chestplate Bind on Pickup I 835--. 2 66!154• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effect by up ta 25, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 field Marshal's Plate Armor Bind an Pickup 835 51 • 7f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 lcebane Breastplate Bind on Equip. 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist +42, Increased Defense +3 

60 Judgement Breastplate Bind on Pickup 357 5 as• t• 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Nature Resist+ 10, Restores 5 mono per S sec, Increases damage and healing done by 
magical spells and effects by up ta 25 

60 lowbringer Chestguard Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

-~T Plated Abomination Ribcage Bind on Pi~~U!l_____ 953 lL_ l 2!_1!156• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Redemption Tunic , Bind on Pickup I 1027 
1 

12 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 59, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with 
spells by 1 %, Restores 10 mono per 5 sec 

60 Silithid Carapace Chestguord • Bind on Pickup 867 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +35 

60 Thick Obsidian Breastplate Bind on Equip 814 '4 

PROPERTIES: When struck by a non-periodic damage spell you have a 30% chance of getting a 6 sec spell shield that 
absorbs 300 to 500 of that school of damage 

60 Warlord's Plate Armor Bind on Pickup 835 6 l ft73f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 Breastplate of Heroism Bind on Pickup I 684 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 
'-----'-----'-------'-------------------' 

Armor 



' 

Bind on Pickup 684 i 2 62f; 66. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike by 1% 

60 Zandalar freethinker's Breastplate Bind an Pickup 738 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Zandalar Vindicator's Breastplate Bind an Pickup 738 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat has a 3% chonc~~ heal you far 6D_t~_ l DD 

4 9 Hydmlick Armor Bind an Equip 567 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

49 Spiderfong Carapace --==1.in __ d_an_P_ick_,up __ ___,c.......56_7_,__4_0cc.lt_7_6f;~--1 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to l 3 

49 Warrior's Embrace Bind an_!!c~~E..___J_~~-
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 2% 

Bind on Pickup 577 

52 Demon Forged Breastplate Bind on Equip 597 

PROPERTIES: When struck hos a 3% chance of stealing 120 life from the attacker over 4 sec.Vi 

54 Dark lroo Plate Bind on Pickup 617 

Bind on Pickup 617 80f; 73fJ 

Bind on Pickup 617 8l fJ 76fJ 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ l 0, Increased Defense +6 

55 Plate of the Shaman King Bind on Pickup 627 90f; 85fJ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

56 Deathbone Chestplate Bind on Pickup 637 54' 7BfJ 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ l 7, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

Bind on Pickup 647 25f) 21 fJ 

58 Breastplate of Undead Slaying -~_n_~cl:L~l~·~-65_7~_2 _28_f)'--92 __ •--~ 
PROPERTIES: +81 Attack Power when f~hting Undead 

; 58 Breastplate !1f Valor ----------- ... ~!!1d on Pic~~- 2 26 f) 9fJ ------·· 
58 Darkrune Breastplate Bind on Equip 

58 Encha_!lted Thorium Breastpia.t~ ___ __lBJ~d on Equi~ __ =:Jj_~!_b___3-9 9 72fJ 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9 

58 Knight{optain's [omellor Breastplate ~ on Pickup __ 657 J l l6f» 9l. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 
58 Knight{optoin's Plate Chestguord Bind on Pickup 657 I 1 15. 64. 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1% 

58 legionnaire's Plote Armor Bind an Pickup 657 i l 19. 91 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o crilicol strike by 1% 

58 Ughtforge Breostplolll Bind on Pickup 657 22• 10• 
Bind on Equip 676 41 e 91 f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1 % 
'· ; 60 lronvine Breastplate Bind on Equip 726 14• 91• 
' PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +30, Increased Defense +7 

60 Knight-Captain's lamellar Breastplate .. Bind on Pick~.e..____i 706 41 . 69. j PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Knight-Captain's Plate Hauberk Bind on Pickup 706 l 49 f> 87e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by I%___ _ ·--·-----< 

60 legionnaire's Plate Hauberk Bind on Pickup=rJD0 41 f> 20f> 

1 PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a crit ical strike by 1% 

\ 60 OmateAdomantiumBreastplote ~Pickup _=r.is.?_Ji::25f) l9e 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense + lO 

60 l Acid Inscribed Greaves Bind on Pickup 559 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increased Defense +6 

60 Avenger's Greoves Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses damoge ond healing done by mogical spells and effects by up to 14, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Boots of the fallen Hero Bind on Pickup 58 l 95. 68• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Boots of the Redeemed Prophecy Bind on Pickup 567 90. 90. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

60 Boots of the Unwavering Will Bind on Pickup 567 9Ht 649 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

60 Chromatic Boots Bind on Pickup 596 68. 26f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Conqueror's Greaves Bind on Pickup 604 6Stm• 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4 

60 Core Forged Greoves Bind on Pickup 544 37.6l f> 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 12, Shadow Resist +8, Increased Defense +4 

60 Dark Iron Boots Bind on Equip 544 17f)9f> 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +28 

60 Dreadnought Sobatons Bind on Pickup 662 3l . 73f> 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1% 

60 General's Plate Boots Bind on Pickup 552 72~l0fJ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

1-6_0~Ju_dg_e_m_e_nt_Sa_bo_ta_ns _______ ~B_in_d_on_Pi_ck-'-up _ __.._~~f)_44_e _ _ -< 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 lawbringer Boots Bind on Pickup 515 2 57 f) 78• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Restores 2 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Magma Tempered Boots Bind on Pickup 544 35~ l Be 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +B, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to I B 

60 Marshal's lamellar Bools Bind on Pickup 552 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Marshal's Plate Bools Bind on Pickup 552 l 66~429 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Redemption Bo~_ts ________ .LB_in_d_on_P_ick_,up'---_L-6_62_,_ __ 5..::• _6_2fJ;::_ __ 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 42, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with 
spells by l %, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Sabatans of Might Bind on_Pickup 515 67 ~ 78fl 

i PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increased Defense +5 

, 60 SobolonsofWroth Bind on Pickup 589 52. 2l fJ 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases the block value of your shield by 14, Increased Defense +7 

' 60 BootsofHeroism Bind on Pickup 470 l 96. 24• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Soulfarge Boots Bind on Pickup 470 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

40 Defiler's Plate Greaves Bind on Pickup 289 49f)68fl 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

40 Highlander's lamellor Greaves Bind on Pickup 289 484' 57f> 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

40 Highlander's Plate Greoves Bind on Pickup 289 48f) 20fJ 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

40 Obsidian Greaves Bind on Equip 257 47~ 85. 

48 Defiler's lamellar Greaves Bind on Pickup 383 96. 32fJ 

PROPERTIES: Ruri_speed increased slightly - - ---
48 Defiler's Plate Greaves Bind on Pickup 8£3 l 1~ 22• 

PROP~RTIES: Run speed increased slightly 



~ . 
PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightty 

48 ffighlamfer's Ploie Greaves I Bind on Pickup 383" 91e 11 e 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

50 Bottlechaser's Greaves Bind on Equip 397 1 14· 6· 
so Entrenching Boots Bind on Pickup 397 i ,, 1Be 82e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 7 

53 Sapphiron's Scale Boots Bind on Equip 417 l .w40e 87 9 

53 Sholehusk Boots Bind on Pickup 417 l 37. 329 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 2% 

54 Boats o! Valor Bind on Pickup 414 1 45f; 369 
54 Death Knight Sobotons Bind on Pickup 424 l 43. 75 1!> 

54 ligh11orge Boats ... BinQonPicl:up 424 l 36e aa• 
56 Deathbone Sabatans Bind on Pickup 438 l .,> 52. 61 8 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increased Defense+ l 0 

56 Moster Cannoneer Boots ! Bind on Pickup 438 l -l}1 54. 33 f> 

56 Ribsteel rootguards [ Bind on Pickup 438 1 60f> 6~. 

57 Corpselight Greaves Bind on Pickup 445 l -~ 706 l f> 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0 

58 Blood Guard's Plote Boots Bind on Pickup 452 886 66 f> 

58 Defiler's lomellor Greaves i Bind on Pickup 452 l 796 27 f> 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 Defilers Plate Greaves Bind on Pickup 452 1 701;98f> 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 Grimy Metal Boots 
...,,,...,.~ 

, ·Bind on Pickup 452 l 7MJ 6§ 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an arrack by l % 

58 Highlander's lomellor Greaves Bind on Pickup 452 1 79f; 95~ 

PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 [M~hlolid~r's Plate Greaves 
,.. 

Bindun Pickup 452 l 79't 3T& 
PROPERTIES: Run speed increased slightly 

58 Knight·UeufunanYsl.muellor Sobarons .. .... . j Bind on Pickup 452 84@!1 13. 

58 KnighHieutenont's Plate Boots ~on Pickup 452 82. 86 . 

60 Blood Guard's Plate Greaves on Pickup 472 98#1. 27#1 

60 Bloodsooked Greaves I Bind on Pickup 486 2M l. 42f> 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

60 Boots of the Desert Protector I Bind on Pickup 519 2 68• 10• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 KnighHieutenont's lamellor Sobotons I Bind on Mup 472 l ,. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 15 

60 Knight·lieutenont's Plate Greaves I Bind on Pickup 472 l _, 4. 54. 

60 . Peocekeepe,Boots ! Eind on Pickup 486 2 l5'1 7T#I 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

60 Slime KiGkers 
.. 

• I• Bind on Pickup 519 2 84. 87. .... 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to hit by 1 % 

60 · ·crystalEncrusted. Greaves I Bind on Pickup 452 l 64. 57f> 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

"bO>f t&sfolUAe<FGreoves \S}··•i •. ·CC•oo I Bind on Pickup 't 452 :\'T 65·21~ 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 15 

PROPERTIES: Immune to Disarm, Increases your chance to parry on onock by l %, Improves your chance to get a critirnl 
strike by 1% 

60 Omk Iron Gounriets Bind on Equip 495 2 ,. 24(f25*' 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +28 
61s s. 3.qe 14&. 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9, Increases your chonce to block ottocks wilh o shield by 3%, Increases the block volue 
of your shield by 21 

60 fists of lhe Unrelenting Bind on Pickup 
1 

629 5 so• 39e 

PROPERTIES: Immune to Disarm, Improves your chonce to get o criticol strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critirnl strike by l %, +54 Altock Power 

60 Gauntlets of Annihilation Bind on Pickup 615 f 5 8'1 91 • 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a criticol strike by l %, Improves your chonce to hit by l % 

60 Gauntlets of Might Bind on Pickup 468 79• l l f'; 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Improves your chance to hit by 1%, Increased Defense +5 

60 Gauntlets of Steadfast Determination Bind.on Pickup 535 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9 

60 Gauntlet of the Immovable Bind on Pickup 482 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chonce to parry an ottock by 1%, Increased Defense +S 
~~~~--~~~~~--~~~~~~~~-,-J 

60 Gauntlets of the Righteous Champion Bind on Pickup 549 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 16, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike by l % 

60 Gounttetsofthe Shining light Bind on Pickup 509 2 44~s9"j 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

60 Gauntlets of Wroth Bind on Pickup .535 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist + l 0, Increases your chonce to porry on ottock by l %, Increased Defense +7 

60 General's Plote Go untie ts Bind on Pickup · 502 l S• 9Be 

PROPERTIES: Hamstring Rage cost reduced by 3, Improves your chance to get o critirnl strike by l % 

60 Gloves of the Redeemed Prophecy Bind on Pickup 529 791J 6• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 37 

60 Gloves of the Swonm Bind on Pickup 482 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 12 

60 lcebone Gauntlets Bind on Equip 562 r 3 43• 21 • 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +32, Increased Defense +5 

535 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist + l 0, Restores 6 mono per S sec, Increases domoge ond healing done by mogirnl spells ond 
effects by up to 15 

60 lawbiioger Gauntlets Bi~d__on Pick~i:_ 468 72fl;:W!; . 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 18 

60 Marshal's lomellm Gloves Bind on Pickup 502 

PROPERTIES: Increases the Holy damoge bonus of your Judgement of the Crusader by 20, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike by 1% 

60 Marshal's Plore Gauntlets Bind on Pickup . 502 l l• ase · 
PROPERTIES: Hamstring Roge cost reduced by 3, Improves your chonce to get a critical strike by 1% 

60 Ooze-ridden Goun1lets Bind on Pickup 529 2 66. H2f) __ _ 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25 

60 Peocekeeper Gounffets 

PROPtRTIES: Increases healing done by spells and : ffects by up to 59, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Redemption Hondguords Bind on Pickup 615 , 5 l0~99f) 

PROPERTIES: Restores 8 mono per S sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 33 

60 Gauntlets ofHeroism Bind on Pickup 393 l 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o criticol strike by l % 

60 Soulforge GountlelS Bind on Pickup 393 
PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to l l, Improves your chance to get o 
critirnl strike by 1% 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +S 

40 Plated Fist of Hokoo Bind on Equip 

40 Truesilver Gauntlets Bind on Equip 

43 Vice Grips Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: + 14 Attack Power 

51 fists of Pholonx Bind on Pickup 

5-3 Fiery Plate Gounrtets Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Adds 4 fire damage to your weapon attack 

54 Rozo1 Gounflets Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat inflicts 3 Arcane damage to the ottocker 

300 40. 61 . 

300 40'1 289 

318 4Sf! 4oe 

367 I 78fl 78e 

379 89®) 19f> 



PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

55 Stonegnp Gauntlets Bind an Equip 392 

PROPERTIES: lncreosed Defense+ 10 

-56 Deathbone Gauntl~ls Bind an Pickup 398 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ 10, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

56 force Imbued Gountlels Bind on Pickup ' 398 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7 

56 Reiver Claws Bind on Pickup 398 11 s• ss• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1% 

57 8onedenched Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 404 ! l 5• 6l f> 

Bind on Pickup 404 ~BB• 

Bind on Pickup 410 59. 31 . 

PROPERTIES: Hamstring Rage cost reduced by 3 

Bind on Equip ! 410 1 14. 84. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +20, Increases your chance ta block attacks with a shield by 2% 

58 Knight-Lieutenant's lomellar Gountlets Bind on Pickup 1 410 I 56fl 30e 

PROPERTIES: Increases the Holy damage bonus of your Judgement of the Crusader by 20 

58 KnighHieutenanrs Plate Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 410 55f/ 45• 

PROPERTIES: Hamstring Rage cost reduced by 3 

59 Gloves of the Dawn Bind on Equip 

60 B.lood Guard's Plate Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 429 63. 57 . 

PROPERTIES: Hamstring Rage cost reduced by 3 

60 Bloodsoaked Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 460 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1% 

Bind an Equip 454 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20, Increased Defense + 10 

60 Knight-Lieutenant's lamellar Gauntlets Bind an Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases the Holy damage bonus of your Judgement of the Crusader by 20, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike by 1% 

60 Knight-Lieutenant's Plate Gauntlets Bind on Pickup 429 . 699 45e 

PROPERTIES: Hamstring Rage cost reduced by 3 

Bind on Pickup 441 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

60 GauntletsofUndead Slaying BindanPickup 410 1 19• 12e 

PROPERTIES: +60 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get a crittcal strike by 1 % 

1--'--"''-----'----------'--'--'---''--_J_:_::739_b_ 81 1 53. 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 23, Improves your chance to get o 
cri tical sllike by 1 % 

Bind on Pickup 739 i 5 30t'37 • 

Bind on Equip 608 I 2 53tme 

Bind on Pickup 800 8 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 1%, Increased Defense+ 14 

60 Field Marshal's lomellar Faceguard Bind on Pickup 679 i 2 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 25, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 field Mor;hol's Plate Helm 
·--~-.--------· 

Bind on Pickup 679 ' 1 89f)3ft 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get a cri tical strike by 1 % 

Bind on Pickup 661 . 3 74 . 96• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l %, Increased Defense +7 

60 i Helm of Wroth Bind on Pickup 696 49~ 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10, Shadow Resist+ 10, Increased Defense + 11 

60 ' lcebane Helmet Bind on Pickup 757 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +44, In creased Defense +8 

60 i Judgement Crown Bind an Pickup 696 4 24(!; 72 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10, Shadow Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by 
up to 32 

60 ! lawbnnger Helm Bind on Pickup 608 2 79{1 56 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 22 

60 I RedemptionHeadpie<e Bindon_Pickup 800 I 7. 7Ub25~ 
PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 64, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with 
spells by 1 %, Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Warlord's Plate Headpiece Bind an Pickup 679 ' 97 fi 7 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Helm of Heroism Bind on Pickup 556 99f) 16 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a cri tical strike by 1% 

60 Soufforge Helm Bind on Pickup 556 1.· 98f; 45 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Improves your chance to gel a 
critical strike with spells by l % 

PROPERTIES: Charge an enemy, knacking it si lly for 30 seconds. Also knocks you down, stunning you for a short period of 
time. Any damage caused will revive the target 

40 lcemetalBarbute BindonPickup 383 5l f) 97e 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10 

47 Mugthol's Helm Bind an Equip 

48 Helm of the Mountain Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +10, Increased Defense +7 

50 • foreman's Head Prote<tar Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 13 

51 Go I em Skull Helm Bind on Pickup 4 77 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7 

5 2 , Fury Visor Bind on Pickup 445 994!\37 9 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

53 Helm ot Awareness Bind on Pickup 493 36f)94. 

PROPERTI ES: Increases your chance ta dodge an arrack by 2% 

53 Avenguard Helm Bind on Pickup 461 ! 1 5f) 54e 

55 Gyth's Skull Bind on Pickup 509 48(!; 61 9 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9 
55 Whitesaul Helm Bind on Equip 509 48 . 594' 

PROPERTIES: , Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35 

57 Enchanted Thorium Helm Bind on Equip 526 72 tl 45e 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9 

57 Helm of Valor Bind on Pickup 526 62· 10· 
57 , lighrtorge 11elm Bind on Pickup 526 59f) 68. 
58 Champion's Plate Headguard Bind on Pickup 534 90. 24 9 

58 Oarkrune Helm Bind on Equip 534 11 73f; 52e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +25, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 % 

SB j Grand Crusader's Helm 
-· 

Bind an Pickup 534 659 809 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist + 15 

58 Helm of the Executioner Bind on Pickup 534 64~ 76. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

58 lieutenant Commander's lamellar Headguard Bind on Pickup 534 BB• 
58 Lieutenant Commander's Plate Helm Bind on Pickup 534 '869 41 9 
60 Champion's Plate Helm Bind on Pickup 598 32f; Sfl 

PROPERTIES: lncreoses your chance to parry an attack by 1%, Increased Defense +7 PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 



PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike by 1% 

60 Lieutenant Commander's lamellar Headguard ! Bind on Pickup 598 28f 'l26f) 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 26 

I 60 Lieutenant Commander's Plate Helm Bind an Pickup , 598 27!/!) 291) 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

55 Titanic leggings Bind on Equip 598 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 2%, Improves your chance fa get a critical strike by 1_% _____ -1 

56 Flamewaker legplates 84• 93f> 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 11, Shadow Resist+ 11, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by I% 

57 Cloudkeeper legplafes Bind on Equip 617 99f; 

PROPERTIES: Increases Attack Power by I 00 for 30 sec 

60 Avenger's legguards j Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTI ES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 16, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike by l %, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Bloodsoakedlegplates l Bindo~Pickup ___ 674 3 96~65~ 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ I 0 

60 Conqueror's legguards Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +6, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Dreadnought legplotes Bind on Pickup 861 lO 64f; 20f) 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ 13, Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l %, Increases the block value of your 
shield by 32 

. 60 General's Plate leggings Bind oE~' 703 2 27 e 82f> 

........ ~---~~------~~ 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce lo criticol strike by 2%, Improves your chonce to hit by l % 

.._b_O..J.....Ju_dg::-e_me_nt_l...::eg'-plo_fe_s"--~------''-Bi_.nd_o_n_Pic_ku_p_ , 749 5 64e154' 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ I O,Arcone Resist+ I 0, Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 
20, Restores 4 m_a_n_a p:_e_r 5_s_ec _ _ _ _ _ 

60 lawbringer Legplates -···--r Bind on Pick_ll]I_ ____ i 655 3 38ti484t 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ I 0, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 22 

60 leggings of the Grond Crusader - ! 833 j 8 79!!t ~oe 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 68, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with 
spells by 1% 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 29 

60 lcebane leggings 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +40, Increased Defense +6 

Bind on Equip 470 

Bind on PickuP__L~b 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ l 0 

52 legplates of the Hemol Guardian Bind an Pickup 522 64 f)~6· 
PROPERTIES: , Increased Defense + 15 

53 Lovocrest leggings Bind on Pickup 531 

55 Handcrafted Masfersmith leggings Bind on Pickup 548 

56 Chitinous Plate legguords Bind on Pickup. 557 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

56 Deathbone legguords Bind on Pickup 557 -: 2 5f) 3f) 
PROPfRTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec, Increased Defense + 13 

56 legplotes of Valor , Bind on Pickup 557 12. l3f> 
56 lightfarge legplates Bind on Pickup 557 3@54• 

57 Abyssal Plate legplates Bind on Equip 566 94~84!J 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by I% 

57 Eldritch Reinforced l~gplotes Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by l % 

57 Wraithplote leggings Bind on Pickup 566 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chonce to parry on att~.liy l % 

58 Direwing leg9uards Bind on Equip 575 

58 Enchanted Thorium leggings Bind an Equip 575 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +8 
--··--·----- . 

I Bind on Pickup i 1 58 Knight-Captain's lamellar leggings 575 17. 75• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get o criticol strike by 2% 

58 Knight-Captain's Plate leggings Bind on Pickup 575 i l 16•6• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a criticol strike by 2% 

58 legionnaire's Plate legguords Bind on Pickup 575 l 208 75f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

58 legplotes of Vigilance Bind on Pickup ' 575 2 , 22~8· 

PROPERTIES: , Increased Defense+ 15 

58 Warmaster legguords Bind an Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to_do_dg::..e_an_a_tta_ck_b.:_y _2%~o --------------1 

60 Dorksoul leggings I Bind on Equip 592 j 2 42fH6• 

PROPERTIES: Im proves your chance ta hit by 2% 

60 Knight-Captain's lamellor leggings I Bind on Pickup 618 11 42• 22• 
PROPERTIES: ln~llllses damage and healing done by magical sp~.ll_s_an_d e_ff_ect_s ...:.by_,up_to_2_5 ______ --i 

60 Knight-Captain's Plate leggings Bind on Pickup 618 509 42 . 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 legionnaire's Plate leggings Bind an Pickup 618 41e1se 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a cri tical strike by 2% 

60 legplates of the Destroyer Bind on Pickup 670 14 6fl1 1e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effect by up lo 12 

60 Legplates of the Qiroji Command Bind on Pickup 644 50!1) 75 8 

PROPERTIES: Im proves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 

60 · Peacekeeper leggings Bind on Pickup -! 6ji] 2 88~ 70e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up lo 37, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Cenarion Reservist's legplot~s Bind on Pickup I 575 2- 27 •B• 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increased Defense +9 

60 Cenorion Reservist's legplates 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25 

Bind on Pickup I 575 2 l 9~H8• 



PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ 10 

60 Acid Inscribed Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 610 40e 3oe 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +25, Increased Defense +6 

60 Avenger's Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 6S9 ' 4 6lf) 45 . 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

Bind on Pickup 659 4 59• 87 e 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Defilers lomellur Spoulders 

60 · • llefile(s Plate 5pouldets 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1 % 

60 Dreadnought Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 %, Increases the block value of your shield by 21, Increased Defense +9 

60 Field Marshal's lomellor Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 626 1 87 • 57 f) 

} PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

l 60 field Marshal's Plate Shoulderguords Bind on Pickup 626 I 1 90. 47 e 

\ PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

l, 60 . Highlander's lomellar Spoulde1s 

\ 60 Highlander's P1ote SpouldetS 

'; 60 lcebone Pouldrons 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +33, Increased Defense +7 

60 Judgement Spoulders 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind nn Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

553 47 f) 48. 

r 553 46. 54 

698 21 · 3· 

-,.------
642 : 4 21 e 559 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Restores 5 mo no per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects 
by upto13 

60 lowbringer Spoulders 
--·-- .. ·-i-:---
Bind on Pickup 562 1 2 54. 85e 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Montle of the Desert Crusade Bind on Pickup 64 2 51 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

60 Mantle of the Horusoth Bind on Pickup 610 56• 31 fJ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 14 

60 Pouldrons of Might Bind on Pickup 562 2 73• 64• 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7, Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 2%, Increased Defense +5 

60 PouldronsoltheUmelenting BindonPickup 650 4 54. 85 . 

I PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1% 

60 PouldronsofWroth BindonPickup 642 45. 83e 

PROPERTI ES: Fir~ Resist+ 1 O'.~creoses the ~ck value of your shield by 27, lncr~osed Defense +7 
60 Redemption Spoulders Bind on Pickup 722 7 3• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your cha nce to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases healing done by spells and effects by 
up to 40, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

-~-~------

60 Spoulders of the Grand Crusader Bind on Pickup 714 6 s1• 20• 
PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by l %, Increases damage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

60 Warlord's Plate Shoulders Bind on Pickup 626 1 98. so• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 9 
52 Wailing Nightbone Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 448 1 31 f!J 2 • 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Increased Defense +3 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 
53 Dawnbringer Shoulders Bind an Equip 455 30. 80. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 44 

54 Ebonsteel Spoulders Bind on Pickup 463 43. 68f) 

55 Bulky Iron Spoulders Bind on Pickup 470 42. 33. 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +6 

55 , lightfurge Spoulders Bind on Pickup 470 45. 92 . 

55 Slomshot Shoulders Bind on Pickup 470 42• 4• 
PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

55 Spoulders of Valor Bind on Pickup 470 52e 1• 

56 Stonelonm Shoulders Bind on Pickup 478 63f'; 67 f!J 

PROPERTIES: , Increased Defense +7 

57 Bile-etched Spoulders Bind an Pickup 485 60t} 9S8 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense + 7 

SB Champion's Plate Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 493 82f) 23 . 

58 lieutenant Commander's lomellor Shoulders Bind on Pickup 493 88 f!J 63 f!J 

58 lieutenant Commander's Pklte Pouldrons Bind on Pickup 493 87. 36. 

60 Abyssal Plate Epaulet Bind on Pickup 530 1oe zs• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Bloodsooked Pauldrons Bind on Pickup 552 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +3 
60 Champion's Plate Shoulders Bind on Pickup 552 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1% 
60 Dorksoul Shoulders Bind on Equip 507 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 lieutenant Commander's lomellor Shoulders Bind on Pickup 552 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 
60 Lieutenant Commander's Plate Shoulders Bind on Pickup 552 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by I% 

60 I Polished Obsidian Pouldrons Bind on Equip 530 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7 
60 Soullorge Spoulders Bind on Pickup 507 91 . 36. 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up lo 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Spoulders of Heroism Bind on Pickup 507 1 n e 3• 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +7, Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1%, Increased Defense +5 

60 Belt of the fallen Emperor Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 35 

60 I Bell of the Grand Crusader Bind on Pickup 536 4 36. 478 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and henling done by magical spells and effects by up to 21, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

60 Dreadnought Wo~tguord Bind on Pickup 554 5 3• 34e 

PROPERTIES: Increases the block value of your shield by 18, Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 3%, 
Increased Defense +9 

6~~dle of the Fallen Crusoder 
6? ! Girdle of the Mentor 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effe<ts by up to 23 

60 lowbringer Belt Bind on Equip 421 1 . 71~ 19 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +7, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 

60 i Onslaught Girdle Bind on Pickup 4?4 14. 69 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60' J Redemption Girdle Bi~d on Pickup 554 5 ; 20• 55 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 40, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Royal Oiroi Belt Bind on Pickup 512 3 57. 53 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by 1%, Increased Defense +8 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist + 16, Increased Defense +B 



---~~-·--·t_Z __ ~-
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0, Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 3%, Increased Defense +7 

60 Zondolar freethinker's Belt .~_d ~on_Pi_ck..cup _ __,__3_9_1 -"--------1 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

60 Zondolor Vindicator's Belt Bind on Pickup ' 391 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by I% 

40 Highlander's '.l.~§i:d_i:_ .. _~~~ 
Atol'olorim(s Tusk Ring 
Defiler's lomellor Girdle 

Bind on Pickup 
Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 
48 Defiler's Plate Girdle ------·-·-----
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

48 Highlander's lomellar Girdle 1 Bind an '.~P 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by I% 

48 Highlander's Plate Girdle BJ.~~~~~£t.L 313 70 1/; 7~·-----< 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical sJrike by I% 

50 Stonewall G~d~----~- Bind on Pickup 324 73• 78• 

,_5_2.,.__Gir~dle_o~f U~th~er~...c-..~.c--~~~__,.~Bi_nd~an_f..,_qu.,_ip ~==336 8Z. 26. 
53 Belt of Valor . .,._.j,_B_ind_o_n-'Eq-'uip __ ..__+.--9~~_92_•. ___ --< 

53 Girdle of the Down Bind on Equip 93~ 6Se 

53 light!o!ge Be!_t ___ , ______ ,_,B_in_d o_n_Eq~ui~p - .. ._...._ 

,_5_3+-Ro'-in_bo_w_Gi.c.rdl_e -~~-~'----- Bind on Pi£~1P:~ .... . _4~4::_;Jf=~cc._.-..--i 
5 5 Belt of the Ordained Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 42 

55 Fros1wo~ Plate Belt Bind on Pickup 353 l 1. 76. 
PROPERTIES: frost Resist +5 ---- ---·-
55 Stormpike Plote Girdle Bind on Pickup 353 94f) BB• 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5 

56 Deothbone Girdle Bind on Pi&;;;·-·---Ti58 l l. 35. 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

56 Elemental Plate Girdle Bind on Pickup 358 998 63 . 

5~ ~gam §irdle ~---~---··-·---· 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

,_,5~B~Oe_file_r'_s l_dm_el_lor~G_ird_le~- ~~~-~~~-~~~~-~-·~7·8~,~ 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

58 Defiler's Plofe Girdle Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 
58 Handcrofted Mostersmilh Girdle ---· l Bind on-Pi;kuj;--'.T'ir -} l 9• 87 • 

58 Highlo~'.s lomellor Girdle Bind o11_1'ickup 369 l 13f;94• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

58 Highlandi:~~~~teGirdle ____ . ____ ~i.~don PickU_ll__U~~- 1. 13. 528 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 BeltoftheSandReaver BindonPickup 414 ; 63. 34e 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

-~0- _Heavy Qbsidian B~t _________ ____ Bi~~~~~'l°IL --.. L~9-7. __ ! 42. B2 e 
PROPERTIES: +5 All Resistances 

60 lronvine Belt -·-·-----·~Bi_nd_on_E~qo~ip_~~40_8~_5_8_it_6_4. __ _, 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 15, Increased Defense +3 

60 Belt afHeroism i Bind on Pickup 380 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7 
60 Belt of Shrunken Heods Bind on Pickup 

69 Omokl:' Bind on M:up""·-,,,., .. , .. ,,, .• ,,~J-·-t 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

Berserker Brocers 
~~~-~ 

so., BeTSef!:e:!~.e.r.s ____ . ----~-~~~ ....... , 
54 t Dork Iron Brocers 
PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l B 

6~~~~~~oce_rs.,.,..,.._~,,.. ffind on Pickup 
6() Brocelels of Wroth. Bind on Pickup 
60 Bracers of Brulolity Bind on Pitkup 

60 · Orogonbone Wristguords Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by 1% 
bO , Dreadnought Brocers Bind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

60 Zondolm freethinker's Armguards Bind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta l l 

60 Zondolar Vindicotar's Armguords Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 15 

~_[~uned Golem Shackles-·- 
PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4 

52 ' Block Steel Bindings Bind on Pickup 

231 58• 21 • 
231' 28. 784) 
231 288 47 . 
23~ 57. 23'1 

244 64. 64. 

261 85• 22• 
52 Brocers of Valor 261 s7ti 38e Bind OQ E~-±----+---"---"'----1 
~: Emberplote Armguords 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0 

. 52 ! Ughrtot9e Smcers 

54 Vambraces of lhe Sadist 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pcickup 
Bind on Pickup 

'.!61 86. 37 • . 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

58 ! Bracers of Undeod Slaying Bind on Equip 287 l l 5··"-72...::•'---'--l 
PROPERTIES: +45 Attack Power when fighting Undead 
58 Firs! Sergeant's Plate Bracers Bind on Pickup 

58 1. Gortlok Brocers of Power mnd on Pidcup 

58 Sergeant Maiar's Plate Wristguards 

60. Abyssol.!'lote Varobmces 
60 Bracers of Heroism 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +3 

60 Saulforge Bracers Bind on Pickup 296 258 24. 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8 



f SHIELD 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat hos a 1% chance of raising a thorny shield thot inflicts 3 Nature domoge to attackers 
when hit and increases Nature resistance by 50 for 30 sec.~ 

41 Blockskull Shield Bind on Equip 1795 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10 

4 5 Woll of the Dead i Bind on Equip ! 1937 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat has a 3% chance to encase the caster in bone, increasing armor by 1 SO for 20 sec 

54 Skulmome Shield Bind on Equip 2256 4 22• 96fl 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Shadow Resist+ 10, When struck in combat hos a 3% chance of stealing 35 ltte from forget 
enemy, When struck in combat hos a 1% chance of dealing 75 to 125 fire damage to oll tmgels around you 

60 Aegis of the Blood God Bind on Pickup 2575 6 501)77 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases the block value of your shield by 30, Increased Defense +7, Increases your chonce to block attacks 
with a shield by 2% 

60 Blessed Qiroji Bulwark Bind on Pickup 1 2964 11 se 63• 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chonce to block attacks with a shield by 3%, Increases the block value of your shield by 15, 
Increased Defense +B 

Bind on Pickup ' 2575 6 6• 74fl 

Bind on Pickup 3106 13 34. 26. 

PROPERTIES: Improves.your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases healing done by spells and effects by 
up to 29, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 Orillborer Disk ' Bind on Pickup 2539 5 79!1 Joe 
PROPERTIES: When struck in combat inflicts 3 Arcone da mage lo the attacker, Increases your chance lo block attacks with a 
shield by 2%, Increases the block value of your shield by 23 

I Bind on Pickup I 2468 66e 44 • 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7, Increases the block value of your shield by 12 

60 Elementium Reinforced Bulwmk I Bind on Pickup i 2B93 

PROPERTIES: Increases the block volue of your shield by 19, Increased Defense +7 

Bind on Equip I 2 468 

PROPERTIES: When the shield blocks it releases on electrical charge thot damages all nearby enemies. This also hos a chance 
of damaging the shield, 0 

60 Grond Marshal's Aegis Bind on Pickup l 2929 3 l B• 1 e 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat hos a 5% chance of inflicting 35 to 65 Nature damage to the attacker 
60 High Warlord's Shield Woll ' Bind on Pickup ~--~3 - 19-. -1-7·-. ----< 

PROPERTIES: When struck in combat hos a 5% chance of infl icting 35 to 65 Nature domoge to the attacker 

60 Jagged Obsidian Shield Bind on Equip I 2645 6 74e 40f> 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance lo block ottoc ks with a shield by 2%, +5 All Resistances, When struck by o harmful 
l spell, the cosier of thot spell hos a 5% chance to be silenced for 3 sec 

Bind on Pickup I 2822 79f> 60f> 

! Bind on Pickup I 2181 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37 
60 Shield of Condemnolion ' Bind on Pickup i 3425 19 429 25. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 59 

60 Stygian Buckler I Bind on Pickup \ 3106 12 85f) 89• 

\ PROPERTIES: When struck hos o 15% chance of reducing the onocker's movement speed by 50% for 5 secs ___ _, 

60 The face of Deo1h i Bind on Pickup I 3354 i 11 48/t lO• 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 3%, Increases the block value of your shield by 21 

t 60 The Immovable Object j Bind on Pickup J 2 468 15 901!!; 5 9 e 

\ PROPERTIES: Increases the bloc!:_v_ol_ue_of_y_ou_r s_hi_eld_b_y _27--------~-----
60 The Plogue Bearer Bind on Pickup 3106 12 47f) l7 9 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 15, Increased Defense +9 

1 Bind on Pickup 3035 12 271!!; 59(J 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect> by up to 35, Restores 6 mono pe1 S sec 

\ 

l 

~~==========~=U=P=~F,E==OR..:==~=H=I6P==~========~~ 

15 Kresh's Bock Bind on Pickup 471 10f) 64(J 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4 
f----------------------~-~----------1 

19 Redbeord Crest Bind on Equip 547 19. 20f> 

20 Seedcloud Buckler Bind on Pickup 566 20f) 67 f) 

23 Commonaer's Crest Bind on Pickup 623 l 21e 11 e 
25 Shield of Thorsen ·--··------~c--Bi_nd_on_Eq~uip ___ ,__66_1 _,__33_§_5_9f> _ _ ---< 

680 ! 39. 60. 26 Resplendent Guardian Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to block attacks with o shield by 1% 

27 Arctic Buckler Bind on Pickup 642 I 3of) 2B e 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5 

31 Heart of Agomoggon Bind on Pickup 77 6 63 e 9 f> 
32 Thermoplugg's Central Core Bind on Pickup 795 691/; 17 f> 
PROPERTIES: When stTuck in combat hos a 5% cha nce of infl icting 35 to 65 Nature damage to the attacker 
33 Skullonce Shield Bind on Equip 814 71 f> 23e 

34 Marbled Buckler Bind on Pickup 
37 Olaf's All Purpose Shield Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Reduces your fo ll speed fo1l 0 sec 
37 Savage Boor's Guard Bind on Pickup 

39 Aegis of the Scarlet Commander Bind on Pickup 

41 Mountoinskle Buckler Bind on Equip 

43 Troll Protector Bind on Equip 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chonce to block attacks with o shield by 2% 

4 7 Stoneshell Guard Bind on Pickup 
48 Gizlock's Hypertech Buckler 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 
49 Aegis of Stormwind 

51 Asrrol Guord 
51 Crest of Supremacy 
53 Rock Golem Bulwark 

PROP ERTIES: Nature Resist+ 10, Arcane Resist+ 10 
54 Avolonchion's Stony Hide 

PROPERTIES: Increases the block value of your shield by 10 

s4T Ouel'doroi Guord 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Equip 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 
Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Equip 

Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Arcone Resist+ 11 , Increases your chance to dodge on attack by 1% 

776 6l f> 5.e 

1612 l 32f) 35f) 

1B03 i l 98f) 93f> 
1835 l 2 269 309 

1867 i 2 35f) 5f> 

1930 I 2 58f) B3f> 

1930 J 2 46f) 45f) 
1994 i 2 90f) 83t& 

2026 1 2 94e 42e 

55 Crest of Retribution _B __ ind_o_n _Pic_ku~p-~_20_5_7 ~i _3 _6fJ_56~·--~ 
PROPERTIES: Deals 5 to 35 damage every time you block 

56 Husk of Nerub' enkon -----rsi;d on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + 15 

56 Observer's Shield Bind on Pickup 2089 I 3 45f) 69. 
56 Rhombeord Protector Bind on Pickup - 20B9 j 3 509 31 9 

... --- ---------+-------'----1--l----"'--"--4 
5 7 Barrier Shield Bind on Pickup 1121 i 3 4 5 • 89 ft 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to block attacks with a shield by 2%, Increases the ~ock value of your shield by l B 
57 Oreodgumd's Protector Bind oo Pickup 2121 i 3 34e 20f> 

f-5_7+-G_orr_ett_F_om_il_,_y C_re_st__________ __ Bind on_E_~qu~ip __ ,__11_2_1 +' _3_4_6e_ 94_e __ ---< 

57 Intricately Runed Shield Bind on Pickup 2121 ! 3 34• 76e 
PROPERTIES: Increases the block value of your shield by 24 

r-5_7_~1 _to_rd_Bl_oc_kw_o_o_d'_s B_uck_l_er _______ ~B~nd on Pick~L_j_-~- 38e 37 e 
PROPERTIES: Increases the block value of your shield by 27 

57 Rottlecage Buckler 
··-·------~-----____, 

2121 j 3 41 . 81 . Bind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7 

58 DroconiorrAegisolthelegion Bind an Pickup 2153 i 3 Sl f) 509 
PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 20 
58 Draconian Deflector Bind on Pickup 2153 t 3 529 129 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Increased Defense+ 10 

>----- ---- ----------- - --.------···-·----; 
60 Zulion Defender Bind on Piiku~ 2312 ! 4 B8._2_6f> __ ----< 

60 Argent Defender Bind on Pickup 2121 I 3 65f) l5• 
PROPERTIES: Hos a 1 % chance when struck in combat of increasing chance to block by 50% for 10 sec 
60 Donowshire Strongguord Bind on Pickup 1153 I 3 67e 20f> 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +10, Frost Resist+ 10 

60 Milli'sShield Bind onPickup 2026 I 3 29 31• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 health per 5 sec 

60 Sacred Protector Bind on Pickup 2121 I 3 56e 3l tt 
? ? lronbmk Shield Bind on Pickup 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike with Nature spells by 1% 



CLOAK 

PROPERTIES Fire Resi~~?hadaw Resist +9, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l o/o__ 

57 Hide of !he Wild Bind on Equip 48 I 2 B• B9• 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect __ by~u~p t_o_42 ___ _ ~-~--------1 

57 Shifting Cloak Bind on Equip 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by l % 

60 Cape of Eternal Justice Bind an Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Restores S mono per S sec 

60 Cope of the Trinily Bind on Pickup 57 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 21 

60 Cloak of Clority Bind on Pickup 66 I 7 WIP 6• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 40, Restores 8 mono per S sec 

60 Cloak of Concentrated Hatred Bind on Pickup 56 3 86• 77 fl; 

PROPERTIES: Imp roves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 Cloak of Consumption Bind on Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 23, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 1% 

60 Cloak of Draconic Might Bind on Pickup 54 

~ 60 Cloak of Firemow Bind on Pickup ! 57 

PROPERTIES: +SO Attack Power 

liO Clook of Flames Rind on Equip 

PROPERTI ES: Fire Resist+ l S, Deals 5 Fire damage to anyone who strikes you with a melee attack 

liO , Cloak of S!fturing Bind on Pickllj) _ 63 i (} 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 48, Restores S mono per S sec 

60 OoakoftheBroodlord BindonPickop l 63 • 9ht·15 d& 
ROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28 

_ ,--·~=-=--

60 l Cloo!:_~ lhe Devoured Bind on Pickup 66 

Bind on Pickup 1 66 

Bind on Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done_~ magica __ I ~spe_lls_a_nd_eff_e_cts_by'---u-'--p _10_14_~----~ 

60 Cloak of the Golden Hive Bind on Pickup 59 I 4 8l e 1a• 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +6 
-"-·-· ·-·--·-·"-~- --·---·--·-··-- ··---·-

60 Cloak of the Honor Guard Bind on Pickup 50 I 2 42 . 79fl 

PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power 

60 Cloak of the Necropolis Bind on Pkkup 68 8 64f) 39• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 26, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l %, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 .Cloak of the Scourge . Bind on Pickup 63 ' 5 98e l 7. 

PROPERTIES: +30 Attack Power, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Cloak of the Shrouded Mists Bind on Pickup 57 86.89~ 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +6, Nature Resist +6 
··-i Bind on Piclcup 52 ! 60 Cloak of the Unseen Poth 

PROPERTIES l~~'.~your chance to~?~~~-----
Cloak ofUnending tile Bind on Pickup 52 

11 

Cloak of Untold Secrets Bind on Pickup 59 \4 68f! 30. 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +20 

60 CloakofVeiledShodows ----- ---''-B_ind_o_n_Pickup 52 -L-------i 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to 
'----------'---'---------~---~---~--~~~~---.- ·--~. ~----·-----"-~-~~--~--

1% 

60 (rypiliend Silk Cloak Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7, Increases your chance to \lodge on attack by l %, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Deofhguard's Cloak Bind on Pickup - 50 2" 63. 53• · 

PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power 

60 Orogon'sB!ood Cape · Bind on Pickup 56 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, Arcane Resist +5 

60 Orope of Benediction Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31 

60 Drape of Vaulted Secrets _Bind on Pickup 52 1 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18 

60 Elementium Threaded Cloak Bind on Mup 59 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge an attack by 2% 

60 Eskhondor's Pelt Bind on Pickup 5! I 2 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 Fireproof Cloak Bind on Pickup 54 26. 65. 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 18 

60 i Glodo! Cloak Bind on Equip 61 30. 4Sfl 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +24 

60 ' Gre~ Drogonskin Cloak Bind on Pickup 54 2M!i754f 
PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20, Restores 4 health per 5 sec 

60 Puissant Cope Bind on Pickup 54 i3 3oe 2a• 
PROPERTIES: +40 Anack Power, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Sandstorm Cloak Bind on Pickup 55 60. 24fl 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to dodge on attack by l %, Increased Defense +6 

60 Sopphiron Drape Bind on Pickup 55 72· 3· 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +6,Arcane Resist +6, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects 
by up to 14 

60 I Shroud o! Dominion Bind on Pickup 68 I 8 2se 78• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, +SO Altack Power 

60 Shroud of Infinite Wisdom Bind on Pickup 52 

PROPERTIES: Inc reases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24 

60 , Shroud of Pure Thought Bind on Pickup 57 

PRO PERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Shroud of Unspoken Names Bind on Pickup 52 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effect by up to 18 
i°olv;[cl Edip;---- Bind on Pickup 63 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 28, Decreases the magical 
resistances of your spell target by l 0 

60 WindsheorCape Bind on Pickup 50 , 2 42. 89fl 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist +S 

17 Glowing lizardscale Cloak Bind on Pickup 20 7• 1• 
18 I Battle-Healer's Cloak Bind on Pickup 20- 7~30• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 9 

: l8 20 I 7f;30fl 

21 ae 63• Y~nil.O!l!q,_ui,__P ----+-~-=-"'---
Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

Bind on Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effect by up to 13 

28 Caretaker's Cape Bind on Pickup 25 121 e s4• 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 13 

29 TigerSltike Montie Bind on Equip 25 24. 46fl 
30 Sergeant's Cape Bind on Pickup 26 12. 8Bfl 

· 30 ' Sergeant's Cloak 1lind on Pickup 16 Bfl 22• - -·-----
32 Dork Hooded Cape Bind on Equip 27 31 e s9• 

28 34· 28· 33 , Wing of the Whelpling --------- -~~-~~~!E__-+--4-----'----1 
34 l Energy Cloak Bind on Equip 28 36f> 72fl 

PROPERTIES: Restores 37S to 42S mono 

35 Icy Cloak Bind on Equip 29 37. 88fl 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 11 
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35 Silky Spider Cope Bind on Pickup i 30 47 f) 999 

I 30 
·---· 

36 Monrle of lady Fol the( ess Bind on Pickup 40f)89. 

~ · -l 45e BB8 

l 574'22• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

38 Bottle Healer's Cloak Bind on Pickup I 31 47 fJ 8oe 56 Shroud of Arcane Mastery Bind on Pkkup 43 1 52t> 239 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

38 Caretaker's Cope Bind on Pickup I 31 49. 86. 56 Stoneskin Gargoyle Cape Bind on Pickup 43 l s2e 1e 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 18 56 Wildfire Cope Bind on Pickup 43 l H3~!rne 

41 Blockmetol Cope Bind on Equip ! 33 63. 4l f) PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +20 

44 Blockflome Cope Bind on Equip I 35 8l f) 52e 57 Cloak of the Cosmos Bind on Pickup 44 1 .HB4& 30f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Shodow Resist +5 ~ROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

45 Sergeant's Cope Bind on Pickup I 36 4l f> 789 57 Cloak of Wording Bind on Equip 44 l 70~Mf> 

45 Sergeonrs Cloak Bind on Pickup i 36 42§ 85f) - f---. ~·w--• -~- f--· 

47 Grovekeeper's Drope Bind on Pickup l 37 91 . 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5 

57 Fluctuating Cloak Bind on Pickup 44 l ,, 59e 11 • 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 10 PROPERTIES: Restores 4 health per 5 sec 

47 Spritecaster (ope Bind on Pickup I 37 99f) 99. 57 Pole Moon Cloak Bind on Pickup 44 I 71 f) 94f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0 

48 Bottle Healer's Cloak Bind on Pickup I 38 96. 3l f) 57 Phontosmol Cloak Bind on Pickup 44 l 164!)60. 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 58 Bottle Healer's Cloak Bind on Pickup 45 l 81!)16f) 

48 Blockveil Cope Bind on Pickup I 38 96. 984'> PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26 

48 Caretaker's Cope Bind on Pickup I 38 l 58 Bloodmoon Cloak Bind on Pickup I 45 11 68e a4e I 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 PROPERTIES: Arcane Resist +7 

48 Nightfall Drope Bind on Pickup I 38 1 H~ 6l f> 
' i 49 Feotherskin Cope Bind on Pickup 39 1 se 95 f> 

SB Cope of1he Block Boron Bind on Pickup 45 1 64f) 98f) 

PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

, .2Q_ Jl!isterbone Wrap I Bind on Equip 
! 

39 l 9e 8oe i 
-'"'-·~·-

58 Caretaker's Cope Bind on Pickup I 45 ! l 70. 98f> 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +6 PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 26 

50 Cloak of fire Bind on Equip _i~~ 128~?~ 58 Cloak of Revanchion Bind on Pickup 45 1 64e 76f> 

PROPERTIES: Fue Resist +6, Deals 25 Fire damage every 5 sec to all nearby enemies for 15 sec 58 Crystall ine Threaded Cape Bind on Equip 45 l 69f> 3f> 

' 50 
Dork Phantom Cope Bind on Equip 1. 39 l 14. 89f) 

50 Groverot Cope Bind on Pickup I 39 1 16f) 55f) 

' 51 ! 
--

Stoneshield Cloak Bind on Equip 40 l 1se 94e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20 

58 frostweover Cope Bind on Pickup 45 l 69f) 48 f) 

PROPERTIES: frost Resist+ l 0 . 
I 51 Deep Woodlands Cloak Bind on Pickup 37 85f> 85e 58 Redoubt Clook Bind on Pickup 45 l 67f> 70f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 12 PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7 

. 52 Duskbot Drape Bind on Pickup i 37 94f) 44 f) 58 Sergeonrs Cope Bind on Pickup 45 88. 30f) 

PROPERTIES: Reduces damage from falling 58 Sergeant's Cloak Bind on Pickup 45 8se n e 

l. 53 Butcher's Apron Bind on Pickup I 41 1 324' 32. 58 Shadow Prowler's Cloak Bind on Pickup 45 l v64f)76f) 

• 53 Cope of the fire Soklmander Bind an Pickup ! 41 1 39~ 799 58 Shroud of Domination Bind on Pickup 45 l 64t m e 
~ PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 12 58 Faded Hokkari Cloak Bind on Pickup 42 1 45ft 90. 

l 53 Juno's Shadow Bind on Equip I 41 1 28~88f) PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

• PROPERTI ES: Shadow Resist+ 15 58 Tottered Hokkori Cope Bind on Pickup 42 1 46tt 41 e i 53 Mogeflome Cloak Bind on Equip I, 41 J__!~~-L __ 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Increases damage done by fire spells and effects by up to 21 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 health per 5 sec 

60 Cloak of the Hokkari Worshipers Bind on Pickup 48 2 21 8 62 . 
54 Gracious Cope Bind on Equip ! 42 l 42. 75. PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing do ne by magical spells and effects by up to 23 .. 
PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 60 Cloak of the Savior Bind on Pickup 52 2 91 e 32e -
54 Royal Tribunal Clonk Bind on Pickup I 42 l 37. 38e PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 ---
54 Shodewood Cloak Bind on Pickup I 42 l 41 . 169 60 Gaea's Embrace Bind on Equip i 49 2 46f) l. 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +7 PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20 

\ 
55 Armswake Cloak Bind on Pickup I 43 l 55. 29 . 

PROPERTIES: + 16 Attack Power 

60 Hokkari loo Cloak Bind on Pickup 50 2 53f) 56e 

PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 33 

55 frostwolf Advisor's Cloak Bind on Pickup i 43 l 51 e 5se 60 Might of the Tribe Bind on Pickup 48 2 22 f)41f) 

~ PROPERTIES: frost Resist +5, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power 
. 55 frostwolf legionnaire's Cloak Bind on Pickup I 43 l 5oe 44• 60 Overlord's Embrace Bind on Pickup 50 2 s1e65e 
· PROPERTIES: frost Resist +5, +24 Attack Power PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +7, Increases your chance to block anocks with a shield by 1% 

' 55 Heliotrope Cloak Bind on Pickup I 43 l 428 339 60 Mon Tigerhide Cloak Bind on Pickup 48 i 2 16e s5e 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

55 Onyxio Scale Cloak Bind on Equip I 43 l 5l e 98e ~weave Cloak Bind on Pickup 44 11 64e 9e 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 16, Protects the wearer from being ful ly engulfed by Shadow Fla me PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

55 Stormpike Sage's Cloak Bind on Pickup I 43 l s2e 9e 60 Shroud of the Exile Bind on Pickup 45 I 1 f78fJ 5Se 
' PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5, Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

·--

' 55 Stormpike Soldier's Cloak Bind on Pickup ! 43 1 51 . 
PROPERTIES: Frost Resist +5, +24 Attack Power 



AXES 

PROPERTIES: Grants l extra arrack on your next swing - -· .---·-,---------.-
52 ~:~; the Deep Bind On Pickup ' 41.5 Physicol 78-146 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 90 to 126 Nalure damage, Moin hand Weapon 

60 Ancient Hokkori Bind On Acquire l 49.8 Physical 69-130 
Mo~s~x_er __ ~- -~r~~. 

PROPE.R!IES: Steals 48 to 54 life fro~a.-'rg'-et_en~em-'y--..--

' 
60 

Blessed Oiroii 
War Axe Bind On Acquire ! 60.6 Physiml 11{}--205 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance lo get o critical strike by l %, + 14 Arrack Power 

60 Crul'sbowkh, Edge Bind On Acquire 62.8 Physicol 101-188 
of Chaos 

PROPERTIES: +36 Anock Power 

60 Deothbringer Bind On Acquire 56.4 Physicol 114-213 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy boll of the enemy musing 110 to 140 Shadow damage 

PROPERTI ES: +36 Anack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, +28 Attack Power 

60 Scylhe of !he Unseen Bind On Acquire 
Paih 

PROPERllES: Increased Defense +4 

18 Guillotine Axe Bind On Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy boll at the enemy causing 30 Shadow damage 

2.6 16 40f/ 24. 

2.3 18 21 f/ 48fl 

2.9 

2.9 

2.4 

.?.~. ~~!.£n1~;;~;- inci ~~-~e,_1 _~L!. P!115~~3I-=ss-----i2~ ~~!~~! ......... . 
15 BeardedBoneox~ _ _:_ ~_dOnPick!Jjl r--18.9 Physicol2H7 =D:9 51 @439 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

25 Heodsplitter Bind On i'Kkup i 18.9 Physicol 30--57 2.3 569 59 

25 Vibroblode Bind On Pickup 19. l Physicol 21---40 1.6 51 !!1) 889 

PROPERTI ES: Punctures lorgef's armor lowering it by 100 

31 Pronged Reaver Bind On Acquire 24 Physical 40-75 2.4 979 889 

32 Stolvon's Reaper Bind On Pickup i 24.8 Physicol 50-94 2.9 1 6. 829 

PROPERTI ES: Lowers all attributes of forget by 2 for l min 

33 Smeklow Reover Bind On Pickup · 25.8 Physicol 31~61 l.B 129 909 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

34 I Sickle Axe Bind On Pickup 26.5 i Physicol 48-90 

40 ! Curve-bladed Ripper Bind On Pickup 30.3 Physicol 40-75 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

40 Digmo~~EO I Bind On Pick_ip __ I 30.3 I Physi~~38-71 1.8 

PROPERTIES: , Punctures target's armor lowering it by 100 

43 , Winter's Bite Bind On Pickup 32. l Physicol 47-88 2.1 47 9 48f) 

PROPERTIES: Launches o bolt of frost of the enemy causing 20 lo 30 Frost damage and slowing movement speed by 50% 
for 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

45 Ripsaw Bind On Acquire 33.3 Physicol 63-117 2.7 88e s3e 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 7 5 damage, Main Hand Weapon 

48 Ribsplitter Bind On Pickup 35.2 Physicol 66-124 2.7 

PROPERTIES: + 10 Attack Power, Main Hand Weapon 

48 Axe of Rin'ji Bind On Pickup 35 Physicol 46- 87 1.9 

50 Grizzle's Skinner Bind On Acquire 36.5 Physicol 61-114 2.4 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

50 ! Onwn's Edge Bind On Pickup 36.4 Physicol 53-100 2.1 60f!> 449 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel a critical strike by 1 % 

51 ! Tootho!Eranikus Bind On Acquire 37. l Physicol62-116 2.4 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 %, Mo in Hand Weapon 

51 WroithScy~--- ~Ac"i;~r!:.L37 j Physico157-l06 - 2.2 79 329 
~--· 

PROPERTI ES: Steals 4 5 life from target enemy, Main Hand Weapon 

52 Saul Breoker Bind On Acquire 37.5 Physicol 42-78 1.6 

PROPERTIES: Target enemy loses 12 health and mono every 3 sec for 30 sec, Main Hund Weapon 

53 i Rivenspike Bind On Acquire 38.1 Physical 77-144 2. 9 

PROPERTIES: Punctures target's armor lowering it by 200. Con be applied up to 3 times 

54 Demonfork BindOnAcquire 38.9 Physicol76-142 2.8 4 50f) 859 

PROPERTIES: Transfers 10 health every 5 seconds from the target to the cosier for 25 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

55 Hedgecutter Bind On Acquire 39.5 Physicol 60-90 l.9 4 74 . 439 

56 Serathil Bind On Pickup 40 Physicol 53-99 1.9 5 399 571) 

PROPERTIES: Armor l 00 

5 7 r lceblode Hocker Bind On Acquire 40.8 
Physicol 57-106, Frost 

5 66f/ 834J 1-5 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

40.6 Physicol 48-90 17 5 24f/ 274J 

40.8 Pbysicol 71-133 2.5 23f/ 64J 

58 I Annihilator Bind On Mup 41.5 Physirnl 49-92 17 71 . so• 
PROPERTIES: Reduces an enemy's armor by 200.Stacks up to 3 times, Main Hand Weapon 

60 ! Dork Iron Oestroyer Bind On Pickup 42.7 Physicol 71 - 134 2.4 · 6 39e 734J 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +6, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Frostbite RindOnAcquire 42.6 Physicol80-l50 
60 i Zulion Hocker Bind On Pickup 4 2.7 Physical 71 - 134 

PROPERTIES: Increased Axes +2 

60 Windreoper Bind On Acquire 39.3 Physicol 63- 118 

PROPERTIES: lnAicls Nature damage every 2 sec for 20 sec 

PROPERTIES: Hurls a fiery boll !hot causes 155 to 197 Fire damage and on additionol 24 damage over 6 sec 

44 Kong the Decapitator Bind On Pickup 47.4 Physicol 136-205 3.6 4 4Se 8o• 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them ta bleed for 560 damage over 30 sec 

55 Brain Hocker Bind On Pickup 56.7 Physicol 95-143 2.1 90e 64fl 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 200 to 300 domage and lowers Intellect of target by 25 for 30 sec 

58 i Treont'sBone Bind On Acquire 59.4 Physicol 128- 193 2.7 9 67e 489 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 2% 

60 OorkEd;~[;;;nity Bind0nAc~d}££liicol 242-364 3.5 I 26 

PROPlRmS: Disorients the target, cousing it to wonder aimlessly for up to 3 sec 

Equipment 

Armor 



3.4 18 se 12e 

PROPERTIES: Delivers a fatal wound far 240 damage 

60 
Grand Marshal's Bind On Acquire 77.4 Physicol 235-353 3.8 5 721J 27fJ 
Sunderer 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

60 
High Warlord's 

Bind On Acquire 77.4 Physical 235-353 3.8 74f) 489 
Battle Axe 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l % 

60 
Neretzek, The Blood Bind On Acquire 68.2 Physical 202-303 3.7 14 71 f) 80e 
Drinker 

PROPERTIES: Steals 14 l to 163 life fram target enemy 

60 Nightlall Bind On Pickup 67 Physical 187-282 3.5 12 91 e n e 

PROPERTIES: Spell damage token by target increased by 15% far 5 sec 

Bind On Acquire 81.8 Physical 235- 354 3.6 24 154' 209 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 2% 

60 Spinal Reaper Bind On Acquire 74.7 Physical 203-305 I 3.4 I 17 904' 67fJ r 
PROPERTIES: Restores 150 mona or 20 rage when you kill a target that gives experience; this effect cannat occur more than 
once every l 0 seconds, +34 Attock Power 

---·-----------,_~ 

.~~ 
\ I • : I I I 1 .. I ' I • I • 

15 Boohn's Fong Bind On Pickup 17.6 Physical 35-53 2.5 20f) 84. 

' 15 Prospector Axe Bind On Pickup 17.5 Physical 33-5 l 2.4 22ese 

' Physical 52-78, 
18 Night Reaver Bind On Pickup 19.7 3.3 ; 30. 66 . 

r Shodowl- 5 i 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 60 to 90 Shadow damage . 
I 3Df) 79e ' 18 Taskmaster Axe Bind On Acquire 19.6 Physical 42-64 2.7 

j 20 The Axe of Severing Bind On Acquire 21 Physical 50-7 6 3 I 42f) l3 . 

21 Killmoim Bind On Pickup 217 Physical 55-84 3.2 47f) 7l • 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for l 00 damage over 30 sec 

23 
Supercharger Bottle 

Bind On Pickup 23 Physical 51-78 2.8 54e 83e Axe 
! PROPERTIES: Blasts a target far 80 to l 00 Nature damage 

\ 27 Bloodspiller Bind On Pickup 26.7 Physical 57- 87 2.7 78e 74e 

, PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed far 130 damage over 30 sec 

) 28 Burning War Axe Bind On Pickup 27.7 Physical 73-110 3.3 I 87f) 56e 

! PROPERTIES: Hurls o fiery boll that causes 86 to l l D fire damage and on odditionol l 8 damage over 6 sec 
·-

'" 29 Corpsemoker Bind On Acquire 28.9 Physical 88-132 3.8 99f) 30. 
' Thennaplugg's 
\ 32 

left Arm 
Bind On Acquire 32.6 Physical 70-106 2.7 1 35. 609 

-
34 Manslayer Bind On Pickup 34.5 Physical 88- 133 3.2 l 5Be 75• 

PROPERTIES: +38 Attock Power 

3S Hellsloyer Bottle Axe Bind On Pickup 34.5 Physical 82-124 2.9 i l 7U!J 9(J 
PROPERTIES: +66 Attack Power when fighting Undead 

3S Obsidian Cleaver Bind On Pickup 3S.6 Physical 94- 141 3.3 i 1 ) 68 , 959 

37 Ravager Bind On Acquire 37.3 Physical 104-J.57 3.5 '1 89!/; 23. 

PROPERTIES: You ottock all nearby enemies for 9 sec causing weapon damage plus on additianol S every 3 sec 

~} 39 Pendulum of Doom Bind On Pickup 38. 9 Physical 124-187 4 2 l4!t89. 
PROPERTIES: Delivers o fatal wound for 2SO to 3SO damage 

l 
40 Banebiter Bind On Acquire 38.8 Physical 105-159 3.4 2 34. 769 

t 40 Whirlwind Axe Bind On Acquire 35.6 Physical l02-1S4 3.6 1 67!/; 66. 

43 Executioner's Cleover Bind On Pickup 41.B Physical 127-191 3.8 3 19!!; 67. 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to hit by 1 % 

44 The Minotaur Bind On Pickup 42.7 Physical l 09-164 3.2 3 40!/; 67 . 

48 Gotorbite Axe Bind On Acquire 45.8 Physical 117-176 3.2 4 29!!; Sl e 
PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for 230 damage over 30 sec 

49 Bleokwood Hew Bind On Pickup 46.5 Physical 100-l S l 2.7 4 h 1. S4e 

, PROPERTIES: Enemy is inflicted with the Bleakwood Curse thot reduces their mogic resistances by 2S.Con be opplied up to 
t1 3 times 

51 
Angerforge's Bottle Bind On Acquire 48.l Physical l 00- 150 2.6 88 . 82!!; 
Axe 

51 
Lord Alexander's 

Bind On Pickup 48.1 Physical 123-lBS 3.2 96. 40. 
Battle Axe ! 

52 Dark Iron Sunderer Bind On Pickup i 48.8 Physicol 10 l-153 2.6 l2!!;2S9 

PROPERTIES: Reduces targets armor by 300 for 20 sec 

53 The Nicker Bind On Acquire 49.8 Physical 159- 239 49!/; 24 fJ 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target far 50 to l SO damage and deals on additional 6 damage every 1 sec for 25 sec 

53 Woveslicer Bind On Acquire 49.7 Physica~l 23-185 . 3. l 5 51 !/; 89e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

54 Dreadfarge Retoliator Bind On Acquire 50.5 Physical 149- 225 3.7 81 e 38 
PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to porry on attack by 1%, Improves your chance to get o critical srrike by 1%, +30 
Attack Power 

57 Gravestone War Axe Bind On Acquire 53.1 Physicol l 44-217 3.4 

PROPERTIES: Diseases target enemy for 55 Nature damage every 3 sec for 15 sec 

57 MaliciousAxe BindOnAcquire ' 52.9 Physicol131 - l97 3.1 78!!; 44 fJ 

PROPERTIES: +26 Attack Power 

SB Arcanite Reaper Bind On Pickup 53.8 Physical l S3- 256 3.8 30. 36. 

PROPERTIES: +62 Attack Power 

60 Gri'lek's Carver Bind On Acquire 58.5 Physicol 182- 274 3.9 -·-----
PROPERTIES: + l l 7 Attack Power when fighting Dragonkin 

60 ZulianStoneAxe BindOnAcquire 58.6 Physical 131- 197 2.8 

PROPERTIES: +44 Attock Power, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

BOWS 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your ranged target with o Searing Arrow for l B to 2 6 Fire damage 

48 Hurricane Bind On Pickup 30.3 Physical 3~-63 1.6 20. 32. 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your target with o Frost Arrow for 31 to 45 Frost damage 

60 Bow of Tout Sinew Bind On Acquire ! 38.6 Physical 59-1 l l 2.2 6S!/;70. 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +8, +22 Attack Power 

60 
Grand Marshal's 

Bind On Acquire 46.l Physical 66-100 1.8 3 47!!; 31 • Bullseye 

PROPERTIES: +36 ranged Attack Power 

60 Heartstriker Bind On Acquire 44 Physical 80-14 9 2.6 10 46!!;9. 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attock Power 

60 
High Warlord's 

Bind On Acquire 
I 

Physical 66-100 1.8 3 49. 97 . Recurve i 46.1 
I 

PROPERTIES: +36 ranged Attock Power 

60 Huhuran's Stinger Bind On Acq_~re_ 46.3 Physicol 87-163 2.7 ll 49. 21 • 
-~--

60 Mandokir's Sting Bind On Acquke f 37.5 Phy~cal 68-127 2.6 I 6 491'72 

60 
Rhok' delor, longbow 

Bind On Acquire 44 Physicol 89-166 2.9 of the Ancient Keepers 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance lo gel o critical strike by 1%, + 17 ranged Attack Power 

60 Soulstring Bind On Acquire 50.9 Physical 103- 192 2.9 15 75 . 20• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a criticol stiike by l %, + 16 Attack Power 

60 Striker's Mark Bind On Acquire 39.6 Physicol 69-129 2.5 57. 468 

PROPERTIES: +22 Anock Power, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

~ 

18 Ourrider's Bow Bind On Acquire l l.7 Physicol l 9-37 2.4 rn•25e 
18 Outrunner's Bow Bind On Acquire 1 l.7 Physicol 19- 37 2.4 18~25• 

20 Ronger Bow Bind On Pickup 12.6 Physicol 23-45 2.7 24. 21 • 
27 Horpyclaw Short Bow Bind On Pickup 16.1 Physical 20- 38 18 47.65. 
27 Nightstolker Bow Bind On Acquire 16.2 Physicol 19-36 1.7 5oe 86e 
28 Ourrider's Bow Bind On Acquire 16.7 Physicol 28-52 2.4 51\, 32• 

~ 



Bind On Acquire I 22.7 Physicol 38-71 

38 1 Outrunners Bow Bind On Acquire 22.7 Physicol 38-71 2.4 

4 2 Needle Threoder Bind On Pickup ! 2 4.5 Fhysical 34-64 2 
42 Stinging Bow Bind On Picku~ j 24~S-- Physical 36-·-6-7--+--2-. l-+-l 't_ 72_8_4_9-. ---i 

PROPERTIES: + 14 Attack Power 

48 Houndmoster's Bow Bind On Acquire _j_ 27.2 Physical 34-_6_4 -~-1._8 ~2_._4_4•_· _3_3§_~ 

!!OPERTIES: Attack Power increased by 24 when fighting Beasts 

48 Outrider's Bow Bind On Acquire 1 27.5 Physicol 46-86 

48 t Outrunner's Bow Bind On Acquire 1 27,5 Physicol 46-86 

50 
Gryphonwing long 
Bow 

Bind On Pickup j 28.3 Physical 53-100 
i 

2.4 2"J 41817e 

2.4 i 2 41!~17• 

51 Verdant Keeper's Aim Bind On Acqutre 27.3 Physicol 53-100 2.8 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your ranged target with Keeper's Sting far 15 to 21 Nature damage 

53 i Satyls Bow Bind On Acquire I 29.8 Physical 50-93 2.4 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 
54 Ripho-ok--·---,-B-ind-0-nA-cq-ui-re~f-30-.2~j-Ph_vy___ic(l_-14-i_--__ -87 _________ _; 

PROPERTIES: +22 Attack Power 

5sTii;p Sl!ike Bow Bind On Acquire I 30.7 Physicol 58-108 
SS Screeching Bow Bind On Acq~;~§:7-·· P~;~00:.·}_-_-l_--1---+-------' 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ 10 

Bind On Acquire i 31.3 Physicol61-114 

56 Molgen's long BG_l'.I__ J!i.i:d On kquire i 3 __ 1_.2.....L__Ph:....ysi_rn_l 6.:..3-_11_8_· _...L...cc.:......i..:........:.::..:::...:.:..:~
PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

58 Eaglehom long Bow ·Bind On Pickup / 32.2 Physicol 40-76 

58 Outrider's Bow Bind On Acquire I 32.3 I Physicol 54-101 

58 Outrunner's Bow Bind On Acquire i 32.3 Physirnl 54-101 

60 , Hoodoo Hunting Bow Bind On Acquire 35 Physical 68-128 

60 Gorewoad Baw Bind-On Acquire : 3L8 Physirnl 55-104 

CROSSBOWS 

60 I Crossbow of l B' dO A . 
Imminent Ooom I m n rqurre 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

• 60 I Grond Marshal's , Bind On Acquire 
; Repenter i 

1 PRO PERTIES: +36 ranged Attack Power 

1
60 

High Warlord's 
, Crossbow 

j' 

Bind On Acquire 

PROPERTIES: +36 ranged Attack Power 

41.6 ! Physical 103-155 
l 

46.4 Physicol 107-162 

46.4 j Physical 107-162 

60 Nerubian Slavemoket TB;;;do;"A;;t~;- 57.2 I Physicol 128-238 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power, Improves your chance ta get o critical strike by 1% 

Bind OnAcquire 41 I Physicul lOl-153 
' 

Physical 34-51 

Bind On Pickup 25.2 Physicol 52-79 

! 3.1 

2.9 

I 2.9 

2.6 ie 18en• 

PROPERTIES: Chance ta strike your ranged target with o Shadowbalt for 13 ta 19 Shadow damage 

54 I Blockcrow BindOnAcquire 30.3 I Physical77-117 3.2 3~ 601)558 
PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1 % 

56 
i Carapace Spine 

Crossbow 
Bind On Acquire 31.2 Physical 82-124 

--·--·---·-r------t--+-------+----+-------< 
57 ~ Stoneshotter Bind On Acquire 31.7 , Physicol 73-ll l 

·--'---'-----'----''---'-.::::.~----1 
PROPERTIES: Increased Crossbows +4 

.6.0 ! Bloodseeker Bind On Acquire j 32.3 ' ~hysi~~5.:::1?8_ 3.3 41•71 fl 

60 
1 Fohrad's Reloading ·-+---+---~---'-'--~ 

Repeater Bind On Acquire 33.3 Physical 85-128 3.2 4'8i57fl28§ 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta hit by 1 % 

DAGGERS 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 95 ta 121 damage 

48 l Shadowblade Bind On Pickup 38.9 Physical 38-71 l.4 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bait at the enemy causing 110 ta 140 Shadow damage 

58 ! Alcor'sSunmzor ! Bind On Pickup 45.4 Physicol41-77 l.3 87§72• 
PRO PERTIES: fire Resist+lO, Blasts a ta rgetfar 75ta105 Fire damage 

SB!Felstriker BindOnACQuire j 45.6 iPhysica154-101 1.7 S6fF24fl 

PROPERTIES: All attacks are guaranteed ta land and will be critical strikes far the next 3 sec 

60 BlarkAmnesty Bind On Pickup ' 47.8 Physicol 53-100 1.6 28tt9.69 

PROPERTIES: Reduce your th reat ta the current target making them less likely ta attack you 

60 IBlessedQiraiiPugio 1 BindOnAcquire 60.6 ! Pbysicol72-134 . 1.7 l~ 5Z~47• 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 %, Improves your chance to hit by l %, + 18 Attack Power 

60 Clawo!Chromaggus BindOnAcquire 58.3 Physico/61-114 1.5 15 21€>H§ 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 64, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Core Hound Tooth I Bind On Acquire 51.3 i Physicol57-107 1.6 10 9211751{1; 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a criticul strike by 1%, +20 Attack Power 

60 I Oaggero!Veiled BindOn~cquire rr1 51.7 Physico/65-121 
I Shadows 

1.8 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 f Death's Sting l Bind Oti Acquire I 6H j Physicol 95~144 
, PROPERTIES: +38 Attack Power, Increased Daggers +3 

60 .. Hig~Woriord'fRoioi •Bind On.ACQIJire 59.S Physical 95-Hi 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critica l strike by 1%, +28 Attack Power 

Armor 



73.1 Physical 105-158 1.8 l 26'. 51 ~85 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, Improves your ch once to hit by l ~-·----< 

~- :n:unspoken BindOnAcQuire i si.1 J l'hyska1s4-101 ~f 
PROPERTIES: lncr~oses domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 59 

6oM;"~~f;g~ BindOnAcquire 65.s Pii-;ffl-14! l 1.s ]~_93~92 
PROPERTIES: +36 Attack Power, Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Midnightlloze BindOnAcquirs 62.8 Physkol90-l36 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to BS 

60 Mindfong Bind On Acquire 47.4 Physkal 56-105 I 1.7 l 8 _ S6• 53 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 30, Improves your chance ta get a 
critical strike with spells by l %. Armor 40 

hO Perdilion'sBlode BindOnAcQuire 58.3 Physicol 73-r37 1.8 14\, 87. 14 

60 ~=e~iliciol ~OnAcquite j 48.2 /~ilal 64-.~\1~9--'--1.~9'-'--~~~~--; 
PROPERTIE~~ +_2_0 A_tto_ck~Pa.:,.we:;.r ~~=~....,..,,~-,·-~-~ 
60 Sogedaw rnnd On Acquirs 47.4 l'hysicol 56-lOS 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Improves your chance ta get a 
. critical strike with spells by 1 %. Armor 40 

60 Shndowsony's Bind On Acquire 57.4 Physicof 68-127 
Sorrow 

1.7 ! 14 n-f/;69 
l 

60 The Lobotomizer Bind On Acquire 47.2 Physicol S9-ll1 l.8 25 13~ 23• 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target far 200 to 300 damage and lowers Intellect of target by 25 far 30 sec 

49 
Blade afEtemal 
Darkness Bind On Acquire 39.3 Physicol 41-77 1.5 4 67§ 96. 

PROPERTIES: Chance on landing o da maging spell ta deol l 00 Shadow damage and restore l 00 mono to you, Main Hand 
Weapon 

60 fongofKorialstrosz BindOnAcquire S7.S Physicol72-135 L~~ 2se s• 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 121, Main Hand Weapon -------

60 Fong of Venoxis Bind On Acquire 47.3 Physical 43-80 l.3 8 18f) 9Se 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 24, Restores 6 mono per S sec, 
Moin Hand Weapon 

I 60 Sorcerous Oogger Bind On Acquire 47.1 Physicol 46-86 1.4 8 S6~4S• 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20, Main Hand Weapon 

18 1.
6 B~r· l.7 24. 33. 

18 Sentinel's Blade Bind On Acquire lS.3 Physicol l 8-34 l.7 264!) 10. 

19 Assassin's Blade Bind On Pickup 15.5 Physical 20-39 l.9 29. 74. __ 
20 Blackfang Bind On Pickup 16.3 Physicol 17-32 l.S 33 <!!> 86. 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +S 
------ --· ~··--·-----

20 Doomspike Bind On Pickup 16.3 Physical 17-32 1.5 32• 29• 

Blackvenom Blade Bind On Pickup 16.7 
Physical 21-39, 

l.8 35. 949 
I Shadow 1-7 ---- - -

PROPERTIES: Poisons target for S Nature damage every 3 sec far 15 sec 

• 21 Bind On Acquire 16.7 Physicol 21-39 l.8 sse 52e 
-~----

2 38. Bind ~n Pickup 16.8 Physicol 23- 44 ______ ......................... _____ 
Bind On Acquire 17.7 Physicol 16-30 1.3 46f) 65. 

PROPE~isons target fo! 4 Nature dom_ll~e eve!X 2 sec !~:_e_c _ _ 
24 Meteor Shard Bind On Acquire 18.3 Physicol 23-43 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 3S Fire damage 

26 Vendetto BindOnMup 19.2 Physical 17-33 1.3 57 . 6S• 

27 Claw of the Bind On Pickup 20.5 Physical 27-51 1.9 67. 31 . Shodowmoncer 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt ot the enemy causing 35 Shadow damage 

27 Toxic Revenger Bind On Acquire 20.5 Physicol 27- 51 -J.9 f65~92i--· 

' 

-

PROPERTlfS: Deals 5 Nature damage ~very S sec to any ene111y in on 8 yard radius or~d the coster f~.!2._:_ec _ _ ~ 

"' .. . : , ~UP~Oliiiii. ....... "i -~ Physical25-47 l.7 

. " 
69 . 69• 

~--i------.....-1.-.· . > " 

28 Sentinel's Blade Bind On Acquire I 2 l.2 Physicol 2'5-47 L7 709 74• 

30 Scorn's Focal Dagger Bind On Acquire I 22. 9 Physical 22-42 1.4 264' 654' 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 9 

JQ_ Swinetusk Shonk -~g~ Acquire I 23 Physicol 2 4-4 5 l.S 88. 66. 

31 Howling Blade Bind On Pickup 1 23.9 Physicol 23-44 1.4 949 66. 

PROPERTIES: Reduces target's attack power by 30 for 30 sec 

31 Stonevoult Shiv Bind On Pickup -f =HPhysicol 2S-47 l.S 9lf) 899 

32 Sliverblade Bind On Pickup 2S Physicol 24-46 1.4 1 ~ 

PROPERTIES: Blasts o target for 4S Frost dnmoge 

34 Hypnotic Blade Bind On Acquire i 26.8 Physicol 26-49 1.4 38. 35• 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 9 

34 The Ziggler Bind On Pickup I 26.5 Physical 31-59 l.7 1 ~ 244' 72• 

PROPERTIES: Blasts o target for 10 to 20 Nature domoge 

38 Scours Blade Bind On Acquire 1 29.1 Physicol 34-65 1.7 i• m ' s8• 
38 Sentinel's Blade Bind On Acquire -j 29. l Physical 34-65 l.7 l 63f) 76f) 

39 Coldrage Dagger Bind On Acquire I 29 .7 Physical 31-58 l.S 1 ~ 7 1 •93• 

PRO PERTIES: Launches a bolt of frost at the enemy causing 20 to 30 frost damage ond slowing movement speed by 50% 
for S sec 

40 Block Menace Bind On Acquire I 29.7 Physical 31-58 l.5 1,. 7S. 22. 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy cousing 30 Shadow damage 

~?-~~~-~ind On Pickup 1 31.6 Physical 3S- 66 1.6 2 ) 27 f) 38f) 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target cousing them to bleed for 80 damage over 30 sec 

42 Widowmoker Bind On Pickup 1 31.6 Physical 42-78 1.9 2"lf 24 · 79· 

-~!:~lthblod_e _ _ _J Bin~-~n Pickup __ ] 32. 9 Physicol 32-60 1.4 2 73. 66. 

PROPERTIES: Reduces threat level on oil enemies by o small amount far l 0 sec 

4S Satyr's Losh Bind On Acquire I 33.2 Physical 39-7 4 1.7 2 87 . 8Sf) 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt ot the enemy causing 55 to 85 Shadow damage 

46 Searing Needle Bind On Pickup i 33.9 Physical 42-80 l.8 2 88. 83f) 

PRO PERTIES: Blasts o ta rget far 60 Fire damage and increases damage done to target by Fire domoge by 10 for 30 sec 

48 Scout's Blade Bind On Acquire ! 3S Physicol 41-78 1.7 3 49. 824J . 
'--- '----

Bind On Acquire ! 3~· 29f) 96. 48 Sentinel's Blade 3S Physicol 4 l-78 1.7 

49 Hoakfang Shanker Bind On Acquire I 35.7 Physical 35-65 1.4 3 S4f) 51 • 

PROPERTIES: Corrosive acid that deals 7 Nature damage every 3 second lowers target's armor by SO far 30 sec 

49 Chorstorre Dirk Bind 0-n Acqu~;13·5:91Physical 40-75 1.6 3 54f) 83e 

PROPERTIES: Restores 2 mona per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

50 Julie's Oagger 
---,--· 

Bind On Pickup I 36.S Physical 33-62 1.3 3 61 . 57f) 

PROPERTIES: Heals wielder of 78 damage over 12 sec 

SO l Borman Shanker Bind On Acquire I 36.5 Physical 5 l-9S 2 3 94. ll f) 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target musing them to bleed for l 00 damage over 30 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

51 I Oire Nail I Bind On Acquire I 36.7 Physical 38-72 1.5 I 4 4&27• 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +S 

r 
~S? I Blood-etched Blade I Bind On Acquire I 37:~~ysicol 39-7 4 1.5 I 4 34f) 91 • 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells ond effects by up to 6 

l.?_2J_Flri~~n ___ ,~~~~L~2J Physicol 47-88 1.8 i 4 3811178• 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge done by Fire spells ond effects by up to 17 

52 f The Shodowfoat 
Stabbei I Bind On Pickup J 37.5 Physical 47-88 I ~ 8 14 42• 10• 

PROPERTIES:+ 18 Attack Power 

52 I Glacial Spike l Bind On Acquire I 34.6 I Physicol 31-59 I 1.s 1 s 681 51 . 
PROPERTIES: Your Frostbolt spells hove o 6% chance to restore SO mona when cost 

53 l Lifeforce Dirk I Bind On Acquire I 3S.9 I Physfcal 40-15 I t6 Is 53t' 15f) 

5S 1 Crystal Tipped Stiletto \ Bind On Acquire \ 39.5 I Physical 52-98 I l.9 I u 74f) 4se 

PROPERTIES: +24 Attack Power 

55 I Kens of Zul'Serak \ Bind On Acquire I 39.4 \ Physicol 49-93 I l.8 I SJ 11 4)99f) 

PROPERTIES: Inflicts numbing pain that deals l 0 Nature damage every 2 sec and increases time between target's attacks 
by 10%far 10 sec 

56 1 Fang of the Crystal 
Spider I Bind On Acquire 1 40.3 1 Physicol 45-84 l L6 J s 33. 889 

PROPERTIES: Slows target enemy's costing speed and increases the time between melee ond mnged attacks by l 0% for 
10 sec 

ts6JF;ightalon -is~d On Acquire i 40T PhysicolS9- 73 I 1.4 Is. 24e 22e 
PROPERTIES: lowers all attributes of target by l 0 for 1 min 



57 Specter's Blade Bind On Acquire 40.8 Physical 51-96 1.8 40• 72• 

PROPERTIES: +45 Attock Power when fighting Undead 

57 Witchblode Bind On Acquire 40.6 Physicol 45-85 1.6 36e 12e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

57 
Blade of the New 

Bind On Acquire 40.7 Physical 40-7 4 1.4 67i!!)l 6. 
Moan 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells ond effects by up to 19, Main Hand Weapon 

57 lorespinner Bind On Acquire 37.7 Physicol 45-68 1.5 4 6e 9se 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

57 Distracting Dagger Bind On Acquire 40.8 Physicol 42-64 1.3 . 67• 10• 

PROPERTIES: Increased Daggers +6, Ott Hand Weapon 

58 Gift of the Elven Magi Bind On Acquire 41.3 Physicol 43-81 

SB Heortseeker Bind On Pickup 41.5 Physicol 49-92 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 % 

58 Scarlet Klis Bind On Pickup 41.3 Physi:~-~3-__ 8_1 __ ,1 1.5 

58 Scout's Blade Bind On Acquire 41.5 Physicol 49-92 1.7 

58 Sentinel's Blo<le Bind On Acquire 41.5 Physical 49-92 1.7 

58 finkle's Skinner Bind On Acquire 41.2 Physical 37-70 1.3 79. 91 . 

PROPERTIES: Skinning + 10, +45 Attack Power when fighting Beasts, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Electrified Dagger Bind On Acquire 4 ~- Physical 53-100 1.8 331) 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 45 Nature da mage 

60 Glacial Blade Bind On Acquire 42.5 Physicol 53-100 1.8 64) 30. 65. 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 45 Frost damage 

60 Danowspike Bind On Acquire 41.3 Physical 43-81 1.5 5 78· 6· 
PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 90 Frost damage 

1.8 49f/ 76e 60 
The Thunderwoad 

Bind On Acquire 42.5 Physical 53-:-100 
Poker 

60 Dmk Whisper Blade Bind On Pickup 42.5 Physical 41-78 1.4 s•s1 e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 19, Main Hand Weapon 

60 The lost Kris of Zedd Bind On Pickup 45 Physirnl 47-88 1.5 7 511173• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 14, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Wushooloy'sPaker BindOnAcquire 45 PhysicalS0-94 1.6 7 35fl 6Se 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 31, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Shivsprocket's Shiv Bind On Acquire 42.7 Physkal 44-84 1.5 6 54~469 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects__!iy up to 13, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Verimonde'slast Bind On Acquire ~3.2 Physical 42-79 1.4 6 45f; 12e 
Resort 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Main Hand Weapon 

FIST 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Main Hand Weapon 

60 . EskhondOr's Right Bind On Acquire 
Clow 

PROPERTIES: Increases your attack speed by 30% far 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Grand Marshal's Right B" d O A . 
Hand Blade m n <quire 

f---'--~---'----~-- -·· ... ---~..:.:......:..........___._~----

59.5 Physical 138-207 2.9 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 %, +28 Attack Power, Main Hand Weapon 

60 ~::wanord'sRight BindOnAcquire 59.5 Physicol 138-207 2.9 4 9S~ l6• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a cfiticol strike by_!!', +28 Attac~~er, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Sitrthid daw Bind On Acquire 57.5 Physicol 64-120 l.b 14 11 ~69• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 %, +30 -~~~Power, Main Hand Weapon 

PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Arlokk's Grasp Bind On Acquire 47 Physicol 49-92 1.S ; 8 40• 70• 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bait at the enemy causing 55 to BS Shadow damage, Off Hand WeaP.on 

60 
Claw of the frost 
Wyrm 

Bind On Acquire 71.7 Physical 7 5-140 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Improves your chance to hit by 1%, +22 Attack Power, 
Off Hand Weapon 

60 Eskhandar'sleftClaw BindOnAcquire 48 PhysicolS0-94 1.5 . 9 5f; 76(j 

PROPERTIES: Slaws enemy's movement by 60% and causes them ta bleed for 150 damage over 30 sec, Off Hand Weapon 

60 ~~~~ B~~:hal's left Bind On Acquire 59.5 Physicol 138-207 2.9 '5 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +28 Attack Power, Off Hand Weapon 

60 ~~:Warlord's left Bind On Acquire 59.5 Physical l 38-207 2.9 2 4' l 5e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, +28 Attack Power, Off Hand Weapon 

PROPERTIES: Pummel the target for 4 damage and interrupt the spell being cost for 5 sec 

46 , Vilerend Slicer Bind On Pickup 33.9 Physical 33-62 1.4 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 75 damage, Main Hand Weapon 

47 Clow of Celebros Bind On Acquire 34.4 Physical 43-Bl l.B 

PROPERTIES: Poisons target for 9 Nature damage every 2 sec for 20 sec, Off Hand Weapon 

51 Blaodftst Bind On Acquire 36.7 Physical 38- 72 1.5 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 20 damage 

54 Gargoyle Shredder Bind On Acquire 38.9 Physicol 49-91 
Talons 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for 110 damage aver 30 sec, Off Hand Weapon 

SS Hurd Smasher Bind On Acquire 39.4 Physical 49-93 LB 84'Sl e 
PROPERTIES: Knacks target silly for 2 sec 

55 Blood Tolan Bind On Acquire 39.2 Physicol 35-67 1.3 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them ta bleed for 100 damage aver 30 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

56 ~i;:~e~ack Bind On Acquire 40.2 Physical 73-136 2.6 5 47e 93e 

PROPERTIES: + 10 Attock Power, Main Hand Weapon 

56 lefty's Bross Knuckle Bind On Acquire 40 Physical 42-78 

GUNS 

53 
Oworven Hand 
Cannon 

BimiOn!'Jckup 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your ranged target with a Flaming Cannonball far 33 to 49 Fire damage 

60 Blostershot launcher Bind On Acquire 40.2 l Physkol 73-13 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 1 % 

60 Blessed Qiraji Muske! 1 Bind-On Acquke 47.3 

PROPERTIES: +31 ranged Attack Power 

. 60 . Core Marksman Rifle ~ind On Pickup.... 3,_6~.8~~-'---'-· 
PROPERTIES: +22 ranged Attock Power, Improves your chance to hit by 1% 

60 O(rogonbreoth Hand I Bind On Acquire 43. 9 
1 

Physicol 86-160 
annon 

2.8 l(f, 

60 (Grand Marshal's Hand Bind On Acquire 46 4 Ph · 1107 162 annon · · ysica -

PROP[R]IES: +36 ronged Attack Power 

Armor 



60 I 
5
High Wmlord's Street Bind On Acquire 46.4 Physical 107-162 2.9 I 3 661;-·2· 

, weeper~~-1----.~-'----'---------'--=-.i 
PROPERTIES: +36 ranged Altack Power 

60 i lorvoe of the Great Bind On Acquire 49.2 Physicol l 03-1 92 
I Worm 

P~OPERTIES: Improves yourchance ta get o critical strike by l %, + 18 ~ttock Po~er 

60 Toxin Injector Bind On Acquire 49 Physical 68- 128 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power 

60 i The Punfier Bind On Acquire 33.8 Physical 71-1 32 

PRO PERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

Bind-On Pickup 13.3 Physicol 21-40 2.3 30@.120@> 

24 i H!·tech Superg~ Bind On Pickup 14.3 Physical 23-43 

28 Chesterfoll Musket Bind On Pickup 16.5 I Physicol 26-50 

2.3 36. 32. 

2.3 sse 14e 

29 lronweover Bind On Pickup 17.3 Physical 31-59 2.6 sa~ 14e 

Bind On Acquire 17.9 Physical 36-68 2.9 66 ~Jrne 

Bind On Pickup 22.3 Physical 43-82 2.8 15. 32. 

Bind On Pickup 22.8 Physical 46- 86 2.9 3oe s2e 

42 Galgann's fireblaster Bind On Acquire 24.6 Physical 44-84 2.6 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your ranged target with o Fire Blast for 12 to 18 Fire domage 

45 1 Guttbuster Bind On Pickup 26. l Physical 49-92 2.7 

Bind On Acquire 27.4 Physicol 44- 82 2.3 4Se 27fl 

PROPERTIES: Attack Power increased by 24 when lighting Beasts 

48 , Megosbot Rifle Bind On Acquire 27.4 Physical 32- 61 ___ _.~l._7 _,__6_4e_2_5fl _ __, 

PROPERTIES: Arcane Resist +5, + 19 ranged Attack Power 

51 Burstshot Harquebus Bind On Acquire 28.8 Physical 52-98 2.6 

PROPERTIES: + l 0 Attack Power 
--r 

53 J Shell launcher 
i Shotgun 

Bind On Pickup 29.8 Physical 48-89 2.3 

PROPERTIES: Chance to strike your ranged target with a flaming Shell far 18 to 26 Fire damage 

56 
I flawless Arcanite 
r Rifle Bind On Pickup 31.2 Physical 65-122 

PROPERTIES: Increased Guns +4, +10 ranged Attack Power 

3 47· 4· 

2.9 3 84~ 439 

PROPERTIES: +8 Attack Power 

57 Xorolfiian firestick Bind On Acquire .~3_1._7 ~Ph~ys_ica_l 5_7-~l_OB~~~-2._6~-· .3_1_. _2_9fl _ _, 
PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +6 

: 60 Crystal Slugthrower Bin~ On Pickup 33.4 Physical 65-122 

, PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power i 
60 I ~~~~;~e~uskecl Bind On Pickup 35 Physicol68- l28 I 2.s j s 25. 229 --1 
'---'------~~---~-~--·~-~~--·~-~--_____J 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5, Main Hand Weapon, Armor l 00 

40 ! Hammer of Expertise Bind On Acquire 36.9 Physical 54-101 2.1 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

PROPERTIES: launches a bolt of frost ot the enemy causing 20 to 30 frost damage and slowing movement speed by 50% 
far 5 sec, Main Hood Weapon 

55 lronfae BindOnAcquire 43.5 Physicol73-136 2.4 6 30. 86· --i 

PROPERTIES: Grants 2 extra attacks on your next swing, Main Hand Weapon 

57 ! Hand a!Edword Bind On Pickup 45 Physical 50-94 
J the Odd 

PROPERTIES: Next spell cast within 4 sec will cost instantly 

58 Persuader Bind On Pickup 45.7 Physical 86-161 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, Main Hand Weapon 

60 ! Empyrean Demolisher Bind On Acquire 48 Physicol94-175 2.8 9 5. 58. 

PROPERTI ES: Increases your attack speed by 20% far 10 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

60 ~~;:~~Infinite Bind On Acquire 51.5 Physicol 97-181 2.7 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up ta 90, Main Hand Weapon 

60 l Hommer of Bestial Bind On Acquire 52.4 Physical 69-130 i l.9 10 93. 27'1 
fury 

PROPERTIES: + 154 Attack Power in Cat, Bear, and Dire Bear forms only, Main Hand Weapon, Armor 90 

60 
j Hammer of the 
i Gathering Storm 

Bind On Acquire 51.5 Physical86-l61 ! 2.4 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 53, Main Hand Weapon 

60 1 Jin'do's Hexxer Bind On Acquire 47.9 Physicol 80-150 2.4 8 82• 92• 

PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spel ls and effects by up to 51 , Improves your chance to get a critical strike with 
spells by l %, Main Hand Weapon 

60 lak'amir ii Romathis Bind On Acquire 62.9 Physical 92-172 2.1 18 l fP 16• 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 84, Moin Hand Weapon 

60 l MaceofUnending BindOnAcquire 51.5 Physical93-l75 i 2.6 
! life 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 40, + 140 Attack Power in Cat, 
Bear, and Dire Bear forms only, Main Hand Weapon 

60 i Scepter of the Folse Bind On Acquire 66.4 Physicol83-156 i l.8 22 431;99• 
! Prophet ·--~---~-~-------~--~------; 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 187, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Spineshotter Bind On Acquire 54.4 Physicol 99-184 2.6 12 884' 254' 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5, Main Hand Weopan 

60 ! Stinger of Ayomiss Bind On Acquire 50.6 Physical 85-158 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get o critical srrike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 36, Main Hand Weapon 

60 
Anubisath 
Worhammer Bind On Acquire 52.5 Physical 66-1 23 

PROPERTIES: Increased Maces +4, +32 Attack Power 

60 ' Aurasrone Hommer Bind On Acquire 50.6 Physicol 95-178 2.7 10 21 \t 789 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 25 

60 Blessed Qiroji War Bind On Acquire 60.7 Physicol 89-166 
Hommer 

PROPERTIES: +280 Attack Power in Cat, Bear, and Dire Bear forms only, Increased Defense +8, Armor 70 

60 j EbanHo~ 8indOnPickup 51.6 Physical90-l68 I 2.5 i 10 ,36e s9e 

PROPERTI ES: fire Resist +7, Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 125 to 275 Shadow damage ~ 
Grand Marshal's ... j~ 60 Punisher Bind On Acquire 59.5 Physical 138-207 2.9 4 96e B4e 

---·-- ·----· 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by l %, +28 Attack Power , 

60 I ~~~!:~:~al's Bind On Acquire 59.5 Physicol 138-207 2.9 56~ ne 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 134, Res!ores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 I Hammer of the 
t Twisting Nether Bind On Acquire 73.2 Phyiicol 97-181 1.9 28 4e l8• 



Warlord's Battle l BindOnAcquire 59.5 'Physical138-2G7 Z.9 56.71 9 

PRO PERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 134, Restores 6 mono pe_r_ S_s_ec _____ _, 

60 
High Warlord's - -;--j, 

Bludgeon Bind On Acquire 59.5 j Physicol 138-207 _ 2.9 981\61 9 

~-~OP~~~?~-~~!~_v_e_~~ur,cho_nce!()_g~_()_~·-i tic~ol __ s_t_ri_k_e ~--1 o/c_o_,_+_2 __ s_A __ tt_.o __ c_k ... _Po __ w_e __ r __________ -----' 
60 Misplaced Servo Arm Bind On Acquire 65.4 Physical 2.8 20 31 tl82• 

PROPERTIES: Chance ta discharge electricity causing 100 to 1 SO Nature damage._ta.:...ya_ur~ta-'rg_et~------J 

! 60 ~~~~;~ished -,~~~~uire 53.~i-;~;-;;=; 2.6 12 , 1•429 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1%, +20 Attack Power 

60 The Castigator I Bind On Acquire 65.4 Physical 119-221 2.6 20 77 f)SSfl 
1 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 1 %, Improves your ch once to hit by 1 %, + 16 Attack Power 

00 TheEndofOreoms Bind On Acquire 65.3 I Physico\86-162 ; 1.9 19 794!>46• 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 95, +305 Attack Power in Cat, 
Bear, and Dire Bear farms only, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

i 60 TheWidow'sE~mce I Bind~~:.quire ~~9 Physical83-156___ 1.9 18 91e14f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 161 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt ot the enemy causing 30 Shadow damage, Main Hand Weapon 

19 Stinging Viper Bind On Acquire 15.5 !Physical 30-.-57 2.8 _, 30• ) Bf) 

PROPERTIES: Poisons forget far 7 Nature damage every 3 sec for 15 sec 

I 20 ' Diamond Hammer I Bind On Pickup 16.2 Physical2S:-53 2.5 32.76. 

2.6 40fl28. 22 Crested Scepter Bind On Pickup 17 .1 Physical 31-58 
~~~-----~-~------< 

44.19. 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 
-;~Tii;ctl~ti;gP~~;r--i-6-. d-o-P.-k-~-~-----~--------" 

· Hommer m n IC up 17.5 Physical 24-46 

24 Beozel's Basher Bind On Mup 18.4 Physical 32---60 25 4Be 634t 
PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

, Z6 looming Gavel ' Bind On Pickup 19,8 Physicol 33-62 2.4 s9e ne 
' PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

28 Dreomslayer Bind On Pickup 2L4 , Physical 31-59 2.l 69e 2• 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

30 ' lronspine's Fist Bind On Acquire 22.9 Physicril 33:._72 H - 88f) 36. 
I 

Physical 37-69 ! 2.3 89e 2e 
Physica143.:82---T2.6 9se s9e 

30 Royal Diplomoftc Bind On Acquire 
-- ~~:~~r I 

23 

31 Excavator's Brand Bind On Pickup 24 

PROPERTIES: Hurls a fiery ball !hot causes 40 Fire damage and on odditionol 9 damage over 6 sec 

fiyhtClub . 

37 
Stonevault 
Bonebreoker 

39 
·HanU-ol 
Righteousness 

-~----~--~-----~--~ 
'304 . Physicol 49-91 _. 

31.2 Physirnl 37-69 

PROPERTIES: Disarm target's weapon far l 0 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

43 The Hand of Antu'sul Bind On Acquire 32.2 Physical 61-113 

PROPERTIES: Blasts nearby enemies with thunder increasing the time between their attacks by 11 % for l 0 sec and doing 7 
Nature damage to them. Will affect up lo 4 targets, Main Hand Weapon 

45 Changuk Smasher Bind On Pickup 33.4 Physical 44-83 

48 Banesnopper Bind On Pickup 35.2 Physicol 66-124 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

PROPERTIES: Restores 50 

48 fist of Stone Bind On Acquire 35,3 Physical 44-83 ta ,3 

PROPERTIES: Restores 50 mono, Ma in Hand Weapon 
Armor 

49 Might ofHokkar Bind On Acquire 35.8 Phr.sical 60-1J2 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

49 Viking Warhommer Bind On Pickup 35.8 Physicol 60~112 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

52 Serenity Bind On Pickup 37.5 Physical 52-98 

PROPERTIES: Dispels a magic effect on the current foe, Main Hand Weapon 

PROPERTIES: lncreas~~~e_~~ng done by spells_and effects by up to 31, Main Hand Weapon 

54 Boron Charr's Sceptre Bind On Pickup 38.8 Physicol 70-132 2.6 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target far 35 fire damage, Moin Hand Weapon 

54 Eneryetic Rod Bind On Acquire 38.7 Phrsirnl 71-107 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Main Hand Weapon 

BinclOn1leouire 139.4 Physicol66"-l23 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14, Main Hond Weapon 

55 Bashguuder I Bind8nAcquire 39.4 Physicol49-93 1.8 

PROPERTIES: Punctures target's armor lowering it by 200. Can be applied up to 3 times 

55 Venomspitter Bind On Acquire 39.5 Physicol 52-98 1.9 , 5 

PROPERTIES: Poisons target far 7 Nature damage every 2 sec far 30 sec 

56 Bludstone Hammer Bind On Pltkup 40.2 Phisicol 59-UO 2,l 

PROPERTIES: Main Hand Weapon 

56 
Hommerof 
Revitalization 

J Bind On Acquire 40 Physicol 75-141 2.7 14 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 26, Main Hond Weapon 

56 
Hammer oflhe 

Bind On Acquire 40.2 Physicol ?Q,--131 
Vesper i 

56 
The Cruel Hand of 

Bind On Acquire 40 Physical 50-94 
Timmy 

PROPERTIES: Lowers oil attributes of target by 15 for l min 

56 The Jaw Breaker Bind On Acquire 40.3 Physicol 45- 84 

PROPfRTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike oy l % 

57 
Masterwork 
Stormhommer 

Bind On Pickup 41. 5 Physical 58-108 

PROPERTIES: Blasts up to 3 targets for l 05 to 145 Nature damage, Main Hand Weapon 

57 Bonechill Hommer Bind On Acquire 40.6 Physical 68-127 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target far 90 Frost damage 

57 Hardened Steel Bind On Acquire 40.8 Physical ? 4-138 
Worhammer 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up ta 11 

57 Timeworn Moce I Bind On Acquire 40.7 Physical 62-117 

PROPERTIES: Armor 120 

58 Scepter al the Unholy Bind On Acquire 41.3 Physical 6 9-129 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 19, Main Hand Weapon 
"-" ·--• 

60 Cold forged Hammer 1 Bind On Acquire 41.4 Physicol 72-135 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 



-~ (;r---------- - -····- -

~ ·· 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 37, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Gri'lek's Grinder Bind On Acquire 44.8 Physical 7S-140 2.4 

PROPERTIES: +48 Attack Power when fighting Orogonkin 

60 Sceptre of Smiling Bind On Acquire 42.7 Physical 77-14S 2.6 

PROPERTIES: Increased Maces +2, Blasts the enemy with poison for 6.3_ t_o _93_N_atu_re_d~om~og,_e_~------

60 I Stor~slrike Hommer Bind On Acquire 42.6 Pn;clao-1 SO 2] 

60 ~~l~~~cepter BindOnAcquire 44.B PhysicolBl-152 2.6 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up.to 26, Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

.~-~--------'----'-5- 52f) 89. 
PROPERTIES: Hurls o fiery boll that causes 180 to 220 Fire domoge ond on odditionol 36 domoge over 8-se-c ---

60 Droconic Moul Bind On Acquire 67 Phy~cal 187-282 3.5 13 6f) 38• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical strike by 2% 

60 Eorthshoker Bind On Acquire 62.6 Physical 175-263 

PROPERTIES: Knocks down oil nemby enemies for 3 se<, +22 Attack Power 

60 finkle's lavo Dredger Bind On Acquire 67. l Physical! SS-234 2.9 13 55~H4• 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l S, Restores 9 mono per S sec 

Bind On Acquire 62.6 Physicol 175-263 3.5 11 12e 2oe 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 40, Improves your chance to get o 
critical strike with spells by 2% 

60 
Grand Marshal's 
Bottle Hommer Bind On Acquire 77.4 Physical 235-353 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a ((itical sttike by 1% 

60 
Grand Marshal's 
Demolisher 

Bind On Acquire 77.4 Physical 235-353 

3.8 

3.8 5 70. 539 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

60 HnmmerofJi'zhi BindOnAcquire 70.7 Physkol 198-297 3.5 16 22f) 98f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30 
·-~------' 

60 Herold of Woe Bind On Acquire 73.4 Physical 199-300 3.4 

60 ~~~:~rd's Bind On Acquire 77.4 Physicol 235-353 3.8 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per S sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 27 

60 ~t!:~rd's i Birn!OnAcquire 77.4 Physkol23S-353 3.8 6 - 27tt 63 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

BindOnAcquire 6L5 Pbyskol 177-266 3.6 11 ,, ioe 3 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 200 to 220 damage 

60 ~:~:ecrusoder Bind On Acquire 84.9 Physirol 244-367 

PROPERTIES: Restores 8 mono per 5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 35 

; 60 Might of Menethil Bind On Acquire 95.3 Physirol 28'1--43S 3.8 3Z 64. 65 

PROPERTIES: , Improves your chance to get o ((itical strike by 2% 

60 SulluronHommer BindOnl'ic"kup 63.6 Physlcol_176-?~~-.Lll_ 1L 23• ll 

PROPERTIES: Hu rls a fiery boll that causes 83 to 101 Fire damage and ~n odditionol 16 damage over 8 sec 

60 
The Unstoppable 
force 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, Stuns target for 1 sec 

~ 
PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy causing SS to 85 Shadow damage 

16 Rokzur Club Bind On Pickup 18.3 Physical 36-57 2.6 23fH2f> -
rn I Smile's Mighty I 

Bind On Acquire 19.7 Physical 55-83 3.5 31 • 39 Hommer I 
22 Verigon's Fist Bind On Acquire 25.6 Physical 65-99 3.2 74f> 59f> 

231 Dense Triangle Mace Bind On Pickup 22.9 Physicol 44-66 I 2.4 ~.4 f>36~--
2 4 I Sloghommer 

---r--
Bind On Pickup 23.8 Physical 53-80 i 2.6 63f> 40f> 

29 Cobalt Crusher Bind On Pickup ~~col 74--:111, 
ost 5 

3J- l l• 46f) 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a t-Orget for 110 to 120 Frost damage 

29 
Manual Crowd Bind On Acquire 29 r~hysicol 46-70 I 2 959 64& 
Pummeler -· i ·,,, l 

PROPERTIES: Increases your onock speed by 50% for 30 sec 

30 j Viscous Hommer Bind On Pkkup 30.2 Physical 70-105 i 2.9 1 se 9e 

PROPERTIES: +34 Attack Power 

32 The Pacifier Bind On Pickup 32.5 Physical 104-156 I 4 l 28f) 23f> 

32 The Shoveler Bind On Pickup 32.5 Physical 88-133 3.4 l ,, 26f) 3l f> 

PROPERTIES: +20 Attack Power 

37 j Thornstone 
i Sledgehammer 

Bind On Pickup 37.2 Physicol 95-143 3.2 l 94f) 7f) 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + l 0 

39 Mogroine's Might Bind On Acquire 38.9 Physicol 87-131 2.8 2 ) 25.-~ 

40 j The Jockhornmer Bind O~ickop _l_39.6 ... LPhysic~~=!2.?__-~~~ 54. 63f) 
PROPERTIES: Increases your attack speed by 30% for 10 sec 

40 I Whirlwind 
Worhomrner 

Bind On Acquire 35.7 Physical 97-146 3.4 l 72f; 64#1 

44 The Rockpounder Bind On Acquire 42.7 
-----1---~ .. ~ Physical 126-190 3.7 3 22. 46• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by 2% 

45 l Blanchard's Stout Bin~ On Pickup 43.4 Physical 107-162 3.1 3.) 50#1 42• 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 5 

45 Rogehommer Bind On Pickup 43.4 Physicol 128-193 3] 3'"} 67. 32f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by 20 and attack speed by 5% for 15 sec 

47 The Judge's Gavel Bind On Pickup 45 Physical 122-1 84 3.4 3') 7Bfl 33e 

PROPERTIES: Stuns forget for 3 sec 

49 
Princess Therodros' 

Bind On Acquire 46.S Physical 126-1 90 Scepter 3.4 4 46f) 63f) 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for l 60 damage and lowers their armor by l 00 

50 I Dark Iron Pulverizer Bind On Pickup 47.4 Physical 140-211 3.7 4 ~ 57 ~!H0f) 

PROPERTIES: Stuns target for 8 sec 

51 
fnchonted Bind On Pickup 48.l Physicol 100-1 SO Bottlehammer 2.6 4 8l f) 24f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by l %, Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

51 . force of Magma Bind On Acquire 48.l Physicol 123-185 3.2 s l#1 77 f> 
PROPERTIES: Blasts o target for 150 fi re damage 

52 Impervious Giant Bind On Acquire 48.9 Physicol l 05- 1 S 9 2.7 5 ,,. 41 f) 679 
·-

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l %, Improves your chance ta get a critical strike by 2%. Armor 30 
53 lovostone Hommer Bind On ~c~uire 49.7 Physicol 135-203 3.4 ~ ,_J 70. 79f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 20 

Twig of the World I 

53 
Tree 

Bind Oo Pickup 49.7 Physicol 147-221 3.7 5 65 f) 88f) 

54 frightskull Shaft Bind On Acquire 50.4 Physicol 137-206 3.4 5 98. 9ff) 
PROPERTIES: Deals 8 Shadow damage every 2 sec for 30 sec and lowe~ their Strength for the duration of the disease 

55 fist of Omokk Bi!J.d On Acquire 5l.4 Physicol 135-204 3.3 5 94f) l(}f) 

56 Molown's Slam Bind On Acquire 52.l Physical 156- 238 3.6 6 23#1 60f) 

PROPERTIES: Knocks target silly for 2 sec and increases Strength by 50 for 30 sec 

57 Hommer of Divine Bind On Acquire 53.1 Physical 89-134 
Might 

2.1 6~ 53f) 63f) 

PROPER~ES: Increases damage ond healing do ne by magical spells ond effects by up ta 27 

~yielding Moul -TBindQ~ Acquire ·y53r Physicot 135-204 3.2 6 534) 63• 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +6, Armor 250 

58 Crystal Spiked Moul Bind On Pickup 53.8 Physicol 168-252 3.9 7 j lf) 7lfl 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2% 



5B Hommer of the Titons Bind On Pickup 3.B 

PROPERTIES: Stuns target for 3 sec 

58 Seeping Willow Bind On Acquire 53.9 Physical 155-233 3.6 8~84e 

PROPERTIES: Lowers all stats by 20 and deals 20 Nature damage every 3 sec to all enemies within on 8 yard radius of the 
caster for 30 sec 

60 GovelofQiroji BindOnAcquire 61.4 Physical lOB-162 2.2 10 36. B6e 
Authority 

L--'---'-----'------'----'----~--·-'----'-------1 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 19, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

60 Bonecrusher Bind On Acquire 53.8 1 Physical 129-194 3 7 12~ 368 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical sl!ike by 1% 

60 Doomulus Prime Bind On Acquire 55.7 Physical 158-265 3.8 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l % 

60 Shimmering Platinum Bind On Acq . 53.9 Physicol 142- 192 
Warhommer uire 

PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for l BO to 250 Nature damage 
'-------"------- -=-------·--·-------

POLEARMS 

Bind On Acquire 

PROPERTIES: Blasts up to 3 targets for 150 to 250 Nature damage. Each target after the first takes less damage, 
Transforms Thunderstrike into Shadowstrike 

60 
Barb of the Sand 
Reaver 

Bind On Acquire 7 6.1 Physirnl 225-33B 3.7 18 67~288 

BintlOnl'kkup 62.6 ~a1Jo5-JS8 '™" 2.1 H :»S~3l 
PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ 10, Improves your ihonce to get o cri tical strike by 1% 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical sl!ike by l % 

60 Halbenl of Smi 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 ThefyflofNerub BiraJOnAa!We 85 !'hvsfwl251-378 3.7 

PROPERTIES: Increased Bows +4, Increased Crossbows +4, Increased Guns +4 

PROPERTIES: Armor 60 

23 Bloodpike Bind On Pickup 23.l Physical 59-89 3.2 538 82. 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for 110 domoge over 30 sec 

31 
Poison-tipped Bone Bind On Pickup 31.3 Physical 57- B7 2.3 l . 2l f; B3e 
Spear 

PROPERTIES: Poisons target fo r 30 Nature damage every 6 sec for 30 sec 

34 Ruthless Shiv Bind On Pickup 34.8 Physical 7 5-113 2.7 504m e 

35 Grim Reaper Bind On Pickup 35.6 Physical 88-133 3.1 S8tl5e 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 130 damage 

39 Khoo's Point Bind On Pickup 38.8 Physical 77-117 2.5 18. 33. 

4Z Grimlak's Charge Bind On Acquire 40.9 Physical 88-133 2.7 82 f} l8. 

43 Bonechewer Bind On Pickup 42 Physical 94-141 2.8 93f1 67. 

43 Eyegouger Bind On Pickup 41.8 Physicol 100- 151 3 u e 25e 

44 Biobalic Skiver Bind On Acquire 42.8 Phy,sicol 99-149 2.9 334.140• 

PROPERTIES: Delivers a fatal wound for 160 to l BO damage 

PROPERTIES: Diseases a target for 50 Nature damage and an additional l BO damage over I min 

46 Headspike ! Bind On Acquire 44.2 Physical 106-15~ 3 92. B8e 

47 Stoneroven Bind On Pickup 44.8 Physical ll B-l 7B 3.3 I 3 87. 19e 

~ ~~ie'.i~~- BindOnAcquire P~ysic~~l08-l62 2.9 4 59. 804' 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist+ l 0, Hurls a fiery boll that causes 135 Fire domage and an additionol 15 domage over 6 sec 
-.-~- ·-·~- -~-

51 Flame Wroth Bind On Acquire 46.6 Physical 127-191 3.3 5 12• 87• 

PROPERTIES: Envelops the caster with o Fire shield for 15 sec and shoots a ring of fire dealing 130 to 170 damoge to all 
nearby enemies 

51 Frenzied Striker Bind On Pickup 48.2 Physicol lOB-162 2.8 831J 30e 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry an altack by l %, Improves your chance to hit by 2% 

54 Peacemoker Bind On Acquire 50.4 Physical 137-206 3.4 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical sl!ike by l %, +56 Attack Power 
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55 Darkspear Bind On Pickup 51.3 Physicol 131-197 3.2 26. 25e -~ · ·· . 

PROPERTIES: Par_ty _me_mbers have chance to crit increased by 4%.lasts for 3E~_c_ --,---,----- --i t[ Weapons 

55 StonecuttingGlaive BindOnA(quire 51.4 Physical 152-228 3.7 15. 43e ...,~===;;;;;;jj;;! 

55 The Needler Bind On Pickup 51.4 Physicol 90-136 2.2 7 fJ B4e 

PROPfRTIES: Wounds the target for 75 damage 

56 Chillpike ·-- Bind On Acquire I 52.3 I Physicallll=i7 __ 6 _ _,__Z._8~_2_6_._2_9•---1 
PROPERTIES: Blasts a target for 160 to 250 Frost damage 

56 Huntsman's Harpoon Bind On Acquire 52.2 Physical 150-226 3.6 I 6 43. 989 

57 MonstrousGlaive Bind On Acquire 53.l Physical 123-185 2.9 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by 1 %, Increased Defense +7 

58 Slackhand Doomsow Bind On Acquire 54 Physicol 151-227 3.5 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target far 324 to 540 damage 

60 Pitchfork of Madness Bind On Acquire 58.4 Physicol 163-246 3.5 

PROPERTIES: + 117 Attack Power when fighting Demons 

60 Tigule's Harpoon Bind On Acquire 58.5 Physical 154-232 3.3 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 2%, +60 Attack Power when lighting Beasts 

52 Hunting Spear Bind On Acquire 45 Physicol ll l-168 3.1 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1 %, Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Ice Barbed Speor Bind On Acquire 53.9 Physical 155-233 3.6 :-r 7 33f) 53f) 

STAVES 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by magical spells and effects of all party members within 30 yards by up ta 62. , 
Increases your spell damage by up to 120 and your healing by up to 300. Creates a portal, teleporting group members that 
use it to Karozhan-Priest only 

60 Atiesh, Greatstoff of B·nd On Acquire 97.1 Physical 225-338 
the Guardian ' 1 2.9 56 20f) l69 

PRO PE RTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 2%, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and 
effects by up to 150, lncreoses the spell critical chance of all party members within 30 yards by 2%, Creates o portal, 
teleporting group members that use it to Karazhan-Mage only 

60 Atiesh, Greotstoff of Bind On Acquire 97. l Physical 225-338 2.9 
the Guardian 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 2%, lncreoses damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up ta 150, Increases damage and healing done by mogical spells ond effects of all party members 
within 30 yards by up to 33-Warlock only 

60 Atiesh, Greatstoff of Bind On Acquire 97. l Physical 225-338 
the Guordian 

2.9 52 824)648 

PROPERTIES: Restores 11 mono per 5 seconds to all party members within 30 yards, Increases heoling done by spells 
and effects by up to 300, +420 Altack Power in Cat, Bear, and Dire Bear forms only, Creates a portal, teleparting group 
members that use it to Korozhan-Druid only 



PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ l 0. Armor 260 

49 Glowing Brightwood Bind On Pickup 1 51.3 Physical 127-191 
Staff 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + 15 

56 Elemental Mage Staff Bind On Pickup 57 .5 Physical 147-221 3.2 8 30~ 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +20,Frost Resist +20, Increases damage done by Fire spells and effects by up ta 36, Increases 
damage done by Frost spells and effects by up ta 36 

57 Headmosrer's Charge Bind On Acquire 58.4 Physical 135-204 2.9 8 70fl 139 

PROPERTIES: Gives 20 additional intellect ta porly members within 30 yords 

60 Amberseal Keeper Bind On Acquire 63.6 Physical 168-252 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +5, Nature Resist +5, Frost Resist +5, Shadow Resist +5, Arcane Resist +5, Restores 12 mono per 
5 sec, Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 44 

60 Anathema Bind On Acquire 73.3 Physical 176-264 

PROPERTIES: Shodow Resist +20, Calls forth Benediction, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec, Increases domage done by Shadow 
spells and effects by up to 69 

60 Benediction Bind On Acquire 73.3 Physical 176-264 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +20, Calls forth Anothemo, Increases the critical effect chonce of your Holy spells by 2%, 
Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to l 06 

60 Blesffsed Qiroji Acolyte Bind On Acquire 78.8 1 Physicol 189-284 
Sta , ! 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up ta 7 6, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by 2%, Improves your chance to get o critical strike with spells by 1% 

60: BlessedQirojiAugur Bind On Acquire • 7B.8 'Physical 1B9-284 19 95. 83• 
Staff 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 143, Restores 15 mono per 5 sec 

60 Brimstone Staff Bind On Acquire ! BS · Physical 217-327 3,2 24 54~98• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 2%, Increases domage ond healing done by magical spells ond 
effects by up ta 113, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

60 Grand Marshal's Stave Bind On Acquire . 77.3 Physicol 185-279 94e s9e 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 71 

60 
High Warlord's Wor 
Stoff 

Bind On Acquire 
1 

77.3 Physical 185-279 
i 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up lo 71 

96. 8l f> 

60 lronbark Slaff Bind On Acquire 61.5 i Physical 156-262 3.4 11 1• 999 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o cri tical strike with spells by 2%, Increases domoge ond healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 41. Armor l 00 

Bind On Acquire 61.5 Physicol 156- 262 3.4 10 9. 19f> 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 2%, Increases damage ond healing done by magical 
" spells ond effects by up lo 41. Armor l 00 

60 Jin'do'sJudgement Bind On Acquire 62.6 j Physical 165-248 3.3 10 791!19f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by 2%, Restores 14 mono per 5 sec, Increases da mage and healing 
done by magical spells and effects by up to 27 

60 lok'delar, Stave of Bind On Acquire 73.3 ' Physical 187-282 3.2 
the Ancient Keepers 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist+ 10,, Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 2%, +45 Attack Power when fighting 

60 Nat Pagle's Fish 
, Terminator 

Bind On Acquire 61.4 Physicol 172-258 

m i Phy5ical 167-m -

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 56 

l2 16 . 48'f 359' 

60 Sou~eeker Bind On Acquire ' 95.£ Physical 243- 366 3.2 32 77fb 28 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 126, Improves your chonce to get o 
, critical strike with spells by 2%, Decreases the magical resistances of your spell forgets by 2 5 

60 1 Spire of Twilight BindOnAcquile 85 Physical217-327 3.2 24 644t 40 

PROPERTIES: Restores l 0 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 178 

- 60 t Stolfofllominonce Bind On Acquire 67.l Physical 155-234 2.9 lL. 86&46 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
' spells ond effects by up ta 40 

· 60 · Stoffo!Ramporrt 8ind0nAcquire 68.3 Physkoll42-213 2.6 13" , 7l f> 84 
Growth 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +20, Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 84, Restores 11 mono per 5 sec 

!--1..:.::'.'==~~-L.~--'---"---'------...J..~-L.-· - - - · 
PRO PERTIES: Fire Resist + 10, Noture Resist+ l 0, Frost Resist +10, Shodow Resist +10, Arcane Resist +10, Increases 
damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 56, Gives a chance when your harmful spells lond to 
reduce the magical resista 

60 Staff of the Ruins Bind On Acquire 69.6 l Physicul 189-284 3.4 1¢ 791>14 

~ PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 60, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by l %, Improves your chance to hit with spells by l % 

60 Stoff of the Shadow Bind On Acquire 81.9 I Physico1209-315 3.2 22 17~ 50 
Flame I 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get a critical strike with spells by 2%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
I spells and effects by up to 84 

60 WillofArlokk I Bind On Acquire 61.S ! Physicol 147-222 10 47r!}7 

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 46 

~~==============================~~ 
~ ~ 

~ ' 
PROPERTIES: Increases domage done by Shodow spells ond effects by up to 11 

18 
Advisor's Gnarled 

Bind On Acquire 19.7 I Physical 45- 69 2.9 30f) 42. 
Staff l 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

l B i Emberstone Staff Bind On Acquire 19.7 Physical 47-71 3 3l f) 619 

18 lorekeeper's Stoff Bind On Acquire 197 Physicol 45-69 2.9 30~42. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec 

18 
Stoff of the Blessed 

Bind On Pickup 1 19.7 1 Ph'/Sical 47-71 3 32f) 55. Seer 
--

PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 24 

19 Stoff of the friar Bind On Pickup 20.4 j Physical 42-64 2.6 35. 98. 

19 
Twisted Chanter's 

Bind On Pickup 20.4 Physical 55-84 3.4 354\1 17411 Staff 

20 living Root Bind On Acquire 21.2 i Physical 49-74 ' 2.9 40f) 53f) 

PROPERTIES: Noture Resist +5 

21 Odo's ley Staff Bind On Acquire 21.7 : Physical 50-76 2.9 48e 2e 
22 Staff of the Shade Bind On Pickup 22.3 Physical 46-70 · 2.6 50f) l6. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells ond effects by up lo 21 

22 Crescent Stoff Bind On Acquire 20.3 Physical 47-71 2.9 36f} 809 

22 Stoff of Westfoll Bind On Acquire 20.5 Physical 49-74 3 36. 39. 

24 
Rod of the 

Bind On Acquire 23.8 ' Physical 53-80 2.8 59f) 54f) Sleepwalker 

26 Gnarled Ash Stoff Bind On Pickup 25.6 Physical 65-99 3.2 70f> 699 

27 , Wind Spirit Staff Bind On Acquire 26.7 Physical 70-106 3.3 82. 679 

28 Advisor's Gnarled Bind On Acquire 27.8 Physical 64-97 2.9 85f) 54f) 
Stoff 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mo no per 5 sec 

28 lorekeeper's Staff Bind On Acquire 27.8 Physicol 64-9 7 2.9 89 tl 74. 
PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

31 
! loksey's Training 
j Stick 

Bind On Acquire 31.3 Physical 77-117 3.1 l 22. 799 

PROPERTIES: +60 Attack Power when fighting Beasts 

32 i Windweover Stoff ! Bind On Pickup 32.4 Physical 80-121 3.1 1 28!m e 
PROPERTI ES: Increases damage done by Arcane spells ond effects by up to 14 

33 I Block Duskwood Staff Bind On Pickup 33.6 Physical 7 5-113 2.8 l 45f) 77f!J 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt atthe enemy causing 110 to 140 Shadow damage 

34 j lllusionory Rod Bind On Acquire 34.7 Physical 94-142 I 3.4 47f} 779 

37 J tronshod Bludgeon Bind On Acquire 37.2 Physical 7 4-112 2.5 l 86f) 39. 

38 1 Advisor's Gnarled 
Staff Bind On Acquire 38.l Physical 88-133 2.9 l 98f P 4• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

38 j lorekeeper's Staff Bind On Acquire 38. l Physicol 88-'-133 2.9 2 7. 72. 
PROPERTIES: Restores 6 mono per 5 sec 

40 I Celestial Stave Bind On Acquire 35.7 Physical 85-129 3 1 57'!1371/!J 
PROPERTIES: Increases domage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 22 



PROPERTIES: lncrenses damage done by Nature spells ond effects by up to 14 

4 2 
Bludgeon of the 
Grinning Oog 

Bind On Pickup 41.2 Physicol ll2-l 68 

PROPERTIES: Stuns target for 3 sec 

3.4 

42 Witch Doctor's Cone Bind On Pickup 41.l j Physical75-l14 2.3 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Nature spells and effects by up to 33 

I 42 ~~~~rah's Vexing Bind On Acquire 40.9 Physical 88-133 2.7 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up ta 21 

45 The Chief's Enforcer Bind On Acquire 43.5 Physicol 11 8- 178 3.4 

PROPERTIES: Stuns target for 3 sec 

48 
Advisor's Gnarled 
Stoff 

BindOnAcqoire 45.9 l Physicol l06..:._l60 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

48 KindlingStave BindOnAcquire 45.9 Pnysicol [06- 160 2.9 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0, Improves your chance lo get a critical strike with spells by l % 

2 69$f 74fJ 

2 8l f/J 6l • 

1 
48 lorekeeper'sS!nff BindOnAcquire 45.9 Ph~sicol 106-160 2.9_"'--_18...;.8_5_6•- --i 

PROPERTIES: Restores 7 mono per 5 sec 

49 S~~ BindOnPickup 46.6 .~ysical1 41~2_13 __ _ 

49 SpireofHokkor BindOnAcquire 46.5 Physical 126-190 

PROPERTIES: lncrenses domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up In 1 B 

51 Spireofthe BindOnPickup 48.2 Physicol l31-197 3.4 4 858 1• 
Stoneshoper 

PROPERTIES: Increases armor by l 000 for l 0 sec but cannot cast spells or ottock for the duration of the spell 

51 Resurgence Rod Bind On Acquire 45.8 Physical 139- 209 3.8 4 7f!J 47• 

PROPERTIES: Restores 8 mo no per 5 sec, Restores 5 health every 5 sec 

52 Moonshodow Stove Bind On Acquire 45 Physical 133-200 3.7 788 928 

PROPERTIES: Increases da mage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 18, Restores 7 mono per 5 sec, 
Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

52 Soul Harvester Bind On Acquire 44.B Physical 11 8-178 3.3 4 6§ 71 f) 

PROPERTI ES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l %, Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up 
to 24 

52 Wildstoff BindOnAcquire 45 · Physical90-135 2.5 6f/J67f) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 1%, Improves your chance to get a cnticol strike by 1% 

53 Quel'doroi Channeling B. d O A , 
Rod m n cqu1re 49.6 Physical lll-1 67 2.8 

PRO PERTIES: Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

54 ~:~~~Stove of Bind On Acquire 50.5 Physical 133-200 3.3 5 83• 224' 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ 10, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 53 

55 AmethystWorS!nff Bind On Acquire 51.4 Physical 119- 179 2.9 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 34 

55 Slavedriver'sCane Bind On Acquire 51.4 Physical 160- 241 3.9 

55 Stoff of Bolzophon Bind On Acquire 51.4 Physicol 160--241 3.9 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up lo 29, Improves your chance to get o 
criticol strike with spells by 1 % 

56 Redemption ! .Bind On Acquire 
PROPERTIES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 66 

56 T!indlehovenStoff Bind On Acquire 52.l , Physicol87-132 2.1 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 14 

57 S!nffofHole Bind On Pickup 53 :
1 
Physical 140-210 3.3 

Mage!ire 

57 Stoff of Metonoio Bind On Acquire 53. l Physical 89-134 2.1 9441/ 

PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 35 

58 ~:or'sGnarled BindOnAcquire 54 Physicall25-188 2.9 

PROPERTIES: Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

58 lord Valtholok's Stoff 8. d 0 A . 
of Command 10 n cqurre 53.8 Physicol 90-136 2.1 7 12. 51 9 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 30, Improves your chance to hit 
withspellsby1% 

58 Lorekeeper's Staff Bind On Acquire 54 Physical 125- 188 2.9 7 12. 299 

PROPERTI ES: Restores 8 mono per 5 sec 

Bind On Acquire 55.6 Physicol 138-207 3.1 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magicol spells ond effects by up to 15 

60 Whiteout Staff Bind On Acquire 55.6 Physicol 138-207 3.1 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 15 

60 ~:~n Ceremonial Bind On Pickup 55.6 Physicol 115-1 7 4 2.6 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32 

60 Argent Crusader Bind On Acquire 53 Physical 127- 191 

60 Dancing Sliver Bind On Acquire 51.3 Physicol 98-148 2.4 

SWORDS 

25 53 . 55. 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +8, Nature Resist +9, Blasts your enemy with lightning, dealing 300 Nature domoge ond then 
jumping lo additional nearby enemies.Each jump reduces that victim's Nature resistance by 25. Affects 5 torgel'i. 

45 Bloodrozor BindOnPickup 37 Physicol70-130 2.7 3 9l e 25• 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the forget causing them to bleed for 120 domoge over 30 sec, Moin Hand Weapon 

51 Krol Blade Bind On Pickup 40.9 1 Physicol80--149 2.8 1 5 18e 57. 

PROPE RTIES: Improves your chance to get a cnticol strike by 1%, Main Hand Weapon 

52 Orogon'sColl Bind On Acquire 41 .4 ! Physico172-135 2.5 15 69f/J 2l • 

PROPERTIES: Calls forth an Emerald Dragon Whelp to protect you in bottle for o short period of time 

58 ~\:~:ntalAttuned BindOnPickup 45.7 1 Physicol67-125 2.1 . 7 54411 10• 

PROPERTI ES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 32, Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, 
Main Ha nd Weapon 

59 Sageblade Bind On Pickup 46.4 Physical 58- 109 1.8 8 42e 91• 

PROPE RTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 20, Decreases the magicol 
resistances of your spell targets by 10, Moin Hand Weapon 

60 Ancient Qiroji Ripper Bind On Acquire 58.4 Physicol 114-213 2.8 14 65• 70• 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel o critical strike by l %, +20 Attack Power 
60 Blackgoord Bind On Pickup 51.7 Physical 65-121 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on onock by 1% 

60 Brutality Blade Bind On Acquire 51.6 Physical 90- 168 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l % 

60 
Chromatically Bind On Acquire 58.S Physical 106-198 
Tempered Sword 

2.6 15 

60 
Grand Mo1shol's Bind On Acquire 59.5 Physical 138-207 
longsword 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, +28 Attack Power 

I 60 Gmnd Morshol'.i Bili<fOn Acquire 
Swi!tbklde 

PROPERTIES: Im proves your chance to get a critical strike by 1%, +28 Attack Power 

60 Gressil,Oawn ofRuin BindOnAcquire 73.l Phy~co1 138-257 2] 

PROPERTIES: +40 Attack Power 

60 HighWorlord's Blode 1lillllilnAcquire 59.S l'hy~coll3tJ-;-207 2.9 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to gel o cntical strike by 1%, +28 Attack Power 



PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, +28 Attack Power 

60 lblis, Blade of the Bind On Acquire 62.8 Physicol 70-13 l 
Fullen Seroph 

1.6 18 3S~U9 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o critical sttike by 1%, Improves your chance to hit by 1%, +26 Attack Power 
~odo~r

1 
·~- = ~ 

60 BlodeoflheBlm:k BindOnA<quire 56.4 Physical86-162 2.2 
flighl 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by 1%, Increased Swords +4 

60 Nighlmare Blade • Bini On Acquire 52.6 Physicol 99-185 

PROPERTIES: +32 Attack Power. Armor 70 

60 Rovencrest's legacy Bind On Acquire 57.4 Physicol 84-157 

60 The Hungering Cold Bind On Acquire 73 Physical 76-143 

PROPERTIES: Increased Swords +6. Armor 140 

60 
Vis'kog the 
Blood letter 

Bind On Acquire 55.2 Physicol 100- 187 

PROPERTIES: Delivers o fa tal wound for 240 damage 

60 Widow's Remorse Bind On Acquire 62.8 Physicol 70-131 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by l %. Armor l 00 

2.7 

2.l 

l.5 

2.6 

l.6 

!S ec l8f) 68 

26 92f) 53. 

13 52§ 66. 

18 229 4. 

60 Wraith Blade Bind On Acquire 65.3 Pliysicol 82-153 l.8 20 l 6gl 33• 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 95, Improves your chance to hit 
with spells by l %, Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l % 

' 60 Azuresong Mogeblode Bind On Acquire 52.5 Physicol 88--164 2.4 11 18• 23e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by l %, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 40, Main Hand Weapon 

60 
Blade of Eternal 
Justice 

Bind On Acquire 51.5 Physical 83-154 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

2.3 

60 ~:c~::' Vaulted Bind On Acquire 51.5 Physical 83-154 2.3 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit with spells by l %, Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond 
effects by up to 40, Moin Hand Weapon 

60 Bloodcoller BindOnAcquire 49.8 Physicol 69-130 10 24 f )84t 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 33, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Bloodlord'sOefender BindOnAcquire 48.2 Physicol64-ll9 l.9 8 73f) 234t 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +4, Main Hand Weapon. Armor 80 

60 Quel'Serror Bind On Acquire 52.5 Physicol 84-126 11 26f) 51 f) 

PROPERTIES: When active, gronts the wielder 13 defense and 300 armor for l 0 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

1 60 RuneswordoftheRed BindOnAcquire 57.3 Physicol88-l64 2.2 13 79f) ll f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 64, Main Hand Weapon 

60 Sharpened Silithid Bind On Acquire 59.3 Physical 95-178 
Femur _____ __t_ - - - - - - - - - - -

PROPERTIES: Increases damage ond healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 72, Improves your chance to get a 
critical strike with spells by 1%, Main Hand Weapon 

\ 
60 

Warblode of the 
Hokkori Bind On Acquire 4 9 .7 Physicol 59-110 l.7 lO 27. 60f 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attack Power, Improves your chance to get a critical sttike by 1%, Main Hand Weapon 

60 ~:~:1e of the Bind On Acquire 47.9 Physicol 57-106 1.7 8 69t' 94• 

· PROPERTIES: +40 Attack Power, Off Hond Weapon 

1 .. 
15 lronpotch Blade Bind On Pickup 13.5 Physical 24-46 i 2.6 17f) 704t 
---·--

15 
Night Watch 

Bind On Pickup 13.5 rhvsicol 24-46 I 2.6 l7e 42tt Shortsword 
--····--------+·-~ - I-- ---'-··- :---~--~··----·--

18 legionnaire's Sword Bind On Acqu~ 15 Physical 28- 53 2.7 24f> 33e 
-~ 

18 Protector's Sword Bind On Acquire 15 Physical 28-53 2.7 25f) 829 ---·'-
19 Shadowfong Bind On Pickup 15.6 

Physicol 29-55, 
2.7 29f) 64f) 

Shadow 4 8 
·--· 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 30 Shadow domoge, Main Hand Weapon 

19 Cruel Barb Bind On Acquire 15.5 Physicol 30-57 I 2.8 299 649 
·-

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

21 Twisted Sabre Bind On Pickup 16.7 Physicol 21-39 l.8 38f)40f) 

PROPERTIES: Main Ha nd Weapon 

22 
Heavy Marauder 

Bind On Pickup 17.1 Physicol 28-54 I 2.4 39f!n24t Scimitar --
PROPERTIES: M.ain Hand Weapon 

·-~ I 22 Wingblode I Bind On Acquire 15.7 Physical 2 4-4 5 22 29f) 33f) 

PROPERTIES: Main Hond Weopon 

22 Sword of Corruption Bind On Pickup 17.1 Physicol 25-47 2.l 4l f) 38. 

PROPERTIES: Corrupts the ta rget, causing 30 damage over 3 sec 

23"rs;~ of Decoy ~ On Pickup 17 .6 Physical 33-62 I 2.7 45f) 62f) 

PROPERTIES: Reduces target's Sttenglh by l 0 for 30 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

26 The Black Knight Bind On Pickup 19.7 Physicol 26--49 1.9 6l f) 5f) 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 35 to 45 Shadow damage, Main Hood Weapon 

26 The Butcher Bind On Pickup 19.6 Physicol 38-72 2.8 57 f) 47f) 

PROPERTIES: Main Ha nd Weapon 

28 legionnaire's Sword Bind On Acquire 21.3 Physicol 40-75 2.7 68 f) 43f) 

28 Prorector's Sword Bind On Acquire 21 .3 Physical 40--75 2.7 m~85f> 

29 Electtocutioner leg Bind On Acquire 22.l Physical 26- 49 1.7 759 64e 
-

PROPERTIES: Blasts o target for 10 to 20 Nature damage, Main Hand Weapon 

29 Zealot Blade Bind On Pickup 22.1 j Physical 43- 81 2.8 80f) 94f) 

18.9f Pliysical 35-67 
~-

30 Ou~ow Sabre Bind On Acquire 2.7 54. 92. 

PROPERTIES: + 15 Attack Power 

31 Tainted Pierce Bind On Mup 24.2 Physical 32-60 l.9 :ne 22e 
PROPERTIES: Corrupts th! target, causing 4 5 damage over 3 sec 

32 Blade of the Basilisk I Bind On Pickup ! 25 I Physical 33-62 l.9 l 

PROPERTIES: Defense +33 for 5 sec 

34 Scorpion Sting Bind On Pkkup 26.5 i Physical 44-83 I 2.4 1 1 7~74. 

PROPERTIES: Poisons target for 13 Nature damage every 5 sec for 25 sec 

35 Annealed Blade Bind On Pickup 27.2 Physicol 34-64 l 1.8 l 291!) 80. 

36 Ginn·su Sword Bind On Pickup 27.9 Physicol 33-62 1.7 l • .• 35f) 94f) 

36 Speedsteel Rapier Bind_ On Pickup 28.1 i Physicol 35-66 1.8 l 47f) l0f) 

38 legionnaire's Sword Bind On Acquire 29.3 Physical 55-103 2.7 1 58f) 99f) 

I 38 Nordiclongshank ~ind On Acq~ire 29.3 Physical 45-84 2.2 soe rne -- f-·----- _...,;....._···-------
38 Protector's Sword Bind On Acquire 29.3 Physicol 55-103 2.7 l 58f) 994t 

···- ---· ,__..._._... 
·~ 

40 Sword of Semnity Bind On Acquire 30 Physicol 46-86 ' 2.2 1 87 - 14f) --
41 Bloodletter Scalpel Bind On Pickup 31.1 Physical 39-73 1.8 2 , 10e 60e 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 60 to 70 damage 

i 42 
Shortsword of 

Bind On Pickup 31.7 Physical 53-99 2.4 2 35f) 56. Vengeance 
--

PROPERTIES: Smites an enemy for 30 Holy damage 

42 Sword of Omen Bind On Acquire 29.7 Physicol 39- 7 4 l.9 1 82f) 55f) 

42 Vanquisher's Sword Bind On Acquire 30 Physical 46-86 Z.2 l·l 77~96fj 

PROPERTIES: +2B Attack Power 

f 44 Phantom Blorle Bind On Pickup 32.7 l Physical 59-111 2.6 2_ 55f) 8f) 

I PROPERTIES: Decrease the armor of the target by l 00 for 20 sec.While affected, the target cannot stealth or fu rn invisible, 
Main Hand Weapon 

i 44 Serpent Slicer Bind On Pickup 32.8 Physical 57-107 ! 2.5 2 51 4') 41 . -
PROPERTIES: Poisons target for 8 Nature domoge every 2 sec for 20 sec 

l 45 1 ~~~;:::zeme _J~onAc~'.:J ~.4 ) Physico'. :4-~3 _ _ _ W:__ 74f)3~-
fPRoPERTIES: Combines Jong'throze ond Song 'throze to form the mighty sword, Sul'throze, Shields the wielder from 
I physical damage, absorbing 55 to 85 damage. lasts 20 sec, Main Hand Weapon 



~~ a ~~:~·44~3 ;:~· 2. 

0

~3~34~ ' , 

PROPERTIES: Combines Jong'thraze and Song'thraze to form the mighty sword, Sul'throze, Shields the wielder from 
physical domoge, obsorbing 55 to 85 domoge. lasts 20 sec 

45 Joonho's Mercy Bind On Pickup 33.3 Physicol 49-91 2.1 2 81.88• 
PROPERTIES: Blosts a target for 70 Arcane damage 

4B Arbiter's Blade I Bind On Acqui1e 35.2 Physirol 59-110 2.4 3 aae35• 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 8, Main Hand Weapon 

,JB. I fJrebreolher "' Bind On Acquire 35.2 ' rhysiwl 54-lOt 2.2 s 504U9• 
PROPERTIES: Hurls a fiery ball that causes 70 Fire domoge and on additional 9 domage aver 6 sec 

48 
Inventor's Focal 

Bind On Acquire 35.2 Physiwl 54-101 2.2 3 21 4He Sword ,. l "c 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike with spells by 1 % 

48 legionnoire's Sword Bind On Acquire 35.2 Physicol66-124 2.7 3, 21 . )6f) 

48 Protector's Sword Bind On Acquire 35.2 Physical 66- 124 2.7 3 _, 21 .56f) 

Ooomforged "' 
49 

Straightedge 
Bind On Pickup 35.8 Physicol47~9 1.9 3 49. 254) 

PROPERTIES: + 12 Attack Power 

50 Hanzo Sword Siad On Pickup 36.3 . Physicol 38-71 1.5 3 72•86. 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target for 75 damage 

51 lord Generol's Sword Bind On Acquire 36.9 Physicol 67-125 2.6 31i' 92.54. 

PROPERTIES: lncre<1ses attack power by 50 for 30 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

51 Blazing Rapier Bind On Pickup 37.1 Physicol4~2 1.7 3 86. 48f) 

PROPERTIES: Burns the enemy for l 00 damage over 30 sec 

51 Thrash Blade Bind On Acquire 35.2 Physicol 66-124 2.7 3, , 28. 54• 

PROPERTIES: Grants an extra attack on your next swing 

52 Assossinotion Blade Bind On Pickiip 37.6 Physical 71-132 2.7 4 ., 9f)881) 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chonce to get o critical strike by l % 

52 Phase Blade Bind On Acquire 37.6 Physicol 55-103 2.1 4 41 . 42• 

54 Ebon Hilt of Marduk Bind On Acquire 38.9 Physical 73-137 2.7 4t)l 87f) 70f) 

PROPERTI ES: Corrupts the target, causing 210 damage over 3 sec, Main Hand Weapon 

54 Fiendish Machete Bind On Acquire 38.8 Physical 7 4-112 2.4 4t l74e6e 

PROPERTIES: +36 Attack Power when fighting Elementals 

56 Cho'Rush's Blade Bind On Acquire 40 Physical 67-125 2.4 5~38f) 22f) 

PROPERTIES: +28 Attock Power 

57 Blade of Necromancy Bind On Acquire 40.7 Physicol 4 2-80 1.5 5' 36e a3e 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance ta get a critical strike with spells by 1%, Main Hand Weapon 

57 Mind Carver Bind On Acquire 40.8 Physical 57-106 2 5'51 75. 16. 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond heoling done by magical spells and effects by up to 12, Main Hand Weapon 

57 Silent Fong Bind On Acquire 40.6 Physicol 4 5-85 1.6 5 !168e 8oe 

PROPERTIES: Silences an enemy preventing it from costing spells for 6 sec, Main Hond Weapon 

57 
lord Blackwood's 

Bind On Acquire 40.7 Physical 4 2-80 1.5 5~69e51e 
Blade 

PROPERTIES: Armor 60 

58 Dal'Rend's Sacred Bind On Acquire 41.4 Physical 81-151 2.8 5tP} 48.12f) 
Charge 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o uiticol strike by 1%, Main Hand Weapon 

58 Frastguord Bind On Pickup 41.3 Physicol 66-124 2.3 5$ 69. 43f) 

PROPERTIES: Target's movement slowed by 30% and increasing the time between attacks by 25% for 5 sec, Main Hand 
We<1pan 

58 Sword ofZeal Bind On Pickup 41.4 Physicol 81-151 2.8 5 ~54f) 

PROPERTIES: A burst of energy fills the coster, increasing his damage by 10 and armor by l 50 for 15 sec, Moin Hand 
Weapon 

58 
Dal'Rend's Tribal Bind On Acquire 41.4 Physicol 52-97 1.8 6~3f)63. 
Guardian 

PROPERTIES: Increased Oefense +7, Off Hand We<1pon. Armor 100 

58 legionnaire's Sward Bind On Acquire 41.5 Physicol 78-146 2.7 5~49f) 22f) 

58 Protecto(s Sword Bind On Acquire 41.5 Physical 78-146 2.7 5 494'22• 

58 Skullforge Reaver · Bind On Acquire 41.4 Physicol 72-135 2.5 51J67f)30f) 

PROPERTIES: Drains target for 2 Shadow damage every 1 sec and transfers it to the coster. lasts for 30 sec 

60 Dark Iron Reaver Bind On Pickup 42.7 Physical 71-134 2.4 6 ~37f)38f) 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist +6, Moin Hond Weopon 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +5, Adds 2 fire damoge to your rnelee attacks, Main Hand Weapon. Armor 60 

60 ~:~~~~~i's Soul Bind On Acquire 45 Physical 66-123 2.1 7 ~32f)93f) 
PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magicol spells and effects by up to 16, Restores 6 mono per 5 sec, 
Main Hand Weapon 

60 Zulian Slicer Bind On Acquire 44.8 Physicol 78-146 

PROPERTIES: Slices the enemy for 72 to 96 Nature damage, + 12 Attack Power, Skinning+ 10 

60 Argent Avenger Bind On Acquire 40.7 Physical 71-108 2.2 

PROPERTIES: Increases Attack Power against Undead by 200 for 10 sec 

6 s2ene 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy musing 125 to 275 Shadow damage 

SO Sul'thmzethelosher BindOnAcqu~e 52.1 Physicol 108-163 

PROPERTIES: Strikes an enemy with the rage of Sul'throze. lowers target's shength by 15 and deals 90 to 210 Shadow 
damage with on additionol 125 damage over 15 sec 

52 Destiny Bind On Pickup 53.8 Physical 111-168 

PROPERTIES: Increases Sttength by 200 for 10 sec 

58 ~~::eof BindOnAcquire 59.4c Physicol 166'-250 

PROPERTIES: Summons the infernal spirit of Shahrom 

58 ::::of Boron Bind On Acquire 59.4 Physicol 171-257 

Bind On Acquire 70.7 Physicol 192-289 

PROPERTIES: Increases Strength by 300 for 8 m 



PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by l % 

60 Zin'mkh, Destroyer Bind On Acquire 64.~ Physicol 196-295 
of Worlds 3.8 12 35· 2· 

PROPERTIES: +72 Attock Power 

\ 
t 
~1 

g 

PROPERTIES: Hurls o fiery boll thot causes 70 Fire domoge and on odditionol 9 damage over 6 sec 

20 Duskbringer Bind On Pickup 21 Physical 5 7-86 3.4 39. 618 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 60 to l 00 Shadow domoge 

21 Guardian Blade Bind On Pickup 21.7 Physical 50-7 6 2.9 45 · 16· 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense +9. Armor 40 

21 Onyx Oaymore Bind On Pickup 2L6 Physicol 48-73 2.8 46!t29. 

23 
Pysan's Old 

Bind On Mup 22.9 Physical 60-91 3.3 57. 44 . 
Greatsword 

24 
Gizmotron 

Bind On Pickup 23.9 Physical 61 -92 3.2 61 e 21e 
Megochopper 

26 Deanship Claymore Bind On Pickup 23.8 Physical 53-80 2.8 61 ~9 l f) 

PROPERTIES: Increased Defense+ l 0 

26 ·· Strike al the Hydro Bind On Acquire 25.6 Physical 67- 102 3.3 7l • s5e 

\ PROPERTIES: Corrosive acid that deals 7 Nature damage every 3 sec and lowers target's armor by 50 for 30 sec 
' 

l 
28 Combatant Claymore Bind On Pickup 27.8 Physicol 64-97 2.9 85. 24. 

30 Morbid Down Bind On Acquire 30.2 Physicol 70-105 2.9 l 11 e 24• 

I 
31 Arrhoic Defender Bind On Pickup 31.3 Physical 77- 117 3.l l 22. 80f)t 

l PROPERTIES: Increased Defense + l 0. Armor l 00 
( 32 Boneslasher Bind On Pickup 32.6 Physical 70-106 I 2.7 1 31e s4e 

35 X'calibom Bind On Acquire 37.3 Physical 98- 148 3.3 2 lf) 44f) 

36 
Sword;if the 

Bind On Pickup 36.5 Physicol 96-14 5 3.3 l 751;9/,f> 
Mogislmte 

39 Witchfury Bind On Pickup 3B.9 Physical 87-131 2.8 2 29. ll f) 
j 

PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 150 Shadow damage 
! 40 Whirlwind Sword Bind On Acquire 35.5 Physicol 82-124 2.9 l .me 2se 

~ 42 Mutilator Bind On Acquire 41.2 Physicol 82- 124 2.5 2 9l f) 79. 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done to target by physical attacks by S for l min. Stacks up to 5 times 

43 Deathblow Bind On Pickup 41 Physical 94-141 2.8 2. 91 . 45. 

PROPERTIES: Delivers o fotol wound for 160 damage 

f 44 Blade at !lie ntons Bind On Pickup 42.6 Physical 112- 169 3.3 3 23. 89. 

44 Stonesloyer Bind On Acquire 42.7 Physicol 133- 200 3.9 3 1 28f) Sl f) 

~ PROPERTIES: Increases damage by l 0 for 8 sec 

4 7 Lightforged Blade Bind On Acquire 44.8 Physicol 118- 178 3.3 3 ~ 78f) 73. 
1 

PROPERTIES: fire Resist+ l 0,Frost Resist+ l 0, Shadow Resist+ l 0, Increases damage done by Holy spells and effects by 
l up to 16 

47 Truesilver Champion Bind 011 Pickup 45 Physical 108- 162 3 3 85f) 489 

t PROPERTIES: Protects the caster with a holy shield 
\ 

47 Warmonger mnd On Pickup 45 Physicol 108- 162 3 4 ; 16f; 778 l PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to hit by 3% 

\ 48 Drokefong Butcher Bind On Acquire 45.9 Physical 99- 149 2.7 4 24fl 46f) 

PROPERTIES: Wounds the target causing them to bleed for l SO damage over 30 sec 

\ 51 Stone of the Earth Bind On Acquire 48. l Physical 123- 185 3.2 5"d7f) 39f) 

~ PROPERTIES: Armor 280 
' 
I 52 Demonsloyer Bind On Pickup 48.9 Physicol 121-182 3.1 s } 28. 

PROPERTIES: +99 Attack Power when fighting Demons 
i To'Kierthon 

Bind On Pickup 
Physicol 129- 194, 

52 Song blade 48.9 Arcane 1-20 3.3 5 359 989 

:( 53 CorrGption " Bind On Acquire 49.7 Physkol 119-179 3 5 68f; Bf; 
i 

Doombringer Bind On Pickup Physicol 115- 173 2.8 5 9l f; 86 . : 55 51.4 , 
PROPERTIES: Sends o shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 125 to 275 Shadow damage \ 

' Borovion family 
56 

Sword 
Bind On Acquire 52.1 Physicol 87- 132 2.1 6 84f' 26f) 

· PROPERTIES: Deals 30 Shadow damage every 3 sec for 15 sec. All damage done is then transferred to the caster 

57 RelentlessScythe BindOnAcquire 53 Physical 140-210 3.3 959 379 

PROPERTIES: Increases your chance to parry on attack by 1% 

58 Arconite Champion Bind On Pickup 53.8 Physical 129-194 461'> 198 

PROPERTIES: Heal se~ for 270 lo 450 and Increases Strength by 120 for 30 sec 

58 Barbarous Blade Bind On Acquire 53. 9 Physical l 38-207 3.2 31 e 1 e 
PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get a critical strike by l %, +60 Attack Power 

58 Demonshear Bind On Acquire 53.8 Physical 163- 246 3.8 27'/J 70e 

PROPERTIES: Sends a shadowy bolt at the enemy causing 150 Shadow damage and deafing 40 damage every 2 sec for 
6 sec 

60 
Worb~de of Coer 
Darrow 

Bind On Acquire 
Physical 142- 214, 

53·9 frost 1-22 

THROWN WEAPONS 

WANDS 

Bind On Acquire 85.3 frost l 0 l- 189 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by frost spells and effects by up to 20 

60 Doomfinger Bind On Acquire 139 Shadow 146- 271 

3.3 6 98 tf 26f) 

l.7 7lf; 91 8 

PROPERTIES: Improves your chance to get o cnticol stnke with spells by 1%, Increases damage and healing done by magical 
spells and effects by up to 16 

60 Drogon'sTouch Bind On Acquire 95.6 Fire 107-199 L6 10 .34e 6l f) 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells and effects by up to 6 

60 Essence 6olherer Bind On Acquire 85.4 Arcane 83-156 1.4 9Se 9B. 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Mar'li's Toll(h Bind On Acquire 76.8 Nature 91-170 1.7 

60 Touch of Chaos liind On ACf\tJile 82 Sh000\V8H60 LS 

60 Wand of fotes 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage and healing done by magical spells ond effects by up to 12, Improves your chance to hit 
wirh spells by l % 

PROPERTI ES: Increases healing done by spells and effects by up to 22 

17 Cookie's Stirring Rod Bind On Acquire 22.3 Arcane 20-38 

22 lhunderwood Bind On Pickup 27.1 Nature 36-61 

27 Gravestone Scepter Bind On Acquire 29 Shadow 30-57 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +S 



30 Necrotic Wand Bind On Acquire 

33 Eorthen Rod Bind On Pickup 

34 ' Freezing Shord Bind On Pickup 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by frost spells and effects by up ta l 0 

35 'PloguerotSprig Bind On Acquire I 37.2 Nature 41-78 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist +7 

36 i lady Folther' ess' 
1 Fmger 

Bind On Acquire ! 38. l Shadow 34-65 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to l 0 

37 l Joina'sfiresturter Bind On Pickup 39.4 fire 44- 82 

40 I 1cefuryWond Bind On Acquire 37.2 frost41-78 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Frost spells and effects by up to 9 

40 i Nether Force Wand Bind On Acquire ! 37.3 /urnne 39- 73 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge done by Arcane spells and effects by up to 9 

40 Rogefire Wand Bind On Acquire 37. l fire 36-68 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Fire spells ond effects by up to 9 

44 flaming Incinerator Bind On Pickup I 47.2 Fire 59-111 

PROPERTIES: fire-Resist +B 

Bind On Pickup 48.4 Arcane 64-1 20 

PROPERTIES: Arca ne Resist +9 

46 Noxious Shooter Bind On Acquire 50 Nature 56-104 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist +5 

48 ! PyricCoduceus Bind On Acquire 52.5 Fire66-123 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by fire spells ond effects by up to 13 

51 Rod of Corrosion Bind On Acquire 55 Nature 50-93 

PROPERTIES: Nature Resist + l 0 

51 1 Serpentine Skuller Bind On Acquire 54.6 Shadow 53- 100 

PROPERTIES: Shadow Resist+ l 0 

52 Skul's Ghastly Touch Bind On Acquire 55.8 Shadow 70-131 

PROPERTIES: Increases damage done by Shadow spells and effects by up to 14 

1.6 96e 6oe 

1.3 l 5f; 36. 

1.6 1 14. 87. 

1.6 98fJ 429 

1.5 l 1. 3. 

l.4 9B f) Se 

l.8 91 §39fJ 

1.9 9. 45§ 

1.6 25e19e 

l.8 50e 83fJ 

1.3 89f) B9§ 

l.4 9lf)69 

1.8 8fJ53§ 

Bind On Acquire 

PROPERTIES: Restores 2 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 9 

52 Woestave Bind On Acquire 51.3 Shadow 68-127 1.9 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge done by Shadow spells ond effects by up to 11 

53 Torch of Austen --~On Pickup 56.8 fire 55- 104 

PROPERTIES: Fire Resist + 10 

54 I Wand of Arcane 
Potency 

I Bind On Pickup 58.4 Arcane 65-1 22 

PRO PE RTIES: Increases damage done by Arcane spells and effects by up to 16 

55 Banshee finger 1 Bind On Acquire 59.7 Frost79-148 

PROPERTIES: Frost Resist+ l 0 

56 
Mono Channeling 

\ Bind On Acquire 60.9 Frost68- 127 
, Wand 

PROPERTIES: Restores 4 mono per 5 sec 

57 Bonecreeper Stylus , Bind On Acquire 62.6 Arcane 83-15 5 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond healing done by mogicol spells ond effects by up to 11 

57 Oblivion's Touch , Bind On Acquire 62.5 ! Shadow 78- 147 l.8 lOtf ll fJ 

57 
Sparkling Cristul i Bind On Acquire 62.3 Nature 65-122 1.5 94~97• Wand ; -~ 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge and healing done by mogicol spells and effects by up to 5 

58 
Ritssyn's Wand of Bind On Acquire 63.8 Shadow 58-108 l.3 4 27~ 63. Bod Mojo 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge ond heal ing done by magical spells and effects by up to 11 

60 
Antenna of Bind On PiEkup 71.6 Nature 80-,,-149 I 1.6 lnvigorotion 

PROPERTIES: Restores 3 mono per 5 sec, Increases healing done by spells ond effects by up to 13 

60 Thoughtblighter ' Bind On Acquire 62.7 Shadow 90-168 1.8 

PROPERTIES: Restores 5 mono per 5 sec 

60 Storm roger 1 Bind On Acquire 71.7 Nature 57-106 1.3 16· 3· 
60 , Wand of Biting Cold I Bind On Acquire 64 Frost 67- 125 l.5 43t m e 

PROPERTIES: Increases domoge done by Frost spells and effects by up to 16 
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These are some of the rare mobs you can find in Azeroth. This can be cross-referenced with the 
"Rare Mobs" section of BradyGames' World of Warcraft Atlas for zone, and map grid locations. They 
are presented in alphabetical order fo r easier use. 

FACTION 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

1342 

4$.WM~' 

FACTION 

Centaur, Galak 

HIT POINTS 

1307 

HIT POINTS 

683 

AGGRO 

"Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

AGGR<D 

>Soda!. 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Battle Shout 

AGGRO 

Socia l 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

ARMOR 

1387 

ARMOR 

1247 

ARMOR 

887 

Rain of Fire, Fi re Shield II 

~Sill( 

FACTION 

lost Ones 

HIT POINTS 

2633 

U:~l!..M 

AGGRO 

r Social' 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2610 

Lightning Bolt, Slow, Chain Lightning 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Demon Socia t'' Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

3292 3237 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Quilboar, Razorfen Social· Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

3150 1234 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shadow Bolt, Cripple, Call of the Grave 

Ml.mtiMuS 
FACTION 

Giant 

HIT POIN]fS 

8316 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2768 

lt~~U"l$ 

AGGRO 

Socia l 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Nmtcs 
~u~ 

AGGRO 

$<icial 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Swoop, Rend, Cleave 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2742 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3018 



FACTION 

Undead, Forsaken 

U~t,~~ 

AGGRO 

Aggressiye, Social 

CLASS 

Mage 

Hrr PotNTS 

472 
ARMOR 

499 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Summon VoidwaJker, Shadow Bolt 

Hrr POINTS 

1342 

. . FACTION 

Monster 

Hrr POINTS 

2672 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

U .'biM,4') 

AGGRO 
Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Chain Lightning, Shock 

Hrr POINTS 

8883 
SPELL RESIST 

Frost +295 

ABILITIES 

Freezing l'lreath, Thrash 

ARMOR 

1387 

ARMOR 

2963 

ARMOR 

3512 

FACTION 

Monster 

Hrr POINTS 

622 

U.Vl\~ 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fireball , Flame Spike 

AGGRO 

Wolf Social, PJedator 

Hrr POINTS 

1046 

FACTION 

Wolf 

Hrr POINTS 

198 

Bear 

Hrr POINTS 

1080 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES . 

AGGRO 

Social, Predator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rend, Tendon Rip 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

858 

ARMOR 

1724 

ARMOR 

518 

ARMOR 

1108 



FACTION 

Bear 

HIT POINTS 

247 

'"" UVEt 114 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Ice Claw, Rend Flesh 

FACTION AGGRO 

Monster Monster 

HIT POINTS 

273 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

580 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

615 

BuNDHuNma 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

5285 

l;.,E\:'.it l2t 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS . 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1283 

Bos GMa:at 
FACTION 

Trogg 

HIT POINTS 

573 

l!.E\:IE.t 2!2 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Dual Wield, Enrage 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

932 

Bo\JuloHtMT 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

699 

FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

449 

liJ.\:IEt i;s 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

BM at 
tE\:l~h. t 9i 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1037 

~;p 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

826 

Pierce Armor, hamstring, Strike 

8lloaN TOOlH 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

1603 

t~VIEJ;. S,7! 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

~ 

FACTION 

Kolkar 

HIT POINTS 

386 

l:.E\:'.e.1;. n 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1607 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

756 



FACTION AGGRO 

Defias Social 

HIT POINTS 

2250 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Butttt& 
FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

1305 

tEVE:L 38; 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1072 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

1418 

o~· ====~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CAPtA1N ·BILD 
FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

HIT POINTS 

222 

FACTION 

Quilboar, Razormane 

HIT POINTS 

666 

ILE.\i'E'JL l l 
AGGRO 

Social_ 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

AGGRO 

·Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Heroic Strike 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

545 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

545 

FACTION 

·Dwarf, lronforge 

HIT POINTS 

2400 

AGGRO 

AggressivecSocial 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1108 

Defensive Stance, Improved Blocking, Shield Bash, Shield W all 

FACTION 

Furbolg 

HIT POINTS 

356 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor, Thrash 

FACTION 

Spider 

HIT POINTS 

617 

OIAmR. 
ttVEllfl 
AGGRO 

Non Social 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

721 

CLASS 

Warrior . 

ARMOR 

967 

ABILITIES 

Paralyzing Poison, Poison 

FACTION 

Scorpid 

Cua 'IHI R!A'llt 
l.E~l$.\.. $c.l 
AGGRO 

Social . 
CLASS · 

Warrior . , 

HIT POINTS 

3188 
ARMOR 

3183 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Venom Sting, Knockdown 



FACTION AGGRO 

Silithid Social . 

HIT POINTS 

3292 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor, Cleave 

HIT POINTS 

1162 

AGGRO 

,Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3237 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1283 

c:nstX1: FANG 
FACTION 

· Monster 

HIT POINTS 

9156 

°'"u ... ~ 
AGGRO 

Social 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3566 

l 
' 

FACTION 

Monster 

Hrr POINTS 

5900 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladifl 

ARMOR 

1517 

Summon Succubus, Curse of Weakness, Shadow Bolt, Banish 

!1~-=====--- -=:::· :::::;::::;-·•·;:-~::;::~·==~=~v;:i:··· ~----:;en11~====~··'4 

~'Wl>Ow 

Spider 

HIT POINTS 

1752 

FACTION 

Raptor 

HIT POINTS 

1604 

U\:tl_. 
AGGRQ 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

DM! 
U.~!l~ 

AGGRO 
· Social .· 

ARMOR 

1980 

ARMOR 

1724 
SPELL RESIST SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES ABILITIES 

~MAD 

FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

1803 

lE~tt~ 

A CG RO 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Mage 

ARMOR 

1462 

Bloodlust, Arcane Explosion, Arcane Bolt 

Dlldft flAlR 

HIT POINTS 

222 

U\lU. ~ l 
AGGRO 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Venom Sting 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

545 



SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

SPELL RESIST 
Fire +100 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR . 

2963 

Warri 

ARMOR 

2963 

Call of the Grave, Crystal Gaze 

HIT POINTS 

3188 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILIDES 

Tendon Rip 

SPELL RESIST 
Shadow +56 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3183 

ARMOR 

1686 

Shadow Bolt, Curse-of Tongues, Drain Life 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

1037 

Cleave, Battle Stance, Hamstring 

HIT POINTS 

6477 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shock 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Lightning .Cloud 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Knockdown 

ARMOR 

479 

ARMOR 

2699 

ARMOR 

2742 



FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Monster Monster Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

6975 1724 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Dual Wield, Sunder Armor, Defensive Stance 

U\bE!i_ U 
FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Monster Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

273 

FACTION 

Demon 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Summon Savannah Cubs 

~ 
1!.Ei'ltl!, ~'1 

AGGRO 

Social 

HIT POINTS 

3758 
SPELL RESIST 

615 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3402 

ABILITIES 

Bloodlust, Strike, Backhand 

~ 

FACTION 

Undead, Scourge 

HIT POINTS 

3875 

lEVi.h.S8 
AGGRO 

Social 
·,4 . 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3457 

Veil of Shadow, Shadow Bolt Volley, Cripple 

DRoaao-1 mt RoAMEtt 
~.EVEt l7' 

FACTION AGGRO 

Monster Monster 

HIT POINTS 

1536 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

FACTION AGGRO 

Owarf, Wildhammer Aggressive, Social 

HIT POINTS 

3398 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave,. Shoot 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1607 

CLASS 

W arrior 

ARMOR 

3292 

~nil 

FACTION 

Leopard 

HIT POINTS 

176 

FACTION 

Elemental 

lE\'U 9' 

AGGRO 

Predator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Tendon Rip 

£at'ALOM 
tE\/E!:.. 2:7 
AGGRO 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

724 
SPELL RESIST 

Frost +75 

ABILITIES 

Freeze, Frost Shock 

CLASS 

W arrior 

ARMOR 

412 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

917 



EDAN 1Ml ff()\MD, 
t&'tn S>: 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Worgen Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

176 4 12 
SPELL RESIST 

hDEttMGnc~ 
l._(\:'EJ;, t s, 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Qtiilboar, Razormane · Soc ial Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

903 566 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Healing Ward, Earthbind Totem, Searing Totem, Healing W ave 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Monster Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

449 826 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Summon Explosive Sheep, Compact Harvest Reaper 

FACTION 

Scarlet Crusade 

H IT POINTS 

156 

AGGRO 

Social . 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Strike 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

322 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2398 

AGGRO 

• Monst~r 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Malfunction Proc (10%) 

fltRtHL 
u~~11.•~ 

AGGRO 

Riverpaw 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS .. 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2798 

CLASS 

Warrior • 

ARMOR 

580 

ABILITIES 

Demoral izing Shout, N imble Reflexes 

FACT ION 

Monster 

H IT POINTS 

230 

AGGRO 
Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

479 

Veil of Shadow, Arcane Bolt, Arcane Explosion 

H IT POINTS 

1403 

FINlcs 
U,\§filll 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Mage 

ARMOR 

694 

Frost Nova, Frost Armor, Flame Spike 



HIT POINTS 

2059 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

379 

FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

356 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fi rebal l, Fire Nova 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Knockdown, Strike 

HIT POINTS 

484 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Trample 

ARMOR 

2414 

ARMOR 

442 

CLASS 

W arrior 

ARMOR 

721 

ARMOR 

861 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

314 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

826 

Dual Wield, Battle Stance, Hamstring 

HIT POINTS 

9711 

AGGRO 

Socia1 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

W arrior 

ARMOR 

3677 

Dual Wield, Snap Kick, Thrash 

FACTION 

Scarlet Crusade 

HIT POINTS 

3875 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave, Strike 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor, Net 

ARMOR 

3457 

ARMOR 

1002 



FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

6605 

AGGRO 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

1841 

Plague Cloud, Aura.of Rot, Deadly Poison, Slowing Poison 

FACTION 

l:Jrtd~ad, Scourge 

HIT POINTS 

3082 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3128 

Rend, Thrash,,lnfected Wound 

Harpy 

.HIT POINTS 

156 

FACTION 

"Or{:,, Dragonmaw 
1~ ' 1· 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Deafening Screech 

HlT POINTS 

811 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

322 

975 

Flame Spike, Fire.Shield II, Flame Shock 

HIT POINTS 

8352 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Entangling Roots 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3018 

Warrio 

ARMOR 

3402 

Sunder Armor, Battle Shout, Demoralizing Shout 

FACTION 

_ Naga 

HIT POINTS 

2979 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3072 

Strike, Cleave, Knockdown 

166 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

342 

Healing Wave, L:ightning Shield 



GiolMllf Ciln'aat 
FACTION 

Quilboar, Bristleback 

HIT POINTS 

404 

tt~iJ. lt~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

684 

Power Word: Shield, Renew, heal 

OaHAlwtAN 
FACTION 

Monster 

'HIT POINTS 

1452 

U,~ij;l ~t}J 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash, Deadly Poison 

FACTION 

Ore, Blackrock 

HIT POINTS 

8883 

FACTION 

Kobold 

HIT POINTS 

895 

AGGRO 

. Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Sunder Armor 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

861 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3512 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1142 

OaalwtLT 
FACTION 

. Gnome, Leper 

HIT POINTS 

199 

FACTION 

Wolf 

HIT POINTS 

1279 

U,'\lit l!l 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fireball 

~· 11.i:V&:Jl. 14 
AGGRO 

Social, Predator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CllLMoaAN 
FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

2059 

u:vn4l 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Gouge, Sinister Strike 

CLASS 

Mage 

ARMOR 

286 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1353 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2414 

GmH 1Hl UNMOWG 
FACTION 

ljndead, Scourge 
'i'~ 

HIT PorNTS 

3643 

1#.~'t·tn. ~j 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Gargoyle Strike, Rend 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3348 



FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

1115 

li,~,V< ij;,k, ?$;7; 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Acid Splash 

~ 
l!..i.'ltEI:. 44 

FACTION AGGRQ 

Mosshide Social 

HIT POINTS 

664 
SPELL RESIST 

0amANG 
FACTION 

Wolf 

HIT POINTS 

273 

FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

2633 

t.EVca tl 
AGGRO 

Social, Predator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rend 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Mage 

ARMOR 

858 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1002 

CLASS 
Warrior .... 

A RMOR 

615 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2610 

Torch, Bloodlust, Fireball 

~VatAs 

FACTION 

Monster 

H IT POINTS 

3489 

FACTION 

Troll, Frostmane 

HIT POINTS 

208 

IJ.~.\§J);_l~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1353 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

450 

Devotion Aura, Renew, Lesser Heal 

ClldWfiaallD 
FACTION 

Beast- Carrion Bird 

HIT POINTS 

2398 

tt'tt:L 46 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

Fire+110 

ABILITIES 

Crimson Fury, Fire Nova 

FACTION 

Spider 

H IT POINTS 

3758 

AGGRO 

Non5oda1 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 
Deadly Poison, Web 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2798 

ARMOR 

3402 

l , I 



.0 Fu rbolg 

Hrr POINTS 

222 

FACTION 

Giant 

Hrr POINTS 

6645 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Vicious Bite 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

War Stomp, Trample 

FACTION 

Kobold 

Hrr Po1NTS 

301 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

545 

ARMOR 

3018 

ARMOR 

566 

Renew, Power Word : Fortitude 

SPELL RESIST 

ARMOR 

2832 

ABILITIES 

Blizzard, MaµI, Frost Shock 

.HIT POINTS 

3875 

Hrr POINTS 

247 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Trample 

U.W:lU 
AGGRO 

.Socia~,. 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Backhand, Pummel 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3457 

ARMOR 

580 

ARMOR 

3512 

ARMOR 

3018 

Rushing Charge, Berserker Charge, Tendon Rip 



FACTION 

Sil ith id 

HIT POINTS 

2768 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash, Sunder Armor 

FACTION 

Quilboar, Razormane 

HIT POINTS 

2250 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3018 

ARMOR 

1072 

Battle Stance, Cleave, Hamstr ing, Demoralizing Shout 

FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

3292 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3237 

~ 
l!.,~\Ue:1;. ta 

FACTION AGGRO 

Trogg 

HIT POINTS 

321 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash 

ARMOR 

580 

" 

, 

FACTION 

U11dead, Scourge 
;-.·.\·; 

SPELL RESIST 

Nature +65 

ABILITIES 

War Stomp, Thrash 

AGGRO 

Social 

H IT POINTS 

3758 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

1108 

ARMOR 

3402 

Mighty Blow, Disease Cloud 

t.E\l'F!t..4'.~ 

FACTION AGGRO 

D~arf, lronforge Aggn:~s~ive, Social 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

585 1002 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shoot, Fire Shot 

""""""" '""""'~Yo-"_' __ . · w,··w"""~--'.0<' 

l~'lt~~ 

FACTION 

Dra_gonflight - Black 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

15260 3566 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Flame Breath 



Hlai GINIJtAL· ABKNms 
tt:YEJ;. 59 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Scarlet Crusade Social Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

8291 2832 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Battle Shout, Demoralizing Shout, Holy Strike 

HIOi PllEslm HAl\vAmA 
l,:,E\"e,Ji, 57 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Troll, Bloodscalp Social Mage 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

8770 1714 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Heal, Shadow Bolt Volley, Hex 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Blackfathom Social Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

5502 2477 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Polymorph, Power Word: Shield, Shadow Bolt, Shadow Word: Pain 

HlsmRM 
FACTION 

Basilisk 

HIT POINTS 

1603 

U\?F;IL ~71 

AGGRO 

Basilisk 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1607 

HuttlcANIAN 
FACTION 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

3100 

l!.EYEl. ~.~ 

AGGRO 

Elementar' 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Chain Lightning 

IMMOtA1us 
FACTION 

Demon 

HIT POINTS 

8097 

tEYEL SQ, 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2788 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3348 

ABILITIES 

Knock Away, Fire Shield 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2979 

FACTION 

Dragonflight - Green 

HIT POINTS 

6467 

ltlaN&Aa: 
I;,f.YEIL SJ 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Spikes 

].ADI 
t.~YEt Lk# 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Acid Breath 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3072 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2853 



FACTION AGGRO 

High Elf, Silvermoon Aggressive, Social 
Remnant 

HIT POINTS 

2672 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2963 

Shoot, Poisoned Shot, Exp losive Shot 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

. Ore, Blackrock Social Warrior. 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

8883 3512 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shield Charge, Shield Bash, Strike 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Syndicate Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

617 967 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

---~ 

~ 
ILE\tE·~ 40: 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Demon Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1752 1980 
SPELL RESIST 

Fire +95 

ABILITIES 

KAION 
I!.J;\tEL a,7; 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Blackrock Sociq.I Warrior 

H IT POINTS ARMOR 

840 1108 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Backhand 

-"--'-"·"'"""''--~------~--== 

l{OVQll{ 
tEV~I,, 3(), 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Ogre Social 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1468 1494 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

KASHOCM 1Ml RiAwa, IUICG KmJ.IAUl 
FACTION 

Giant 

HIT POINTS 

9156 

L£\tkil ~ IL~\!~l 4\7' 
AGGRO CLASS 

Social Warrior. 

ARMOR 

3566 
SPELL RESIST 

FACTION AGGRO 

Monster Soctal · 

H IT POINTS 

2487 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave 

ARMOR 

2853 



HIT POINTS 

3508 

HIT POINTS 

301 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

2633 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fatal Sting 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shac,l0w Shock 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Torch 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3348 

ARMOR 

566 

ARMOR 

2610 

ARMOR 

2262 

SPELL RESIST 

Shadow +60 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2921 

Dominate Mind, Shadow Word: Pain, Lash of Pain, Fear 

ABILITIES 
Forked Lightning, Explosive Shot, Shoot 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

1918 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2255 

Forked Lightning, Enveloping Winds, Lightning Bolt 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

507 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

771 

Aqua Jet, Frostbolt Volley, Qui1Ck Frost Ward, Forked Lightning, 
Knockdown 



FACTION 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

918 

FACTIO N 

Si li thid 

HIT POINTS 

12208 

FACTION 

Spider 

H IT POINTS 

664 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rend 

AGGRO 

Non Soda! 
~:· 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Deadly Leech 

ARMOR 

712 

CLASS 

Warrior ~.· 

ARMOR 

3566 

ARMOR 

1002 

l 

FACTION 

Undead, Scou rge 

HIT POINTS 

404 

LDlnK\1' 
U'lrn t\!Ji 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Wither Touch, Poison 

HIT POINTS 

263 

tlclllN 
!;,.~~~ ~4, 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

684 

ARMOR 

344 

Cu rse of Weakness, Shadow Bolt 

FACTION AGGRO 

Ogre Soc ial 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1196 974 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Bloodlust, Fire Shield Ill, Flame Spike 



LORD AM'iL1tt 

FACTION 

Makrura 

HIT POINTS 

2138 

FACTION 

D~agonflight - Green 

HIT POINTS 

6468 

tE,\lEt 44 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

U\lEk4~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

Nature+ 100 

ABILITIES 

Cleave, Acid Breath 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2574 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2742 

LoaD CoNl>AR 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

356 

t~VEI!. tQ. 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

721 

Low:>D~ 

FACTION 

l;/ndead, Scourge 
·, 

HIT POINTS 

3758 

11.&\ff. IL 5"1 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave, Sunder Armor 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3402 

FACTION 

Undead, Scourge 

HIT POINTS 

935 

ll.E:VEL. 3: l 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

1033 

LOii) MM.DADM 
tJ;;\lU S:<D, 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Undead, Scourge Social Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

2914 2699 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Summon Skeleton, Shadow Bolt, Drain Life 

Loar>~ 

FACTION 

Elemental 

l;,.E\lE\;. St 

AGGRO 
Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

11460 
SPELL RESIST 

Fire+ 153, Nature+ 153 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3072 

Ground Tremor, Earth Shock, Flame Shock 

LOIO~ 

FACTION 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

1848 

tE:\lEJi., 4:.5,, 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave Execute 3 

CLASS 

Warrior ,. 

ARMOR 

2742 



FACTION 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

356 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Aqua Jet, Strike 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

721 

Losr ONE OlmAIN 
lf,'l{f,li. 391 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

lost Ones Social Warrior 

H IT POINTS ARMOR 

1677 1849 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Lost·· ON! COOlt 
FACTION 

lost Ones 

HIT POINTS 

1256 

ll,f,_~lil ~1 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Immolate, Knockdown 

FACTION 

Wolf 

H IT POINTS 

6 17 

LutaS 
L.,&'Wi.t. 4~ 

AGGRO 

Social, Predator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

1325 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

967 

MAGlmtt. HA\WHllM 
FACTION 

Naga 

HIT POINTS 

3082 

FACTION 

Trogg 

HIT POINTS 

473 

hJ.,\lEI;, ~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shoot, Multi-Shot 

MMio5H 
lE\:'.E:l ~!1 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3 128 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

741 

Lightning Bolt, Shock, Healing Wave 

MA~ HUN'YEU»NG 

FACTION 

Ogre 

H 1T POINTS 

3643 

tt'lE.t~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cleave, Hamstring 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3348 

--WI, 
FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

HIT POINTS 

3643 

kE\'itt. ~' 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash, Uppercut 

A RMOR 

3348 



SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

967 

Battle Shout, Improved Blocking 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

685 

Rend, Battle Stance, Heroic Strike 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Arcane Explosion 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

War Stomp 

ARMOR 

3128 

ARMOR 

2907 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3292 

Terrifying Roar, Demoralizi.ng Roar, Frost Breath 

HIT POINTS 

573 

SPELL RESIST 

Nature +50 

ABILITIES 

Entangling Roots 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

1037 

ARMOR 

932 

Terrifying Howl, Rend, Tendon Rip 

, Vilebranch 

HIT POINTS 

5691 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2522 

Enchanted Quickness, Slow, Shadow Word: Pain 



HIT POINTS 

1803 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS. 

Mage 

ARMOR 

1462 

Shadow Bolt, Shadow Bolt Volley 

FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

1677 

AGGRO 

,Sqcial 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Backhand 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1849 

~ 

FACTION 

HIT POINTS 

2476 

FACTION 

Bear 

HIT POINTS 

3322 

U\hU44: 
AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thorn Volley 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2262 

ARMOR 

3018 

' 

Giant 

HIT POINTS 

7599 

AGGRO 
· · Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3237 

War Stomp, Trample, Knock Away 

Defias 

HIT POINTS 

198 

FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

186 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Gouge, Backstab 

Mt.MD 
u~~l t~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shock, Healing Wave 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

907 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Volatile Infection 

ARMOR 

518 

ARMOR 

426 

ARMOR 

967 



MUtUllOUS BLJSit."AW 
Ii,E.\?U .. 43' 

FACTION AGGRO 

Wolf Social, Predator 

H IT POINTS 

2059 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fatal Bite, Rend, Thrash 

MllSH<lOO 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

61040 

11,E,V~L. 60 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2414 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3566 

Thorn Voll ey, Entangling Roots, Spore Cloud 

FACTION 

Spider 

HIT POINTS 

840 

~ 
tE\lE_l 21 

AGGRO 

Non Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1108 

Deadly Poison Naraxis Web 

NNtet tH1 T~a. 

FACTION 

Kobold 

HIT POINTS 

257 

U.\:'f:h. tQ 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Battle Shout 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

518 

NARu.J.AsANZ 
FACTION 

Dragonflight - Red 

HIT POINTS 

12121 

l(.E:-.:'E:ll. 4.4 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Flame Breath, Renew 

FACTION 

Worgen 

HIT POINTS 

1279 

NuARU 
t.EVEL 34 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2082 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1353 

ABILITIES 

Terr ify ing Howl, Tendon Rip 

~nESl~ 
fi,E.\'.KL '?i,7l 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 
Troll , Witherbark Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1536 1607 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Whirlwind, Cleave, Berserker Stance, Execute 

FACTION 

Furbolg 

HIT POINTS 

862 

0ADAW 
~!Vctt;. ?fl/ 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

Nature +79 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

917 

Corrupted Strength, Corrupted Stamina, Corrupted Agil ity, 
Rejuvenation 



FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Wolf Social, Predator Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1981 2262 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Blood Howl, Tendon Rip 

U~m~4l 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Bear Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

2574 2414 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Om'ValAW 
FACTION 

Bear 

H1T POINTS 

375 

FACTION 
Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

2768 

LE'lE.L t4 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Strike 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Mortal Strike 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

650 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3018 

Ooa~ 

FACTION 

Monster 

H IT POINTS 

1981 

FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

H IT POINTS 

13920 

i:.EVEt,.44 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

tE.\!El s,1 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ARMOR 

2262 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3402 

Fire+ 153, Nature+ 153, Frost+ 153, Shadow+ 153, Arcane+ 153 

ABILITIES 

PNDl:wtNG PAlNMtCM 
t EVEt 25 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Monster Social 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

712 1037 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Poison 

P8«£ l<!Lt!N 

FACTION 
Demon 

HIT POINTS 

1221 

lHLl!il 33; 

AGGRO 
Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1317 



,, 

FACTION AGGRO 

Naga Soci<il 

. HIT POINTS 

1902 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior ,,· 

·ARMOR . 

2117 

PIKllWl 
FACTION 

Demon 

HIT POINTS 

1332 

l,,,ij;\?~ll.. )~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Palad in 

ARMOR 

1063 

Fire Nova, Fireba ll , Charged Arcane Bolt 

PunlDlus 
l~\b~I!. S&; 

AGGRO 
·social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3457 

Putrid Stench, Knock Away, Uppercut 

HIT POINTS 

2487 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Poison 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2853 

I ' ! I 
i I 
l ! 

" 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Qrc, .Blackrock Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

23688 3512 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Hooked Net, Shoot, Stun Bomb 
····';; =====::;;;~::::;- ;;:;::;;:;::--::::;.,::::;. _;;:;;;,_;;:;::;::::;~::;;;~::;;;~=~·::;;; • . • ======7"";( 

FACTION 

Furbolg 

HIT POINTS 

2865 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

3758 

FACTION 

High Elf, Silvermoon 
Remnant 

HlT POINTS 

4120 

RACi!PAW 
ll,l)bEl 5,~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

RAK'SHll 
l\.[\f~l $Q 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Terrify 

AGGRO 

Aggressive, Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3072 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3402 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3566 

Shoot, Dual Wield, Strike, Kick 



I 

I 

~~ 

t~IU,. -~ 
FACT ION CLASS . 

Monster Warr i o~ 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

328 685 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

••01 
"~~\ ~-

Wolf 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

2979 3072 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Infected Bite, Po ison 

~ ·"'~·--

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

771 

Shadow Word : Pain, Dominate M ind 

Raptor 

H IT POINTS 

1106 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rend Flesh, Fatal Bite 

ARMOR 

1247 

woc=.,"/' 

HIT POINTS 

2138 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2574 

Rend, Tendon Rip, Strike 

FACTION 

Spider 

HIT POINTS 

2577 

tE.~U~ 

AGGRO 

Non Social 

SPELL RESIST 

Fire +125 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2907 

Fire Shield, Deadly Poison 

amANlfll Naaa. 
~'b~{;. Ji t 
AGGRO 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Sonic Burst 

ARMOR 

545 

I [ ,, FACTION . AGGRO 
' it· ' 

I 
Troll , Vi lebranch 

HIT POINTS 

2577 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Thrash,. Dual Wield 

ARMOR 

2907 



'"-""'~~'""' 

Rr.xAsMil tto•a.Ml( 
tt;VU ~7 I U;V,~t,~~ 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Silithid Social Warrior Gnoll, Mudsnout Social Warrior 

ARMOR HIT POINTS ARMOR 

3402 i 895 1142 
SPELL RESIST l SPELL RESIST 

- -

ABILITIES ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor -
, .. ·""'- _.,,.,,,. """"-· ---· ··· -

' j , 
l!.Xi\l':~I;,, 4:~ 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS AGGRO CLASS 

••.. <:;;nolj , Redridge Social Warrior j Shadowh ide $ocial Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR HIT POINTS ARMOR 
1 

386 756 I 787 1072 
; 

SPELL RESIST ' SPELL RESIST l 

-

ABILITIES ABILITIES 

Backstab, Sneak, Poison, Dua l W ield 

'"""'""'""'=''""'"'"'"''"'·''"r""·'"'"""'"""""""' "'"'"""""'·· ''""""'"'=-~~'"''"""'" 

-,---~ .. _... 
·~ ~ 

bPA Rol..OCH 
l,!.EY,~~44 U'«"~ ll, ~&; 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS FACTION CLASS 

Monster Soc ial Warrior Ogre Warrior 

HIT POINTS : ARMOR HIT POINTS ARMOR 

2316 2574 " 1604 1724 
SPELL RESIST SPELL RESIST 

-

ABILITIES ABILITIES 

Cleave 
""'""'""'"'' "''"''"' '' ~ ' ' '~: -.-.-.· · :-.,.,,,, .. ,.,. ·="''=»":"'''''""' 

~------ - ~~--·· 

RReAtl .. ,, ~)oWL . . 
U,Y~J1 3'> t~\:'.U,~ ~~ 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS FACTION CLASS 

Monster Social Warrior Furbolg Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1750 1849 712 1037 
SPELL RESIST SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES t~ 
,, ABILITIES 

Thrash 



FACTION 

Elemental 

RuMlm 
Ji,J;'l?t" 41~ 

CLASS 

Warrior 

HIT POINTS 

2217 
ARMOR 

2742 

FACTION 

Ogre 

SPELL RESIST 

Natu re +70 

ABILITIES 

Ground Tremor, Trample 

HIT POINTS 

3540 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

1517 

Bl oodlust, lightning Bolt, Rain of Fire 

FACTION 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

2672 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Immolate 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2963 

~llaL"f 

FACTION 

Basilisk 

HIT POINTS 

2217 

U'.~f;,ll,,4S 

AGGRO 

B~silikk 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Crystal Flash 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2742 

FACTION 

Murloc 

HIT POINTS 

1002 

ScMoL 
UNll!-3,~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1212 

ScMLu· ExtCt111CHa 
FACTION 

Scarlet Crusade 

HIT POINTS 

9156 

FACTION 

· Scarlet Crusade 

HIT POINTS 

7995 

U\!'.Elt 6~ 
AGGRO 

SPELL RESIST 

AGGRO 
,Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

3566 

ARMOR 

3009 

Power Word: Shield, Heal, Prayer of Healing, Holy Fire 

ScNl;u INeJIQCiMOlt 
FACTION 

Scarlet Crusade 

HIT POINTS 

9432 

11,tVEt. ~J 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Dual Wield, Immolate 

ARMOR 

3622 



= 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

HIT POINTS 

7326 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

2876 

Hammer of Justice, Holy Strike, Crusader Strike 

ScNlaSMnM 

HIT POINTS 

8883 

l!,l\f~lt $,'J>J 

AGGRO 

Socia.I 

SPELL RESIST 

Fire +1 77 

ABILITIES 

Strike, Knockdown 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3512 

I 
.! 

f 
. '1! l 

: 1· 
'. 
; 1 

~ 

I 

HIT POINTS 

31440 

11.l\"U <M 
AGGRO 

Elementa l 
J}:';e··~' 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3622 

War Stomp, Crowd Pummel 

SHADo\\aAw 
FACTION 

:! Monster 

HIT POINTS 

204 

i!.i)l'eJt ~l: 
AGGRO 
"Monste~ 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

615 

Sneak, Curse of Weakness 

·.Ai.iit•*f·~ 

SUmAQWIJN 11 ;f ~~Q . . l!.l\!'U:U 1 ' 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

521 

AGGRO CLASS 

Elemental 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

897 

SllGIANf . . · 
.Jt E'W!"ASttet.A~U · ""'· ""a~~ , .. 

FACTION 

' Grtqll, Riverpaw 

HIT POINTS 

417 

AGGRO 

social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

791 

Frenzied Command, Knockdown 

FACTION AGGRO 

HIT POINTS 

1752 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Devotion Aura 

~
·· ··· 

. 
. 

llVU.4·1 
AGGRO 

··' ·Monster Monster · 

\,~ 

''=""'--

HIT POINTS 

2487 
SPELL RESIST 

Fire +95, Shadow +95 

ABILITIES 

Mana Burn, Terrify 
,c£¥f ;:s:;iillli!g'j)~, ,,~.-------~ 

CLASS 

Warrior . 

ARMOR 

1980 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2853 



FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

HIT POINTS 

5334 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

1063 

lE'W~J;. 4Q 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fireball 

SINczR 
U~\'~.IJ.. l4 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1980 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

11 2 1 

Dual Wield, Dominate Mind, Demoralizing Shout 

Slml. flAlUASH 
FACTION 

Harpy 

H IT POINTS 

416 

U\'U lt 
AGGRO 

Social 

CLASS 

Paladin 

A RMOR 

450 

T 
I • 
l 

Sntowt 
l!J'.\((<ll, 3.Q 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 
Monster Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS A RMOR 

1468 1494 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Intimidating Roar, Backhand, Demoralizing Roar 

SluL 
l{\'l(:ll. ~ 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Undead, Scourge Social Mage 

H IT POINTS ARMOR 

13065 1742 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Frostbolt, Frost Shock, Frost Armor, Arcane Bolt, Blizzard 

FACTION 

Murloc 

H IT POINTS 

328 

u:vu. ~~ 
AGGRO 

Social 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

685 
SPELL RESIST SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES ABILITIES 

Lightning Bolt, Lightn ing Barrier Thrash 

StAvt MAsln. BtACIHlMtT 
FACTION 

Ogre 

HIT POINTS 

57420 

11..EVEl!,. $$; 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

A RMOR 

3457 

Cleave, Knockdown, Mortal Strike 

FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

H IT POINTS 

2768 

uvn s;<t} 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Throw Net, Shoot 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3018 



FACTION 

Monster 

lE:\'€11,, ~9 
AGGRO 

Monster 

CLASS 

Warrior 

HIT POINTS 

449 
ARMOR 

826 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Black Sludge 

SLUDGNN 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

974 

11,E:'lt~IJ, lQ 

AGGRO 

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1212 

Dark Sludge, Leech Poison 

FACTION 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

2768 

5MoLDM 
11.i\'El ~Qt 

AGGRO 

Elemental 

SPELL RESIST 

Fire + 170, Nature + 170 

ABILITIES 

Molten Meta l 

FACTION 

HIT POINTS 

176 

!!._~\'El 9, 
AGGRO 

Socia l 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Throw Net 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3018 

CLASS .. 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

412 

FACTION 

Wolf 

HIT POINTS 

1981 

C!'l,... .......... ..... 
~ 

f;,f.\?Ll:li., 414' 
AGGRO 

Social, Pr<'dator 

SPELL RESIST 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2262 

Fire + 100, Nature+ 100, Frost+ 100, Shadow+ 100, Arcane+ 100 

ABILITIES 

Fade Out 

c..,•.-.-ii:&••• 
~ 

FACTION 

· Gnoll, Rothide 

HIT POINTS 

726 

1!.lVE,1:, ?I3 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rage of Thule 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

967 

SNOl\T 1HI ·HlCILR 

FACTION 

Wolf 

HIT POINTS 

386 

tE\ttl HI 
AGGRO 

Social, Prft<iafor 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Toxic Spit, Tendon Rip 

CLASS 

Warrior . 

ARMOR 

756 

SONlotHl -~l 
liE'v.'.l;,I/.. S©• 

FACTION AGGRO 

Silithid Social 

HIT POINTS 

2768 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor, Rend 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3018 



HIT POINTS 

17226 

•Carrion Bird 

HIT POINTS 

3082 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Cwrse of Blood, Thrash 

HIT POINTS 

449 

FACTION 
Spider 

HIT POINTS 

341 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Deadly Poison 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3457 

ARMOR 

3128 

ARMOR 

826 

ARMOR 

615 

Raptor 

HIT POINTS 

1347 

SPELL RESIST 

SPELL RESIST 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILIT IES 

ARMOR 

3566 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

826 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2654 

Fireball, Fire Shield, Swmmon Flamekin Torcher, 
Summon Flamekin Rager 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

1162 
SPELL RESIST 

ARMOR 

1283 

ABILITIES 

Intimidating Growl, Battle Roar 



, FACTION 

qwarf, Dark Iron 

HIT POINTS 

3758 

AGGRO 
Social · 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3402 

Summon Dark Iron Land Mine, Shoot, Net 

FACTION 

Monster 

CLASS 

Warrior 

.HIT POINTS 

2577 
ARMOR 

2907 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fireball, Lightning Breath 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

4369 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3677 

Infected Wound, Tendon Rip 

1\a~ 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2979 

U\fit.Sl 
AGGRO 

'~ ':; 
'.Monster · 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 
Warrior 

ARMOR 

3072 

I 
_.,.,,""""'~-'-""""'-·-·---- --'-· --~-~-.r 

lkl~ 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

73260 

ti.~~tl~ 

AGGRO 

MonstE!'r 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2876 

Chain Lightning, Poison Bolt 

Ttalwt 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2672 

l.!.'\lil 491 
AGGRO-

Monster 

SPELL RESIST 

Nature +240 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior ' 

ARMOR 

2963 

Black Sludge, Putrid Breath 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

2059 

lklRor 
U\{tl~3: 

AGGRO 

Monst~r 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

.1\.K«& 

FACTION 
Demon 

HIT POINTS 

115 

11,,l~~ Q; 

AGGRO 
Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Strike 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2414 

CLASS 
Paladin 

ARMOR 

150 

f 
I 



FACTION 

Monster 

H1T POINTS 

664 
SPELL RESIST 

ARMOR 

1002 

ABILITIES 

Chained Bolt, Thuhderclap 

FACTION 

Defias 

HIT POINTS 

222 

FACTION 

Wolf 

HIT POINTS 

198 

FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

17766 

11;,tVtl tti 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

tt\'r~t ~.~ 

AGGRO 

Social, Pred.ator 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Rabies 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

ARMOR 

545 

ARMOR 

518 

ARMOR 

3512 

Dual Wield, Gouge, Sinister Strike, Blind, Backstab 

T\WJCllF LoaD· lWlllN 
FACTION 

Monster 

HIT POINTS 

3296 

UV!il~ 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Shadow Shock, Fireball 

FACTION 

Gorilla 

HIT POINTS 

3188 

FACTION 

Bear 

HIT POINTS 

1257 

FACTION 

Furbolg 

HIT POINTS 

137 

SPELL RESIST 

'*'"'~l l1 
AGGRO 
, Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Maul 

AGGRO 

Soci~I 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Demoralizing Roar 

CLASS 

Paladin 

ARMOR 

2876 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3183 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1247 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

245 



V.MtO ·lH!N"s, GHosr 
1;,EVEI,. 48 

FACTION 

Undead, Scourge 

HIT POINTS 

2577 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Curse of Weakness 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2907 

VltGRIL ANcltNf 
FACTION 

Elemental 

HIT POINTS 

1002 

l!,ll':,\:'.E.11. l,€); 

AGGRO 

Elemental 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Curse of Thorn s 

VutfoNtx 
FACTION 

Venture Company 

HIT POINTS 

1981 

FACTION 

Frostmane 

HIT POINTS 

6186 

t,E,\'[L 42 

AGGRO 

Soc ial 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pierce Armor 

AGGIW 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Dual Wield, Rend 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1212 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2262 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2907 

1!.E\'EIL 60 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Giant Social Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

12210 2876 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Fire Shield, Flamecrack, Fire Nova 

FACTION 

Beast- Carrion Bird 

HIT POINTS 

787 

VutT&OS 
HVtlL.26, 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Swoop 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1072 

WM<iotlM 

FACTION 

Dwarf, Dark Iron 

HIT POINTS 

1468 

LE\:'.'l;;L 36 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Lock Down 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

1494 

Wm0t0 KOU<ANIS 
ll.e\t~ll. 9'1 

FACTION AGGRO 

Kolkar Social 

HIT POINTS 

176 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Pummel, Thunderclap 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

412 



FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Trol l, Frostmane Social Warrior 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

3875 3457 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Whi rlw ind, Sunder Armor, Hamstring 

FACTION 

Trol l, Vi lebranch 

. HIT POINTS 

2217 

AGGRO 

social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2742 

Dual Wield, Sneak, Backstab 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Troll , Witherbark Social Paladin 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

1409 1619 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Polymorph, Chains of Ice, Wither Touch, Shadow Bolt Volley, 
Dual Wield 

FACTION 
Troll, Frostmane 

HIT POINTS 

5544 

Zuaus 
tive1,. ~s 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Frost Shot, Shoot, Net 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

2742 

FACTION 

Silithid 

HIT POINTS 

8883 

FACTION 

Troll , Vilebranch 

HIT POINTS 

2059 

ZOltA 
u:.\!EI!. 59 

AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Po ison Bolt 

tE'lbEIL 431 
AGGRO 

Social 

SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

CLASS 

Warrior 

ARMOR 

3512 

ARMOR 

2414 

Silence, Shadow Bo lt Volley 

FACTION AGGRO CLASS 

Troll, Frostmane Social Mage 

HIT POINTS ARMOR 

2798 1770 
SPELL RESIST 

ABILITIES 

Hex, Healing Wave, Chain Lightning, Flame Shock 



QUEST INFO-You must complete the Robo-£hicken quest series Rescue OOX·09/Hl!, Rescue OOX-17 /TN!, and Rescue 
OOX·22/FE! in the Hinterlands, Tonoris and Ferolos before you con get the Mechanical Chicken. 

Smolderweb CQ!iier Burning Steppes Kibler .£,, 

QUEST INFO·The quest is called "En-Ay·Es-Tee-Why'' where Kibler would like you to go into Blackrock Spire and bring out 
15 Spire Spider Eggs. 

Spnfe Darter l:gg ' ferolos Agnor B~mer 

QUEST INFO·Allionce only. Must complete this quest chain- "freedom for All Creatures" "Doling Justice" "An Orphan 
looking for o Home" "A Short Incubation" "The Newest Member of the Forni~" "food !Or Baby" ond "Becoming o 
Parent." 







EXCLUSIVE 
'WORLD MAP 
Q LARGE 36" X 48" DIMENSIONS 

2-side~ full-color poster fits standard poster frame 

A PERFECT ADDITION FOR 
YOUR WORLD OF WARCRAFI 
COLLECTION! 

i(Q SIDE 1: 
The Azeroth map with all {fight paths, dungeons, 
cities and regions 

SIDE 2: 
The Azeroth map, unfettered- shows a clear view 
of the topography of the continents 



Q COLLECTIBLE 
BOOKMARKS INCLUDED-
this speciolcollection representing each race, .. 
their race e"!_blem, and their storyline makes the perfect 
addition to this beautiful Atlas. 

MAPS FOR EVERY AREA
induding All Regions and Major Cities. 
Special "loy-f/ot"binding showcases mops in their 
full glory. 

EXHAUSTIVE INDEX-
includes o Complete Listing of oil NPCs, Named 

'.!fV Enemies, and Beasts-along with their locations 
. on map grids for easy use . 

. · EXCLUSIVE TOWN MAPS
hand-drawn maps include ca/louts for everyone 
in 'the .towns. 

WORLDMAP-
marks_ flight paths, main cities, instance 
dungeons, and battleground locations. 



.$'· 

l'HE OFFICIAL BINDER· 
· faction Specific design displays the Hoiae on one side 
and The Alliance on the other! 

These two binders also give 
' access to the Exclusive, Online-Only BradyGames strategy tips 

for World of Warcraft Instance I Dungeon Content! 
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I normally say that I would "like to thank" various people for their assistance with a 
project. For this guide, it is probably more appropriate to say that I "darn well better 
thank various people." There is no way that any single person could make it through 
such an amazing game and writing project without immense help from the Blizzard, 
Brady's editors and designers, personal friends, fellow players, and so forth . Before 
saying anythi·ng else, 1'11 bow to each and al1. '.' :rhank you so very much!" Now; on. 
to the specifics. 

Many thanks to Blizzard for their support for the guide. Getting data for our tables 
is a brutal task. Some of it we do alone. Plenty of it we do with help, and the data 
provided to us was a gift from the heavens. 

I can't praise enough people at Brady for getting this elegant mammoth of a guide 
together. Christian Sumner and Brian Shotton did the editing work for the guide, and 
Christian also flew out to do both hard work at Blizzard HQ and make some good 
buddies there as well! And to Brady's design team, I'll just leave my hat off, since 
I've been impressed since day one of the FIRST WoW guide. I can't wait to have the 
new book on my coffee table and my c2.mputer desk: Give it to me now! J 

Slaps on the back and cigars all around for our home team. To Edwin Kern,. a soldier 
of war on and off ofthe e·battlefield, I again smile and· thank for standing at my side-. 
Without his knowledge of dungeons, group dynamics, and so forth, l would rarely 
venture too far from the Battlegrounds or the outdoor zones. 

To Kurt, Katie, Dave, Burton, Jesse, and Christy, I give a fine /wave. It was nice to 
have some real l.ife friends in game to play with while making.the guide. We had 

~ some pretty great times (again). 

To Maim on Kirin Tor, l give my /salute, This PvP guild was ·one·ofthe best thatl've . 
had the honor to serve with. Its leading members contributed suggestions for certain 
portions of the text, collected the entire pet table for the pet store {thanks Jason), 
helped write quite a portion of the guild section (thanks to you too, Lady Zakota, you 
crazy Moonkin), and ma.de rank grinding into a darn good time. 

To Kirin Tor, my first RP WoW serve 
or'fa starfdard server and on a PvP o get int-0 my c 
while. Kayal· made a number of friends out there, -and despite many battles with the 
Alllance, 1 don't think I made many enemies. -Cood·fortune to ·both the-·Hor 
Alliance players that l met there. 

This little guide, and by little I mean gigantic; was put in my lap ma 
During that time, I have.come to realize what it means to completely tr 
people you are working ~ith to succeed. Not only was this trust well placed, I have 
been humbled by the an10unt of time rk othe.rs spent to make this something 
m re than Brady or I dared tcrdream. 

I. I love pl(lying World of Warcraft. In 
game you love. Often we learn to love the 

e get to revisit a game of this magnitude. 

k that was eminently useful. Although 
we ce'rtainly stumbled a few never did we, as a team, lose site of the goal. 
What we the beginning, rests in your hands. And, as you read my 

bel~ind each acknowledgement is ·an individual who by 
ords can express: 

you have created a· world ()f wonder. From the game to the resources you 
provide, nbihing would.have been done if you had not taken the first step. 

Michael Lummis and Ed Kern, you have put forth the standard. When others use 
e WoW guide as an example on what they want done, know it is you who placed 

that bar so high. Everything is measured in relation to your work. 

a freakin awesome design dude! You and I had some long hours and 
doestnis bookfook sweet. You win the internet_ 

ob, thanks for the eleventh hour help. Even with 
doomed without you guys picking us up . 

. I cannot"express my gratitude enough for 
the help you provided Xian, all of Brady. In the span of two days, you 
took us from the pit of destruction to the lofty pinnacle of success. Without you this 

uide would in no way be what is was envisioned. Thank you. 

eigh, thanks for the opportunity, I hope you are as pleased with the produ 

Even with a guide of this size and complexity, the ac 
to be the hardest to write, There are so many people t 
one way or another that it would be impossible to list 
member all the names. There is so much to learn in 
that insist on pulling with Pyroblast or Priests that p 
lo play_a:bealer or tank even .better. 

/cheer to Blizzard for both an amazing game and for 
· make an amazing guide. World of Warcraft is a g 
of stupidity. Thanks for the legal crack that is 

The Brady staff deserves a week off. 1 have ecr 
maybe I don't have that kind of power, but the 
tian Sumner, Brian Shotton, and the design team 
This guide would never have gotten anywhere witho 
and more. · 

I've played the game so 
Storm on Elune, Redxx i lar, taught.me·to mast 
to work in ·large raias .. With them I saw the beginning of the 
sister-guild Nightsong Clan on Kirin Tor showed me ·how to heal tea 
enemies, and run the flag at the same time. These guilds were nearly unstoppa 
any small-group chailenge, be it in the battlegrounds or an instance. I wasn't in 
Heroes on·Kirin Tor for long, but they treated me with respect and kindness: Th 
also showed me how to play an effective- healer in a raid environment 

zones. There are many other guilds that have come and 
ht me something and I'm glad to have met atl of-them: · 

Few guilds can offer what a circle of close friends can. 
close friends so much that it's hard to imagine WoW wi 
snaring enemies in Warsong Gulch, tearing dwarves off 

· blasting the annoying rats off me in Stratholme or listeni 
another group wipe in guild chat; my friends have alwa 
Jesse, Christ , Kurt, and Burton also deserve a week of 

QA Approvals 
Daniel Polcari 
Andrew Rowe 
John Lynch 

·Additional Support 
Jason Weng 
Joseph Magdalena 



COVERAGE OF INSTANCES 
AND RAID DUNGEONS
Everything from Ragefire Chasm to 
Ahn'Qirai. 

,, ~r ·~ 

OUTDOOR WORLD 
BOSS ENCOUNTERS
Leam exactly what you need to do to 
take them down. 

PLUS MUCH MORE
Monster Information, Quest 
Guidance and Rewards, and 
Secret Rooms! 



Detailed descriptions 
of Superior, Epic, and 
Legendary equipment, 
listed with Spell Effects 
and Spell Resistances. 

Statistics for the most-wanted, Named mobs in Azeroth. 

Brady's unique "first Day" chapter highlights everything 
you need to get through the newbie zones in quest-based, 
easy-to-understand modules. 

ISBN 0-7440-0819-0 

911~ ~~~ ~~ll~~ll ~ijll 11i11f11111i1 ii 

All 9 original classes 
revamped, re-examined, 
and revised with new 
Abilities, new Talent 
trees, and new strategies. 
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